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Foreword
It gives me great pleasure, as the president of the American Society
of Echocardiography (ASE), to introduce you to ASE’s Compre-
hensive Echocardiography. Conceived and executed by editor-
in-chief Roberto Lang, 2009/2010 president of the ASE, and senior
editors Steven Goldstein, Itzhak Kronzon, Bijoy Khandheria, and
Victor Mor-Avi, this book provides a comprehensive and practical
approach to the basic principles and clinical applications of echo-
cardiography. It is a textbook and dynamic digital library for our
entire community. With 200 chapters and 150 authors from across
the breadth of ASE expertise, there is something for everyone. I am
confident this book will serve as a valuable resource for students,
early career clinicians, and advanced practitioners alike. As cardio-
vascular ultrasound is used by more caregivers in more clinical
settings to answer more clinical questions, this textbook will become
more valuable. The nicely illustrated print examples and easy-to-use
digital library with dynamic imaging videos will appeal to those
who both want to pull a book off the shelf and access information
on-the-go. Given the expertise that went into this book and the ease
of use, I predict this will become the go-to textbook for our entire
cardiovascular ultrasound community.

I am also very proud that this textbook illustrates what is great
about the ASE. We are a society with more than 16,000 members
worldwide, dedicated to quality in cardiovascular ultrasound and
education, both of which are prominently demonstrated throughout
this textbook. ASE is also a village made up of many different peo-
ple from many different backgrounds, all united and energized
about the value of cardiovascular ultrasound in caring for people
worldwide. Sharing knowledge, through this textbook, is one way
we come together as a community to further advance patient care.

Enjoy the textbook, use it often and let it be just one of multiple
links between you and the American Society of Echocardiography!

Neil J. Weissman, MD, FASE, FACC
President, American Society of Echocardiography, 2014-2015



Preface
For more than a quarter of a century, echocardiography has made
unparalleled contributions to clinical cardiology as a major tool for
real-time imaging of cardiac anatomy and physiology. Echocardi-
ography is widely used every day in hospitals and clinics around the
world to assess cardiac function, and it provides invaluable, nonin-
vasive information for the diagnosis of multiple disease states. The
American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) is an organization of
professionals committed to excellence in cardiovascular ultrasound
and its application to patient care through education, advocacy,
research, innovation, and service to our members and public.
ASE ’s goal is to be its members’ primary resource for education,
knowledge exchange, and professional development. The new
ASE’s Comprehensive Echocardiography is a major step toward
the achievement of this goal.

This book is a result of a large-scale collaborative effort ofmultiple
ASE members who have contributed chapters on the topics of their
respective expertise. Unlike other existing echocardiography text-
books, including the predecessor of this volume, Dynamic Echocar-
diography, published in 2011, this second edition—with its new
title—covers a full range of topics, as reflected by its staggering
200 chapters. Our aim was to provide the essential material for each
topic in a succinct format, well-illustrated by multiple figures, tables,
and an extensive collection of online videos. The ASE would like for
this comprehensive new textbook to replace the previously published
text Dynamic Echocardiography, which was widely successful
among our readers. Although some of the topics remain the same,
understandably, the material, including text, figures, and references,
was almost entirely rewritten to provide up-to-date information that
takes into account the clinical and technological advancements that
took place since the previous publication.

Once readers have reviewed the written chapters, we encourage
them to review the accompanying online videos of corresponding
cardiac pathologies. We believe that this combined approach is the
most effective way of learning clinical echocardiography. Our hope
is that physicians and cardiac sonographers will use this text and its
companion material as a reference and educational aide in echocar-
diography laboratories around the world.

The ASE and the editors thank the authors for selflessly contrib-
uting their time, effort, and expertise for the completion and success
of this project. We also wish to thank the sonographers, who with
their expert hands have generated and provided the spectacular
images that illustrate this text, without which this educational
endeavor would not have been possible.

The editors also want to thank our ASE colleagues, who have
tirelessly worked with us on this project from conception to fru-
ition, including Hilary Lamb and Robin Wiegerink, as well as
the expert help of the Elsevier staff. We also thank the ASE board
of directors and the executive committee for their support, encour-
agement, and valuable comments and suggestions.

We also wish to thank our families for their continuous support
while we worked on this project: our spouses, Lili, Simoy, Ziva,
Andy, and Priti; our children, Daniella, Gabriel, Lindsey, Lauren,
Derek, Iris, Rafi, Shira, Eden, Yarden, Vishal, and Trishala; and our
grandchildren, Ella, Adam, Lucy, Eli, and Jacob.

Roberto M. Lang, MD, FASE, FACC, FAHA, FESC, FRCP

Steven A. Goldstein, MD, FACC

Itzhak Kronzon, MD, FASE, FACC, FAHA, FESC, FACP

Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD, FASE, FACC, FESC, FACP

Victor Mor-Avi, PhD, FASE
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Section
I
 Physics and Instrumentation
1 General Principles of Echocardiography
Frederick W. Kremkau, PhD
Echocardiography is sonography of the heart. Sonography comes
from the Latin sonus (sound) and the Greek graphein (to write).
Diagnostic sonography is medical real-time, two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) anatomic and flow imaging using
ultrasound. Ultrasound is sound of frequency higher than what
humans can hear. Frequencies used in echocardiography range
from about 2 MHz for adult transthoracic studies to about 7 MHz
for higher-frequency applications such as harmonic imaging and
pediatric and transesophageal studies. Ultrasound provides a non-
invasive view of the heart. Echocardiography is accomplished with
a pulse-echo technique. Pulses of ultrasound, two to three cycles
long, are generated by a transducer (Fig. 1.1) and directed into
the patient, where they produce echoes at organ boundaries and
within tissues. These echoes then return to the transducer, where
they are detected and presented on the display of a sonographic
instrument (Fig. 1.2). The ultrasound instrument processes the ech-
oes and presents them as visible dots, which form the anatomic
image on the display. The brightness of each dot corresponds to
the echo strength, producing what is known as a grayscale image.
The location of each dot corresponds to the anatomic location of the
echo-generating object. Positional information is determined by
knowing the path of the pulse as it travels and measuring the time
it takes for each echo to return to the transducer. From a starting
point at the top of the display, the proper location for presenting
each echo is determined. Because the speed of the sound wave is
known, the echo arrival time can be used to determine the depth
of the object that produced the echo.

When a pulse of ultrasound is sent into tissue, a series of dots
(one scan line, data line, or echo line) is displayed. Not all of the
ultrasound pulse is reflected from any single interface. Rather, most
of the original pulse continues into the tissue and is reflected from
deeper interfaces. The echoes from one pulse appear as one scan
line. Subsequent pulses go out in slightly different directions from
the same origin. The result is a sector scan (sector image), which is
shaped like a slice of pie (Fig. 1.3). The resulting cross-sectional
image is composed of many (typically 96 to 256) of these scan
lines. For decades, sonography was limited to 2D cross-sectional
scans (or slices) through anatomy such as that in Figure 1.3. 2D
imaging has been extended into 3D scanning and imaging, also
called volume imaging, as described in Chapter 2. This requires
scanning the ultrasound through many adjacent 2D tissue cross sec-
tions to build up a 3D volume of echo information, like a loaf of
sliced bread (Fig. 1.4). In addition to anatomic grayscale imaging,
stationary beam, M-mode presentations provide depth versus time
recordings of moving objects (Fig. 1.5).
TRANSDUCER
The transducer used in echocardiography is a phased array that
electronically steers the ultrasound beam in the sector format. It
is energized by an electrical voltage from the instrument that pro-
duces the outgoing ultrasound pulse. The returning echo stream is
received by the transducer and converted to an echo voltage stream
that is sent to the instrument, ultimately appearing on the display as
a scan line. This process occurs a few thousand times per second
(called the pulse repetition frequency [PRF]). A coupling gel is
used between the transducer and the skin to eliminate the air that
would block the passage of ultrasound across that boundary. Trans-
ducers are designed for transthoracic and for transesophageal imag-
ing (see Fig. 1.1). The latter provides a shorter acoustic path (with
less attenuation, allowing higher frequency and improved resolu-
tion) to the heart that avoids intervening lung and ribs.
INSTRUMENT
An echocardiographic instrument has a functional block diagram as
shown in Figure 1.6. The beam former drives the transducer and
receives the returning echo streams, amplifying (this is called gain)
and digitizing them. Attenuation compensation occurs in the recep-
tion side of the beam former. The signal processor, among other
functions, detects the strength (amplitude) of each echo voltage.
Echo amplitudes are stored as numbers in the image memory,
which is part of the image processor. Upon completion of a single
scan (one frame of a real-time presentation), the stored image is
sent to the display. The display is a flat-panel screen, now common
in computer monitors and television sets. The echo information is
sent into the image memory in ultrasound scan lines in sector for-
mat, but it is read out and sent to the display in horizontal display
line format, with each horizontal line on the display corresponding
to a row of echo data in the image memory.
ARTIFACTS
In imaging, an artifact is anything that does not correctly display
the structures or functions (tissue motion and blood flow) imaged.
An artifact is caused by some problematic aspect of the imaging
technique. They can hinder correct interpretation and diagnosis.
These artifacts must be prevented or handled properly when
encountered.

Some artifacts are produced by improper equipment operation
or settings (e.g., incorrect gain and compensation settings). Other
artifacts are inherent in the sonographic methods and can occur
even with proper equipment and technique. The assumptions inher-
ent in the design of sonographic instruments include the following:

• Sound travels in straight lines
• Echoes originate only from objects located on the beam axis
• The amplitude of returning echoes is related directly to the
reflecting or scattering properties of distant objects

• The distance to reflecting or scattering objects is proportional to
the round-trip travel time at a speed of 1.54 mm/μs

If any of these assumptions are violated, an artifact occurs.
Figure 1.7 and Video 1.7, A to D, provide examples of cardiac
artifacts.
1
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Figure 1.1. A, Transthoracic transducer. B, Transesophageal transducer.

Figure 1.2. Echocardiographic instrument.

Figure 1.3. 2D cardiac sector image.
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Figure 1.4. 3D cardiac image.
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Figure 1.5. M-mode display. A (amplitude)-mode is shown on the right,
and the 2D sector scan at the upper left. M (motion)-mode is depth on
the vertical axis versus time on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 1.6. Block diagram of echocardiographic instrument.



Figure 1.7. Apical two-chamber view of grating-lobe artifact (arrow) in
left ventricle.

3Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
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SAFETY
Information derived from in vitro and in vivo experimental studies
has yielded no known risks in the use of echocardiography. Ther-
mal and mechanical mechanisms have been considered but do not
appear to be operating significantly at diagnostic intensities. Exper-
imental animal data have helped to define the intensity–exposure
time region in which bioeffects can occur. However, differences,
physical and biological, between the two situations make it difficult
to apply results from one risk assessment to the other. In the
absence of known risk, it is still necessary to remember that bioef-
fects not yet identified could occur. Therefore, a conservative
approach to the medical use of ultrasound is recommended.

Epidemiologic studies have revealed no known risk associated
with the use of diagnostic ultrasound. Experimental animal studies
have shown that with most equipment, bioeffects occur only at
intensities higher than those expected at relevant tissue locations
during ultrasound imaging and flowmeasurements. Thus a compar-
ison of instrument output data adjusted for tissue attenuation with
experimental bioeffects data does not indicate any risk. We must be
open, however, to the possibility that unrecognized, but not zero,
risk may exist. Such risk, if it does exist, may have eluded detection
up to this point because it is subtle or delayed, or its incidence is
close to normal values. As more sensitive end points are studied
over longer periods or with larger populations, such risks may be
identified. However, future studies might not reveal any detrimen-
tal effects, thus strengthening the possibility that medical ultra-
sound imaging is without detectable risk. In the meantime, with
no known risk and with known benefit to the procedure, a conser-
vative approach to imaging should still be used. That is, ultrasound
imaging should be used when medically indicated, with minimum
exposure to the patient. Exposure is limited by minimizing both
instrument output and exposure time during a study.

Following is the April 1, 2012, American Institute of Ultrasound
in Medicine (AIUM) Official Statement on Prudent Use and Clin-
ical Safety:

Diagnostic ultrasound has been in use since the late 1950s.
Given its known benefits and recognized efficacy for medical
diagnosis, including use during human pregnancy, the
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine herein addresses
the clinical safety of such use: No independently confirmed
adverse effects caused by exposure from present diagnostic
ultrasound instruments have been reported in human patients in
the absence of contrast agents. Biological effects (such as
localized pulmonary bleeding) have been reported in
mammalian systems at diagnostically relevant exposures but the
clinical significance of such effects is not yet known. Ultrasound
should be used by qualified health professionals to provide
medical benefit to the patient. Ultrasound exposures during
examinations should be as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA).

The AIUM statement provides an excellent basis for formulating a
response to patient questions and concerns. Prudence in practice is
exercised by minimizing exposure time and output. Display of
instrument outputs in the form of thermal and mechanical indexes
(TIs and MIs, respectively) facilitates such prudent use.

In decades of use, there have been no reports of injury to patients
or to operators from medical ultrasound equipment. We in the ultra-
sound community want to maintain that level of safety. In the past,
application-specific output limits and the user’s knowledge of equip-
ment controls and patient body characteristics were the means of
minimizing exposure. Now more information is available. The
mechanical and thermal indexes provide users with information that
can be applied specifically to formulate ALARA guidelines. Values
of these indexes eliminate some of the guesswork and indicate the
actual physiologic effects within the patient and what occurs when
control settings are changed. These values make it possible for the
user to obtain the best image possible while following the ALARA
principle, thus maximizing the benefits and minimizing the risks.

Advanced features and techniques (3D echocardiography,
Doppler, tissue Doppler imaging, speckle tracking echo, tissue har-
monic imaging) are covered in more detail in this book. Expansion
of all the topics covered in this chapter can be found elsewhere.1

Please access ExpertConsult to see Video 1.7, A to D.

REFERENCE
1. Kremkau FW: Sonography: Principles and Instruments, ed 9, Philadelphia,

In press, WB Saunders.
2 Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
Luigi P. Badano, MD, PhD, Denisa Muraru, MD, PhD
The milestone in the evolution of three-dimensional echocardiog-
raphy (3DE) from two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) has
been the development of fully sampled matrix array transthoracic
transducers based on advanced digital processing and improved
image formation algorithms. This allowed the operators to obtain
transthoracic real-time volumetric imaging with short acquisition
time and high spatial and temporal resolution. Further technologic
developments (e.g., advances in miniaturization of the electronics
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and in element interconnection technology) made it possible to insert
a full matrix array into the tip of a transesophageal probe and provide
transesophageal real-time volumetric imaging. In addition to trans-
ducer engineering, improved computer processing power and the
availability of dedicated software packages for both online and off-
line analysis have allowed 3DE to become a practical clinical tool.

COMPARISON BETWEEN 2DE AND 3DE
ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCERS
The backbone of the 3DE technology is the transducer. A conven-
tional 2DE phased array transducer is composed of 128 piezoelec-
tric elements, each electrically isolated and arranged in a single
row (Fig. 2.1). Each ultrasound wave front is generated by firing
individual elements in a specific sequence with a delay in phase
with respect to the transmit initiation time. Each element adds
and subtracts pulses to generate a single ultrasound wave with a
specific direction that constitutes a radially propagating scan line
(Fig. 2.2). Because the piezoelectric elements area arranged in a
Figure 2.1. Two- and three-dimensional transducers. Schematic drawing
transducers.
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Figure 2.2. Two-dimensional beamforming. Schematic drawing of beamform
sion (A), focused beams of ultrasound are produced by pulsing each piezoele
tion (B), signals from piezoelectric elements are delayed to create isophase
single row, the ultrasound beam can be steered in two dimensions:
vertical (axial) and lateral (azimuthal). Resolution in the z axis (ele-
vation) is fixed by the thickness of the tomographic slice, which in
turn is related to the vertical dimension of piezoelectric elements
(see Figure 2.1).

Currently, 3DE matrix array transducers are composed of about
3000 individually connected and simultaneously active (fully sam-
pled) piezoelectric elements with operating frequencies ranging
from 2 to 4 MHz and 5 to 7 MHz for transthoracic and transoeso-
phageal transducers, respectively. To steer the ultrasound beam
in 3DE, a 3D array of piezoelectric elements must be present
in the probe; therefore, piezoelectric elements are arranged in
a rectangular grid (matrix configuration) within the transducer
(see Fig. 2.1, right). The electronically controlled phasic firing of
the elements in that matrix generates a scan line that propagates
radially (y, or axial direction) and can be steered both laterally
(x, or azimuthal direction) and in elevation (z, or vertical direction)
to acquire a volumetric pyramid of data (see Fig. 2.1, right). Matrix
array probes can also provide real-time multiple simultaneous 2D
showing the differences between 2D (left panel) and 3D (right panel)
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ing using a conventional 2D phased array transducer. During transmis-
ctric element with precalculated time delays (i.e., phasing). During recep-
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views, at high frame rate, oriented in predefined or user-selected
plane orientations (Fig. 2.3). The main technological breakthrough
that allowed manufacturers to develop fully sampled matrix trans-
ducers has been the miniaturization of electronics. Individual elec-
trical connections can now be set for every piezoelectric element,
which can be independently controlled, both in transmission and in
reception.

Beamforming is a technique used to process signals so that
directionally or spatially selected signals can be sent or received
from sensor arrays. In 2DE, all the electronic components for beam-
forming (high-voltage transmitters, low-noise receivers, analog-
to-digital converter, digital controllers, digital delay lines) are in
the system and consume a lot of power (around 100 W and
1500 cm2 of personal computer [PC] electronics board area). If
the same beamforming approach was applied to matrix array trans-
ducers used in 3DE, it would require around 4 kW power consump-
tion and a huge PC board area to accommodate all the needed
electronics. To reduce both power consumption and the size of
the connecting cable, several miniaturized circuit boards are incor-
porated into the transducer, so that partial beamforming can occur
in the probe (Fig. 2.4). This unique circuit design results in an active
probe, which allows microbeamforming of the signal with low
Figure 2.3. Multiplane acquisition using the matrix array transducer

128-256 c
digital beam

S
um

US mac

Figure 2.4. Three-dimensional beam-
forming. Beamforming with 3D matrix
array transducers has been divided into
processes that occur in two locations:
the transducer and the ultrasound (US)
machine. At the transducer level, inter-
connection technology and integrated
analog circuits (delay units) control trans-
mit and receive signals using different
subsections of the matrix (patches) to
perform analog prebeamforming and fine
steering. Signals from each patch are
summed to decrease the number of digi-
tal lines in the coaxial cable that connects
the transducer to the ultrasound system.
The number of channels is reduced from
3000 to the conventional 128 to 256. At
the ultrasound machine level, analog-to-
digital (A/D) convertors amplify, filter,
and digitize the elements signals, which
are then focused (coarse steering) using
digital delay (Delay) circuitry and summed
together to form the received signal from a
desired object.
power consumption (<1 W) and does not require connecting every
piezoelectric element to the ultrasound machine. The 3000 channel
circuit boards within the transducer control the fine steering by
delaying and summing signals within subsections of the matrix,
known as patches (see Fig. 2.4). This microbeamforming allows
the number of digital channels in the cable connecting the probe
to the ultrasound system to be decreased from 3000 to 128 to
256. If 3000 channels were required, the cable would be too heavy
for practical use. Therefore the cable used with 3D probes is the
same size as that used for a 2D probe. Coarse steering is controlled
by the ultrasound system where the analog-to-digital conversion
occurs using digital delay lines (see Fig. 2.4).

However, the amount of heat produced by the electronics inside
the probe is directly proportional to the mechanical index used dur-
ing imaging; therefore the engineering of active 3DE transducers
should include thermal management.

Finally, new and advanced crystal manufacturing processes
allows production of single crystal materials with homogeneous
solid-state technology and unique piezoelectric properties. These
new transducers produce less heat by increasing the efficiency of
the transduction process, which improves the conversion of trans-
mitted power into ultrasound energy and of received ultrasound
. Biplane and triplane acquisitions with matrix array transducers.
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energy into electrical power. Increased transduction efficiency
together with a wider bandwidth results in increased ultrasound
penetration and resolution, which both improves image quality
and reduces artifacts. Thus power consumption is decreased, and
Doppler sensitivity is increased.

Further developments in transducer technology have resulted in
a reduced transducer footprint, improved side-lobe suppression,
increased sensitivity and penetration, and the implementation of
harmonic capabilities that can be used for both gray-scale and con-
trast imaging. The most recent generation of matrix transducers are
significantly smaller than the previous ones, and the quality of 2DE
and 3DE imaging has improved significantly, allowing a single
transducer to acquire both 2DE and 3DE studies, and record the
whole left ventricular cavity in a single beat.

3D ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY PHYSICS
3DE is an ultrasound technique, and the physical limitation of the
constant speed of ultrasound frequencies in human tissues (approx-
imately 1540 m/sec in myocardial tissue and blood) cannot be over-
come. The speed of sound in human tissues divided by the distance
a single pulse has to travel out and back (determined by the image
depth) results in the maximum number of pulses that can be fired
each second without producing interferences. Based on the
acquired pyramidal angular width and the desired beam spacing
in each dimension (spatial resolution), this number is related to
the volume per second that can be imaged (temporal resolution).
Therefore, similar to 2DE imaging, there is an inverse relationship
between volume rate (temporal resolution), acquisition volume
size, and the number of scan lines (spatial resolution) that can be
achieved in 3DE. Any increase in one of these factors will cause
a decrease in the other two.

The relationship between volume rate, number of parallel
receive beams, sector width, depth, and line density can be
described by the following equation:

Volume rate =
2 × (volume width/lateral resolution)2 × Volume depth

1,540 × No. of parallel receive beams

Therefore the volume rate can be adjusted to the specific needs by
either changing the volume width or depth. The 3D system allows
the user to control the lateral resolution by changing the density of
the scan lines in the pyramidal sector too. However, a decrease in
spatial resolution also affects the contrast of the image. Volume rate
can also be increased by increasing the number of parallel receive
beams, but in this way the signal-to-noise ratio and the image qual-
ity will be affected.

To put all this in perspective, let us assume that we want to
image depth up to 16 cm and acquire a pyramidal volume of
Figure 2.5. Parallel receive beamforming. Schematic representation of the p
(center) beams for each transmit pulse (dashed red line). The right panel sh
[maximal] to bright yellow [minimal]) from the parallel receiving beams steere
60�60 degrees. Because the speed of sound is approximately
1540 m/sec, and each pulse has to propagate 16 cm�2 (to go
out and back to the transducer), 1540/0.32=4812 pulses may be
fired per second without getting interference between the pulses.
Assuming that 1-degree beam spacing in both X and Z dimensions
is a sufficient spatial resolution, we would need 3600 beams
(60�60) to spatially resolve the 60�60 degrees pyramidal vol-
ume. As a result, we will get a temporal resolution (volume rate)
of 4812/3600=1.3 Hz, which is practically useless in clinical
echocardiography.

The previous example shows that the fixed speed of sound in
body tissues is a major challenge to the development of 3DE
imaging. Manufacturers have developed several techniques such
as parallel receive beamforming, multibeat imaging, and real-time
zoom acquisition to cope with this challenge; but in practice this is
usually achieved by selecting the appropriate acquisition modality
for different imaging purposes (see “Image Acquisition and
Display”).

Parallel receive beamforming or multiline acquisition is a tech-
nique where the system transmits one wide beam and receives mul-
tiple narrow beams in parallel. In this way the volume rate
(temporal resolution) is increased by a factor equal to the number
of the received beams. Each beamformer focuses along a slightly
different direction that was insonated by the broad transmit pulse.
As an example, to obtain a pyramidal volume that is 90�90
degrees and 16 cm deep at 25 volumes per second (vps), the system
needs to receive 200,000 lines/sec. The emission rate is around
5000 pulses per second, so the system should receive 42 beams
in parallel for each emitted pulse. However, increasing the number
of parallel beams to increase temporal resolution leads to increases
in size, cost, and power consumption of the beamforming electron-
ics, and decreases in the signal-to-noise ratio and contrast resolu-
tion. With this technique of processing the received data,
multiple scan lines can be sampled in the amount of time a conven-
tional scanner would take for a single line. However, this occurs at
the expense of reduced signal strength and resolution, as the
received beams are steered increasingly farther away from the cen-
ter of the transmitted beam (Fig. 2.5).

Another technique to increase the pyramidal volume and main-
tain the volume rate (or the reverse, e.g., maintain volume rate
and increase the pyramidal volume) is multibeat acquisition. With
this technique, a number of electrocardiographic (ECG)-gated sub-
volumes acquired from consecutive cardiac cycles are stitched
together to build up the final pyramidal volume (Fig. 2.6). Multi-
beat acquisition will be effective only if the different subvolumes
have constant position and size; therefore any transducer move-
ment, cardiac translation motion due to respiration, and change
in cardiac cycle length will create subvolume misalignment and
stitching artifacts (Fig. 2.7).
arallel receive or multiline beamforming technique receiving 16 (left) or 64
ows the degradation of the power and resolution of the signal (from red
d farther away from the center of the transmit beam.
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Figure 2.6. Multibeat acquisition. 2D (A) and 3D (B) volume-rendered imaging of the mitral valve from the ventricular perspective. The latter has been
obtained from a four-beat full-volume acquisition illustrated in C. The four pyramidal subvolumes (the colors show the relationships among the pyra-
midal subvolumes, the ECG beats, and the way the 3D data set has been built up in the lower part of the figure).

Figure 2.7. Stitching artifacts. Volume-rendered image displayed with
respiratory gating artifacts. The blue lines highlight the misalignment of
the pyramidal subvolumes.
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Figure 2.8. Point spread function. A, Graphical representation of the
extent of degradation (blur) of a point passing through a optical system.
B, Effect of the point spread function on the final image of a circular
object.
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Finally, the image quality that can be obtained from a 3DE data
set of the cardiac structures will be affected by the point spread func-
tion of the system. The point spread function describes the imaging
system response to a point input. A point input, represented as a sin-
gle pixel in the “ideal” image, will be reproduced as something other
than a single pixel in the “real” image (Fig. 2.8). The degree of



From parasternal approach

From apical approach

Figure 2.9. Impact of the acquisition window on the spatial resolution of a 3D data set. Multislice display of a left ventricular data set acquired from
parasternal and apical approaches in the same patient. The short axis views have been taken at the same level from both data sets. The higher spatial
resolution of the data set acquired using the parasternal approach is readily appreciated.
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spreading (blurring) of any point object varies according to the
dimension employed. In current 3DE systems, the approximate
spreads will be 0.5 mm in the axial (y) dimension, 2.5 mm in the lat-
eral (x) dimension, and 3 mm in the elevation (z) dimension. As a
result, we will obtain the best images (less blurring, or distortion)
when using the axial dimension, and the worst images (more blur-
ring) when we use the elevation dimension.

These concepts have an immediate practical application when
choosing the best approach to image a cardiac structure. According
to the point spread function of 3DE, the best results are expected by
using the parasternal approach, because structures are primarily
imaged in the axial and lateral dimensions. Conversely, the worst
results are expected with an apical approach, which mostly uses
the lateral and elevation dimensions (Fig. 2.9).

IMAGE ACQUISITION AND DISPLAY
Currently, 3D data set acquisition can be easily integrated with
standard echocardiographic examination by either switching 2D
and 3D probes, or, with the newest all-in-one probes, by alternating
their 2D and 3D modalities. The latter probes can also provide
single-beat, full-volume acquisition, and real-time 3D color
Doppler imaging.

At present, three methods for 3D data set acquisition are avail-
able: (1) multiplane imaging, (2) real-time (live) 3D imaging, and
(3) multibeat ECG-gated imaging.

In the multiplane mode, multiple simultaneous 2D views can be
acquired at high frame rate using predefined or user-selected plane
orientations; and the views may be displayed using the split screen
option (see Fig. 2.3). The first view on the left is usually the refer-
ence plane that is oriented by adjusting the probe position, whereas
the other views are derived from the reference image by simply tilt-
ing and/or rotating the imaging planes. Multiplane imaging is a
real-time acquisition, and secondary imaging planes can only be
selected during acquisition. Doppler color flow can be superim-
posed on 2D images, and in some systems both tissue Doppler
and speckle tracking analysis can be performed. Although strictly
not a 3D acquisition, this imaging mode is useful in situations
where assessment of multiple views from the same cardiac cycle
is useful (e.g., atrial fibrillation or other arrhythmias, stress echo-
cardiography, interventricular dyssynchrony).

In real-time mode, a pyramidal 3D volumetric data set is
obtained from each cardiac cycle and visualized live, as during
2D scanning. As the data set is updated in real time, image
orientation and plane can be changed by rotating or tilting the
probe. Analysis can be done with limited postprocessing, and the
data set can be rotated (independent of the transducer position)
to view the heart from different orientations. Heart dynamics are
shown realistically, with instantaneous, online, volume-rendered
reconstruction. It allows fast acquisition of dynamic pyramidal data
structures from a single acoustic view that can encompass the entire
heart without the need of reference systems, ECGs, or respiratory
gating. Real-time imaging saves time in both data acquisition and
analysis. Although this acquisition mode eliminates rhythm distur-
bances and respiratory motion limitations, it still suffers from rel-
atively poor temporal and spatial resolution. Real-time imaging can
be acquired in the following modes:

1. Live 3D: Once the desired cardiac structure has been imaged in
2DE it can be converted to a 3D image by pressing the proper
button in the control panel. The 3D system automatically
switches to a narrow sector acquisition (approximately
30�60 degrees pyramidal volume) to preserve spatial and tem-
poral resolution. The size of the pyramidal volume can be
increased to visualize larger structures, but both scan line den-
sity (spatial resolution) and volume rate (temporal resolution)
will drop. 3D live imaging mode is used to:
a. Guide full-volume acquisition
b. Visualize small structures (aortic valve, masses, etc.)
c. Record short-lived events (e.g., bubble passage)
d. Acquire data in patients with irregular rhythm or dyspnea

that prevents full-volume acquisition
e. Monitor interventional procedures

2. Live 3D color: Color flow can be superimposed on a live 3D
data set to visualize blood flow in real time. Temporal resolution
is usually very low.

3. 3D zoom: This imaging mode is an extension of live 3D and
allows a focused real-time view of a structure of interest. A crop
box is placed on a 2D single plane or multiplane image to allow
the operator to adjust lateral and elevation width to include the
structure of interest in the final data set; then the system auto-
matically crops the adjacent structures to provide a real-time
display of that structure with high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. The drawback of the 3D zoom mode is that the operator
loses the relationship between the structure of interest and the
surrounding structures. It is mainly used during transesophageal
studies for detailed anatomic analysis of the structure of
interest.
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4. Full-volume: The full-volume mode has the largest acquisition

volume possible (usually 90�90 degrees). Real-time (or single-
beat) full-volume acquisition is affected by low spatial and tem-
poral resolution, and it is used for quantification of cardiac
chambers when multibeat ECG-gated acquisition is not possible
(e.g., irregular cardiac rhythm, patient unable to cooperate with
breath-holding).

In contrast to real-time/live 3D imaging, multibeat acquisition
requires sequential acquisitions of narrow smaller volumes
obtained from several consecutive ECG-gated heart cycles (from
two to six) that are subsequently stitched together to create a single
volumetric data set (see Fig. 2.6). Unlike live 3D imaging, the data
set cannot be changed by manipulating the probe imaging after it is
acquired; and analysis requires offline slicing, rotating, and crop-
ping the acquired data set. It provides large data sets with high tem-
poral and spatial resolution that can be used for quantitating cardiac
chamber size and function or assessing spatial relationships among
cardiac structures. However, this 3D imaging mode has the disad-
vantage of the ECG-gating because the images are acquired over
several cardiac cycles, and the final data set is visible only after
the last cardiac cycle has been acquired. It is a near real-time imag-
ing, and it is prone to artifacts due to patient or respiratory motion
or irregular cardiac rhythms. Multibeat imaging can be acquired
with or without color flow mapping, and usually more cardiac
cycles are required for 3D color data sets.

3D data sets can be sectioned in several planes and rotated to
visualize the cardiac structure of interest from any desired perspec-
tive, regardless of its orientation and position within the heart. This
allows the operator to easily obtain unique visualizations that may
be difficult or impossible to achieve using conventional 2DE (e.g.,
en face views of the tricuspid valve or cardiac defects). Three main
actions are undertaken by the operator to obtain the desired view
from a 3D volumetric data set: cropping, slicing, and rotating. Sim-
ilarly to what the anatomists or surgeons do to expose an anatomic
Pyramidal 3D d
(uncroppe

Parallel cropping at
mitral valve level

Rotation

Figure 2.10. Data set cropping and rotation. To display the mitral valve from
has been cropped to remove part of the left ventricle from above and part of th
the desired perspective, to place the cardiac structures in an anatomically s
structure within a 3DE data set, the operator should remove the sur-
rounding chamber walls. This process of virtually removing the
irrelevant neighboring tissue is called cropping (Fig. 2.10), and
can be performed either during or after acquisition. In contrast with
2D images, displaying a cropped image also requires data set rota-
tion (see Fig. 2.10), and the definition of the viewing perspective
(i.e., because the same 3D structure can be visualized en face, either
from above or below, and from any desired angle). Slicing refers to
a virtual cutting of the 3D data set into one or more (up to twelve)
2D (tomographic) gray-scale images (Fig. 2.11). Finally, regardless
of its acquisition window, a cropped or a sliced image should
be displayed according to the anatomic orientation of the heart
within the human body and this is usually obtained by rotating
the selected images.

Acquisition of volumetric images generates the technical problem
of rendering the depth perception on a flat 2D monitor. 3D images
can be visualized using three display modalities (Fig. 2.12):
volume rendering, surface rendering, and tomographic slices.

In the volume rendering modality, various color maps are
applied to convey the depth perception to the observer. Generally,
lighter shades (e.g., bronze; see Figure 2.6) are used for structures
closer to the observer, whereas darker shades (e.g., blue; see
Fig. 2.6) are used for deeper structures. Surface rendering modality
displays the 3D surface of cardiac structures, identified either by
manual tracing or by using automated border detection algorithms
on multiple 2D cross-sectional images of the structure or cavity of
interest. This stereoscopic approach is useful for assessing the
shape and for better appreciating geometry and dynamic function
during the cardiac cycle. Finally, the pyramidal data set can be
automatically sliced in several tomographic views and simulta-
neously displayed (see Fig. 2.11). Cut planes can be orthogonal,
parallel, or free (any given plane orientation), selected as desired
by the echocardiographer for obtaining optimized cross sections
of the heart to answer specific clinical questions and to perform
accurate and reproducible measurements.
ata set
d)

View from the left
atrium

the left atrial perspective (surgical view), a full-volume pyramidal data set
e left atrium from below. Then the remaining data set has been rotated to
ound position.



Volume rendering Surface rendering

3D Full volume

Multislice

Figure 2.12. Three-dimensional data set display. From the same pyramidal three-dimensional data set, the left ventricle can be visualized using dif-
ferent display modalities: volume rendering, to visualize morphology and spatial relationships among adjacent structures; surface-rendering, for quan-
titative purposes; and multislice (multiple 2D tomographic views extracted automatically from a single 3D data set) for morphologic and functional
analysis at different regional levels.
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Figure 2.11. Data set slicing. A full-volume data set (A) can be sliced in several ways. Two longitudinal (four-chamber and the orthogonal view) plus
three transverse slices at different levels of the left ventricle (yellow lines) (B). Nine transverse slices of the left ventricle from the mitral valve (VM) to the
apical (Apex) level (C). Three longitudinal slices (four- and two-chamber plus the long-axis apical views) and nine transverse views (D). The position of
the lowest and the highest transverse planes are adjustable by the operator, and the slices in between are automatically repositioned to be equidistant.
The position of longitudinal planes are adjustable as well, both during acquisition and postprocessing.
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Figure 3.1. Doppler shift decreases as Doppler angle increases.
The Doppler effect is a change in frequency caused by motion of a
sound source, receiver, or reflector. If a reflector is moving toward
the source and receiver (the ultrasound transducer in our context),
the received echo has a higher frequency than would be experi-
enced without the motion. Conversely, if the motion is away (reced-
ing), the received echo has a lower frequency. The amount of
increase or decrease in the frequency depends on the speed of
reflector motion, the angle between the sound propagation direction
and the motion direction, and the frequency of the wave emitted by
the source. The change in frequency (difference between emitted
and received frequencies) caused by the reflector motion is called
the Doppler shift frequency or, more commonly, the Doppler shift
(fD). The Doppler shift is equal to the received frequency (fR) minus
the source frequency (fT). For approaching reflectors (e.g., blood
cells), the Doppler shift is positive; that is, the received frequency
is greater than the source frequency. For a receding reflector,
Doppler shift is negative; that is, the received frequency is less than
the source frequency. The proportional relationship between the
Doppler shift and the reflector speed (v) is given by the Doppler
equation:

fD = fR − fT =
c

2fT v cos θ

where c is the speed of sound in tissue, and θ is the Doppler angle, the
angle between the sound beamdirection and the flow direction. Take,
for example, a source frequency of 5 MHz, an approaching flow
speed of 50 cm/sec, a propagation (sound) speed of 1.54 mm/μsec
and a Doppler angle of zero degrees (cos=1). The blood is approach-
ing the source, so the received frequency is greater than the source
frequency, with a positive Doppler shift of 0.0032 MHz, or
3.2 kHz. For flow away from the transducer, the Doppler shift is
�3.2 kHz. The Doppler shift is what the instruments described in this
chapter detect. The Doppler shift is proportional to the blood flow
speed, which is why the Doppler effect is so useful in medical diag-
nosis. The Doppler equation is solved to yield calculated flow speed
information. Doppler shifts can also be used to detect and present the
motion of myocardial tissue as described in Chapter 4.

If the direction of sound propagation is parallel to the flow direc-
tion, the maximum Doppler shift is obtained. If the angle between
these two directions (Fig. 3.1) is nonzero (nonparallel), Doppler
shifts will be lower. Half the original Doppler shift occurs at an angle
of 60 degrees, and noDoppler shift occurs at 90 degrees. As shown in
the Doppler equation, the Doppler shift depends on the cosine of the
Doppler angle. The angle is estimated by orienting an indicator line
on the anatomic display so that it is parallel to the presumed direction
of flow. This is a subjective operation performed by the instrument
operator. In much echocardiographic work, the Doppler angle is 20
degrees or less, and angle incorporation can be ignored. In this case,
the instrument assumes an angle of zero, and the error in calculated
flow speed is an underestimation of 6% or less.
Figure 3.2. Apical view in color Doppler form. The red region shows
upward flow toward the apex and the transducer. The blue region shows
regurgitant flow into the atrium.
COLOR DOPPLER DISPLAYS
Doppler operation presents information on the presence, direction,
speed, and character of blood flow and on the presence, direction,
and speed of tissue motion. This information is presented in audi-
ble, color Doppler, and spectral Doppler forms. Color Doppler
imaging presents two-dimensional, cross-sectional, real-time blood
flow or tissue motion information along with two-dimensional,
cross-sectional, gray-scale anatomic imaging. Two-dimensional
real-time presentations of flow information allow the observer to
readily locate regions of abnormal flow for further evaluation using
spectral analysis. The direction of flow is appreciated readily, and
disturbed or turbulent flow is presented dramatically in two-
dimensional form. Color Doppler operation presents anatomic
information in the conventional gray-scale form and also rapidly
detects Doppler shift frequencies at several locations along each
scan line, presenting them in color at appropriate locations in the
cross-sectional image. The color map decodes the color assign-
ments. In the map in the upper right corner of Figure 3.2, red
11
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and yellow represent increasingly positive Doppler shifts above the
black (zero Doppler shift) baseline, and blue and cyan represent
increasingly negative Doppler shifts below the baseline.
SPECTRAL DOPPLER DISPLAYS
The term spectral relates to a spectrum, an array of the frequency
components of a wave, separated and arranged in order of increas-
ing frequency. The term analysis comes from a Greek word mean-
ing to “break up” or “take apart.” Thus spectral analysis is the
breaking up of the frequency components of a complex wave or sig-
nal and spreading them out in order of increasing frequency. A
mathematical process called the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
used to analyze the frequency spectrum of the Doppler signal.
The spectral display shows the Doppler shift spectrum (converted
to flow speed by solving the Doppler equation) on the vertical axis
and time on the horizontal axis (Fig. 3.3). A broad spectrum is asso-
ciated with turbulent flow, whereas a narrow spectrum is associated
with laminar flow. Two types of spectral Doppler operation are
used for detection of flow in the heart: continuous wave (CW)
and pulsed wave (PW). CW operation detects Doppler-shifted ech-
oes in the relatively large region of overlap between the beams of
the transmitting and receiving elements of a transducer. PW oper-
ation emits ultrasound pulses and receives echoes using a single
element transducer or an array. Through range gating on reception,
pulsed wave Doppler selects information from a particular depth
along the beam, forming a small sample volume. If the electronic
gate opens later, the sample volume moves deeper. To use pulsed
wave Doppler effectively, it is combined with gray-scale sonogra-
phy so the anatomic location of the sample volume is known. Spec-
tral Doppler operation provides continuous or pulsed voltages to
the transducer and converts echo voltages received from the trans-
ducer to audible and visible information corresponding to blood
flow. CW operation detects flow that occurs anywhere within the
intersection of the transmitting and receiving beams of the dual
transducer assembly. The sample volume is the region from which
Doppler-shifted echoes return and are presented audibly or
Figure 3.3. Color Doppler (upper) and sp
visually. In this case, the sample volume is the overlapping region
of the transmitting and receiving beams. Because the sample vol-
ume is large, CW Doppler systems can give complicated and con-
fusing presentations if two or more motions or flows are included in
the sample volume. Pulsed Doppler systems solve this problem by
detecting motion or flow at a selected depth with a relatively small
sample volume. However, the large sample volume of a CW system
is helpful when searching for a Doppler maximum to calculate pres-
sure drop across a valvular stenosis.

To eliminate clutter, which is the high-intensity, low-frequency
Doppler-shifted echoes caused by heart wall or cardiac valve
motion with pulsatile flow, a wall filter that rejects frequencies
below an adjustable value is used. Sometimes called a wall-thump
filter, the filter rejects these strong echoes that otherwise would
overwhelm the weaker echoes from the blood. These strong echoes
have low Doppler shift frequencies because the tissue structures do
not move as fast as the blood does. The upper limit of the filter is
adjustable.
Aliasing
A pulsed Doppler instrument does not detect the entire Doppler
shift frequency as a CW instrument does, but rather it obtains sam-
ples of the Doppler shift signal because the pulsed instrument is a
sampling system, with each pulse yielding a sample of the Doppler
shift signal. The samples are connected and smoothed (filtered) to
yield the sampled waveform. If the pulsing (sampling) rate is not
sufficient, aliasing occurs. Aliasing is the most common artifact
encountered in Doppler ultrasound. The word alias comes from
the Middle English ells, Latin alius, and Greek allos, which mean
“other” or “otherwise.” Contemporary meanings for the word
include (as an adverb) “otherwise called” or “otherwise known
as,” and (as a noun) “an assumed or additional name.” Aliasing
in its technical use indicates improper representation of information
that has been sampled insufficiently. An optical form of temporal
aliasing occurs in motion pictures when wagon wheels appear to
rotate at various speeds and in reverse direction. Similar visual
ectral-Doppler (lower) presentations.
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Figure 3.4. A, Spectral Doppler display with aliasing. The peak systolic portions of the signal are chopped off at the lower boundary and reappear at
the upper boundary. The peak value is buried and unrecoverable with baseline shifting. Uncovering the correct presentation requires a scale increase in
this case.B, Transesophageal echocardiography color Doppler display with aliasing (red, orange, and yellow areas in the region of the mitral valve). The
flow is downward from atrium to ventricle and should be blue (negative Doppler shifts) according to the map. However, the blood accelerates as it
passes through the mitral valve and the Doppler shifts exceed the negative Nyquist limit. The color then jumps to the upper Nyquist limit, turning
to yellow and progressing down the map through orange to red. Then the reverse sequence occurs as the blood decelerates into the ventricle.
The upward flow in the outflow tract correctly shows as positive shifts (red).
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effects are observed when a fan is lighted with a strobe light.
Depending on the flashing rate of the strobe light, the fan may
appear stationary or rotating clockwise or counterclockwise at var-
ious speeds. Figure 3.4 illustrates aliasing in spectral and color dis-
plays. The Nyquist limit describes the minimum number of samples
required to prevent aliasing. At least two samples per cycle of the
measured Doppler shift must be made for the image to present cor-
rectly. For a complicated signal, such as a Doppler signal contain-
ing many frequencies, the sampling rate should be twice that of the
highest frequency contained within the Doppler signal, so that at
least two samples are taken within this cycle. To restate this rule,
if the highest Doppler shift frequency present in a signal exceeds
one half the sampling frequency (which is the pulse repetition
frequency), aliasing will occur. There are two primary methods
for dealing with aliasing. Baseline shifting is a cut-and-paste
method that moves the misplaced portions of the spectral displays
to their correct location (where they would be if aliasing did not
occur). Increasing the spectral display vertical scale increases the
sampling rate to achieve the necessary Nyquist limit to avoid alias-
ing. In extreme cases, both methods are employed.
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4 Tissue Doppler Imaging and Speckle Tracking
Echocardiography

Marek Belohlavek, MD, PhD, Tasneem Z: Naqvi, MD
PRINCIPLES OF TISSUE DOPPLER IMAGING
Since the initial efforts,1 tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) has become
a clinical and investigative echocardiographic tool for real-time
quantitative measurements of tissue mechanics.2–4 TDI is princi-
pally similar to flow Doppler imaging, but it is technologically
focused on lower motion tissue velocities (Fig. 4.1).3 TDI provides
tissue velocity spectra in a pulsed wave (PW) Doppler mode and
color-coded superimposed velocities in M-mode and B-mode.5

TDI is angle-dependent, and therefore the Doppler beam angle
should be corrected if the direction of the beam is not parallel to
the tissue motion. As a rule, the incident beam angle should not
exceed 15 degrees, thus keeping the velocity underestimation at
4% or less.4 Color TDI is accomplished by employing the autocor-
relation technique for obtaining multiple gated points of color-
coded velocity along each scan line and real-time superimposition
of these points over an M-mode or B-mode image (Fig. 4.2).3

Tissue velocity spectra at any region of interest can be interrogated
in a PW Doppler mode from the color-coded B-mode image.5 The
number of gated points along each scan line depends on pulse rep-
etition frequency. The pulse repetition frequency and the number of
scan lines determine the resulting frame rate. High frame rates
(preferably more than 100 frames/sec and ideally at least 140
frames/sec) of the current TDI systems are achieved by parallel pro-
cessing of ultrasound signals returning along different scan lines.
Reducing the depth and width of B-mode and Doppler sectors
and using a setting that favors temporal over spatial resolution
are also required.4 Because PW Doppler measures peak velocities,
whereas color TDI generates mean velocities, the values provided
by PW Doppler can be 20% to 30% higher than those measured by
color TDI.2

Doppler signals from tissues are different from those produced by
blood (see Fig. 4.1). The backscatter amplitude of tissue signals is
approximately 100 times higher than that of blood flow signals;
whereas typical tissue velocities of 4 to 15 cm/sec in a normal heart
are lower by a factor of 10 as compared with velocities of blood flow
(usually ranging from 40 to 150 cm/sec).6 Imaging of tissue Doppler
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Figure 4.1. Principle of separating Doppler signals returning from tissue
and blood. Relatively low tissue velocities can be preserved or empha-
sized by disengaging a high-pass or using a low-pass velocity filter,
respectively. Relatively high-amplitude tissue signals allow adjusting
the gain threshold to effectively filter out low-amplitude (blood) signals.
As a result, the relatively low-velocity high-amplitude tissue signals are
preserved. (Modified from Sutherland GR, Bijnens B, McDickenWN. Tis-
sue Doppler echocardiography: historical perspective and technological
considerations. Echocardiography 1999;16:445-453, with permission.)
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signals is achieved in an ultrasound system by (1) allowing low
velocities by disengaging a high-pass filter used during blood flow
imaging to block clutter signals from tissue or emphasizing low
velocity high amplitude signals from tissue by using a low-pass filter;
(2) eliminating weak blood flow signals by gain damping; and (3)
using a proper color map during postprocessing to accommodate
for the lower velocity range of tissue motion.5,7

STRAIN RATE, STRAIN, AND DISPLACEMENT
TDI is susceptible to translational motion and tethering of tissue.
This disadvantage can be minimized by measuring local velocity
gradients rather than individual velocities.2 Strain rate (SR) or rate
of deformation (Fig. 4.2) equals the velocity gradient calculated
(Fig. 4.3) as the difference of two instantaneous velocities (Va

and Vb) normalized for the distance (d) between the two velocity
locations (a) and (b) as follows2,8:

SR = (Vb − Va)/d.

The unit of SR is s�1 or 1/s.9 By convention, the shortening rate is
represented by a negative value, whereas the lengthening rate has a
positive value. Although the accuracy of Va and Vb values remain
angle-dependent, the definition of SR implies that the same
amounts of translational or tethering velocities will cancel out by
subtraction of the Va and Vb values.
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Figure 4.3. Strain rate (SR) calculations from velocity data and display. This illustrative example demonstrates that for any two neighboring velocity
points (Va and Vb) located a known distance (d) apart along the ultrasound beam in a tissue Doppler image (TDI) a local strain rate value can be cal-
culated and expressed as a color-coded point. Unlike TDI, which provides velocities along any point in the ultrasound beam, the SR values are based on
gradients (differences) of adjacent velocities along the ultrasound beam and, thus, less prone to tissue translation or tethering.
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Strain (S) is the amount of deformation (see Fig. 4.2) relative to
a reference state9 expressed as a fraction or percentage. Assuming
very short time intervals (dt) between consecutive frames, S can be
obtained in TDI by integrating the instantaneous SR values from
the time point t0 to t as8:

S = SR dt.
t

t

∫
0

Tissue displacement (D), measured in millimeters or centimeters, is
the amount of position change (see Fig. 4.2) that can be calculated
in TDI by temporal integration of velocity (V) as4:

D = V dt.
t

t

∫
0

Besides velocity, strain, strain rate, and displacement, additional
parameters include (1) acceleration and deceleration to further assess
left ventricular (LV) contraction and relaxation function2,7 and (2)
A B

Figure 4.4. Speckle tracking principle. A, Strain software identifies speckle
tracking from old location in one frame (green dots) to a new location in the c
vector (dX, dY) is obtained. A 2D local velocity vector (Vx, Vy) is calculated by d
(Modified from LeitmanM, Lysyansky P, Sidenko S, et al. Two-dimensional str
ment of myocardial function. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2004;17:1021-9. with
time-to-peak systolic LV velocity or strain rate in various segments
to detect dyssynchrony of LV motion4 or determine postsystolic
contraction. Postsystolic contraction may occur physiologically10

or in an ischemic or dyssynchronous LV.11
SPECKLE TRACKING ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) has emerged as an alter-
native to TDI.12 Speckles, natural acoustic markers that appear as
bright and dark spots within the LVwall in a typical B-mode image,
result from interactions (such as reflections, scattering, or interfer-
ence) of an ultrasound beam with myocardial tissue.13 STE
assumes that the acoustic markers move together with tissue and
do not change their pattern significantly in adjacent frames
(Figure 4.4, A). A two-dimensional (2D) displacement vector is
obtained by tracking the markers along x and y directions in the
consecutive B-mode frames. Then a 2D local velocity vector is cal-
culated for each myocardial location (Fig. 4.4, B).12 Frame rate is
Old location

New location

2D velocity vector (Vx, Vy) = (dX, dY)/ T

Y

dY

dX X0

s in a myocardial B-mode image. B, An illustrative depiction of speckle
onsecutive frame (red dots). A two-dimensional (2D) local displacement
ividing the displacement vector by the time (T) between B-mode frames.
ain-a novel software for real-time quantitative echocardiographic assess-
permission).
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an important factor in STE. A frame rate that is too high may not
yield enough speckle displacement for the tracking algorithm to
operate reliably. A frame rate that is too low, on the other hand,
may lead to the loss of speckles because they may move out of
the plane of the subsequent frame. Frame rates of 40 to 80
frames/sec have been used in 2D STE applications involving nor-
mal heart rates; higher frame rates may be required to track myo-
cardium in hearts with tachycardia.4 Three-dimensional speckle
tracking may be used to acquire complete spatial information about
myocardial deformation; however, relatively low spatial and tem-
poral resolutions and variances in results due to different algo-
rithms are the current limitations.4,14

Strain definition applicable to STE is a change in length between
two speckle locations from an initial length (L0) to a new length (L1)
normalized to L0.

2,8,9 Thus strain can be expressed as:

S = (L1 − L0)/L0.

When deformation analysis is based on the initial length L0, it is
referred to as the Lagrangian strain, whereas when deformation
is based on an instantaneous status, then so-called Eulerian (natu-
ral) strain is measured,9,15 such as by temporal integration of instan-
taneous strain rates in TDI. STE can be applied to all cardiac
chambers, although the thin walls of the right ventricle and atria
may limit the speckle tracking accuracy.4 Layer-specific analysis
of myocardial strains has been explored as a tool for identification
of nontransmural ischemia.16,17

Compared with TDI, STE measures tissue velocity irrespective
of the ultrasound beam angle. However, STE is not completely
angle-independent because speckle appearance (and thus the ability
to track them) depends on spatial resolution, which is typically bet-
ter in axial than lateral direction, and depends on the angle of inso-
nation of myofibers. B-mode scan quality is a critical factor in all
applications of STE, including three-dimensional strain analysis.
Moreover, STE may have a limited ability to track fast or short-
lasting myocardial motion events.4

EVALUATIONS OF LV MECHANICS BY TDI AND STE
In the normal LV, the mean systolic shortening strains are
approximately �15% to �20% and strain rates �1.2 to �2.0 sec-1,
although differences amongmyocardial segments or longitudinal, cir-
cumferential, and radial deformation components can be consider-
able.15,18–20 Traces from three locations along the LV septum in
Figure 4.2 reflect the increasingly higher systolic motion for both
velocity and displacement from the apical to basal myocardial
regions. Deformation parameters (i.e., SR and S) do not show such
a spatial gradient. STE supports global evaluations, such as longitu-
dinal strainmeasurements resulting fromaveraging local strains along
the LV wall.21 Both TDI and STE allow analysis of peak systolic,
early (E0), and atrial (A0) components of myocardial velocity (see
Fig. 4.2). LV rotation and twist (in degrees or radians) are also mea-
sures of global LVmechanics and reflect myocardial fiber orientation
changing from a right-handed helix in the subendocardium to a
left-handed helix in the subepicardium.22 Viewed from the apex,
LV apical rotation is counterclockwise and basal rotation is clockwise
during ejection.13 LV twist or untwist is the difference in apical and
basal rotation in systole or diastole, respectively.10Apical LV rotation
is the dominant contributor to LV twisting motion.23 LV torsion,
although often used interchangeably with the term twist, is defined
as a twist normalized to LV length and measured in degrees/cm or
radians/m.22 Evaluations of LV mechanics are affected by age, gen-
der, heart rate, loading conditions, and the processing algorithm.4
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Figure 5.2. There is an exponential relationship between the harmonic
signal created by a given tissue and its fundamental amplitude. Higher
amplitude signals (those arising from the myocardium, valves, and peri-
cardium) create exponentially greater harmonic signals, whereas low-
amplitude signals (typically generated by artifacts and side lobes) create
minimal harmonic amplitude. The harmonic image on the right demon-
strates this improvement in endocardial border resolution because of
the increased signal generation from myocardium.
As fundamental frequencies at high amplitudes pass through the
body, cumulative harmonic distortions are created in the waveform
that become maximal typically in the mid myocardial segments,
extending into the atria (Fig. 5.1). To detect these harmonic
frequencies in transthoracic imaging, transducers transmit low-
frequency (1.3 to 2.0 MHz) signals for transthoracic imaging,
and receive the high-frequency, low-amplitude harmonic signals.
This form of imaging, typically referred to as tissue harmonic
imaging (THI), is now possible with all commercially available
systems, and is routinely used by echocardiography laboratories.

ADVANTAGES OF TISSUE HARMONIC IMAGING
The higher the signal generated by tissue (cardiac muscle, pericar-
dium, valves), the greater the harmonic distortion created (har-
monic amplitude is proportional to fundamental amplitude
squared), and thus enhanced signal is seen from these structures
(Fig. 5.2). Conversely, low-amplitude signals (those generated by
artifacts and side lobes) create minimal signal with THI.

Overall, this translates into enhanced lateral resolution and bet-
ter endocardial border delineation. Therefore THI has been useful
for improving endocardial border delineation and detection of wall
motion abnormalities during both rest and stress echocardiography.
THI also improves the detection of both saline contrast (for right-
to-left shunt detection) and commercially available contrast used
for left ventricular opacification.

DISADVANTAGES OF TISSUE HARMONIC IMAGING
Although the use of THI improves lateral resolution and minimizes
artifacts, there is a reduction in axial resolution.1 This has resulted
in overestimation of wall thickness measurements.2 Some of this
can be overcome by using leading edge to leading edge measure-
ments. Because it enhances signals from the aortic and mitral valve,
it may result in the appearance of thicker valves (Fig. 5.3). Funda-
mental values for normal valve thickness, therefore, do not apply.
Using THI in echocardiography labs has been reported to
artificially increase the frequency with which aortic sclerosis is
being reported.3 The improved sensitivity to saline contrast may
reduce the specificity of transthoracic echo in detecting patent
foramen ovale.4
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KEY APPLICATION PRINCIPLES FOR TISSUE
HARMONIC IMAGING
THI should be used routinely during echocardiographic analysis
to improve endocardial border resolution and detect regional
wall motion (Table 5.1). The mechanical index should be higher
than 1.0, and transmit frequency should be lower than 2.0.
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Figure 5.3. Example of the increase in valve thickness that occurs when switching from fundamental imaging (left panel) to tissue harmonic imaging
(right panel). Although there is focal calcification of the mitral valve, overall thickness of the leaflet tips appears normal on the fundamental image, but
appears thickened on the harmonic images.

TABLE 5.1 Comparison between Fundamental and Harmonic Imaging

Fundamental
Imaging

Harmonic
Imaging

Valve assessment +++ +
Endocardial

visualization
+ +++

Contrast imaging + +++
Noise reduction + +++

TABLE 5.2 Two Different Applications of Transthoracic Tissue Harmonic
Imaging and Their Purposes

THI Alone
THI with
Ultrasound Contrast

Frequency 1.5-2.5 1.3-2.0
Mechanical index >1.0 <0.3
Signal enhanced Myocardium, valves Microbubbles
Signal diminished Artifacts, side lobes Myocardium
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THI should be used for three-dimensional left ventricular whole
heart acquisitions when left ventricular ejection fraction is to be
determined.

Fundamental imaging should be used for accurate M-mode and
two-dimensional measurements of left and right ventricular wall
thickness. It should be combined with THI in assessments of valve
thickness and evaluation of valve masses.

THI should be used for transthoracic detection of right-to-left
shunts. Detection of a patent foramen ovale with THI is excellent
if bubbles appear in the left atrium within five beats of their
appearance in the right atrium. Caution should be used if bubbles
appear later than this because THI has a higher sensitivity in
detecting bubbles crossing transpulmonary shunts. The mechan-
ical index should be lowered to less than 0.3 if THI is being used
with second-generation ultrasound contrast agents to improve
left ventricular opacification (Table 5.2). At this mechanical
index, contrast microbubbles are detected while myocardial
and valve signals are suppressed, and contrast destruction is
minimized.
CONCLUSIONS
THI has significantly improved image quality and endocardial border
resolution when compared to fundamental imaging. It should be used
routinely for all echocardiograms that require evaluation of regional
wallmotion.Caution should be usedwhenTHI is used to evaluatewall
thickness and valve thickness. In this setting, measurements and
images should be performed with both fundamental and THI settings.
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6 Transthoracic Echocardiography: Nomenclature
and Standard Views

Meagan M. Wasfy, MD, Michael H. Picard, MD
A compete transthoracic echocardiographic examination begins
with scanning from the standard transducer positions (Fig. 6.1): para-
sternal (right and left), apical, subcostal, and suprasternal windows.
At each transducer position, angulation and rotation of the transducer
produces different views of the heart in different planes. At a mini-
mum, sagittal, transverse, and coronal planes through the heart are
obtained (Fig. 6.2). Each combination of transducer position and
imaging plane has distinct advantageswith regard to imaging specific
cardiac structures. One goal of combiningmultiple image planes is to
image structures that are perpendicular to the direction of the ultra-
sound beam to take advantage of the superior axial resolution. Addi-
tional views from nonstandard transducer positions and imaging
planes, or off-axis views, may be necessary to optimally image path-
ologic structures or even normal structures in patients whose heart is
located in an abnormal position.

PARASTERNAL WINDOW
Images from the left parasternal window are obtained by placing
the patient in the left lateral decubitus position and placing the
transducer adjacent to the sternum the left third or fourth intercostal
space. Initially, images should be recorded at a depth that includes
at least the descending thoracic aorta to facilitate detection of peri-
cardial and pleural effusions, and posterior mediastinal pathology
such as masses.

Long Axis: Left Ventricle
The long-axis view bisects the heart from base to apex in a sagittal
plane; in the left parasternal window, this view is obtained by
orienting the transducer groove toward the patient’s right shoulder.
The optimal image of the long-axis view of the left ventricle (LV)
includes the mid and basal LV anteroseptal and inferolateral (or
posterior) walls on the left half of the image, the mitral valve
(MV) in the approximate center of the image, and the aortic valve
(AV), left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT), aortic root, proximal
ascending aorta, and left atrium (LA) on the right half (Fig. 6.3
and Video 6.3). The true LV apex is not visualized. The coronary
sinus can be seen in the atrioventricular groove posterior to the
mitral annulus, and the descending aorta is seen posterior to the
LA external to the pericardium. A portion of the proximal right ven-
tricular (RV) outflow tract is anterior at the top of the image. Proper
alignment in this view is essential to obtain accurate determination
of the standard measurements of the LVOT, aorta, LA, LV wall
thickness, and LV systolic and diastolic diameters, as well as
single-dimension estimation of LV ejection fraction and fractional
shortening. Better visualization of the ascending aorta may be
obtained by moving the transducer up one or two intercostal spaces.

In the left parasternal long-axis view of the AV, the right coro-
nary cusp is typically anterior, and the noncoronary cusp is
typically posterior. The anterior and posterior mitral leaflets and
their chordal attachments are well visualized. This view identifies
any prolapse of the mitral leaflets past the annular plane or excessive
anterior motion of the leaflets during systole. Color flow Doppler
imaging in the parasternal long-axis view provides an initial assess-
ment of mitral and aortic valve function.

Long Axis: Right Ventricular Inflow and Outflow
From the standard parasternal long-axis view of the LV, angulation
of the transducer inferomedially with slight clockwise rotation and
movement of the transducer towards the apex will yield a long-axis
view of the inflow of the RV. The RV is located at the top left of the
image and the right atrium (RA) at the bottom right (Fig. 6.4 and
Video 6.4). Optimal image orientation will exclude left-sided struc-
tures and will allow for visualization of the full excursion of the
anterior and posterior leaflets of the tricuspid valve (TV). This view
is one of several that allows Doppler interrogation of tricuspid
regurgitation and its peak velocity for estimation of right ventric-
ular systolic pressure. In addition, the entrance of the coronary
sinus and inferior vena cava can be imaged.

The RV outflow view is obtained from the standard parasternal
long-axis view of the LV by moving the transducer slightly toward
the base and angulating laterally (Fig. 6.5 and Video 6.5). Here, the
long axis of the RV outflow tract, pulmonic valve (PV), and pulmo-
nary artery (PA) are visualized, and velocities through the outflow
tract and PV can be obtained. By adjusting the depth and angula-
tion, the pulmonary artery bifurcation can be imaged.

Short Axis
The short-axis view cuts the heart transversely, perpendicular to the
long-axis view. In the left parasternal window, the short-axis views
are obtained by rotating the transducer 90 degrees from the standard
long-axis view, such that the transducer groove is oriented toward
the left shoulder.

The transducer is angulated superiorly to image the short axis of
the base of the heart (Fig. 6.6 and Video 6.6). The ideal image will
center around the AV in short axis. When the aorta is seen in short
axis, the PV is usually seen in long axis (i.e., the aortic and PVs are
normally perpendicular to each other). When the AV is in cross sec-
tion, all three leaflets are seen in the shape of a Y during diastole, and
valvemorphology can be determined in this view. The origins of the
right and left main coronary arteries can often be seen just superior
to the aortic annulus extending from the right and left coronary
sinuses. Extending inferiorly from the noncoronary cusp of the
AV is the interatrial septum, with the LA to its right and RA to
its left. Moving clockwise from the RA around the AV are the struc-
tures of the right side of the heart: the TV to the left, the RV outflow
tract anteriorly at the top of the sector, and the PV and PA to the
19
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Figure 6.1. Standard transducer positions for transthoracic echocardi-
ography. (Courtesy of the American Society of Echocardiography.)

Long axis
Short axis

4-Chamber

Figure 6.2. Imaging planes of the heart: the long-axis or sagittal plane,
the short-axis or transverse plane, and the four-chamber or
coronal plane. (Courtesy of the American Society of Echocardiography.)

Figure 6.3. Parasternal long-axis view.

Figure 6.4. Right ventricular inflow view from the left parasternal
window.

Figure 6.5. Right ventricular outflow view from the left parasternal
window.

Figure 6.6. Parasternal short-axis view at the aortic valve level.
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right. The septal and anterior leaflets of the TV and the long axis of
the PV are visualized; Doppler imaging is useful in this view to
assess TV and PV function as well as estimate peak tricuspid regur-
gitation velocity. Slight adjustment of the transducer position may
be necessary to optimally image these valves, the RV outflow tract,
and the main PA and its branches. Standard measurements of the
distal RV outflow tract and the main and branch PAs are made in
this view.

When the transducer is angulated slightly inferiorly, the short
axis of the mitral valve is visible (Fig. 6.7 and Video 6.7). Each
mitral leaflet has three portions, numbered laterally to medially
(or right to left in this view, i.e., P1-3 and A1-3). Color Doppler
may be useful in this view to identify the location of mitral regur-
gitant jets. The short axis of the base of the LV and RV also are in
view at this level. Angulating the transducer further inferiorly and/
or moving it laterally will image the midventricle with the antero-
lateral and posteromedial papillary muscles at approximately the 3
and 8 o’clock positions, respectively (Fig. 6.8 and Video 6.8).
Finally, the LV apex is imaged with further inferior angulation
and/or lateral movement of the transducer (Fig. 6.9 and Video
6.9). These three short-axis views are excellent for assessing seg-
mental LV wall motion and thickening. In the ideal images, the
normal LV is cut in cross section and is nearly circular; an
Figure 6.8. Parasternal short-axis view at the papillary muscle level.

Figure 6.7. Parasternal short-axis view at the level of the mitral valve.
ellipsoid appearance of the LV usually means that the imaging
plane is not perpendicular to the long axis of the LV. In the
short-axis views, the RV is typically ellipsoid or crescentic; septal
motion and curvature can be assessed for evidence of RV pressure
or volume overload.
Right Parasternal Window
To obtain images from the right parasternal window, the patient is
positioned in the right lateral decubitus position. The ultrasound
probe is placed between the third and fifth intercostal spaces near
the costochondral junction and angulated medially. In this view, the
proximal ascending aorta is visualized, and transaortic gradients for
estimating the severity of valvular aortic stenosis may be obtained
(Fig. 6.10 and Video 6.10).
APICAL WINDOW
Images from the apical window are obtained by positioning the
patient in the left lateral decubitus position and placing the trans-
ducer over the palpated point of maximal impulse of the LV apex.
Figure 6.9. Parasternal short-axis view at the apex.

Figure 6.10. View of the proximal ascending aorta from the right para-
sternal window.



Figure 6.11. Apical four-chamber view. Figure 6.12. Apical five-chamber view.

Figure 6.13. Apical two-chamber view.
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Four-Chamber View
In the apical four-chamber view, the heart is visualized in a plane
perpendicular to both the short- and long-axis planes (see Fig. 6.2).
The optimal position at the true LV apex will create an image in
which the length of the LV is displayed from the base at the
mitral annulus tapering to the more thin-walled apex (Fig. 6.11
and Video 6.11); a foreshortened image of the LV will result if
the transducer position is not correct. In such cases, the true LV
apex will not be visualized. In an ideal four-chamber view, the long
axis of the LV is displayed along with the largest dimensions of the
annuli of both atrioventricular valves. In the four-chamber view,
the inferoseptal and anterolateral walls of the LV are imaged.
End-diastolic and end-systolic dimensions of the LV may be
obtained in this view and combined with those from the two-
chamber view to estimate LV ejection fraction via the biplane
method of discs. LV systolic and diastolic function may be assessed
in this view using tissue Doppler and other myocardial tracking
methods.

The four-chamber view is also useful for determining biatrial size
and atrioventricular valve function. The anterior mitral leaflet is
adjacent to the septum and the posterior mitral leaflet is adjacent
to the lateral wall. The TV annulus is typically displaced several mil-
limeters apically as compared with the mitral valve annulus, with the
septal and either the anterior or posterior leaflet visualized. Doppler
interrogation of MV and TV function as well as pulmonary venous
flow is performed in this view. The right and left inferior pulmonary
veins are visualized entering the LA at the bottom of the image.

The RV is a difficult structure to image, given its variable
shape and size, but the four-chamber view is one in which several
standard RV dimensions and RV function are assessed. The trans-
ducer should be moved medially to focus on the RV. From there,
the RV diameter at the base and midventricle, and the longitudinal
dimension of the RV are measured. Several quantitative measure-
ments of RV systolic function are also made in this view, includ-
ing the tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion on M-mode, the
fractional area change on two-dimensional imaging, and the
tricuspid lateral annular systolic velocity (S0) on tissue Doppler
imaging.1

From the four-chamber view, if the transducer is angulated ante-
riorly, the LVOT, AV, and aortic root are imaged in the five-
chamber view (Fig. 6.12 and Video 6.12). Here, flow through
the LVOT is approximately parallel to the ultrasound beam, which
allows for Doppler interrogation of the AV to assess valvular func-
tion, including LVOT and transaortic velocities for calculation of
AV area and gradients.
Two-Chamber View
The two-chamber view of the LA and LV is obtained via counter-
clockwise rotation of the transducer from the four-chamber view
(Fig. 6.13 and Video 6.13). The optimal image excludes all
right-sided structures as well as the papillary muscles, which are
located posterior to the imaging plane. The anterior LV wall is
on the right side of the image, and the inferior wall is on the left.
In a typical two-chamber view both anterior and posterior leaflets
will be imaged.
Three-Chamber (Long-Axis) View
From the two-chamber view, further counterclockwise rotation of
the transducer yields the three-chamber view, which is similar
to the long-axis view from the parasternal window (Fig. 6.14
and Video 6.14). In contrast to the parasternal view, in this
view the apex is visualized, and the LVOT and AV are oriented
such that Doppler interrogation of velocities is possible. In gen-
eral, the apical views usually provide an intercept angle that is rel-
atively parallel to flow for the AV, MV, and TV.



Figure 6.15. Subcostal four-chamber view.

Figure 6.16. Subcostal short-axis view at the papillary muscle level.Figure 6.14. Apical three-chamber (long-axis) view.

Figure 6.17. Subcostal view of the inferior vena cava.
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SUBCOSTAL WINDOW
To obtain images from the subcostal window, patients should be
positioned supine with their knees bent to relax the abdominal wall.
The transducer is positioned in the epigastric area and pointed
approximately toward the patient’s left shoulder, with the trans-
ducer groove toward the patient’s left side. The optimal image in
this position yields a view that includes all four cardiac chambers,
with the RV at the top of the image and the atria toward the left
(Fig. 6.15 and Video 6.15). In this view, RV diastolic wall thickness
can be assessed because it is typically perpendicular to the beam of
ultrasound. The position of the interatrial septum perpendicular to
the imaging plane also allows Doppler assessment of interatrial
communications. This view is also particularly useful for initial
evaluation for pericardial effusion and to determine if the effusion
can be accessed by the typical needle path of a pericardiocentesis
from a subxiphoid approach.

Rotation of the transducer about 90 degrees counterclockwise
may yield short-axis views of the heart similar to those in the para-
sternal window (Fig. 6.16 and Video 6.16). Imaging the short axis
of the heart in the subcostal window may be particularly helpful
when parasternal windows are inadequate. It may however be
difficult to obtain on-axis subcostal short-axis images of multiple
levels of the left ventricle.

From the initial transducer position in the subcostal window,
angulation of the transducer inferiorly and toward the patient’s
right side, with rotation of the groove of the transducer toward
the patient’s right shoulder yields a long-axis view of the inferior
vena cava (IVC) (Fig. 6.17 and Video 6.17). Assessment of IVC
diameter and respirophasic collapse, and Doppler interrogation
of the hepatic veins as they drain into the IVC are useful for esti-
mating RA pressure. From this view, angulation of the transducer
medially will yield a long-axis view of the abdominal aorta.
Doppler interrogation of the abdominal aorta in this view is useful
to assess for aortic conditions such as aortic dissection, coarctation
with persistent diastolic runoff, and for systolic flow reversal as
may be observed in aortic regurgitation.
SUPRASTERNAL NOTCH WINDOW
To obtain images from the suprasternal notch, the patient should
be supine with the neck extended. Turning the head to either side
may facilitate this view. The transducer is placed in the



Figure 6.18. Suprasternal notch long-axis view of the aortic arch.
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Figure 7.1. The effect of transducer frequency on spatial resolution is illustrate
5 MHz (B). In both parasternal long-axis images an echo-free space (*) is seen a
is also noted. At the higher transducer frequency, the distinction between th
the echo-free space as a right pleural effusion (RPE) rather than as a pericard
Echocardiography: The normal examination and echocardiographic measure
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suprasternal notch and angulated so that the body of the transducer
is nearly parallel and just to the left of the patient’s trachea, with
the transducer groove pointed toward the right supraclavicular
area. This yields a long-axis view of the aortic arch at the top
of the image, with the ascending aorta to the left and the proximal
descending aorta to the right; the arch branch vessels come off
superiorly (Fig. 6.18 and Video 6.18). The right PA can be seen
just under the aortic arch. Doppler interrogation of the descending
thoracic aorta is complementary to that of the abdominal aorta in
the subcostal view. Clockwise rotation of the transducer with the
groove facing posteriorly yields a short-axis view of the aortic
arch in this view.

Please access Expert Consult to see the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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7 Technical Quality
Bonita Anderson, DMU (Cardiac), M Appl Sc (Med Ultrasound)
Close attention to technical quality or image optimization in trans-
thoracic echocardiography (TTE) is important for the acquisition of
high-quality diagnostic images and to ensure that measurements are
accurately performed. For this purpose, the echocardiographer
must be familiar with all the controls on the ultrasound machine
that can be manipulated to optimize the two-dimensional (2D)
images, color Doppler images, and spectral Doppler traces.

OPTIMIZING 2D IMAGES
Important controls that can be adjusted to optimize 2D images
include the transducer frequency, focus position, sector width,
image depth, overall gain, time gain compensation (TGC), and
dynamic range. In particular, these controls can be used to optimize
spatial, contrast, and temporal resolution. Spatial resolution refers
to the ability of the ultrasound machine to detect structures that are
anatomically separate and to display them as separate. The best spa-
tial resolution occurs at higher transducer frequencies where the
spatial pulse length (and wavelength) is smallest and at the focal
zone where the beam is narrowest. Therefore the operator should
use the highest possible transducer frequency that allows adequate
depth penetration, and the focus should be positioned at the center
of the region of interest. In particular, because higher frequency
transducers improve spatial resolution, the measurement of small
structures is more accurate, and the distinction between closely
related anatomic structures is more apparent (Fig. 7.1 and Video
7.1, A, B).

Contrast resolution refers to the ability of the ultrasound
machine to differentiate subtle differences in echogenicity between
anatomic structures and to then display these as visually distin-
guishable structures. Controls that can be manipulated to improve
contrast resolution include the gain and TGC, the dynamic range,
and harmonic imaging. The overall gain essentially increases the
amplitude (or gain) of the rather weak returning ultrasound signals.
In addition, echoes returning from deeper structures become pro-
gressively weaker because the ultrasound beam is attenuated, and
RV
RPE

P

*

B

d in these two images acquired at a transducer frequency of 3 MHz (A) and
nterior to the right ventricle (RV); a mesothelioma posterior to the left atrium
e pericardium (P) and pleural space can be appreciated, thus identifying
ial effusion. Also see accompanying Video 7.1, A, B. (From Anderson B.
ments. Manly, Queensland, Australia: MGA Graphics, 2007, pg. 17.)
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compensation for this effect is required. This is achieved via the
adjustment of TGC, whereby deeper echo signals are amplified
more than closer echo signals. The general aim of gain and TGC
is to ensure that signals arising from tissues of similar acoustic
properties are displayed at the same echo amplitude. The dynamic
range (DR) refers to the ratio of the maximum to minimum signal
level; that is, the DR is the ratio of the strongest to the weakest echo.
The aim of adjusting the DR is to provide the optimal amount of
gray-scale information so that the image is not too grainy, the con-
trast is not too high, and the image is not too hazy and soft. Essen-
tially, the DR is increased when images are of a high quality
(softens the images and increases the gray scale), and DR is
decreased when image quality is poor (enhances the strongest ech-
oes, eliminates the weaker signals, and reduces background noise).
Harmonic imaging has really revolutionized 2D imaging by signif-
icantly reducing background noise and improving endocardial bor-
der definition. In particular, harmonic imaging with intravenous
contrast imaging increases the measurement accuracy of the left
ventricular ejection fraction.1,2 Furthermore, in intravenous con-
trast echocardiographic studies, harmonic imaging enhances the
ability to detect injected contrast and improve the duration of
opacification.3

Temporal resolution refers to the ability of the ultrasound
machine to accurately show the position of moving structures at
a particular instant in time. Temporal resolution is discussed in
terms of the frame rate so that the higher the frame rate, the better
the temporal resolution. High frame rates are desirable in echocar-
diography because of the dynamic nature of cardiac motion; in
addition, high frame rates are required for advanced imaging
modalities such as 2D speckle tracking.4 The frame rate can be
increased by decreasing the image depth (increases the pulse rep-
etition frequency [PRF]) and by narrowing sector width (decreases
number of scan lines).

OPTIMIZING SPECTRAL DOPPLER TRACES
The most important technical factor that affects the optimal dis-
play of spectral Doppler signals and the accuracy of measurements
is the alignment between blood flow and the ultrasound beam.
When blood flow is parallel to the ultrasound beam, the maximum
Doppler shift, and therefore the maximum velocity, is accurately
detected. However, when blood flow is not parallel to the ultra-
sound beam, the Doppler shift is reduced, and therefore the
derived velocity will be underestimated. Furthermore, because
pressure gradients are derived from the Doppler velocity, the
accuracy of gradient measurements also depends on the alignment
1.5
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A
Figure 7.2. The effect of sample volume size is illustrated in these two transm
5 mm (A) and 1.5 mm (B). The trace recorded with the larger sample volume
volume of blood is being sampled from around the mitral valve tips. The trace
ening and a crisper profile. Measurements from the trace with the smaller s
between blood flow and the ultrasound beam. Therefore blood
flow must be interrogated from echocardiographic views in which
flow is aligned as parallel to the ultrasound beam as possible, and
this often requires the use of multiple views, including off-axis
imaging.

Other spectral Doppler controls that can be used to improve
Doppler traces include the velocity scale and baseline, wall filters,
and sweep speed. In particular, the velocity scale and baseline
should be adjusted to ensure that the signal of interest fills the dis-
play. Wall filters, which allow the elimination of low velocity sig-
nals, should be set sufficiently high to eliminate low velocity
signals but not so high that the beginning and end of flow is
obscured or ambiguous. The sweep speed, which is the horizontal
display rate of the spectral Doppler trace, can affect the accuracy of
time-related measurements. Therefore a minimum sweep speed of
100 mm/sec is recommended for the measurement of time, time
velocity integrals, and time velocity slopes. Slower sweep speeds
are useful for averaging velocities that vary with respiration and
for observing respiratory variation related to pathologies such as
cardiac tamponade and constrictive pericarditis.5 Sample volume
size is also important for pulsed-wave Doppler assessment
(Fig. 7.2, A, B).
OPTIMIZING COLOR DOPPLER IMAGES
Key controls that are altered to optimize color Doppler images
include color box size and length, color gain, and color velocity
scale. The color box width affects the frame rate; increasing the
color box width increases the processing time and therefore lowers
the frame rate. The color box length affects the color velocity scale,
such that a longer color box decreases the PRF and therefore lowers
the color velocity scale. Because high frame rates are required and
because the maximum color scale is necessary to assess high veloc-
ity flow, the color box should be adjusted to visualize the structure
in question.6 In situations in which the color box is underfilled or
when velocity flow is low, the color velocity is reduced until the
color box is adequately filled (Fig. 7.3 and Video 7.3, A, B). Fur-
thermore, the color velocity scale should be decreased when using
various parameters such as the flow convergence radius, the vena
contracta width, and color area ratios to evaluate the severity of val-
vular regurgitation.7

Color Doppler gain, which adjusts the degree of amplification of
received Doppler signals, should be set just below the threshold for
background speckling or noise. The color gain should be optimized
for every view.
B

1.5

m/s
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itral inflow traces acquired with a pulsed-wave Doppler sample volume of
displays significant spectral broadening, which occurs because a greater
recorded with a 1.5-mm sample volume displays minimal spectral broad-
ample volume will be more accurate.
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Figure 7.3. The effect of color velocity scale is illustrated in these two subcostal four-chamber images acquired with the color velocity scale set at
maximum (A) and at 40 cm/sec (B). Observe that at the maximum color velocity scale of 64 cm/sec, there is significant underfilling of the color
box. When the color velocity scale is decreased to 40 cm/sec, a small patent foramen ovale (PFO) is seen. By decreasing the color velocity scale,
the detection of low-velocity flow is enhanced. Also see accompanying Video 7.3, A, B.
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SUMMARY
Although many controls on ultrasound machines will be similar
regardless of the manufacturer, it is important to also be aware
of the different methods for optimizing images and traces for dif-
ferent ultrasound systems. Therefore the echocardiographer should
be familiar with the various technicalities of the machine that
they operate. Details regarding the effective manipulation of these
controls for image optimization can usually be found in the user
manual or may be explained by an applications specialist.

Please see Expert Consult for the corresponding videos for this
chapter.
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8 Transthoracic Echocardiography Tomographic Views
Wendy Tsang, MD, MS, Roberto M. Lang, MD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
This section describes the main set of echocardiographic images,
which should be acquired for standardization and facilitation of
image interpretation. Standard examination images are acquired
from several transducer positions on the chest wall. Each window,
angulation, and rotation of the transducer about its axis enables
acquisition of several tomographic echocardiographic views.
The sonographer acquiring the images may sit on either the left
or the right side of the patient and scan with either the right or left
hand, respectively. Nomenclature of the transthoracic views is
based on three orthogonal planes: long axis, short axis, and four
chamber. The views not encompassed by this nomenclature
are named by the anatomic structures they visualize. Two-
dimensional (2D) gray-scale images are typically acquired first,
and then, while maintaining the image plane, color Doppler images
are superimposed.
PARASTERNAL WINDOW: LONG-AXIS, RIGHT
VENTRICULAR INFLOW AND OUTFLOW, AND
SHORT-AXIS VIEWS
Theparasternal long-axisviewis typically the first imageacquired ina
transthoracic study (Fig. 8.1). A high-depth image should be obtained
to exclude pleural and pericardial effusion (see Fig. 8.1, C). A low-
depth image should be subsequently obtained to assess the car-
diac anatomy (see Fig. 8.1, D). From this view, the left atrium,
left ventricle, right ventricular (RV) outflow tract, and aortic root
are visualized. The right and noncoronary cusps of the aortic
valve are seen, as well as the anterior and posterior mitral valve
leaflets. The mitral valve and aortic valve should be inspected
and interrogated with color Doppler to identify the presence of
a regurgitant or stenotic valve.
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Figure 8.1. The parasternal long-axis view is acquired from the second left intercostal space (A). Cartoon demonstrating the parasternal long-axis view
cut plane through the heart (B). Parasternal long-axis view in low depth (C) and high depth (D). Parasternal right ventricular inflow (E) and right ventricular
outflow view (F). Ao,Aortic root; dAo, descending aorta; L, lung; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;MPA,main pulmonary artery;RA, right atrium;RV, right
ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.
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Measurements obtained from this view include the linear left
atrial anteroposterior dimension. It is measured from the trailing
edge of the aortic root to the leading edge of the left atrium at
end-systole, when the left atrium is largest. Also from this view,
M-mode measurements of the aortic root are obtained, although
measurements from 2D images are preferred. More commonly, left
ventricular (LV) measurements are also obtained. The 2D targeted
M-mode cursor should be placed at the level of the papillary muscle
tips, oriented perpendicular to the LV walls. Left ventricular inter-
nal dimensions are measured at end-diastole (LVIDd) and end-
systole (LVIDs). The leading edge to leading edge convention
should be used.1,2 From these measurements the fractional shorten-
ing can be computed as:

FS = (LVIDd − LVIDs)/(LVIDd)

Intraventricular septal (IVS) and posterior wall thicknesses (PWT)
(see Fig. 8.1, D) are measured at end-diastole. LV mass can be
estimated using the formula:

LV mass = 0.8 × (1.04[(LVIDd + PWTd + IVSd)3 − (LVIDd)3]) + 0.6g

where PWTd is posterior wall thickness at end-diastole and IVSd is
interventricular septal wall thickness at end-diastole.3

After the parasternal long-axis view, the right ventricular inflow
view is obtained by tilting the end of the transducer toward the
patient’s head (see Fig. 8.1, E). This allows the right atrium, right
ventricle, and tricuspid valve to come into view. This view is
primarily used for visualizing the anterior and posterior tricuspid
valve leaflets and to determine the presence of tricuspid valve
regurgitation with color Doppler. In contrast, by tilting the trans-
ducer toward the patient’s feet, the right ventricular outflow tract
may be viewed (see Fig. 8.1, F). From this perspective, the pul-
monic valve and the bifurcation of the pulmonary artery are
visualized.
Lastly, by rotating the transducer 90 degrees, the parasternal
short-axis views are obtained. With angulation of the transducer
superiorly, structures at the aortic valve level are imaged
(Fig. 8.2). These structures include cusps of the aortic valve, pul-
monary artery, pulmonic valve, RV outflow tract, septal and ante-
rior leaflets of the tricuspid valve, right atrium, left atrium, and
interatrial septum. By tilting the transducer anteriorly, the RV out-
flow tract can be seen (see Fig. 8.2, B). The mitral valve can be
inspected by returning to the short-axis view of the aortic valve
and then directing the transducer inferiorly (see Fig. 8.2, C). Con-
tinued inferior angulation of the transducer allows acquisition of
multiple short-axis cuts of the left ventricle from base to apex,
allowing assessment of overall LV performance, wall motion,
and papillary muscle position (see Fig. 8.2, D, E).
TRANSTHORACIC APICAL WINDOW
The apical window is typically best imaged with the subject in a
shallow left lateral decubitus position with the transducer placed
at the apical cardiac impulse and then adjusted to obtain an optimal
image (Fig. 8.3, A). Care should be taken to prevent foreshortening
of the left ventricle. From this transducer position, all four cardiac
chambers should be well visualized (see Fig. 8.3, B). This view
allows excellent Doppler interrogation of the mitral and tricuspid
valves as well as the pulmonary veins. Anterior angulation of the
transducer, while in the four-chamber view, allows the aortic valve
to come into plane (see Fig. 8.3, C).

After acquiring the apical four-chamber view, the transducer is
rotated counterclockwise approximately 60 degrees to obtain the
apical two-chamber view, and then an additional 60 degrees to
obtain the apical three-chamber view (see Fig. 8.3, D, E). The
two-chamber view allows evaluation of the anterior and inferior
walls of the left ventricle as well as color Doppler evaluation of
the mitral valve. The apical three-chamber view is similar to the
parasternal long-axis view,wherein the anteroseptal and inferolateral
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Figure 8.2. Rotation of the probe 90 degrees clockwise from the parasternal long-axis window brings the parasternal short-axis view into the imaging
plane (A). Parasternal short-axis view of the aortic valve (B). Parasternal right ventricular outflow view (C). Parasternal short-axis view of the mitral valve
(D), mid–left ventricle (E) at the papillary muscles (arrows) and left ventricular apex (F). AV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; MPA, main
pulmonary artery; MV, mitral valve; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.
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Figure 8.3. Cartoon demonstrating the apical four-chamber cut plane through the heart (A). Apical four-chamber (B), five-chamber (C), two-chamber
(D) and three-chamber (E) views. AntSep, Anteroseptal wall; Ao, aortic root; Inf, inferior wall; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV,
right ventricle.
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Figure 8.4. Subcostal four-chamber view (A) and IVC view (B). HV,
Hepatic vein; IVC, inferior vena cava; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;
RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 8.5. Suprasternal notch long-axis view (A) and
short-axis (B) view of the aorta. AscAo, Ascending
aorta; Ao, aorta; LA, left atrium; LCC, left common
carotid; LSC, left subclavian; pAo, proximal thoracic
descending aorta; rPA, right pulmonary artery.
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walls can be assessed. Color Doppler evaluation of the mitral and
aortic valves should be repeated in the apical three-chamber view.

SUBCOSTAL WINDOW
Subcostal images are obtained with the subject supine, often with
the knees bent to relax the abdomen. From this window, visualiza-
tion of all four cardiac chambers is possible (Fig. 8.4). This view is
particularly helpful for evaluating the pericardium, RV free wall
thickness, and the interatrial septum. A short-axis image of the left
ventricle obtained from the subcostal view can provide images
comparable with those obtained from the parasternal short-axis
views. Because the subcostal short-axis images are acquired at
greater depth, they are typically only recorded if the parasternal
images are inadequate. Finally, from this view the inferior vena
cava (IVC) and hepatic veins should be visualized (see Fig. 8.4).
One additional structure that should be scanned routinely from
the subcostal view is the abdominal aorta. Pulsed-wave Doppler
images obtained in this view are also helpful for examining flow
patterns of the abdominal aorta.

TRANSTHORACIC SUPRASTERNAL WINDOW
With the patient supine and the neck hyperextended, the transducer
is placed in the suprasternal notch. This allows visualization of the
ascending aorta, aortic arch, and proximal descending aorta in the
long axis and the right pulmonary artery in the short axis (Fig. 8.5).
Continuous-wave Doppler recordings from this transducer position
can be used to measure the maximum velocity across a coarctation
site. Also, pulsed-wave Doppler can be used to document the flow
patterns of the proximal thoracic descending aorta.
OFF-AXIS VIEWS
The views described previously can be acquired in the majority of
patients. Causes for suboptimal images include the patient’s body
habitus, inability of the patient to be positioned properly, congenital
heart disease, patients’ postsurgical status, and variability in
patients’ anatomy. One approach to these patients is to use nontra-
ditional imaging windows such as the right parasternal position or
off-axis views. Labeling the site from where images were obtained
is important, especially in patients who require serial studies. In
addition, off-axis views play a role in demonstrating findings such
as pleural or pericardial effusions.
REFERENCES
1. Schiller NB, Shah PM, Crawford M, et al: Recommendations for quantitation of the

left ventricle by two-dimensional echocardiography. American Society of Echocar-
diography Committee on Standards, Subcommittee on Quantitation of Two-
Dimensional Echocardiograms, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2:358–367, 1989.

2. Lang RM, Badano LP, Tsang W, et al: EAE/ASE recommendations for image
acquisition and display using three-dimensional echocardiography, J Am Soc Echo-
cardiogr 25:3–46, 2012.

3. Devereux RB, Alonso DR, Lutas EM, et al: Echocardiographic assessment of
left ventricular hypertrophy: comparison to necropsy findings, Am J Cardiol
57:450–458, 1986.
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Historically, M-mode (motion mode) was the first effective modal-
ity for the ultrasonic evaluation of the heart. M-mode echocardiog-
raphy provides an ice pick, one-dimensional (depth only) view of
the heart.1,2 The ultrasound echoes reflected from the various car-
diac interfaces are represented as dots, and their intensities by
brightness (B-mode).With the sweep of the screen (or the recording
paper), the location of each interface is represented by a line, which
provides information about its temporal location (Fig. 9.1). The
two-dimensional (2D) appearance of the tracing is the result of pre-
senting depth (expressed as the up-down dimension of the tracing)
and width (left to right dimension, which expresses time).

An important attribute of M-mode echocardiography, compared
with 2D imaging, is its superior temporal resolution. In the current
2D-directed M-mode, data is acquired at a rate up to 1000 frames
per second, compared with 15 to 100 frames per second for 2D
echocardiography, depending on sector width and heart rate.1,2

Thus M-mode echocardiography remains important in daily clini-
cal use, for its ability to time events during the cardiac cycle and
assess fast moving structures (e.g., valves) (see Fig. 9.1).

The limitations of M-mode are related to its one-dimensional
nature. Although the interrogating ultrasound can be tilted to visu-
alize different structures and their anatomic relations, it may miss
other structures. Also, it may produce erroneous information about
chamber and vessel dimensions by scanning them obliquely. There-
fore M-mode tracings should always be obtained with the guidance
of the two-dimensional images.

Some echocardiographers consider M-mode echocardiography
to be a mere historical relic. Many of its initial uses during the ear-
liest decade of echocardiography have been supplanted by the
newer, more anatomically correct 2D, 3D, and Doppler modalities.
We and others feel that like history itself, older experience is still
worth studying.1 Furthermore, in selected situations, M-mode
remains a fundamental part of the routine echocardiographic exam
and provides an important supplement to the newer echocardio-
graphic modalities. Accordingly, this chapter will demonstrate
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PELung

ricle. A, A schematic shows the four principal M-mode v
aph; EN, endocardial edge; EP, epicardial surface; LA,
rior left ventricle; PMV, posterior mitral valve; PPM, pos
classic M-mode images, with emphasis on its continued value in
the era of 2D and 3D Doppler echocardiography.
LEFT VENTRICLE
The most common use for echocardiography, in any of its forms,
is to assess size and function of the left ventricle (LV).3 At
present, 2D-directed M-mode echocardiography is still used to
establish cardiac chamber size and wall thickness (Fig. 9.2).
Given its superior temporal resolution, M-mode echocardiogra-
phy is perfectly suited to diagnosing abnormal LV contraction
patterns, such as those seen with left bundle branch block (see
Fig. 9.2, B).4,5

It has long been appreciated that normal systolic function
includes the descent of the mitral and tricuspid annulus toward
the apex, which remains relatively stationary.5 The extent of the
descent of the base, measured in millimeters, is reflective of global
systolic function. Acronyms for this descent of the base are
TAPSE6 (tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion) and MAPSE
(mitral annular plane systolic excursion) (see Fig. 9.2, E).6
MITRAL VALVE

Normal Motion
During the rapid ventricular filling in early diastole, the anterior
mitral leaflet moves from its end-systolic closed position (D point)
toward the opening position, that is, anteriorly toward the interven-
tricular septum (E point); there is a reciprocal motion of the poste-
rior leaflet (see Fig. 9.1, A, C). The nadir of this backward motion is
called the F point. Atrial contraction reopens the leaflets (the
A point.) Near the onset of systole, the leaflets move to the closed
position (at the C point), where they remain throughout systole.
AMV

MV
PLA

LA

AV

AV

AC

R

iews of the heart. AMV, anterior mitral valve; ARV, anterior right ventricle;
left atrial; LS, left ventricular septum; LV, left ventricle; PLA, plasminogen
terior papillary muscle; RS, right ventricular septum; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 9.1—Cont'd B,M-modeof themitral valve.C,M-mode transducer is directed through theRV,proximal aorta, andLA.AVaortic valve leaflets and
AC aortic closure line, which, in normal individuals, is in themid portion of the aorta.A, Anterior-most excursion of the anterior leaflet with atrial systole;C,
closure of the mitral valve and end-diastole; D, posterior-most excursions of the mitral leaflets in early diastole; E, anterior-most excursions of
the mitral leaflets in early diastole; F, closure point of the mitral valve in early diastasis; MV, mitral valve; RV, right ventricle. (A from Feigenbaum H.
Echocardiography, Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 5th edition, 1993; adapted and used with permission.)
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Figure 9.2. Left ventricle. A, Left ventricle of a patient with infiltrative cardiomyopathy due to amyloidosis. The walls are thick and the fractional short-
ening is low.B, Left bundle branch block. Compared to the normal LV echocardiogram (A), the initial downward motion of the septum (ESM) is absent,
there is a prominent downward motion of the septum in early ventricular systole (the septal "beak" [SB]) which represents unopposed RV contraction,
due to delayed activation of the posterior and lateral LV. Also, during ventricular systole, the septummoves anteriorly (arrow). Finally, there is a posterior
septal motion (PSM), which occurs after the peak upward excursion of the posterior wall (LSM), and coincides with RV filling.C, Septal motion in severe
TR. Notice the abrupt rightward motion (arrow) of the interventricular septum as the RV unloads into the RA during isovolumic systole. D, Example of
normal tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), defined as 16 mmor greater.6 LVIDd, diastolic LV dimensions; LVIDs, systolic LV dimensions.
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Mitral Stenosis
The mitral leaflets open at early diastole. The leaflets are thickened
with commissural fusion. The larger anterior leaflet moves anteri-
orly, which also pulls the smaller posterior leaflet anteriorly.
Because of the pressure gradient across the valve throughout dias-
tole and the lack of rapid ventricular filling phase, the leaflets do
not return toward the closure position as in normal valves.1,2 The
EF slope (see Fig. 9.1, B) is flatter than normal. The M-mode
RV
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S

MV

PW

A B

C D

Figure 9.3. A, Rheumatic mitral stenosis. Note the mitral valve echoes of the
of inflammatory valvulitis. The EF slope is diminished.B,Severemitral valve pro
valve. C, Anterior motion of the mitral valve in a patient with hypertrophic obs
principle behind the early opening of the aortic valve in a patient with acut
between the aorta and LV, which occurs at end diastole. See text for detail
MV, mitral valve; MVC, mitral valve closing; PW, posterior wall; RV, right ven
combination of leaflet thickening, anterior motion of the posterior
mitral leaflet, and flat EF slope is diagnostic of mitral stenosis
(Fig. 9.3, A).

Mitral Valve Prolapse
Unlike mitral stenosis, the valve diastolic motion is normal, and
leaflets remain closed in systole. In mitral valve prolapse the closed
mitral leaflets sag backward. This motion may occur in mid to late
RV

MV

AVO

MVC

Ao

LA

LV

anterior and posterior leaflet are thickened andmove in concert, because
lapse: arrows indicate late systolic sagging or “hammocking” of themitral
tructive cardiomyopathy (arrow). D, Hemodynamic tracing illustrating the
e severe aortic regurgitation. Notice that there is pressure equilibration
s. Ao, Aorta; AVO, atrial valve opening; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;
tricle; S, septum.
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Figure 9.3—Cont'd E, Early closure of the mitral valve in a patient with acute severe aortic regurgitation. Note that the mitral valve (arrow) closes well
before the QRS complex, indicative of pressure equilibration between the LV and left atrium in this patient. F, Fine fluttering of the mitral valve at end
diastole in a patient with aortic regurgitation. G, E point septal separation (arrow) in a patient with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy. LV, Left ventricle;
MV, mitral valve; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 9.3—Cont'd H, Schematic diagram (left panel) and M-mode recording in a patient with elevated left ventricular diastolic pressure, showing the
so-called B-bump (black arrow, right panel of schematic; blue arrow in patient M-mode). I, Color M-mode in a patient with complete heart block. Left
arrow points to superimposed mitral regurgitation jet, which occurs in isovolumic systole. Right arrow points to diastolic mitral regurgitation seen in the
left atrium, following nonconducted atrial depolarization. J, Use of M-mode echocardiography to estimate size of a proximal isovelocity systolic area
(PISA). This adaptation of color M-mode allows for easy recognition of the extent of the PISA. A, Anterior-most excursion of the anterior leaflet with atrial
systole;C, closure of themitral valve and end-diastole;D, posterior-most excursions of themitral leaflets in early diastole; E, anterior-most excursions of
the mitral leaflets in early diastole; LA, left atrial pressure; LV, left ventricular pressure. (Schematic adapted and used with permission from Feigenbaum
H. Echocardiography. ed 5. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1993.)
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Figure 9.3—Cont'd K, Color M-mode (see Fig. 9.5, A) Vp or flow propagation velocity in a normal individual. Ao, Aortic pressure; AVO, aortic valve
opening; LA, left atrial pressure; LV, left ventricular pressure;MVC,mitral valve closure. (H from Feigenbaum H. Echocardiography, Philadelphia: Lea &
Febiger, 5th edition, 1993; adapted and used with permission; J courtesy Dr. Roberto Lang.)
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systole (see Fig. 9.3, B), and may be associated with mid-systolic
click or pansystolic (and be associated with a pansystolic mitral
regurgitation murmur).7–9

Systolic Anterior Motion of the Anterior
Mitral Leaflet
An anterior mitral leaflet that demonstrates systolic anterior motion
(SAM) is seen mainly in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopa-
thy; high velocity in the left ventricular outflow tract results in sys-
tolic anterior motion of the anterior mitral leaflet,10,11 due to the
Venturi effect. In these patients, the diastolic mitral valve motion
is normal. During systole, however, the anterior leaflet moves
toward the interventricular septum, and may coapt with the ventric-
ular surface. The duration and degree of coaptation are related to
the pressure gradient (see Fig. 9.3, C).10,11

The Mitral Valve in Aortic Insufficiency
In acute aortic regurgitation the diastolic pressure in the ventricle
rises rapidly during diastole as a result of aortic runoff. In fact,
in some instances the left ventricular pressure may rise above the
LA pressure, leading to premature closure of the mitral valve
(see Fig. 9.3, D, E).12,13 When the aortic regurgitation jet strikes
the anterior mitral leaflet, a fine, fluttering. motion can be seen.
This finding suggests the presence of aortic insufficiency, but is
not a marker of its severity (see Fig. 9.3, F). None of these findings
in aortic regurgitation are reliably demonstrated by 2D echocardi-
ography because of its inferior temporal resolution. Therefore M-
mode data complements the assessment of valve regurgitation
severity in contemporary practice.

The Mitral Valve in Left Ventricular Dysfunction
Normally the mitral E point is close to the interventricular septum
(E point septal separation). In patients with left ventricular dilatation
and reduced stroke volume, the E point of the anterior leaflet is
separated from the septum by a distance of at least 8 mm. Interest-
ingly, this expression of unfavorable LV remodeling was the first
echocardiographic finding that appeared directly related to progno-
sis (see Fig. 9.3,G).14–16 A secondM-mode sign of LV dysfunction
is a disturbance in the A-C line, which is usually rapid and
straight. In patients with noncompliant LVs, atrial systole results
in a significant elevation in LV diastolic pressures. The M-mode
reflection of this phenomenon is an interruption in the normal
A-C closure line, which is known as the A-C shoulder or B bump
(see Fig. 9.3, H).17,18
Color M-Mode
This multiparametric display features flow events superimposed on
the M-mode display and is perhaps the best method available to
time regurgitant events. As is shown in Figure 9.3, I, color M-mode
graphically demonstrates both systolic and diastolic mitral regurgi-
tation in the same patient. Doppler color M-mode can be used for
the measurement of the hemisphere maximum radius in the calcu-
lation of the proximal isovelocity area (PISA)19 (see Fig. 9.3, J).
This technique can be used when the MV leaflets are not well
visualized, making it difficult to decide where to place the measure-
ment of the PISA radius. We have also found this technique useful
in cases of atrial fibrillation where the average of several PISA radii
must be determined.
AORTIC VALVE

Normal Motion
The aortic valve can be seen in themiddle of the aortic root. The right
and the noncoronary cusps move in systole to the opened position,
and they move in diastole toward the closed position, creating the
impression of rectangles connected by strings (see Fig. 9.1, A, C).
The ejection time, a descriptor of forward stroke volume, can be
timed from the aortic valve opening to its closure. Fine fluttering
of the opened leaflets is not uncommon. In patients with aortic
stenosis, the leaflets appear thickened and calcified and have dimin-
ished excursion. A bicuspid aortic valve may have eccentric closure
line (Fig. 9.4, A).
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Figure 9.4. Aortic valve.A,M-mode echocardiogram in a patient with a bicuspid aortic valve. Arrow indicates eccentric closure line.B, In hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM), there ismidsystolic closure (arrows) indicating left ventricular outflow tract obstructionwith diminution in forward flow. As the LV
pressure rises and then overcomes the dynamic obstruction, the aortic valve opens a second time. Opening of the aortic valve is associated with
reduced forward stroke volume. C, In subaortic membrane. The aortic valve envelope shows a rapid upward swing followed by restoration to a mid-
aortic position without secondary opening (white arrow). This is in contrast to the M-shaped envelope in patients with hypertrophic obstructive car-
diomyopathy. D, Early aortic valve opening (black arrow) in a patient with acute severe aortic regurgitation. In the first and third beats following a longer
cycle, there is more opportunity for pressure equilibration between the LV and the aorta because the filling of the left ventricle is augmented. This leads to
premature opening of the aortic valve. Ao, Aorta; LA, left atrium. (Image courtesy Dr. Theo E. Meyer.)
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The Aortic Valve in Hypertrophic Obstructive
Cardiomyopathy
In hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy the systolic anterior
motion may result in left ventricular outflow obstruction, and
therefore flow across the aortic valve will be decreased in
midsystole. The M-mode will show a midsystolic closure of the
aortic valve (see Fig. 9.4, B). In discrete subaortic stenosis to a sub-
aortic membrane, by contrast, the valve opens well in early systole,
and then suddenly returns to near closure position, where it stays for
the rest of systole (see Fig. 9.4, C).
Premature Aortic Valve Opening
With severe aortic regurgitation, there is a rapid rise of left ventric-
ular diastolic pressure and a rapid decline in the aortic diastolic
pressure. With left atrial contraction, the left atrial (and left ventric-
ular) diastolic pressure may rise above the aortic diastolic pressure,
resulting in premature (end-diastolic) aortic valve opening (see
Fig. 9.4, D).
PULMONIC VALVE

Normal Motion
In most cases where motion is normal, only the anterior leaflet of
the pulmonic valve can be depicted on M-mode. This leaflet
moves posteriorly and remains opened during systole. At end
diastole, with right atrial contraction, the right ventricular pres-
sure approaches the pulmonary arterial end-diastolic pressure,
resulting in posterior motion of the pulmonic valve (A-wave)
(Fig. 9.5, A).2,20,21
Severe Pulmonary Hypertension
In severe pulmonary hypertension, the pulmonary artery diastolic
pressure is much higher than the right ventricular diastolic pressure.
In this hypertension situation, the right atrial contraction will have
no effect on the pulmonic valve end-diastolic position. No A-wave
is seen, in spite of normal sinus rhythm (see Fig. 9.5, B). Another
finding seen in pulmonary hypertension is the “flying W” sign seen
during pulmonic valve systolic opening. This unusual motion, with
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Figure 9.5. Pulmonary valve. A, Schematic of the pulmonary valve in a normal individual, a patient with pulmonary hypertension, and a patient with
pulmonic stenosis. Lower part of the diagram demonstrates right ventricular and pulmonary artery pressures in the three scenarios. B, The "flying W"
sign in a patient with severe pulmonary hypertension. C, Taken from a study of a patient with severe valvular pulmonic stenosis; note the exaggerated
atrial contraction motion, as shown in the schematic. Red overlay has been placed to simulate schematic shown in A. (A from Feigenbaum H. Echo-
cardiography, Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 5th edition, 1993.)
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midsystolic closure and late systolic opening, may be the result of
increased pulmonary vascular resistance.20,21 The abnormal
absence of the pulmonic valve A-wave, together with the presence
of flying W sign, are highly suggestive of severe pulmonary hyper-
tension. They can be used when Doppler estimation of pulmonary
artery pressure is not possible because of the lack of tricuspid or
pulmonic regurgitation.

PERICARDIAL DISEASE
Pericardial effusion is better demonstrated by 2D echocardiography
than by M-mode echocardiography. However, the timing of the
abnormalities seen in cardiac tamponade and constrictive pericar-
ditis can contribute to the understanding of the pathophysiology of
these conditions; this issue is reviewed in Figure 9.6.

CARDIAC TAMPONADE
M-mode can demonstrate pericardial effusion as well as the respi-
ratory variations in ventricular size and valve excursion. Because of
ventricular interdependence, inspiration results in less pulmonary
venous return and transmitral flow, which leads to a phasic decline
in left ventricular volume. This process is reversed during
inspiration. The M-mode echocardiogram (recorded simulta-
neously with respiratory tracing) shows the septal inspiratory shift
toward the LV. This is the echocardiographic equivalent of the par-
adoxical pulse.22–24

The exact timing of diastolic right ventricular collapse can also
be demonstrated by M-mode echocardiography (see Fig. 9.6, A, B).
In some cases of pulmonary hypertension or chronic right-sided
pressure overload with RV hypertrophy, LA or even LV collapse
may occur before RV or RA collapse is seen. This may also be seen
in instances of low filling pressure. The elevation of right atrial
pressure seen in most cases of tamponade can be confirmed by
M-mode tracing of the inferior vena cava (IVC) near its communi-
cation with the right atrium. An IVC diameter of more than 20 mm,
with reduced (less than 50%) decrease during inspiration or “sniff”
indicates elevated right atrial pressure, usually greater than 15 mm
Hg (IVC plethora) (see Fig. 9.6, C).
CONSTRICTIVE PERICARDITIS
This difficult clinical diagnosis can still be supported by an array of
M-mode echocardiographic findings.25,26 These findings include
(1) pericardial thickening; (2) IVC plethora (see earlier discussion);
(3) inspiratory septal shift toward the LV (The right ventricular
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Figure 9.6. Pericardial disease. A, Cardiac tamponade: Large pericardial effusion and diastolic collapse of the right ventricular free wall, indicated by
the arrow. B, Large circumferential pericardial effusion (upper pair of downward arrows) and left atrial collapse (lower pair of downward arrows), indi-
cating increased intrapericardial pressure leading to ventricular diastolic and left atrial systolic collapse. When filling pressures are low, this constellation
of findings is called low pressure cardiac tamponade. C, In patient with tamponade, the vena cava is dilated and does not collapse. D, Constrictive
pericarditis. E, Schematic of normal septal motion (left) and recording from a patient with constrictive pericarditis. Note the diastolic posterior motion of
the septum (DM), as well as the second reverberation in the septum (ASM), which corresponds to atrial systole.
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cavity dimension increases during inspiration and decreases during
expiration, and there are reciprocal changes in the LV. During
expiration, the mitral valve opening duration is longer than that dur-
ing inspiration) (see Fig. 9.6, D); (4) diastolic septal “bounce”
(characteristic early diastolic notch) as well as a late diastolic
reverberation in the septum, around the time of atrial contraction
(see Fig. 9.6, D, E); and (5) premature opening of the pulmonic
valve due to elevation of the right ventricular end-diastolic pressure
without pulmonary hypertension, and relatively low pulmonary
artery diastolic pressure.
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10 Doppler Echocardiography: Normal Antegrade
Flow Patterns

Mohamed Ahmed, MD, Gerard P. Aurigemma, MD
Four modalities of Doppler echocardiography are currently avail-
able for use with a wide variety of applications: pulsed wave
(PW) Doppler, continuous wave (CW) Doppler, color flow imag-
ing, and tissue Doppler imaging. Each modality plays an important
role in the overall assessment of the patient with heart disease.
Whereas M-mode and two-dimensional echocardiography provide
structural and functional data, tissue Doppler imaging supplements
the assessment of myocardial function, including diastolic func-
tion. Doppler echocardiography is the modality on which noninva-
sive assessment of cardiac hemodynamics depends. The purpose of
this chapter is to review the normal antegrade intracardiac flow
using PW and CW.
BASIC CONCEPTS
Doppler echocardiography is based on the important concept that
backscattering of the ultrasound from moving blood cells will
appear higher or lower in frequency than the transmitted frequency
depending on the speed and direction of blood flow. Velocities are
calculated using the formula:

ΔF¼V�2Fo�cosθ
C

where ΔF represents Doppler shift (the difference between the
transmitted frequency and the backscattered frequency), V is the
velocity of the moving blood cells, F0 is the transducer frequency,
cos θ is the cosine of the angle of the incidence, and C is the velocity
of propagation in the soft tissues, including the myocardium. For
cardiac applications, the velocity of propagation in the myocardium
is 1540 M/sec and cos θ is 1 (because the angle of the incidence is
0 or 180 degrees). To calculate Doppler velocities, the formula can
be rearranged:

V¼ ΔF�C

2Fo�cosθ

All commercially available ultrasound machines provide flow
velocities data.

Quantification of flow velocity is obtained with either PW or
CW Doppler. PW Doppler records flow velocities at one specific
location, whereas CW Doppler records flow velocity along the
entire pathway of the ultrasound beam (Fig. 10.1). The former is
used to quantitate flow in a given locus, but can only measure
velocity over a limited range. The latter permits the measurement
of high velocity flows, but does not determine the location of the
signal because signals from the entire length of the ultrasound beam
are included in the spectral CW Doppler tracing. By convention,
flow toward the transducer is displayed, spectrally, above the zero
baseline and flow away, below the zero baseline. By convention in
echocardiography, the y-axis is the velocity (in m/sec) and the
x-axis represents time (in seconds).

PW Doppler is used to assess velocities across normal valves or
vessels to calculate flow and assess cardiac function. Common
applications include measurements of stroke volume (SV), cardiac
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Figure 10.1. Pulsed wave (PW) and continuous wave (CW) Doppler imaging. Note the high density of the CW velocity jet as it records flow velocity
along the pathway of the ultrasound beam. The flow away from the transducer is displayed below the zero line.
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Figure 10.2. The concept of flow velocity profile. The flow is described
as having a flat profilewhen all blood cells are traveling in the same direc-
tion within a narrow velocity range. A parabolic profile occurs when blood
cells are traveling in different directions at different velocities. Note that
flow can be estimated by multiplying the cross-sectional area (CSA) of
the region in question by the velocity.
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output (CO), and evaluation of diastolic function. CW Doppler, by
contrast, is used to measure high velocities across stenotic or regur-
gitant valves. These velocities are converted into pressure gradients
by applying the simplified Bernoulli equation: ΔP¼4V2, whereΔP
represents the pressure gradient and V represents velocity. Com-
mon clinical applications include estimation of pressure gradients
across valves and quantification of pulmonary artery systolic pres-
sure from the velocity of tricuspid regurgitation.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPTIMAL
DOPPLER RECORDINGS
1. Maintain parallel orientation between the ultrasound probe

and the direction of blood. Accurate velocity measurements
depend on a parallel intercept angle (θ) between the ultrasound
beam and the direction of blood flow. This is critically important
especially in high velocity flow situations, such as aortic steno-
sis, where a small deviation from the optimal angle can result in
significant underestimation of pressure gradients. This high-
lights the importance of the angle to calculate velocity. If angle
θ is less than 20 degrees, an error of less than 6%will be incurred
because the cosine of a 0- to 20-degree angle is between 1 and
0.92. However, any deviation of angle θ more than 20 degrees
results in a significant underestimation of velocity and therefore
pressure gradients.

2. Flow of fluids in general can be laminar or turbulent. Normal
flow across the heart and great vessels is laminar, which means
that all blood cells are traveling in the same direction within a nar-
row velocity range. In the presence of significant stenosis or
regurgitation, flow becomes turbulent (blood cells are traveling
in different directions at different velocities) (Fig. 10.2). In gen-
eral, large vessels with laminar flow have a flat profile, whereas
small curved vessels with turbulent flow have a parabolic profile.
The concept is referred to as the flow velocity profile. The greater
the variation in velocities, even within a laminar flow, the broader
the Doppler signal. The typical shape of the velocity-time integral
(VTI) envelope is a smooth curve with a well-defined acceleration
slope that peaks at maximal velocity, followed by a deceleration
slope. The VTI is obtained by tracing the outer edge of the densest
part of the envelope (the velocity of the largest number of blood
cells traveling) and then multiplying by an estimate of the cross-
sectional area (CSA) of the region in question, such as the LV
outflow tract, to yield an estimate of flow in cubic centimeters
(Fig. 10.3).

3. Use proper spectral gain settings and wall filters. To prevent
noise, careful search for the best image and sometimes the use of
contrast agents can delineate the jet envelope and prevent under-
estimation of Doppler velocities.

4. Appropriate velocity scale should be used to display the
entire velocity of the flow of interest.



Forward stroke volume
= CSA x VTI

πD2/4 x VTI = 0.785 D2 x VTI

Figure 10.3. The typical shape of a left ventricular outflow Doppler recording. The velocity envelope is a smooth curve with a well-defined steep accel-
eration slope that peaks at maximal velocity. It is followed by a deceleration slope. Flow rate (stroke volume) can be estimated by multiplying cross-
sectional area (CSA) by the sum of velocities, which is the velocity time integral (VTI). Note the aortic valve closing click at the end of the envelope.
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5. Signal aliasing is the phenomenon that occurs when the
Nyquist limit is exceeded. This occurs when the frequency
of the Doppler signal exceeds the Nyquist sampling rate (half
of the pulse repetition frequency). Several methods can be used
to avoid signal aliasing, including shifting the baseline, or
changing from PW Doppler to high pulse repetition frequency
(HPRF) or CW Doppler. Shifting the baseline effectively
increases the maximum velocity in one direction (toward or
away) at the expense of velocity in the other direction.

6. CSA should be measured at the same point that is used for
Doppler sampling. Care must be exercised when measuring a
diameter with multiple measurements; the largest diameter
should be taken.

7. Velocity and CSA measurements should be averaged over
three consecutive cardiac cycles. More than three beats are
required in patients with abnormal rhythm (atrial fibrillation).
INDIVIDUAL FLOW PROFILES

LV Outflow
For LV outflow recordings, the Doppler sample is positioned at the
LV outflow just proximal to the aortic valve. Apical five-chamber
(anterior angulation of the traditional apical four-chamber view) or
apical long-axis views are usually used. Doppler sampling at the
LV outflow of a healthy aortic valve results in similar recordings
of Doppler sampling at the aortic side of the valve. The exception
is a higher velocity, given the normal physiologic increase of 0.2 to
0.4 m/sec in velocities between the LV outflow and the aortic valve.
For accurate measurements, the ultrasound beam should be aligned
parallel to the blood flow. The typical shape of the VTI envelope is
a smooth curve with a well-defined steep acceleration slope that
peaks at maximal velocity. This peak is followed by a deceleration
slope (see Fig. 10.3). The normal LV outflow tract velocity is 0.7 to
1.1 m/sec, and the normal maximum velocity at the aortic valve is 1
m/sec.

In a normal heart, the maximum recorded velocities by CW or
PW Doppler at the LV outflow are similar. With CW Doppler
recordings, the VTI curves tend to be filled in, given the recording
of all the velocities along the ultrasound beam (see Fig. 10.1). VTI
recordings by PW Doppler have a spectral darkening along the
outer edge of the velocity curve, a phenomenon known as spectral
broadening. Also, both opening and closing aortic valve clicks are
displayed in CWDoppler recordings, whereas either the opening or
closing click is displayed in the PW Doppler recordings, based on
the location of the Doppler sample (see Fig. 10.3).

Measuring stroke volume (SV) is one of many important appli-
cations of Doppler echocardiography. VTI can be measured using
PW or CW Doppler techniques. SV is the product of CSA and VTI
as expressed in this equation:

SV cm3
� �¼CSA cm2

� ��VTI cmð Þ
CSA can be calculated using the formula: CSA¼πr2, where r

represents the radius.
Assuming a circular orifice, LV outflow as an example,

CSA¼π� (D/2)2, where D represents the diameter of the LV out-
flow. The formula can be simplified to:

CSA¼D2�0:785

The diameter D of LV outflow can be measured from the para-
sternal long-axis view obtained with two-dimensional echocardiog-
raphy, M-mode imaging, or less commonly from direct planimetry
using a short-axis view at the aortic valve level.1

Although SVcan be quantified across all valves and great vessels,
blood flows, and hence SV and CO, are typically measured at the LV
outflow because it is technically feasible and reproducible. Special
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attention is needed in measuring the LV outflow diameter, because
any error will be magnified as explained in the previous formula.
As mentioned earlier, the average of three measurements should
be obtained to minimize such error. Doppler sampling and diameter
measurements should be recorded at the same level.

SV and CO provide noninvasive estimation of LV pump function
and allow monitoring of the hemodynamic change following thera-
peutic interventions. Other uses include calculation of regurgitant
volume in valvular insufficiency and determining the pulmonary-
to-systemic flow ratio in the quantification of intracardiac shunts;
these applications are reviewed in other chapters.

RV Outflow
In a manner similar to the LV outflow recordings, blood flow can be
quantified at the right ventricular (RV) outflow by placing the
Doppler sample just proximal to the pulmonary valve. Typically,
the RV outflow view from either the short-axis or the subcostal
views at the aortic valve level are used. Compared with the velocity
recorded from the LV outflow, the velocity at the RV outflow is
characterized by a slower acceleration slope followed by a late
peaking velocity at midsystole. The RV outflow velocity also
has an overall rounded contour (Fig. 10.4). The reason for the dif-
ference between the two velocities is the lower downstream pulmo-
nary artery resistance compared with the systemic resistance in the
case of LV outflow velocity recordings. The maximum velocity at
the RV outflow is typically 0.8 to 1 m/sec. In ours and many lab-
oratories, the PW Doppler recording across the pulmonary valve is
used to define the pulmonary artery acceleration time (PAAT),
which can be used to estimate pulmonary artery mean pressure.2

Another principal application of the antegrade pulmonary flow
recording is the calculation of Qp/Qs in patients with left-to-right
shunts, such as an atrial septal defect.

LV Inflow
Pulsed Doppler recordings of diastolic transmitral flow are the cor-
nerstone of the echocardiographic assessment of diastolic function
Figure 10.4. Compared with LV outflow recordings, the velocity at the RV o
peaking velocity at midsystole and an overall rounded contour.
and filling pressure. A 1- to 3-mm PW Doppler sample is placed at
the level of the mitral valve leaflet tips using the apical four-
chamber or the apical long-axis views.3 The normal LV inflow
starts after the opening of the mitral valve, with rapid acceleration
of flow from the left atrium (LA) to the LV due to the LA-LV pres-
sure gradient. The maximum early diastolic flow velocity (E veloc-
ity) is reached and followed by a flow deceleration (deceleration
time). In some individuals, depending on heart rate, loading condi-
tions, and the PR interval, that deceleration time is followed by a
brief period of minimal flow (diastasis). At the end of diastole, a
second peak velocity (A velocity) is reached when LA pressure
exceeds LV pressure because of atrial contraction (atrial kick)
(Fig. 10.5).

The normal mean E velocity value varies significantly with age.
The E velocity is 0.72 m/sec for individuals younger than 50 years
and decreases significantly with aging. Conversely, the A velocity
increases with age.4 Accordingly, the E/A ratio normally decreases
with age. Moreover, increase in age is associated with prolongation
of the deceleration time.

Although comprehensive evaluation of diastolic function is cov-
ered in other chapters, it is worth mentioning that age is not the only
factor that confounds the evaluation of diastolic function. Heart rate
is an important variable that can affect LV filling. Faster heart rate
is associated with higher A velocity and occasionally E/A fusion.
Similarly, prolonged PR interval can result in E/A fusion.

Doppler velocity at the transmitral flow can be used to assess SV
using the formula:

SV cm3
� �¼CSA cm2

� ��VTI cmð Þ
To calculate CSA, themitral annulus diameter is measured from the
apical four-chamber view or the parasternal long-axis view (assum-
ing circular or elliptical geometry). Unlike the evaluation of the dia-
stolic function, the velocity should be recorded at the level of the
mitral annulus to calculate transmitral VTI. As mentioned previ-
ously, SV is usually assessed at the level of the LV outflow; how-
ever, in some scenarios, determination of the regurgitant volume in
aortic insufficiency as an example, assessment of transmitral SV
becomes important.
utflow is characterized by a slower acceleration slope followed by a late
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Figure 10.5. The normal LV inflow starts after the mitral valve opens; flow from the LA to the LV rapidly accelerates. The maximum early diastolic flow
velocity (E velocity) is reached and followed by a flow deceleration (deceleration time). Note the brief period of minimal flow (diastasis) following the
deceleration time. A second peak velocity (A velocity) is reached when LA pressure exceeds LV pressure because of atrial contraction.
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RV Inflow
The Doppler quantification and velocity pattern are essentially
the same for the RV inflow as for the LV inflow: the sample volume
is at the level of the tricuspid valve tips. Typically, the parasternal
RV inflow and the apical four-chamber views are preferred. The
peak E velocity at the RV inflow, 0.3 to 0.7 m/sec, is less than
the peak E velocity at the LV inflow because of the larger tricuspid
annulus.

Pulmonary Venous Flow
PW Doppler recording of the pulmonary venous flow is an impor-
tant part of the assessment of LV diastolic function. The typical
0
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Figure 10.6. The typical pulmonary venous flow pattern consists of a biphasi
ity) and a second atrial filling phase during ventricular diastole (D velocity). Bec
backflow of blood into the pulmonary veins (Ar velocity) is frequently observed
view is the apical four-chamber view with slight anterior angula-
tion. Color flow imaging can be used to facilitate the detection
of blood flow from the right superior pulmonary vein. The Doppler
sample is usually is 2 to 3 mm and is placed more than 5 mm into
the pulmonary vein for optimum recordings.3

The LA serves as conduit for venous flow from the pulmonary
veins to the LV. The typical pulmonary venous flow pattern
detected by Doppler consists of biphasic filling phases; a prominent
atrial filling occurs during ventricular systole (S velocity), and a
second atrial filling phase occurs during ventricular diastole
(D velocity). Because of atrial contraction at late diastole, a brief
systolic atrial reversal with backflow of blood into the pulmonary
veins (Ar velocity) is frequently observed (Fig. 10.6). Other
measurements that can be derived from the pulmonary venous flow
c filling pattern; a prominent atrial filling during ventricular systole (S veloc-
ause the atrium contracts during late diastole, a brief systolic reversal with
. AR, atrial reversal;MVC, mitral valve closure;MVO, mitral valve opening.
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TABLE 10.1 Normal Antegrade Flow Velocities

Doppler Flow Location Normal Value (m/sec)

LVOT 0.7-1.1

LV Inflow (age dependent) 20-29 yr 30-39 yr 40-49 yr 50-59 yr 60-69 yr 70-79 yr >80 yr

E velocity 0.79�0.16 0.85�0.18 0.80�0.17 0.79�0.16 0.72�0.20 0.74�0.20 0.68�0.19
A velocity 0.52�0.11 0.59�0.12 0.64�0.15 0.65�0.16 0.77�0.18 0.80�0.52 0.92�0.17

Pulmonary Venous Flow
(age dependent)

<50 yr �50 yr

Systolic 0.48�0.90 0.71�0.90
Diastolic 0.50�0.10 0.38�0.90
Atrial reversal 0.19�0.40 0.23�0.14

Hepatic Venous Flow
Systolic 0.32-0.69
Diastolic 0.08-0.45

RVOT 0.8-1.0

RV Inflow 0.3-0.7

Descending Aorta 1.0

A, late ventricular; E, late ventricular; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; RV, right ventricular; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.
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recordings include S/D ratio; systolic filling fraction [SVTI/
(SVTI+DVTI)]; Ar velocity duration; the time difference between
Ar and the mitral A-wave duration (Ar�A); and D velocity decel-
eration time. In individuals with long PR intervals, the S velocity
can be seen in two components, S1 and S2.

In normal subjects, the S/D ratio is typically greater than 1. It
is important to mention that, as in all other diastolic parameters,
the pulmonary venous inflow velocities are influenced by age.5

Individuals younger than 40 years have prominent D velocities.
As age increases, the S/D ratio increases. Ar velocities can increase
with age but rarely exceed 35 cm/sec.

Physiologically, the S velocity is highly dependent on LA pres-
sures, and the D velocity is influenced by change in the LV com-
pliance and filling pressures. An increase in LA pressures decreases
the S/D ratio to less than 1 by decreasing the S velocity and increas-
ing the D velocity. Ar velocity and duration are influenced by LA
contractility, atrial preload, and LV end diastolic pressures. With
the increase in the LV end diastolic pressure, Ar velocity and dura-
tion increase. Please refer to Table 10.1 for the normal pulmonary
venous flow values.
CVP
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y

Figure 10.7. The typical hepatic vein flow pattern consists of a small
reversal of flow (A wave due to RA contraction) that is followed by a large
systolic (S) phase where the blood flows from the hepatic vein into the
RA. A brief end-systolic reversal of flow is observed again, and it is fol-
lowed by a diastolic (D) filling phase when the RA serves as a conduit
of blood flow from the hepatic vein to the RV. Note that flow away from
the transducer is recorded below the zero baseline. Also note the
correlation between the hepatic vein flow and the central venous
pressure (CVP).
Hepatic Vein Flow
Both hepatic venous flow (using the subcostal view) and superior
vena caval flow (using the suprasternal view) can be used to esti-
mate the right atrium (RA) filling. The hepatic venous flow is more
commonly used because it is technically more feasible. To record
hepatic venous flow, the inferior vena cava is first visualized, then
the hepatic vein is observed entering the RA; color flow imaging is
quite valuable in this regard. The Doppler sample is then placed
within the hepatic vein to record blood flow into the RA atrium.
As explained in Figure 10.7, the typical hepatic vein flow pattern
consists of a small reversal of flow following RA contraction (A
wave) that is followed by a systolic (S) phase when the blood flows
from the hepatic vein into the RA. A brief end systolic reversal of
flow is observed again, and it is followed by a diastolic (D) filling
phase when the RA serves as a conduit of blood flow from the
hepatic vein to the RV. Typically, the systolic wave is slightly larger
than the diastolic wave. An increase in the RA pressure results in a
decrease of the systolic component of the hepatic vein flow. Disor-
ders in which the hepatic vein flow assessment is useful include tri-
cuspid regurgitation, pulmonary hypertension, atrial fibrillation,
restrictive cardiomyopathy, and constrictive pericarditis.
Descending Thoracic Aortic Flow
PW or CW Doppler recording of the descending thoracic aorta can
be obtained with the suprasternal notch approach. Although the
two-dimensional image of the descending aorta from the supraster-
nal notch view is seldom optimal, the Doppler flow signal is usually
of high quality, given the angle of interception between the ultra-
sound beam and the descending aorta. The typical flow consists
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Figure 10.8. The typical descending aorta flow consists of a systolic
antegrade flow, early diastolic flow reversal, and a low-velocity middias-
tolic antegrade flow.
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of a systolic antegrade flow, early diastolic flow reversal, and a
low-velocity middiastolic antegrade flow (Fig. 10.8). The normal
systolic flow velocity at the descending aorta is 1 m/sec. Alterations
in the normal descending aorta flow pattern are associated with
coarctation of the aorta, aortic regurgitation, and patent ductus
arteriosus.
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Section
III
 Transesophageal Echocardiography
11 Protocol, Probe Insertion and Manipulation,
Risks and Complications

Elyse Foster, MD, Atif N. Qasim, MD
PROTOCOL
The following is a general protocol that describes all of the steps for
performing transesophageal echocardiography (TEE).

1. After acquiring patient history and performing a physical
examination, assess whether TEE is indicated, and ensure that
no contraindications are present (Table 11.1).

2. Decide on the method of sedation.
3. Obtain informed consent for the procedure and sedation.
4. Ensure that NPO status has been maintained for at least 6 hours

for solids, and at least 4 hours for liquids (times may be longer
for patients with gastroparesis). This includes tube feeding in
those with percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG)/percu-
taneous endoscopic jejunostomy (PEJ) or nasogastric (NG) or
orogastric (OG) tube.

5. Prepare the patient for TEE, and make sure appropriate
patient monitoring is in place and set up. At a minimum, this
includes a blood pressure cuff that recycles every 2 to
3 minutes, respiration and oxygen saturation monitoring, suc-
tion catheter, and adequate IV access for medications and
fluids. Telemetry should be used in those with American Soci-
ety of Anesthesiology (ASA) class 3 or higher (Table 11.2). A
code cart and advanced airway equipment should be on hand,
as should adequate doses of sedation agents and sedation rever-
sal agents.

6. Set up the probe and TEE machine. Make sure all functions
work properly and the probe is intact without any cracks.

7. Perform a procedural time-out per institution protocol.
8. For patients who are intubated, make sure ventilatory manage-

ment and/or the critical care teams are aware and have them
administer 100% FIO2. Nasogastric and oral gastric tubes
should ideally be removed. Endotracheal tubes should be posi-
tioned to one side of the mouth.

9. Dentures should be removed, and adequate topical anesthesia
should be administered. A bite block should be placed in the
mouth or over the probe.

10. Administer sedation, and after the patient is appropriately
sedated, insert the TEE probe as described later in this
chapter.

11. Perform all TEE views that will answer the clinical question
first, then complete a comprehensive exam as indicated.
Specific tomographic views are discussed in Chapter 12.

12. Post procedure, the patient should be examined for signs of
complications, including visual inspection of the oropharynx.

13. The patient should be allowed to recover from sedation (requires
observation and nursing care). Patients should remain NPO for
at least 1 hour after the procedure and should not drive the rest of
that day.

14. Results should be discussed with the ordering physician and
patient/family.
TOPICAL ANESTHESIA
In awake patients, especially those with a strong gag reflex, topical
anesthesia improves patient comfort and eases probe insertion,1 and
it should be used unless contraindicated.Multiple techniques can be
used to numb the oropharynx, using formulations of benzocaine; a
mixture of benzocaine, aminobenzoate, and tetracaine (Cetacaine);
or viscous lidocaine. Patients who have a weak gag reflex may find
that gargling with 15 mL of viscous lidocaine for 30 seconds is
sufficient; otherwise topical anesthetic should be sprayed directly
with an atomizer syringe toward the back of the throat, and the
patient should then swallow the anesthetic. With adequate topical
anesthesia, inserting a tongue depressor and touching the posterior
oropharynx should not cause patient discomfort. In those who are
particularly sensitive, gauze can be coated with anesthetic and
wrapped around a tongue depressor that is slowly inserted farther
back into the mouth to more adequately provide topical anesthesia.

A rare but significant complication from the agents used for top-
ical anesthesia (associated mostly with products containing benzo-
caine) can be methemoglobinemia, which may be suggested by
cyanosis, tachycardia, and abnormally low blood oxygen level.
Methylene blue should be readily administered if this condition
is suspected; it is given as 1.5 to 2 mg/kg IV infusion over 5 to
10 minutes.2 Methylene blue should not be administered to patients
also receiving selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs),
given the risk of serotonin syndrome.
SEDATION
Moderate sedation is typicallyused formost awakeand stablepatients;
however, the degree of sedation that is safe depends on the individual.
In some circumstances, a TEE can be performed with just adequate
topical anesthesia.3 For ICU patients requiringmechanical ventilation
and already receiving sedation, additional assistance may be required
fromthecritical care or anesthesiology teams toselect appropriate sed-
atives. An anesthesiologist should be present for all procedures per-
formed in the OR using general anesthesia agents.

For moderate sedation, a combination of a narcotic and benzo-
diazepine are themost commonly used agents. Midazolam, given in
1- or 2-mg increments, and fentanyl, given in 25 to 50 μg incre-
ments, are preferred agents because they are short acting. Reversal
agents, flumazenil for benzodiazepines (0.2-mg starting dose) and
naloxone for opiates (0.04- to 0.1-mg starting dose with escalating
doses every 2 to 3 minutes until respirations improve), should be
immediately available if respiratory depression4,5 occurs or if the
patient has an untoward reaction to sedatives. For individuals with
an ASA class 3 or higher (see Table 11.2), those with history of dif-
ficulty with sedation, or those with a difficult airway, consultation
with an anesthesiologist may be needed to determine the safest
method of sedation.
47



TABLE 11.1 Contraindications to TEE

Absolute Contraindication Relative Contraindication

Esophageal related: esophageal
tumor, stricture, fistula, or
perforation

Barrett esophagus
History of dysphagia (requires

appropriate GI evaluation first)
Active upper GI bleed Active esophagitis
Perforated bowel or bowel

obstruction
High grade esophageal varices
Active peptic ulcer disease

Unstable cervical spine Neck immobility (due to arthritis
or other causes)Uncooperative patient

Severe coagulopathy or
thrombocytopenia

Severe hiatal hernia
Prior neck or chest radiation
Prior GI surgery
Esophageal diverticulum
Loose teeth (needs dental

evaluation)

Adapted from Hahn RT, Abraham T, Adams MS, et al. Guidelines for
performing a comprehensive transesophageal echocardiographic
examination: recommendations from the American Society of
Echocardiography and the Society of Cardiovascular
Anesthesiologists, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 26:921–964, 2013.

TABLE 11.2 American Society of Anesthesiology Physical Classification
System (ASA Class)

ASA
Class Description Example

1 Healthy individual Someone with no known
medical problems; no
functional limitations

2 Mild systemic disease No functional limitations, one
or more controlled medical
problems such as well-
controlled diabetes or
hypertension

3 Severe systemic disease Some functional limitations,
controlled heart failure,
stable angina, poorly
controlled hypertension

4 Severe systemic disease with
constant threat to life

Unstable angina, advanced
symptomatic heart failure,
severe symptomatic
chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

5 Moribund; not expected to
survive without an
operation or intervention

Multiorgan failure

6 Brain dead; organs are being
removed for donation

Adapted from Fitz-Henry J. The ASA classification and peri-operative risk,
Ann R Coll Surg Engl 93:185-187, 2011; and Saklad M. Grading of
patients for surgical procedures, Anesthesiology 2:281–284, 1941.
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PROBE INSERTION
Before insertion, the probe should be coated with lubricant, just
enough to make it easy to slide, but not so much to cause the patient
to aspirate significant quantities. Removal of oral and nasogastric
tubes is important to prevent interference with imaging and reduce
possible injury to the esophagus.

A bite block should be placed in every awake patient to prevent
injury to the patient’s teeth, the TEE probe, and the operator’s fin-
gers. For intubated and sedated patients, a lateral bite block can be
used, and in the patient under general anesthesia, the bite block is
placed over the probe, but not in the mouth until after probe
insertion.
The technique used to insert the probe depends on whether the
patient is intubated. In nonintubated patients under conscious seda-
tion, the left lateral decubitus position is preferred, with the sonog-
rapher on the left side of the patient. A small amount of anteflexion
is placed on the probe and it is inserted to the posterior oropharynx.
Asking the patient to push the tongue forward sometimes helps.
Once the probe is past the tongue, release of the anteflexion may
be necessary to allow it to pass into the esophagus. Patients may
need to have their head and chin tilted downward to open up the
posterior oropharynx; another individual should perform this
maneuver. If the individual is awake, asking them to swallow or
waiting for them to naturally swallow may be sufficient to help
the probe pass into the esophagus if very gentle forward pressure
is placed on the probe. A one-handed approach (one hand near
the probe head, the other hand on the probe controls) is frequently
sufficient; however, if this fails, a two-handed approach should be
used. The probe handle is placed on the bed, and one finger is
placed in the side of the mouth, which helps guide the probe head
when it is inserted by the opposite hand. For most standard TEE
probes, the control wheels should be facing downward when the
probe is inserted, so that anteflexion is in the correct direction
(following the curvature of the tongue) during insertion. For cases
where probe insertion is difficult, placement under direct visualiza-
tion with the help of an anesthesiologist should be performed.

In the intubated, sedated patient, the operator often stands at the
head of the supine patient, similar to when an airway intubation is
performed; or the operator may stand on either side of the patient as
space allows. One hand can insert the probe while the other holds
the lower jaw and lifts it out and upward.

Force should never be used when inserting the probe because
this can injure the oropharynx. This is especially true in the intu-
bated and heavily sedated patient who will not be able to provide
feedback to noxious stimuli. The probe should also never be in a
locked position during insertion.

If there is significant coughing after the probe is inserted and no
clear image is displayed, it is likely that the trachea has been intu-
bated. The cartilage from the trachea may cause an ultrasound arti-
fact on the screen, and this is another clue that the probe should be
removed.
PROBE MANIPULATION
The probe should be unlocked and freely movable. There are sev-
eral ways to maneuver the TEE probe, as shown in Figure 11.1 and
described in the following:

• Anteflexion and retroflexion are usually accomplished by turn-
ing the largest wheel on the probe. The wheel direction differs
based on probe type. A neutral position is always denoted on the
wheel notch. Take note of this position on each probe (see
Fig. 11.1, A).

• Insertion and withdrawal are performed with the hand near the
mouth. This is sometimes important to increase contact or
remove an air bubble. The probes are designed with depth
markers to help determine where the probe should be (for exam-
ple, 50 cm is usually in the stomach) (see Fig. 11.1, B). During
insertion and withdrawal, the probe should be in a neutral posi-
tion to prevent esophageal injury.

• Omniplane angulation changes the angle of the ultrasound beam,
from 0 to 180 degrees. Many TEE probes have biplane and tri-
plane imaging so that orthogonal views can be obtained simulta-
neously (see Fig. 11.1, C).

• Rotation occurs by turning the probe to the patient’s right (clock-
wise) or to the left (counterclockwise) (see Fig. 11.1, D).

• Lateral steering of the probe is accomplished by turning a smaller
wheel; however, this is a rarely used maneuver and for most stud-
ies is not necessary.
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Figure 11.1. Manipulation of the TEE probe. The four main motions of TEE manipulation are anteflexion and retroflexion (A); insertion and withdrawal
(B); rotation (C); and omniplane angulation (D).

TABLE 11.3 Risks and Complications of TEE

Complications Incidence for Diagnostic TEE

Mortality <0.01%-0.02%
Major bleeding <0.01%
Major morbidity 0.2%
Esophageal perforation <0.01%
Dysphagia 1.8%
Hoarseness 12%
Bronchospasm 0.06%-0.07%
Laryngospasm 0.14%
Minor pharyngeal bleeding 0.01%-0.2%
Dental injury 0.1%
Lip injury 13%
Heart failure 0.05%
Arrhythmia 0.06%-0.3%

Adapted from Hahn RT, Abraham T, Adams MS, et al. Guidelines for
performing a comprehensive transesophageal echocardiographic
examination: recommendations from the American Society of
Echocardiography and the Society of Cardiovascular
Anesthesiologists, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 26:921–964, 2013.
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General Points in Probe Manipulation
• Make sure the bed height is comfortable for probe manipulation.
The hand with the probe controls should be down by one’s side to
prevent arm fatigue that may result if it is otherwise held up for a
long time.

• In the moderately sedated patient, the probe should ideally be
controlled with two hands at all times. Otherwise, the probe
may move or come out if the patient becomes agitated.

• Only the hand near the mouth should control probe insertion and
withdrawal to keep the probe in place. This hand should not be
used to rotate the probe, because this can put unnecessary tension
on the TEE probe and make proper manipulation less predictable.
The hand on the controls should perform rotation and flexion and
change the multiplane angle.

• The probe should not be heavily anteflexed for prolonged
periods; this position is more likely to lead to esophageal damage
with prolonged contact.

• The probe should not be inserted or withdrawn when it is heavily
anteflexed or retroflexed. When moving between imaging
planes, the probe should be moved to a neutral position, then
inserted or withdrawn. Anteflexion or retroflexion can then be
reapplied. This reduces the possibility of esophageal damage.

• After concluding the TEE, the probe should always be inspected
(for blood and damage), and the patient’s oropharynx should be
examined with a flashlight to determine whether any trauma has
occurred.
RISKS AND COMPLICATIONS
Major risks can be divided into those associated with sedation
(respiratory depression, hypotension, aspiration) and those related
to probe insertion and manipulation.6,7 Risks related to probe inser-
tion and manipulation are shown in Table 11.3 along with their
overall incidence, and these should be reviewed with patients as
part of the informed consent.
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12 Transesophageal Echocardiography:
Tomographic View

Rebecca T. Hahn, MD
Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) has proven useful in a
number of clinical scenarios, including the operating room, inten-
sive care unit, interventional laboratory and outpatient setting.1–6

Thus TEE has become an essential interdisciplinary imaging tool
for cardiac surgeons, anesthesiologists, cardiac interventionalists,
and clinical cardiologists. The recent publication of “Guidelines
for Performing a Comprehensive Transesophageal Echocardiogra-
phy Examination: Recommendations from the American Society of
Echocardiography and the Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiol-
ogists” reviews all aspects of TEE training and image acquisition,
and it provides a current definition of a comprehensive TEE exam-
ination.7 It also describes a set of 28 TEE views intended to facil-
itate and provide consistency in training, reporting, archiving, and
quality assurance in multiplane TEE examinations. Eight addi-
tional views have been added to the prior ASE/SCA guidelines
for a full intraoperative multiplane TEE, and they include the
following8:

1. Midesophageal (ME) five-chamber view
2. ME modified bicaval tricuspid valve (TV) view
3. Upper esophageal (UE) right and left pulmonary veins view
4. ME left atrial appendage view
5. Transgastric (TG) apical short-axis view
6. TG long-axis view
7. TG right ventricular basal view
8. TG right ventricular inflow-outflow view

With these additional views, complete imaging of structures on
both sides of the heart can be performed for either a diagnostic
or intraprocedural TEE.

The new guideline presents a suggested imaging protocol to
facilitate a description of probe manipulation for image acquisition.
However, the number and order of images acquired may vary with
the indications for the study and the patient’s clinical status. In
addition, the comprehensive imaging views in the protocol are
not intended to represent all the imaging planes that can be obtained
when imaging specific structures. The following is a summary of
the 28 recommended views, with discussion of additional views
that may be obtained by small adjustments in position of the probe
or transducer angle. Expanding the visual field may allow a more
comprehensive evaluation of specific structures. A discussion of
the specific indications for TEE (i.e., endocarditis or cardiac source
of embolus) is beyond the scope of this chapter. eFigure 12.1 is a
summary of the following comprehensive TEE views (Videos 12.1
to 12.28 demonstrate each of the 28 views). Three-dimensional
(3D) images may be acquired at any point in the routine protocol
but should be guided by the intended structure to be imaged.
Because of the way the 3D volume is generated (typically sweeping
from front to back in the acquired volume), and depending on the
acquisition protocol (i.e., single-beat versus multibeat acquisitions,
or narrow sector versus user-defined sector), resolution of struc-
tures imaged may be determined by primary imaging plane. Some
of these considerations will be discussed within the individual
imaging views.

MIDESOPHAGEAL FIVE-CHAMBER VIEW
After initially passing the probe into the esophagus, it is slowly
advanced until the aortic valve (AV) and left ventricular (LV) out-
flow tract comes into view at a probe depth of approximately
30 cm. Slight transducer angle manipulation (10-degree rotation)
will allow image optimization of the AV and LV outflow tract.
In this plane, the LA, right atrium (RA), left ventricle (LV), right
ventricle (RV), mitral valve (MV), and tricuspid valve (TV) will
also be imaged, hence the name ME five-chamber view. This view
allows visualization of the A2A1 and P1P2 scallops (from left to
right on the imaging plane) of the MV and two of the three AV
cusps. Color flow Doppler can be applied to identify aortic, mitral,
and tricuspid regurgitation. Because this view may not image the
true apex of the ventricles, assessment of global and regional ven-
tricular systolic function may be limited.

MIDESOPHAGEAL FOUR-CHAMBER VIEW
From the ME five-chamber view, the probe is advanced slowly to a
depth of approximately 30 to 35 cm until the mitral valve is clearly
seen. The image depth is then adjusted to ensure viewing of the left
ventricular apex. Note that this view is typically deeper than theME
five-chamber view, and the AV and LV outflow tract will not be
visualized. Furthermore, the transducer angle may need to be
rotated to approximately 10 to 20 degrees to eliminate the AV or
LV outflow tract from the image display and to maximize the tri-
cuspid annular dimension. To better align the MV and left ventric-
ular apex, slight probe retroflexion may be necessary. With an
appropriately aligned four-chamber view, a single-plane measure-
ment of the mitral annulus can be made for the assessment of dia-
stolic transmitral stroke volume; a pulsed Doppler sample volume
should be placed at the annulus to acquire a spectral Doppler profile
for velocity-time integral measurement. Diastolic function assess-
ment by TEE has been validated using the lateral mitral annular e0
velocity (abnormal is less than 10 cm/sec) and transmitral E/e0 ratio
(normal is 8 or less) as indicative of diastolic dysfunction.9 Struc-
tures seen include the LA, RA, interatrial septum, LV, RV, inter-
ventricular septum, MV (A3A2 and P2P1 scallops), and TV. The
TV septal leaflet adjacent to the interventricular septum is to the
right of the sector display, and the TV posterior leaflet is adjacent
to the RV free wall, to the left of the display.



A
eFigure 12.1. The 28 views comprising the comprehensive transesophageal echocardiography examination. (From Hahn RT, Abraham T, Adams
MS, et al.: Guidelines for performing a comprehensive transesophageal echocardiographic examination: recommendations from the American Society
of Echocardiography and the Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 26(9):921-964, 2013.)

(Continued)
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eFigure 12.1—Cont'd.
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eFigure 12.1—Cont'd. (Continued)
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eFigure 12.1—Cont'd.
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The ME four-chamber view is one of the most comprehensive

views available for evaluating cardiac anatomy and function. Turn-
ing the probe to the left (counterclockwise) allows imaging of pri-
marily left-sided heart structures. Turning the probe to the right
(clockwise) allows imaging of primarily right-sided heart structures.
Diagnostic information obtained from this view include mitral and
tricuspid valve function, assessment of global left and right ventric-
ular systolic function, and assessment of regional left (inferoseptal
and anterolateral walls) and right (lateral wall) function. Color flow
Doppler can be used to reveal aortic, mitral, and tricuspid regurgita-
tion. Following slight probe advancement, the coronary sinus is
imaged in long axis, immediately above the attachment of the TV
septal leaflet to the interventricular septum.

Simultaneous multiplane imaging is unique to the matrix array
transducer and allows the use of a dual screen to simultaneously
display two real-time 2D images.10 The primary image is the ref-
erence view, and the second view can be generated with typically
two modifiable manipulations. First, the angle of the secondary
view relative to the primary view can be modified (typical default
angle of 90 degrees). Second, the secondary view is lateral to the
primary view, but it can be manipulated (typical default position
is the midline of the sector). The 90-degree orthogonal image is ori-
ented as if it is forward rotated from the primary view. Thus, once
the primary imaging plane reaches 90 degrees, the orthogonal mul-
tiplane image may appear reversed compared with standard single
plane imaging. The orthogonal view obtained during simultaneous
biplane imaging of the ME four-chamber view is the ME two-
chamber view (see eFig. 12.1). 3D full volume acquisition of the
ventricle can be performed to assess ejection fraction.

MIDESOPHAGEAL MITRAL COMMISSURAL VIEW
From the ME four-chamber view, rotating the transducer angle to
between 50 and 70 degrees will generate the ME mitral commis-
sural view. The MV scallops on the image display (from left to
right) are P3, A2, and P1, although A3 and A1 segments are fre-
quently adjacent and can also be imaged (P3-A3A2A1-P1). From
this neutral probe orientation, turning the probe leftward (counter-
clockwise) may allow imaging of the length of the posterior leaflet
(P3P2P1). Turning the probe rightward (clockwise from the neutral
position) may allow imaging of the length of the anterior leaflet
(A3A2A1).

11 Turning the probe to the extreme right or left enables
visualization of parts of the MV annulus (or sewing ring of pros-
thetic valves). In addition, the anterolateral and posteromedial pap-
illary muscles with their corresponding chordae tendineae are
prominent structures in the ME commissural view. Diagnostic
information obtained from this view includes global and regional
LV function (anterior/anterolateral and inferior/inferolateral walls)
and MV function. The orthogonal view obtained during simulta-
neous biplane imaging is the ME long-axis (LAX) view (see
eFig. 12.1). Rotating to the left (counterclockwise) at this trans-
ducer angle will result in imaging of the region behind the mitral
annulus (i.e., the coronary sinus or circumflex artery). Color flow
Doppler can aid in identifying commissural mitral regurgitation
jets. Three-dimensional narrow sector acquisition (with or without
color) to assess the mitral valve orifice can be performed from
this view; the entire mitral coaptation length is imaged in the
lateral plane with the coaptation of the two leaflets in the
elevational plane.

MIDESOPHAGEAL TWO-CHAMBER VIEW
From the ME mitral commissural view, rotating the transducer
angle to between 80 and 100 degrees will generate the ME two-
chamber view. The LA, LA appendage, LV, and MV (P3-
A3A2A1) are visible in this perspective. Diagnostic information
obtained from this view includes global and regional LV function
(anterior and inferior walls) and MV function. Color flow Doppler
applied over the MV aids identification of valvular pathology
(regurgitation or stenosis, or both). The coronary sinus is seen in
short axis, immediately above the basal inferior LV segment.
The orthogonal view obtained during simultaneous biplane imag-
ing is the ME four-chamber view (see eFig. 12.1); however, the left
side of the heart is now to the left of the display (mirror image of 0-
degree view). Rotating the probe to the right (clockwise) at this
transducer angle will yield the ME bicaval view (see view #13
in eFig. 12.1). The ME left atrial appendage view (see view #15
in eFig. 12.1) is obtained by rotating the probe to the left (counter-
clockwise) at this transducer angle.

MIDESOPHAGEAL LONG-AXIS VIEW
From the ME two-chamber view, the transducer angle is rotated to
approximately 120 to 140 degrees to image the ME long axis
(LAX) view, which is the same as a transthoracic three-chamber
view. Visible structures include the LA, LV, LV outflow tract,
AV, proximal ascending aorta, coronary sinus, and MV (P2-A2).
Diagnostic information obtained from this view includes global
and regional LV function (inferolateral and anterior septal walls),
and MV and AV function. The membranous interventricular sep-
tum and the RV wall that subtends the right ventricular out-
flow tract (RVOT) can also be imaged. The orthogonal view
obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is the ME mitral
commissural view (see eFig. 12.1); however, the anterior/anterolat-
eral LV wall is now to the left of the display (mirror image of
60-degree view). Color flow Doppler can be applied to identify
aortic regurgitation.

MIDESOPHAGEAL AV LAX VIEW
From the ME LAX view, slight withdrawal of the probe while
maintaining a transducer angle of 120 to 140 degrees yields the
ME AV LAX view. Fine tuning by turning the probe to the right
(clockwise) may be needed. Reducing the depth of field allows con-
centrated imaging of the LV outflow tract, AV, and proximal aorta,
including the sinus of Valsalva and sinotubular junction. This view
is useful in evaluating the AV function and obtaining the dimen-
sions of the annulus and sinotubular junction. The anterior (far
field) AV cusp is the right coronary cusp; not infrequently the right
coronary ostium is imaged from this view. The posterior (near
field) cusp can be the noncoronary cusp or the left coronary cusp,
depending on the window; when perfectly centered on the aorta,
however, the plane of imaging may be at the commissure between
these two cusps. The orthogonal view obtained during simulta-
neous biplane imaging is the ME AV short-axis (SAX) view (see
later); however, the left side of the heart is now to the left of the
display (mirror image of 0-degree view). Color flow Doppler can
be applied to reveal aortic regurgitation as well as flow within
the right coronary ostium.

The ME AV LAX view is one of the main views used for trans-
catheter aortic valve procedures.12,13 The sagittal planemeasurement
of the annulus and left ventricular outflow tract is performed from
this view. The use of simultaneous biplane imagingmay assist acqui-
sition of the largest annular diameter. A user-defined (zoomed) 3D
volume of the aortic valve can be obtained from this view (or the AV
SAX view, described later) to measure annular area and perime-
ter14,15 as well as the location of the coronary ostia.13 Color Doppler
3D acquisition can be useful for assessing the severity of aortic
regurgitation.16

MIDESOPHAGEAL ASCENDING AORTA LAX VIEW
From the ME AV LAX view, withdrawal of the probe, typically
with backward rotation to approximately 90 degrees, leads to the
ME ascending aorta LAX view. This view allows evaluation of
the proximal ascending aorta. The right pulmonary artery (PA) lies
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posterior to the ascending aorta in this view. Although aortic flow is
typically perpendicular to the insonation beam from this view,
color flow Doppler may still be useful in identifying some pathol-
ogies. When the image plane is centered on the SAX image of the
right PA (in the near field), turning the probe to the left (counter-
clockwise) with possible retroflexion will result in LAX imaging of
the main PA and the PV. This view aligns the insonation beam with
PA flow and optimizes the imaging plane for pulsed wave, contin-
uous wave, and color Doppler of the RVOT, PV, or main PA. The
orthogonal view obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is
theME ascending aorta SAX view (see later); however, the left side
of the heart is now to the left of the display (mirror image of 0-
degree view).

MIDESOPHAGEAL ASCENDING AORTA
SHORT-AXIS VIEW
From the ME AV and ascending aorta view, backward rotation of
the transducer to approximately 0 to 40 degrees provides a transi-
tion to the ME ascending aorta short-axis (SAX) view. In addition
to the ascending aorta in SAX and superior vena cava, the main PA
and right lobar PA can be seen. From this neutral probe orientation,
turning the probe to the left (counterclockwise) allows imaging of
the PA bifurcation. Turning the probe to the right from the neutral
position allows imaging of a greater extent of the right lobar PA.
The left lobar PA is difficult to image because of the left main bron-
chus. The pulmonary valve (PV) can also be imaged from this plane
in some patients. The orthogonal view obtained during simulta-
neous biplane imaging is the 90-degree view of the right pulmonary
veins. Pulsed wave, continuous wave, and color Doppler of the PA
may be useful. Careful insertion of the probe should allow imaging
of the proximal left coronary artery and the bifurcation to the left
anterior descending and circumflex coronary arteries.

MIDESOPHAGEAL RIGHT PULMONARY VEIN VIEW
From the ME ascending aorta SAX view (and typically at
0 degrees), advancing the probe and turning to the right (clockwise)
yields theME right pulmonary vein view. The inflow of the inferior
pulmonary vein is typically perpendicular to the insonation beam;
however, superior pulmonary vein inflow is typically parallel to the
beam and Doppler imaging from this view can be performed. In
addition to the right pulmonary veins, the superior vena cava
(SAX) and ascending aorta (SAX) are also imaged. The orthogonal
view obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is the ME
ascending aorta LAX view. The right pulmonary veins can also
be imaged from the 90- to 110-degree view by first obtaining a
ME bicaval view (view 13, later) and rotating the probe to the right
(clockwise). Note that the left pulmonary veins may be imaged by
turning the probe to the left (counterclockwise).

MIDESOPHAGEAL AV SAX VIEW
From the ME right pulmonary vein view, repositioning the probe
(turning to the left, counterclockwise) to center the aorta in the dis-
play (as in the ME ascending aorta SAX view), then advancing and
rotating the transducer angle to between 25 and 40 degrees leads to
the ME AV SAX view. Slight anteflexion may be required. For a
trileaflet valve, the left coronary cusp will be posterior and to the
right on the display, the noncoronary cusp will be adjacent to the
interatrial septum, and the right coronary cusp will be anterior
and adjacent to the RVOT. AV morphology and function can be
evaluated from this view. In addition, with a subtle degree of with-
drawal, the left coronary artery (arising from the left coronary cusp)
and the right coronary artery (arising from the right coronary cusp)
can be imaged. In addition to the AV, a portion of the superior LA,
interatrial septum, and RA can be imaged. This superior portion of
the interatrial septum is important because shunting associated with
a patent foramen ovale may often be imaged. In addition, the
RVOT and PV may be seen in the far field. Color flow Doppler
(and when appropriate, pulsed wave and continuous wave Doppler)
should be used to assess all imaged structures. The orthogonal view
obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is the ME AV LAX
view. Three-dimensional imaging of the AV from this view should
be considered, particularly to assess coronary ostia position.
MIDESOPHAGEAL RIGHT VENTRICLE
INFLOW-OUTFLOW VIEW
From the ME AV SAX view, the ME RV inflow-outflow view is
reached by slightly advancing the probe and rotating the transducer
angle to 50 to 70 degrees until the RVOT and PV appear in the dis-
play. Structures in this view include the LA, RA, interatrial septum,
TV, RV (on left of display), RVOT (on right of display), PV, and
proximal (main) PA. From this view, RV size and function (includ-
ing RVOT diameter), TV morphology and function, and PV mor-
phology and function can be assessed. Visualization of two of the
PV leaflets (typically the left or right and anterior) is frequently
limited by acoustic noise from the AV or periaortic fibrous tissue.
Advancing the probe and orienting the RVOT perpendicular to the
insonation beam enhances imaging for measurement of RVOT
diameter. Color flow Doppler and spectral Doppler of both valves
should be performed. This view and the subsequent view can be
particularly useful for imaging tricuspid regurgitant jets directed
toward the interatrial septum. Simultaneous multiplane imaging
(140 to 160 degrees) of the tricuspid valve may allow better imag-
ing of these small, medially-directed jets. Three-dimensional imag-
ing of the PV and TV can be performed from this view.
MIDESOPHAGEAL MODIFIED BICAVAL TV VIEW
To transition from theMERV inflow-outflow view to theMEmod-
ified bicaval TV view, the transducer angle is maintained at 50 to 70
degrees, and the probe is turned to the right (clockwise) until the
center of the view contains primarily the tricuspid valve. The
LA, RA, interatrial septum, inferior vena cava, and TV can be
clearly imaged from this perspective. Occasionally the right atrial
appendage as well as the superior vena cava will be visible.
Because of the radially short septal TV leaflet, many tricuspid
regurgitant jets are eccentric and directed toward the interatrial sep-
tum. From this view the septal TV leaflet is imaged en face, and jets
directed toward the interatrial septum are parallel to the insonation
beam. Color flow Doppler and spectral Doppler (particularly con-
tinuous wave Doppler) should be performed in this view.
MIDESOPHAGEAL BICAVAL VIEW
From the ME modified bicaval TV view, the transducer angle is
rotated forward to 90 to 110 degrees, and the probe is turned to
the right (clockwise) to obtain the ME bicaval view. Imaged in this
view are the LA, RA, inferior vena cava, superior vena cava RA
appendage, and interatrial septum. Motion of the interatrial septum
should be observed because atrial septal aneurysms are associated
with interatrial shunts. From this view, interatrial septum morphol-
ogy and function should be assessed. In addition, inferior vena cava
and superior vena cava inflow can be clearly imaged. The orthog-
onal view obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is an ME
four-chamber view focused on the interatrial septum. Further rota-
tion to the right (clockwise) with slight withdrawal of the probe
allows imaging of the right pulmonary veins (orthogonal to view
9, described previously).
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MIDESOPHAGEAL RIGHT AND LEFT PULMONARY
VEINS VIEW
At a transducer angle of 90 to 110 degrees imaging of either the right
or left pulmonary veins can be performed. From the ME bicaval
view, turning the probe further to the right (clockwise) will permit
imaging of the right pulmonary veins, with the superior vein to
the right of the display. Turning the probe to the left (counterclock-
wise) facilitates imaging progressively through the entire heart (past
the LA) to the ME left pulmonary veins view. The left superior vein
is to the right of the display, and inflow is typically parallel to the
insonation beam, allowing accurate spectral Doppler assessment.

MIDESOPHAGEAL LEFT ATRIAL APPENDAGE VIEW
From theME left pulmonary veins view (at a transducer angle of 90
to 110 degrees), rotating the probe to the right (clockwise) with pos-
sible advancement and/or anteflexion of the probe, will open the
left atrial appendage (LAA) for the ME LAA view. Often the left
superior pulmonary vein is also imaged. Given the complex and
highly variable anatomy of the LAA, a complete assessment of
morphology typically requires imaging the LAA in multiple views.
Rotate from 90 to 110 degrees backward to 0 degrees while imaging
the LAA and/or simultaneously performing multiplane imaging.
Color flow Doppler and pulsed wave Doppler may be useful, par-
ticularly for evaluating contractile function. Assessing the LAA by
3D echocardiography has been well-documented.17–20 Using the
simultaneous imaging modality may be helpful in excluding throm-
bus as well as positioning catheters during percutaneous proce-
dures. Real-time 3D TEE is useful for defining the variable
anatomy of the orifice and the relationship to the pulmonary veins,
both before and during the procedure.

TRANSGASTRIC BASAL SAX VIEW
From the ME views and at a transducer angle of 0 degrees, the
probe is straightened and advanced into the stomach. With this
movement, the coronary sinus inflow as well as the inferior vena
cava and hepatic vein can often be imaged before reaching the
transgastric (TG) level. During advancement of the probe, deep
esophageal views of the tricuspid valve and the coronary sinus
are frequently possible. Once the probe is in the gastric cavity, ante-
flexion will typically lead to the TG basal SAX view. This view
demonstrates the typical SAX view or “fish mouth” appearance
of the MV in the TG imaging plane, with the anterior leaflet on
the left of the display and the posterior leaflet on the right. The
medial commissure is in the near field, and the lateral commissure
is in the far field. MV morphology and function and LV size and
function can be evaluated from this perspective. The orthogonal
view obtained during simultaneous biplane imaging is a two-
chamber view of the base of the LV (including the MV), which
may be useful for assessing MV morphology and function. Color
flow Doppler of the MV in this view may help characterize regur-
gitant orifice morphology.

TRANSGASTRIC MIDPAPILLARY SAX VIEW
To progress from the TG basal SAX view to the TG midpapillary
SAX view, the anteflexed probe can be relaxed to a more neutral
position while contact is maintained with the gastric wall. Alterna-
tively, the probe may be advanced further into the stomach. Proper
positioning may require multiple probe manipulations while vary-
ing probe depth and degree of anteflexion. The transducer angle
should typically remain at 0 degrees. The TG midpapillary SAX
view provides significant diagnostic information and can be
extremely helpful in assessing LV size and volume, and global
and regional function. This is the primary TG view for intraopera-
tive monitoring because myocardiumwith vascular supply from the
left anterior descending, circumflex, and right coronary arteries can
be seen. The orthogonal image during simultaneous multiplane
imaging is the TG two-chamber view, which may be useful to
ensure on-axis SAX views. This orthogonal view should be perpen-
dicular to the insonation beam. If the mitral valve (seen on the right
side of the secondary image) is higher (closer to the apex of the sec-
tor) than the apex, the probe should be advanced. If the mitral valve
is deeper than the apex, the probe should be withdrawn. Ensuring
on-axis imaging of these views permits more accurate assessment
of wall motion.

TRANSGASTRIC APICAL SAX VIEW
To progress from the TG midpapillary SAX view to the TG apical
SAX view, the probe is slightly advanced and/or retroflexed while
maintaining contact with the gastric wall. The RV apex is imaged
from this view by turning the probe to the right (clockwise). The
apical segments of the LV and RV can be evaluated from this view.
This image may be difficult to obtain, because retroflexion within
the stomach may prevent adequate probe contact with the
gastric wall.

TRANSGASTRIC RV BASAL VIEW
Returning to the TG basal SAX view (anteflexed, at a transducer
angle of approximately 0 degrees) and then turning the probe
toward the patient’s right (clockwise) leads to the TG RV basal
view. The TV is imaged in SAX view, whereas the RVOT is
imaged in LAX view. The orthogonal view obtained during simul-
taneous biplane imaging of the TV is with the TG RV inflow view
(view 23, described later). The orthogonal view obtained during
simultaneous biplane imaging of the RVOT is with the TG RV
inflow-outflow view (mirror image of view 20, described later).
Color flow Doppler of the TV in this view may help characterize
regurgitant orifice morphology.

TRANSGASTRIC RV INFLOW-OUTFLOW VIEW
From the TG RV basal view (transducer angle of 0 degrees), max-
imal right flexion yields the TG RV inflow-outflow view. The ante-
rior and posterior leaflets of the TV and the left and right cusps of
the PV are typically imaged in this view. Advancing the probe may
be necessary to align RVOT flow with the insonation beam. The
mirror image of this view can be also be obtained with the probe
in a neutral position (no flexion) and turned to the right (clockwise)
so that the right ventricle is in view, and then forward rotating to 90
to 120 degrees. Transgastric views of the PV can be used to align
transpulmonic flow with the Doppler beam.

DEEP TRANSGASTRIC FIVE-CHAMBER VIEW
From the TG RV inflow-outflow view (transducer angle of
0 degrees), advancing the probe to the deep transgastric level, with
anteflexion and often with left flexion, leads to the deep TG five-
chamber view. The Doppler beam lies parallel to the LVOT, AV,
and proximal aortic root, so spectral Doppler interrogation of the
LVOT and AV is possible. The MV is also imaged, and complete
Doppler interrogation of this valve may also be attempted.

TRANSGASTRIC TWO-CHAMBER VIEW
The probe is returned to the TG midpapillary SAX view, and the
transducer angle is rotated to approximately 90 to 110 degrees to
obtain the TG two-chamber view. The anterior and inferior walls
of the LV are imaged in addition to the papillary muscles, chordae
tendineae, and MV. Although the LA and LA appendage are often
visible, far-field imaging may not allow accurate assessment of LA
appendage pathology.
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TRANSGASTRIC RIGHT VENTRICLE INFLOW VIEW
From the TG two-chamber view (transducer angle of 90 to 110
degrees), rotating to the right (clockwise) will lead to the TG RV
inflow (or RV two-chamber) view. The anterior and inferior walls
of the RV, papillary muscles, chordae tendineae, and TV can be
imaged. The proximal RVOT is also frequently seen, and slight
advancement of the probe may allow imaging of the PV.

TRANSGASTRIC LONG-AXIS VIEW
From the TG RV inflow view, rotating to the left to return to the TG
two-chamber view, then rotating the transducer angle to 120 to 150
degrees leads to the TG LAX view. Portions of the inferolateral and
anterior septum, the LV outflow tract, AV, and proximal aorta can be
imaged, although turning the probe slightly to the right might be nec-
essary to view theLVoutflow tract andAV.Doppler beam alignment
is parallel to the LV outflow tract, AV, and proximal aortic root, so
spectral Doppler interrogation of the LV outflow tract andAV is pos-
sible. This view is most equivalent to a right parasternal view of the
aortic valve and can often yield the highest transvalvular velocities.
DESCENDING AORTA SAX AND LAX VIEWS
Imaging of the descending aorta with TEE is easily performed,
because the aorta is immediately adjacent to the stomach and esoph-
agus. From the TG LAX view, the transducer angle is returned to
0 degrees and the probe turned to the left (counterclockwise).
Although the descending aorta is first visible below the diaphragm
(typically beginning at the celiac artery), abdominal gas and vari-
able aortic position may obscure the view; therefore the probe
may have to be withdrawn to just above the diaphragm to clearly
image the descending thoracic aorta. The short axis of the aorta
is obtained at a transducer angle of 0 degrees, whereas the long axis
is obtained at a transducer angle of approximately 90 degrees.
Image depth should be decreased to enlarge the aorta, and the focus
should be set to the near field. Finally, gain should be increased in
the near field to optimize imaging. While keeping the aorta in the
center of the image, the probe can be advanced or withdrawn to
image the entire descending aorta. Because there are no internal
anatomic landmarks in the descending aorta, describing the location
of pathologic changes is difficult. One approach to this problem is
to identify the location in terms of distance from the incisors. The
descending thoracic aorta is posterior and to the left of the esoph-
agus, and when imaging this structure, the TEE probe faces the
left side of the thoracic cavity. Thus intercostal arteries are typi-
cally seen arising from the aorta toward the right side of the
screen. When imaging the descending thoracic aorta, the hemiazy-
gos vein (which drains the left posterior thorax) may be seen in the
far field of imaging. In the mid to upper thorax, this vein joins the
azygos vein (which drains the right posterior thorax). This venous
structure is typically parallel to the aorta and aortic arch, eventu-
ally draining into the superior vena cava. Because their walls are
contiguous, the two structures could be mistaken for a dissection
flap within the aorta. Color flow Doppler or pulsed Doppler easily
distinguishes venous from arterial flow within each lumen.

UPPER ESOPHAGEAL AORTIC ARCH
LONG-AXIS VIEW
While analyzing the descending aorta SAX view (transducer angle
0 degrees) and withdrawing the probe, the aorta will eventually
become elongated, the left subclavian artery may be imaged, indi-
cating the beginning of the distal aortic arch. At this location, the
aorta is anterior to the esophagus. Thus the upper esophageal (UE)
aortic arch LAX view is best imaged by turning the probe to the
right (clockwise) so that it faces anterior. This allows imaging of
the midaortic arch. In addition to the aorta, the left innominate vein
is frequently imaged with venous flow by color flow Doppler.
Because the left main bronchus typically crosses between the
esophagus and the aorta, a portion of the proximal aortic arch
and distal ascending aorta may not be visualized.

UPPER ESOPHAGEAL AORTIC ARCH
SHORT-AXIS VIEW
From the UE aortic arch LAX view, the transducer angle is
advanced toward 70 to 90 degrees to obtain the UE aortic arch
SAX view. The main PA and PV can frequently be seen in long axis
in the far field but may require adjustment of imaging depth, probe
frequency, and focal zone. The Doppler beam lies parallel to the PV
and main PA, so spectral Doppler interrogation of the PV may be
performed. Because the aorta is curved, the right brachiocephalic
and left common carotid arteries may be seen arising from the aorta
between the LAX and SAX views. These arteries are typically vis-
ible in the near field and to the right of the screen.

Please access ExpertConsult to see eFigure 12.1 and Videos
12.1 to 12.28.
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13 Applications of Transesophageal Echocardiography
Stamatios Lerakis, MD, John Palios, MD, Randolph P. Martin, MD
Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) has proven very useful
in cardiovascular medicine, both for rendering diagnoses and guid-
ing therapy, so the circumstances when TEE is indicated have
increased in recent years.1 TEE remains an invaluable diagnostic
tool for directing therapy, especially in the operating room, cardiac
catheterization laboratory, and critical care areas. TEE is playing an
increasingly important role in patients with valvular heart disease,
especially during transcatheter cardiac interventions in catheter-
ization laboratories and hybrid operating rooms, and afterward in
critical care units.2
VALVULAR HEART DISEASE

Aortic Valve Disease
Two-dimensional (2D) Doppler echocardiography is the primary
modality used to diagnose and quantify the severity of aortic steno-
sis (AS) and aortic insufficiency (AI). TEE plays an important role
when transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is considered subopti-
mal, or when further information on aortic annular size and anat-
omy, aortic leaflets, and aortic root size is needed. TEE is often
of great use in cases of aortic valve endocarditis or aortic dissec-
tion,3 where aortic valve and root pathology cannot be fully
assessed using transthoracic imaging (Fig. 13.1 and Video 13.1).
Additionally, TEE plays a role in planning operative interventions
for AS or AI, including transcatheter aortic valve replacement
(TAVR) (Fig. 13.2 and Video 13.2). Although TEE can be very help-
ful when assessing annular size and shape, its major role is in the
immediate postprocedural evaluation for complications, such as
perivalvular aortic regurgitation, annular rupture, or prosthetic valve
embolization. Recently, three-dimensional (3D) TEE has provided
dynamic 3D views of the aortic annulus4 that may be useful for cal-
culating annular size and shape (Fig. 13.3). Although annular dimen-
sions are currently best assessed with computed tomography (CT),
TEE imaging of the aortic root aids in preprocedural sizing and selec-
tion of the device and can facilitate evaluation of leaflet length, extent
and location of calcification, and location of coronary ostia.5–7
Mitral Valve Disease
Echocardiography is the imaging modality of choice for the diag-
nosis of mitral stenosis (MS). The routine echocardiographic eval-
uation of MS does not require TEE; however, this modality should
be considered when the quality of Doppler imaging is inadequate or
when a left atrial appendage thrombus is suspected. TEE is useful in
patients considered for balloon valvuloplasty by enabling the eval-
uation of left atrial appendage thrombi and confirming the proper
deployment of the balloon.8 For nonrheumatic mitral valve disease,
TEE has become critically important for detailed anatomic studies
of the mitral apparatus, including mitral leaflets, and evaluation of
the etiology of mitral regurgitation (Fig. 13.4 and Video 13.4).
Although fluoroscopy and 2D TEE are important imaging modal-
ities for guidance of theMitraClip procedure, real-time 3D TEE has
become increasingly important in this context because it can be
used to accurately determine the position and orientation of the
mitral clip in relation to the mitral valve. 3D TEE also allows
immediate assessment of possible residual MR and iatrogenic
MS before mitral clip deployment.9–11
Figure 13.2. Midesophageal 123-degree view of the aortic valve during
transcatheter aortic valve implantation.



Figure 13.3. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography measurements of the aortic annulus (diameters and surface area) before trans-
catheter aortic valve implantation.

Figure 13.4. Midesophageal 124-degree view of the mitral valve during
systole, indicative of mild to moderate anterior mitral leaflet prolapse,
leading to a mild posteriorly directed mitral regurgitation jet.

Figure 13.5. Midesophageal 0-degree view using color Doppler of a
bioprosthetic mitral valve depicting aliasing, indicative of mitral stenosis
of the prosthetic valve.
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Tricuspid and Pulmonic Valve Disease
Tricuspid regurgitation (TR) secondary to right ventricular pres-
sure, volume overload, or both is more common than that associ-
ated with a primary anatomic lesion of the valve. TEE may be
required for the delineation of subtle lesions affecting valve coap-
tation, such as those associated with implanted device leads,
infective endocarditis, or congenital abnormalities.12–14 TEE may
become increasingly important for accurately assessing tricuspid
annular size, an important measurement in patients considered
for tricuspid valve annuloplasty. TEE assessment of the pulmonic
valve is generally needed when endocarditis or congenital abnor-
malities are suspected.15
Prosthetic Valve Disease
A major limitation of TTE is its inability to evaluate the size of the
left atrium or the aspects of mechanical prosthetic valves from
within the left atrium, especially those in the mitral position.
Because of its posterior orientation and its angle of insonation,
TEE provides excellent images of mechanical mitral valve prosthe-
sis and can also be used to assess mechanical aortic valve prosthe-
ses. TEE is useful in detecting prosthetic valve obstruction due to
thrombosis, thus helping identify suitable candidates for thrombol-
ysis (Fig. 13.5 and Video 13.5). One of the major roles that
TEE serves is the ability to distinguish between valvular and
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perivalvular prosthetic regurgitation. Finally, TEE provides a very
effective guide when closing mitral and aortic periprosthetic regur-
gitant defects.16
Figure 13.7. Midesophageal 112-degree view of the atrial septum after
successful transcatheter closure procedure of an atrial septal defect with
an Amplatzer device.
INTERVENTIONAL IMAGING

Atrial Fibrillation Ablation and Left Atrial
Appendage Closure
TEE has an emerging role in atrial fibrillation management because
it is used in pulmonary vein ablation for the preprocedural evalu-
ation and during the procedure and the follow-up.17 TEE is used
during preprocedural evaluation of the anatomy of pulmonary veins
and the left atrial appendage (LAA). During the ablation, TEE can
be used to guide atrial transseptal puncture, evaluate atrial and
contiguous anatomy, and monitor complications. Following abla-
tion for atrial fibrillation, TEE imaging may be used to assess pul-
monary veins abnormalities, such as stenosis, or any abnormalities
of LAA function. Furthermore, TEE is now an important aid in
LAA exclusion techniques because it facilitates proper patient
selection, procedural guidance, and follow-up.18

The preprocedure role of this test is to identify all the lobes of
the LAA, measure their size, determine whether a thrombus is
present, reveal spontaneous echocardiographic contrast, and iden-
tify anatomic abnormalities, such as patent foramen ovale (PFO)
and atrial septal defects (ASD). Intraprocedural TEE provides
guidance for transseptal punctures, monitoring during delivery,
deployment positioning of the closure device, and assessment for
procedure-related complications (Fig. 13.6 and Video 13.6).
Patent Foramen Ovale or Atrial/Ventricular
Septal Defect Closure
In PFO and ASD closure, TEE is used to select patients, guide the
procedure, and monitor follow-up (Fig. 13.7 and Video 13.7). TEE
is the most sensitive diagnostic technique for detecting PFOs and
ASDs, and it allows accurate characterization of their anatomy
and size.19 TEE can also be used to identify and evaluate com-
plications that may follow these procedures.20 Clinical advantages
of real-time 3D TEE for transcatheter closure of multiple ASDs
have been documented.21 Ventricular septal defects (VSDs) can
be congenital or result from myocardial infarction. Intraprocedural
TEE has become an integral part of the planning and guidance of
percutaneous VSD closure.22,23
Figure 13.6. Midesophageal 63-degree view of the left atrial appendage
after successful transcatheter closure procedure with anAmplatzer device.
Transcatheter Aortic and Mitral Valve
Interventions
TEE is currently broadly used in both aortic and mitral valve pro-
cedures. As TAVR is gaining wide clinical use in the care of
patients with severe AS, TEE is increasingly used to guide this
intervention. Mitral valve clip repair is an effective procedure in
selected patients with MR, and TEE is an important tool during
the implantation of the clip. The use of 3D TEE for TAVR and
mitral valve interventions have contributed to a reduced complica-
tion rates of both procedures.

INTRAOPERATIVE IMAGING

Valvular and Aortic Surgery and Congenital Heart
Disease Repair
The use of TEE for preoperative evaluation and planning of surgical
procedures, aswell as for postoperative assessment of surgical repair,
has becomewidespread in a number of areas.24 Intraoperative TEE is
also an important monitoring and diagnostic tool used during surgery
for congenital heart disease.25

CARDIAC THROMBUS AND EMBOLUS
EVALUATION

Precardioversion in Atrial Fibrillation
and Cardiac Source of Emboli
The presence of a thrombus in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF)
is a contraindication to elective cardioversion. TEE offers excellent
visualization of the left atrium and appendage for the detection of
thrombus. In patients with AF, atrial thrombus and the presence of
spontaneous echocardiographic contrast and low LAA emptying
velocity are recognized predictors of subsequent thromboembolism
and cardiovascular mortality. These TEE parameters provide prog-
nostic information incremental to clinical factors for identification
of high thromboembolic risk in patients with AF.26 TEE not only
provides improved recognition of many sources of embolization,
such as valvular vegetations, but it also offers a unique window into
the diagnosis of additional sources of emboli that frequently cannot
be visualized with TTE (e.g., LAA thrombus).27 Evaluation of the
left atrium and LAA for thrombus is essential in patients with sys-
temic embolization. Left ventricular thrombi can also be an impor-
tant source of cardiac emboli. Valvular lesions such as marantic



Figure 13.9. Lower esophageal 0-degree view of the aorta, indicative of
dissection of the thoracic aorta.

Box 13.1 Major Applications of Transesophageal
Echocardiography
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vegetations and bacterial or fungal vegetations can also be promi-
nent sources of systematic embolization. Cardiac tumors are rare,
but when present they can be a source of emboli.

ENDOCARDITIS AND CARDIAC MASS
INVESTIGATION
TEE has proven extremely useful in patients with suspected or
known endocarditis because it has enhanced diagnostic accuracy,
especially in prosthetic valve endocarditis and culture-negative
endocarditis. TEE is the method of choice for diagnosing
endocarditis-associated complications, including leaflet perforations
with subsequent severe regurgitant lesions, secondary jets, “kissing”
lesions, and paravalvular abscesses and fistulae (Fig. 13.8 and
Video 13.8).

The diagnostic power of echocardiography in the detection of
paravalvular abscesses and abscess-related complications has been
substantially improved with TEE. It has important diagnostic and
prognostic functions in patients with infective endocarditis.28

Because of its ability to detect vegetation size and mobility, TEE
may identify endocarditis patients at high risk for arterial emboliza-
tion. Additionally, an increase in the size of a vegetation during anti-
microbial treatmentmay identify patients who are not responding to
therapy. TEE is of great value in detecting intracardiac masses,
whichmay be thrombi, foreign bodies, or tumors, and could be asso-
ciated with systemic embolization or even obstructive symptoms.
TEE has been found invaluable in the characterization and localiza-
tion of intracardiac masses and is particularly helpful when the
transthoracic study is inconclusive, such as with small tumors
and thrombi, laminated thrombi, and thrombi limited to the LAA
or poor images. Real-time 3D TEE offers incremental value for
the evaluation of intracardiac masses, as it can narrow the differen-
tial diagnosis of cardiac masses by superior delineation of mass
characteristics, such as the size, shape, attachment points, homoge-
neity, and the presence or absence of necrotic areas.29

AORTIC EVALUATION
The diagnosis of aortic dissection and aortic intramural hematoma
can be made with various imaging techniques such as echocardiog-
raphy, CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and aortography.
Typically either TEE or CT is the initial diagnostic test of choice
for acute dissections (Fig. 13.9 and Video 13.9). Because TTE does
not have sufficient sensitivity or specificity for the diagnosis of aor-
tic dissection, it should only be used as a rough screening tool.
In contrast, TEE is a minimally invasive procedure that has a
Figure 13.8. Midesophageal 93-degreeviewwith colorDoppler of amitral
valve, indicative of mitral valve vegetation causingmild central regurgitation.
proven safety record. It can confirm the diagnosis, classify the dis-
section, differentiate true from false lumens, localize intimal tears,
detect and grade AR, and identify pleural and pericardial effusions.
It is performed in real time, which facilitates its unique ability to
provide functional and structural information.

CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS
Hemodynamic management in intensive care patients guided by
blood pressure and flow measurements often does not sufficiently
reveal common hemodynamic problems. TEE facilitates direct
measurement of cardiac volumes and function and is for this reason
widely used in intensive care units. A new miniaturized TEE
(mTEE) probe provides a rapid and simplified approach to moni-
toring cardiac function.30

SUMMARY
The applications of TEE have increased continuously over the
recent years (Box 13.1). 3D TEE has added value to this technique.
Interventional TEE imaging in structural heart disease is widely
Valvular heart disease

Aortic, mitral, tricuspid, pulmonic, prosthetic valves

Interventional imaging

Atrial fibrillation ablation; left atrial appendage/patent foramen ovale/
atrial or ventricular septal defect closure; transcatheter aortic and
mitral valve procedures

Intraoperative imaging

Cardiac valves and aorta surgeries, congenital heart disease repair

Cardiac thrombus and embolus evaluation

Precardioversion in atrial fibrillation, cardiac source of embolus

Endocarditis and cardiac mass investigation

Vegetations, endocarditis-induced valvular complications, thrombus,
tumor

Aortic disease

Aortic dissection, dilatation, hematoma

Critically ill patients

Hemodynamic management of patients in intensive care unit
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expanding. Transcatheter procedures are emerging techniques that
are increasingly guided with TEE. Intraoperative TEE continues to
be a valuable tool for cardiac surgeons.

Please access ExpertConsult to see video of the figures in this
chapter.
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14 Pitfalls and Artifacts in Transesophageal
Echocardiography

Stamatios Lerakis, MD, John Palios, MD, Randolph P. Martin, MD
A well-performed transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) can
often provide important information that aids in patient manage-
ment. However, critical to this success is the ability to recognize
pitfalls and artifacts that could lead to inaccurate or inappropriate
information. Pitfalls generally refer to normal anatomic findings
that could be mistaken as pathologic, or findings that are not nec-
essarily physiologically harmful. Artifacts mainly refer to technical
issues that lead to poor image quality, or findings that could be
related to anatomic findings on a patient that are not pathologic.
TEE PITFALLS
The most common pitfalls seen with TEE during clinical practice
are the result of variant anatomic structures that are misdiagnosed
as abnormal findings, but that do not necessarily denote a patho-
logic condition and are benign most of the time.
Crista Terminalis
The crista terminalis is a well-defined fibromuscular ridge formed by
the junction of the sinus venosus and primitive right atrium; it
extends along the posterolateral aspect of the right atrial wall. Occa-
sionally this structure can be prominent, thus mimicking a masslike
tumor, thrombus, or vegetation in the right atrium. The crista termi-
nalis originates from regression of the septum spurium as the sinus
venosus is incorporated into the right atrial wall (Fig. 14.1). The
regression of the crista terminalis showswide variations, and thus the
thickness of the crista terminalis exhibits a wide range in adults, usu-
ally 3 to 6 mm. The crista terminalis is an example of a pseudomass



Figure 14.1. Midesophageal 117-degree view of crista terminalis (red
arrow) mimicking right atrial mass.
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that can be mistaken for a lesion in the right atrium.1 An understand-
ing of the anatomy and proper identification of physiologic structures
in the right atrium on TEE can prevent misdiagnosis and unnecessary
additional tests. The structure is best visualized in the midesophageal
(ME) bicaval view.
Figure 14.3. Midesophageal 93-degree view of lipomatous hypertro-
phy of the atrial septum.
Eustachian Valve and Chiari Network
The eustachian valve and the Chiari network may often be misdiag-
nosed as atrial intracardiac lesions (Fig. 14.2). The eustachian valve
is the remnant of the embryologic right venous valve. The Chiari
network is present in approximately 2% of the population and is
a reticulated network of fibers originating from the eustachian
valve and connecting to different parts of the right atrium.2 Its pres-
ence results from incomplete reabsorption of the right valve of the
sinus venosus. They are best visualized in the ME bicaval view,
in which they can be seen originating from the junction of the
right atrium and inferior vena cava. Neither are of pathologic
importance, although they can be so large that they appear to be
pathologic masses in the right atrium or an actual abnormal struc-
ture, such as a papillary fibroelastoma, or a catheter that may have
become entangled in or originate on a Chiari network.
Figure 14.2. Midesophageal 122-degree view of a eustachian valve
(red arrow) misdiagnosed as an atrial intracardiac lesion.
Lipomatous Hypertrophy of the Atrial Septum
Lipomatous hypertrophy of the atrial septum (LAHS) is a condition
caused by the excessive deposition of adipose tissue in the atrial
septum. It is usually a benign condition and most often detected
as an incidental finding on echocardiography (Fig. 14.3).3 The clas-
sic finding is a homogeneous, bilobed configuration of the atrial
septum with sparing of the fossa ovalis. LAHS can mimic atrial
masses such as myxoma. It is best seen in the ME four-chamber
and the ME bicaval views. It is one of the most common causes
of a false-positive diagnosis of a right atrial mass on transthoracic
echocardiography.
Coumadin Ridge
A prominent muscle ridge is formed between the left atrial append-
age and the atrial insertion of the left upper pulmonary vein
(Fig. 14.4). This prominence, referred to as a coumadin ridge, is
often misdiagnosed as an intracardiac mass.4 It is best seen in
the ME two-chamber view.
Figure 14.4. Midesophageal 0-degree view of coumadin ridge (red arrow)
mimicking intracardiac lesion.
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Moderator Band
Themoderator band is in the right ventricular apex and connects the
ventricular septum to the anterior papillary muscle (Fig. 14.5). It
appears as a prominent trabecula, which does not seem to be
attached to a single side, but crosses the lower portion of the right
ventricular chamber. The moderator band acts as a primary conduc-
tion path into the free wall originating from the right bundle branch.
This prominence is often misdiagnosed as an intracardiac mass.5 It
is best seen in the ME four-chamber view.

Lambl Excrescences
Lambl excrescences are thin, mobile, filiform structures, often
referred to as valvular strands in the echocardiography literature.6

These strands may occur singly, in rows, or in clusters. Lambl
excrescences can be seen originating from the aortic or/and themitral
valve of elderly patients. The differential diagnosis for these excres-
cences includes fibroelastoma, myxoma, thrombi, vegetation, and
cardiac neoplasm and metastases. Studies regarding the clinical
importance of these valvular strands are contradictory. Depending
upon their setting, conservative therapy is generally indicated.
TEE images of these excrescences are a classic example of misinter-
preted valvular vegetations (Fig. 14.6). They are best seen in the
Figure 14.5. Midesophageal 0-degree view of moderator band (red
arrow) located in the right ventricular apex.

Figure 14.6. Midesophageal 122-degree view of Lambl excrescences
(red arrow) misinterpreted as aortic valve vegetation.
ME three-chamber view, focusing on the valve leaflets when the
aortic valve is investigated.
Prosthetic Valve Structures
Prosthetic valve strands are thin, mildly echogenic, filamentous
structures that are several millimeters long andmove independently
from the valve. They are usually located at the inflow site of
the prosthetic valve. Strands are found in 6% to 45% of patients
with prosthetic valves. They may be fibrinous or a collagenous.
Prosthetic valve sutures appear as linear, thick, bright, multiple
structures at the periphery of the sewing ring of a prosthetic valve.
Both prosthetic valve strands and sutures can be misdiagnosed as
valvular lesions (Fig. 14.7).7 The ME two-chamber view provides
the best perspective to evaluate prosthetic valve structures for the
mitral valve.
Pericardial Fat
Pericardial adipose tissue, or fat, often appears as a gelatinous
structure within the pericardial space adjacent to the visceral peri-
cardium, and it is often misinterpreted as a pericardial mass.8 Peri-
cardial fat is best seen on the transgastric views and can be seen in
the ME four-chamber views. These structures can be differentiated
from intrapericardial hematomas because the latter are often free-
floating within the pericardial space and not attached to the visceral
pericardium.
Pleural Effusion
Hypoechogenic areas of the lung can sometimes be misidentified as
pleural effusions. Normal pulmonary parenchyma can mimic pleu-
ral effusion in TEE.9
Hiatal Hernia
Hiatal hernias often raise suspicions of extracardiac masses in
echocardiography.10 Although TEE remains a common test for
the detection of cardiac masses, hiatal hernia can often be missed
or misinterpreted, and multimodality imaging using computed
tomography or magnetic resonance may be necessary to determine
the true nature of the mass. It is best seen inME four-chamber view.
Figure 14.7. Midesophageal 0-degree view of a mitral valve ring misin-
terpreted as valve calcification.
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TEE ARTIFACTS
Artifacts most commonly derive from the physical limitations of
ultrasound imaging, and the interactions of ultrasound with tissues
or medical devices.

Low Imaging Quality
The inability to visualize cardiac structures because of suboptimal
image quality is a concern during TEE. Low imaging quality can
result from improper settings of the ultrasound unit, patient anat-
omy, and acoustic interfaces. Air between the transducer surface
and tissue can cause image degradation as well. Most of the times
adjustments in machine settings coupled with minor manipulations
of the ultrasound probe can lead to substantial improvement in
image quality.11

Acoustic Shadowing
Acoustic shadowing occurs when the ultrasound beam meets an
interface of two structures with marked differences in acoustic
impedance. Common examples include structures with a high level
of acoustic impedance, such as calcific aortic or mitral valves.
These strongly reflect and scatter the ultrasound signal, thus limit-
ing distal penetration of the sound waves. Similarly, mechanical
prostheses (Fig. 14.8), the struts of bioprosthetic valves, and
annular rings produce shadowing, and the resultant image reveals
a hyperechoic structure with lack of signal in the sector beyond
the structure.12 This may be an important finding when a patient
has a prosthetic mitral valve that causes acoustic shadowing in
the left ventricular outflow tract, making diagnosis and quantifica-
tion of the severity of aortic regurgitation difficult.

Side Lobe and Beam Width Artifacts
The regular spacing of array elements in linear array transducers
generates grating and side lobes in transmission and reception. Side
lobes are weak artifacts outside the path of the main ultrasound
beam. Although weak, when they encounter an echodense struc-
ture, such as a calcified aorta, mitral valve ring, any prosthetic
material, or a catheter, they cause reflections strong enough to be
detected. These reflected echoes are incorrectly misplaced in the
image, assuming that they have been generated by structures lying
in the path of the main beam. Side lobe artifacts may appear as nar-
row, curvilinear densities smeared over the beam’s entire width.13
Figure 14.8. Midesophageal 0-degree view of mechanical mitral valve
shadowing causing lack of signal in the sector beyond the mechanical
valve.
Beam width artifacts occur because ultrasound waves are three-
dimensional conical structures, not just two-dimensional planar
structures. Structures adjacent to the imaging plane but still within
the imaging cone can be displayed in the imaging plane. They can
appear as structures, leads,14 or thrombi.15

Reverberation
Reverberations are important potential echocardiographic artifacts
commonly encounteredduring imagingof the thoracic aorta because
of the presence of smooth, highly reflective tissue-fluid and tissue-
air interfaces. Reverberations are caused by an ultrasoundwave that
is repeatedly bounced back and forth between two strong specular
reflectors. Linear artifacts in the ascending aorta, which maymimic
intimal flaps, were seen in a large number of patients that had been
examined with monoplane and biplane TEE.16 Different reverbera-
tions from normal anatomic structures may create images and
ghosting that canmimicmasses or thrombi.17A systematic approach
with multiplane TEE facilitates the evaluation of the cardiac
anatomy and the recognition of artifacts.

ARTIFACTS CONCERNING SPECTRAL AND COLOR
FLOW DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Aliasing
Pulsed wave (PW) Doppler measures blood flow or cardiac tissue
velocities at a precise location. This ability to localize measured
velocities requires that each pulse be transmitted and received
before the next pulse is emitted. The resulting limit in emitted
pulses per second (pulse repetition frequency [PRF]) introduces
aliasing, which is a fundamental limitation of pulsed Doppler
instruments. Aliasing is an inability to accurately represent infor-
mation because an insufficient sampling rate causes artifacts in
the pulse wave spectral signal or color flow map. When the PRF
is less than twice the peak Doppler shift frequency (Nyquist limit),
aliasing occurs and is manifested as an inaccurate representation of
the speed and direction of rapidly moving red blood cells. To dis-
play complete velocity spectra, aliasing must be prevented. If alias-
ing is present, it may be possible to display the entire velocity
spectrum by merely shifting the zero-velocity baseline, which
increases the velocity range of one of the measurement channels.
If maximal shifting of the baseline does not eliminate aliasing, then
the PRFmust be increased. If aliasing remains despite setting a max-
imal PRF, continuouswave (CW)Doppler can be used. Because CW
Doppler involves continuous transmission and reception of ultra-
sound, aliasing will not occur, and there is virtually no limit to the
measurable peak velocity (Fig. 14.9). However, CWDoppler cannot
localize reflector velocities; therefore PWDoppler is necessarywhen
velocity must be measured at a precise location.18

Acoustic Shadowing
Strong specular reflectors result in acoustic shadowing not only
with two-dimensional imaging but also with Doppler modes. This
artifact can be misinterpreted as a lack of blood flow in the sha-
dowed region and is commonly seen during interrogation of pros-
thetic or heavily calcified valves. The combination of acoustic
attenuation, acoustic shadowing, and jet eccentricity makes accu-
rate grading of prosthetic valve regurgitation challenging.19

Beam Angle and Width Artifacts
The Doppler shift is proportional to the cosine of the angle between
the path of the ultrasound beam and that of the blood flow, so blood
flow velocities are underestimated when the orientation of the ultra-
sound beam is not parallel to blood flow. With color flow Doppler,



Figure 14.9. Midesophageal 25-degree view switching from pulse-
wave to continuous wave Doppler for tricuspid valve regurgitation. The
scale of the measuring velocity needed to be adjusted properly to calcu-
late the correct peak velocity and peak gradient.
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this artifact typically occurs when the course of a vessel is oblique
to the ultrasound beam. Such technical factors significantly affect
the quality of vessel flowmeasurements.20 Because the width of the
ultrasound signal increases with the distance from the transducer, it
becomes possible to detect structures or blood flow outside the dis-
played two-dimensional image and create artifacts that lead to poor
image quality.

Mirroring
Mirroring appears in the spectral display as a symmetric duplica-
tion of the actual flow signal, but in the opposite direction. It is
related to a process known as quadrature phase demodulation,
which allows the echocardiography system to separate the Doppler-
shifted signal from the complex returning signal. The demodulation
procedure uses a weaker signal that is generated out of phase with
the broadcast signal. Excessive gain in the system causes the weak
but incompletely canceled signal to be displayed as a mirror image
of the actual flow signal. Mitral regurgitation can be mimicked by
Doppler color flow mapping that mirrors LVOT flow, leading to
misdiagnosis.21 Mirroring of the ultrasound beam is different by
doubling by refraction. Structures between the transducer and the
heart, such as the pleura, pericardium, or rib cartilage, may induce
refraction of the ultrasound beam resulting in doubling of cardiac
structures.22

Color Flow Reverberation and Gain-Related
Anomalies
Reverberations are secondary reflections that occur when ultra-
sound is reflected a second time, typically from the transducer,
highly reflective tissue, or intracardiac materials (e.g., a pulmonary
artery catheter). The secondary reflection creates a ghost of the pri-
mary image that often appears at twice the distance of the actual
target from the transducer. With Doppler reverberation, the
reflected signal from a moving target is stronger than the original
signal, so that the color intensity of the ghost is increased relative to
that of the primary target. Recognition of these artifacts is impor-
tant because they may be clues about tissue composition and can
aid diagnosis.23

CONCLUSIONS
Image artifacts and diagnostic pitfalls are commonly encountered
in TEE. Some artifacts may be preventable and arise secondary
to improper scanning technique. Other artifacts are generated by
the physical limitations of the modality. TEE artifacts result from
the physical properties of the ultrasound beam, the propagation of
sound in matter, and the assumptions of image processing. TEE
pitfalls can be understood and prevented with comprehensive
knowledge of the anatomic, structural, and functional properties
of the heart. Artifacts arise secondary to errors inherent to the
ultrasound beam characteristics, the presence of multiple echo
paths, velocity errors, and attenuation errors. The beam width, side
lobe, reverberation, comet tail, ring-down, mirror image, speed dis-
placement, refraction, attenuation, shadowing, and increased
through-transmission artifacts are encountered routinely in clinical
practice. The ability to recognize and remedy artifacts and avoid
imaging pitfalls during TEE examination is important for both
improving image quality and providing optimal patient care.
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Current percutaneous catheter–based procedures used to treat struc-
tural heart disease and cardiac arrhythmias require peri-
interventional echocardiographic monitoring and guidance to be
safe, expedient, and well tolerated by patients. During the last
two decades, transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), including
real-time three-dimensional (3D) imaging, has been complemented
and in part replaced by two-dimensional (2D) and recently by 3D
intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) as the standard approach to
guide noncoronary cardiac interventions.1–5 ICE takes full advan-
tage of the capabilities of echocardiography for guiding device
closure of interatrial communications (IACs)1–3,6,7 and electro-
physiologic ablation procedures.8–10 It represents an alternative
guiding tool for other interventional procedures11,12 and can also
be recommended in pediatric patients.3 ICE is exclusively indicated
for procedural guidance. In contrast to TEE, ICE does not require
general anesthesia but is highly compatible with monitored anesthe-
sia care and even with local anesthesia alone. ICE does not interfere
with fluoroscopic viewing and provides high image resolution. It
represents a valuable alternative to 2D and 3D TEE in transcatheter
aortic valve replacement (TAVR), rare left-to-right shunt closure
procedures, and intra-aortic interventions. InMitraClip implantation,
left atrial appendage (LAA) occlusion, and closure of paravalvular
leaks, ICE remains an investigational imaging tool.
DEVICE CLOSURE OF INTERATRIAL
COMMUNICATIONS
IACs are defined as patent foramen ovale (PFO), atrial septal defect
(ASD), or multiply fenestrated interatrial septum. A PFO is a rem-
nant of the fetal foramen ovale and represents a flap valve mecha-
nism intermittently opening a small channel between the atria. It is
typically associated with an intermittent right-to-left shunt but only
exceptionally with a permanent left-to-right shunt; it is highly treat-
able with device closure. In contrast, ASDs are permanent openings
characterized by left-to-right shunting shortly interrupted by right-
to-left shunting, depending on the breathing cycle. Different types
of ASDs are distinguished by whether they involve particular struc-
tures, which are the septum primum (ostium primum ASD), the
septum secundum (ostium secundum ASD), the sinus venosus
(sinus venosus ASD), or the coronary sinus (coronary sinus
ASD). The ostium secundum ASD is the most common type and
is the only one that can be treated with transcatheter device closure.

ICE provides adequate imaging of the IAC and the surrounding
structures, particularly the inferior rim of ASDs. The method’s effi-
cacy has been repeatedly shown, and ICE is considered superior to
2D TEE.4,6,7,13,14 Two transatrial standard views, the longitudinal
view complemented by the perpendicular short-axis view, are
recommended (Fig. 15.1). These permit unlimited echocardio-
graphic viewing in fully conscious patients. Thereby ICE is used
to confirm adequate wire position, assist with balloon sizing,15

place a long sheath for device delivery, release the left-sided disc
in the left atrium (LA), and release the right-sided disc in the right
atrium (RA). The “wiggle maneuver ” should be monitored in both
standard views.16 In the short-axis view, compression of the aortic
bulb by the occluder device can be ruled out. Disconnection of the
device from the delivery cable should be monitored by ICE as well.
When released, the device will fully line up with the interatrial sep-
tum, reaching its definitive orientation. The final position of the
device should again be visualized in both standard views to ascer-
tain that the discs enclose the septal rims completely (Fig. 15.2).

ICE provides uninterrupted monitoring and is therefore
expected to increase safety, particularly in device closure of com-
plex PFO and ASD,6,7 where significant complications are known
to occur.17 This approach seems to be beneficial in transcatheter
closure of ASDs in patients with impaired left ventricular (LV)
function18 and in closure of multiple defects requiring either simul-
taneous or staged deployment of closure devices.16 Compared with
TEE, ICE is associated with much less procedural stress to the
patient, and fluoroscopic and procedural times can be shortened.6,14

Since many patients with IAC are of reproductive age or younger,
reduction of radiation exposure represents an important advantage.
Closure of ASD and complex IAC may especially be facilitated by
3D ICE.19 Tracking thin wires, catheters, and devices is generally
easier with 3D than with 2D ICE.16
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC ABLATION PROCEDURES
ICE has become established to meet the growing need for real-time
monitoring of patient anatomy and catheter location, and surveil-
lance of intraprocedural complications, such as pericardial effusion
or thrombus formation.3,5,20 ICE catheters are usually placed in the
right side of the heart and use rotating circumferential transducers
or phased array transducers. The latter allow for more detailed
imaging of left-sided cardiac structures.12 ICE images can be col-
lected from multiple planes and then overlaid onto existing electro-
anatomic maps (which may include regions where real-time data
were not or could not be collected). ICE images can also be overlaid
onto existing computed tomography or magnetic resonance
scans.21 Thus, ICE can be used concomitantly with other imaging
modalities to enhance the spatial depiction of cardiac anatomy and
catheter positions.12

Imaging requirements are procedure specific. For ablation of
atrial fibrillation, imaging is used to confirm catheter placement,
to perform transseptal puncture from the RA to the LA, and to
assess for complications when navigating catheters (Fig. 15.3).
Relevant reference structures include the RA, fossa ovalis, LA,
aorta, pulmonary veins, LAA, esophagus, and pericardial space.22

Structures important for the ablation of ventricular tachycardia
include the mitral and aortic valves, left ventricular papillary mus-
cles, ventricular scars and aneurysms, sinus of Valsalva, coronary
ostia, and pericardial space.23 For patients with congenital heart
disease, ICE can help assess enlarged chambers, intracardiac baf-
fles and shunts, and areas of scarring or severe hypertrophy.24
65
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Figure 15.1. Cross-sectional planes for
device closure of interatrial communications.12

A, Longitudinal view. B, Short-axis view. Ao,
Ascending aorta; ASD, secundum type atrial
septal defect; IVC, inferior vena cava; LA, left
atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV,
right ventricle. (From Bartel T, Muller S, Biviano
A, et al. Why is intracardiac echocardiography
helpful? Benefits, costs, and how to learn. Eur
Heart J 2014;35:69–76.)
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Figure 15.2. Device closure of interatrial communications using the example of an atrial septal defect.12 A, Longitudinal view showing left-to right
shunt. B, Balloon sizing. C, Long sheath with wire inside. D, Opened left-sided disc in LA. E, Release of right-sided disc in RA. F, Wiggle maneuver.
G, Short-axis view. H, Longitudinal view with the device in place. 1, Left-sided disc; 2, right-sided disc; 3, stent; Ao, aorta; ASD, secundum type atrial
septal defect; IAC, interatrial communication; B, balloon; C, cable; D, device; LA, left atrium; LS, long sheath; RA, right atrium; SF, shunt flow.
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Figure 15.3. ICE imaging during ablation of atrial fibrillation.12 A, Atrial fibrillation ablation procedure with desired ICE image of atrial septal “tenting”
visible at the time the transseptal needle is about to cross from the RA to the LA. B, Posterior view of a registered electroanatomic plus ICE map of the
LA with the ablation catheter tip in the LIPV.C, The circle, representative of the ablation catheter tip in B, confirms ICE location in the LIPV (è in A). LA,
Left atrium; LIPV, left inferior pulmonary vein; RA, right atrium.
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Figure 15.4. Longitudinal cross-sectional plane for guidance of trans-
catheter aortic valve implantation.12 ICEC, Intracardiac echocardiogra-
phy catheter; IVC, inferior vena cava; LV, left ventricle; RA, right
atrium; SVC, superior vena cava; TCHV, transcatheter heart valve. (From
Bartel T, Muller S, Biviano A, et al. Why is intracardiac echocardiography
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TRANSCATHETER AORTIC VALVE REPLACEMENT
Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) is considered an
alternative to surgery for high-risk or inoperable patients with
severe, symptomatic aortic stenosis.25 TEE has been established
as an important supplement to fluoroscopic imaging for position-
ing, and as the primary imaging tool for the comprehensive assess-
ment of complications following valve implantation.26 Because
intraprocedural TEE is frequently performed with general anesthe-
sia, it is not always an ideal tool for TAVR in this patient popula-
tion. Some centers have advocated a minimalist approach to this
procedure,27 with no echocardiographic guidance. However, cur-
rent guidelines do not address this approach but continue to advo-
cate echocardiographic support for interventional procedures. ICE
may thus be a more acceptable alternative during procedures in
which TEE is not performed.28 Themain advantage of ICE imaging
is its suitability for monitoring with ultralow doses of contrast
agent, an approach helpful for preserving renal function and for
lowering the occurrence of acute kidney injury.11

Longitudinal views from the cavoatrial junction are the primary
ICE views (Fig. 15.4), continuously displaying the ascending aorta,
native aortic valve, and aortic valve prosthesis. After valve deploy-
ment, short-axis views are obtained to rule out annulus rupture and
to check for paravalvular leaks.28 The severity of any regurgitation
can be easily graded by a multiparametric approach.29 ICE can be
consistently used to (1) assist with guide wire passage through the
native valve, (2) position the balloon for predilatation and observe
balloon inflation, (3) position the catheter system that is carrying
the valve, (4) observe valve deployment and verify adequate pros-
thetic valve function, (5) rule out pericardial hemorrhage, and (6)
ultimately check LV function from the transventricular view
(Fig. 15.5). The ICE guiding strategy for TAVR is safe, effective,
and compatible with monitored anesthesia care.11,28 The first
clinical impressions on using 3D ICE for TAVR guidance are
promising. In particular, this technique appears to facilitate precise
helpful? Benefits, costs, and how to learn. Eur Heart J 2014;35:69–76.)
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Figure 15.5. ICE guidance of procedural steps during transcatheter aortic valve implantation.12 A, Native aortic valve and stenotic flow pattern. B,
Crossing the valve with a wire. C, Predilatation (annulus denoted by yellow line). D, Moderate aortic regurgitation after predilatation. E, crimped valve
prosthesis mounted on a balloon, positioned too high for deployment. F,Moderate paravalvular leak after valve deployment. G, Short-axis view demon-
strating small paravalvular leak. H, Transventricular view showing left ventricular function and ruling out pericardial hemorrhage. AR, Aortic regurgitation;
AV, Aortic valve;B, balloon, BC, balloon catheter; ICE, intracardiac echocardiography; LV, left ventricle; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; PA, pulmonary
artery; PV, prosthetic valve; PVL, paravalvular leak; PML, pacemaker lead; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; W, wire.
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Figure 15.6. Use of 3D ICE in transcatheter aortic valve replacement.12 A, Native valve with a pigtail catheter placed in the noncoronary cusp. B,
Predilatation. C, Final positioning of the prosthetic valve. D, Systolic flow after deployment of the prosthetic valve. 3D, Three dimensional; AS, access
sheath in the right atrium containing a pacemaker lead; AV, aortic valve; BA, balloon; F, systolic flow throughout the prosthetic valve; ICE, intracardiac
echocardiography; NCC, noncoronary cusp; PT, pigtail catheter; PV, prosthetic valve; RA, right atrium.
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final positioning of the valve-carrying balloon immediately before
deployment of the valve prosthesis (see Fig. 15.5). Initial experi-
ence suggests that 3D capabilities can augment the advantages of
ICE in TAVR (Fig. 15.6).

RARE AND INVESTIGATIONAL APPLICATIONS
Successful use of ICE guidance for device closure of ventricular
septal defects (VSDs) has been described.30 Complemented by
a transatrial short-axis view, a modified home view provides the
best visualization of the perimembranous portion of the interven-
tricular septum.3 All procedural steps should be simultaneously
monitored by fluoroscopy and ICE (Fig. 15.7), which is more
appropriately called intraluminal phased-array imaging (IPAI),
if used from inside a vessel. Guidance of the interventional closure
of a patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) represents another beneficial
application. The ICE catheter is positioned in the descending aorta
and the probe aimed at the infundibulum of the PDA, depicting
continuous shunt flow. This probe position also permits unob-
structed monitoring of all procedural steps31 (Fig. 15.8). The
advantages of ICE demonstrated for device closure of IACs, includ-
ing lower radiation exposure and shorter fluoroscopy times, can be
potentially transferred to device closure of perimembranous VSDs
and PDA.

IPAI can demonstrate aortic dissection; true and false lumina,
including entries and reentries; and important side branches (e.g.,
the renal arteries). IPAI may thereby help lower the complication
rate of percutaneous aortic stent-graft implantation.32 The Doppler
beam can be aligned with any flow between true and false lumen
and with blood flow into small branches.33 Furthermore, IPAI
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Figure 15.7. ICE guidance during device closure of a ventricular septal defect.12A,Midesophageal TEE four-chamber view of a VSD.B, Same view as
in A with a closure device deployed. C, VSD viewed by ICE from RVOT. D, Same view as in C with closure device deployed. ICE, Intracardiac echo-
cardiography; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; VSD, ventricular septal defect; è, Native defect; è,
closure device.
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can be used to safely guide stent implantation in aortic coarctation
and percutaneous biopsies of intra-aortic masses suspected to be
tumors.34

During MitraClip implantation, ICE imaging can be used for
transseptal puncture, depicting advancement and steering of the
clip delivery system, and leaflet grasp. But ICE imaging must be
considered inferior to 3D TEE, which is viewed as the gold stan-
dard to ensure proper positioning of the device and to evaluate pro-
cedural outcome, such as the final double orifice area and severity
of residual mitral regurgitation.35,36 Similar to intraprocedural
imaging of the mitral valve, ICE imaging can be used for guidance
during LAA closure procedures and for excluding thrombi.37 RA
views are rarely sufficient to visualize the apex and the complex
anatomy of the LAA. In addition, positioning of catheters or
devices and color Doppler assessment of peri-device flow fre-
quently require near-field imaging (Fig. 15.9). ICE imaging from
the left pulmonary artery has been demonstrated to be a promising
alternative.38

For device closure of paravalvular leaks, there are various
demanding imaging requirements. The complex nature of the jets,
the relatively large region of the sewing ring to be imaged, and the
required imaging reproducibility make 3D TEE ideal for monitor-
ing these procedures, which is challenging with current ICE probes.
Feasibility and advantages of imaging this procedure with ICE have
been reported.39,40 Aortic prostheses will often lead to acoustic sha-
dowing of the anterior sewing ring during TEE imaging, but this
region can be imaged by ICE from the right ventricular outflow
tract, which is adjacent to the anterior aortic root.
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Figure 15.8. ICE guidance during device clo-
sure of a patent ductus arteriosus.12 A, PDA
with shunt flow. B, Long sheath in place. C,
Withdrawal of the partially opened closure
device from the aorta into the PDA.D,No resid-
ual flow after PDA device closure. Ao, Aorta;
CD, closure device; ICE, intracardiac echocar-
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Figure 15.9. ICE imaging during device closure of a left atrial appendage.12A,Midesophageal biplane TEE view.B,RT-3D TEE view.C, Transatrial ICE
view without closure device.D, Device being deployed. ICE, Intracardiac echocardiography; LAA, left atrial appendage; RT-3D, real-time three-dimen-
sional; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography.
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SUMMARY
General advantages of ICE shown in more than a decade of experi-
ences are unique: safely guiding percutaneous interventional treat-
ments while eliminating the need for general anesthesia and
reducing radiation exposure. These factors provide direct benefits
to patients.
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16 Limitations of Intracardiac Echocardiography
Thomas Bartel, MD, Silvana Müller, MD, Angelo Biviano, MD, Rebecca T. Hahn, MD
Application of intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) is limited to
intraprocedural guidance. ICE is not indicated for diagnostic
purposes. Despite all potential advantages, evidence that guidance
by ICE can improve safety and outcome of interventional pro-
cedures is still lacking.1 Before adopting ICE imaging as the
primary nonradiographic imaging modality for structural heart
disease procedures, multicenter studies must be conducted to
compare the accuracy, reproducibility, and outcomes when ICE
is used for guidance rather than transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE).
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TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS
There is a small risk of injuring the venous vasculature while
advancing the catheter toward the right side of the heart. Therefore
use of long access sheaths is recommended to prevent vein injuries.
ICE is also known to cause transient arrhythmias during manipula-
tion of the ICE catheter.2 The overall risks related to ICE appear to
be low.3 Perforations of ventricular or atrial walls have never been
reported. Nevertheless, the system is not guided with wires, so cau-
tion is required when steering the catheter throughout the heart and
adjacent big vessels.
OPERATOR-DEPENDENT LIMITATIONS
ICE requires specific operator skills. However, after a brief learn-
ing curve, interventional cardiologists familiar with echocardiogra-
phy can fully benefit from the advantages of ICE, particularly if
they are already familiar with intraprocedural TEE. Cardiologists
not closely familiar with echocardiography will benefit from a team
approach, with the presence of a second cardiologist in the
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occluder device fully deployed. 2D, Two-dimensional; 3D ICE, three-dimensio
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catheterization laboratory who manipulates the ICE catheter from
the opposite side of the table. The distributor of the ICE system
offers educational courses, including hands-on training in an ani-
mal laboratory. Sitting in on procedures performed by experienced
operators is also an alternative. When first starting with ICE, it is
best to initially use this technique for device closure of patent fora-
men ovale, since this is a relatively simple intervention. To increase
the difficulty, ICE can then be used to guide atrial septal defect
(ASD) closure and radiofrequency ablation procedures, followed
by guiding transcatheter aortic valve replacements (TAVR) and
other percutaneous treatments of structural heart disease.

COST-BENEFIT RATIO
Costs of the ICE catheter represent another potential limitation,
although the cost-benefit ratio depends on the procedures it is used
for and local reimbursement regulations. From an economic point
of view, savings from shorter procedural times, no associated gen-
eral anesthesia costs, and fewer complications need to be weighed
against the cost of the ICE catheter.4 If the interventional operator is
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familiar with echocardiography in general and with ICE in partic-
ular, consultation with another physician during image interpreta-
tion may not be necessary. In Europe, health insurance agencies do
not cover the costs of ICE catheters; therefore high costs limit the
widespread use of ICE. In many countries, a conventional intravas-
cular ultrasound procedure can be billed instead. Resterilization
and reuse of ICE catheters, both permitted only in Germany and
Eastern Europe, can lower the costs. The costs of ICE must also
be considered relative to the overall costs of the interventional pro-
cedure. In TAVR, the ICE catheter contributes to less than 10% of
the total cost, but it is 30% to 50% of the overall cost in closure
procedures of interatrial communications.

If an interventional cardiologist performs imaging in the United
States, global hospital and physician charges for ICE and TEE are
similar ($34,861�$3759 for ICE versus $32,812�$2656 for TEE;
p¼ .107).5 Catheterization laboratory time is significantly shorter
with ICE than with TEE imaging (92�18 minutes versus
50�12 minutes; p< .001). The shorter turnaround time resulting
from the use of local instead of general anesthesia may also add
to the relative value of ICE imaging. ICE can also significantly
reduce interventional procedure time, but the clinical impact of this
is probably less pronounced.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
INTRACARDIAC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Experience with three-dimensional (3D) ICE is limited to isolated
case reports6 and animal studies.7 No clinical investigations are
available on this technique yet. Although first clinical impressions
on 3D ICE for TAVR guidance are promising, the technique needs
further evaluation. The 10 French catheter carries a matrix trans-
ducer providing a 22�90 degrees of real-time volume image
(Fig. 16.1). This small volume represents the main technical limi-
tation, particularly in near-field applications.7 Depicting larger
devices in their entirety, for example ASD occluders, is challeng-
ing. The benefits of imaging are related to the distance between
transducer and target region. The lack of continuous wave Doppler
and M-mode capabilities is an additional drawback. Reverberation
artifacts are stronger with 3D ICE than with two-dimensional (2D)
ICE, which make structures behind devices more difficult to visu-
alize. The need for an additional echocardiographic operator who
adjusts appropriate anatomic 3D views nullifies an important
advantage of conventional 2D ICE. Randomized multicenter trials
are needed to fully analyze the limitations and potential benefits.
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17 Intravascular Ultrasound: Instrumentation
and Technique

Vikrant Jagadeesan, MD, Elizabeth M. Retzer, MD, Sandeep Nathan, MD, MSc
Conventional angiography remains the gold standard and the most
widely used invasive modality for the diagnosis and quantification
of coronary artery disease. Many decades of refinement in equip-
ment, angiographic technique, and radiographic image acquisition
and processing have resulted in dramatic improvements in the over-
all quality and reproducibility of angiographic images. Yet angiog-
raphy suffers from significant limitations because the data represent
planar images of the three-dimensional vascular lumen, and the
information content about the structure and composition of the dis-
eased vessel wall is very limited. Intravascular ultrasound imaging,
now more than four decades old, allows sensitive and quantitatively
accurate characterization of intimal pathology and vessel wall
architecture, thus serving as an important adjunct for both diagnostic
angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention.1,2

INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND IMAGING
TECHNOLOGY
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) uses reflected acoustic energy to
generate high resolution, tomographic images of vascular struc-
tures in vivo. Briefly, this is accomplished via radial ultrasonic
emission at the distal tip of the IVUS catheter by piezoelectric crys-
tals, which, when electrically excited, vibrate and create a local
compression wave. Thus echocardiographic signals are emitted,
which then bounce off acoustically reflective anatomic structures
and return to the transducer. The signal is amplified, filtered, com-
pressed, and digitized by the transducer for display. The series of
images acquired as the IVUS transducer is pulled back within a ves-
sel can also be digitally processed for longitudinal vessel image
reconstruction. Modern IVUS systems employ transducer frequen-
cies of 20 to 45 MHz, which are well above those of noninvasive
probes but required to ensure high near-field image resolution.
IVUS image resolutionmay be subdivided into axial and lateral res-
olution. Axial resolution refers to the ability to differentiate closely
adjacent structures along the axis of the ultrasound beam (from the
catheter to the periphery of the vessel); it is primarily a function
of transducer frequency and ranges between 100 and 150 μm for
20- to 40-MHz probes. Lateral resolution refers to the ability to
distinguish adjacent structures along the circumferential sweep
of the ultrasound beam; it is influenced by the type of IVUS imag-
ing technology used (detailed later) and ranges between 200 and
250 μm.1,3,4

There are two basic imaging approaches employed in currently
available IVUS systems: mechanical rotational, single-element
scanning and solid-state multielement scanning (Fig. 17.1). The
single-element platform employs a 40- to 45-MHz distal ultrasonic
transducer that is rotated by a motorized drive cable, housed
within a flexible catheter. The proximal end of a catheter has an
integrated electromechanical interface with the analogous elements
of the IVUS console. The individual radial images obtained are
assembled by a digital image array processor into a viewable
cross-sectional image. This IVUS technology is susceptible to
reduced image quality due to trapped microbubbles in the inade-
quately flushed apparatus, and acoustic shadowing from the guide
wire (“guide wire artifact”), which runs outside the catheter, adja-
cent to the imaging element. Additionally, nonuniform rotational
distortion (NURD) may occur in tortuous vessels because drive
cable friction distorts the image so that it appears to be smeared
across a portion or quadrant of the cross section. In solid-state,
phased-array systems, multiple transducer elements are aligned
radially around the distal tip of the catheter and are activated
sequentially.3,4 Current 20-MHz phased-array IVUS catheters
employ 64 transducer elements. Solid-state IVUS catheters may
suffer from ring-down artifact where the ring of imaging closest
to the catheter must be subtracted or masked before acquiring
images in the vessel of interest. Current coronary IVUS catheters
are available on a 0.014-inch guide-wire platform, are approxi-
mately 2.9 French and are compatible with a 5 to 6 French guide
catheter. Rotational systems are available in the United States from
Boston Scientific (Natick, Mass.), Volcano Corp. (Rancho Cor-
dova, Calif.), and Infraredx (Burlington, Mass.). Phased-array,
0.014-inch, guide-wire compatible, coronary IVUS is offered in
the United States by Volcano Corporation. Larger catheters
(0.018 inch, compatible with 0.035-inch guide wire) are available
for deeper image penetration, for use in peripheral and aortic appli-
cations.5–7

Data from the IVUS catheter are input to either a freestanding or
integrated CPU console that processes and outputs the information
as motion images suitable for viewing immediately on an integrated
screen (Fig. 17.2). IVUS data may also be archived digitally to a
hard drive, manipulated off-line, or burned to removable media.
Advanced postprocessing techniques available on certain IVUS
systems (described later) allow characterization of different histo-
logic tissue types within atherosclerotic plaques and delineate the
boundaries of the vascular lumen via nondirectional color flow
imaging.3,4 Although the available IVUS systems vary in their tech-
nology, resolution, and potential sources of artifact as detailed pre-
viously, quality of images and ease of interpretation are fairly
comparable across the current generation of systems.
PERFORMANCE OF THE IVUS PROCEDURE
IVUS may be performed as a standalone diagnostic procedure fol-
lowing coronary angiography or as percutaneous coronary inter-
vention (PCI). In the latter capacity, it may be used to guide a
device, assess complications, or optimize PCI results. Standard
interventional techniques are employed with femoral, brachial, or
radial arterial access and a suitable 5 to 6 French guide catheter
advanced to the vessel of interest. Systemic anticoagulants are
administered: unfractionated heparin is most frequently used (to
an activated clotting time of 250 to 300 seconds), or bivalirudin
may be prescribed, adjusted for weight and renal function in
75
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Figure 17.1. Two basic types of intravascular ultrasound catheters. A, Single element platform with distal (mechanical) rotating transducer.
B, Phased-array platform with groups of single elements arranged circumferentially.

Figure 17.2. Intravascular ultrasound freestanding imaging console.
Imagesmay be quantitatively analyzed in real time by the operator during
a catheterization procedure and ultimately archived for future use.
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accordance with local practice standards. A 0.014-inch coronary
guide wire is advanced well past the vessel segments to be imaged
and typically, 100- to 200-mcg doses of intracoronary nitroglycerin
are given to minimize coronary spasm upon advancement of the
IVUS probe. The IVUS catheter is flushed, prepped, connected,
and calibrated in accordance with manufacturer recommendations
specific to the catheter being used, then introduced over the guide
wire into the vessel and past the vessel segment to be imaged
(Fig. 17.3 and Video 17.3). Appropriate care must be taken as with
any intracoronary device manipulation to minimize the risk of
trauma to the vessel, thrombosis, or embolism. Image acquisition
may be performed at specific regions of interest with the IVUS
probe stationary in the vessel, or as a continuous pullback sequence
with the catheter withdrawn through a length of vessel. Pullback
recordings may be performed manually or using an external motor-
ized pullback device that has speed settings ranging from 0.5 to
1.0 mm/sec. The longitudinal resolution is determined by the pull-
back speed and a user-defined digitization frame rate.1,3,4 The
advantages of motorized pullback are that longitudinal resolution
remains constant and lesion length may be accurately measured.
Image acquisition is ECG gated to prevent systolic-diastolic and
cyclic motion artifacts.1 The starting and ending points of the pull-
back run are typically recorded under fluoroscopy or cineangiogra-
phy to facilitate ease of interpretation. The IVUS sequences are
digitally archived for immediate, later, or remote viewing.
MODALITIES OF IVUS IMAGING
A number of imaging modalities exist under the umbrella of IVUS.
The most commonly used mode is gray-scale imaging (Fig. 17.4
and Video 17.4). This type of imaging processes backscattered
acoustic signals in real time to create a two-dimensional cross-
sectional image in shades of gray. Reflection, absorption, and scat-
tering phenomena attenuate the returning echo amplitude. Increas-
ing gain amplifies the reflected signal during image acquisition in
both the signal and noise. Dynamic range, also known as contrast
resolution, refers to the ability to reconcile subtle differences in tis-
sue density. A lower dynamic range results in images that are dom-
inantly black or white without many intermediate gray levels. A
higher dynamic range incorporates more shades of gray that reflect
softer tissue structures so that tissue subtleties are highlighted.8
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Figure 17.3. Intravascular ultrasound image of a proximal left arterial descending artery stent. A, Post-stent deployment angiographic result.
B, Positioning of the IVUS catheter in the mid-LAD segment distal to the stent margin, before pullback. C, Intravascular ultrasound with color flow
imaging of the LAD stent demonstrates appropriate sizing and apposition of the stent.
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Figure 17.4. Matched gray-scale intravascular ultrasound and VH IVUS Imaging System images of proximal to mid-left anterior descending artery ath-
erosclerosis in a patient who had developed an acute coronary syndrome. Angiographically, the proximal, visibly stenotic segment reveals luminal narrow-
ing by gray-scale and VH IVUSwith large plaque burden. Yet a distal segment that does not appear to be as severely stenosed by angiography also shows
significant luminal compromise. Note the discrepancy between the two segments in plaque composition assessed by VH IVUS. The proximal segment
evidences greater necrotic core content (red) whereas the distal segment is composed primarily of fibrous (dark green) and fibrofatty (light green) plaque.
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Gray-scale resolution may be influenced by several factors as
reviewed in the previous section, and longitudinal resolution is
dependent on pullback rate and framing speed.

ChromaFlo imaging (Volcano Corp., Rancho Cordova, Calif.)
is a proprietary adjunct to gray-scale imaging; it tracks blood flow
within the vessel lumen in real time. This software is based on con-
ventional Doppler shift principles with frequency differences
relating to calculated velocities. The ChromaFlo software captures
up to 30 frames per second, comparing sequential axial images in
real time. It discerns slight differences in the position of echogenic
blood particles between successive images and denotes blood flow
using a red color scheme.9 Demarcation of blood flow within the
vessel is particularly helpful in visualizing dissection, ulceration,
perforation, and side branches. It is also helpful for determining
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adequacy of stent deployment and apposition as well as differenti-
ating soft plaque, thrombi, and blood speckle.

Other advanced postprocessing techniques such as autoregressive
modeling, fast Fourier transformation, and wavelet analysis allow
characterization of different histologic tissue typeswithin atheroscle-
rotic plaque. VH-IVUS (Volcano Corp., Rancho Cordova, Calif.)
uses autoregressive spectral analysis of IVUS backscattered data,
whereas iMAP IVUS (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, Mass.)
employs a different algorithm for backscattered ultrasound frequency
spectrum analysis.10,11 The four identifiable tissue types represented
in VH and iMAP terminology are fibrous/fibrotic, fibrofatty/lipidic,
necrotic core/necrotic, and dense calcium/calcific (see Fig. 17.4).
These algorithms have been validated and used in multiple clinical
studies to date, including the multicenter PROSPECT trial, which
used VH-IVUS to estimate future atherothrombotic risk in patients
who had developed acute coronary syndromes.12

IVUS technologies that are currently investigational include
high-definition (HD-IVUS; Silicon Valley Medical Instruments,
Fremont, Calif.) and forward-looking IVUS (FL.IVUS; Volcano
Corp., Rancho Cordova, Calif.). HD IVUS employs a transducer,
which may be operated at 40 or 60 MHz for maximal axial resolu-
tion. The objective of this approach is to provide near-optical res-
olution without the limited penetration and device complexity that
comes with optical coherence tomography (OCT).13 FL.IVUS
combines an imaging catheter with radiofrequency tissue ablation
for chronic total occlusion (CTO) recanalization. FL.IVUS can be
used to address the inability of conventional (cross-sectional) IVUS
to acquire images distal to the transducer. FL.IVUS employs a 300-
Hz spiraling ultrasonic beam that is directed forward to create 60-
degree conical volumes 5 to 10 mm distal to the catheter tip.14,15

One proposed development pathway is to mate the FL.IVUS imag-
ing catheter with a radiofrequency ablation device, allowing high-
fidelity luminal catheter positioning information to assist with safe
CTO recanalization.16

CONCLUSIONS
Intravascular ultrasound imaging remains an important if under-
used adjunct to conventional coronary angiography. Recent years
have seen a proliferation of IVUS imaging systems, miniaturization
of IVUS catheters, and development of advanced complementary
imaging technologies. Established applications of IVUS include
assessing vascular anatomy, precisely quantifying lesion extent
and severity, characterizing plaque, planning PCI strategy, and opti-
mizing PCI results. Future applications may include high-resolution
IVUS imaging and assessing vessels in longitudinal tissue planes.

Please access Expert Consult to see Video 17.3 and Video 17.4.
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18 Intravascular Ultrasound: Applications
and Limitations

Elizabeth M. Retzer, MD, Vikrant Jagadeesan, MD, Sandeep Nathan, MD, MSc
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) was originally developed in the
mid-1950s as a diagnostic tool for imaging the endocardial surfaces
of cardiac chambers, but it evolved over the next several decades
into a useful in vivo coronary imaging tool. The first human coro-
nary image was generated with IVUS in 1988, and it subsequently
progressed to its current role as an important adjunct to complex
percutaneous coronary intervention.1–3 As detailed in the previous
chapter, even when optimal image quality is attained, angiography
only provides two-dimensional lumenography of what is often a
complex, three-dimensional structure. Diagnostic accuracy and
reproducibility of angiography can be hindered by numerous fac-
tors, including contrast streaming, motion artifacts, lesion foreshor-
tening and eccentricity, ectasia or diffuse reference vessel disease
(rendering reference vessel caliber difficult or impossible to ascer-
tain), tortuosity, and vessel overlap.1–4 IVUS potentially remedies
many of these deficiencies by generating reproducible, tomo-
graphic images of the vessel lumen, and by providing additional
vessel- and lesion-specific characteristics not observable or quan-
tifiable by conventional angiographic imaging techniques alone.

CURRENT APPLICATIONS

Types of IVUS Imaging and Basics of Image
Interpretation
As introduced in the preceding chapter, there are multiple IVUS
imaging modes currently available, each providing valuable infor-
mation about the vascular segment of interest. Gray-scale imaging,
serving as the foundation technology, allows for visualization of the
vessel wall and delineation of its three layers, so that vessel
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dimensions and remodeling can be assessed. Lesion severity;
eccentricity; gross compositional and topographic features, such
as presence, extent, and depth of calcification; and presence of dis-
sections can all be determined as well. IVUS imaging fundamen-
tally relies on the ability to distinguish adjacent tissue planes and
tissue types on the basis of differences in acoustic signature. Mus-
cular arteries such as those in the coronary tree typically display a
trilayer appearance. The intima appears as a thin white stripe clos-
est to the lumen. The central layer is the smooth muscle of the
media, which appears echolucent (black); and the outer layer is
collagen-rich, echodense adventitia, which is white and has a char-
acteristic onionskin appearance.4,5 Plaque in a diseased vessel is
confluent with the intima, and connective tissue surrounding a ves-
sel is as echoreflective as the adventitia; therefore, distinct bound-
aries are not visualized in either case (between intima and plaque,
or between adventitia and connective tissue) (Fig. 18.1).6 The
addition of nondirectional, color flow imaging (ChromaFlo, Vol-
cano Corp., Rancho Cordova, Calif.) to gray-scale IVUS provides
A
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Media
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Figure 18.1. Undiseased coronary artery (A) and diseased coronary artery
catheter, lumen, and intimal, medial, and adventitial borders are noted. Undi
and internal elastic lamina/membrane (IEL/IEM) are the structuresmost proxim
are the smooth muscle of the media, appearing echolucent (black) and the c
onionskin appearance. The external elastic membrane (EEM) separates the m
rotic plaque (contained between the red and yellow traces). There is no dist

A

Figure 18.2. Matched intravascular ultrasound frames. Blood speckle (A, as
be difficult to differentiate from soft plaque or thrombus. Nondirectional colo
arrow).
real-time information regarding blood flow within the vessel. This
helps further delineate dissection planes, identify side branches and
aids in evaluations of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
results and device deployment (i.e., stent strut apposition).7 Addi-
tionally, this application also helps distinguish blood speckle
from soft plaque, thrombus, and other tissues and materials
(Fig. 18.2). Virtual Histology (Volcano Corp., Rancho Cordova,
Calif.) and iMAP (Boston Scientific, Natick, Mass.) can be used
to evaluate lesion composition, differentiating between fibrous
and fibrofatty tissue, necrotic core, and dense calcium (Fig. 17.4;
also illustrated in the preceding chapter).8,9

IVUS for Assessment of Lesion Severity
Assessment of coronary artery disease severity and distribution
remains one of the most widely used applications of IVUS today.
Vessels that appear normal or minimally diseased during angio-
graphic inspection often tell a different tale when analyzed using
B
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ia

e

(B) by gray-scale intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) with ChromaFlo. IVUS
seased coronary arteries typically have a trilayer appearance. The intima
al to the IVUS catheter, appearing as a thin white stripe. Adjacent to these
ollagenous, echodense adventitia appearing white with a characteristic
edia from the adventitia. In B, the intima is confluent with the atheroscle-
inct boundary between the two.

B

terisk), which may be seen in high dynamic range gray-scale images, can
r flow imaging (ChromaFlo, B) helps identify the luminal border (yellow
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Figure 18.3. Use of intravascular ultrasound to elucidate various mechanisms of stenosis observed on angiography. A, Complex mixed plaque with
intimal/medial dissection (asterisks).B, Eccentric plaquewith two-quadrant calcification (arrow) and acoustic shadowing (shaded).C, Extrinsic left main
coronary artery compression by the pulmonary artery in a patient with severe pulmonary hypertension. D, A well-apposed but clearly undersized 3.0-
mm drug-eluting stent (DES) in the mid-left anterior descending artery.
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IVUS. The initial response of the human coronary artery to plaque
growth is positive (outward) remodeling with expansion of the
external elastic membrane, accommodating a significant athero-
sclerotic burden within the vessel wall and preserving luminal area
and geometry. In advanced atherosclerotic disease, further accumu-
lation of atheroma results in luminal compromise.3,4,10 Negative
(constrictive) remodeling may also occur.4 The later stages of dis-
ease characterized by luminal reduction are more readily observed
by standard angiographic techniques; significant intraobserver and
interobserver variability has been demonstrated in the assessment
of angiographically intermediate (40% to 70%) stenosis in the left
main and non–left main coronary vessels.11–13 Angiographically
occult disease can be identified with IVUS, and it facilitates repro-
ducible quantification of lesion severity across a wide range of
locations.14,15

Figure 18.4 (Video 18.4) details the basic IVUS measurements
used in quantification of lesion severity. All IVUS systems provide
true distance quantification with an on-screen measurement grid
and electronic calipers and tracing tools. Unlike measurements in
radiographic imaging, which are affected by magnification and
radiation source to image-receptor distance (SID), IVUS measure-
ments do not require calibration. Comparison of the minimal lumi-
nal area (MLA) on an IVUS cross section taken at the area of
greatest angiographic stenosis with the luminal area of an adjacent,
angiographically normal segment (reference luminal area [RLA])
is the estimation most appropriate for determining lesion severity.
Although plaque burden measurement may have prognostic value,
it should not be used as a surrogate for stenosis area, given that pos-
itive remodeling in the diseased segment will invariably lead to
overestimation of lesion severity.3,4,9 Other important caveats also
apply when considering the use of IVUS in assessing intermediate
coronary disease or guiding the decision to intervene. First, there is
rarely a truly undiseased segment of vessel close to the lesion to serve
as a comparator. When performed pre-PCI, IVUS of the angiograph-
ically normal reference segment has been shown to be truly normal in
less than 7% of cases, and on average it reveals a plaque burden of
51%.16 Furthermore, neither measured MLA nor calculated area
stenosis (applied dichotomously using cutoff values) consistently
correlate with objective measures of myocardial ischemia. IVUS
has historically fulfilled the role of determining lesion significance.
Suggested cutoff values are (1) less than 4 mm2 in non–left main cor-
onary artery lesions, (2) less than 6 mm2 in symptomatic left main
coronary artery lesions, and (3) less than 7 mm2 in asymptomatic left
main coronary artery disease.4,9 Yet there is sometimes inconsis-
tency between these cutoff values and objective evidence of ische-
mia (e.g., by fractional flow reserve [FFR], nuclear perfusion
imaging), which is most likely because there are several other fac-
tors, including disease length, vessel angulation and branching,
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Stenosis (ostial LMCA) Reference segment (mid LMCA)

Figure 18.4. Intravenous ultrasound (IVUS) vessel measurements. A, Angiography reveals intermediate ostial left main coronary artery (LMCA) stenosis
with mild pressure damping. B, Graphic representation of the LMCA with ostial lesion and undiseased reference segment. C, IVUS of ostial LMCA. The
external elastic membrane (EEM) area of the stenotic frame is outlined in blue (Area 2) and the minimal luminal area (MLA) outlined in green (Area 1). The
atheroma area (plaque+media) is stenosis EEM�MLA. D, Reference luminal area (RLA). Plaque burden¼ (Atheroma area/Stenosis EEM area)�100:
[(17.5�9.9)/(17.5)]�100¼43.4% plaque burden. Area stenosis¼ [(RLA�MLA)/RLA]�100: [(13.7�9.9)/(13.7)]�100¼27.7% stenosis severity.
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and entry and exit forces, that may contribute to ischemia.9 Recent
investigations have shown a moderate correlation between anatomic
measurements derived from IVUS and ischemia provenwith FFR, but
MLA cutoff values vary greatly with reference vessel diameter.9,17

Thus it is preferable to use physiologic assessments of ischemia in
the setting of intermediate coronary lesions when possible, reserving
IVUS for determining morphologic features of atherosclerosis and for
planning and optimizing PCI. 4,9,17
IVUS for Assessment of Plaque Characteristics
Evaluation of plaque characteristics is helpful not only for planning
an interventional strategy, but also for identifying vulnerable and
ruptured (culprit) plaques and elucidating the mechanism of coro-
nary stenosis (see Fig. 18.3). As in IVUS imaging of undiseased
vessel layers, different plaque components vary greatly in their
acoustic signatures. Regions with fatty plaque components are
weakly echogenic, whereas fibrous tissue is more reflective, with
a level of brightness similar to that of the adventitia. Areas of pla-
que calcification are very echodense and are usually associated
with acoustic shadowing, rendering the depth of the calcification
difficult to ascertain. Reverberations from the calcium may appear
as successive echodense arcs extending radially from the calcium.
Soft plaque, thrombus, and blood speckle in a patent vessel lumen
may all be comparably echogenic. Color flow assessment may help
clarify the lumen-plaque boundary; however, it will not distinguish
between thrombus and soft plaque (see Fig. 18.2).3,4 Other
important anatomic features discernable by IVUS include dissec-
tions (spontaneous or iatrogenic), ulcerations, intramural hemato-
mas, aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms, vascular remodeling,
myocardial bridging, and extrinsic compression.
Pre- and Post-PCI Assessment Using IVUS
Use of IVUS for planning interventional strategy and optimizing
acute PCI results are widely accepted applications for
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intravascular imaging. Suboptimal stent deployment, even in the
face of acceptable angiographic results, may set the stage for future
target vessel failure from restenosis, stent thrombosis, or both. It is
also well known that many resilient and calcified lesions may
appear deceptively straightforward by angiography alone, under-
scoring the utility of IVUS as a guide during rotational atherect-
omy, cutting and scoring balloon angioplasty, and other
procedures in preparation for stenting. The value of IVUS guidance
in stenting has been clearly demonstrated with bare metal stent
(BMS) implantation. Systematic analysis of trial data has demon-
strated significant reductions in restenosis and target vessel revas-
cularization.9,18 Although large-scale prospective studies of IVUS
guidance for implanting drug-eluting stents are lacking, it is reason-
able to conclude from existing data that use of IVUS at the very
least promotes favorable immediate results from stenting, and it
likely improves long-term outcomes as well. Positive results are
particularly associated with IVUS assistance in treating complex
disease. Available data suggest that the incorporation of IVUS
alters PCI strategy with postdilatation; larger balloons and higher
dilation pressures are used more often.9,19 Data suggest that IVUS
guidance reduces the risk of thrombosis associated with BMS and
drug-eluting stent (DES). The increased resolution associated with
IVUS promotes selection of the proper stent size and helps prevent
stent malapposition (Fig. 18.5 and Video 18.5), both of which
reduce potential complications.20–22 Finally, IVUS guidance may
also play an important role in PCI of complex lesion subsets, such
as unprotected left main coronary artery (LMCA), saphenous vein
grafts, and bifurcation lesions, and for understanding the mechanism
of in-stent restenosis and stent thrombosis. Practice guidelines pub-
lished by the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American
TABLE 18.1 Recommendations for Use of Intravascular Ultrasound

Class LOE Recommendations

IIa B IVUS is reasonable for the assessment of angiographically in
B IVUS and coronary angiography are reasonable 4 to 6 weeks a

progressive cardiac allograft vasculopathy, and provide p
C IVUS is reasonable to determine the mechanism of stent res

IIb B IVUS may be reasonable for the assessment of non–left ma
(50%-70% diameter stenosis).

B IVUS may be considered for guidance of coronary stent imp
C IVUS may be reasonable to determine the mechanism of ste

III C IVUS for routine lesion assessment are only recommended w

CABG, Coronary artery bypass graft; CAD, coronary artery disease; IVUS, intr
intervention.

Adapted from 2011 ACCF/AHA/SCAI Guideline for Percutaneous Coronary Inter
Guideline for percutaneous coronary intervention: executive summary: a rep
Association Task Force on Practice Guidelines and the Society for Cardiova

A

Figure 18.5. Stent placed in an obtusemarginal branch, extending into the le
marginal branch. B, Malapposed stent struts at the proximal portion of the
Heart Association Task Force on Practice Guidelines and the Society
for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions outline the
evidence-based applications of IVUS imaging (Table 18.1).23

LIMITATIONS
Limitations of IVUS may be broadly divided into shortcomings of
the technology and imaging artifacts that render the acquired
images difficult to interpret or less clinically helpful. As noted in
the previous chapter, axial resolution is a function of transducer fre-
quency, with higher frequency (40 to 45 MHz) probes offering
greater axial resolution but lower far-field penetration than lower
frequency (20 MHz) probes. The dynamic range and therefore
the characteristic appearance of gray-scale IVUS images also vary
to some degree between solid-state and mechanical rotational sys-
tems.3 Also, IVUS imaging simply may not be feasible in complex
or tortuous anatomy, because the deliverability of even the most
contemporary IVUS catheters lags significantly behind that of
the current generation of coronary balloons and stents.

Visual artifacts may occasionally be introduced by the catheter
itself. Use of a rotational IVUS catheter in highly calcified or tor-
tuous vessels may result in nonuniform rotational distortion
(NURD), which smudges the image. This artifact results from
increased friction on the drive cable, causing uneven rotation of
the imaging element. This can be relieved by straightening or repo-
sitioning the catheter and by loosening the hemostatic valve,
thereby decreasing tension. Ring-down artifact manifests as a halo
immediately adjacent to a phased-array IVUS catheter; therefore,
images of the portion of vessel that falls in this zone cannot be inter-
preted. This can be eliminated by adjusting the time gain control, or
determinant left main CAD.
nd 1 year after cardiac transplantation to exclude donor CAD, detect rapidly
rognostic information.
tenosis.
in coronary arteries with angiographically intermediate coronary stenosis

lantation, particularly in cases of left main coronary artery stenting.
nt thrombosis.
hen revascularization with PCI or CABG is a treatment option.

avascular ultrasound; LOE, level of evidence; PCI, percutaneous coronary

vention. LevineGN, Bates ER, Blankenship JC, et al: 2011 ACCF/AHA/SCAI
ort of the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart
scular Angiography and Interventions, Circulation 124:2547-2609, 2011.

B

ft circumflex.A, An appropriately-sized, well-apposed stent in the obtuse
stent, protruding into the left circumflex artery (arrows).
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ringing down. Blood speckle artifact can occur with decreased
blood velocity, leading to loss of boundary distinction between
lumen and plaque. This decreased velocity tends to occur where
there is highly stenotic disease, and it can be cleared by adjusting
the time gain control or flushing the catheter. Or, if it is available,
color flow imaging may be used to help delineate luminal borders.
Lastly, geometric distortion of a lesion can occur from oblique
imaging, giving inaccurate information about disease length and
severity. With careful attention to relieving tension on the equip-
ment and maintaining coaxial catheter placement, this also can usu-
ally be prevented.3,4
CONCLUSIONS
Coronary IVUS represents a mature technology with proven value
when used as a complement to coronary angiography. IVUS imaging
encompasses an ever-growing list of adjunctive imaging modalities
and potential applications. Accepted uses for IVUS currently include
assessment of angiographically indeterminate disease, evaluation of
lesion distribution and characteristics of pre-PCI and optimization of
post-PCI results. Investigational IVUS-based technologies seek to
characterize plaque composition, image in different planes than the
current cross-sectional orientation, and provide higher-fidelity
images to help guide therapy.

Please access Expert Consult to see Videos 18.4 and 18.5.
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BACKGROUND
Despite the contributions of echocardiography to cardiac diagnosis
over the past three decades, the recent development of hand-held
ultrasound devices may herald an unprecedented era—one of ultra-
sound physical examination. The immediate clinical value of data
rapidly obtained from miniaturized devices disrupts the standard
conventions of echocardiography and represents a substantial
change in the traditional philosophy and goals of cardiac ultrasound
imaging. An examination obtained using an ultrasound stethoscope
is best done by the physician as a directed search for simplified
ultrasound signs and not one to define and measure all normal
and abnormal structures. This focused approach greatly reduces
the length and complexity of the examination and represents a fun-
damental difference with the practice of echocardiography.
Focused cardiac ultrasound (FCU) has been differentiated from
limited echocardiography in an expert consensus document of
the American Society of Echocardiography (Table 19.1).1 In
FCU practice, the physician limits the number of views to only
those focused to one clinical issue, as compared with a limited
echocardiogram, in which the user is responsible for all diagnoses,
primary and incidental, manifest on each of a limited number of
views. In limited echocardiography, the requirements of quantify-
ing, reporting, archiving, and billing make the use of pocket-sized
ultrasound devices untenable; whereas in FCU, results can be
charted as a part of the physical examination simply as positives
or pertinent negatives. As a new technique, the definition of
FCU has important implications for physician competency and
scope of practice, patient expectations, and medicolegal risk.
INSTRUMENTATION
The form of pocket-sized ultrasound stethoscopes follows their
intended function by maximizing portability and simplicity for fre-
quent, brief applications. Four pocket-sized devices are currently
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
(Fig. 19.1). Common features include rechargeable battery as
power source, small screen, limited user interface for entering
patient information, docking station for archiving studies to a com-
puter, and viewing software. At the present time, additional fea-
tures vary by manufacturer and include color or spectral Doppler
feature, interchangeable transducers, and even smartphone or tablet
connectivity. Image presets are available to allow quick boot up for
cardiac, abdominal, or OB-GYN imaging. The presence of either a
color or spectral Doppler feature provides the user with at least the
ability to determine whether an anechoic region is a cyst or vessel,
and arterial and venous flow patterns can be visually distinguished
on a gross level. For themore advanced user, color Doppler can also
be used to identify valvular regurgitation and grossly estimate
severity.2 Pulsed wave spectral Doppler can potentially be used
to assess diastolic filling patterns. Battery life generally provides
1 to 2 hours of continuous imaging, further promoting quick-look
application and recharging every 1 to 2 days. Future developments
may involve transducer technology and interfacing and capitalize
on the advancements made in mobile phone technologies; these
include touch screen or voice commands, and wireless and cordless
connectivity. Remote real-time imaging and telementoring has
already been reported as a feasible and inexpensive method for
health-care delivery and training.3 In summary, unlike fully fea-
tured, laptop-sized echocardiographic platforms, ultrasound stetho-
scopes have limited measurement capabilities and are not designed
for formal echocardiographic studies.

Currently, a first-generation pocket-sized device is the most
expensive device a physician will routinely carry, generally selling
in the United States for around $8000. No specific payer reimburse-
ment exists for use of these devices to augment bedside examina-
tion. However, cost-savings to health-care systems have been
projected by improving diagnostic efficiency in echocardiographic
referral4 and appropriateness of triage or consultation. At the cur-
rent price, partnerships, call groups, hospital departments or floors,
and clinics often share a device, but a reduction in price of these
devices will likely be necessary for purchase by individual physi-
cians. As a benefit of ongoing studies of the cost utility of these
ultrasound devices, insights into the economic and prognostic value
of both traditional and ultrasound-augmented cardiac physical
examination may ultimately be revealed.
TECHNIQUE
To date there is no consensus on the best technique for using
these ultrasound devices, and those currently employed can be
categorized by two different philosophies of imaging, resulting
in the creation of (1) many different sets of diagnosis-based,
symptom-based, or “focused” imaging protocols for specific clin-
ical indications; or (2) a single simplified general examination to
augment physical examination. As to the former, the burgeoning
nature of this field has created initial diversity in practice. For
example, there are more than 15 separate acronyms and imaging
protocols to use for unexplained hypotension in the emergency
and critical care literature.5 The development of each imaging pro-
tocol to answer a specific clinical question has inherent difficulties in
(1) compromising between the potentially opposing needs for brevity
and highest diagnostic sensitivity, and (2) determining liability asso-
ciated with disregarding significant yet incidental findings. Unlike
the one-size-fits-all, comprehensive imaging philosophy for standard
echocardiography, currently published limited, quick-look, or
focused imaging protocols have been tailored by the specific clinical
needs, patient presentations, and disease prevalence within different
subspecialties. If such heterogeneity continues, user training will be
variable, and a standardized curriculumwould be difficult to develop
for medical education. Memorization of multiple, often unrelated
imaging protocols, each with its own specific accuracies and
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Figure 19.1. Current pocket-sized ultrasound instrumentation and technique. A, 2D imaging (longitudinal view) screens a nonpalpable 4.0-cm
abdominal aortic aneurysm (double-headed arrow). B, Color Doppler feature can be used to localize murmurs as specific valvular lesions, such as
severe mitral regurgitation causing left atrial enlargement. C, High-frequency probe detects subclinical atherosclerosis as carotid plaque (arrow).
D, Pulsed wave spectral Doppler can be used to assess left ventricular diastolic filling patterns. A, Atrial contraction wave; E, early filling wave.

TABLE 19.1 Limited Echocardiography versus Focused Cardiac Ultrasound (FCU)

Limited Echocardiogram FCU

Patients Any adult patient Defined scope of practice
Location of

imaging
Any location Defined scope of practice

Image protocol Skill to perform any view, but only selected views may be required Limited number of views
Equipment Full function (M-mode, 2D, color Doppler, spectral Doppler, TDI, contrast),

ECG-gated
2D minimum

Transducers Multiple Single
Measurements Advanced quantification None or linear measurement
Acquisition Sonographer or level II/III echocardiographer Physician with FCU training
Interpretation Echocardiographer; all pathology and normal structures within imaging view Physician with FCU training defined, limited scope
Image storage DICOM format, archived for easy retrieval and review Only for select indications (see text)
Documentation Formal report meeting ICAEL standards Documentation as brief report or as part of PE,

depending on indication
Billing 93308 None

DICOM, Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine; ICAEL, Intersocietal Commission for the Accreditation of Echocardiography Laboratories;
PE, physical examination; TDI, tissue Doppler imaging.

From Spencer KT, Kimura BJ, Korcarz CE, et al: Focused cardiac ultrasound: recommendations from the American Society of Echocardiography, J Am Soc
Echocardiogr 26:567-581, 2013.
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limitations, would become necessary for each physician’s particular
practice and patient mix.

Another approach is to employ bedside ultrasound to augment
the physical examination and model its use as a general examina-
tion for all patients during all presentations. Physical examination
findings, such as a sustained apical impulse, gallop sounds, rales,
and elevated jugular venous pressure, are time-honored targets that
underlie our knowledge of cardiac physiology and direct bedside
diagnosis. A brief, multitargeted ultrasound survey can improve
detection of left ventricular systolic dysfunction, left atrial enlarge-
ment, pulmonary edema, pleural effusions, and elevated central
venous pressures.9 Each of these targets has been shown to have
diagnostic and/or prognostic value when detected by ultra-
sound6–9 and represent the fundamental pathologies that have long
been embedded in formative thinking at the bedside. Clinical syn-
thesis of these basic ultrasound findings earlier in the diagnostic
process can help form a more accurate cardiopulmonary differen-
tial diagnosis. A logical search for a few ultrasound signs may be
simpler to teach and memorize than the sets of unrelated, focused
examinations to rule in or rule out specific diagnoses. In the future,
one could imagine that both imaging philosophies would coexist,
starting with the fundamental teaching of a basic ultrasound phys-
ical examination to all physicians; specific, diagnosis-based,
focused examinations could be left for subspecialty or advanced



Box 19.1 Cardiac Physical Examination Targets Suitable
for the Ultrasound Stethoscope

LV systolic dysfunction, LV
aneurysm

Pericardial effusion
Isolated RV enlargement

Left atrial enlargement
Severe LV wall thickening
(>15 mm)

Aortic root aneurysm
Aortic valve calcification
Mitral valve prolapse or stenosis
Pulmonary edema
Pleural effusion,
hemidiaphragm

Pneumothorax

Inferior vena cava size and
dynamics

Infrarenal abdominal aortic
aneurysm

Renal size asymmetry
Fatty liver disease
Carotid atheroma*
Deep vein thrombosis*

*High-frequency vascular probe.
LV, Left ventricular; RV, right ventricular.

Box 19.2 Technique Considerations Unique to Pocket-Sized
Ultrasound Devices

1. Patient is supine or in semi-Fowler position
2. Physician performs imaging during physical examination
3. Procedure needs short, specific explanation to patient
4. Brief (<5 min) imaging application with limited number of views
5. Minimize gel reapplications, preferably use only a single dollop
6. Device drop, misplacement, and contamination risks
7. Study interpreted on the spot, while imaging
8. Image recording is not mandatory
9. Document subjective findings, preferably as a component of

physical examination
10. Recharge device battery every 1-2 days
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use, which is similar to our current practice of physical examina-
tion. A variety of ultrasound targets pertinent to cardiovascular
medicine can be detected by a quick look with an ultrasound stetho-
scope (Box 19.1). Proponents have suggested that improved bed-
side examination would reduce unnecessary testing and provide
more accurate initial diagnoses. Opponents have questioned
whether current bedside practice, which relies on the sensitivity
of patient history and biomarker testing and the specificity of phys-
ical examination, would benefit enough from ultrasound to offset
the costs of such practice.

Regardless of imaging philosophy, the application of cardiac
ultrasound occurs during physical examination (Box 19.2). For
most exams, the patient has to minimally disrobe to allow access
to the anterior chest and abdomen. Ideally the patient is supine
and approached from his or her right, similar to traditional bedside
physical examination. The ultrasound device is described to the
patient as a “modern stethoscope,” primarily to communicate the
concept of a modernized physical examination and not set an
expectation of formal ultrasound examination. The device is booted
up with confirmation of a cardiac imaging preset, with the direc-
tional marker on the right of the apex of the screen. Before imaging,
a single dollop of gel is placed on the patient’s chest or abdomen as
a reservoir into which the probe surface can be frequently dipped to
refresh surface coverage, similar to a paintbrush-and-palette tech-
nique. The body of the device is best held and operated in an
ungloved left hand where gain and depth can be manipulated with
the left thumb (see Fig. 19.1, insets). The right hand, which the user
can glove, holds the transducer to obtain the appropriate windows
and is anchored by its contact with the patient’s skin to prevent it
from sliding away from an optimized position. During this exam-
ination, a general attempt is made to minimize gel bottle reapplica-
tions and maintain control and cleanliness of the device by not
placing the unit on the patient or bed, where it could be dislodged,
contaminated, or even lost. The physician proceeds to interpret
each view on the spot and then moves on to the next transducer site,
dipping into the original gel dollop as necessary. Image or video
loop recordings are not mandatory, and acquiring them is left to
physician discretion, but they can be useful to later compare with
prior exams, seek outside opinion, or demonstrate the findings to
the patient. Afterward the gel is wiped off the probe, its cord,
and the patient; the device is placed back into the physician’s coat
pocket to prevent misplacement or loss. Impressions are recorded in
the medical record, preferably as a part of the physician’s physical
examination and not as a standalone test result. Afterward, any
saved images can be individually downloaded, reviewed, and inte-
grated into the medical record; or these steps can be postponed until
the end of the day. Typically the device is placed in a dock for stor-
age and recharging overnight if needed.

The practical challenge for the ultrasound stethoscope is in
defining the scope of its clinical application. Prior evidence should
guide the selection of cardiovascular targets for further ultrasound
inquiry, and the targets should be amenable to quick-look detection
after minimal training.8,9 The process required for their detection
should be easily incorporated into a physical examination tech-
nique, and the target should affect outcome. Because its capabilities
are limited and the time for examination is short, the ultrasound
stethoscope must screen for large and/or easily recognized
abnormalities. An abnormality found on bedside examination, by
ultrasound or otherwise, is then considered for confirmation by
formal echocardiographic study or consultation. For instance, the
presence of left atrial enlargement has been related to abnormalities
on echocardiography8; it can signify elevation of left atrial pres-
sure, presence of significant mitral valve disease, or arrhyth-
mia—all legitimate reasons to consider cardiac consultation and
obtain a standard echocardiogram. In the future, the development
of a standardized, evidence-based technique for all physicians to
learn in medical training will maximize the use of the ultrasound
stethoscope in medical practice. In parallel to this process, modifi-
cations in instrumentation will likely promote affordability, wire-
less connectivity, and subspecialty modifications.
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Box 20.1 Goals

1. Identify reduced
traditional bedsi

2. Determine volum
(more feasible a

3. Identify marked
4. Identify significa
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Box 20.2 Applications of Focused Cardiac Ultrasound

1. The need for clinical evaluation is emergent or urgent and
echocardiography is not immediately available
a. Hemodynamic instability or shock
b. Chest trauma
c. Clinical suspicion of pericardial tamponade
d. Cardiac arrest

2. Findings from focused cardiac ultrasound–facilitated physical
examination would allow more rapid triage, and directed clinical
management and echocardiography are not available
a. Acutely decompensated heart failure at initial point of care
b. Undifferentiated patient with dyspnea
c. Undifferentiated patient with hypotension
Echocardiography permits rapid assessment of cardiac size, struc-
ture, function, and hemodynamics. Successful clinical application
of echocardiography is dependent on users who are expertly trained
in image acquisition, analysis, and interpretation and who are
familiar with the comprehensive guidelines on the use of echocar-
diography in clinical practice. Physicians from many specialties
have become interested in harvesting the diagnostic value of car-
diac ultrasound in clinical settings relevant to their scope of prac-
tice. This has led to the concept of focused use of cardiac ultrasound
(FCU). The hypothesis is that nontraditional users, who have less
training in cardiac image acquisition and interpretation compared
with those trained in echocardiography, can augment their physical
examination by acquiring and interpreting cardiac ultrasound
images. FCU is a focused examination of the cardiovascular system
performed by a physician using ultrasound as an adjunct to the
physical examination to recognize specific ultrasonic signs that
represent a narrow list of potential diagnoses in specific clinical
settings.1

APPLICATIONS
Assuming that training requirements are met and maintenance of
competency and quality assurance are documented, many adult
medical and surgical specialties could potentially use FCU. It is
essential that physicians using FCU are knowledgeable on the lim-
itations of FCU devices and have realistic expectations on their
abilities to acquire and interpret cardiac images. Inappropriate
application of FCU beyond a defined scope of practice could lead
to adverse consequences for patient care.

It is clear that image acquisition ability and interpretative train-
ing limit the pathologies that can be detected using FCU. However,
several cardiac abnormalities have been demonstrated as detectable
by physicians performing FCU (Box 20.1). The most commonly
studied pathology that was adequately detected using FCU was left
ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction, where sensitivities of 73% to
100% and specificities of 64% to 96% have been demonstrated.2–12

Other abnormalities with less validation include LV enlarge-
ment,13,14 LV hypertrophy,15,16 left atrial (LA) enlargement,8,13,17

right ventricular (RV) enlargement,16 pericardial effusion,8,13,16

and inferior vena cava (IVC) size.16,18–22

Although the ability to detect abnormalities at the bedside by
FCU is lower than that associated with a traditional echocardio-
gram, FCU use allows detection of cardiac pathology more accu-
rately than physical examination,3,10,14,16,18,23–25 supporting its
use as an adjunct to physical examination. The greatest value of
FCU is as an adjunct to the history and physical examination in
an attempt to provide more rapid and appropriate patient manage-
ment in the early phases of his or her presentation (Box 20.2).
Findings from FCU may not be not definitive; the presence of
of Focused Cardiac Ultrasound

left ventricular systolic function (superior to
de evaluation)
e status as measured by right atrial pressure
nd accurate than physical examination)
right ventricular enlargement
nt pericardial effusion
ultrasound signs must be integrated with other bedside information.
Once an initial diagnostic impression is made, individuals perform-
ing FCU will be making direct interventions based upon their find-
ings. Because FCU use directly affects patient care, it is imperative
that clinicians remain within their scope of practice. Medically
unwarranted overuse is a serious concern that justifies the establish-
ment of rigorous standards for training and scope of practice.
LIMITATIONS
With FCU, subjective interpretation of one or a few prechosen tar-
gets of interest is emphasized, with the intent that subsequent refer-
ral for an echocardiographic study will delineate and measure all
findings, including incidental or associated findings, which may
go unrecognized by FCU. With FCU, the goal is to quickly classify
abnormalities as present or absent using a predefined specific imag-
ing protocol, rather than detailed quantitative analysis. The practi-
tioner is “focused” on excluding or identifying a potentially
significant hemodynamic or structural abnormality. This approach
allows rapid detection of a small number of evidence-based targets
at the bedside that could provide clues to the patient’s cardiac sta-
tus. Because of the focused goals, FCU requires less training and
expertise than that considered adequate to perform echocardiogra-
phy. It is imperative to understand and recognize the limitations of
this technique (Box 20.3 and Table 20.1). Practitioners must recog-
nize the risk of a false-negative result of an FCU examination
Box 20.3 Limitations of Focused Cardiac Ultrasound

Transducer quality/selection
Devices used to image (smaller screens, fewer imaging modes, less

image processing)
Lack of ECG gating
Typically not quantitative
Imaging protocols from limited windows
Limited experience of user obtaining images
Limited experience of user interpreting images
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leading to delayed treatment, and the risk of a false-positive out-
come resulting in unnecessary treatment.
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In 4 years, contrast echocardiography will be celebrating its Golden
Jubilee. It was first described in 1968 by Gramiak and Shah1 and
then found increasing use for cardiac shunt detection using hand
agitated saline solutions.2 Assessment of myocardial perfusion
became possible in the early 1980s using sonicated contrast agents,
and precision microbubble development for transpulmonary transit
started a decade later.3 Microbubbles are now successfully used for
left ventricular cavity opacification during rest and stress, enhance-
ment of Doppler signals, and myocardial perfusion. They have also
been used for cardiac tumor characterization,4 skeletal muscle per-
fusion in patients with peripheral artery disease,5 quantification of
plaque burden, assessment of plaque activity (the latter through
vasa vasorum–derived perfusion6), and assessment of renal blood
flow.7 These microbubbles have been used to evaluate skin graft
viability8 and quantify cerebral perfusion9 in animal models. In
addition, there is exciting research in the field of molecular imaging
with ultrasound contrast agents.10

Major developments in contrast echocardiography have
occurred in the past two decades, with the advent of second- and
third-generation ultrasound contrast agents,11 online signal proces-
sing routines for detectingmicrobubbles in tissue,12 creation of pro-
tocols and algorithms for quantifying tissue perfusion,13 and studies
showing safety of contrast agents14 that have allowed their increas-
ing use in the clinical setting. However, contrast echocardiography
is still underused for various reasons.

In this section of the book, leaders in the field discuss important
elements in state-of-the-art contrast echocardiography. Thomas
Porter provides an update on ultrasound contrast agents. Jonathan
Lindner reviews the physics of ultrasound-microbubble interac-
tions. Kevin Wei discusses current applications and limitations
of contrast echocardiography. Sharon Mulvaugh defines the role
of contrast echocardiography in stress testing. And finally, Steven
Feinstein elucidates the role of contrast agents in imaging the
carotid arteries. The reader is directed to a white paper sponsored
by the American Society of Echocardiography on future research
directions and applications of ultrasound contrast agents.15
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22 Ultrasound Contrast Agents
Joan Olson, BS, RDCS, RVT, Feng Xie, MD, Thomas Porter, MD
The currently available ultrasound contrast agents in the United
States are Optison (General Electric Healthcare, Princeton, NJ)
and Definity (Lantheus Imaging, North Billerica, Mass.). In
Europe and Brazil, Sonovue (Bracco Diagnostics, Colleretto Gia-
cosa, Italy) is an approved contrast agent for left ventricular opa-
cification (Table 22.1). Agents that may be approved in the near
future in Europe include Imagify (Acusphere, Inc, Lexington,
Mass.). Sonozoid (General Electric Healthcare, Princeton, NJ)
is approved in Japan for tumor imaging, but not for cardiac
applications.

Contrast agents in the United States are currently approved only
for left ventricular opacification. In Europe, SonoVue is approved
for improving the detection of coronary artery disease and Doppler
enhancement. Imagify is seeking approval for both improved left
91



TABLE 22.1 Commercially Available Second-Generation Ultrasound Contrast Agents

Agent Manufacturer Shell Gas Approved

Optison GE Healthcare Albumin Perfluoropropane LVO, USA
Definity Lantheus Medical Imaging Lipid Perfluoropropane LVO, USA
SonoVue Bracco Diagnostics Amphiphilic phospholipids Sulfur hexafluoride LVO and Doppler, Europe/Brazil
Imagify Acusphere Polymer Perfluorobutane Seeking approval in Europe
Sonozoid GE Healthcare Lipid Perfluorobutane Noncardiac, Japan
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ventricular opacification and myocardial perfusion. However, all of
these agents can be used to examine myocardial blood flow with
perfusion imaging techniques available for more than 10 years
on Philips and Siemens ultrasound systems, and now available
on Toshiba and General Electric ultrasound scanners.
ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENT COMPOSITION
The improvement in left ventricular opacification achieved with
ultrasound contrast agents following venous injection or infusion
has been related to the incorporation of high molecular weight
gases inside themicrobubble shell (see Table 22.1). Highmolecular
weight gases (sulfur hexafluoride or perfluorocarbons) have both
lower diffusivity and lower blood solubility, which prolongs their
gas phase in blood.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
The success of contrast imaging depends on gain optimization, time
gain compensation, and mechanical index (MI) for imaging. Addi-
tionally, the contrast infusion rate or bolus size must be controlled
so that myocardial contrast enhancement can be obtained without
shadowing in the LV cavity.
ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN
The physician is responsible for the overall quality control of the
procedure, which begins by ensuring all personnel (cardiology fel-
lows, nurses, and sonographers) understand the concept of left ven-
tricular opacification optimization that is necessary for both bolus
injections and continuous infusions of microbubble contrast. The
physician must work with the lead sonographer and nursing team
to develop a standard operating procedure for using contrast. The
physician assigned to the lab that uses contrast agents must have
completed Level II or III training in echocardiography; training
must also include performing and interpreting at least 50 contrast
examinations with assistance before operating independently.1
ROLE OF THE SONOGRAPHER OR NURSE
Contrast is used to enhance images, improve border detection, and
provide information on myocardial perfusion at rest and during
functional stress echocardiographic studies. The contrast agent is
administered by a registered nurse or other qualified medical per-
sonnel. A continuous infusion or bolus injection of Definity or
Optison contrast is used. The nurse or sonographer prepares the
contrast solution before acquiring images. Definity is activated
by agitating the vial for 45 seconds in the Vialmix (Fig. 22.1).
Optison and SonoVue are distributed in glass vials that are ready
for use. For bolus injections, it is recommended that initial doses
be low (0.1 mL for Definity, 0.2 mL for Optison or SonoVue)
and that the flush be 5 to 10 mL of saline for 10 seconds. This
prevents excessive opacification and shadowing in the far field.
For contrast infusions, dilute 0.8 mL of Definity into 29 mL
normal saline for a total of approximately 30 mL; or half of a vial
of Optison or SonoVue can be diluted into 20 mL of saline.
The infusion rate is approximately 4 mL per minute by hand,
watching the clock. The solution should be mixed back and forth
periodically so that the contrast does not settle in the bottom of
the syringe.
SAFETY OF ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENTS
In October 2007, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issued a Boxed Warning regarding the use of Definity and Optison,
stating that deaths had occurred within 30 minutes of contrast
administration (http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/Postmarket
DrugSafetyInformationforPatientsandProviders/ucm110260.htm).
These findings seemed inconsistent with what was observed in
routine practice. Several single-center and multicenter studies
have evaluated the safety of ultrasound contrast (Table 22.2). In
all these studies, no such increase in mortality was observed when
compared with an equivalent patient population not receiving con-
trast. As shown in Table 22.2, there was no increased risk associ-
ated with contrast use in more than 100,000 patients, including
patients in the intensive care setting, patients with potential acute
coronary syndromes undergoing resting or stress echocardiogra-
phy, or in patients following acute myocardial infarction.2–14

More recent publications focusing on the use of contrast within
the first 24 hours of hospital admission have demonstrated that
patients receiving contrast may have a reduced mortality rate com-
pared with patients not receiving contrast, suggesting that the
increased diagnostic accuracy afforded by the use of contrast
may lead to earlier correct diagnoses and subsequent reduced
mortality.10

A rare anaphylactoid reaction may occur in response to Definity;
this is estimated to occur with a frequency of 0.006%.12 Therefore,
all nurses and sonographers using Definity should have hospital pol-
icies that ensure recognition of such a rare reaction and its treatment
(epinephrine, advanced cardiac life support measures for mainte-
nance of airway and treatment of hypotension/shock).

The safety and efficacy of ultrasound contrast agents in patients
with pulmonary hypertension and right-to-left cardiac shunts has
also been demonstrated,2,3 although this issue continues to be a con-
cern of the FDA. Ultrasound contrast agents have been shown to be
safe even in high-risk patients with pulmonary hypertension and
right-to-left cardiac shunts.16

http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/PostmarketDrugSafetyInformationforPatientsandProviders/ucm110260.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/PostmarketDrugSafetyInformationforPatientsandProviders/ucm110260.htm
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Figure 22.1. Essential components to preparing Definity® contrast agent for contrast infusion.

TABLE 22.2 Safety of Ultrasound Contrast Agents: Studies Published Since the FDA Boxed Warning in Patients with
and without Pulmonary Hypertension

Authors Year
Contrast
Agent

Study
Nature

Total
Patient
No.

Contrast
Patient
No.

Noncontrast
Patient No.

Contrast Noncontrast

Death MI Death MI

Wei et al2 2012 Definity PH 32 32 n/a 0 (%) 0 (0%) n/a n/a
Wever-Pinzon

et al3
2012 Definity PH 1513 1513 n/a 1 (0.06%) 0 (0%) n/a n/a

Exuzides et al4 2010 Optison Critically
iII

14,500 2900 11,600 38 (1.3%) n/a 129 (1.1%) n/a

Abdelmoneim
et al5

2010 Definity
Optison

Elevated
RVSP

16,434 6164 10,270 1 (0.016%) 3 (0.03%) 2 (0.03%) 5 (0.05%)

Abdelmoneim
et al6

2009 Definity
Optison

26,774 10,792 15,982 1 (0.009%) 3 (0.028%) 2 (0.013%) 7 (0.044%)

Dolan et al7 2009 Definity
Optison

48,308 42,408 5900 0 (0%)
30 min

2 (0.01%)
24 hr

0 (0%)
30 min

8 (0.019%)
24 hr

0 (0%) within
30 min

1 (0.017) within
24 hr only rest
echo

0 (0%) within
30 min

7 (0.01%) within
24 hr only rest
echo

Gaibazzi et al8 2009 SonoVue 500 500 n/a 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (0.1%)

Authors Year
Contrast
Agent

Study
Nature

Total
Patient
No.

Contrast
Patient
No.

Noncontrast
Patient No.

Contrast Noncontrast

Death MI Death MI

Anantharam et al9 2009 SonoVue
Luminity

2775 689 2086 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (0.1%)

Main et al10 2008 Definity Hospitalized
patients

4,300,966 58,254 4,242,712 616 (1.06%) n/a 45,789
(1.08%)

n/a

Gabriel et al11 2008 Definity Optison 9798 4786 5012 2 (0.04%) n/a 3 (0.06%) n/a
Wei et al12 2008 Definity Optison 78,383 78,383 n/a 0 (0%) n/a n/a n/a
Kusnetzky et al13 2008 Definity Hospitalized

patients
18,671 6196 12,475 26 (0.42%) n/a 46 (0.37%) n/a

Shaikh et al14 2008 Definity Optison 5069 2914 2155 0 (0%) 1 (0.03%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Herzog15 2008 Definity Optison 28,999 28,999 n/a 0 (0%) 0 (0%) n/a n/a

MI, Myocardial infarction; PH, pulmonary hypertension; RVSP, right ventricular systolic pressure.
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23 Physical Properties of Microbubble Ultrasound
Contrast Agents

Jonathan R. Lindner, MD
MICROBUBBLE CONTRAST AGENTS
Although a wide variety of acoustically active ultrasound (US) con-
trast agents have been developed, agents that have been approved by
regulatory agencies for routine diagnostic use in humans are com-
posed of encapsulated microbubbles.1 Key considerations that have
guided the design of these agents are that they must be safe, able to
transit the pulmonary and systemicmicrocirculation unimpeded, and
be sufficiently stable after intravenous injection to reach the left ven-
tricular cavity and the myocardium. To satisfy these requirements,
microbubbles must be smaller than the effective diameter of the
pulmonary and systemic capillary beds (less than 6 to 7 μm) and
yet contain enough gas volume to be easily detected by US. The
in vivo stability ofmicrobubbles has been achieved by two strategies.
Encapsulation of the microbubbles using lipid surfactant or albumin
“shells” has been used to reduce outward diffusion and reducemicro-
bubble surface tension. Microbubble stability has been enhanced
further by using biocompatible high molecular weight gases such
as perfluorocarbons (octafluoropropane [C3F8], decafluorobutane
[C4F10]) or sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). These gases have both low sol-
ubility (low Ostwald coefficient) and low diffusion coefficients,
which, according to Epstein-Plesset modeling of the stability of free
bubbles, markedly increase their life span.2 A partial list of micro-
bubble agents approved for use in humans is provided in Figure 23.1.

The behavior of commercially produced microbubbles in the
microcirculation, or their rheology, has been well characterized
because of both safety considerations and the importance of rheol-
ogy when usingmicrobubbles as a perfusion tracer. Rheologic stud-
ies have relied on either (1) comparing microbubble transit rates on
imaging with those of labeled erythrocytes, or (2) intravital micros-
copy where microbubble transit can be directly visualized. These
techniques have definitively demonstrated that microbubble
behavior is similar to that of erythrocytes and they transit the micro-
circulation of normal tissues unimpeded, with the exception of
reticuloendothelial organs (e.g., the liver) where uptake occurs
for many microbubbles as part of their normal clearance
pathway.3,4

The acoustic detection of gas-filled microbubbles within
the vascular compartment is based on their compressibility
(Fig. 23.2, A). The gases that have been used in microbubble con-
trast agents are several orders of magnitudemore compressible than
water or tissue. Because they are smaller than USwavelengths, they
undergo volumetric oscillation, whereby they compress and expand
during the pressure peaks and troughs of the US pulse.5 When
imaging at low acoustic power, the degree of signal enhancement
is governed by the magnitude of oscillation, also called stable cav-
itation. The mechanical index (MI), defined as the peak negative
acoustic pressure divided by the square root of the transmit fre-
quency, at which stable cavitation occurs is less than 0.25 for most
agents. At higher acoustic pressures (MI generally greater than 0.5),
exaggerated microbubble oscillation produces microbubble
destruction, which is termed inertial cavitation. This activity pro-
duces very strong broadband US signals by a variety of mecha-
nisms, the most important of which is probably the abrupt
release of free gas microbubbles from the confines of their shell,
which than can undergo nondamped exaggerated oscillation.6

The inertial cavitation phenomenon is also important for nullifying
contrast signal when performing quantitative perfusion imaging,
which is discussed elsewhere.

The schemes used clinically to augment microbubble signal rel-
ative to tissue rely on the detection of specific acoustic signatures
produced by nonlinear oscillation. Nonlinear oscillation is defined
by a variety of microbubble vibration behaviors in which the
changes in microbubble volume are eccentric and not linearly
related to the applied US pressure. The magnitude of oscillation
and nonlinear behavior in turn depends on the compressibility
and density of the gas, the viscosity and density of the surrounding
medium, the frequency and power of US, and equilibrium radius of



Figure 23.1. Illustration of lipid microbubbles on mi-
croscopy (left) and table listing some of the commercially
available microbubble agents (right). *Currently approved
for use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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Figure 23.2. A, Schematic illustrating
stable cavitation of a microbubble in the
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field. B, Acoustic signal of microbubbles
measured from a passive cavitation
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2f0, second harmonic frequency range.
(A courtesy Nico DeJong, PhD;
B courtesy Peter Burns, PhD).
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the microbubbles.7 Viscoelastic damping from the shell is a partic-
ularly important issue so that microbubbles will optimally have
“flexible” shells. With regard to frequency, there is an ideal reso-
nant frequency at which all forms of radial oscillation becomes effi-
cient and exaggerated. This “resonant frequency” is inversely
related to the square of the microbubble’s radius and is also influ-
enced by the viscoelastic and compressive properties of the shell
and gas.7 When performing contrast echocardiography in patients,
selection of the ideal frequency for microbubble resonance is gen-
erally not a major consideration because the range of frequencies
employed in clinical practice are generally close to the ideal reso-
nant frequency for contrast agents approved for use in humans. This
is not necessarily the case for high and ultrahigh frequency probes
that are used for intravascular and preclinical imaging in small
animals.
CONTRAST-SPECIFIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES
The general principle underlying 2D ultrasound imaging is to
receive and filter US signals that are reflected from tissues to gen-
erate an image that defines anatomic boundaries and texture. Con-
trast echocardiography, whether for left ventricular opacification or
for myocardial perfusion, is based on different principles. The aim
is to minimize tissue signal and amplify microbubble signal to bet-
ter define endocardial borders or measure the concentration of
microbubbles in the myocardial microcirculation. To accomplish
this, several pulse schemes have been developed and incorporated
into contrast-specific features on most echocardiography imaging
systems.

Perfusion imaging and certain research applications (molecular
imaging, cavitation-related gene therapy, sonothrombolysis) have
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been performed with high-power US imaging to generate robust
signals. When imaging microbubble agents at high power, inertial
cavitation produces very strong but transient broadband signals that
contain somewhat higher peaks at the harmonic frequencies, or
multiples of the transmission frequency (see Fig. 23.2, B).8

The main limitation, other than the transient nature of the micro-
bubble contrast effect, is that the tissue signal is strong, so it
becomes difficult to discern microbubble from tissue signal.
Although filtering to receive signals at twice the fundamental
(transmission) frequency, called second harmonic imaging,
improves microbubble signal-to-tissue ratio, tissue still continues
to produce backscatter at the second harmonic frequency, primarily
because the ultrasound beam is distorted as it travels through tissue.
Tissue signal is more concentrated at the fundamental and har-
monic peaks, whereas microbubble inertial cavitation produces a
signal response with a much broader band, so off-harmonic imag-
ing either between the fundamental and harmonic frequencies or
just beyond the second harmonic (ultraharmonic imaging) are
approaches that have been used to increase high-power contrast sig-
nal relative to tissue.

A second approach to augmenting microbubble signal-to-noise
ratio during high-power imaging is to use online signal processing
that further reduces tissue clutter by decorrelation imaging. This
approach relies on either radiofrequency decorrelation or Doppler
processing to measure the degree to which a packet of sequential
ultrasound pulses along a single line differ from each other
(Fig. 23.3). Provided there is little tissue motion during the pulse
sequences, signals from tissue alone are similar. Therefore the
degree of noncorrelation, which determines pixel intensity, is
low for tissue and below the wall filter settings. In contrast, micro-
bubbles resident within tissue are destroyed rapidly so that the
sequential returning signals are dissimilar and the degree of decor-
relation is high, denoted by high pixel intensity.

When performing contrast imaging at low power, tissue does
not produce much of a nonlinear signal to interfere with the micro-
bubble signal. However, the amplitude of the nonlinear signal
Myocardium

Myocardium + MB

No
decorrelation

Decorrelation
produced by microbubbles at lowMI is rather small. Compensation
by increasing the gain solves little because it also increases the
existing tissue noise. Hence it is important again to eliminate tissue
signal to maximize the microbubble signal-to-noise ratio. One
approach, termed pulse inversion or phase inversion, relies on suc-
cessive pulses of ultrasound that have inverted phases (are mirror
images of each other) (Fig. 23.4, A). At these low transmission
powers, tissue produces mostly linear backscatter, so ultrasound
is reflected at the fundamental frequency. By summing the two
returning signals, tissue signal can be eliminated. However, mi-
crobubbles produce nonlinear signals that do not cancel and are
displayed according to the amplitude. Tissue signal during
low-power imaging may also be suppressed online by alternating
acoustic power rather than phase, often called amplitude or power
modulation (see Fig. 23.4, B).6 Several successive pulses are trans-
mitted for each line alternating between low power and very low
power (half-amplitude of the low-power pulse). Linear signals that
return from tissue are similar in phase and frequency. Accordingly,
this signal can be eliminated by doubling the half-amplitude (very
low power) signal and subtracting from the low-power signal. Since
microbubbles will produce a nonlinear signal at low but not very
low power, doubling the low-power linear signal will not
completely cancel the signal. Signals that are not cancelled are
again displayed according to amplitude, and because noncancella-
tion occurs even at the fundamental frequency, the received band-
width can be broadened to include even the relatively stronger
fundamental frequencies. A final approach has to use a “chirp”
technique, in which frequency is gradually increased during a long
power pulse, which permits detection of a wider range of the micro-
bubble size distribution.

CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
The physical properties of microbubbles with regard to rheology
and behavior in an acoustic field are important for safety con-
siderations and understanding and optimizing contrast-enhanced
Figure 23.3. Illustration of high-power
multipulse decorrelation techniques for
detecting microbubbles (MB) in the
myocardium.
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US. Although imaging systems have incorporated many of the
microbubble signal detection schemes discussed in this chapter,
there are many more user adjustments (power, dynamic range,
acoustic focus, line density, etc.) that require knowledge of
the interactions between ultrasound and microbubble contrast
agents.
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Echocardiography plays a critical role in the management of
patients, especially in its ability to evaluate left ventricular (LV)
global and regional function. Its clinical utility, however, may
be affected by image quality. In approximately 10% to 15% of
routine echocardiograms and up to 25% to 30% of studies per-
formed in intensive care units, the endocardial border is not clearly
defined.1 Ultrasound contrast agents have been shown in numerous
studies to enhance delineation of the endocardial border, which
improves both the qualitative and quantitative assessment of
LV function, and decreases interobserver and intraobserver
variability.2–6

The currently available ultrasound contrast agents are listed in
Table 24.1. They are approved by regulatory agencies in multiple
countries for LV opacification, which enhances definition of LV
endocardial borders in patients with “technically suboptimal” echo-
cardiograms at rest.7 The agents are also approved for enhancement
of Doppler signals.7 Apart from helping to improve assessment of
LV systolic function, ultrasound contrast agents have been shown
to enhance the detection and evaluation of multiple other structural
abnormalities. This chapter provides examples of common scenar-
ios where ultrasound contrast agents can provide better delineation
of not only cardiac function but also pathology. Not all current clin-
ical applications can be reviewed within the scope of this chapter,
and for more details, the reader is referred to the most recent con-
sensus statement about contrast agents released by the American
Society of Echocardiography.7
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Assessment of Cardiac Function
The evaluation of right and left ventricular systolic function is a
cornerstone for echocardiography, and it is one of the most com-
mon indications for requesting an echocardiographic study. For
LV function, inadequate visualization of two or more endocardial
borders has been used to define a study as “technically difficult” or
“suboptimal.” However, ultrasound contrast agents could be used
even in studies that are technically adequate, especially if quantifi-
cation of LV volumes or ejection fraction is required, or if serial
accurate assessments of cardiac function are sought. Ultrasound
contrast agents improve feasibility, accuracy, and reproducibility
ved Echocardiographic Contrast Agents

ubble Size, Mean (Range) (μm) Gas

-3 (2-8) Air
.7 (1-10) Perfluoroprop
.5 (1-10) Perfluoroprop

Perfluorohexa
.5 (1-10) Sulfur hexaflu

opacification.
ercially available.
S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States
he name Luminity).
a, Europe, and some Latin American and Asian countries.
of echocardiography for qualitative and quantitative assessment
of LV structure and function, at rest and during exercise or phar-
macologic stress.8–12 Kurt and colleagues13 evaluated 632 consec-
utive patients who were considered to have technically difficult or
uninterpretable resting echocardiograms. The patients were from
inpatient wards, medical and surgical intensive care units, and
the outpatient lab, and the study showed that the number of uninter-
pretable studies declined from 11.7% to 0.3%, and the number
of technically adequate studies increased from 1.6% to 89.9%
after ultrasound contrast agents were used for LV opacification.
Ultrasound contrast agent use significantly improved patient
management as well; additional diagnostic procedures were unnec-
essary in 32.8% of patients, and drug management was changed
in 10.4%.13

Accurate determination of LV ejection fraction (LVEF) provides
important prognostic information for patients who have had myocar-
dial infarction and in those with congestive heart failure.14 Echocar-
diography can be used serially to assess cardiac function because it
uses no ionizing radiation and is easily accessible, portable, and rel-
atively cheap comparedwith other imaging techniques. It is therefore
often used to monitor patients receiving cardiotoxic drugs, and to
determine which patients may require device implantation. The
use of ultrasound contrast agents improves the accuracy of LVEF
quantification compared with harmonic imaging,15,16 and measure-
ments of LV volumes and EF have been shown to correlate more
closely with those obtained from radionuclide, magnetic resonance,
and computed tomographic methods.17–19

Both pharmacologic and exercise stress echocardiography have
been shown to have high sensitivity and specificity for the diagno-
sis of coronary artery disease, but they mainly rely on the subjective
assessment of wall thickening. As such, their accuracy is highly
dependent on image quality. Complete visualization of every LV
endocardial border is required to confidently document or exclude
abnormalities of regional myocardial wall thickening. Studies may
be nondiagnostic in up to 30% of patients because of challenges
with image acquisition from tachycardia, tachypnea, body habitus,
and other causes.20 With current agents and imaging methods, ade-
quate endocardial border resolution can be obtained in up to 95%
of patients at peak stress.8 LV opacification during stress echocar-
diography improves reader confidence and the accuracy of this
technique for detecting coronary artery disease,11,12,21,22 resulting
in less downstream resource use and greater cost-effectiveness.21
Shell Composition Indication

Lipid (palmitic acid) LVO and Doppler
ane Human albumin LVO and Doppler
ane Phospholipid LVO and Doppler
ne nitrogen Stabilized surfactant LVO
oride Phospholipid LVO and Doppler

(Optison and Definity are also approved in Canada, and Definity is approved
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The evaluation of regional cardiac function by echocardiogra-

phy can be used to triage patients with acute chest pain. The pres-
ence of a new resting regional wall motion abnormality (RWMA)
has a high sensitivity for detecting cardiac ischemia.23–26 Those
with RWMA were 6.1 times more likely to have cardiac death,
acute myocardial infarction, unstable angina, congestive heart fail-
ure, or revascularization within 48 hours of presentation
(P< .0001), and an abnormal echocardiogram was an independent
and more useful prognostic indicator than clinical evaluation and
elecrocardiogram (ECG) findings.25 Conversely, patients with nor-
mal wall motion have a primary event (nonfatal acute myocardial
infarction or total mortality) rate of only 0.4%.26 In comparison,
2.3% of patients discharged from the emergency department after
a routine evaluation may have an acute myocardial infarction.27
Delineation of Intracardiac Pathology
Ultrasound contrast agents are particularly helpful for defining
pathologic findings in the near field, such as at the LV apex. Apical
abnormalities may be difficult to delineate clearly because of
near-field noise and the lack of good harmonic signals in the near
field. Contrast can facilitate the identification and assessment of
intracardiac masses such as tumors and apical thrombi, apical
hypertrophy, isolated LV noncompaction, and apical aneurysms
or pseudoaneurysms, among others.

Figure 24.1 shows an example of a pedunculated thrombus at
the apex (see Fig. 24.1, A), which appears as a “filling defect” pro-
truding into the LV cavity. The typical clinical context is a patient
with a cardiomyopathy or an associated apical wall thickening
abnormality. Occasionally, a sessile or laminated thrombus may
be difficult to differentiate from a mass or tumor. In these situa-
tions, changing imaging settings to evaluate myocardial perfusion
could help differentiate a thrombus from a benign or malignant
neoplasm.28 A thrombus would be completely avascular and
demonstrate no contrast enhancement; masses that are brighter than
the surrounding myocardium (or hyperenhanced) suggest a highly
vascular or malignant tumor; and stromal tumors (such as myxo-
mas, lipomas, or fibromas) have a poor blood supply and appear
A

Figure 24.1. Contrast-enhanced systolic (A) and diastolic (B) fram
hypoenhanced. Figure 24.2 shows images from a patient with
hypereosinophilia and endomyocardial fibroelastosis who has an
unusually “thick” apex delineated on an LV opacification image
(see Fig. 24.2, A). In Figure 24.2, B, the myocardium and LV cavity
are both enhanced with contrast, revealing an obliterative apical
thrombus, which appears as a stark filling defect juxtaposed against
the contrast-enhanced myocardium and LV cavity.

Figure 24.3 shows images from a patient with a nonischemic
cardiomyopathy who was diagnosed with an apical thrombus
(see Fig. 24.3, A, arrowheads) and treated with anticoagulants;
but subsequent contrast-enhanced images revealed that the correct
diagnosis (as well as the cause of the patient’s LV dysfunction) was
isolated LV noncompaction (see Fig. 24.3, B). The prominent tra-
beculations and deep intertrabecular recesses are clearly demar-
cated by the ultrasound contrast agent.

Figure 24.4 shows images from a patient who had an abnormal
ECG and was referred for echocardiography; the patient had sub-
optimal apical windows and was found to have apical hypertro-
phic cardiomyopathy. Ultrasound contrast agents may also be
used to improve visualization of the right ventricle29 and great
vessels,30 and to enhance systemic Doppler signals31 (for exam-
ple, pulmonary venous inflows or aortic outflow). Figure 24.5
shows images from a patient with an extensive aortic dissection,
but the dissection flap is poorly seen from the subcostal window
(see Fig. 24.5, A). After administration of contrast, the true lumen
(see Fig. 24.5, B) shows much denser contrast enhancement than
the false lumen.
SUMMARY
Ultrasound contrast agents can significantly improve the ability of
echocardiography to define cardiac function and to more clearly
delineate the presence of intracardiac pathologic findings. The
use of an ultrasound contrast agent is currently approved for tech-
nically suboptimal studies. This definition is intentionally vague.
If the presence of pathologic findings is suspected in any cardiac
chamber or vascular structure that is not well defined by unen-
hanced 2D or Doppler images, or accurate and reproducible
B

es with a pedunculated apical thrombus. See text for details.



A B

Figure 24.2. Contrast left ventricular opacification image (A) from a patient with endomyocardial fibroelastosis, with improved delineation of the apical
thrombus using myocardial perfusion imaging settings (B, arrow). See text for details.

A B

Figure 24.3. Apical four-chamber images before (A) and after contrast administration (B). See text for details.

A B

Figure 24.4. Apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy before (A) and after contrast administration (B). See text for details.
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Figure 24.5. Abdominal aorta before (A, arrow) and after contrast administration (B). The true lumen demonstrates denser signal enhancement
(B, black arrow) compared with the false lumen. See text for details.
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assessment of chamber volumes or ejection fraction are required,
then the study could be considered suboptimal, and use of ultra-
sound contrast agent is required.
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Figure 25.1. Key image optimization features for a myocardial contrast
echocardiography (MCE) study. MI, Mechanical index.
Detection of segmental contractile dysfunction by stress echocardi-
ography (SE) relies on adequate visualization of the endocardial
border of the left ventricle (LV) and is highly dependent on the
visual (qualitative) assessment by an experienced physician. Poor
image quality in the “pre–contrast agent era” was reported in up
to 30% of SE examinations.1 With the emergence of ultrasound
contrast agents for left ventricular opacification (LVO), enhance-
ment of endocardial border definition (EBD), and assessment of
myocardial perfusion, the feasibility, reproducibility, and accuracy
of SE have improved.1 The 2008 American Society of Echocardi-
ography guidelines recommend that contrast agents be used when
two or more endocardial segments cannot be adequately visualized
in any one view, as seen in difficult-to-image patients requiring
SE, resulting in suboptimal image quality.1 The necessary use of
ultrasound contrast agents for the purpose of LVO has been
acknowledged by other societies, including the Intersocietal
Accreditation Commission (IAC) Echocardiography,2 and the
International Ultrasound Contrast Society (ICUS).3 The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved two ultrasound con-
trast agents, both containing minute amounts of perfluorocarbons
(PFC) and indicated for EBD and LVO in patients with suboptimal
baseline images: Optison (GE Healthcare, Princeton, N.J.),
approved in 1998, and Definity (Lantheus Medical Imaging, North
Billerica, Mass.), approved in 2001.1 An echocardiography labora-
tory’s commitment to perform high-quality contrast stress echocar-
diography (for LVO and potentially perfusion) requires the
appropriate training and cooperation of several professionals, often
consisting of a team that includes sonographers, nurses, and physi-
cians.1 The use of contrast for EBD to improve assessment of
regional wall motion is a mainstay of all contemporary echocardi-
ography laboratories. Yet despite more than 25 years of research
and development and endorsement by professional cardiology
organizations,4 contrast echocardiography is not yet routinely used
to assess myocardial perfusion as an adjunct to detecting ischemia
and infarction and to assessing regional wall motion. It remains an
off-label application for this type of analysis.

CONTRAST STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY:
METHODOLOGY AND INTERPRETATION

Methodology
Choosing the optimal type of stress test depends on the characteris-
tics of the individual patient. Each potential stressor acts through
unique mechanisms. Exercise increases blood flow based on
endothelium-dependent, flow-mediated coronary dilation of the dis-
tal coronary resistance vessels. Dobutamine increases heart rate,
resulting in increased myocardial oxygen demand. Vasodilator
agents (adenosine or regadenoson) augment coronary flow.5 Pacing
using an esophageal probe augments heart rate and inotropic state,
hence increasing myocardial oxygen demand.6 Evolutionary modifi-
cations in contrast agents, along with the uniquely optimized
methods of ultrasound pulse delivery and reception, have resulted
in a reliable, robust, and persistent contrast effect. It is now possible
to acquire excellent imaging with LVO, as well as to assess myocar-
dial perfusion in real time. The quality of the LVO or perfusion
study is determined by optimization of machine settings, including
proper placement of the focal zone (generally at mitral valve level,
or moved to particular area of interest), adjustment of the mechanical
index (MI), and administration of contrast at a controlled rate.1
Figure 25.1 illustrates the key points for image optimization for a
contrast study. An excellent reference is currently in press.7 It details
the contemporary approach to contrast image optimization for both
LVO and perfusion, whereby using an MI setting of approximately
0.2, along with a slow bolus and flush technique (“hand infusion”) of
the ultrasound contrast, promotes simultaneous acquisition of excel-
lent quality ultrasound contrast LVO and perfusion information.

Real-time, very low MI (less than 0.2) imaging maintains real-
time imaging frame rates (20 to 30 Hz), which allows for the simul-
taneous assessment of both wall motion and perfusion, permitting
the enhanced detection of microbubbles within the left ventricular
cavity and myocardium, respectively. The fundamental concept for
evaluation of perfusion using real-time low-MI myocardial contrast
echocardiography (MCE) is dependent on the instantaneous deple-
tion of microbubbles with brief (3 to 10 frames) highMI “flash” and
evaluation (qualitative or quantitative) of their gradual refill
(replenishment observed over 10 to 15 cycles) into the myocardial
microvasculature.8 Myocardial perfusion abnormalities usually
occur as a result of limited coronary flow reserve with a consequent
decrease in myocardial contractility. Detailed LVO and perfusion
protocol recommendations during different SE protocols are illus-
trated in Box 25.1 and are also referenced in available guidelines.7

Interpretation
Digitized LVO SE images are routinely viewed in a quad screen
format; for dobutamine SE, four quads, displaying baseline/rest,
low dose, pre–peak dose, and peak dose, for each of the four apical
views (4-chamber, 2-chamber, long axis, short axis); or for exer-
cise, displaying two quads for each of the four apical views
obtained at baseline/rest and immediately after for treadmill SE.
Vasodilator SE images can also be displayed in a quad screen for-
mat with stages at prespecified elapsed times from start of stress
agent (for example: baseline/rest, 0 to 2 minutes, 2 to 4 minutes,
and 4 to 6 minutes after vasodilator administered [regadenoson
bolus or adenosine infusion]).9 Pacing protocols are much less



Box 25.1 Recommendations for Contrast Echocardiography during Various Stress Echocardiography (SE) Protocols.

1. Evaluate contraindications to contrast agents, checking for allergies.
2. Start intravenous line.
3. Prepare contrast for injection per package insert as a diluted bolus

(dilute contrast agent in 9 mL of saline in a 10-mL syringe and adjust
at a rate of 0.5 to 1.0 mL/sec with slow saline flush if needed) or
continuous infusion by an infusion pump (dilute contrast agent in a
50-mL bag of saline and adjust at a rate of 150 to 200 mL/hr, with
increasing infusion rate if needed).

4. Optimize the contrast-specific imaging, including a low mechanical
index (MI;<0.2); transmit focus location in far field at level ofmitral valve
plane; and optimizing time gain corrections (TGCs) and gain.

5. Acquire resting LVO images followed by resting perfusion images.
6. Recommendations for contrast administration and LVO/

perfusion images acquisition during SE:
• Treadmill exercise: While patient is on treadmill, inject contrast
agent (if using bolus) about 20-30 seconds before termination
of exercise. Transfer patient to imaging bed and acquire
immediate postexercise images (apical views, then parasternal
views) followed by peak perfusion flash images.

• Bicycle exercise: Inject contrast agent at peak stress
stage (at beginning of 2-minute stage; at 1 minute if 3-minute

stage). If using contrast infusion, it will be running continuously.
Continue pedaling (bicycle) and immediately acquire postexercise
images (apical views, then parasternal views) followed by peak
perfusion flash images.

• Dobutamine: Infuse at 5 μg/kg/min followed by increased dose of
10, 20, 30, and 40 μg in 3-minute stages with atropine injected
(�2 mg). Contrast agent can be injected through the dobutamine
line using Y connectors and three-way stopcocks, or if infusing
contrast, it will be running continuously. Acquire low-dose prepeak
images followed by peak perfusion flash images.

• Adenosine: Infuse 140 μg/kg/min over 6 minutes. Contrast
agent can be injected through three-way stopcocks; or if infusing
contrast, it will be running continuously. Acquire LVO and
perfusion flash images within 3 minutes of adenosine infusion.

• Regadenoson: Inject 5 mL (400 μg) IV bolus. Contrast agent can
be injected through three-way stopcocks, or if infusing contrast,
it will be running continuously. Acquire LVO and perfusion flash
images at 0 to 2 minutes, 2 to 4 minutes, and 4 to 6 minutes after
the regadenoson bolus.

7. For recovery images, inject more contrast agent or adjust infusion
rate in accordance with the appearance of contrast image.

LVO, Left ventricular opacification.
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commonly used, but when performed, three 2-minute stages (base-
line, 70%, and 85% of age-predicted maximum heart rate
[APMHR]), for each of four apical views, are usually displayed
(one quad remains blank).6

Wall motion, wall motion score index (WMSI), and contrast
myocardial perfusion are usually evaluated visually using the
American Society of Echocardiography left ventricular 17-segment
model grading criteria with LV segments ascribed to their perfusion
coronary territories. Normal resting myocardial contrast replenish-
ment should occur within four to five cardiac cycles, whereas dur-
ing stress imaging the replenishment should occur within two
cardiac cycles. A contrast perfusion defect is defined as occurring
(abnormal versus normal perfusion) if there is visually decreased
contrast enhancement 4 seconds after flash depletion at baseline/
rest stage, and after 2 seconds during the stress stage. Similar to
the assessment of nuclear myocardial perfusion imaging, compar-
ing perfusion at rest and stress stages determines the presence of
either a “fixed” or “reversible” defect. Thus abnormal perfusion
is classified as a reversible defect (an inducible defect at stress,
but not present at rest); fixed defect (defect present at both rest
and stress); or mixed defect (both reversible and fixed defects, in
different regions).1 Figures 25.2 and 25.3 and Videos 25.3, A to
C illustrate an example of perfusion defects detected on regadeno-
son SE and dobutamine SE, respectively.

Quantification of MCE-derived myocardial blood flow (MBF)
can be indirectly yet accurately calculated from the time-intensity
replenishment curves, which is subsequently fitted to the monoexpo-
nential function, Y¼A(1�e�βt), where β represents rate of rise in
signal intensity (microbubble velocity) and A is peak plateau of video
intensity (myocardial blood volume). The product of A�β represents
an index of MBF. Reserve values can be obtained from stress/rest.8
CONTRAST LEFT VENTRICULAR OPACIFICATION
STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Diagnostic Efficacy
The use of different perfluorocarbon-based contrast agents
improves SE reproducibility, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
for detecting coronary artery disease.1 Table 25.1 summarizes
pivotal published literature demonstrating the incremental benefit
of using contrast for LVO in SE compared with coronary
angiography.
Prognostic Role
The value of using contrast agents to enhance SE for the prediction
of total cardiac events has been evaluated. In a study including 893
patients with known or suspected CAD during a mean follow-up of
15 months, patients with positive SE with WMSI greater than 1.5
were 2.5 times more likely to have subsequent cardiac events (haz-
ard ratio, 2.48; P< .0001).10
Cost-Effectiveness
The benefits of LVO were uniquely quantified in a study by Kurt
and colleagues,11 demonstrating an alteration of drug management
in 10% of patients, and prevention of additional diagnostic proce-
dures in 33% of patients. The impact of contrast use was the highest
in patients hospitalized in the intensive care unit, in which cost-
benefit analysis showed a significant savings of $122/patient. In
a large cohort of 16,052 patients, of whom 23% received contrast
agents, the adjusted odds ratio for having a repeat test was 0.38
(95% CI, 0.29-0.47); 16% of patients who did not receive contrast
had additional testing at 21 days.12 Another study evaluated the cost
effectiveness of LVO during pharmacologic and/or exercise SE in
135 patients undergoing coronary angiography, and reported a net
benefit from LVO in 14% of patients, unrelated to resting image
quality. SE sensitivity improved from 80% to 91% (P¼ .03),
whereas no significant improvement in specificity was observed
(72% to 77%, P¼ .25). Hence it is not surprising that the use of
LVO in SE has been shown to be cost-effective and favorably influ-
ences the practice of performing additional tests for the same clin-
ical indication, resulting in an estimated incremental savings of
approximately $238/patient.13,14
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Figure 25.2. A 69-year-old man who underwent a stress echocardiography evaluation using the vasodilator regadenoson. A, Apical four-chamber
view at peak regadenoson stress shows a subendocardial defect in the apical inferior septum and lateral wall (arrows) at two cardiac cycles after ultra-
sound contrast agent depletion (flash). B, The apical two-chamber view shows a subendocardial defect extending around to the apical inferior wall
(arrows), although acoustic shadowing obscures clear visualization of the base to mid anterior wall. Coronary angiography showed a left anterior des-
cending artery with 70% stenosis.
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Figure 25.3. A 57-year-old man with chest
pain and shortness of breath underwent a
preoperative dobutamine stress echocardi-
ography evaluation. A, Apical two-chamber
view at peak dobutamine stress showing
anterior and inferior wall perfusion defect
(arrows) at two beats after ultrasound con-
trast agent depletion (flash). B, Coronary
angiography the next day showed severe
multivessel CAD (50% stenosis in the left
main coronary artery, 90% stenosis in the
mid left anterior descending artery [LAD],
and 100% stenosis in the proximal right cor-
onary artery [RCA]) (collateralized, arrows).
See Video 25.4, A to C for contrast LVO
images demonstrating regional wall motion
assessment abnormalities.
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TABLE 25.1 Diagnostic Accuracy of Contrast Stress Echocardiography (LV Opacification)

Study Type of SE
CA
Cutoff

Number of Subjects with
Contrast

Number of Subjects without
Contrast

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Dolan et al,
200130

Dobutamine �70% 117 with poor image
receiving contrast

112 with good quality images 78 vs. 70 76 vs. 82

Moir et al,
200431

Dipyridamole
+exercise

�50% 85 Same 85 patients 74 vs. 86 81 vs. 81

Plana et al,
200832

Dobutamine �70% 101 Same 101 patients 80 vs. 75 55 vs. 51

Dolan et al,
200925

Dobutamine >50% 4011 with poor image 1923 with optimal images 81 vs. 73 NA

CA, Coronary angiography; SE, stress echocardiography; NA, not available.
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CONTRAST OFF-LABEL USE FOR MYOCARDIAL
PERFUSION STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Diagnostic Efficacy
Meta-analysis studies evaluated the diagnostic accuracy ofMCE for
qualitative and quantitative detection of perfusion abnormalities.
For qualitative (visual)MCE, noninferior sensitivity and specificity
were reported for the detection of myocardial perfusion abnormali-
ties, both at rest andwith exercise andpharmacologicSE,whencom-
paredwith single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/
dobutamine SE.15 Apart from the ability to identify patients with
CAD, MCE was shown to be comparable with SPECT at localizing
perfusion defects in territory-by-territory analyses, segment-by-
segment analyses, or patient-by-patient analyses. The results from
representative studies that compared SEMCEwith SPECT are sum-
marized in Table 25.2. In addition, a number of stress MCE studies
have employed coronary angiography as the gold standard to assess
the presence and extent of CAD (Table 25.3), reporting sensitivities
of 64% to 97% and specificities of 51% to 100%. Additionally, the
feasibility of 3D MCE for assessment of myocardial perfusion dur-
ing SE has been demonstrated in several studies.16,17

As for quantitativeMCE, a meta-analysis reported on the pooled
sensitivity and specificity for the MBF velocity reserve (β) and
MBF reserve (Aβ reserve) (sensitivity 81% [95% CI, 76% to
85%] and 77% [95% CI, 73% to 80%]; and specificity 80%
[95% CI, 75% to 84%] and 81% [95% CI, 77% to 84%], respec-
tively).18 However, no large multicenter study has yet been per-
formed to confirm these important finding of smaller, primarily
single-center studies.
TABLE 25.2 Concordance of Myocardial Contrast Stress Echocardiography a
Significant Coronary Stenosis in Patients with Suspected Coronary Artery Diseas
Index Imaging

Study Total No. of Patients Contrast Agent T

Shimoni et al, 200133 101 Optison T
Olszowska et al, 200334 44 Optison D
Xie et al, 200735 40 Definity A
Tsutsui et al, 200536 36 Definity D
Lipiec et al, 20087 103 Optison D

Oraby et al, 200238 42 Optison D

NA, Not available.
Prognostic Role
The prognostic role of myocardial perfusion during SE has
been demonstrated in multiple studies using different stressors,
including dobutamine19 and dipyridamole.20 Recently, quantita-
tive MCE during adenosine SE was shown to be an independent
prognostic variable over WM and qualitative MCE analysis in
patients with known or suspected CAD and normal left ventricular
function (hazard ratio for MBF reserve and β reserve of 8.1 [95%
confidence interval (CI), 3% to 21%; P< .001]; and 16.5 [95% CI,
5.5% to 49%; P< .001], respectively).21
CONCLUSION
Based on data available from original publications, reviews,
and guidelines, the use of ultrasound contrast agents with stress
echocardiography in patients with suboptimal images is considered
part of standard clinical echocardiographic practice and is sup-
ported by professional societies for practitioners of ultrasound.
Test feasibility and performance, confidence of interpretation,
and cost-effectiveness are significantly greater with contrast
enhancement when indicated for LVO. These same positive
features are also found with the off-label use for myocardial per-
fusion. Amajor advantage to this technique is that the demonstrated
safety profile and documented benefit of contrast SE is comparable
(or superior) to other noninvasive imagingmodalities, without radi-
ation exposure or excessive cost.

Please access ExpertConsult to see Videos 25.4, A to C.
nd Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography for Detection of
e in Studies Using FDA-Approved Contrast Agents and LowMechanical

ype of SE

Concordance% (Kappa)

Patient Basis Territory Basis Segment Basis

readmill 76 (0.50) 76-89 (NA) 92 (0.32)
obutamine NA 73-91 (0.4-0.8) 89 (0.81)
denosine NA 88 (0.67) NA
ipyridamole 75% (0.50) 85% (0.610) NA
ipyridamole 81.6% (0.482) 72.8%-89.3%

(0.459-0.642)
NA

ipyridamole 745 (0.51) 69%-91%
(0.37-0.72)

80% (0.46)



TABLE 25.3 Clinical Evidence of Selected Studies (Enrolling>50 Patients) for the Evaluation of Myocardial Perfusion during Stress Echocardiography
in Studies Using FDA-Approved Contrast Agents

Study SE Type Patient No.

Contrast
Agent
(No. Subjects)

Reference
Cutoff %

CAD
Prevalence Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Porter et al,
200139

Dobutamine 117(40
had CA)

Definity (19)
Optison (98)

CA >50% 30 (26%) MCE 83%
WM 72%

NA NA

Elhendy et al,
200440

Dobutamine 1318
(179
had CA)

Definity (30)
Optison (140)

CA �50% 127 (75%) NA MCE 91% WM
70%

MCE 51% WM
74%

Moir et al,
200431

Exercise-
Dipyridamole

85 Definity (85) CA �50% 42 (51%) NA WM 74% MCE&WM
91%

WM 81%
MCE&WM 70%

Tsutsui et al,
200541

Dobutamine 2498 (249
had CA)

Definity (35%)
Optison
(65%)

CA >50% 180 72%) MCE 84%
WM 66%

MCE 96% WM
64%

MCE
51% WM
72%

Elhendy et al,
200542

Dobutamine 128* Definity (41)
Optison (87)

CA �50% 101 (79%) MCE 81% MCE 89% MCE 52%

Moir et al,
200543

Exercise-
Dipyridamole

90 Definity (90) CA �50% 48 (53%) NA MCE qualitative
93%
MCE quantitative
88%

MCE qualitative
65% MCE
quantitative 52%

Elhendy et al,
200644

Dobutamine 64 Definity (26)
Optison (38)

CA �70% 49 (77%) MCE† 77% MCE† 74 MCE* 79%

Abdelmoneim
et al,
201045

Adenosine 91 Definity (91) SPECT 42 (46%) NA MCE vs. SPECT
88%
WM vs. SPECT
62%

MCE vs. SPECT
85%
WM vs. SPECT
96%

CA,Coronary angiography;CAD, coronary artery diseases;MCE,myocardial contrast echocardiography;NA, not available; SPECT, single-photon emission
computed tomography; WM, wall motion.

*All diabetic subjects.
†All grafted arteries.
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SonoVue Bracco
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF CAROTID
ULTRASOUND
Carotid ultrasound is an established technique to evaluate patients
who are at risk of suffering from stroke or those who have already
experienced a transient ischemic attack or stroke. Stroke is an
important cause of morbidity and mortality, and the majority of
strokes are of ischemic origin.1 Doppler imaging ultrasound may
be used to detect carotid atherosclerosis and to assess the degree
of stenosis. This information can be used in the selection of patients
for carotid endarterectomy. The current guidelines2 state that
carotid endarterectomy is highly beneficial in patients at average
or low surgical risk who experience a nondisabling ischemic stroke
or transient ischemic cerebral symptoms and who have greater than
70% stenosis in the ipsilateral internal carotid artery. Carotid end-
arterectomy may be beneficial in patients with a high-grade steno-
sis but who are asymptomatic for cardiovascular disease. It is also
beneficial in those with 50% to 69% stenosis, but the benefit-to-risk
ratio decreases and individualized management decisions should be
made. Carotid ultrasound could serve as a risk stratification method
that distinguishes patients with stable carotid plaques from those
with unstable plaques; it could also advance the selection of
patients for carotid endarterectomy.

Moreover, carotid ultrasound can be used to refine cardiovascu-
lar risk stratification. The carotid artery lies superficially and is
easily accessible for ultrasound imaging. Because there is a rela-
tionship between carotid atherosclerosis and atherosclerosis in
other vascular beds (such as the coronary arteries), carotid ultra-
sound can be used to estimate the total risk of cardiovascular
events. Patients with carotid plaque are at increased risk of having
atherosclerotic plaque in the coronary arteries.

METHODOLOGY OF CONTRAST-ENHANCED
CAROTID ULTRASOUND
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) of the carotid is an advanced
form of carotid ultrasound using intravenous administration of a
microsphere contrast agent. The microsphere contrast agent gener-
ally consists of a lipid or protein shell filled with an inert gas. An
overview of currently available commercial microsphere contrast
agents is presented in Table 26.1. In addition to these contrast
agents, other microsphere contrast agents have been developed
for in vitro or in vivo research applications, but the discussion of
these experimental agents is beyond the scope of this chapter.
The microsphere contrast agent is administered intravenously after
obtaining informed consent from the patient. The microsphere con-
trast agents have been registered for assessment of tissue perfusion
ercially Available Ultrasound Microsphere Contrast

acturer Shell Gas

us Medical
ing (North
ica, Mass.)

Pentane Octafluoropropane

lthcare (Little
font, UK)

Albumin Octafluoropropane

lthcare Lipid Perfluorocarbon
(Milan, Italy) Lipid Sulfur hexafluoride
and cardiac border enhancement. None of the contrast agents has
been registered specifically for carotid imaging. Nevertheless,
the guidelines3 of the European Federation of Societies for Ultra-
sound inMedicine and Biology recommend the use of CEUS to dif-
ferentiate total carotid occlusion from residual flow in tight carotid
stenosis, improve lumen delineation in carotid arteries that are tech-
nically difficult to assess, and to visualize carotid plaque neovascu-
larization. Imaging is generally performed with an ultrasound
system equipped with a linear transducer with a transmission fre-
quency of 3 to 9 MHz. Most commercially available ultrasound
systems have a special contrast mode, which uses ultrasound waves
with low mechanical index to prevent destruction of the micro-
sphere contrast agent. The injected microspheres travel through
the cardiovascular system like red blood cells do and are capable
of passing the pulmonary circulation because they are small (5 to
10 μm). The intraluminal microspheres reflect the ultrasound
waves and serve as a strictly intravascular tracer. Unlike contrast
agents employed in other imaging techniques (e.g., computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging), the microsphere
contrast agents do not leave the vascular system and do not diffuse
into the interstitial space. The microsphere shell is eliminated from
the body through the reticuloendothelial system, whereas the inert
gas within the shell is exhaled. The microspheres can be adminis-
tered as a bolus injection, so high-quality ultrasound images can be
acquired for some minutes. Alternatively, the contrast agent can be
administered through a continuous flow pump system, which yields
a more stable level of opacification of the vessel lumen. Multiple
meta-analyses have demonstrated that intravenous administration
of microsphere contrast agents is safe, and most patients experience
no side effects.4 These studies have demonstrated that the occur-
rence of side effects is very rare, and severe side effects such as ana-
phylactic reactions are extremely rare. Moreover, carotid CEUS
has multiple advantages over other imaging modalities for the
assessment of carotid atherosclerosis, as summarized in
Table 26.2. CEUS is a relatively low-cost, reproducible technique
with a high spatial and temporal resolution. A major advantage of
CEUS is that the technique is free of ionizing radiation and there-
fore allows multiple follow-up investigations.
DETECTION OF PLAQUES
Carotid ultrasound is a widely accepted method for evaluating car-
diovascular risk. Assessment of carotid intima-media thickness
(CIMT) and carotid plaque is fast and reproducible. A recent
meta-analysis5 demonstrated that CIMT is a predictor of outcome,
including stroke and myocardial infarction. However, the incre-
mental prognostic value of CIMT as measured by ultrasound is lim-
ited, and the addition of CIMT to traditional risk prediction models
does not lead to a statically significant increase in the performance
of those models. Thus the addition of CIMT to traditional risk pre-
diction models has no clinical value so far. Several studies have
demonstrated that the prognostic implications of the presence of
carotid plaque do alter the risk stratification by traditional risk pre-
diction models. Recent data indicate that carotid CEUS improves
the detection of atherosclerotic plaques, particularly the detection
of hypoechoic plaques, because the microsphere contrast agent
improves the delineation of the lumen to vessel wall border.6 An
example of an improved detection of carotid plaque using CEUS
is demonstrated in Figure 26.1.
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TABLE 26.2 Imaging Modalities for the Assessment of Vulnerable Carotid Plaques

Modality
Spatial
Resolution

Temporal
Resolution

Soft Tissue
Contrast

Plaque
Morphology

Vasa Vasorum
Imaging

Ionizing
Radiation

CEUS μm msec ++ ++ + �
CT mm3 msec + +++ � +
MRI mm3 sec ++ ++ + �
�, Poor performance; +, reasonable performance; ++, good performance; +++, excellent performance; CEUS, contrast-enhanced ultrasound;

CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

A B

Figure 26.1. Detection of an atherosclerotic plaque using contrast-enhanced ultrasound. Combined B-mode (A) and contrast-enhanced (B) ultra-
sound still frame of a right carotid artery. An atherosclerotic plaque is visible on the contrast enhanced still frame. It is in the carotid bulbus and proximal
external carotid artery (white arrow). (Figure from van den Oord SC, ten Kate GL, Akkus Z, et al: Assessment of subclinical atherosclerosis using
contrast-enhanced ultrasound. Eur Heart J Cardiovasc Imaging 14(1):56-61, 2013.)
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE DOPPLER SIGNAL
The carotid CEUS techniquemay also improve the Doppler signal in
patients with a suboptimal nonenhanced carotid Doppler study. Pre-
viously, Droste and colleagues7 and Ferrer and associates8 have dem-
onstrated that CEUS can be highly useful for the detection of carotid
artery occlusion and assessment of carotid artery stenosis. The find-
ings of carotid CEUSwere in close agreement with the results of dig-
ital subtraction angiography and surgery, especially in patients
whose nonenhanced ultrasound study had poor image quality.
ASSESSMENT OF PLAQUE VULNERABILITY
The term vulnerable plaque refers to an atherosclerotic plaque that
is at an increased risk of rupture, which may cause an acute vascular
event, such as a transient ischemic attack or stroke. The histopath-
ologic definition of the vulnerable plaque involves a lesion with a
necrotic core and a thin overlying fibrous cap, with signs of inflam-
mation including infiltration by macrophages and lymphocytes.9

A recent study by Hellings and associates10 demonstrated that intra-
plaque neovascularization and intraplaque hemorrhage are addi-
tional important indicators of plaque vulnerability and are strong
predictors of adverse vascular events during follow-up.

Carotid CEUS allows accurate assessment of ulceration of the
plaque surface and intraplaque neovascularization. This provides
unique information on the vulnerability of the carotid plaque and
the risk of rupture of an atherosclerotic lesion, which may lead
to a clinical event.

The morphology of the atherosclerotic plaque is an important
marker of the plaque vulnerability. Previous studies have demon-
strated that irregular or ulcerated plaques have an increased risk
of causing vascular events. ten Kate and colleagues11 recently
determined that CEUS is a suitable method for assessing the irreg-
ularity or ulceration of the plaque surface. The study used com-
puted tomography as a reference method. CEUS had superior
sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy compared with color Doppler
ultrasound (CDUS) for evaluating carotid plaque ulceration. CEUS
decreased the intrareader and interreader variability compared with
CDUS in assessing carotid plaque ulceration. Figure 26.2 shows an
example of standard ultrasound, CEUS, and computed tomography
in a patient with a carotid plaque and a small ulceration.

The presence of intraplaque neovascularization is another indi-
cator of plaque vulnerability that can be assessed using CEUS.12,13

Vasa vasorum are microvessels that supply blood to the walls of the
larger arteries and veins. Under the influence of various stimuli,
including hypoxia, inflammation, and toxic agents, formation of
an atherosclerotic plaque may occur, and the vasa vasorum may
grow into the developing plaque. These intraplaque microvessels
are often fragile, and may leak substances or rupture, which may
cause intraplaque hemorrhage and plaque growth. CEUS allows
dynamic assessment of intraplaque neovascularization in vivo.
After administration of the microsphere contrast agent, micro-
spheres traveling through the microvasculature inside the plaque
may be observed. The intraplaque neovascularization as assessed
by CEUS can be visually scored on a three-point scale, but prefer-
ably quantitative assessment of intraplaque neovascularization is
performed (Figure 26.3). To date, eight studies,14–21 involving
160 patients who underwent carotid endarterectomy have com-
pared the carotid CEUS findings before the surgery with histopath-
ologic evaluation of intraplaque neovascularization of the
specimens collected during surgery. The findings of these studies
are summarized in Table 26.3; all studies indicate that there is a
positive correlation between the CEUS findings and the histopath-
ologic assessment of intraplaque vascularization.

LIMITATIONS OF CONTRAST-ENHANCED
CAROTID ULTRASOUND
A potential limitation of carotid CEUS is the pseudoenhancement
that may occur below the far wall of the vessel.23 Pseudoenhance-
ment may be incorrectly interpreted as intraplaque neovasculariza-
tion. This artifact may therefore lead to false-positive results. New
ultrasound pulse sequences have been developed to prevent this
artifact.
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Figure 26.2. Longitudinal images of a carotid plaque that was classified as ulcerated with contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) and smooth with
computed tomography angiography (CTA). Panels present the same imaging technique used in Figure 26.1. A hypoechoic plaque is present in the near
wall of the carotid artery, the full extend of which is not visible on B-mode ultrasound (A). Color Doppler imaging (B) provided an improved visualization of
the size of the plaque, but does not identify an ulcer. CEUS (D) demonstrated a small ulcer (�1�2 mm) (arrow) that was not visible with color Doppler or
CTA (C). (Figure from ten Kate GL, van Dijk AC, van den Oord SC, et al: Usefulness of contrast-enhanced ultrasound for detection of carotid plaque
ulceration in patients with symptomatic carotid atherosclerosis, Am J Cardiol 112(2):292-298, 2013.)

Figure 26.3. Custom developed software. First, the time frame interval needs to be defined. Second, three regions of interest are manually drawn for 1.
atherosclerotic plaque, 2. lumen, and 3. background. Third, themotion compensation is performed. (Method is described in Akkus Z, Hoogi A, RenaudG,
et al: Newquantificationmethods for carotid intra-plaqueneovascularization using contrast-enhancedultrasound,UltrasoundMedBiol 40(1):25-36, 2014.)
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TABLE 26.3 Correlation of Carotid CEUS Findings and Intraplaque
Neovascularization in Histologic Specimens

Year Author

No. of
Patients
with
Histology Histologic Findings

2007 Vicenzini
et al14

1 Histology confirmed the
CEUS findings

2007 Shah et al15 17 Spearman rank correlation of
0.68 between CEUS and
histology

2008 Coli et al16 17 Good correlation between
CEUS and histology

2009 Giannoni
et al17

9 Histology confirmed the
presence of
vascularization in all
symptomatic plaques
consistent with the
presence of contrast
enhancement on CEUS

2011 Shalhoub
et al18

29 Significant correlation
between late phase CEUS
and CD68
immunopositivity
(r¼0.466; P¼ .011)

2011 Hoogi et al19 22 Intraplaque
neovascularization on
CEUS correlated well with
histopathology (r2¼0.09;
P< .01)

2013 Vavunarakis
et al20

14 Correlation between plaque
brightness enhancement
on CUES and microvessel
density was significant for
stable plaques (r¼0.800;
P¼ .031)

2013 Varetto
et al21

51 Lesions with greater contrast
uptake had more newly
formed capillaries
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The transducers currently used for carotid CEUS are two-
dimensional, which allows detection of carotid plaque, plaque mor-
phology, and intraplaque neovascularization in a single plane. This
may limit the diagnostic accuracy of carotid CEUS, which may be
optimized by performing a short-axis sweep. Manufacturers of
ultrasound equipment are currently developing three-dimensional
matrix ultrasound transducers.

The microspheres that are used for CEUS imaging can be mod-
ified to enable molecular imaging.24 The vital step for molecular
imaging is the selection of the appropriate molecular target. Molec-
ular contrast agents are a combination of a ligand and a contrast ele-
ment. The ligand is a molecule, for example, an antibody, antibody
fragment, peptide, or oligosaccharide, with a specific binding
capacity to a molecular target. Its function is to retain the contrast
element at the site of interest. The contrast element can either be
attached directly to the ligand, or it may be delivered by a carrier,
such as a micelle, nanoparticle, or microsphere. Because micro-
sphere contrast agents are strictly intravascular agents, the selection
of a molecular target such as vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) is reasonable. The first human study using VEGF-targeted
microspheres for the evaluation of prostate cancer was recently
performed.25

An intriguing perspective is the use of microsphere contrast
agents that can be used not only for imaging but also for drug deliv-
ery.26 Previous experimental studies have demonstrated that micro-
spheres can be loaded with pharmacologic agents. The loaded
microspheres can be intravenously injected, and at the target organ
the microspheres can be disrupted by the power of the ultrasound
system. A pulse sequence with a high mechanical index can destroy
the microspheres and the pharmacologic agent is delivered at the
desired target organ. Animal studies have demonstrated that the
construction and delivery of microspheres containing a pharmaco-
logic agent or RNA or DNA for targeted gene therapy is feasible.
CONCLUSIONS
Carotid CEUS allows a superior delineation of the lumen and vessel
wall border, which leads to an improved detection of atheroscle-
rotic plaques and better definition of plaque surface irregularities
and ulceration. Intraplaque neovascularization can be assessed
and quantified with CEUS. In this way carotid CEUS may aid in
risk stratification of patients and may improve the selection of
patients for carotid surgery, especially patients with an intermedi-
ate grade carotid stenosis.
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The assessment of global left ventricular (LV) systolic function is a
cornerstone of risk evaluation and management in most cardiac dis-
eases. The simplest and most widely used parameter for this pur-
pose has been LV ejection fraction (EF) and regional wall
motion analysis, but over the last decade, new parameters such
as strain imaging have become available.

INDICATIONS FOR SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
EVALUATION
Echocardiography is appropriately indicated when cardiac-related
symptoms or conditions are suspected, most commonly in the set-
ting of suspected heart failure (HF).1 Despite the value of LV dys-
function as an important component of risk evaluation for decision
making, the methodologies and cutoffs used in studies that have
defined these EF criteria for the guidance of management are
highly variable, with few studies using core laboratories
(Table 27.1).2 The EF criteria for recommending treatment with
implantable defibrillators and cardiac resynchronization therapy,3,4

or intervention in regurgitant valve lesions5 have not been gathered
with a high degree of accuracy, and it seems irrational to use them
as exact thresholds.

In asymptomatic subjects at risk for heart failure, the use of echo-
cardiography to detect reduced EF or subtle structural heart disease
reclassifies the patient from stage A to stage B of heart failure, with
resulting management implications.6 These patients with a subclini-
cal phase to their cardiomyopathy include those treated with cardio-
toxic chemotherapy, and those with gene-positive cardiomyopathies,
amyloidosis, or other infiltrative conditions. The detection of subclin-
ical disease not only includes global but also regional dysfunction (in
ischemic heart disease, sarcoidosis, and myocarditis).

Finally, although the temporal analysis of LV contraction
carries prognostic information, the clinical application of this
approach remains uncertain. There are very strong prognostic rea-
sons to undertake cardiac resynchronization therapy in patients
with heart failure symptoms, systolic dysfunction, and left bundle
branch block, regardless of the measurement of mechanical syn-
chrony, and there are reasonable grounds to doubt the reliability
of some of the literature on prediction of cardiac resynchronization
therapy response.7 Paradoxically, measurement of synchrony may
come into clinical use in the selection of patients for implantable
defibrillators rather than cardiac resynchronization, because mea-
surements of dispersion of mechanical activation may be of value
in understanding the risk of arrhythmia.8

LIMITATIONS OF EJECTION FRACTION
In spite of the breadth of its use, EF has a number of important lim-
itations (Table 27.2). Some of these, such as the use of a variety of
geometric assumptions and the error introduced by tangential
tomographic planes, generally pose a greater problem to the eval-
uation of LV volumes than EF because the errors seem to cancel out
in the evaluation of EF. Ejection fraction is load dependent,
meaning that it cannot be interpreted as a reflection of contractility
in the absence of knowledge about afterload and preload. Although
properties of an ideal index of contractility might include sensitiv-
ity to changes in inotropy; independence of load, heart size, and
mass; ease and safety of application; and proof in the clinical set-
ting,9 no perfect index currently exists. Perhaps the best way to inte-
grate the role of loading in the evaluation of LV function is to
ensure that the measurement of blood pressure (as an analogue
of central pressure) and to a lesser extent, inferior vena cava char-
acteristics, should be included in imaging studies that could be used
clinically to estimate contractility.

Ejection fraction is also influenced by heart rate. The increased
stroke volume associated with bradycardia may lead to overestima-
tion of the true EF; and conversely, in tachycardia, the reduced
stroke volume may lead to underestimation of the actual function.
There is no technique that corrects for this, so heart rate must also
be included in the interpretation of EF data.

Ejection fraction is a function of LV size. In LV hypertrophy,
EF may not correspond well to the real interest of the clinician,
which is function in the midmyocardium.10 Furthermore, although
EF is a good marker of gross LV dysfunction, it may be insuffi-
ciently sensitive to identify mild degrees of systolic dysfunction,
perhaps evidenced by the inability to identify a gradation of risk
in patients with EF greater than 45%.11 In contrast, the use of global
longitudinal strain offers the greatest increment in predictive power
in patients with EF greater than 35%, and without wall motion
abnormalities.12 Finally, the wide use of EF suggests that not all
assessments are performed by practitioners with the same level
of expertise, indicating that more formal quality control, automa-
tion, and quantitation may be desirable.13
CHOICE FOR ASSESSMENT TOOL OF LV SYSTOLIC
FUNCTION IN MULTIMODALITY ERA
LV systolic function is currently assessed with various modalities.
The right tool can be selected by understanding the fundamental
characteristics of each modality (Table 27.3). These include spatial,
temporal, and contrast resolution; three-dimensional (3D) acquisi-
tion and display; repeatability; and intraobserver and interobserver
variation.14

Echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR), and
computed tomography (CT) have a spatial resolution of a milli-
meter or a few millimeters.15 In contrast, nuclear cardiology tech-
niques have a lower spatial resolution of up to 1.0 cm. Techniques
with lower spatial resolution are inherently less suited to the
generation of exact measurements of regional wall motion
disturbances, wall thickness, and dimension.

The highest temporal resolution is achieved with echocardio-
graphic techniques. Generally, this component of imaging is con-
sidered important when assessing the rate of contraction or the
presence and degree of LV dyssynchrony. This underlies the
assessment of LV synchrony with techniques of low temporal res-
olution, such as 3D echocardiography and single photon emission
113



TABLE 27.1 Multicenter Studies That Have Defined Ejection Fraction Criteria for the Guidance of Management in Heart Failure

Study Intervention Number Technique Core Lab Entry Criteria

SOLVD, 1991 Enalapril 2569 Echo, RNV, LVgram Yes EF �35%
Hydralazine-nitrate, 1991 Enalapril vs. hydralazine-nitrate 804 Echo, RNV Yes EF <45%, LVEDD >27 mm/m2 BSA
CIBIS, 1994 Bisoprolol 641 RNV, LVgram No EF <40%
US Carvedilol, 1996 Carvedilol 1094 Echo Yes EF �35%
MERIT-HF, 1999, 2000 Metoprolol XL 3991 Unspecified No EF �40%
CIBIS II, 1999 Bisoprolol 2647 Echo, RNV, LVgram No EF �35%
Capricorn, 2001 Carvedilol 1959 Echo, RNV, LVgram No EF �40%, WMSI �1.3
Carvedilol, 2001 Carvedilol 2289 Unspecified No EF <25%
BEST, 2001 Bucindolol 2708 RNV No EF <35%
MIRACLE-ICD, 2003 CRT/ICD 369 Echo Yes EF �35%
COMET, 2003 Carvedilol vs. metoprolol 1511 Echo, RNV No EF <35%
CHARM, 2003 Candesartan 2548 Unspecified No EF �40%
SCD-HeFT, 2005 ICD 3521 Unspecified No EF <35%
CARE-HF, 2005 CRT 813 Echo Yes EF �35%, LVEDD >30 mm/m height

BSA, Body surface area; CRT, cardiac resynchronization therapy; EF, ejection fraction; ICD, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator; LVEDD, LV end-diastolic
dimension; LVgram, contrast ventriculography; RNV, radionuclide ventriculography; WMSI, wall motion score index.

TABLE 27.2 Limitations of Ejection Fraction

Problem Circumstances of Inaccuracy Potential Solution

Geometry dependence LBBB, extensive wall motion abnormality, off-axis imaging 3D imaging, geometry-independent techniques
Load dependence Extremes of afterload, mitral regurgitation Pressure volume loops, preejection markers
High and low HR Heart block, tachycardias (especially atrial fibrillation) None
Marker of endocardial shortening LV hypertrophy Midmyocardial shortening
Insensitivity to minor change Prognostic value close to EF 50% Non-EF techniques for assessing subclinical dysfunction
Expertise Wide use of EF Quantitation

EF, Ejection fraction; HR, heart rate; LBBB, left bundle branch block.

TABLE 27.3 Selecting the Right Tool for the Job: Imaging
Characteristics of Various Tests

Technique Application

High spatial
resolution

CMR LV hypertrophy,
infiltration

High temporal
resolution

Tissue Doppler,
strain

LV synchrony

High contrast
resolution

CMR, contrast
echo

LV volumes

High repeatability CMR, 3D echo Sequential follow-up
Sensitivity to minor

change
Strain Subclinical

cardiomyopathy
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computed tomography. Another aspect of temporal resolution,
which is often neglected, is the importance of measuring and aver-
aging a large number of cardiac cycles in patients with stable car-
diac rhythm. Failure to do so is one of the weaknesses of
echocardiography, which then exposes measurements to the risk
of sampling error based on individual cardiac cycles.

Contrast resolution is the ability to accurately distinguish the LV
wall from the blood pool. The best contrast resolution is obtained
with magnetic resonance imaging. Contrast techniques such as con-
trast echocardiography or ventriculography improve the contrast res-
olution of the underlying technique. These considerations are vital in
the accurate measurement of LV dimensions and volumes. From the
standpoint of contrast resolution, as well as tissue characterization,
magnetic resonance imaging is the optimal tool.

Three-dimensional imaging is available with echocardiography,
CMR, and CT. The main attraction of 3D imaging is its intrinsic
ability to avoid making geometric assumptions when calculating
LV volumes, and to avoid errors created by cutting a 3D structure
in two dimensions. In a generic sense,16 3D imaging using any tech-
nique is superior to two-dimensional imaging for the purpose of
calculating volumes and to a lesser extent EF. The latter is true
because the errors in volume calculations tend to cancel out when
expressed in a ratio to obtain EF.

Repeatability, precision, or test/retest variation, relates to the
ability to obtain the samemeasurement onmultiple tests when there
has been no interval change of function.17 This parameter is often
neglected but is extremely important in patient follow-up. Clearly a
technique with a high degree of test/retest variation is unfavorable
for follow-up applications. This is particularly a problem with two-
dimensional imaging, because of the previously mentioned varia-
tions in cut planes in image data acquired at different times.
Three-dimensional techniques are generally more repeatable, as
are techniques that are independent of volumetric considerations
such as global strain. Intraobserver and interobserver variability
is often related to image quality. Although techniques with limited
reproducibility may still be used with appropriate training, less var-
iable methods have the potential attraction of operating at a high
level of quality in less expert hands.

Combining these fundamental aspects of imaging technologies
with the situations where LV imaging is required can provide some
clues as to the most appropriate imaging choices. First, situations
where accurate sequential follow-up is needed are most favored
using 3D imaging, for example CMR, with 3D echocardiography
being a good alternative. Although nuclear ventriculography has
been used for this purpose, it may be less sensitive to small
change.18 Subtle disturbances of systolic function may not be
reflected by EF. In these situations, such as the follow-up of
patients receiving cytotoxic chemotherapy, strain techniques could
become the test of choice. Decisions requiring an accurate calcula-
tion of LV volumes or EF should be performed using an inherently
3D technique, such as MRI or 3D echocardiography. Such circum-
stances might include making decisions about device therapy in
patients with heart failure,19 or when using quantitative methods
to facilitate surgical decision making in patients with valvular heart
disease.20 Assessment of regional wall motion is best performed
using a high resolution technique, such as echocardiography or
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MRI. Contrast should be used with echocardiography whenever
indicated by the failure to visualize more than two segments21;
the benefit of contrast in the absence of suboptimal imaging is
unproven and may be detrimental.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite its limitations, quantifying EF is accepted by the cardiol-
ogy community. The evidence base for modern cardiology is so
heavily based on this simple measurement that it is unlikely to dis-
appear. The ubiquitous presence of cardiovascular diseases in cur-
rently aging societies mandates an inexpensive, widely available
test that is able to provide hemodynamic assessment. Accordingly,
echocardiography is likely to remain as the workhorse of LV func-
tional assessment.
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28 Left Ventricular Systolic Function: Basic Principles
Zoran B. Popovi�c, MD, PhD, James D. Thomas, MD
FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE
The left ventricle is a hollow muscular shell, capable of ejecting
more than 100 mL of blood at over 200 mm Hg of pressure, and
then filling with the same quantity of blood at less than 10 mm
Hg in less than 100 msec during exercise. This becomes all the
more remarkable when one realizes that the fundamental contrac-
tile unit of the cardiac myocyte, the sarcomere, is only capable of
shortening by about 13%, whereas the ventricle shortens in length
and circumference by about 20% with over 40% radial thickening,
leading to the ejection of more than 60% of the end-diastolic vol-
ume. The transduction of this small degree of sarcomere shortening
into an ejection fraction greater than 60% is only possible because
of a very specific counterwoven double-helical arrangement of
muscle fibers.

Before discussing the actual anatomy, consider an alternative,
simpler arrangement consisting only of fibers coursing circumfer-
entially in the cavity. The sarcomeres generate force most effi-
ciently in a narrow range around 13%, but as shown in
Figure 28.1, to reduce the cross-sectional area by 60% with an
incompressible material like the myocardium requires fiber short-
ening of approximately 15% at the midwall (near optimal for the
sarcomere). But at the epicardium, there is only 7% shortening,
which is too little for optimal force generation. Furthermore, at
the endocardium, conservation of mass requires the fibers to
shorten by 26%, well beyond what a sarcomere can do because it
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Figure 28.1. Schematic representation of sarcomere shortening (opti-
mally near 13%) and the circumferential and radial deformation necessary
to eject 60% of the cavity volume. A simple circumferential wrapping of
fibers would lead to incomplete shortening of sarcomeres in the epicar-
dium and a crumpling of myofibrils in the subendocardium. ΔSL, Change
in sarcomere length; ε, regional strain, with the subscripts epi, mid, and
endo referring to circumferential shortening at these respectivemyocardial
levels, and rad referring to radial thickening; EF, ejection fraction.
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Figure 28.3. Further subdivision of myofibrils into discrete sheets,
which can tilt relative to the circumferential plane during systole to main-
tain optimal sarcomere shortening. (Courtesy of Professor Peter Hunter,
Auckland Bioengineering Institute, Auckland, New Zealand.)
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requires inefficient crumpling of the fibers. To generate ejection
with pressure requires an arrangement of myofibrils that allows
each sarcomere to contribute optimally to contraction.

In reality, as Figure 28.2 demonstrates, the left ventricular myo-
fibrils are arranged roughly in a left-handed helix in the epicardium
and a right-handed helix in the endocardium, with a circumferential
arrangement in the midwall. These are not discrete layers, but
rather show a continuous gradation from roughly +60 to �60
degrees (relative to the circumferential midwall fibers) when mov-
ing from endocardium to epicardium.1 Although this helps to nor-
malize sarcomeric shortening, a further feature is required. The
fibers must be arranged in discrete sheets defined by perimysial col-
lagen so that during systole, they can tilt inward, which permits
much greater regional deformation but keeps sarcomere shortening
in the optimal zone (Fig. 28.3).2

The counterwoven helical architecture contributes to ventricular
torsion, the wringing motion that helps to eject blood while also stor-
ing energy in the interstitium and titin, the sarcomeric molecular
spring. The stored energy is then released during diastole to assist
in the low-pressure filling of the heart.3,4 Because they are farther
from the ventricular centroid, the left-handed fibers in the epicar-
dium have a mechanical advantage over the right-handed endocar-
dial fibers. Therefore they can rotate the apex counterclockwise
Epicardium

Left-handed helix Circumfere

Mid-wal

Figure 28.2. Myofibril orientation in the epicardium, midwall, and endoca
Institute, Auckland, New Zealand.)
(as viewed in the typical short-axis echo plane) while pulling the base
clockwise, generating about 13 to 15 degrees of twist at rest.
LEFT VENTRICULAR VOLUME AND ITS DYNAMIC
GEOMETRY
The left ventricle is a complex ellipsoid structure that is character-
ized by one major and two minor axes. The two minor axes,
although similar in length, are not identical; the axis lying in the
septolateral (horizontal) plane is shorter than the one lying in the
intercommissural (vertical) plane, because the interventricular sep-
tum has a lower curvature. During cardiac contraction, after ini-
tially becoming more spherical, the LV becomes more elliptical
at end systole. Hearts with systolic failure characteristically
become more spherical. LV geometry is also influenced by RV
pathology; septolateral dimensions usually decrease in the setting
of RV pressure overload. These changes are relevant because flat-
tening of the septum elicits profound changes in regional LV con-
tractility from interference with the Starling mechanism.5,6
ntial Right-handed helix

l Endocardium

rdium. (Courtesy of Professor Peter Hunter, Auckland Bioengineering
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CARDIAC CYCLE
The cardiac cycle itself is one of themost complex physiologic phe-
nomena in existence. It refers to the interplay between electrical
and mechanical events in the heart that lead to sequential filling
and emptying of various cardiac chambers. This interplay can be
viewed as a sequence in time (time domain) or in a framework
of pressure-volume loops of the individual cardiac chambers. We
will limit discussion here to the LV cardiac cycle (Fig. 28.4).

The contraction of the LV is initiated by an electrical impulse,
which in a normal heart starts a depolarization wave from the base
of the septum. Once the wave reaches the “superhighway” of the
Purkinje conduction system, it moves rapidly toward the LV apex,
engulfing the entire heart and reaching the posterior base of the left
ventricle within the next 35 msec. Depolarization of the muscle does
not immediately start mechanical contraction. An additional 10 to 15
msec are needed for the fibers to begin shortening. Thus the usual def-
inition of end diastole is the nadir of the Q wave (beginning of the R
wave)because it isassumed that, at this time,mostof thecardiac tissue
has not yet started to contract, even if it has beenelectrically activated.
This time point precedes the closure of the mitral valve (assessed by
either Doppler, M-mode echocardiography, or phonocardiography),
although,when viewedwith high temporal resolution echocardiogra-
phy, closure of themitral valve appears to bemore of a process than a
discrete phenomenon. The interval between the Q wave and mitral
valve closure is called electromechanical delay. In the presence of
a wideQRS complex, it is muchmore difficult to define end diastole,
because in this situation the peak Q wave or the beginning of the R
wave can precede the beginning of contraction by more than 100
msec.A typicalwayofovercoming this is toassumethat the timepoint
just before mitral valve closure is end diastole. Yet another way to
defineend-diastolicpressure (more relevant to thecatheterization lab-
oratory, but can alsobe applied to echocardiography) is the timewhen
the first derivative of LV pressure over time (dP/dt) reaches 10% of
maximum LV dP/dt. Regardless of its definition, the end-diastolic
point closely corresponds to the lower right corner of the
LV pressure-volume (PV) loop diagram (Fig. 28.5).
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Figure 28.4. Cardiac cycle. Hemo-
dynamic data obtained from an
experiment in a dog with tachycardia-
induced cardiomyopathy. See text for
details. AVC(O), Aortic valve closure
(opening); dP/dt, first derivative of
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ejection.
Although the discussion on how to define end diastole may
seem academic, it is crucially important whenever LV systolic
function must be assessed, whether using familiar LV volumes
or, especially, novel parameters such as strain. With the closure
of the mitral valve (MV), LV pressure starts to rise. The LV then
becomes more spherical, finally resulting in the opening of the aor-
tic valve and the onset of ejection. The period between MV closure
and aortic valve opening is the isovolumic contraction time
(IVCT), whereas the period between the beginning of depolariza-
tion and aortic valve opening is the preejection period (PEP), which
is the sum of the electromechanical delay and preejection period.
Several physiologic events occur with aortic valve opening: the
LV gradually becomes smaller and less spherical, and pressure does
not increase as rapidly. LV dP/dt reaches its maximum (LV dP/dt
max) almost simultaneously with aortic valve opening (see more
later). The LV ejection period (defined as the time between aortic
valve opening and closure) is classically characterized by two parts,
which are rapid (early) and slow (late) ejection; although the differ-
entiation between these two periods is not as clear in the setting of
high afterload or low contractility. Interestingly, most of the blood
volume is ejected while LV pressure is relatively constant (see PV
loop diagram in Fig. 28.5). As we near the end of ejection, a rela-
tively rapid pressure drop occurs. In the PV loop diagram, this is
marked as the left upper point on the diagram, defining physiologic
end systole (in mathematical terms, this is the maximum of the
pressure-to-volume ratio). This time point usually precedes aortic
valve closure by 15 to 30 msec, except in some pathologic states
(e.g., mitral regurgitation), and marks the beginning of relaxation.
With aortic valve closure, the rate of pressure drop increases rap-
idly, leading to the occurrence of peak negative dP/dt (dP/dt
min), a marker of relaxation (see next section). LV pressure con-
tinues to drop, albeit more slowly, until the mitral valve opens,
which marks the end of the isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT)
period. This pressure drop during IVRT follows an approximately
exponential decay curve characterized by the time constant of
isovolumic pressure decay (see next section). With mitral valve
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opening, there is an interplay with continued relaxation and early
filling of the left ventricle, which leads first to a short period of
pressure drop up to minimum LV diastolic pressure (with an
increase in volume and thus, instantaneously, “negative” compli-
ance). After minimum LV diastolic pressure, there follows a rela-
tively long period of continuous pressure increase, augmented by
atrial contraction, and culminates with mitral valve closure and
the end of this LV filling period.
DETERMINANTS OF LV PERFORMANCE
The basis of LV performance is summed up by the Harvey principle
of continuous (closed-loop) circulation of the blood and the Star-
ling mechanism of cardiac output regulated by its preload (i.e.,
input), enabling the heart to work as a servomotor. Determinants
of LV performance are usually identified as preload, afterload, con-
tractility (inotropy), and diastolic function (lusitropy and chamber
compliance; see later); however, not all of these determinants are
completely independent.

LV preload refers to initial sarcomere length, and it is linked to
cardiac performance through the Starling mechanism. In summary,
an increase in preload (i.e., the amount of blood coming into the
heart) leads to an increase in the force generated by sarcomeres,
which in turn leads to increased LV pressure, power, and work.
The area of the pressure-volume loop quantifies the amount of work
generated in each heart stroke. There are two ways in which stroke
work may be increased. The first is by augmenting the difference
between diastolic and systolic pressures, and the second is by
increasing the difference between diastolic and systolic volumes.
Both mechanisms may contribute, as well. Because we cannot mea-
sure sarcomere length, preload is quantified by end-diastolic vol-
ume. As a surrogate, one can use pulmonary capillary wedge
pressure, mean left atrial pressure, LV end-diastolic pressure, or
LVmean diastolic pressure, all of them strongly correlated but with
somewhat different physiologic determinants.

LV afterload is the amount of resistance that the heart encounters
during ejection. It is very important to understand that afterload
under normal condition is “good”; most of the vital organs need
some level of blood pressure so they can operate their autoregula-
tory blood supply systems. If blood pressures were in the range of
50 mm Hg, no matter how many liters of blood were pumped
through the circulatory system, the brain, kidneys, and heart would
not be able to extract sufficient oxygen for adequate function. In this
regard, septic shock can be considered a situation in which afterload
is inadequate. However, an afterload that is too high leads to a
decrease in stroke volume because pressure and flow are linked
within the pressure-volume loop. Afterload may be separated into
two components, oscillatory and static. The static component rep-
resents capillary resistance and can be quantified simply by a sys-
temic vascular resistance equation as cardiac output divided by the
difference between mean systolic pressure and central venous pres-
sure. The oscillatory component reflects elasticity of the aorta and
big vessels, and it is defined by the interplay between arterial pres-
sure and flow that can only be quantified using complex computa-
tionalmethods. Yet anothermeasure, which theoretically represents
the sum of both components, is arterial elastance, defined as the
ratio between end-systolic pressure and stroke volume.

We have already mentioned that LV force, power, and work are
determined by preload, augmenting with increased preload. So how
do we then define LV contractility? Although there are several pos-
sible ways, potentially the easiest one is that LV contractility rep-
resents the increase in the amount of force, power, or work per unit
increase in preload (i.e., end-diastolic volume). Experimental work
has shown that the relationship between cardiac performance
parameters and end-diastolic volume is nearly linear, with the slope
of this relationship representing contractility (Fig. 28.6). When
dP/dt max is used as the parameter of interest, the name of the slope
is elastance derivative (dE/dt).7 When stroke work is used, the
name is preload recruitable stroke work.8 Finally, when LV power
is used, the name of the relationship is preload-adjusted maximal
power.9 Yet another way to understand these complex concepts
is through the assessment of end-systolic pressure volume relation-
ships. In brief, if a sudden decrease in preload occurs, blood pres-
sure drops precipitously, as the end-systolic volume decreases and
afterload is suddenly reduced by the blood pressure drop. The rela-
tionship between blood pressure and end-systolic volume decrease
is again linear, with the slope of this relationship representing end-
systolic elastance.7 Of note, there are several other closely related
concepts, such as time-varying maximum elastance, which we will
not cover because they are complex and infrequently used, even in
the physiology community. Elastance is difficult to understand in
the context of the Starling law. One way to gain insight is to inter-
pret this concept as a measure of resistance of the LV to increase its
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size with increasing systolic blood pressure. One might imagine
what would happen if the aorta were constricted. A heart with high
elastance will maintain initial end-systolic volume, whereas one
with low elastance will increase its end-systolic volume.

This leads to a final method for assessing contractility, which is
the relationship between wall stress and ejection fraction (or frac-
tional shortening). Wall stress is a force acting in a given direction
per unit area, and it represents a measure of a force that opposes
myocardial fiber contraction, or in other words, afterload. In addi-
tion to intracavitary pressure, two other factors influence stress: LV
cavity size and wall thickness. For a same pressure, force (stress)
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Figure 28.7. End-systolic stress–
ejection fraction relationship in patients
withnonischemicdilatedcardiomyopa-
thy before and after partial left ventricu-
lectomy. This procedure, which is no
longer performed, increased ejection
fraction by reducing left ventricular
end-systolic stress. The figure shows
that this increase in ejection fraction
was caused by decreased afterload
(stress). (Adapted fromPopovicZ,Miric
M,GradinacS,etal: Effectsofpartial left
ventriculectomy on left ventricular per-
formance in patients with nonischemic
dilated cardiomyopathy, JAmColl Car-
diol 32:1801-1808, 1998.)
will be higher in a larger ventricle because the ventricular surface
over which intracavitary pressure is acting is larger. Inversely,
increased wall thickness decreases stress because it distributes
force over a larger linear dimension. The final concept is similar
to the concept of elastance: hearts with high contractility can have
a high ejection fraction despite high stress, but the opposite will
be true for the failing heart. Plotting wall stress on the x-axis and
ejection fraction on the y-axis in Cartesian coordinates enables
comparison with previously ascertained normal stress–ejection
fraction values without the need for further preload manipulation
(Fig. 28.7).10
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Of note, in clinical cardiology, parameters that require preload
manipulation in their calculation are seldom used. A key reason is
that one needs to know the so-called V0, which is the minimum LV
volume that elicits a cardiac response. Although there are several
methods to estimate V0, these are usually taken as rough estimates
and not as actual measures. Ejection fraction–wall stress relation-
ships are also almost never explicitly used in modern cardiology for
adult patients because they often exhibit low sensitivity to
depressed contractility.11 However, one point is critical: any echo-
cardiographic examination is diminished in value if the blood pres-
sure is not recorded during the examination.

RESPONSE TO EXERCISE
Exercise elicits a complex and powerful response of the cardiovas-
cular system brought about sympathetic activation and multiple
autoregulatory cardiac mechanisms. Muscle mobilization leads to
decreased venous capacitance and increased preload. In other
words, muscle contraction pumps out blood out of the limb vascu-
lature into the central circulation.12 This in turn leads to reflex
tachycardia (Bainbridge reflex) and increased contractility through
Bowditch (force-frequency)13 phenomenon. There is a decrease of
peripheral resistance caused by arteriolar vasodilation in muscles,
leading to decreased afterload and increased cardiac output. At the
same time, there is sympathetic activation that further leads to
increased contractility, heart rate, and relaxation rate. All of these
phenomena lead to the heart delivering greater cardiac output in a
hemodynamically optimized (less afterload) environment. These
phenomena lead to moderate increases in blood pressure, decreases
in end-systolic volume (larger than the decrease in end-diastolic
volume), mild increases in stroke volume, and an overall increase
in the cardiac output, mostly because of increased heart rate. Heart
rate increase is not a necessary mechanism because cardiac output
increases even in the setting of a fixed heart rate; however, the total
increase in cardiac output is compromised if heart rate does not
increase. Cardiac exercise also leads to a mild increase in LV filling
pressures.14 Of interest is that, although changes in EF and strain
are minimal, there is a dramatic increase in strain rate, both positive
and negative.
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29 Global Left Ventricular Systolic Function
Alex Pui-Wai Lee, MBChB, Cheuk-Man Yu, MD
Assessment of left ventricular (LV) systolic function should be part
of almost all echocardiographic examinations. This chapter dis-
cusses various traditional and newer approaches to the quantifica-
tion of LV global systolic function.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC METHODS USED
TO ASSESS LV GLOBAL SYSTOLIC FUNCTION

M-Mode Echocardiography
M-mode echocardiography records the motion of cardiac structures
in one dimension. Linear measurements of LV dimensions (LVDs)
are made by positioning the cursor through the LVminor axis at the
level of mitral leaflet tips in the parasternal long-axis view. Frac-
tional shortening (FS) and ejection fraction (EF) can then be calcu-
lated with geometric assumptions.

Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
Two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) remains the primary
tool for evaluation of LV systolic function. Endocardial border
motion and wall thickening can be visualized for “eye-balling”
of LV function. Quantitatively, volumetric measurements are
obtained by tracing the endocardial border in apical four- and
two-chamber views in end diastole and end systole using the
biplane method of discs (modified Simpson rule) (Fig. 29.1). The
LV is mathematically divided along its long axis into a series of
discs of equal height. Individual disc volume is calculated as height
� disc area (assuming circular discs). LV volume is then repre-
sented by the sum of disc volumes.1

Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
Three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) provides volumetric
measurements without geometric assumptions. Typically, a full-
volume data set of the LV obtained from the apical window is ana-
lyzed by either tomographic or surface rendering techniques. In the
tomographic approach, reconstruction of cut planes from a 3D data
set ensures no foreshortening when calculating the left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF) based on the Simpson rule. Alternatively,
a surface-rendered cavity cast of LV can be created to allow com-
putation of LV volume from voxel counts, and its change over time
is tracked to calculate EF and stroke volume (Fig. 29.2). 3DE has
been clearly demonstrated to provide more accurate and
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Figure 29.1. Two-dimensional mea-
surements for volume calculations using
the biplane method of discs (modified
Simpson rule) in apical four-chamber
(A4C) and apical two-chamber (A2C)
views at end diastole and at end systole.
Papillary muscles should be excluded
from the cavity in the tracing.

Figure 29.2. 3D echocardiography
allows acquisition of a full-volume data
set of the LV, from which a surface-
rendered LV cast is created for calculat-
ing the true LV volume and ejection
fraction from voxel count without geo-
metric assumption. The change in LV vol-
ume over a cardiac cycle is displayed.
See also accompanying video.
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reproducible measurements of LV volumes than 2DE, and is com-
parable to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).2,3

Doppler Echocardiography
Doppler echocardiography provides hemodynamic information.
Calculation of stroke volume (SV) uses the hydraulic orifice for-
mula: SV¼ left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) velocity time
integral � LVOT area (assuming a circular LVOT). Without aortic
regurgitation, SV reflects blood volume ejected per beat and is the
hemodynamic product of LV contraction.

Tissue Doppler Imaging
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) uses the Doppler principles to mea-
sure velocities of tissue movements. A wall filter is used to distin-
guish between signals originating from moving tissue (high
amplitude, low velocities) and blood flow (low amplitude, high
velocities). The systolic velocity of the mitral annulus (S0) corre-
lates well with LVEF and SV, with important prognostic implica-
tions.4 Strain rate and strain (primarily longitudinal component)
can also be derived from TDI.

Speckle Tracking Echocardiography
Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) is a novel technique used
to evaluate cardiac mechanics. The speckles seen in 2D gray-scale
images result from interference of ultrasound scattered from struc-
tures smaller than the ultrasound wavelength. With STE, kernels of
speckles can be tracked from frame to frame by block matching,
providing displacement information, from which myocardial strain
and SR can be derived. Strain measurements by 2D STE varies with
myocardial regions, age, gender and echocardiographic vendors in
healthy adults.5

GLOBAL LV SYSTOLIC FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS

Fractional Shortening and Ejection Fraction
Fractional shortening (FS) is calculated from linear measurements
of LVD from M-mode or 2D images:

FS = 100% × (LVDd – LVDs)/LVDd 

where LVDd and LVDs are the LV end-diastolic dimension and
end-systolic dimension, respectively. FS as a measure of global
LV function may be problematic when there is a marked difference
in regional function, such as with coronary artery disease. LVEF is
the proportion of the end-diastolic volume (EDV) ejected by the LV
with each contraction:

EF = 100% × (EDV – ESV)/EDV

LVEF is a strong predictor of clinical outcome in almost all cardiac
conditions and is widely used to make clinical decisions, including
whether to implant intracardiac defibrillators or biventricular pace-
makers. LVEF can be calculated from linear measurements using
mathematical methods that convert them to volumes. However,
the current guidelines on chamber quantification issued by the
American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) do not recommend
these methods because inaccuracies may result from the geometric
assumptions.1 LVEF should be calculated from volumetric mea-
surements by 2DE or preferably by 3DE.

Ejection Acceleration Time
The systolic acceleration (LVOTacc) of the LVOT velocity is cal-
culated as peak LVOT velocity divided by time to peak LVOT
velocity. It has a linear correlation with LV contractility indices,
independently of load conditions.6

dP/dt: dP/dt is an index of LV contractility, measuring the rate
of LV pressure increase during the isovolumic contraction period,
when left atrial pressure remains relatively constant and therefore
mitral regurgitation velocity changes reflect dP/dt. The time inter-
val (dt) between 1 m/sec and 3 m/sec (dP¼32 mm Hg, Bernoulli
principle) on the mitral regurgitation velocity profile obtained by
continuous wave Doppler is measured, and dP/dt¼32 mmHg/time
(seconds).

Myocardial Performance Index
Systolic dysfunction results in a prolongation of isovolumic con-
traction time (IVCT) and isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT); as
well as a shortening of ejection time (ET). Tei and colleagues7 have
proposed the use of myocardial performance index (MPI) for
assessment of global LV performance, where:

MPI = (IVCT + IVRT)/ET

Strain and Strain Rate
Strain is the fractional change (unitless) in the length of a myocar-
dial segment. Positive values represent lengthening. Strain rate
(SR) is the rate of change in strain (expressed as 1/sec). Strain
and SR provide local information on myocardial deformation with
longitudinal, radial, and circumferential components, which are rel-
evant for characterization of myocardial mechanics. Rotation refers
to myocardial rotation around LV long axis (expressed in degrees).
The absolute difference in rotation of apex and base (usually in dif-
ferent directions) is referred to as LV twist (also expressed in
degrees). Torsion refers to the base-to-apex gradient in rotation
angle along the LV long axis (expressed in degrees per centimeter).
Both TDI and STE can be used to assess strain and SR, although the
latter has the advantage of relative angle-independency and higher
signal-to-noise ratio. A growing body of evidence suggests that
deformation imaging provides incremental information in clinical
settings. The areas that hold the greatest promise for potential appli-
cations include assessment of myocardial ischemia and viability
(Fig. 29.3), detection of subclinical heart disease, and the serial
assessment of different cardiomyopathies.8

LIMITATIONS AND TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Linear measurements by M-mode are frequently off axis and may
not be representative in a distorted ventricle. Apical foreshortening
and geometric assumptions may lead to incorrect estimation of EF
by 2DE. Many of these problems can be prevented by using 3DE,
although it is still limited by inferior image resolution, volume
underestimation compared with MRI, and stitching artifact. The
major weaknesses of TDI are its angle dependency and that TDI-
derived strain and SR are noisy. Hence STE has become the more
popular technique for deformation imaging. However, STE relies
on good image quality and 2D STE may not properly track out
of plane motions. STE also relies on temporal resolution, which
may be a problem with rapid heart rates, which occur during stress
echocardiography. Currently the most important practical limita-
tion of STE is inconsistency between the equipment used5 because
different vendors use different tracking algorithms.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The advantages, limitations, and reference values of the various
methods of LV systolic function assessment are summarized in
Table 29.1. The ASE guidelines currently recommend the use of
2D biplane Simpsonmethod.With ongoing technical advancement,
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Figure 29.3. Two-dimensional speckle tracking echocardiographic image of an apex obtained in a pig during coronary occlusion at rest (A) and at
peak dose of dobutamine (B), showing decreased global longitudinal strain (GS). The quantitative assessment of velocity and direction of vectors by
global strain provides an integrated description of the motion.

TABLE 29.1 Different Methods and Parameters for Evaluation of Global LV Systolic Function

Methods/
Parameters Advantages Limitations

Normal Reference
Values

M-mode
Fractional shortening

Reproducible
High temporal resolution
Wealth of accumulated data

Frequently off axis
Not representative in distorted ventricles

Women: 27%-45%
Men: 25%-43%

2DE
Ejection fraction

(biplane Simpson)

Correct for shape distortions Apex often foreshortened
Still has geometric assumptions

�55%

Continued
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TABLE 29.1 Different Methods and Parameters for Evaluation of Global LV Systolic Function—cont'd

Methods/
Parameters Advantages Limitations

Normal Reference
Values

3DE
Ejection fraction

(voxel count)

No geometric assumption
Infinite cut planes for regional function

assessment

Image resolution inferior to 2DE at current stage
of development

�55%

Doppler
Stroke volume

Conceptually simple
Unique hemodynamic information

Not a true indicator of systolic function 55-100 mL

Ejection acceleration
(LVOTacc)

Correlates with LV contractility
Load independent

Clinical value remains to be proven 7.9 � 3.1 m/sec2

dP/dt Noninvasive assessment of LV contractility Only applicable when MR is present
Reduced in contractile dyssynchrony
(e.g. LBBB)

1000-1200 mm
Hg/sec

Myocardial
performance index

Provides information of global LV performance
combining systole and diastole

Does not provide information on mechanisms of
dysfunction

LV: 0.39 � 0.05
RV: 0.28 � 0.04

TDI
Mitral annular systolic

velocity (S0)

Correlates with SV and LVEF
Independent prognostic information

Only accounts for long-axis function of the LV �6 cm/sec

STE
Strain and SR

Provides information on myocardial mechanics Intervendor discrepancy
Clinical value remains to be proven

Global longitudinal
strain: 19% � 5%

2DE, Two-dimensional echocardiography; 3DE, three-dimensional echocardiography; dP/dt, rate of left ventricular pressure rise during isovolumic
contraction period; LBBB, left bundle branch block; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; LVOTacc, systolic acceleration of left
ventricular outflow tract velocity;MR, mitral regurgitation; RV, right ventricle; SR, strain rate; STE, speckle strain echocardiography; SV, stroke volume; TDI,
tissue Doppler imaging.
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3DEwill likely replace 2DE as the routinemethod to assess LV vol-
umes and EF.2 Although strain and SR are still largely of research
interest, once standardization of measurement is achieved and diag-
nostic accuracy is confirmed, strain and SR will become an integral
part of clinical echocardiography for the evaluation of myocardial
mechanics.
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30 Regional Left Ventricular Systolic Function
Manish Bansal, MD, Partho P. Sengupta, MD, DM
Coronary artery disease is the most common etiology underlying
regional left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction. The distribution
of regional abnormalities can predict the location of stenosis in the
coronary arterial tree. The assessment of regional LV systolic function
therefore forms the basis for detection of myocardial ischemia and
viability during stress echocardiography, for guiding therapeutic
decision making in patients with LV systolic dysfunction, and for fol-
lowing up patients undergoing coronary revascularization procedures.
LV MYOCARDIAL SEGMENTATION
Regardless of the technique used, assessment of LV regional func-
tion follows a segmental approach. For the purpose of standardiza-
tion, the American Society of Echocardiography had recommended
a 16-segment model in 1989,1 but a seventeenth segment—the
apical cap—was added later to allow comparison with other imag-
ing modalities, such as nuclear imaging (Fig. 30.1).2,3 Although
either model can be used for the assessment of LV systolic function
on echocardiography, the 16-segment model remains clinically
applicable because the apical cap normally does not exhibit any
apparent contractile function.
METHODS FOR ASSESSMENT OF REGIONAL
LV SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
Numerous qualitative, semiquantitative, and quantitative methods
have been developed over the years to evaluate LV regional systolic
function (Table 30.1).4,5 Of these, the two most relevant to clinical
practice are visual assessment of regional wall motion and speckle
tracking echocardiography (STE).



Figure 30.1. Seventeen-segment model recommended by the American Society of Echocardiography for the segmental analysis of left ventricular sys-
tolic function. (Reproduced with permission from Lang RM, Bierig M, Devereux RB, et al: Recommendations for chamber quantification: a report from the
American Society of Echocardiography's Guidelines and Standards Committee and the Chamber QuantificationWriting Group, developed in conjunction
with the European Association of Echocardiography, a branch of the European Society of Cardiology, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 18:1440-1463, 2005.)

TABLE 30.1 Methods for Assessment of Regional Left Ventricular
Systolic Function

Modality Method

M-mode • Regional thickening
Two-dimensional

echocardiography
• Visual assessment of wall motion
• Percent radian shrinkage
• Percent segmental area reduction or
fractional area change

• Center-line chordal shortening
• Acoustic quantification with color kinesis

Three-dimensional
echocardiography

• Regional volume change

Tissue Doppler imaging • Tissue velocity
• Segmental displacement
• Segmental strain and strain rate

Speckle tracking
echocardiography
(can be two-dimensional
or three-dimensional)

• Segmental strain and strain rate
• Layer-specific strain and strain rate

TABLE 30.2 Visual, Semiquantitative Assessment of Left Ventricular
Segmental Myocardial Systolic Function

Wall Motion
Type Description

Wall Motion
Score

Normal Normal thickening (usually >30%
thickening from end diastole)

1

Hypokinesia Reduced thickening (usually 10%-
30% thickening from end diastole)

2*

Akinesia Markedly reduced or no thickening
(<10% thickening fromend diastole)

3

Dyskinesia Paradoxical thinning and/or outward
motion during systole

4

Aneurysmal Diastolic deformation 5

*Some schemes assign scores of 1.5 and 2.5 to denote mild hypokinesia
and severe hypokinesia, respectively.
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Visual Assessment of Regional LV Systolic
Function
Visual analysis of segmental wall motion is the most commonly
employed method for the assessment of LV regional systolic func-
tion. Eachmyocardial segment is carefully assessed for the extent of
wall thickening and motion and is graded as normal, hypokinetic,
akinetic, or dyskinetic. These different grades of wall motion can
also be assigned a score, as outlined inTable 30.2. The score for each
segment is added and the total score is divided by the number of seg-
ments analyzed toobtain awallmotion score index,whichprovides a
semiquantitative estimate of overall LV systolic function. A higher
wall motion score index signifies worse LV systolic function.3,5

Although the visual assessment has been extensively used and
validated in clinical and research settings, its subjective and
qualitative nature remains a major challenge and is the source of
most of the limitations associated with this technique. First, the sub-
jective interpretation renders regional wall motion assessment
highly operator-dependent and susceptible to interobserver vari-
ability. Considerable expertise is required to ensure adequate accu-
racy and reproducibility of the interpretation.6,7 Second, because of
its qualitative nature, visual inspection is unable to detect subtle
changes in regional systolic function, which is particularly relevant
when interpreting stress echocardiograms.
Assessment of the Myocardial Contractile
Function by Speckle Tracking Echocardiography
Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) is a relatively new, gray-
scale–based technique that promises to overcome many of the chal-
lenges inherent to the visual assessment of regional function.8

A gray-scale ultrasound image is composed of multiple acoustic
speckles generated by tissue–ultrasound interactions. The STE
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Figure 30.2. Speckle tracking echocardiography derived measurements of segmental longitudinal (A) and circumferential (B) strain from apical
four-chamber and apical short-axis views, respectively. Note relatively preserved strains in basal segments (single arrow) but significantly impaired
strain values in apical segments (double arrows), particularly apical lateral segment.
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software recognizes thesespecklesandautomatically tracks themfrom
frame to frame through the cardiac cycle to derive velocity, displace-
ment, strain, and strain rate data (Fig. 30.2).Strain is ameasureofmyo-
cardial deformation and is expressed as percent change in the length of
the myocardial segment, whereas strain rate is the rate at which defor-
mation occurs and has the unit of 1/sec. Because strainmeasuresmyo-
cardial deformation and not just displacement, it provides more
accurate information about myocardial contractile function than any
of the parameters based on myocardial motion. Moreover, being a
quantitativeparameter, strainmeasurement permits detectionof subtle
changes in contractile function. However, the greatest advantage
of STE is perhaps its ability to resolve different components of the
complex, multidimensional LV myocardial deformation.

The LV myocardium is composed of multiple layers of muscle
fibers, which are arranged in counterdirectional helices. In addition
to shortening and thickening, obliquely placed myocardial fibers
slide over each other, resulting in shear deformation. For describing
myocardial deformation in three dimensions, there are three prin-
cipal strains: longitudinal, circumferential, and radial and three
shear strains (circumferential-longitudinal, circumferential-radial,
and longitudinal-radial) that need to be resolved. The shear defor-
mation that occurs in the circumferential-longitudinal plane is also
called torsional deformation. In general, the different forms of
shear deformation allow myocardial fiber sheets to slide past one
another, with the inner layers pushed toward the LV cavity for
amplifying raidal thickening.

Although initial experience with STE has shown great promise,
several challenges remain. First, because it requires gray-scale
analysis, it is highly dependent on image quality. Second, signifi-
cant variability exists between STE platforms from different ultra-
sound vendors, precluding comparisons across different studies.9

Third, and perhaps the most relevant to assessment of regional
function, reproducibility of strain measurements at the segmental
level is currently suboptimal.10

Other Techniques
In the past, several other quantitative methods for the assessment of
regional LV function have been developed, including percent radial
shortening, fractional area change, centerline approach, and acous-
tic quantification with color kinesis.4,5 Most of these techniques
depend on detection of the endocardial border during different
phases of the cardiac cycle, either manually or through acoustic
quantification. Then computerized algorithms analyze the extent
of endocardial displacement to derive information about segmental
systolic function. None of these techniques gained wide acceptance
in clinical practice because (1) they are dependent on gray-scale
image quality, (2) it is not possible to differentiate between true
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myocardial contraction and translational movement, and (3) the
incremental information acquired is relatively limited when com-
pared with that from conventional wall motion analysis.

Tissue Doppler-based velocity and strain imaging have been
used more extensively. However, the major limitation with tissue
Doppler imaging (TDI)-based approaches is their dependence on
insonation angle, which compromises measurement accuracy in
dilated and distorted ventricles. Moreover, because of the angle
dependence, TDI cannot be used to measure radial and circumfer-
ential strain and LV rotation and torsion.

Three-dimensional echocardiography has emerged as an accu-
rate and reproducible method for the measurement of LV volumes
and global systolic function.11,12 It also permits assessment of
regional systolic function by estimating fractional change in the
LV cavity subvolumes subtended by the individual myocardial seg-
ments. However, more experience is needed with this approach.

CORRELATION WITH CORONARY BLOOD SUPPLY
Because the distribution of regional wall motion abnormalities
(RWMA) corresponds to the coronary vascular supply, the assess-
ment of regional LV systolic function not only provides informa-
tion regarding the extent of myocardial damage, but also helps in
indentifying the affected coronary artery. Although there is consid-
erable overlap in the coronary vascular distribution, Figure 30.3
depicts the most commonly found patterns.

CORRELATION WITH EXTENT OF INFARCTION
Experimental models have previously established that coronary
occlusion beyond 20 minutes results in a wave front of necrosis that
extends from the subendocardium to the subepicardium.13With only
20% of myocardial involvement, segments start showing systolic
thinning, and no further augmentation is seen in the severity of sys-
tolic thinning with increasing extent of transmural infarct.14 Thus
systolic thinning of a myocardial segment as seen on conventional
Figure 30.3. The typical distribution of coronary vascular supply. CX, Circum
duced with permission from Lang RM, Bierig M, Devereux RB, et al: Recomm
of Echocardiography's Guidelines and Standards Committee and the Chamb
pean Association of Echocardiography, a branch of the European Society o
M-mode and two-dimensional echocardiography suggests the pres-
ence of infarct greater than 20%, but cannot be used to differentiate
more profound degrees of transmural infarction.

Resolving thecomponentsofmyocardialdeformation is important
for understanding the extent of transmural involvement. In the pres-
ence of nontransmural disease, principal myocardial strains show
disparity. Coronary ischemia causes subendocardial dysfunction
resulting in reduced longitudinal strain, with relative preservation
of circumferential and radial strain. Subendocardial infarction simi-
larly causes reduction in longitudinal strain, whereas transmural
infarction is associated with loss of all the strain components.10,15
NONISCHEMIC CAUSES OF REGIONAL
LV SYSTOLIC DYSFUNCTION
Although regional systolic dysfunction, in most instances, indicates
underlying ischemic heart disease, there are several clinical condi-
tions that can result inRWMAin theabsenceofmyocardial ischemia
(Box 30.1).4 Most common are diseases interfering with the normal
electrical activation of the ventricles, with left bundle branch block
(LBBB) being the prototype. LBBB results in a typical septal con-
traction pattern characterized by brief, early, inward septal motion
followed by a later outward motion. The pattern of RWMA in other
conduction abnormalities will vary depending on the sequence of
LVmyocardial depolarization. Abnormal septal motion is also seen
in other conditions, such as postpericardiotomy, constrictive peri-
carditis, and right ventricular pressure and volume overload.

Many systemic illnesses suchas sarcoidosis andhemochromatosis
can also result in RWMA, even though global involvement is more
common. RWMA affecting basal posterolateral and septal regions
is not uncommon in sarcoidosis, and it canmimic coronary artery dis-
ease. Similarly, nonischemicdilatedcardiomyopathycan alsopresent
with regional LV systolic dysfunction accompanied by more marked
impairment of septum and inferior walls and relative preservation of
anterior and lateral walls. Finally, there are some normal variants that
flex; LAD, left anterior descending; RCA, right coronary artery. (Repro-
endations for chamber quantification: a report from the American Society
er Quantification Writing Group, developed in conjunction with the Euro-
f Cardiology, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 18:1440-1463, 2005.)



Box 30.1 Causes of Regional Left Ventricular Systolic
Dysfunction in Absence of Coronary Artery Disease

Conditions

• Abnormal electrical conduction
• Conduction system abnormalities such as left bundle branch
block

• Ventricular pacing
• Ventricular ectopics
• Ventricular preexcitation

• Postpericardiotomy state
• Pericardial constriction
• Right ventricular pressure and volume overload
• External compression
• Nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy
• Stress cardiomyopathy
• Systemic diseases such as sarcoidosis and hemochromatosis
• Normal variants
• Physiologic heterogeneity (proximal inferoposterior and lateral
wall contract slightly later than septum and anterior wall; greater
percentage increase in wall thickness at base than at apex)

• Early relaxation
• Tardokinesis
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can alsoproduceRWMA.These includephysiologic heterogeneity in
LV contraction, early relaxation pattern, and so on.4

There are several important clues that can help differentiate
between true ischemic RWMA and the nonischemic causes men-
tioned previously. Atypical distribution of RWMA not conforming
to any particular vascular territory, abnormal myocardial motion
with preserved myocardial thickening, and wall motion abnormal-
ities confined only to a brief period of the cardiac cycle generally
favor nonischemic etiology. However, stress cardiomyopathy, also
known as apical ballooning syndrome or Takotsubo cardiomyopa-
thy, is a distinct form of regional LV systolic dysfunction, which is
almost indistinguishable from coronary artery disease.16 The
underlying clinical setting and high index of suspicion may help
in diagnosing this condition, which can be confirmed with coronary
angiography or by spontaneous, complete recovery of LV systolic
function.
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31 Assessment of Left Ventricular Dyssynchrony
John Gorcsan III, MD, Antonia Delgado-Montero, MD
ELECTRICAL DISPERSION AND MECHANICAL
DYSSYNCHRONY
Mechanical dyssynchrony is defined as differences in timing of
regional contraction among myocardial segments.1 Interest in
determining mechanical dyssynchrony has been closely associated
with the field of cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), also
known as biventricular pacing, for patients with heart failure
(HF) who have a depressed ejection fraction (EF) and exhibit a wid-
ened QRS complex on electrocardiographic (ECG) analysis.2
Several randomized clinical trials have shown great clinical benefit
to most of these patients with HF; however, approximately one
third selected by ECG criteria do not seem to benefit from CRT,
and are known as nonresponders.3 Many echocardiographic studies
have revealed that patients who lack mechanical dyssynchrony at
baseline before CRT have a less favorable outcome following
CRT.4–10 Accordingly, much work has been done to use echocar-
diographic mechanical dyssynchrony as a means to improve patient
selection for CRT. A large, randomized clinical trial, known as
EchoCRT, was recently conducted to extend the benefit of CRT
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Figure 31.1. Schematic representation of the current understanding of
properties of left ventricular mechanical dyssynchrony and electrical dys-
synchrony, which manifest as electrocardiographic QRS widening,
observed before cardiac resynchronization (CRT) as they relate to
CRT response. Data support that the combination of mechanical and
electrical dyssynchrony at baseline are associated with an optimal
CRT response.
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to patients with HF with relatively normal QRS duration and echo-
cardiographic dyssynchrony.11 Patients with HF with depressed
EF and QRS duration less than 130 msec were selected by echocar-
diographic evidence of dyssynchrony by either tissue Doppler
imaging (TDI) or speckle tracking radial strain and randomized
in two groups, one treated with CRT and one untreated. The results
of the study indicated that patients with HF and narrowed QRS
complex did not benefit from CRT and could potentially be harmed
by the treatment (Fig. 31.1). A previous smaller study of CRT,
known as RethinQ, included patients with narrowed QRS complex
and dyssynchrony and had similar negative results.12 Accordingly,
candidacy for CRT currently requires increased QRS interval and
not just echocardiographic evidence of dyssynchrony. This chapter
will focus on the contemporary and evolving clinical applications
of dyssynchrony based on existing recent data, including (1) base-
line dyssynchrony as a prognostic indicator of CRT response,
(2) dyssynchrony after CRT as a risk factor for ventricular arrhy-
thmias, and (3) mapping the site of latest echocardiographic
mechanical activation to direct LV lead placement.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO ASSESS
MECHANICAL DYSSYNCHRONY
The focus of measuring dyssynchrony by echocardiography has
been to determine the timing of regional LV mechanical contrac-
tion, known as intraventricular dyssynchrony. The typical LV
intraventricular dyssynchrony pattern seen with left bundle branch
block (LBBB) involves very early septal contraction, sometimes
within the QRS complex, and free wall stretch from unopposed
forces, followed by late free wall contraction and septal stretch.
This abnormal interaction of mechanical forces has been thought
to cause deleterious biological effects associated with dyssyn-
chrony heart failure when associated with electrical delay.1

Although several echocardiographic techniques have been devel-
oped over the past years to identify dyssynchrony, no consensus
on an ideal approach has been achieved. Echocardiographic deter-
mination of dyssynchrony may be technically difficult and may be
associated with variability, requiring training and experience to
achieve a reproducible result.2,13 Therefore this summary will
focus on the echocardiographic methods that have the highest
reproducibility and those with the most supportive outcome data.
INTERVENTRICULAR MECHANICAL DELAY
The summation of delays in regional LV segments as a result of
intraventricular dyssynchrony results in a LV preejection delay. In
the setting of earlier right ventricular (RV) contraction, this phe-
nomenon is known as interventricular mechanical delay (IVMD).
The major strengths of using IVMD as a measure of dyssynchrony
are its simplicity, requiring no special instrumentation, and high
reproducibility. IVMD is determined as the difference in RV
and LV preejection intervals using routine pulsed Doppler imag-
ing (Fig. 31.2). The preejection intervals are measured from the
onset of the QRS complex to the onset of RV and LV ejection
flows, respectively. The parasternal short-axis view at the level
of the RV outflow tract with the pulsed Doppler sample volume
proximal to the pulmonic valve is used to measure the RV pre-
ejection interval. The apical five-chamber view or apical long-axis
view with the pulsed Doppler sample volume proximal to the aor-
tic valve is used to measure the LV preejection interval. The dif-
ference between the LV preejection interval and the RV
preejection interval is the IVMD. The baseline IVMD cutoff value
originally proposed by Cazeau and colleagues14 to be at least
40 msec has been most associated with favorable CRT response.
Although this is highly reproducible, its weakness is that it may be
insensitive and reflect only a major form of dyssynchrony.13

Nonetheless, the presence of an IVMD of at least 40 msec has
been associated with a more favorable response to CRT in patients
with non-LBBB, such as interventricular mechanical delay on
ECG or even a subset of patients with right bundle branch block
(RBBB).15 Because current guidelines most strongly support CRT
in patients with LBBB, IVMD has a potential adjunctive role in
determining prognosis in patients with non-LBBB.
TISSUE DOPPLER IMAGING
Tissue Doppler imaging is one of the original echocardiographic
means to assess mechanical dyssynchrony and is well repre-
sented in the scientific literature. Color-coded TDI from apical
views is used to assess LV longitudinal regional myocardial con-
traction and relaxation velocities.5,8,10,16,17 It has the advantage
of allowing offline analysis of several recorded cardiac cycles.
The TDI methods most widely used have been the 2-site oppos-
ing wall delay, which is the time difference in peak velocities,
and the 12-site Yu index, which calculates the standard deviation
in time-to-peak velocities. TDI determines longitudinal peak
velocities in the basal and mid-ventricular segments from the
standard apical views, excluding the apical third because of sub-
optimal Doppler angle of incidence and near-field noise
(Fig. 31.3). Optimal frame rates should be above 100 Hz. A larger
region of interest (7 � 15 mm) has been favored, with the user
determining the most reproducible peak velocity within that
segment. Analysis of peak velocities for TDI dyssynchrony
has typically been limited to the ejection interval determined
from the pulsed Doppler LV outflow tract velocity. The opposing
wall delay technique uses the apical four-chamber view or the
apical long-axis view, and the apical two-chamber view is added
as a third view for the Yu index (for a total of 12 sites)
(Fig. 31.4). The original opposing wall delay cutoff was pro-
posed to be a minimum of 65 msec, which was associated
with a lower incidence of HF-related hospitalizations after
CRT, and this cutoff was more recently modified to at least
80 msec, which is associated with a greater reduction in mortal-
ity after CRT.18 The Yu index cutoff associated with more
favorable response to CRT appears to be at least 33 msec, which
is predictive of clinical and LV reverse remodeling response
to CRT.2,8



Left ventricular outflow tract

Right ventricular outflow tract

Figure 31.2. An interventricular mechanical delay (IVMD) of 50msec in a patient before cardiac resynchronization therapy. At the top is the basal short-
axis view with the pulsed Doppler sample volume placed in the right ventricular outflow track. At the bottom is the apical five-chamber view with the
pulsed Doppler sample volume placed in the left ventricular outflow track. Arrows show that the time to onset of flow and IVMD is the difference in RV
and LV preejection times.
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SPECKLE TRACKING STRAIN
Speckle tracking techniques are analyses of the movement of myo-
cardial specular reflective markers within the two-dimensional
gray-scale digital images. Myocardial deformation or strain can
then be assessed in different spatial directions (radial, circumferen-
tial, longitudinal, and transverse), with the advantage that active
wall thickening can be differentiated from passive motion.6,7,17

Deriving LV functional information from the amplitude of strain
curves has been shown to be clinically useful, such as for measuring
global longitudinal strain. However, speckle tracking methods for
assessing segmental timing for dyssynchrony have required a dif-
ferent specialized approach. The most often reported methods have
been radial strain from the LV short-axis views and longitudinal
strain from the standard apical views. High image quality data with
frame rates of 60 to 90 Hz are advised. For radial strain, regions of
interest are carefully traced on the endocardial border (slightly
within the LV cavity) and on the epicardial border, with the width
of the concentric circles adjusted and fine-tuned for tracking the
myocardium motion. The user plays the cine loop to ensure endo-
cardial tracking and evaluate the segmental strain curves that are
generated, with retracing or adjusting the width of the region of
interest to optimize tracking and the quality of strain curves
(Fig. 31.5). Radial strain dyssynchrony has focused on the time dif-
ference between the early septal thickening and the free wall
delayed thickening. A radial strain septal to posterior wall delay
value of at least 130 msec at baseline before CRT has been most
closely associated with LV reverse remodeling, EF improvement,
and better clinical outcomes, most importantly improved sur-
vival.18,19 In addition, radial strain dyssynchrony has been least
influenced by wall motion abnormalities associated with ischemic
disease, where passive motion is an important confounding vari-
able. A weakness of this method is that high image quality is
required, and speckle tracking radial strain may only be applied
to approximately 85% to 90% of patients with HF in large consec-
utive series. Another disadvantage is that the process described pre-
viously of tracing and retracing the region of interest requires
training and experience to obtain reproducible results.

Myocardial deformation can also be assessed in the long-axis
plane from the three routine apical views. A longitudinal
strain delay index (SDI) has been reported by Lim and associates20

to be a marker of dyssynchrony and segmental viability (Fig. 31.6).
The major advantage is that the SDI has been reported to be a
marker of dyssynchrony combined with an estimate of myocardial
scar associated with a loss of longitudinal shortening. SDI is calcu-
lated as the sum of the difference between end-systolic strain (at the
time of aortic valve closure) and peak strain across the longitudinal
16 segments.20 The SDI was tested in 235 patients with HF in the
prospective MUSIC study.21 A value of 25% predicted CRT
response of reverse remodeling with a sensitivity of 95% and spec-
ificity of 83%.



Figure 31.3. Color-coded tissue Doppler imaging of the opposing wall delay from the apical four-chamber view of a patient with significant dyssyn-
chrony before cardiac resynchronization therapy. Color-coded peak velocities are green as early in the septum and yellow-orange as late in the lateral
wall. The color-coded ovals are regions of interest that correspond to the time-velocity curves. The opposing wall delay (85 msec) was the difference in
peak velocity (arrows) from the septum to the lateral wall during the ejection period bounded by aortic valve opening (AVO) to aortic valve closure (AVC).
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DYSSYNCHRONY IN PATIENTS WITH WIDENED
QRS COMPLEX FOR PROGNOSIS
Although echocardiographic dyssynchrony does not currently play
a role for direct patient selection for CRT, its presence or absence at
baseline before CRT has an undisputable prognostic association. In
particular, patients who have a widened QRS complex but lack dys-
synchrony have an overall less favorable response to CRT and
worse prognosis. The mechanistic foundation for this association
presently remains unknown, with hypotheses suggesting an associ-
ation with scar tissue in the conduction system or the myocardial
substrate. Carefully measuring echocardiographic dyssynchrony
and consistently reaching the conclusion that dyssynchrony is
absent by using more than one of the previously mentioned
approaches before CRT provides prognostic information regarding
outcomes following CRT. The absence of significant dyssynchrony
before CRT in large series of patients with HF who have both
ischemic and nonischemic cardiomyopathies has consistently been
associated with less favorable clinical outcomes with respect to
HF-related hospitalizations, heart transplants, need for mechanical
support, and death.18,19
DYSSYNCHRONY AS A MARKER
FOR ARRHYTHMIAS
The relationship between mechanical and electrical components in
the heart (electromechanical coupling mechanisms) contribute to
arrhythmogenesis in failing hearts, as it has been shown in exper-
imental and clinical research studies in recent years. Intraventricu-
lar mechanical dyssynchrony contributes to nonuniform electrical
activation, which subsequently leads to enhanced arrhythmic risk.
Haugaa and colleagues22,23 showed that mechanical dispersion
(calculated as the standard deviation from 16 time intervals from
Rwave to peak negative longitudinal strain), as assessed by speckle
tracking strain, was an independent predictor of arrhythmic events
in patients, with or without ischemia. The concept of mechanical
dispersion reflected contraction heterogeneity related to inhomoge-
neous ventricular conduction and regional contraction. Mechanical
dispersion was an independent predictor of arrhythmic events (per
10-msec increase, hazard ratio [HR], 1.7; 95% confidence interval
[CI], 1.2-2.5; P< .01). Recently Kutyifa and associates24 showed
the relationship between persistent dyssynchrony after CRT
and risk of ventricular arrhythmias in 809 patients with LBBB



Apical 4-chamber view

Apical 2-chamber view

Figure 31.4. A color-coded tissue Doppler imaging example of the Yu index from three apical views in a patient with significant dyssynchrony before
cardiac resynchronization therapy. Time to peak velocity during the ejection period from 12 basal and midlevel segments (arrows) were used to cal-
culate the standard deviation as 38 msec during the ejection period, bounded by aortic valve opening (AVO) to aortic valve closure (AVC).

Continued
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Figure 31.4—Cont'd.
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and mild HF from the MADIT-CRT trial. Arrhythmic events
defined as appropriate shock or antitachycardia pacing was associ-
ated with dyssynchrony after CRT by speckle tracking longitudinal
strain, calculated as the standard deviation of time-to-peak trans-
verse strain in 12 LV myocardial segments. Therefore echocardio-
graphic dyssynchrony in patients with HF and depressed EF
appears to be a marker for ventricular arrhythmias, and dyssyn-
chrony measured after CRT appears to be a marker for the myocar-
dial substrate associated with serious ventricular arrhythmic events.
MECHANICAL DYSSYNCHRONY IN
MYOCARDIAL DISEASE WITH NARROW
QRS COMPLEX
The relationship of echocardiographic dyssynchrony to the myo-
cardial disease process in patients with shorter QRS duration is also
of interest. Mechanical dyssynchrony may be observed in 20% to
50% of HF patients with depressed EF and narrow QRS complex
(less than 120 to 130 msec).11,25 Dyssynchrony was assessed by
speckle tracking velocity vector imaging in a series of 201 patients
with recent onset (less than 6 months) nonischemic cardiomyopa-
thy, EF less than 40%, and narrowed QRS complex (98� 21 msec).
They were tracked for 6 months, along with changes in LV EF and
LV diastolic function.26 Over half (54%) of these patients initially
had significant LV dyssynchrony. Patients with dyssynchrony had
greater degrees of diastolic dysfunction, with E/E0 of 15 � 8,
compared with 12 � 6 (P< .05). At 6 months, the group’s mean
ejection fraction (EF) improved from 23% � 8% to 40% � 12%,
and E/E0 improved from 14� 7 to 9� 5 (both P< .001). The prev-
alence of dyssynchrony decreased to 12% after 6 months (P< .001
relative to baseline). Resolution of dyssynchrony associated with
improvements in LV function occurred in the majority of these
patients with acute nonischemic cardiomyopathy. Patients with
chronic HF, mechanical dyssynchrony, and narrowed QRS com-
plex have been reported to have worse prognosis, with more
adverse cardiac events, including episodes of HF and higher mor-
tality. It appears that LV dyssynchrony may be related to the myo-
cardial disease process in clinical scenarios other than those seen in
patients treated with CRT.
MAPPING LATEST MECHANICAL ACTIVATION
FOR LEFT VENTRICULAR LEAD PLACEMENT
The same echocardiographic methods used to quantify dyssyn-
chrony have an emerging role in improving the delivery of CRT
by guiding the placement of LV leads. Bioengineering models have
demonstrated that the site of latest mechanical activation in a dys-
synchronous LV is subjected to the greatest deleterious stress, and
that pacing from the latest site results in optimal resynchronization.
A related mechanistic hypothesis is that LV lead placement away
from the site of latest activation may result in worsening of LV
dyssynchrony and therefore unfavorable clinical outcomes.
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Figure 31.5. A, An example of speckle tracking radial strain at the midventricular short-axis level from a patient with typical dyssynchrony before car-
diac resynchronization therapy (CRT). The arrows show early thickening in the septal segments and delayed thickening of the posterolateral segments.
The significant septal to posterior wall delay was 390 msec. B, The speckle tracking radial strain images from the same patient in A 6 months after
cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) with a good clinical response. The arrow indicates uniform timing of thickening with no dyssynchronous pat-
tern as seen before CRT.
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Strain Delay Index = ∑n(εpeak – εES)1
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Accordingly, echocardiographic mapping of LV activation by
speckle tracking strain have been proposed to improve CRT
response. Two independent randomized trials have recently shown
the feasibility of speckle tracking radial strain to determine the site
of latest activation. The first randomized trial, known as TARGET,
included 220 CRT patients. In the first group, the LV lead was
directed to the site of latest radial strain thickening of more than
10% (TARGET group). A routine fluoroscopic approach was used
in patients in the other group (control group). A site with radial
strain greater than 10% was selected because this was used as a
means to estimate absence of scar. Patient groups were classified
according to placement of the LV lead relative to the latest site:
concordant (considered optimal), adjacent (within one segment),
or remote (two segments away). The investigators found a greater
proportion of CRT responders at 6 months in the TARGET group
(70% versus 55%, P< .031). TARGET patients also had a higher
clinical response rate (83% versus 65%, P< .003) and lower rates
of the combined endpoint of death and heart failure hospitalizations
(log-rank test, P< .031).

The second randomized trial, Speckle Tracking Assisted
Resynchronization Therapy for Electrode Region (STARTER),
enrolled 187 patients with HF in classes II to IV as defined by
the New York Heart Association Functional Classification, and
randomized patients to two groups. In one group of 110 patients,
echocardiography was used to guide CRT; the 77 patients in the
second group were treated with a routine approach. Before CRT,
patients had speckle tracking radial strain echocardiography per-
formed at basal and mid-LV levels to determine the latest of the
eight free wall sites (Fig. 31.7). The CRT implanters were told
the site of latest activation in the patients randomized to
echocardiography-guided group to assist in LV lead positioning.
Implanters of the control group patients were not given any echo-
cardiographic information and used a routine fluoroscopic
approach targeting anywhere in the posterolateral region. Using a
predefined primary endpoint of death or HF hospitalization and
intention to treat analysis, patients randomized to the group in
which echocardiography was used to aid lead placement had a sig-
nificantly more favorable 2-year event-free survival (77% versus
57% in the routine group; HR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.28-0.82;
P¼ .006). Exact or adjacent concordance of the LV lead with latest
site was associated with an improvement in 2-year event-free sur-
vival (73% in concordant or adjacent versus 46% in remote regions;
HR, 0.40; 95% CI, 0.22-0.71; P¼ .002).27,28 These two small, ran-
domized clinical trials with remarkably similar results demon-
strated the feasibility of using speckle tracking radial strain to
guide LV lead positioning and favorably improve patient outcomes
after CRT. The limitations are that speckle tracking radial strain
may be technically demanding, and echocardiographic estimation
of scarring is imperfect. Nonetheless, mapping mechanical activa-
tion time as an offshoot of determining dyssynchrony in CRT
patients appears to have clinical outcome benefit. As a substudy
of STARTER, patients with a narrowed QRS complex in the range
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of 120 to 149 msec and/or non-LBBB QRS complex morphology
appear to be the subgroups that had the greatest benefit when LV
leads were positioned with echocardiographic assistance. This
may be because patients with very wide LBBB, greater than 150
msec, may have a large “sweet spot” where precise LV lead posi-
tioning is less critical. Future studies using larger clinical series are
needed.29

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPECKLE TRACKING
IMAGING
Myocardial motion in patients with HF may be complex in three-
dimensional (3D) space, which relates to echocardiographic assess-
ment of dyssynchrony. Accordingly, speckle tracking technology
can be applied to a 3D pyramidal full-volume data set obtained
from consecutive cardiac cycles during a breath hold. It is impor-
tant to have a relatively stable R-R interval and good endocardial
and epicardial definition for high-quality data. This technique gen-
erates time-strain curves from 16 segments of the left ventricle.30

High-quality strain curves can be obtained using area tracking
strain (Fig. 31.8). The predominant 3D dyssynchrony parameters
are quantification as maximal opposing wall delay in time-to-peak
strain, and systolic dyssynchrony index, measured as a standard
deviation of the time taken to reach minimum regional volume
for 16 segments. 3D analysis also allows the description of mechan-
ical activation sequences. 3D mechanical activation mapping
appears to be a promising technique to assist in LV lead positioning
as described previously. Because extent and location of scar is an
important variable in CRT response in patients with ischemic car-
diomyopathy, 3D imaging also has the potential to estimate scar-
ring based on strain amplitude, and therefore aid in positioning
of LV leads. 3D speckle tracking strain imaging shows great prom-
ise for further improve and have an impact on the clinical care of
CRT patients.
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32 Right Ventricular Anatomy
Judy R. Mangion, MD, Scott D. Solomon, MD
Historically, the echocardiographic assessment of diseases affect-
ing the right ventricle (RV) has lagged behind that of the left ven-
tricle, despite knowledge demonstrating that diseases affecting the
right side of the heart have been shown to have important clinical
consequences.1 The geometry of the RV is very complex in normal
subjects, and even more complex in diseased states, which makes it
especially difficult to assess with two-dimensional (2D) techniques
(Video 32.1). The RV has a thin wall and has a circumferential
arrangement of myofibers in the subepicardium and longitudinal
fibers in the endocardium (Fig. 32.1).2,3 The RV assumes a flat-
tened, pear-shaped appearance folded over the left ventricle
(LV). It consists of three components: (1) an inlet portion consisting
of the tricuspid valve, chordae tendineae, and papillary muscles;
(2) a trabecular apical myocardium; and (3) an infundibulum or
conus, which encompasses the smooth-walled RV outflow tract,
beneath the pulmonic valve (Fig. 32.2).4
CORONARY FLOW TO THE RIGHT VENTRICLE
It is important to think about RV anatomy in the context of coronary
flow to the RV (Fig. 32.3).5 Coronary flow to the RV is unique in
that it occurs during both systole and diastole. The right coronary
artery (RCA) provides predominant flow, supplying the lateral wall
through acute marginal branches, and it also supplies the posterior
wall and posterior interventricular septum through the posterior
descending artery. The anterior wall of the RV is supplied by the
conus artery branch of the RCA and by branches of the left anterior
descending artery.6,7
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF RIGHT
VENTRICULAR ANATOMY
It is also useful to think about RV anatomy in segmental terms, sim-
ilar to the LV. The segments of the RV include an anterior RV, infe-
rior RV, lateral RV, and RV outflow tract (RVOT) (Fig. 32.4).5

A segmental approach to the evaluation of right ventricular systolic
function begins with each of the standard 2D transthoracic views. In
the parasternal long-axis view (Fig. 32.5, A; Video 32.5, A), the
RVOT is visualized. In the parasternal short-axis view (see
Fig. 32.5, B, and Video 32.5, B), the anterior free wall, lateral free
wall, and inferior free wall of the RV are visualized. In the RV
inflow tract view (see Fig. 32.5, C, and Video 32.5, C), the anterior
free wall and inferior free wall of the RV are visualized. In the stan-
dard apical four-chamber view (see Fig. 32.5, D, and Video 32.5,
D), the lateral free wall and right ventricular apex are visualized.
In the subcostal four-chamber view (see Fig. 32.5, E, and Video
32.5, E), the inferior free wall of the RV or diaphragmatic surface
of the RV is visualized.5 It should be emphasized that the standard
apical four-chamber view optimizes visualization of the left
ventricle (Fig. 32.6, A; Video 32.6, A). To optimize the visualiza-
tion of the RV, the transducer needs to be moved more laterally (see
Fig. 32.6, B, and Video 32.6, B). This prevents dropout of the lateral
free wall of the RV and right ventricular apex.

The extent of right ventricular regional wall motion abnormal-
ities has been shown to correlate with the site of coronary occlu-
sion. Gemayel and co-workers8 studied 25 patients with clinical
evidence of right ventricular infarction who underwent echocardi-
ography and coronary angiography. Video 32.7, A to D illustrate
significant hypokinesis of the RVOT, anterior free wall, inferior
free wall, and lateral free wall of the RV in a 72-year-old man with
presenting symptoms of an acute inferior wall myocardial infarc-
tion. Figure 32.7 represents the coronary angiogram in the same
patient demonstrating a proximal occlusion of the RCA. This case
illustrates that the more proximal the right coronary occlusion, the
more extensive the RV infarction. Contrast this clinical scenario
with that of another patient who also had presenting symptoms
of an acute inferior myocardial infarction (Video 32.8, A, B). In this
patient, on the apical four-chamber view the lateral free wall of the
RV contracts normally, whereas the inferior free wall of the RV on
the subcostal view is akinetic. The site of RCA occlusion in this
patient is distal (Fig. 32.8). This case highlights the importance
of subcostal 2D echocardiographic views in the evaluation of
patients with suspected RV infarction. If the subcostal view is
not routinely obtained, RV infarction may be missed when the
RCA occlusion is distal.8

IV-injected echocardiographic contrast agents that are capable
of opacifying the left ventricle and improving definition of the
endocardial border are valuable but underused tools in 2D trans-
thoracic echocardiography.9 Despite their ability to improve the
accuracy and reproducibility of echocardiographic structure and
function, they are less often used to define the right ventricular
endocardial border. IV saline contrast is a less expensive tool that
could also be used to facilitate visualization of the RV, although its
effects last only seconds, whereas the echocardiographic contrast
agents last several minutes. Imaging the RV with echocardio-
graphic contrast agents requires slower injection of the contrast
media to prevent attenuation artifact. Imaging with contrast agents
also requires optimizing transducer position for visualizing the RV
(Fig. 32.9 and Video 32.9). These agents are administered using the
same preprogrammed settings on the ultrasound machine that are
used for visualizing the left ventricle.
REFERENCE VALUES FOR RIGHT VENTRICULAR
STRUCTURE
The American Society of Echocardiography recently published
guidelines for the echocardiographic assessment of the right side
of the heart in adults, including reference values for right ventric-
ular structure (eFig. 32.10).10 It is important to note that current
139
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long and short axis views, and RV free wall thickness in the subcostal four-chamber view. (From Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al: Guidelines for the
echocardiographic assessment of the right heart in adults, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-713, 2010.)
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Figure 32.1. Gross anatomic specimens of the right ventricle (RV) demonstrating circumferential arrangement of subepicardial myofibers (A, B) and
longitudinal arrangement of myofibers in the subendocardium (C). Ao, Aorta; LV, left ventricle; PT, pulmonary trunk; RV, right ventricle; TV,
tricuspid valve. (FromHo SY, Nihoyannoupoulos P: Anatomy, echocardiography and normal right ventricular dimensions,Heart 92(Suppl 1):i2-i13, 2006.)
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Figure 32.2. Anatomy of the right ventricle (RV). The RV has three dis-
tinct parts: an inlet component, which includes the tricuspid valve, chor-
dae tendineae, and papillary muscles; an apical trabecular component,
which includes the apical myocardium; and an infundibular or outlet
component, which includes the smooth RV outflow tract up to the
pulmonic valve. (From Bulwer BE, Solomon SD, Janardhanan R: Echo-
cardiographic assessment of ventricular systolic function in essential
echocardiography. In Solomon SD, editor: Essential echocardiography,
Totowa, N.J., 2007, Humana Press, p 111.)
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Figure 32.3. Coronary artery supply to the right ventricle (RV). The
right coronary artery (RCA) supplies the predominant flow to the right
ventricle. The conus branch of the RCA and branches of the left anterior
descending coronary artery (LAD) supply the anterior wall of the right
ventricle (RV), whereas themarginal branches of the RCA supply the lateral
wall of theRV. The posterior descending artery (PDA) supplies theposterior
wall of the RV and the posterior interventricular septum. (From Mangion
JR: Right ventricular imaging by two-dimensional and three-dimensional
echocardiography, Curr Opin Cardiol 22:423-429, 2010.).
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Figure 32.4. The right ventricle (RV) consists of a sternocostal surface
and a diaphragmatic surface. It is subdivided into an anterior wall (pur-
ple), inferior wall (yellow), lateral wall (green), and right ventricular outflow
tract (blue) (RVOT; see Fig. 32.5) (From Mangion JR: Right ventricular
imaging by two-dimensional and three-dimensional echocardiography,
Curr Opin Cardiol 22:423-429, 2010.)
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values are based on large populations or pooled values from several
studies and they are not based on body surface area or gender. Ref-
erence data have not yet been classified into mild, moderate, or
severe categories. More recent publications have indicated that
both gender and body surface area (BSA) play an important part
in determining normal RV reference ranges. It is likely that future
published RV guidelines will include upper and lower reference
ranges corrected for both BSA and gender.11,12

Please access ExpertConsult to see videos corresponding to this
chapter.
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Figure 32.5. With two-dimensional (2D) transthoracic echocardiography,
in theparasternal long-axis view (A), the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT)
isvisualized.B, In theparasternalshort-axisview, theanteriorwall, lateralwall,
and inferior wall of the right ventricle (RV) are visualized. From the RV inflow
tract view (C), the anterior free wall and inferior free wall of the right ventricle
are visualized. In the apical four-chamber view (D), the lateral free wall is
visualized. In the subcostal four-chamber view (E), the inferior free wall of
the right ventricle or diaphragmatic surface of the right ventricle is visualized.
(From Mangion JR: Right ventricular imaging by two-dimensional and
three-dimensionalechocardiography,CurrOpinCardiol22:423-429,2010.)
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Figure 32.6. The standard apical four-
chamber view (A) optimizes visualization
of the left ventricle. To optimize visualiza-
tion of the right ventricle, the transducer
should be moved more laterally, as this
case illustrates (B).

Figure 32.7. Note the proximal occlusion of the right coronary artery in
this patient. The more proximal the RCA occlusion, the more extensive
the RV infarction.
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Figure 32.9. Apical four-chamber view demonstrating ultrasound con-
trast enhancement of the right ventricle and left ventricle. The contrast
agent should be delivered slowly to prevent attenuation artifact. (From
Mangion JR: Right ventricular imaging by two-dimensional and three-
dimensional echocardiography, Curr Opin Cardiol 22:423-429, 2010.)

Figure 32.8. In contrast to Figure 32.7, the site of RCA occlusion in this
patient is distal. This illustrates the importance of subcostal views in
diagnosing right ventricle infarction when the RCA occlusion is distal.
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33 The Physiologic Basis of Right Ventricular
Echocardiography

Payal Kohli, MD, Nelson B. Schiller, MD
The right ventricle (RV), which had been deemed the forgotten ven-
tricle, is now recognized as a central player in cardiovascular func-
tion. Its physiology, shape, function, and coronary blood flow are
complex and distinct and impose impediments to noninvasive
imaging. This chapter reviews the physiology of the RV and
describes echocardiographic, functional, and structural correlates.

The RV was first described as more than a passive conduit by
Sir William Harvey1 in 1616, who recognized that the “right ven-
tricle may be said to be made for the sake of transmitting blood
through the lungs, not for nourishing them.” In the following cen-
turies, studies focused on the left ventricle (LV) overshadowed
studies of the RV. It was not until the 1970s when the RV became
fully recognized as a key player in cardiovascular disease states,
such as heart failure and pulmonary hypertension. In the final
decades of the twentieth century, standard two-dimensional
transthoracic echocardiographic (2D TTE) imaging of the RV
became a mainstay for its evaluation. Recently, advances in
imaging modalities such as three-dimensional echocardiography
(3DE TTE)1a have improved detection and characterization of
RV pathophysiologic states.

Evaluation of the right ventricle by echocardiography relies on
knowledge of its anatomy and physiology and involves charac-
terization of wall thickness, shape, ventricular cavity size, and
regional and global contractile function. A complete RV examina-
tion includes both qualitative and quantitative parameters, includ-
ing RV size, right atrial (RA) size, RV systolic function, and
pulmonary hemodynamics.2
STRUCTURE AND ANATOMY OF THE RIGHT
VENTRICLE
The location of the right ventricle in the thorax as the most anterior
cardiac structure places it retrosternally and in the near field of the
ultrasound beam, thus limiting optimal echocardiographic imaging
windows and resolution (eFig. 33.1, top right). There are several



eFigure 33.1. Views used to perform comprehensive evaluation of the right heart. Each view is accompanied by uses, advantages, and limitations of
that particular view. Note that the right ventricle lies in the extreme near field of the ultrasound and therefore the details of its walls and cavity are relatively
poorly resolved compared with the left ventricle (top right). Ao, Aorta; ASD, atrial septal defect;CS, coronary sinus; EF, ejection fraction; EV, Eustachian
valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; PA, pulmonary artery; PFO, patent foramen ovale; PM, papillary muscle; RA, right atrium; RV,
right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; U/S, ultrasound.2 (From Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al: Guidelines for the echocardiographic
assessment of the right heart in adults: a report from the American Society of Echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-713; quiz 786-688,
2010.).
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TABLE 33.1 Comparison of Normal Right Ventricular and Left
Ventricular Parameters

Right Ventricle* Left Ventricle*

Structure Thin compacta, heavily
trabeculated cavity

Thicker
compacta

Shape Crescentic with
triangular base

Truncated
ellipse39

End-diastolic volume 75�13 (49-101)40 66�12 (44-89)40

Mass, g/m2 26�5 (17-34)40 87�12 (64-
109)40

Wall thickness, mm 2-5 7-11
Ventricular

pressures, mm Hg
Systolic 25 (15-30) 130 (90-140)
Diastolic 4 (1-7) 8 (5-12)
RVEF, % >40-4540 >5040

Ventricular
elastance (Emax),
mm Hg

1.30�0.8441 5.48�1.2316

Afterload resistance,
WU

0.88 (0.25-1.63) 13.75 (8.75-20)

Stroke work index,
g/m2 per beat

8�2 50�20

Major vector of
contraction

Longitudinal Circumferential
and
longitudinal

*Parentheses indicate range of values.
RVEF, Right ventricular ejection fraction.
Adapted from Haddad F, Hunt SA, Rosenthal DN, Murphy DJ: Right

ventricular function in cardiovascular disease, part I: Anatomy,
physiology, aging, and functional assessment of the right ventricle,
Circulation 117:1436-1448, 2008.
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anatomic features that distinguish the RV from the LV (Table 33.1).
These include (1) relative apical displacement of the tricuspid valve
(TV) compared with the mitral valve (MV), (2) the presence of
bands and coarse apical trabeculations, (3) the presence of more
than three papillary muscles, and (4) a trileaflet TV with septal pap-
illary muscle attachments.

Anatomically, the RV may be separated into three unique com-
ponents: (1) the RV inlet, which consists of the tricuspid valve
(TV), chordae tendineae, and papillary muscles (PMs); (2) the
RV body, which is made up of the highly trabeculated apical myo-
cardium; and (3) the smooth outlet conus (also known as the infun-
dibulum). The positioning of the RV places its body as the most
rightward cardiac structure and the end of the outflow tract as
the most leftward. Therefore a single 2D sector does not encompass
the entire ventricle. The anterior location and thin walls of the RV
mandate the use of the transducer with the highest available carrier
frequency that permits adequate penetration. Most often, the use of
higher frequencies, which are optimal for RV imaging, are less suc-
cessful in imaging the left ventricle. Therefore the RV tends to be
imaged at suboptimal resolution (see eFig. 33.1, top right).

TheRVinlet canbebest imagedon theRVinflow (RVI) view(see
eFig. 33.1, left, third from top), which allows for visualization of the
tricuspid annular plane and can be useful in identifying congenital
lesions involving the annulus and the TV; these include prolapse,
vegetations, and Ebstein anomaly.3 In most 2D TTE tomographic
planes, only two out of three of the tricuspid valve leaflets are
visualized,4 and multiple views are needed to adequately image all
chambers. In the RVI view, the anterior and posterior leaflets are
best visualized, whereas the apical four-chamber (A4C) view (see
eFig. 33.1, right, second from top) allows observation and
characterization of the anterior and septal leaflets.

The RV body can also be fully imaged on 2D TTE. From a seg-
mental point of view, it is also useful to divide the chamber into its
respective anatomic walls (anterior, lateral, inferior, basal mid, and
apical). This anatomic classification allows for localization of RV
pathologic states, such as occlusion of the right coronary artery,
which can result in localized right ventricular infarction
(Fig. 33.2). The thin but variable thickness of the walls is an addi-
tional factor in segmental susceptibility to ischemia and infarction.
In the standard A4C view of the body of the RV, the basal wall,
lateral wall (also known as the “free wall”), and apical segments
are readily visualized, whereas the RVI view (see eFig. 33.1, left,
third from top) allows for visualization of the inferior wall of the
RV and the anterior and posterior leaflets of the TV. The paraster-
nal short-axis (PSAX) view at the base of the heart allows visual-
ization of the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT), along with the
anterior and lateral cusps of the pulmonic valve (PV) (see
eFig. 33.1, left panel, third from bottom).

Similar to the division of its walls, the trabeculations of the
ventricle are subdivided into three anatomically distinct bands:
parietal, septomarginal, and moderator. The crista supraventricu-
laris (CSV) consists of the parietal band and the infundibular sep-
tum, and the septomarginal band is continuous with the moderator
band (Fig. 33.3). The CSV is an important anatomic marker of
RV dimensions that also serves multiple other functions, including
narrowing of the TV annulus during systole.5 In rare cases, the
conus portion of the septomarginal band may hypertrophy, cause
dynamic systolic obstruction, and create a double-chambered
RV.6 This condition is recognized on echocardiography by a
high-velocity systolic jet arising in the mid–RVOT, a normal
pulmonary valve, elevated RV systolic pressure by tricuspid regur-
gitation (TR) jet, and right ventricular hypertrophy. Double-
chambered RV is caused by dynamic muscular obstruction in the
RVOT resulting in a dynamic gradient. This condition is sometimes
encountered in ventricular septal defects that have spontaneously
closed and may have protected the pulmonary circuit from pulmo-
nary hypertension. The moderator band also contains the ramus
limbi dextri branch of the RCA (see later).

Unlike the LV, where the MV and aortic valve (AV) are in
fibrous continuity, the TV and PV are anatomically separated by
the ventriculoinfundibular fold, which creates a spatial boundary
that may have physiologic significance. For example, endovascular
infections can spread directly from the mitral to aortic valves but
this is much less common on the right side because of the presence
of ventriculoinfundibular fold. The moderator band, when particu-
larly complex, may also connote RV dysplasia.6

The geometry of the right ventricle is also complex. Unlike the
ellipsoid LV, the RV is triangular when viewed from the side and
crescentic when viewed in cross section (see eFig. 33.1, top right,
and Table 33.1).7 This complex three-dimensional shape compli-
cates the echocardiographic quantitation of RV size and ejection
fraction. Despite these impediments, there are options for global
quantitation of RV function, and these include RV ejection fraction
and fractional area shortening from the four-chamber view of RV
body, tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE)
(Fig. 33.4, A), and RV dP/dt from the acceleration of the tricuspid
regurgitation signal.8 In addition, Doppler tissue imaging (see
Fig. 33.4, B) may also describe the systolic velocity of the tricuspid
annulus (S0) or TAPSE, another surrogate for right ventricular
function.

Whereas the difference between mathematical volume of an
ellipsoid in systole and diastole can be used to estimate the LV ejec-
tion fraction (EF), the estimation of the RV systolic function is
more challenging. Compared with the LV, the base-to-apex short-
ening contributes more to RV emptying (see Table 33.1). The body
of RV volume and hence EF can be estimated by measuring the
body of the RV (i.e., the RV in the four-chamber view) during sys-
tole and diastole and applying either the fractional area change or
area-length volume estimation to calculate RVEF.9 Importantly,
only the compact muscle layers of the ventricle should be included
in this measurement, and the trabecular layer should be systemat-
ically excluded. Because the infundibulum can account for 25%
to 30% of RV volume, awareness of its absence should attend
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Figure 33.3. Cross section of the heart at the level of the mitral valve
demonstrates the crescentic shape of the right ventricle and the ellipsoid
shape of the left ventricle and the relative thickness of the walls (see
Table 33.1). Note that the septomarginal trabeculation (SMT), which in
this area of the ventricle is termed the moderator band, extends into
the right ventricular outflow tract, where it is termed the crista supraven-
tricularis. (Courtesy of Nelson B. Schiller.)
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the analysis of measurements of the RV body.10 Owing to the com-
plex geometry of the RV when qualitatively evaluating RV size by
2D TTE, multiple complementary views should be considered
before suggesting RV enlargement (Fig. 33.5). Note that the image
of the body of the RV in the four-chamber view often includes an
outpouching that is a normal anatomic structure known as the acute
margin of the heart. The American Society of Echocardiography
reference limits for normal RV linear dimensions in the apical
four-chamber view are basal RV diameter, 2.0 to 2.8 cm; mid-
RV diameter, 2.7 to 3.3 cm; and base-to-apex length, 7.1 to
7.9 cm. Severe enlargement is characterized by a basal diameter of
at least 3.9 cm, mid diameter of at least 4.2 cm, and length at least
9.2 cm. Normal RVOT diameter is 2.5 to 2.9 cm above the aortic
valve, and severe dilatation is at least 3.6 cm.2,11 The American
Society of Echocardiography published reference ranges for the
apical four-chamber RV end-diastolic and end-systolic areas are
11 to 28 cm2 and 7.5 to 16 cm2, respectively.11 Echocardiographic
measures of RV size are significantly different in men and women,
as demonstrated in a study using 2D and 3D echocardiography.
In one study, the authors found that RV end-diastolic volume using
3D echocardiography was larger in men than women (129�25
versus 102�33 mL, P< .01).12

In addition to RV function and dimensions, the mass of RV
also poses a clinical challenge. The RV mass is 1=6 that of the
LV, whereas its volume is larger, and the mass is asymmetrically
distributed. RV wall thickness can be measured in diastole, from
the subcostal view (using either M-mode or 2D TTE) or in the left
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Figure 33.4. A,Measurement of tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE).B, Tissue Doppler imaging of the tricuspid annulus in a patient with
normal right ventricular systolic function: pulsed (left) and color-coded offline analysis (right). (From Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al: Guidelines for the
echocardiographic assessment of the right heart in adults: a report from the American Society of Echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-
713; quiz 786-688, 2010.)
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parasternal view. Agitated saline or microbubble contrast may be
helpful in measuring wall thickness by distinguishing the compact
from the trabecular muscle. Standard practice calls for using RV
free wall thickness greater than 5 mm to define RV hypertrophy,
but quantification of total RV mass has not been satisfactorily per-
formed with 2D TTE.2 During normal loading conditions, the RV
retains its crescentic shape. However, in the setting of pressure or
volume overload because of ventricular interdependence, the RV
may hypertrophy and become more circular or spheroid, whereas
the LV may assume a crescentic shape. Such geometric transfor-
mations may alter the mathematical assumptions that are used in
normally shaped hearts to extrapolate EF from linear dimensions
to become particularly inaccurate once ventricular remodeling has
occurred. Two-dimensional biplane measurements from apical
views continue to provide accurate information about volume
and function in this setting.
EJECTION AND FUNCTION OF THE RIGHT
VENTRICLE
A discussion of the contraction of the RV and its hemodynamic cor-
relates is informed by considering the myocyte configuration
unique to this thin-walled ventricle. There are two layers of muscle
fibers in the RV wall (superficial and deep) with a complex over-
lapping pattern that forms a three-dimensional network.13 The
superficial muscle layer is parallel to the atrioventricular groove
and the right coronary artery, whereas the deep fibers are longitu-
dinally aligned from base to apex.9,13,14 The superficial RV fibers
are continuous with those of the LV, resulting in continuity
between the ventricles. The functional consequences of this contin-
uous layer include coordination of the RV and LV, ventricular
interdependence, and traction on the RV free wall caused by LV
contraction.
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Figure 33.5. Diagram showing the recommended apical four-chamber
(A4C) view with focus on the right ventricle (RV) (1*) and the sensitivity of
right ventricular size with angular change (2, 3) despite similar size and
appearance of the left ventricle (LV). The lines of intersection of the
A4C planes (1*,2,3) with a mid–left ventricular short-axis view are shown
on top and corresponding A4C views at the bottom. (From Rudski LG,
Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al: Guidelines for the echocardiographic assess-
ment of the right heart in adults: a report from the American Society
of Echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-713; quiz 786-
688, 2010.)

TABLE 33.2 Echocardiographic Measurements in Normal Control
Subjects and Patients with Cor Pulmonale Demonstrate the Reversal
in Right and Left Heart Ratios with Chronic Pressure Overload

Controls Cor Pulmonale

Right ventricle/left ventricle 0.6�7 1.1�0.6
Right atrium/left atrium 0.8�0.3 1.3�0.7

Modified from Himelman RB, Struve SN, Brown JK, et al: Improved
recognition of cor pulmonale in patients with severe chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, Am J Med 84:891-898, 1988.
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Although the normal RV operates at lower pressure than the LV,
the ventricles are connected in series, and their effective stroke vol-
umemust be equal. There are many factors that maintain this equal-
ity, including the pericardium (so-called fifth chamber), the
interatrial and interventricular septa, and great veins and pulmo-
nary veins (Dr. John Tyberg, personal communication). For the
echocardiographer, the motion and position of the interatrial septa
during respiration is one among many examples of how small pres-
sure and volume changes in the atria during the respiratory cycle
are constantly modulating interventricular output.

The contraction of the RV occurs in a sequential fashion, begin-
ning with the trabeculations and ending with the contraction of the
conus, about 25 to 50 milliseconds apart.9,14 During RV systole, the
free wall moves inward, then the long axis shortens, and the base
descends towards the apex. Because of the deeper longitudinal
fibers, the RV shortens longitudinally more than it shortens hori-
zontally,9,15 which is different from the LV. A higher surface
area–to-volume ratio of the RV allows for less inward motion than
the LV for same volume ejected.

The fiber orientation of the RV musculature makes the longi-
tudinal vector of its contraction the most important; this is appre-
ciated in real-time imaging by the highly visible descent of the
RV base (also known as the movement of the tricuspid annulus
toward the apex) that occurs during systole. This motion is best
appreciated in the apical and subcostal views of the RV. Basal
descent may be measured as a surrogate for RV systolic function
and is also known as TAPSE. TAPSE is quantitated as a linear
M-mode measurement through the lateral annulus of the tricuspid
valve; TAPSE greater than 1.6 is consistent with normal RV sys-
tolic function. A failing RV, such as in end-stage cor pulmonale
or severe pulmonary hypertension, rarely has a TAPSE that
measures above 1 cm. Although TAPSE measures only longitudi-
nal function and is a focal measurement, it has shown good
correlation with techniques estimating RV global systolic function,
such as radionuclide-derived right ventricular ejection fraction
(RVEF).2
RIGHT VENTRICULAR HEMODYNAMICS
As with the LV, RV function is based on preload, contractility, and
afterload, and each of these will be sequentially discussed in the
following sections.
RV Preload
The RV has a thin wall and operates at low filling pressure, making
it very sensitive to changes in preload. Physiologically, this sensi-
tivity becomes apparent during exaggerated respiration or when
pericardial restraint is increased. For this reason, the free wall of
the RV, in the absence of pulmonary hypertension, collapses during
states of pericardial tamponade. This collapse is in proportion to the
elevation in intrapericardial pressure and is respirophasic, reflect-
ing increased sensitivity to the waxing and waning of caval filling.
This is in turn dictated by the respiratory cycling of the thoracic
pump as it overcomes or succumbs to inflow obstruction imposed
by elevated intrapericardial pressures. The left ventricle has a thick
wall and higher filling pressure, so it resists collapse from elevated
intrapericardial pressures during early tamponade. As tamponade
worsens, however, transmural pressure rises and the left atrium
may also phasically collapse.
RV Contractility
A first step in evaluating right ventricular contractile function is
visual inspection of the real-time two-dimensional echocardio-
gram. Because the wall of the RV is thin, careful adjustments of
instrument gain and settings and judicious selection of transducers
may be needed to accurately detect RV inward systolic motion or
wall thickening. In addition, the RV is extremely sensitive to load-
ing conditions. For example, a high pulmonary vascular resistance
(afterload) may affect the EF and contractility of the RV much
more than it would impact the LV. Given that the RV and LV stroke
volumes have to be identical in the absence of a shunt, decrease in
RV stroke volume may significantly decrease the preload of the LV
(Table 33.2), thus diminishing its volume and obscuring preexisting
pathology as well as diminishing cardiac output. Therefore it is
important to note comprehensive RV hemodynamics in any com-
plete echocardiographic assessment.

Pressure-volume loops are particularly helpful for understand-
ing the complex interplay of RV hemodynamics as they contribute
to RV function.1 The slope of the end-systolic pressure-volume
relationship is defined as the elastance. Elastance is a measure that
is relatively independent of load and therefore a reliable index of
contractility.16 The end-systolic volume index of the LV, an
expression of elastance, is a relatively load-independent indicator
of LV function and offers independent prognostic information
about adverse cardiovascular outcomes such as mortality and heart
failure in patients with coronary artery disease.17,18 However,
because of geometric contraints, RV end-systolic volume is diffi-
cult to measure accurately by 2D TTE, and a noninvasive expres-
sion of its elastance is not readily available. Hopefully, future
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Figure 33.6. Right ventricular (RV) pressure-
volume (PV) loops demonstrating a parallel ver-
tical shift from low-loading (nitroprusside), to
medium-loading, to high-loading (phenyleph-
rine) conditions. The PV loops of the normal
RV response to phenylephrine shows good
response (elastance) of end-systolic volume
(ESV). As pressure rises the ESV stays nearly
the same and thus contractility behaves in a
nearly load independent manner. However,
at the highest pressure, the loop suggests that
the RV dilates. This dilation seems to mirror
what often occurs following a pulmonary
embolism. (From Starling MR, Crawford MH,
Walsh RA, O’Rourke RA: Value of the tricuspid
valve echogram for estimating right ventricular
end-diastolic pressure during vasodilator ther-
apy, Am J Cardiol 45:966-972, 1980.)
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research in this area, particularly with 3D volumes of the RV, will
provide this potentially valuable clinical information (Fig. 33.6).

Right ventricular stroke work index (SWI), a combined expres-
sion of the pressure and volume work done by the right ventricle, is
another useful parameter. It can be calculated by subtracting right
atrial pressure from mean pulmonary artery pressure and multiply-
ing this difference by stroke volume index. Because of the differ-
ence in structure and contractile properties of the LV and RV, their
relative stroke work indices are quite different, whereby the RV
SWI is only approximately 15% of LV SWI.

The systolic and diastolic right ventricular “volumes” (minus
the RVOT volume) is computed by the area length algorithm, using
values obtained by tracing the outline of the cavity in the four-
chamber view in systole and diastole. The RVEF is calculated as
follows: RVEF¼ (RV end-diastolic volume�RV end-systolic vol-
ume) � RV end-diastolic volume. The area length method corre-
lates reasonably well with the EF obtained by radionuclide blood
pool imaging. One study was able to replicate quantitative angiog-
raphy of the RV volume in children by adding the area length vol-
ume of the apical view to the volume from the subcostal view.19 An
alternative method of measuring RV contractile function is the RV
fractional area change as measured in the apical four-chamber
view. Normal RV fractional area change is 32% to 60%, mildly
reduced is 25% to 31%, moderately reduced is 18% to 24%, and
severely reduced is 17% or less.11 With emerging technologies,
3D TTE has been validated using the disk summation method as
a way to calculate RVEF,20 but the methodology is still being
refined.

RV Afterload
The RV has heightened sensitivity to increased afterload for several
reasons: (1) coronary flow is more vulnerable, and increases in
pressure can readily lead to RV ischemia (see RV perfusion, later);
(2) the RV has a thin wall, so wall stress, which is estimated by
Laplace law (and is inversely proportional to twice wall thickness),
increases more rapidly with pressure increase than in the LV. Nor-
mally the resting peak systolic pulmonary pressure achieved by the
RV is less than 30 mm Hg, but this value varies by age and cardiac
output. With exercise, the pulmonary pressure may rise as high as
40 mm Hg in unconditioned normal individuals and as high as
55 mm Hg in athletes or persons over age 65 years. Characteristi-
cally, normal systolic pulmonary pressure rises slowly through
grades of cardiac output that attend increasing exercise levels.
Rapid increases in pressure are more characteristic of a pathologic
response. Thus the healthy right ventricle has considerable reserve
as long as the pressure load increases slowly and is not accompa-
nied by elevated pulmonary vascular resistance.21 Abrupt increases
in pulmonary pressures are poorly tolerated by the thin-walled RV
because the wall stress increases rapidly. Examples of situations in
which this intolerance is manifest are acute pulmonary embolism
and the abrupt dilation of a transplanted heart when the recipient
has underlying elevated pulmonary vascular resistance. Deteriora-
tion of RV function in these circumstances is accompanied by rapid
dilation of the chamber and by a sudden drop in contractile func-
tion. One feature of pulmonary embolism that affords insight into
the vulnerability of normal RV function is the segmental loss of RV
midwall function that is said to be a diagnostic feature of major pul-
monary embolism.22 We theorize that an abrupt rise in pulmonary
pressure and subsequent oxygen demand of the RV myocardium is
likely to cause midwall ischemia because the timing of right coro-
nary flow is, contrary to left coronary flow, systolic-dominant. An
acute elevation of RV wall stress may markedly impair right cor-
onary blood flow, especially at the midwall. The rise in troponin
and the location of the wall motion in acute pulmonary embolism
appear to support this pathophysiologic explanation.23

The use of Doppler to determine pulmonary artery pressure is a
mainstay of current echocardiography practice. The first step is the
demonstration of tricuspid regurgitation by color flow Doppler in
the A4C view (Fig. 33.7). Then, the continuous wave beam is
placed across the jet, and the peak velocity is used to calculate
the peak gradient between the right atrium and right ventricle with
the Bernoulli equation: Peak gradient (mm Hg)¼4�Peak veloc-
ity.2 Provided that there is no pulmonary stenosis, this gradient
added to the RA pressure is equal to peak systolic pulmonary artery
pressure. RA pressure is determined by the respiratory behavior of
the inferior vena cava (IVC).24 An alternative method of estimating
RA pressure has been published by the American Society of Echo-
cardiography and is as follows. For an IVC diameter of 2.1 cm or
less that collapses more than 50% with a sniff, a normal RA pres-
sure of 3 mmHg is assigned. For an IVC diameter of at least 2.1 cm
that collapses less than 50%with a sniff, an elevated RA pressure of
15 mm Hg is assigned. In indeterminate cases in which the IVC
diameter and collapse do not fit this paradigm, an intermediate
value of 8 mm Hg is assigned.2 Additional information to validate
RA pressure may be obtained from Doppler imaging of the hepatic
vein. Normal RA pressure (less than 5 mm Hg) is assumed if the
hepatic vein is systolic-dominant, and low RA pressure (2 mm Hg
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Figure 33.7. A, Tricuspid regurgitation signal that is not contrast enhanced and correctly measured at the peak velocity. B, After contrast enhance-
ment, the clear envelope has been obscured by noise, and the reader erroneously estimated a gradient several points higher. As this example shows, it
is critical that only well-defined borders be used for velocity measurement, as slight errors are magnified by the second-order relationship between
velocity and derived pressure. (From Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al: Guidelines for the echocardiographic assessment of the right heart in adults:
a report from the American Society of Echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-713; quiz 786-688, 2010.)
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or negative) is assumed if flow is continuous.25 If the IVC is not
visualized, skilled sonographers may image the superior vena cava
(SVC) and obtain the flow profile of pulsed wave Doppler (PWD)
seeking the same flow patterns seen in the hepatic vein. Another
method of judging RA pressure is to observe the curvature and
respiratory responses of the interatrial septum. The chamber with
the higher pressure will dictate the curvature. Usually, when the
septum is bidirectional, the pressure in both chambers is low.26

In addition to peak systolic pressure, it is useful to measure end-
diastolic pulmonary regurgitation (EDPR)gradient and thenadd it to
RA pressure, which provides a direct correlate of PA diastolic pres-
sure (an indirect correlate of left ventricular end diastolic pressure
[LVEDP]). The gradient, as a standalone measurement without
RA pressure, suggests abnormal hemodynamics when it is greater
than 5 mm Hg.27 Mean PA pressure may be calculated by three
methods. First,meanpressure canbecalculated fromthepeak (open-
ing) PR gradient+RAwhen this measurement is available. Second,
planimetry of the TR signal+RA provides a validated estimate of
mean pulmonary pressure. Third, the formula used for calculating
mean arterial systolic pressure {mean pressure¼ [systole+
(2 �diastole)]/3} may be applied if diastolic pressure from EDPR
is available. Resistance may also be estimated from the simple ratio
of peak TR velocity to PA velocity time integral.21 Use of noninva-
sive pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) prevents mistaking
elevated pulmonary pressure that is due to increased flow for
pressure that is mediated by elevated resistance. Central to under-
standing hemodynamics of the right side of the heart is PA velocity
time integral, or stroke distance, as an indicator of cardiac output.
In individuals with high blood flow, such as patients with sickle
cell disease or end-stage liver disease, a high stroke distance with
borderline elevated PA pressure indicates normal PVR). Conver-
sely, a very low stroke distance (velocity time integral well below
17 cm)may be a sign ofmarkedly increased PVRevenwhen pulmo-
nary artery systolic pressure (PASP) is only mildly elevated.28
CORONARY BLOOD FLOW OF THE RIGHT
VENTRICLE
In the majority of individuals (�80%), the coronary arterial tree is
right-dominant (defined as a posterior descending artery [PDA]
from the RCA), and the RCA supplies most of the RV. The lateral
wall is supplied by marginal branches of the RCA, and the posterior
wall is supplied by the PDA. The anterior wall and anteroseptal
region, including the RV apex, receives its blood flow from the left
anterior descending artery (LAD). For this reason, the RV apex is
often spared during RV infarction or in acute massive pulmonary
embolism with RV strain (so-called McConnell sign23), as dis-
cussed earlier. Conversely, an LAD infarction or anterior infarction
often spills over to involve the RV apex. The perfusion of the
RVOT originated from a conus branch with a separate origin in
30% of individuals.2

Because of the thin-walled structure and low intraventricular
filling pressures of the RV, baseline coronary blood flow to the
RV is primarily systolic. However, blood flow to the LV is likely
more diastolic, or equally diastolic and systolic because of high
filling pressures. The proximal RCA has blood flow that is both
systolic and diastolic, but beyond marginal branches, diastolic
flow predominates. This becomes highly relevant because this right
ventricle is especially vulnerable to changes in loading conditions,
and certain areas, which are thinner, are more susceptible to devel-
oping wall motion abnormalities or becoming ischemic during
periods of increased wall stress.29 For example, during acute mas-
sive pulmonary embolism or after orthotopic heart transplant in a
patient with a history of pulmonary hypertension, there is a sudden
increase in RV afterload (and RV systolic filling pressures), which
results in a decreased coronary perfusion pressure to the branches
of the RCA that are perfused during systole. Therefore relative
hypokinesia develops in the midventricular wall, which is the thin-
nest part of the RV free wall.

The ramus limbi dextri is an interesting feature of the right
coronary anatomy. This coronary branch runs from the midwall of
the RV through the moderator band (or septal marginal trabecula-
tion) and collaterizes the LAD. Because of this branch, patients with
unoccluded proximal RCA who suffer LAD occlusion beyond the
ramus are noted to have a small region of preserved midseptal wall
motion.

The most important and common cause of RV segmental abnor-
malities is RV infarction. Most clinically important RV infarctions
are seen in the setting of inferior wall myocardial infarction,
although clinically unapparent involvement of the RV apex may
be seen in anteroapical infarction.30 The M-mode echocardiogram
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Figure 33.8. Long-axis 2-dimensional subxiphoid image of the inferior vena cava and right atrium (RA) showing end-expiratory (A) and end-inspiratory
(B) phases. The inferior vena cava is plethoric and shows minimal response to respiration. (With permission from Bleeker GB, Steendijk P, Holman ER,
et al: Assessing right ventricular function: the role of echocardiography and complementary technologies, Heart 92 Suppl 1:i19-26, 2006.)
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in RV infarction shows an enlarged ventricle.31 On 2D TTE, the RV
is dilated, and portions of the anterior midwall and inferior RV wall
may appear akinetic or even aneurysmal; a hinge point may dem-
onstrate infarcted segments, and the descent of the RV base is
impaired.30 The first clue to the presence of RV infarction may
come from the short-axis view, where the distinctive akinesis is
noted in the contiguous walls of the RV, inferior septum, and
inferoposterior left ventricular walls. Inspection of the RV in the
A4Cview will reveal dilation and may also show segmental mid-
wall dyskinesis and remodeling.

An indication of the hemodynamic severity of the infarction is
provided by the degree of RV dilation as well as the degree of IVC
plethora (Fig. 33.8).30,32 When RV infarction is clinically sus-
pected, an echocardiogram is the method of choice for making
the diagnosis and is the best means for establishing its hemody-
namic severity.

INTERVENTRICULAR DEPENDENCE
The ventricles interact, so changes in size, systolic pressure of one
chamber, and diastolic pressure of one chamber, affect the size,
shape, and function of the other. The ventricles may interact
through the shape and direction of curvature of the interventricular
septum, or indirectly through the pericardium, where high pressure
in one ventricle is transmitted to the other, or through the atria,
RV

A

Systole

Figure 33.9. A, Computed tomography imaging showing right ventricular s
ventricle enlarged. B, Septal deformity index (a/b) to quantitate the degree o
tricle; RV, right ventricle.
where the interatrial septum may shift to reflect transmitted pres-
sures (Figs. 33.9 and 33.10). Examples of this physiology include
hemodynamically significant pericardial tamponade and any situa-
tion involving pericardial restraint, such as pericardial constriction.
Physiologically, the Valsalva maneuver can alter the relationship of
the ventricles; pathologically, pericardial diseases, pulmonary
hypertension, acute pulmonary embolism, or RV infarction alter
the geometry of the LV through interventricular dependence and
decrease in preload (see Table 33.2).

Changes in loading conditions can also affect the ventricular
curvature and cause flattening of the interventricular septum
(IVS) (see Fig. 33.4). Acute volume overload can lead to the flat-
tening of the IVS during diastole, whereas severe pressure overload
can result in flattening of the IVS during systole.33,34

RV DIASTOLIC FUNCTION
Similar to the systolic function of the RV, the diastolic function of
the RV is also somewhat difficult to capture comprehensively with
any given standard 2D TTE parameters. There are, however, a
number of physiologic and pathophysiologic conditions that can
lead to RV diastolic dysfunction. Just as its left-sided counterpart,
the aging RV can develop variable degrees of diastolic dysfunction,
especially in the setting of pulmonary hypertension or other chron-
ically increased RV afterload. On 2D TTE, the same pulsed wave
LV
bRV

B

a

Septal Deformity Index = a/b

eptal flattening and interventricular dependence that occurs as the right
f septal flattening in setting of right ventricular enlargement. LV, Left ven-
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Figure 33.10. Serial stop-frame short-axis two-dimensional echocardiographic images of the left ventricle at the mitral chordal level with diagrams
from a patient with isolated right ventricular (RV) pressure overload due to primary pulmonary hypertension (left). Images and diagrams on the right
are from a patient with isolated RV volume overload due to tricuspid valve resection. Although the left ventricular (LV) cavity maintains a circular profile
throughout the cardiac cycle in normal subjects, in RV pressure overload there is leftward ventricular septal (VS) shift and reversal of septal curvature
present throughout the cardiac cycle, with most marked distortion of the left ventricle at end systole. In the patient with RV volume overload, the septal
shift and flattening of VS curvature occurs predominantly in mid to late diastole, with relative sparing of LV deformation at end systole. (Reproduced with
permission from Louie EK, Rich S, Levitsky S, Brundage BH: Doppler echocardiographic demonstration of the differential effects of right ventricular
pressure and volume overload on left ventricular geometry and filling, J Am Coll Cardiol 19:84-90, 1992.)
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Doppler measurements made across the mitral valve and tissue
Doppler imaging of the septum and lateral wall can be roughly
applied to the RV with its corresponding right-sided structures
(see Fig. 33.4, B).2 Similarly, the isovolumetric relaxation time
(IVRT) and deceleration time (DT) can be measured.2

RHYTHM DISTURBANCES ORIGINATING
FROM THE RV
Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia (ARVD) is a genetically
mediated disorder characterized by increased fat content of the RV
myocardium and a propensity for fatal arrhythmia. Several attempts
to develop echocardiography criteria for this disorder have beenmade,
and criteria include depressed TAPSE, Doppler tissue imaging (DTI)
abnormalities, and chamber enlargement. Recently, strain imaging
has shown promise in increasing the yield of echocardiography.35

NEWER IMAGING MODALITIES TO IMAGE RV
Strain imaging is an echocardiographic method of measuring the
cyclic deformity of cardiac chambers during the cardiac cycle.
Analysis of digitized images (grayscale or 3D) may be applied to
any of the chambers. Speckle tracking or Doppler tissue imaging
may yield similar strain results. Strain data (dimensional or rate)
may be segmental or global and conducted in radial, longitudinal,
or z-axes. Reproducibility has retarded clinical use, but research
into this modality has been very active. The LV has been the main
target, and the RV and atria have been less studied. The small pool
of published reports has dealt with congenital defects, pulmonary
hypertension, pulmonary embolism, and RV cardiomyopathy. In
coronary artery disease, a study reports that early RV ischemia
can be detected.36

CONCLUSION
Despite the hemodynamic sensitivity of the RV to acute changes in
preload, contractility, and afterload, the RV is highly adaptable and
can even take on the role of the systemic ventricle if needed.37,38We
care for a patient in his eighth decade with L-transposition and
a systemically functioning subaortic right ventricle with normal
resting hemodynamics and above average formally measured
exercise tolerance. The unique anatomy and physiology of the RV
is effectively evaluated by echocardiography, which is most often
the only modality needed to characterize this ventricle.
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34 Assessment of Right Ventricular Systolic
and Diastolic Function

Lawrence G. Rudski, MD, Denisa Muraru, MD, PhD, Jonathan Afilalo, MD, MSc,
Steven J. Lester, MD
INTRODUCTION
The right ventricle (RV) plays a key role in the outcome of many
disease states. RV dysfunction is associated with excess morbidity
and mortality in patients with chronic left-sided heart failure (HF),
acute myocardial infarction (MI), pulmonary embolism (PE), pul-
monary arterial hypertension (PAH), and congenital heart disease.
Despite this knowledge, a standardized approach towards the echo-
cardiographic assessment of the RV was only recently developed
and applied.1 This chapter will focus on how to assess RV function,
with an emphasis on newer techniques.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
The right side of the heart receives the systemic venous return from
the superior and inferior venae cavae. The right atrium serves as
a conduit and a pump, filling the right ventricle via the tricuspid
valve. The right ventricle then ejects its stroke volume through
the pulmonary veins (PV) and into the pulmonary artery (PA). In
the absence of a shunt, right-sided stroke volume must be equal
to that of the left. The right side of the heart differs from the left
in terms of anatomy and physiology in several important ways.
Although the left ventricle (LV) can be modeled as a prolate ellipse,
the RV loosely resembles a pyramid that wraps around the LV and
is composed of three portions: the inlet, the body, and the outflow
tract. Contraction is generated by a deep subendocardial layer of
longitudinal fibers that cause a base-to-apex motion, and a super-
ficial layer of circumferential fibers that cause inward contraction.2

Recent data from three-dimensional (3D) imaging suggest that this
inward motion is more important than previously thought. The RV
lacks the third layer of spiral fibers that are present in the LV. The
RV end-diastolic volume (EDV) is slightly greater than that of the
LV, and as a result produces a slightly lower ejection fraction. This
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is accomplished with a mass that is approximately one fifth that of
the LV. Accordingly, the RV is well suited as a volume pump, but is
prone to failure when faced with an acute pressure challenge.3,4 In
chronic volume overload states, such as in the setting of severe tri-
cuspid regurgitation (TR) or pulmonic regurgitation (PR), or in the
presence of a shunt, the RV responds by enlarging, in an attempt to
restore forward stroke volume. With chronic pressure overload,
such as with pulmonary hypertension or pulmonic stenosis, the
RV initially responds with hypertrophy of the wall to increase
and normalize wall tension. Eventually, when compensatory mech-
anisms fail in the setting of severe pulmonary hypertension (PH)
and increased transmural pressure, myocardial blood flow
decreases because of the loss of coronary flow during systole.

The complex anatomic and physiologic differences just
described present many challenges in the noninvasive echocardio-
graphic evaluation of the dimensions and function of the right side
of the heart. A wide variety of methods to describe RV size and
function have been developed, none of which provide a complete
picture, but recent advances in 3D echocardiography (3DE) and
new understanding of the assessment of myocardial contractility
have yielded new insights and methods of standardization.5
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Right Ventricular Size

Two-Dimensional Measurements
Quantitation of RV dimensions is critical and improves interrater
variability when comparedwith visual assessment alone.6Measure-
ments by two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) are challenging
because the geometry of the RV is complex and it lacks specific
right-sided anatomic landmarks to be used as reference points.
The conventional apical four-chamber view (i.e., focused on the left
ventricle) results in toomuch variability on how the right side of the
heart is projected, and consequently,RV linear dimensions and areas
may vary widely in the same patient with relatively minor rotations
in transducer position (Fig. 34.1; see also eFig. 33.1 and Fig. 33.5).
RV dimensions are best estimated from a RV-focused apical
four-chamber view with an upper reference limit of 42 mm. Care
should be taken to obtain the image with the LV apex at the
center of the scanning sector, while simultaneously displaying
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Figure 34.2. The measurement of fractional area change (end-diastolic area minus end-systolic area, divided by end-diastolic area) in a normal sub-
ject, and a patient with severe RV systolic dysfunction. See Figure 33.4 to view the TAPSEmeasurement and the measurement of ‘, E0, and A0 from the
RV free wall annulus. ED, End disatolic; ES, end systolic; LV, left ventricle. (Modified from Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, et al. Guidelines for the echo-
cardiographic assessment of the right heart in adults: a report from the American Society of Echocardiography endorsed by the European Association
of Echocardiography, a registered branch of the European Society of Cardiology, and the Canadian Society of Echocardiography, J Am Soc Echo-
cardiogr 23(7):685-713, 2010.).
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the largest basal RV diameter that prevents foreshortening.
Other dimensions that can be measured are the midchamber
(35-mm limit), longitudinal diameter (83 mm, but of little clinical
utility), and RV outflow tract (RVOT). The proximal RVOT
diameter is used to diagnose arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy (ARVC), whereas the distal RVOT diameter can
be used to help calculate the ratio of pulmonic to systemic flow
(Qp:Qs) in the presence of a shunt.

Recent data have suggested that indexing RV size to body surface
area (BSA) may be relevant in some circumstances; however, the
measurements used in these studies lacked the reference points of
the RV-focused view and frequently employ RV areas, rather than
linear dimensions.7,8 As such, indexing should be considered only
at the extremes of BSA.

Volume of the Right Ventricle
Because of the complex asymmetric shape of the RV, only a vol-
umetric method such as 3DE can provide a truly reliable measure of
its size. Unlike 2DE, accuracy of 3DE does not depend on the imag-
ing view or unverified geometric assumptions regarding RV shape.
If image quality is accurate and heart rhythm is fairly regular, vol-
umes determined by RV 3DE are in close agreement with those
obtained using cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR). In addition,
3DE yields results that are more reproducible than those acquired
with 2D measures.9 For clinical evaluation of RV size in experi-
enced labs, 3DE may be the modality of choice.10 Recent evidence
suggests that age, gender, and body size are important determinants
of RV volumes; therefore patient-specific normative ranges from
allometric equations should be applied when confirming RV
enlargement using 3DE.11 An RV EDV of 87 mL/m2 in males
and 74 mL/m2 for females, and RV end systolic volume (ESV)
of 44 mL/m2 for males and 36 mL/m2 for females should be used
as the upper limits of the corresponding normal ranges.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR SYSTOLIC FUNCTION

Fractional Area Change
Fractional area change (FAC) is ameasureof globalRVsystolic func-
tion that has been shown to correlate with RV ejection fraction by
cardiac MRI.12,13 To calculate FAC, end-diastolic and end-systolic
RV area are obtained by planimetry of the endocardial border in
the apical four-chamber view (when the cavity is largest and smallest,
respectively), where FAC¼ [(end-diastolic area�end-systolic area)/
end-diastolicarea]�100 (normal is35%orhigher).Acommonpitfall
of this measure is undertracing the cavity inside trabeculations,
moderator band, or both (Fig. 34.2; see also Fig. 33.4).

Tricuspid Annular Plane Systolic Excursion
and Velocity
Tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) and velocity
(S0) aremeasures of longitudinal function, reflecting the contraction
of the RV’s dominant deep fibers and correlating with RV ejection
fraction.14,15 After aligning the cursor parallel to the RV annular
plane systolic excursion, M-mode is activated to measure the dis-
placement of the annular plane (TAPSE; normal 1.6 cm or greater),
whereas tissue Doppler is activated to measure the velocity (S0; nor-
mal 10 cm/sec or greater). A pitfall of the S0, like anyDoppler-based
measure, is the risk of underestimating the annular velocity if inter-
rogation is not parallel to the plane of motion (see Fig. 34.2).

Unlike the gold standard measure of 3D RV ejection fraction,
these 2D measures do not capture the contraction of the entire
RV. FAC neglects the contribution of the RVOT, whereas TAPSE
and S0 also neglect the contribution of the free wall and septum.
Two scenarios warrant mention in this regard. In patients after car-
diac surgery, TAPSE and S0 are markedly reduced, whereas com-
pensatory bellows motion of the septum causes FAC to be normal
or near-normal.16,17 Conversely, in patients with pulmonary arterial
hypertension, TAPSE and S0 are often preserved, but FAC may be
frankly abnormal.18

Right Ventricular Index of Myocardial
Performance
Right ventricular index of myocardial performance (RIMP) is a
nonvolumetric measure of global ventricular function. RIMP is
defined as the ratio of the isovolumic time (isovolumic contraction
and relaxation time) to the ventricular ejection time:

RIMP = (ΙVCT + IVRT) / ET

IVCT = isovolumic contraction time, IVRT = isovolumic relation time, ET = ejection time.

Because RIMP is a ratio of time intervals, its determination is inde-
pendent of the geometric shape of the ventricle, which is important
given the complex geometry of the right ventricle.
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Figure 34.3. Three-dimensional echocardiography enables a comprehensive assessment of the right ventricular morphology and function from a
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RIMP can be obtained with standard Doppler echocardio-
graphic techniques (Fig. 34.3 and Videos 34.3, A, B). Note that
when measuring RIMP using spectral blood pool Doppler signals,
measures from two separate heartbeats are required, and thus it is
important to ensure that heartbeats with similar R-R intervals are
used. In a strict sense, when there is tricuspid regurgitation, isovo-
lumic contraction time (IVCT) and isovolumic relaxation time
(IVRT) do not exist. Perhaps more appropriate terms are the dura-
tion of cessation of tricuspid inflow to the onset of pulmonary
Tricuspid flow

c
d

b

ICT ET IRT

Pulmonary flow

RIMP = (a − b) / b
= (ICT + IRT) / ET

IRT = c − d

ICT = (a − b) − (c − d)
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Figure 34.4. Calculation of the right ventricular index of myocardial performa
tissue Doppler imaging (B). In A, the time between the end of the transtricuspi
the duration of the tricuspid regurgitation velocity is measured. The ejection
from the right ventricular outflow tract. In B, a pulsed wave sample volume is
milliseconds are measured. RIMP is derived from pulsed wave tissue Dopp
RIMP¼X�Y / Y.
ejection flow, and the cessation of pulmonary ejection flow to
the onset of tricuspid inflow. The upper reference limit is 0.40 when
RIMP is calculated from spectral blood pool Doppler signals, and
0.55 when calculated by tissue Doppler imaging.

It is important to understand that RIMP varies with pressure and
volume status andmaynot be a truemeasureof the intrinsic properties
of right ventricularmyocardial function (Fig. 34.4).Anunderstanding
of the impact of changes in arterial and atrial pressure on the value of
RIMP is crucial in the clinical interpretation of the values obtained.
B

nce using spectral Doppler of blood flow velocity profiles (A) and spectral
d A wave to the onset of the transtricuspid E wave of the following beat or
time (ET) is measured as the duration of the pulsed wave Doppler signal
placed in the right ventricular free wall annulus, and the time intervals in
ler of the RV annulus (image displayed with RV on right side of sector).
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Figure 34.5. A, If arterial pressure and the rate of ventricular relaxation remain constant, but the atrial pressure decreases (D-C-B-A), then the iso-
volumetric relaxation time will become longer. The numerator of RIMPwill increase, and the value of RIMPwill increase, despite a more favorable hemo-
dynamic profile.B, An increase in arterial pressure (A-B-C-D) in the absence of a change in either atrial pressure or the rate of relaxation of the ventricular
will result in an increase in the isovolumic time interval and thus an increase in RIMP.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL RIGHT VENTRICULAR
EJECTION FRACTION
Three-dimensional right ventricular ejection fraction (3D RVEF) is
a truly global measure of RV systolic function because it integrates
both radial and longitudinal components of RV contraction and the
RVOT contribution to overall RV performance. It has particular
clinical value in patients after cardiac surgery, when longitudinal
RV function indices (i.e., TAPSE, S0 wave) are generally reduced
and may no longer be representative of global RV systolic func-
tion.16 3D RVEF has been rigorously validated against CMR mea-
surements in various cardiac conditions19 and is the recommended
method for quantifying RV systolic function, if appropriate expe-
rience is available.10 3D RVEF is routinely obtained by acquiring
a four- or six-beat full-volume data set (greater than 20 to 25 vol-
umes per second [vps]) from an RV-focused apical four-chamber
view, which is subsequently analyzed offline with dedicated soft-
ware to derive both RV volumes and RVEF (Fig. 34.5; see Video
34.3, A). Reviewing the RV dataset in a multislice display is nec-
essary to verify that the whole RV is included within the dataset and
to rule out stitching artifacts before storing; but it can also be used
to assess regional wall motion (see Video 34.3, B). Roughly, RVEF
of less than 45% is suggestive of abnormal RV systolic function.10

3D RVEF seems to also be influenced by age and gender, with
slightly higher RVEFs reported in elderly patients than in young
patients, and RVEFs are higher in women than in men.11 Because
RVEF reflects the interaction between RV contractility and load,
RVEF may overestimate RV systolic function in conditions evolv-
ing with markedly increased preload (e.g., severe tricuspid regur-
gitation, large atrial septal defects) or underestimate true RV
performance in settings with high afterload (e.g., pulmonary throm-
boembolism, pulmonary hypertension). Additionally, the RVEF
may not reliably represent true RV contractility in patients after
cardiac surgery; in this setting, much of the RV work is done by
the markedly dyssynergic septum (Video 34.5).16 Technical factors
(e.g., inadequate acoustic window, irregular heart rhythm,
extremely enlarged RVs, patient inability to breath hold) may addi-
tionally affect the feasibility or accuracy, or both, of RVEF mea-
surements by 3DE.
RIGHT VENTRICULAR STRAIN
There is a growing body of evidence showing that assessing RV
longitudinal strain (RVLS) provides incremental information in
several pathologic conditions.20 RVLS is considered a clinically
useful noninvasive index of RV contractility because it is less con-
founded by heart motion and geometric changes, and less depen-
dent on load than conventional RV functional indices or 3D
RVEF. RVLS is routinely assessed in the RV-focused four-
chamber view either by tissue Doppler imaging (DTI) or speckle
tracking echocardiography (STE) (Fig. 34.6) The unique advantage
of RVLS is that the information on the magnitude of RV contrac-
tion is complemented by timing of contraction and its regional dis-
persion. Uncoordinated longitudinal RV contraction may serve as
an early sign of RV dysfunction, and may decrease RV systolic
function to a greater extent than what might be expected from
the impairment of contractility alone (Fig. 34.7).21

STE is less dependent on angle and more practical and repro-
ducible than DTI strain, but STE strain is highly dependent on a
good image quality with adequate temporal resolution (40 to 80
frames/sec)20 and no artifacts. Various STE software tools incorpo-
rate diverse algorithms in calculating strain, and even analyze dif-
ferent myocardial layers (subendocardial, midwall, or full wall
strain). As a result, different equipment might not yield equivalent
strain values in the same subject.22 Reference values of RVLS from
large multivendor studies are currently lacking. Pooled data from
several studies (heavily weighted by studies involving full wall
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Figure 34.6. Longitudinal strain of the right ventricular free wall assessed by tissue Doppler imaging (DTI RVLS, upper panel) and speckle tracking
echocardiography (STE RVLS, lower panel) in a healthy subject. Both methods consistently show a fairly synchronous peak contraction of the three
segments of the free wall (close to end systole, marked by pulmonary valve closure time [PVC]) and the existence of a base-to-apex gradient, with the
largest deformation in the apical region.
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strain) suggest that a global free wall RVLS greater than 20% is
likely abnormal.10 RVLS analysis is limited to the RV inlet, and
the inclusion of the RV interventricular septal component in the
computation of global RV strain is controversial but could be
useful for quantifying RV dyssynchrony (see Fig. 34.7 and Videos
34.7, A, B). For several conditions (e.g., heart failure, pulmonary
hypertension, acute myocardial infarction, amyloidosis), free wall
RVLS has prognostic value.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC FUNCTION
The most frequently encountered causes of right-sided diastolic
dysfunctionarepulmonaryhypertension,pulmonaryembolism,myo-
cardial ischemia, and congenital heart disease. Other causes include
primary lungdisease,hypoxic states, cardiomyopathies, andanumber
of systemic diseases. The presence of RV diastolic dysfunction is
associatedwithworse functional class and is an independent predictor
of mortality in patients with chronic heart failure, PH, and congenital
heart disease.23,24 In conditions such as scleroderma, RV diastolic
dysfunction has been proposed as an early sign of subclinical RV
dysfunction. The echocardiographic parameters used to evaluate
right-sided diastolic function are reviewed in this section.

Anumber of indirect signs are suggestive ofRVdiastolic dysfunc-
tion, including right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH), right atrial (RA)
enlargement, and other signs of elevated RA pressure such as dilated,
noncollapsing inferior vena cava (IVC), or an interatrial septum that
bulges toward the LA. The hallmark of RV diastolic function,
however, rests on pulsed wave Doppler interrogation of the tricuspid
inflow and TDI of the tricuspid annulus or basal RV free wall.

Transtricuspid Flow
Early passive filling velocities (E), deceleration time (DT), and late
active filling velocities (A) can be measured using pulsed wave
Doppler interrogation at the tips of the tricuspid leaflets during held
end-expiration. Similar to the assessment of left-sided diastolic
function, a reduced E/A ratio suggests impaired relaxation, whereas
an elevated E/A ratio suggests restrictive filling. The practical util-
ity of transtricuspid Doppler has been limited because a number of
factors affect its reliability, particularly respiration. The E/A ratio
decreases modestly by 0.1 per decade of advancing age.25–28

Hepatic Vein Flow
The normal hepatic vein flow pattern is characterized by systolic
predominance (systolic wave velocity greater than diastolic wave
velocity). When RA pressure rises, the hepatic vein flow pattern
is opposite (systolic wave velocity less than diastolic wave veloc-
ity). Thus the finding of diastolic predominance using pulsed wave
Doppler interrogation of a hepatic vein is a sign of elevated RA
pressure.

Tissue Doppler Echocardiography and Strain

Lateral Tricuspid Annulus Velocities
Early passive myocardial velocities (e0) and late active myocardial
velocities (a0) can bemeasured using tissue Doppler interrogation at
the lateral tricuspid annulus. Alignment of the tissue Doppler beam
should be parallel to the RV annular plane systolic excursion; e0 and
a0 are relatively independent of load.

Tricuspid E/e0 Ratio
Because the E wave velocity reflects a combination of myocardial
relaxation and RA-RV pressure gradient, and the e0 velocity reflects
myocardial relaxation, the ratio E/e0 is thought to isolate the
component of RA-RV pressure gradient. When elevated, it is a sign
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Figure 34.7. Longitudinal strain by Doppler tissue imaging (A) and speckle tracking echocardiography (B) (see Video 34.7, B) in a patient with pul-
monary hypertension and right ventricular (RV) dysfunction (CMR ejection fraction¼37%). The region of interest was placed to include the septum to
illustrate RV septal-to-free wall discoordination. Although RV free wall segment(s) show a reasonably good peak strain, it is markedly delayed in diastole
and therefore inefficient. Tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) (C) (see Video 34.7, C) and S wave (D), reflecting only the magnitude
and velocity of RV basal free wall excursion (neglecting both its timing and synchronicity with respect to other segments), are in normal range.
PVC, Pulmonary valve closure; TVO, tricuspid valve opening.
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of elevated RA pressure.29,30 The E/e0 ratio has been validated
in patients receiving mechanical ventilation; however, weaker cor-
relations were reported in patients who had undergone cardiac sur-
gery or had heart failure.
Grading Diastolic Function
Gradationof right-sideddiastolic functionmaybedivided intonormal
filling, impaired relaxation (mild diastolic dysfunction), pseudonor-
mal filling (moderate diastolic dysfunction), and restrictive filling
(severe diastolic dysfunction). E/A ratio less than 0.8 or e0/a0 ratio less
than0.5 are consistentwith impaired relaxation.E/A ratio of0.8 to2.1
or e0/a0 ratio of 0.5 to 1.9 is associatedwith plethoric or noncollapsing
IVC. E/e0 ratio greater than 6 or diastolic flow predominance in the
hepaticveins isconsistentwithpseudonormal filling.E/Aratiogreater
than 2.1 or e0/a0 ratio greater than 1.9 with deceleration time less than
120 msec or late diastolic antegrade flow in the pulmonary artery is
consistent with restrictive filling.
CLINICAL IMPACT OF RIGHT VENTRICULAR
SIZE AND FUNCTION: PROGNOSIS
As stated previously, the RV contributes just as much to cardiac
output as the LV does. With a closed circulation, these two cham-
bers are inexorably linked. RV failure is often associated with both
elevated jugular venous pressure (JVP) and peripheral edema.
More severe dysfunction may result in hepatic congestion and dys-
function and hepatorenal syndrome. RV failure, however, may pro-
voke symptoms typically associated with LV failure; the most
notable is dyspnea, the result of reduced cardiac output. Although
echocardiographic parameters have not been related to most of the
previously mentioned findings, there is a significant association
between parameters of RV function and prognosis. In patients with
left-sided heart failure, myocardial performance index (MPI),31

S0,32,33 TAPSE,34 and percent fractional area change (FAC%)35

all have proven value in prognostication. In patients who have
had surgery to repair tetralogy of Fallot, a variety of echocardio-
graphic measures of RV function correlate with prognosis and qual-
ity of life.36,37 The presence of RV enlargement in patients with
acute PE is associated with poor prognosis, and it is included in
a decision algorithm for patient care that leads to treatment with
thrombolytic agents. Finally, in patients with PAH, a number of
measures of RV systolic function, most recently strain detected
with 2D speckle tracking echocardiography, assist in
prognostication.38
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Assessment of the right side of the heart is a critical part of every
echocardiographic study. Evaluation of RV size and systolic func-
tion present challenges to the interpreter because the RV has com-
plex geometry, and the many methods of assessment may provide
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discordant findings. Nevertheless, a quantitative assessment of RV
size and function provide important diagnostic and prognostic infor-
mation to guide short- and long-term care.Measurement of chamber
dimensions and volumes, when feasible; evaluation of RV systolic
function by one of the several methods endorsed by current guide-
lines; and estimation of systolic pulmonary artery pressure (sPAP)
are required in all reports, where the study permits. Guidelines for
the echocardiographic assessment of the right side of the heart are
provided by the American Society of Echocardiography and the
European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging should be used
as a template.1

Please access ExpertConsult to view the Videos for this chapter.
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35 Right Ventricular Hemodynamics
Steven J. Lester, MD, Lawrence G. Rudski, MD, Amr E. Abbas, MD
Echocardiography is currently the primary clinical method for the
noninvasive measurement of right-sided heart hemodynamic
parameters and is an indispensable tool for the initial assessment,
diagnosis, longitudinal follow-up and prognostication of patients
with abnormal right heart function. Ohm’s Law describes the rela-
tionship between flow, pressure, and resistance in an electric
circuit, where the electrical potential between two points (pressure
gradient) is equivalent to the product of current (flow) and resis-
tance; ΔP¼Q�R. Ohm law principles applied to the circulation
are the foundation for a complete hemodynamic evaluation of
the right side of the heart, with the need to resolve parameters of
flow, pressure, and resistance.
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FLOW
Doppler echocardiography is able to quantify blood flow through
its ability to quantify blood flow velocities. Christian Andreas
Doppler described the mathematic relationship between the magni-
tude of the frequency shift, which is the difference in the reflected
frequency from the emitted frequency, and the velocity of the target
(red blood cell) relative to the source (the transducer). Doppler
echocardiography is able to then record instantaneous velocities
throughout the cardiac cycle. Flow (cm3/sec) can be derived as
the product of blood flow velocity (cm/sec) multiplied by the
cross-sectional area (cm2) of the structure through which the blood
is flowing: flow¼area�velocity. Because flow in the cardiovascu-
lar system is pulsatile, individual velocities during the ejection
phase must be sampled and integrated to measure flow volume.
The sum of these individual velocities is called the velocity-time
interval (VTI) and is equal to the area enclosed by the Doppler
velocity profile. The VTI then represents a linear distance, the aver-
age distance a red blood cell travels per beat, and stroke volume
(cm3) is calculated as the product of the VTI (cm) and cross-
sectional area (cm2) of the structure through which the blood is
flowing (Fig. 35.1).
PRESSURE
Doppler provided us the ability to solve for blood flow velocities.
Daniel Bernoulli described the relationship between blood flow
velocities and pressure gradient. The Bernoulli equation is founded
on the principle of conservation of energy. Although energy may
change its position or form, the total amount of energy within a
closed system must remain constant.

Bernoulli equation: ΔP = 1/2ρ(V2
2 − V1

2)

 + ρ∫2 (dv/dt)*ds

 + R(μ) 

(Convective acceleration)

(Flow acceleration)

(Viscous friction)

ΔP = pressure gradient, ρ = mass density of blood,

V1 and V2 = velocity proximal and distal to obstruction, respectively,

R = viscous resistance, μ = viscosity 

Under most physiologic conditions, the latter two terms (flow
acceleration and viscous friction) are negligible and can be ignored;
Time

VTI cm
Linear distanceV

elocity

A
B

Figure 35.1. A, A schematic illustration of a Doppler velocity profile with the
period to derive the velocity-time interval (VTI). B, A schematic illustration of
cross-sectional area and its length, where length is the VTI (a linear distance
and V2 is much greater than V1, so V1 can be ignored. Therefore,
under most physiologic conditions, a simplified Bernoulli equation
can be applied to the peak velocity obtained to derive the peak
instantaneous gradient.

Simplified Bernoulli equation: ΔP = 4(V2)2

It is crucial to pay close attention to the technical aspects of Doppler
interrogation, first ensuring that the ultrasound beam is directed
parallel to the axis of blood flow. In addition, if the envelope is
incomplete, agitated saline contrast or air-blood-saline contrast
should be used to enhance the spectral Doppler signal; imaging data
should be acquired from multiple windows to ensure that the true
(highest) velocity signal is captured.
RESISTANCE
Vascular resistance is the static resistance that must be overcome to
permit the flow of blood through the circulatory system. Vascular
resistance is calculated as the ratio of the driving pressure (pressure
gradient) to flow across the vascular circuit.

Where ΔP = pressure difference and Q = flow across the circuit.

R
Δ  
Q
P

 =

PULMONARY ARTERY CATHETER IN A BOX
With its ability to resolve for the fundamental components of a
complete hemodynamic evaluation, echocardiography can be seen
as a “pulmonary artery (PA) catheter in a box.”

Right Atrial Pressure
Vessels such as the inferior and superior venae cavae and hepatic
veins, which carry flow that empties into the right atrium (RA),
have features that correlate with RA pressure. The size of the infe-
rior vena cava (IVC) and its response to inspiration is most com-
monly used for the evaluation of RA pressure. Imaging of the
inferior vena cava is most commonly obtained from the long-axis,
subcostal view, performed in the supine position, taking note that
IVC size is significantly influenced by patient position, being larg-
est in the right lateral position, intermediate in the supine position,
and smallest in the left lateral position. Measurement of the IVC
diameter should be made at end expiration, just proximal to the
π r2 = = Area (cm2)

= stroke distance (cm)

Area

VTI

Area (cm)2 × Distance (cm) = Volume (cm)3

Vel (cm/sec)
time (sec)

=

integration of instantaneous velocities measured throughout the ejection
stroke volume calculation. The volume of a cylinder is the product of its
).
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hepatic veins.1 IVC diameter varies with respiration, with minimal
size observed at end inspiration. A caval respiratory index (%
decrease in diameter of the IVC with inspiration or a sniff) is then
obtained. An IVC diameter less than 2.1 cm that collapses more
than 50% with a sniff suggests a normal RA pressure of 3 mm
Hg (range is 0 to 5 mm Hg), whereas an IVC diameter greater than
2.1 cm that collapses less than 50% with a sniff suggests a high RA
pressure of 15 mmHg (range is 10 to 20 mmHg). There are clinical
scenarios whereby the RA pressure may exceed 20 mmHg, and this
constitutes one of the limitations of the caval respiratory approach.

IVC size and response to inspiration is confounded by the vary-
ing force of inspiratory effort and patient cooperation. In addition,
the presence of a dilated IVC may be a normal variant in younger
patients and athletes. The presence of a prominent eustachian valve
may also force the IVC to remain open in some individuals, result-
ing in IVC dilation despite normal systemic venous pressures. As
such, there are clinical scenarios whereby the estimate of RA
C

A

Figure 35.2. A,A continuouswave Doppler profile of tricuspid regurgitation.
systolic pressure¼4 � (4.3)2+right atrial pressure or 74 mm Hg+right atrial
mean gradient between the right ventricle and right atrium (39 mmHg)+right
gitation. The peak pulmonary regurgitation velocity is 3.1 m/sec. The mean pu
sure or 38 mm Hg+right atrial pressure. The pulmonary artery diastolic press
right ventricular outflow tract (RVOTVTI). TRV/RVOTVTI¼4.3/10¼0.43. Beca
vascular resistance is TRV2/RVOTVTI�5¼ [(4.3)2/10] � 5¼9.2 Wood units.
pressure based on the size of the IVC does not match the caval
respiratory index. In such indeterminate cases, an intermediate
value of 8 mm Hg (range is 5 to 10 mm Hg) may be used for
RA pressure. Other secondary indices of RA pressure should be
evaluated to further stratify the RA pressure estimate, so that if
these secondary indices suggest a normal RA pressure, the value
reported may be reduced to 3 mm Hg.

Secondary Indices of Right Atrial Pressure
1. Hepatic vein flow velocity profile: The hepatic venous systolic

filling fraction (calculated as the ratio between the VTI of the
hepatic venous systolic wave and the sum of the VTI of the sys-
tolic and diastolic hepatic venous waves [excluding atrial rever-
sal]) has been shown to predict RA pressure with dichotomous
separation of RA pressure higher than 8 mm Hg by a hepatic
vein systolic filling fraction of less than 55%.2
B

The peak tricuspid regurgitation velocity is 4.3 m/sec. The right ventricular
pressure. The mean pulmonary artery pressure can be estimated as the
atrial pressure.B, A continuous wave Doppler profile of pulmonary regur-
lmonary artery pressure can be estimated as 4� (3.1)2+right atrial pres-
ure¼4 � (1.6)2+ right atrial pressure. C, The time-velocity integral of the
use this ratio is greater than 0.275, the equation to calculate pulmonary
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2. Right-sided E/e0 ratio: As right atrial pressure increases, the

early diastolic tricuspid inflow velocity (E) will increase, and
the right ventricular free wall early diastolic annular velocity
(e0) will decrease. So in general, as right atrial pressure
increases, so too will the E/e0 ratio. An E/e0 ratio greater than
6 has modest test characteristics with which to predict a mean
RA pressure of 10 mm Hg or more.3

3. Right atrial size: Right atrial enlargement or an intra-atrial sep-
tum that bows leftward (toward the left atrium) throughout the
cardiac cycle, or both, is a qualitative and supportive sign of
increased RA pressure.
Right Ventricular Systolic Pressure
Right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP) can be derived by
applying the simplified Bernoulli equation to the peak tricuspid
regurgitation velocity and adding to this an estimate of right atrial
pressure.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure (Fig. 35.2, A, B)
1. Pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP): PASP is equal to

RVSP in the absence of flow obstruction between the RV and
pulmonary artery. When flow is obstructed, PASP is estimated
as RVSPminus the pressure gradient across the right ventricular
outflow tract (RVOT) and/or pulmonic valve.

2. Pulmonary artery diastolic pressure (PADP): Applying the
simplified Bernoulli equation to the end-diastolic pulmonary
regurgitation velocity and adding an estimate of RA pressure
provides an estimate of PADP.

3. Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP): A number of
echocardiographic methods can be used to derive mPAP: (1)
apply the simplified Bernoulli equation to the peak pulmonary
regurgitation velocity and add to this an estimate of RA pres-
sure; (2) calculate mPAP as the [PASP+(2�PADP)]/3; (3)
obtain the mean RV-RA gradient by tracing the tricuspid regur-
gitation velocity profile to obtain the VTI and add to this an
estimate of RA pressure; and (4) measure the pulmonary artery
acceleration time (AT) and calculate mPAP as 79� (0.45�AT).
If AT is 120 msec or less, the equation 90� (0.62�AT) should
be used.4–6
Pulmonary Vascular Resistance
Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is calculated by dividing the
pressure difference across the pulmonary circuit by the transpul-
monary flow. By using the peak tricuspid regurgitation velocity
(TRV) as a surrogate for pressure and the VTI of the right ventric-
ular outflow tract (RVOTVTI) as a surrogate for flow, PVR can be
estimated by the ratio of TRV/RVOTVTI.

7 If TRV/RVOTVTI is
greater than 0.175, this suggests that the PVR is elevated beyond
2 Wood units. If TRV/RVOTVTI is between 0.175 and 0.275, then
the equation TRV/RVOTVTI�10 provides a good estimate of PVR.
However, because of the quadratic relationship between velocity
and the pressure gradient, in patients where TRV/RVOTVTI is
greater than 0.275, which indicates marked elevation in PVR, the
equation TRV2/RVOTVTI�5 should be used to estimate PVR
(see Fig. 35.2, C).8

SUMMARY
With its ability to resolve flow, pressure, and resistance coupled
with its configurability and harmless energy source, echocardiog-
raphy has become the principal tool for evaluating the hemo-
dynamics of the right side of the heart. The pitfalls associated
with any single technique can be avoided by integrating several
clinical parameters and using multiple quantitative analyses. This
broader approach ensures the most accurate interpretation of
right-sided heart hemodynamics.
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36 The Right Atrium
Nimrod Blank, MD, Julia Grapsa, MD, PhD, Lawrence G. Rudski, MD
INTRODUCTION
The right atrium (RA) receives little attention, yet it remains a vital
component of heart function and is increasingly recognized as a
barometer of cardiac status. It is situated in the most anterolateral
region of the heart. Venous return from the superior vena cava
(SVC), inferior vena cava (IVC), and the coronary sinus drains into
the RA, which therefore effectively receives the body’s deoxygen-
ated blood. In addition to its reservoir function, during ventricular
systole, when the tricuspid valve opens, the RA acts first as a conduit
and then as a pump as it forces more blood into the right ventricle
(RV) during atrial contraction. Various anatomic, physiologic,
electrophysiologic, and pathophysiologic features of the RA are
now recognized as unique, and thus it is a dynamic and important
component of the heart rather than simply a blood reservoir.
ANATOMY
The RA is divided into two parts: the thin-walled sinus venosus pos-
teriorly and the auricle or RA appendage anteriorly. The sinus
venosus is attached medially to the left atrium and posterolateral
to the crista terminalis. It includes the venous part (insertion
of the IVC and SVC), the vestibulum, and the atrial septum.
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The pectinated RA appendage merges posterolaterally from the
crista terminalis and overlies the aortic root.

Anatomic Landmarks
The orifice of the SVC lies on the upper posterolateral wall,
whereas the orifice of the IVC lies on the inferior posterolateral
wall. The crista terminalis, a crescent-shaped, smooth, muscular
ridge, extends from the SVC to the inferior vena cava. The tricuspid
valve separates the right atrium from the right ventricle. Just pos-
terior to the tricuspid valve at its most superior edge is the orifice
of the coronary sinus. A membranous structure, the thebesian
valve, is often seen at the opening of the coronary sinus.

The fossa ovalis, a thinmembranebetween the right and left atria,
lies at themiddle of the posteriorwall of the right atrium, at the lower
part of the septum, above and to the left of the orifice of the IVC. The
limbus fossa ovalis is a prominent oval margin of the fossa ovalis.

The eustachian valve (valve of the IVC) is a crescentic tissue
fold arising from the anterior rim of the IVC, with widely variable
length and shape. In the fetus this valve serves to direct the blood
from the IVC through the foramen ovale and into the left atrium.
The Chiari network is a congenital remnant of the right valve of
the sinus venosus. It is generally more extensive than a prominent
eustachian valve (from which it should be differentiated) and
attaches to two or more regions of the right atrium (Fig. 36.1).

PHYSIOLOGY
The RA acts as a reservoir for systemic venous return through the
SVC, IVC, and the smaller caliber coronary sinus that drains blood
from the coronary system. The filling pattern is divided into three
phases: a dominant systolic phase, a diastolic phase, and a third
short atrial contraction phase with small reversal (upstream) flow
from the RA into the systemic veins. During diastole the tricuspid
valve opens, and blood from the RA is drained into the RV in two
phases, early and late diastolic filling. The first phase is passive,
Figure 36.1. Anatomy of the right atrium. (Netter illustration from www.nett
with a pressure gradient driving the flow, and the second phase
is active atrial contraction. The RA pressure varies significantly
with the respiratory cycle and is usually between 3 and 8 mm Hg.

The RA increases in size and volume in response to prolonged
increase in pressure or volume loads (as in pulmonary hypertension
and significant tricuspid valve regurgitation, respectively), or both.
The RA also enlarges in response to chronic atrial fibrillation. The
increase of RA size and volume has prognostic value in assessing
right-sided (and left-sided) heart diseases.1,2

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC VIEWS
Multiple views are used to assess the RA, including the RV inflow
view of the parasternal long axis (PLAX), the parasternal short axis
(PSAX), apical four-chamber, and subcostal views. Transesopha-
geal echocardiography (TEE) affords a more complete visualiza-
tion of the right atrium, with an excellent visualization of the
interatrial septum, the entrance of both venae cavae (bicaval view),
the RA appendage, and the ostium of the coronary sinus. TEE visu-
alization is particularly important when excluding RA compression
by clot post–cardiac surgery (Fig. 36.2).

ANATOMIC VARIANTS
The eustachian valve is a remnant of the fetal stage, during which it
directed blood through the foramen ovale into the left atrium. In the
adult heart, the eustachian valve is quite variable in length and
shape, extending sticklike from the inferior vena cava. It is best
seen by transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) from the RV inflow
view but can usually be seen in other views as well (Fig. 36.3).

Rarely (1% of congenital heart disease) the eustachian valve
divides the right atrium into two components, a state known as
cor triatriatum dexter. This finding should not be confused with
the crista terminalis, which is seen in many routine TTE studies
in the apical four-chamber view (see Fig. 36.3), or with the intera-
trial septum on TEE.
erimages.com. © Elsevier. All rights reserved.)
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Figure 36.2. Standard two-dimensional views of the right atrium. A, Apical four-chamber view. B, Subcostal view. C, Right ventricular inflow view.
D, Parasternal short-axis view. E, Transesophageal bicaval view.
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The Chiari network (see Fig. 36.3) is a congenital remnant of
the right valve of the sinus venosus, which is resorbed to varying
degrees in utero. It has been found in 1.3% to 4% of autopsy studies
and is believed to be of little clinical consequence by itself. When
seen, there is a greater prevalence of both a patent foramen ovale
(PFO) and a greater degree of shunting across the PFOwith agitated
saline contrast.3 The network appears as a fine floating mass in the
RA in several views, and it has more than one attachment.

Box 36.1 lists a number of structures (anatomic variants and for-
eign objects) that should be recognized on a two-dimensional (2D)
echocardiogram.

RIGHT ATRIAL SIZE MEASUREMENT

Right Atrial Dimensions and Volume
Measurement by Two-Dimensional
Echocardiography
There are inherent limitations in measuring the RA in a single
plane, given its three-dimensionality. Despite this, the current
methods of estimating RA size and volume frequently employ only
the apical four-chamber view. The maximal long-axis distance of
the RA is from the center of the tricuspid annular plane to the center
of the superior RA wall, parallel to the interatrial septum. A mid-
RAminor distance is defined from the middle of the RA free wall to
the interatrial septum, perpendicular to the long axis (Fig. 36.4).

The RA area is traced at the end of ventricular systole (largest
volume) from the lateral aspect of the tricuspid annulus to the septal
aspect, excluding the area between the leaflets and annulus, follow-
ing the RA endocardium, excluding the IVC, SVC, and RA
appendage. The current American Society for Echocardiography
(ASE) guidelines for assessing the right side of the heart recom-
mend measurement of the RA area, when feasible, with a non-
indexed and non–gender corrected upper limit of 18 cm2.
D’Oronzio and colleagues,4 however, have demonstrated that RA
area is larger in men than in women.

The RA volume can be calculated with three methods using the
apical four-chamber (A4C) view: the single plane diameter-length,
single plane area-length, or disc calculation based on Simpson rule.
All three methods are limited by the need to make geometric
assumptions regarding RA shape.5 Recent publications have placed
upper limits of RA volume at 33 mL/m2 for women and 40 mL/m2

for men, based on the single plane area-length method.6

Right Atrial Volume Assessment Based on
Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
A number of recent publications have tried to validate three-
dimensional echocardiography (3DE) as a more accurate and
reproducible method than 2D echocardiography (2DE) to assess
RA volume and dimensions. RA volume may be calculated from
3DE, using the summation of discs method (Fig. 36.5). The poly-
hedral surface reconstruction algorithm, as described by Keller and
colleagues,7 is most often employed. One study that included 166
healthy patients found the RA volume index to range between 20
and 47 mL/m2 with significant gender-based differences.8 More
recently, RA volumes calculated with 3DE methods were shown
in several studies to be significantly larger than those derived
with 2DE.6 (In addition, there was only a weak correlation between
the 2D and 3D modalities).4,5
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Figure 36.3. A, A large Chiari network in the
RA is shown on the left, whereas the right
image shows a prominent eustachian ridge in
the inflow view. B, A prominent crista terminalis
is shown in the apical four-chamber and inflow
views. C, Prominent ridges of the RA wall are
visible using biplane imaging on a transesopha-
geal echocardiogram.
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Box 36.1 Important Findings to Recognize in the Right Atrium

Normal variants

Eustachian valve
Chiari network
Eustachian ridge
Crista terminalis
Lipomatous hypertrophy of the atrial septum
Fatty infiltration of tricuspid annulus

Abnormal findings

Thrombus on pacemaker wire
Vegetation/endocarditis
Myxoma
Extrinsic compression of right atrium by thrombus

Foreign bodies

Pacemaker/defibrillator wires
Central venous catheters including dialysis catheters
Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation catheters
Atrial septal defect occluder devices

A B

Figure 36.4. A, Method to trace right atrial (RA) area as well as minor and m
length method. IAS, Interatrial septum. (A from Rudski LG, Lai WW, Afilalo J, e
adults, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 23:685-713, 2010.)

A

Figure 36.5. Measurement of right atrial volume by three-dimensional volume
(From Grapsa J, Gibbs JS, Cabrita IZ, et al: The association of clinical outcom
arterial hypertension, Eur Heart J Cardiovasc Imaging 13(8):666-672, 2012.
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RA sphericity index may be calculated with 3DE. The short axis

of the RA, parallel to the tricuspid annulus at midcavity, is divided
by the long axis, perpendicular to the tricuspid annulus, in end
systole.1

Clinical Implications of Right Atrial Enlargement
RA enlargement is associated with a number of disease states. In
left-sided heart failure with reduced left ventricular ejection frac-
tion (LVEF), RA size is associated with RV and left ventricular
function, and increased RA volume predicts death, heart transplant,
and rehospitalization.2 A combination of IVC dilatation and an RA
volume less than 35 mL/m2 predicts a right atrial pressure (RAP)
greater than 10 mm Hg, which is a value historically associated
with right-sided heart failure.10 RA enlargement has been con-
sistently associated with poor prognosis in patients with pulmo-
nary arterial hypertension.11,12 This enlargement is thought to
reflect right ventricular failure. RA enlargement is also an inde-
pendent predictor of severity of tricuspid regurgitation in patients
with pulmonary hypertension (PH).13

The 1-year follow-up of patients with pulmonary arterial hyper-
tension demonstrated that RA sphericity index as measured with
ajor dimensions. B, Tracing to obtain RA volume by single plane area-
t al: Guidelines for the echocardiographic assessment of the right heart in

B

tric approach (A). Technique tomeasure right atrial eccentricity index (B).
e with right atrial and ventricular remodelling in patients with pulmonary

)
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3DE, had a sensitivity of 96% and a specificity of 90% (area under
the curve [AUC] 0.97) in predicting clinical deterioration, with a
cutoff value of 0.24.1 Furthermore, right atrial isthmus ablation
in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension improves func-
tional capacity and clinical outcome.14,15

RIGHT ATRIUM PRESSURE AND PERFORMANCE

Assessment of Right Atrial Pressure
by Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
Using 2DE in the subcostal view, RA pressure is most frequently
estimated by IVC diameter and the degree of inspiratory collapse
with either spontaneous respiration or sniff. The measurement of
the IVC diameter should be made at end expiration, 0.5 to
3.0 cm proximal to the entrance to the right atrium.

The ASE guidelines simplify a more complex algorithm.16 An
IVC diameter less than 2.1 cm that collapses more than 50% with
a sniff suggests a normal RA pressure of 3 mm Hg (range, 0 to
5 mm Hg), whereas an IVC diameter greater than 2.1 cm that col-
lapses less than 50% with a sniff suggests a high RA pressure of
15 mm Hg (range, 10 to 20 mm Hg).17,18 In indeterminate cases in
which the IVC diameter and collapse do not fit this paradigm, an
intermediate value of 8 mmHg (range, 5 to 10 mmHg) may be used.

Unfortunately this technique may significantly underestimate
RA pressure when it is markedly elevated. The sonographer must
also ensure that apparent collapse of the IVC does not simply rep-
resent a transition out of the imaging plane. Use of short-axis imag-
ing of the IVC may alleviate this problem.

Inpatientswhoselungsarebeingventilatedusingpositivepressure,
thedegreeof IVCcollapse cannotbeused to reliably estimateRApres-
sure, andRApressuremeasuredby transductionofacentral line should
be used if available. An IVC diameter of 12 mm in these patients,
however, appears accurate in identifying patients with RA pressures
less than 10 mmHg. In this same patient group, a small and collapsed
IVC suggests the presence of hypovolemia. The IVC may also be
dilated in normal young athletes, and in this population, it may not
reflect elevated RA pressure. Repeat imaging with the patient in the
left lateral decubitus position often restores IVC pliability.

CONCLUSION
Assessment of the RA is an essential component of the routine 2DE
examination. Although sometimes underappreciated, the RA has an
important role in both normal and pathologically altered hearts. The
advance in technology provides us with the tools to better under-
stand and measure RA anatomy and physiology. 3DE may enable
a more accurate assessment of chamber volumes and therefore
emerge as the standard modality for measuring RA dimensions.
The significant differences in RA volume indices in men and
women will eventually need to be addressed. In the future, novel
methods to evaluate RA function, including strain, may give addi-
tional insights to the role of the RA in health and disease, including
the ability to detect subclinical abnormalities.

Assessment of RA dimensions in patients suffering from pulmo-
nary hypertension and right-sided heart failure yields prognostic
information and should therefore be included in the clinical evalu-
ation, just as many other better-recognized echo parameters. The
RA is clearly more important than a simple blood reservoir.1,2,11
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37 Pulmonary Embolism
Qiong Zhao, MD, PhD, Vera H. Rigolin, MD, Steven A. Goldstein, MD
INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a common and often fatal disease. In
the United States, more than 250,000 people are diagnosed with PE
annually, and more than 60,000 die from the disease each year.1-3

However, PE is one of the most underdiagnosed serious acute
diseases. Although the overall 3-month mortality rate for all
patients who develop PE is 15%,4,5 if it is not recognized, it carries
a higher mortality rate of approximately 30%. Because treatment
can reduce this high mortality rate, prompt and accurate diagnosis
is essential. Unfortunately, the clinical signs and symptoms (such
as dyspnea, chest pain, tachypnea, and hypotension) are
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nonspecific and may be mistaken for acute coronary syndrome.
Moreover, many critically ill patients have coexisting cardiopulmo-
nary disorders that may divert attention from the diagnosis.
Box 37.1 Potential Roles of Echocardiography for Evaluation
of Known or Suspected Pulmonary Emboli

1. Contribute to the diagnosis
2. Evaluate the hemodynamic consequences
3. Assess the cardiopulmonary responses to therapeutic

interventions
4. Determine management
5. Exclude other entities that may present like pulmonary emboli
DIAGNOSIS
Chest radiography and electrocardiograms (ECGs) have limited
diagnostic value because they often are normal in patients with
PE. The classic Westermark sign on chest radiograph (focal olige-
mia on a pulmonary segment) is seldom seen.6 Other signs such as
Hampton hump (wedged-shaped density above the diaphragm) and
Palla sign (prominent right descending pulmonary artery) are also
uncommon. ECGs are abnormal in 80% to 90% of patients, but the
changes are usually nonspecific and nondiagnostic.7,8

Traditional pulmonary angiography has been the gold standard
diagnostic test for PE. However, it is an expensive and invasive pro-
cedure, and may not be readily available in emergent situations.
Because of these limitations, pulmonary angiography is usually
reserved for cases when noninvasive diagnostic tests are indetermi-
nate. It is seldom performed as an initial diagnostic test, in part
because of the increased resolution now available with new com-
puted tomography (CT) scanners.9–11

The ventilation-perfusion lung scan (V/Q scan) was once a first-
line diagnostic test for PE because it is inexpensive, safe, and avail-
able in most clinical settings. Unfortunately, about 35% to 40% of
nuclear lung scans are considered nondiagnostic,12,13 and further
testing is usually required.

Therefore spiral computed tomography pulmonary angiography
(CTPA) is now the most common noninvasive examination of the
pulmonary vasculature. It can also be used to detect other intratho-
racic pathologic changes that may explain the patient’s clinical pre-
sentation. Compared with pulmonary angiography, CTPA is
minimally invasive, more readily available, rapid, and cost-
effective. It is highly accurate for detection of emboli in main lobar
and segmental pulmonary arteries, more accurate than conventional
angiography. The sensitivity of CTPA varies from 45% to 100%,
and the specificity varies from 78% to 100%.12–16 The main limi-
tation of the single-detector spiral CT scanner is that it does not
always detect isolated subsegmental PE (beyond the third-order
branches). The newer multidetector spiral CT scanner can be used
to evaluate pulmonary vessels down to sixth-order branches, and it
significantly increases the detection rate of PE in the segmental and
Figure 37.1. CT angiogram of the chest shows an extensive pul
subsegmental levels.17 There is some evidence that the more sen-
sitive multidetector CT scanners allow the diagnosis of smaller pul-
monary emboli that are less likely to cause significant sequelae
(Fig. 37.1).18,19 The radiation exposure from a spiral CT scan
can be significant, particularly in institutions without a major focus
on reducing radiation dose. The lifetime risk of cancer must be
included in the risk-benefit calculation. If the patient is in a low risk
group such as a young, ambulatory patient, then the risk of the radi-
ation exposure may outweigh any benefit of the diagnostic test.20
TRANSTHORACIC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The potential roles for echocardiography in the diagnosis and eval-
uation of patients with pulmonary embolism are listed in Box 37.1.
The contribution of echocardiography to the diagnosis of PE is
most often indirect, because the visualization of emboli in the
right-sided chambers or pulmonary arteries is an uncommon occur-
rence. Nevertheless, this is a dramatic finding in the small subset of
patients who are discovered to have thrombi trapped in chambers of
the right side of the heart. These thrombi, on their way from the
systemic veins to the pulmonary circulation, appear on 2DE as
mobile, long, snakelike masses that are often unattached and appear
to somersault (Fig. 37.2, Video 37.2). The prevalence of echocar-
diographically detected thrombi in the right side of the heart was
generally considered low (in the range of 1% to 2%). However,
in the International Cooperative Pulmonary Embolism Registry
(ICOPER), intracardiac thrombi were visualized in 45 of 1135
patients (4%).21

Although thrombi are uncommonly visualized in the right side
of the heart and pulmonary artery, signs of acute right ventricular
monary embolism involving both pulmonary arteries (arrows).
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Figure 37.2. Transesophageal echocardiogram four-chamber view
(centered over the right side of the heart) illustrates a mobile, somersault-
ing, unattached tubularmass (arrow) in the right atrium (RA) that is patho-
gnomonic for a pulmonary embolus-in-transit. RV, Right ventricle.
Access ExpertConsult to see corresponding Video 37.2.

Figure 37.3. Parasternal long-axis view that illustrates right ventricular
outflow tract dilatation (arrow).

Figure 37.4. Apical four-chamber view showing a dilated right ventricle
with global hypokinesis except for the apical region, which is consistent
with McConnell sign.
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(RV) pressure overload are relatively common. Some of these signs
are listed in Box 37.2.

PE is associated with variable degrees of pulmonary arterial
obstruction. With large emboli, the degree of pulmonary vascular
obstruction typically leads to increased pulmonary artery pressure.
Unlike the left ventricle, the normal right ventricle can only handle
a narrow range of acute increase in afterload. In response to this
increased afterload, right ventricular wall tension rises, leading
to ventricular dilation rather than to increases in right ventricular
end-diastolic pressure (RVEDP). Dilation occurs because diastolic
compliance of the right ventricle is high and RVEDP remains rel-
atively low until dilatation of the right ventricle is limited by the
pericardium. RV systolic function is exquisitely dependent upon
ventricular afterload, so hypokinesis of the right ventricle often
accompanies dilatation.

Unfortunately, although RV dilation and dysfunction (Figs. 37.3
and 37.4) may suggest PE, these findings are nonspecific and may
result from other cardiopulmonary conditions that are commonly
found in patients with suspected pulmonary embolism (e.g.,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD] and acute respira-
tory distress syndrome). Other causes of RV dilation that should be
considered include congestive heart failure, RV infarction, chronic
tricuspid regurgitation, pulmonic stenosis, and atrial septal defect.
Box 37.2 Echocardiographic Findings in Acute Pulmonary
Embolism

1. Direct visualization of thromboemboli in the right side of the heart
or pulmonary artery

2. Right ventricular dilatation
3. Right ventricular dysfunction

a. Global
b. Regional

4. Normal or hyperdynamic left ventricular function
5. Ventricular septal “flattening” and paradoxical septal motion
6. Pulmonary artery dilatation
7. Unusual degree of tricuspid or pulmonary regurgitation
8. Increased pulmonary artery pressure
In contrast to signs of RV dysfunction, left ventricular function
may be normal or even hyperdynamic in PE. Pulmonary vascular
obstruction may reduce left ventricular preload, producing an echo-
cardiographic appearance of an underfilled left ventricle. In addi-
tion, increased sympathetic tone and neurohormonal changes
may produce both tachycardia and hypercontractility of the left
ventricle. The findings of RV dilation and dysfunction coupled with
normal or hyperdynamic left ventricular function should raise the
suspicion of PE, and help distinguish PE from other causes of right
ventricular dysfunction and dilation.

The true sensitivity and specificity of transthoracic echocardi-
ography (TTE) in the diagnosis of acute pulmonary embolism is
difficult to assess. Reported sensitivities range from 60% to
90%, and specificities range from 80% to 95%.22–26 The authors’
opinion is that most of the reported sensitivities and specificities
are overstated because in the majority of these studies, patients
were excluded if the quality of the echocardiogram was poor or
if there was prior cardiac or pulmonary disease. In addition, most
of the study samples were relatively small and only a minority of
patients had confirmation or exclusion of PE based on pulmonary
angiography. Moreover, in most studies the patients who were
examined had large or massive PEs. Therefore the diagnostic accu-
racy of echocardiography in minor PE is unknown, but it most
likely would be significantly lower. And lastly, most of the reported
studies only included patients with proven pulmonary emboli, so
that the specificity of the various echocardiographic abnormalities
could not be assessed.



Figure 37.7. The tricuspid regurgitant peak gradient is calculated to be
59 mm Hg. Right ventricular systolic pressure is estimated to be 65 to
70 mm Hg, which is consistent with severe pulmonary hypertension.
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Additional indicators are the McConnell sign, the 60/60 sign,

and right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) midsystolic notching.
McConnell sign is defined as normokinesia or hyperkinesia of
the apical segment of the RV free wall despite hypokinesia or aki-
nesia of the remaining parts of the RV free wall (Fig. 37.5, Video
37.5).27 The 60/60 sign is defined as an RV ejection acceleration
time of 60 msec or less in the presence of a tricuspid insufficiency
pressure gradient that is 60 mm Hg or less (Figs. 37.6 and 37.7).28

Kurzyna and co-workers28 prospectively examined 100 consec-
utive patients with suspected acute PE and demonstrated that sen-
sitivity and specificity were 19% and 100% for McConnell sign,
and 25% and 94% for the 60/60 sign, respectively. Despite the lack
of sensitivity of the 60/60 and McConnell signs, when used in com-
bination, these signs are reliable and helpful in bedside diagnosis of
acute PE when direct visualization of the pulmonary arteries is not
available. Another advantage of the McConnell and the 60/60 signs
is that in patients with previous cardiorespiratory diseases, the spec-
ificities of these two signs are not significantly altered. In contrast,
the classic RV overload criteria (RV dilatation, systolic flattening
of the interventricular septum, right-sided cardiac thrombus, and
increased tricuspid regurgitation pressure gradient in the absence
of RV hypertrophy) are not useful in the group of patients with
known cardiorespiratory diseases such as COPD, with the specific-
ity dropping to as low as 21%.28
RV
LV

RA

LA

Figure 37.5. Diagram illustrating dilated right ventricle (RV) with hypo-
kinesis of a portion of the RV and preservation of contractility at the
RV apex (three arrows), the so-called McConnell sign.

Figure 37.6. Spectral Doppler across the pulmonic valve shows that
the acceleration time of the flow is significantly decreased (less than
60 msec). Combined with a tricuspid regurgitant peak gradient less than
60 mm Hg, these findings are consistent with a positive 60/60 sign.
TTE can also be useful when examining patients with suspected
pulmonary emboli by helping to exclude other causes of hemody-
namic compromise or clinical syndromes that present in a similar
fashion. For example, left ventricular failure, acute myocardial
infarction, cardiac tamponade, and aortic dissection may often be
excluded. Notably, in patients with shock, an echocardiogram that
shows no signs of RV pressure overload or dilation effectively
excludes major PE as a cause of shock. In these cases, alternative
diagnoses should be pursued.

In summary, TTE is extremely useful for assessing the hemody-
namic impact of PE and ruling out most other medical emergencies
than can mimic PE in clinical presentation. However, a diagnosis
by TTE relies on indirect signs; therefore, a normal study cannot
rule out PE that is associated with minimal or no hemodynamic
consequences.26

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
A major advantage of transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
over TTE is improved visualization of the proximal pulmonary
arteries. The main pulmonary artery may be visualized in its long
axis by withdrawing the TEE probe from the four-chamber view
(mid esophagus) to the upper esophagus, with maximal anteflexion
of the probe. With the probe still at 0 degrees, the right pulmonary
artery can also be imaged in its long axis. Usually a long portion of
the right pulmonary artery can be imaged, at least to the point where
it branches into lobar arteries. The left pulmonary artery is less well
imaged because the proximal left pulmonary artery falls in a rela-
tively blind spot for TEE, because the left main stem bronchus runs
between the esophagus and the left pulmonary artery. By slowly
rotating the probe toward 90 degrees, a distal portion of the left pul-
monary artery can sometimes be identified by its position relative
to the thoracic aorta. Injection of agitated saline may be used to
identify either the right or the left pulmonary artery.

The echocardiographic features of a thrombus include distinct
borders, different echodensity than blood and the vascular wall,
protrusion into the arterial lumen, alteration of blood flow by
Doppler, and visualization in more than one imaging plane. These
features help differentiate a true thrombus from artifacts and min-
imize false-positive diagnoses.

In addition to imaging the pulmonary arteries, the atrial septum
should also be evaluated for the presence of a patent foramen ovale
and possible lodged thrombi. Both the inferior and superior venae
cavae should also be imaged. Examination of the venae cavae is
especially important when an intracardiac catheter is present
because thrombi may be attached to catheters within the right side
of the heart.
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Early studies suggest that TEE is highly sensitive for detecting
emboli in the main and right pulmonary arteries, but as mentioned
earlier, TEE is quite limited in detecting distal or left pulmonary
artery emboli. The visualization of an embolus, as shown in Figure
37.2, can be considered diagnostic, but negative results must be
confirmed with alternative tests such as helical CT scan, pulmonary
magnetic resonance angiography, or pulmonary angiography.

Even though TEE may permit a diagnosis in some instances, it
should not be implemented as a first-line test in patients suspected
of having PE. The diagnostic accuracy of TEE remains to be estab-
lished in a population of patients with a wide range in severity of
PE, from minor to massive. TEE can be considered as an alternative
diagnostic tool for detecting central pulmonary arterial pulmonary
thromboemboli in patients with suspected PE, especially in those
patients in intensive care units and receiving mechanical ventilation.
In these patients, other diagnostic tests are logistically difficult.
PROGNOSIS
Several studies have suggested that the degree of RV dysfunction
on echocardiogram can serve as a predictor of mortality. A corre-
lation has been reported between echocardiographic RV dysfunc-
tion and clinical outcome in patients with confirmed PE. Patients
with echocardiographic RV dysfunction have been shown to be
at increased risk for subsequent clinical worsening and death
related to PE. Some authors have extrapolated that such patients
may benefit from more aggressive therapeutic strategies, including
thrombolytic treatment (Fig. 37.8).21,26 However, this approach
has not yet been validated in appropriate prospective studies.
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Moreover, the majority of these patients had hypotension; therefore
the prognostic value of RV dysfunction in patients with pulmonary
embolism and normal blood pressure has not been determined.
Because normotensive patients with RV dysfunction represent a
large proportion of patients with PE, the benefits of extending
thrombolytic therapy to this subgroup must be weighed against
the potential risk for bleeding. In addition, there is limited data
on the relevance of echocardiographic screening for the identifica-
tion of low-risk patients.
SUMMARY
PE is a serious condition that affects a large number of patients.
Several diagnostic tools are available to aid in the diagnosis of this
condition. Although echocardiography is not the gold standard test
to detect PE, it has emerged as an important tool for evaluating
patients with PE. In addition to providing direct visualization of
thrombus within the right-sided chambers and pulmonary arteries,
echocardiography provides important information about RV func-
tion. RV regional or global dysfunction is often present and can be
identified by TTE. However, in a population of unselected patients
with suspected PE, TTE is of limited diagnostic value because it
fails to identify approximately half of the patients with angiograph-
ically proven PE. Because of its poor sensitivity, TTE should not be
used for routine screening for suspected PE.

Nevertheless, echocardiography can provide both supportive
diagnostic and prognostic information. Patients with echocardio-
graphic evidence of RV dilatation or dysfunction, or both, have a
higher incidence of death and recurrent PE. Thus echocardiography
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might prove useful in identifying patients at high risk following PE
who would benefit from aggressive therapies, including thrombol-
ysis and open or suction embolectomy.

More recently, the improved imaging quality of TEE has pro-
vided greater sensitivity for the visualization of pulmonary emboli.
Unfortunately, although the incidence of visualized thrombi in
patients with suspected PE is unknown, it is probably under 20%
to 30%. Nevertheless, despite a limited accuracy for detecting over-
all pulmonary emboli, TEE, when positive, can clarify the diagno-
sis at the bedside within a few minutes. Thus TEE can reduce the
need for further diagnostic procedures. TEE can also exclude other
causes simulating PE and is of special value in patients receiving
mechanical ventilation.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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38 Physiology of Diastole
Sherif F. Nagueh, MD
Left ventricular (LV) diastole begins with the closure of the aortic
valve (AV), which ushers the drop in LV pressure. The time inter-
val between AV closure and mitral valve opening is the isovolu-
metric relaxation time (IVRT). During that time, LV pressure is
decreasing while its volume is unchanged (in patients without
mitral and aortic regurgitation). This period ends with the opening
of the mitral valve (MV). MV opening follows the drop in LV pres-
sure below left atrial (LA) pressure. LV filling during the early dia-
stolic filling period occurs as LV relaxation leads to lower LV early
diastolic pressures and a positive transmitral pressure gradient.
With ongoing LV filling, LA pressure drops and LV pressure rises,
leading to a decreased transmitral pressure gradient and reduced
LV filling. The rate of decline in early diastolic filling is related
to LV stiffness such that higher LV stiffness leads to faster decel-
eration of LV filling. In late diastole, the LA contracts and leads to
another positive transmitral pressure gradient and another peak of
LV filling in late diastole (Fig. 38.1).
LV RELAXATION
LV relaxation is affected by load, inactivation, and asynchrony.1–3

Increased LV afterload (LV end systolic wall stress) leads to
delayed and slow relaxation.2 The effects of asynchrony have been
examined in animal models as well as human disease, including
patients with aortic stenosis, those with hypertension, and those
with hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy. There are data
showing an improvement in LV relaxation with a reduction in
LV dyssynchrony. It is also worth noting that increased load can
affect LV relaxation both directly and indirectly because it can
cause and aggravate dyssynchrony.3 Inactivation refers to the
mechanisms leading to actin-myosin detachment and reduced cal-
cium level in the sarcoplasm.

In ventricles with normal relaxation, LV minimal pressure is
low, whereas with impaired relaxation this pressure is increased.
Both the rate and the extent of LV relaxation affect LV diastolic
pressures.4 The effect of impaired LV relaxation on LV filling pres-
sures is more notable at fast heart rates.4 In this situation, LV filling
is reduced (which can be detected by imaging) along with increased
LV diastolic pressures.5 LV systolic duration is another important
factor that affects filling pressures. For any given degree of LV
relaxation, LV filling pressures increase as systolic duration
increases.4

LV relaxation is measured invasively by the time constant, tau
(τ). The relation between LV pressure and time can be mathemat-
ically represented by several models. These include monoexponen-
tial decay to a zero asymptote, monoexponential decay to a nonzero
asymptote, linear fit between LV pressure and its differential (dP/
dt), and a hybrid logistic regression model. Another approach to
assess LV relaxation includes the time for dP/dt to decline to
50% of its initial value (T1/2). Of the methods just mentioned,
the monoexponential decay of LV pressure to a zero asymptote
has been most frequently used, and LV relaxation would be
considered complete after 3.5 τ. The equation is given by:
P (t)¼Poe

�t/τ, where Po is LV pressure at time of dP/dt min. Taking
the natural log of both sides: ln P(t)¼ ln Po� t/τ, or t/τ¼ ln Po� ln
Pt. Therefore, τ can be derived as: t/(ln Po� ln Pt). At the time of
mitral valve opening, t¼ IVRT, and τ can be given by: IVRT/(ln
Po� ln PLAP). It is possible to use noninvasive estimates of LA
pressure (LAP) and LV end-systolic pressure and thus obtain t
using entirely noninvasive measurements. This approach has been
validated against invasive standards, although it has its limitations.6

On the cellular level, there are several factors that affect
relaxation.7 These include calcium transport into the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SERCA 2a), outside the cell (sodium calcium exchanger
and calcium pump in the sarcolemma), and into the mitochondria;
energy levels (ADP/ATP ratio and inorganic phosphate); the
phosphorylation status of troponin I (this reaction desensitizes
the contractile proteins to calcium); and myosin heavy chain
mutations. The foregoing factors are affected by the sympathetic
nervous system and circulating catecholamines, levels of atrial
natriuretic peptide (ANP) and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP),
the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, and inducible nitric
oxide. In particular, active reuptake of calcium into the sarcoplas-
mic reticulum by SERCA 2a is reduced in patients with heart
failure. The activity of SERCA 2a is under control by phospholam-
ban, the phosphorylation of which releases the inhibitory effect of
the protein on SERCA 2a activity.
LV STIFFNESS
LV stiffness determines the diastolic volume pressure relationship.
It is possible to derive LV operating chamber stiffness (dP/dV)
using conductance catheters that simultaneously measure LV vol-
ume and pressure. Several factors affect chamber stiffness, includ-
ing LV geometry, myocardial stiffness, and factors extrinsic to the
LV such as pericardial, RV, and LV interactions. Of note, incom-
plete relaxation can contribute to elevated LV diastolic pressures
for any given volume. Myocardial stiffness is determined by the
sarcomeric proteins, microtubules, and extracellular matrix
composition.7

The diastolic pressure-volume relationship has been represented
by several mathematical models including exponential, cubic, and
power models. The exponential models have been more frequently
used, as, for example: P¼b ekV. Differentiating this equation: dP/
dV¼k (b ekV) or dP/dV¼k P, where k is the chamber stiffness con-
stant. For any given volume, LV diastolic pressure is higher for stif-
fer ventricles. When data points are selected to derive k, end-
diastolic volume and pressure data should be obtained, which
necessitates altering LV preload. This can occur by varying venous
return through inflating a balloon in the inferior vena cava. Some
investigators used pressure and volume points from a single cardiac
cycle. However, there are several problems with this approach.
These include limited number of points, including the effects of
relaxation as early diastolic data points are represented, and failing
173
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to detect dynamic changes in stiffness, as stiffness can be load
dependent in a number of cardiac diseases.8

Notwithstanding the foregoing methods that are used to com-
pare stiffness between different ventricles,9 it is important to note
that for any given ventricle, as LV volume increases, LV diastolic
pressure rises steeply. This is due to the curvilinear relation
between LV volumes and pressures. Therefore, for any given seg-
ment of a unique pressure-volume curve, one can express the PV
relation by the operating chamber stiffness, which is lower in the
flat portion of the curve and is higher in the steep segment at larger
LV volumes (Fig. 38.2).

On a cellular level, myocardial tension is primarily determined
by titin (TTN). TTN has isoforms, the ratio of which determines
passive tension and passive stiffness. Of note, TTN phosphoryla-
tion can modulate myocardial stiffness; this has been shown in ani-
mal models as well as in patients with heart failure.7 In the normal
heart, collagen does not affect tension at the normal sarcomere
length. However, higher levels of collagen isoform I and increased
collagen cross-linking contribute to increased stiffness in patients
with heart failure. Recent studies have reported abnormalities as
well in matrix metalloproteinases with respect to their synthesis
and degradation.
stant has not increased.
VENTRICULAR ARTERIAL COUPLING
Increased arterial elastance (Ea) can contribute to the development
of diastolic heart failure (DHF). Ea is derived as the ratio between
end systolic pressure and LV stroke volume. In turn, end systolic
pressure can be reliably estimated as: 0.9� systolic blood pressure.
Furthermore, the ratio of Ea to LV end systolic stiffness (Ees) can
be derived and used to assess ventricular arterial coupling. With
aging, both Ea and Ees increase. Some reports have noted abnormal
Ea/Ees ratio with DHF, whereas others have not.
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DIAGNOSIS OF DIASTOLIC HEART FAILURE
This diagnosis is established in the presence of symptoms and signs
of heart failure, usually with an LV end-diastolic volume index less
than 97 mL/m2 and ejections fraction greater than 50%. Evidence
of abnormal LV diastolic function is needed and can be established
by invasive and noninvasive criteria (see following chapters). Inva-
sive measurements include mean wedge pressure greater than
12 mm Hg, or LV end-diastolic pressure greater than 16 mm Hg,
or τ greater than 48 msec, or LV chamber stiffness constant greater
than 0.27.10 It is important to carefully establish this diagnosis, as it
is not uncommon to have several other reasons for dyspnea in the
elderly population, and a DHF diagnosis signifies high mortality
and morbidity.
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With the increasing number of patients with heart failure and
preserved ejection fraction, and continued focus on reducing the
rate of associated hospital admissions, comprehensive assessment
of diastolic parameters is a particularly important aspect of cardiac
testing. Diastole is known to occur in four distinct phases: isovolu-
metric relaxation, early diastolic filling, diastasis, and atrial filling.
Active relaxation begins some time before the closure of the aortic
valve, and in fact, as the left ventricle (LV) is unloading, it is
already beginning to relax. Isovolumetric relaxation is defined as
the decline in LV chamber pressure from the period of aortic valve
closure prior to the opening of the mitral valve, without change in
LV volume. The isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) encom-
passes the first 70 to 90 msec of diastole and is a marker of LV com-
pliance. When LV pressure decreases below that in the left atrium
(LA), isovolumetric relaxation ends and themitral valve opens with
negative suction, leading to rapid early filling of the LV and the
mitral E-wave. As the pressure between the LA and LV equili-
brates, mitral flow is interrupted, in a phase known as diastasis,
which is dependent on a number of factors, including preload
and the geometry, compliance, and stiffness of the LV chamber.
Atrial systole represents the final phase of diastole, when the
remaining volume within the LA is ejected into the LV, generating
the mitral A-wave. Late diastolic filling is affected by LV com-
pliance and LA contractile function. Following atrial contraction,
LA relaxation begins, and the pressure within the LA begins to
decrease below the level of the LV, causing the mitral valve
to close.

INVASIVE ASSESSMENT OF DIASTOLIC FUNCTION
Assessment of diastolic function can be performed invasively at the
time of left cardiac catheterization using a high-fidelity microman-
ometer catheter placed in the LV. There are three parameters of dia-
stolic function that can be reliably measured using invasive
techniques. The first is isovolumetric relaxation, defined as the
decline in LV chamber pressure from the period of aortic valve clo-
sure prior to the opening of the mitral valve. Isovolumetric relax-
ation, as with other measures of diastolic function, is highly
dependent on loading conditions and may be further limited by
underlying conditions such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, in
which midsystolic obstruction interrupts pressure decay.1 The sec-
ond parameter is end-diastolic pressure, which reflects the LV pres-
sure at maximal LV volume immediately before opening of the
aortic valve and the onset of ventricular contraction. Last, compli-
ance or LV chamber stiffness can be measured and is derived from
the relationship of volume to change in pressure over change in
time (dP/dT).
NONINVASIVE ASSESSMENT OF DIASTOLIC
FUNCTION: ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Two-dimensional (2D) echocardiogram can be used in diastolic
heart failure to assess LA and LV chamber size and function, LV
hypertrophy, and Doppler assessment of diastolic function using
transmitral and pulmonary vein velocities in conjunction with tis-
sue Doppler imaging (TDI). The American Society of Echocardi-
ography (ASE) 2009 guidelines recommend assessment of
transmitral velocities by placing the pulsed wave (PW) Doppler
cursor at the mitral valve leaflet tips in the apical four-chamber
view, with an ideal sample volume of approximately 1 to 3 mm.
Color Doppler can be used to aid with optimal alignment of the
Doppler beam.2 In addition, continuous wave Doppler should also
be used to ensure that the maximal transmitral velocities are being
recorded. Increasing sweep speed to 100 mm/sec and adjusting the
wall filter settings can further optimize Doppler signals.2

Using the mitral inflow method, several diastolic parameters
can be assessed, including early diastolic and late diastolic filling
velocities, known as the E-wave and A-wave, respectively, as well
as ratio of E to A, IVRT, and the deceleration time (DT) of the E-
wave. The early diastolic E-wave velocity represents the gradient
between the LA and the LV and is therefore highly affected by pre-
load conditions and relaxation properties of the LV. The A-wave,
alternatively, reflects this gradient in late diastole and is affected
primarily by the compliance and contractility of the LV. The rela-
tionship of the E and A waves in conjunction with DT can thus be
used to identify patterns of diastolic function (Figs. 39.1 and 39.2).



Figure 39.1. In grade I diastolic dysfunction, there is impaired relaxation due to increased stiffness of the left ventricular (LV) chamber, resulting in slow
early diastolic filling and diminished E-wave velocities. Deceleration time is prolonged to 200 msec or longer, as is isovolumetric relaxation time to
greater than 90 msec. In late diastole, the residual left atrial volume is ejected into the LV, resulting in a large A-wave and a ratio of E/A less than
0.8. This pattern may be normal in subjects 75 years of age or older. However, it is also common in hypertension, ischemic heart disease, obesity,
and compensated congestive heart failure.

Figure 39.2. In grade II diastolic dysfunction, or pseudonormal pattern, the ratio of E/A is normal with high velocities during early diastole, and lower
velocities with atrial contraction. However, while the E/A ratio appears normal, the E-wave velocity is actually increased due to chronic elevation of left
atrial (LA) volume. The deceleration time remains slow, similar to grade I diastolic dysfunction, due to decreased compliance of the left ventricular cham-
ber. There is also decrease in isovolumetric relaxation time as the mitral valve opens prematurely due to elevated LA pressure.
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TDI can be used to acquire velocities along the medial and lat-

eral aspects of the mitral annulus to assess left ventricular end-
diastolic pressure (LVEDP) when used with E-waves (E/e0), and
to determine the effect of LV relaxation properties on mitral inflow
E-wave velocities. Sample volumes are placed within 1 cm of the
septal and lateral mitral annulus with baseline adjusted, and sweep
speeds set around 50 to 100 mm/sec at end-expiration. Normal
ranges of septal and lateral e0 velocities are less than 8 and less than
10, respectively (Fig. 39.3). When both septal and lateral e0 veloc-
ities can be reliably obtained, it is important to take the average of
both measurements.2 Because TDI requires tracking of the longitu-
dinal motion of the mitral annulus toward the LV apex, E/e0 ratio
has decreased accuracy in patients with mitral annular calcification,
mitral stenosis, and/or prosthesis, and in cases of constrictive
pericarditis.

Several ancillary measures can be used to distinguish between
different grades of diastolic dysfunction. First, PW Doppler of pul-
monary venous flow can be obtained by placing a sample volume
approximately 0.5 cm within the right upper pulmonary vein and
lowering the wall filter settings to allow for visualization of atrial
reversal velocity waveforms.2 Normal pulmonary venous flow
demonstrates systolic predominance (S-wave) or antegrade flow
within the pulmonary veins during atrial diastole and ventricular
systole (Fig. 39.4). As mentioned earlier, early diastolic filling fol-
lowing the opening of the mitral valve generates the mitral inflow
E-wave, which creates a D-wave or diastolic velocity within the
pulmonary veins. In late diastole, atrial contraction generates the
mitral inflow A-wave, which within the pulmonary veins appears
as retrograde flow, or atrial reversal velocity (Ar).With progressive
diastolic dysfunction, increasing LA pressure leads to increased
reliance on atrial contraction to empty the residual volume within
the LA.Within the pulmonary veins, this is manifested as increased
Figure 39.3. Tissue Doppler imaging can also be performed in conjunction
sure. Septal e0 velocities in this patient are less than 8, and when used with
reflects marked elevation in filling pressures (15 or greater is considered abn
D-wave velocity, or diastolic predominance. The duration of the Ar
wave can also be subtracted from the duration of the mitral inflow
A-wave; a result greater than 30 msec is an indicator of elevated
LVEDP. Valsalva maneuver should also be performed during rou-
tine assessment of diastolic function. Valsalva decreases preload or
LA pressure, and in a pseudonormal pattern, patients with diastolic
dysfunction will revert to a grade I pattern with this maneuver. In
patients with grade III restrictive filling pattern, decreased preload
with Valsalva will result in a grade I impaired relaxation or may
remain fixed, in what is known as a grade IV or fixed restrictive
pattern (Fig. 39.5).

Color M-mode flow propagation velocity is another method of
assessing diastolic function using echocardiography (Fig. 39.6).
In the apical four-chamber view, the M-mode is placed in long axis
through the mitral inflow tract and LV apex, with the cursor placed
approximately 4 cm within the LV chamber. The Nyquist limit is
then set such that the highest velocity along the central jet appears
blue. Flow propagation velocity (Vp) is defined as the slope of the
first aliasing velocity during early LV filling and is considered
normal when Vp is 0.5 m/sec or greater. This is known as the slope
method, which appears to be the least variable of the methods avail-
able.2 Flow propagation velocities relate inversely to the time
constant of LV relaxation, known as tau; however, this seems to
be a relatively insensitive measure of load. The ratio of the mitral
inflow E-wave to Vp provides a semiquantitative estimate of mean
LAP. E/Vp of 2.5 or greater correlates with an LVEDP greater than
15 mm Hg.3

Of the numerous echocardiographic parameters mentioned, the
ASE guidelines recommend that mitral inflow velocity ratios of
E/A, e0 as an estimation of LV filling pressure, and deceleration
time are the highest value in the assessment of the presence and
grade of diastolic dysfunction.2
with mitral E-wave velocity to estimate left ventricular end-diastolic pres-
the mitral E-wave velocity from Figure 39.2, the ratio of E/e0 is 26, which
ormal).



Figure 39.4. Pulmonary vein flow velocities can also be used in addition to tissue Doppler imaging and mitral inflow to differentiate grade II diastolic
dysfunction from a normal diastolic pattern. In this patient with pseudonormal pattern, note that the D-wave is larger than the S-wave, suggesting
elevated left atrial pressure. The duration of the Ar velocity is approximately 5 msec, and when subtracted from the isovolumetric relaxation time
in Figure 39.2 of approximately 37 msec, the difference of 32 msec also suggests marked elevation in LA pressure.

Figure 39.5. In grade III restrictive filling pattern, there is marked elevation in left atrial (LA) and left ventricular (LV) filling pressure with decreased LV
compliance. LA pressure is chronically elevated, leading to premature opening of the mitral valve and short isovolumetric relaxation time (less than
90 msec). However, the left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) is also elevated, so although there is rapid early filling in diastole, deceleration
time is shortened to 150 msec or less as there is rapid equilibration of LA and LV pressures. By late diastole, the LV is already filled, and therefore atrial
contraction generates a small A-wave velocity and an E/A ratio greater than 2. Tissue Doppler imaging e0 velocities are reduced, generating an elevated
E/e0 ratio of 15 or greater, a marker of increased LVEDP.
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Figure 39.6. Color M-mode flow propagation velocity is another method of assessing diastolic function using echocardiography, and represents the-
velocity of blood as it travels from the left atrium to the left ventricle (LV) in early diastole. Flow propagation velocity (Vp) is defined as the slope of the first
aliasing velocity during early LV filling and is considered normal when Vp is 0.5 m/sec or greater. The ratio of the mitral inflow E-wave to Vp provides a
semiquantitative estimate of mean left atrial pressure. E/Vp of 2.5 or greater correlates with a left ventricular end-diastolic pressure greater than 15 mm
Hg.3
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40 Echo Doppler Parameters of Diastolic Function
Teerapat Yingchoncharoen, MD, Chanwit Wuttichaipradit, MD, Allan L. Klein, MD
Diastolic heart failure, or heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction (HFpEF), is not only a commonly encountered syn-
drome that accounts for approximately 50% of all heart failure,
but a well-recognized contributor to clinical heart failure with
increased morbidity and mortality similar to systolic heart fail-
ure. Diastole is a complex and dynamic phenomenon that is
influenced by age, loading condition, heart rate, and peripheral
vascular tone. Routine assessment of diastolic function as a part
of comprehensive echocardiography was recommended by the
American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) and the European
Association of Cardiovascular Imaging guidelines.1 The purpose
of this chapter is to describe the Doppler parameters of diastolic
function used in clinical practice and their prognostic
implications.
DOPPLER MITRAL FLOW VELOCITY PATTERNS
Doppler measurement of the mitral flow velocity provides unique
information about the velocity of blood flow across the mitral
valve into the ventricle. This velocity is a complex function of
the pressure gradient across the mitral valve, described in the
law of conservation of energy equation. Hence, flow velocity rep-
resents the intermediate link between hemodynamic conditions
indicated by instantaneous left atrial and left ventricular pressures
and the filling characteristics of the ventricle. Mitral flow velocity
variables are recorded from the apical four-chamber view with
pulsed wave (PW) Doppler by placing a 1- to 2-mm sample vol-
ume between the mitral leaflet tips at their narrowest point, which
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is visualized with two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) at
end expiration during normal breathing. The Doppler gain and fil-
ter settings should be as low as possible, with sweep speed at 50 to
100 mm/sec and the spectral Doppler baseline one third to half-
way up on the monitor display. Variables that should be measured
include peak mitral flow velocity in early diastole (E wave) and
during atrial contraction (A wave), mitral deceleration time
(DT), the E wave velocity just before atrial contraction (E at
A), the duration of mitral A wave velocity (Adur) (sample volume
at the mitral annulus level), and isovolumetric relaxation
time (IVRT).

In young, healthy individuals, there is a rapid acceleration of
blood flow from the left atrium (LA) to the left ventricle (LV).
Early peak filling velocity of 0.6 to 0.8 m/sec occurs 90 to
110 msec after the onset of mitral valve opening. This E wave
occurs simultaneously with the maximum pressure gradient
between the LA and LV that in turn depends on the pressure dif-
ference along the flow stream, LV relaxation, and the relative
compliance of the two chambers. Normal E wave pattern shows
rapid acceleration and deceleration; normal deceleration slope is
4.3 to 6.7 m/sec2. Mitral DT, as defined by the time interval from
the peak E wave to its extrapolation to baseline, typically ranges
from 150 to 240 msec. DT is prolonged in patients with LV relax-
ation abnormalities because it takes longer for LA and LV pres-
sure to equilibrate. A low normal DT, on the other hand, can
be seen in normal young subjects, in whom there is vigorous
LV relaxation and elastic recoil, and a short DT if there is a
decrease in LV compliance or marked increase in LA pressure
as in advanced diastolic dysfunction (DT less than 150 msec).
Early diastolic filling is then followed by a variable period of min-
imal flow (diastasis). The duration of diastasis is dependent on
heart rate; it is longer with slow heart rates and entirely absent
with faster rates. Lastly, the A wave, which is the result of an atrial
kick pushing the remaining blood from the LA to the LV, follows
the diastasis and is influenced by LV compliance and LA contrac-
tility (Fig. 40.1).2 The normal A wave velocity typically ranges
from 0.19 to 0.35 m/sec and is significantly smaller than the
E wave, resulting in an E/A ratio greater than 1. Sinus tachycardia,
premature atrial contraction, and first-degree atrioventricular
block may result in fusion of the E and A waves. The peak
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Figure 40.1. Mitral inflow represents pressure difference between the
LV and LA: simultaneous invasive pressure curves and Doppler echocar-
diography during the phases of left ventricular filling (relaxation, suction,
filling, and atrial contraction). A, Mitral filling at atrial contraction; Adur,
duration ofmitral Awave;DT,mitral deceleration time; E,mitral early filling
wave; LA, left atrial pressure curve; LV, left ventricular pressure curve.
A wave velocity in fused E and A velocity, with an E-at-A wave
velocity greater than 20 cm/sec is larger than it would have been at
a slower heart rate, when mitral flow velocity has time to decrease
before atrial contraction.3 In these cases, the E/A wave ratio may
be reduced, compared with values obtained at a slower heart rate,
so that more reliance on other Doppler variables is needed when
interpreting the fused LV filling pattern.

With aging, the LV relaxation takes longer, primarily because
there is a gradual increase in systolic blood pressure and LV mass,
resulting in reduced LV filling in early diastole and increased fill-
ing at atrial contraction. The peak E and A wave velocities become
approximately equal during the sixth and seventh decade of life. DT
and IVRT become longer with age, and atrial contraction contrib-
utes up to 35% to 40% (as opposed to 10% to 15% in adolescents) of
LV diastolic stroke volume.1

With progressively worsening diastolic function, transmitral
flow evolves in a recognizable pattern. In grade 1 diastolic dys-
function (abnormal relaxation), there is a low E wave and a high
A wave, resulting in an E/A ratio less than 1. DT is prolonged
and is usually greater than 240 msec, and IVRT (measured by
pulsed or continuous wave Doppler) is longer than 90 msec.
Grade 2 diastolic dysfunction, or pseudonormal pattern, is asso-
ciated with a normal appearance of the transmitral inflow with an
E/A ratio between 1 and 1.5, a DT between 150 and 200 msec,
and an IVRT greater than 90 msec. With disease progression
(grade 3 diastolic dysfunction or restrictive filling), there is a
very high E wave, a low A wave, and a significantly decreased
DT. The E/A ratio is usually greater than 2, DT is less than
150 msec, and IVRT is longer than 70 msec. Further observa-
tions have subcategorized this last pattern to either reversible
or fixed restrictive pattern (grade 4) depending on the response
to the Valsalva maneuver or other preload reducing maneuvers.
Doppler criteria used to define grades of diastolic dysfunction
are summarized in Table 40.1.

The Doppler imaging of mitral inflow may have additional for-
ward flow during mid-diastole. The prominent mid-diastolic filling
“hump,” which has been described as a mitral L wave, which can be
seen in healthy individuals with bradycardia, or it may be a path-
ologic change in patients with advanced diastolic dysfunction with
elevated LV filling pressures.4
VALSALVA MANEUVER
Because diastolic function is affected by preload change, the
Valsalva maneuver is a test used to modify cardiac loading con-
dition, which is helpful in the measurement of mitral inflow param-
eters. The Valsalva maneuver is performed by forceful attempted
expiration (about 40 mm Hg) against a closed mouth and nose,
resulting in a complex hemodynamic process involving four
phases. During the strain phase of the maneuver, preload (mean
LA pressure) is reduced, and peak mitral E wave velocity decreases
by at least 20% during maximum strain; there is also a smaller
decrease in peak A wave velocity.5 With pseudonormal mitral flow
patterns, the Valsalva strain lowers the elevated LA pressure and
reveals the underlying impaired LV relaxation, resulting in a mea-
sured E/A less than 1.6 Patients with restrictive filling patterns or
individuals who have a sensitivity to preload will revert to a pseu-
donormal or even impaired relaxation pattern. Patients who have
restrictive filling patterns and exhibit no change with Valsalva have
severe irreversible or fixed diastolic function. The primary limita-
tion of routine use of Valsalva maneuver is that it is difficult to
obtain adequate Doppler signal for measurement. In a previous
report, satisfactory Doppler data could be obtained during Valsalva
maneuver in only 61% of patients.7 Occasionally the position of the
sample volume may move during the maneuver. In addition, the
inherent difficulties in performing an adequate Valsalva maneuver
may limit its use in routine practice.



TABLE 40.1 Doppler Parameters in Normal Population and Various Grades of Diastolic Dysfunction

Criteria
Normal
Young

Normal
Adult

Impaired Relaxation
(Grade 1)

Pseudonormal
(Grade 2)

Reversible
Restrictive
(Grade 3)

Irreversible Restrictive
(Grade 4)

E/A ratio 1-2 1-2 <1.0 1-1.5 (reverses
with
Valsalva
maneuver)

>1.5 1.5-2.0 (Doppler values
similar to grade 3 except
no change with Valsalva
maneuver)

Deceleration time (msec) <240 150-240 �240 150-200 <150 <150
IVRT (msec) 70-90 70-90 >90 <90 <70 <70
PV S/D ratio <1 �1 �1 <1 <1 <1
PV AR-MV A wave duration

(msec)
�30 �0 �0 or �30 �30 �30 �30

AR velocity (cm/sec) <35 <35 <35 �35 �35 �35
Propagation velocity

(cm/sec)
>55 >55 >45 <45 <45 <45

Mitral E0 velocity (cm/sec) >10 >8 <8 <8 <8 <8

AR, Atrial regurgitation; E/A, Doppler ratio of early to late transmitral flow velocity; IVRT, isovolumetric relaxation time;MV, mitral valve; PV, pressure volume;
S/D, systolic velocity/diastolic velocity.
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PULMONARY VENOUS FLOW
Accurate pulmonary vein (PV) flow velocity can be obtained from
the apical four-chamber view with PW Doppler in 85% to 90% of
patients. The right upper PV is the most frequently visualized
and accessible from the transthoracic echocardiographic ex-
amination.8 To properly obtain the pulmonary vein flow with
Doppler, the sample volume should be placed approximately 1
to 2 cm into the pulmonary vein, with box size adjusted to 3 to
4 mm, Doppler filter set to 200 Hz, and sweep speed adjusted
to 50 to 100 mm/sec.

The flow from the PV to the RA occurs in three phases: ante-
grade systolic, antegrade diastolic, and retrograde following atrial
contraction. The normal pulmonary venous waveforms are tripha-
sic or quadriphasic. In 70% of patients, it is difficult to discrim-
inate between the two systolic components of the PV flow.
However, in patients with low filling pressures, systolic forward
flow becomes biphasic, and the PV flow pattern is quadriphasic.
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Figure 40.2. Pulmonary vein (PV) flow, corresponding to left atrial (LA) functio
vein flow; PVd, diastolic pulmonary vein flow; PVa dur, duration of peak rev
MBBS, PhD.)
The first phase is early systolic (PVs1). It occurs in early systole
and represents the increase in pulmonary venous flow secondary
to atrial relaxation. The second phase, late systolic (PVs2),
occurs in mid to late systole. It is caused by the increase in
pulmonary venous pressure propagated through the pulmonary
arterial tree from the right side of the heart. The apical systolic
annular motion of the mitral annulus is also believed to contribute
to this finding. This phase reflects the reservoir function of the
LA. The next phase is early diastole (PVd), which occurs during
ventricular relaxation and is influenced by LV filling. It corre-
sponds to transmitral E velocity and represents LA conduit
function. The last phase is peak reverse flow velocity at atrial con-
traction (PVa or PV AR): it occurs in late diastole; is influenced
by late diastolic pressures in the LV, atrial preload, and LA
contractility9; and reflects the LA booster function (Fig. 40.2).
The PVa velocity and duration depend on atrial preload and
contractility.
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Systolic/Diastolic ratio
In normal adults, the PVs2 (S) wave should be greater than
the PVd (D) wave and S/D ratio is greater than 1. However, the
PV flow pattern is affected by several factors. In young adults
(age younger than 40 years), the diastolic wave typically predom-
inates, reflecting rapid diastolic suction and filling during myo-
cardial relaxation. With increasing age, the S/D ratio increases.
As LA pressure increases, particularly with elevated LV filling
pressures, the S wave velocity decreases and the S/D ratio falls
to less than 1. The PV systolic fraction, which is the ratio of
the velocity-time integral (VTI) of the S wave to the sum of the
S and D waves (PV systolic fraction¼SVTI/[SVTI+DVTI]), was
shown to be the best predictor of LA pressure. A PV systolic
fraction of less than 55% predicted a pulmonary capillary wedge
pressure (PCWP) of 15 mm Hg or less, with a sensitivity of 91%
and specificity of 87%.10 A reduced PV systolic fraction less than
40% is related to decreased LA compliance and increased mean
LA pressure in the patients with poor LV systolic function. There
is limited accuracy in patients with preserved LV systolic function
(velocity greater than 50%), atrial fibrillation, significant mitral
regurgitation, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

Reverse Flow at Atrial Contraction Velocity
In normal subjects, reverse flow at atrial contraction (Ar) velocities
increasewithagebut usuallydonot exceed35 cm/sec.The increased
Arvelocities greater than35 cm/sec suggest elevated left ventricular
end diastolic pressure (LVEDP).11 The prolonged time difference
between Ar and mitral A wave duration (Ar-A) also indicates
elevated LVEDP and can separate patients with abnormal LV relax-
ation into thosewith normal filling pressures and thosewith elevated
LVEDPs but normal LA pressures. An Ar-A duration longer than
30 msec is predictive of anLVEDPgreater than20 mmHgwith high
sensitivity (82%) and specificity (92%).12 Additionally, Ar-A dura-
tion is the only indication of increased LV A wave pressure that is
independent of age11 and reliable in patients with depressed and
preserved LV ejection fraction.13 Atrial fibrillation results in a
blunted S wave and the absence of Ar velocity.

The primary limitation in interpreting PV flow is the difficulty in
obtaining adequate Doppler signal, especially when assessing the Ar
wave, which is often obscured by low-velocity LA wall motion.

COLOR M-MODE FLOW PROPAGATION
VELOCITY
During isovolumetric relaxation, the LV pressure drops without
LV filling. The time constant of LV pressure decline known as
tau (τ) is an index of LV relaxation that is relatively independent
of heart rate and preload. It is well recognized that in early dias-
tole, small but significant intraventricular mitral-to-apex pressure
gradients are generated; these gradients are proposed to exert a
ventricular suction effect.14 Color M-mode velocity propagation
(Vp) index, a noninvasive index of fluid acceleration, can mirror
these intraventricular pressure gradients (IVPGs). It is also
inversely related to the ventricular relaxation time constant τ: a
faster rate of ventricle relaxation leads to a more rapid propagation
of flow into the ventricle.15 Color M-mode Doppler is a pulsed
Doppler technique in which mean velocities are color coded
and exhibited in time (on the horizontal axis) and depth (on the
vertical axis), providing a spatiotemporal map of flow velocity
along the scan line. Acquisition is made at end expiration in the
apical four-chamber view, using color flow imaging with a narrow
color sector, and the depth is adjusted to include the entire LV
from the mitral leaflets to the apex. The M-mode scan line is
located through the midline of the LV inflow blood column from
the mitral valve to the apex. Then the color flow baseline is
adapted to lower the Nyquist limit to plus or minus 75% of the
spectral E velocity to obtain overflow (“aliasing”) so that the cen-
tral highest velocity jet is blue. The sweep speed of M-mode is
100 mm/sec. Vp should be measured as the slope of the first alias-
ing velocity (red to blue) during early filling, from the mitral valve
plane to 4 cm distally into the LV cavity.16 A Vp less than 50 cm/
sec is consistent with diastolic dysfunction. The most widely used
index is E/Vp, which has been validated in the healthy population,
and in people with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy,17 dilated cardio-
myopathy, and ischemic heart disease.16 E/Vp greater than 1.5 can
predict LVEDP greater than 12 mm Hg with high accuracy (sen-
sitivity, 79%; specificity, 89%; positive predictive value [PPV],
93%; negative predictive value [NPV], 70%).18 In addition, the
E/Vp ratio has also been applied in people with atrial fibrillation,
and it is reasonably accurate for assessing LVEDP. The measure-
ment should be averaged for more than three heartbeats, and an E/
Vp ratio of at least 1.4 yields a 100% specificity and 72% sensi-
tivity in predicting a PCWP greater than 15 mm Hg.19 There are
several potential limitations of the use of Vp as a measure of LV
diastolic function. First, in many situations, the isovelocity con-
tour may not be accurately described by a straight line, and Vp
varies with the method used to determine the isovelocity contour.
Also, E/Vp should be interpreted with caution in patients with pre-
served LVEF, especially in patients with normal LV volumes,
because abnormal filling pressures can have a misleading normal
Vp. Additionally, there are reports showing a positive influence of
preload on Vp in patients with normal LVEF as well as those with
depressed LVEF.1

TISSUE DOPPLER ANNULAR VELOCITY
The velocity of the mitral annulus represents velocity of changes in
the LV long-axis dimension. In systole the mitral annulus moves
toward the LV apex. In diastole it returns to its initial position in
two waves, rapid filling and atrial contraction. This manifests on
the tissue Doppler signal of mitral annulus as s0 (systolic velocity),
e0 (early diastolic velocity), and a0 (late diastolic velocity). The
measurement of mitral annular velocities is an important compo-
nent in interpreting the diastolic filling pattern, estimating LV fill-
ing pressures, and differentiating constrictive pericarditis from
restrictive cardiomyopathies. These velocities are recorded from
the apical four-chamber view by placing a 5- to 6-mm sample vol-
ume over the lateral or medial portion of the mitral annulus to cover
the longitudinal excursion of the mitral annulus in both systole and
diastole. The velocity scale should be set at about 20 cm/sec above
and below the zero-velocity baseline, and the angulation between
the ultrasound beam and the plane of cardiac motion should be
minimal. The recommendation for spectral recordings is a sweep
speed of 50 to 100 mm/sec at end expiration, and measurements
should be averaged for at least three consecutive cardiac cycles.1

The velocity of mitral annulus movement during early filling
(e0) correlates modestly with the invasively measured time con-
stant τ, but it is not solely determined by myocardial relaxation.20

The e0 velocity is a measure of myocardial relaxation that is rel-
atively independent of preload in patients with cardiac disease,
whereas it appears load-dependent in patients with normal systolic
function.5 In healthy and young persons, septal e0 is greater than
10 cm/sec and lateral e0 is greater than 12 cm/sec. These velocities
increase with exercise and underlie diastolic LV suction. The e0
velocities fall with corresponding elevated E/e0 ratio because myo-
cardial relaxation worsens with aging.21 In patients with diastolic
dysfunction, e0 is even more reduced than with age and remains
reduced in all grades of diastolic dysfunction.22 Typically the sep-
tal e0 is lower than the lateral e0 velocity. Septal E/e0 ratio of 8 or
less is associated with normal PCWP, and an E/e0 ratio of 15 or
higher suggests elevated PCWP.7 When the value is between
8 and 15, other echocardiographic indices should be used. Cur-
rently, if the lateral E/e0 ratio is used, E/e0 ratio of at least 12 is
a marker of elevated LV filling pressures in patients with
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preserved LVEF.23 The lateral E/e0 may provide a more reliable
estimate of elevated filling pressure in patients with preserved
LVEF.24 The ASE guidelines for assessment of diastolic function
recommend using an average of the septal and lateral annular
velocities, where an average E/e0 ratio of 13 or greater indicates
elevated filling pressures.1 However, there are certain situations
where E/e0 may not provide an accurate assessment of PCWP,
such as in the normal heart, where e0 behaves as a load-dependent
variable; in constrictive pericarditis, where E/e0 does not increase
despite elevated PCWP (annulus paradoxus)25; in mitral valve dis-
ease (mitral annular calcification, mitral stenosis, significant
mitral regurgitation); and after mitral valve surgery (mitral valve
annuloplasty or mitral valve replacement).26 Additionally, several
studies with conflicting results have questioned the robustness of
the E/e0 ratio in estimating filling pressures in the setting of
acutely decompensated advanced systolic heart failure, especially
in patients with dilated LV, severely impaired cardiac output, car-
diac resynchronization therapy,27 and symptomatic hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy.28

Several studies have assessed the time interval between the
onset of the mitral E velocity and annular e0 velocity as an alter-
native for assessing LV filling pressure.29,30 The ratio of isovolu-
metric relaxation time to the time interval between E and e0
velocities has been used to estimate filling pressures in patients
with primary mitral valve disease.26 For prognostication, a
decreased e0/a0 ratio (which is adjusted for systolic function by
dividing the ratio by s0) is an independent predictor of mortality
in the general population.31
MYOCARDIAL PERFORMANCE INDEX
Myocardial performance index, or Tei index, is based on Doppler-
derived time intervals that combines both systolic and diastolic car-
diac performance. Tei and colleagues32 have shown that the Tei
index is simply derived using conventional pulsed wave Doppler
or tissue Doppler echocardiography, as shown in (Fig. 40.3). Inter-
val a between cessation and re-onset of mitral filling flow includes
isovolumetric contraction time (IVCT), ejection time (ET), and
IVRT. Interval b between onset and cessation of aortic ejection
flow equals ET.32 The mean normal value of the LV Tei index is
0.39�0.05.32 In adults, values of the LV Tei index less than
0.40 are considered normal. Higher index values are correlated with
MCOT

LVET

LV outflow

LV MPI =  IVCT + IVRT  =   MCOT - LVET
LVET LVET

IVCT IVRT

Figure 40.3. Myocardial performance (Tei) index obtained as the sum of isov
divided by the LV ejection time (LVET). MCOT, Mitral valve closure to openin
more pathologic states of overall cardiac dysfunction. In systolic
dysfunction, prolonged IVCT, prolonged IVRT, and a shortened
ET were observed. In diastolic dysfunction, IVRT is the main
feature.

The advantages of the Tei index are that it is noninvasive, easy
to obtain, and reproducible. Moreover, a number of studies have
proven that the Tei index is independent of arterial pressure, heart
rate, atrioventricular valve regurgitation, ventricular geometry,
afterload, and preload in patients who are supine. The Tei index
has been shown to have robust prognostic value in several cardiac
diseases, including dilated cardiomyopathy, pulmonary hyperten-
sion, cardiac amyloidosis, and myocardial infarction.33

Similar to the other methods, the limitations of this technique
include (1) the impracticality of assessing the Tei index in patients
with atrial fibrillation, frequent supraventricular and ventricular
extra systoles and intraventricular conduction disturbances, ven-
tricular pacing, and significant atrial tachycardia with mixing of
the two transmitral flow waves; (2) its partial dependence on pre-
load, although it’s believed to be less dependent than other diastolic
Doppler parameters; and (3) pseudonormalization of the index in
patients who have restrictive physiology with preserved LV sys-
tolic function.

INTEGRATION OF DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
PARAMETERS
The diastolic filling pattern is separated into distinct categories and
simplified into LV diastolic function grades, as outlined in
Figure 40.4, and take into consideration the effect of loading con-
ditions in improving or worsening the diastolic filling pattern.

CONCLUSION
Integration of multiple Doppler echocardiography variables allow a
comprehensive assessment of diastolic function in a wide variety of
patients. It enables the diagnosis of underlying cardiac dysfunction,
gives an estimate of LV filling pressures, guides heart failure ther-
apy, and provides important prognostic information. The develop-
ment of novel echocardiography techniques allow more advanced
assessment of diastolic function; however, standard Doppler echo-
cardiography remains the keystone of diastolic function
assessment.
LVET

IVCT IVRT

olumetric contraction time (IVCT) and isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT),
g time (msec).
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Figure 41.1. Diagramof diastolic pressure-volume (P-V) curves in a nor-
mal left ventricle (LV) (orange curve), in a ventricle with mild diastolic dys-
function and a shift of the P-V relation upward and to the left (blue curve),
one with severe diastolic dysfunction and a further upward shift of the P-
V relation (red curve), and in a dilated stiff ventricle (green curve). Note
that with diastolic dysfunction, the LV operates at a steep portion of
the P-V curve and is sensitive to volume loading (points A-B; C; D-E).
Examples of LV and left atrial (LA) pressures observed with the different
P-V relations are shown below. IVRT, Isovolumetric relaxation time.
The evaluation of left ventricular (LV) diastolic function has
become an integral part of a routine echocardiographic study and
complements the assessment of systolic function. As part of the
evaluation of diastole, a statement regarding resting filling pres-
sures should be included whenever possible to assist clinicians in
evaluating patients with presenting symptoms of dyspnea or with
known heart failure, coronary artery disease, or other forms of
structural heart disease. In this chapter we present a practical algo-
rithm based on concepts presented in the preceding three chapters
and in “Recommendation for the Evaluation of Last Ventricular
Diastolic Function by Echocardiography” by the American Society
of Echocardiography.1 The algorithm allows detection of normal
and elevated filling pressures with a good amount of certainty. It
should be noted, however, that precise derivation of filling pres-
sures by published equations is fraught with large margins of error,
and in most cases, it is preferable to indicate if filling pressures are
normal (mean left atrial pressure [LAP] is 12 mm Hg or less), mild
to moderately elevated, or severely elevated.

The rise in LV pressure during diastole results from an interac-
tion between active LV relaxation, inflow volumes, and chamber
stiffness. An abnormal rise during the early rapid filling phase of
diastole (Fig. 41.1) is always associated with increases in left atrial
(LA) and LV end-diastolic pressures (LVEDP), and it results from
abnormal LV relaxation (in extreme cases, relaxation is not com-
pleted by end diastole) and increased stiffness. However, a rise
in LVEDPmay also occur in the presence of normal LAP as a result
of increased late diastolic stiffness and a vigorous atrial contraction
(Fig. 41.2). Cardiac dyspnea is always associated with increased
LAP; thus it is fortunate that most of the echocardiographic param-
eters discussed later are better at predicting LAP than LVEDP.

Figure 41.3 depicts an algorithm for determining whether mean
LAP is normal or elevated. It includes the same elements depicted in
Figures 14 and 15 in Nagueh and associates1 but they have been
simplified. The values given for E/e0 are based on the average of
septal and lateral e0. By definition, normal diastolic function implies
normal relaxation and stiffness and consequently, normal filling
pressures. Thus the first step in estimating mean LAP is to establish
whether relaxation is normal or impaired. Box 41.1 lists the echo-
cardiographic findings that are commonly associated with normal
diastolic function. They include absence of structural or functional
abnormalities of the LV, normal LA size (exceptions being valvular
mitral regurgitation or stenosis, high output states, excessive brady-
cardia, pericardial constriction, athlete’s heart, and atrial fibrilla-
tion), and normal e0 velocity adjusted for age as an index of
relaxation. Diastolic dysfunction, likewise, implies the presence
of abnormal LV relaxation and increased stiffness of varying
degrees.2 Resting mean LA pressure, however, may be normal or
elevated, depending on the severity of the diastolic abnormalities,
the magnitude of the inflow volume (or preload), and the effective-
ness of atrial contraction (see Figs. 41.1 and 41.2).
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Figure 41.2. High-fidelity pressure recordings from the left atrium (LA)
and the left ventricle (LV) in anesthetized dogs illustrating the four phases
of diastole. Arrow a points to the minimal LV diastolic pressure; arrow
b points to the onset of atrial contraction, and arrow c points to end
diastole. Volume loading induced an increase in LVEDP to 24 mm Hg
(lower panel); note that with atrial contraction the LV pressure exceeds
LA pressure by the end of diastole. EDP, End diastolic pressure; IR,
isovolumetric relaxation; LVEDP, left ventricular end diastolic pressure.
(Courtesy T. C. Gillebert and A. F. Leite-Moreira.)

Box 41.1 Findings Universally Associated with Normal Left
Ventricular Relaxation*

1. Normal LV size and EF
2. Normal regional wall motion
3. Normal LA volume
4. Normal e0 adjusted for age
5. No evidence suggesting pericardial constriction

*All must be present to ensure normal LV relaxation. Exceptions:
1. LAmay be enlarged in primaryMV disease (MR orMS), athletes, high cardiac
output states, constrictive pericarditis, excessive bradycardia, and atrial
fibrillation

2. LV may be dilated in athletes, excessive bradycardia, high cardiac output
states, chronic-compensated aortic or mitral regurgitation

EF, Ejection fraction; LA, left atrial; LV, left ventricular; MR, mitral regurgitation;
MS, mitral stenosis: MV, mitral valve.
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Abnormal relaxation is a universal finding in patients with var-
ious forms of LV disease. It can also occur in response to acute
ischemia or a sudden increase in afterload. When a patient exhibits
one or more of the findings listed in Box 41.2, it is highly likely that
relaxation is impaired. In addition, most patients age 85 years or
older have age-induced impaired relaxation as assessed by e0.3

Likewise, the presence of an S3 or S4 sound is a marker for
impaired relaxation in an patient older than 50 years with symptoms
including dyspnea.

Once it is established that a patient has impaired LV relaxation,
the next step in the algorithm is to assess the size of the left atrium,
given that the LA dilates in response to chronic elevations of LAP
in the vast majority of patients with systolic or diastolic dysfunc-
tion, or both. This is done by measuring the maximal LA volume
indexed for body surface area (BSA). Although a normal-sized
LA greatly reduces the odds of an elevated LAP, the opposite is
not always the case; an enlarged LA may be seen in patients with
normal resting LAP, given other causes for LA enlargement.

The next step is to incorporate parameters derived from the
transmitral, pulmonary vein, and annular velocities as long as the
patient’s heart is in sinus rhythm and has no form of mitral inflow
obstruction (mitral stenosis, worse than mild annular calcification,
or mitral prosthesis). The principles that govern the response of
these velocities to changes in mean LAP have been discussed in
the preceding chapters. Therefore the practical application of these
concepts is discussed here.
LAP

5 mm Hg
as low EF
CO

 1
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Figure 41.3. Simplified algorithm for the estima-
tion of mean left atrial (LA) pressure. LAVI, LA
volume indexed for body surface area; PV S/D,
pulmonary vein S/D ratio.

Box 41.2 Echocardiographic and Clinical Findings Universally
Associated with Abnormal Left Ventricular Relaxation*

1. Low EF (<45%)
2. Abnormal regional wall motion
3. Concentric LVH
4. Reduced e0

5. Advanced age (�85 years)†

6. Presence of S3 or S4 sound in a patient with dyspnea and age
>50 years

*Any one of these findings is a marker for abnormal relaxation.
†Patients in this age group will have some degree of impaired relaxation
induced by aging.4

EF, Ejection fraction; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy.



TABLE 41.1 Prediction of Grades of LAP Elevation*

Doppler
Finding

Mild LAP
Elevation
(13-19 mm Hg)

Moderate LAP
Elevation
(20-24 mm Hg)

Severe LAP
Elevation
(‡25 mm Hg)

E/A 0.8-1.0 1.2-1.5 >2
Deceleration

time (msec)
na na <150

Average E/e0 9-12 13-18 >20
Estimated PASP

(mm Hg)
35-40 45-55 >60

*Three of four findings should be present to enhance accuracy of
prediction and reduce the margin of error; ranges are chosen to
enhance specificity.

LAP, Left atrial pressure; PASP, pulmonary artery systolic pressure.
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In a patient with abnormal LV relaxation, the presence of an
enlarged LA and an E/A ratio greater than 1.0 (i.e., pseudonormal
or type 2 pattern) is highly indicative of an elevated mean LAP.
(When the transmitral velocity pattern is restrictive with an E/A of
2 or greater and a deceleration time less than 150 msec, presence
of high LAP is almost certain.) These patients often have a shortened
isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) (less than 70 msec) (see
Fig. 41.1). Accuracy is further enhanced if the ratio of pulmonary
venous flow systolic velocity to diastolic velocity (PV S/D ratio) is
less than 1.0 and E/e0 is higher than 12. On the other hand, a patient
with normal LA volume, E/A less than 1, normal PV S/D ratio, and
E/e0 ratio of 8 or less is very likely to have normal resting mean LAP.
Accuracy is further enhanced if the E velocity is 50 cm/sec or less. In
patients with E/A less than 1.0 and a dilated LA, the PV S/D ratio is
unreliable because it may be normal (greater than 1.0) in the presence
of elevated mean LAP. The E/e0 ratio is needed to accurately predict
LAP (approximately 70% positive predictive value with an E/e0
between 9 and 12; 90% or greater when E/e0 is greater than 12).

The diagnostic accuracy of estimating LAP is greatly enhanced
by incorporating the pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP)
derived from the velocity of tricuspid regurgitation (TR), given that
in the presence of a normal cardiac output, PASP is usually elevated
(greater than 35 mm Hg) when mean LAP is less than 15 mm Hg,
and vice versa. In the absence of an adequate TR recording, an ele-
vated (greater than 15 mmHg) pulmonary artery (PA) end-diastolic
pressure, derived from a well-recorded pulmonary regurgitation
velocity, is also an indicator of increased mean LAP. The use of
PA pressure estimates to derive mean LAP requires exclusion of
pulmonary vascular disease as the cause of the elevated PA pres-
sure. In most cases, the combination of an enlarged LA, impaired
LV relaxation, and the Doppler parameters predictive of increased
LAP allows for an accurate distinction between diastolic dysfunc-
tion and pulmonary vascular disease as the reason for the PA pres-
sure elevation. However, there may be times when the Doppler
parameters suggest a mild elevation of mean LAP and the PA sys-
tolic pressure estimate is very high (greater than 60 mm Hg), sug-
gesting the combined presence of increased LAP with pulmonary
vascular disease. In these situations, it may be advisable to measure
directly right heart pressures by invasive techniques. Table 41.1
lists values for the Doppler parameter that suggest mild versus
moderate or severe elevation of mean LAP.

As mentioned earlier, an elevated mean LAP is always accom-
panied by a high LVEDP, but the opposite is not always true; there
are times when LVEDP is increased in the presence of normal LAP.
In these cases, the rise in LV pressure during atrial contraction may
exceed the atrial pressure (see Fig. 41.2), and result in a prolonged
pulmonary vein retrograde A-velocity relative to the transmitral A-
velocity (Ar-A at least 30 msec).

The algorithm in Figure 41.3 is unreliable in patients with mod-
erate or severe mitral valve regurgitation induced by structural
valve pathology, particularly when LV function is preserved. On
the other hand, the algorithm functions very well in patients with
functional mitral regurgitation secondary to LV dysfunction.

DIFFICULT CASES
The previous algorithm allows accurate prediction of LVFP in
around 85% of patients.4 However, the algorithm depends on con-
cordance of several Doppler findings, which is not always the case.
There are times when the findings are discrepant in their prediction
of mean LAP. There are also times when the Doppler measure-
ments are unreliable because of mitral inflow obstruction, exces-
sive bradycardia, or non–sinus rhythm (junctional or pacemaker
rhythm, atrial tachycardia, flutter or fibrillation). In these cases,
the combined use of LA volume and PASP provides the most accu-
rate prediction; when both are normal, LAP is likely to be normal,
and the opposite is true if both are abnormal (the exception being
patients with vascular pulmonary hypertension). The IVRT can
also be of help. A prolonged IVRT is expected with impaired relax-
ation. Therefore if a patient with impaired relaxation has a short
IVRT (less than 70 msec), the odds for an elevated LAP are greatly
enhanced (see Fig. 41.1).
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Laboratories for Assessment of Left Ventricular

Diastolic Function

Sherif F. Nagueh, MD, FASE
Many patients are referred to the echocardiography laboratory with
symptoms of dyspnea. These include patients with normal and
depressed ejection fraction (EF). It is important to determine
whether symptoms in these patients have a cardiac etiology because
this can have implications for therapeutic decisions that include the
use and titration of diuretics. It is important to remember that many
patients with LV systolic dysfunction can have dyspnea from non-
cardiac causes.

A comprehensive echocardiographic examination is essential
for reaching the correct diagnosis. As noted in previous chapters,
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this includes acquisition of satisfactory two-dimensional (2D) and
Doppler studies, including mitral inflow, pulmonary venous flow,
pulmonary regurgitation (PR) and tricuspid regurgitation (TR) peak
velocities by continuous wave (CW) Doppler from multiple win-
dows, and mitral annulus velocities by tissue Doppler imaging
(TDI). For patients who can perform a Valsalva maneuver, the
change inmitral inflow pattern can be helpful in identifying patients
with increased LV filling pressures. The inflow pattern in these
cases changes from pseudonormal filling to an impaired relaxation
pattern.1 In addition, in some cases, flow propagation velocity (Vp),
deformation, and untwisting measurements can provide useful
insights into the mechanisms behind diastolic dysfunction.2

ESTIMATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR FILLING
PRESSURES IN PATIENTS WITH DEPRESSED
EJECTION FRACTION
The American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) and the
European Association of Echocardiography (EAE) have published
joint recommendations for assessment of left ventricular (LV) dia-
stolic function and its inclusion in clinical reports.1 The algorithm
depends on whether left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is
depressed or not. For patients with depressed EF, mitral inflow is
usually the first step in drawing conclusions about LV filling pres-
sures (Fig. 42.1). Patients with depressed EF have impaired LV
relaxation and therefore should have an E/A ratio less than 1 when
left atrial pressure is normal or reduced. The presence of pseudo-
normal or restrictive inflow pattern indicates the presence of ele-
vated LV filling pressures. An E/A ratio that is either greater
than 0.8 or less than or equal to 2 is usually enough to establish
the presence of normal or elevated filling pressures. However, there
are some patients in whom the ratio is outside these ranges and it is
preferable in these cases to examine additional measurements to
confirm the initial impression from mitral inflow. These include
a pulmonary vein systolic/diastolic TVI (time velocity integral)
Mitral E/A

E/A < 1 and 
E ≤ 50 cm/sec

E/A ≥ 2,
DT < 150 msec

E/A ≥ 1 - < 2, or
E/A < 1 and

E > 50 cm/sec

E/e� (average e�) < 8
E/Vp < 1.4

S/D > 1
Ar – A < 0 msec

Valsalva Δ E/A < 0.5
PASP < 30 mm Hg

IVRT/TE-e� > 2

E/e� (av.e�) > 15
E/Vp ≥ 2.5

S/D < 1
Ar – A ≥ 30 msec

Valsalva Δ E/A ≥ 0.5
PASP > 35 mm Hg

IVRT/TE-e� < 2

Normal LAP Normal LAP ↑ LAP ↑ LAP

Figure 42.1. Algorithm for assessing left ventricular filling pressures in
patients with depressed ejection fraction. DT, Deceleration time; E/Vp,
peak E wave velocity to flow propagation velocity; IVRT, isovolumetric
relaxation time; LAP, left atrial pressure; PASP, pulmonary artery sys-
tolic pressure. (Modified from Nagueh SF, Appleton CP, Gillebert TC,
et al: Recommendations for the evaluation of left ventricular diastolic
function by echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 22:107–133,
2009.)
ratio less than 1, Ar-A (difference between duration of atrial rever-
sal velocity [AR] in pulmonary veins and duration of mitral atrial
filling [A] velocity) duration of 30 msec or longer, estimated pul-
monary artery (PA) systolic pressure higher than 35 mm Hg, aver-
age ratio of peak mitral early diastolic velocity to annular early
diastolic velocity (E/e0) higher than 15, and peak E wave velocity
to flow propagation velocity (E/Vp) of 2.5 of greater.

ESTIMATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR FILLING
PRESSURES IN PATIENTS WITH NORMAL
EJECTION FRACTION
In patients with normal EF, measurement of E/e0 ratio is the first
step (Fig. 42.2). When the ratio is 8 or less (septal, lateral, or aver-
age), LV filling pressures are usually normal. When the septal ratio
is 15 or higher, lateral ratio is 12 or higher, or average ratio is 13 or
higher, LV filling pressures are usually elevated. Of note, lateral E/
e0 ratio appears to be more accurate in identifying the presence of
elevated filling pressures1,3,4 and increased LV chamber stiffness,
and confirming the presence of heart failure with preserved EF
(HFpEF) or diastolic heart failure (DHF). When the ratio is in
between these cutoff values, it is important to examine other mea-
surements, including Ar-A duration of 30 msec or longer, estimated
PA systolic pressure higher than 35 mm Hg, and left atrium (LA)
maximum volume index greater than 34 mL/m2.

GRADING OF LEFT VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC
FUNCTION
The first step includes determining whether LV diastolic function is
normal or abnormal. In that regard, one should start by considering
the clinical data that has been gathered at the time of the echocardio-
graphic examination. Doppler measurements should be used to
determine whether annular e0 velocity falls in the range expected
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Figure 42.2. Algorithm for assessment of left ventricular filling pressures
in patients with normal ejection fraction. Av, Average; DT, deceleration
time; E/Vp, peak E wave velocity to flow propagation velocity; IVRT, iso-
volumetric relaxation time; LAP, left atrial pressure; Lat, lateral; PASP,
pulmonary artery systolic pressure; Sep, septal. (Modified from Nagueh
SF, Appleton CP, Gillebert TC, et al: Recommendations for the evalua-
tion of left ventricular diastolic function by echocardiography, J Am Soc
Echocardiogr 22:107–133, 2009.)
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Figure 42.3. Algorithm for grading left
ventricular diastolic function. Av., Aver-
age; DT, deceleration time; LA, left atrial;
Val, Valsalva. (Modified from Nagueh
SF, Appleton CP, Gillebert TC, et al: Rec-
ommendations for the evaluation of left
ventricular diastolic function by echocar-
diography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr
22:107–133, 2009.)
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for a given age group or is abnormally reduced. Careful measure-
ments are essential to prevent underestimating the true LA volume.
In the early stages (grade I) of diastolic dysfunction, LV relaxation is
impaired and LA pressure and volumes are often normal.1With dis-
ease progression, a pseudonormal filling pattern occurs and this
grade (grade II) should be corroborated with evidence of increased
LV filling pressures (as increased E/e0 ratio, PA systolic pressure,
etc.). Themost advancedgrade (grade III) is characterized by restric-
tive filling pattern, and LV filling pressures can be 25 mm Hg or
higher (Fig. 42.3). It is important to remember that not all Doppler
findings will be or need to be concordant in a given patient, and the
interpreting physician should consider whether there are technical
or physiologic factors that pose a limitation for one or more signals.
ESTIMATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR FILLING
PRESSURES IN PATIENTS WITH ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION
Not infrequently, patients with atrial fibrillation are referred for the
assessment of LV function, including filling pressures. Similar to
patients in sinus rhythm, mitral inflow relates well to filling pres-
sures in patients with depressed EF, and a short deceleration time
(DT) (150 msec or less) has good accuracy in identifying these
patients. When LVEF is normal, other parameters can be applied.
LV filling pressures are elevated with a septal E/e0 greater than 11,
an isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT) of 65 msec or less, a peak
acceleration rate of mitral E velocity of 1900 cm/sec2 or greater, an
E/Vp of 1.4 or higher, a DT of pulmonary vein diastolic velocity of
220 msec or less, and PA systolic pressure higher than 35 mm Hg.
Furthermore, examining the beat-to-beat variability in mitral
inflow in patients with atrial fibrillation can be of value in predict-
ing filling pressures. When LA pressure is elevated, there is usually
little variation in Doppler measurements (peak and mean E veloc-
ity, peak acceleration rate, and DT) when cycle length varies. How-
ever, with a normal or reduced LA pressure, the coefficient of
variation in Doppler signals is large and depends on the R-R inter-
val.5 These findings need not be quantified but could be used as a
screening tool in Doppler recordings at slower sweep speeds of 25
to 50 mm/sec.
ESTIMATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR FILLING
PRESSURES IN PATIENTS WITH MITRAL
REGURGITATION
Moderately severe and severe mitral regurgitation (MR) affect LV
filling independent of diastolic function. Therefore it is often chal-
lenging to estimate filling pressures in these patients. Similar to the
approach outlined previously, evaluation of LV diastolic function
depends on whether LVEF is normal or depressed. With depressed
LVEF, a short DT and increased E/e0 ratio readily predicts filling
pressures as well as clinical outcomes.1 With normal EFs, other
measurements are needed, including pulmonary vein Ar (atrial
reversal velocity) duration and the time delay between mitral E
velocity and annular e0 velocity, because patients with impaired
LV relaxation have a reduced and a delayed e0 velocity.6 Further-
more, an elevated PA systolic pressure in this population, when it
occurs, is usually due to increased LA pressure. However, elevated
LA pressure can be caused by severe MR in the absence of LV dia-
stolic dysfunction; therefore pulmonary vein Ar velocity and annu-
lar e0 delay are unique markers for identifying increased left
ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP), impaired LV relaxa-
tion, and thus diastolic dysfunction.
PROGNOSTIC POWER OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY/EUROPEAN
ASSOCIATION OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
DIASTOLIC FUNCTION GRADE
Grading of LV diastolic function is an important predictor of out-
come. This has been shown in several studies, including
community-based studies.1 More recently, the ASE/EAE frame-
work for grading LV diastolic function was used to classify changes
in LV diastolic function with time. In two large studies, the change
in diastolic function grade was an independent predictor of devel-
opment of heart failure7 and of total mortality.8 Therefore it is
important to include comments on LV filling pressures and dia-
stolic function grade in echocardiography reports.
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43 Newer Methods to Assess Diastolic Function
Gianni Pedrizzetti, PhD, Prtho P. Segupta, MD, DM
Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular (LV) diastolic
function and LV filling pressures currently requires a multivariable
approach and the current American Society of Echocardiography/
European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging guideline docu-
ment recommends the use of decision trees for aggregating the clus-
ter of echocardiographic variables that are associated with a given
severity of diastolic dysfunction.1,2 Such algorithmic approaches
may not always be reproducible or accurate,3 and therefore search-
ing for newer variables has continued. This chapter reviews the
newer variables in myocardial muscle mechanics and fluid
mechanics that may have a potential role in the assessment of dia-
stolic dysfunction.

MYOCARDIAL MUSCLE MECHANICS
Myocardial muscle deformation, or strain, measures the relative
displacement of tissue regions and is defined by the formula
St¼ (L�L0)/L0. Negative or positive strain indicates that the length
L of a segment of tissue is getting smaller (contracting tissue) or
longer (elongating tissue), respectively, with regard to the initial
end-diastolic length L0. The longitudinal strain (LS) is measured
from the apical views, and the circumferential strain (CS) from
the short-axis views. From both views, radial strain (RS, or thick-
ening) can be measured as the change of thickness across the myo-
cardium. Torsion (T) is shear deformation; it is given by the
differential rotation θ from base to apex, normalized with the dis-
tance d from base to apex, T¼ (θapex�θbase)/d. The reliability of
strain measurements is affected by the quality of the images and
the spatial and temporal resolution, which are therefore important
technical considerations during data collection.4,5 Moreover, mea-
suring radial strain may be technically challenging because the dis-
tance between the endocardium and epicardium is small, especially
when measured laterally, where resolution is reduced and the epi-
cardium is often less visible. The reproducibility of torsion may be
may be compromised by the difficulties in reproducing cross-
sectional views with the resulting small differences in angular
displacements.

Myocardial strain can provide important information regarding
diastolic function. Longitudinal strain is reduced in patients with
diastolic dysfunction and also in patients with heart failure and pre-
served ejection fraction, suggesting that patients with diastolic dys-
function also have contractile systolic abnormalities; although the
relative preservation of circumferential and radial strain is associ-
ated with the preservation of LV ejection fraction.

Strain measurement uniquely limited to the diastolic period
includes the quantification of postsystolic strain as a measure of
postejection shortening, whereas the rate of strain recovery at early
diastole permits the evaluation of diastolic myocardial stiffness.6,7

The latter has been shown to be significantly related to the time
constant of LV relaxation.8 In parallel to the diastolic strain recov-
ery, the temporal evolution of diastolic untwisting appears to play
an important role in diastolic function. Diastolic untwisting contrib-
utes to early LV filling through suction generation; it develops dur-
ing the isovolumetric relaxation period and is completed at the time
of mitral valve opening.9 Presumably, a delay in the timing of the
LV untwisting, especially the loss of diastolic suction, is a distinc-
tive property of diastolic dysfunction.10

Both untwisting of the LV and strain recovery characterize the
degree of diastolic suction and chamber compliance. They influ-
ence the development of intraventricular pressure gradients (IVPG)
during diastolic filling, creating a functional bridge from diastole to
systole.11,12

THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRAIN
The myocardium is a three-dimensional (3D) thick shell structure,
and the internal arrangement of fibers follows a counterdirectional
helical pattern.13 Therefore theoretically the analysis of myocardial
deformation may be more accurate if 3D strain imaging is used.
Deformation analysis in terms of 3D strain may also help overcome
the through-plane motion inherent to two-dimensional (2D) imag-
ing. However, at this time the quality of 3D echocardiographic
imaging is significantly lower than that of 2D, and the improve-
ments provided by the third dimension could be missed because
the resolution is lower. When comparing 3D with 2D strain values,
a reduction of values is expected resulting from the lower spatial
and temporal resolution of 3D images. Further reduction can be
found because the through-plane motion is misinterpreted as defor-
mation on a fixed 2D scan plane.4,5

Physically, deformation is described by a tensor, which is a 3�3
matrix quantity composed by 3 strain along the 3 directions (LS, CS,
RS), and 3 shear combining the 3 direction (longitudinal, circumfer-
ential, radial) in pairs (for example, torsion is the shear caused by
circumferential motion changing along the longitudinal direction).
These 6 values are combined and are referred to as the deformation
tensor. 3D strain, in addition, can be useful for the application of
principal strain analysis, a method widely applied in engineering
that identifies the principal and secondary physical directions
along which strain develops and the entity of actual deformation
in that direction. Principal directions are defined, as sketched
in Figure 43.1, such that the strain tensor can be represented by prin-
cipal and secondary strain with no shear. Principal strain analysis
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is best suited for biological tissues with an underlying structure of
fibers and can be useful to characterize the effectiveLVdeformation
corresponding to the underlying anatomic structure.

A principal strain approach was employed in cardiac magnetic
resonance (CMR) imaging,14,15 and it was recently introduced in
3D echocardiography16 for providing an alternative to LS and
CS. Preliminary results from the analysis of a series of 30 normal
individuals suggest a functional arrangement of deformation that is
comparable to the anatomic arrangement of fibers (Fig. 43.2). The
global principal strain (GPS) and global secondary strain (GSS)
reveal the anisotropic character of contraction that is high along
the principal direction and much lower in the transverse direction.
The GPS immediately develops from the beginning of systole to
reach the peak at end systole with a time profile that closely resem-
bles the LV volume curve. Alternatively, the GSS presents an initial
systolic stretching followed by a relatively weak contraction; in
diastole it presents a rapid recovery, overshooting to dilatation that
persists through most of diastole. Preliminary data suggest that
small or positive values in the end-systolic GSS may be associated
with early onset of diastolic dysfunction.
FLUID MECHANICS
Blood flow in the heart is characterized by the formation of vortices
that help redirect blood flow from the mitral inlet to the outflow
tract.17,18 Vortices play a role in maintaining the dynamic equilib-
rium between the hyperelastic cardiac tissue and the intraventricu-
lar blood pressure and shear stress. In fluid dynamics, vortices are
known to be critical performers; they dominate the energetic prop-
erties of flow, and their intrinsic instability is the seed for the devel-
opment of turbulence and sharp dynamical effects. Intracardiac
fluid dynamics are immediately affected by small changes in the
surrounding cardiovascular function, and they may enable the diag-
nosis of even subtle changes in cardiovascular function.

Latest technical developments in echocardiography now make
it possible to evaluate instantaneous LV vortical blood in motion.
This echocardiographic technology is somehow complementary to
phase-contrast CMR and permits a more extensive clinical
evaluation of LV fluid dynamics.19,20 It was originally developed
in 2D imaging, and progressively extended to 3D techniques
(Fig. 43.3).

The characterization of energetic and dynamic properties of
intraventricular fluid dynamics requires a change from flow visu-
alization to quantification, which is a challenging interaction
between disciplines. There are several physical variables involved
in the assessment of LV flow. First, the strength and geometry of
LV vortices are measures of the diastolic vortex formation pro-
cess.21 The vortex influences development of flow stagnation
and may result in longer blood residence time inside the LV. On
the other hand, from an energetic perspective, the flow kinetic
energy (KE) is an integrative measure of LV fluid mechanics that
describes how efficiently a volume is transported. In a straight duct,
the moving fluid remains fairly compact and the KE is proportional
to the stroke volume. In a complex vortical flow, the entering vol-
ume of fluid is subdivided, mixed, and displaced with different
velocities along tortuous paths. It follows that KE is not preserved,
and the same stroke volume may require more work to be ejected
with the required energy.22 The acceleration and deceleration of the
fluid are associated with the presence of intraventricular pressure
gradients (IVPGs). The base-to-apex IVPG permits assessment
of LV suction and alterations in LV compliance.

Abnormalities of intraventricular fluid dynamics have been
documented for patients with dilated cardiomyopathy23 and dia-
stolic dysfunction.24 The diastolic vortex corresponds to the redi-
rection of blood flow toward the outflow tract, and, as such, its
persistence from late diastole into the inferior vena cava is a hemo-
dynamic measure of coupling between diastole and systole. This
phenomenon is correlated with LV mechanical performance and
is associated with adverse clinical outcomes in patients with heart
failure.25 Recent data also suggests that the timing of LV diastolic
vortex formation is immediately modified, within a few heartbeats,
by deactivation of cardiac resynchronization therapy.26

Recent clinical and theoretical studies have suggested that pros-
thetic valve replacement may change the geometry of the LV dia-
stolic vortex depending on the type, orientation, and position of the
valves, as well as LV geometry.27,28 These relationships suggest
that flow assessment is potentially relevant for surgical procedures.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, a host of new variables in LV muscle and fluid
mechanics have opened newer possibilities for the assessment of
LV diastolic function. With the development of so many variables,
new automated tools and cognitive analytics are critically needed
so that the large quantities of data emerging from the field of para-
metric echocardiography can be handled efficiently within the lim-
ited time available for rapid clinical decision making.
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44 Causes of Diastolic Dysfunction
Rebecca Lynn Baumann, MD, Gerard P. Aurigemma, MD
Diastolic dysfunction is primarily an echocardiographic diagnosis.
Its clinical counterpart is diastolic heart failure (or heart failure with
preserved ejection fraction [HFpEF]), wherein the heart manifests
an inability to fill at normal pressure, and the patient develops signs
of heart failure, usually pulmonary edema.
DEFINITION
Two principal mechanisms are responsible for diastolic dysfunc-
tion: impaired active ventricular relaxation and increased passive
myocardial stiffness (or decreased compliance). Relaxation com-
prises a series of energy-consuming steps starting with the release
of calcium from troponin C and ending with extension of the sar-
comeres to their resting length. This process encompasses two dis-
tinct phases: isovolumetric relaxation (drop in left ventricular [LV]
pressure at a constant volume) and auxotonic relaxation (contrac-
tion to accommodate an increasing volume load during LV filling).
The relationship between LV diastolic pressure and volume char-
acterize ventricular stiffness (ΔP/ΔV) and ventricular compliance
(ΔV/ΔP). Both intracellular and extracellular structures affect
stiffness, including LVmass and LVmass-to-volume ratio, in addi-
tion to the intrinsic stiffness of the myocardium.1,2

Echocardiographic assessment of diastolic dysfunction is per-
formed using two-dimensional (2D) imaging, transmitral and pulmo-
nary vein Doppler, tissue Doppler of the mitral annulus, and strain
imaging. These are each addressed in their respective chapters.
PREVALENCE OF DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION
IN COMMON COMORBID CONDITIONS
Diastolic heart failure is highly prevalent.3–8 Its incidence increases
with age, and at any given age, it is more common among women
by a factor of 2:1. In addition, it is associated with a host of comor-
bidities, all of which affect both cardiac and all-cause mortalities.
The application of echocardiography in large-scale cross-sectional
studies has given us clues as to the prevalence of diastolic dysfunc-
tion (Table 44.1). For example, in 2042 randomly selected residents
of Olmstead County, Minnesota, aged at least 45 years, Redfield
and colleagues4 found the following prevalence of diastolic dys-
function: 79.5% in patients with left ventricular ejection fraction



TABLE 44.1 Characteristics of Patients with HF-PEF in Epidemiologic Studies

Tribouilloy et al.,
2008

Buris et al.,
2006

Owan et al.,
2006

Bhatia et al.,
2006

Masoudi et al.,
2003

Lenzen et al.,
2004

Country France United Statesa United Statesa Canada United States Europeb

PEF definition
No. of patients 368 308 2167 880 6754 3148
Age, yr 76 77 74 75 80 71
Male sex, % 47 43 44 34 29 45
LVEF, % 63 — 61 62 — 56
Comorbidities, %
Hypertension 74 86 63 55 69 59
Diabetes 26 36 33 32 37 26
Myocardial infarction 9 36 — 17 21 —

CAD or ischemia 28 — 53 36 46 59
Stroke/TIA 5 — — 15 17 16
Atrial fibrillation 36 31 41 32 36 25

CAD, Coronary artery disease; HF-PEF, heart failure with a preserved ejection fraction; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; TIA, transient ischemic attack.
aOlmsted county
bTwenty-four countries
Adapted from Zile MR, Brutsaert, DL. New concepts in diastolic dysfunction and diastolic heart failure: part II: causal mechanisms and treatment, Circulation

105(12):1503–1508, 2002.
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(LVEF) of 50% or less; 64.5% in patients with prevalent myocar-
dial infarction (MI); 57.7% in patients with coronary disease;
53.9% in participants aged 65 years or older; 47.6% in diabetic
patients; 47.3% in subjects with hypertension; and 32% in obese
subjects (body mass index at least 30 kg/m2).4 Using predefined
echocardiographic criteria, some degree of diastolic dysfunction
was found in 28.1% of the total population, whereas systolic dys-
function was found in only 6.0%. Congestive heart failure (CHF)
been previously diagnosed in only 45 (2.2%) participants (based
on Framingham clinical criteria), and of these, 20 (44%) had an
EF greater than 50%. These findings are consistent with multiple
population-based studies showing that 40% to 50% of all patients
with CHF can have a normal EF.4–6 In the Redfield study, 5.6% of
the population had moderate to severe diastolic dysfunction with
normal EF.4 The prevalence of preclinical (i.e., no diagnosis of
CHF before participation in the study) diastolic dysfunction was
20.6% for mild diastolic dysfunction and 6.8% for moderate to
severe diastolic dysfunction. In a high-risk population (age at least
65 years plus presence of hypertension or coronary artery disease
[CAD]), the prevalence of preclinical diastolic dysfunction increased
significantly to 47.6% in mild diastolic dysfunction and 16.5% in
moderate to severe diastolic dysfunction. Table 44.2 lists the condi-
tions resulting in diastolic dysfunction as well as their predominant
mechanisms.
TABLE 44.2

Condition Predominant Mechanism
Diastolic
Dysfunction Present

HTN Increased afterload
Myocardial fibrosis

+�+++

CAD Ischemia
Myocardial fibrosis

+�+++

DM Hyperglycemia
Coexistent CAD, HTN

+�+++

HCM Myocardial disarray
Fibrosis
Afterload

++�+++++

RCM Fibrosis
Direct cellular injury
Infiltration

+++�+++++

CAD,Coronary artery disease;DM, diabetesmellitus;HCM, hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy; HTN, hypertension; RCM, restrictive
cardiomyopathy.
Hypertension
Hypertension is the most common reason for development of dia-
stolic dysfunction and occurs in 55% to 86% of patients with
HFpEF9; often, echocardiographic evidence of diastolic dysfunc-
tion is present in hypertensive patients far in advance of any heart
failure symptoms.4,10 Chronic pressure overload causes progres-
sive cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, enhanced collagen deposition,
and microvascular rarefaction with subclinical myocardial ische-
mia. Over time this results in LV hypertrophy with higher myocar-
dial oxygen demand, eventually leading to increased myocardial
stiffness during both systole and diastole and impaired relaxa-
tion.1,2 The kidney is also intricately entwined in this process. Glo-
merular filtration declines as arterial stiffness and pulse pressure
increase, causing renal dysfunction, which in turn worsens hyper-
tension.10 As vascular stiffness increases with age, so too does the
prevalence of diastolic dysfunction; although recent studies have
demonstrated that systolic and diastolic myocardial stiffness also
both increase with age, independent of arterial load (Fig. 44.1).11
Coronary Artery Disease
It has long been established that acute ischemia can cause diastolic
dysfunction. Recurrent transient ischemia in patients with CAD and
stable angina, however, has been shown to lead to patchy fibrosis in
predominantly subendocardial tissue of patients with exercise-
induced ischemia.12 The exercise-induced dysfunction of the ische-
mic segments places a chronic stress overload on the nonischemic
segments, however, and structural changes in the nonischemic seg-
ments (cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and fibrosis) can be seen here
as well. The structural changes in chronic ischemia can be as
marked as those seen in chronic pressure overload.12,13 Diastolic
dysfunction is detectable at rest in ischemic segments in chronic
CAD and the extent of these changes correlated with the degree
of ischemia as determined by coronary angiography.14
Diabetes Mellitus
Distinctly separate from diabetes-related coronary heart disease is
the entity of diabetic cardiomyopathy, a common and, in the opin-
ion of some, underdiagnosed cause of cardiovascular morbidity in
diabetic patients. First described by Rubler and co-workers15 in
1972, diabetic cardiomyopathy is defined as abnormal myocardial
function in the absence of hypertension, valvular disease, or
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Figure 44.1. The continuum between hypertension and heart failure.
(Adapted from Volpe M, McKelvie R, Drexler H: Hypertension as an
underlying factor in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction, J Clin
Hypertens 12(4):277–283, 2010.)
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coronary heart disease. Because these conditions frequently coex-
ist, an isolated diagnosis of its prevalence is thought to range from
30% to 60%.4,16–19 The mechanisms of diabetic cardiomyopathy
remain under investigation and are believed to include chronic
hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, altered lipid metabolism with
cardiac steatosis, microvascular disease, cardiac autonomic dys-
function, and changes in the renin-angiotensin system.20

Hyperglycemia exerts its detrimental effects on ventricular
function via multiple direct and indirect pathways. Increased glu-
cose metabolism escalates the mitochondrial production of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS), which damage DNA and accelerate
cardiomyocyte apoptosis and myocardial fibrosis.21 Advanced
glycation end products (AGEs), which are present at higher levels
in people with diabetes, further contribute by cross-linking colla-
gen and elastin both within and outside the cell. The presence of
AGEs leads to increased myocardial stiffness and impaired relax-
ation.21–23 By upregulating certain receptors, AGEs activate tran-
scription factors (such as nuclear factor kappaB [NF-кB]) and
proinflammatory cytokines (including tumor necrosis factor alpha
[TNF-α]).24

Chevali and associates25 hypothesized that cardiac remodeling
in diabetic cardiomyopathy progresses through three stages. An
early, usually asymptomatic stage with myocardial damage primar-
ily at the molecular level can manifest already as left ventricular
hypertrophy (LVH) with abnormal diastolic function. These struc-
tural changes are subtle and can only be ascertained using very
sensitive techniques such as strain imaging, strain rate, and tissue
velocity. During the middle stage, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy
and fibrosis progress with worsening of diastolic function, which
can be assessed using conventional echocardiographic techniques.
These processes continue, and eventually systolic dysfunction
occurs. The late stage is often accompanied by overt heart failure,
microvascular and macrovascular CAD, hypertension, and cardiac
autonomic neuropathy.
Obesity
Obesity is much more common in patients with diastolic dysfunc-
tion than those with systolic dysfunction. It contributes directly to
development of diastolic dysfunction by increasing the hemody-
namic load on the heart. Obesity also has indirect effects; as a state
of chronic inflammation, obesity is associated with elevated levels
of proinflammatory cytokines, which can cause diastolic dysfunc-
tion, as described earlier. Obese patients frequently also have
hypertension, CAD, and diabetes, all of which are independent risk
factors for development of diastolic dysfunction. Finally, both
obstructive and central sleep apnea are common in the obese,
and these have been implicated in the progression of diastolic
dysfunction to clinically apparent heart failure.26
HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is another frequently
encountered condition (1:500 among the general population world-
wide27) in which diastolic dysfunction is prevalent. HCM is the
most common of the inherited cardiac disorders,27 and it is dis-
cussed in detail in other chapters. HCM results from 1 or more
of 1400 mutations in 11 genes coding for sarcomere proteins.
The age of manifestation as well as disease progression can vary
considerably between individuals. Diastolic dysfunction is one of
the defining characteristics of HCM and can be due to several
mechanisms, including increased afterload, myocardial fibrosis,
and myocardial hypertrophy. Olivotto and associates28 have pro-
posed a classification of this phenotypically heterogeneous disease
into four clinical grades, which differ in mechanism: (1) nonhyper-
trophic (grade I); (2) “classic” phenotype (grade II); (3) adverse
remodeling (grade III); and (4) overt dysfunction (grade IV). Even
in patients with genotype-positive nonhypertrophic disease, sarco-
mere function is altered to the extent that intracellular calcium and
energy homeostasis is disrupted, and subtle echocardiographic evi-
dence of diastolic dysfunction, such as impaired relaxation and left
atrial dilatation, may already be evident.29 These become more
pronounced as HCM progresses and are generally accompanied
by a gradual decline in LVEF.28 In grade II, LVH is believed to
result from both disrupted energy balance within the sarcomere
(increased ATP requirement) and impaired relaxation due to mal-
function of mechanisms by which contraction normally ceases at
low cytosolic calcium concentrations.30,31 These processes culmi-
nate in grades III and IV, where cardiomyocyte energy depletion
results in apoptosis with myocyte loss and fibrotic transformation
of the myocardium. These are compounded by microvascular
ischemia inherent in the progression of LVH.30,31 More recent
research by Coppini and co-workers32 suggests that enhanced
late sodium currents in cardiomyocytes of HCM patients also
interfere with intracellular calcium handling, independent of sarco-
meric mutations. This late sodium current may offer a target for
therapeutic intervention. The resultant prolongation of the cardio-
myocyte action potential with increased intracellular calcium con-
centrations during diastole was shown to be reversible. Ranolazine,
an inhibitor of the late sodium current, was able to accelerate
the contraction-relaxation cycle and thereby improve diastolic
function.



TABLE 44.3 Diastolic Heart Failure: Effects of Age on Prevalence
and Prognosis

Age

<50 50-70 >70

Prevalence 15 33 50
Mortality 15 33 50
Morbidity 25 50 50

Adapted from Volpe M, McKelvie R, Drexler H. Hypertension as an
underlying factor in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. J Clin
Hypertens 12(4): 277–283, 2010
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DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION IN RESTRICTIVE
CARDIOMYOPATHY
Restrictive cardiomyopathy (RCM) can be thought of as a pheno-
type in which diastolic dysfunction is the dominant pathophysio-
logic derangement. Restrictive cardiomyopathy can result from a
number of different diseases, all with distinct histological changes,
but all featuring diastolic dysfunction as a hallmark. To varying
degrees this is caused by myocardial fibrosis.

Amyloidosis
The most commonly encountered RCM is cardiac amyloidosis.
In this disorder, deposition of abnormal extracellular protein begins
in the subendocardium, gradually extending into the myocardium
between the myocytes.33 The muscle fibers themselves are not
infiltrated and do not hypertrophy. Both the LV and the RV can
be affected with significant increases in wall thickness and stiff-
ness. Of the several forms of amyloidosis, primary or light chain
amyloidosis (AL) most commonly affects the heart (in 90%
of cases).

Hemosiderosis
Iron overload can result either from hereditary hemochromatosis, in
which the iron transport capacity of transferrin is overwhelmed by
abnormally high plasma iron levels, or from increased erythrocyte
catabolism as seen in frequent transfusions. In both conditions, iron
is taken up by reticuloendothelial macrophages, which, when sat-
urated, spill excess iron into parenchymal cells of various organs,
causing tissue damage and fibrosis. Myocardial fibrosis in this set-
ting can present as either restrictive diastolic dysfunction or a
dilated cardiomyopathy.33,34

Cardiac Sarcoidosis
Another systemic disease with both environmental and genetic risk
factors, sarcoidosis involves the CD4+ T cell–mediated formation
of granulomas (macrophages, epithelioid cells, giant cells, T cells),
which may either resolve or persist with or without fibrosis. Only
about 5% of patients with clinically diagnosed sarcoidosis have car-
diac involvement; however, cardiac granulomas are found in nearly
25% of all autopsies. The granulomas are usually along the left
ventricular free wall and basal ventricular septum. The resultant
fibrosis is best visualized on cardiac MRI, whereas echocardio-
graphic findings are nonspecific.33,35

Hypereosinophilic Syndrome
Hypereosinophic syndrome is a systemic disease affecting multiple
organs. It can occur as a result of certain malignancies, vasculitides,
and parasitic infections, or it may be idiopathic (Loeffler endo-
carditis). Injury results from the progressive dissolution of toxic
granules, which cause endomyocardial fibrosis. This is often
accompanied by thrombus formation along the damaged
endocardium.33,36

Systemic Sclerosis
Extensive fibrosis is the hallmark of scleroderma, an autoimmune
disease that can cause severe dysfunction of any organ, including
the vasculature. Fibrosis is mediated by autoantibodies against
various cellular antigens and is preceded by vascular injury of
small vessels, especially arterioles. Coexistent hypertension, which
is prevalent in this condition, likely contributes to diastolic
dysfunction.33
IMPACT ON SURVIVAL
Longitudinal studies have shown an increased rate of all-cause
mortality in patients with diastolic dysfunction (hazard ratio
[HR], 8.31, for mild diastolic dysfunction compared with normal
diastolic function; HR, 10.17, for moderate to severe diastolic dys-
function compared with normal diastolic function) when controlled
for age, sex, and EF.4 Several large longitudinal studies including
the OPTIMIZE-HF Registry have shown equivalent rates of sur-
vival and readmission for patients with heart failure; populations
compared were patients with HFpEF and patients with heart failure
with reduced EF (HFrEF) at various intervals of follow-up.3,37,38

However, because patients with diastolic dysfunction tend to be
older and have more comorbid conditions, they are more likely
to die of noncardiovascular causes than patients with HFrEF, as
seen in the DIG and I-PRESERVE trials.38a,38b A community-
based study showed that the decrease in cardiovascular deaths
among diastolic dysfunction patients was primarily due to
relatively fewer deaths from coronary disease, with similar rates
of deaths related to heart failure (Table 44.3).39

MECHANISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
Diastolic dysfunction is associatedwith a number of highly prevalent
comorbidities. Combining this fact with recent data from molecular
and histopathologic studies has led to the hypothesis that diastolic
dysfunction is notmerely the result of longstanding elevation in after-
load. Rather, it is part of a systemic disorder caused by an underlying
proinflammatory state that leads to remodeling of the myocardium
and signaling dysfunction.40–42 Paulus and associates40 have pro-
posed a “novel paradigm” for the development of HFpEF in which
multiple comorbidities (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, obesity, obstruc-
tive sleep apnea) predispose to systemic inflammation, including
inflammation of the microvascular endothelium, which produces
inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-α. This reduces levels
of nitric oxide, cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), and pro-
tein kinase G (PKG) in neighboring cardiomyocytes. Adequate
PKG levels are necessary for phosphorylation of titin (or connectin),
a very large protein that is predominantly responsible for the passive
elastic properties of the cardiomyocyte. PKG thereby inhibits LV
hypertrophy. Decreased PKG levels conversely result in hypo-
phosphorylation of titin, causing cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and
increased resting tension (Fig. 44.2). Finally, heart failure ensues
because of the increased stiffness of the cardiomyocytes and progres-
sive interstitial fibrosis.40 In a subgroup of the Cardiovascular Health
Study, elderly patients with either systolic or diastolic heart failure
were shown to have increased serum levels of fibrosis markers (indi-
vidual peptides of type I collagen and type III procollagen) when
compared with healthy age-matched controls. The levels of these
markers, however,were similar between thosewith systolic and those
with diastolic failure. The strongest correlation between echocardio-
graphic parameters and elevated fibrosis markers was found in the
group with diastolic heart failure; foremost among these were LVEF
and increased diastolic thickness of the interventricular septum.43
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TRANSITION FROM DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION
TO OVERT HEART FAILURE
Similar factors trigger progression to clinical heart failure from
both systolic and diastolic dysfunction. These include dietary in-
discretion (increased sodium and fluid consumption), medication
noncompliance, atrial tachyarrhythmias, myocardial ischemia,
uncontrolled hypertension, use of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory
drugs, anemia (demand ischemia), and renal insufficiency with
resultant volume overload.8
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45 Assessment of Left Atrial Size
Teresa S. M. Tsang, MD
LEFT ATRIAL REMODELING: AN
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS
Left atrial (LA) enlargement is an important echocardiographic
finding. The size of the left atrium has profound clinical implica-
tions, in terms of both understanding disease processes that lead
to enlargement and predicting future diseases and outcomes. LA
size cannot be assessed by clinical examination. However, it is eas-
ily and reproducibly quantitated by echocardiography. This chapter
will focus only on assessment of size and its clinical implications;
function is discussed in another chapter. Echocardiography is the
best method for assessment and follow-up of LA size, because this
imaging modality is radiation free and does not require contrast
enhancement. It is safe, portable, comfortable for patients, rela-
tively inexpensive, and readily available in large and smaller cen-
ters, and it could be used more widely for population screening.1

DEFINITION OF LEFT ATRIAL REMODELING
LA remodeling refers to a spectrum of complex pathophysiologic
changes that occur in response to external stressors. LA dilatation, a
hallmark of LA structural remodeling, is often the result of pressure
or volume overload.2 Diastolic dysfunction, tachycardia, ischemia,
and valve diseases such as mitral stenosis3 and aortic stenosis4 can
lead to LA enlargement. The left atrium may respond with a range
of adaptive and maladaptive changes, such as myocyte hypertrophy,
apoptosis, necrosis, changes in the composition of extracellular
matrix, alterations in cellular energy balance, and neurohormonal
disturbances.5 LA pressure increases to maintain adequate filling
of the LV in conditions associated with increased stiffness or
decreased compliance of the LV.6 The increase in LA wall tension
leads to dilatation. Functional remodeling with reduction of LA
pump function, and electrical remodeling with reduction of L-type
Ca2+ current and shortening of action potential duration.7

DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION AND LEFT ATRIAL SIZE
Diastolic dysfunction is highly prevalent in the community. Pro-
gressive worsening of diastolic function with increased filling pres-
sures leads to enlargement of LA size. In the absence of mitral valve
disease, atrial fibrillation (AF), and conditions with higher cardiac
output such as athlete’s heart, there is an excellent correlation
between the severity of diastolic dysfunction and LA volume.8,9

One of the potential downstream deleterious effects of LA dilata-
tion is progressive increase in interstitial fibrosis and deterioration
in LA function.5 It portends development of AF, stroke, and heart
failure. LA enlargement may be unrelated to diastolic dysfunction.
Relative volume overload of LA in mitral regurgitation, arteriove-
nous fistula, and high-output states such as anemia can also contrib-
ute to LA enlargement.10,11 High cardiac output in athlete’s heart
leads to physiologic hypertrophy and chamber enlargement.12,13

Unlike pathologic conditions in which diastolic dysfunction
accompanies enlargement, athlete’s heart is usually associated with
normal diastolic function.13,14 Large long-terms studies of these
individuals are not yet available, although athletes are at increased
risk for developing atrial fibrillation,15,16 thought to be also related
to LA remodeling.

LEFT ATRIAL ENLARGEMENT FOR OUTCOME
PREDICTION AND PROGNOSTICATION
LA enlargement is an early echocardiographic finding of hyperten-
sion heart disease.17 It is highly predictive of first and recurrent
AF.18,19 It also predicts the likelihood of postoperative AF, success
in cardioversion,20,21 likelihood of maintenance of sinus rhythm fol-
lowing AF ablation,22,23 and heart failure.24,25 In different types of
cardiomyopathy, it was found to be an excellent prognostic indicator.
In patients with dilated cardiomyopathy, maximal LA volume was
found to be an independent predictor of mortality and need for car-
diac transplantation.26 In patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy,
increased LA volume and rapid dilatation of LA with an increase of
LA volume of more than 3 mL per year were both independent pre-
dictors of unfavorable outcomes, defined by the occurrence of sud-
den death, need for cardiac transplantation, or invasive therapy for
reduction of LV outflow tract obstruction.27

LA volume also predicts stroke,28-30 coronary events,31 and pre-
mature death.9,32 The strong relationship between LA enlargement
and increase in mortality has been demonstrated in patients with
underlying cardiovascular diseases as well as in the general
population.9,32

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC METHODS OF LEFT ATRIAL
SIZE ASSESSMENT
LA size can be assessed by multiple methods using two-
dimensional (2D) or M-mode echocardiography. LA area and
M-mode linear dimensions had been used for the quantification
of LA size, but these parameters are no longer regarded as standard.
The paradigm shift in LA assessment over the past decade has been
toward volume assessment, whether by 2D or three-dimensional
(3D) methods.33 Use of LA diameter is passé. LA volume, com-
pared with area and linear dimension, is a superior predictor of out-
comes, including first occurrence of AF, heart failure, stroke,
transient ischemic attack, myocardial infarction, coronary revascu-
larization, and cardiovascular death (Fig. 45.1).32 By 2005, the
American Society of Echocardiography had established LA volume
as the standard method for LA size assessment, regardless of
whether it was obtained by the method of discs or the biplane
area-length method.34

It is well recognized that volumetric assessments correlate well
across various imaging technologies, including computed tomogra-
phy (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).35-38 Absolute
volume differs. LA volumes by echocardiography are smaller than
those estimated by CT or MRI.37,39 Hence the reference values for
these modalities are different. Normality and degree of enlarge-
ment of any individual’s LA volume should be described in the
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Figure 45.1. Left atrial (LA) volume, compared with area and linear
dimension, is superior in predicting outcomes, including first incidence
of atrial fibrillation, heart failure, stroke, transient ischemic attack,myocar-
dial infarction, coronary revascularization, and cardiovascular death.
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context of the reference values used to establish that method. So if a
laboratory chooses to use the biplane area-length method for asses-
sing LA volume, then the reference values for determining normal-
ity and the degree of departure from normality should be based on
the reference values established for biplane area-length method and
not the reference values for MRI biplane area-length, or even echo-
cardiographic single plane area-length method.

Body habitus is a major determinant of LA size, and therefore
LA volume should be indexed to body surface area.40 Gender dif-
ferences in absolute LA volume are largely accounted for by var-
iation in body size.41-44 LA size is independent of age, and
enlargement has been shown to be related to age-associated cardiac
conditions or risk factors.45

The standard 2D echocardiographic methods recommended by
the American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) are the biplane
area-length method (Fig. 45.2) and the Simpson biplane method
(Fig. 45.3). Normal LA volume for these methods has been estab-
lished as 22�6 mL/m2.34 LA volume beyond 1 standard deviation
(SD) of themean, whichmeans that a volume larger than 28 mL/m2,
has been considered enlarged.34 Many echocardiographic parame-
ters have set the cutoff for enlargement at 2 SD above a normal
mean value. In the case of LA enlargement cutoff, the 2005 guide-
lines had adopted the cutoff for mildly, moderately, and severely
enlarged at cut points of 29, 34, and 40 mL/m2, based principally
on prior outcome studies rather than SD. If cutoffs at 2 SD from
the mean were to be used, then the cutoff for enlargement would
be at 34 mL/m2. It is important to recognize that LA volume is a
continuous variable. The larger the LA size, the higher the risk
for adverse outcomes, and nothing magical exists at 32 or
34 mL/m2. In fact, in the ASE guidelines for evaluation of left ven-
tricular diastolic function and filling pressures, 34 mL/m2 was used
as the cutoff for enlargement.46 This partition simply provides a
more specific but less sensitive discrimination between abnormal
and normal LA volume when assessing diastolic function.
PITFALLS OF LEFT ATRIAL VOLUME
MEASUREMENT
Accuracy of echocardiographic LA volume assessment is increased
with the use of more than one plane because of the inherent
asymmetry of the atrial cavity as well as asymmetric changes in
LA size that occur with disease. Biplane area-length method and
biplane Simpson method of discs, using orthogonal views, have
been validated against reference standards such as angiography,
CT, MRI, and 3D echocardiography. 3D echocardiography may
prove to be the preferred method of LA volume assessment
(Fig. 45.4),47 based on the simple fact that 3D volume assessment
is not affected by the geometric assumptions inherent with 2D
assessment and volume calculation. However, 2D assessment is
still the mainstay in today’s clinical laboratories.

With 2D assessments, optimal contours should be obtained
orthogonally around the long axis of the LA using 2D apical views.
It is important to obtain planes for measurement that do not fore-
shorten the long axis of the left atrium. In area-length (AL) method,
we use the formula:

LA Volume (AL) = 0.85 ×
A4CH × A2CH

L

The length (L) is the distance from the midpoint of the mitral
annulus plane to the superior margin of the left atrium. In the
orthogonal apical views, the two lengths should be nearly equal.
A slight discrepancy may exist because of the variability of
chamber orientation and limitation of image projections. However,
a difference greater than 5 mm should call attention to the possibil-
ity of measurement error or a foreshortened LA in at least one view.
The longer, the shorter, and the average of the two lengths from the
two views have all been used in different studies for the calculation
of volume. The use of the longer of the two lengths will yield a
slightly smaller volume, whereas the use of the shorter length will
yield a slightly larger volume calculation. The ASE has recom-
mended the use of the shorter of the two lengths for calculation of
LA volume, which minimizes the underestimation of LA volume
by echocardiography when compared with CT or MRI assess-
ments.34 We routinely ensure optimal visualization of the LA with-
out foreshortening, and check that the two lengths measured in the
orthogonal views are within 5 mm of each other. We have used
the average of the two lengths for calculation of LA volume in
our previous studies2 because any small error inmeasuring the length
is equally likely for both views. With these criteria, the relative dif-
ference in LA volume between one calculated with the shorter length
and another using the average of the two lengths is less than 5%.

NEWER MODALITIES OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
LEFT ATRIAL VOLUME ASSESSMENT
Acknowledging the inherent geometric assumptions, conventional
2D echocardiography is the most commonly used imaging modal-
ity in clinical cardiology for LA volume assessment. Real-time 3D
echocardiography has been shown in a study to provide a more
accurate and reproducible assessment of LA volume than 2D echo-
cardiography, with cardiac magnetic resonance imaging as the gold
standard.47 In one study, 3D minimal LA volume was found to pro-
vide the best prediction of death, myocardial infarction, and stroke
during the 45-month follow-up period, superior to that provided
by maximal LA volume, LV volume, LV mass, and LV ejection
fraction.33

REVERSE REMODELING OF LA
LA size and function can improve and reverse to more normal
states. Reverse remodeling has yet to be analyzed for its impact
on improving outcomes. In a double-blind, randomized controlled
study, the effects of quinapril on LA size and function was exam-
ined in patients with isolated diastolic dysfunction and a maximal
LA volume of at least 32 mL/m2.48 Subjects treated with quinapril
for 1 year demonstrated amean LAvolume reduction of 4.2 mL/m2,
whereas the mean LA volume in the placebo group increased
by 5.5 mL/m2. These changes were independent of blood pressure
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Figure 45.2. Left atrial volume assessment by biplane area length method. LA volume¼ (0.85�A1�A2)/L, where L is the shortest of the two lengths
measured in the apical two- and four-chamber views. Some recommend the average of two lengths instead. As long as the two lengths are less than
the 5-mm difference, no significant difference is found, whether the average or smaller of the two lengths is used for calculation of volume. A1, Four-
chamber area; A2, two-chamber area; L, length. (From Lang RM, Bierig M, Devereux RB, et al: Recommendations for chamber quantification: a report
from the American Society of Echocardiography’s Guidelines and Standards Committee and the Chamber Quantification Writing Group, developed in
conjunction with the European Association of Echocardiography, a branch of the European Society of Cardiology, J Am Soc Echocardiogr
18(12):1440–1463, 2005.)
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response, suggesting that LA structural remodeling can be reversed
with the use of medical therapy. Similar results have been reported
by the Losartan Intervention for Endpoint Reduction in Hyperten-
sion (LIFE) trial, in which patients with electrocardiographic evi-
dence of LV hypertrophy were randomized to treatment with
losartan or atenolol.31 The baseline LA diameter predicted the inci-
dence of cardiovascular events. Greater reduction in LA diameter
was associated with a greater decrease in LV hypertrophy, and
absence of new-onset AF or mitral regurgitation during follow-up.
These studies highlighted the potential role of LA size as a
therapeutic target and the reversibility of LA remodeling.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
LA remodeling predicts adverse cardiovascular events. Measure-
ment of LA volume and function should be incorporated into risk
stratification models in clinical practice. LA enlargement is poten-
tially reversible, at least in its early stages, and echocardiography is
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Figure 45.3. Left atrial volume assessment by the Simpson method. (From Lang RM, Bierig M, Devereux RB, et al: Recommendations for chamber
quantification: a report from the American Society of Echocardiography’s Guidelines and Standards Committee and the Chamber Quantification Writ-
ing Group, developed in conjunction with the European Association of Echocardiography, a branch of the European Society of Cardiology, J Am Soc
Echocardiogr 18(12):1440–1463, 2005.)
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Figure 45.4. Left atrial (LA) volume assessment by three-dimensional echocardiography. LAV, Left atrial volume. (FromMor-Avi V, Yodwut C, Jenkins
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the best modality for monitoring the degree of remodeling and its
reversal, and for assessing therapeutic effects. Future research
should be aimed at defining the best therapies for reversing LA
remodeling and for determining if such reversal translates to
improvement in cardiovascular outcomes.
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46 Assessment of Left Atrial Function
Brian D. Hoit, MD
The recent interest in left atrial (LA) function has enhanced our
understanding of the atrial contributions to cardiovascular perfor-
mance in both health and disease. The development of sophisti-
cated, noninvasive indices of LA function has been critical to
this resurgence. Although echocardiography is most often used
because of its availability, safety, versatility, and ability to image
in real-time with high temporal and spatial resolution, cardiac
computed tomography (CCT) and cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (CMRI) are useful in specific clinical instances.1 For
example, CMRI quantifies scar and predicts the risk of recurrence
of atrial fibrillation after LA ablation,2 and CCT plays an important
role before, during, and after LA ablation. Despite increasing inter-
est, quantifying LA function is difficult in part because of its com-
plex geometry and intricate fiber orientation.3 Further increasing
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complexity and confounding functional analysis are interactions
between atrial and ventricular performance.
TABLE 46.1 Volumetric Indices of Left Atrial Function

LA Function
LA Volume
Fraction Calculation

Global function;
reservoir

LAEF (or total EF) (LAmax�LAmin)/
LAmax

Reservoir function Expansion index [(LAmax�LAmin)/
LAmin]

Conduit Passive EF [(LAmax�LApre-A)/
LAmax]

Booster pump Active EF [(LApre-A�LAmin)/
LApre-A]

EF, Ejection (or emptying) fraction; LA, left atrial; LAmax, maximal LA
volume; LAmin, minimal LA volume; LApre-A, LA volume immediately
before atrial systole.
LEFT ATRIAL FUNCTION
The principal role of the LA is to modulate left ventricular (LV)
filling and cardiovascular performance. This is accomplished by
its roles as a reservoir for pulmonary venous return during ventric-
ular systole, a conduit for pulmonary venous return during early
ventricular diastole, and a booster pump for ventricular filling dur-
ing late ventricular diastole. The interplay between these atrial
functions and ventricular performance throughout the cardiac cycle
is fundamental to understanding changes in the LA functional indi-
ces. For example, although reservoir function is governed by atrial
compliance during ventricular systole, reservoir capacity is influ-
enced by atrial contractility and relaxation, systolic descent of
the LV base, and the LV end-systolic volume. Conduit function
is influenced by atrial compliance and is reciprocally related to res-
ervoir function, but because the mitral valve is opened, it is closely
related to LV relaxation and compliance. Finally, atrial booster
pump function reflects the magnitude and timing of atrial contrac-
tility, but is dependent on the degree of venous return (atrial
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LA function is most often assessed echocardiographically using
LA volumetric analysis; spectral Doppler of transmitral, pulmo-
nary venous, and left atrial appendage flow; and tissue Doppler
and deformation analysis (strain and strain rate imaging) of
the left atrial body (Table 46.1, Fig. 46.1). Although atrial
ter
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pressure-volume loops can be generated in humans using invasive
and semi-invasive means,5 these methods are cumbersome, time-
consuming, and difficult to apply. Both CCT and CMRI have also
been used to assess volumetric left atrial functions.6

VOLUMETRIC METHODS
Volumetric assessment of LA reservoir, conduit, and booster pump
function can be obtained from LA volumes at their maximum (at
end systole, just before mitral valve opening), minimum (at end
diastole, when the mitral valve closes), and immediately before
atrial systole (before the electrocardiographic P wave). From these
volumes, total, passive, and active ejection or emptying fractions,
representative of reservoir, conduit, and booster pump function,
respectively, can be calculated (see Fig. 46.1 and Table 46.1).
The expansion index, which normalizes total LA emptying volume
to minimum LA volume is an index that may be more closely
related to reservoir function than LA total ejection fraction (LAEF).
The LA functional index (LAFI) is a novel measure that incorpo-
rates the LAEF, the LV outflow tract velocity-time integral
(LVOTvti), and the maximum LA volume indexed to body surface
area (LAVi): [LAFI¼ (LAEF�LVOTvti)/LAVi].7 Although the
passive ejection fraction is used as a surrogate of conduit function,
conduit volume is actually the volume of blood that passes through
the LA that cannot be accounted for by reservoir or booster
pump functions. This volume of blood requires simultaneous
measurement of LV and LA volumes: [LV stroke volume�
(LAmax�LAmin)].

SPECTRAL DOPPLER
Doppler waveforms of pulmonary venous flow (left atrial filling)
and transmitral flow (left atrial emptying) can be used to estimate
relative atrial functions (Table 46.2). Advantages are their avail-
ability and simplicity in acquisition and interpretation. The ratios
of peak transmitral early (E) and late (A) velocities (or their
velocity-time integrals [VTIs]) and the atrial filling fraction
(Avti/[Evti+Avti]) estimate the relative contribution of atrial
booster pump function, and the ratio of systolic (S) to diastolic
(D) pulmonary venous flow estimates relative reservoir to conduit
function. The magnitude and duration of reversed pulmonary flow
(PVa) during atrial contraction is used to estimate atrial contractil-
ity and LV diastolic pressures.8 Atrial ejection force accelerates
blood into the LV and can be noninvasively determined from the
product of the mitral valve orifice area and the peak transmitral
A velocity squared.9 LA work can be expressed by LAKE (LA
kinetic energy), which incorporates LA stroke volume and the
transmitral Doppler peak atrial velocity.10 LA appendage velocities
(usually obtained from transesophageal echocardiography) reflect
TABLE 46.2 Spectral Doppler Indices of Left Atrial Function

LA
Function

Transmitral
Flow

Pulmonary
Venous Flow

Composite
Indices

Global
function

LAFI

Reservoir S vel or vti
Conduit E vel or vti,

E/A
D vel or vti

Booster
pump

A vel or vti,
E/A

PVa Ejection force,
LAKE

AFF
LAA velocity

A and a, Late diastole; AFF, atrial filling fraction; D, ventricular diastole;
LAFI, left atrial functional index; S, ventricular systole; E and e, early
diastole; LAKE, left atrial kinetic energy; PVa, pulmonary venous
reversal velocity; vel, velocity; vti, velocity-time integral.
appendage contractile function. Interpretation of spectral Doppler
indices can be difficult with sinus tachycardia, conduction system
disease, and arrhythmia (especially atrial fibrillation) and obtaining
high-quality pulmonary venous recordings may be difficult. A
major disadvantage of spectral Doppler is its nonspecificity
because changes may be due to LV diastolic dysfunction, mitral
valve disease, or abnormal loading conditions and hemodynamics.
TISSUE DOPPLER IMAGING
Pulsed wave and color tissue Doppler imaging of atrial contraction
(A0) provide a regional snapshot of atrial systolic function, and
when several sites are averaged, the view is global.11 Reproducible
data with acceptable variability is possible with proper attention to
technical detail. Off-line color tissue Doppler waveforms simulta-
neously record multiple atrial regions and demonstrate an annular
to superior segment decremental gradient of atrial contraction.12

Tissue velocities during ventricular systole (S0) and early diastole
(E0) correspond to reservoir and conduit function, respectively
(Table 46.3). However, tissue Doppler velocities are subject to
error because of angle dependency and the effects of cardiac motion
and tethering, and have been superseded by deformation analysis.
DEFORMATION ANALYSIS (STRAIN AND STRAIN
RATE IMAGING)
Strain and strain rates represent the magnitude and rate, respec-
tively, of myocardial deformation; they can be assessed using either
tissue Doppler velocities (tissue Doppler imaging [TDI]) or by 2D
echocardiographic (2D speckle tracking echocardiography [2D
STE]) techniques (Figs. 46.2 and 46.3; Table 46.3). Both have been
used successfully to assess left atrial global and regional function.13

Although temporal resolution is excellent and ideal 2D image qual-
ity is not necessary, TDI is highly angle-dependent and noisy. In
contrast, 2D STE analyzes myocardial motion through frame-by-
frame tracking of natural acoustic markers (speckles) that are gen-
erated without angle dependency from interactions between ultra-
sound and myocardial tissue within a user-defined region. Frame
rates of approximately 50 to 70 Hz are needed to prevent speckle
decorrelation, and good image quality is needed for accurate track-
ing. For both modalities, strain imaging of the left atrium is more
difficult and time-consuming than it is for the left ventricle.

The zero baseline reference used to describe atrial strain and
strain rate may create confusion (Fig. 46.4). Thus if the ventricular
cycle is used, ventricular end diastole (the QRS complex) is the
zero reference, and the peak positive longitudinal strain (εs) corre-
sponds to atrial reservoir function and the strain during early and
late diastole (εe and εa, respectively) correspond to conduit and
atrial booster function. However, if the atrial cycle is used, atrial
end diastole (onset of P wave) is the zero reference, and the first
negative peak strain (εneg) represents the atrial booster pump func-
tion, the positive peak strain (εpos) corresponds to conduit func-
tion, and their sum (εtotal) represents reservoir function.14 Strain
rates in ventricular systole, early diastole, and late diastole
TABLE 46.3 Tissue Doppler and Deformational Indices of Left Atrial
Function

LA Function Tissue Velocity Strain Strain Rate

Reservoir S0 εs, εtotal SR-S
Conduit E0 εe, εpos SR-E
Booster pump A0 εa, εneg SR-A

0, Tissue velocity; A, late diastole; E, early diastole; ε, strain; neg, negative;
pos, positive; S, systole; SR-A, strain rate in late diastole; SR-E, strain
rate in early diastole; SR-S, strain rate in ventricular systole.



Figure 46.2. Example of left atrial strain derived from tissue Doppler imaging. Longitudinal strain curves for the septal (purple) and lateral segments
(yellow) are shown.

Figure 46.3. Example of left atrial strain derived from speckle tracking echocardiography. Regional strains are denoted by the colored lines, global
longitudinal (GL) strain by the white dotted line. The closed circles on each regional strain-time curve identify peak strain. AVC, Aortic valve closure.
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(respectively, SR-S, SR-E, and SR-A) correspond to reservoir, con-
duit, and booster pump functions in both schemes.

Although 2D strain and strain rate imaging overcome much of
the subjectivity and variability inherent in assessing endocardial
motion, these methods fail to address the complexities of 3D car-
diac geometry and motion. Initial data suggest that 3D speckle
tracking echocardiography (3D STE) overcomes these limitations
because it eliminates the effects of through-plane motion that
may occur with 2D imaging.15 3D STE is a reproducible technique
that more quickly and completely analyzes myocardial deforma-
tion. Thus one can measure longitudinal and circumferential strains
from a single 3D data set. Moreover, the evaluation of LA endocar-
dial area strain (εarea, the product of longitudinal strain and cir-
cumferential strain) is possible.
CHALLENGES TO MEASUREMENT OF LEFT
ATRIAL FUNCTION
It is increasingly clear that LA function provides insight into the
pathophysiology of a variety of cardiovascular disorders. LA
function predicts cardiovascular events in the general and referral
populations, and in patients with atrial fibrillation, stroke, cardio-
myopathy, and ischemic and valvular heart disease.16 However,
the methods used to measure LA function all have important lim-
itations and indices that are needed because a specific atrial func-
tion often correlates poorly with others obtained during the same
phase of the cardiac cycle. In addition, the hemodynamic and bio-
physical underpinnings that are responsible for the functional
changes are often unknown. It is important to remember that LA
dysfunction may result from an intrinsic atrial abnormality, altered
load, or a compensatory response and may have different expres-
sions at different stages of the underlying disease process. Although
newer methods such as strain and strain rate are increasingly used,
the LA offers unique challenges, such as its far-field location,
reduced signal-to-noise ratio, thin walls, and the presence of the
pulmonary veins and LA appendage. Moreover, deformation anal-
ysis requires expertise and highly trained operators, and the data
acquisition and processing steps are time-consuming. Variable cut-
off values, different STE algorithms, rapidly changing software, and
a paucity of normative values remain impediments to the use of strain
imaging. Finally, most partition values are based on a small number
of subjects, are highly variable, and depend on age, gender, atrial
region, and importantly, ultrasound manufacturer.
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47 Introduction to Ischemic Heart Disease
Pamela S. Douglas, MD, MACC
The diagnosis and assessment of ischemic heart disease (IHD) is
perhaps the most common reason for the performance of echocar-
diography, given the high prevalence of the clinical problem, the
ability of echocardiography to provide a complete evaluation of
the many manifestations of IHD, and the easy access to both rapid
bedside evaluations in critically ill patients and convenient outpa-
tient evaluations in routine clinical care. Although resting transtho-
racic echocardiography cannot detect inducible ischemia (see
Section XIII on stress echocardiography) or provide many details
regarding coronary anatomy, it can provide valuable diagnostic
information in chest pain syndromes that are not clearly ischemic,
such as pericardial disease, dissection, and pulmonary hyperten-
sion. In the setting of acute ischemia, echocardiography can capture
the presence and severity ofwallmotion abnormalities aswell as the
consequences for regional or segmental myocardial function, global
ventricular function, diastolic function, and valvular function. It can
also accurately and rapidly identify life-threatening complications
(such as ventricular septal, free wall, or papillary muscle rupture)
associated with acute myocardial infarction. Longer term effects
such as pathologic left ventricular dilation and remodeling, diastolic
dysfunction, right-sided heart dysfunction, and pulmonary hyper-
tension, and overall compensation are also accurately assessed by
resting transthoracic two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) echocardiography. Evaluation is inexpensive, with virtually
no contraindications and no ionizing radiation.

Newer techniques only serve to enhance the utility and accuracy
of echocardiography in ischemic heart disease. 3D echocardiogra-
phy is not only more accurate in assessing left ventricular volumes
in general; it is of particular value in the asymmetric left ventricle
post infarction, in which visualization of the entire endocardium is
essential.1 It also provides detailed information on shape and inter-
relationships of various cardiac structures that may be critical to
fully understanding remodeling and visualizing and measuring
right ventricular size, shape, and function. Strain echocardiography
also has several important applications in ischemic heart disease,
ranging from detecting subtle impairments in regional function
to optimizing a variety of cardiac devices, including resynchroniza-
tion therapy and ventricular assist devices.2

Indeed, given that echocardiography is a highly useful and ubiq-
uitous tool in evaluating IHD, practitioners must be careful not to
employ it unnecessarily3 (see Chapter 65). Echocardiography is rarely
appropriate in the immediate diagnosis of stable ST elevationmyocar-
dial infarction (MI) unless there is hemodynamic instability or a new
murmur because this may delay primary revascularization. Similarly,
routine repeated evaluations of patientswith known IHD (surveillance
echocardiography) in the absence of a change in signs or symptoms or
an anticipated change in management are rarely appropriate, even in
those patients with old MI or end-stage cardiomyopathy.
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48 Ischemic Heart Disease: Basic Principles
Shmuel S. Schwartzenberg, MD, Michael H. Picard, MD
ACUTE EFFECTS OF MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA
Significant coronary artery stenosis results in impaired blood flow
and reduced myocardial oxygen supply. When myocardial oxygen
demand exceeds supply, myocardial ischemia develops. In addi-
tion, in the setting of a complete coronary artery occlusion, myo-
cardial necrosis can occur. As a result of hypoxia, the
myocardium shifts from aerobic oxidative phosphorylation to
anaerobic metabolism. Consequently both fatty acid and carbohy-
drate oxidation decrease, ATP production is impaired, and glycol-
ysis is accelerated, which requires increased uptake of glucose by
the heart.1,2 The glucose taken up by the ischemic myocardium is
not readily oxidized in the mitochondria, but rather is converted to
lactate, resulting in a fall in intracellular pH and a decrease in con-
tractile work. Successful reperfusion of reversibly injured myo-
cytes is associated with partial or complete restoration to the
control state of many of the metabolic changes present in the ische-
mic myocytes and resumption of oxidative phosphorylation.3,4
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC DETECTION OF
MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA AND INFARCTION
Echocardiographic detection of myocardial ischemia is based on
visualizing a regional decrease in systolic endocardial motion
and myocardial thickening. In the presence of a flow-limiting
209
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coronary lesion, the increased myocardial blood flow that normally
occurs with physiologic stress is impaired, and this results in
decreased regional systolic wall thickening, or hypokinesis. Simi-
larly, with complete coronary ligation or acute obstruction, there is
an immediate loss of normal myocardial contraction in the region
supplied by the affected vessel followed by regional systolic bulg-
ing.5 With chronic coronary artery occlusion and infarction there
can also be systolic thinning of the myocardium. Thus regional left
ventricular (LV) wall abnormalities have become the hallmark of
coronary artery disease and can be imaged on echocardiography.
Studies in which progressive coronary stenoses are produced in ani-
mal models have shown a nearly linear correlation between
regional wall motion (by sonomicrometry) and subendocardial
blood flow,6,9 suggesting that regional wall motion abnormality
(WMA) is a sensitive marker of acute ischemic events. It has also
been shown that with coronary occlusion, regional wall hypo-
kinesis occurs earlier than the classic electrocardiographic
changes.10 Other studies have shown that a fall in regional contrac-
tion of greater than 10% is a reliable marker of regional flow deficit
and reflects a defect in subendocardial perfusion.11 Based on both
experiments in dog models10,12 and observations in humans during
percutaneous coronary angioplasty,13,14 an ischemic cascade has
been postulated (Fig. 48.1). As seen in this cascade, echocardiog-
raphy allows for detection of WMAs at an earlier phase than the
appearance of electrocardiographic (ECG) changes and clinical
symptoms.

Experimental studies with graded coronary artery ligation to
induce subendocardial ischemia indicate that, in addition to dys-
function of the ischemic zone, there is also a small zone of mild
hypofunction immediately adjacent to the ischemic zone, with
hyperfunction beyond that zone.15,16 Studies have demonstrated
that WMAs visualized with two-dimensional echocardiography
exceed pathologic infarct size in acute infarction but can underes-
timate pathologic size in old infarction.17 This may reflect border-
zone hypoperfusion, small islands of necrosis, or tethering of
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Figure 48.1. Diagram of the ischemic cascade demonstrating that
localized left ventricular systolic dysfunction seen on echocardiography
as a wall motion abnormality occurs before ECG changes and chest pain
symptoms.
normal segments adjacent to abnormal segments.18 Wall thicken-
ing abnormalities on two-dimensional echocardiography can be
detected when necrosis involves a small (1% to 20%) amount of
the myocardial segment thickness.19 When more than 20% of the
transmural thickness is infarcted, the segment demonstrates a con-
stant degree of degradation in wall thickening, and there is not a
further gradual deterioration in wall thickening for larger degrees
of involvement of the myocardial thickness. Thus, in addition to
the effects of mechanical tethering, wall motion abnormalities
noted in the border zones of infarcts may reflect small amounts
of necrosis.

Early experimental data showed that the resting coronary blood
flow was not decreased until tight coronary stenosis greater than
90% developed.20 Systolic dysfunction and WMAs in the setting
of physiologic stress are generally perceptible in coronary artery
stenoses in the range of 50% to 60%; akinesis is seen when a reduc-
tion in coronary flow that is greater than 80% is present.21,22

The subjective assessment of LV wall motion by echocardiog-
raphy requires the interpreter to integrate both endocardial motion
and transmural wall thickening during systole. Although the wall
motion may be easier to assess, it does not appear to differentiate
regions of ischemia and infarction as well as wall thickening
does.19 The wall thickening directly correlates with myofiber func-
tion, whereas endocardial motion is an end result of myofiber short-
ening. The perception of wall motion is also subject to the effects of
translation and other extracardiac motions.

The major limitation to detection of both resting and stress-
induced WMAs by echocardiography is the subjective nature of
the assessment. In an effort to overcome this limitation, techniques
that quantify various aspects of myocardial function, endocardial
motion, and myocardial mechanics have been applied to echocar-
diography. To date, none of these parametric techniques have been
integrated into clinical practice.
PATTERNS OF ISCHEMIA BASED ON CORONARY
ARTERY INVOLVEMENT
Clinical studies with two-dimensional echocardiography have
demonstrated a clear relationship between the location and extent
of WMAs and pathologic size of infarction.17,24,25 Although there
is some variability in the branching pattern of the coronary arteries
supplying the various segments of the LV, location of wall motion
is reproducibly linked to the affected artery.26–28 Ischemia or
infarction due to disease in the left anterior descending coronary
artery results in WMAs in the anterior and anteroseptal segments
at the base, midlevels, and most or all of the apex. Ischemia or
infarction due to disease in the right coronary artery results in
WMAs in the inferior and inferoseptal segments at the base and
mid LV. Ischemia or infarction due to disease in the left circumflex
coronary artery results in WMAs in the lateral wall at the base and
mid LV. The dominance of the coronary artery pattern will influ-
ence whether the right coronary artery or the circumflex coronary
artery supplies the inferolateral segments. Likewise, the anterolat-
eral territory can be supplied by either the left anterior descending
coronary artery or the left circumflex coronary artery.

Detection of isolated left circumflex coronary artery disease by
stress echocardiography is much more difficult than detection of
isolated left anterior or right coronary artery disease.28 The sensi-
tivity to detect stress-induced WMAs increases as the number of
diseased vessels increases.29
FALSE INDICATIONS OF ISCHEMIA
ON ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Not all LVWMAs seen on echocardiography are due to myocardial
ischemia or infarction. Other causes include septal WMAs due to
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left bundle block, right ventricular pacing, intrinsic conduction
abnormality, postoperative changes, and right ventricular volume
overload. In most of these situations, wall thickening will be pre-
served, although its timing may differ from normal. That is, motion
is abnormal but thickening is normal. Nonischemic etiologies for
cardiomyopathy andmarked hypertension are other possible causes
of WMAs. In these situations, thickening will be reduced. In the
case of cardiomyopathy the wall motion can reflect disruptions
to normal myocyte function or extensive myocardial fibrosis. Even
in the absence of significant coronary artery disease, a marked
increase in blood pressure sometimes noted during stress echocar-
diography can prevent the development of hyperkinesis or even
result in global hypokinesis. Such findings are thought to be due
to a sudden increase in myocardial oxygen demand under condi-
tions when oxygen delivery cannot be increased because of the high
pressure transmitted to the subendocardium directly from the LV
cavity. False-positive WMAs perceived in the basal inferior or
inferoseptal walls can be caused by off-axis imaging, poor endocar-
dial visualization, and regional distortions in left ventricular shape,
or false positives can represent regions where relatively thinner
myocardium is perceived as hypokinetic.30 In the absence of prior
heart surgery and hyperdynamic mid and distal segments, an iso-
lated basal WMA during stress echocardiography is unlikely to
reflect coronary artery disease.

Over the last 80 years, the effects of myocardial ischemia and
infarction on the left ventricle have been well characterized. With
its excellent temporal and spatial resolution echocardiography is an
ideal modality for the assessment of the abnormalities of left ven-
tricular wall motion and thickening that occur with infarction and
ischemia.
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49 Acute Chest Pain Syndromes: Differential Diagnosis
Federico M. Asch, MD, Neil J. Weissman, MD
When patients develop chest pain (CP), the clinician must be alert
and thorough in trying to determine its etiology. The patient’s
demographic characteristics together with a careful history should
provide the initial information for understanding the likely origins.
The addition of bedside evaluation that includes physical exam,
chest radiograph, and electrocardiogram (ECG) should further nar-
row the differential diagnosis. However, more advanced diagnostic
tools are frequently needed. Depending on the specific clinical



TABLE 49.1 Differential Diagnosis for Chest Pain and Corresponding
Echocardiographic Findings

Acute
CP

Cardiac ACS

Pericarditis
Myocarditis

Takotsubo
cardiomyopathy

WMA with coronary
distribution

Pericardial effusion
WMA with

noncoronary
distribution

Apical ballooning or
other noncoronary
WMA

Noncardiac Pulmonary
embolism

Aortic dissection,
acute aortic
syndromes

Pneumothorax,
pleuritic
syndromes

Musculoskeletal
Gastroesophageal

RV strain, McConnell
sign, thrombus in
transit

Aortic aneurysm, flap,
AI, pericardial
effusion

None

None
None

Chronic
CP

Cardiac Stable CAD

Pericarditis
Valvular diseases

Cardiac tumors

WMA with coronary
distribution

Pericardial effusion
Aortic stenosis, MV

prolapse
LA myxoma

Noncardiac Gastroesophageal
Musculoskeletal

None
None

ACS, Acute coronary syndrome; AI, aortic insufficiency; CAD, coronary
artery disease;CP, chest pain; LA, left atrium;MV,mitral valve;RV, right
ventricle; WMA, wall motion abnormality.
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scenario the choices could range from cardiac biomarkers (e.g., tro-
ponin [Tn], creatine kinase, brain natriuretic peptide, D-dimer) to a
variety of cardiac imaging tests, such as cardiac computed tomogra-
phy (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), stress test, transtho-
racic echocardiogram (TTE), or transesophageal echocardiogram
(TEE). Although it is important to determine the likelihood that cor-
onary artery disease is the reason for chest pain (both chronic and
acute chest pain syndromes), clinicians should not overlook other
significant differential diagnoses (Table 49.1). The role of echocar-
diography in this process is discussed in this section, with an empha-
sis on the differential diagnosis in acute chest pain syndromes. The
use of echocardiography and stress echocardiography in stable
chronic syndromes are discussed in other chapters.

Patients with acute chest pain represent a large percentage of the
emergency department (ED) visits in the United States and world-
wide, and therefore it places a heavy burden on the health-care sys-
tem.1–3 Because it is safe and readily available, echocardiography
is a very useful tool in addressing the differential diagnosis for these
patients, particularly in detecting potentially life-threatening condi-
tions. Careful evaluation of left ventricular (LV) regional and
global wall motion will have the highest yield in detecting acute
coronary syndromes (ACSs). However, evaluation of other struc-
tures such as the right ventricle (RV), aorta, and pericardium can
reveal other pathologic causes of the clinical presentation.

LEFT VENTRICLE
Evaluation of LVfunction andmorphology, and regionalwallmotion
and thickening can be critical in detecting ACS or cardiomyopathies.

Left Ventricular Function and Acute Coronary
Syndrome
As an acute coronary event occurs, coronary flow through the ves-
sel is impaired, resulting in myocardial ischemia. The coronary
arteries are not properly visualized by echocardiography, therefore
the focus is on imaging the myocardium. Classic findings in ACS
include regional wall motion abnormalities (hypokinesis or aki-
nesis) with impaired thickening of the affected myocardium. More
recently, the use of microbubble contrast agents for myocardial per-
fusion imaging has also allowed the detection of ischemic myocar-
dium in resting echocardiograms. As coronary artery disease
affects the myocardium regionally, the distribution of such abnor-
malities respects the coronary territories. It should be noted, how-
ever, that coronary distribution varies among individuals and
should only be used as a guide.4

Although musculoskeletal pain is the most frequent cause of CP
upon presentation to the ED, detecting ACSs is critically important,
because administration of antiischemic therapies (including revas-
cularization) must be adequate and timely. The presence of ST seg-
ment elevation on an ECG should trigger immediate coronary
catheterization and intervention, therefore an echocardiogram
should not delay such intervention and must be postponed until
the procedure is finished. However, in cases of suspected ACS
without ST elevation, an echocardiogram in the ED could be enor-
mously valuable in detecting myocardial infarction (MI)5 and pre-
dicting cardiac events.6 Although cardiac biomarkers, particularly
Tn and myoglobin, are extremely sensitive in detecting myocardial
infarction, results of these tests may remain negative for a few hours
after CP onset. On the other hand, echocardiographic findings
(regional wallmotion abnormality [WMA]) ofmyocardial ischemia
are detected in almost 90% of patients scanned during or immedi-
ately after experiencing CP.7 A combined approach using Tn and
echocardiogram has high accuracy in detecting ACS without ST
elevation, with sensitivity and specificity over 90%.8,9

Patients with CP and left bundle branch block represent a par-
ticular challenge in that the abnormal ECG could be masking ST
elevation. Although historically this has been an indication for
emergent catheterization, the concept has been challenged and
the use of biomarkers and bedside echocardiogram is now advo-
cated to identify acute infarction: evidence of a hypokinetic or aki-
netic segmental WMA (lack of normal myocardial thickening in
addition to myocardial excursion) in the anterior wall, in the
absence of evidence of a prior infarction (wall thinning, chamber
dilatation) should trigger an emergent catheterization.10,11

The utility of contrast echocardiography in the ED in identifying
myocardial perfusion defects has been validated in several studies
and reviewed in the recent American Society of Echocardiography
(ASE) guidelines.12–14 In the setting of ischemia, typical findings
are poor contrast uptake in the subendocardial myocardium
(Fig. 49.1). The addition of myocardial contrast echocardiography
to regional function increased the diagnostic and prognostic value
of patients with CP and no ST elevation in the ED,13 and proved to
be a cost-effective intervention by facilitating early discharge of
those with normal perfusion.15 Despite their promising potential,
contrast agents for myocardial perfusion imaging have not yet been
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Left Ventricular Function and Cardiomyopathies
In addition to ischemic cardiomyopathy, two other myocardial dis-
eases can present with acute onset CP: myocarditis and takotsubo
cardiomyopathy (apical ballooning syndrome). Myocarditis can
present in a variety of forms, from small areas of WMA to global
hypokinesis, and can be accompanied by pericardial effusion. Typ-
ically, these abnormalities do not respect a coronary territory, and
frequently the wall motion pattern cannot be differentiated from
that of other forms of dilated cardiomyopathies.

Takotsubo cardiomyopathy is a transient form of LV dysfunction
in a characteristic pattern of apical ballooning: akinesis or dyskinesis,
or both, of the apical half of the LV with normal or hyperdynamic
basal segments (Fig. 49.2). It affects mostly postmenopausal females
and is triggered by emotional or physical stress.16 Although the
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Figure 49.1. Myocardial contrast echocardiography. This patient developed chest pain and left anterior descending (LAD) artery occlusion. The left
panel is a two-chamber view showing perfusion defect (minimal bubble uptake) in the mid to apical segments of the anterior wall (arrow). The right panel
reveals diffuse coronary disease with occlusion of the mid LAD artery (arrow).
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Figure 49.2. Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (apical ballooning). A 62-year-old man with chest pain in the context of a recent stressful situation, exhibits ST
depression inprecordial leads andnormal coronaryarteries. The left panel showsa five-chamber apical view in systolewith classical apical ballooningdue to
akinesia/dyskinesia of the apical half of the LV and normally contracting basal segments. The arrow points at systolic anterior motion of the anterior mitral
leaflet, reflecting left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction. The left panel is a continuous wave Doppler recording through the LVOT from the same
window, with characteristic “dagger-shaped” spectral recording, reflecting a rapid gradual increase in the degree of obstruction as systole progresses.
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course is generally benign and reverts within weeks, complications
are not uncommon and include cardiogenic shock, ventricular tachy-
cardia (torsades de pointes), atrioventricular block, apical thrombus,
ventricular rupture, and LV outflow tract obstruction with systolic
anterior motion of the mitral leaflets (see Fig. 49.2) and mitral regur-
gitation.17 More recently, atypical forms of takotsubo cardiomyopa-
thy have been described, with other patterns of transient WMA
triggered by stress. Importantly, apical ballooning could be indistin-
guishable from an anterior MI, and therefore cardiac catheterization
is warranted to evaluate the left anterior descending artery.18
RIGHT VENTRICLE
Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a critical differential diagnosis to be
made in acute chest pain because specific urgent treatment is
required. In rare occasions, the diagnosis of PE can be made with
TTE by visualizing a thrombus in transit in the right-sided cardiac
chambers or a saddle embolism in the main pulmonary artery in a
high short-axis view of the great vessels (Fig. 49.3). More fre-
quently, however, indirect evidence of a PE on echocardiography
includes signs of RV strain, such as RV dilatation and dysfunction.
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Figure 49.3. Pulmonary embolism. A 55-year-old woman with history of deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism and an inferior vena cava (IVC)
filter had presenting symptoms of chest pain (CP), respiratory failure, and hypotension. The transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) showed a severely
dilated and dysfunctional right ventricle (RV), with RV pressure and volume overload. A, A flattened interventricular septum is visible during systole and
diastole in a parasternal short-axis view. B, A large thrombus is present in the IVC, between the IVC filter and the right atrium (RA; on the right).
C, A thrombus is in transit in the RA, as shown with TTE (subxiphoid view) in a different patient with presenting symptoms of dyspnea and CP.
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These echocardiographic findings are not specific but are sensitive
in detecting large PE. A sign described by McConnell and col-
leagues19 (hypokinesis of the RV free wall with normally contract-
ing apex) is more specific for acute RV dysfunction, which may be
encountered in the setting of acute PE or RV infarction.20 Because
RV infarction almost always presents with inferior MI, the lack of
LV WMAs in the presence of McConnell sign is highly specific
for PE.

AORTA
Acute aortic syndromes (aortic dissection, intramural hematoma,
and ulcerated plaques) present as acute chest pain and represent
medical emergencies. Therefore, although they are uncommon,
their surveillance is critical when the clinical suspicion is present.
The sensitivity of TTE for detection of aortic dissection is low
because it is difficult to image the entire vessel, but sensitivity is
high for the proximal ascending aorta.21,22 However, when an echo-
cardiogram for acute chest pain is being performed, several find-
ings should indicate the possibility of aortic dissection: (1) the
presence of a dilated aortic root or ascending aorta in the paraster-
nal long-axis view (a high probe position may be needed for proper
imaging of the ascending portion); and (2) a dilated arch or abdom-
inal aorta (suprasternal notch and subxiphoid views respectively)
(Fig. 49.4). A dissection flap may be seen from any of these views,
but the lack of such a flap is not definitive evidence to rule out an
A B

Figure 49.4. Aortic dissection. A 43-year-old woman experienced sudde
A, Parasternal long-axis view on a transthoracic echocardiogram showing a d
(blue arrow). B, A subxiphoid view with a long axis of the abdominal aorta sh
echocardiography provided further details. The arrow shows the dissection fla
and the coronary ostia. In addition, a site of aortic rupture was identified in
aortic dissection. Detection of complications from dissection is
more likely, such as acute aortic regurgitation or pericardial effu-
sion. Whenever dissection is suspected, more advanced imaging
techniques must be used, such as TEE, chest CT, or MRI. Their
accuracy is similarly high, and the method of choice should depend
on the availability and expertise at each center.

TEE is unique in that it can be performed at the bedside when
patients are hemodynamically unstable, or in the operating room as
the patient is prepared for surgery. In addition, a TEE does not
require radiation or contrast agents, which is particularly important
because the clinical situation may be complicated by acute renal
injury due to shock or renal ischemia. Although all three previously
mentioned modalities have similar accuracy in detecting dissec-
tion, complications are better diagnosed and characterized by
TEE. These include pericardial effusion and its hemodynamic con-
sequences (impending or overt cardiac tamponade), aortic regurgi-
tation and its underlying mechanism (important in determining
need for aortic valve replacement), and aortic rupture.

PERICARDIUM
The diagnosis of acute pericarditis should be made on the basis of
clinical features such as the quality of the CP (pleuritic, worse in
supine position), typical ECG findings (diffuse concave ST eleva-
tion without reciprocal ST depression; PR depression) and presence
of a pericardial rub in auscultation. However, these features are not
C

n onset of a lacerating chest pain (CP), 10/10 in intensity from onset.
issection flap in the ascending aorta (white arrow) and pericardial effusion
ows distal extension of the dissection flap (arrow). C, Transesophageal
p extending proximally to the sinotubular junction, sparing the aortic root
the ascending aorta.
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Figure 49.5. Myopericarditis. Parasternal long-axis view of a transtho-
racic echocardiogram (TTE) on a 42-year-old woman who experienced
chest pain 2 weeks after an upper respiratory viral infection. An ECG
revealed ST elevation, laboratory studies showedmild elevation of tropo-
nin I level, and cardiac catheterization revealed no blockages in coronary
arteries. The TTE showed a small to moderate-sized pericardial effusion
(arrows) and left ventricular ejection fraction of 30%withmoderate global
hypokinesis, which subsequently improved to 50% after a 2-week treat-
ment with ibuprofen and colchicine.
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always evident. A pericardial effusion in TTE is frequently present
(Fig. 49.5), reported in as many as 60% of patients with acute pre-
sentation. Although the effusion is usually small, approximately
5% present with cardiac tamponade.23 Therefore a careful exami-
nation of cardiac chamber compression, respiratory flow variation
by pulsed wave Doppler at the mitral and tricuspid inflow, and infe-
rior vena cava diameter and collapsibility should be performed
regardless of the size of the effusion.
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50 Echocardiography in Acute Myocardial Infarction
Michael Y.C. Tsang, MD, Tanya H. Tajouri, MD, Sunil V. Mankad, MD
Patients who have suffered an acute myocardial infarction (MI) are
subject to a broad range of potential complications, some of which
are life-threatening. These complications range from cardiogenic
shock due to the loss of a critical mass of myocardium to various
mechanical complications, such as the development of a left ven-
tricular thrombus, ventricular septal rupture, free wall rupture, pap-
illary muscle rupture, dynamic left ventricular outflow tract
obstruction, and right ventricular infarction. Echocardiography is



Figure/Video 50.2. Transthoracic echocardiogram demonstrates the
etiology of a loud systolic murmur post–myocardial infarction: a ventric-
ular septal rupture with left-to-right shunting.
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a valuable, noninvasive imaging tool that can be used to rapidly
assess structural and hemodynamic factors and identify complica-
tions in the setting of an acute MI.

LEFT VENTRICULAR THROMBOSIS
Previous studies have demonstrated that 1.5% to 3.6% of acute MIs
are complicated by systemic embolism,1,2 and left ventricular (LV)
mural thrombus is most often the responsible culprit. The risk of
developing LV thrombus varies with location and size of the MI.
A review of the GISSI-3 database revealed that 5.1% of patients trea-
ted with fibrinolytic therapy for an acute MI were diagnosed with an
LV thrombus by predischarge transthoracic echocardiography.3

Patients who sustained an anterior MI were at a higher risk of devel-
oping LV thrombosis (11.5% versus 2.3% of patients with MIs at
other locations).3 Similarly, in patients treated with percutaneous
coronary intervention and dual antiplatelet therapy for an acute ante-
rior MI, 10% and 15% were diagnosed with an LV thrombus by
serial echocardiography at 1 week and 3 months, respectively.4

LV thrombosis in the setting of an acute MI is typically seen at
the LV apex, which is often akinetic as a result of the infarction.
Two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography is the most fre-
quently used imaging modality for the detection of LV thrombus;
the apical view is the best window to visualize an apical thrombus
(Fig./Video 50.1, A). The echocardiographic appearance of an api-
cal thrombus is characterized by a nonhomogeneous echodensity
with a margin distinct from the underlying akinetic or dyskinetic
LV apex.5 This characteristic appearance may allow differentiation
of a true LV thrombus from chordae tendineae or artifacts. A pro-
truding configuration and free mobility of LV thrombi are predic-
tors of systemic embolization.6

Contrast echocardiography is particularly helpful in patients with
suboptimal acoustic windows and in those with prominent LV apical
muscle bands or trabeculations, which can confound the recognition
of a thrombus (see Fig./Video 50.1, B). Multiple studies have dem-
onstrated contrast echocardiography’s superior sensitivity and accu-
racy in detecting an LV thrombus when compared with noncontrast
echocardiography.7,8 For instance, in one study that examined the
use of contrast in nondiagnostic transthoracic echocardiograms for
the purpose of detecting LV thrombus, 90% of these studies became
definitive in establishing whether an LV thrombus was present after
the use of contrast.8 Systemic anticoagulation therapy is recom-
mended in patients who are diagnosed with an LV thrombus after
an acute MI to reduce the risk of embolization.9

POSTINFARCTION VENTRICULAR
SEPTAL RUPTURE
Rupture of the ventricular septum after an acute MI is rather
uncommon, occurring in less than 1% of total infarcts. However,
A

Figure/Video 50.1. Apical views of noncontrast (A) and contrast (B) trans
abnormalities and the demonstration of a filling defect at the left ventricular ap
apical thrombus measuring 1.5�2.3 cm.
the incidence of postinfarction ventricular septal ruptures (VSRs)
is higher (2% to 5%) in patients with cardiogenic shock (3.9% in
the SHOCK Trial Registry and randomized SHOCK Trial).10

The typical clinical presentation is the development of a new holo-
systolic murmur and a precordial thrill along with abrupt and pro-
gressive hemodynamic deterioration. VSRs can occur as a
complication of both anterior and nonanterior MIs. Apical VSRs
are more commonly associated with an anterior MI, whereas VSRs
associated with an inferior MI often occur in the posterobasal
region of the ventricular septum. Echocardiographic examination
therefore must thoroughly evaluate both of these regions of the
ventricular septum (Fig./Video 50.2). Although visualization of
the defect may be difficult, a postinfarction VSR should be sus-
pected in the presence of severe wall motional abnormalities of
the distal ventricular septum. Color Doppler imaging typically
demonstrates a shunt from the LV to the right ventricle (RV). Peak
flow velocity across the site of rupture measured by continuous
wave Doppler interrogation corresponds to the pressure gradient
between the LV and RV, and can therefore be used to estimate
RV systolic pressure (RV systolic pressure¼ systolic blood pres-
sure�pressure gradient between LV and RV; in the absence of
B

thoracic echocardiography. Note the anteroapical regional wall motion
ex by contrast echocardiography (right), consistent with a left ventricular
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LV outflow tract or aortic valve obstruction, the systolic blood
pressure would equal the LV systolic pressure). In addition, contin-
uous wave Doppler assessment may reveal a nearly continuous
shunt through the VSR except during early diastole. Pulsed wave
and continuous wave Doppler interrogations are exceedingly sen-
sitive in the localization of postinfarction VSRs. This diastolic
left-to-right shunt is secondary to an elevated LV diastolic pressure
in the setting of an acute or recent MI. It is also important to note
that the magnitude of the left-to-right shunt and the intensity of the
systolic murmur are inversely proportional to the size of the infarct
and directly related to residual LV systolic function.11
LEFT VENTRICULAR FREE WALL RUPTURE
LV free wall rupture is the second leading cause of mortality,
following cardiogenic shock, in patients with an acuteMI. The inci-
dence of free wall rupture is estimated to be 6% (2.7% of patients in
the SHOCK Trial Registry), but it accounts for 15% of in-hospital
mortality after an acute MI.10,12 LV free wall rupture most
frequently presents as a catastrophic event—electromechanical
dissociation (EMD) due to cardiac tamponade. However, in some
patients, rupture of the ventricular free wall takes a more stuttering
course. In such patients, prompt diagnosis and surgical intervention
are necessary. Echocardiography is the diagnostic modality of
choice whenever there is any suspicion of free wall rupture. Any
pericardial effusion in a patient with sudden hemodynamic com-
promise after an acute MI should suggest the diagnosis. Enlarging
pericardial effusions with echodense structures (thrombus) are
characteristic and, when seen in patients with hemodynamic com-
promise, are greater than 98% specific for LV free wall rupture.13

Echocardiography is also used to locate the point of rupture, which
is typically at the junction of normal and infarcted myocardium.

LV apical aneurysms may develop secondary to myocardial
scar formation and thinning of the myocardium with subsequent
expansion of the LV (Fig./Video 50.3, A). In some patients, how-
ever, either the rupture occurs over time or the perforation is incom-
plete, resulting in the development of an LV pseudoaneurysm.
Pseudoaneurysms remain somewhat contained within a limited
segment of the pericardium and are commonly in the inferolateral
or inferoposterior walls. As with other mechanical complications of
an acute MI, LV pseudoaneurysms can also be identified by echo-
cardiography and are typified by a pseudoaneurysm cavity that
communicates with the LV chamber via a very narrow neck (diam-
eter of entry site less than 1=2 of maximal diameter of the pseudo-
aneurysm), and frequently contains thrombus (see Fig./Video 50.3,
B). The characteristic to-and-fro blood flow through the site of rup-
ture can be detected with Doppler and color flow imaging.
A

Figure/Video 50.3. Echocardiography is useful at differentiating left ventricu
entry neck) (B).
ACUTE MITRAL REGURGITATION AND PAPILLARY
MUSCLE RUPTURE
Mitral regurgitation is common among patients with an acute MI.
Its prevalence is up to 50%, and the presence of mitral regurgitation
portends a worse short-term and long-term prognosis.15,16 Acute
mitral regurgitation in the context of an acute MI can occur as a
consequence of several pathophysiologic mechanisms: (1) dilata-
tion of the mitral annulus secondary to left ventricular dilatation,
(2) papillary muscle displacement or dysfunction due to the prox-
imity of the insertion of the papillary muscle to the infarcted myo-
cardium, and (3) papillary muscle or chordal rupture.5

Although most cases of mitral regurgitation are transient and
asymptomatic, papillary muscle rupture is a rare but life-
threatening mechanical complication of an acute MI. Previous
studies have reported that papillary muscle rupture complicates
approximately 1% to 3% of acute MIs with a mortality of 80%
when treated withmedical therapy alone.17 The classic presentation
of papillary muscle rupture is acute pulmonary edema and cardio-
genic shock 3 to 5 days after an acute MI.18 Physical examination
may reveal a new holosystolic murmur, but it is important to note
that the intensity of the systolic murmur does not necessarily
correlate with the severity of mitral regurgitation. For instance,
patients with severe acute mitral regurgitation have rapid equaliza-
tion of pressures in the left ventricle and left atrium, thus reducing
the duration and intensity of the systolic murmur.

A high index of suspicion is required for identifying patients
with significant mitral regurgitation associated with an acute MI,
and echocardiography plays an essential role in differentiating
the underlying mechanism for the mitral regurgitation and in ruling
out other etiologies for a new systolic murmur in this clinical set-
ting. Common two-dimensional echocardiographic features of pap-
illary muscle rupture include a flail mitral leaflet with severed
chordae or papillary muscle head moving freely within the left
heart (Fig./Video 50.4). Complete transection of the papillary mus-
cle is relatively rare, whereas rupture of the tip is more common.19

Because of differences in coronary blood supply, rupture of the pos-
teromedial papillary muscle (supplied by a single coronary artery)
occurs 6 to 10 times more often than rupture of the anterolateral
papillary muscle (has dual coronary supply).5 LV function is often
hyperdynamic because of a sudden decrease in afterload, and
regional wall motion abnormalities may be subtle or unrecog-
nized.18 Color Doppler assessment typically demonstrates eccen-
tric mitral regurgitation, which may lead to underestimation of
the degree of mitral regurgitation. Patients with papillary muscle
rupture usually present with significant distress and hemodynamic
compromise, resulting in suboptimal transthoracic imaging win-
dows. Transesophageal echocardiography may therefore be
B

lar (LV) aneurysm (wide entry neck) (A) from LV pseudoaneurysm (narrow
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Figure/Video 50.4. Transesophageal echocardiography demonstrates a flail posterior mitral leaflet (A) with the tip of a torn papillary muscle attached
to it (B). Color Doppler assessment reveals severe anteriorly directed mitral regurgitation (C).
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required to establish the diagnosis and to determine the severity of
mitral regurgitation. Afterload reduction and emergent surgical
intervention are the mainstays of management for these patients.
LEFT VENTRICULAR OUTFLOW TRACT
OBSTRUCTION
Dynamic left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction has tra-
ditionally been described as a hallmark of hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy, and it occurs as a result of asymmetric ventricular
septal hypertrophy and systolic anterior motion of the mitral valve.
In recent years, dynamic LVOT obstruction that complicates an
acute anterior MI has been increasingly recognized.20–23 The com-
mon underlying mechanism for the development of acute LVOT
obstruction is the compensatory hyperdynamic contraction of the
basal inferolateral and inferior segments in the setting of an ante-
roapical MI and LV apical akinesis.22 Hyperkinesis of the basal
segments leads to a reduction in the LVOT cross-sectional area,
acceleration of blood flow across the LVOT, systolic anterior
motion of the mitral valve, and consequently LVOT obstruction.
These patients typically present with an acute anterior MI, whereas
unstable hemodynamics and a new systolic murmur are found on
physical examination. Significant posteriorly directed mitral valve
regurgitation secondary to systolic anterior motion of the mitral
valve may also lead to acute pulmonary edema. The incidence of
dynamic LVOT obstruction after an acute MI is unknown, but it
is believed to be more common among women and elderly patients
with a small LVOT area or basal septal hypertrophy due to chronic
hypertension.5,24 LVOT obstruction has also been reported in up to
one third of patients with takotsubo cardiomyopathy, or apical bal-
looning syndrome.5

Urgent echocardiography should be performed in patients with a
new systolic murmur and unstable hemodynamics in the setting
of an acute MI. Transthoracic echocardiography should be consid-
ered the diagnostic modality of choice to assess dynamic LVOT
obstruction, whereas transesophageal echocardiography can be
used in patients with suboptimal acoustic windows. Common
two-dimensional echocardiographic features include regional wall
motion abnormalities of the anteroapical segments, hyperkinesis of
the basal ventricular segments, and systolic anterior motion of the
mitral valve (Fig./Video 50.5). In the presence of dynamic LVOT
obstruction, color Doppler imaging will demonstrate turbulent
blood flow across the LVOT, and posteriorly directed mitral valve
regurgitation may also be present. Continuous wave Doppler exam-
ination of the LVOT from the apical imaging window will reveal a
late-peaking systolic (dagger-shaped) Doppler signal with a peak
velocity that correlates with the degree of LVOT obstruction. Other
differential diagnoses for a new murmur and hemodynamic com-
promise after a recent MI, such as VSR and papillary muscle rup-
ture, can also be ruled out with echocardiography.
Echocardiography plays a critical role in differentiating the previ-
ously mentioned underlyingmechanisms, and a correct echocardio-
graphic diagnosis has important implications for themanagement of
these patients. For instance, the most appropriate treatment strategy
for a patient with LVOT obstruction includes the infusion of intra-
venous fluids, discontinuation of vasodilators or inotropic agents,
and the administration of beta-blockers, alpha-adrenergic agonists,
or both. In contrast, urgent surgical repair is recommended for
patients with postinfarction VSR or papillary muscle rupture.
RIGHT VENTRICULAR INFARCTION
Up to half of acute inferior MIs are complicated by RV infarction,
but significant hemodynamic compromise is relatively infrequent
and long-term prognosis is generally favorable.25 Data from the
SHOCKTrial Registry, however, suggest that patients who develop
cardiogenic shock as a result of RV infarction have similar risk of
mortality when compared with those who develop cardiogenic
shock due to LV infarctions.26

Echocardiography is useful in the evaluation of patients with
presenting symptoms of acute inferior MI and hemodynamic com-
promise. Echocardiographic features associated with RV infarction
have been identified in a few small studies, and these include
dilatation of the RV cavity, variable degrees of wall motion
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Figure/Video 50.5. Apical long-axis view of transthoracic echocardiography demonstrates akinesis of the left ventricular apex and systolic anterior
motion of mitral valve (A). Color Doppler assessment of the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) reveals turbulent flow across the LVOT and significant
posteriorly directed mitral regurgitation (B). Late-peaking continuous wave Doppler signal is consistent with dynamic LVOT obstruction (C).

A B

Figure/Video 50.6. Transesophageal echocardiography demonstrates significant enlargement and systolic dysfunction of the right ventricle (A). Devi-
ation of the interatrial septum toward the left side during the entire cardiac cycle suggests much elevated right atrial pressure. Color Doppler assess-
ment of the interatrial septum reveals a right-to-left shunt through the patent foramen ovale (B).
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abnormalities of the right ventricular free wall, systolic paradoxical
ventricular septal motion, plethora of the inferior vena cava,
reduced right ventricular ejection fraction, and impaired tricuspid
annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE).27,28 Other studies have
also demonstrated that the tissue Doppler systolic velocity (S0) of
the lateral tricuspid annulus is not only a sensitive and specific
marker of RV involvement in an inferior MI, but also an indepen-
dent predictor of cardiovascular outcomes.29,30 It is important to
note that the specificity of the previously mentioned findings
may be reduced in patients with other medical conditions that
can result in RV enlargement and dysfunction, such as pulmonary
hypertension and pulmonary embolism.

In patients who develop hypoxemia after sustaining an inferior
MI, RV infarction and a clinically significant right-to-left shunt
through a patent foramen ovale should be considered (Fig./Video
50.6). This occurs as a result of impaired RV compliance and ele-
vated right atrial pressure in the setting of an RV infarction. Trans-
thoracic echocardiography with color Doppler imaging or the
injection of agitated saline (visualization of contrast medium in
the left atrium after opacification of the right atrium) may help
establish RV infarction. Alternatively, transesophageal echocardi-
ography may be the imaging test of choice in patients with subop-
timal imaging windows.

Please access ExpertConsult to see videos of the figures in this
chapter.
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51 Echocardiography in Stable Coronary Artery Disease
Benjamin Byrd III, MD, Geoff Chidsey, MD
DIAGNOSIS
Echocardiography can show a focal wall motion abnormality that
may indicate the presence of coronary artery disease (CAD). Exam-
ples of an apical and inferior wall motion abnormalities can be seen
in Video 51.1 and Video 51.2. Even in patients without established
CAD, a wall motion abnormality is associated with a 2.4- to 3.4-
fold increase in risk of cardiac events.1Wall motion analysis should
be done using the method proposed by the American Society of
Echocardiography (ASE) in 1989, with particular attention to endo-
cardial thickening.2 If endocardial definition is poor, an intrave-
nous contrast agent should be used. The addition of contrast has
been shown to improve accuracy and interobserver variability in
the assessment of regional wall motion.3 The 17-segment model
proposed by the ASE should be used to describe the location of wall
motion abnormalities4 (see Chapter 30, Fig. 30.1).

Echocardiography can also accurately measure left ventricular
ejection fraction, which is a very important prognostic marker
in patients with CAD.5 The ability to determine the LV ejection
fraction accurately also requires endocardial definition. If endo-
cardial definition is suboptimal, the addition of contrast has been
demonstrated to improve interobserver variability as well as
accuracy.6
STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Stress echocardiography is a very important modality in the diag-
nosis and prognosis of CAD. It has advantages over other modal-
ities because it does not require a radiation source, and it is less
expensive and has shorter imaging time compared with nuclear
techniques. Furthermore, other important information may be
obtained from the resting images about right ventricular size and
function, the aortic root, and pericardial and valvular structures.
In a study of approximately 1223 patients who had a stress echocar-
diogram, 5%were found to have moderate mitral regurgitation by a
focused Doppler exam before the stress echocardiogram.7 This may
be important adjunctive clinical information that was unrecognized
before the stress echocardiogram.

Stress echocardiography relies on the principle that a wall
motion abnormality will occur in the setting of a coronary lesion
that limits flow when myocardial oxygen demand is increased.
Stress echocardiography is more accurate than stress electrocardio-
gram (ECG) in the detection of CAD because wall motion abnor-
malities occur earlier in the ischemic cascade. A meta-analysis of
exercise echocardiography and nuclear stress testing showed sim-
ilar sensitivities (85% for echocardiography, 87% for nuclear stress
testing) and a higher specificity for stress echocardiography
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(77% versus 64%) for the detection of CAD.8 The sensitivity for the
detection of CAD is higher in patients with multivessel disease than
in patients with single-vessel disease. Sensitivity is worst in the cir-
cumflex distribution because it supplies a smaller area of myocar-
dium.9 Treadmill exercise echocardiography produces a higher
workload than bicycle echocardiography. Supine bicycle echocar-
diography offers the ability to image the heart throughout the exer-
cise protocol, not just at peak exercise. In our lab, we use treadmill
echocardiography for the diagnosis of CAD and bicycle echocardi-
ography in the evaluation of valvular heart disease. It is especially
important to obtain the postexercise images within 60 seconds
because ischemic wall motion abnormalities may be transient.
The apical images should be obtained first because the entire ven-
tricle from base to apex is imaged in the apical two-chamber and
apical four-chamber views. Use of contrast agents can be very help-
ful and can convert a nondiagnostic examination to a diagnostic
examination, as shown in Video 51.3. In patients who cannot exer-
cise, dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) is performed.
Dobutamine is infused in staged increments of 10 μg/kg/min until
the target heart rate is achieved, symptoms develop, or end-study
indications (significant arrhythmias, hypotension, or patient intol-
erance) occur. If there are no contraindications to atropine and tar-
get heart rate is not achieved after 3 minutes of dobutamine at
40 μg/kg/min, 0.5 mg atropine may be given intravenously and
repeated once if needed to achieve target heart rate.

IMAGE INTERPRETATION
Wall motion in each left ventricular segment is scored on resting
and stress images according to the following system: 1¼normal;
2¼hypokinetic; 3¼akinetic; and 4¼dyskinetic (Fig. 51.1). Using
this system, a wall motion score index can be derived at peak stress.
A normal wall motion score index is 1.0. An elevated exercise wall
motion score index was associated with increased rates of death or
nonfatal myocardial infarction in a study of 5798 patients who
underwent exercise echocardiography for suspected or known
CAD (Fig. 51.2).10 This finding was also reproduced in 860 patients
who had dobutamine stress echocardiography.11 In the setting of
left main coronary artery disease, left ventricular dilatation is much
more commonly demonstrated by exercise echocardiography
(80%) compared with DSE (12%).12 The right ventricle should also
be monitored because abnormal right ventricular wall motion at
Left ventricle:
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Figure 51.1. Wall motion scoring diagram. The wall motion score
equals the score of all segments divided by the number of segments
analyzed. A normal score is 1.0.
stress has prognostic value independent of left ventricular
ischemia.13
PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Exercise stress echocardiography has been shown to be a very help-
ful prognostic indicator of cardiac events. In patients without
known CAD, normal exercise echocardiography confers an excel-
lent prognosis, with a cardiac event rate of 0.9% per year.14 In
patients with known or suspected CAD and good exercise capacity,
the percentage of the left ventricle that had severely abnormal wall
motion after exercise was a prognostic marker for cardiac events.15
MECHANISMS OF REVERSIBILITY
Experimental evidence has revealed that repeated episodes of
ischemia in the setting of CAD contribute to development of
chronic systolic dysfunction or hibernation.16 It would logically
follow that correction of ischemia could result in better outcomes.
In hibernating myocardium that has recovered function, coronary
flow reserve is restored.17 In an observational study from 30 years
ago, surgical revascularization improved systolic function and
functional status in patients with severely depressed systolic func-
tion.18 But the risk of revascularization is higher in patients with
depressed systolic function, and it is important to determine if there
is viability before performing a high-risk revascularization
procedure.
ROLE OF DOBUTAMINE STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN VIABILITY ASSESSMENT
DSE has been shown to be a very helpful modality in the assess-
ment of myocardial viability. Both low- and high-dose infusions
of dobutamine are used to generate a biphasic response in hibernat-
ing myocardium. The wall motion in an abnormally contracting
segment will improve at low dose and then worsen after a high
dose. This response has been shown to be most predictive of recov-
ery after revasculariztion.19 If a wall is thinned (and often bright) on
echocardiographic imaging at rest, with an end-diastolic wall thick-
ness of less than 6 mm, viability is very unlikely.20
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IMPORTANCE OF VIABILITY
The detection of viability by DSE has proven to be clinically impor-
tant in making decisions regarding coronary revascularization. In a
study of 318 patients, all with CAD and an ejection fraction of less
than 35%, revascularization improved survival compared to med-
ical therapy in the patients with viability demonstrated by
DSE.21 The number of viable segments on DSE is also important.
The number of viable segments is positively correlated with
improvement in left ventricular ejection fraction following revas-
cularization, as shown in Fig. 51.3.22

CONCLUSION
Echocardiography plays a pivotal role in the management of stable
CAD. It is the most widely used technique to assess left ventricular
wall motion and systolic function. Stress echocardiography is an
effective tool to diagnose CAD because it has comparable accuracy
to nuclear modalities and it minimizes cost and does not require
radiation exposure. DSE can identify the presence and extent of
viable myocardium in patients with CAD and depressed left ven-
tricular systolic function, which is critically important information
for making decisions about coronary revascularization in patients
with these complex conditions.

Please access ExpertConsult to see videos for this chapter.
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52 Old Myocardial Infarction
Yuchi Han, MD, MMSc, Martin G. St. John Sutton, MBBS
Myocardial infarction (MI) is characterized by cardiomyocyte
death; inflammation with infiltration of macrophages, monocytes,
and neutrophils; and collagen production by the extracellular
matrix (ECM) that eventually forms a discrete fibrotic scar.1 The
noncontracting myocardium is stretched by the normally contract-
ing remote and contiguousmyocardium, resulting in left ventricular
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(LV) dilation and increased wall stress in the remaining cardiomyo-
cytes. This increase in wall stress results in cardiomyocyte hyper-
trophy and an increase in interstitial fibrosis that changes the
composition of the remote myocardium.1 Myocardial infarctions
can be associated with progressive adverse remodeling, which
occurs when there is an imbalance favoring the forces that cause
LV dilation (e.g., increased wall stress) over the restraining forces
exerted by the viscoelastic collagen scaffold of the ECM. This
remodeling is characterized by ventricular dilation, distortion of
ventricular shape, systolic and diastolic dysfunction, and often
ischemic mitral regurgitation.2 Within the first 24 hours, the
region of infarction can be identified echocardiographically both
by absent contraction (manifested as a regional wall motion abnor-
mality) and by the regional alteration in myocardial acoustic
impedance. Over time, the areas of transmural infarct become aki-
netic, thinned, and increasingly echoreflective. Fig. 52.1 illustrates
an old anteroseptal infarction and an old posterolateral infarct in
two different patients. Identification of viable myocardium is of
pivotal importance because revascularization in patients with
chronic ischemia improves clinical outcome. In addition, ischemic
mitral regurgitation (MR) increases both short- and long-term
mortality and the risk of developing congestive heart failure.
Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) echocardiog-
raphy with and without dobutamine stress testing has played an
important role in assessing patients with old MI.
CHRONIC REMODELING

LV Size and Function
Remodeling begins within hours after MI and may continue to pro-
gress if not arrested, culminating in heart failure (HF).3 Imaging
parameters to assess LV remodeling include LV end-diastolic
dimension, end-systolic dimension, end-diastolic volume (EDV),
end-systolic volume (ESV), LV ejection fraction (LVEF), and LV
mass, geometry, and diastolic function. Fig. 52.2 demonstrates a case
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Figure 52.1. Old anteroseptal myocardial infarction (MI) and an old posterola
chamber (left) and apical four-chamber (right) views in diastole and systole. The
panel demonstrates a posterolateral infarct in apical two-chamber and apical
and increased echo-reflection. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ve
of LV adverse remodeling comparing 1 week after with 3 months
after transmural anteroseptal MI.1

Modified Simpson method with biplane LV apical imaging has
been the method of choice for LV volume determination with 2D
echocardiography. 3D echocardiography allows direct measure-
ment of LV volumes without geometric assumptions, and can
potentially provide more accurate measurements of LV size and
function that correlate more closely than 2D echocardiography,
with cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) as the accepted gold stan-
dard. However, 3D echocardiography currently is not widely used
because of limitations of image acquisition and offline analysis.
Changes in LVEDV, ESV, and EF have been most frequently
assessed in large, randomized clinical trials and are used as surro-
gate measurements for chronic remodeling and assessment of the
effects of therapeutic interventions.1,4 LV remodeling is defined
as an increase in EDV or ESV of 20% from baseline at the 6-month
follow-up.1 EF is a powerful predictor of all-cause mortality in
patients with chronic ischemic disease.5 In patients with EF less
than 25%, the mortality rate increases steeply: as much as 29%
per year in patients with EF of 10%.5 Improvement in EF as a
response to treatment has a favorable prognosis.6 LV ESV has been
shown to have greater predictive value for survival as compared
with EDV or EF in a large study of acute MI.3

Other Manifestations of Remodeling
As a result of initial LV dilation, global LV wall stress may con-
tinue to increase over the first year following MI, with only rela-
tively late compensatory LV hypertrophy to decrease wall stress
in patients with transmural infarcts.7 Chronically, LV mass may
increase (twofold), but to a lesser degree compared with the
increases that occur in EDV (threefold) and ESV (fivefold),
respectively.8

Concomitant with the increase in LV volumes in patients with
chronic ischemic heart disease post MI is that the LV becomes pro-
gressively less elliptical and more spherical, as evidenced by the
V VDiastole Systole
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teral MI. The top panel demonstrates an anteroseptal MI in apical three-
arrows point to the infarcted areawith thinning and akinesis. The bottom
three-chamber views, with arrows pointing to areas of thinning, akinesis,
ntricle; RA, right atrium. (Courtesy Ted Plappert.)
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Figure 52.2. Left ventricular (LV) remodeling after transmural anteroseptal myocardial infarction (MI): 2D echocardiographic evaluation at 1 week and
3months. There is extensive anteroapical akinesis and thinning (<0.6 cm). There is progressive LV dilatation and dysfunction with increased sphericity.
The apical LV thrombus (arrow) confers increased risk of cerebral embolism. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle. (Reproducedwith permission fromSutton
MG, Sharpe N: Left ventricular remodeling after myocardial infarction: pathophysiology and therapy, Circulation 101(25):2981-2988, 2000.)
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increase in sphericity index.8,9 The sphericity index was initially
defined by the ratio between the angiographic LV volume and
the volume of a sphere with the same circumference.9 The 3D sphe-
ricity index is defined as the LV EDV divided by the volume of a
sphere of the same circumference, with the LV major end-diastolic
long axis as the diameter.10 Distortion of LV shape postinfarction
has incremental and independent predictive value for the occur-
rence of adverse clinical cardiovascular outcomes.11

Left ventricular thrombus is a complication of old myocardial
infarction with akinetic, dyskinetic, and aneurysmal segments.
LV thrombi were detected in 27% of patients after acute MI overall
and in 39% of patients with prior anterior MI without reperfusion
therapy.12 Because of primary coronary catheterization therapy for
acute MI, the incidence of LV thrombus has been reduced to 4%
overall and 11% for anterior MIs.13 Detection of LV thrombus is
important because there is an 18% risk of systemic embolization
after acute MI in patients with LV thrombus, compared with a
2% risk in patients without.12 In patients with chronic LV aneu-
rysms, the incidence of systemic embolization is much lower, about
1% to 4% per year; the higher rate occurs in patients with severe
global LV dysfunction.14 Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE)
and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) are both commonly
used to identify and follow-up LV thrombi. A large study was con-
ducted in more than 300 patients who had surgical ventricular
reconstruction, and therefore a much higher prevalence of LV
thrombus; LV thrombus was found in 29% of patient, with 71%
of thrombi found apically.15 LV aneurysm was associated with
77% of the apical thrombi and 90% of the other thrombi.15 Contrast
agents were only used occasionally; when used, they yielded a sen-
sitivity of 27% and a specificity of 96% for TTE and a sensitivity of
39% and a specificity of 97% for TEE.15 Similar sensitivity and
specificity (33% and 91%, respectively) were found for TTE in a
different large study that used delayed enhancement magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) as the reference standard.16 Contrast echo-
cardiography greatly improves the sensitivity of detecting
thrombus by 2D TTE (61%).17
Risk Factors for Chronic Remodeling
Acareful longitudinal study (at 4 days, 4weeks, 6months, 1.5 years,
and 3 years) of cardiac volumes using gated single-photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) and catheterization in patients
after their first MI demonstrated that the majority of patients either
do not develop LV dilation or they develop only limited LV dilation
to restore cardiac and stroke index.2 The patients with limited dila-
tion had adaptive remodeling.18 However, around 20% of patients
develop progressive LV dilation (maladaptive), which was evident
at 4 weeks and continued to dilate at 3 years, associated with severe
global LV dysfunction.2 Larger infarctions (20% of the myocar-
dium compared with 7% in the no dilation group) and infarctions
that occur anteriorly are two significant parameters that are associ-
ated with progressive dilation compared with no dilation.2 When
compared with the group that had limited dilation, the progressive
dilation group had a similar percentage of aneurysms and anterior
location of the infarct, as well as no significant difference in infarct
size; however, there was a significant difference in thrombolysis in
myocardial infarction (TIMI) perfusion grade of the infarct region
by the infarct-related artery.2 Similar findings were reported in
patients who did not receive thrombolysis, in whom the patency
of the infarct-related artery was more important than the infarct size
in predicting LV enlargement (up to 1 month after MI).19 In another
2DTTE study of patients after first acuteMI, inwhich some patients
received thrombolytic therapy and some did not, thrombolytic
therapy determined the initial volumes and EF; vessel patency
determined subsequent changes in volumes and EF at 6-week
follow-up.20 Another study has shown that at the time of ST eleva-
tion MI, the extent and transmurality of infarct and microvascular
obstruction (no reflow phenomena) were increased in patients with
remodeling.21 In summary, large infarct size, transmurality (evi-
denced by cardiac enzymes, extent of wall motion abnormalities,
and duration of ischemia), and infarct-related vessel patency are
the most important predictors for chronic LV remodeling.
Fig. 52.3 demonstrates a large transmural inferior, inferolateral,
and anterolateral infarct with thinning and increased echoreflection
on TTE, and corresponding transmural fibrosis on MRI. This ven-
tricle is severely dilated, with severe dysfunction.

Treatment and Prevention of Adverse
Remodeling
In the contemporary era of medical therapy, angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibitors are the cornerstone of HF therapy. When
instituted early (within 48 hours postMI), ACE inhibitors can atten-
uate LV adverse remodeling, as shown by quantitative 2D TTE
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right image is a delayed enhancementmagnetic resonance image (MRI) demonstrating transmural infarction in the same areas (arrows point to the edge
of the infarct). The LV end-diastolic volume was 371 mL, end-systolic volume was 271 mL, and LV ejection fraction was 27%. LV, Left ventricle.
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data.22 This abolition of LV dilatation has translated into significant
benefits in the mortality rate over the past decades.4 Beta-blocker
therapy provides additional protection against adverse remodeling
by decreasing LV EDV and ESV and increasing EF post MI in
patients with HF.23 Mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists also
have favorable remodeling effects by decreasing ventricular vol-
umes and improving EF.24

A number of studies have demonstrated that myocardial reper-
fusion reduces infarct size and improves regional LV systolic func-
tion.25 However, 24% to 34% of patients who received primary
coronary angioplasty26 and optimal medical therapy still present
with adverse remodeling at 6 months to 1 year of follow-up.27 Car-
diac resynchronization therapy in patients with mechanical dyssyn-
chrony28 and restrictive annuloplasty for ischemic MR at the time
of coronary revascularization29 showed promising results in
reverse LV remodeling. In contrast, surgical ventriculoplasty was
shown to successfully reduce LV ESV when added to coronary
bypass surgery but failed to demonstrate any benefit in terms of
improvement in symptoms or a reduction in hospitalizations or
death.30

Early Detection of Adverse Remodeling
In the perimyocardial infarction period, a number of echocardio-
graphic parameters have been used to predict adverse remodeling.
Baseline post-MI wall motion abnormalities, LV dilation, and
restrictive mitral deceleration time were all found to predict
Figure 52.4. Circumferential 2D speckle tracking imaging demonstrates that
in patients with remodeling (right) than in patients without remodeling (left). (R
et al.: Left ventricular dyssynchrony acutely after myocardial infarction predict
adverse LV remodeling in a large study of patients post MI.31 Lon-
gitudinal strain, assessed by tissue Doppler imaging and 2D speckle
tracking echocardiography (STE), in the segments of the infarct ter-
ritory were independent predictors of LV adverse remodeling in
patients with acute anterior MI.32 Circumferential strain rates from
STE in the parasternal short-axis midcavity viewwas strongly asso-
ciated with adverse remodeling in a large cohort of patients with
LV dysfunction (EF 35% or less), or clinical signs of heart failure,
or both post acuteMI.33 The presence of LV dyssynchrony assessed
by STE was strongly associated with the extent of LV dilation after
acute MI, as shown in Fig. 52.4.34 In a small study of 21 patients
after acute MI, 3D echo sphericity index post MI was most signif-
icantly correlated with subsequent adverse remodeling at 6 months
to 1 year.10
VIABILITY
The concept of hibernating myocardium was first introduced in
1985 by Rahimtoola,35 who described the chronically underper-
fused viable myocardium that has persistently impaired contractile
function. Reduction in blood flow in hibernating myocardium
can be greater than 70%.36 Viability by dobutamine stress echocar-
diography predicts recovery of LV function37 and improved sur-
vival38 in patients with and without diabetes.39 The best
prognosis after revascularization is in patients whose myocardium
is viable and whose LVEF improves with revascularization.40
the extent of LV dyssynchrony after acutemyocardial infarctionwas larger
eproduced with permission from Mollema SA, Liem SS, Suffoletto MS,
s left ventricular remodeling, J Am Coll Cardiol 50(16):1532-1540, 2007.)



Figure 52.5. Low-power myocardial contrast echocardiography in the end-systolic frames demonstrating that there was homogeneous opacification
on the left panel and lack of opacification on the right panel. Arrows point to the regions of interest (Reproduced with permission from Janardhanan R,
Swinburn JM, Greaves K, et al.: Usefulness of myocardial contrast echocardiography using low-power continuous imaging early after acutemyocardial
infarction to predict late functional left ventricular recovery, Am J Cardiol 92(5):493-497, 2003.)
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Low and high dose dobutamine echocardiography with atropine
to detect the presence of viable myocardium has been shown to be
safe in majority of patients.41 The protocol includes starting with a
low dose dobutamine infusion (5 μg/kg/min) and increasing that
dose to 10 μg/kg/min after 5 minutes. The dose is then increased
by 10 μg/kg/min every 3 minutes to 40 μg/kg/min, and continued
at 40 μg/kg/min for 6 minutes. If ischemic symptoms are not pres-
ent and the target heart rate is not reached, atropine is administered
in 0.25-mg increments to a maximum of 2 mg while continuing the
maximum dose of dobutamine infusion.41 The myocardium is con-
sidered viable when there is a classic biphasic response (improve-
ment of wall motion during the 5 to 10 μg/kg/min dose and
worsening wall movement during the high dose), sustained
improvement, or worsening at both low and high doses.42 Substan-
tial viability with four or more viable segments has a favorable
prognosis after revascularization.42 Patients with two or more aki-
netic segments that become dyskinetic at peak dobutamine stress
are at high risk for adverse cardiac events during and following
revascularization, including death, MI, and HF.43

Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) provides infor-
mation on myocardial perfusion and can predict the extent of
myocardial viability. It is an independent predictor of cardiac
death or acute MI.44 The contrast defect index is calculated by
scoring the contrast intensity of each segment after microbubble
destruction. The scale used has a range of 1 to 3, with 1 being
homogeneous opacification, 2 being heterogeneous opacification,
and 3 being minimal or no opacification45 as demonstrated in
Fig. 52.5.

Strain Doppler echocardiography has been used to identify via-
ble myocardium after acute anterior MI before reperfusion therapy
using MRI 1 year after MI for gold standard scar assessment.46 As
expected, peak systolic strain is reduced in patients with less than
50% scar and further reduced in patients with greater than 50%
scar.46 The authors found that the most discriminating parameter,
with 90% sensitivity and 94% specificity in determining viability
(scar less than 50% of thickness of the myocardium), was systolic
lengthening time (time of dyskinesis) of greater than 67.3%.46

The assessment of myocardial viability in the Surgical Treat-
ment for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial of patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy (the majority with chronic stable angina)
using gated SPECT or dobutamine echocardiography did not iden-
tify patients whose survival benefitted from revascularization by
CABG rather than medical therapy.47 However, viability testing
was optional and a significant number of patients crossed over to
surgery. The large number of observational studies48 and the ran-
domized, controlled studies evaluating the utility of viability test-
ing49 in chronic ischemic cardiomyopathy still support the use of
viability testing in the management of patients.
ISCHEMIC MR
Ischemic MR is a complex and important sequela of old MI. All
components of the mitral apparatus are involved, including mitral
leaflet tethering, failure of mitral leaflet growth to compensate
adequately for tethering caused by ventricular remodeling,
mitral annular dilation and abnormal behavior, papillary muscle
infarction and dysfunction, and dysfunctional ventricular wall
and ventricular dilation. A detailed review on this topic is presented
in Chapter 119.
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53 End-Stage Cardiomyopathy due to Coronary
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End-stage coronary artery disease (CAD) typically manifests as a
dilated cardiomyopathy, commonly termed ischemic cardiomyop-
athy (ICM). Typically, ICM refers to a clinical state in which a
patient with known CAD has significant systolic dysfunction, usu-
ally with an ejection fraction (EF) of 35% or less. Clinically,
patients may present in multiple ways. The most common presen-
tation is that of a patient with clinical evidence of CADwho has had
a prior large myocardial infarction (MI) or multiple infarct events
and who now shows evidence of significant left ventricular (LV)
systolic dysfunction. In some circumstances (7% in one series),
there is no prior history of MI or known CAD.1 On coronary angi-
ography, these patients usually have severe and diffuse CAD.

The pathophysiology of ICM is a result of ischemic damage to the
myocardium. Extensive damage to the LV triggers neurohormonal
system activation, which initiates remodeling. The heart, in an
attempt to maintain output and pressure, begins to hypertrophy.
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The initial scar from the infarct may enlarge, stretch, and thin,
increasing the volume of the ventricle. In more extreme circum-
stances, an aneurysm may form. Normal myocytes that were not
affected by the initial infarction are forced to function under unfavor-
able loading conditions because of these structural changes. These
myocytes hypertrophy by elongation, allowing further enlargement
of the chamber. If the hypertrophy is inadequate, reduction of the
systolic performance of these noninfarcted cells occurs and remodel-
ing continues to be stimulated in a vicious cycle, eventually causing
symptomatic heart failure (HF).2,3

A key differentiating process for ICM is to determine if all of the
remodeling changes are irreversible because permanent scarring or
if some of the dysfunction is because of mechanical loss of contrac-
tility in myocytes that are still viable. Mechanical dysfunction may
improve following revascularization in the case of hibernating
myocardium, and this can be evaluated by dobutamine stress echo-
cardiography (see Chapter 61).4

ETIOLOGY OF VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION
In patients who present with HF who have a dilated cardiomyopa-
thy, it is almost impossible to determine the underlying etiology by
wall motion analysis alone. Occasionally, in patients who have
large aneurysms or very obvious thinning of segmental areas of
the ventricle, CAD can be declared the underlying etiology. In most
circumstances, however, a definite etiologic diagnosis is not possi-
ble without previous historical data proving the presence of a prior
infarction or coronary disease. When dysfunction is severe and
risks are significant for CAD, contemporary HF guidelines recom-
mend coronary angiography for definitive diagnosis.

CHARACTERIZATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR
SIZE AND FUNCTION
LV short-axis dimensions should be measured in all patients. This
is best done using 2D-based measurements from the parasternal
long-axis view. Care should be taken to fully position the ventricle
as perpendicular to the transducer as possible to allow optimal def-
inition of wall thickness and chamber dimensions. For serial imag-
ing, it’s important to maintain the same relative position for
measurements because response to therapy may determine future
treatment. Additional measurements may be of value, such as the
relative wall thickness and the eccentricity index.5 More severely
affected ICMs have a greater spherical shape.

The most important measurement is the calculation of ejection
fraction (EF). Frequently, EF is determined by visual analysis;
intraobserver variability is better than interobserver variability.
When the same individual reviews serial studies, reproducibility
of the EF is reasonable (�5% to 10%).6 Because the detection of
change with therapy is of such vital importance, it is mandatory that
previous studies be reviewed before drawing conclusions about
change in size and function. Regional function should also be
reported by scoring the severity of segmental dysfunction semi-
quantitatively in each segment of the 17-segment model. This is
important for determining the effect of not only medical therapy
but of reperfusion interventions.5

Quantitative methods measuring LV volume and EF are readily
available. The preferred measurement technique is the method of
disks, calculated from two orthogonal apical views. Care must be
taken to obtain full definition of ventricular size, particularly the
true long axis of the heart. Frequently, foreshortening occurs in api-
cal imaging, which can result in substantial underestimation of LV
size and inaccuracy in evaluating ventricular function. Interobser-
ver variability remains high (10% to 15%), but may be improved by
use of contrast.7 For serial studies, it is important to obtain equiv-
alent views for maximum accuracy in detecting change in volume
and function.5 To overcome some of the limitations of 2D
quantification, 3D techniques have been introduced and show con-
siderable promise. Comparative studies with magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) have shown 3D quantification to be superior to
2D quantification.5,8

Alternate methods for analyzing LV size and function have
been proposed. The most promising is strain analysis. Strain, par-
ticularly when calculated using speckle tracking techniques, is not
angle-dependent and can be calculated in multiple ways (i.e.,
longitudinal, circumferential, radial). Although strain can be cal-
culated regionally, presently, global techniques of calculating
strain based upon multiple 2D views or newer 3D techniques
show the most promise in providing independent prognostic infor-
mation that may affect treatment goals for patients with ICM
(Fig. 53.1).9

RIGHT VENTRICLE
RV size and function are highly variable in ICM. Better preserva-
tion of RV function is generally associated with better exercise
capacity and improved long-term prognosis. Evaluation of the
RV is not easily quantified. The majority of clinical studies of
patients with HF characterize the RV as mildly, moderately, or
severely increased in size and similarly reduced in function. This,
unfortunately, is highly subjective. Fractional area change can be
measured by tracing the endocardial area of the chamber in the
four-chamber view at end-systole and end-diastole. Values of less
than 20% are associated with increasingly poor prognosis. A short-
axis to long-axis ratio that is greater than 0.6 is also associated with
worse prognosis. Tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE) continues to be used as a measure of global RV systolic
performance. Values less than 7.5 mm of excursion are associated
with worsening outcomes in RV function. Hemodynamic measure-
ments of RV pressures using the tricuspid regurgitant jet and esti-
mates of central venous pressure are particularly valuable for
assessing right-sided hemodynamics, and should be measured rou-
tinely. Patients with ICM and severe RV dysfunction and enlarge-
ment have a poor long-term prognosis, as do patients with
combined RV systolic dysfunction and significant pulmonary
hypertension.5,10

DIASTOLIC FUNCTION
For patients with HF, evaluation of diastolic function and estima-
tion of LV filling pressure is important. Virtually all patients with
ICM have some degree of diastolic dysfunction. Thus the main
issue is determining severity. Multiple components of the exam
must be evaluated: the mitral valve Doppler inflow signal, partic-
ularly the early to late ventricular filling velocities (E/A) ratio and
early diastolic deceleration time; tissue Doppler evaluation of
mitral annular motion (e0) and the mitral velocity to early diastolic
velocity (E/e0) ratio; the pulmonary vein Doppler inflow pattern;
left atrial volume; and estimated pulmonary artery pressure and
central venous pressure. Using current American Society of Echo-
cardiography (ASE) guidelines, a determination of the severity of
diastolic dysfunction and an evaluation for the presence of high LV
filling pressures can be made to gauge response to therapy and
long-term prognosis. Patients who have persistently severe dia-
stolic dysfunction with a restrictive filling pattern have a much
worse prognosis compared with those who, after initiation of treat-
ment, show a considerable decline in the severity of diastolic dys-
function, back to type 1 abnormality (see Section X on diastolic
function). Indeed, a type 1 filling abnormality represents the best
that most ICM patients can achieve.11

MITRAL REGURGITATION
Determining the severity of mitral valve regurgitation (MR) is an
important component of the ICM exam. MR can vary dramatically,
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from virtually no regurgitation to severe regurgitation. Most
patients have some degree of MR, which increases the severity
of HF symptoms, reduces net cardiac output, and increases loading
conditions on an already dysfunctional LV. The valve is usually
anatomically normal; the malfunctions are caused by remodeling
changes. The effectiveness of valve coaptation is closely related
to the amount of tissue available for overlap between the two leaf-
lets. Dilation of the annulus of the valve apparatus secondary to left
atrial and LV enlargement tends to stretch both leaflets away from
each other. LV long-axis enlargement tethers the mitral apparatus
leaflets toward the apex of the ventricle, and spherical enlargement
malpositions papillary muscles, restricting motion of the leaflets
and moving the coaptation point of the leaflets deeper into the
LV. Reduced contractility of the papillary muscles, which may
be asymmetric because of variable ischemic damage, further
restricts valve motion and increases the severity of regurgitation
(see Chapters 117, 119, and 122).
LEFT VENTRICULAR ANEURYSM
Aneurysms may form following large MI in multiple locations of
the LV. Although most commonly identified with apical shape
change, significant aneurysms can occur following an inferior or
inferolateral MI. In most circumstances, these aneurysms involve
substantial shape changes, beginning at the base of the inferior
and inferolateral walls. Aneurysms are characterized by a wide
opening and a continuation of the endocardial surface throughout
the entire structure. Aneurysms make quantification of LV vol-
umes, particularly LV function, difficult. Qualitative characteriza-
tion of the aneurysm and careful evaluation for the presence of
thrombi are important considerations for patients with worsening
ventricular function and progressively reduced efficiency of con-
traction. Off-axis views may also help fully characterize the shape
of the aneurysm if surgical repair is needed.
SERIAL EVALUATION
HF caused by ICM is a chronic disease with multiple potential
interventions. Echocardiography plays a key role in evaluating
ICM. Consistent, high-quality imaging with consistent patient posi-
tioning, transducer placement, gain settings, and characterization of
hemodynamics will allow the most accurate initial diagnosis and
characterization of change over time.
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Box 54.1 Classification of Coronary Anomalies
in Human Hearts

A. Anomalies of origination and course
1. Absent left main trunk (split origination of LCA)
2. Anomalous location of coronary ostium within aortic root

or near proper aortic sinus of Valsalva (for each artery)
a. High
b. Low
c. Commissural

3. Anomalous location of coronary ostium outside normal “coronary”
aortic sinuses
a. Right posterior aortic sinus
b. Ascending aorta
c. Left ventricle
d. Right ventricle
e. Pulmonary artery

(1) LCA that arises from posterior-facing sinus
(2) Cx that arises from posterior-facing sinus
(3) LAD that arises from posterior-facing sinus
(4) RCA that arises from anterior right-facing sinus
(5) Ectopic location (outside facing sinuses) of any coronary

artery from pulmonary artery
(a) From anterior left sinus
(b) From pulmonary trunk
(c) From pulmonary branch

f. Aortic arch
g. Innominate artery
h. Right carotid artery
i. Internal mammary artery
j. Bronchial artery
k. Subclavian artery
Congenital coronary artery (CA) anomalies have many diverse
pathologies, including benign variations in CA anatomy and pat-
terns that predispose to sudden cardiac death (SCD). Broadly
speaking, congenital CA anomalies include abnormalities in (1)
CA origin, (2) CA course or distribution, and (3) CA termination
(fistulae). This chapter focuses on the echocardiographic evalua-
tion of anomalous CA origin, with special attention paid to anom-
alous CA origin from the opposite sinus (ACAOS) of Valsalva.

ACAOS has particular clinical importance because it has been
associated with SCD in asymptomatic, healthy young adults.
ACAOS is clinically meaningful when the proximal course of
the CA travels between the aorta and pulmonary artery (interarterial
course). The prevalence of ACAOS with interarterial course is
unknown and varies widely across reports (0.17%-1%), depending
on the population studied and the imaging modality used.1,2 Addi-
tional risk factors for sudden death are thought to include narrow
(slit-like) orifice of the anomalous CA, intramural course, and
dynamic compression of the CA.

Accurate diagnosis of ACAOS by transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy (TTE) is possible, but it depends on suitable acoustic windows,
protocols optimized for visualizing CA anatomy, and highly trained
sonographers. In children and thin young adults, two separate CA
ostia can be seen approximately 90% of the time using 2D TTE
with color Doppler, thereby allowing exclusion of most important
CA anomalies.3,4 Rarely, however, false negative studies have
preceded SCD.3 In selected patients, transesophageal echocardiog-
raphy (TEE) can identify CA ostia when TTE is inadequate,5

but increasingly, cross-sectional imaging with computed tomogra-
phy (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used for def-
inition of CA.
l. Descending thoracic aorta
4. Anomalous location of coronary ostium at improper sinus

(which may involve joint origination or “single” coronary pattern)
a. RCA that arises from left anterior sinus, with anomalous

course
(1) Posterior atrioventricular groove or retrocardiac
(2) Retroaortic
(3) Between aorta and pulmonary artery (intramural)
(4) Intraseptal
(5) Anterior to pulmonary outflow
(6) Posteroanterior interventricular groove (wraparound)

b. LAD that arises from right anterior sinus, with anomalous
course
(1) Between aorta and pulmonary artery (intramural)
(2) Intraseptal
(3) Anterior to pulmonary outflow
(4) Posteroanterior interventricular groove (wraparound)

c. Cx that arises from right anterior sinus, with anomalous
course
(1) Posterior atrioventricular groove
(2) Retroaortic

d. LCA that arises from right anterior sinus, with anomalous
(1) Posterior atrioventricular groove
(2) Retroaortic
(3) Between aorta and pulmonary artery
(4) Intraseptal
(5) Anterior to pulmonary outflow
(6) Posteroanterior interventricular groove

5. Single coronary artery (see A4)
B. Anomalies of intrinsic coronary arterial anatomy

1. Congenital ostial stenosis or atresia (LCA, LAD, RCA, Cx)
2. Coronary ostial dimple

Continued
CLASSIFICATION OF CORONARY ARTERY
ANOMALIES
Although the definition of a coronary artery anomaly (CAA) is
debated, one classification scheme created by Angelini2,6,7 defines
CAA as an anatomic variation occurring in less than 1% of the pop-
ulation. Many types of CAAs have been described (Box 54.1), but
few are clinically significant. The majority of CAAs are clinically
silent and remain undetected; therefore, the prevalence of CAAs
remains uncertain. This uncertainty is compounded by nonstandard
definitions of what constitutes a coronary anomaly and differences in
referral populations and various imaging modalities, such as echo-
cardiography, angiography, CT, and MRI.1 In a prospective case
series of 1950 subjects referred for angiography, Angelini et al.8

found CAAs in 5.64% of patients. The majority were benign, but
1.1% had ACAOS. Other authors, using different modalities in dis-
similar populations, have found lower rates8; the incidence of 1.1%
found by Yamanaka and Hobbes8a by cardiac catheterization is typ-
ical. Although Angelini concedes that the study is limited by referral
bias, it does illustrate the relatively high prevalence of ACAOS,
arguably the anomaly most strongly associated with SCD.9,10

ACAOS is the most common CAA associated with SCD in
young athletes.9,10 Although both anomalous right coronary arter-
ies (RCA) and left coronary arteries (LCA) have been described
with ACAOS, the presence of an ectopic LCA originating from
the right sinus of Valsalva appears to have a higher risk associated
with it. (Fig. 54.1, Video 54.1, and Fig. 54.2). The mechanism of
SCD in athletes with ACAOS is not clear. SCD appears to be
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in Human Hearts—cont'd

3. Coronary ectasia or aneurysm
4. Absent coronary artery
5. Coronary hypoplasia
6. Intramural coronary artery (muscular bridge)
7. Subendocardial coronary course
8. Coronary crossing
9. Anomalous origination of posterior descending artery from

the anterior descending branch or a septal penetrating branch
10. Split RCA

a. Proximal+distal PDs that both arise from RCA
b. Proximal PD that arises from RCA, distal PD that arises

from LAD
c. Parallel PDs�2 (arising from RCA, Cx) or “codominant”

11. Split LAD
a. LAD+ first large septal branch
b. LAD, double (parallel LADs)

12. Ectopic origination of first septal branch
a. RCA
b. Right sinus
c. Diagonal
d. Ramus
e. Cx

C. Anomalies of coronary termination
1. Inadequate arteriolar/capillary ramifications
2. Fistulas from RCA, LCA, or infundibular artery to

a. Right ventricle
b. Right atrium
c. Coronary sinus
d. Superior vena cava
e. Pulmonary artery
f. Pulmonary vein
g. Left atrium
h. Left ventricle
i. Multiple, right+ left ventricles

D. Anomalous anastomotic vessels

Cx, Circumflex; LAD, left anterior descending coronary artery; LCA, left coronary
artery; PD, posterior descending branch; RCA, right coronary artery.

(Adapted from Angelini P. Coronary artery anomalies: an entity in search of
an identity, Circulation 115:1296-1305, 2007.)
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Figure 54.1. Parasternal short axis view at the level of the aortic valve,
clockwise rotated. The left coronary artery (arrow) is seen arising from the
right sinus of Valsalva with an inter-arterial course. The asterisk indicates
the left anterior descending coronary artery and the arrowhead points to
the left circumflex coronary artery. AoV, Aortic valve; PA, pulmonary
artery (see also Video 54.1).
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Figure 54.2. Coronary computed tomography demonstrating an
anomalous right coronary artery arising from the left sinus of Valsalva with
an interarterial course. The arrow points to the anomalous right coronary
artery, and the asterisk indicates the left main coronary artery. AoV, Aor-
tic valve; PA, pulmonary artery.
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limited to patients with an interarterial course, and those with an
intramural course appear to be at highest risk. For that reason, it
has been speculated that vessel compression and resultant myocar-
dial ischemia lead to SCD in young individuals.2,7,9 The intramural
nature and acute angle of takeoff has also been implicated in epi-
sodic ischemia in athletes undergoing significant physical exer-
tion.2,9 Indeed, controversy exists among which is more
important: (1) the coronary artery coursing between the aorta
and the pulmonary artery; (2) the intramural course, particularly
the length; or (3) the degree of acute angle takeoff. In a review
of two large registries of SCD in young competitive athletes,9 27
cases have been attributed to ACAOS found during autopsy. The
authors found that in those 27 cases, the athletes died either during
or after intense physical exertion. Furthermore, 12 of the subjects
(45%) experienced premonitory symptoms such as syncope or
chest pain in the days to months leading up to their terminal event.
Importantly, none had evidence of myocardial ischemia with tread-
mill stress testing. This study highlights the importance of consid-
ering ACAOS in competitive athletes who present with exertional
chest pain who have a normal cardiac examination and ECG. It also
highlights the limitations of stress testing for making this diagnosis.
With early detection, these athletes can be excluded from compet-
itive sports to reduce their risk of SCD until the ACAOS is
corrected.

Another CAA involving abnormalities in CA origin is anoma-
lous origin of the left or right coronary artery from the pulmonary
artery (ALCAPA or ARCAPA) (Figs. 54.3, 54.4, 54.5, and 54.6;
Videos 54.4, 54.5, and 54.6, A, B). ALCAPA typically presents
with heart failure in infancy.11 The CA which arises normally from
the aortic root is invariably dilated. The anomalous CA has retro-
grade collateral perfusion and drains into the pulmonary artery. The
most common variant of this anomaly, in which the LCA originates
from pulmonary artery (Bland-White-Garland syndrome), can
cause chronic myocardial ischemia due to decreased perfusion
pressure and oxygenation of the LCA blood supply caused by its
pulmonary artery source. The presence of collateralization can also
lead to coronary steal with left-to-right shunting. In a small propor-
tion of patients, robust collaterals provide adequate myocardial
blood flow and delay presentation until adolescence or adulthood.
These patients may present with ventricular arrhythmias, cardio-
myopathy, ischemic mitral regurgitation, or SCD as a result of
chronic left ventricular subendocardial ischemia.12 ARCAPA gen-
erally has a more favorable prognosis.
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Figure 54.3. Volume-rendered computed tomography showing a
dilated anomalous right coronary artery arising from the pulmonary artery
(ARCAPA; arrow). PA, Pulmonary artery.
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MULTIMODALITY IMAGING FOR
THE IDENTIFICATION OF CORONARY
ARTERY ANOMALIES
Multiple imaging techniques13 are used to detect, characterize, and
predict the prognosis of the known major anomalies. Coronary
angiography with or without intravascular ultrasound has been
the mainstay, and can be useful for definitive diagnosis in symp-
tomatic patients or patients with an aborted SCD, although it is
not acceptable as a screening tool because it is invasive, costly,
Ao
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Figure 54.4. 2D and color Doppler echocardiography at the level of the pul
pulmonary artery (ARCAPA; arrow). Note the blue diastolic coronary flow int
collateral perfusion from the left coronary artery and drains into the pulmona
and riskier than other methods.14 Computed tomographic angiog-
raphy (CTA) offers clear spatial resolution, although risks include
ionizing radiation and contrast in young patients.1 Cardiac mag-
netic resonance (CMR) imaging is particularly attractive because
of its lack of radiation. It is also optimal for anatomic definition,2

although its cost, time requirements, noise level, and potential to
induce claustrophobia are downsides. Furthermore, the ability of
CMR to assess collateral vessels, coronary fistulas, or CAs originat-
ing from the ventricle or pulmonary artery is limited.15 TTE and, to
a lesser extent,16 TEE are imaging techniques with a significant
research history and clinical utilization for detection of CAA.
TTE is particularly well-suited for screening, and TEE for more
detailed confirmation of CA course. Both modalities are advanta-
geous because of the absence of radiation and their widespread
availability; and TTE is also noninvasive (Figs. 54.7 and 54.8;
Videos 54.7 and 54.8).

IMAGING PROTOCOL FOR TRANSTHORACIC
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The goal of transthoracic imaging of the CA is to visualize the
major CAs’ (right, left main, left anterior descending, and circum-
flex) proximal course and demonstrate antegrade flow to the CAs.
The first step in echocardiographic diagnosis is to understand the
low prevalence of coronary anomalies and to suspect an anatomical
variant or true anomaly in the setting of coexisting congenital heart
disease. Coronary anomalies are associated with bicuspid aortic
valves and the tetralogy of Fallot.17,18 In those circumstances,
the sonographer or clinician should make an attempt to document
the origin of both coronary ostia.

Basic TTE setup should include minimization of digital com-
pression and use of harmonic imaging. In most adults and virtually
all children, the ostia of the left main and right CA can be detected
by scanning the parasternal short axis at the base of the heart, spe-
cifically at the level of the sinuses of Valsalva. The proximal left
main CA can be visualized at the 4-o’clock position. Slight clock-
wise rotation from the short-axis view shows the bifurcation of the
left anterior descending and the circumflex CAs. Sliding cephalad
Speed Speed Normal

monary artery, showing anomalous right coronary artery arising from the
o the pulmonary artery demonstrating that the ARCAPA has retrograde
ry artery (see also Video 54.4). Ao, Aorta; PA, pulmonary artery.
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Figure 54.5. Apical four-chamber view with color Doppler in a patient with anomalous right coronary artery from the pulmonary artery (ARCAPA).
Arrows point to diastolic color flow across the ventricular septum from dilated coronary collaterals. These can be distinguished from ventricular septal
defects by their low velocity diastolic flow (see also Video 54.5).

PA

Figure 54.6. Parasternal long-axis view of the anomalous left coronary artery draining into the pulmonary artery (ALCAPA), resulting in retrograde flow.
Shown is coronary flow (arrow) and orange Doppler flow (see also Video 54.6, A,B). PA, Pulmonary artery.
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toward the sinotubular ridge and looking at the 10-o’clock position
will usually show the RCA ostium. The right and left CAs can also
usually be identified from the parasternal long-axis view, and left-
ward angulation of the transducer shows the left CA bifurcation.
Color Doppler identifies flow into the CA origins. Doppler velocity
range should be set low (approximately 15 cm/sec) to record the
low velocity diastolic flow. If both ostia can be visualized arising
from the appropriate anatomic location, the likelihood of a danger-
ous CAA is low. However, some anomalies, such as myocardial
bridging and CA fistulae, may still be present. Therefore additional
imaging may be warranted. A CAA should be considered if only
one ostium is located, if an origin or coursing artery appears dilated,
or if proximal course appears abnormal. The dilation may be caused
by excessive flow from a fistula or, less commonly, ARCAPA or



Figure 54.7. 2D transesophageal echocardiography showing the left
main coronary artery arising from the left aortic sinus of Valsalva
(arrow) (see also Video 54.7).

Figure 54.8. 3D transesophageal echocardiography showing the left
main coronary artery arising from the left aortic sinus of Valsalva and
bifurcation of the coronary artery (arrow) (see also Video 54.8).
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ALCAPA. Excessive flow by color Doppler in the septum or ventric-
ular walls can be another clue to search for a CAA, as it is commonly
seen in ARCAPA, ALCAPA, or CA fistulae. A detailed technique
for imaging all coronary segments is well described earlier in this
chapter.4 There are no studies that methodologically compare the
sensitivity and specificity of different imaging modalities for CAAs.

INCIDENCE OF CORONARY ANOMALIES
DIAGNOSED BY ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The largest prospective CAA echocardiography study examined
2388 asymptomatic children and adolescents (0-21 years of age)
over a 3-year period.1 TTE diagnosis was made using standard
TTE and color Doppler. Four children (0.17%, 2.5-18 years old)
were found to have ACAOS, and all cases were confirmed with cor-
onary angiography. The higher prevalence of ACAOS compared
with autopsy studies in young athletes may have been because of
selection bias caused by the children’s referral to echocardiogra-
phy. The sensitivity and false negative rate of TTE was not deter-
mined because patients with normal studies did not have additional
testing. One patient thought to have normal CA origins by TTE sub-
sequently had SCD and was found to have an anomalous CA at
autopsy, confirming that TTE does not have perfect sensitivity
for the detection of ACAOS, even in children.
Yang and Nanda12 studied the echocardiographic features of
ALCAPA. They retrospectively reviewed 8 cases of angiographic-
ally confirmed ALCAPA. Two cases were infantile-type, with few
right-to-left CA collaterals as evidenced by a paucity of transseptal
color flow Doppler signals. Infantile type also demonstrated
increased papillary echogenicity with thinned, dilated left ventri-
cles and non-dilated right coronary ostia. In contrast, the remaining
cases were found to have extensive flow signals in the septum, a
positive sign suggesting significant right-to-left collaterals and
were deemed “older type.” In this group, the left ventricle was
not always dilated, but the right coronary diameter was enlarged.
A common feature between both ALCAPA types in this study
was evidence of a low velocity, prominent diastolic flow in seen
in the pulmonary artery. The authors also described a common dis-
tracter in 4 cases: a parallel echolucent space that appeared to arise
from the aorta, which may have been mistaken for a LCA but was
actually the insertion of the transverse sinus of the pericardium.

The original use of 3D TEE for delineation of the course of
anomalous CAs was performed by Nanda and colleagues19 in a
series consisting of four adult patients. 2D and 3D TEE was
prompted in all four cases by an angiogram that identified an anom-
alous CA but was unable to identify the actual course; specifically,
a course between the aorta and the pulmonary artery. Using 2D
TEE and gated reconstructive 3D TEE, including 3D color Dopp-
ler, the team was able to confirm the course between the pulmonary
artery and the aorta in all cases. In two of the cases, both multiplane
2D TEE and 3D TEE were able to identify an anterior aortic intra-
mural course, a feature that could not be determined by contrast
angiography. In these cases, the echocardiographic findings were
essential for clinical management, even after cardiac catheteriza-
tion, and the authors felt the 3D images improved confidence in
the course of the artery, particularly in the case of intramural path-
way. Since the advent of real-time 3D TEE, there have been few
publications on this subject.

PERIOPERATIVE TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
If a diagnosis has been made by another modality, such as CTA or
MRI, real-time 3D TEE has also been described for intraoperative
anatomical localization for surgical planning and perioperative
monitoring before and after repair to ensure a successful outcome
and the absence of residual shunting. In a case described by Jin
et al.,15 a 68-year-old woman was diagnosed with ALCAPA by
CTA after a transthoracic echo demonstrated a dilated right CA
and dilated left ventricle. Because the patient was symptomatic,
with coronary steal and resultant left ventricular dysfunction, she
was taken to the OR for venous bypass grafting, and 2D color
Doppler was able to visualize the abnormal diastolic continuous
flow at the supposed origin of the LCA in the pulmonary artery.
However, they could only locate the LCA ostium with real-time
3D TEE color Doppler. After surgical repair, the shunting was
no longer visualized. Ilgenli and colleagues16 also described a case
in which 3D TEE of the main pulmonary artery with B-mode and
color flow was able to assist in identifying the origin of the LCA in
a patient with Eisenmenger syndrome. 2D TTE could not identify
the origin. This study demonstrated that 3D TEE added to the con-
fidence level of the physicians for accurately identifying the CA
ostium and it also allowed identification of a defect in an aortopul-
monary window surgically created 13 years before to the
present exam.

CONCLUSION
CAs, although rare, can be clinically devastating because of their
propensity to cause SCD, particularly in young athletes. Anoma-
lous origin of CAs from the pulmonary artery, although well
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described in the pediatric population, is rare in adolescents and
adults; therefore, it should be considered, but it is unlikely to be
of clinical importance, particularly in young athletes. Echocardiog-
raphy allows visualization of the origin and initial course of the
CAs. This is the most important part of the anatomy of anomalous
CAs because the majority of intermittent ischemia and causes of
sudden death are related to anomalous origin, either from the oppo-
site cusp and/or a very acute takeoff.

To date, 2D TTE augmented by color Doppler has been the
modality most used to diagnose CAAs. The relatively recent
development of 3D TTE has dramatically improved the tomo-
graphic capabilities of this imaging modality. The ability to “crop”
through the CAs allows echocardiography to follow the CA course
farther than could be done in 2D TTE. Nevertheless, few large
prospective series evaluating the diagnosis and natural history
of anomalous coronary artery using 3D echocardiography have
been undertaken.
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Patricia A. Pellikka, MD
In 1979 the use of cross-sectional echocardiography to detect
reversible segmental dyssynergy during bicycle exercise was first
described.1 Although the feasibility was limited, stress echocardi-
ography was born: two-dimensional echocardiography was used to
recognize exercise-induced regional myocardial ischemia in areas
subtended by stenosed coronary arteries. Subsequent developments
have resulted in the widespread acceptance of stress echocardiog-
raphy and appreciation of its many advantages for detecting myo-
cardial ischemia and viability and predicting prognosis, as well as
for assessing other forms of heart disease.

Important technologic advances in the 1980s set the stage for fur-
ther development of stress echocardiography. Digital echocardiogra-
phy allowed the acquisition of cine-loop images, so that the cardiac
cycles in which the endocardiumwas best visualized at rest and with
stress could be acquired, saved, and replayed side by side.2 This
facilitated storage, display, and interpretation of stress echocardio-
grams. The development of tissue harmonic imaging and other tech-
nologic advances of ultrasound systems and the approval by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration of contrast agents for left ventricular
endocardial border detection in patients in whom one or more seg-
ments could not be adequately visualized3 greatly increased the fea-
sibility of stress echocardiographic imaging. Various stress testing
protocols have been developed and combined with echocardiogra-
phy. These include treadmill exercise, upright or supine bicycle exer-
cise, and various other methods for the patient unable to exercise.
These nonexercise methods of stress testing include pharmacologic
agents such as dobutamine,4 dipyridamole,5 and adenosine, with or
without atropine6 or handgrip. The heart rate may also be increased
by inserting a transesophageal pacing catheter,7 or if the patient has a
permanent pacemaker, its rate can be increased. In the patient with
resting regional wall motion abnormalities or global left ventricular
systolic dysfunction, myocardial viability can be demonstrated by
multistage stress echocardiography using dobutamine8 or exercise,
in which images are obtained at each stage.

Validation studies of stress echocardiography were performed
in the early 1990s.9 These studies documented the sensitivity and
specificity of treadmill and bicycle exercise and pharmacologic
stress echocardiography for detection of angiographic stenosis of
a major coronary artery or significant branch vessel. Although
not perfect, the results were superior to those obtained with exercise
electrocardiography and had a higher specificity compared with the
more widely used nuclear medicine technique of stress single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT).10 At this point,
the evidence supporting stress echocardiography as a valid test for
evaluating patients with known or suspected coronary artery dis-
ease was regarded by the American Society of Echocardiography
(ASE) as sufficient to merit a guidelines document. Hence in
1998, such a document was published.11 It reviewed the validation
studies and the methodology for performing the stress echocardiog-
raphy, including the necessary equipment and personnel, stress pro-
tocols, and analysis techniques. It also provided recommendations
regarding the necessary training to perform and interpret studies;
when such practices are followed, good reproducibility for segmen-
tal wall motion assessment has been demonstrated.12
The next necessary step towards acceptance of stress echocardi-
ography was to document its prognostic value. The utility of stress
echocardiography in distinguishing patients at low risk versus those
at high risk for cardiovascular events and mortality, based on stress
echocardiography results and specific stress test characteristics,13,14

was accomplished in large studies of consecutive patients from mul-
tiple institutions that had experience with the technique. The prog-
nostic utility of stress echocardiography was thus shown with
exercise stress15,16 and with pharmacologic stress12,17,18 in patients
with known or suspected coronary artery disease, including those
with various symptom presentations,19 left ventricular dysfunction,20

left bundle branch block,21 and prior coronary artery revasculariza-
tion.22 Stress echocardiography was shown to have a prognostic
value similar to that of stress nuclear perfusion imaging.23 This large
body of evidence prompted the ASE to issue new guidelines for
stress echocardiography in 2007.24

Although stress echocardiography had already become the stress
test of choice at many large academic centers, its usefulness gained
broader attention during 2009, when an unexpected shortage of
radioisotopes for SPECT imaging prompted the more widespread
application of stress echocardiography. Increasing requirements
for preauthorization for the more expensive SPECT studies also con-
tributed to increased use of stress echocardiography. More recently,
greater physician and public awareness of the radiation exposure
required during myocardial perfusion testing25 has contributed to
the interest in stress echocardiography as an excellent alternative.

Compared with other forms of stress testing with imaging, stress
echocardiography has several important advantages. The versatility
of stress echocardiography is unparalleled. The rest images obtained
at the start of stress allow rapid recognition of many conditions that
can contribute to cardiac symptoms, such as valvular heart disease,
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, aortic dissection, diastolic dysfunc-
tion, pulmonary hypertension, and pericardial effusion. Incidental
findings readily appreciated at the time of baseline image acquisition,
such as left ventricular hypertrophy in a patient with hypertension,
may influence prognosis and treatment decisions. Moreover, in the
patient with cardiac symptoms, assessment is not limited to detection
of ischemia; diastolic function, valvular heart disease, intraventricular
gradients, and pulmonary artery pressures may be evaluated at rest
and during stress to assess the contributions of these conditions to
the patient’s symptoms.26

Another advantage of stress echocardiography is its safety.
Exercise and dobutamine stress echocardiography may be super-
vised by registered nurses, and the safety of this practice has been
well documented.27 Administration of radioactive isotopes and
iodinated contrast agents are not required, and contraindications
to testing, such as acute aortic dissection, cardiac tamponade,
and severe valvular heart disease, may be rapidly recognized at
the time of baseline imaging. Together these attributes confer a
safety profile superior to other tests. Moreover, for patients under-
going pharmacologic stress testing or supine bicycle stress testing,
imaging may be performed at each stage of stress. This allows rec-
ognition of the heart rate at which ischemia first develops, a unique
and useful feature of this test.
237
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Newmodalities and enhancements of stress echocardiographywill
further augment its utility, feasibility, and accuracy. These include the
use of myocardial contrast for perfusion imaging,28 three-dimensional
stress echocardiography,29 and strain rate imaging.30

From its beginnings more than 30 years ago as a test to detect
ischemic heart disease during bicycle exercise,1 stress echocardiog-
raphy has blossomed into a test that is applicable to many clinical
conditions.26 It has been well validated and widely accepted as an
extremely useful test for detecting myocardial ischemia and viabil-
ity, developing prognosis, and evaluating therapy.31 Thirty familiar
clinical scenarios in which stress echocardiography is appropriate
are described in “2011 Appropriate Use Criteria for Echocardiog-
raphy.”32 The value and utility of stress echocardiography in asses-
sing other forms of heart disease, including pulmonary
hypertension, cardiomyopathy, diastolic dysfunction, and valvular
heart disease, will continue to develop. It costs less than other forms
of stress imaging and does not require the use of radioactive iso-
topes, both of which make it a particularly attractive alternative.
In the current era, it is more important than ever to reduce costs
and prevent redundant testing, the versatility and comprehensive-
ness of this effective, widely available, and safe test distinguish
it. The subsequent chapters in this section will highlight the current
state of the art for stress echocardiography. Written by accom-
plished experts in the field, these chapters provide the reader with
an excellent understanding of the utility and applications of this
highly versatile test.
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56 Effects of Exercise, Pharmacological Stress,
and Pacing on the Cardiovascular System

Wojciech Kosmala, MD, PhD, Thomas H. Marwick, MD, PhD, MPH
The responses of the cardiovascular system to different stressors
are not homogeneous and vary with the nature of the approach.
Although laboratories typically have expertise with one or
two approaches, it is desirable to have experience with alter-
natives, because no one test suits all patients and clinical
scenarios.
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HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS
Hemodynamic effects of treadmill or bicycle exercise include an
increase in heart rate (due chiefly to sympathetic activation and
partly to parasympathetic withdrawal); increase in inotropic state;
increase in systolic blood pressure; decrease in systemic vascular
resistance; and increase in venous return (due to sympathetic vaso-
constriction of the large capacitance veins and the pumping effect
of skeletal muscles), contributing via the Frank-Starling mecha-
nism to the increase in stroke volume.1,2 The increment of blood
pressure with exercise is mainly due to an increase in cardiac out-
put, which outweighs the decline in peripheral resistance. The
opposite changes in afterload and preload are seen with isometric
(handgrip) exercise (Table 56.1).3,4

The major effects of dobutamine are mediated by β1-adrenergic
receptors. At low doses, an enhancement in myocardial contractil-
ity without tachycardia is a predominant response. At doses higher
than 20 μg/kg/min, there is an increase in systolic blood pressure to
about 170 mm Hg (i.e., by 30 to 40 mm Hg) and in heart rate to
about 120/min (i.e., by 40/min to 50/min).5,6 A decrease in blood
pressure at higher doses is common, most commonly due to the
vasodilating effect of dobutamine reflecting the stimulation of
β2-adrenergic receptors. Bradycardia is less common and reflects
a reflex response to blood pressure elevation or the activation of
mechanoreceptors due to myocardial hypercontractility, or both.

The most commonly used coronary vasodilators—dipyrida-
mole, adenosine, and regadenoson—involve the same metabolic
pathway, either increasing endogenous adenosine levels (dipyrida-
mole) or directly acting on the vasculature (exogenous adenosine or
regadenoson, which is an A2A adenosine receptor agonist).7 All
these agents produce a small decrease in blood pressure and modest
tachycardia with a minor increase in myocardial function.

Pacing represents an alternative method to increase cardiac
work by the induction of tachycardia, usually of 160 beats/min.
Atrial stimulation (either by transvenous or transesophageal
approach) is a preferable technique, because asynchronous regional
contractility from ventricular pacing provides interpretive chal-
lenges. Tachycardia attained with pacing is accompanied by stable
blood pressure and unchanged loading, and a major advantage of
this modality is a better hemodynamic control than with other
stressors.8,9 The disadvantage is that the lack of a suitable blood
pressure response leads to a modest increment of rate-pressure
product.

Ergonovine stress testing is thought to be the gold standard for
diagnosis of coronary artery spasm. This drug is an agonist for
β-adrenergic, dopamine, and serotonin receptors, through which
it induces coronary vasoconstriction. The high sensitivity of this
modality, even in patients with single-vessel spasm, can be
explained by the transmural nature of vasospastic ischemia leading
to severe wall motion abnormalities.10
MECHANISMS OF ISCHEMIA
Exercise, dobutamine, and pacing can induce myocardial ischemia
by increasing cardiac work and oxygen demand beyond what can
be maintained when the blood supply is limited by significant
TABLE 56.1 Physiologic Responses to Different Kinds of Stressors

Inotropic State Heart Rate Bloo

Isometric exercise (handgrip) " - "" " - "" """
Supine bicycle exercise "" """ """
Upright exercise "" """ """
Dobutamine """ "" " - "
Vasodilators " " #
Pacing (atrial) 0 """ 0

*Because of the Valsalva maneuver.
coronary stenosis. Additional mechanisms responsible for ischemia
include coronary flow maldistribution, with the reduction of suben-
docardial perfusion caused by adenosine accumulation in the myo-
cardial tissue during stress,9,11,12 and the oxygen-wasting effect of
dobutamine.13

The use of vasoactive stressors is based in part on the develop-
ment of perfusion heterogeneity. The generation of maximal vaso-
dilation causes flow heterogeneity because the hyperemic response
is limited in the territory supplied by a coronary stenosis. More con-
troversially, it has been thought to provoke ischemia through cor-
onary steal, implying that overperfusion of myocardial regions
supplied by normal coronary arteries is at the cost of the heart mus-
cle fed by the stenotic vessel (the so-called reverse Robin Hood
effect).12,14 In horizontal steal, vasodilation of distal arteriolar beds
of nonstenosed coronary artery causes a decrease in perfusion pres-
sure in the collateral circulation to the stenosed territory. Vertical
steal is characterized by vasodilator-induced depressurization of
the microcirculation in the territory of stenotic artery. The decrease
in pressure collapses the subendocardial vessels because extravas-
cular pressure in this layer is higher, and the subsequent flow mal-
distribution favors the subepicardium. Another contribution to the
ischemic effect of vasodilators is increased oxygen demand from a
reflex tachycardia in response to the decrease in blood pressure,12

or administration of atropine.
LEFT VENTRICULAR RESPONSE TO STRESS
The normal response elicited by inotropic stress includes an
increase in endocardial systolic movement, systolic wall thicken-
ing, and velocity of contraction. The typical effect of dobutamine
infusion is a reduction in end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes
and a rise in cardiac output, which results more from elevated heart
rate than stroke volume.15 An increased inotropic state together
with the substantial decrease in loading may cause left ventricular
(LV) cavity obliteration, which is a potential cause of false-
negative responses, due to reduced transmural wall stress and smal-
ler areas in which wall motion abnormalities can be identified.16

A key marker of ischemia is a decrease in regional myocardial
function from the resting level. The functional changes noted
include both systolic excursion and wall thickening, which may
also occur after an initial augmentation of contractility. The phase
of transient enhancement of function is particularly important for
recognition of ischemia in akinetic or dyskinetic segments. Despite
their poor functional status, these segments may still have some
ischemic or viable tissue. A deterioration of performance without
antecedent improvement may reflect increased loading rather than
ischemia.17

Both left ventricular cavity dilation and a decrease in ejection
fraction during stress are strong indicators of multivessel or left
main coronary artery disease. However, these findings are much
less common with pharmacological than exercise testing, possibly
because of the reduction of loading.15 According to some observa-
tions, an abnormal end-diastolic volume response during dobuta-
mine infusion implying severe coronary artery disease should be
defined as a decrease of less than 15%.18
d Pressure Systemic Vascular Resistance Venous Return

" #*
# """
# "

" ## #
### ##
0 0
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Myocardium that is dysfunctional at rest but improves in
response to low-dose dobutamine (less than 20 μg/kg/min) or
dipyridamole (0.28 to 0.56 mg/kg) is considered to be viable. With
dobutamine stress, the mechanism is clearly associated with adren-
ergic effects on contractility. However, the mechanisms behind the
contractile response to dipyridamole are less obvious and possibly
include sympathetic activation or systemic vasodilation causing a
“local Frank-Starling effect,” whereby the expansion of myocardial
blood volume leads to increased tension of the myofibrils.12

In the presence of a patent infarct-related artery, the augmenta-
tion of function is sustained even if workload and oxygen demand
increase. Generally this is understood to signify the presence of
stunned myocardium, although nontransmural infarction can also
provide this “uniphasic” response. As a consequence, this is not
specific for functional recovery. Initial improvement at low heart
rates followed by a deterioration of regional function, as tachycar-
dia becomes more evident and induces ischemia, is typical for via-
ble tissue supplied by a stenosed infarct-related artery, representing
hibernating myocardium.19,20 However, if the region is nourished
by a critically narrowed artery, the stage of conspicuous improve-
ment may not appear because of a very early advent of ischemia.20

The biphasic response is strongly predictive of functional recovery
after revascularization, which is an argument for proceeding to
maximal stress whenever possible (Table 56.2).20,21 However, it
should be emphasized that the presence of severe LV dysfunction
and extensive coronary artery disease necessitates a more cautious
approach and early termination of the test.

COMPARISONS OF STRESSORS
Dissimilarities in hemodynamic effects of inotropic stressors
account for the greater workload and consequently more extensive
ischemia imposed by exercise than dobutamine. The rate-pressure
product is higher with exercise (greater than 25,000) than with
dobutamine (about 20,000) or pacing (less than 20,000).1,22,23

The potency of exercise or dobutamine in inducing myocardial
ischemia (and as a result, their diagnostic sensitivity) is dependent
on the target heart rate, with a maximal stress providing better reli-
ability than submaximal testing.1,22 β-Blockade may diminish the
chronotropic response to dobutamine and decrease the double prod-
uct to approximately 14,000, but this may be circumvented by the
administration of atropine.24 The combined use of dobutamine and
atropine also prevents vagal activation and the subsequent depres-
sion of heart rate that occurs in response to a hypertensive reaction
or cardiac mechanoreceptor stimulation. The addition of atropine to
vasodilator stress increases heart rate and myocardial oxygen
demand, thereby improving diagnostic sensitivity.25

HYPERTENSIVE RESPONSE TO STRESS
An exaggerated systolic blood pressure increase to greater than
200 mm Hg is not infrequent, particularly in hypertensive patients.
The higher workload and greater ischemic burden caused by
increased wall stress1 may facilitate the identification of coronary
artery disease. However, the scenario poses problems for
TABLE 56.2 Left Ventricular Response to Pharmacological Stress with Dobut

Diagnosis Function at Rest Lo

Normal Normal No
Ischemic Normal No

Viable, patent IRA (stunning) Hypokinetic/akinetic Im
Viable, stenosed IRA (hibernation) Hypokinetic/akinetic Im
Infarction Akinetic/dyskinetic No

CAD, Coronary artery disease; IRA, infarct-related artery.
specificity because global or regional (especially apical) distur-
bances may be caused from increased afterload.

PARAMETERS TO ASSESS FOR NONCORONARY
INDICATIONS

Mitral Regurgitation
Exercise stress echocardiography in mitral regurgitation (MR) may
be helpful in the identification of patients suitable for surgical treat-
ment. Echocardiographic findings, including increase in the extent
of regurgitant jet, prominent elevation of pulmonary artery pres-
sure, and the absence of contractile reserve, may indicate a need
for the intervention. This is especially relevant in cases of ischemic
MR, which changes dynamically according to alterations in loading
conditions and inotropic state.

Supine bicycle exercise appears to be the most appropriate
method to evaluate MR during stress. The hemodynamic profile
of this approach, characterized by a large venous return and a mod-
erate fall in systemic vascular resistance, contributes to unmasking
the true severity of MR.26 In comparison with exercise, stress with
dobutamine is not associated with an exacerbation of MR because
it has a more pronounced inotropic effect that reduces the regurgitant
orifice, a greater increase in afterload, and a decrease in preload pro-
duced by dobutamine and therefore it is not recommended for MR
assessment.3,27 Isometric exercise increases systemic resistance
but also decreases preload because of the Valsalva effect. Upright
exercise moderately decreases venous return and is believed to have
an intermediate usefulness in the verification of MR severity.3,4

Aortic Stenosis
Low-dose dobutamine echocardiography may help distinguish
truly severe (low flow and low gradient) aortic stenosis (AS) from
pseudosevere stenosis in patients with a decreased LV systolic
function (low mean gradient less than 40 mm Hg and small valve
area less than 1 cm2). This setting may indicate either severe AS
with a “poor” left ventricle incapable of generating adequate force
to develop higher gradients or nonsevere ASwith a small valve area
because the cusps are unable to fully open at insufficiently elevated
pressure inside the left ventricle.28 Dobutamine-induced increase in
transvalvular pressure gradient with a relatively unchanged aortic
valve area indicates severe disease, whereas improvement in valve
area without a significant increase in the aortic gradient indicates
pseudosevere AS. Another diagnostic benefit of stress with dobu-
tamine is the evaluation of contractility reserve, defined as an
increase in stroke volume greater than 20%, which provides prog-
nostically relevant information.29

Diastolic Dysfunction
Myocardial relaxation abnormalities provoked by ischemia may be
demonstrated during each kind of stress, but this is more feasible
using modalities with low heart rates, like dipyridamole or pacing
amine or Vasodilators

w Dose High Dose

rmal Hyperkinetic (mildly with vasodilators)
rmal (unless severe CAD) Reduction vs. rest

Reduction vs. other segments
Delayed contraction

provement Sustained improvement
provement Reduction (vs. low dose)
change No change
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(after termination of stress). Alterations in diastolic function in
response to stress are not specific for ischemia and may appear
because of left ventricular hypertrophy or myocardial fibrosis, or
both. An increase in left ventricular filling pressure with exercise
as an important cause of dyspnea may be identified by a postexer-
cise E/e0 ratio higher than 13,30 but the utility of analogues assess-
ment during pharmacological stress remains to be established.

CONCLUSIONS
The agents used for stress echocardiography provide a spectrum of
physiologic effects. Careful selection permits the stressor to be tai-
lored to the clinical situation, and various imaging tools can be used
to examine not only wall motion but also hemodynamics, myocar-
dial function, coronary flow, and perfusion to further extend stress
echocardiography to new fields.
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Normal coronary arteries adapt to stress by coronary vasodilatation
(coronary flow reserve), which increases blood flow to meet the
increased oxygen demand. In the presence of a flow-limiting cor-
onary stenosis, coronary flow reserve is impaired, resulting in a
sequence of events called the ischemic cascade1 (Fig. 57.1). Stress
echocardiography identifies new reversible wall motion abnormal-
ities precipitated by stress-induced ischemia using either exercise
(treadmill or bicycle) or pharmacologic stress (dobutamine, dipyr-
idamole, or adenosine). Wall motion abnormalities precede electro-
cardiographic (ECG) and hemodynamic changes in the ischemic
cascade. Thus identification of new wall motion abnormalities
by stress echocardiography is more sensitive and specific than
hemodynamic changes, ECG changes, and symptoms at identifying
flow-limiting stenosis.
DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
The left ventricle (LV) is divided into 17 segments as recom-
mended by the American Society of Echocardiography, and each
segment is scored on a scale of 1 to 5 (Table 57.1)2 during rest,
at peak stress, and during the recovery phase. A normal response
to stress is an increase in wall thickening and endocardial excursion
in each of 17 segments and a decrease in left ventricular end-
systolic volume.

LV segment responses can be classified as normal, ischemic,
viable (stunned or hibernating), and infarcted and scarred myocar-
dium as shown in Figure 57.2. The normal response postexercise is
myocardial thickening, increased excursion of the endocardium,
and almost complete obliteration of the left ventricular cavity
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Figure 57.1. Ischemic cascade: sequence of events that occur when ischemia is induced in flow-limiting coronary stenosis. The decrease in flow first
producesmetabolic abnormalities, followed by perfusion defects that can be detectedwith positron emission tomography (PET) or single-photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT). Next are diastolic and systolic abnormalities that can be detected by stress echocardiography, eventually leading
to ischemic electrocardiographic changes and angina symptoms.

TABLE 57.1 Grading Cardiac Wall Motion

Score Wall Motion Endocardial Motion* Wall Thickening*

1 Normal Normal inward Normal (>30%)
2 Hypokinesis Reduced inward (<5 mm) Reduced (<30%)
3 Akinesis Absent (<2 mm) or reduced if dragged by adjacent walls Absent (<10%)
4 Dyskinesis Outward Thinning
5 Aneurysmal Outward, with diastolic deformity Absent and thinning

*In systole.

RESPONSE TO DOBUTAMINE

Baseline Low Dose Peak Recovery

Viable

Scar

Nonphasic

Monophasic

Biphasic

Figure 57.2. Interpretation of response to stress echocardiogram for each of the 17 segments. During exercise stress, the thickening and endocardial
excursion of segments at rest, peak, and recovery are compared. During dobutamine stress, segments are compared at rest, low dose, peak dose,
and recovery. Row 1: Biphasic describes an ischemic response to both exercise and dobutamine. Row 2: Monophasic describes a normal response to
either exercise or dobutamine stress with inotropic contractile reserve. Row 3: Nonphasic describes scar or nonviable myocardium.
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TABLE 57.2 Factors Affecting Accuracy of Stress Echocardiography
for Detecting Hemodynamic Obstructive Coronary Artery Disease
Compared with Coronary Angiography

False Positive
(Lowered Specificity)

False Negative
(Lowered Sensitivity)

Microvascular disease (e.g.,
diabetes, LVH, HCM, syndrome X)

Submaximal stress (<85%
maximal predicted heart rate)

Hypertensive response during
stress

Delayed post-stress image
acquisition

Cardiomyopathies: focal
myocarditis, takotsubo, and
idiopathic

Poor image quality

Paradoxical septal motion (e.g., post
cardiac surgery, left bundle
branch block, RV volume
overload, RV pacing)

Very mild ischemia, circumflex
coronary stenosis, branch or
distal stenosis

Coronary spasm, endothelial
dysfunction

Good coronary reserve
(collateral circulation), potent
endothelial function

Localized basal inferior wall motion
abnormalities, tethered wall
segments

Antianginal drug therapy during
testing (calcium channel
blockers, beta-blockers,
nitrates)

Inexperienced personnel,
interpreter bias

Inexperienced personnel

LVH, Left ventricular hypertrophy; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
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(Video 57.1). An abnormal (ischemic) response to stress is defined
as deterioration in LV wall segment thickening and excursion dur-
ing stress (increase in wall motion score of at least one grade)
(Video 57.2, A-C). In patients with wall motion abnormality at rest,
ischemia is defined as improvement of wall motion with a low dose
of dobutamine (viable myocardium) and deterioration of wall
motion at the peak dose (biphasic response).

Semiquantification of Left Ventricular Wall
Motion Using Wall Motion Score Index
Wall motion score index (WMSI) is calculated by dividing the
cumulative sum score of 17 left ventricular wall segments by the
number of visualized segments (scoring: normal segment¼1;
hypokinetic¼2; akinetic¼3; dyskinetic¼4; and aneurysmal¼5).
Patients with a normal stress echocardiogram (peak WMSI¼1.0)
have a low risk of cardiac events (i.e., nonfatal myocardial infarc-
tion or cardiac death rate less than 1%/ year), and those with mild to
moderate ischemia at peak stress (peak WMSI¼1.1-1.7) have an
intermediate risk of cardiac events (up to 2.6%/year). However,
patients with significant ischemia (peak WMSI greater than 1.7)
have high risk of cardiac events (5.5%/year).3

Wall Motion Abnormalities at Low Heart Rates
If new wall motion abnormalities occur at low or submaximal (less
than 85%) age-predicted heart rates, multivessel coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD) is more likely and thus also carries a poor prognosis.4

Left Atrial Size
Left atrial (LA) size is a marker of the severity and duration of left
ventricular diastolic dysfunction in patients without significant
mitral valve disease, systolic heart failure, or arrhythmias, and it
further facilitates risk stratification of patients.5 A normal stress
echocardiogram in the setting of a normal LA size confers a benign
prognosis (less than 1%/year), whereas an increased LA size por-
tends a worse prognosis regardless of whether the patient’s stress
echocardiogram is normal. Hence LA size provides independent
and incremental prognostic value, independent of traditional risk
factors, LV ejection fraction, and echocardiographic myocardial
ischemia.

Right Ventricular Function
The right ventricle (RV) can be analyzed by visual assessment of
parasternal long-axis, parasternal short-axis, apical four-chamber,
and subcostal images acquired at rest and peak stress. The RV wall
motion is scored in three segments: base, mid, and apex on a scale
of 1 to 5, similar to the LV scale for grading wall motion. The peak
RV WMSI is calculated as the cumulative sum score of the three
segments divided by the number of visualized RV segments (nor-
mal RVWMSI¼1.0). Abnormal RV function (wall motion abnor-
malities, either new [ischemia] or fixed [infarction]) is seen in up to
4% of patients referred for stress echocardiography and can further
stratify risk and add incremental prognostic value.6 The risk of car-
diac events increases exponentially from 1.3%/year to 11.4%/year
with an increase in peak RV WMSI from 1.0 to higher than 2.0,
respectively, implying a greater risk with RV involvement.

Transient Ischemic Dilatation
Transient ischemic dilatation (TID) is an abnormal increase in end-
systolic LV volume with stress (stress/rest LV volume ratio greater
than 1.17), which along with a decrease in global systolic function
is usually associated with multivessel CAD and a poor prognosis,
with a very high cardiac event rate (19.7%/year).7 Furthermore, the
longer it takes for stress-induced wall motion abnormalities to
revert back to baseline upon cessation of stress, the more severe
the degree of stenosis in the culprit vessel.
DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY
Coronary angiography has been considered the gold standard to
compare the diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive stress testing
modalities in detecting flow-limiting CAD. However, coronary
angiography yields “luminograms,” so this approach has several
limitations. It can yield false-positive and false-negative results
because it evaluates coronary anatomy but not the physiologic
effects of flow-limiting CAD or microvascular hemodynamics.
Studies have shownmarked disparity between the apparent severity
of coronary artery lesions and their effects on blood flow.8

Typically using angiography as the gold standard, greater than
50% stenosis by quantitative coronary angiography and 70% steno-
sis by visual estimation is considered to be significant. Causes of
false-positive or false-negative results are listed in Table 57.2.
The overall sensitivity for stress echocardiography is 75% to
85%, and specificity is 80% to 90%. Table 57.3 outlines the sensi-
tivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy of different stress echo-
cardiographic modalities in various cohorts. The sensitivity and
specificity are comparable in men and women and across different
stress modalities (e.g., exercise, dobutamine, and vasodilator). The
sensitivity of stress testing increases when the achieved heart rate is
greater than 85% of the age-predicted maximal heart rate.9

In patients with greater than 50% angiographic stenosis, the sen-
sitivity of stress echocardiography to detect one-, two-, or three-
vessel CAD increases from 58% to 86% and 95%, respectively.10

In patients with poor image quality, the use of echocardiographic
enhancing contrast agents improves endocardial border definition
and thus the wall motion analysis, especially in the problematic
anterior and lateral walls. This also increases the interobserver
and intraobserver agreement and improves sensitivity of the test
without affecting specificity, hence converting a suboptimal to
an optimal study.11 Among expert readers with good interpretation
skills,12 stress echocardiography is a safe, cost-effective, reliable,
and reproducible test in the diagnosis, risk stratification, and prog-
nostication of coronary artery disease.



TABLE 57.3 Studies of Diagnostic Accuracy of Treadmill, Dobutamine, and Vasodilator Stress Echocardiography Compared with Coronary Angiography*

Studies Study Size Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%)

Jang et al. (2011)13,† 1287 patients with treadmill exercise SE (Korean
population)

68 83 72

Peteiro et al. (2012)14 116 patients
Peak supine bicycle SE 84 63 77
Peak treadmill exercise SE 75 80 77
Post treadmill exercise SE 60 78 66

Aggeli et al. (2011)15 60 patients with dobutamine SE
Two-dimensional 80 82
Real-time, three-dimensional with perfusion 82 64

META-ANALYSES
Geleijnse et al. (2009)16 62 studies (6881 patients)

With prior MI 83 81
Without prior MI 74 85
With RWMA 82 81
Without RWMA 76 88

Fleischmann et al. (1998)17 24 studies (2637 patients), exercise SE 85 77
Gargiulo et al. (2011)18 11 studies (701 hypertensive patients) 77 89
De Albuquerque Fonseca

et al. (2001)19
8 studies (533 patients)
Dipyridamole 72 82 77
Treadmill 79 92 80

Picano et al. (2008)20 5 studies (435 patients)
Dipyridamole 85 89 87
Dobutamine 86 86 84

MI, Myocardial Infarction; RWMA, resting wall motion abnormality; SE, stress echocardiography;
*Obstructive disease considered >50% stenosis on coronary angiography.
†Negative predictive value, 61%; positive predictive value, 83%.
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58 Stress Echocardiography Methodology
R. Raina Roy, MD, Robert McCully, MD, MBChB, Steven J. Lester, MD
Stress echocardiography, with its unique ability to give insight into
both the morphologic and physiologic cardiovascular adaptations
to exercise or stress, has evolved into a principle tool for the
evaluation of individuals with known or suspected cardiovascular
disease. For patients with either known or suspected obstructive
coronary artery disease, stress echocardiography relies primarily
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on being able to characterize the functional consequences of signif-
icant coronary stenosis, which is the development of new left ven-
tricular wall motion abnormalities. This chapter will outline
commonly used stress echocardiographic clinical protocols
employed for both diagnosis and risk assessment of patients with
either suspected or known coronary artery disease.

EXERCISE ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The ability to gain insight into patients’ functional capacity along
with heart rate and blood pressure response makes exercise pre-
ferred over pharmacologic stress testing. Patients who are able to
perform routine activities of daily living without much difficulty
should be considered for exercise testing. Exercise stress echocar-
diography is performed with either a treadmill or a bicycle based on
the individual patient and the information desired.

Baseline imaging includes the acquisition of an apical four-,
three-. and two-chamber views along with a parasternal long-
and short-axis views. In addition to standard views, an apical
short-axis view can be acquired to ensure proper visualization of
the apex, which can sometimes be foreshortened or inadequately
visualized on the apical views. The subcostal view may be used
in patients who have limited parasternal windows. Intravenous con-
trast agents should be administered when two or more left ventric-
ular wall segments are inadequately visualized.1 Patients abstain
from food or drink 3 hours before testing.
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Figure 58.1. Exercise protocols used in stress echocardiography. METS, M
Versatility and comprehensiveness are among the strengths
of stress echocardiography compared with other modalities
(e.g., nuclear stress testing). To fully exploit the strengths of echo-
cardiography, the baseline echocardiogram should include the
following:

1. An evaluation of valve morphology and function
2. An anatomic evaluation of the aortic root and ascending aorta
3. A volume-based measure of left atrial size
4. An estimation of right ventricular systolic pressure
5. A mitral inflow velocity profile using pulsed wave Doppler
6. A medial and/or lateral mitral annular early diastolic velocity

(e0 velocity) using pulsed wave Doppler

EXERCISE PROTOCOLS

Treadmill
Treadmill exercise testing is the most widely used form of exercise
testing in the United States. It confers the benefit of ease of use with
less dependence on patient cooperation compared with bicycle
ergometry. Treadmill testing should be supervised by a health-care
professional trained to monitor exercise tests. A registered nurse
can effectively fulfill these needs, which include continuously
monitoring the patient’s electrocardiogram (ECG) and frequently
assessing blood pressure.
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The most commonly used treadmill protocol is the multistage
Bruce protocol, and it has been validated in the literature.3–5 Stage
1 of the Bruce protocol starts at a speed of 1.7 miles per hour
(mph) with a 10% incline. With each 3-minute stage, speed and
incline are progressively increased (Fig. 58.1). The fourth stage
and beyond may involve light jogging or running. The modified
Bruce and Naughton protocols are lower intensity exercise protocols
that may be used in older patients or those with limited exercise
capacity. The Cornell protocol provides a more gradual increase in
speed and incline than the Bruce protocol. The patient is periodically
asked to rate their perceived exertion using the Borg exertion scale
from 6 to 20 (Table 58.1).Maximal exercise is thought to be achieved
when the patient reaches a perceived exertion score of 18 on the Borg
scale.4 Exercise testing should be limited by symptoms but may be
terminated earlier in specific situations (Table 58.2).4,6

Immediately upon cessation of exercise, the patient is instructed
to lie in the left lateral decubitus position such that the sonographer
is able to acquire postexercise images as soon as possible after peak
heart rate has been achieved. This may be challenging and requires
the patient’s cooperation with breath-holding instructions from the
sonographer to prevent lung and motion artifacts. The postexercise
images of the left ventricle mirror those of the images obtained at
rest, as discussed earlier (apical four-, three-, and two-chamber
views along with parasternal images). Images should be acquired
TABLE 58-1 Borg Scale for Perceived Exertion

Graded Scale Perceived Exertion

6
7 Very, very light
8
9 Very light

10
11 Fairly light
12
13 Somewhat hard
14
15 Hard
16
17 Very hard
18
19 Very, very hard
20

TABLE 58.2 Indications for Cessation of Exercise Testing

Absolute Indications Relative Indications

• ST elevation �1 mm in
leads without Q waves

• Arrhythmias other than ventricular
tachycardia

• Ventricular tachycardia • ST or QRS changes including
horizontal or downsloping ST
depression >2 mm

• Decrease in systolic blood
pressure >10 mm Hg
from baseline with other
signs of ischemia

• Development of bundle branch
block or intraventricular conduction
delay that cannot be distinguished
from ventricular tachycardia

• Moderate to severe angina • Increasing chest pain
• Nervous system
symptoms

• Decrease in systolic blood pressure
>10 mm Hg from baseline without
other signs of ischemia

• Signs of poor perfusion
(cyanosis, pallor)

• Fatigue, shortness of breath,
wheezing, leg cramps, claudication

• Technical difficulties with
ECG or blood pressure
monitoring

• Hypertensive response (>250 mm
Hg systolic and/or >115 mm Hg
diastolic)

• Patient’s desire to stop

Modified from Gibbons et. al[6]
within 1 minute after exercise to ensure diagnostic accuracy,
because regional wall motion abnormalities can resolve rapidly
upon cessation of exercise.7,8 Failure to acquire images within
1 minute is an important cause of false-negative results in stress
echocardiography. The images are displayed in a quad format,
which includes rest and stress images from each view. It has been
our practice to display the rest image and then three separate single-
beat clips of each view post exercise. Therefore we will review
at least five separate sets of rest-stress images for each study.
This allows the reviewer the opportunity to review more than
one poststress image for each view obtained.
Bicycle Ergometry
Bicycle exercise echocardiography may be done with an upright,
semirecumbent, or recumbent stationary bicycle. The cycles are cal-
ibrated in kiloponds or watts, which can then be converted to met-
abolic equivalents (METs).4 One benefit of cycle ergometry is that
it may allow image acquisition during exercise and is therefore of
benefit when Doppler information is requested, such as when val-
vular heart disease and pulmonary hypertension are assessed. In
addition, bicycles require less space and are less expensive than
treadmills.6 Patients tend to pedal slower as they fatigue, and thus
the ability to vary the resistance with the pedaling speed improves
power output control.4 A common protocol for cycle ergometry is to
begin at a workload of 25 W and increase by 25 W every 2 to
3 minutes.1 As with treadmill exercise, cycle ergometry should also
be limited by symptoms. Image acquisition is performed at baseline,
25 W, peak exercise, and in recovery. A major limitation of cycle
ergometry is patient discomfort with the supine bicycle and fatigue
of the quadriceps muscles, which can lead to termination of the test
before reaching maximal oxygen uptake. In patients who are unac-
customed to cycling, their maximal oxygen uptake can be 10% to
20% less than that achieved with a treadmill.4,9
PHARMACOLOGIC STRESS PROTOCOLS

Dobutamine
For patients who are unable to exercise, pharmacologic stress echo-
cardiography is a practical alternative.10,11 The most widely used
pharmacologic agent is dobutamine. Dobutamine is a synthetic cat-
echolamine that has predominant inotropic effects when used at
lower doses (less than 10 μg/kg/min) via its effect on β1-adrenergic
receptors in the heart.12 Thus at low doses of dobutamine, there is
increased contractility. Dobutamine has a very short plasma half-life
of less than 2 minutes, so it must be administered as a continuous
infusion. Dobutamine also has effects on β2-adrenergic and α1-
adrenergic receptors, leading to a balanced effect on the peripheral
vasculature at lower doses. However, as the dose of dobutamine
increases, there is a greater response through β2-adrenergic receptors,
resulting in peripheral vasodilatation, which may lead to a decrease
in blood pressure.13 The standard protocol for pharmacologic echo-
cardiography is to initiate a dobutamine infusion at 5 μg/kg/min for
3 minutes, and then increase the dose to a maximum of 40 μg/kg/
min.1 Our laboratory starts at 5 μg/kg/min, followed by 10 μg/kg/
min, 20 μg/kg/min, 30 μg/kg/min, and40 μg/kg/min every 3minutes.
The patient’s ECG is continuously monitored, and blood pressure is
assessed at each stage of infusion. When an adequate increase in
heart rate is not achieved, atropine may be used in doses of
0.25 mg IV every minute up to a maximum of 2 mg.14 In our lab,
atropine is administered under the following conditions: if the heart
rate is less than 90 bpm at the end of the 20 μg/kg/min stage, if the
heart rate is less than 70% of the maximum predicted heart rate at the
end of the 30 μg/kg/min stage, or if the heart rate is less than 85% of
the maximum predicted heart rate at the end of the 40 μg/kg/min
stage. Atropine increases heart rate by exerting its vagolytic effect
and has a serum half-life of 3.5 hours. The handgrip maneuver
may also be used to augment the heart rate response (see later).
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During dobutamine stress echocardiography, the test should be
terminated when the patient reaches 85% of the maximal age-
predicted heart rate; if new or worsening wall motion abnormalities
develop; or significant arrhythmias, hypotension (more than 20 mm
Hg from baseline blood pressure), severe hypertension (greater than
240 mm Hg systolic blood pressure or greater than 120 mm Hg dia-
stolic blood pressure), or intolerable symptoms occur.12,13 Common
side effects of dobutamine include headache, chills, nausea, palpita-
tions, arrhythmias, angina, hypotension, and urinary urgency. Con-
traindications to dobutamine stress echocardiography are severe
symptomatic aortic stenosis, uncontrolled hypertension, decompen-
sated heart failure, uncontrolled arrhythmias, acute pulmonary
embolism, acute aortic dissection, acutemyocardial infarction within
past 2 days, and acute myocarditis.13 A beta-blocker such as intrave-
nous esmolol may be administered to help reverse the side effects of
dobutamine. Esmolol is a short-acting intravenous beta-blocker that
is administered in a dose of up to 0.5 mg/kg.12 Sublingual nitroglyc-
erin can also be given if the patient develops angina. Transthoracic
images of the left ventricle include the apical four-, three-, and two-
chamber views along with parasternal long- and short-axis views.
Images of the left ventricle are acquired at baseline, low dose, pre-
peak, peak stress, and recovery. The images are displayed in a quad
format, which includes the rest, low-dose, prepeak, and peak images.
The recovery images are displayed separately. In our lab, the patient
is monitored during the recovery period until the heart rate returns to
within 20 beats of the baseline heart rate, wall motion abnormalities
return to baseline, and the patient is asymptomatic.

In patients with permanent pacemakers, dobutamine can be
administered using the following protocol. The infusion begins at
5 μg/kg/min for 3minutes, followed by 10 μg/kg/min for 3minutes,
and 20 μg/kg/min for 3 minutes. If the patient’s heart is paced,
dobutamine is continued at 20 μg/kg/min for 3 minutes while pac-
ing at 70% of the maximum predicted heart rate (MPHR). If the
patient’s heart is not paced, dobutamine is continued at 20 μg/kg/
min and the heart is paced just above the resting heart rate for
3 minutes; then the pacing rate is increased to 70% of the MPHR.
The pacing rate is then increased to 85% of theMPHR for 3 minutes
with dobutamine administered at 20 μg/kg/min; this is followed by
a cooldown period.
Vasodilator Stress Echocardiography
Other pharmacologic agents include vasodilators such as dipyrida-
mole and adenosine. In stenotic vessels, the amount of myocardial
blood flow is less than that of nonstenotic vessels, leading to
regional ischemia via a “steal” phenomenon.8 This may be detected
by echocardiography as regional wall motion abnormalities. How-
ever, when ischemia is used to define an abnormal test result, based
on the induction of left ventricular regional wall motion abnormal-
ities, vasodilator stress is less sensitive than dobutamine stress; thus
dobutamine stress is preferred.15 For this reason, the administration
of atropine during dipyridamole stress echocardiography is rou-
tinely performed by many institutions.
OTHER MODALITIES

Handgrip
To augment heart rate and blood pressure, the handgrip maneuver
has been used alone and as an adjunct to both exercise and pharma-
cologic stress testing.19 Patients are asked to grip a tennis ball and
exert 30% maximum strength of a sustained handgrip for approx-
imately 30 seconds. This can be done during the last 30 seconds of
the pharmacologic or the exercise study. If patients have severe
ischemia, the use of handgrip alone may be sufficient to cause wall
motion abnormalities. Given the small incremental increase in
heart rate and blood pressure, isolated handgrip is not routinely
employed in the use of stress echocardiography.
Diastolic Stress Test
The clinical utility of stress echocardiography has expanded as the
test has evolved beyond simply evaluating stress-induced left ven-
tricular wall motion abnormalities. For patients who develop dys-
pnea or declining exercise capacity and in whom the resting
echocardiogram suggests normal left ventricular filling pressure,
an evaluation of pulmonary artery systolic and left ventricular
filling pressures may be included in the postexercise period. Imme-
diately post exercise, as discussed previously, images of the left ven-
tricle are first obtained to evaluate changes in left ventricular ejection
fraction, end-systolic volume, or regional wall motion. An estimate
of pulmonary artery systolic pressure is then obtained by applying
the simplified Bernoulli equation to the peak tricuspid regurgitation
velocity, if present. Finally the mitral inflow E-wave and medial
mitral annular (e0) velocities are obtained to derive an E/e0 ratio.20,21

Stress-induced changes in the E and e0 velocities may persist for sev-
eral minutes into recovery when the E and A waves of the mitral
inflow signal are no longer fused. This allows for the analysis of
regional and global left ventricular function and pulmonary artery
systolic pressure and the opportunity to wait until the discrete E
and e0 velocities are visible post stress.22 Diastolic stress testing
can be performed with either exercise or dobutamine stress.
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The accuracy and reproducibility of stress echocardiography
depend on attention to proper image acquisition. Although most
stress echocardiograms are performed for assessment of coronary
artery disease, the sonographer and physician must tailor the imag-
ing protocol to the specific aims of the test, which may also include
assessments of valvular regurgitation, valvular stenosis, pulmonary
hypertension, and diastolic parameters.

The American Society of Echocardiography guidelines on stress
echocardiography1 and quality operations2 offer details on image
acquisition. The ultrasound device should employ electrocardio-
graphically triggered image acquisition.2 The echocardiography
reading station should also allow split- and quad-screen displays to
facilitate simultaneous comparisons of images at various stages in
the stress protocol.2 This type of display (Figs. 59.1 and 59.2; Videos
59.1, A-D and 59.2, A-D) is crucial in the assessment of subtle wall
motion abnormalities in each segment. Tissue harmonic imaging,
which enhances definition of the endocardium and reduces near-field
artifacts, should be routinely used in stress echocardiography.1

Comprehensive baseline (rest) images must include all seg-
ments of the left ventricle for comparison with postphysiologic
stress images or pharmacologic stress images; whenever possible,
this stage should also include a quick assessment of other structures
that might cause the symptoms prompting the test (described later).
When assessing for ischemia, the minimum baseline series of
images should include parasternal long-axis, parasternal short-axis
of a supine bicycle stress echocardiogramwith simultane
er left). At rest, inferoposterior and posterior wall akinesi
abnormalities in themid septumandanteriorwall, withmo
roximal left anterior descending artery and 75% stenosis
at mid-papillary muscle level, apical four-chamber, and apical two-
chamber views. If parasternal long-axis views are not available,
apical long-axis views may be substituted.2 Ideally, short-axis
images should include views at the mitral valve, midventricle,
and apical levels. Although stress echocardiography display soft-
ware programs allow digital acquisition and multistage compari-
sons for any view, typically only one short-axis view, the
midventricular (mid-papillary) level, is included in the stress echo-
cardiography imaging display because myocardium from all three
coronary artery territories is shown in this view. However, the other
short-axis images (basal and apical) can be saved in the digital
archive for more detailed comparison. Subcostal short-axis views
may be substituted if the parasternal window is unavailable, but this
view is more dependent on patient positioning and there may be
limited time at peak stress to reposition the patient to optimize this
window. The apical viewsmay offer the only images of the left ven-
tricle apex, and so it is important to prevent foreshortening. In the
apical view, it is also important that both diastolic and systolic
images depict the four chambers (and visualize both mitral and tri-
cuspid valves), and not the left ventricle outflow tract, which might
lead tomisinterpretations of the basal midseptum function.When at
least two contiguous endocardial segments cannot be delineated,
contrast agents should be used for both rest and peak images.1 Con-
trast dose at peak can often be lower than the dose at baseline
because flow is increased.
ous displays of the left ventricle at rest (upper left), peak stress (upper right),
s and lateral wall hypokinesis is noted. After 10 minutes of exercise, there
reprominent hypokinesis of the lateralwall. Coronary angiography revealed
in the left circumflex artery. See accompanying Video 59.1, A-D.
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Figure 59.2. Format of a dobutamine stress echocardiogram with simultaneous displays of the left ventricle before dobutamine was administered
(upper left), at low-dose dobutamine (upper right), at peak-dose dobutamine (lower left), and after dobutamine (lower left). The test was positive
for inducible wall motion abnormalities in the anterior and septal territories. In these parasternal long-axis images, inducible ischemic abnormalities
at peak stress are noted in the anteroseptum (for full stress echocardiogram, see accompanying Video 59.2, A-D). Coronary angiography revealed
a focal 95% stenosis of the mid-left anterior descending artery.
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For patients who have not had a recent transthoracic echocardio-
gram, the baseline images should be considered as a screen for other
causes of the symptomsprompting the stress echocardiogram.Abrief
assessment for aortic stenosis, pulmonary hypertension, mitral regur-
gitation, and pericardial disease can be performedwith images of aor-
tic valve leaflet opening, continuous wave Doppler of tricuspid
regurgitation, color Doppler of the mitral valve, and assessment of
pericardial effusion. If resting images demonstrate asymmetric septal
hypertrophy or systolic anterior motion of the mitral valve, then the
left ventricular outflow tract should be imagedwith continuous wave
Doppler to ensure that stress testing is not performed on patient with
unrecognized obstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, especially if
a resting peak late systolic pressure gradient of at least 50 mm Hg is
obtained. Other findings on prestress screening that may prompt
cancellation of the test include significant aortic disease, severe left
ventricle systolic dysfunction, or left ventricular thrombus.

With treadmill exercise echocardiographic protocols, the patient
mustmove from the upright runningposition to thebedquickly so that
imaging can be performed before wall motion abnormalities resolve:
the aim is for these images to be acquiredwithin 1minute of achieving
peak exercise heart rate. During bicycle exercise stress, echocardio-
graphic images can be taken during pedaling at peak exercise. Thus
analysis of echocardiographic images acquired during exercise proto-
cols will include three panels: resting baseline, immediate post–
peak exercise (treadmill) or peak exercise (bicycle), and recovery
(see Fig. 59.1/Video 59.1, A-D). For dobutamine protocols, images
of each view at four stages will be obtained and compared: baseline,
low dose, peak dose, and recovery (see Fig. 59.2/Video 59.2, A-D).

To facilitate comparisons to the resting images and promote accu-
rate identification of wall motion abnormalities, the sonographer
should obtain the peak images in the same imaging planes and at
the same depth as the baseline images. This can be challenging when
patients have exaggerated respiratory motion during and after exer-
cise. Given the limited time available at peak heart rate, speed in
acquisition is essential. Patients may need to be instructed to enact
brief breath holds at midinspiration or midexpiration to maintain
the echocardiographic window. For posttreadmill imaging, the apical
views should be obtained first. Certain landmarks can help ensure
that the same myocardial territory is imaged both during stress
and at rest. This includes visualization of a thickened valve chordae
tendineae or highly reflective echoes within a specific myocardial
segment. Also, if short-axis views are oblique rather than orthogonal
to the long axis of the left ventricle, wall motion may be misinter-
preted. Whenever possible, wall motion abnormalities should be
confirmed on at least one additional view.At the conclusion of image
acquisition, a quality check should be conducted to ensure that the
best images are used in the comparison displays. The sonographer
should check that all images are labeled with the correct window
name (e.g., apical 4 chamber [A4C]) and that the electrocardio-
graphic waveform is the same on all images (e.g., the sonographer
should exclude images acquired during ventricular ectopic beats).

Different imaging protocols are required for other applications
of stress echocardiography, such as for the assessment of symptoms
thought to be due to subclinical diastolic dysfunction, valvular dis-
ease, or pulmonary hypertension. For example, if assessment of
diastolic function is required during stress echocardiography, then
typically the transmitral pulsed wave Doppler and mitral annular
pulsed wave Doppler are acquired at rest and peak stress.3 Because
wall motion abnormalities recover faster than the alterations in
the Doppler patterns, the images of the left ventricle myocardium
should be acquired first during the peak stress or immediate post-
stress imaging stage. If the stress echocardiography test is being
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performed to assess the significance of low gradient aortic stenosis
in the setting of reduced left ventricular ejection fraction, then
pulsed wave Doppler of the left ventricular outflow tract and con-
tinuous wave Doppler across the aortic valve are acquired at rest
and typically under stress that is induced with a 20 μg/kg/min dose
of dobutamine.4 For evaluation of valve disease symptoms, the
window for peak gradient must be established at rest because imag-
ing through multiple windows may not be possible while at peak
exercise stress. As an example, when assessing aortic valve gradi-
ents, the right parasternal window is often not available at peak
bicycle stress when the patient is in the left lateral position.5 In
A

Figure 59.3. Bicycle stress echocardiogram performed for assessment of ex
placed 13 years ago and now clinical suspicion of prosthetic valve stenosis. W
developed, andmean transmitral gradient rose from 18 mmHg at rest, when h
was 104 bpm (B). The right ventricular systolic pressure rose from 51 mmH

Figure 59.4. In the patient whose echocardiogram is shown in Figure 59.3, t
of right ventricular systolic pressure overload. See accompanying Video 59.
cases of mitral stenosis where symptoms are nonspecific or absent,
or where exertional symptoms are out of proportion to the degree of
mitral stenosis found on the resting echocardiogram, stress echo-
cardiography can also be used to determine if transmitral gradients
rise6 or right ventricular systolic pressure significantly increases
(Figs. 59.3 and 59.4; Video 59.4, A-D). In this setting, the contin-
uous wave Doppler is obtained across the mitral valve and tricuspid
valve at both rest and peak stress (or with treadmill exercise, imme-
diately poststress). Stress echocardiography can also be used in
cases of asymptomatic significant mitral or aortic regurgitation
to determine if exercise ejection fraction decreases, left ventricular
B

ertional dyspnea in a 40-year-old patient with a mitral valve bioprosthesis
ith 9 minutes of exercise (61%maximum predicted heart rate), dyspnea
eart rate was 70 bpm (A), to 38 mmHg at peak exercise, when heart rate
g at rest to 80 mm Hg at peak exercise.

here was evidence of systolic septal flattening at peak exercise, indicative
3, A-D.
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cavity size increases, effective regurgitant orifice area changes, or
right ventricular systolic pressure increases.7 In these scenarios,
specific Doppler assessments are added to the standard images of
the left ventricle at rest and peak stress.

The results of stress echocardiography are critically dependent
upon proper image acquisition and display. Each accredited echo-
cardiography laboratory should conduct quality review and
improvement initiatives. Specifically in regard to image acquisi-
tion, for all sonographers who perform stress echocardiography,
a peer review of 5 to 10 studies should be conducted each year
to ensure adherence to the protocol for image acquisition.2

Please access ExpertConsult to view the videos corresponding
to this chapter.
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Box 60.1 Variables Associated with Adverse Outcomes

• Reduced baseline LVF (WMSI or EF)
• Inducible ischemia
• Extensive
• Low ischemic threshold
• In LAD coronary artery territory
• Long duration of wall motion abnormality

• Poor EF response
• Failure to reduce end-systolic volume or transient LV cavity
enlargement

• Right ventricular wall motion abnormalities
• Left ventricular hypertrophy
• Enlarged left atrium at baseline
• Reduced HRR

EF, Ejection fraction; HRR, heart rate reserve; LAD, left anterior descending;
LV, left ventricular; LVF, left ventricular failure; WMSI, wall motion score
index.
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60 Prognosis
Vikram Agarwal, MD, MPH, Farooq A. Chaudhry, MD
Stress echocardiography, first introduced in 1979, represents the
merger of cardiovascular stress testing with two-dimensional echo-
cardiography. Although initially introduced primarily for detection
of coronary artery disease (CAD), its applications have expanded
and it is now routinely used to provide prognostic information
about major subsequent adverse cardiovascular events among var-
ious cohorts. The studied patient populations include but are not
limited to patients with chronic CAD1; post myocardial infarction2;
preoperative risk stratification before noncardiac surgery3; chest
pain or dyspnea4; varying pretest probability of CAD5; elderly
patients6; both men and women7; conduction abnormalities8;
resting left ventricular dysfunction9; prior coronary revasculariza-
tion10; and underlying diabetes mellitus.11 Stress echocardiography
is now used in prognostic testing so that proper interventions can
be performed earlier in patients with highest risk for adverse
outcomes. Multiple stress echocardiography parameters have
been used for risk stratification and prognosis. Box 60.1 lists some
of the variables associated with adverse outcome that are discussed
in this chapter.

RISK STRATIFICATION AND PROGNOSIS WITH
EXTENT AND SEVERITY OF WALL MOTION
ABNORMALITIES
Stress echocardiography yields prognostic information for risk
stratification of patients with known or suspected ischemic heart
disease. In a study including 1500 patients, a normal stress echocar-
diography study (peak wall motion score index [pWMSI]¼1) con-
ferred a benign prognosis (cardiac event rate, 0.9% per year),
whereas pWMSI (relative risk [RR], 2.1; 95% confidence interval
[CI], 1.0-4.4; P¼ .04) and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
(RR, 1; 95% CI, 0.9-1.0; P¼ .01) were both predictors of adverse
cardiac events.12 Based on the pWMSI, risk in the cohorts could be
further stratified into low-risk (pWMSI, 1; cardiac event rate 0.9%/
year), intermediate risk (pWMSI, 1-1.7; cardiac event rate 3.1%/
year) and high-risk (pWMSI, 1-1.7; cardiac event rate 5.2%/year)
groups. An LVEF threshold of 45% was also used to stratify risk in
the overall patient cohort, separating them into low- and high-risk
groups, whereas each group could be further stratified into low-,
intermediate-, and high-risk groups based on their pWMSI. When
pWMSI was factored in, the adverse cardiac event rates in patients
with LVEF greater than 45%were 0.8%/year (pWMSI, 1), 2%/year
(pWMSI, 1.1-1.7), and 2.3%/year (pWMSI, greater than 1.7). Sim-
ilarly, in patients with LVEF of 45% or less and an overall higher
cardiac event rate, pWMSI could stratify patient risk into low-risk
(pWMSI, 1; adverse cardiac event rate¼5.1%/year) and high-risk
groups (pWMSI, 1.1-1.7; adverse cardiac event rate, 6.2%/year;
and pWMSI greater than 1.7, adverse cardiac event rate,
5.6%/year).

In addition, the extent of ischemia (number of left ventricular
wall segments with new wall motion abnormalities) and the sever-
ity of ischemia (maximal magnitude of new wall motion abnormal-
ity) can predict adverse cardiac event rates. In a study of 1500
patients, ischemic extent (χ2¼48.7; P< .0001) and maximal sever-
ity (χ2¼52; P< .0001) were exponentially correlated with an
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Figure 60.1. Cumulative effect of ischemic extent and maximal severity
(jeopardized myocardium) of wall motion abnormalities on event rate/
year. Event rate increases as a curvilinear function of both extent and
severity combined. (Modified from Yao SS, Qureshi E, Syed A, et al:
Novel stress echocardiographic model incorporating the extent and
severity of wall motion abnormality for risk stratification and prognosis,
Am J Cardiol 94:715–719, 2004.)
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increase in event rate.13 When both the extent and severity of ische-
mia was incorporated into a three-dimensional model, the predicted
adverse cardiac event rate ranged from a low of 0.9%/year in
patients without any wall motion abnormalities to a high of
6.7%/year in patients with extensive and severe wall motion abnor-
malities (Fig. 60.1), which represents a sevenfold increase.

SINGLE VESSEL AND MULTIVESSEL CORONARY
ARTERY DISEASE
In patients with angiographically known coronary artery disease,
stress echocardiography provides additional and incremental prog-
nostic value over the coronary angiography data. In a study of 260
patients with angiographically significant coronary artery disease
(more than 70% in major epicardial vessels or branches), where
45% had single-vessel disease and 55% had multivessel disease,
(hazard ratio [HR], 2.53; 95% CI, 1.16-5.51; P¼ .02) and the
number of segments in which ischemia was present (HR, 4.31;
95% CI, 1.29-14.38; P¼ .01) were predictors of adverse cardiac
events,14 In addition, in the Cox proportional hazard model, stress
echocardiography provided small but significant incremental value
over clinical, electrocardiographic (ECG), and coronary angio-
graphic data, with the highest global chi-square value for predicting
adverse cardiac events.

PREDICTION OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
VERSUS CARDIAC DEATH
Stress echocardiogram can be used to separately prognosticate
outcome-specific end points of cardiac death and nonfatal myocar-
dial infarction (MI). Although low ejection fraction was the stron-
gest predictor of cardiac death in a study that included 3259 patients
(χ2¼37.3; P< .0001), the strongest predictor of nonfatal MI was
extent of ischemia (χ2¼12.3; P< .0001).15 For each 1% drop in
ejection fraction, the risk for cardiac death increased by 5%,
whereas for each additional ischemic segment, the risk for nonfatal
MI increased by 15%.

FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS, INCLUDING HEART
RATE RESERVE, IMPORTANT IN PROGNOSIS
Although the inability to achieve 85% of the age-based maximum
predicted heart rate (MPHR) is extensively used, low chronotropic
index and hence heart rate reserve (HRR), which is based on age
and resting heart rate, has been shown to be superior to 85%MPHR
in patients undergoing exercise stress test.16 In this study compris-
ing 1323 patients, HRRwas defined as [(peak heart rate� heart rate
at rest)/(220 � age � heart rate at rest)] � 100, whereas low HRR
was defined as HRR less than 70%. The authors found that a low
HRR is a predictor of cardiac event independent of ischemia
(RR, 2.15; 95% CI, 1.23-4.01; P¼ .013). In the setting of a low
HRR, a normal stress echocardiogram carries a less benign progno-
sis, whereas an abnormal stress echocardiogram leads to a more
malignant prognosis. Even in patients with normal stress echocar-
diography results, the inability to achieve 85% MPHR conferred a
higher, intermediate cardiac event rate of 2.9%/year, and the ability
to exercise 9 minutes on the Bruce Protocol to achieve at least 10
metabolic equivalents (METS) confers an overall low cardiac event
rate of 0.4%/year.17

HEART RATE WHEN WALL MOTION
ABNORMALITY OCCURS
Patients with submaximal MPHR in the setting of normal stress
echocardiography results have a higher risk of cardiovascular
events than those who attained maximal stress test. In a meta-
analysis comparing patients with submaximal MPHR with patients
who achieved age-appropriate MPHR, patients with submaximal
MPHR had a higher risk of hard events (cardiac death and myocar-
dial infarction; RR, 1.7; 95%CI, 1.25-2.31; P¼ .0008) and a higher
risk of total cardiac events (RR, 2.27; 95% CI, 1.54-3.31;
P< .0001).18 When evaluating patients only with submaximal
MPHR, a positive stress test (i.e., transient worsening wall motion
abnormalities or biphasic response on echocardiogram during
stress test) was associated with a significantly higher risk of adverse
cardiac events, as compared with patients with normal stress echo-
cardiography (RR, 3.78; 95% CI, 2.81-5.08; P< .0001). Thus the
results of submaximal MPHR in the setting of normal stress
echocardiography should be considered for more accurate risk
stratification and prognosis.

PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY VERSUS STRESS
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Although ST depression on stress ECGs is associated with worse
cardiovascular outcomes, concurrent echocardiographic imaging
is frequently associated with findings that may be concordant or
discordant to the ECG findings. Studies suggest that even in the set-
ting of an ischemic stress electrocardiographic response, the pres-
ence of a normal stress echocardiogram portends a benign
prognosis (cardiac event rate, 1.1% per year).19 Abnormal stress
ECG results provided limited prognostic risk stratification, except
in the setting of poor exercise capacity or a concordantly abnormal
stress echocardiographic finding. Stress-induced myocardial ische-
mia provides additional prognostic value over historical, clinical,
and stress electrocardiographic variables across all pretest proba-
bility subgroups.20 However, the best incremental value of stress
echocardiogram over other variables is in the intermediate pretest
probability subgroup.

DURATION OF REGIONAL WALL MOTION
ABNORMALITIES
With dobutamine stress testing, additional information about the
extent of myocardial ischemia can be obtained by assessing the
time required for reversible wall motion abnormalities to normal-
ize. In a study of 65 patients, complete resolution of regional wall
motion abnormalities occurred within 25 minutes in patients with
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multivessel CAD, within 20 minutes in those with two-vessel dis-
ease, and within 15 minutes in those with single-vessel disease
(P< .001).21 The greater the wall motion score index at peak stress,
the longer the duration of regional wall motion abnormalities into
the recovery phase (P< .01). In addition, regional wall motion
abnormalities persisted long after normalization of each patient’s
symptoms, electrocardiographic changes, heart rate, and rate-
pressure product during recovery.

ROLE OF RIGHT VENTRICULAR WALL MOTION
During stress echocardiography the presence of an abnormal right
ventricle, ischemic or infarcted, has been shown to be an indepen-
dent predictor of events (HR, 2.69; 95% CI, 1.22-5.92; P¼ .014).15

Right ventricular abnormalities can further stratify risk and provide
incremental prognostic value over rest and conventional stress
echocardiography variables.

TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC LEFT VENTRICULAR
CAVITY DILATATION
Transient ischemic dilation (TID) of the left ventricular cavity dur-
ing stress echocardiography signifies marked ischemia. TID during
stress echocardiography is associated with a very high rate of
adverse cardiac events (cardiac event rate, 19.7%/year)22 and a
very high relative risk of adverse cardiac events compared with
patients with normal stress test (RR, 6.17; 95% CI, 1.1-33.3;
P< .0001). TID is not only a sensitive marker of severe and exten-
sive angiographic CAD, but also a marker for possible multivessel
CAD (Video 60.1).

LEFT ATRIAL SIZE
Left atrial size has been shown to provide independent and incre-
mental prognostic value in patients referred for stress echocardiog-
raphy. In a group of patients without significant mitral valve
disease and relatively preserved left ventricular ejection fraction,
an enlarged left atrium, defined as a left atrial size indexed to body
surface area of at least 2.4 cm/m2, was associated with worse hard
cardiovascular events compared with patients with normal-sized
left atrium (RR, 1.84; 95% CI, 1.19-2.85; P¼ .006).23 An enlarged
left atrium could also be used to further stratify risk in both the nor-
mal and abnormal stress test groups.

WARRANTY TIME OF A NORMAL STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAM
Whereas the low event rate among patients with normal stress echo-
cardiogram is well established, the “warranty period” of a normal
stress echocardiogram is not well defined. In a patient cohort with a
remote history of MI (at least more than 6 weeks previous),24 stress
echocardiography effectively stratified patient risk into normal and
abnormal subgroups (event rate 0.8%/year versus 4.2%/year;
P¼ .01; RR, 5.6; 95%CI, 1.3-24.7). In patients with a normal stress
echocardiogram, the event rates at the end of 6, 12, and 18 months
were less than 1%/year. After 18 months, the event rate in patients
with a normal stress echocardiogram increased significantly to
more than 1%/year.

In the current economic scenario of reducing health-care
resources, stress echocardiogram plays a pivotal role in assessing
not only underlying CAD, but also the presence, extent, and sever-
ity of inducible ischemia. It provides invaluable information about
prognosis across a wide spectrum of patient populations. Stress
echocardiograms provide information above and beyond the
routine clinical and demographic variables. It provides valuable
assistance in risk stratification and prognosis and may also
play an important role in the allotment of scarce health-care
resources.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the video for this chapter.
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TABLE 61.1 Blood Supply and Metabolic Activity as a Determinant
of Myocardial Function

Diagnosis
Coronary
Flow

Myocyte
Metabolism Prognosis

Stunned
myocardium

Normal Decreased Spontaneous
recovery of
myocardial
function with time

Hibernating
myocardium

Decreased Decreased Improvement in
function with
revascularization
Heart failure is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, with a
5-year mortality rate as high as 50%. It is the leading cause of hos-
pitalization in patients older than 65 years.1 Coronary artery disease
is the leading cause of heart failure, and left ventricular (LV) sys-
tolic function is an important prognostic marker. Numerous studies
have shown that LV systolic dysfunction is a potentially reversible
condition related to myocardial stunning, hibernation, or a combi-
nation of the two mechanisms. Segments that lose function as a
result of acute ischemia, despite the restoration of normal perfu-
sion, are known as stunned myocardium (transient postischemic
dysfunction) (Fig. 61.1). Myocardial stunning results from a mis-
match between coronary flow and myocardial function, and these
segments are likely to recover function spontaneously over time
(Table 61.1). On the other hand, hibernating myocardium is the
term used to refer to segments rendered dysfunctional secondary
to chronically underperfused myocardium (Fig. 61.2). Hibernating
myocardium results from a compensatory decrease in myocardial
function as a consequence of chronic ischemia. Both stunned and
hibernating myocardium can potentially improve their function
and are collectively referred to as viable myocardium.2 Several
observations suggest that the hibernation and stunning may repre-
sent different spectrums of the same condition, and that in some
cases, hibernation may result from repetitive stunning by multiple
episodes of ischemia.3

In patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy, only 40% show
improvement in ejection fraction (EF) after revascularization, leav-
ing a substantial subset with no improvement.4 The perioperative
mortality rates from coronary artery bypass grafting in patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy range from 5% to more than 30%.5 Fur-
thermore, revascularization of nonviable myocardium has not
proven to be beneficial for either mortality6 or improvement in
G
(h

Return of
function

Clamp

Coronary occlusion

Coronary reperfusion

hysiologic mechanism of myocardial stunning. In myoc
r RA et al. Am J Med 1989, l86 (suppl 1A): 14-22.)
global LV function. In a meta-analysis of 24 viability studies,
revascularization of patients without viable myocardium was asso-
ciated with a trend toward higher annual mortality rate compared
with medical management alone (7.7% versus 6.2%, P¼ .23).6

On the contrary, revascularization of viable myocardium has been
shown to be associated with increased EF,5 decreased congestive
heart failure symptoms,5 and improved survival6 compared with
those treated medically. However, patients with viable myocar-
dium who did not undergo revascularization had annual mortality
rates five times higher than similar patients who were revascular-
ized.6 The survival benefit of revascularization of a viable myocar-
dium increases with decreasing LV function as well as increasing
number of viable segments.6 These data, however, emerge from a
meta-analysis of retrospective studies with varying inclusion and
exclusion criteria, different definitions of patients with or without
viable myocardium, and inherent biases in the selection of patients
for revascularization.
Wall motion
abnormality

Wall motion abnormality
during occlusion

Persistent wall
motion abnormality
(despite reperfusion
and viable myocytes)

radual return of function
ours to days)

ardial stunning, wall motion abnormalities persist even after establishing
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Wall motion
abnormality

Atherosclerotic narrowing

Wall motion abnormality due to
chronic ischemia without infarction

Figure 61.2. Pathophysiologicmechanism of myocardial hibernation. In
myocardial hibernation, there is wall motion abnormality due to chronic
reduced blood supply, which represents a physiologic adaptation of the
myocytes to reduced perfusion. (Kloner RA et al. Am J Med 1989, l86
(suppl 1A): 14-22.)
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Although the conventional wisdom with data from observa-
tional studies suggests a beneficial effect of revascularization on
improvement in LV function and outcomes in patients with ische-
mic cardiomyopathy with viable myocardium, this is not fully sup-
ported by data from randomized trials. In the Surgical Treatment
for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial of patients with ischemic
cardiomyopathy, assessment of myocardial viability with either
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), DSE, or
both did not identify patients who had a survival benefit from cor-
onary artery bypass grafting compared with medical therapy
alone.7 Although patients with viable myocardium had signifi-
cantly lower overall rates of death and cardiovascular hospitaliza-
tion than those without viable myocardium, this was no longer
significant after adjustment for baseline characteristics.7 Before
we throw out the baby with the bath water, it is important to recog-
nize the limitations of the STICH viability substudy. In this study,
viability assessment was not randomized, which results in substan-
tial differences in baseline characteristics between the groups with
and without viability assessment. In addition, only half of the
patients underwent viability assessment, and evaluations were
TABLE 61.2 Imaging Techniques to Detect Myocardial Viability

Imaging
Technique Definition of Viability Measure

FDG-PET Myocardial segments with decreased
perfusion but with intact metabolic activity

Identifies myoc
activity

Measures viabi
• Endocardiu
• Myocardium
• Epicardium

201Tl-SPECT Myocardial segments with decreased
perfusion with delayed uptake

Identifies cell m
Measures viabi
• Endocardiu
• Myocardium
• Epicardium

DSE Wall motion abnormality at rest that
improves with low-dose dobutamine
infusion

Identifies inotro
reserve

Measures viabi
• Endocardiu
• Inner myoc

MRI Delayed enhancement (5-20 min) indicates
fibrosis or scar

Identifies stunn

DSE, Dobutamine stress echocardiography; FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose F 1
201Tl-SPECT, thallium-201 single-photon emission tomography.
performed using two different imaging modalities. Moreover, there
were substantial differences in patients with and without viable
myocardium. The patients who underwent viability assessment
had greater prevalence of myocardial infarction, heart failure and
increase in LV end-diastolic volume, and lower EF. In addition,
the majority of patients who were tested had viable myocardium.
The small proportion of patients with limited myocardial viability
decreases the statistical power for such comparisons. It is also
unclear whether nonviable areas were subject to revascularization
in the STICH trial. In addition, questions have been raised about the
definition of viability used and possible quality control issues of
image acquisition and viability protocol, given that it is a multicen-
ter trial.8 Finally, it is not clear if the lack of mortality difference is
due to lack of benefit from coronary artery bypass graft or due to
significant improvement in modern optimal medical therapy alone.

Viability of myocardium can be ascertained using different imag-
ing techniques (Table 61.2). Currently the methods used for predict-
ing myocardial viability include assessment of contractile reserve
(CR) in dysfunctional regions using low-dose dobutamine stress
echocardiography (DSE), assessment of cell membrane integrity
using SPECT with thallium-201 (stress-redistribution-reinjection,
stress-reinjection 24-hour imaging, or rest-redistribution imaging)
and assessment of myocyte metabolic activity using fluorodeoxyglu-
cose F 18 positron emission tomography (FDG-PET). Other tech-
niques that are currently being developed include myocardial
contrast echocardiography (MCE) and contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging.9,10
DOBUTAMINE STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Rationale
Dobutamine is a synthetic catecholamine with both positive inotro-
pic and chronotropic effects mediated predominantly through β1-
adrenergic receptor stimulation. The principle of DSE is based
on detection of inotropic contractile reserve in dysfunctional but
viable myocardial segments with dobutamine. At low doses (4 to
8 μg/kg/min), dobutamine is a positive inotrope, but at doses higher
than 10 μg/kg/min it exhibits a positive chronotropic effect in addi-
tion to the inotropic effect.11 To assess myocardial viability, only
low doses of dobutamine are effective, which produce predomi-
nantly inotropy with minimal chronotropy. At higher doses, the
Disadvantage

yte metabolic

lity in the:
m

• May overestimate viability
• Requires radiotracer and equipment
• Low-resolution study
• No information on wall motion or ejection
fraction

• Long acquisition time
• High cost

embrane integrity
lity in the:
m

• May overestimate viability
• Involves radiotracer
• Low resolution
• High cost

pic contractile

lity in the:
m
ardium

• May underestimate viability
• Subjective interpretation
• Limited by poor acoustic window

ed myocardium • High cost
• Not portable

8 positron emission tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging;
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256 SECTION XIII Stress Echocardiography
increased heart rate resulting from a chronotropic effect will
increase myocardial oxygen demand with subsequent ischemia,
which is undesirable during testing.12,13 Consequently, low-dose
dobutamine is the standard protocol for assessing myocardial via-
bility. However, a biphasic response with higher doses of dobuta-
mine has a higher positive predictive value for the assessment of
myocardial viability.22

Protocol
Protocols used to assess myocardial viability vary widely, but the
most commonly used protocol is to administer dobutamine intrave-
nously, beginning at a dose of 2.5 to 5.0 μg/kg/min and then
increasing by 5 to 10 μg/kg/min every 3 to 5 minutes up to a max-
imum of 40 μg/kg/min, or until a study endpoint is achieved. The
endpoints for termination of the dobutamine infusion typically
include development of new segmental wall motion abnormalities,
attainment of 85% of age-related maximum predicted heart rate, or
the development of significant adverse effects related to the dobu-
tamine infusion. Five standard echocardiographic views are
obtained with each acquisition: parasternal long-axis, parasternal
short-axis, apical four-chamber, apical three-chamber, and apical
two-chamber views. Echocardiographic images are acquired at
baseline, with each stage of stress, and during the recovery phase.
Cardiac rhythm is monitored throughout the stress echocardiogra-
phy protocol, and 12-lead electrocardiograms and blood pressure
measurements are obtained at baseline, at each stage of stress,
and during the recovery phase.

There are four characteristic responses of dysfunctional myo-
cardial segments with dobutamine infusion (see Chapter 57,
Fig. 57.2):

1. Monophasic (sustained) response: Improvement is seen at low
dose, and it persists or further improves at high dose. This indi-
cates viable myocardium with no stenosis of the coronary artery
subtending the dysfunctional segment/region.

2. Biphasic response: Function is augmented at low dose and is
followed by deterioration at high dose. This indicates the pres-
ence of viable myocardium, but the coronary artery that supplies
the myocardium has flow-limiting stenosis.

3. Ischemic response: Function deteriorates, without CR. This
indicates the presence ofmyocardium with stress-induced ische-
mia due to flow-limiting stenosis.

4. Nonphasic response: No change is seen. This indicates the pres-
ence of scarred myocardium with no viability.

A contractile response to dobutamine requires that at least 50%
myocytes in a given segment are viable, and it correlates inversely
with the extent of interstitial fibrosis on myocardial biopsy.14 Atro-
pine may be given with dobutamine to enhance the diagnostic value
of the technique in the assessment of ischemia.15 Diagnostic yield of
DSE may be improved by combining it with other recently devel-
oped techniques, including myocardial contrast echocardiography16

and strain rate imaging with tissue Doppler techniques.17 In addition,
administration of nitroglycerin as an adjunct to dobutamine may
enhance accuracy in detecting hibernating myocardium.18
0%
CR CR CR CR

6393

Figure 61.4. Assessment of myocardial viability in patients with severe
left ventricular dysfunction. The predictive accuracy of dobutamine
stress echocardiography for functional recovery after revascularization
wasmaintained in patients with or without severe left ventricular dysfunc-
tion. CR, Contractile reserve; EF, ejection fraction. (Adapted from Cusick
DA, Castillo R, Quigg RJ, et al. Predictive accuracy of dobutamine stress
echocardiography for identification of viable myocardium in patients with
severely reduced left ventricular ejection fraction, J Heart Lung Trans-
plant 15:186S, 1997.)
PROGNOSTIC VALUE
The identification of myocardial viability by low-dose DSE has
prognostic significance in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy.
In a study by Chaudhry and colleagues,19 the prognostic implica-
tions of myocardial CR were evaluated in patients with coronary
artery disease and left ventricular (LV) dysfunction (EF of 40%
or less). In patients undergoing medical therapy alone, those with
CR (identified by low-dose DSE) had a better initial survival com-
pared with those without CR, but this was not maintained beyond
3 years. In patients undergoing revascularization, those with CR
had better survival compared with those without CR (Fig. 61.3).
By multivariate analysis, the number of dysfunctional segments
demonstrating CR was the strongest predictor of survival. Thus
myocardial viability as determined by low-dose DSE is a signifi-
cant predictor of survival in patients with CAD and LV dysfunction
undergoing either medical therapy or revascularization, indepen-
dent of symptoms, baseline LV function, or coronary anatomy
(see Fig. 61.3).19

Several other studies have evaluated the usefulness of low-dose
DSE in predicting improvement in regional contractile function fol-
lowing revascularization. Cusick and co-workers20 evaluated the
utility of DSE in patients with severe LV dysfunction and showed
similar accuracy (Fig. 61.4). Pooled analysis of studies show that
low-dose DSE has good sensitivity (81%) and specificity (80%)
for predicting improvement of regional and global LV function fol-
lowing revascularization.21 It thus has a good positive predictive
value (77%) and an excellent negative predictive value (85%)
(Figs. 61.5 and 61.6).21

Prior studies evaluated the presence of viability in a binary fash-
ion. However, Afridi and associates22 evaluated the prognostic
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Figure 61.5. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and nega-
tive predictive value of the different imaging techniques in predicting
functional recovery after revascularization. Dobutamine stress echocar-
diography had the best specificity and positive predictive value. DSE,
Dobutamine stress echocardiography; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose F 18;
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D, Elhendy A, et al. Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive accuracies of
various noninvasive techniques for detecting hibernating myocardium,
Curr Probl Cardiol 26:147–186, 2001.)
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value of varying responses to dobutamine infusion (monophasic,
biphasic, ischemic, and nonphasic responses). A biphasic response
had the highest predictive value (72%), followed by ischemia
(35%), whereas the lowest predictive value was observed in seg-
ments with either nonphasic (13%) or monophasic response
(15%). Combining biphasic and ischemic responses resulted in a
sensitivity of 74% and specificity of 73% (Fig. 61.7).22

Dobutamine-responsive wall motion was most often detected at
doses of 5 or 7.5 μg/kg/min, and worsening was usually seen at
doses higher than 20 μg/kg/min, although it was seen in some
patients at the earlier lower dose of 7.5 μg/kg/min. These data
underscore the complex nature of dobutamine responsiveness that
must be considered when interpreting clinical viability studies that
use DSE. Dobutamine should be started at a low dose and increased
slowly in increments for optimal results.23 However, testing for
myocardial viability should not be terminated after low doses of
dobutamine if it is safe to continue testing at higher doses, because
the demonstration of CR and inducible ischemia in the same seg-
ment (biphasic response) is fairly definitive proof that the segment
will improve with revascularization.23

Other studies have evaluated the “amount” of viable myocar-
dium as a prognostic marker. In a study by Meluzin and col-
leagues,24 those with a large territory of viable myocardium (at
least 6 segments) had a greater percentage increase in EF and lower
cardiac event rate during a mean follow-up of 20 months compared
with patients with modest amount of viable myocardium (2 to 5
segments) or no viable myocardium (Fig. 61.8).24
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODALITIES
Compared with other techniques for the prediction of functional
recovery after revascularization, low-dose DSE has comparable
sensitivity with very good specificity (see Figs. 61.5 and 61.6).21

In a pooled analysis of studies, Bax and co-workers21 showed that
the highest sensitivity was observed for FDG-PET, followed by the
other nuclear imaging techniques, whereas the lowest sensitivity
was observed for DSE. However, the specificity was highest for
DSE, followed by FDG-PET and nuclear SPECT; the lowest
specificity was observed for thallium-201 reinjection. Thus the
highest negative predictive value was observed for FDG-PET,
followed by DSE, then the other nuclear imaging techniques,
whereas the highest positive predictive value for recovery of seg-
mental wall motion abnormality was observed for DSE, followed
by FDG-PET, thallium-201 and rest redistribution. The lowest
PPV was observed for thallium-201 reinjection (see Figs. 61.5
and 61.6).21

THALLIUM SCINTIGRAPHY
Arnese and colleagues25 evaluated the predictive value of post-
stress reinjection thallium SPECT imaging and DSE in 38 patients
with severe LV dysfunction. Segments that had akinesis or severe
hypokinesis were evaluated for improved function 3 months after
coronary artery bypass surgery, as assessed by regional wall thick-
ening on echocardiography. The number of viable segments
detected by thallium scintigraphy was three times that of low-dose
DSE (103 and 33 segments, respectively), with a higher sensitivity
for an improvement of segmental function (89% for thallium
SPECT and 74% for echocardiography). Low-dose DSE, however,
had a higher specificity and positive predictive value (95% and
85%, respectively) than did thallium reinjection imaging (48%
and 33%, respectively).

Pooled analysis from various studies has shown that DSE has a
higher specificity, yielding a 14% higher positive predictive value
than thallium SPECT.26 However, the sensitivity of thallium
SPECT is reported to be higher, yielding a 9% higher negative pre-
dictive value than that for DSE.26 This suggests that many myocar-
dial segments with baseline systolic dysfunction will manifest
thallium uptake but lack inotropic reserve during dobutamine
administration, which results in overestimation of viability by
nuclear SPECT (see Table 61.2).

Fluorodeoxyglucose F 18 Positron Emission
Tomography
Pierard and associates26a used low-dose DSE and FDG-PET imag-
ing to examine 17 patients after they received thrombolytic therapy
for acute myocardial infarction. Imaging was repeated 9�7months
later to assess the ability of these studies to predict recovery of
regional function. FDG-PET and DSE were concordant regarding
the presence and absence of viability in 62 of the 78 myocardial
segments (79%). However, among the segments where results from
the two modalities were discordant, 7 (16%) that were considered
viable with DSE were found to be nonviable with FDG-PET study.
Among the segments considered nonviable with DSE, 9 (26%)
showed evidence of viability with FDG-PET. At the follow-up
examination, the regions that were rated viable by both PET and
DSE improved in function, and the regions determined to be non-
viable by both techniques had persistent dysfunction. However, all
nine of the regions that were rated viable only by FDG-PET but
lacked CR did not improve in function, and six had metabolic evi-
dence of necrosis on the follow-up study. Among the seven regions
predicted to be viable by DSE but nonviable by FDG-PET, five had
improved function and normal metabolism on the follow-up study.
Thus, although PET and DSE provided concordant findings in the
majority of regions, these data nonviable that FDG-PET might
overestimate the presence and extent of viability, and that DSE
had at least similar negative predictive value and better positive
predictive value than FDG-PET for functional recovery after
thrombolytic therapy.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging provides a
unique tool to assess various clinical markers of viability.
Contrast-enhanced CMR (CE-CMR) is being used to image myo-
cardial fibrosis, and dobutamine CMR is currently used to assess
CR. In general, CE-CMR has greater sensitivity but lower specific-
ity (sensitivity, 95%; specificity, 45%) for identifying viable myo-
cardium than other techniques that detect CR, such as dobutamine
MRI (sensitivity, 73%; specificity, 83%) and DSE.27–29

REASONS FOR DISCORDANT FINDINGS BETWEEN
VARIOUS MODALITIES TO ASSESS VIABILITY
Studies such as those just described indicate that a greater number
of dysfunctional myocardial segments have been identified as via-
ble by PET and nuclear imaging than by echocardiography, indicat-
ing that some regions of viable myocardium are metabolically
active, have intact cell membranes, or both, but lack inotropic
reserve. The regions with discordant findings between the two tech-
niques tend to be those in which blood flow is reduced at rest and
those that are presumably hibernating.23

Discrepancies between DSE and SPECT or PET imaging may
reflect the underlying alternations in cellular metabolism, mem-
brane integrity, and myocyte function. Blood flow and flow reserve
may be reduced to such an extent that CR is lost but transmembrane
pump activity is preserved. This could be imaged directly with thal-
lium or sestamibi or could be assessed by investigating the meta-
bolic processes necessary to generate the high-energy processes
to maintain membrane integrity.23 In such cases, viability may
be detected by PET or SPECT but not by DSE.30

On the other hand, data of other investigators have shown that
the magnitude of regional perfusion-tracer activity reflects the mass
of viable tissue, which in turn correlates with systolic func-
tion.25,31,32 The overestimation of viability with techniques such
as rest-redistribution thallium scintigraphy or PET imaging with
FDG may be a result of the detection of small regions of viability
that are too small to permit improvement in regional or global sys-
tolic function.23 The distribution of viable cells may also be impor-
tant, especially with regard to the recovery of ventricular function.
A heterogeneous admixture of necrotic and viable cells may not
demonstrate improved contraction, in spite of the presence of ade-
quate metabolic function in at least some of the cells.23 However,
even without the return of cardiac function, the presence and main-
tenance of viability may be crucial for long-term prognosis, per-
haps by the prevention of infarct expansion, ventricular
remodeling, and the development of heart failure.

FUTURE ADVANCES

Nitroglycerin-Enhanced Dobutamine Stress
Echocardiography
Ling and associates18 compared nitroglycerin DSE (NTG-DSE)
with intracoronary MCE, and rest-redistribution thallium-201
SPECT on recovery of myocardial function following revascular-
ization in patients with chronic ischemic LV dysfunction. Nitro-
glycerin (0.4 mg) was sprayed sublingually. Echocardiography
was performed 5 minutes later, followed by dobutamine infusion
and standard DSE protocol. Nitroglycerin alone increased regional
thickening in 20% of viable akinetic segments. Among the various
techniques for detecting myocardial viability, NTG-DSE had the
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best specificity, leading to the hypothesis that nitroglycerin may be
a useful adjunct to dobutamine stimulation. Nitroglycerin has been
shown by ventriculography to increase contractility of viable asy-
nergic segments,33 enhance radionuclide uptake,32 and augment
end-systolic wall thickening by magnetic resonance.34 Some of
the mechanisms that have been postulated include direct vasodila-
tion, recruitment of collateral circulation, and optimization of
loading.18,35,36
Enoximone Stress Echocardiography
Lu and co-workers25 evaluated the role of enoximone, a phospho-
diesterase inhibitor, with positive inotropic action but fewer hemo-
dynamic effects than dobutamine, for the prediction of functional
recovery following revascularization in patients with chronic ische-
mic LV dysfunction. Compared with dobutamine, enoximone
echocardiography had higher sensitivity (enoximone, 88%;
dobutamine, 79%) and negative predictive value (enoximone,
90%; dobutamine, 84%), with similar specificity (enoximone,
89%; dobutamine, 90%) and positive predictive value (both,
87%) for functional recovery. In patients with viable segments
supplied by critically stenotic coronary arteries, even low-dose
dobutamine can induce ischemia, secondary to increase in heart
rate and systolic blood pressure. Enoximone does not cause signif-
icant increases in heart rate and blood pressure and hence can
be used to detect viability in critically stenotic segments (where
supply and demand are delicately balanced) without inducing
ischemia.25
Strain Rate Measurement
Hoffmann and colleagues17 evaluated the utility of strain rate mea-
surement for evaluation of myocardial viability in patients with LV
dysfunction undergoing DSE. The peak systolic tissue Doppler
velocity and peak systolic myocardial strain rate were determined
at baseline and during low-dose dobutamine stress from the apical
views. The standard used for comparison was viability as deter-
mined by FDG-PET. Compared with low-dose dobutamine only,
strain rate measurement increased both the sensitivity (increased
from 75% to 83%) and specificity (63% to 84%) for the detection
of viability.17 Thus strain rate imaging may provide an important
adjunct as a quantitative measure of myocardial viability, espe-
cially in identifying subtle improvements in inotropic CR.
Myocardial Contrast Echocardiography
MCE can be used to evaluate microvascular integrity. Senior and
associates37 examined the incremental value of myocardial contrast
echocardiography over DSE at predicting recovery of function fol-
lowing acute myocardial infarction. Addition of MCE to the stan-
dard DSE protocol improved sensitivity for the prediction of
improvement in contractile function (sensitivity increased from
59% to 79%) in segments nonresponsive to dobutamine. Thus myo-
cardial contrast echocardiography may be an important adjunct to
improve the sensitivity of DSE.37 However, it should be mentioned
that, despite more than two decades of research, MCE has not
gained a significant role in the clinical arena.

CONCLUSIONS
In patients with ischemic LV dysfunction, wall motion abnormal-
ities may be reversible (viable), and the detection of viability on
imaging studies identifies regions of LV that may potentially
improve with revascularization. DSE is a valuable technique for
the assessment of myocardial viability with good sensitivity and
excellent specificity, when recovery of function is considered as
the gold standard, even in patients with severe LV dysfunction.
It thus has an excellent positive predictive value and good negative
predictive value for the detection of viability. Although low-dose
dobutamine is the standard protocol for assessing myocardial via-
bility, given the prognostic value of a biphasic response, dobuta-
mine infusion should be carried out to the endpoint whenever
possible. The likelihood of improvement of contractile function
with revascularization depends on the type of response to dobuta-
mine (biphasic response has the best likelihood for recovery) and
the amount of viable myocardium present. Thus DSE should be
routinely considered in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy
for risk stratification, prognosis, and treatment. In contrast to the
results from studies that included a retrospective analysis of the
interaction between viability and medical or revascularization ther-
apy on prognosis, the STICH trial recently showed no interaction
between the potential benefit of revascularization and the viability
status, thus questioning the role of viability testing in patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy.
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62 Contrast-Enhanced Stress Echocardiography
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TABLE 62.1 Summary of Optimal Settings and Clinical Usefulness
of Using Contrast for LVO Versus Very Low MI RTPE During Stress
Echocardiography

RTPE LVO

Frame rate 20-25 Hz >30 Hz
Mechanical index <0.2 (very low) <0.3 (low)
Systems where available Philips, Siemens, GE

Healthcare,* Toshiba
All systems

Assess myocardial
perfusion

Yes No

Transmural wall motion Excellent Optimal
Subendocardial wall
thickening

Yes Not feasible

Utility during treadmill/
bicycle stress

Excellent (90%)
Technically challenging

Excellent
(90%)

CAD detection during
vasodilator stress

Excellent (90%) Reduced
sensitivity
(<70%)

CAD detection during
dobutamine stress

Excellent (90%) Good (80%)

Simultaneous analysis of
wall motion/perfusion

Yes No

CAD, Coronary artery disease; LVO, left ventricular outflow; MI,
mechanical index; RTPE, real-time perfusion echocardiography.

*Just released.
ULTRASOUND CONTRAST APPLICATIONS
FOR STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The currently available ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) in the
United States are Optison (GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ) and
Definity (Lantheus, North Billerica, MA). In Europe and Brazil,
SonoVue (Bracco, Colleretto Giacosa, Italy) is an approved con-
trast agent. UCAs in the United States are currently approved only
for left ventricular opacification (LVO). Contrast is indicated
whenever two contiguous segments cannot be adequately visual-
ized. Since stress images are typically more difficult to obtain than
rest images, it should even be considered when only one segment
cannot be visualized at rest. Use of contrast when resting images are
suboptimal has resulted in sensitivities and specificities for the
detection of coronary artery disease (CAD) that are equivalent to
echoes with optimal image quality.1

However, UCAs can also be used to examine myocardial perfu-
sion with perfusion imaging techniques (available now on Philips,
Siemens, Toshiba, and General Electric ultrasound scanners).
Perfusion imaging adds incremental value to resting wall motion
assessment during pharmacologic stress echocardiography with
either dobutamine or a vasodilator.2 Perfusion imaging adds
incremental predictive value to stress wall motion assessment.3

Perfusion imaging during dobutamine or exercise stress echocardi-
ography detects abnormalities that antedate wall motion abnormal-
ities, and helps delineate subendocardial wall thickening
abnormalities that are induced even when overall transmural wall
thickening appears normal (Table 62.1). Real-time perfusion
echocardiography (RTPE) has equivalent resolution, reduced cost,
and less risk when compared with other perfusion imaging
techniques (Table 62.2).
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TABLE 62.2 Perfusion Imaging Techniques

MCE MRI SPECT/PET

Resolution <2 mm <2 mm 10-15 mm
Subendocardial

defects detected
Yes Yes No

Cost Low High High
Portability Yes Not possible Limited
Real-time perfusion Yes No No
Availability Extensive Very limited Limited
FDA approved

perfusion
agent

Not approved Not approved Approved

Radiation exposure None None >10 mSv*

MCE, Myocardial contrast echocardiography; MRI, magnetic resonance
imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon
emission computed tomography.

*Radiation exposure is higher for thallium-based tracers than technetium-
based tracers; lower doses have been reported for D-SPECT imaging.
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APPROACHES TO OPTIMIZE CONTRAST USE
DURING STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Optimal LVO during rest and stress echocardiography can be
achieved with either tissue harmonic imaging (THI) or real-time
perfusion software on commercially available systems. For THI,
TABLE 62.3 Imaging Settings and Presets for LVO and RTPE Imaging

RTPE Presets

Depth 140 mm
Focus Behind mitral valve level
Contrast option Gen (1.5 MHz)

CPS (Cadence contrast agent imaging)
Toshiba Aplio
General Electric: not released

Gain/compression Adjusted to ensure homogeneous myocardial contrast
absence of myocardial signals post high MI impulse

High MI impulse
frame duration

2-5 frames at rest
5-20 frames during stress

Loop duration Time (10 sec); should include sufficient time to analyze
replenishment post high MI Impulse

High MI setting >1.0 for high MI impulses
Frame rate 20-25 Hz
TGC settings In the middle; on some systems, settings in the near fi

adjusted slightly higher
X5-1 on Philips does not require higher near-field gains

LVO, Left ventricular outflow; MI, mechanical index; N/A, not applicable; RTPE

Figure 62.1. Typical example (apical four-chamber view) of using low mec
improve left ventricular output. Note that before contrast injection or infusio
the MI is set to 0.27 and should be kept below 0.3 to prevent apical swirlin
the mechanical index (MI) should be set to less than 0.3, and time
gain compensation adjusted to create equivalent background con-
trast (Table 62.3). Tissue signals from valves and myocardium
should be minimized (Fig. 62.1). RTPE is a very low MI imaging
technique that permits the real-time detection of myocardial con-
trast enhancement following either a small (0.1 to 0.2 mL) bolus
injection or continuous infusion of UCA. RTPE requires software
that is vendor specific (see Table 62.3). It is typically examined
during an infusion of microbubbles, during which a high MI
impulse is delivered to clear the capillaries of microbubbles. The
rate at which myocardial contrast is replenished and the plateau
intensity are subsequently examined either visually or quantita-
tively (Fig. 62.2). The RTPE techniques also are excellent for
LVO and wall motion analysis following the high MI impulses.

PHYSIOLOGIC BASIS FOR EXAMINING
MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION WITH ULTRASOUND
CONTRAST AGENTS
Changes in myocardial blood flow can be analyzed by examining
the replenishment of myocardial contrast following a high MI
impulse. This concept was developed by Wei and co-workers4

and is demonstrated in Fig. 62.3. The product of the rate of contrast
replenishment (reflecting myocardial red blood cell velocity) and
the plateau intensity (reflecting capillary cross-sectional area) cor-
relates with myocardial blood flow. By normalizing plateau inten-
sity to adjacent left ventricular cavity intensity, absolute
myocardial blood flow can be computed.
LVO Presets

140 mm
Behind mitral valve level
LVO (contrast)

and
s

Adjusted to minimize background signals frommyocardium and
valves (cavity bright and homogeneous; myocardium dark)

N/A

One cardiac cycle

All imaging at <0.3 MI
>30 Hz

eld are In the middle and adjusted slightly higher in the far field

, real-time perfusion echocardiography; TGC, time gain compensation.

hanical index (MI) tissue harmonic imaging with ultrasound contrast to
n there are minimal signals from the myocardium or valves. Note that
g.
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Figure 62.2. Very lowmechanical index (MI) imaging in real time using real-time perfusion echocardiography. These frames demonstrate that at an MI
less than 0.2, there are minimal to no signals from tissue following the high MI impulse, whereas contrast microbubbles can be delineated in the myo-
cardium during the replenishment phase following a high impulse.
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Figure 62.3. The schematic depiction of the 1-exponential curve that
describes contrast replenishment following a high mechanical index
impulse (A) during a continuous infusion of ultrasound contrast agents.
The replenishment of the beam elevation (d1 through d4, B through E),
will depend on the velocity of microbubbles.
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Most clinical applications analyze myocardial perfusion visu-
ally. A key concept is that under resting conditions with a typical
diagnostic transducer having a 5-mm elevation plane, normal myo-
cardial contrast replenishment should occur within 5 seconds,
whereas under hyperemic conditions (exercise, dobutamine, vaso-
dilator stress), replenishment should occur within 2 seconds follow-
ing the high MI impulse.5,6

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
AND COMPONENTS
The success of RTPE and LVO applications of contrast are depen-
dent upon optimizing the gain, time gain compensation, and MI for
imaging. The contrast infusion rate must also be controlled to
obtain myocardial contrast enhancement without shadowing in
the LV cavity (see Table 62.3).

ROLE OF PHYSICIAN
The physician is responsible for the overall quality control of the
procedure, which begins by ensuring all personnel (cardiology fel-
lows, nurses, and sonographers) are adequately educated in the con-
cepts of LVO or myocardial perfusion assessment with a
continuous infusion of microbubble contrast. The physician should
work with the lead sonographer and nursing team to develop a stan-
dard operating procedure whenever contrast is used to assess per-
fusion. Although RTPE during stress can be performed with similar
standard stress procedures without contrast, the physician assigned
to the laboratory should have completed Level III training in
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echocardiography and should have performed and interpreted at
least 50 RTPE examinations before operating independently.
S5-1 transducer
potentiometer settings

X5-1 transducer
potentiometer settings
ROLE OF SONOGRAPHER AND NURSE
Contrast is used to enhance images, improve border detection, and
provide information on myocardial perfusion at rest and during
stress echocardiographic studies. The contrast is typically adminis-
tered by a registered nurse or other qualified allied health person-
nel. A continuous infusion or small (0.1 mL for Definity, 0.2 mL
for Optison, and 0.5 mL for SonoVue) bolus injection of contrast
is used both for resting, exercise, vasodilator, and dobutamine
stress echocardiograms. Lower doses or infusions are needed dur-
ing stress imaging because cardiac output is higher.

Definity is activated by agitating the vial for 45 seconds in the
Vial Mix. For continuous infusions, this is then diluted by injecting
0.8 mL of Definity into 29 mL normal saline for a total of approxi-
mately 30 mL. For Optison, half of a vial can be diluted into 20 mL
of saline. This solution should not be prepared until just before infu-
sion. Two syringes should be made for stress echocardiograms. One
syringe should be sufficient for resting echocardiograms. The infu-
sion rate is approximately 4 mL/min by hand, watching the clock.
The solution should be mixed back and forth periodically so that
the contrast does not settle in the bottom of the syringe. The infusion
is started when the sonographer is ready to capture resting images.
The nurse will start the infusion and the sonographer will start to
acquire the resting images. The infusion rate starts at 4 mL/min
and can be increased or decreased if needed, depending on the
images. The sonographer will tell the nurse to increase or decrease
the infusion rate as needed. One syringe of the mixture should be suf-
ficient for a resting echocardiogram when looking for perfusion, left
ventricular function, wall motion abnormalities, and overall ejection
fraction. The second half of the ultrasound contrast will be needed
both for exercise and pharmacologic stress echocardiograms. In
addition, any leftover diluted contrast from the syringe used to obtain
resting images can be used for imaging during stress. The range of
solution left over from the resting images is 0 to 20 mL for Definity,
depending on the difficulty in obtaining the resting images.

The second syringe is used for imaging during stress. In this set-
ting, the infusion rate is usually lower because of the higher cardiac
output (2 to 4 mL/min). The infusion rate should remain constant
unless the sonographer indicates otherwise. It is important not to
mix the second syringe until the sonographer is ready to capture
the intermediate images for dobutamine stress echocardiography
and immediate post images for exercise stress echocardiography.
For small bolus injections of contrast, each bolus should be fol-
lowed by a slow infusion of 5 to 10 mL saline or 5% dextrose over
10 seconds.
Figure 62.4. Typical time gain compensation (TGC) settings required to
create homogenous myocardial contrast during real-time perfusion echo-
cardiographyonmost transducers.OntheX5-1 (PhilipsHealthcare,Bothell,
WA), the TGCpotentiometer settings can be left in a vertical position (right).
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING
RTPE INSTEAD OF OTHER IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Ultrasound has higher spatial resolution than either radionuclide
imaging (SPECT or PET) techniques, and provides greater tempo-
ral resolution (see Table 62.2). This permits the detection of myo-
cardial perfusion in real time along with regional function
assessments. Despite this, SPECT and PET are the only techniques
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for examining
myocardial perfusion. Myocardial perfusion imaging is also possi-
ble with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although the spatial
resolution of MRI is comparable to ultrasound, it cannot be used to
measure myocardial blood flow and blood flow changes, which can
be accomplished with myocardial contrast echocardiography (see
Table 62.2). Myocardial perfusion imaging with RTPE can be used
to evaluate functionally significant CAD, whereas coronary com-
puted tomographic angiography (CTA) is used to assess anatomic
stenosis and plaque composition.
ACQUISITION OF RTPE IMAGES
The infusion rate or small bolus injection with a slow flush must be
adjusted to permit homogeneous myocardial opacification before
application of high MI impulses and analysis of contrast replenish-
ment. This will usually require that time gain compensation (TGC)
potentiometers be set slightly higher in the near field to overcome
automatic reductions that typically occur in the near field. How-
ever, this near-field adjustment is not required for the Philips
X5-1 transducer (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA; Fig. 62.4).
When set correctly, a brief high MI impulse (greater than
0.8 MI) will optimize clearance of signal from the myocardium.
Figure 62.5 demonstrates how to adjust the TGC potentiometers
to create homogenous opacification. Figure 62.6 illustrates that
occasionally the near field TGC potentiometers must be adjusted
back slightly to ensure that the post high MI impulse adequately
clears all echocardiographic signals in the apical segments (thus
allowing analysis of replenishment). Box 62.1 summarizes the crit-
ical parameters used to optimize analysis of perfusion.

The infusion rate of UCAs must be adjusted so that the high MI
impulse only clears myocardial contrast and does not excessively
destroy left ventricular cavity contrast. This will result in a reduc-
tion of contrast entering the coronary circulation and create diffi-
culties in analyzing myocardial contrast replenishment. For small
bolus injections, the injections and flushes must be such that high
MI impulses still clear echocardiographic signals from all myocar-
dial segments. Once cavity contrast begins to wash out, a repeat
bolus will be necessary. Table 62.1 provides the recommended
ultrasound settings and presets for RTPE and LVO.
SPECIFIC STRESS PROTOCOLS

Exercise Stress RTPE Acquisition
A two-stage Bruce protocol is used, and images are taken at rest and
immediately post exercise. The correct machine settings (see
Table 62.3) and protocol for myocardial contrast imaging or
LVO are selected, and the nurse administers the small bolus or
starts the infusion of contrast. Resting and immediate poststress
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Figure 62.5. Time gain compensation
(TGC) settings that are too low in the
near field cause the appearance of a
pseudoapical perfusion defect. Slightly
adjusting the TGC settings higher in
the near field prevents development of
this artifact. These adjustments should
be made with some transducers during
the resting studies before stress imag-
ing. The X5-1 (Philips Healthcare,
Bothell, WA) does not require this
adjustment.
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Figure 62.6. Conversely, time gain
compensation (TGC) settings that are
too high in the near field (top panels)
result in unwanted tissue signals
appearing in the apex on the immediate
post high mechanical index (MI) image
(top right panel), preventing adequate
analysis of myocardial contrast replen-
ishment in the apical segment. Correc-
tive action is taken in the lower panels,
where slightly lowering the TGC settings
in the near field results in a homogenous
absence of myocardial signals that will
be adequate for analyzing replenish-
ment. Note that TGC potentiometers in
both the near and far field are set to
achieve homogenous myocardial opaci-
fication as well as to ensure absence of
signals from the myocardium immedi-
ately following the high MI impulses.
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images are taken following the repeated small bolus injections; or if
infusion of contrast is continuous, images are recorded at approx-
imately 4 mL/min during rest and 2 mL/min during stress. The con-
trast injections or infusions should be started 30 seconds before
treadmill termination. The myocardium should appear dark after
the high MI impulse; however, the left ventricular cavity should
remain bright. If the left ventricular cavity is dark, the infusion rate
should be increased or the duration of the high MI impulses should
be adjusted (Table 62.4). The myocardium should replenish within
one to four heartbeats at rest and become bright again; during stress,
replenishment should take less than 2 seconds.

The highMI impulse duration at rest should be set at around five
frames and adjusted as needed, depending on the destruction of the
microbubbles. If too many bubbles are being destroyed in the LV
cavity, then the high MI impulse duration should be turned down.
Because of the higher cardiac output and cardiac motion during
stress, the high MI impulse duration may be increased to 12 to
15 frames at most (or one to two cardiac cycles on the Siemens
system) for the stress images. When using the Philips iE33 scanner,
the “iScan” button should only be used in the beginning when rest-
ing images are taken. For all systems, the frame rate for RTPE
should be around 22 to 25 Hz (it can be slightly higher with an
increased heart rate). The MI should be set at around 0.18 and
no higher than 0.20 for RTPE. If using contrast for LVO, then frame
rates can be greater than 30 Hz, and the MI typically is optimal
between 0.2 and 0.3 (see Table 62.3).

For exercise stress with RTPE, the full disclosure option is cho-
sen, which indicates that each cardiac cycle is acquired after the
acquire button is pushed. The nurse should start infusing the
contrast or administering a small bolus about 30 seconds before
the patient gets off the treadmill for immediate post images. During
acquisition of images, if background echocardiographic signals are
too high, then the overall gain should be reduced slightly to ensure
near complete clearance of myocardial signals post high MI
impulse. For LVO, the myocardium should have only a very low
background signal to optimize the contrast within the cavity.
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TABLE 62.4 Concepts Behind System Settings for RTPE and LVO

Key Concepts on System Settings

Focus Narrowest area of the beam with the greatest ultrasound
intensity

Should be placed at the most distal location for perfusion
imaging

• Allows greater resolution of the entire LV
• Briefly adjusting to the near field may help to reduce
“swirling” artifacts seen in the apex for LVO

Gain
(overall)

Dynamic
range

The overall gain amplifies intensity of the received echoes
and uniformly increases or decreases the number of
echoes displayed; should be set higher in the near field
for some real-time perfusion imaging systems

The dynamic range boosts visibility of softer echoes from
contrast

• Both the gain and dynamic range do not affect
microbubble destruction

MI MI set too high will cause too much bubble destruction
Should be around 0.1-0.2 MI for real time perfusion imaging
Should be 0.2-0.3 MI for LVO
Shouldbe>0.7-0.8 MI for brief destructive impulses toclear

contrast from the myocardium.
FR The FR determines the repetition frequency at which

pulses are received by microbubbles.
Sector size, width, and imaging depth affect the FR
An FR that is too high can disrupt microbubbles; it should

be approximately 20-25 Hz during low MI perfusion
imaging; can be increased to 25-30 Hz when heart rate
is higher (exercise or dobutamine stress)

For LVO, FR can be 30-40 Hz; a lower FR may reduce
apical destruction swirling

FR, Frame rate; LV, left ventricle; LVO, left ventricular outflow; MI,
mechanical index; RTPE, real-time perfusion echocardiography.
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Analysis of Images
With RTPE, analysis of perfusion and wall motion are performed
simultaneously. If an area of the myocardium does not replenish (per-
fusion defect) within approximately 2 to 3 heartbeats after the highMI
impulse duration following exercise, stenosis is most likely present.
Figure 62.7 depicts an inducible defect that occurred in the septum,
apex, and lateral segments because of a left main coronary artery
obstruction. A few segments are often attenuated by rib or lung
REST

IPO IPO

REST

Pre high MI impulse Immediately post high MI impulse

Figure 62.7. Images from an exercise stress echocardiogramwith real-time p
demonstrate normal wall thickening and normal perfusion (myocardial cont
impulse). Stress images in the bottom panel, obtained within 2 seconds follo
sistent with inducible ischemia in the mid septum, apex, and lateral segmen
shadowing, such as the basal to mid anterior and lateral segments, so
some images should be obtained in a foreshortened view to reduce this
attenuation or shadowing (see Table 62.4). Perfusion defects are often
subendocardial, whereas attenuation tends to involve the entire trans-
mural extent of the segment and extends outside the segment borders.

DOBUTAMINE STRESS REAL-TIME PERFUSION
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY AND LEFT VENTRICULAR
OPACIFICATION PROTOCOLS

Acquisition
For RTPE and LVO protocols, a four-stage protocol is used and
images are taken at rest, low dose (if a resting wall motion abnor-
mality is present), intermediate stress, and at peak stress. Images
are only taken in the four-, two-, and three-chamber views. The
nurse starts the infusion or bolus of Definity, Optison, or SonoVue
as described previously. TheMI for RTPE and LVO are the same as
that used for exercise stress echocardiography. Once homogeneous
myocardial opacification is achieved (adjusting gain settings and
infusion rate), the acquire button is pressed. Following this, a brief
high MI impulse is applied. The myocardium should appear dark
after the impulse; however, the left ventricular cavity should
remain bright. If the left ventricular cavity is dark, then the infusion
rate (or bolus size) should be increased or the duration of the high
MI impulse should be decreased. Themyocardium should replenish
within 5 seconds at rest. Once the myocardium has become reopa-
cified, the post high MI impulse is applied, then the acquire button
is pressed again to end the acquisition. This same process is
repeated for the low dose, intermediate stress (70% predicted max-
imum heart rate), and peak stress (greater than 85% predicted max-
imum heart rate) images. Low-dose dobutamine images are
primarily necessary when a resting wall motion abnormality is pre-
sent; they are used to assess wall motion recruitment as well as con-
trast replenishment in segments unresponsive to dobutamine.

As with exercise stress, the highMI duration at rest should be set
to around five frames and adjusted as needed, depending on the
destruction of the microbubbles. If too many bubbles are being
destroyed in the LV cavity, then the high MI impulse duration
should be reduced. This situation could occur if the patient’s ejec-
tion fraction is low. It might be necessary to increase the high MI
impulse duration at peak heart rate because of the increase in blood
volume and cardiac output.
IPO IPO

REST REST

2 sec post high MI impulse 4 sec post high MI impulse

erfusion echocardiography. Resting end-systolic images in the top panel
rast replenishment within 4 seconds of the high mechanical index [MI]
wing a high MI impulse, demonstrate a transmural perfusion defect con-
ts. The patient had a significant left main coronary artery obstruction.
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Figure 62.8. An example of an inducible inferior perfusion defect with real time perfusion echocardiography during dobutamine stress contrast
echocardiography (lower panel). Subsequent coronary angiography revealed that the patient had stenosis in the right coronary artery stenosis that
was greater than 70%. MI, Mechanical index.

TABLE 62.5 Vasodilator Stress Agents Used for RTPE
Pharmacologic Stress

Agent Infusion Rate
Acquisition Time
for Post Images

Regadenoson (Astellas
Pharma, Northbrook, IL)

400 μg bolus�1 Immediate post
infusion

Adenosine 140 μg/kg/min
for up to 6 min

2-4 min after
infusion started

Dipyridamole 0.56-0.84 mg/kg
over 4-6 min

3-7 min after
infusion started

RTPE, Real-time perfusion echocardiography.
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Communication between the nurse and sonographer or physi-
cian is important to achieve the best results. The infusion rate
may need to be altered to adequately destroy the microbubbles in
the myocardium. The optimal rate will vary from patient to patient
and from rest to peak dobutamine stress. It is important to have ade-
quate destruction of the bubbles in the myocardium post high MI
impulse duration so that a perfusion defect can be confidently iden-
tified. Figure 62.8 is an example of a perfusion image sequence
acquired during rest and dobutamine stress.

Analysis of Images
The physician will analyze the images after all four stages have been
acquired. Note that if there is a resting wall motion abnormality and
perfusion defect, stress images are typically comparedwith low-dose
dobutamine images (5 μg/kg/min infusions). The same principles of
replenishment rates for exercise stress echocardiography apply to
dobutamine stress echocardiography. Subendocardial perfusion
defects typically are seenwithin 1 to 2 seconds of the highMI impulse
application, and each coronary artery territory should be assessed for
this. Overall, RTPE is more sensitive than LVO or conventional
stress echocardiography in detecting significant CAD than wall
motion analysis alone, and RTPE provides better prognostic data.3,7

VASODILATOR STRESS MYOCARDIAL
PERFUSION IMAGING

Acquisition
A two-stage protocol is used for vasodilator stress myocardial per-
fusion imaging, and images are taken at rest and post infusion of the
Box 62.1 Critical Parameters Used to Optimize Analysis
of Perfusion

KEY SETUP POINTSWHILE ACQUIRING PERFUSION IMAGES

1. Optimize near-field gain
2. Adjust contrast infusion to create homogeneous myocardial

opacification without shadowing
3. Adjust duration of high mechanical index impulses to minimize

cavity destruction
4. Purposefully foreshorten images to analyze basal segment perfusion
vasodilator agent. The vasodilator stress agents are listed in
Table 62.5. Imaging should be with RTPE and not LVO, because
LVO can only be used to analyze wall motion, which has reduced
sensitivity in detecting CAD during vasodilator stress. The correct
machine settings and protocol for myocardial contrast imaging are
selected, and the nurse starts the 3 to 5 mL/min infusion of either
diluted Definity or Optison, gives small bolus injections of either
agent, or gives 0.5-mL boluses of SonoVue.8 The post images
are taken during the infusion of adenosine, during and after the
dipyridamole infusion, and immediately following the 400-μg
bolus of regadenoson.

The contrast infusion rate or bolus dose and flushmay need to be
decreased or increased to achieve adequate destruction of the
microbubbles in the myocardium. This will vary from patient to
patient. It is important to have adequate destruction of the bubbles
in the myocardium so that a perfusion defect can be identified. The
perfusion defect may be transient and observable only during the
first cardiac cycle of replenishment post high MI impulse. An area
of the myocardium that does not replenish (perfusion defect) within
approximately 2 to 3 heartbeats after the high MI impulse indicates
that stenosis is present (Fig. 62.9).

Analysis
With vasodilator stress, wall motion abnormalities are not typically
induced even when a physiologically relevant stenosis is pres-
ent.6,8,9 Therefore the analysis is focused mainly on perfusion.
Again, the typical perfusion defects are subendocardial and occur
within the first 2 seconds of myocardial contrast replenishment
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Figure 62.10. Sequence of steps in performing a treadmill, dobutamine, or vasodilator stress test with real-time perfusion echocardiography (RTPE).
MCE, Myocardial contrast echocardiography; RTPE, real-time perfusion echocardiography; UCA, ultrasound contrast agents; WMA, wall motion
abnormality.

Reg 0-2 Reg 0-2 Reg 0-2 Reg 0-2

Pre high MI impulse Immediately post high MI impulse 2 sec post high MI impulse 4 sec post high MI impulse

Figure 62.9. A vasodilator stress study using a 400-μg bolus injection of regadenoson. The top panel show rest images in the apical two-chamber
view that demonstrate normal contrast replenishment within 4 seconds of the high mechanical index (MI) impulse. Following the regadenoson bolus
(1-3 minutes following the bolus), there as an anterior and apical perfusion defect evident at 2 seconds post highMI impulse. Angiography revealed that
he patient had a collateralized occlusion in the left anterior descending artery.
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following the high MI impulse. Careful comparison with resting
replenishment is required to ensure defects observed during stress
were not also present at rest.

PITFALLS AND CLINICAL TIPS FOR ALL RTPE
STRESS ACQUISITIONS
Moving the anterior or lateral wall to the middle of the sector can
reduce wall-filling dropout. By purposefully foreshortening the
apical windows, views can be obtained that will permit the analysis
of replenishment and plateau contrast enhancement in the basal to
mid segments. If filling of the LVwith contrast is inadequate, infus-
ing at a faster rate (or repeat bolus injections) may be needed. Con-
versely, if cavity contrast and attenuation are excessive,
administration of the contrast can be reduced, and over time, atten-
uation will dissipate. With bolus injections, it is necessary to wait
for attenuation to dissipate.

Apical perfusion dropout is caused most commonly by inade-
quately adjusting TGC settings when doing resting image acquisi-
tion. In addition to inadequate receiver gain in the near field, it
may also be caused by an MI that is set too high, causing near-field
destruction, or suboptimal placement of the focus. Transiently repo-
sitioning the focus closer to the near field will reduce the near-field
scan line density and help to achieve better filling in the apex.
Finally, dropout can be due to an infusion rate that is too low. Most
importantly, the absence of microbubble contrast in the apex may
also be due to hypoperfusion, and this is why it is critical to have
the baseline setup optimized before acquiring stress images.

If the myocardium is not dark enough after the highMI impulse;
the overall gain might need to be reduced or the number of high MI
frames might be increased. Having the patient breathe in and hold it
may also help in this situation to reduce myocardial movement out
of the plane due to translation. Figure 62.10 summarizes all stress
protocol acquisition sequences for timing of infusions, boluses, and
image acquisition.
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INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional stress echocardiography (2DSE) is an estab-
lished method for detecting the presence of coronary artery disease
(CAD) and determining its severity in patients with known or sus-
pected CAD.1–3 Accurate and reproducible interpretation of stress
echocardiography (SE) results depends upon image quality (specif-
ically endocardial border delineation) and prompt acquisition of
images during or immediately after stress. However, attempting
to image a three-dimensional structure using a two-dimensional
technique requires multiple images and aminimum amount of time.
Thus, although 2DSE is the current standard technique, it has sev-
eral limitations that hinder its accuracy and reproducibility, some of
which are listed in Box 63.1. Three-dimensional stress echocardi-
ography (3DSE) has the theoretical advantage of taking less time to
more completely assess the left ventricle (LV). Whereas early 3D
imaging systems were cumbersome, required off-line reconstruc-
tion, and were not suitable for stress echocardiography, real-time
3DSE (RT3DSE) now permits single window, single beat acquisi-
tion and therefore has become feasible for SE.
MODES OF 3D STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Real-Time Imaging
Recent advances in RT3D echocardiography4,5 could overcome the
major limitations of 2DSE.6,7 3D echocardiography provides a closer
approximation to real cardiac anatomy8,9 than 2D echocardiography
and has been compared with cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR)
imaging when calculating LV volumes and ejection fraction (EF).
Thus RT3D echocardiography is regarded as being superior to 2D
echocardiography10 in these respects. The availability of volumetric
data in 3DSE potentially allows quantification of true 3D wall
motion. Any chosen imaging plane of the LV can theoretically be
visualized, allowing amore detailedwall motion analysis than is cur-
rently available from standard 2D imaging planes.

Therefore the main advantage of RT3D echocardiography is the
improved standardization and reproducibility of imaging planes
throughout all stress stages. 3D echocardiography can be used to
image the whole LV so that optimal 2D cross sections can be cre-
ated retrospectively for visual analysis. Because the whole LV is
imaged simultaneously, image acquisition becomes greatly simpli-
fied and potentially quicker. In addition, there is improved visual-
ization of the LV apex, overcoming foreshortening, which is a
problem that is regularly encountered with 2D imaging, as previ-
ously mentioned. Also, geometric assumptions that are common
in 2D imaging are eliminated by use of a 3D data set incorporating
the whole LV. A summary of the relative advantages and disadvan-
tages of 3DSE are listed in Box 63.2.

Real-Time 3D Full Volume Data Acquisition
With RT3DSE, full volume 3D data sets are acquired with the trans-
ducer positioned over the apex with the volume size adjusted to



63Box 63.1 Potential Limitations of Two-Dimensional Stress
Echocardiography

1. Positioning error of the probe (not at true apex) may cause
inadequate visualization of the true apex and foreshortening

2. Regional wall motion abnormalities not displayed in the standard
imaging plane(s) may be missed

3. Stress imaging planes may be different from baseline imaging
planes, potentially leading to erroneous interpretation

4. At peak stress, images should be acquired in a narrow time frame to
detect ischemia, which is often challenging by 2D echocardiography

Box 63.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Three-Dimensional
Stress Echocardiography

ADVANTAGES

Unlimited tomographic views
Ability to obtain multiple sections of any left ventricular segment
Ability to precisely match rest and stress images
Avoidance of apical foreshortening
More accurate left ventricular volumes and ejection fractions
Shorter image acquisition time
Reduced operator dependency
Good interobserver agreement and reproducibility

DISADVANTAGES

Inferior spatial resolution (lower image quality than 2DSE)
Inferior temporal resolution (lower frame rates than 2DSE)
Longer analysis time
Larger transducer footprint may affect image quality

2DSE, Two-dimensional stress echocardiography.
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incorporate the entire left ventricle. Four to seven narrow subvolumes
corresponding to the same number of consecutive cardiac cycles are
combined into a pyramidal 3D data set. Full volume data sets allow
coverage and analysis of the complete LV wall and not just of the
twoor three selected imaging planes available frombiplane or triplane
imaging.

Multiplane imaging (3D biplane and triplane and full volume
acquisition) is also favorable in facilitating rapid acquisition of data
sets. This substantially reduces the overall scanning time, which
reduces the study time and improves workflow. Furthermore, when
rapid data acquisition is important, for example in the post exercise
period, peak stress images can be acquired before the heart rate
declines in recovery. Initial studies involving dobutamine stress
echocardiography (DSE) show shorter image acquisition times
for 3D imaging than 2D imaging.11–13 For example, combined
RT3D and full volumemode acquisition has a mean reported acqui-
sition time of 20 to 40 seconds less than 2D echocardiography.12–20

TEMPORAL RESOLUTION
For stress echocardiography, temporal resolutionmaybemore impor-
tant than spatial resolution because heart rates are higher. Temporal
resolution is usually expressed as the available volumes per cardiac
cycle for any given 3D data set and can be increased by reducing
the volume size, reducing the line density, and/or increasing the num-
ber of subvolumes within the data set. These actions are very impor-
tant during stress protocols because the available volumes per cardiac
cycle decreaseswith increasing heart rate, which could provide insuf-
ficient data for analysis because temporal resolution is low. Unfortu-
nately, measures taken to improve temporal resolution may worsen
spatial resolution, andviceversa.For example,by increasing thenum-
ber of subvolumes in a data set from four to seven increases temporal
resolution but elevates the risk of creating a stitching artifact in the
final 3D data set. Likewise, decreasing the line density increases
the volume rate but decreases spatial resolution.

2D image acquisition with a low frame rate has been shown to be
suboptimal for analysis and visual interpretation of stress
images.21,22 One situation in which low frame rate may be particu-
larly problematic is tardokinesis (delayed contraction of a region of
the left ventricular wall). Moreover, as the number of frames per car-
diac cycle decreases with an increase of heart rate during stress, tem-
poral resolution is inevitably reduced.13

It is intuitive that an increased number of frames in a moving
image allows derivation of more information. Therefore small
changes in contractile function can be better appreciated at higher
frame rates. National standard committees recommend a minimum
frame rate of 20 frames/sec for 2DSE.23,24 However, with stress
heart rates higher than 140 beats/min, even higher frame rates
should be acquired. There is no reason why these minimum stan-
dards should not be applied to 3D stress data sets because the prin-
ciples are essentially the same.

3D VOLUME DATA ACQUISITION
As previously mentioned, the full volume image of the LV is usu-
ally achieved by fusing several smaller subvolumes from sequential
cardiac cycles. If there is movement of the heart relative to the
transducer, due to respiration, irregular R-R intervals, or cardiac
arrhythmias, then “fault lines” appear between the subvolumes
after reconstruction. This feature becomes particularly important
during peak stress when movement, mainly with increased respira-
tory rate, creates a stitching artifact in the final acquisition.25 These
artifacts not only impair image quality but also hinder analysis. Ide-
ally, indicators should be in place to help ensure that artifact-free
volumes are acquired. There are no second chances to obtain fur-
ther volumes once the patient’s heart rate has begun to subside.
It would obviously be unwise to artificially sustain a target heart
rate until an optimal 3D volume has been acquired. Another solu-
tion may be to obtain a sequence of multi-3D data sets at peak exer-
cise. All data sets could be “held,” and then the best 3D volume data
set could be selected and the remainder discarded.

LV SEGMENT VISUALIZATION
A number of studies have compared the success rate of visualizing
LV segments during stress testing using 2D and 3D echocardiogra-
phy. Three studies involving a treadmill stress protocol demon-
strated that 3D echocardiography was feasible but not as widely
applicable as 2D echocardiography.20,26,27 In two of these stud-
ies,27,28 7% to 8% of patients were excluded because poor quality
3D images were acquired. With exercise protocols, stitching arti-
facts due to hyperventilation and cardiac translation are more likely
to occur with 3D echocardiography image capture.

However, in studies involving DSE protocols, the success rate
for LV segment visualization was similar to that achieved by
2DSE (>90%).12,16,28 In another study by Varnero and col-
leagues,13 a small group of patients underwent dipyridamole stress
testing and the number of visualized LV segments were similar in
2D and 3D echocardiography, However, the authors noted the 2D
images were of better quality. To improve LV segment visualiza-
tion, many investigators have used contrast opacification of the LV,
which is performed during 2DSE.

LEFT VENTRICULAR CONTRAST OPACIFICATION
Current ultrasound contrast agents are suspensions of gas-filled
microspheres that are similar in size to red blood cells. They are
essentially intravascular tracers, opacifying blood in the cavities
and in the myocardial microcirculation. Because the blood volume
within the myocardium is small (approximately 7% of the myocar-
dial tissue), myocardial opacification is always much less intense
than cavity opacification, and this provides good endocardial
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delineation. As previously mentioned, 3D echocardiography scan-
ners have integrated contrast-specific imaging modalities.

In stress echocardiography, the assessment of myocardial thick-
ening and endocardial motion is highly dependent on the visualiza-
tion of all myocardial segments, which has been improved by the use
of tissue harmonics. However, as previously mentioned, in an other-
wise suboptimal harmonic 3DSE study, intravenous contrast has
been shown to improve endocardial border delineation to a level that
is similar to that achieved by contrast-enhanced 2DSE.9,11,14,28

Contrast enhancement of 3D data sets is possible and improves
the success rate of image acquisition and analysis in difficult
patients.17,27,29,30 A study by Pulerwitz and co-workers17 showed
that when using contrast during 3D DSE, the number of visualized
segments were at or above that of 2D imaging without contrast.
However, the use of contrast opacification in 3D stress can unfor-
tunately cause a reduction in temporal resolution.31 Contrast imag-
ing presets use multipulse techniques that provide selective
enhancement of microbubble-generated scattering,16 but volume
Figure 63.1. Off-line 3DSE image viewing formats available on most reportin
short-axis (SAX) slices from the apex to base of a 3D LV full volume data set
(bottom left) and 16 LV SAX segments seen in the bottom right LV contrast
rates are reduced with these techniques. This has significance dur-
ing peak exercise, when the heart rate is high and the number of 3D
volumes per cardiac cycle are at levels that may be too low for diag-
nostic use. Consequently, 3D contrast does improve myocardial
visibility, which allows semiquantification; however, further quan-
tification by 3D volume analysis may be limited because of the
reduced temporal resolution.31

WORKFLOW AND DISPLAY
Present workflow issues for 3DSE analysis include cropping the 3D
data sets to create a multiplane reconstruction equivalent to stan-
dard 2D image planes. However, this takes time, and despite ini-
tially acquiring a 3D image, the time taken to create the
necessary anatomic views may affect the clinical workflow of
stress echocardiography. There are commercially available 3DSE
software packages that improve workflow when processing 3D
stress images (Fig. 63.1).
g systems. The top image demonstrates four precise left ventricular (LV)
. The SAX slice intervals can be altered to produce 9 LV SAX segments
image.
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Figure 63.3. 3D left ventricular (LV) scrolling features can be used to
detect local ischemia that could be missed with 2D imaging. Navigation
tools (seen in the LV contrast image above) allow segmental scrolling and
rotation through the 3D LV volume.
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2DSE images are conventionally arranged in a quad screen for-
mat that allows the clinician to follow each view from the resting
stage through to peak stress. This clearly is an advantage when
assessing myocardial motion and thickening during increasing
workload, especially when changes in wall motion and thickening
may be subtle. At present, 3D stress images have to be processed
manually by first aligning the LV toward its true apex and then
cropping each image to produce the four standard imaging planes
seen in 2DSE. The availability of side-by-side views are an advan-
tage with 3DSE because they are similar to the previously men-
tioned 2DSE image arrangement, which clinicians are familiar
with. The cropping parameters used on the baseline 3D data sets
can be used as a template for the initial cropping of subsequent
(stress) data sets. The software then essentially derives a series
of reconstructed 2D views from the 3D data sets acquired at differ-
ent stress stages (Fig. 63.2).

These derived 2D images can be shuffled and displayed for
visual analysis in a quad format. However, the key to increasing
workflow for 3DSE will be the development of some automation
of the cropping and reconstruction process, and the quantification
of LV wall motion and thickening.14 The added benefits of the 3D
stress analysis software include the ability to scroll, rotate, and slice
through multiple axes (x, y, and z) of an image. This should increase
the sensitivity of 3DSE by creating additional nonstandard views,
which may reveal localized ischemia that is possibly missed in 2D
imaging (Figs. 63.3 and 63.4). Other possible viewing formats are
the 4-, 9-, and even 16-image view.
Figure 63.2. Automatic processing of 3D stress echocardiography images for analysis should improve workflow. 3D left ventricular image (top) ren-
dered and aligned from two-, three-, and four-chamber apical views (bottom left) into respective baseline, low dose, intermediate, and peak stages of
stress echocardiography (bottom right).



Figure 63.4. Features that allow full assessment of the
LV wall are likely to improve sensitivity for myocardial
ischemia. Control features (rectangles, top row) in the
images to the left allow the user to zoom into a specific
region of the LV volume (corresponding images on the
bottom row).
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ANALYSIS
Despite its dependence upon operator training and experience,
stress echocardiography is currently the most cost-effective tech-
nique for noninvasive diagnosis of reversible ischemia andmyocar-
dial viability.32 Interpretation of stress echocardiography requires
extensive experience and should only be performed by physicians
who have been trained in this technique.33 In practice, the clinician
makes a diagnosis using expert knowledge gathered by analyzing
many sequentially looped images obtained over at least one cardiac
cycle.3,34 Considerable advances have been made to allow a more
objective and accurate analysis; however dedicated software for the
analysis of 3DSE in the clinical setting is essential. As previously
mentioned, further development is required in the analysis of con-
trast 3D echocardiograms, technical enhancement of image quality
and spatiotemporal resolution, and improvement of clinical
workflow.

2DSE requires a longer acquisition time, but conversely
RT3DSE is more time-consuming to analyze.13 Current modes
of 3D LV assessment are based upon separating and creating the
standard 2D LV views as previously mentioned. Production of
multi–LV slice short-axis views from apex to base, as used by
CMR and shown in Figure 63.1, may provide additional informa-
tion for analyzing ischemia. Further investigation to determine the
optimal number of short-axis (SAX) LV slices (sets of 4, 9, and 16
are currently available) and the sensitivity of this technique com-
pared with the traditional long-axis LV views is warranted. Because
of time constraints, most of the analysis should be automated and
available both off-line and online.

In standard resting echocardiography, 3D LV volume and EF
analysis is well validated. These same measurements can be used
to compare rest and peak 3D stress images. A normal response
to stress is a decrease in end-systolic volume and an increase in
EF. A stress-induced decreased in EF and/or increase in end-
systolic cavity size are seen with inducible ischemia in exercise
stress echocardiography34 (Fig. 63.5).
OTHER METHODS OF 3D STRESS ANALYSIS
AND DISPLAY
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and speckle tracking (strain) imag-
ing have been used and validated in 2DSE. 3D speckle tracking is
now available from a number of vendors; however, it has not yet
been utilized in stress echocardiography. 3D speckle tracking
requires very good image quality and may not yet be robust enough
to use during stress echocardiography.

Contraction front mapping (CFM) is a dynamic 3D imaging tech-
nique that analyzes the LV endocardial surface at 700 points and
determines the time at which each point achieves its maximum
inwardmotion toward the ventricular center of gravity. It is displayed
on a polar map with the apex in the center and the basal segments at
the outside. The color of themap changes from blue to red when each
point achieves its maximum inward motion. In this way, a dynamic
display of the myocardial contraction wave front is seen. In a normal
contraction pattern, the whole ventricle changes from blue to red
almost simultaneously. However if there is a territory of delayed con-
traction (tardokinesis), then the delayed color change is obvious. This
analysis can be performed on 3D LV data sets obtained at rest and
stress and compared; it has been used by a number of investigators
with both pharmacologic and exercise stress echocardiography.35,36

CONCLUSION
Over the past few years, 2DSE has become one of the most widely
used and cost-effective techniques for the evaluation of patients
with stable CAD. However, as highlighted in this chapter, 2DSE
has a number of important limitations. 3D echocardiographic
imaging may potentially address a number of these limitations.
Currently, 3DSE and 2DSE have similar sensitivities and specific-
ities (Table 63.1). Future advances in technology (especially
improvements in spatial and temporal resolution) are likely to
establish real-time 3DSE as the imaging technique of choice for
stress echocardiography studies.
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Figure 63.5. Comparison of prepeak
and peak left ventricular volume and
ejection fraction (EF) is a simple and rel-
atively easy assessment of inducible
ischemia during stress echocardiogra-
phy, because a normal response to
stress is a decrease in end-systolic vol-
ume and an increase in EF%.

TABLE 63.1 Comparison of Sensitivity and Specificity of 3D and 2D Stress Echocardiography for Detecting CAD

Author Year No. Stress Method Reference Standard 2D Sens (%) 2D Spec (%) 3D Sens (%) 3D Spec (%) Ref

Ahmad 2001 58 DSE Coron angio 79 81 88 88 14
Matsumura 2005 56 DSE Thallium-SPECT 86 83 86 80 15
Eroglu 2006 36 DSE Coron angio 93 75 93 75 12
Takeuchi 2006 78 DSE 2D echo – – 58 75 16
Aggeli 2007 56 DSE Coron angio 73 93 78 89 37
Peteiro 2007 84 Treadmill Coron angio 84 76 78 73 27
Yoshitani 2009 71 DSE Coron angio – – 72 72 38
Jenkins 2009 90 Treadmill Coron angio 83 65 40 84 36
Badano 2010 107 Dipyrid None 78 91 80 87 18

3D, Three-dimensional; 2D, two-dimensional; CAD, coronary artery disease; Coron angio, coronary angiography; DSE, dobutamine stress
echocardiography; Dipyrid, dipyridamole; Echo, echocardiography; No., number; Sens, sensitivity; Spec, specificity; SPECT, single-photon emission
computed tomography.
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64 Stress Echocardiography for Valve Disease: Aortic
Regurgitation and Mitral Stenosis

Patrizio Lancellotti, MD, PhD, Julien Magne, PhD
INTRODUCTION
Stress echocardiography has been lesswell-validated in the context of
aortic regurgitation (AR) and mitral stenosis (MS) than for coronary
disease and for mitral regurgitation. From a clinical point of view, this
imagingtechniqueisespeciallyuseful inpatientswithequivocalsymp-
tomsand for individual risk stratification. InbothARandMS, exercise
echocardiography represents the imaging approach of choice.1–4

STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY PROTOCOL
Images can be acquired either during or immediately following exer-
cise (treadmill or upright bicycle ergometer). The test is performed
under the supervision of an experienced sonographer. For bicycle
testing, the initial workload of 25 W is oftenmaintained for 2minutes
and increased every 2 minutes by 25 W. Blood pressure, heart rate,
12-lead electrocardiography, and echocardiographic parameters
related to the valve and the left ventricle (LV) are recorded in
sequence at baseline; low, medium, and high levels of exercise;
and at peak test. The hemodynamic consequences (i.e., pulmonary
arterial pressure and tricuspid regurgitant jet velocity) are also
assessed. Usually the following imaging sequence is used: (1)
two-dimensional (2D) gray-scale loops (frame rate greater than
50/sec to 70/sec) of the LV in four-, two-, and three-chamber views;
(2) mitral tissue Doppler velocities (around 95 to 105 beats/min,
before e0-wave and a0-wave fusion); (3) mitral inflow (close to e0
recording); and (4) continuous wave Doppler of the tricuspid valve
to assess the transtricuspid pressure gradient. Appearance of symp-
toms should be assessed regularly during the examination.

AORTIC REGURGITATION

Indications
When severe, AR gradually leads to LV dysfunction, heart failure,
and increased risk of sudden death. In addition, there is a graded
relationship between quantified AR severity and reduced survival
or event-free survival.5 Moderate AR is not benign and may be
associated with cardiovascular event rate of 34%�6% at 10 years.
Exercise stress testing is reasonable for the assessment of func-
tional capacity and symptomatic status in patients with severe
AR and equivocal symptoms (American College of Cardiology
[ACC]/American Heart Association [AHA], class IIa). However,
only a few studies including a small number of patients have eval-
uated AR with exercise echocardiography.6 When performed,
attention should be focused on LV ejection fraction at exercise.
The absence of contractile reserve, which is generally defined as
a decrease in LV ejection fraction by 5% at exercise, seems to
be predictive of LV decompensation after surgery. Color tissue
Doppler imaging for measuring systolic mitral annulus velocities
may be used as a surrogate marker of long-axis and subclinical
LV dysfunction. Patients with severe AR who develop symptoms
during stress testing should be referred for surgery.

PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR
CONTRACTILE RESERVE
Data on the prognostic value of stress echocardiography in patients
with AR are sparse. The absence of contractile reserve on exercise,
defined as a failure to increase LV ejection fraction during testing,
may be a useful and reliable predictor of progressive LV dysfunction
on medical treatment (Fig. 64.1).6 The presence of contractile
reserve is a predictor of improvement of LV function after aortic
valve replacement. Measurement of contractile reserve may be use-
ful for monitoring the early development of myocardial dysfunction
in asymptomatic patients with AR, especially when borderline
values of LV ejection fraction (50% to 55%) or end-systolic diameter
(close to 50 mm or 25 mm/m2) are present and may help to optimize
the timing of surgery. However, the incremental value of exercise
data to LV dimensions and EF at rest is unclear. Stress echocardiog-
raphy is not indicated or necessary in clearly symptomatic patients
with severe AR or patients with depressed EFwho should be referred
for surgery without stress testing. Asymptomatic patients with severe
AR, without contractile reserve, may be candidates for surgery.
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MITRAL STENOSIS

Indications
In patients with MS, symptoms develop insidiously over years
and their severity strongly relates to survival.7 Symptoms are only
weakly correlated to measurements of valve area at rest.8 Stress
echocardiography is an established tool for assessing the functional
significance of MS, particularly when discrepancies exist between
clinical and resting echocardiographic data. Box 64.1 lists potential
indications for exercise testing in patients with MS. The level
of pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) and the mean gradient are indi-
cators of the overall hemodynamic burden of MS and have impor-
tant impact on the survival.9 The ability to assess the response of
PAP to exercise is one of the most important aspects of stress echo-
cardiography in MS.10,11 Exercise echocardiography is preferable,
but, with some limits, dobutamine stress testing may also be
performed.
Box 64.1 Indications for Stress Testing in Patients
with Mitral Stenosis

1. Objectify assessment of symptoms
2. Determine functional capacity
3. Assess hemodynamic response

a. Pulmonary artery pressure (TR jet method)
b. Mean gradient

4. Evaluate discordance between symptoms and severity of MS
a. Asymptomatic patient, but severe mitral stenosis at rest
b. Symptomatic patient, but mild MS at rest

MS, Mitral stenosis; TR, tricuspid regurgitation.
PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF CHANGES IN
TRANSMITRAL PRESSURE GRADIENT AND
SYSTOLIC PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE
The relevance of exercise echocardiography to outcome in patients
withMS has not been extensively investigated. The proposed cutoff
values listed in Box 64.2 are arbitrary and consensus driven from
ACC/AHA11 but not supported by evidence of improved outcomes.
During exercise echocardiography, the recommended cutoff values
are essentially based upon consensus guidelines: mean transmitral
pressure gradient greater than 15 mm Hg or systolic PAP greater
than 60 mm Hg during exercise testing are considered markers
of hemodynamically significant MS that may require interven-
tion.12 The sole available outcome study used dobutamine stress
echocardiography (Figs. 64.2 and 64.3).12 A mean transmitral pres-
sure gradient greater than 18 mm Hg during dobutamine infusion
predicted clinical deterioration and the need for surgery.12
IMPACT ON CLINICAL DECISION MAKING
Asymptomatic patients with significant MS (mitral valve area less
than 1.5 cm2) who show poor exercise tolerance or a rise in sys-
tolic PAP greater than 60 mm Hg during stress testing have indi-
cations for percutaneous valvotomy if the mitral valve
morphology is suitable (ACC/AHA class I). Symptomatic patients
Box 64.2 Proposed Cutoff Values for Stress Testing Indicating
Significant Mitral Stenosis That May Require Intervention

• Increase in PA pressure to >60 mm Hg
• Increase in mean transmitral gradient to >15 mm Hg
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with mild to moderate MS (mitral valve area greater than 1.5 cm2)
with a mean transmitral pressure gradient higher than 15 mm Hg
or systolic PAP higher than 60 mm Hg during stress testing may
be considered for percutaneous valvotomy (ACC/AHA class IIb)
(Fig. 64.4).
Rest

TTPG = 43 mm Hg
TTPG = 88 mm H

Exercise

MVA = 1.6 cm2

Figure 64.4. Asymptomatic patients withmitral stenosis exhibiting amarked
a parallel increase in transtricuspid pressure gradient (TTPG). MVA indicates
More recently, Brochet and associates13 described the exercise-
induced changes in pulmonary artery systolic pressure in asymp-
tomatic patients with moderate to severe MS. They reported that
79% of patients developed peak exercise pulmonary arterial
hypertension (i.e., systolic PAP higher than 60 mm Hg), without
Rest

Rest
MPG = 14 mm Hg

Exercise
MPG = 29 mm Hg

g

Exercise

increase in transmitral mean pressure gradient (MPG) during exercise and
mitral valve area.
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significant relationship with the occurrence of symptoms during
exercise. By contrast, they found that the main determinant of dys-
pnea during exercise was the rapid and early marked increase in
systolic PAP. Indeed, patients with greater than 90% of maximal
systolic PAP reached at or before 60 W were those that more fre-
quently exhibited excessive exercise dyspnea and developed indi-
cations for percutaneous mitral valvotomy during follow-up. These
results suggest that instead of peak exercise systolic PAP, the
dynamic changes in PAP during exercise and the pattern of changes
may be more useful for risk stratification and the management of
patients with MS, as reported in patients with heart failure.14,15
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WHAT ARE APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA
FOR STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY?
The appropriate use criteria (AUC) for stress echocardiography
(SE) were published by the American College of Cardiology Foun-
dation (ACCF), in conjunction with the American Society of Echo-
cardiography (ASE) and other subspecialty societies, to guide the
appropriate use of SE. The AUC for SE were originally published
in 2008 and then revised in the 2011 AUC, which encompass all
echocardiographic procedures.1,2 Additionally, multimodality
AUC addressing all diagnostic imaging methods including SE
for detection and risk assessment of coronary artery disease
(CAD), have been developed and are near publication.

As with AUC documents for other cardiac procedures and imag-
ing modalities, the AUC for SE were developed to identify gener-
ally acceptable uses of cardiac procedures that would be considered
a reasonable approach to patient care for a particular indication.1

The AUC for SE now outline 87 common indications for SE and
rate their level of appropriateness in clinical care on a scale of 1
to 9.1 Scores of 1 to 3 were initially defined as inappropriate, 4
to 6 as uncertain, and 7 to 9 as appropriate.1 Recently, the termi-
nology of these designations has changed in an attempt to better
reflect clinical practice. Indications with scores of 1 to 3 are now
termed rarely appropriate, scores of 4 to 6 now may be appropri-
ate, whereas scores of 7 to 9 remain appropriate.3

The AUC for SE are divided into nine tables that address all
potential indications for SE, including detection of CAD and risk
assessment in symptomatic patients, detection of CAD and
risk assessment in asymptomatic patients, detection of CAD and
risk assessment in asymptomatic patients with defined com-
orbidities, assessment of patients with prior diagnostic ischemic
testing, perioperative assessment before noncardiac surgery, risk
assessment within 3 months of an acute coronary syndrome, risk
assessment after revascularization with percutaneous coronary
intervention or coronary artery bypass graft, assessment of viabil-
ity, and assessment including stress Doppler echocardiography for
hemodynamic and valve disease.1 Recent clinical implementations
studies suggest that 2011 AUC address virtually all common indi-
cations for SE (97% to 99%),4,5 although SE practices in centers
with large solid organ transplant programs have reported higher
rates of unclassified studies.6
IS THE CURRENT CLINICAL PRACTICE OF STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY APPROPRIATE?
Overall, most SEs performed in current clinical practice are found
to be appropriate, although much higher rates of rarely appropriate
(previously termed inappropriate) SEs are performed than other
echocardiographic procedures (transthoracic echocardiogram,
transesophageal echocardiogram).5 In populations that exclude
solid organ transplant programs, 59% to 69% of SEs have been
reported to be appropriate, with 22% to 28% of SEs found to be
rarely appropriate.5–8 As a result, SE and other stress imaging
modalities have been a primary focus of government and private
payer efforts to limit unnecessary use in cardiac imaging.9

There are a number of themes in the AUC that guide the appro-
priateness of obtaining a SE in patient care. Patients with symptoms
(chest pain or other ischemic equivalent) and an intermediate or
high pretest probability of obstructive CAD, and those with other
findings suggestive of heart disease (e.g., LV dysfunction, ventric-
ular arrhythmias, abnormal treadmill stress test findings) are
considered appropriate for SE according to the AUC.1 On the
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contrary, asymptomatic patients without prior testing or findings
suggestive of heart disease almost never have an appropriate indi-
cation for SE.1 Asymptomatic patients and those with symptoms
but a low pretest probability of CAD account for many of the rarely
appropriate SEs performed in clinical practice.4–6 Other frequently
performed rarely appropriate SEs in clinical practice include fre-
quent repeat testing in patients with known CAD but no change
in symptoms, and SEs performed for preoperative risk assessment
in patients with preserved functional capacity (more than four met-
abolic equivalents [METS]) or without any clinical risk factors.4–6

The most common appropriate and rarely appropriate indications
for SEs performed in clinical practice are listed in Boxes 65-1
and 65-2, respectively.
Box 65-1 Most Common Appropriate Indications According
to the 2011 AUC for Which Stress Echocardiograms
Are Performed in Clinical Practice4–8

• Indication 116: Evaluation of ischemic equivalent (nonacute),
intermediate pretest probability of CAD, interpretable ECG and able
to exercise (AUC score¼7)

• Indication 117: Evaluation of ischemic equivalent (nonacute),
intermediate pretest probability of CAD, uninterpretable ECG or
unable to exercise (AUC score¼9)

• Indication 118: Evaluation of ischemic equivalent (nonacute), high
pretest probability of CAD, regardless of interpretability of ECG and
ability to exercise (AUC score¼7)

• Indication 161: Perioperative evaluation for vascular surgery, for at
least 1 clinical risk factor, poor or unknown functional capacity (less
than 4 METS) (AUC score¼7)

• Indication 169: Evaluation of asymptomatic patient post-
revascularization (AUC score¼8)

AUC, Appropriate use criteria; CAD, coronary artery disease; ECG,
electrocardiograph; METS, metabolic equivalents.

Box 65-2 Most Common Inappropriate (Now Termed
“Rarely Appropriate”) Indications According to the 2011
AUC for Which Stress Echocardiograms Are Performed
in Clinical Practice4–8

• Indication 114: Evaluation of chest pain/ischemic equivalent (non-
acute), low pretest probability of CAD, interpretable ECG, and able
to exercise (AUC score¼3)

• Indication 124: Evaluation of asymptomatic patient, with low global
CAD risk (AUC score¼1)

• Indication 146: Evaluation of known CAD on coronary angiography
or prior abnormal stress imaging <2 yr ago, asymptomatic or with
stable symptoms (AUC score¼3)

• Indication 155: Perioperative evaluation for intermediate-risk
surgery, no active cardiac conditions and moderate to good
functional capacity (AUC score¼3)

• Indication 156: Perioperative evaluation for intermediate-risk
surgery, no active cardiac conditions and no clinical risk factors
(AUC score¼2)

• Indication 173: Evaluation of asymptomatic patient post-
revascularization, <2 yr post PCI (AUC score¼2)

AUC, Appropriate use criteria; CAD, coronary artery disease; ECG,
electrocardiograph; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
DO THE APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA FOR STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY STRATIFY DIAGNOSIS
AND PROGNOSIS?
The ability of SE to detect obstructive CAD and to stratify prog-
nosis is well established. Because the AUC are intended to
optimize high-quality care, they are expected to help identify
those patients who are likely to gain the most diagnostic and prog-
nostic information from SE. For diagnosis of obstructive CAD,
multiple studies have demonstrated that the AUC stratify the like-
lihood that a SE will identify inducible ischemia. In three recent
investigations of populations of differing risk profiles, SEs with
inducible ischemia were found in 15% to 46% of appropriate
studies, compared with 3% to 13% of “rarely appropriate” studies,
each with statistically significant differences.5,7,8 Similarly, two
recent investigations have confirmed the ability of the AUC for
SE to stratify prognosis in patients with suspected CAD.7,8

Patients with appropriate indications for SE were found to have
significantly fewer cardiac events (death or nonfatal myocardial
infarction) than those with rarely appropriate indications, and a
positive SE was found to portend a higher cardiac event rate
among patients referred for appropriate compared with rarely
appropriate SEs.7,8

In addition to detecting and assessing risk for CAD, the AUC
address the use of SE for evaluating valvular heart disease.
Recently the diagnostic and prognostic value of the AUC for SE
in valvular heart disease was reported. In a study of patients
referred for SE for evaluation of mitral or aortic valvular heart dis-
ease, positive findings according to standard definitions for each
valve lesion and indication were significantly more likely in those
with an appropriate than a rarely appropriate indication for SE.10

Furthermore, patients referred for appropriate SEs were found to
have significantly reduced event-free survival (heart failure
admission or death) compared to those referred for rarely appro-
priate SEs.10

Please see Chapter 198 for additional details regarding the
methodology, development, and clinical implementation for the
AUC for SE, as well as discussion of the AUC for transthoracic
and transesophageal echocardiography.
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Various techniques are currently used clinically for diagnosis, risk
stratification, and prognosis of coronary artery disease (CAD).
Availability of these techniques allows a physician to select the
most suitable modality for their patient in their respective institu-
tions. Selection is usually based on local expertise, accuracy, cost,
availability, radiation exposure, and patient convenience. This
chapter will compare stress echocardiography (SE) with other
imaging methods in identifying flow-limiting stenosis, keeping
in mind that each technique is performed at centers that have exper-
tise in that specific technique.
EXERCISE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY STRESS
TESTING AND STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Exercise electrocardiography (ECG) stress testing is historically
the most well-established stress modality and is still the initial test
of choice as per American College of Cardiology/American Heart
Association guidelines in low-risk patients with interpretable
ECGs. In a meta-analysis of approximately 12,000 patients, exer-
cise ECG testing demonstrated a mean sensitivity of 67% and a
mean specificity of 72% (Fig. 66.1).1 However, in patients who
cannot exercise, pharmacologic ECG stress testing has
unacceptable results and therefore is not recommended.2Moreover,
ECG stress testing has been shown to be least reliable in women,
and patients with hypertensive disease, left ventricular hypertro-
phy, and left bundle branch block.1 Stress echocardiography is
superior to ECG stress for diagnostic accuracy of flow-limiting
CAD,3 which is not surprising because wall motion abnormalities
precede ECG changes in the ischemic cascade. Prognostic informa-
tion derived from stress echocardiography is greater than that from
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ECG stress testing, which has been established in many studies.3

Like exercise stress echocardiography, exercise stress ECG does
not require IV access, and it is readily available, portable, and
well-tolerated by most patients. Neither test requires exposure to
radiation (Table 66.1). Exercise echocardiography is associated
with a greater incremental life expectation (0 to 2 years) and a lower
cost of additional diagnostic procedures when compared with ECG
stress testing.4 According to 2013 Centers for Medicare & Medic-
aid Services fees, compared with the ECG stress (relative value
units [RVU]¼2.3; $80 @34.02/RVU), the cost of stress echocar-
diography (RVU¼6.9; $234) is at least two times higher; coronary
computed tomography angiography (CCTA) (RVU¼13.6; $463)
is 5.8 times higher; myocardial perfusion imaging with single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) (RVU¼17.1;
$582) is 6.3 times higher; cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR)
perfusion imaging (RVU¼19.3; $658) is 7.3 times higher; and
invasive coronary angiography (RVU¼31.7; $1078) is 13.7 times
higher. However, “test-only” cost does not mean cost-effectiveness
because it does not account for improvement of quality-adjusted
lives saved and reduced confirmatory downstream testing that
imaging stress testing provide.
NUCLEAR STRESS TESTING
Studies comparing the accuracy of SPECT-myocardial perfusion
imaging (MPI) and stress echocardiography in head-to-head studies
and in meta-analyses have shown similar sensitivities for the detec-
tion of CAD (88% versus 79%), with stress echocardiography hav-
ing a higher specificity (73% versus 87%) (Table 66.2 and
Fig. 66.1).5 Stress echocardiography is more accurate in women
Specificity

ress echocardiography Vasodilator echo

A EBCT

evaluate coronary artery disease. Specificity is as low as 51% in patients
d tomography angiography;CMR, cardiacmagnetic resonance perfusion
-photon emission computed tomography–myocardial perfusion imaging.
ardiography, Combined results of exercise, dobutamine, adenosine,
pared with other studies are relatively underestimated by selection and
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TABLE 66.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Stress Techniques

Diagnostic Accuracy

Stress Techniques Sensitivity Specificity Prognosis Radiation Portability Cost Future directions

Stress ECG ++ ++ ++ – ++++ + Strategy of ECG stress+CAC
Nuclear stress/PET ++++ +++ ++++ +++ – ++++ Stress only, low dose, CT

correction�CAC scoring, myocardial
blood flow

Stress
echocardiography

+++ ++++ +++ – ++++ ++ 3D one beat acquisition, perfusion, strain
imaging

CCTA ++++ +++ +++ ++ – ++++ CT perfusion, fractional flow reserve
Cardiac MRI

perfusion
++++ +++ ++ – – ++++ Coronary artery and plaque visualization

CAC, Coronary artery calcium; CCTA, coronary computed tomography angiography; CT, computed tomography; ECG, electrocardiogram;MRI,magnetic
resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; 3D, three dimensional.

TABLE 66.2 Comparative Accuracy of Stress Echocardiography versus Nuclear SPECT Imaging

Echocardiography SPECT

Studies Study Size Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

META-ANALYSES
Imran, 2003 10 studies (651 patients) 70 90 88 67
Fleischmann, 1998 EXSE: 24 studies (2637 patients)

EXSPECT: 27 studies (3237 patients)
85 77 87 64

O’Keefe, 1995 SE: 12 studies (913 patients);
SPECT: 12 studies (2626 patients)

81 89 90 72

Pharmacologic SE: 14 studies (1049 patients);
Pharmacologic SPECT: 14 studies

81 83 871

892
75*
83†

Overall (Heijenbrok-Kal et al., 2007) 351 patient series 79 87 88 73

EXSE, Exercise stress echocardiography; EXSPECT, exercise SPECT; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; SE, stress
echocardiography.

*Dipyridamole stress echocardiography versus SPECT.
†Adenosine SPECT.
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and has higher specificity in patients with left ventricular hypertro-
phy6 and left bundle branch block. The use of vasodilator testing
has negated the advantage in patients with left bundle branch
block. Another clinically important disadvantage for SPECT is
underestimation of CAD and “balanced ischemia,” particularly in
vasodilator imaging. The overall prevalence in a testing center is
approximately 5% depending on the pretest likelihood. In one
study, only 25% of patients who had multivessel perfusion defect
pattern had angiographic evidence of severe multivessel disease.7

In fact, 12% had completely normal stress tests. In another
series with significant left main disease, approximately 40% of
patients had normal or low-risk scan findings of <10% ischemia.8
TABLE 66.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Stress Echocardiography Com

Advantages Disadva

More specific than SPECT for diagnosis of CAD and viability Less sen
antiang

More accurate in women and patients with LVH and LBBB Less sen
More specific for assessing myocardial viability Less sen
Long-term prognostic value similar to SPECT Technica
Feasible in morbidly obese patients with the aid of contrast agent

Does not underestimate multivessel CAD and no concerns of
“balanced ischemia” in multivessel or left main disease

Rapid res
exercis

No radiation exposure, less expensive Highly de
Convenient, interpreted immediately, high-volume performance
Provides information on cardiac structure and function (e.g.,

valvular disease, diastology, and pulmonary pressures)

CAD, Coronary artery disease; LBBB, left bundle branch block; LVH, left ventric
Myocardial flow reserve by PET has overcome this disadvantage.
Future technological advances in dynamic SPECT may also calcu-
late flow reserve. On the other hand, SPECT is more sensitive in
detecting single-vessel disease and patients receiving antianginal
therapy (Table 66.3) because perfusion imaging identifies inhomo-
geneity of perfusion, which may or may not translate into ischemia.
The adverse event rate of less than 1% during normal exercise
imaging stress test is consistent in both stress echocardiography
and SPECT. Both of these techniques have consistently showed
good negative predictive value of adverse events on long-term
follow-up.9,10 The prediction of major adverse coronary events is
similar in patients with abnormal stress test results, and both tests
pared with Other Testing Modalities

ntages

sitive, particularly in patients with mild disease, submaximal stress, and
inal treatment
sitive for detecting ischemia close to resting wall motion abnormality
sitive for assessing viability
lly difficult in patients with pulmonary disease (e.g., emphysema)
olution of subtle wall motion abnormalities posttreadmill with submaximal
e (not applicable to supine bicycle or pharmacologic stress)

pendent on expertise of reader for visual interpretation

ular hypertrophy; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography.
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Figure 66.2. Comparison of sensitivity and specificity of different imaging techniques for viability assessment. CE-CMR, Contrast delayed enhance-
ment cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (11 studies, 331 patients)18; DE, low-dose or high-dose dobutamine echocardiography (41 studies, 1421
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721 patients): sestamibi (19 studies, 515 patients), tetrofosmin (6 studies, 206 patients); Tl-201, thallium-201 imaging (40 studies, 1119 patients).
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predict an increase in adverse events with disease extent and sever-
ity.11,12 Compared with SPECT, low-dose dobutamine stress echo-
cardiography (DSE) has comparable sensitivity but higher
specificity for prediction of functional recovery after revasculariza-
tion (Fig. 66.2).13

Radiation exposure is one of the concerns with stress testing,
especially for younger patients. In cardiac imaging, both CCTA
and nuclear perfusion have substantial cumulative radiation expo-
sure.14 Other disadvantages for SPECT, CCTA, and CMR are need
for intravenous access, higher tracer dose in obese patients, and dif-
ficulty in accommodating morbidly obese patients on the testing
table. SPECT and stress echocardiography have comparable
cost-effectiveness in high-risk patients.15
CARDIAC MAGNETIC RESONANCE
PERFUSION IMAGING
CMR perfusion imaging is a relatively new technique for diagnosis
of CAD. Cardiac perfusion MRI has a sensitivity of 89% (95% CI,
88%-91%) and specificity of 76% (95% CI, 73%-78%).16 CMR has
shown similar prediction of events albeit in relatively fewer patients
and shorter follow-up time.17 CMR with dobutamine and late gado-
linium enhancement is both sensitive and specific in detection of
myocardial viability.18 Contrast and strain rate provide an important
adjunct to DSE to improve sensitivity in detecting viability. Similar
to stress echocardiography, there is no radiation exposure and no
future risk of developing cancers. Claustrophobia, lying still during
imaging, and long test duration of SPECT and CMR may cause dis-
comfort for few patients. Also, CMR cannot be performed in all
patients with pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-
defibrillators, and it is contraindicated in patients with metallic vas-
cular clips or implants. Furthermore, MRI scanners are larger and
more expensive than portable ultrasound machines. Despite limited
data, evidence suggests that CMR can improve patient management.
In a series of 3351 CMR cases, invasive angiography was avoided in
45%, compared with 18% in patients who underwent nuclear imag-
ing.19 There is no direct comparison of cost-effectiveness between
CMR and stress echocardiography.
CORONARY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
ANGIOGRAPHY
Compared with other imaging modalities, CCTA is completely
different from other imaging modalities because it provides ana-
tomic results similar to invasive coronary angiography instead
of a functional assessment of stenosis. In a meta-analysis of more
than 5000 patients, CCTA had a sensitivity of 97% (95% CI, 95%-
98%) and a specificity of 86% (95% CI, 85%-88%). However, the
specificity is as low as 51% in patients with calcium score of 400
to 1000.20 Similar to other imaging techniques, CCTA has shown
comparable findings with prognosis, but at the cost of exposure to
radiation.21 Einstein and co-workers22 provide estimates derived
from their simulation models suggesting that the use of 64-slice
CCTA is associated with a nonnegligible lifetime attributed risk
of cancer. Nevertheless, there are no studies that show a direct
increased risk of cancer in patients who have had multiple cardiac
SPECT and CCTA studies. Major advisory boards use the “as low
as is reasonably achievable” (ALARA) principle, which states
that every reasonable effort should be made to reduce radiation
exposure without sacrificing quality of care.23 Therefore stress
echocardiography should be the preferred modality if indicated
in patients with concerns of high cumulative radiation dose, such
as patients with concerns about reproductive health, have a history
of breast cancer, or have multiple prior radiation exposures. Both
stress echocardiography and CCTA take less time to complete
than SPECT. However, CCTA has limited use in patients with
chronic kidney disease and those allergic to contrast agents. A
unique feature of CCTA is that it can be used to detect subclinical
and extraluminal atherosclerosis and assess general cardiac
morphology.

Cost-effectiveness data comparing CCTA with other techniques
do not indicate whether patients undergoing CCTA as the initial
imaging modality are more likely to require additional evaluation
with invasive coronary angiography. It appears that CCTA per-
formed alone or in combination with functional testing minimizes
cardiac events, maximizes quality-adjusted life-years, and is cost-
effective.24 In general, cost-effectiveness for evaluation of CAD is
comparable across all imaging modalities.
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cavity with paradoxical septal motion. The abnormal septal motion is due to right ventricular pressure overload and not due to ischemia. This is a typical
example of dynamic pulmonary hypertension during exercise. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See Video 66.3, A,B.)
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ADVANTAGE OF STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
OVER OTHER IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Chest pain and dyspnea may be due to other cardiac causes, such as
aortic dissection, pulmonary embolism, pericardial disease, tumors
or masses, and valvular stenosis or regurgitation. Furthermore,
stress hemodynamics can be evaluated with stress echocardiogra-
phy including dynamic left ventricular outflow tract obstruction,
pulmonary hypertension (Fig. 66.3/Video 66.3, A, B), and
exercise-induced diastolic dysfunction. Hemodynamic assessment
assists in the management of patients with cardiac symptoms.

In summary, all imaging modalities have a higher accuracy than
ECG stress testing. Among imaging techniques, stress echocardi-
ography has comparable sensitivity but higher specificity. Data
suggest that all imaging modalities provide comparable prognostic
data. However, the data are more robust for SPECT and stress echo-
cardiography. Furthermore, CCTA and CMR cannot be used to
evaluate symptoms, exercise capacity, and heart rate and blood
pressure response, which provide further prognostic information.
In addition to diagnostic and prognostic accuracy, stress echocar-
diography is more cost-effective and readily available, and it does
not require exposure to radiation.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the videos for this chapter.
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67 Introduction to Cardiomyopathies
Gene H. Kim, MD
DEFINITION OF CARDIOMYOPATHY
Broadly defined, cardiomyopathies encompass all diseases of the
heart muscle. Although some definitions include myocardial dis-
ease caused by hypertension, ischemic heart disease, or valvular
disease, several definitions of cardiomyopathy exclude heart dis-
ease secondary to such cardiovascular disorders. Cardiomyopathies
were originally defined as disorders that were idiopathic and fre-
quently genetic; however, more recent definitions have included
a variety of disorders that manifest with various structural and func-
tional phenotypes that can be associated with specific cardiac or
systemic disorders, including a host of genetic, inflammatory, met-
abolic, toxic, and other disease processes. Within this broad defini-
tion, cardiomyopathies are usually associated with a failure of
myocardial performance, which may be mechanical (diastolic or
systolic) or a primary electrical disease prone to life-threatening
arrhythmias (Fig. 67.1).1,2

ROLE FOR ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Identification of the basic cardiomyopathy phenotypes relies pri-
marily upon echocardiographic evaluation. The combination of
genetic and imaging information can provide an accurate means
of interventions aimed at preventing or slowing the onset of dis-
ease. For those individuals in whom no gene mutation has been
identified, echocardiography remains the modality of choice for
screening family members. If a gene mutation carrier is identified,
echocardiography continues to play a major role in determining dis-
ease progression and risk. Two-dimensional and Doppler echocar-
diography can, in most cases, define the anatomic and functional
characteristics of the heart that are diagnostic of dilated, hypertro-
phic, arrhythmogenic right ventricular, or restrictive cardiomyopa-
thy. Doppler tissue imaging, speckle tracking, assessment of
myocardial strain, and strain rate have enhanced our understanding
of the disease process and may also define earlier stages of disease.
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Detection of ion channel disorders via echocardiography remains
problematic.

The prognosis in cardiomyopathy is considerably worsened
when there is reduced right ventricular (RV) function.3 Therefore,
the assessment for RV dysfunction is important whether it is due to
left ventricular (LV) dysfunction or due to primary involvement of
the RV myocardium in the pathologic process. However, assess-
ment of RV function by two-dimensional echocardiography alone
remains challenging because of the complex anatomy. A different
quantitative approach to assess RV function is the measurement of
the tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, which has shown
correlation with the RV ejection fraction.4 The recent introduction
of real-time, three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography has revolu-
tionized echocardiography and may play a growing role in RV
evaluation.

Beyond monitoring the development of disease and aiding in
prognosis, echocardiography has become an integral tool in asses-
sing innovative therapies for cardiomyopathy. Numerous clinical
trials involving patients with severe, symptomatic heart failure
and a wide QRS complex have shown benefits from cardiac resyn-
chronization therapy (CRT).5 CRT can increase the LV ejection
fraction, decrease LV volume and mitral regurgitation, improve
symptoms, and may also improve mortality. Due to its ease of
use and wide availability, echocardiography has emerged as the
preferred modality to assess dyssynchrony using several echocar-
diographic techniques (e.g., tissue Doppler imaging, real-time,
3D echocardiography, and speckle tracking).6

Recent advances in the field of mechanical circulatory support
have led to an increased use of LV assist devices (LVADs) in patients
with end-stage heart disease. Echocardiography has become integral
in the evaluation of patients with LVADs to assess the appropriate
degree of LV unloading, adequate forward flow, and the detection
of LVAD dysfunction and device-related complications.7 Not sur-
prisingly, echocardiography has greatly aided in understanding the
physiologic impact of long-term continuous flow.

Despite the growth of imaging modalities such as computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, echocardiography
continues to be instrumental in the detection, assessment, and man-
agement of cardiomyopathy. Echocardiography will play a key role
in monitoring the most current and evolving therapies for end-stage
heart failure by integrating structure, function, and physiology, as
highlighted in the following chapters.
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68 Pathophysiology and Variants of Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy

Qin Li, MD, Lynne Williams, MBBChB, PhD, Harry Rakowski, MD
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is characterized by the pres-
ence of a hypertrophied and nondilated left ventricle in the absence
of another cardiac or systemic disease capable of producing a
degree of hypertrophy in a patient.1 It is an autosomal-dominant,
inherited cardiac condition affecting 1 in 500 individuals of the
general population.2 The commonly used cutoff for maximal wall
thickness in HCM is 15 mm. In the setting of systemic hyperten-
sion, a ratio of septal-to-posterior wall thickness exceeding 1.5:1
is also strongly suggestive of the diagnosis, reflecting that one of
the key features in this condition is the asymmetric nature of the
hypertrophic pattern.3

ANATOMIC VARIANTS
HCM is a heterogeneous condition with multiple anatomic variants,
including reverse curvature, a neutral septum, a sigmoid septum, and
apical hypertrophy (Figs. 68.1 and 68.2). The reverse curvature mor-
phology involves a predominant mid-septal convexity toward the
left ventricular (LV) cavity, with an overall crescent shape, whereas
a sigmoid septum has an overall ovoid shape with a prominent septal
bulge. The septum in the neutral type has a relatively straight
septum.4 HCM patients who are diagnosed at a young age are more
likely to have the reverse curvature morphology, compared with the
sigmoid septum, which is more commonly seen in elderly patients
with HCM.5 Patients in the same family may present with more
than one type of anatomic variant; the exact reason for this is unclear.
It has also been shown that various anatomic forms of HCM have
different genotype-positive rates. Recent studies from the Mayo
Clinic and Toronto showed that 53% to 79% of patients with reverse
septal curvature and 41% to 48% of patients with a neutral septal type
were found to have an identifiable HCM-causing mutation, in com-
parison with only 8% to 23% of patients with a sigmoid septum and
11% to 30% of patients with apical HCM4,6 (Fig. 68.3).

Independent of the pattern of hypertrophy, mitral valve abnor-
malities have been well described in this condition. Elongation of
mitral valve leaflets, asymmetrical enlargement of either leaflet,
anterior displacement of the papillary muscles, and direct insertion
of the papillary muscle into the anterior mitral valve leaflet are
common in this condition.7 These important structural changes
contribute to the degree of mitral regurgitation in many patients
and may require mitral valve surgery in addition to septal myect-
omy, if surgical intervention is required.8
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PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Diastolic Dysfunction
Diastolic dysfunction, microvascular ischemia, autonomic dys-
function, LV outflow tract obstruction (LVOTO), and mitral
regurgitation are the key pathophysiologic mechanisms underly-
ing HCM (Fig. 68.4). Diastolic dysfunction is the key feature in all
variants of HCM. Chamber hypertrophy is characterized by
increased muscle mass, a decrease in ventricular volume, and
an increase in muscle stiffness secondary to myocardial fibrosis
and disarray.9 HCM patients have also been shown to have abnor-
mal handling of intracellular calcium and compromised cardio-
myocyte energetic balance.10 Changes at the cellular level lead
to the development of hypertrophy, resulting in impairment of
LV relaxation and abnormal diastolic filling. Typical echocar-
diographic findings include reduced E velocity, enhanced A
velocity, increased duration and velocity of pulmonary A-wave
reversal, and a higher mitral inflow to annular velocity ratio
(E/E0). In addition, HCM patients have abnormal diastolic myo-
cardial mechanics, with decreased peak early diastolic to peak
systolic strain rates, prolonged LV untwisting time, and a lower
apical reverse rotation fraction.11 With time, left atrial remodeling
and increased left atrial volume can result in atrial fibrillation and
atrial flutter. Patients with these arrhythmias can develop adverse
long-term consequences, such as systemic embolization and heart
failure symptoms.11
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Myocardial Ischemia
Although epicardial coronary disease can occur in HCM patients
and has been shown to be associated with adverse clinical out-
comes, myocardial ischemia in this patient population is often
due to demand–supply mismatch.12,13 Myocardial ischemia and
impaired relaxation are intimately linked, and a vicious cycle
may exist in which impaired diastolic function further compro-
mises coronary perfusion and vice versa.14 Increased wall thick-
ness, elevated LV filling pressure, and abnormally thickened
intramural coronary arteries, as well as increased afterload from
LVOTO are all factors that contribute to myocardial ischemia
and symptoms of chest pain.13,15 HCM patients have impaired
vasodilatory capacity and blunted myocardial blood flow during
stress testing, which are evident on positron emission tomogra-
phy and single-photon emission computed tomography.16,17

Chronic myocardial ischemia is the key reason for the develop-
ment of apical infarcts and apical aneurysm in patients with
apical HCM.
70% of the HCM population
demonstrate obstructive physiology

Figure 68.5. Physiologic variants of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
(HCM). Patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy can be grouped into
three distinct categories based on the presence or absence of obstruc-
tion (either at the level of the mid-ventricle or left ventricular outflow tract).
Obstruction can be documented in up to 70% of patients either at rest or
with provocation.
Autonomic Dysfunction
Another important component in the pathophysiology of HCM is
autonomic dysfunction and the phenomenon of exercise-induced
hypotension (lack of increase in systolic blood pressure by
>20 mm Hg or a fall in blood pressure with exercise). Blunted
blood pressure response in HCM patients has been implicated in
cases of sudden cardiac death shortly after exercise.18,19 These
patients are thought to have decreased peripheral vascular resis-
tance during exercise secondary to the activation of ventricular
baroreceptor reflexes and the withdrawal of sympathetic tone to
the resistance vessels.18 Thus, exercise testing is recommended
in HCM patients younger than 50 years of age because the blunted
blood pressure response in this patient group was shown to predict
increased cardiovascular mortality.20
PHYSIOLOGIC VARIANTS
In addition to the anatomic descriptions, classification of HCM can
also be based on various hemodynamic features (Fig. 68.5). Sub-
groups include nonobstructive HCM, HCM with LVOTO, HCM
with mid-ventricular obstruction, and apical HCM.
Nonobstructive Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
LVOTO is defined as either a resting or provocable gradient of
30 mm Hg or more.21 Although either resting or provocable
LVOTO can be seen in up to 70% of all patients with HCM,21

approximately one third of all HCM patients have the nonobstruc-
tive forms.22 Despite the lack of obstruction, this group of patients
is particularly difficult to treat because of the lack of a treatment
target. Absence of obstruction may be due to differences in the
intrinsic geometry of the septum, the LVOT, and the mitral valve
apparatus. Muscle cell disarray has been demonstrated in the left
and right ventricular free walls of patients with nonobstructive
HCM, suggesting that these patients have the same myopathic pro-
cess as those with obstruction.23 Patients with nonobstructive HCM
can experience significant chest pain and dyspnea secondary to
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microvascular ischemia and abnormal vasodilatory response.24

Chronic LV diastolic burden results in left atrial volumetric remo-
deling, which is a predictor of worse exercise capacity in nonob-
structive HCM patients.25

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy with Left
Ventricular Outflow Tract Obstruction
Dynamic LVOTO is an important manifestation of HCM and a
major cause of symptoms of breathlessness, chest pain, presyncope,
and syncope. Hypertrophy of the basal septum, anterior displace-
ment and elongation and/or redundancy of the mitral valve appara-
tus, as well as anterior displacement and/or hypertrophy of the
papillary muscles all contribute to a smaller LVOT, which directly
relates to the presence and degree of LVOTO. The mitral valve
itself is frequently abnormal, with elongated leaflets and coaptation
occurring at the body of the leaflets as opposed to the leaflet tips.7,26

These intrinsic changes in the mitral valve, along with reduction of
LVOT size, result in systolic anterior motion of the mitral valve and
subsequent mitral regurgitation.

Mid-Ventricular Obstruction in Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy
The mid-ventricular form of obstructive HCM was first described
in 1977 and is defined by systolic apposition of the mid-LV walls,
which are most often the papillary muscles, and a mid-ventricular
systolic gradient of more than 30 mm Hg.27,28 The characteristic
Doppler findings are a late peaking systolic signal due to mid-
septal hypertrophy coming into contact with a hyperdynamic
LV free wall, which is often aggravated by the interposition of
a hypertrophied papillary muscle.28 The phenomenon of early
diastole paradoxical flow has also been described, in which flow
occurs from the apex toward the base of the heart during dias-
tole.28 In contrast to patients with LVOTO, systolic anterior
motion and mitral regurgitation are not typical features of mid-
ventricular obstruction.9 More than a quarter of the patients with
the mid-ventricular form are prone to developing apical infarction
and apical aneurysms.29 Mid-cavity obliteration was shown to be
associated with a large pressure gradient across the mid-
ventricular level and can lead to further hypertrophy and chronic
myocardial ischemia, thus resulting in a vicious cycle.30,31 Mid-
ventricular HCM was identified in approximately 10% of all
HCM patients based on several large cohort studies, with varia-
tions based on the ethnic background of the study patients.29,32

Mid-ventricular HCM was shown to be an independent predictor
of adverse outcomes, such as sudden death and potential lethal
arrhythmic events. It is also associated with a higher likelihood
of stroke and progression to end-stage HCM.29,33 Mid-ventricular
obstruction in the setting of an apical aneurysm is even a stronger
risk factor for HCM-related death.29 Patients with severe symp-
toms may derive symptom relief from dual-chamber pacing and
surgical myectomy.

Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Apical HCM is a relatively rare subtype of this condition, with
hypertrophy predominantly involving the apex of the left ventricle,
which results in the characteristic “ace of spades” configuration of
the left ventricle.34 It is more commonly seen in the Asian popula-
tion, with as many as 41% of HCM patients presenting with this
subtype in China.35 Associated electrocardiographic features
include the presence of giant negative T-waves (>10 mm) in the
precordial leads.36 Contrast-enhanced echocardiography and car-
diac magnetic resonance imaging are excellent tools for the diag-
nosis of apical HCM and identification of apical aneurysms.37,38

Although the majority of patients with apical HCM have a
relatively benign outcome, with annual mortality rates of 0.1%,
some patients may experience severe diastolic dysfunction and
marked reduction in the effective LV chamber size from apical cav-
ity obliteration.22 Predictors of adverse events in this patient pop-
ulation include young age at diagnosis, New York Heart
Association functional class II, and greater symptoms at baseline.22

Again, the formation of an apical aneurysm has been associated
with adverse outcomes and an annual event rate of 10.5%, includ-
ing sudden death, appropriate AICD, thromboembolic events, and
progressive heart failure.38
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69 Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy: Pathophysiology,
Functional Features, and Treatment of Outflow Tract

Obstruction

Paul E. Szmitko, MD, Anna Woo, MD, SM
The pathophysiology of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)
involves several interrelated abnormalities, such as left ventricular
outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction, mitral regurgitation, diastolic
dysfunction, myocardial ischemia, and autonomic dysregulation.1,2

These functional derangements, in addition to atrial and ventricular
arrhythmias, account for the majority of the diverse clinical man-
ifestations of HCM.1,2 Echocardiography has played a crucial role
in demonstrating the underlying anatomy and pathophysiology of
HCM, quantifying its morphologic and hemodynamic severity,
selecting patients for advanced treatment, and assessing responses
to therapy.3 The mechanisms of LVOT obstruction (LVOTO) and
mitral regurgitation in HCM are covered in this chapter.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF LEFT VENTRICULAR
OUTFLOW TRACT OBSTRUCTION
Dynamic LVOTO in HCM develops due to the combination of (1)
multiple structural defects and (2) hydrodynamic forces causing
systolic anterior motion (SAM) of the mitral valve. The morpho-
logic characteristics that predispose to LVOTO include narrowing
of the outflow tract by septal hypertrophy,4 intrinsic abnormalities
of the mitral leaflets,5,6 anterior displacement of the mitral valve
apparatus,4,6 and anterior malposition of the papillary muscles.6

As a result, themitral leaflets coapt in the body of the leaflets, rather
than at the leaflet tip.5,6 Papillary muscle malposition and mitral
leaflet elongation increase chordal-leaflet laxity, promoting the ini-
tiation of SAM.6 During rapid ventricular ejection, the anterior
mitral leaflet tip, distal to the point of coaptation with the posterior
mitral leaflet, is susceptible to hydrodynamic forces.3 The phenom-
enon of SAM was first identified by echocardiography in the late
1960s7 and is considered a diagnostic hallmark in patients with
HCM and LVOTO.3Multiple echocardiographic observations have
helped to elucidate the role of Venturi8 and drag forces6,9,10 in
drawing the anterior mitral leaflet into the outflow tract and toward
the septum.3 In typical SAM, sharp anterior and superior angulation
of the anterior mitral leaflet occurs, leading to contact of the ante-
rior leaflet with the septum in early to mid systole.5,11

MECHANISMS OF MITRAL REGURGITATION
Mitral regurgitation has long been recognized as an integral feature
of obstructive HCM.12 Due to the anterior and superior movement
of the residual length of the anterior mitral leaflet toward the out-
flow tract, and contact of the anterior leaflet with the septum, the
anterior and posterior mitral leaflets fail to coapt in mid to late sys-
tole.13 The residual lengths of the two mitral leaflets create a funnel
that directs the mitral regurgitation posteriorly through the inter-
leaflet gap in mid to late systole (Fig. 69.1/Video 69.1, A-D).13

Mitral regurgitation in obstructive HCM is significantly related
to the contact length over which the anterior and posterior leaflets
coapt, the mobility of the posterior leaflet, and the mismatch of the
anterior to posterior mitral leaflet length.14 The degree of SAM-
related mitral regurgitation has been shown to be proportional to
the degree of LVOTO at rest.15 Intrinsic lesions of the mitral valve
(or mitral apparatus) in patients with HCM include mitral valve
prolapse, ruptured chordae, chordal elongation or thickening,
anomalous insertion of a papillary muscle into the anterior mitral
leaflet, hypertrophied papillary muscles, or leaflet thickening sec-
ondary to injury from repetitive contact with the septum.3,16 A non-
posteriorly directed jet of mitral regurgitation should prompt a
careful evaluation of the mitral valve and apparatus because it
suggests the coexistence of independent mitral valve disease
(Fig. 69.2).15

FUNCTIONAL FEATURES OF OBSTRUCTIVE
HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
LVOTO causes an increase in left ventricular systolic pressure,
which, in turn, leads to prolongation of ventricular relaxation, ele-
vation of left ventricular diastolic pressure, mitral regurgitation,
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Figure 69.1. Parasternal long-axis (A and B)
and apical 3-chamber views (C and D) with
and without color Doppler imaging, respec-
tively, in a patient with obstructive hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. There is systolic anterior
motion of the anterior mitral valve leaflet
(white arrowheads), which results in color tur-
bulence in the left ventricular outflow tract
(asterisk) and posteriorly directed mitral regur-
gitation (white arrows). Access ExpertConsult
for video of these images.

A B C

Figure 69.2. A, Apical 4-chamber, B, apical 5-chamber, and C, apical 3-chamber images in a 65-year-old patient with obstructive hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy and mitral annular calcification. There is color turbulence in the left ventricular outflow tract. There is an accompanying small jet of pos-
teriorly directed mitral regurgitation (blue color jet on the right of B) due to the systolic anterior motion. The predominant jet of mitral regurgitation is
centrally directed, indicating the presence of independent disease of the mitral valve or mitral apparatus. In this case, the patient’s central mitral regur-
gitation is due to underlying mitral annular calcification.
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myocardial ischemia, and a decrease in forward cardiac output.1

Symptoms attributable to LVOTO (dyspnea, angina, presyncope,
syncope) are typically exacerbated during exercise or the postpran-
dial period.1 The presence of an LVOT gradient at rest of 30 mm
Hg or more serves as an independent determinant of HCM-related
death.17 Patients with HCM are generally categorized into one of
three hemodynamic groups based on the LVOT gradient: (1) basal
(resting) obstruction (LVOT gradient at rest �30 mm Hg); (2)
latent (or provocable) obstruction (<30 mm Hg at rest, �30 mm
Hg with provocation); and (3) nonobstructive (<30 mm Hg at rest
and with provocation).1
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC AND DOPPLER
ASSESSMENT OF OBSTRUCTIVE HYPERTROPHIC
CARDIOMYOPATHY
The echocardiographic techniques of M-mode, two-dimensional
echocardiography, color Doppler, and continuous wave Doppler
are used to establish the presence and severity of LVOTO in
patients with HCM. Distinctive M-mode findings in patients with
LVOTO include SAM of the mitral valve7,18 and mid-systolic
notching of the aortic valve.19 The degree of SAM can be classified
as (1) mild (anterior mitral leaflet–septal distance >10 mm), (2)
moderate (anterior mitral leaflet–septal distance �10 mm or
brief mitral leaflet–septal contact), or (3) severe (prolonged ante-
rior leaflet–septal contact [�30% of echocardiographic systole])
A B

Figure 69.3. Two-dimensional transthoracic images in a patient with symp
was 30 mm, and the patients had a left ventricular outflow tract gradient of 10
the anterior and superior motion of the anterior mitral leaflet during systo
B, Corresponding M-mode image at the level of the mitral valve leaflet tips
leaflet–septal contact (white arrowheads).

A B

Figure 69.4. Continuous wave Doppler imaging in a patient with obstructiv
profile (and late systolic peak of the left ventricular outflow tract [LVOT] v
5.8 m/sec, which corresponds to a peak gradient of 135 mm Hg (using the m
regurgitation jet. The superimposed peak LVOT signal is indicated by thewhit
starts earlier in systole, has a more abrupt initial rise in velocity and a higher
(Fig. 69.3).18 There is a linear relationship between the duration
of the SAM–septal contact and the magnitude of the LVOT
gradient.20

The LVOTO in patients with HCM arises secondary to mitral
leaflet–septal contact and is represented on color Doppler imaging
as a mosaic pattern.3 The peak velocity at the site of obstruction can
be determined using continuous wave Doppler, with the beam
directed across the outflow tract from the transthoracic apical
window.21,22 Dynamic outflow tract obstruction has a unique
spectral profile, with an asymmetric leftward concave contour3

and a late systolic peak of the maximal flow velocity.3,21,22 There
may be some variability in the shape of the LVOTwaveform.22 The
peak LVOT gradient can then be estimated using the modified Ber-
noulli equation, where the peak gradient¼4� (peak LVOT veloc-
ity)2.1,21,22 There is an excellent correlation between the pressure
gradient obtained by continuous wave Doppler and that quantified
by invasive techniques.21,22 When measuring the peak LVOT gra-
dient, care must be taken to avoid contamination of the LVOT sig-
nal with the mitral regurgitant jet (Fig. 69.4).1,3,21,22 In addition,
spurious systolic waveforms that are different in appearance from
the true LVOT velocity signal can be recorded; they generally have
a late initial rise in systolic velocity and a narrow and pointed peak
in end-systole.22 These systolic waveforms likely originate from
portions of the ventricular cavity that obliterate at end-systole.22

Finally, it is important to distinguish a dynamic LVOT gradient
from a fixed subaortic obstruction (due to a subaortic membrane)
or from valvular aortic stenosis.3
tomatic hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy. The septal thickness
0 mmHg at rest.A, Two-dimensional parasternal long-axis view showing
le (white arrow) and contact of the leaflet with the massive septum.
demonstrating severe systolic anterior motion with prolonged anterior

C

e hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. A, The typical dagger-shaped spectral
elocity) results from dynamic LVOT obstruction. The peak velocity is
odified Bernoulli equation). B, Spectral profile contaminated by the mitral
e arrow.C, The spectral profile of mitral regurgitation in this patient, which
peak velocity compared with the LVOT spectral profile.
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There are several ways to provoke LVOTO. If the patient is

symptomatic and if the LVOT gradient at rest is less than 30 mm
Hg, provocative maneuvers should be performed to ascertain if a
higher gradient can be elicited. Provocation of LVOTO may occur
by maneuvers that decrease LV preload (Valsalva maneuver, sub-
lingual nitroglycerin, assuming an upright posture), increase LV
contractility (dobutamine infusion, upright exercise), or decrease
systemic vascular resistance (inhalation of amyl nitrate).1,3 Exer-
cise echocardiography is the preferred method for provoking an
LVOT gradient because it best reflects the degree of outflow
obstruction generated during physical activities.3 The magnitude
of the Valsalva-induced LVOT gradient is underestimated com-
pared with the exercise-induced gradient.23 Dobutamine stress
echocardiography is not recommended for detecting a provocable
LVOT gradient unless it is performed at an experienced center
because it may be difficult to distinguish cavity obliteration from
a true LVOT signal.3 In addition, dobutamine-induced intracavitary
obstruction can be identified in more than 17% of tested subjects,
even in those without HCM, and its presence is of unclear clinical
significance.24
TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR OBSTRUCTIVE
HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
Medical therapy is initiated in an effort to alleviate the symptoms
associated with LVOTO. The primary goal of pharmacotherapy is
to decrease myocardial contractility, which results in a reduction in
SAM and in the LVOT gradient. Beta-blockers are the first-line
agents for patients with symptomatic obstructive HCM, with ben-
efit derived from their negative inotropic effects, attenuation of
adrenergic-induced tachycardia, and prolongation of the diastolic
filling period.1 Verapamil can be prescribed to patients who are
intolerant or unresponsive to β-blockade. Importantly, in the setting
of a high LVOT gradient and elevated filling pressures, verapamil
(or diltiazem) may generate worsened LVOTO and pulmonary
edema.1 In patients with ongoing symptoms despite treatment with
a β-blocker or verapamil, disopyramide can be safely added to the
regimen.1 Frequently, there is a significant improvement in symp-
toms and the degree of LVOTO with disopyramide.25,26 However,
an invasive intervention is recommended for patients who remain
symptomatic despite maximally tolerated medical therapy and who
generally have a resting and/or provocable LVOT gradient of
50 mm Hg or more.1

Surgical septal myectomy acutely relieves outflow tract
obstruction by widening the LVOT, which decreases the degree
of SAM and virtually eliminates the outflow tract gradient. Surgery
for obstructive HCM has been performed for more than 4 decades.1

There was significant variability in the early postoperative mortal-
ity of surgical cohorts studied in the 1960s to 1980s.1,27 However,
more contemporary studies from experienced HCM centers have
demonstrated outstanding results following surgery, with an early
postoperative mortality rate of less than 1% (in patients undergoing
isolated surgical myectomy)28–30 and excellent long-term sur-
vival.28,29 Echocardiography plays a critical role in patient selec-
tion, preoperative planning, and intraoperative guidance.

Alcohol septal ablation was developed in the 1990s as a non-
surgical option. It consists of the injection of alcohol into a septal
perforator branch of the left anterior descending artery to occlude
the septal branch and cause a targeted infarction of the basal sep-
tum.31 This procedure, which can be performed with contrast echo-
cardiographic guidance,1,3 leads to gradual remodeling with focal
septal thinning, widening of the outflow tract, and amelioration
of the LVOT gradient.32 Alcohol septal ablation results in the relief
of symptoms and a significant diminution in LVOTO.1 Very good
early and long-term outcomes can be achieved when this interven-
tion is performed at experienced centers.25,33 Finally, dual-chamber
permanent pacing has been used to treat obstructive HCM since the
late 1980s.1 However, despite initially promising reports, subse-
quent randomized trials showed limited benefits with this
approach.1 Therefore, pacing is only recommended in patients
who are not good candidates for either myectomy or alcohol septal
ablation.1

The major controversy regarding the invasive treatment of
obstructive HCM involves the ongoing debate regarding the rela-
tive merits of myectomy versus alcohol septal ablation.1 In nonran-
domized studies of myectomy versus alcohol septal ablation, there
were no major differences in medium-term cardiac survival
between the two strategies.1,34 However, the long-term risks of late
ventricular arrhythmias were unclear following alcohol-induced
infarction.1 Therefore, myectomy is considered the preferred treat-
ment option for younger, healthy patients, whereas alcohol septal
ablation is chosen for patients in whom surgical risks are exces-
sive.1 Clinical scenarios for which myectomy is particularly suit-
able include young patients, patients with concomitant lesions
(e.g., epicardial coronary artery disease or mitral or aortic valve dis-
ease) who require surgical correction, and the uncommon situation
of cardiogenic shock, which requires immediate reduction of the
LVOT gradient.35 Echocardiography provides essential informa-
tion to clarify the most appropriate type of invasive septal reduction
therapy for individual patients. The echocardiographic findings
predictive of a good outcome following alcohol septal ablation
are septal thickness (at site of SAM) of 18 mm or less and an LVOT
gradient at rest of less than 100 mm Hg.36 Furthermore, alcohol
septal ablation is discouraged in cases of marked septal hypertro-
phy (septal thickness >30 mm).1 Patients who are eligible for
either myectomy or alcohol septal ablation should be evaluated
at a center experienced in the management of these challenging
techniques.1

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding video
for this chapter.
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70 Differential of Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy versus
Secondary Conditions That Mimic Hypertrophic

Cardiomyopathy

Christiane Gruner, MD, Lynne Williams, MBBChB, PhD, Harry Rakowski, MD
Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) can represent either a physio-
logic or pathologic cardiac response that can occur in a variety of
cardiac and systemic diseases or in response to hemodynamic load-
ing of the ventricle (Fig. 70.1). Echocardiography represents not
only the most commonly used method, but it is also the most fea-
sible method, to visualize and quantify LVH in clinical practice.
Although hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most preva-
lent genetic primary cardiac disease that occurs in 0.2% of the gen-
eral population,1 several other conditions canmimic the phenotypic
appearance of HCM, particularly on echocardiography. The correct
identification of the underlying etiology of unexplained LVH is of
critical importance because HCM is a common cause of premature
sudden cardiac death and can lead to considerable morbidity. Ther-
apeutic strategies are available for certain mimics of HCM. The
purpose of this chapter is to highlight echocardiographic features
that may help to distinguish HCM from other causes of LVH.
Emphasis is on the multimodality approach for the correct diagno-
sis of the underlying disease causing the LVH (Fig. 70.2).

HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE
Arterial hypertension represents a common and important health
problem, with an estimated prevalence of 28% in North America
and 44% in Europe.2 With unexplained LVH, which occurs in
1:500 of the population, the coexistence of both disorders is not
uncommon, making the diagnosis in this setting more difficult.
Long-standing hypertension, which results in a pressure load on
the left ventricle and an increase in wall stress, results in compen-
satory hypertrophy. Early in the disease process, a basal septal
bulge is often especially prominent because of the inhomogeneity
of the regional LV wall stress, which is greatest in the basal sep-
tum.3 With time, the typical concentric pattern of hypertrophy
becomes more evident. Although an absolute wall thickness of
15 mm in any myocardial segment is consistent with a diagnosis
of HCM because wall thicknesses can approach this level in hyper-
tensive heart disease (HHD), it is important to also consider the
septal/posterior wall thickness ratio to aid in an accurate diagnosis.
Although a septal/posterior wall thickness ratio of more than 1.3:1
is supportive of a diagnosis of HCM in nonhypertensive patients, a
ratio of more than 1.5:1 is generally applied in those patients with a
history of systemic hypertension. However, these data were gener-
ated from a predominantly Caucasian population and should be
used with caution in Afro-Caribbean patients who usually display
a greater propensity for LVH in response to hypertension.4 Systolic
anterior motion of the mitral valve, which is associated with left
ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction, is not pathogno-
monic for HCM and can occur in patients with HHD and other
conditions that cause LVH (e.g., storage diseases). Advanced echo-
cardiographic techniques, such as tissue Doppler imaging and
speckle tracking echocardiography, are potentially helpful in
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Figure 70.1. Differential diagnosis of unex-
plained left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH).
The differential diagnosis of unexplained
LVH encompasses a broad range of both
primary cardiac and systemic disorders.
Overall, these conditions can be broadly cat-
egorized into two groups: familial disorders
with a genetic basis, and acquired disorders.
HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LEOP-
ARD, lentigines, electrocardiographic con-
duction abnormalities, ocular hypertelorism,
pulmonary stenosis, abnormal genitalia,
retarded growth, deafness; PRKAG2, AMP-
protein kinase γ2.
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Figure 70.2. Multimodality approach to the diagnosis of unexplained
left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). Accurate diagnosis relies on the inte-
gration of information obtained from history, clinical examination, diag-
nostic investigations, and biochemical and genetic analysis. CMP,
cardiomyopathy; CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging; ECG,
electrocardiogram; ECHO, echocardiography.
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distinguishing HHD from HCM. Global systolic function remains
preserved in most cases of HHD, but this function may become
impaired in cases of long-standing untreated hypertension. How-
ever, regional deformation (systolic strain) and the deformation rate
(systolic strain rate) are often mildly reduced, particularly in the
basal septal bulge. This is in contrast to HCMwith asymmetric sep-
tal hypertrophy involving the basal septum, in which systolic strain
is often markedly reduced.5 Although systolic tissue Doppler
velocities are reduced to a similar degree in both HCM and
HHD, patients with HCM usually present with greater reductions
in early diastolic velocities.6

ATHLETES’ HEARTS
The accurate diagnosis of HCM in individuals participating in com-
petitive sports is paramount because of the potential risk of sudden
cardiac death. HCM has been identified as the predominant cause
of sudden cardiac death in young athletes. To date, the largest study
showed that 2% of elite athletes had a maximal wall thickness of
more than 12 mm in the interventricular septum.7 Racial differ-
ences exist in the propensity to develop hypertrophy in response
to exercise, and as many as 12% of Afro-Caribbean athletes dem-
onstrate wall thicknesses of more than 12 mm.8 However, the upper
limit of physiological hypertrophy in athletes of all ethnicities
appears to be an absolute wall thickness of 16 mm.7,9 Asymmetric
hypertrophy is encountered rarely in athletes, with the typical dis-
tribution of LVH being symmetric. Chamber dilatation, in contrast
to the normal or reduced cavity size seen in HCM, is another clue to
the underlying etiology. In athletes, LV end-diastolic cavity dimen-
sions frequently exceed 55 mm, and in up to 5% of cases, these
dimensions may exceed 60 mm. Extensive work from a practical
algorithm to allow better differentiation between physiologic and
pathologic hypertrophy is provided in Figure 70.3.10

There is accumulating evidence to suggest that advanced echo-
cardiographic techniques may play a contributory role in the differ-
entiation of an athlete’s heart and HCM. Peak myocardial systolic
velocities, strain, and the strain rate are typically normal or supra-
normal in athletes with physiologic hypertrophy in contrast to
HCM (Fig. 70.4), in which longitudinal systolic strain (both
regional and global) is impaired.6 However, the striking differences
in diastolic dysfunction in the two conditions are helpful with diag-
nosis. Diastolic function is preserved and often enhanced in ath-
letes’ hearts; athletes have normal diastolic tissue Doppler
velocities and an increase in twist and untwist rates.6,11 In contrast,
the pathologic hypertrophy of HCM is associated with a marked
attenuation in diastolic tissue Doppler velocities and delayed
untwist. Although mild left atrial dilatation can be seen in athletes’
hearts, left atrial function is typically preserved when measured by
speckle tracking echocardiography. In comparison, patients with
HCM not only display an increase in left atrial volumes, but also
have a significant impairment in left atrial myocardial deformation,
with reductions in both strain and strain rates.12
INFILTRATIVE DISORDERS OF THE MYOCARDIUM

Cardiac Amyloidosis
Amyloidosis is a systemic disease characterized by the deposition
of extracellular interstitial amyloid protein in various organs,
including the heart. Overall, 9% of cases of unexplained LVH
can be accounted for by cardiac amyloid. Cardiac involvement is
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Figure 70.3. A, Characteristic features of left ventricular (LV) structure and function in an athlete’s heart, as well as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
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Figure 70.4. Representative peak systolic strain maps in various forms of left ventricular hypertrophy. A, A patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
and asymmetric septal hypertrophy, demonstrating a reduction in strain most prominent in the hypertrophied basal and mid anteroseptal, septal, and
inferior segments. B, An athlete with physiological hypertrophy, demonstrating normal strain values in all segments. C, A patient with cardiac amyloid,
demonstrating a reduction in strain in the basal and mid segments, with relative apical sparing. D, A patient with Anderson-Fabry disease, demon-
strating the characteristic reduction in strain in the basal and mid posterolateral segments. E, A patient with left ventricular noncompaction cardiomy-
opathy, demonstrating a reduction in strain in the mid and apical segments.
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typically most severe in primary amyloidosis. Infiltration not only
involves the ventricular myocardium, but also involves the atria,
the interatrial septum, and the conducting system of the heart.
The typical echocardiographic features of cardiac amyloid are
shown in Figure 70.5. Electrocardiography plays a complementary
role, and shows the characteristic feature of a low QRS voltage in
up to 50% of patients. Although global systolic function is typically
preserved early in the disease process, systolic longitudinal strain
and strain rates are typically severely reduced in a homogenous pat-
tern,13 in contrast with HCM, in which the reduction in strain may
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be inhomogeneous and most marked in the regions of asymmetric
hypertrophy. A distinctive pattern of regional variations in myocar-
dial deformation has been described in cardiac amyloidosis, with
relative sparing of function in the apical segments that aid in the
differentiation of cardiac amyloidosis from other causes of LVH
(see Fig. 70.4).14

Cardiac Sarcoidosis
Cardiac involvement in systemic sarcoidosis may occur in up to
25% of cases, and is frequently asymptomatic. Manifestations of
cardiac involvement reflect involvement of the conduction system
and the myocardium in granulomatous disease and subsequent
fibrosis. Clinical presentation may include complete heart block,
ventricular arrhythmias, or congestive heart failure. Although the
typical findings on echocardiography are those of dilated cardio-
myopathy (DCM), an appearance similar to HCM may be seen
on rare occasions.15 Evidence of systemic sarcoidosis will point
to the underlying etiology, and in such cases, radionuclide imaging
and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (for assessment of both
myocardial edema and fibrosis) are particularly helpful in clarify-
ing the diagnosis.
ISOLATED LEFT VENTRICULAR NONCOMPACTION
CARDIOMYOPATHY
Isolated left ventricular noncompaction cardiomyopathy (LVNC)
is a rare primary cardiomyopathy that results from an arrest of
myocardial maturation during embryogenesis. It is associated
with thick, bilayered myocardium with noncompacted and com-
pacted components, prominent trabecular outpouchings, and deep
endomyocardial recesses.16 The disease course is characterized
by development of heart failure due to systolic and/or diastolic
dysfunction, ventricular and supraventricular arrhythmias, and
systemic embolization. Because LVNC can have serious
sequelae, the correct diagnosis is of great importance. Moreover,
genetic heterogeneity with an overlap of phenotypes, such as
LVNC, HCM, and DCM, can make the diagnosis challenging.17

Contrast echocardiography has proven to be helpful in depicting
the border between the compacted and the noncompacted layer
and to better demonstrate the recesses (Fig. 70.6). Speckle track-
ing provides insights into the myocardial mechanics and the rota-
tional patterns of different cardiomyopathies. In normal
individuals, LV rotation in end-systole shows a clockwise rotation
at the base and counterclockwise movement at the apex. Van
Dalen et al. found a rigid body rotation in patients with LVNC,
in which the base and apex rotated into the same direction. None
of the patients with DCM had rigid body rotation.18 Moreover,
strain and strain rate appears to be homogeneously reduced in
all segments in DCM, whereas LVNC patients seem to have a
base-to-apex strain gradient with low values at the apex and
higher values at the base (see Fig. 70.4).19
STORAGE DISEASES
To diagnose the mimics of HCM (described in the following
sections), it is imperative to follow the multimodality approach
for the assessment of LVH (see Fig. 70.2) because diagnostic
hallmarks of LVH in storage diseases and syndromic HCM
include mostly extracardiac manifestations. From an imaging per-
spective, these diseases tend to show a concentric LVH pattern,
biventricular involvement (Fig. 70.7), and hypertrophied atria.
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Figure 70.6. Left ventricular noncompaction cardiomyopathy. The myocardium typically displays a two-layered structure with a compacted (C) and
noncompacted (NC) endocardial layer of trabecular meshwork. Deep endomyocardial spaces with evidence of deep perfused intertrabecular recesses
on contrast echocardiography are demonstrated. Noncompaction occurs predominantly in mid-lateral, mid-inferior, and apical segments.
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Figure 70.7. Mimics of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Two-dimensional echocardiographic images in the apical 4-chamber view (Row 1), parasternal
short-axis view (Row 2) and electrocardiograms at rest (Row 3) from four patients with unexplained left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). Column A dem-
onstrates a classic pattern of asymmetric hypertrophy in a patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (CMP), with evidence of LVH and ST-segment
changes in the lateral chest leads (arrows). Column B demonstrates concentric LVH with right ventricular involvement (asterisk) in a patient with LEOP-
ARD syndrome, with evidence of bundle branch block, LVH, and deep T-wave inversion on the electrocardiogram.ColumnC demonstrates a pattern of
asymmetric hypertrophy with right ventricular involvement (asterisk) in a patient with PRKAG2 cardiomyopathy, with evidence of LVH and preexcitation
associated with a short PR interval on the electrocardiogram (arrow). Column D demonstrates concentric LVH and right ventricular involvement
(asterisk) in a patient with Anderson-Fabry disease, with evidence of a short PR interval on the electrocardiogram (arrow).
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Most patients express some degree of diastolic LV dysfunction.
Several studies have shown that a small percentage (<5%) of
patients in genetically tested HCM cohorts have storage
diseases.20

Lysosomal Storage Disorders

Anderson-Fabry disease
Anderson-Fabry disease (AFD) is a rare X-linked lysosomal stor-
age disease characterized by α-galactosidase deficiency. It leads
to intracellular accumulation of glycosphingolipids and mainly
affects the kidneys, the heart, the central and peripheral nervous
system, the skin, and the gastrointestinal tract.21 Targeted enzyme
replacement is available and slows down the disease progres-
sion.22 Approximately two thirds of patients show cardiac
involvement, including LVH, conduction system abnormalities,
valvular abnormalities, and microvascular disease. From an echo-
cardiographic perspective, AFD can mimic HCM by presenting
with mostly concentric, but sometimes asymmetric, LVH, and
occasionally LVOT obstruction.23 The early stage of cardiac
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involvement in the absence of overt LVH includes a reduction
of tissue Doppler velocities and diastolic dysfunction.24 Later
on, patients develop LVH with preserved LV systolic function.
The end stage of cardiac manifestations includes development
of overt signs of heart failure, with a decrease in the LV ejection
fraction. Several factors may be helpful for differentiation of
AFD from HCM from an echocardiographic perspective. First,
on conventional two-dimensional echocardiography, patients
with AFD usually show concentric LVH, whereas typical HCM
patients tend to express asymmetric LVH with an interventricular
septum/posterior wall ratio greater than 1.3. Second, two-
dimensional speckle tracking imaging may help because both
diseases show different strain patterns (see Fig. 70.4).25 Patients
with AFD have lower circumferential strain, and they demonstrate
a loss of the base-to-apex circumferential strain gradient com-
pared with HCM patients, who usually show increased circumfer-
ential strain as a compensatory mechanism for the decreased
longitudinal strain (Fig. 70.8). Third, increased myocardial echo-
genicity and binary endocardial appearance have not been
proved to be helpful in differentiating AFD from other diseases
that cause LVH.26
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Figure 70.9. PRKAG2-associated cardiomyopathy with a mutation in the AMP-protein-kinase γ2 gene. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging dem-
onstrates the typical findings of concentric hypertrophy with right ventricular involvement. In addition, thickening of the atrial wall is seen (arrows) and
diffuse late gadolinium enhancement (asterisk) is present in the hypertrophied segments.
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Danon Disease
Danon disease is a rare X-linked dominant lysosomal glycogen
storage disease that is caused by a primary deficiency of
lysosome-associated membrane protein 2. The main histopatho-
logic finding of this disease consists of intracytoplasmatic vacuoles
containing autophagic material and glycogen in cardiac and skele-
tal muscle cells. The clinical manifestations include cardiomyopa-
thy, skeletal myopathy, and variable mental retardation. Due to the
X-linked inheritance, affected males show earlier (younger than
20 years of age) and more severe manifestation of the disease.
Additional disease manifestations consist of Wolff-Parkinson-
White (WPW) syndrome, increased serum creatine kinase levels,
and ophthalmologic abnormalities.27 The prognosis of Danon dis-
ease is much worse than HCM and is determined by cardiac death
and heart transplantation at a young age (younger than 25 years of
age), especially in males.28 Patients with Danon disease most fre-
quently develop concentric LVH, but they can also express a dila-
tive form. Echocardiographic features include marked, concentric
LVH, which often reaches a maximal wall thickness of greater than
30 mm. Right ventricular involvement is also frequently present.
Initially, systolic LV function is preserved, and the LV cavity is
not dilated. Later on, the LV cavity can dilate, and the systolic
LV function usually decreases. Most patients show some degree
of diastolic LV dysfunction.28
Glycogen Storage Diseases
Fifteen types of glycogen storage diseases (GSDs) have been iden-
tified. Most of them are diagnosed during infancy due to various
symptoms, including hypoglycemia, hepatomegaly, fatigue, mus-
cle weakness, and exercise intolerance. Those that most frequently
affect the heart are GSD type 0b, GSD type II (Pompe disease),
Danon disease (earlier GSD type IIb; see previously described
details), and GSD type III (Cori disease). In addition, PRKAG2 car-
diomyopathy is a GSD that mostly involves the heart muscle and
the conduction system; it is described in more detail later in this
chapter.

The PRKAG2 gene encodes the γ-subunit of the AMP-activated
protein kinase. Mutations in this gene cause glycogen storage
cardiac hypertrophy in the absence of significant skeletal mus-
cle involvement, which is associated with ventricular pre-
excitation (WPW syndrome) and progressive conduction system
abnormalities.29 Patients usually present during adulthood, and
their prognosis is worse compared with the prognosis of classic
HCM. Ventricular arrhythmias and conduction system abnormali-
ties are the leading cause of death, followed by heart failure. The
largest cohort described 45 patients with PRKAG2 cardiomyopa-
thy.30 Their electrocardiograms were highly abnormal, which is
similar to all GSDs, with significant signs of LVH (77%), bundle
branch block (44%), pre-excitation, and/or a short PR interval
(60%). The echocardiographic presentation consists of cardiac
hypertrophy (78%), mostly with a concentric hypertrophy pattern.
Right ventricular involvement is frequent (see Fig. 70.7). LVOT
obstruction can be present, and at least one third of patients show
signs of diastolic dysfunction. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
may be helpful in demonstrating the extension of the biventricular
involvement, thickening of the atrial wall (as seen in other storage
diseases), and the presence of late gadolinium enhancement
(Fig. 70.9).31
SYNDROMIC HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY

RASopathies: Noonan Syndrome and
LEOPARD Syndrome
Both the Noonan syndrome and the LEOPARD syndrome are
genetic multisystem disorders with an autosomal dominant inheri-
tance pattern. They are caused by activating mutations of the genes
encoding the RAS-mitogen activated protein kinase pathway.32

Because they share pathogenetic pathomechanisms, some clinical
overlap in their phenotypes is present, with characteristic facial
anomalies, cardiac manifestations, cutaneous and ocular abnormal-
ities, growth retardation, and neurocognitive impairment, as well as
an increased risk for developing cancer.

The Noonan syndrome is typically associated with short stature,
a webbed neck, hypertelorism, ptosis, low-set ears, chest deformi-
ties, and sensorineural hearing deficits.33 More than half of the
patients have at least one heart defect, including pulmonary steno-
sis (50%-62%), HCM (20%-30%), atrial or ventricular septal
defects (5%-15%), dilation of the coronary arteries, and rarely,
coarctation of the aorta or mitral valve abnormalities.34 Typical
electrocardiographic findings include left-axis deviation, an abnor-
mal R/S ratio, and an abnormal Q wave, even in the absence of car-
diac defects.
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The LEOPARD syndrome is an acronym that stands for multi-

ple lentigines, electrocardiographic abnormalities, ocular hyperte-
lorism, pulmonary stenosis, abnormal genitalia, retardation of
growth, and sensorineural deafness. The most frequent cardiac
finding is LVH (73%), with concomitant LVOT obstruction in
37%, followed by pulmonary stenosis (23%), mitral valve prolapse
(38%), and coronary abnormalities (15%), in which mostly dilation
of the proximal vessels have been described.35 Electrocardio-
graphic abnormalities are seen in more than 70% of patients,
including signs of biventricular hypertrophy (46%), Q waves
(19%), a prolonged QT interval (23%), repolarization abnormali-
ties (42%), and conduction defects (23%).

With respect to cardiac hypertrophy, both syndromes show
similar features, which include the following: (1) LVH is mostly
asymmetric, but it can rarely show a concentric hypertrophy pattern
(see Fig. 70.7); (2) right ventricular involvement is present in
approximately one third of the patients, which is definitely more
often the case than in classic HCM; (3) both the right and left ven-
tricular outflow tract can be obstructed; and (4) most patients show
some degree of diastolic LV dysfunction.35 In summary, the hall-
mark of differential diagnosis between classic HCM and syndromic
HCM are the typical extracardiac manifestations associated with
these syndromes, which cannot be based on sole echocardiographic
findings.
Friedreich Ataxia
Friedreich ataxia is a rare (prevalence 1:50,000) autosomal reces-
sive neurodegenerative disease caused by mutations in the gene
encoding for the mitochondrial protein frataxatin. Myocardial
involvement is frequent and usually starts with concentric remodel-
ing, followed by the expression of mild concentric LVH (maximal
wall thickness <15 mm) with preserved systolic LV function. The
end stage is characterized by myocardial thinning, dilatation of the
LV cavity, and a concomitant decrease in systolic function.36 Dif-
ferential diagnosis for HCM is again driven by extracardiac neuro-
logic findings, including progressive limb and gait ataxia, and
dysarthria.
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Since the first description of the M-mode echocardiographic detec-
tion of systolic anterior motion (SAM) of the mitral valve causing
dynamic left ventricular (LV) outflow obstruction in hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM) in 1969,1,2 and of asymmetric LV hyper-
trophy in 19733 and 1974,4 in the diagnosis of HCM, the role of
echocardiography has become well established. Newer two- or
three-dimensional echocardiography has further refined the diag-
nostic criteria and has provided insight into the varied mechanisms
of SAM.5 The advent of Doppler echocardiography, in addition to
localizing the outflow obstruction, has supplanted cardiac catheter-
ization in quantifying the dynamic obstruction. This chapter exam-
ines the role of echocardiography in the assessment of structural
and functional abnormalities, and the intraoperative role in guiding
surgical myectomy.
THE LEFT VENTRICLE
The structural and functional abnormalities of the left ventricle
form a basis for diagnosis of HCM. LV hypertrophy in HCM is
generally asymmetric; the most common type is a disproportion-
ately thickened upper interventricular septum (IVS). More than
75% of patients demonstrate pronounced upper IVS hypertrophy
with characteristic sparing of the basal free wall. The apical sep-
tum, the apex, and the distal free wall are affected by hypertrophy,
although to a lesser extent than IVS hypertrophy. In addition to
increased thickness, the LV myocardium often exhibits a ground
glass appearance. The magnitude of LV hypertrophy has been
related to the risk of sudden death in HCM.6
PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION

Obstructive Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Demonstration of intraventricular gradients at rest or with provoca-
tion is required to diagnose hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyop-
athy (HOCM). This is further classified on the basis of the site of
the intraventricular gradients: (1) HOCMwith LV outflow obstruc-
tion; and (2) HOCM with midventricular obstruction.
Nonobstructive Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Absence of intraventricular gradients, despite provocative man-
euvers, determines nonobstructive HCM. The distribution of
hypertrophy is generally less pronounced in the upper IVS
compared with the free wall. A subset of patients with severe
hypertrophy involving the LV apex have apical asymmetric
hypertrophy (AAH).

A common feature of both the obstructive and nonobstructive
varieties of hypertrophy is hyperdynamic LV systolic function with
near-cavity obliteration. A small number of patients in the late
stages of the disease may develop dilated cardiomyopathy with
depressed systolic function. This is uncommon, but it has been
reported.
Echocardiographic Features of Obstructive
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy with Left
Ventricular Outflow Obstruction
The majority of these patients exhibit asymmetric septal hypertro-
phy, with a more pronounced thickness involving the upper IVS.
The basal free wall is of normal thickness. The other ventricular
walls are hypertrophied to variable extents. The shape of the thick-
ened upper IVS varies, as does its encroachment into the outflow
space that contributes to outflow obstruction.7 Although some
experts classify this as an isolated upper septal bulge, which is also
known as a sigmoid septum that is often seen in older individuals
as an atypical form of HCM, these cases are nearly always sporadic
and exhibit no abnormalities on genetic testing. They do not repre-
sent a true form of HCM, apart from causing a narrowed LV out-
flow tract (LVOT). These patients may exhibit dynamic LVOT
obstruction if they have the appropriate physiologic conditions.

The SAM of the mitral valve is a major determinant of the pres-
ence and severity of dynamic LV outflow obstruction (Fig. 71.1).
SAM commonly involves the anterior mitral leaflet, but it may also
involve both leaflets and is rarely isolated to the posterior leaflet.
SAM typically begins after early ejection and opposes the IVS
for a variable duration of midsystole. The leaflets participating in
SAM move posteriorly before the end of ejection. The duration
of the SAM–septal contact is correlated with the degree of obstruc-
tion and the magnitude of the gradient (Fig. 71.2). The precise
mechanism of SAM is controversial. One proposed mechanism
involves Venturi forces that are set up by the rapid early ejection
through the narrowed LVOT exerting pull on the leaflet. An alter-
nate mechanism involves a push by blood flow at base of the left
ventricle. Whether it is push or pull or both hydrodynamic forces
in operation, the more relevant question is why SAM occurs in
the first place. The following anatomic features determine a poten-
tial for development of SAM. These can be quantitatively evaluated
by two-dimensional echocardiography.

The Mitral Leaflets
The lengths of the anterior and posterior leaflets or both leaflets are
abnormally increased. It is unclear whether the elongation of the
mitral leaflets is a genetic disorder. Occasionally, a marked elonga-
tion of the leaflets occurs as an isolated abnormality, with SAM
resulting in dynamic outflow obstruction in the absence of demon-
strable IVS hypertrophy (Fig. 71.3). This observation supports a
suggestion that elongated leaflets may represent a spectrum of
genetically determined abnormalities.

The Mitral Annulus
The mitral annular area is smaller than normal in mid-systole. This
may result from increased annular contraction in mid-systole, with
diastolic annular dimensions in the normal range (Fig. 71.4). Alter-
nately, pathologic encroachment of the orifice from heavy annular
calcification of the posterior annulus could reduce the annular
dimensions both in diastole and in systole. This observation is often
seen in older individuals with an associated sigmoid upper septum
with a reduction in the LVOT.
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Figure 71.1. M-mode echocardiography showing systolic anterior motion (SAM) with asymmetric septal hypertrophy (ASH). The timing of systolic
murmur coincides with SAM obstructing the left ventricular (LV) outflow. Note that the posterior wall is of normal thickness. EKG, electrocardiogram;
IVS, interventricular septum;RV, right ventricle. (Reproduced fromKaul S, Tei C, Shah PM. Interventricular septal and free wall dynamics in hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. J Am Coll Cardiol 1983;1:1024-1030.).

Figure 71.2. Aligned images of continuous wave Doppler with echo showing a characteristic dagger-shaped velocity profile. The systolic
anterior motion shown at the bottom occurs at time of midsystole corresponding to the increasing velocity and gradient caused by outflow
obstruction.
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Figure 71.3. Transesophageal echocardiographic long-axis equivalent
view showing upper septal hypertrophy and mitral leaflet and annulus
measurements in diastole (upper image). Note that the anterior leaflet
(AML) is long at 34 mm, the posterior leaflet (PML) is 25 mm, which
exceeds the normal length, and the annulus in diastole is dilated. The
normal values for adults are shown in parenthesis. Note that the annulus
in systole is 32.4 mm, which is a reduction of nearly 13 mm.
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Figure 71.4. Annular area reconstructed from a multiplane three-
dimensional reconstruction shows the systolic reduction in annular area
in normal individuals (green circles) compared with patients with hyper-
trophic obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM; blue circle). See text for rel-
evance of this observation in promoting systolic anterior motion.
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Mechanisms of Systolic Anterior Motion
The underlying mechanism of SAM is a disparity between the com-
bined lengths of the anterior and posterior mitral leaflets and the
annular dimension in systole. The measurements of the annulus
and the leaflets in the long-axis equivalent views provide an accu-
rate assessment of this disparity. SAM is a near certainty when the
combined lengths of the leaflets exceed the mid-systolic annular
dimension by 2 cm in HCM patients. This disproportion results
in excess residual leaflet tissue distal to the point of coaptation
at the onset of systole.5 The excess leaflet tissue in the LV cavity
with a hyperdynamic ejection moves actively, through either a pull
or push mechanism into the narrow LVOT obstructing the outflow,
which results in a pressure gradient in mid to late systole.
The presence and severity of SAM determines the severity of
obstruction. Furthermore, the anterior leaflet SAM results in loss
of coaptation with resultant mitral regurgitation (Fig. 71.5). The
mitral regurgitation that results from SAM associated mal-
coaptation is nearly always directed laterally and posteriorly
(Fig. 71.6). The presence of an anteromedial jet of mitral regurgi-
tation should alert the physician to an independent mitral leaflet
pathology coexisting with HCM. Patients with an isolated posterior
leaflet SAM do not exhibit this malcoaptation and do not have
mitral regurgitation. Although upper septal hypertrophy, a nar-
rowed LVOT, and hyperdynamic LV contraction provide the nec-
essary structural and functional milieu, the presence of SAM is the
ultimate cause of LVOT obstruction. All the parameters, such as the
Valsalva strain, amyl nitrate inhalation, catecholamine administra-
tion, postectopic heart, etc., that augment LVOT obstruction work
through developing a more pronounced and persistent SAM.

Doppler Assessment of Left Ventricular Outflow
Obstruction
Pulsed wave Doppler is useful in localizing the site of increased
velocity aliasing at the SAM–septal contact. Color flow Doppler
demonstrates acceleration of flow near the SAM–septal contact
and turbulence in the outflow tract downstream. Continuous wave
Doppler exhibits a unique profile likened to the shape of a dagger
(see Fig. 71.2). The early ejection velocity is increased, followed by
a slowing of the velocity increase, which eventually peaks in late
systole and begins to decelerate toward baseline at the end of sys-
tole. The peak pressure gradient derived from the peak velocity cor-
relates closely with directly measured pressure gradients, making
cardiac catheterization all but redundant in the quantification of
the LV outflow gradient. A useful technical tip in analysis of the
continuous wave Doppler velocity profile is to avoid contamination
with mitral regurgitation velocity. The mitral regurgitation profile,
which exhibits a similar late systolic dagger-shaped profile, is holo-
systolic, and its termination coincides with the onset of mitral
inflow. The mitral regurgitation velocity is always higher than
the LVOT velocity, and an erroneous assessment of the outflow
gradient could result.

Role of Intraoperative Echocardiography to Guide
Surgical Myectomy
Surgical myectomy in patients with refractory symptoms remains
the standard treatment and has lasting benefit.8 The procedure is
carried out using aortotomy and retraction of the aortic valve cusps.
Although the bulging upper septummay be readily appreciated, it is
not possible for a surgeon to know the precise thickness at different
levels of the upper IVS. The marked increase in thickness in some
patients may be present just below the aortic annulus, whereas in
others this part of the septummay have normal thickness. The max-
imal septal thickness may vary from 16 to 30 mm. The echo mea-
surements of the IVS geometry and thickness using a long-axis
equivalent view with mid-esophageal transesophageal echocardio-
graphic cross-sectional views provides a useful roadmap for ascer-
taining the extent and the location of the IVS resection (Fig. 71.7).
This approach prevents inadvertent creation of a ventricular septal
defect or suboptimal myectomy, which could result in persistent
outflow gradients.

Surgical treatment of mitral regurgitation often requires no
more intervention than a successful myectomy and suppression
of SAM. Intraoperative premyectomy assessment of the likely out-
come of mitral regurgitation may be undertaken using a vasoactive
agent, which results in an increase in afterload without simulta-
neously augmenting the LV contractile function. Thus, an increase
in blood pressure using neosynephrine would blunt SAM, LVOT
obstruction, and mitral regurgitation. Such a response may be used



Figure 71.5. Transesophageal echocardiographic images at zero degrees in systole without and with color flow imaging. There is pronounced septal
hypertrophy, turbulence in the left ventricular outflow tract, systolic anterior motion, and a laterally directed turbulent mitral regurgitation jet.

Figure 71.6. Transesophageal echocardiographic long-axis view in systole showing leaflet malcoaptation resulting from systolic anterior motion and
corresponding opening through which a posteriorly directed mitral regurgitation jet is observed.
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to confidently predict a decrease in, or elimination of, mitral regur-
gitation following a successful myectomy (Fig. 71.8).
Echocardiographic Features of Obstructive
Hypertrophic with Mid-Ventricular Obstruction
When predominant hypertrophy involves the mid-IVS and the cor-
responding free wall near the papillary muscles with an apex of
normal thickness, mid-ventricular obstruction may develop. A sep-
aration of the apical cavity and the basal segment of the left ventri-
cle are prerequisites for diagnosis of mid-ventricular obstruction
(Fig. 71.9). There is also a characteristic Doppler flow profile asso-
ciated with mid-ventricular obstruction. The apical cavity may be
thin and aneurysmal in some patients.

The hemodynamic features of mid-ventricular obstruction
should not be confused with cavity obliteration, in which
the LV apex and mid-ventricular cavity show obliteration in
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Figure 71.7. A, An intraoperative transesophageal echocardiogram
premyectomy in the long-axis view shows thickness of the upper inter-
ventricular septum measured at different levels below the closed aortic
valve in diastole. This information provides a surgical map to accomplish
myectomy (B) to relieve outflow obstruction while avoiding the complica-
tion of creating a ventricular septal defect.
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Figure 71.8. A, An intraoperative transesophageal echocardiogram in
the long-axis view taken with blood pressure (94/55 mm Hg) demon-
strates systolic anterior motion, septal hypertrophy, left ventricular
outflow tract turbulence, and prominent mitral regurgitation jet.
B, Following administration of neosynephrine, blood pressures rises
to 150/85 mm Hg, and systolic anterior motion and mitral regurgitation
are markedly reduced. The surgeon was advised that a successful
myectomy would relieve or reduce mitral regurgitation.
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mid to late systole. There is no apical cavity separated from
the basal left ventricle, which distinguishes cavity obliteration
from true mid-ventricular obstruction. The Doppler profile
of cavity obliteration is often unique. A narrow late peak is
observed when using continuous wave Doppler through the LV
cavity.
RV

LV

LA
RA

Figure 71.9. A mid-systolic frame of the left ventricular cavity showing
opposition of the septum and the lateral wall at the mid-ventricular level.
Note a distinct apical cavity is separated from the basal cavity.
Nonobstructive Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Asymmetric hypertrophy distributed to segments other than the
upper IVS and absence of SAM characterize this group
of patients. Increased free wall thickness associated with a hyper-
dynamic left ventricle are characteristic features. Evidence
of cavity obliteration with a characteristic spectral Doppler pro-
file is frequently present. A subset of patients have a more pro-
nounced hypertrophy involving the LV apex, which results in a
diagnosis of AAH. These patients are often discovered through
an abnormal electrocardiogram that shows deep symmetric neg-
ative T-waves.

AAH with normal basal segments was first described in Japan.
This differs from AAH observed in Caucasians, in whom some
hypertrophy is observed at the base, with apical hypertrophy being
more pronounced. It appears that the Japanese variety is more
benign, with reported regression of AAH in some patients.
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Prognostic Implications of Echocardiographic
Findings
Observational studies have implicated a higher risk of sudden death
in children and young adults with maximum focal hypertrophy.
Although the magnitude of the outflow gradient is not considered
of prognostic import, it has been reported that the prognosis of
patients following successful myectomy appears to be a lower risk
of sudden death. Finally, the transition from hypertrophic to dilated
cardiomyopathy as an end-stage phenomenon has been described,
but this transition is uncommon.

Doppler Assessment of Diastolic Function
Although HCM is the poster child for heart failure with preserved
systolic function, the Doppler parameters commonly recommended
for diagnosis of advanced diastolic dysfunction are disappointingly
inaccurate. Thus, the mitral inflow E/annular e0 ratio has poor cor-
relation with left atrial pressure in HCM. Similarly, parameters of
impaired relaxation are inconsistent despite massive hypertrophy.

THE RIGHT VENTRICLE
A small proportion of patients may exhibit hypertrophy of the right
ventricular infundibulum and moderator band. Isolated hypertro-
phy of the right ventricular myocardium without involvement of
the left ventricle is extremely rare. Right ventricular outflow tract
obstruction that results in infundibular pulmonary stenosis exhibits
a characteristic mid to late peaking Doppler profile. Right ventric-
ular outflow tract obstruction is rare and may be observed in less
than 5% of HCM patients. When present, the features of HCM
on the left heart chambers are invariably present.
CONCLUSION
Echocardiography is the most accurate method to assess various
anatomic and functional abnormalities associated with HCM.
In patients with a poor transthoracic window, transesophageal
echocardiography nearly always provides diagnostic assessment.
Neither cardiac catheterization (including left ventriculography)
nor other imaging modalities are necessary for diagnostic ass-
essment. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging may have a role
in assessing the degree of fibrosis, which may reflect a poor
prognosis.
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TREATMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF
OBSTRUCTIVE HYPERTROPHIC
CARDIOMYOPATHY
Dynamic left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction is an
important clinical feature of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
(HCM). Resting or provocable LVOT obstruction occurs in 70%
of patients with HCM.1 The presence of LVOT obstruction at rest,
which is traditionally defined as an LVOT gradient of 30 mmHg or
more at rest, is associated with a twofold increase in the risk of
HCM-related death.2 Pharmacotherapy is the initial option for
patients with symptoms that are attributable to resting or provoc-
able LVOT obstruction.3 However, in patients who have severe
symptoms or who become intolerant of medications, invasive sep-
tal reduction therapy can be considered.3 The relative advantages
and disadvantages of the different invasive interventions are out-
lined in Chapter 69.

Medical treatment is optimized by monitoring symptom
response to pharmacotherapy and by performing serial echocardio-
graphic and Doppler studies to measure the LVOT gradient.3 The
LVOT gradient can be documented by the continuous wave (CW)
Doppler technique.3,4 If the LVOT gradient at rest is less than
30 mm Hg, and the patient’s symptoms are suggestive of underly-
ing obstruction, then different methods of provocation can be used
to detect if there is an inducible LVOT gradient. Potential tech-
niques for eliciting provocable LVOT obstruction and determining
the response to therapy include exercise (treadmill testing is
favored because it is the most physiologic form of exercise), the
Valsalva maneuver, or inhalation of amyl nitrite.1,3,4

PHARMACOLOGIC THERAPY
Beta-blockers are the first-line agents in the management of symp-
tomatic obstructive HCM (class I recommendation of the American
College of Cardiology Foundation [ACCF]/American Heart Asso-
ciation [AHA] guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of hyper-
trophic cardiomyopathy).3 The overall decrease in myocardial
contractility due to β-blockade therapy leads to a reduction in the
left ventricular (LV) ejection velocity, which causes the delayed
onset of mitral leaflet systolic anterior motion (SAM), which results
in a decrease in the degree of LVOT obstruction. Verapamil can be
used in patients with HCM who are unresponsive to or who have
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side effects with or contraindications to β-blockers.3 However,
verapamil should be used very cautiously in patients with high
LVOT gradients, advanced heart failure, or sinus bradycardia.3

In particular, in the setting of severe LVOT obstruction, an elevated
pulmonary artery wedge pressure, and low systemic blood pressure,
the non-dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (verapamil and
diltiazem) may trigger an increase in the severity of the LVOT
obstruction and precipitate pulmonary edema.3

Disopyramide is highly effective in the management of patients
with obstructive HCM.3,5,6 This drug has significant negative
inotropic properties that decrease SAM and the magnitude of
LVOT obstruction.3 If patients have persistent symptoms despite
monotherapy with β-blockers or verapamil, disopyramide can be
introduced (class IIa recommendation of the ACCF/AHA hypertro-
phic cardiomyopathy guideline).3 Data from experienced HCM
centers have demonstrated that disopyramide can be safely admin-
istered on a long-term basis.5,6 The addition of disopyramide results
in an improvement in cardiac symptoms and a significant reduction
in the LVOT gradient at rest.5,6
SURGICAL MYECTOMY
For patients with obstructive HCM and symptoms that are unre-
sponsive to medical therapy, surgical septal myectomy is consid-
ered the preferred treatment for patients who are acceptable
surgical candidates.3 The myectomy is performed using a
Pre

A

B

Pre

Figure 72.1. Intraoperative transesophageal findings before and after surgic
dimensional and color Doppler imaging, pre- (left) and postmyectomy (right). B
in the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT), and an eccentric posterior jet of mitr
site is denoted by the white arrows. The outflow tract has widened, the post
flow in the LVOT. There is residual trace central mitral regurgitation and trac
measured in the transgastric view with the continuous wave Doppler beam p
LVOT gradient following myectomy. See corresponding video clips.
transaortic approach and involves the resection of the hypertro-
phied basal (to mid) ventricular septum; it results in the enlarge-
ment of the outflow tract and leads to decreased SAM of the
mitral valve and abolition of the LVOT obstruction.3 Surgical
myectomy produces substantial symptomatic improvement and
leads to excellent postoperative long-term survival.3,6,7 Preopera-
tive echocardiographic examination includes comprehensive trans-
thoracic imaging to characterize the degree and extent of septal
hypertrophy, SAM, and the magnitude of LVOT obstruction.3,4

The presence of independent mitral valve disease, structural abnor-
malities of the mitral apparatus, concomitant aortic valve disease,
additional levels of obstruction (such as at the mid-ventricular level
or in the right ventricular outflow tract), and ventricular function
should also be established.3,4

Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) im-
proves the safety and efficacy of surgical myectomy by guiding the
surgical intervention, assessing the immediate results of the muscle
resection, and excluding potential complications (Fig. 72.1 and
Video 72.1, A-G).8 TEE identifies the maximum thickness of the
septum, the distance of the maximum septal thickness from the aor-
tic annulus, the location of the point of contact between the anterior
mitral leaflet and the septum, and the LVOT gradient.4 The length
of septal hypertrophy is measured from the base of the right
coronary cusp of the aortic valve (mid-esophageal long-axis view),
with the targeted length of subaortic muscle resection at 1 cm
below the point of anterior mitral leaflet–septal contact. The
LVOT gradient can be obtained by transgastric imaging with
Post

Post

al myectomy. A, Mid-esophageal long-axis view (130 degrees) with two-
efore the procedure, there is upper septal hypertrophy, color turbulence

al regurgitation (left). Following subaortic muscle resection, the myectomy
erior-directed mitral regurgitant jet has disappeared, and there is laminar
e aortic regurgitation (right). B, Pre- and postmyectomy LVOT gradients
arallel to the LVOT and aortic valve. Note the significant decrease in the
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the CW Doppler beam aligned parallel to the outflow tract (see
Fig. 72.1). Furthermore, intrinsic abnormalities of the mitral valve,
mitral apparatus, and papillary muscles are well visualized and can
be corrected at the time of surgery.4,9 Mitral regurgitation in
patients with obstructive HCM is predominantly secondary to ante-
rior mitral leaflet SAM and is characterized by a posteriorly
directed jet occurring in mid to late systole (see Fig. 72.1).8,10

The presence of a nonposterior jet of mitral regurgitation suggests
an underlying intrinsic abnormality of the mitral leaflets or mitral
apparatus (e.g., mitral valve prolapse, mitral annular calcifica-
tion).10 Posteriorly directed mitral regurgitation due to SAM can
generally be relieved with isolated myectomy without the require-
ment for replacement of the mitral valve.7,10 Immediately follow-
ing surgical excision of the basal septum and after cardiopulmonary
bypass, intraoperative TEE imaging provides real-time feedback
about the adequacy of the myectomy and ascertains if there is
hemodynamically important residual obstruction or residual mitral
regurgitation (see Fig. 72.1 and Video 72.1, E-G).8,11 The presence
of significant ongoing SAM-related mitral regurgitation can be
addressed by further surgical debulking.11 Detection of operative
complications, such as iatrogenic ventricular septal defects, left
ventricular dysfunction, or aortic regurgitation is also crucial to
allow for additional surgical intervention(s).4,11
Figure 72.2. Pre- (left) and post- (right) surgical myectomy. In the postoperat
mid-septum at the site of muscle resection is observed (white arrows), resultin
preoperative left ventricular outflow tract gradient at rest of 100 mm Hg.

A B

Figure 72.3. Iatrogenic ventricular septal defect (VSD) following surgical mye
apical 4-chamber view with color Doppler demonstrating a small iatrogenic VS
seen in an iatrogenic VSD after a myectomy). B, Shunting from left to right
imaging. The patient has done well in the 6 years following surgery. See cor
Two-dimensional echocardiographic and Doppler studies have
had a long established role in the management of patients following
myectomy.3,12 Multiple studies have demonstrated significant
symptomatic improvement and a significant reduction in the LVOT
gradient at rest following myectomy.3,5,7,9 Specific potential find-
ings in patients in the postoperative setting (both in the acute and
chronic period) include thinning of the basal (to mid) septum at
the site of the muscle resection (Fig. 72.2),12 a ventricular septal
defect (in<1% of patients) (Fig. 72.3 and Video 72.3, A-D),3 septal
perforator flow, and aortic regurgitation. Septal perforator flow
consists of diastolic color flow directed from the proximal septum
to the LVOT and is due to surgically incised septal perforator
branches communicating with the LV cavity.13 Aortic regurgitation
can develop after myectomy (at least mild aortic regurgitation was
seen in 27% of patients in two different series) and is generally well
tolerated.14,15

ALCOHOL SEPTAL ABLATION
Alcohol septal ablation involves the selective injection of alcohol
into a septal perforator branch of the left anterior descending artery
via a percutaneous approach.16 Developed as an alternative to sur-
gical myectomy and indicated when surgical risk is considered
ive setting (both in the acute and chronic period), thinning of the basal and
g in significant widening of the outflow tract and abolition of the patient’s

ctomy, which was not identified in the operating room. A, Transthoracic
D (in this case, the location of the defect was more distal than is typically
with a gradient of 62 mm Hg as detected by continuous wave Doppler
responding video clips.
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excessive, the aim of the procedure is to produce a localized myo-
cardial infarction of the hypertrophied basal septum. The targeted
infarction causes focal thinning of the septum, subsequent widen-
ing of the LVOT, and relief of the LVOT obstruction.17 Multiple
centers have demonstrated that alcohol septal ablation can safely
and effectively reduce the LVOT gradient in patients with obstruc-
tive HCM with very good short- and long-term outcomes.5,18
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Figure 72.4. Intraprocedural transthoracic echocardiography during alcoho
imaging before alcohol septal ablation, demonstrating asymmetric septal hyp
into the first septal perforator of the left anterior descending artery, contrast
leaflet–septal contact. E and F, Pre- and postalcohol septal ablation left ventr
significant acute decrease in the left ventricular outflow tract gradient at rest
Intraprocedural transthoracic echocardiography plays an impor-
tant role in the guidance and monitoring of alcohol septal ablation
(Fig. 72.4 and Video 72.4, A).3,4,19 The injection of an echocardio-
graphic contrast agent into the proposed target septal branch is per-
formed to delineate the vascular territory supplied by the septal
vessel. The supplied territory demonstrates increased echodensity
with the administration of the echocardiographic contrast agent.4
FF
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l septal ablation. A and C, Baseline transthoracic two-dimensional apical
ertrophy.B andD, With the injection of echocardiographic contrast agent
opacifies the upper ventricular septum, adjacent to the point of anterior
icular outflow tract gradients. Following the injection of ethanol, there is a
. See corresponding video clips.
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Alternatively, an agitated radiographic contrast agent can also be
used to provide myocardial opacification.19 The extent of myocar-
dial opacification of both the target and nontarget regions should be
determined using multiple transthoracic views, including apical 4-
and 3-chamber views and parasternal long- and short-axis views.4

Intraprocedural TEE has also been employed to guide alcohol sep-
tal ablation.4 The optimal target territory of the basal septum is the
site of contact between the anterior mitral leaflet and the septum,
which is adjacent to the region of maximal flow acceleration and
color turbulence in the outflow tract.4 The absence of opacification
in any myocardial regions remote from the basal septum (nontarget
sites) must also be ensured before the intracoronary injection of
alcohol. If the septal branch supplies other territories (such as the
left ventricular free wall or apex, right ventricular free wall, or a
papillary muscle), another septal perforator branch should be
selected, and injection of the echocardiographic contrast agent
should be repeated with the new target vessel.20 If no appropriate
septal branch is found, this procedure should then be abandoned.4

The use of intraprocedural contrast echocardiography results in
improved procedural and patient outcomes by limiting the infarct to
the targeted region of interest. Advantages include shorter interven-
tion and fluoroscopy times, fewer occluded vessels, less ethanol
use, a smaller infarct size, a lower likelihood of heart block, and
a higher likelihood of success.4,19,20 Intraprocedural echocardiog-
raphy also permits real-time assessment of procedural success.
The area infarcted by the alcohol infusion demonstrates increased
echogenicity and reflectivity, with reduced thickening and ex-
cursion (see Fig. 72.4 and Video 72.4, B). The degree of SAM,
SAM-related mitral regurgitation, and the dynamic LVOT gradient
are reduced following alcohol injection.17 Significant predictors of
an unsatisfactory outcome following alcohol septal ablation are the
presence of an ongoing LVOT gradient at rest of 25 mmHg or more
in the cardiac catheterization laboratory and a lower rise in the peak
creatine kinase level (<1300 U/L) following the procedure.21

Serial echocardiographic and Doppler studies are an important
component of the long-term follow-up of patients after alcohol sep-
tal ablation. Although there is generally an immediate and sus-
tained elimination of the LVOT gradient in patients who undergo
surgery at experienced centers,3 there is often a triphasic hemody-
namic response following alcohol septal ablation.22,23 This tripha-
sic response consists of the following: (1) an immediate reduction
in the LVOT gradient following the injection of alcohol (see
Fig. 72.4); (2) an early rebound increase in the LVOT gradient
(a few days following the procedure); and (3) a gradual decline
in the magnitude of LVOT obstruction (with progressive reduction
in both the resting and provocable LVOT gradients).23 Longer term
benefits arise from progressive septal thinning, favorable remodel-
ing of the outflow tract,23,24 and an improvement in diastolic
function.25
DUAL-CHAMBER PACING
Dual-chamber pacing may be useful in a small subset of patients for
the relief of symptoms attributable to LVOT obstruction. It may be
considered in patients with significant comorbidities for whom
both surgical septal myectomy and alcohol septal ablation are con-
sidered to have unacceptable risks, or in patients who already have
an implanted dual-chamber pacing device for other reasons.3 If
dual-chamber pacing is initiated, echocardiography allows for
the assessment of changes to the LVOT gradient following inter-
vention and assists with the selection of the most optimal atrioven-
tricular delay to minimize the LVOT gradient.4

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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TABLE 73.1 Clinical Screening Strategy (12-Lead Electrocardiogram
and Echocardiography) for Relatives of Patients with Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy

Age Group of
Relative(s) Interval for Screening

Age <12 years
(children)

Optional, unless one of the following is present:
Malignant family history of premature HCM-

related death (or other adverse complications)
Patient is competitive athlete in intense training

program
Onset of symptoms or other clinical suspicion of

early left ventricular hypertrophy
Age 12 to 18-21
years*
(adolescents)

Every 1-18 months

Age>18-21 (adults) At least every 5 years, or
At onset of symptoms
More frequent intervals in families with a

malignant clinical course or late-onset HCM

*Age range takes into consideration individual variability in achieving
physical maturity. Initial evaluation should occur no later than early
pubescence.

HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Adapted from Maron BJ, Gardin JM, Flack JM, et al. Prevalence of
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in a general population of young adults.
Echocardiographic analysis of 4111 subjects in the CARDIA study.
Circulation 1995;92:785-789; and Maron BJ, Seidman JG, Seidman
CE. Proposal for contemporary screening strategies in families with
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. J Am Coll Cardiol 2004;44:2125-2132.
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a common genetic cardiac
disorder.1,2 HCM is characterized by heterogeneity in its genetic
causes and variability in its phenotypic expression.1 The prevalence
of HCM is approximately 1 in 500 (0.2%) in the general popula-
tion.3 The screening of first-degree relatives of patients with
HCM is recommended, and it is a very important aspect of the over-
all management of patients with this condition.1 Because HCM has
an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance, the offspring of
patients with definite HCMhave a 50% chance of inheriting amuta-
tion and developing this condition.1,2 The recognition of HCM in
family members is particularly imperative because HCM is associ-
ated with the risk of sudden cardiac death. This devastating event
occurs at a rate of approximately 1% per year in patients with
HCM and is more likely to strike young individuals.1,2,4

The phenotypic expression of HCM is not common in children.
Patients who present with HCM in childhood or adolescence have a
more malignant clinical course compared with contemporary adult
cohorts.4,5 In terms of the incidence of HCM in children, one study
from Australia reported an annual incidence of HCM of 0.32 per
100,000 young children.6 Data from the prospective cohort of
the North American Pediatric Cardiomyopathy Registry showed
an incidence of 4.7 per 1 million children.7 However, the diagnosed
cases of HCM in both these studies also included children with mal-
formation syndromes, neuromuscular disorders, or inborn errors of
metabolism, which are conditions that are generally excluded from
the definition of familial HCM in adult patients.1,6,7

GENETICS OF HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
HCM is caused by a mutation in at least one of the genes that
encode cardiac sarcomeric proteins or sarcomere-associated pro-
teins.1 There are at least eight genes known to definitely cause
HCM: β-myosin heavy chain (MYH7), myosin binding protein C
(MYBPC3), troponin T (TNNT2), troponin I (TNNI3), α-
tropomyosin (TPM1), α-actin (ACTC1), myosin regulatory light
chain (MYL2), and essential light chain (MYL3).1 There are other
genes linked to HCM, but they have less evidence for associated
pathogenicity.1 Over the past 2 decades, more than 1400 mutations
(mainly missense mutations) have been detected in patients with
HCM.1,2,8 HCM that is caused by a mutation of the sarcomeric
proteins is distinct from other inherited causes of left ventricular
hypertrophy (LVH) that are related to storage diseases (e.g., Fabry
disease) or malformation syndromes and/or multisystem disorders
(e.g., Noonan syndrome).1

GENETIC TESTING IN HYPERTROPHIC
CARDIOMYOPATHY
For the past decade, genetic testing by automated DNA sequencing
has grown beyond research laboratories and is now being offered
by a number of commercial genetic testing services.8 The yield
of a positive genetic result in a proband (i.e., index patient with
HCM) is approximately 50% because all genes causing HCM have
not yet been identified and are absent from testing panels.8 A pos-
itive genotype is more likely to be found in individuals with a
known family history of HCM.1 Furthermore, the type of septal
morphology on echocardiography is associated with the detection
of a genetic defect; one large study showed that the yield of genetic
testing was 79% in patients with a reverse septal curvature mor-
phology (i.e., predominant midseptal convexity toward the left
ventricular [LV] cavity) versus 8% in patients with a sigmoid septal
morphology.9

The current American College of Cardiology Foundation
(ACCF)/American Heart Association (AHA) guideline for diagno-
sis and treatment of HCM advocates genetic testing for HCM and
other causes of unexplained LVH in patients with an atypical pre-
sentation of HCM or when another genetic condition is suspected.1

This document also considers it reasonable (i.e., classified as a class
IIa recommendation) to perform genetic testing for HCM in the
index patient to facilitate the diagnosis of affected first-degree fam-
ily members (i.e., cascade [generational] testing and/or predictive
testing), particularly if relatives have negative or indeterminate
results from clinical testing.1,8 If a pathogenic mutation is docu-
mented in the proband, then first-degree relatives can be offered
genetic testing. If no disease-causing mutation is found or if a
sequence of uncertain significance is reported, then ongoing
genetic screening of family members usually cannot proceed.8

Patients who undergo genetic testing should also receive genetic
counseling.1 Due to the limitations of genetic testing, the preferred
initial approach to screening family members remains clinical test-
ing with electrocardiography (ECG) and cardiac imaging.8
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLINICAL SCREENING
Clinical screening is indicated in first-degree relatives of patients
with HCM (Table 73.1) (class I recommendation of the ACCF/
AHA guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of HCM).1 Clinical
screening consists of 12-lead ECG and transthoracic echocardiog-
raphy. Because HCM does not usually present in childhood, screen-
ing in children younger than age 12 years is generally reserved for
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the following circumstances: a malignant family history of prema-
ture HCM-related death; the child is a competitive athlete in an
intense training program; or the child develops symptoms or other
clinical suspicion of early LVH.1,2,10 Screening of all first-degree
relatives of probands with HCM should otherwise start at age
12 years and should be repeated every 12 to 18 months until phys-
ical maturity is achieved (generally between the ages of 18 and
21 years). After the age of 21 years, screening should be repeated
with the onset of any cardiac symptoms or at least every 5 years.1

There is no clear age at which clinical screening should end because
there may be delayed penetrance of this condition, and a significant
proportion of patients with HCM are diagnosed at an older age.1,2

Family members who are found to be genotype-positive and remain
phenotype-negative should undergo the same serial clinical inves-
tigations as described previously (i.e., clinical assessment, ECG,
and echocardiography at 12- to 18-month intervals until the end
of adolescence, every 5 years in adults) to monitor for the onset
of the clinical expression of HCM.1

Clinical and Electrocardiographic Assessment
Symptoms attributable to underlying HCMmay include chest pain,
dyspnea, presyncope, or syncope.1,2 These symptoms are particu-
larly noteworthy in younger relatives, but they may not be specific
for underlying HCM in older patients.11 The multiple physical
signs that have been associated with HCM occur predominantly
in individuals with overt HCM.12 Pathologic changes on the 12-
lead ECG are evident in approximately 75% to 95% of patients with
definite HCM.1 The most common ECG findings in patients with
overt HCM are repolarization abnormalities and ECG criteria for
LVH (using Romhilt-Estes score of �4).13 ECG changes in rela-
tives may appear before the onset of hypertrophy on echocardiog-
raphy.11,14 In first-degree adult relatives, suspicious ECG results
include ECG criteria for LVH, repolarization changes, prominent
T-wave inversion, or abnormal Q waves.11,15,16

Echocardiographic Assessment
The morphologic diagnosis of overt HCM is based on the presence
of a hypertrophied and nondilated left ventricle in the absence of
another cardiac or systemic disease capable of producing the mag-
nitude of hypertrophy evident in a patient (usually �15 mm in
adults).1 The diagnosis of HCM is made in children and adolescents
in the presence of a wall thickness of more than 2 SDs from the
mean value corrected for body surface area.17,18 All myocardial
segments should be assessed for evidence of hypertrophy at these
screening examinations.19 However, in affected adult family mem-
bers with HCM, the magnitude of hypertrophy may be less than
15 mm.1 Some genotyped patients may be HCM gene carriers with-
out evidence of hypertrophy.1,11,19

Assessment by Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging is indicated in
patients with suspected HCM when the echocardiogram is techni-
cally challenging or inconclusive for the diagnosis of HCM.1,19

However, CMR could be considered in situations in which addi-
tional testing (e.g., ECG abnormalities) raises the suspicion of
HCM despite a normal echocardiogram.19

FINDINGS IN HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
GENE CARRIERS

Echocardiographic Studies
The era of molecular genetics has led to the recognition of a subset
of individuals who have an HCM-associated mutation but who
have not yet manifested hypertrophy.1,19 These patients expand
the clinical spectrum of HCM and show that any LV wall thickness
can be consistent with having HCM.1 Multiple studies have
assessed echocardiographic abnormalities in these genotype-
positive and/or phenotype-negative (or LVH negative) patients.
Using tissue Doppler imaging (TDI), Nagueh et al. showed that
TDI systolic and early diastolic (Ea) velocities were reduced in
genotype-positive and/or phenotype-negative patients.20 Specific
cutoff values in these TDI velocities showed 100% sensitivity
and 90% or more specificity in predicting gene-positive HCM car-
riers. Subsequent studies have shown significant overlap in the TDI
systolic and Ea velocities between the genotype-positive and/or
phenotype-negative and control groups.21–23 However, two of these
studies showed that TDI Ea velocities and other echocardiographic
findings (hyperdynamic LV function21 and the wall thickness
ratio23) were highly specific in identifying mutation carriers. In
terms of the use of strain imaging to ascertain preclinical HCM,
one study showed no difference in global longitudinal strain in
genotype-positive and/or phenotype-negative patients compared
with control individuals.24 Because of the preceding data, abnormal
findings with TDI do not establish the diagnosis of HCM, but can be
beneficial in recognizing those who may benefit from closer
monitoring.

Other Morphologic Abnormalities in
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Gene Carriers
There are a number of findings on CMR that have been reported in
genotype-positive patients before the development of pathologic
hypertrophy. Myocardial crypts localized predominantly in the
inferior septum have been documented in genotype-positive and/
or phenotype-negative patients.19,25,26 Elongated (or redundant)
mitral valve leaflets have been associated with patients with
HCM.11,27 CMR imaging has shown a longer length of the anterior
mitral leaflet in genotype-positive and/or LVH-negative patients
(compared with control individuals).28 Although there are no sys-
tematic data that demonstrate an increased incidence of scar forma-
tion (delineated by late gadolinium enhancement on CMR) in
patients with preclinical HCM, there are published reports of late
gadolinium enhancement in gene-positive patients without
hypertrophy.29
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74 Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
Steven A. Goldstein, MD
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a primary disease of car-
diac muscle characterized by a hypertrophied, nondilated left ven-
tricle unassociated with other cardiac diseases that can reasonably
account for the magnitude of hypertrophy present.1 The distribution
of left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), the hallmark of HCM,
occurs in many patterns within the ventricle.2,3 Relatively uncom-
mon, apical HCM is a unique subtype of HCM in which the LVH
involves predominantly the apex.4–9 Particularly common in Asia,
this variant has been reported in up to 41% of HCM patients in
China,10,11 up to 30% in Japan,12–14 and up to 38% in Korea.15

In non-Asian populations, it has been observed in 1% to
14%2,16–23 (Table 74.1).

Sakamoto and colleagues, in 1976, first described symmetrical
apical hypertrophy based on the appearance of the left ventricle on
M-mode echo in patients with giant negative T-waves in the pre-
cordial leads4 (Fig. 74.1). Yamaguchi and associates described
its configuration on end-diastolic ventriculography in the right
anterior oblique projection.5 This configuration was nicknamed
“spadelike” because the LV cavity in this projection resembled
the “spade” in playing cards.

In contrast to most other forms of HCM, apical HCM was ini-
tially thought to be a benign condition, especially in Asians, in
whom cardiovascular morbidity was reportedly rare.* However,
early studies included relatively small sample sizes, and in recent
years, especially in Western populations, this condition has been
reported to be less benign than previously thought. Recent case
reports have described an association of apical HCMs with ventric-
ular arrhythmias, sudden death, and apical aneurysms.† Despite
these complications, apical HCM is still generally characterized
by a benign clinical course with a favorable long-term prognosis.
MORPHOLOGY AND ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
FEATURES
The criteria for the diagnosis of apical HCM include the demonstra-
tion of asymmetric LVH confined to the most distal portion of the
left ventricular apex below the papillary muscles, usually circum-
ferential, with an apical wall thickness at least 15 mm and a ratio
of maximal apical to posterior wall thickness of 1.5 or greater at
end-diastole (Box 74.1,16,17 Fig. 74.2). This morphology can be
identified by echocardiography, ventriculography, computed
tomography, and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The most readily available of these, noncontrast echocardiography,
typically provides an appreciation of this unusual distribution of
ventricular hypertrophy (Videos 74.1 through 74.4){

HCM is best visualized from the apical four-chamber view and
apical short-axis views. Identification of apical HCM requires good
endocardial definition so as to demonstrate the characteristic fea-
tures of this disorder, thickened apical walls and obliteration of
the apical cavity during systole. Apical HCM may escape echocar-
diographic detection because the thickness of the left ventricular
wall is not significantly increased at the basal and papillary muscle
levels. The parasternal long-axis and short-axis views may appear
normal. Moreover, the likelihood of overlooking this condition is
increased in the face of inadequate image quality, especially when
a low-frequency transducer is used for scanning.33 Several maneu-
vers can be used to identify an apical HCM when it is not apparent
on routine clinical examination (Box 74.2). The first is to use rel-
atively shallow focal depths and high-frequency transducers. Sec-
ond, color flow Doppler imaging from the apex, at a relatively low
Nyquist limit, can demonstrate the blood pool–tissue boundary and
therefore the narrowing of the left ventricular cavity at the apex.
Ultimately, contrast echocardiography, using transpulmonary
{References 2, 5–8, 27, 28, 32.



TABLE 74.1 Comparison of Incidence of Apical HCM among Patients with HCM in Asian versus Western Populations

Author Year Total HCM Apical HCM % Ref

ASIAN

Japan Sakamoto 2001 — 126 15% 12
Japan Kitaoka 2003 100 15 15% 13
Japan Nasermoaddeli 2007 1605 532 33% 19
Japan Kubo 2009 264 80 30% 14
China Ho 2004 118 49 41% 10
China Yan 2012 1320 208 16% 11
Taiwan Lee 2006 163 40 25% 23
Korea Moon 2011 1204 454 38% 15

WESTERN

Louie 1987 965 23 2% 16
Klues 1995 600 7 1% 2
Eriksson 2002 — 105 7% 17
Kitaoka 2003 361 10 3% 13
Gruner 2011 429 61 14% 21
Klarich 2013 2662 210 7.9% 22

HCM, Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

Figure 74.1. ECG of this patient illustrates left ventricular hypertrophy with prominent T-wave inversion.

Box 74.1 Two-Dimensional Echocardiographic Criteria for Diagnosing Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy

1. Hypertrophy predominantly confined to the left ventricular (LV) apex
2. Maximal wall thickness within apical segments
3. Hypertrophy may extend from the apex to the level of the papillary

muscle
4. Absence of significant hypertrophy at the basal level

5. Hypertrophy may be present in the basal septum or other basal
segment, if there is no evidence of LV outflow tract obstruction

6. Wall thickness at least 15 mm and ratio of apical to posterior wall
thickness 1.5 or greater
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Figure 74.2. Diagram of the left ventricle in longitudinal (upper row) and short-axis/cross-sectional (lower row) illustrating the variable distribution of
hypertrophy in a normal ventricle (A), three subtypes of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (B-D), and concentric hypertrophy (E). Examples C and D show
the distribution at basal and apical levels. Note the similarity of this diagram to the MRI of a patient in Fig. 74.3. ASH, Asymmetric septal hypertrophy;
LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy.

Box 74.2 Echo Techniques to Improve Detection of Apical
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy

Carefully aligned (non-foreshortened) apical images
Use of apical short-axis views
Use of color Doppler focused on the left ventricular apex
Use of high-frequency transducers with focusing at the apex
Intravenous contrast echocardiography
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agents to opacify the left ventricle, may confirm the presence of
apical HCM.12,30,34–42 With good opacification of the left ventric-
ular cavity with contrast, the true extent of hypertrophy can be eas-
ily appreciated and the abnormal contour of the left ventricular
cavity documented.

Although echocardiography usually identifies the presence of api-
cal HCM, it can still be overlooked, particularly if adequate images of
A

Figure 74.3. Cross-sectional views of the left ventricle by magnetic resonanc
size at the base (A) and the marked thickness and tiny cavity at the apex (B
the apexare not obtained. Inpatientswith a clinical suspicion ofHCM
(e.g., “giant” precordial T-wave inversions) and suboptimal echocar-
diographic images, the use of contrast echocardiography as
mentioned, or MRI, should be considered. (Figs. 74.3 and
74.4)22,33,43–48 In fact, there have been reports of cases where cardiac
MRI has detected apical HCM unrecognized by echocardiography.
Cardiac MRI provides a large field of view and high blood-to-
myocardiumcontrast,which is ideal for consistent and accurate imag-
ing of the apex. In addition, cardiac MRI can identify the presence of
apicalaneurysms.20Transesophageal echocardiographyhasalsobeen
used to diagnose apicalHCMwhen standard transthoracic echocardi-
ography has been suboptimal.49 Finally, sarcomere protein gene
mutations have been found in up to 47% of patients with apical
HCM (Table 74.2).18,21,50 Therefore, genetic testingmay also be use-
ful for evaluating patients with suspected apical HCM by helping to
confirm the diagnosis in borderline cases, exclude disease in others,
and identify family members who are carriers with a negative
phenotype and may develop the disease later in life.21,51
B

e imaging in a different patient illustrating the normal thickness and cavity
).



Figure 74.4. Magnetic resonance imaging (horizontal plane) illustrates
the characteristic spadelike appearance of this patient (same as
Fig. 74.3) with apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

TABLE 74.2 Positive Genotypes in Three Apical HCM Cohorts

Arad
et al50

Binder
et al18

Gruner
et al21

No. of probands with apical HCM 15 37 61
Percentage with positive genotype 47% 30% 13%
Percentage with positive family

history for HCM
40% 22% 16%

HCM, Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

Box 74.3 Masqueraders of Apical Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy

Hypertrophied papillary muscles
Noncompaction cardiomyopathy
Apical thrombus
Left ventricular tumor
Hypereosinophilic syndrome

IVS
PM PM

IVS
PM PM

Pure-apical form Distal-dominant form

Figure 74.5. Diagram of the left ventricle illustrates the two subtypes of
apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy: Pure (isolated) apical form on the
left and distal-dominant (“mixed”) form on the right.

TABLE 74.3 Prevalence of Apical Aneurysms among Patients with
Apical HCM

Author Year
Apical
HCM

Apical
Aneurysm % Reference

Nakamura 1992 198 20 10% 54
Matsubara 2003 59 12 20% 55
Fattori 2010 13 4 31% 45
Chen 2011 47 14 30% 53
Klarich 2013 193 29* 15% 22

*Included 6 patients with apical aneurysm and 23 patients with apical
“pouch” (apical dilatation and hypokinesis).

HCM, Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

Apical HCM Apical HCM with outpouching,
no aneurysm

Apical HCM with
aneurysm

Figure 74.6. Proposed continuum of morphologic features of apical
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) at end-systole from an apical slit
to an outpouching at the apex to an aneurysm. LA, Left atrium; LV, left
ventricle. (Modified from Binder J, Attenhofer Jost CH, Klarich KW, et al.
Apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy: prevalence and correlates of apical
outpouching. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2011;24:775-781.)
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Apical HCM must be differentiated from apical cavity obliter-
ation due to thrombus tumor, noncompaction cardiomyopathy, or
hypereosinophilic syndrome. Moreover, a false-positive finding
may result from hypertrophied papillary muscles or a foreshortened
apical four-chamber view that produces the appearance of
increased apical wall thickness due to an oblique cut (Box 74.3).

SUBTYPES
Patients with apical HCM have been subdivided into two subtypes:
(1) a “pure” or “isolated” form, defined as hypertrophy confined to
the apical portion of the left ventricle below the papillary muscle
level; and (2) a “mixed” or “distal dominant” form, in which the
hypertrophy is greatest at the apex but extends to the midventri-
cular septum, usually sparing the most basal portion of the
septum.14–17,52,53 These subgroups are illustrated in Figure 74.5.
APICAL ANEURYSMS
Left ventricular apical aneurysms in the absence of epicardial cor-
onary artery disease have recently been reported to be present in 2%
of all patients with HCM.20 In apical HCM, the incidence of apical
aneurysms has been reported to be much higher, ranging from 10%
to 31%45,54,55 (Table 74.3). These appear as a discrete, thin-walled
dyskinetic or akinetic segment of cavity at the most distal portion of
the left ventricular (LV) chamber with a variable-sized communi-
cation to the main LV cavity. Figure 74.6 illustrates a possible
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continuum of apical abnormalities leading to an apical aneurysm.
The size of apical aneurysms may vary from very small (1 to
2 cm in width) to large (>5 cm).56 Echocardiography may fail to
visualize the apical cavity because of several factors, including
its size and location, poor-quality images from the apical window,
and foreshortened views in which in which the transducer is not at
the true apex. Color Doppler may show systolic flow into the aneu-
rysmal cavity and outflow from the aneurysm in diastole. Cardiac
MRI appears to be superior to two-dimensional echocardiography
for detecting apical aneurysms. In one study, echocardiography
detected only one of four patients with apical aneurysm detected
by MRI.45 Contrast echocardiography is also a useful diagnostic
modality for detecting apical aneurysms. Apical outpouchings
and aneurysms should be sought out because they are associated
with adverse prognoses, including thromboembolic stroke, ventric-
ular arrhythmias, heart failure, and sudden death.17,20,57
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75 Echocardiography in Athletic Preparticipation
Screening

Denise Spiegel, RDCS, Timothy E. Paterick, MD, JD
Ion channelopathies 2%

Aortic rupture 2%

DCM 2%

CHD 2%

ARVD 5%

Myocarditis 5%

CAD 6%

Indeterminate LVH: possible HCM 6%

HCM 30%

Coronary anomalies 19%

Normal heart 10%

Valve disease 7%

Others 4%

Figure 75.1. Pyramid of sudden cardiac death. The frequency of dis-
eases identified in athletes experiencing sudden cardiac death. ARVD,
arrhythmic right ventricular dysplasia; CAD, coronary artery disease;
CHD, coronary heart disease; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; HCM,
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy. (Rep-
rinted with permission from Paterick TE, Jan MF, Paterick ZR, et al. Car-
diac evaluation of collegiate student athletes: a medical and legal
perspective. Am J Med 2012;125:742-752.)
Although guidelines exist for the preparticipation cardiovascular
screening of athletes, a uniform screening system does not exist
in the United States.1,2 The present day screening process is woe-
fully inadequate, with only 25% of 879 college athletic programs
using preparticipation screeners who inquire about at least 9 of
the 12 elements recommended by the American Heart Associa-
tion.3,4 This is despite a recent 5-year data compilation (2004-
2008) from the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
that puts the minimum incidence rate of sudden cardiac death at
1:43,000 student-athletes per year.5 This report also identified
the incidence of sudden athletic field death among black male bas-
ketball players as 1:5743.

SPORTS MEDICINE PHYSICIANS
Physicians involved in athlete eligibility and/or disqualification
decisions must be competent in discerning the distinctions among
a normal heart, an athletic heart, and a structurally abnormal heart
related to genetic defects. Echocardiography can identify the
majority of cardiovascular diseases that lead to athletic field injury
and death. Under the intensity of athletic competition, abnormal
morphology and physiology are the triggers that increase the risk
of sudden cardiac death. The disease states identified in athletes
experiencing sudden cardiac death and their frequency are pre-
sented in Figure 75.1.

THE ATHLETIC HEART
The screening physician must understand the morphologic and
physiologic changes often associated with the normal athletic heart.
Intense athletic training requires cardiovascular accommodation to
attain a state of enhanced cardiac function that results in peak per-
formance. An athletic heart is characterized by complex morpho-
logic and diastolic function changes that historically have been
confusing to the physician.6 The distinction between normal adap-
tive morphology and diastolic function changes associated with
athletic training versus pathophysiologic remodeling associated
with heart disease remains an enigma for physicians who make eli-
gibility and/or disqualification decisions.

A normal athletic heart is associated with cardiac chamber
enlargement, increased left ventricular mass, and mild aortic root
enlargement to compensate for increased stroke volume. These
changes occur with preservation of normal left ventricular filling
pressure to accommodate the stress associated with vigorous ath-
letic activity.7 Myocardial adaptation and performance are unique
characteristics of the individual athlete and are determined by
a complex interplay among the cardiac, vascular, and skeletal
systems.8 The morphologic measurements of the heart must be
indexed to body surface area to identify normal and abnormal
values across a broad spectrum of athletes varying in gender, eth-
nicity, and body surface area.

TRANSTHORACIC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Transthoracic echocardiography allows detection of the structural
changes associated with intense athletic training, which can mimic
many of the features of various cardiovascular diseases. The funda-
mental distinction between normal and abnormal remodeling is the
diastolic function and degree of structural alteration.9 Abnormal
tissue Doppler variables, such as the mitral annulus early diastole
velocity (E0) and the medial annular systolic myocardial velocity
(Sm), are suggestive of myocardial fibrosis similar to delayed gad-
olinium enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging.10

Sensitive Doppler and evolving speckle tracking techniques
make the distinction between athletic heart and disease states
(Fig. 75.2 and Table 75.1).11 Cardiac diastolic function is the critical
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Figure 75.2. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy versus the athletic heart.A, Apical 4-chamber viewwith increased left ventricular wall thickness, normal left
ventricular dimension, andmild dilation of the left atrium in a patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.B, Large left atrium contribution tomitral inflow in
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. C, Systolic peak velocity less than 10 cm/sec and early diastolic velocity less than 16 cm/sec in hypertrophic cardio-
myopathy. D, Apical 4-chamber view demonstrating increased left ventricular wall thickness, a dilated left ventricle, and left atrium in a patient with an
athletic heart.E, Mitral inflowwith normal E/A pattern in an athletic heart. F, Systolic peak velocity more than 10 cm/sec and early diastolic velocity more
than 16 cm/sec in an athletic heart. (Reprinted with permission from Paterick TE, Jan MF, Paterick ZR, et al. Cardiac evaluation of collegiate student
athletes: a medical and legal perspective. Am J Med 2012;125:742-752.)

TABLE 75.1 Echocardiographic Parameters Distinguishing an Athletic
Heart from Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy*

Parameter Athletic Heart
Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy

Left ventricular
(diameter)

Normal, slightly
enlarged

Normal,
decreased

Mitral valve SAM Not present Present
IVS thickness <16 mm >16 mm
IVS/PW thickness ratio <1.3 >1.3
Left ventricular
diastolic function

Normal, enhanced Dynamic

Ejection fraction Normal Depressed
Left atrial volume Increased in proportion

to the other chambers
Mildly increased in
proportionto the
other chambers

Tissue Doppler: Sm >10 cm/sec <10 cm/sec
Em >16 cm/sec <16 cm/sec
Global longitudinal strain <�16% >�16%

*Data extracted from Akova B, Yesilbuna D, Sekir U, et al: Myocardial
performance and aortic elastic properties in elite basketball and soccer
players: relationship with aerobic and anaerobic capacity. J Sports Sci
Med 2005;4:185-194.

Em, early diastolic velocity; IVS, interventricular septum; PW, posterior wall;
SAM, systolic anterior motion; Sm, systolic peak velocity.

Reprinted with permission from Paterick TE, Jan MF, Paterick ZR, et al.
Cardiac evaluation of collegiate student athletes: a medical and legal
perspective. Am J Med 2012;125:742-752.
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factor that distinguishes adaptive remodeling from a genetically
determined phenotypic disease state. Tissue Doppler imaging is
the optimal test for identifying cardiovascular diseases, as proved
by the preclinical diagnosis of mutation-positive hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy independent of morphology. Tissue Doppler imaging
identifies the disease before its phenotypic expression.12 The preclin-
ical diagnosis of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy magnifies the impor-
tance of diastolic function parameters that identify a genetically
abnormal myocardium.
BENEFITS OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
PREPARTICIPATION SCREENING
The quintessential benefit of echocardiographic screening is the
prevention of an athletic field injury or death. There are approx-
imately 400,000 student-athletes at the NCAA Division 1, 2, and
3 levels. The annual rate of sudden cardiac death in competitive
college athletes is 1:43,000. Approximately 10 collegiate ath-
letes die on the athletic field per year. A limited screening echo-
cardiogram costing $100 per student-athlete would bring the cost
of screening to $40 million per year. A limited echocardiogram
would include screening for morphologic abnormalities, such as
increased wall thickness, increased chamber dimension, dilation
of the ascending aorta, bicuspid aortic valve, mitral valve
prolapse, and other valvular abnormalities, using parasternal
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long- and short-axis views and apical 4- and 5-chamber views. In
addition, diastolic abnormalities would be searched for with tis-
sue Doppler imaging. This identification of structural heart dis-
ease would potentially save lives. According to methodologies
for calculating the value of a statistical year of life, if screening
saved 10 lives per year, it would yield an estimated benefit of
$61 to $78 million. Using the most conservative estimate, this
calculus would result in a cost/benefit ratio of screening to
$21 million in the United States.13
Figure 75.3. Pulse wave D

Figure 75.4. Tissue Doppler i
CHAPTER APPLICATION
Study Videos 75.1-75.3 and the Doppler data in Figures 75.3 and
75.4 to determine eligibility for screening athletes.

CONCLUSIONS
Echocardiographic preparticipation screening has the potential to
identify the etiologies of sudden cardiac death and prognosticate
oppler of mitral inflow.

maging of medial annulus.
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risk, allowing for appropriate participation and disqualification
decisions. Limited echocardiographic screening is safe, conve-
nient, and cost-effective. In carefully structured programs, this
approach to athletic eligibility and/or disqualification decisions
should reduce the potential liability for physicians and institutions.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the videos for this chapter.
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76 Dilated Cardiomyopathy: Etiology, Diagnostic Criteria,
and Echocardiographic Features

Dmitry Kireyev, MD, Michael H. Picard, MD, Timothy C. Tan, MD
Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a myocardial disorder character-
ized by dilatation of the left ventricular (LV) cavity and impairment
of LV systolic function (Fig. 76.1 and Video 76.1, D). The preva-
lence of this disease in the general population remains unknown
because patients may remain asymptomatic for prolonged periods
of time. The incidence of primary DCM in children younger than
age 18 years is 0.57 cases per 100,000 per year.1 The incidence of
DCM in adults is estimated to be 6.95 cases per 100,000 per year.2

ETIOLOGY
DCM is the most common cardiomyopathy and can be caused by a
wide variety of disorders (Table 76.1). Ischemic, valvular, and
hypertensive cardiomyopathies are commonly encountered in clin-
ical practice. The most common etiologies of patients referred to a
tertiary care center for unexplained cardiomyopathy are idiopathic,
ischemic, and myocarditis.3

Coronary artery disease accounts for more than 60% of heart
failure in the general population.4 Cardiomyopathy due to coronary
artery disease and myocardial ischemia and/or infarction is caused
by many mechanisms, including myocardial necrosis and scar,
myocardial hibernation in chronically hypoperfused areas, and
remodeling of the left ventricle.

Idiopathic DCM is a diagnosis of exclusion. Other known
causes of cardiomyopathies, such as hypertension, coronary artery
disease, alcohol exposure, cor pulmonale, and systemic diseases
known to cause DCM, should be excluded before diagnosing idio-
pathic DCM.5 Genetic factors, viral myocarditis, cytotoxic insults,
and immune, metabolic, and contractile abnormalities are some of
the factors that either alone or in combination can cause deteriora-
tion of the myocardium.6 Up to 20% of idiopathic DCMs are
thought to be familial.7 An autosomal dominant mode of transmis-
sion is more common, but autosomal recessive, X-linked, and mito-
chondrial modes have also been observed.8 Cytoskeletal and
sarcomeric protein–related gene changes are responsible for a sig-
nificant proportion of the inherited disease.

DCM can appear as a result of an infectious process that results
in myocarditis. Viral, bacterial, spirochetal, mycotic, rickettsial,
protozoan, helmintic agents, and prions have been implicated as
causes of myocarditis.9,10 Human immunodeficiency virus infec-
tion causes DCM via myocarditis, induction of cardiac autoanti-
bodies, indirect nutritional deficiencies, and both directly and
indirectly induced vasculitides.11

DCM is often caused by the toxic damage from long-term use of
alcohol or cocaine. Although much less common, carbon monox-
ide, cobalt, lead, and mercury poisoning can also lead to the devel-
opment of cardiomyopathy.

Many chemotherapy agents have cardiac toxicity side effects
that can lead to DCM.12 Up to 20% of patients have been reported
to develop some deterioration of LV function related to chemo-
therapy, although a much smaller percentage develop heart failure
symptoms. Anthracyclines, alkylating agents, antimetabolites,
antitumor antibiotics, biologic response modifiers, microtubule
targeting medications, monoclonal antibodies, and multitargeted
tyrosine kinase inhibitors are the most commonly implicated
agents.13

Although hypertension typically causes LV hypertrophy, over
time, this can transition to a dilated form of cardiomyopathy that
is sometimes referred to as burned out hypertensive cardiomyopa-
thy. Likewise, the end stage of infiltrative heart diseases, such as
sarcoidosis, hemochromatosis, and advanced forms of amyloidosis,
may appear indistinguishable from other DCMs.14

Peripartum cardiomyopathy usually occurs within 1 month pre-
delivery to 5 months after delivery.15 Eighty percent of peripartum
cardiomyopathy patients present within 3 months after delivery.
Older maternal age, multiparity, multifetal pregnancy, hyperten-
sion, previous peripartum cardiomyopathy, and African descent
are some of the risk factors for this disease.
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Figure 76.1. Two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiographic images of severe dilated cardiomyopathy. Parasternal long-axis (A), parasternal
short-axis (C) and apical 4-chamber (D) views demonstrating significantly dilated left ventricular (LV) chamber size. M-mode imaging (B) demonstrates
increased E-point to septal separation (EPSS) indicative of decreased left ventricular systolic function in the same patient. AMVL, Anterior mitral valve
leaflet; LA, left atrium; PMVL, posterior mitral valve leaflet; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
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Multiple other etiologies may cause DCM. Although the final
cardiac manifestation of all of these disorders may appear to be
similar, it is essential to perform a careful and complete diagnostic
evaluation because some cardiomyopathies may be reversible with
appropriate treatment.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF DILATED
CARDIOMYOPATHY
Echocardiography is an important diagnostic tool for establishing
the diagnosis and severity of DCM. The current American College
of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines for the man-
agement of congestive cardiac failure have classified echocardiog-
raphy as a class I diagnostic test because it is able to provide
valuable information regarding the potential underlying etiology
and can be used to track associated physiologic abnormalities
and response to treatment.16 Specifically, echocardiography is used
to identify the key features of DCM, including dilation of the LV
cavity, global systolic dysfunction, and secondary echocardio-
graphic features that can provide additional useful information to
assist in determining the underlying etiology, potential complica-
tions, and prognosis.17
Morphological Assessment
An echocardiographic examination performed at an early stage of
the disease process will reveal global systolic dysfunction, but will
also reveal relatively preserved wall thickness and chamber sizes.
Progression of the disease typically results in dilation of cardiac
chambers, wall thinning, and increasing myocardial dysfunction,
which is characterized on echocardiography by diffuse or nonuni-
form distributions of wall motion abnormalities and wall thicken-
ing.18 The appearance of the ventricular myocardium and a pattern
of ventricular dysfunction can assist in differentiating ischemic and
nonischemic causes. The presence of regional heterogeneity in sys-
tolic function corresponding to a defined coronary territory, along
with a thinned, hyper-reflective scar in the myocardium and/or a
LV aneurysm, make the likelihood of an ischemic cause even
greater. Nonischemic etiologies typically result in dilated, globally
diffusely hypokinetic ventricles. However, regional variations in
LV systolic dysfunction can be present in nonischemic causes. In
these instances, function in the basal segments or the proximal
inferoposterior and posterolateral walls are typically preserved
compared with the other regions. End-stage hypertensive disease
or infiltrative diseases can have a combination of hypertrophy with
moderate dilation and varying degrees of LV dysfunction due to the
heterogeneity in regional wall stress.



TABLE 76.1 Some of the More Common Etiologies of Dilated
Cardiomyopathy

Ischemic
Idiopathic
Hypertension-related
Infectious
• Viral
• Bacterial
• Fungal
• Parasites
• Mycobacteria
Toxins and medications
• Chemotherapy agents
• Antiretroviral agents
• Alcohol
• Cocaine
Collagen vascular diseases
• Systemic lupus erythematosus
• Scleroderma
• Marfan syndrome
• Polyarteritis nodosum
• Dermatomyositis
• Polymyositis
Endocrine disorders
• Hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism
• Cushing disease
• Pheochromocytoma
• Growth hormone excess
Cardiomyopathy due to valvular heart disease
• Aortic stenosis
• Aortic regurgitation
• Mitral regurgitation
Tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy
Familial-dilated cardiomyopathy (multiple genes implicated)
• Autosomal dominant
• Autosomal recessive
• X-linked
Neuromuscular disorders
• Duchenne muscular dystrophy
• Erb limb-girdle
• Friedreich ataxia
• Myotonic dystrophy
Infiltrative diseases (end-stage)
• Amyloidosis
• Sarcoidosis
• Hemochromatosis
Nutritional
Peripartum cardiomyopathy
Sepsis-related cardiomyopathy
Left ventricular noncompaction (end stage)

TABLE 76.2 Summary of Diagnostic Echocardiographic Measures
in a Patient with Dilated Cardiomyopathy and Their Prognostic Value

Parameter
Diagnostic
Criteria

Prognostic
Value

LV DIMENSIONS (INDEXED TO BSA)
LVEDD >64 mm Yes
LVESD >55 mm Yes
LVEDV >75 mL Yes
LVESV >30 mL Yes
Sphericity index <1.5 Yes

LV SYSTOLIC FUNCTION

LVEF <45% Yes
Fractional shortening <25% —

EPSS >10 mm* —

Systolic mitral annular excursion <8 mm† Yes
s0 <7 cm/sec{

LV dP/dt <600 mm Hg/
sec}

Yes

Myocardial deformation indexes Decreased Yes

LV DIASTOLIC FUNCTION

E/A >2 —

Deceleration time <150 ms or
>240 ms

Yes

Ea <10 cm/sec
E/e0 >15 Yes
Pulmonary venous systolic/diastolic
velocity ratio

<1 —

Vp <50 cm/sec —

Myocardial performance index >0.4 Yes

SECONDARY FINDINGS

Severity of MR Severe Yes
Mitral valve tenting area <3.4 cm2k Yes
RV function (TAPSE) <16 mm Yes
Max TR velocity >3 m/sec Yes
PASP >50 mm Hg Yes

BSA, body surface area; EPSS, E-point to septal separation; IVS,
interventricular septum thickness; LV, left ventricular; LVEDD, LV end-
diastolic diameter; LVEDV, LV end-diastolic volume; LVEF, LV ejection
fraction; LVESD, LV end-systolic diameter, LVESV, LV end systolic
volume; MR, mitral regurgitation; PASP, pulmonary arterial systolic
pressure; PWT, posterior LV wall thickness; RV, right ventricular;
TAPSE, tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion; TR, tricuspid
regurgitation; Vp, flow propagation velocity.

All values are from the current American Society of Echocardiography
guidelines,19,32,39 with the exception of:

*Massie et al.22
†Simonson and Schiller25
{Ruan and Nagueh26
}Kolias et al.27
kKaraca et al.36
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Assessment of Chamber Dimensions
and Function
One definition used for DCM is a combination of an LV end-
diastolic diameter more than 112% of the predicted value corrected
for age and body surface area, and an LV ejection fraction less than
45% or fractional shortening less than 25%.5 Other secondary cri-
teria include increased LV cavity dimensions, increased LV vol-
umes, change in the shape of the left ventricle, and dilation of
the other cardiac chambers (Table 76.2).19 A change in LV shape
from an ellipse into a more spherical shape is reflective of patho-
logic adverse remodeling of the left ventricle.20 This occurs in
an attempt to compensate for changes that occur to the myocytes
of the failing heart. This can be quantified as a change in the sphe-
ricity index (the ratio of the length of the major to minor axis of the
left ventricle).21 LV wall thickness can remain normal or it
can decrease. Overall LV mass is frequently uniformly increased.
Secondary mitral and tricuspid regurgitation can occur as a conse-
quence of left and right ventricular remodeling. Typical
echocardiographic features of this abnormality are tenting of the
leaflets, apical displacement of the coaptation point, and dilation
of both the mitral and tricuspid annuli.

M-mode or Doppler imaging can provide indirect evidence of
LV systolic dysfunction in DCM. An increase in the E-point to sep-
tal separation, which is obtained by positioning the M-mode cursor
through the mitral valve leaflet tips in the parasternal long-axis
view, is indicative of reduced mitral leaflet opening, which is
due to reduced stroke volume, and is an indirect indicator of a
reduced stroke volume and a reduced LV ejection fraction. Values
greater than 10 mm are associated with impaired systolic func-
tion.22 A progressively larger E-point to septal separation is also
correlated with a lower ejection fraction on cardiac magnetic res-
onance imaging.23 The excursion or velocity of the mitral annulus
toward the apex reflects LV longitudinal systolic function, and is
measured by placing theM-mode cursor or Doppler sample volume
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in the lateral or medial annulus in the apical 4-chamber view. Sys-
tolic mitral annular excursion of less than 8 mm or a systolic annu-
lar velocity less than 7 cm/sec are suggestive of impaired systolic
function.24–26

Reduced LV stroke volume (calculated as the product of the
time-velocity integral of the pulse wave Doppler flow profile from
the LV outflow tract and the cross-sectional area of the LV outflow
tract) and an LV dP/dt (calculated from the continuous wave Dopp-
ler velocity flow profile of mitral regurgitation) less than 600 mm
Hg/sec are also characteristic of impaired systolic LV function and
are associated with poorer prognosis.27 Regional or global strain
and strain rate (longitudinal, circumferential, and radial), as mea-
sured by Doppler or feature tracking algorithms, are measures of
systolic function that are less affected by cardiac motion and load.
Hence, these may be a more sensitive method to assess subtle per-
turbations in myocardial function.28 Worsening LV global longitu-
dinal strain in chronic heart failure patients has been associated
with more severe LV diastolic dysfunction, right ventricular sys-
tolic and diastolic dysfunction, and provides incremental prognos-
tic information.29

Diastolic dysfunction typically accompanies systolic dysfunc-
tion and is associated with a chronic elevation of left atrial pressure.
Diastolic LV filling parameters, such as the pulse wave transmitral
Doppler E-wave deceleration time, have prognostic value for
DCM.30 A typical pulse wave Doppler mitral inflow pattern reveals
prolongation of total isovolumic time and a reduction in effective
filling time.31 E/e0 is linearly related to the left atrial filling pressure,
with an E/e0 greater than 15 suggestive of elevated pulmonary cap-
illary wedge pressures, whereas E/e0 values less than 8 are sugges-
tive of low left atrial filling pressures.32 This relationship may not
hold, however, in patients with decompensated advanced heart
failure.33

The spectrum of patterns of diastolic dysfunction in DCM is
wide. Patients with similar degrees of global systolic dysfunction
can have markedly different diastolic filling patterns. Patients with
hemodynamically compensated disease may have grade I diastolic
dysfunction (impaired relaxation pattern) as opposed to patients
with more advanced or decompensated DCM who may have grade
3 to 4 diastolic dysfunction (restrictive diastolic filling pattern).
This variation is related to differences in filling pressures, ventric-
ular relaxation, and ventricular compliance. Diastolic function
parameters also reflect the success of heart failure treatment,
because diastolic filling patterns can become less restrictive as
LV diastolic pressures and compliance improve. Such a response
is predictive of improvement and long-term survival.34 Shorter
deceleration times (i.e., more restrictive diastolic filling) and a
higher E/e0 ratio indicate a poorer prognosis.32 The myocardial per-
formance index, which is the ratio of the total isovolumic times
(isovolumic contraction and relaxation) to the ejection time, is an
ejection phase index of ventricular function that does not require
measurement or tracing of LV structures. The myocardial perfor-
mance index, especially with values greater than 0.4, is correlated
with outcome in patients with DCM.35

Secondary Findings
Secondary echocardiographic findings in DCM include enlarged
atrial cavities, right ventricular enlargement, secondary pulmonary
hypertension, LV apical thrombus, and functional mitral regurgita-
tion. The severity of these secondary abnormalities depends on the
severity and duration of the DCM. Increased left atrial size (diam-
eter, area, or volume) may result from chronically elevated dia-
stolic pressures, a myopathic process within the atrial walls,
concurrent functional mitral regurgitation, or a combination
of these.

The remodeling process results in increased LV sphericity in
DCM, together with dilation of the mitral annulus, which indepen-
dently or in combination with apical and lateral displacement of the
papillary muscles, causes tenting of the mitral leaflets and/or inter-
ruption of normal coaptation of the leaflets, thus producing func-
tional mitral regurgitation. Other possible secondary
echocardiographic features include tricuspid regurgitation and sec-
ondary pulmonary hypertension. Increasing degrees of mitral
regurgitation in the presence of systolic dysfunction has a direct
impact on survival.36 The severity of functional mitral regurgitation
is closely related to the mitral annular diameter and tenting area of
the mitral leaflets. A mitral valve tenting area of greater than
3.4 cm2 is associated with severe functional mitral regurgitation,
reduced functional status, increased hospitalization, and increased
mortality.36 Right ventricular dysfunction and the presence of sec-
ondary pulmonary hypertension are also seen in more advanced
disease and are associated with a poorer prognosis.37 In a similar
manner to the left heart, right ventricular dilation and tricuspid
annular dilation result in functional tricuspid regurgitation. Patients
with a tricuspid regurgitation velocity greater than 3 m/sec have a
higher mortality rate, a higher incidence of heart failure, and more
frequent hospitalizations than those with a lower tricuspid regurgi-
tation velocity.38 This relationship is presumably due to the influ-
ence of pulmonary hypertension. Finally, surveillance for the
presence of mural thrombus in DCM should also be performed.

In conclusion, there are many causes for DCM, and there are a
relatively large number of echocardiographic findings that are char-
acteristic of DCM. These features may not be sufficient to success-
fully differentiate the various etiologies of DCM. Nonetheless,
echocardiography still remains a valuable first-line tool for the
diagnosis and for the surveillance of the progression of disease,
treatment response, and prognosis of DCM.

Please access Expert Consult to see the videos associated with
this chapter.
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77 Imaging in Familial Dilated Cardiomyopathy
Lisa Dellefave-Castillo, MS, CGC, Karima Addetia, MD, Elizabeth McNally, MD, PhD
Familial dilated cardiomyopathy (FDC) arises from mutations in
more than 50 different genes. With the expansion of genetic testing,
it is becoming increasingly common to identify individuals who are
at risk of FDC. The age of onset and the tempo of disease progres-
sion in FDC is highly variable. This variability relates in part to the
precise genetic mutation responsible for FDC in the family and is
also influenced by additional genes and environmental factors, such
as exercise, diet, and co-morbidities that may act in concert to pro-
mote disease progression. Genetic testing is now routinely being
used to identify individuals within families, typically from younger
generations, who carry a gene mutation but who may not have yet
manifested disease. Such individuals, when followed over many
years, may show early signs of FDC. Importantly, only some of
these gene mutation–positive individuals will progress to having
clinical symptoms of congestive heart failure. Early signs of
FDC include left ventricular (LV) dilation or possibly late gadolin-
ium enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging.
These disease findings offer the opportunity for early diagnosis and
early initiation of treatment. In some populations, early treatment
has been shown to slow disease progression. It is critical to combine
imaging with genetic risk prediction because this combination may
permit early detection of FDC.

FDC is defined when more than one first-degree family member
has idiopathic or nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).
Because DCMmay manifest as sudden cardiac death, if an individ-
ual within the family has had DCM, this may be considered as a
surrogate for DCM.1 It is estimated that 30% to 50% of idiopathic
DCM patients have relatives with DCM or relatives who are sus-
pected of having DCM, consistent with a genetic predisposition
for this disease.2–4 Identifying the specific genetic cause of DCM
within a family allows for more accurate prediction of the disease
course, arrhythmia risk, extracardiac findings, and risk to family
members. The number of genes for which clinical DCM genetic
testing is available has rapidly increased over the last 10 years,
and current genetic testing often assesses more than 50 different
genes. This number is expected to increase because of the genetic
heterogeneity of FDC.

ETIOLOGY
FDC is most often transmitted as a single gene mutation in an auto-
somal dominant pattern.5 Genes that encode proteins of the thin and
thick filaments of the cardiac sarcomere are the most common
cause of familial DCM (ACTC, MYH7, MYH6, MYBPC3, TNNT2,
TNNC1, TNNI3, TPM1, TTN). TTN, the gene that encodes the giant
protein titin, accounts for 25% of familial DCM.6,7 Titin spans the
sarcomere and attaches to the Z disk, contributing to sarcomere
anchoring. Genes that encode Z disk proteins are also heavily
implicated in FDC. These genes include TCAP, CSRP3, ACTN2,
MYPN, and ANKRD1. Genes that encode cytoskeletal elements that
support the Z disk or the sarcolemma are also responsible for FDC;
these include DMD, DES, LDB3, SGCD, PDLIM3, VCL, RYAB,
ILK, and LAMA4. In addition to these genes, there are also mito-
chondrial and metabolism genes (TAZ and others), RNA binding
(RBM20), ion channel (ABCC9, SCN5A), nuclear envelope
(LMNA, TMPO, emerin), γ-secretase activity (PSEN1, PSEN2),
sarcoplasmic reticulum (PLN) genes, and transcription factors
(EYA4).7,8 Before the identification of TTN truncating mutations,
genetic testing was only approximately 30% to 35% sensitive for
detecting FDC mutations. With the expansion of genetic testing,
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which now includes TTN truncating variants, the sensitivity of
genetic testing approaches 50%.6,7 The most common exceptions
to autosomal dominant inheritance are the X-linked recessive
inheritance of Fabry disease and Duchenne/Becker muscular
dystrophy.

Phenotypic criteria are usually insufficient to predict which
gene is responsible for FDC. Although this general rule holds,
there are a few notable exceptions that can guide genetic and clin-
ical diagnoses. DCM with conduction system disease and/or a
family history of early sudden death may be associated with
LMNA or SCN5A, which are the genes that encode the nuclear
membrane protein lamin A/C or the sodium channel, respectively.
Notably, mutations in LMNA or SCN5A may target the atria or
atrioventricular conduction, so that those with mutations have
atrial standstill, atrial fibrillation or flutter, and atrioventricular
node conduction block. The gene encoding emerin (EMD) also
shares this same atrial predilection, but this gene is X-linked,
so it mainly affects males. A number of genes may also be linked
to extracardiac manifestations; the most common of these is skel-
etal muscle weakness. For example, individuals with mutations in
LMNA, EMD, DMD, or DES (desmin) may have a range of skel-
etal muscle features from mild to severe muscle weakness. Corre-
spondingly, a skeletal muscle biopsy or electromyography may be
helpful. However, because of the relative ease and noninvasive
approach of genetic testing, genetic testing is a preferred diagnos-
tic modality. In addition, for some specific gene defects, more
aggressive medical management of arrhythmia risk is imperative.
For example, individuals with mutations in LMNA (8% of those
with FDC) are predisposed not only to DCM, but also to conduc-
tion system disease that may present as sudden cardiac death.9,10

Implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) should strongly be
considered as primary prevention in individuals with FDC who
have LMNAmutations.11 Consideration for ICD placement as pri-
mary prevention of sudden cardiac death should be made for those
with any gene mutation and a positive family history of early sud-
den cardiac death.11

Family history plays an integral role in determining genetic
testing and management. As such, a three-generation family his-
tory should be taken, with a focus on family members with cardio-
myopathy, cardiac devices, unexpected sudden cardiac death at
age younger than 50 years, skeletal muscle disorders, and heart
failure.12 For those individuals who lack a family history, either
because they are adopted or derive from a small family structure,
genetic testing may be helpful in the younger individual with non-
ischemic DCM and no other clear cause of cardiomyopathy; the
likelihood of detecting a gene mutation inversely correlates with
the age of the individual. Although the majority of the FDC genes
are inherited as autosomal dominant, the rate at which the disease
presents in those with mutations (called penetrance) is less than
100%. Therefore, individuals may inherit a familial mutation,
yet not develop the full criteria for DCM. Such individuals may
display an increased ventricular diameter. The risks associated
with this forme fruste DCM, especially over a lifetime, are not
well known. Once a gene mutation is identified in the family,
other family members are encouraged to either undergo genetic
testing or clinical evaluation and screening, including electrocar-
diography and echocardiography.13 For those family members
who have been identified to carry the familial gene mutation,
but whose hearts appear phenotypically normal by imaging,
screening is recommended yearly in childhood and every 1 to
3 years in adults.13
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Idiopathic DCM has an estimated prevalence of 1:2500, although
this may be a significant underestimate because it targets
only the later stage presentation of DCM.14 The prevalence of
FDC varies widely according to studies, from 2% to 65%, with
an overall prevalence of 23% obtained from a meta-analysis of
these studies.15 DCM occurs in 3% of all young competitive
athletes.16

CASE REPORTS
Figure 77.1 illustrates cardiac imaging in a 3-year-old girl who
presented with congestive heart failure.17 She was born after an
uncomplicated 38-week-term gestation, and she had normal
development, having walked at 14 months. The echocardiogram
revealed DCMwith an LV ejection fraction (LVEF) of 25%, mod-
erate mitral and tricuspid regurgitation, and elevated pulmonary
pressures (>45 mm Hg). LV noncompaction (LVNC) was also
evident. She was managed medically for heart failure and
responded favorably. Five years after her first presentation, the
fractional shortening was 18.1% (LVEF 45%). Genetic testing
identified a mutation in MYH7 c.1106G>A Arg369Gln. Genetic
testing on both of her parents did not identify the mutation, and
neither parent had cardiomyopathy, which is consistent with a
de novo mutation in the proband. This MYH7 gene mutation
was not present in two large public databases of gene variation,
the 1000 genomes Project and the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute Exome Sequencing Project.18,19 Gene variants
identified as de novo, as in this case in an affected individual,
are typically always classified as disease-causing. In FDC, genetic
testing of other family members is crucial to clarify the pathoge-
nicity of gene variants and disease penetrance.

Figures 77.2 and 77.3 display the range of findings within a
family with a TPM1 mutation. TPM1 encodes tropomyosin, a
thin filament regulatory protein; the precise gene mutation is
TPM1, (c.688G>AAsp239Asn).20 As with many DCM families,
this family showed variability in the age of onset and disease pro-
gression. Subject III.1, who represented the severe end of the
spectrum, developed failure to thrive at 10 weeks of age. At that
time, an echocardiogram revealed severe LV dilatation (LVID
z-score 15.6) and systolic dysfunction (LVEF 15%). Subject
III.1 had significant recovery with medical therapy. At age
12 years, she was asymptomatic with only mild LV systolic dys-
function. Individual II.6 also presented with acute congestive
heart failure and severe DCM at 20 years of age. He underwent
cardiac transplantation, but before transplantation, his LVEF
was 16% with an LVIDd of 84 mm. He had severe mitral regur-
gitation, moderate tricuspid regurgitation, a severely reduced
right ventricular EF, and moderate pulmonary hypertension
(systolic pulmonary arterial pressure of 69 mm Hg). His brother,
subject II.7, died of heart failure at age 12 years, but also had a
history of congenital cataracts and skeletal muscle weakness.
Less severe DCM was seen in other family members (subjects
II.2, II.3, II.4). These individuals were identified in adulthood
(30 years in subject II.2, 32 years in subject II.3, and 31 years
in subject II.4) and were diagnosed based on familial involve-
ment and screening. These individuals were characterized with
low normal systolic function (LVEF of 45% in subject II.2, LVEF
of 42% in subject II.3, and LVEF of 63% in subject II.4), and all
were medically managed with angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors and β-adrenergic blockade to stabilize their DCM.
Individual II.4 did have a slight decrease in function (decrease
in LVEF 48%-39%) after an uncomplicated pregnancy, but she
then improved (LVEF 55%) after angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor therapy. Subjects III.4 and III.5 have been
undergoing echocardiograms since infancy. Subject III.4 exhib-
ited mild LV dysfunction at the age of 3 years (left ventricular
internal diameter in diastole [LVIDd] of 3.39 cm, fractional
shortening of 28.6%, EF of 48%-55%). From this cohort, it can
be seen that the pace of disease may vary with other factors,
and that these factors include other genes and environmental
influences that range from pregnancy to medication use.
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Figure 77.1. Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) with left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC). The proband (blue circle) presented at 3.5 years of age with
acute heart failure when the echocardiogram revealedDCMwith a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) of 25% (bottom left panel). An echocardiogram
performed 3 years after institution of medical management continued to show features of noncompaction with improvement of the LVEF to 45%
(bottom middle). Her parents had normal hearts and did not have the MYH7 Arg369Gln mutation seen in their child. This pattern is consistent with
a new mutation having arisen in the child. +, MYH7 Arg369Gln mutation positive; �, MYH7 mutation negative.
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Figure 77.2. Familial dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). This family has a
mutation in the gene encoding α-tropomyosin (TPM1), a protein component
of the sarcomere thin filament. This gene mutation is associated with signif-
icant variability in the age of onset and rate of progression of DCMwithin this
family.20 This underscores that individuals may be gene mutation positive,
but may also have a long course of asymptomatic left ventricular dysfunc-
tion, which represents an opportunity for medical management. +, TPM1
Asp239Asn mutation positive; �, TPM1 mutation negative.
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Severe Normal
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Figure 77.3. Images from familial dilated cardiomyopathy. Representative apical 4-chamber views (top four panels), mitral inflow E and A velocities
(centimeters per second) (middle four panels), and tissue Doppler recordings (bottom four panels) from individuals shown in Figure 77.2. Individuals
are in the order of severity of diastolic dysfunction: left (restrictive pattern, grade IV diastolic dysfunction) to right (normal diastolic parameters).
The individual on the far left presented in heart failure at 20 years of age, and ultimately required heart transplantation (left ventricular ejection fraction
of 16% and left ventricular end-diastolic dysfunction 84 mm), whereas the individual on the far right presented at age 32 years with a left ventricular
ejection fraction of 42%.
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Figure 77.4. Left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC) features in familial dilated cardiomyopathy. Amother (II.2) whose daughter (III.2) showed evidence
of LVNC at 1 month of age.A, B, The apical 4-chamber and short-axis views from themother’s echocardiogram.C, D, Similar views from themother’s
magnetic resonance image (MRI). The pedigree is shown in (E). F, How the measurement for LVNC was made. Extensive hypertrabeculation extends
along the inferior and lateral walls on both echocardiography and cardiac MRI. Cardiac MRI left ventricular ejection fraction was 52%. +, MYH7
Asp282Tyr; �, MYH7 mutation negative; C, compacted myocardium; NC, noncompacted myocardium.
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Figure 77.4 depicts the imaging from a 30-year-old woman who
was identified because her daughter presented with cardiomyopa-
thy. This individual and her daughter both carry the MYH7
c.844G>T Asp282Tyr, which changes an amino acid residue in
the head region of the myosin heavy chain. Her daughter was diag-
nosed with a heart murmur at her 1-month well baby check up,
when an echocardiogram showed LVNC with mild to moderate
depressed LV function. The mother (II.1) underwent a screening
echocardiogram based on the findings in her daughter. She was
asymptomatic throughout her pregnancy, but experienced fatigue
postpartum. Her echocardiogram revealed hypertrabeculation of
the LV wall with preserved LV size (45 mm) and an EF of 58%.
CMR showed a mildly dilated LV with low normal EF (52%).
There was no late gadolinium enhancement, but there was evidence
of hypertrabeculation along the ventricular wall, with a ratio of
noncompacted to compacted myocardium of approximately
2.3:1, which is consistent with the diagnosis of LVNC.21 Notably,
the mother’s father died suddenly at age 29 years, and was sus-
pected to have had DCM.
Figure 77.5 highlights the complexity of genetic testing and
interpretation. The proband (subject III.2) was evaluated after syn-
cope caused by ventricular tachycardia. The echocardiogram at the
time showed a normal-sized left ventricle (54 mm) with an LVEF
of 58%. The right ventricle was also of normal size and function.
CMR imaging performed at the same time revealed significant late
gadolinium enhancement in the basal inferolateral wall, the basal
anterior wall, and the basal to mid septum with sparing of the sub-
endocardium. The pattern was atypical for myocardial infarction,
but it was consistent with an inflammatory or infiltrative disease
process that can be seen with FDC. The left ventricle was of normal
size with low-normal systolic dysfunction (LVEF 52%) on CMR
imaging (Fig. 77.6). Cardiac catheterization showed no coronary
artery disease. Genetic testing on subject III.2 was performed for
19 genes responsible for causing DCM and its associated arrhyth-
mias; testing identified a variant LMNA c.436G>A Ala146Thr.
This variant is rare in the general population, and this position in
the lamin A/C protein is also highly conserved across species; com-
puter modeling predicts the change to be deleterious to the protein.
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Figure 77.6. Images from III.2 in Figure 77.5. A, Parasternal long-axis view from individual III.2’s echocardiogram. B, Electrocardiogram done on
resumption of sinus rhythm after ventricular tachycardia, which revealed left anterior fascicular block and Q waves in the inferior and anterior leads.
C, D, and E, Four-, 2-, and 3-chamber delayed enhancement images from cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging. F, G, and H, The basal,
mid, and apical short-axis views also on delayed enhancement CMR imaging. The left ventricle (52%) showed with extensive late gadolinium enhance-
ment in the basal inferolateral and basal anterior walls, and basal to mid septum (white arrows). Right ventricular function was mildly reduced (47%).
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Figure 77.5. Familial dilated cardiomyopathy with ventricular tachycardia
(VT). Pedigree of an individual (III.2) who presented with VT, late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR), and a
family history of sudden cardiac death. The index case (arrow) is indicated.
His father (II.2) died suddenly at the age of 55 years. LMNA mutations are
known to be associated with cardiac conduction defects that may occur
before left ventricular dysfunction appears.9 +, LMNA Ala146Thr variant
positive; �, LMNA variant negative; VE, ventricular embolism.
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The proband’s father (subject II.2) died suddenly at the age of
55 years. Before his death, he had a history of irregular rhythms
of unspecified etiology. The proband’s mother (subject II.3) did
not have LMNA Ala146Thr, indicating that the LMNA Ala146Thr
was inherited from his father. Two of the proband’s sisters (subjects
III.3 and III.6) both have the LMNA variant. The electrocardiogram
in individual III.3 showed normal sinus rhythm with frequent pre-
mature ventricular complexes. Holter monitoring showed a normal
sinus rhythm, with 6% being dense isolated wide complex prema-
ture beats and only eight wide complex premature couplets with no
wide complex runs. CMR imaging showed normal LV size and
function, with an LVEF of 61% and no late gadolinium enhance-
ment, and normal right ventricular size and function. Individual
III.6 had an echocardiogram with normal size and function, with
an LVEF of 63.6%. Electrocardiography showed normal sinus
rhythm with normal intervals (PR of 160 QTc of 464). The individ-
uals who tested negative for the LMNA variant (subjects III.1, III.4,
and III.7) had normal electrocardiograms. From this, we can con-
clude that the LMNAmutation in this family was inherited from the
father and was found in the proband. One sister (subject III.3) had
early signs of disease with increased ventricular ectopy, and the
younger sister (subject III.6) appeared to be clinically normal. This
degree of variation is seen with LMNAmutations, but this variation
demonstrates how genetic testing, together with cardiac imaging,
can help identify and manage risk.

VALUE OF IMAGING IN FAMILIAL DILATED
CARDIOMYOPATHY
Echocardiography, by virtue of its ready availability and ease,
should be used in first-degree relatives of individuals who are diag-
nosed with idiopathic DCM to discern whether FDC is present.
Echocardiography is useful in the setting of symptoms of heart fail-
ure or as a screening test in the asymptomatic relative. Parameters
of interest include LVEF, end-diastolic and end-systolic dimen-
sions, and wall thickness. Many other parameters, however, have
prognostic and therapeutic implications, and include the diastolic
function parameters, right ventricular function, and tricuspid and
mitral valvular regurgitation. Echocardiography, and especially
CMR imaging, are useful to evaluate LVNC, which is a diagnosis
sometimes associated with FDC.

CMR imaging may provide more accurate size and function
estimates for both the right and the left ventricles than echocardi-
ography. In addition, administration of an intravenous gadolinium-
based contrast agent allows for the detection of myocardial fibrosis
or infiltration. This is not seen in all patients with FDC, but when it
is seen, it tends to have amid-myocardial wall or the less commonly
seen epicardial pattern, or a diffuse or focal distribution pattern. It is
distinct from myocardial infarction in that it spares the subendocar-
dium. The presence of fibrosis and percentage of wall thickness
involved has been associated with an increased risk of sudden death
and ventricular arrhythmias independent of LVEF. It has also been
linked to a decreased likelihood of systolic function improvement
with therapy.22–24 Thus, CMR imaging is an important adjunct in
evaluating individuals with FDC, and especially in those with a
genetic risk of developing cardiomyopathy.
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As the burden of heart failure (HF) and cardiomyopathies continues
to rise, the clinical need for early detection of individuals at risk
becomes critical. Identification of patients with poor prognosis
allows for early interventions (primary prevention, medications,
devices) that can dramatically change the course of their disease
by improving the quality of life and prolonging survival. Multiple
predictors of outcomes in this population have been described
(Table 78.1). Although traditional clinical variables and bio-
markers have been used to risk stratify patients,1,2 the addition of
echocardiographic variables to clinical evaluation has been shown
to be of significant value.3

The role of cardiac imaging modalities, particularly echocardi-
ography, has expanded over the past decade. Historically, echocar-
diography was used solely to diagnose cardiomyopathies and assess
their severity; however, echocardiography’s role in early detection,
prevention, and prognostication has now been established.4 The
importance of a comprehensive echocardiographic evaluation to
understand the underlying etiology of dilated cardiomyopathy (val-
vular, ischemic, idiopathic, etc.) cannot be overemphasized and
certainly plays a role in estimating the prognosis. This chapter
focuses on the specific variables linked to prognostic assessment.
Details on echocardiographic findings for specific etiologies can
be found in different sections of this book.
LEFT VENTRICULAR DIMENSIONS
AND EJECTION FRACTION
The left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is the most powerful
predictor of death and cardiovascular events in patients with dilated
tors of Poor Outcome in Dilated Cardiomyopathy

Older age
Poor functional capacity (NYHA, 6-min walk test,

VO2Max)
S3
Cardiac cachexia
Poor perfusion (cold extremities, low urine

output, altered mentation, etc.)
Recurrent HF decompensation
LBBB
Atrial fibrillation
Elevated BNP
Hyponatremia
BUN/creatinine (cardiorenal syndrome)
AST/ALT/PT (liver dysfunction)
Low LVEF
LV remodeling (large ESV, EDV)
LV mass
Enlarged LA (LA volume)
Diastolic dysfunction
Dyssynchrony
Myocardial ischemia and viability

ansferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; BNP,
ptide; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; EDV, end-diastolic
-systolic volume; HF, heart failure; LA, left atrium;
bundle block; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left
fraction; NYHA, New York Heart Association;

ime; VO2Max, peak oxygen capacity.
cardiomyopathy. Quinones et al. demonstrated in the Studies of
Left Ventricular Dysfunction (SOLVD) trial that mortality at 1 year
was higher in those with LVEFs of less than 35% (Fig. 78.1), a find-
ing that has consistently been verified in the literature.5 Although
multiple thresholds have been evaluated, the overall concept is that
prognosis worsens as LVEF decreases, even in patients with severe
LV dysfunction.6 This finding holds true despite the method of
evaluation for LVEF; the two-dimensional biplane Simpson disk
method or three-dimensional echocardiography are the preferred
methods (Figs. 78.2 and 78.3).7,8

LV mass has predictive value independent from other clinical
variables and is additive to the LVEF. In the SOLVD trial and
registry, patients with LVEFs of less than 35% and LV mass greater
than 298 g had the highest mortality rate.5 Similarly, patients with
larger end systolic and diastolic volumes were at higher risk of
death and cardiovascular events. However, because of the close
relationship with LVEF, the independent value of ventricular
volumes is more difficult to prove. Reverse LV remodeling (defined
as an increase in LVEF or a decrease in LV diastolic dimensions)
that results from optimal medical therapy in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathies has been shown to predict better outcomes
(specifically, mortality and the need for heart transplantation).9
LEFT VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION
The comprehensive evaluation of diastolic function requires
recordings of flow through the mitral valve and pulmonary veins,
tissue Doppler imaging of the mitral annulus, and measurement of
left atrial (LA) size.10 These variables have consistently been
12
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LVEF ≥ 35%
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Figure 78.1. All-cause mortality according to left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) in the SOLVD trial. (From Quinones MA, Greenberg
BH, Kopelen HA, et al. Echocardiographic predictors of clinical
outcome in patients with left ventricular dysfunction enrolled in
the SOLVD registry and trials: significance of left ventricular hypertro-
phy. Studies of left ventricular dysfunction. J Am Coll Cardiol
2000;35:1237-1244.)
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Figure 78.2. Left ventricular volumes and ejection fraction evaluation by biplanemethod of disks. Manual tracing of endocardial border is performed at
end systole (C, D) and end diastole (A, B) in the apical 2- and 4-chamber views. Themethod uses calculation of volume of 20 disks of equal thickness to
estimate ventricular volumes. The length of the left ventricle is critical for this calculation; therefore, avoiding foreshortening of the left ventricle becomes
critical for the accuracy of the method.
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related to incident HF in patients with preserved HF and to
increased mortality in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. For
example, analysis of the Cardiovascular Health Study showed that
an E/A ratio greater than 1.5 or less than 0.7 had a high specificity
in predicting the development of HF during follow-up.11 However,
because of the low positive predictive value and sensitivity, this
information is not useful for screening purposes. Similar results
were obtained from a population-based study in Olmstead County,
in which diastolic function evaluation included mitral inflow E and
A velocities and deceleration time,12 and when LA volume, pulmo-
nary vein flow, and tissue Doppler velocities of the mitral annulus
(the E/e0 ratio) were included.13



Figure 78.3. Left ventricular volumes and ejection fraction (EF) evaluation by three-dimensional echocardiography. The advantage of this method over
the two-dimensional method of disks is that it avoids foreshortening and that it utilizes an automated border detection that improves reproducibility.
ChDIA, Chamber in diastole; ChSYS, chamber in systole; EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume.
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LEFT ATRIAL SIZE
Although initial reports on the clinical significance of LA
size used LA dimensions by two-dimensional or M-mode echo-
cardiography, it is now well recognized that the morphology of
the left atrium is asymmetric (particularly when enlarged),
and therefore, a single dimension is unreliable. Recent reports
showed the increased accuracy and predictive value of using
LA volume by biplane evaluation over LA area or dimensions.14

LA size is a predictor of HF in patients with preserved LVEF.15,16

Moreover, although associated with LV remodeling and diastolic
dysfunction, the maximal volume of the left atrium has an in-
dependent and incremental prognostic value in patients with
dilated cardiomyopathy17 and in those with previous myocardial
infarction.18 The maximal LA volume should be measured by
tracing the LA border in 4- and 2-chamber views at the end
of ventricular systole (end of the T wave on an electrocardiogram
or before mitral valve opening), starting at the mitral annular
level and excluding the LA appendage and pulmonary veins
(Fig. 78.4).8
OTHER VARIABLES: MYOCARDIAL VIABILITY,
ISCHEMIA, AND DYSSYNCHRONY
In patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy enrolled in the Surgical
Treatment for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial, the presence of
myocardial viability was associated with a higher risk of death.
However, this trial failed to demonstrate that the presence of via-
bility could identify patients who would benefit from coronary
revascularization.6 In a similar analysis, the presence or absence
of myocardial ischemia failed to identify patients at higher risk
and patients who would benefit from revascularization.19

The presence of LV dyssynchrony by electrocardiography (left
bundle branch block) is linked to a worse prognosis in patients
with a depressed LVEF. This understanding forms the basis for
the indication for cardiac resynchronization therapy. Over the past
decade, a tremendous effort has been put into expanding this con-
cept by using echocardiography as a more sensitive tool to detect
dyssynchrony. Although single-center studies have described a
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Figure 78.4. Left atrial (LA) volume evaluation. The area length method (A, B) or Simpson’s method of disks (C, D) are preferred for LA volume
calculation. These two methods have high agreement, as in the case illustrated, where LA volume was 24 mL by both methods. In
both cases, the maximal LA volume should be measured by tracing the LA border in 4- and 2-chamber views at end of ventricular systole (end of
the T wave in electrocardiography or before mitral valve opening), starting at the mitral annular level and excluding the LA appendage and
pulmonary veins.
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multitude of parameters based on M-mode, spectral Doppler, color
M-Mode, and tissueDoppler imaging,20 their analyses have been dif-
ficult to reproduce in clinical practice and even failed to prove the
utility of cardiac resynchronization therapy in the Predictors of
Response to Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (PROSPECT) trial,
a large multicenter trial that used central readings in core laborato-
ries.21 Therefore, echo parameters are not currently recommended
for selection of patients to receive resynchronization therapy.22,23
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Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) encompasses a wide range of con-
ditions in which the primary disorder is the enlargement of the ven-
tricular chambers with normal left ventricular (LV) thickness,
which ultimately leads to reduced LV contractile function and
symptoms of heart failure.1 Both ischemic and nonischemic causes
of DCM are discussed in this chapter.

Although the prevalence of right ventricular (RV) dysfunction
in patients with idiopathic DCM is variable and has been reported
in as many as 65% of patients,2 a recent cardiac magnetic resonance
(CMR) imaging study in a similar population found a prevalence
of 34% using a RV ejection fraction (EF) cutoff of 45%.3 A study
of a mixed ischemic and nonischemic heart failure population
with New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class II to
III symptoms identified RV dysfunction in 51% of patients using
multiple echocardiographic variables.4 Similarly, a study using
gated-equilibrium radionucleotide ventriculography found 52%
of patients with RVEFs of 39% or less.5

Impaired RV function carries substantial prognostic signifi-
cance and predicts cardiovascular death and hospitalization in
patients with reduced LV systolic function.6 It is also a predictor
of impaired exercise tolerance and functional capacity,7 cardiac
cachexia, low body weight,4 and renal dysfunction.8,9

In advanced heart failure, RV dysfunction adds prognostic
information beyond the LVEF.10 Such prognostic information
has been demonstrated, irrespective of the modality used to
measure RV function, and has been used in the outpatient setting,11
during a hospitalization for acute decompensated heart failure,12 or
in the context of patient referral to a specialized, advanced heart
failure clinic.13
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF RIGHT VENTRICULAR
DYSFUNCTION
The right ventricle is a crescent-shaped structure that wraps
around the left ventricle. Although most LV contraction is cir-
cumferential, RV contraction is mainly longitudinal. Because
the RV and LV are connected in series, they have the same stroke
output; alterations in either ventricle will affect the performance
of the other.14 RV failure is a clinical syndrome caused by any car-
diovascular disorder that impairs the ability of the RV to fill or
eject blood.15 It is recognized that LV dysfunction is both the most
common cause of RV dysfunction and the most common cause of
pulmonary hypertension (PH).15 This has been termed class 2 PH
according to the Dana Point classification, and is defined as a
mean pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) of 25 mm Hg or more
and a pulmonary wedge pressure of more than 15 mm Hg.16 In
patients with DCM or LV systolic dysfunction, RV systolic dys-
function, and ultimately, RV failure, results from several patho-
physiologic mechanisms, including (1) intrinsic myocardial
disease involving both ventricles, (2) increased RV afterload
from increased pulmonary venous, and later, pulmonary arterial
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pressure, (3) increased RV preload from valvular regurgitation
caused by RV dilation, and (4) reduced septal motion and ventric-
ular interdependence.17

In patients with an idiopathic DCM, the primary myopathy is
often the cause of the RV dysfunction. This observation is sup-
ported by the fact that there is a weak relationship between elevated
PAP and RV dysfunction in idiopathic DCM, but there is a substan-
tially stronger relationship between these two factors in ischemic
DCM.18 Furthermore, in idiopathic DCM, RV global longitudinal
strain (GLS) and regional peak myocardial RV strain are impaired
compared with ischemic DCM.19

Elevated LV filling pressures cause pulmonary venous hyper-
tension that results in RV hypertrophy, a process that may
increase RV diastolic dysfunction.20 Over time, these adaptations
cannot overcome the chronic pressure overload and elevated
wall stress, and the RV dilates and begins to fail. Initially, cardiac
output is maintained through the Frank Starling mechanism,
but progressive dilation leads to decreased myocardial contrac-
tion, increased tricuspid regurgitation, and increased preload,
which leads to a vicious cycle of RV dilation, failure, and
diminished cardiac output.21 Ventricular interdependence further
explains the pathophysiological link between LV and RV
dysfunction.22
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC METHODS FOR
EVALUATING RIGHT VENTRICULAR SIZE
AND FUNCTION
Evaluation of RV size and function includes the following: (1)
visual estimation of RV size (it should be less than two thirds
of the LV in a standard apical 4-chamber view) and systolic func-
tion in all views (Fig. 79.1/Video 79.1, A-D); (2) two-dimensional
measurements in a RV-focused, apical 4-chamber view; (3) global
function assessment (Fig. 79.2) using the myocardial performance
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Figure 79.1. Standard echocardiographic views in a patient with a nonische
long-axis view. B, Parasternal short-axis view. C, Apical 4-chamber view. D
atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
index (MPI), the rate of pressure rise in the ventricles (dP/dt), and
the fractional area change (FAC); and (4) regional function
assessment using tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE) and Doppler tricuspid lateral annular systolic velocity
(S0).23 Other contemporary methods to assess RV systolic func-
tion include RVEF measurement by three-dimensional (3D) echo-
cardiography and two-dimensional (2D) strain, particularly of the
RV free wall.

STUDIES EVALUATING RIGHT VENTRICULAR
FUNCTION

Fractional Area Change
Two-dimensional FAC (2D FAC) estimates global RV systolic
function. A value of less than 35% indicates systolic dysfunction.
Unadjusted 3-year mortality based on an RV FAC of less than or
equal to 35%, 35% to 39%, 40% to 45%, and greater than or equal
to 45% was 44%, 29.2%, 11.7%, and 10.9%, respectively, in post-
myocardial infarction patients with LV dysfunction, acute heart
failure, or both. After adjusting for multiple clinical variables,
RV FAC less than 35% and 35% to 39% had hazard ratios
(HRs) of 3.56 and 2.43 for death and HRs of 2.72 and 1.78 for
a composite outcome of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular death,
resuscitated sudden death, recurrent myocardial infarction, hospi-
talization for heart failure, and stroke. Approximately 28% of the
cohort had an RV FAC of less than 40%.24
Right Ventricular Index of Myocardial
Performance
The RV index of myocardial performance (RIMP) provides an
index of global RV function. Pulsed Doppler–derived RIMP
greater than 0.40 or tissue Doppler–derived greater than 0.55 are
RV

B

D

mic dilated cardiomyopathy and biventricular dysfunction. A, Parasternal
, Apical 4-chamber view demonstrating tricuspid regurgitation. LA, left
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Figure 79.2. Methods to quantify right ventricular (RV) function in a patient with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy and biventricular dysfunction.
A, Apical 4-chamber view showing a basal RV dimension measurement. B, Tissue Doppler–derived RV index of myocardial performance.C, Tricuspid
annular plane systolic excursion. D, Doppler S0 from pulsed tissue Doppler of the lateral tricuspid annular velocity. LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;
RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
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considered abnormal. In patients with LV systolic dysfunction
(LVEF <40%) and NYHA functional class II symptoms, pulsed
Doppler RIMP greater than 0.38 predicted cardiac death and hos-
pitalization.11 In patients with advanced heart failure referred for
cardiac resynchronization therapy, an LVEF of less than 30%
and NYHA functional class III, pulsed Doppler RIMP predicted
all-cause mortality, cardiac transplantation, or ventricular assist
device placement, with an HR of 1.11 for each 0.1-unit increase
in RIMP on multivariate analysis at a median follow-up of
21 months.25
Tricuspid Annular Plane Systolic Excursion
TAPSE or tricuspid annular motion measures RV longitudinal
function, and a value less than 16 mm suggests RV dysfunction.
For a large (n¼817) unselected population of patients with heart
failure and systolic dysfunction (LVEF�35%) who were admitted
for hospitalization, TAPSE less than 14 mm predicted mortality
after adjustment for other risk factors for heart failure at a median
of 4.1 years.26 In patients with LV systolic dysfunction (LVEF
<35%), idiopathic DCM, and NYHA functional class II heart fail-
ure, TAPSE of 14 mm or more predicted death or transplantation at
24 months and was significantly correlated with the RVEF.27 In
patients with chronic heart failure and LV dysfunction, TAPSE
of 14 mm or less predicted all-cause mortality in multivariate anal-
ysis.8 TAPSE less than 18 mm predicted death and hospitalization
in patients with NYHA functional class II symptoms and LV
dysfunction.11
Doppler S0

Pulsed tissue Doppler interrogation of the lateral tricuspid annular
velocity in systole (S0) less than 10 cm/sec suggests RV systolic
dysfunction; this measure correlates with other measures of global
RV systolic function. In patients with NYHA functional class III
heart failure admitted for transplantation investigation, an S0 of less
than 10.8 cm/sec was a predictor of cardiac mortality in a multivar-
iate analysis at a median 11-month follow-up.28,29 In a similar pop-
ulation, S0 of 9.5 cm/sec was a predictor of cardiovascular events.30

In a population of ischemic and DCM patients admitted to the hos-
pital with worsening symptoms (NYHA functional classes III and
IV) and LVEFs of less than 35%, S0 less than 7.3 cm/sec was an
independent predictor of cardiovascular death in a multivariate
analysis at 6 months.31 The low cutoff value for S0 may have
reflected overall low RV function in this cohort of patients. Prog-
nostic value for S0 less than 9 cm/sec was also found in a cohort of
consecutive patients admitted with heart failure, irrespective of
their LVEFs.12
Two-Dimensional Strain Imaging
Two-dimensional strain measures myocardial deformation by
tracking unique speckles in the myocardium and generating strain
curves over a particular region or the entire RV. Good data are
emerging, and it is anticipated that this technique, due to its sim-
plicity, will find a role in clinical practice. Compared with the
RV stroke work index (RVSWI), which is a hemodynamic evalu-
ation of RV function, there is an inverse correlation between the
RVSWI and free-wall RV longitudinal strain (RVLS). Free-wall
RVLS had a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 86% to predict
a depressed RVSWI (<0.25 mm Hg/[L • m2]) using a cutoff of –
11.8%.32 In stable outpatients with NYHA functional class III or
IV heart failure and an LVEF of 30% or less referred for heart trans-
plantation, abnormal free-wall RVLS predicted cardiovascular
events at a mean follow-up of 1.5�0.9 years; receiver-operating
characteristic analysis revealed a sensitivity of 85% and specificity
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of 88% to predict cardiovascular events with a cutoff of –15.0%.33

There was also a correlation between RV GLS and exercise
tolerance.19
Multiple Parameters
Other studies have evaluated the prognostic value of multiple echo-
cardiographic measures of RV function in a single cohort. In
patients with LV systolic dysfunction, who were admitted for con-
sideration of heart transplantation or LV assist device support, an
LVEF of less than 35%, FAC (<36.8%), TAPSE (<13.5 mm),
and S0 (<9.5 cm/sec) were all predictive of cardiovascular events
(death, urgent transplantation, urgent ventricular assist device
implantation, or an acute heart failure episode) on univariate anal-
ysis. However, only S0, NYHA functional class, and log brain natri-
uretic peptide were independent predictors on multivariate
analysis.30
PULMONARY HEMODYNAMICS
Pulmonary pressures should be assessed in all patients with DCM.
Systolic PAP is estimated from the velocity of the tricuspid regur-
gitant jet, which is combined with an estimation of right atrial pres-
sure from inferior vena cava collapsibility. Pulmonary venous
hypertension is a frequent contributor to right-sided heart failure
in patients with LV systolic dysfunction because elevated pulmo-
nary pressure is initially an adaptive mechanism that reduces
pulmonary edema.

In early heart failure with LV dysfunction, passive PH with a
normal transpulmonary pressure gradient (�12) and pulmonary
vascular resistance, which implies no significant abnormality of
the pulmonary artery structure or function, may improve with
diuresis and heart failure therapy. PH is classified as reactive or
mixed when functional and structural alterations in the pulmonary
vascular anatomy have developed.34

Studies have consistently demonstrated that PH is associated
with increased mortality and hospitalization in this population. In
a study of outpatients with chronic heart failure and LVEF of less
than 45%, who predominantly had NYHA functional class II and III
symptoms, the group with pulmonary artery systolic pressure
(PASP) greater than 40 mm Hg and TAPSE 14 mm or less had
the highest risk of the primary outcome (HR 5.16) of all-cause mor-
tality, urgent heart transplantation, and appropriately detected and
treated episodes of ventricular fibrillation. Those with a normal
PASP and a low TAPSE (HR 1.50) and those with a high PASP
and a preserved TAPSE (HR 2.43) were at intermediate risk of
these outcomes. It was possible to measure the PASP in 83% of
patients.35
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In patients with DCM, the evaluation of RV function adds incre-
mentally to the clinician’s ability to predict mortality, heart failure
hospitalization, transplantation, exercise capacity, and renal func-
tion. This requires an integrated approach with initial visual assess-
ment of size and function, supplemented with quantitative
measurements including FAC, RIMP, TAPSE, and S0. The cutoff
values that appear to be clinically relevant in the heart failure pop-
ulation are often those that are close to the lower reference limits
used to define abnormal RV function. Studies are underway to
define use of 2D strain imaging, 3D volumetric assessment, and
software for semi-automated assessment of RV structure and
function to assist in better understanding the role and impact of
the RV in patients with DCM.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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80 Restrictive Cardiomyopathy: Classification
Sherif F. Nagueh, MD
Primary restrictive cardiomyopathy is characterized by normal
left ventricular (LV) volumes, which usually include a normal
LV ejection fraction and abnormal LV filling. Morphologic
features include normal LV wall thickness and bi-atrial enlarge-
ment.1 There are rare familial cases in which the disease is due
to sarcomeric protein mutations (troponin I mutations).2 Other
characteristics include secondary myocardial infiltrative and stor-
age disorders, as well as other diseases associated with increased
interstitial fibrosis. These disorders are not considered to be among
the primary cardiomyopathic diseases. Myocardial infiltrative
diseases include an infiltrative process that occurs in the interstitial
space as cardiac amyloidosis, whereas storage diseases are charac-
terized by deposits in the myocytes (Table 80.1). These disorders
do not include pericardial constriction. Restrictive LV filling
should be distinguished from restrictive cardiomyopathy because
restrictive LV filling can be occur in other diseases, including
dilated and hypertrophic cardiomyopathies. In addition, depending
on the stage of the disease, a number of patients with myocardial
infiltrative disorders do not manifest restrictive LV filling.

Clinical presentation is usually characterized by symptoms of
pulmonary and systemic congestion. Low cardiac output, as fatigue
and an increased blood urea nitrogen/creatinine ratio, may be pres-
ent in patients with advanced disease. Noninvasive imaging is of
value in the initial evaluation and can reveal abnormal LV and right
ventricular filling. As noted previously, early findings may include
an impaired LV relaxation pattern that progresses to stage III
diastolic dysfunction in patients with advanced disease
(Figs. 80.1, A andB and 80.2; Videos 80.1,A-D 80.2, A-C). Doppler
echocardiography is an important diagnostic modality that can help
distinguish this condition from constrictive pericarditis.3,4 Recent
studies have shown abnormal LV systolic function detected by
reduced deformation parameters in patients with restrictive cardio-
myopathy. Abnormal systolic function, as detected by myocardial
strain, appears to have the highest prevalence in symptomatic
patients.5 Invasive hemodynamics show evidence of increased
LV chamber and myocardial stiffness (a shift to the left in the
pressure–volume relationship) with elevated LV end-diastolic
pressure, left atrial pressure, secondary pulmonary hypertension,
and elevated right ventricular filling pressures. A dip and plateau
pattern can be commonly seen in LV diastolic pressure recordings.
Pathologically, variable degrees of hypertrophy and fibrosis are
observed in addition to specific findings based on the disease
(e.g., amyloid deposits). Treatment options are often limited to
diuretics and salt restriction, and when the disease is advanced,
cardiac transplantation. However, the latter option may be limited
in the presence of systemic disease.

Loeffler endocarditis is seen in patients with hypereosinophilic
syndrome. Patients have an elevated eosinophil count (>1500
eosinophils/mL) in the absence of other conditions that can cause
eosinophilia. It is characterized by multiple organ involvement,
including the heart. This disease has been related to increased
eosinophil counts, with degranulation causing endocardial damage
Storage Disorders Other

Fabry Loeffler endocarditis
Hemochromatosis Endocardial fibroelastosis
Glycogen storage Carcinoid

Postradiation
Postchemotherapy
Lymphoma
Scleroderma
Churg-Strauss
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum
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Figure 80.1. A, Mitral inflow from a patient with cardiac amyloidosis. Notice the presence of grade III diastolic dysfunction with an E/A ratio greater
than 2. B, Tissue Doppler signals at the septal side of the mitral annulus. Notice the reduced systolic and diastolic velocities. Obtained from the patient
shown in Video 80.1, A-D.
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with initial necrosis, which is followed by and culminated in fibro-
sis. Thrombus formation is not uncommon and can occur in the left
and right ventricles. Two-dimensional echocardiography shows
reduced LV volumes and bi-atrial enlargement related to LV dia-
stolic dysfunction. Treatment with steroids is possible in patients
with early disease. Other therapeutic approaches include chemo-
therapy and the tyrosine kinase inhibitor, imatinib.6 Surgery for
the removal of fibrotic plaques is considered in late cases. Endocar-
dial fibroelastosis is another condition that leads to LV diastolic
dysfunction. Endocardial fibroelastosis is common in the tropical
regions of Africa and is an important cause of heart failure. Fibrosis
involves the LV and right ventricular apices and extends to the
chordae and posterior mitral leaflet tissue, as well as the tricuspid
valve on the right side. Surgery can be performed for removal of
fibrotic lesions and for valvular repair, but the outcome after sur-
gery remains poor.

Please access ExpertConsult to see videos corresponding to the
figures in this chapter.



Figure 80.2. Hepatic venous flow from a patient with advanced cardiac amyloidosis and severe tricuspid regurgitation. Notice the presence of systolic
reversal in hepatic venous flow. Obtained from the patient shown in Video 80.2, A-C.
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81 Cardiac Amyloidosis: Echocardiographic Features
Teerapat Yingchoncharoen, MD, Dermot Phelan, MD, PhD, Allan L. Klein, MD
Amyloidosis is a multisystem disease characterized by the intersti-
tial deposition of an extracellular proteinaceous material called
amyloid.1 Amyloid is composed of aggregated linear, rigid, non-
branching protein fibrils that are produced by the misfolding of a
precursor protein, the most common of which are light chains,
transthyretin, and serum amyloid A.2 Amyloidosis is the most com-
monly encountered and recognized cause of restrictive cardiac dis-
ease. It is reported to account for the 20% of patients who undergo
endomyocardial biopsy due to heart failure that is associated with
unexplained restrictive cardiomyopathy.3
PATHOLOGY
In cardiac amyloidosis, the abnormal protein can be found in the
endocardium, interstitium of the atrial and ventricular myocardium,
valves, papillary muscles, pericardium, conduction system, intramu-
ral coronary arteries, arterioles, coronary veins, and subendocardial
adipose tissue.4 When stained with Congo red, the amyloid protein
shows amorphous pink deposits on light microscopy and apple-
green birefringence under a polarizing microscope.5 Sodium
sulfated-alcian blue and Thioflavin stain (S or T) can also be used
to diagnose amyloid.4,6 The diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis is
established directly by endomyocardial biopsy or indirectly by
cardiac imaging, which includes echocardiography and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), technetium pyrophosphate scintigraphy
evidence of amyloidosis and histologic confirmation of amyloid of
noncardiac tissue.7 Cardiac MRI can often be used in complicated
cases when there is a history of hypertension or technically limited
echo images.
CLASSIFICATION
Cardiac amyloidosis has many subtypes that are classified by the
type of protein deposited (Table 81.1).



TABLE 81.1 Major Forms of Amyloidosis

Type Precursor Protein
Cardiac
involvement

Other organ
involvement

Associated
disorders Main diagnostic tests Treatment

AL (primary) Immunoglobulin light
chains (λ, κ)

Common
(50%)

Kidney, nervous
system,
gastrointestinal
tract, liver, and
skin

Plasma cell
dyscrasias
(e.g., multiple
myeloma)

Serum/urine
immunofixation, serum
free light chains, bone
marrow biopsy

Chemotherapy aimed at
plasma cells, cardiac
transplantation if
isolated cardiac disease

SSA (senile) Non-immunoglobulin,
wild-type transthyretin

Common None Congestive heart
failure

Absence of abnormalities
found in AL; negative
genetic testing for
mutant transthyretin

Investigative therapies to
stabilize transthyretin

ATTR (familial) Non-immunoglobulin,
mutant transthyretin

Common Nervous system None Absence of abnormalities
found in AL; positive
genetic testing for
mutant transthyretin

Liver transplantation if no
cardiac involvement;
investigative therapies
to stabilize transthyretin

AA (secondary) Non-immunoglobulin,
serum amyloid A

Rare Kidney, liver Inflammatory
diseases and
some
malignancies*

None Treat underling
inflammation

AANF (atrial) Atrial natriuretic peptide Common None Atrial fibrillation None None

*Tuberculosis, leprosy, rheumatoid arthritis, chronic osteomyelitis, familial Mediterranean fever, Hodgkin lymphoma, renal cell carcinoma, etc.
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Primary amyloidosis (AL type) is the most common type of
amyloidosis that affects the heart, with approximately 2000 new
cases in the United States occurring each year. The mean age at pre-
sentation is 55 to 60 years. Cardiac involvement is the second most
frequently involved organ (50%), after the kidneys. Median sur-
vival is 5 months if left untreated after the onset of heart failure
symptoms.7 Most patients die of heart failure or sudden cardiac
death, most commonly due to ventricular asystole or electrome-
chanical dissociation that are not effectively prevented by prophy-
lactic implantable defibrillator therapy.8

Senile amyloidosis (SSA type) occurs in 25% of patients
ages older than 80 years.9 It results from the production of a
wild-type transthyretin (TTR) gene and has been related to con-
gestive heart failure caused by massive myocardial infiltration.1

It typically involves the atria. This condition is not always benign
(although it carries the most favorable prognosis), and it can result
in atrial fibrillation, conduction disturbances, heart failure, and
cardiac death.

Familial amyloidosis (ATTR type) is the second most common
type of amyloidosis and accounts for 10% to 20% of all systemic
amyloidosis. It results from the mutation of the TTR gene. More
than 100 different mutations have been reported; Val30Met is
the most common mutation worldwide, and Val233Ile is the most
common mutation in the United States that is found in approxi-
mately 4% of African Americans.7 Mutant transthyretin has a ten-
dency to form unstable monomers that misfold, which form
amyloid deposits that predominantly affect the heart and nervous
system. Cardiac involvement is present in 28% of patients at the
time of diagnosis and accounts for more than 50% of the
disease-related mortality; however, cardiac involvement is usually
late onset and has a better prognosis compared with primary amy-
loidosis (median survival of approximately 6 years).10

Secondary amyloidosis (AA type) usually occurs in association
with chronic infection, inflammation, and certain malignancies.
Cardiac involvement is rare (<5%), but when present, it portends
an unfavorable prognosis.

Isolated atrial amyloidosis (AANP type) results from subendo-
cardial deposition of an atrial natriuretic peptide. It is a common
finding in the autopsies of elderly patients.11 Its prevalence
increases in a linear fashion beyond the third decade, is higher in
female patients, and seems to be associated with the presence of
atrial fibrillation.12
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING MODALITIES
FOR THE EVALUATION OF CARDIAC
AMYLOIDOSIS

Echocardiography
Echocardiography remains the imaging modality of choice for the
initial evaluation of patients with suspected cardiac amyloidosis
due to its widespread availability, low risk, and cost. The classic
echocardiographic features of amyloidosis include symmetric
increased right ventricular (RV) and left ventricular (LV) wall
thickness with a speckled or granular sparkling appearance, nor-
mal or small ventricular cavity size, diffuse valvular and intera-
trial septum thickening, pericardial and/or pleural effusions,
and bi-atrial enlargement.13 The sparkling appearance is thought
to be due to an acoustic mismatch between the highly reflective
amyloid material and the adjacent myocytes.14 Although this
appearance is characteristic for amyloidosis, it is neither sensitive
nor specific. With the advent of harmonic imaging, this feature is
even less specific. The presence of increased LV wall thickness in
the absence of high voltage or the presence of a pseudo-infarct
pattern on an electrocardiogram (ECG) should raise the suspicion
of infiltrative heart disease, of which amyloidosis is the most com-
mon. One study demonstrated that septal wall thickness greater
than 1.98 cm in the presence of a low-voltage ECGwas associated
with biopsy-proven cardiac amyloidosis, with a sensitivity of 72%
and a specificity of 91%.15 In addition, LV wall thickness is
inversely related to long-term survival and is strongly correlated
with the severity of chronic heart failure. Median survival is
0.4 year if the LV wall thickness is 15 mm or more compared with
2.4 years if the LV wall thickness is 12 mm or less.16 RV dilation
and systolic dysfunction are associated with advanced disease and
portend a worse prognosis. In a recent study of 52 biopsy-proven
AL amyloidosis patients, RV longitudinal strain was found to be
the only predictor of prognosis. The absolute RV longitudinal
strain of more than 17% was associated with better survival.17

It is also important to look for the presence of intracardiac thrombi
that can be seen in cardiac amyloidosis. Despite the presence of
sinus rhythm, left or right atrial thrombi are reported in 35% of
patients with AL amyloid versus 18% of all other types of amy-
loidosis.18 Figure 81.1 shows the classic echocardiographic find-
ings of cardiac amyloidosis.
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Figure 81.1. Classic echocardiographic features of cardiac amyloidosis. A, Increased left ventricular (LV) wall thickness (arrow) with granular sparkling
appearance with thickening of the mitral valve (asterisk) B, Bi-atrial enlargement, increased right ventricular (RV) wall thickness, thickening of the
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E0 velocity, consistent with restrictive cardiomyopathy and elevated LV filling pressures. Ao, aorta; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.
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Doppler Echocardiography
The features of amyloidosis using Doppler echocardiography
depend on the stage of the disease. Typically, the earliest signs
of amyloid cardiomyopathy are impaired LV relaxation manifested
by an E/A ratio of less than 1, increased isovolumic relaxation, and
transmitral diastolic deceleration times. Klein et al. demonstrated,
with serial studies of Doppler echocardiography, that diastolic
function deteriorates as the disease advances.19 In the more
advanced stages, Doppler evaluation frequently demonstrates a
restrictive pattern of LV filling with abnormal RV filling.19 The
short deceleration time by Doppler echocardiography has been
shown to correspond to a “dip-and-plateau” pattern seen in hemo-
dynamic studies at cardiac catheterization that is indicative of
restrictive physiology.20 In addition, the short deceleration
(�150 msec) was shown to be a predictor of cardiac death in
biopsy-proven primary systemic amyloidosis, especially when it
is associated with an E/A ratio of 2.1 or more.21 The RV filling pat-
tern is often similar or less advanced than the filling pattern of the
left ventricle. Bi-atrial enlargement is common, which reflects ele-
vated filling pressures.

The major limitations of these traditional Doppler echocardio-
graphic features are their lack of specificity. There may be signif-
icant overlap with many other myocardial diseases (e.g.,
hypertensive heart disease), particularly in the context of renal fail-
ure, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, or lysosomal storage disease
(Fabry disease). The key differentiator is that these diseases rarely
have restrictive physiology, except in advanced “burnt-out” cases.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of tissue
Doppler strain22,23 and two-dimensional speckle tracking strain
imaging to characterize patients with cardiac amyloid. Global lon-
gitudinal strain, in particular, has the ability to differentiate amy-
loid from other causes of increased LV wall thickness while
having prognostic importance.24–26 In addition, a characteristic
regional pattern of longitudinal strain that is easily identified on
strain polar maps has been described. Patients with cardiac amy-
loidosis typically display marked reduction of strain in the basal
and mid wall segments with relative apical sparring. In one study,
the so-called relative apical sparing pattern was sensitive (93%)
and specific (82%) in differentiating cardiac amyloidosis from
other hypertrophic left ventricles27 (Fig. 81.2). The features of car-
diac amyloidosis that distinguish it from hypertensive heart disease
and hypertrophic cardiomyopathies are listed in Table 81.2.

Cardiac MRI has emerged as a useful tool in the diagnosis of
cardiac amyloidosis; there is a typical pattern of diffuse subendo-
cardial delayed contrast enhancement and difficulty in nulling
the myocardium because of the faster than usual washout of gado-
linium from the blood pool28 (Fig. 81.3).

Radionuclide imaging using technetium-3,3-diphosphono-1,2-
propanodicarboxylic acid or technetium pyrophosphate can be use-
ful in the evaluation of suspected cardiac amyloidosis. The main
advantage of these techniques is the avid uptake of radiotracer
to ATTR and limited uptake with the AL subtype. This simple
noninvasive test is useful for determining the presence of transt-
hyretin cardiac amyloidosis and helps distinguish it from AL
amyloidosis.29
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Figure 81.2. A1-A4, Relative apical sparing pattern on bull’s eye plot of two-dimensional speckle tracking longitudinal strain in patients with cardiac
amyloidosis. B1 and B2, Isolated impairment of septal longitudinal strain in patients with septal hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. C1 and C2, Patchy
reduction in longitudinal strain in left ventricular hypertrophy related to aortic stenosis.27 (From Phelan D, Collier P, Thavendiranathan P, et al. Relative
apical sparing of longitudinal strain using two-dimensional speckle-tracking echocardiography is both sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of
cardiac amyloidosis. Heart 2012;98:1442-1448.)

TABLE 81.2 Distinguishing Features of Cardiac Amyloidosis from Hypertensive Heart Disease and Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathies

Amyloid Hypertensive Heart Disease Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy

Distribution of LV thickening Global Global Usually regional
LV cavity size Normal to small Normal, may dilate in end stage Normal; may dilate in end stage
Ejection fraction Low normal to mildly decreased (late) Ranges from hyperdynamic to low Often hyperdynamic
RV thickness Often increased Normal Rarely increased
Myocardial echogenecity Often increased Normal Normal
Longitudinal strain/tissue

Doppler velocity
Severely decreased, relative apical

sparing pattern
Mild to moderately decreased Regionally decreased

Valve abnormalities May be uniformly thickened, mitral
regurgitation rarely more than mild

No specific abnormality Mitral regurgitation if systolic anterior
motion

Diastolic function Often restrictive (grade 3 or 4) in
advanced cases

Grade 1 or 2 most common Grade 1 or 2 most common

ECG voltage Frequently low voltage in limb leads and
pseudo-infarction pattern in chest leads

LVH LVH

Blood pressure Normal to low; rarely elevated High Normal
Cardiac MRI Difficulty nulling, diffuse subendocardial

delayed enhancement
Mild or no delayed enhancement Varied, often mild delayed

enhancement usually localized
to LV

ECG, electrocardiography; LV, left ventricular; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RV, right ventricular.
Adapted from Falk RH. Cardiac amyloidosis: a treatable disease, often overlooked. Circulation 2011;124:1079-1085.
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PROGNOSIS
The prognosis of cardiac amyloidosis varies according to the type
of deposited protein, the stage of the disease, and the age of the
patient at the time of diagnosis. In primary amyloidosis, the extent
and severity of cardiac involvement is the most important determi-
nant of clinical outcome.10,30–33 Elevated cardiac biomarkers,
such as cardiac troponin T and natriuretic peptides, particularly,
N-terminal pro–B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP), usually
define advanced disease.34–36 Non-Doppler–derived echocar-
diographic parameters, such as increased LV wall thickness
(>15 mm),16 RV wall thickness (>7 mm),37 RV enlargement,38
and LV systolic dysfunction,16,33 are independent predictors of
cardiac mortality in AL amyloidosis. Several Doppler-derived
parameters have been shown to be useful in prognostic stratifi-
cation of patients with cardiac amyloidosis, including, but not
limited to, a shortened mitral inflow deceleration time of less
than 150 msec (particularly in combination with an increased mitral
E/A ratio)21 and amyocardial performance index (Tei index) ofmore
than 0.77; all have been proposed as predictors of cardiac death.39

One study found that the myocardial integrated backscatter of the
posterior wall was a better predictor of cardiac and overall death
compared with Doppler features.40 Recently, an absolute two-
dimensional global longitudinal strain of less than 11.8 was shown
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Phelan D, Collier P, Thavendiranathan P, et al. Relative apical sparing of longitudinal strain using two-dimensional speckle-tracking echocardiography is
both sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis. Heart 2012;98:1442-1448.)
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to be a predictor of survival in AL amyloidosis, independent of
performance status, cardiac troponin T, pathologic free-light chains,
and diastolic dysfunction, and was incremental to clinical variables
and serological biomarkers.26 Late gadolinium enhancement has
been shown to offer prognostic value in the assessment of amyloid-
osis.41 Echocardiographic findings that were shown to be related
with prognosis are listed in Box 81.1.
Box 81.1 Echocardiographic Prognostic Determinants
in Amyloidosis

• Left ventricular wall thickness �15 mm
• Right ventricular wall thickness >7 mm
• Mitral inflow deceleration time �150 msec
• Left ventricular systolic dysfunction
• Right ventricular enlargement
• Abnormal Tei index* >0.77
• Absolute two-dimensional global longitudinal strain <11.78%

*Tei index or myocardial performance index¼ the sum of isovolumic
contraction time and isovolumic relaxation time divided
by the ejection time.
TREATMENT
The two goals of treatment of cardiac amyloidosis are (1) to relieve
the symptoms and (2) to prevent further amyloid deposition.
Although loop diuretics are a mainstay of heart failure treatment
of cardiac amyloidosis, β-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers are often not tolerated.
Calcium channel blockers generally worsen congestive heart
failure in this condition, whereas mineralocorticoid receptor antag-
onists are generally well tolerated and should probably be pre-
scribed. Anticoagulation is recommended in patients with atrial
fibrillation, intracardiac thrombi, or an embolic event. The main
treatment option in patients with AL amyloidosis is chemotherapy.
A variety of regimens are now used, including high-dose mel-
phalan with autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.
Bortezomib-based regimens are becoming a first-line therapy, even
in patients in New York Heart Association functional classes III
and IV. Lenalidomide is also generally not considered cardiotoxic;
however, a recent study showed that NT-proBNP and troponin
levels could increase during treatment with lenalidomide, which
suggests a negative effect on the heart.42 Liver transplantation
can be curative in selected patients with familial ATTR, but trans-
plantation cannot be used in patients with SSA amyloidosis.
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However, cardiac disease still progressed after liver transplantation
in some patients with familial ATTR. Patients with advanced heart
failure and familial ATTR may be treated with combined heart and
liver transplantation.43 A variety of agents designed to reduce TTR
synthesis and to stabilize the TTR tetramer are being developed and
show some promise.
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82 Hereditary and Acquired Infiltrative Cardiomyopathy
Ferande Peters, MD, Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD
Infiltrative cardiomyopathies (ICMOs) are a form of restrictive car-
diomyopathy that may be caused by either hereditary or acquired
diseases. They are characterized by the deposition of abnormal sub-
stances within the myocardium that cause stiffening of the left ven-
tricular (LV) walls. These disorders can be caused by conditions
that cause abnormal substances to deposit within the myocyte,
referred to as storage disorders, or abnormal deposition of
substances within the interstitium (Table 82.1). The 2006 American
College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines
state that conditions that cause ICMO may be classified as diseases
of either hereditary or mixed pathology.1 The purpose of this chap-
ter is to accentuate the salient features of ICMO and highlight some
conditions that manifest as ICMO. Some of these disorders are
elaborated upon in greater detail in other parts of this book.



TABLE 82.1 Disorders Causing Infiltrative Cardiomyopathy

Storage Disorders Infiltrative Disorders

Fabry disease Amyloid
Glycogen storage diseases Sarcoid
Hemochromatosis Hurler syndrome
Danon disease Gaucher disease
Oxalosis
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CLINICAL SPECTRUM
ICMOs are characterized by noncompliant LV walls that impede
normal diastolic filling. Thus, varying degrees of diastolic dysfunc-
tion can occur, with the classic presentation being that of heart fail-
ure with a preserved ejection fraction (EF) accompanied by severe
restrictive diastolic dysfunction, bi-atrial enlargement, and often,
pulmonary hypertension. In some instances of more advanced dis-
ease, significant impairment of the EF occurs. There is a diverse
spectrum of phenotypic manifestations, ranging from left ventricles
with small-volume cavities associated with markedly thickened
walls to dilated thin-walled dysfunctional ventricles.2 ICMOs
can be differentiated from idiopathic restrictive cardiomyopathy
despite some similar clinical and echo-Doppler features (Fig. 82.1).

DIAGNOSIS
When hereditary disorders are suspected, a detailed family history
with a third-generation pedigree should be done. This information
must be integrated with the ethnic background and age of the
patient because certain disorders are more common in certain popu-
lations. In both hereditary and acquired disorders, detailed systemic
evaluation is of paramount importance, particularly of the neuro-
logical, renal, and reticuloendothelial systems.

The electrocardiogram (ECG) has traditionally been an impor-
tant diagnostic tool to ascertain the presence of ICMO. A discrep-
ancy of low QRS voltages and thickened myocardial walls has
traditionally been suggestive of ICMO, with amyloidosis being
the most common and widely studied condition. However, the sen-
sitivity and specificity for this combination varies greatly. Cur-
rently, this model is inadequate because many patients with
Thickened walls, varying
degrees of LV dilationNo LV dilation/LVH

Dilated atria

ICMO

Dilated atria

Abnormal
myocardial texture

No abnormal
myocardial texture

Grade 3/4 diastolic
dysfunction

Idiopathic restrictive
cardiomyopathy

Grade 3/4 diastolic
dysfunction

Figure 82.1. Echocardiographic features of idiopathic restrictive cardio-
myopathy versus infiltrative cardiomyopathy (ICMO). LV, left ventricular;
LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy.
ICMO can have thick or thin walls, variable QRS voltages, and
either a normal or an abnormal EF.

The provisional diagnosis can be narrowed down considerably
by integrating data from the clinical valuation, ECG findings, and
the use of multimodality imaging (echocardiography and cardiac
magnetic resonance [CMR] imaging). This can be diagnostic if
accompanied by an abnormality in the appropriate biochemical
or disease markers. Tissue diagnosis may still be needed, and thus,
cardiac biopsy remains the gold standard to provide an accurate
diagnosis.
Echocardiography
The roles of echocardiography are to exclude other pathophysio-
logic states that simulate the clinical presentation at hand, to assess
the anatomy and the function of the cardiac chambers of patients
with ICMO, and to provide clues to the diagnosis of the underlying
etiology. The first step involves a thorough evaluation of the
regional anatomy of the left ventricle with regard to wall hypertro-
phy, wall motion abnormality, and the presence of altered myocar-
dial texture or speckling. The latter has also been termed sparkling
or granular myocardium (Fig, 82.2 and Video 82.2); the term
speckling will be used in this text. At the outset, it is imperative
for the echocardiographer to avoid several pitfalls related to inap-
propriate gain settings and tissue harmonic imaging that may cause
inaccurate diagnosis of speckling. Most reports in the literature of
increased echogenicity of the myocardium with speckling refer to
ICMO, in particular, amyloid, but this pattern may also uncom-
monly occur in LV hypertrophy. Using the 17-segment model of
the American Society of Echocardiography as the basis of analysis
from multiple views provides a comprehensive assessment of the
three key aforementioned features.

Assessment of the EF and diastolic function is the next step. In
most instances, the EF is preserved early on, whereas a restrictive
filling pattern (either grade 3 or 4) is present. These findings are
associated with marked dilatation of the atria and pulmonary hyper-
tension. As opposed to the hemodynamics of constrictive pericar-
ditis, interrogation of mitral and tricuspid inflow velocities using
pulse wave Doppler reveals no marked expiratory or inspiratory
increment in velocities, whereas hepatic vein Doppler reveals an
increment in the atrial reversal wave with inspiration and not with
expiration.3,4 Tissue Doppler imaging of the mitral annulus depicts
a depressed E0, in keeping with abnormal myocardial relaxation.5,6
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Figure 82.2. Basal short-axis view of the left ventricle demonstrating
speckling of the myocardium in the inferior wall and anterior septum in
contrast to the normal appearance of the anterior wall.



TABLE 82.2 Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging Features
of Infiltrative Cardiomyopathy

Disease Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Abnormality

Amyloid Patchy focal or global subendocardial LGE
Sarcoid Patchy subendocardial/midmyocardial/

subepicardial LGE
Fabry disease Patchy basolateral subepicardial/midmyocardial

LGE
Reduced noncontrast myocardial T1 values*
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Furthermore, the medial E0 is usually less than the lateral E0, unlike
constrictive pericarditis.7 Using both the calculated E/E0 ratio and
the left atrial volume index provides insight into acute and chronic
filling pressures. A careful interrogation of these important echo-
cardiographic features aids in differentiating restrictive cardiomy-
opathy from constrictive pericarditis, which is the most frequent
clinical scenario that mimics these hemodynamics. LV systolic
function, as estimated by the EF, is usually normal until the late
stages of disease progression.
Danon disease Subendocardial LGE
Hemochromatosis Reduced T2 values

*T1 value data as reported by Thompson RB, Chow K, Khan A, et al. T1
mapping with cardiovascular MRI is highly sensitive for Fabry disease
independent of hypertrophy and sex. Circ Cardiovasc Imaging
2013;6:637-645.

LGE, late gadolinium enhancement.
Speckle Tracking
This technique has emerged as a robust technique to assess regional
and global myocardial mechanics. It has been applied to several
conditions; cardiac amyloidosis is the most common condition.
The most important clinical caveat is that although most patients
with ICMOs have normal EFs, it does not imply that they have
normal systolic function. Impairment of longitudinal function,
both regionally and globally, is often found despite a normal EF
(Fig. 82.3). These techniques may detect an abnormality before
overt phenotypic or functional abnormalities on echocardiography,
and thus, may detect subclinical hereditary ICMO or even cardiac
involvement in systemic disease.8

Another possible application for this technique is that the site
and distribution of pathological involvement in different ICMOs
vary, and therefore, varying patterns of abnormal mechanics can
occur. Apical sparing is a pattern of regional differences in defor-
mation; longitudinal strain in the basal and middle segments of the
left ventricle is more severely impaired compared with strain values
in apical segments. Phelan et al.9 were the first to demonstrate the
clinical relevance of this strain pattern in patients with cardiac amy-
loidosis. In their study, apical sparing differentiated cardiac amy-
loidosis from other causes of LV hypertrophy with high
sensitivity and specificity. This apical sparing pattern was also
described recently with oxalosis.10 Liu et al11 used the ratio of sys-
tolic longitudinal strain at the apex to systolic longitudinal strain
measured at the base in combination with deceleration time, to
accurately differentiate cardiac amyloid from hypertension and
Fabry disease.
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Figure 82.3. Bull’s eye depiction of longitudinal strain in a patient with-
Fabry disease and a normal ejection fraction. The global strain is
decreased, and there is lower strain in the basal regions compared
with the apex.
Cardiac Magnetic Resonance
The CMR technique has superior spatial resolution to echocardiog-
raphy and is the gold standard for establishing information on
ventricular volumes, mass, and EF. Its most important use is in
detecting the presence and anatomical extent of late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) within the myocardium. Gadolinium causes
magnetic hyperenhancement in conditions in which extracellular
space is expanded (e.g., myocyte necrosis, myocardial edema, scar
formation, and protein infiltration).12 The pattern of LGE may
suggest a potential diagnosis (Table 82.2).13–15

Endomyocardial Biopsy
Endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) is frequently required to obtain a
definitive diagnosis, usually when no other anatomic sites can be
used for tissue diagnosis. Recent reports suggest that EMB can
be safely performed from both ventricles with a low complication
rate.16 The diagnostic yield was very high in the largest series of
EMBs when echocardiography demonstrated abnormalities of the
left or right ventricle. If echocardiography revealed no abnormality
of the right ventricle in the face of LV abnormality, the diagnostic
yield of right ventricular EMB was much lower than that of LV
EMB in these patients, suggesting that echocardiography is impor-
tant in guiding EMB strategy.16 The use of CMR to guide EMB has
been anecdotal, but its use is promising. In one series, EMB
resulted in 18% of patients who were presumed to have hypertro-
phic cardiomyopathy to be reclassified as having either infiltrative
or storage myocardial disease.17

Thus, a contemporary approach to the diagnosis of ICMO
requires integration of clinical and ECG data, as well as multi-
modality data from echocardiography and CMR to guide diagnosis
or select patients for EMB. A practical approach we advocate to
improving the diagnostic algorithm is to integrate these data with
a morphological classification, as outlined by Seward and
Casaclang-Verzosa.2 This morphological classification distin-
guishes ICMO based on LV wall morphology and identifies two
major categories of patients, namely, those with thickened LV
walls and those with a dilated phenotype.

INFILTRATIVE CARDIOMYOPATHY WITH
THICK WALLS
Thick-walled ICMO disorders have a phenotype that may mimic
hypertensive heart disease or hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Disor-
ders that produce this phenotype include amyloid, Fabry disease,
Danon disease, mucopolysaccharidosis, and oxalosis. When evalu-
ating this phenotype, mimickers of ICMO with thick walls must be
excluded by systematic echocardiography in conjunction with
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relevant clinical scenarios, such as cardiac tumors, LV noncompac-
tion, mitochondropathies, infiltrative eosinophilic myocarditis, car-
nitine deficiency, and Friedreich ataxia.18,19 The latter two
disorders do not usually cause restrictive hemodynamics. Cardiac
amyloidosis is the most frequent of these disorders encountered
in clinical practice and is covered in greater detail elsewhere in this
book. Fabry disease is perhaps the one disorder that, if recognized
early, allows for clinical intervention. An important caveat when
assessing these disorders is that an integrated approach based on
identifying relevant systemic abnormalities, ECG abnormalities,
and patterns of LGE on CMR should be used. QRS voltage is
reduced in amyloid and diminished or increased in mucopolysac-
charidosis, whereas the QRS interval is normal or increased in
the other pathologies within this category.

Fabry Disease
Fabry disease is an X-linked autosomal recessive disease caused by
a deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme, α-galactosidase. The path-
ophysiology is not clearly delineated, but it is related to the accu-
mulation of glycolipids within the lysozymes of organs, which
ultimately results in fibrosis. Systemic involvement includes the
skin, kidneys, and neurological abnormalities that may coexist.20

Homozygous males develop clinical manifestations by the second
decade, with cardiac involvement occurring in the third decade;
these patients have a poorer prognosis compared with heterozygous
females, who may have a normal life expectancy and are often
asymptomatic with mildly thickened LV walls.21

Fabry disease mimics nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyop-
athy and has presented in this manner in some series, particularly
when evaluating patients with so-called late-onset hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy.22–24 The detection of a binary endocardial layer has
been suggested to be an important echocardiographic feature in dif-
ferentiating Fabry disease from hypertrophic cardiomyopathy or
hypertensive heart disease (Fig. 82.4 and Video 82.4).25 Identifying
a binary endocardial layer has a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity
of 100% for distinguishing the diagnosis of Fabry disease from
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and hypertensive heart disease. The
binary endocardial layer is thought to be caused by endomyocardial
glycosphingolipid compartmentalization.25 Importantly, the EF is
usually preserved, with diastolic dysfunction being present, although
severe restrictive diastolic dysfunction is uncommon. CMR typically
shows focal inferolateral midwall LGE sparing of the subendocar-
dium. Enzyme replacement offers the opportunity to attenuate the
disease process in cases that present early.26
5
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Figure 82.4. Apical 4-chamber view demonstrating the altered myocar-
dial texture in the inferoseptum and the bilayered endocardium (red arrow).
Danon Disease
Danon disease is a rare X-linked disorder caused by lysosome-
associated membrane protein 2 deficiency.2 It affects men at an
early age (their teens) and women in later years (their 20s). The
echocardiographic phenotype is characterized by marked symmet-
rical LV hypertrophy, a depressed EF, and frequently, thickening of
the right ventricular walls, independent of the degree of pulmonary
hypertension. Preexcitation and tachyarrhythmias satisfying the
diagnosis of Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome can occur. CMR
reveals subendocardial LGE. Genetic testing for lysosome-
associated membrane protein 2 gene mutation is definitive and is
the major diagnostic criterion in women.

Oxalosis
Oxalosis is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by
increased production of oxalic acid, with involvement affecting the
kidneys, liver, andheart.Echocardiography reveals thickeningofboth
the left and right ventricular walls with speckling. The latter may be
most prominent in the papillarymuscles. Initially, the EF is preserved
with severe diastolic dysfunction, and elevated filling pressure is typ-
ical.Renaland liver transplantationhavebeenattemptedwithnoovert
success in terms of regressing the cardiac abnormality.

Mucopolysaccharidoses
Mucopolysaccharidoses are autosomal recessive disorders that
cause deficiencies in the lysosomal enzymes that break down
glycosaminoglycans. Cardiac involvement occurs in most of these
disorders. Hurler syndrome is the classic example and is often the
most severe disease. Myocardial involvement can be either
symmetrical or asymmetrical thickening with a preserved EF. Val-
vular abnormalities and coronary narrowing can occur in these
disorders. Diagnosis entails integrating clinical features with serum
analysis for enzyme deficiencies and urine analysis for excess
mucopolysaccharidosis.

Glycogen Storage Disease
Cardiac involvement has been documented in types 2, 3, 4, and 5 of
glycogen storage disease. Type 3 is the most commonly encoun-
tered scenario in adults and is characterized by thickened walls with
a preserved EF. Rarely, some patients present with a dilated cardio-
myopathy phenotype.

Gaucher disease is an autosomal recessive disorder character-
ized by a defect of the lysosomal enzyme, β-glucosidase. The con-
sequence of this deficiency is the accumulation of glucocerebroside
in various organs, in particular, the reticuloendothelial system,
which results in hepatosplenomegaly. Orthopedic manifestations
like severe bone pain, avascular necrosis of the head of the femur,
and pathological fractures may occur. This disorder can manifest in
early childhood with neurological abnormalities or in the adult with
no neurological abnormalities. In the latter scenario, cardiac abnor-
malities include ICMO and hemorrhagic pericarditis. Valvular
involvement occurs with the juvenile presentation of this disorder.
Diagnosis is usually made by biopsy of the reticuloendothelial
organs or bone marrow analysis.

INFILTRATIVE CARDIOMYOPATHY WITH
THE DILATED PHENOTYPE
ICMO may manifest with a dilated left ventricle with no overtly
thickened walls, varying degrees of speckling, and a low EF. These
disorders mimic nonischemic-dilated cardiomyopathy and ische-
mic cardiomyopathy. Sarcoid, hemochromatosis, Wegener granu-
lomatosis, and amyloid are less commonly present, with these
features as well.2
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Hemochromatosis
Hemochromatosis is an autosomal recessive condition most fre-
quently caused by two gene abnormalities, C282Y and H63D, which
are point mutations on chromosome 6. This disorder is characterized
by excessive iron absorption from the intestine, which consequently
leads to increased iron deposition in the liver, pancreas, joints, pitu-
itary gland, and heart. Cardiacmanifestations include the dilated car-
diomyopathy phenotype, heart block, and severe heart failure.
Diagnosis is facilitated by serological evidence of T2-weighted iron
overload in the heart and liver as seen on CMR imaging and tissue
diagnosis. Therapy with phlebotomy and chelating agents can
improve cardiac manifestations, whereas cardiac transplantation
has been performed for advanced heart failure in selected cases.

CONCLUSIONS
ICMO commonly presents as heart failure with a preserved EF and
thickened walls with severe restrictive diastolic dysfunction, or as a
phenocopy of dilated cardiomyopathy. Integration of clinical,
echocardiographic, and CMR findings are key in the diagnostic
algorithm of these rare hereditary or acquired disorders.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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83 Endomyocardial Fibrosis
Beatriz Ferreira, MD, PhD, Ferande Peters, MD
Endomyocardial fibrosis (EMF) was first described as an indepen-
dent pathological entity in 1948 by John N. P. Davies of Makerere
University in Uganda. At necropsy, he found a series of hearts that
had dense scarring of the mural endocardium. The fibrosis predo-
minated at the apices and crept up toward the inflow tract. These
cases presented with what he described as the “Heart of Africa,”
a dilated right atrium and a depressed rugose sulcus over the
retracted apex of the right ventricle, which resembled a rough
outline of Africa as seen on a map.1,2 In the 1950s and 1960s,
Krishna Somers and Professor ArthurWilliams of Mulago Hospital
in Kampala described the first epidemiological and clinical
EMF studies.3,4 Later, Shillingford and Somers described the
first hemodynamic studies of EMF.5 The first immunological
descriptions showed the deposition of antigen and/or antibody
complexes, not only on the heart, but also on the liver and kidney
of these patients.6 In the 1970s and 1980s, most of the clinical stud-
ies of EMFwere done in Nigeria and the Ivory Coast.7,8 In Abidjan,
Metras et al. performed the first surgeries of this disease in Africa.9

ETIOLOGY
More than 60 years after its first description, the etiology of EMF
is still a mystery. The concentration of the disease in tropical and
subtropical regions led to searches for infectious or nutritional
causes. The similarity of the lesions with Loeffler endocarditis
and carcinoid heart disease suggested a relation to eosinophil
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toxicity and serotonin.10,11 Because EMF is prevalent in countries
close to the equator that are endemic for worm infestation and par-
asitic diseases like malaria, filariasis, and schistosomiasis,
research led to the suggestion that parasite-induced eosinophilia
precipitated the disease.12 An autoimmune etiology was postu-
lated when increased levels of antimalaria antibodies and anti-
heart antibodies were found, together with a hyperimmune
malaria splenomegaly.13

A geochemical hypothesis related EMF to cerium and torium.14

Investigations into nutritional factors focused on a possible connec-
tion with cassava toxicity. In some countries, an association
between EMF and poverty, low protein, and a cassava-based diet
were found. Some suggested that cerium-mediated cassava toxicity
in the setting of protein deficiency played a role in pathogenesis
of the disease.15 Familial occurrence16 suggested a genetic sus-
ceptibility. The finding of a preponderance of the HLA-B*58 gene
in patients with severe disease favored an immunogenetic
predisposition.17
EPIDEMIOLOGY
EMF is a restrictive cardiomyopathy that is prevalent worldwide,
but it is more endemic to parts of tropical and subtropical Africa,
notably Uganda, Nigeria, the Ivory Coast, Mozambique, Congo,
Kenya, Zambia, Gabon, Ghana, and Cameroon. It is also
present in South America in Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela,
and in Asia, in India, Thailand, Ceylon, and Malaysia. Sporadic
cases have been described in other countries.18 There have been
several reports of EMF in Europeans who resided in tropical
Africa for several years.19 In endemic areas like Uganda, 20%
of the cases referred for echocardiography are EMF, and EMF
is the second cause of admission for acquired heart disease in
children (after rheumatic heart disease).20 In Mozambique, two
epidemiologic studies found prevalences in rural areas of 8.9%
and 19.8%.21,22 Different rates were found among regions within
Mozambique (18.3 versus 3.2 per 100,000).23 In Nigeria, Uganda,
Brazil, and India, the disease is more prevalent in hot and humid
regions.1 In some countries, like India, the incidence of EMF is
declining.24 This reduction seems to be related to improved living
conditions in these populations. EMF is a disease found in
children and young adults of both sexes and low socioeconomic
background. There is a bimodal distribution of presentation in
women, with one peak occurring at approximately 10 to 15 years
of age and another one at 20 to 30 years of age during the child-
bearing period.1
Figure 83.1. Advanced right ventricular endomyocardial fibrosis with
voluminous ascites and inguinal hernia.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The initial stage seems to present with febrile episodes, hyper-
eosinophilia, pancarditis, edema, effort dyspnea, palpitation, itching,
and urticaria. After the initial stage, the disease alternates between
stable periods and active episodes. For some patients, the disease
can be rapidly progressive, with death occurring in 2 years. For
others, there is 70% of survival at 5 years. Death is due to heart fail-
ure, thromboembolism, or arrhythmia. In the right forms, apical
fibrosis absorbs and fuses trabeculae, leading to obliteration and
retraction. The right ventricle is reduced to the inflow tract and infun-
dibulum. The right atrium is aneurysmal. The tricuspid subvalvular
apparatus is trapped by the fibroses, leading to immobilization of the
leaflets and subsequent regurgitation. In the left forms, fibrosis
affects the apex and inflow tract, particularly the posterior papillary
muscle. The posterior mitral leaflet is immobile and absorbed by the
fibrosis, which results in mitral regurgitation. Both ventricles and
atria can present with organized thrombi. Endocardial calcification
and pericardial effusion can be present. The rigidity of the ventricular
wall and cavity obliteration leads to major compliance trouble.
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
In the right forms, patients present with growth retardation, delayed
secondary sexual characteristics, swollen face, exophthalmos, cya-
nosis, elevated jugular venous pressure, a third sound of the right
ventricle, a pansystolic murmur of tricuspid regurgitation, hepato-
splenomegaly and voluminous ascites that can lead to an inguinal
hernia (Fig. 83.1) in the absence of significant pedal edema.
Patients with the left forms present with signs of pulmonary con-
gestion with progressive levels of dyspnea. A pansystolic murmur
and a third heart sound are often heard, which is related to mitral
regurgitation. When both ventricles are involved, the clinical fea-
tures of right ventricular EMF are dominant.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
Electrocardiography can reveal supraventricular arrhythmia, and in
the advanced forms, atrial fibrillation. In sinus rhythm, signs of
dilatation of the right or left atrium can be seen. In the advanced
right forms, a QR interval in leads V1 and V4R are typical. Incom-
plete right or left bundle brunch block and ST-segment depression
associated with T-wave inversion are frequent.25 When there is
pericardial effusion, a globular heart shadow can be seen on chest
radiography. In the right forms, there is dilation of the right atrium,
and the infundibulum lungs are clear. In the left forms, there is dila-
tion of the left ventricle and atriumwith prominent pulmonary artery
and pulmonary congestion. Pleural effusions are frequent at the end
stage of the disease.26

Doppler echocardiographic presentation depends on the stage of
the disease and on the degree of involvement of each ventricle.
Most patients are diagnosed in the latter fibrotic stages. Only a
few cases are found in the thrombotic phase. EMF is a disease of
the apex, the admission chamber, and the atrioventricular valves
of both ventricles. The outflow tract and semilunar valves are
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spared. In the thrombotic phase, diffuse patches of fibrotic material
and thrombi can be seen at the apex or in the subvalvular apparatus
(Fig. 83.2/Videos 83.2, A,B).

On the right side, the advanced lesions present with thick
patches of hyperechogenic fibrosis that involve the apex, the free
wall, and the interventricular septum. The apical fibrosis is associ-
ated with varying degrees of obliteration or retraction of the apex,
reducing its distance to the tips of the tricuspid leaflets. The right
ventricular outflow tract is dilated and hyperkinetic. Shrinkage of
the right apex results in a characteristic apical notch. Obliteration of
the papillary muscles and chordae may immobilize the tricuspid
valve, which remains open throughout the cardiac cycle. There is
an important dilatation of the right atrium in which dynamic intra-
cavitary echoes or even large thrombi can be seen (Fig. 83.3/Videos
83.3, A,B). The inferior vena cava is dilated. On M-mode echo-
cardiography, the interventricular septum shows paradoxical
thrombus

Figure 83.2. Endomyocardial fibrosis thrombotic phase–thrombi at
tricuspid subvalvular apparatus in a 2-year-old child.
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Figure 83.4. Diastolic forward fl
movement. The pulmonary valve shows presystolic opening, and
in pulsed wave Doppler, forward flow is seen in systole and diastole
(Fig. 83.4). Doppler color flow mapping reveals low-velocity
tricuspid regurgitation. A restrictive pattern of tricuspid inflow
with a short deceleration time can be seen. Hepatic veins can show
a systolic reversal flow (Fig. 83.5) or a prominent reversal flow
during atrial systole (Fig. 83.6), according to the importance of
tricuspid regurgitation, the presence of atrial fibrillation, and stage
of the disease.
RA
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Figure 83.3. Advanced right ventricular (RV) endomyocardial fibrosis
with small RV cavity, right atrial (RA) dilatation, voluminous thrombus,
and dynamic intracavitary echoes. LA, left atrial.

ow on the pulmonary artery.



Figure 83.5. Systolic reversal flow of hepatic veins.

Figure 83.6. Prominent reversal flow during atrial systole in hepatic veins.
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Left ventricular EMF presents with increased apical and
admission tract echogenicity, particularly in the posterior wall.
The posterior mitral leaflet is frequently tethered down or plas-
tered to the left ventricular posterior wall. Mitral stenosis can
be seen rarely. The papillary muscles can be highly echogenic
(Fig. 83.7/Videos 83.7, A,B). Apical obliteration is seen in
advanced cases. Areas of calcification can be present. When the
apical obliteration is severe, the long axis of the left ventricle is
reduced, whereas its diameter is increased. As in right ventricular
EMF, the outflow tract is spared. The left atrium is enlarged.
Intracavitary prethrombotic smoke or thrombi can be seen. On
M-mode echocardiography, restricted motion of the posterior
mitral leaflet is noted. There is a rapid early diastolic posterior
motion of the left ventricular posterior wall that flattens out in



Figure 83.7. Posterior papillary muscle plastered to the wall.
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the remainder of diastole. Similarly, the interventricular septum
shows a steep anterior displacement in early diastole, with an
abrupt cessation of diastolic anterior movement.1 It can present
as an M movement (Fig. 83.8/Video 83.8). Doppler studies reveal
rapid E acceleration and deceleration slopes with a shortening of
the rapid filling phase (Fig. 83.9). Mitral regurgitation is almost
always present and is also severe. Secondary signs of pulmonary
Figure 83.8. Septal M movement in left
hypertension on pulmonary and tricuspid regurgitant flows can be
seen. Pulmonary veins can show dominance of the D wave and a
broad reversal of the A wave.

In biventricular advanced EMF (Fig. 83.10/Videos 83.10, A,B),
there is a typical inversion of the normal ventricular-to-atrial size
ratio, with obliterated small ventricles and dilated atria. Systolic
function is normal until the very advanced stages of the disease.
ventricular endomyocardial fibrosis.



Figure 83.9. Mitral flow with a restrictive pattern.

Figure 83.10. Biventricular endomyocardial fibrosis.
Figure 83.11. Important pericardial effusion in right ventricular endo-
myocardial fibrosis.
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Both right and left EMF present with different grades of pericardial
effusion, varying from little to a lot (Fig. 83.11), with a thin
pericardium.

Three-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography has a com-
plementary role to two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy, adding information regarding distribution of the fibrotic
lesions and characteristics of the thrombus (Fig. 83.12/Videos
83.12, A,B).27 Magnetic resonance imaging with late gadolinium
enhancement characterizes the fibrotic tissue distribution, which
is the hallmark of the disease.28

Medical therapy is limited to the treatment of heart failure
symptoms. Eosinophilia is suppressed with short courses of corti-
costeroids. Surgical treatment consists of endocardial resection and
atrioventricular valve repair or replacement.29



Figure 83.12. Three-dimensional parasternal view of advanced right
ventricular endomyocardial fibrosis.
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Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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84 Restriction versus Constriction
Karen Modesto, MD, Partho Sengupta, MD, DM
Constrictive pericarditis (CP) is a relatively rare disorder that
results from scarring and loss of pericardial elasticity, which leads
to impaired cardiac filling of all the cardiac chambers and
prevents ventricular filling, particularly during mid and late dias-
tole. In contrast, restrictive cardiomyopathy (RCM) is an array of
pathologic processes that are characterized by a nondilated stiff
ventricle, severe diastolic dysfunction, and flow restriction to
the left ventricle that results in hemodynamic changes similar
to those of CP.1 The distinction between these two entities is cru-
cial because CP is surgically curable, whereas there are currently
no curative therapies for RCM, except for potential cardiac
transplantation.
ETIOLOGY AND PHYSIOPATHOLOGY

Constrictive Pericarditis
CP is usually a consequence of long-standing pericardial inflamma-
tion that ultimately leads to pericardial scarring, with thickening,
fibrosis, and calcification of the pericardium (Table 84.1).2–4 The
normal pericardium permits left ventricular (LV) torsional defor-
mation in systole while simultaneously allowing untwisting, suc-
tion, and expansion of cardiac volumes in diastole. In the setting
of constriction, the rigid pericardium limits expansion of the car-
diac chambers to accommodate the increased volume, which leads



TABLE 84.1 Etiology of Constrictive Pericarditis and Restrictive
Cardiomyopathy

Constrictive Pericarditis Restrictive Cardiomyopathy

Idiopathic Infiltrative cardiomyopathy
(e.g., amyloid heart disease,
hemochromatosis, glycogen
storage disease, Fabry disease,
mucopolysaccharidosis, and
sarcoidosis)

Cardiac surgery Idiopathic/genetic
Radiation therapy Eosinophilic endomyocardial

disease, endomyocardial fibrosis
Collagen vascular disease Scleroderma
Postinfectious (tuberculous or

bacterial pericarditis), viral
Postmedical irradiation

Miscellaneous causes (e.g.,
malignancy, trauma, drug-
induced and uremic
pericarditis)

Carcinoid heart disease
Medications causing fibrous

endocarditis (e.g., serotonin,
methysergide maleate,
ergotamine tartrate, and busulfan)

Doxorubicin HCl and daunorubicin
HCl chemotherapy

HCl, hydrogen chloride.
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to a steep rise in right ventricular (RV) and LV filling pressure.
During the respiratory cycle, expansion of RV volumes during
inspiration occurs at the expense of LV volume and vice versa dur-
ing expiration. This is referred to as exaggerated interventricular
interdependence. The septum therefore shifts its position very
abruptly, responding to these rapid changes in intraventricular pres-
sure, which is also referred to as septal bounce.1,5 The thickened
pericardium also shields the cardiac chambers from changes in
intrathoracic pressures, a process referred to as dissociation of
intracardiac and intrathoracic pressures. As a consequence, the
reduction in intrathoracic pressures and subsequent pulmonary
venous pressure during inspiration is not associated with an equiv-
alent reduction of LV diastolic pressures, and consequently,
the pressure gradient between the pulmonary vein and LV diastolic
filling pressures is reduced. This results in reduced transmitral
filling during inspiration and vice versa during expiration. There
are two forms of CP: (1) the fibroelastic form (acute or subacute),
in which patients present with subtle signs and symptoms; and (2)
the rigid shell form (chronic) in which the pericardium may have
calcified.6

It is important to distinguish the hemodynamic features of CP
from those of cardiac tamponade. In cardiac tamponade, the intra-
cardiac volumes are decreased on both sides of the heart, with ele-
vation and equalization of diastolic filling pressures throughout the
cardiac chambers, which reflects the increased ventricular interac-
tions between the right and left heart. Importantly, however,
although early ventricular filling is resistance free in CP, the effu-
sion in cardiac tamponade imposes pandiastolic resistance to ven-
tricular filling.7
Restrictive Cardiomyopathy
In the United States, the most common etiology of RCM is amy-
loidosis (primary, familial, and senile amyloidosis). In the tropics
(especially in Africa), endomyocardial fibrosis is quite common
(see Table 84.1). Increased LV filling pressures lead to an increase
in left atrial pressure and pulmonary venous pressures and to an
increase in pulmonary artery pressure. Eventually, RV failure
ensues, or disease progresses within the right system, which leads
to an increase in RV end-diastolic pressure. In advanced phases of
the disease, biventricular failure and equalization of diastolic pres-
sures may occur.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiography is the cornerstone methodology for the diagnosis
of CP and involves delineating a pattern of structural, Doppler
hemodynamic, and cardiac deformational changes. Increased peri-
cardial thickness may be overlooked on a transthoracic echocardio-
gram, whereas, in contrast, a transesophageal echocardiogram may
have greater sensitivity.8 Plethora of an inferior vena cava devoid
of respiratory variation is seen in both CP and RCM. Increased wall
thickness or unusual echo texture is usually suggestive of cardiac
infiltration. Other unique findings that may be related to RCM
include masslike apical lesions in the left ventricle, which leads
to apical obliteration (endomyocardial fibrosis) and focal aneu-
rysms or small bright echoes in the free wall or septum (sarcoido-
sis)9 (Table 84.2).

Hemodynamic Doppler recordings in both CP and RCM are
useful for delineating restrictive transmitral filling characteristics
(Table 84.3), with short deceleration time and a small or absent
A wave in mitral inflow.10,11 However, respiratory variation in ven-
tricular filling velocity has been observed in CP, but has not been
observed in RCM. In patients with CP, the dissociation of intratho-
racic and intracardiac pressures results in lower driving pressures
for inspiratory forward flow into the left ventricle. Consequently,
during the first beat of inspiration, there is a decrease in the initial
velocity of transmitral flow (E), followed by a more than 25%
increase in the initial E velocity at expiration. Reciprocal changes
occur in the right ventricle, with transtricuspid inflow velocity
increasing during inspiration and declining with expiration by more
than 40%7,10,12 (Figs. 84.1 and 84.2). Similarly, hepatic vein for-
ward flow velocity during diastole decreases after the onset of expi-
ration, along with a significant diastolic flow reversal. In patients
with RCM, inspiratory reduction in early mitral inflow is usually
less than 10%7,10,12 (see Figs. 84.1 and 84.2)..

Respiratory variations in transmitral and transtricuspid veloci-
ties may be absent in some patients with constriction in the
presence of extremely elevated filling pressures. Additional confir-
mation of differences in myocardial motion and deformation may
therefore be useful. The use of tissue Doppler measurement of
mitral annular velocities is useful in distinguishing constriction
from restriction (see Fig. 84.2). The peak early diastolic mitral
annular velocity (e0) is reduced in patients with RCM; because
RCM is primarily a myocardial disease, myocardial velocities in
patients with RCM are reduced in contrast to the normal or some-
times exaggerated velocities in patients with CP13 (see Fig. 84.2).
Similarly, the measurement of LV deformation and torsional
mechanics by newer echocardiographic techniques (e.g., speckle
tracking echocardiography) may have a diagnostic role in detection
of pericardial tethering of LV epicardial deformation.14–16 These
newer techniques demonstrated that patients with CP had relatively
preserved LV longitudinal mechanics, whereas circumferential and
torsion mechanics were attenuated. In contrast, patients with RCM
exhibited the reversed pattern, with marked attenuation of LV lon-
gitudinal mechanics (Fig. 84.3) and with relatively preserved LV
circumferential and rotational mechanics.15,16

OTHER INVESTIGATIONS
In CP, computed tomography (CT) can be performed for delineating
global or focal pericardial thickening, calcification, tube-shaped con-
figuration of one or both atrioventricular grooves, interventricular
septum bouncing, enlargement of the diameter or the superior
or inferior vena cava compared with that of the descending
aorta,17 pleural effusion, hepatic congestion, and ascites. Cine
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging can also demonstrate



TABLE 84.3 Echocardiographic Parameters in Constrictive Pericarditis and Restrictive Cardiomyopathy

Parameter Constrictive Pericarditis Restrictive Cardiomyopathy

Septal bounce Yes No
MV inflow respiratory variation �25% None
TV inflow respiratory variation >40% None
DT Short <160 msec
Hepatic vein reversal Diastolic reversal with expiration No change
IVRT Decrease during expiration; increase during inspiration No change
TR duration Increase No change
E/e0 <8-10 >15
Myocardial mechanics with strain image Normal longitudinal strain; decreased net-twist angle Decreased longitudinal strain; normal net-twist angle

E, Peak transmitral flow velocity at early diastolic filling phase; e0, peak early diastolic mitral annular velocity; E/e0, ratio of E and e0 velocities; IVRT, isovolumic
relaxation time; MV, mitral valve; MVDT, mitral valve deceleration time; TR, tricuspid regurgitation; TV, tricuspid valve.

TABLE 84.2 Differentiating Features of Constrictive Pericarditis and Restrictive Cardiomyopathy

Feature Constrictive Pericarditis Restrictive Cardiomyopathy

Jugular venous waveform Prominent Y descents of brief duration Prominent Y descents, but less brief duration
Cardiac auscultation S3 with high-pitched pericardial knock; NOS4; mitral

regurgitation or TR usually absent
Increased S2 and S3 with low-pitched triple rhythm, S4

present; mitral regurgitation or TR often present
Chest radiograph Pericardial calcification (20-30% prevalence); mild

cardiomegaly and pulmonary venous congestion; bilateral
venous congestion; bilateral pleural effusion less common

Pericardial calcification rare; mild cardiomegaly, bi-atrial
enlargement, and pulmonary venous congestion; bilateral
pleural effusion more common

ECG Low amplitude (<50%), atrial fibrillation, P wave usually wide
and notched

High or low amplitude (amyloidosis), atrial fibrillation,
depolarization abnormalities (BBB), pathologic Q wave
and impaired AV conduction; P wave may be wide and
increase in amplitude

Echocardiogram Pericardial thickness; normal wall thickness; prominent early
diastolic filling with abrupt displacement of interventricular
septum (septal bounce)

Increased wall thickness; thickened cardiac valves
(amyloid); granular sparkling texture (amyloid); bi-atrial
enlargement

Doppler studies Increased RV systolic velocity and decreased LV systolic
velocity with inspiration; respiratory variation <15%;
expiratory augmentation of hepatic vein diastolic flow
reversal

Decreased RV and LV velocities with inspiration; inspiratory
augmentation of hepatic vein diastolic flow reversal
(>25%); mitral regurgitation and TR common

Cardiac catheterization RVEDP and LVEDP usually equal; RV systolic pressure
<50 mm Hg; RVEDP more than a third of RV systolic
pressure

LVEDP often >5 mm Hg greater than RVEDP

CT/cardiac MRI Demonstrated a thickened pericardium in most cases;
pericardial hyperenhancement after gadolinium contrast
injection predicts inflammation

Pericardium usually of normal thickness; LGE in CMRI
suggestive of inflammatory process within the
myocardium (i.e., infiltrated RCM)

Endomyocardial fibrosis
biopsy

May be normal or demonstrated nonspecific hypertrophy or
myocardial fibrosis

May reveal specific cause of RCM especially in infiltrative
causes

BNP Elevated BNP Normal or minimally elevated BNP

AV, Atrioventricular; BBB, bundle branch block; BNP, brain natriuretic peptide; CCT, cardiac computed tomography; CMRI, cardiac MRI; LGE, late
gadolinium enhancement; LV, left ventricle; LVEDP, left ventricular end-diastolic pressure; RCM, restrictive cardiomyopathy; RV, right ventricle; RVEDP,
right ventricular end-diastolic pressure; S, heart sound; TR, tricuspid regurgitation.
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Figure 84.1. A, Fluoroscopy showing calcified pericardium (red arrow) in a patient with constrictive pericarditis (CP). B and C, The high-fidelity
manometer-tipped catheters in the left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) during the respiratory cycle in two different patients: one with restrictive
cardiomyopathy (RCM) and the other with CP. B, In this patient with RCM, there is a drop in left ventricular pressure and a drop in right ventricular
pressure during inspiration (Insp). This indicates that the elevation of ventricular filling pressures is due to a myocardial restrictive disease. C, In this
patient CP, there is ventricular discordance, with an increase in right ventricular pressure and a decrease in left ventricular pressure during inspiration.
This is due to the enhancement of ventricular interaction and dissociation of intrathoracic and intracardiac pressures. Exp, expiration.
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Figure 84.2. Findings in a patient with constrictive pericarditis (CP). Increased respiratory variations in transmitral early diastolic flow (A) and hepatic
venous Doppler flow (B) are shown for the same patient with CP. Tissue Doppler of the mitral annulus showing lateral e0 (D) lower than the medial e0

(C) in a patient with CPmitral annulus reversus. This is likely due to the tethering of the adjacent fibrotic and scarred pericardium. Patients with restrictive
cardiomyopathy do not exhibit mitral annulus reversus. Exp, expiration; Insp, inspiration.
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Figure 84.3. A, Mitral valve Doppler inflow in a patient with constrictive pericarditis (CP) that shows the respiratory variation and cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) that shows a thickened pericardium (red arrow). B, A two-dimensional parasternal long-axis view and a delayed
contrast-enhanced cardiac MRI in a patient with cardiac amyloidosis (restrictive myocardiomyopathy [RCM]) showing left ventricle hypertrophy and
predominantly delayed subendocardial gadolineum enhancement, respectively. Global longitudinal strain curves in a patient with CP (C) and RCM
(D) show a significant decrease in the global longitudinal strain in a patient with RCM and preserved global longitudinal strain in a patient with CP.
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tethering of the thickened pericardium as a result of adhesions
between the pericardium and myocardium, and dilation of the
inferior vena cava.18 In RCM, cardiac CT can show a normal peri-
cardium, atrial enlargement, increased wall thickness, and CMR
can reveal late enhancement. Cardiac catheterization is useful
for confirming the diagnosis before a patient is referred for
pericardiectomy.
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85 Echocardiography in Arrhythmogenic Right
Ventricular Cardiomyopathy

Danita M. Yoerger Sanborn, MD, MMSc
Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) is an
uncommon inherited cardiomyopathy characterized by fibro-fatty
replacement of the myocardium, primarily of the right ventricle
(RV), although left ventricular (LV) involvement has recently
been reported.1,2 ARVC is an important yet rare cause of ventric-
ular arrhythmias in the young, as well as of RV dilation and
dysfunction.

Echocardiographic evaluation is an important early step in the
workup of individuals suspected of having ARVC. Echocardiogra-
phy is an ideal modality to assess RV size and function, especially
in light of its low cost, ease of performance and interpretation, por-
tability, and wide accessibility. The ability to perform serial imag-
ing in a patient with ARVC who has received an implantable
cardioverter defibrillator is an important advantage of echocardiog-
raphy over magnetic resonance imaging for following affected
individuals over time.

Currently, there is no single gold standard test to establish the
diagnosis of ARVC, which has made it challenging to accurately
confirm disease in individuals at risk. Although qualitative assess-
ment of RV structure and function was an important part of the
original diagnostic criteria put forth by the Task Force of theWork-
ing Group on Cardiomyopathies in 1994,3 the criteria for major and
minor RV structural and functional abnormalities developed by this
group of experts were missing quantitative cutpoints that are
needed to help clinicians correctly categorize individuals suspected
of having ARVC. This has been particularly evident when evaluat-
ing the family members of affected individuals or those who may
have a subclinical form of the disease.4,5 In addition, the echocar-
diographic natural history of ARVC is still being defined, and a bet-
ter understanding of how abnormalities in RV structure and
function evolve over time is needed.
TheMultidisciplinary Study of Right Ventricular Dysplasia was
initiated in North America to better characterize and quantify the
cardiac structural, clinical, and genetic aspects of ARVC.6 Based
on the data collected from this and other studies, modifications
to the original task force criteria (TFC) were proposed in 2010
by a working group.7 From an echocardiographic perspective, these
modifications have added specific quantitative measures to Crite-
rion 1 to help improve diagnostic accuracy. The new diagnostic
criteria also include thresholds for several RV dimensions that
are corrected for body size. Box 85.1 summarizes the newly
proposed cutpoints in several echocardiographic dimensions that
are required to fulfill both major and minor criteria. The proposed
TFC modifications help improve diagnostic accuracy when disease
is suspected.8,9
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS IN
ARRHYTHMOGENIC RIGHT VENTRICULAR
CARDIOMYOPATHY

Right Ventricular Structure
RV dilatation is frequently noted in individuals with ARVC.10,11

The echocardiographic data from a subset of probands from the
North American Multidisciplinary Study showed that an enlarged
RV outflow tract (RVOT) was found in 100% of probands. Accord-
ing to the 2010 revised TFC, a major criterion for ARVC is fulfilled
when there is RVOT dilatation seen in the parasternal long-axis
(PLAX) (�32 mm) or short-axis (PSAX) (�36 mm) view, along
with depressed RV function or localized aneurysms (akinesia or
dyskinesia).7 The sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of
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Figure 85.1. Measurement of right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) dime
ventricular cardiomyopathy. A, The parasternal long-axis view. B, The paras
RA, right atrium.

Box 85.1 Revised Task Force Criteria for Echocardiography

GLOBAL AND/OR REGIONAL DYSFUNCTION
AND STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS

Major

1. Regional RV akinesia, dyskinesia, or aneurysm and one of the
following:
a. PLAX: �32 mm (�19 mm/m2)
b. PSAX: �36 mm (�21 mm/m2)
c. FAC: �33%

Minor

1. Regional RV akinesia or dyskinesia and one of the following:
a. PLAX: 29-32 mm
b. PSAX: 32-36 mm
c. RV FAC: 33%-40%

FAC, fractional area change; PLAX, parasternal long-axis view; PSAX,
parasternal short-axis view; RV, right ventricular.

Adapted from Marcus FI, McKenna WJ, Sherrill D, et al. Diagnosis
of arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia: proposed
modification of the task force criteria. Circulation 121:1533, 2010.
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Figure 85.2. Structural alternations noted on two-dimensional echocardiogr
myopathy.A, Trabecular derangement (arrows),B, Localized aneurysms (arro
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ARVC are 75% and 95% for the PLAX view and 62% and 95% for
the PSAX view, respectively (Fig. 85.1). The presence of aneurysm
with only mild dilatation or mild global dysfunction is a minor
criterion.

RV dilatation has also been reported as a physiologic adaptation
to high-intensity exercise, and thus, is not specific to ARVC.12

ARVC, with its associated RV enlargement, has also been associ-
ated with an increased frequency of sudden death and ventricular
arrhythmias in athletes, particularly those from the Veneto region
of Italy.13,14 Therefore, the diagnosis of ARVC in highly trained
athletes can be challenging. Thus, a detailed medical and family
history, as well as use of the TFC exclusive of RV structure and
function, may help distinguish disease from the normal adaptation
to high-intensity exercise. In the future, the accuracy of echocardi-
ography in this subset of individuals may be improved by the use of
newer echocardiographic parameters, such as tissue Doppler and
speckle imaging for RV myocardial strain and strain rate.15

Several structural abnormalities have been noted with increased
frequency in individuals with ARVC. Morphologic abnormalities
noted on echocardiography include trabecular prominence and
derangement, focal aneurysms or sacculations (Fig. 85.2/Video
85.2), and a hyper-reflective moderator band. In a subgroup of
probands from the North American Multidisciplinary Study,
B

RVOT

RA
AV

nsions on two-dimensional echocardiography in arrhythmogenic right
ternal short-axis view. AV, aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;
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aphy with increased frequency in arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardio-
ws) in the right ventricular (RV) free wall.RA, right atrium; LV, left ventricle.
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trabecular derangement was the most frequently noted abnormality,
occurring in 54% of the affected individuals and not in any of the
matched controls.11

Right Ventricular Function
Qualitative abnormalities in regional RV function were found in
79% of probands in the North American Multidisciplinary Study.
The anterior wall and apex were the most common regions affected.

Global RV dysfunction is also commonly noted in ARVC.
Because of the asymmetric geometry of the RV and difficulty with
visualization of the entire RV endocardium in some individuals,
estimation of RV volume by conventional two-dimensional (2D)
echocardiography is challenging; this makes an accurate estimation
of a RV ejection fraction difficult. The RV fractional area change
(FAC) from the apical 4-chamber view has been shown to be a use-
ful correlate of RV function,16 and is decreased in individuals with
ARVC compared with controls.11 Unfortunately, there have been
no large population studies that describe normal values for RV
FAC normalized for gender or body size. In the proposed TFCmod-
ification, the optimal cutpoint for FAC (�33%) was determined
using data from the Multidisciplinary Study coupled with a large
group (n¼450) of normal individuals. In the presence of regional
wall motion abnormality, an FAC of 33% or more had a sensitivity
of 55% and specificity of 95% for the diagnosis of ARVC.7

Newer Echocardiographic Techniques
in Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular
Cardiomyopathy
In addition to the standard 2D imaging of ARVC, there are many
new echocardiographic techniques that may add diagnostic utility.
Some of these allow for a more precise assessment of RV size, and
others may detect more subtle abnormalities of global or regional
RV function.

Three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography is an emerging tool
that shows promise for more accurate estimation of RV volumes
and RV ejection fractions17 (Fig. 85.3/Video 85.3). This technique
enables imaging of the entire RV volume from a single transducer
position and single image acquisition.18 Studies have shown that
RV volume calculated from 3D echocardiography has less variabil-
ity than similar calculations by 2D echocardiography.19,20 Small
RV

RA LA

Figure 85.3. Three-dimensional echocardiography of arrhythmogenic
right ventricular (RV) cardiomyopathy from the apical 4-chamber per-
spective. LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.
series have demonstrated that RV ejection fractions calculated by
3D echocardiography were decreased in ARVC compared with
normal controls.21,22 Three-dimensional echocardiographic mea-
sures have also been shown to differentiate between those with
ARVC from unaffected family members and normal individuals;
however, variability in this study was higher than noted in previous
RV 3D validation studies.17 At present, there are limitations in
image quality with 3D echocardiography, as well as technical con-
siderations of image acquisition, cropping, and measurement that
require significant experience with the technique. Normal values
and disease cutpoints are still being established. Therefore, at
present, the usefulness is limited to specialized centers with exper-
tise in the use and limitations of 3-D echocardiography.

M-mode measurement of tricuspid annular plane systolic
excursion (TAPSE) and Doppler quantification of tricuspid valve
annular motion using tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) can be used to
estimate global RV function10 (Fig. 85.4). In addition, RV free
wall myocardial velocity, strain, and strain rate either by Doppler
or speckle tracking hold promise to more accurately assess both
global and regional function. Systolic strain and systolic strain
rate have been shown to be reduced in patients with ARVC com-
pared with healthy controls,22,23 and use of this technique may
even be able to detect subtle early abnormalities in asymptomatic
gene carrriers.24 One limitation of these tissue Doppler measures
is angle dependence, a requirement that the motion of the wall that
is sampled be parallel to the ultrasound beam. Obtaining accurate
and reproducible measures of RV peak systolic velocity, strain,
and strain rate can be challenging when the RV becomes signif-
icantly enlarged because it is more difficult to line up the distorted
RV free wall so that longitudinal motion is parallel to the ultra-
sound beam. Although the findings described in these small
research studies show promise, at present these measures are best
performed at specialized centers by those experienced in the tech-
nique. It is possible that assessment of RV strain and strain rate by
speckle tracking might be more applicable in this particular
population because it is not based on Doppler imaging, and thus,
is not angle dependent.

A simple Doppler index of RV function, the RVmyocardial per-
formance index, is independent of geometric assumptions25 and has
been applied in diseases affecting the RV (e.g., pulmonary hyper-
tension).26 Preliminary data regarding the utility of this index in
ARVC demonstrated reduced RV myocardial performance index
in ARVC probands, even when global RV function as assessed
by FAC was normal.27 A more recent study found this to be a less
informative estimate of global RV dysfunction in ARVC.28 This
index needs to be tested in larger populations to determine its diag-
nostic utility in individuals suspected to have ARVC.

Use of intravenous echocardiographic contrast has been
described in ARVC populations and can improve detection of sub-
tle areas of regional dysfunction.29 One small study even suggested
that abnormalities of RV perfusion could be detected in areas
affected by fatty infiltration.30 Larger populations of ARVC
patients need to be studied to define the utility of contrast echocar-
diography in this disease.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY VERSUS OTHER
MODALITIES FOR ARRHYTHMOGENIC RIGHT
VENTRICULAR CARDIOMYOPATHY
Investigators from the Multidisciplinary Study used a predictive
multivariable analysis to assess the relative value of the different
variables acquired. The 7-variable model (including magnetic res-
onance imaging, electrocardiography, echocardiography, signal-
averaged electrocardiography, RV biopsy, Holter monitor, and
RV angiography) was tested by removing one variable at a time
to determine which tests would cause the most decline in diagnostic
accuracy. The largest decline occurred when echocardiography was
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Figure 85.4. Tissue Doppler of the right ventricle (RV) from the apical 4-chamber view in a patient with arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyop-
athy. Doppler sample volume is placed on the tricuspid valve (TV) annulus at the free wall. A0, late TV annular peak diastolic velocity; E0, early TV annular
peak diastolic velocity; S0, TV annular peak systolic velocity).
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removed from the model, suggesting that echocardiography is an
important imaging method in the diagnosis of ARVC.6
SUMMARY
Echocardiography is an important tool for the assessment of
individuals with suspected ARVC. Dilatation of the RV (and in
particular, the RVOT) has been the most frequently observed
echocardiographic abnormality. RVOT dilation (�32 mm in the
PLAX view or �36 mm in the PSAX view) in the presence of a
localized aneurysm (akinesia or dyskinesia) or global RV dysfunc-
tion (FAC �33%) fulfills one major criterion for the diagnosis of
ARVC. Abnormalities in RV morphology, as well as in parameters
assessed by the newer techniques of tissue Doppler and speckle
imaging are also often noted, and may provide useful supporting
evidence when ARVC is suspected. Echocardiography has a high
diagnostic accuracy for the disease compared with other imaging
modalities and is the ideal imaging technique for following affected
individuals over time.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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86 Echocardiographic Analysis of Left Ventricular
Noncompaction

Denise Spiegel, RDCS, Timothy E. Paterick, MD, JD
NC
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Left ventricular (LV) noncompaction (LVNC) phenocopy and car-
diomyopathy are distinct entities that have uniquemorphologic fea-
tures secondary to an arrest of the maturation of the myocardium
during embryogenesis.1,2 The distinction between phenocopy and
cardiomyopathy relates to the diastolic, systolic, and mechanical
functions of the left ventricle. LVNC phenocopy has normal LV
systolic function, whereas LVNC cardiomyopathy is defined by
abnormal LV systolic function. LVNC phenocopy is not a disease
state. Whether the phenocopy will transition to LVNC cardiomyop-
athy remains an enigma.
A

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FEATURES
Echocardiography is a safe, cost-effective imaging modality to
accurately diagnose the distinct morphologic features of LVNC
cardiomyopathy. The pathognomonic echocardiographic features
in individuals affected by LVNC cardiomyopathy include a thick,
bilayered (noncompacted [NC] and compacted [C]) myocardium,
prominent ventricular trabeculations, and deep intertrabecular
recesses (Fig. 86.1/Video 86.1, A,B).3
B

NC

C

Figure 86.1. A, Parasternal short-axis view of the left ventricular apex
demonstrating compacted (C) and noncompacted (NC) myocardium.
B, Modified parasternal view of the left ventricle demonstrating C and
NC myocardium.
AVAILABLE DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
Two-dimensional echocardiography has been fundamental in
establishing the diagnosis of LVNC, increasing awareness and
defining the heterogeneity of the phenotypic expression of this dis-
ease. Several echocardiographic imaging definitions for the diag-
nosis of LVNC cardiomyopathy have been proposed,3–6 with
variability in the proposed descriptions of its morphologic features.
The lack of a true gold standard, such as a unique genetic marker,
makes it difficult to know which criteria are the most sensitive and
specific. The available diagnostic criteria are all limited because of
the complexity involved in validating them.

The diagnostic criteria used by Jenni and colleagues3 included a
bilayered myocardium that consists of a thin C layer and a NC layer
with deep myocardial recesses; specifically, this is a NC/C ratio
greater than 2 measured at end-systole in the apical short-axis view.
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Figure 86.2. Diagnostic criteria for left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC). A, Jenni et al.3 (Zurich) criteria: LVNC is defined by a ratio of noncompacted
(NC) to compacted (C) myocardium greater than 2,measured at end-systole.B.Chin et al.4 (California) criteria: LVNC is defined by a ratio of the distance
from the epicardial surface to the trough of the trabecular recesses (X) to the distance from the epicardial surface to the peak of the trabeculations (Y) at
0.5 or less, measured at end-diastole. C, St€ollberger and Finsterer5 (Vienna) criteria: LVNC is defined by trabeculations (four or more) protruding from
the left ventricular wall, located apically to the papillary muscles and visible in one imaging plane. D, Paterick et al.6 (Wisconsin) criteria (not validated):
LVNC is defined by an NC/C ratio greater than 2, measured at end-diastole. (From Paterick et al. Left ventricular noncompaction: a 25-year odyssey.
J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2012;25:363-375.)
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Chin et al.4 defined LVNC cardiomyopathy as C/(NC+C)<0.5 at
end-diastole in the parasternal short-axis view. Stollberger and Fin-
sterer5 defined LVNC cardiomyopathy as four or more trabecula-
tions protruding from the LV wall located apically to the papillary
muscles and visible in one imaging plane. Paterick et al.6 used the
ratio of NC/C greater than 2 at end-diastole as diagnostic of LVNC
cardiomyopathy. This modification was based on the observation
that measurements of the C and NC layers are more precise during
end-diastole. This approach is consistent with the American Soci-
ety of Echocardiography’s convention of measuring chamber wall
thickness at end-diastole rather than at end-systole (Fig. 86.2).

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TRICKS AND TIPS
The diagnosis of LVNC cardiomyopathy must include a meticulous
evaluation of trabeculation sizes (NC myocardium) in relation to
the C myocardium wall thickness in multiple imaging windows,
and at different LV levels, during different phases of the cardiac
cycle. The imaging team must diligently identify a bilayered myo-
cardium in the short-axis views at the middle and apical levels, and
in the apical 4-chamber and apical long-axis views. The thicknesses
of the C and NCmyocardium are best measured in short-axis views
at end-diastole, with an NC/C ratio greater than 2 being supportive
of the diagnosis of LVNC cardiomyopathy.

Rigorous detail is mandatory when making measurements
because they represent the major component of available diagnostic
criteria. It is imperative to obtain short-axis images perpendicular
to the ventricular long-axis views. A circular LV cavity image
should be obtained and maintained in all short-axis views. Oblique
and tangential views should not be used for the measurement of
the thickness of the NC and C layers, because this can lead to a
false-positive diagnosis. The LV region of interest in LVNC cardio-
myopathy lies between the bases of the papillary muscles and the
tip of the apex.

When obtaining nontangential short-axis views of the LV apex
region, the transducer should be positioned one or two interspaces
below the standard parasternal position; the transducer should also
be moved laterally to obtain a circular LV short-axis image. The
imaging specialist should then methodically interrogate the apical
third of the left ventricle in serial short-axis views, as well as in api-
cal 2-chamber, apical long-axis, and 4-chamber views. The highest
transducer frequencies, with adjustment of beam focus, gain, and
reject settings, are recommended to obtain well-defined images
of the bilayered myocardium that is characteristic of LVNC
cardiomyopathy.

The NC layer location may be regional, with the apicolateral
segment having the greatest predilection for NCmyocardium. Con-
trast can be used to opacify the LV apex and allow more precise
delineation of the C layer, which allows for improved precision
in measurements. There is a role for three-dimensional echocardi-
ography with full-volume acquisition to characterize the C and NC
myocardium (Fig. 86.3), and speckle tracking echocardiography
can be used to identify the absence of twist, which may be able
to distinguish LVNC cardiomyopathy from other disease states.
It can be challenging to distinguish LVNC cardiomyopathy from
apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, apical thrombus, false ten-
dons, aberrant chords, cardiac fibromas, eosinophilic heart disease,
endomyocardial fibrosis, and cardiac metastases.7 The imaging
specialist must meet the challenge of considering all mimickers
of LVNC cardiomyopathy.

Accurate diagnosis of LVNC cardiomyopathy is important
because its major complications include heart failure, arrhythmias,
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Figure 86.3. Images of a 15-year-oldmale high school track and football player with a family history of sudden cardiac death; his father died at 42 years
of age. The father’s autopsy was consistent with left ventricular noncompaction cardiomyopathy.A, Demonstration of compacted (C; green bullet) and
noncompacted (NC; white arrow) myocardium at end-diastole, with an NC/C ratio of 2:1 (using Paterick et al6 criteria). B, Three-dimensional echo-
cardiogram (with full-volume acquisition) demonstrating the NC (white arrow) and C (green bullet) myocardium from the apex toward the mitral valve.
(From Paterick et al. Left ventricular noncompaction: a 25-year odyssey. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2012;25:363-375.)
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thromboembolic events, and sudden cardiac death.8 Echocardiog-
raphy laboratories must accept the challenge to accurately diagnose
this unique entity with high sensitivity and specificity.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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87 Takotsubo-like Transient Left Ventricular
Dysfunction: Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy

Nozomi Watanabe, MD, PhD
Takotsubo
(Octopus trap)A B

Takotsubo
cardiomyopathy

Figure 87.1. A, Japanese octopus trap, or Takotsubo. B, Left ventricu-
lography of a patient with Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (systole).
Takotsubo-like transient left ventricular (LV) dysfunction (or
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy) was first reported in Japan in 1990.
The mysterious myocardial disease, which is also known as apical
ballooning, is characterized by an expansion of the apical segments
with basal hyperkinesis. Takotsubo is the Japanese word for
octopus trap, which has traditionally been used by Japanese fisher-
men (from tako, meaning “octopus,” and tsubo meaning “pot”).
Japanese investigators originally coined the name because of the
unique shape of the left ventricle during systole (ballooned apex
with narrow base; Fig. 87.1).

The majority of patients presenting with this condition are
elderly women, with Asians being the largest group affected,
followed by whites. The symptoms of chest pain and dyspnea
are frequently preceded by emotional and/or physical stress.1,2

Interestingly, the incidence of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy dramat-
ically increased after a major earthquake in Nigata, Japan, in 2004;
69% of patients developed symptoms on the same day as the
earthquake.3 There have also been some case reports of this
stress-induced cardiomyopathy related to the Great East Japan
earthquake in 2011.

The clinical findings of Takotsubo-like transient LV dysfunc-
tion mimic an acute myocardial infarction: sudden onset of chest
pain, ST-T elevation followed by T-wave inversion, and apical
wall motion abnormality.4,5 Hence, this relatively benign disease
is often diagnosed as an acute myocardial infarction, but with
normal epicardial coronary arteries found on emergent coronary
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angiography. Despite the extensive wall motion abnormality,
which goes beyond the territory of a single coronary artery, the ele-
vation of biomarker levels (creatine kinase myocardial band, tropo-
nin) is usually modest compared with the elevations of biomarkers
in acute myocardial infarction. LVwall motion abnormalities spon-
taneously improve within 3 months on average. T-wave inversion
following initial ST-T elevation is generally deeper than that in
acute myocardial infarction, and the characteristic changes persist
for several months, and then recover to normal (Figs. 87.2 to 87.4;
Video 87.1). Tentative LV outflow obstruction with or without
mitral regurgitation can be seen in the acute phase. Recent studies
have proposed subtypes of this unique stress-induced cardio-
myopathy. A study using magnetic resonance imaging depicted
Day2 Day3

Figure 87.2. Follow-up electrocardiogr

Figure 87.3. Biplane echocardiographic i
biventricular Takotsubo cardiomyopathy with right ventricular
involvement in 34% of 239 cases.6 Cases with mid-ventricular type
and recurrent Takotsubo cardiomyopathy have also been
reported.7–9

Prognosis is generally good, with complete recovery in most
patients. However, fatal complications have been rarely reported
(e.g., cardiogenic shock or ventricular rupture). Risk factors for car-
diac rupture are persistent ST elevation, female gender, older age,
higher systolic/diastolic blood pressure, and a lower LV ejection
fraction10 (Table 87.1).

The underlying mechanisms of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy
have not been elucidated. Catecholamine-induced myocardial
injury is one of the possible mechanisms.11 Because this disease
Day5 Day14

ams of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy.

mages of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy.



TABLE 87.1 Presentation and Findings of Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy

Sex Female (>90%)
Symptoms Sudden-onset chest pain>dyspnea
ECG ST-T elevation followed by deep T-wave

inversion
Creatine kinase MB and

troponin levels:
Modest elevation or within normal range

Echocardiography Decreased ejection fraction with apical
expansion and basal hyperkinesis. Wall
motion abnormalities recover to normal
within several months. Tentative LV
outflow obstruction with or without mitral
regurgitation can be seen in the acute
phase

Angiography No significant abnormalities in epicardial
coronary arteries

Doppler flow wire Reduced coronary flow velocity reserve in
three major vessels

Complications Apical thrombus, congestive heart failure,
cardiogenic shock, arrhythmia, ventricular
rupture (rare)

ECG, electrocardiography; LV, left ventricular; MB, myocardial band.

3D echocardiography (LV in systole)

Acute phaseA B 3 weeks later

Figure 87.4. Follow-up three-dimensional echocardiography (systole).
A, Acute phase. B, Three weeks later.
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is explicitly related to emotional or physical stress, this supports
this theory. According to a recent review, norepinephrine concen-
tration was elevated in more than 70% of patients with Takotsubo
cardiomyopathy.2 Vasospasm has been also considered to be a
cause of this disease. A recent study using Doppler guidewires
reported decreased coronary flow velocity reserve in patients with
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy in the acute phase, which improved
3 weeks later.12 Coronary microvascular dysfunction probably
exists in this disease, but the cause still remains unclear.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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88 A Systematic Echocardiographic Approach
to Left Ventricular Assist Device Therapy

Denise Spiegel, RDCS, Timothy E. Paterick, MD, JD
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Echocardiography is an essential imaging modality for determining
left ventricular assist device (LVAD) implantation in patients with
advanced heart failure, and serial echocardiographic evaluations
postimplantation help guide medical management decisions. Con-
tinuous axial-flow LVAD therapy provides effective hemodynamic
support for the failing left ventricle. Echocardiographers must
develop a systematic approach for assessing morphology and phys-
iology post-LVAD implantation.1 This approach must include an
evaluation of the left and right heart chambers, the anatomy and
physiology of the inflow and outflow cannulas and the rotor pump,
the degree of aortic and mitral and/or tricuspid regurgitation, and
the presence of interatrial shunts. This chapter identifies a compre-
hensive approach for sonographers and cardiologists evaluating
post-LVAD echocardiograms.
THE LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE
The HeartMate II (Thoratec Corp., Pleasanton, California) is a con-
tinuous axial-flow pump that is made up of a propeller within a
pump. The parts of the HeartMate II—spinney rotor pump, inflow
cannula, outflow cannula, and a single drive line that exits percu-
taneously toward the electronic controller—are positioned in suc-
cession to act as the left ventricle.2
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Figure 88.1. Apical four-chamber transesophageal echocardiogram
demonstrating the correct alignment of the inflow cannula (white arrow)
in relationship to the mitral valve. A perpendicular line (green) drawn from
the inflow cannula should bisect the mitral valve leaflets. LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle. (From Ammar et al. The ABCs of left
ventricular assist device echocardiography: a systematic approach. Eur
Heart J Cardiovasc Imaging 13:885-899, 2012, with permission from
Oxford University Press.)
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Post-Left Ventricular Assist Device Implantation
Evaluation
The first step in the post-LVAD evaluation is assessment of the pre-
implant echocardiogram, which must include a meticulous review
of pre-LVAD left and right ventricular dimension, left atrial vol-
ume, mitral annulus dimension, geometry of leaflets and papillary
muscles, and degree of mitral regurgitation. Additional assessments
include measuring diastolic function, tricuspid annulus dimension,
degree of tricuspid regurgitation, pulmonary artery systolic pres-
sure, atrioventricular morphology, the degree of aortic regurgita-
tion, the size of ascending aorta, and for the presence of clots
and shunts.2 A critical analysis of the post-LVAD structure, func-
tion and physiology of the heart can only be completed after this
comprehensive review of the pre-LVAD echocardiogram is
performed.

Postsurgical evaluation serves two purposes: (1) to evaluate the
surgical results of the LVAD implantation; and (2) to assess and
troubleshoot postoperative heart function and hemodynamics. Spe-
cifically, the echocardiography team must evaluate the de-airing of
the heart, left and right ventricular structure and function, presence
and/or degree of tricuspid regurgitation, presence of interatrial
shunts and inflow, and cannula placement and function.

De-airing must be complete before the LVAD is activated. Air
bubbles are detected as white retractors (Video 88.1). The inspec-
tion for air bubbles should include the ascending and descending
aortas. In addition, the cannulas, anastomotic sites, and left ventric-
ular apex should be inspected, because air is less dense than blood
and will migrate toward the anterior chest of the supine patient,
with potential embolization to the right coronary artery.3

LVAD activation should result in unloading of the left ventricle
and left atrium with a reduction in each chamber size; slightly left-
ward interventricular and interatrial septal positioning indicates
adequate left ventricular and left atrial decompression.4 Inadequate
LVAD unloading postimplantation with a rightward shift of the
septum or opening of the aortic valve every cardiac cycle (Video
88.2) should show the possibilities of suboptimal LVAD support,
abnormal device function, or cannula obstruction. Alternatively,
extreme leftward shift of the interventricular septum should raise
the suspicion of excessive unloading due to high pump speed, sig-
nificant tricuspid regurgitation, or right ventricular dysfunction.
Evidence of spontaneous echocardiographic contrast (stasis) in
the left ventricle or left atrium is a sign of LVAD malfunction.

Right ventricular function and the degree of tricuspid regurgita-
tion must be meticulously evaluated. The right ventricle is a com-
plex structure and cannot be completely visualized in any single
echocardiographic imaging window. Semiquantitative assessment
of right ventricular dimension and/or function should be performed
with transthoracic echocardiography using 4-chamber and inflow
views. This semiquantitative assessment evaluates longitudinal
and radial function of the right ventricle.5 More quantitative mea-
sures of right ventricular function include global fractional area
change (FAC), tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, tissue
Doppler-derived lateral annular systolic velocity (S0), and longitu-
dinal strain and strain rate.6,7 The imaging team must select the
quantitative measure that is most reproducible for serial monitoring
of right ventricular function.

The hemodynamic changes associated with LVAD implanta-
tions may show a detectable patent foramen ovale in 20% of
patients with no evidence of patent foramen ovale on preimplanta-
tion echocardiographic examination.8 The decrease in left atrial
pressure associated with unloading of the left ventricle and the
maintained elevated right atrial pressure can create a gradient that
results in a right-to-left shunt. Postimplantation transesophageal
echocardiography must include agitated saline administration.

Inflow cannula orientation within the left ventricular apex
should be aligned perpendicular to the mitral valve tips at end-
diastole (Fig. 88.1). A properly aligned inflow cannula should have
laminar flow from the ventricle to the cannula. Turbulence and ele-
vated Doppler velocity suggest obstruction of the inflow cannula
and raise the suspicion of thrombus or intermittent obstruction
by the left ventricular wall secondary to inflow cannula malalign-
ment. Pulse wave Doppler should reveal low-velocity, continuous,
laminar flow without regurgitation. Elevated velocities could point
to cannula obstruction, and regurgitation flow suggests LVAD
pump malfunction. The normal filling velocity is between 1 and
2 m/sec, depending on preload and the intrinsic left ventricular
function9; increased velocities are commonly associated with inlet
cannula obstruction (Fig. 88.2/Video 88.2).

The outflow cannula is best visualized in the high, long-axis
view of the ascending aorta at the level of the right pulmonary
artery. The ascending aorta should be interrogated for the presence
of plaque, calcification, and dilatation. The outflow cannula will be
localized most commonly at the right anterolateral aspect of the
ascending aorta. Color flow and pulse wave Doppler are used to
evaluate flow patterns of the outflow cannula. The pulse wave sam-
ple volume should be 1 cm proximal to the aortic anastomosis.
Peak velocity ranges from 1 to 2 m/sec with unidirectional and pul-
satile flow. Flow patterns of the outflow cannula are affected by the
insertion angle of the cannula into the native aorta10 (Fig. 88.3/
Video 88.3).

LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE
MALFUNCTION CONSIDERATIONS
LVAD malfunction can be characterized into three processes: (1)
low pump flow with increased power; (2) low pump flow with nor-
mal power; and (3) high pump flow with low cardiac output. The
imaging and heart failure teams must consult with device engineers
to troubleshoot these latent complications.



Figure 88.2. Inflow cannula: pulse wave Doppler profile demonstrating
normal velocity (1-2 m/sec) across the inlet cannula.

Figure 88.3. Outflow cannula: pulse wave Doppler profile demonstrat-
ing normal velocity (1-2 m/sec) across the outlet cannula.
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Postoperative Troubleshooting
Postoperative hemodynamic instability should prompt a differen-
tial through-process including (1) hypovolemic state; (2) acute
right ventricular dysfunction (patients with a right ventricular
FAC <20% are at risk for right ventricular failure with initiation
of LVAD therapy); (3) cardiac tamponade (the typical approach
for assessing interventricular interdependence does not apply);
(4) pulmonary embolism; and (5) LVAD malfunction, which is
most commonly secondary to thrombosis of an Impella device
(Abiomed Inc., Danvers, Massachusetts).1

LVAD dysfunction and/or thrombosis should be suspected
when there is a combination of rightward deviation of the septum,
functional mitral regurgitation with annular dilatation, atrioventric-
ular opening during each cardiac cycle, spontaneous contrast in the
left atrium and/or left ventricle, and regurgitant flow through both
cannulas.

SUMMARY
Echocardiography is essential to accurately assess LVAD patients
postimplantation. Standard echocardiographic imaging (transtho-
racic and/or transesophageal echocardiography) allows for optimal
LVAD programming immediately postimplantation and during
routine follow-up, as well as rapid and accurate identification of
mechanical or physiologic malfunctions.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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Figure 89.1. Demonstration of a flail tricuspid valve anterior leaflet (red
arrow) in a transplanted heart following damage from serial endomyocar-
dial biopsies.
Cardiac transplantation remains the gold standard therapy for
patients with end-stage heart failure that is refractory to optimal
medical therapy (American College of Cardiology/American Heart
Association stage D heart failure).1 Since the first cardiac trans-
plantation in 1967, considerable advances in immunosuppressive
therapy have led to improved long-term survival, with recent
reports of 1-, 3-, and 5-year posttransplantation survival rates in
adults reaching 87.8%, 78.5%, and 71.7%, respectively.1,2 Today,
approximately 2300 heart transplantations are performed annually
in the United States.2 Echocardiography is an important tool that
serves a significant role in identifying and managing patients
who undergo cardiac transplantation. In this chapter, the use of
echocardiography in all stages of transplantation evaluation is dis-
cussed, including screening, perioperative monitoring, and post-
transplantation surveillance.

SCREENING
The role of echocardiography in pretransplantation screening
involves evaluation of both the recipient and the donor.

Recipient Evaluation
Echocardiography with Doppler interrogation is instrumental in
identifying the etiology of heart failure, establishing candidacy
for transplantation, and monitoring for the progression of disease.
Patients with elevated and irreversible pulmonary vascular resis-
tance (>2.5 Wood units) are at significantly higher risk for fatal
right heart failure after heart transplantation compared with patients
who have a pulmonary vascular resistance of less than 2.5 Wood
units (40.6% vs 3.8%, respectively).3 Pulmonary hypertension
and pulmonary vascular resistance are typically evaluated by right
heart catheterization in all pretransplantation evaluations. How-
ever, there is evidence to suggest echocardiography may be used
as a noninvasive method to assess hemodynamics, including pul-
monary hypertension and vascular resistance.4

Donor Evaluation
Characteristics of a donor heart ideally suited for transplantation
include younger age of donor, brain death with no circulatory arrest
or ventricular arrhythmias, no history of cardiac disease, minimal to
no risk factors for atherosclerosis, normal electrocardiogram and
echocardiogram, and no inotrope requirement.5 Increased demands
on a shrinking donor pool have forced many institutions to evaluate
suboptimal donor hearts for transplantation. Since its first reported
use in 1988 for pretransplantation donor evaluation, echocardiog-
raphy (transthoracic and transesophageal) has served an instrumen-
tal role in this evaluation because of its portability and accurate
assessment of ventricular function, as well as its evaluation of val-
vular and structural (including congenital) abnormalities.6,7

Left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction, as identified on
echocardiography, accounts for approximately 26% of all unused
donor hearts presented for transplantation.8 It should be noted that
LV systolic dysfunction in the absence of coronary artery disease is
a common finding in patients with brain death due to intracranial
pathologies (e.g., intracranial hemorrhage); studies have reported
a frequency of up to 42%.9,10 This phenomenon is thought to occur
as a consequence of the neuronal and humoral catecholamine surge
induced by brain death. Apical sparing has been noted in these
clinical circumstances because of the decreased sympathetic nerve
terminals and reduced myocardial norepinephrine content in the
LV apex.9 Ventricular dysfunction in the absence of coronary
artery disease has also been identified in patients with metabolic
derangements, including acidosis, anemia, hypothyroidism, and
hypoxia. In these patients, LV systolic dysfunction may be a tran-
sient phenomenon. In a study of urgent transplantation of donor
hearts with LV dysfunction (mean LV shortening fraction 24%)
in pediatric patients at risk of imminent death, there was no signif-
icant mortality difference at 30 days compared with normal donor
hearts (LV shortening fraction >28%). In addition, both groups
demonstrated normal graft function (as identified by shortening
fraction) at 30 days posttransplantation.10 However, identifying
which donor hearts with LV dysfunction will improve with trans-
plantation remains a conundrum. The use of low-dose dobutamine
stress echocardiography has been studied to identify myocardial
reserve in donor hearts with LV dysfunction, but the use of such
hearts for transplantation has not been investigated. Serial echocar-
diography has also been used to identify improvements in contrac-
tile function, particularly after hemodynamic and metabolic
correction.11 Limitations of donor heart evaluation with echocardi-
ography include difficulties in image acquisition in organ donors
who are receiving mechanical ventilation and in those with chest
trauma.
PERIOPERATIVE MONITORING
Surgical approaches for heart transplantation include the bi-atrial
and bi-caval anastomoses (Fig. 89.1). The original surgical
technique—bi-atrial anastomosis—involves retention of bi-atrial
tissue of the recipient (“atrial cuffs”) for direct anastomosis with
the donor heart atria. Although this is advantageous in maintaining
the recipient vena cava (the right atrial and pulmonary veins) and
left atrial communication, the bi-atrial technique results in atrial
distortion that is readily seen on echocardiography and that has
been associated with atrial thrombus formation, atrial arrhythmias,
tricuspid valve incompetence, and possible loss of donor heart
373



Figure 89.2. Bi-atrial anastomoses in heart transplantation.
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sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodal tissue. The bi-atrial anastomo-
sis appears as an echodense ridge at the site along the suture line
(Fig. 89.2). Residual suture material may sometimes also be seen
at the anastomotic site. The bi-caval approach, introduced in the
1990s, involves complete removal of the recipient atria, except
for a cuff of tissue around the pulmonary vein orifices. The donor
heart is then anastomosed at the level of the superior and/or inferior
venae cavae and pulmonary veins. In routine echocardiographic
evaluation, hearts transplanted with the bi-caval technique may
be difficult to distinguish from nontransplanted hearts. The bi-caval
technique results in improved atrioventricular geometry, decreased
incidence of atrial arrhythmias, and decreased sinus node dysfunc-
tion or heart block requiring permanent pacing.12,13
TABLE 89.1 Efficacy of Echocardiographic Imaging Modality
in Identifying Asymptomatic Rejection

Author Year Modality Study Comments

Stengel SM,
et al.20

2001 2D
SDI
TDI

2D/SDI measurements: no significant
change

A0 decreased significantly
(sensitivity and specificity: 82% and
53%, respectively)

Dandel M,
et al.21

2002 2D
SDI
TDI

LVEF: no significant change
IVRT: significant increase with rejection

(marked individual variation)
PW TDI: no significant change

Sun JP, 2005 2D No single variable could reliably identify
Ventricular Structure and Function
Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography is essential for
evaluation of graft ventricular function immediately after cardio-
pulmonary bypass is weaned. LV systolic function should be nor-
mal, and asynchronous septal motion is often seen, which is
consistent with sternotomy. Early LV systolic dysfunction should
raise suspicion of graft failure due to reperfusion injury, prolonged
cold ischemic time, hyperacute rejection, and/or a suboptimal
donor heart. Special attention should be paid to right ventricular
systolic function because early dysfunction may occur in the pres-
ence of residual pulmonary hypertension in the recipient or in
donor–recipient mismatch. Generally, inotrope and pulmonary
artery vasodilator therapy are required early postoperatively.
Improvement of right ventricular function parallels the resolution
of pulmonary hypertension and fluid overload.14 Doppler interro-
gation may identify diastolic dysfunction, oftentimes with restric-
tive physiology, immediately posttransplantation due to ischemic
myocardial injury from prolonged cold ischemia. These diastolic
abnormalities may persist late after transplantation.15
et al.22 SDI
TDI

rejection

Palka P,
et al.23

2005 SDI
TDI

E0 (medial annulus) velocity decreased
and IVRT significantly increased with
rejection

Sensitivity/specificity (69% and 46%
for E0 and 88% and 58% for IVRT)

2D, Two dimensional; IVRT, isovolumic relaxation time; LVEF, left
ventricular ejection fraction; PW, pulsed wave; SDI, spectral Doppler
imaging; TDI, tissue Doppler imaging.
Valve Function
The echocardiographic appearance of the mitral, tricuspid, aortic,
and pulmonary valves are typically normal following transplanta-
tion. Valvular regurgitation is common, particularly in the tricuspid
valve, and is predominantly secondary to increased pulmonary vas-
cular resistance and pulmonary hypertension, which resolves as
pulmonary pressures revert to normal.
Pericardial Effusion
Small to moderate pericardial effusions are often seen in the first
year posttransplantation, which is similar to other cardiac surgeries.
Large and clinically significant effusions are less common and are
associated with an undersized heart and/or absence of previous car-
diac surgery.16 Generally, the fluid is sterile, but close monitoring
and assessment should be performed if infection, transplantation
rejection, or hemorrhage is suspected.16
POSTTRANSPLANTATION SURVEILLANCE
The posttransplantation course is governed by complications
related to immunosuppression, including infection, acute cellular
and antibody mediated rejection, cardiac allograft vasculopathy
(CAV), and malignancy. These complications can generally be
classified into early or late occurrences.
Early Surveillance
Acute cellular rejection is a mononuclear (usually lymphocytic)
inflammatory response against the donor heart. It is common from
the first week to several years posttransplantation and can be
detected in up to 40% of recipients in the first year.12 Currently,
surveillance for acute cellular rejection in asymptomatic patients
is recommended to be performed by endomyocardial biopsy
(EMB) at frequent intervals in the first 6 to 12 months and at further
spaced intervals in high-risk patients as deemed warranted by the
treating physician. Subtle wall motion abnormalities seen on echo-
cardiography or decreases in LV ejection fraction (e.g., from nor-
mal to low normal) may signal graft dysfunction. However, the use
of echocardiography for surveillance as an alternative to EMB is
not recommended by the most recent International Society for
Heart and Lung Transplant guidelines.17 This recommendation
was made based on studies that highlighted the inability of two-
dimensional, spectral Doppler imaging, and tissue Doppler imaging
echocardiography to identify focal cellular or antibody mediated
rejection (Table 89.1).18–23 However, strain echocardiography, par-
ticularly the use of speckle tracking techniques, is an area of recent
research that may prove more reliable for the detection of asymp-
tomatic rejection. Because transplantation rejection is generally a
focal process, strain echocardiographic imaging may more reliably



TABLE 89.2 Efficacy of Strain Echocardiography in Identifying
Asymptomatic Rejection

Author Year Method Study Comments

Kato TS,
et al.25

2009 TDI (strain) Systolic strain>�27.4% significantly
associated with rejection �1B
(sensitivity 82.2% and specificity
82.3%)

Roshanali F,
et al.26

2009 TDI (strain) Lateral and septal strain significantly
associated with �3A rejection (P
value¼0.030 and 0.003,
respectively)

Sato T,
et al.27

2011 Speckle
(strain)

>25% reduction in LV torsion
significantly associated with �2R
rejection (sensitivity 73.7%,
specificity 95.1%)

LV, Left ventricular; TDI, tissue Doppler imaging.
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identify asymptomatic rejection (Table 89.2).25–27 However, future
research is required for validation of this technique.

Although it is not currently considered a first-line tool for sur-
veillance of acute cellular rejection, echocardiography does serve
an adjunct role in monitoring for rejection in a variety of capacities
including (1) guidance of EMB, and (2) evaluation of valvular dys-
function, including iatrogenic tricuspid regurgitation that may
occur after EMB (Video 89.1).

Late Surveillance
Although infection and antibody-mediated rejection can present at
any time, late complications of cardiac transplantation largely
encompass CAV and malignancy. CAV is a diffuse arterial disease
of the allograft characterized by concentric intimal hyperplasia
involving the entire coronary vasculature, which results in a
“pruned” appearance on the angiogram. CAV is multifactorial in
origin and is associated with immune-mediated phenomena,
including number and/or duration of rejections and human leuko-
cyte antigen HLAmismatches, in addition to nonimmunologic phe-
nomena including increased donor age, cytomegalovirus infection,
hyperlipidemia, and impaired glycemic control. Because of cardiac
denervation, it may advance silently before it manifests clinically
as ischemia, infarction, ventricular dysfunction, heart failure, or
ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death. CAV has been
noted in as much as 20% of allografts in 1 year and up to 50% at
5 years. Therefore, routine screening is paramount.12

Current guidelines recommend annual or biannual coronary
angiography with longer intervals if multiple angiograms are nor-
mal.19 However, coronary angiography alone may underestimate
the extent of CAV because of the diffuse concentric nature of
the disease and compensatory vasodilation that may result in a nor-
mal angiogram.28 Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) has demon-
strated an association in multiple studies between changes in
maximal intimal thickness in 1 year (>0.5 cm) and increased car-
diac events and mortality. Despite the advantage of IVUS in better
defining intimal proliferation, its role remains limited.29 Current
guidelines recommend using IVUS, in conjunction with coronary
angiography, at 4 to 6 weeks and again at 1 year posttransplantation
as an option to detect rapidly progressing CAV or to exclude sig-
nificant disease when the angiogram is uncertain.19

Although coronary angiography remains the test of choice for
identifying CAV, it is an invasive study fraught with complications
associated with catheter-based procedures. Dobutamine stress
echocardiography has proven to be a safe and reliable noninvasive
study to assess CAV. Dobutamine stress echocardiography has
superior results compared with nuclear myocardial perfusion imag-
ing and has a prognostic value comparable to IVUS and
angiography.31
Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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TABLE 90.1 Characteristics of Familial Cardiomyopathies

Familial
Cardiomyopathy Genetics ECG Findings

Friedreich ataxia Autosomal recessive
Triplet repeat
�90% have cardiac

involvement

Repolarization abnormalities
Inferolateral T-wave inversion
Mismatch between increased

LV mass and absence of LV
by voltage

Myotonic
dystrophy

Autosomal dominant
Clinical anticipation
�37%–80% have

cardiac involvement

Atrial fibrillation and flutter
Varying degrees of AV block

and bundle branch block

Duchenne
muscular
dystrophy

X-linked
�100% have cardiac

involvement

Sinus tachycardia
Right axis
Posterior and Inferolateral

pseudo-infarct pattern with
deep inferolateral Q waves
tall R wave in lead V1

CMR, Cardiac magnetic resonance; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; LV, le
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90 Familial Cardiomyopathies
Jennifer L. Hellawell, MD, Frederick L. Ruberg, MD, Ravin Davidoff, MBBCh
This chapter reviews three of the most common familial neuro-
muscular diseases that have significant cardiac manifestations:
Friedreich ataxia (FA), myotonic dystrophy, and Duchenne
muscular dystrophy. These syndromes vary significantly in their
inheritance patterns, epidemiology, and cardiac manifestations
(Table 90.1).

FRIEDREICH ATAXIA
Friedreich ataxia is an autosomal recessive disease characterized by
spinocerebellar degeneration that leads to progressive ataxia, dia-
betes mellitus, and cardiac abnormalities. FA is the most prevalent
of all spinocerebellar ataxias and occurs in an estimated 1 in 50,000
Caucasians.1 It was originally described in 1863 by the German
neurologist and pathologist, Nikolaus Friedreich, and is caused
by the expansion of a series of trinucleotide repeats in the gene cod-
ing for frataxin, which is a protein that plays a central role in mito-
chondrial iron transport. Deficiency of frataxin is thought to cause
mitochondrial iron accumulation in neurons, cardiomyocytes, and
other cell types, which results in cellular and subsequent organ
dysfunction.2

Cardiac Manifestations
Up to 90% of patients with FA have cardiac involvement, which is
characterized microscopically by cardiomyocyte hypertrophy,
focal necrosis, and diffuse fibrosis. There are two different result-
ing cardiac phenotypes. The most common form is hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, which can be further subdivided into asymmetric
hypertrophy, which predominantly involves the septum, or concen-
tric left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy. The other observed
phenotype is a dilated cardiomyopathy with global hypokinesis.3

There is no apparent relationship between the degree of neurologic
and cardiac involvement. Cardiac involvement is not only common
in FA, but it is also a frequent cause of death. In one retrospective
study of patients with FA, death from a cardiac cause was the most
frequent cause of death (59%), with most mechanisms being con-
gestive heart failure or arrhythmia.4 Compared with noncardiac
deaths, cardiac deaths occurred earlier in the disease course
(median 17 years vs 29 years, respectively).4
Imaging
The classic echocardiographic finding in FA is increased LV wall
thickness, which most commonly involves the septum (Fig. 90.1).5

Although the degree of overall cardiac involvement does not cor-
relate with the degree of neuromuscular dysfunction, the degree
of septal thickening on echocardiography has been correlated with
the number of glutamic acid (GAA) triplet repeats in some studies.6

Unlike the asymmetric septal hypertrophy associated with other
conditions, such as hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy, there
is no intracavitary gradient typically seen in FA cardiomyopathy.
Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging in FA similarly
reveals the hypertrophy seen by echocardiography.7 Myocardial
perfusion studies using CMR imaging with an adenosine stress
modality have demonstrated a reduced myocardial perfusion
reserve index, which appears to parallel development of the meta-
bolic syndrome in these patients (Fig. 90.2).2 Because impaired
perfusion reserve does not appear to correlate with the degree of
hypertrophy or fibrosis, this may represent a new therapeutic target
in patients with FA.2
Echo Findings CMR Findings
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Figure 90.1. Echocardiogram in Friedreich ataxia. The myocardium, including the papillary muscles, is diffusely increased in thickness and has a
granular texture. AV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PW, posterior wall; RV, right ventricle; RVO, right ventricular outflow; Vs, ventricular
septum.

Figure 90.2. Friedreich ataxia stress perfusion cardiac magnetic resonance imaging. Stress perfusion (top), resting perfusion (middle), and late post-
gadolinium imaging shows a significant subendocardial perfusion abnormality, which is most prominent along the basal inferoseptum as seen in the
horizontal long-axis (left) and basal short-axis (right) planes. Corresponding late gadolinium enhancement images show no late gadolinium enhance-
ment in the region of perfusion abnormalities that are consistent with absence of infarct scar or fibrosis.
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Management
Although guidelines for screening in FA are lacking, a consensus is
emerging that patients with this diagnosis benefit from cardiac
screening with an annual electrocardiogram (ECG), echocardio-
gram, and/or CMR imaging, with follow-up imaging dictated by
symptoms and/or changes on the ECG.1 Treatment of the cardio-
myopathy involves early initiation of agents that reduce afterload
and that may also reduce fibrosis (e.g., angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers).8 Other treat-
ment modalities, including antioxidants and iron chelation, are
under investigation.9

Myotonic dystrophy
Myotonic dystrophy (DM) is the most common form of muscular
dystrophy that presents in adult life, with an estimated prevalence
of 1 in 8000. It is a multisystem and heterogeneous inherited disease
that manifests as an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern with
variable penetrance; not all carriers of the gene express the charac-
teristic phenotype. DM also displays clinical anticipation, a phenom-
enon in which symptoms manifest at an earlier age and often with
greater severity in subsequent generations.10 The disease manifests
in three different forms—congenital, classical, and minimal—and
is also classified into DM1 and DM2 based upon the mutated gene.
Classic DM,which is also referred to as Steinert disease orDM1,was
first described in 1909 by Hans Steinert. It results from expansion of
a trinucleotide repeat in the gene DM protein kinase (DMPK).11

Classic DM onset begins between the second and sixth decades of
life and usually presents with myotonia or muscle weakness, cata-
racts, and cardiac involvement. Congenital DM (also DM1) is symp-
tomatic within the first year of life and usually presents with
respiratory and feeding problems,maternal polyhydramnios, and dif-
fuse muscle weakness. Minimal MD (DM2) is a milder form of the
disease that results from expansion of a tetranucleotide repeat in the
gene ZNF9. Minimal DMpresents later in life, with clinical manifes-
tations of cataracts and mild muscle weakness.
A

C

Figure 90.3. Myotonic dystrophy cardiac magnetic resonance imaging with
short-axis (A to C) and 4-chamber long-axis views (D) of four patients wit
between the arrows, which indicates focal fibrosis, and is visible as mid-myoc
Cardiac Manifestations
Cardiac manifestations are the hallmark of DM1 and include a vari-
ety of conduction system disturbances, usually involving the His-
Purkinje system. The overall incidence of ECG abnormalities in
these patients ranges from 37% to 80%.11 The histopathology
involves fibrosis and fatty infiltration of the conduction system
and nodal tissue. The most common conduction abnormalities
are a slowing of conduction, such as atrioventricular block or bun-
dle branch block, but up to 25% of patients can also have tachar-
rhythmias, with atrial fibrillation being the most common, in up to
25% of patients. Sudden death represents 2% to 30% of fatalities
in patients with DM1, with proposed mechanisms of ventricular
asystole and ventricular arrhythmias.12 Although much less frequent
than the electrophysiologic manifestations, dilated cardiomyopathy
may occur in DM.

Imaging
In keeping with the previously described manifestations, patients
with DM may have dilated cardiomyopathy with increased wall
thickness and decreased systolic function. In one study that charac-
terized echocardiographic findings in 382 patients with DM1, 20%
of patients had LV hypertrophy, 19% had LV dilation, 14% had LV
systolic dysfunction, and 11% had regional wall motion abnormal-
ities.13 CMR imaging can identify focal fibrosis, as identified by
late gadolinium enhancement (LGE), in a mid-myocardial pattern
with occasional extension into the epicardium and notable endocar-
dial sparing (Fig. 90.3).14

Management
Diagnosis of cardiac involvement involves careful review of car-
diac symptoms and an annual ECG, with a low threshold for ambu-
latory monitoring in appropriate patients. Many patients are
asymptomatic in their cardiac disease due to exertional limitations
B

D

late gadolinium enhancement. Late gadolinium enhancement images in
h myotonic dystrophy type 1. Regions of increased signal intensity are
ardial enhancement to epicardial enhancement with endocardial sparing.



Figure 90.4. Duchennemuscular dystrophy electrocardiogram. Sinus tachycardia at rest, deep inferolateral Q waves, tall R wave in lead V1, and right-
axis deviation. (Courtesy Dr. Phillip Podrid, VA Boston Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts).

A

B

Figure 90.5. Duchenne muscular dystrophy echocardiogram. Focal
wall motion abnormality is seen in the basal inferolateral wall in the
absence of significant coronary disease. Findings apparent in the
(A) parasternal long-axis view and (B) parasternal short-axis view.
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from neuromuscular involvement. Management of manifest conduc-
tion system problems in these patients is no different than in other
patients and should be guided by American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines.15 However,
because studies show that patients experience a high burden of
asymptomatic bradyarrhythmias and tachyarrhythmias, maintaining
a low threshold for invasive electrophysiological testing and device
implantation may be appropriate.16

DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is caused by an X-linked
mutation that results in complete or near-complete loss of the dys-
trophin protein (at locus Xp21) and has an estimated incidence of
1 in 3500 males. Dystrophin is a high-molecular-weight structural
protein that connects the cytoskeletal apparatus of the skeletal myo-
cyte to the extracellular matrix. Loss of this protein results in a cas-
cade of events that are ultimately lethal to the myocyte and result in
muscle loss and progressive skeletal muscle weakness, which usu-
ally begins in the second decade of life. It was first described in
1836 as a syndrome with both skeletal muscle and cardiac
involvement.17

Cardiac Manifestations
Cardiomyopathy is a prominent feature of DMD. In an observa-
tional study of more than 300 patients with DMD, clinically appar-
ent cardiomyopathy was first seen at age 10 years and apparent in
all patients by age 20 years. The pathognomonic histologic finding
of focal myocardial fibrosis of the inferolateral base in DMD car-
diomyopathy was first described in autopsy studies in the 1930s.17

Scintigraphic and magnetic resonance imaging studies suggest that
abnormalities in glucose and fat metabolism in the posterolateral
wall segments may contribute to the characteristic focal wall
motion abnormality seen in Duchenne.18,19

Imaging
The ECGs of patients with DMD typically reveal a pseudo-
myocardial infarction pattern of the posterolateral walls, characterized
by inferolateral Q waves and a tall R wave in lead V1 (Fig. 90.4). By
echocardiography, a concordant wall motion abnormality is obser-
ved in the basal inferolateral wall (Fig. 90.5/Video 90.5, A, B).



Figure 90.6. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. (A) Basal and (B) mid-cavity slices of subepicardial and mid-
myocardial fibrosis involving the inferolateral and anterolateral segments in a patient with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. The white late gadolinium
enhancement region (arrow) is fibrosis, whereas the black region represents the normal myocardium.
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Over time, the fibrosis can also extend into the lateral wall and may
involve the posterolateral papillarymuscle, which results in secondary
mitral regurgitation. Fibrosis can be visualized by LGE CMR, and is
also seen in the inferior, inferolateral, and anterolateral segments.20

LGE usually begins in the subepicardium and can then extend into
the mid-myocardium or become transmural (Fig. 90.6).21

Management
The guidelines for screening for cardiac involvement in known
male carriers of the dystrophin mutation include ECG and transtho-
racic echocardiography in children younger than 10 years of age as
a baseline study and then yearly thereafter.16 For asymptomatic
female carriers, ECG and transthoracic echocardiography should
be performed every 5 years after the age of 16 years.16 Unfortu-
nately, the cardiomyopathy of DMD does not respond well to con-
ventional therapies for heart failure, such as β-blockade and
afterload reduction. However, it is reasonable to introduce these
therapies and titrate to symptomatic benefit. In addition, DMD
patients with severe systolic dysfunction should also be considered
for implantable cardiac defibrillators for primary prevention of sud-
den cardiac death according to 2008 ACC/AHA/Health Resources
and Services Administration guidelines.15

SUMMARY
FA, DM, and DMD are uncommon familial cardiomyopathies
that vary significantly in their mode of transmission, epidemiology,
and cardiac manifestations, with characteristic associated findings
on ECG, echocardiography, and CMR (see Table 90.1). The syn-
dromes themselves were described before the era of genetic iden-
tification; the reported clinical phenotypes, ages of onset, and
disease severity can be difficult to categorize. One unifying feature
of these inherited diseases is that cardiac involvement is
unpredictable and often unrelated to duration of diagnosis or sever-
ity of neurologic or skeletal muscular disease. In addition, life
expectancy in patients with cardiac involvement in these diseases
is considerably reduced, either due to arrhythmic complications
or heart failure. The risk of sudden cardiac death can be mitigated
with appropriate electrophysiologic studies or device implantation
and heart failure therapy. For this reason, early consideration of car-
diac involvement and assessment with appropriate imaging modal-
ities is essential to diagnose and treat cardiac manifestations of
these neuromuscular syndromes.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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91 Echocardiography in Cor Pulmonale
and/or Pulmonary Heart Disease

Danita M. Yoerger Sanborn, MD
Cor pulmonale involves changes in the right heart that result from
intrinsic lung disease. The disorder has been divided into acute
and chronic subforms. The acute form most commonly occurs as
a result of the acute pressure and volume overload from a large
thromboembolic event to the pulmonary arteries (discussed in
Chapter 38), whereas the chronic form occurs as a result of intrinsic
diseases of the pulmonary parenchyma, ventilatory drive, or vascular
bed.1 Right ventricular (RV) dilatation and hypertrophy develop
due to hypoxic vasoconstriction of the pulmonary vasculature with
resultant pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH).

The development of cor pulmonale is generally associated with
poor prognosis and increased mortality. The pathologic definition
of cor pulmonale was proposed by the World Health Organization
in 1963,2 which describes the disease as “hypertrophy of the right
ventricle resulting from diseases affecting the function and/or
structure of the lungs, except when these pulmonary alterations
are a result of diseases that primarily affect the left side of the heart,
as in congenital heart disease.” The definition has evolved to
include RV hypertrophy, dilatation, or both, caused by pulmonary
disorders (Fig. 91.1/Video 91.1).3
Primary pulmonary hypertension (PPH) is one of the causes
of chronic cor pulmonale; the echocardiographic features have
been extensively documented in the literature. Other common
causes include chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
recurrent pulmonary thromboembolism, and sleep apnea. A large
number of other diseases can lead to cor pulmonale, including
(but not limited to) cystic fibrosis, interstitial lung disease,
sickle cell anemia, sarcoidosis, and neuromuscular and chest wall
disorders (such as kyphoscoliosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
muscular dystrophy, and myasthenia gravis).1,4 Although COPD
is a very common disease, there is significant heterogeneity in
the disease severity, and not all COPD patients develop cor pulmo-
nale. Severe pulmonary hypertension (defined as mean PA pressure
>40 mm Hg) is considered to be uncommon (<5%) in patients
with COPD5; these findings were recently confirmed in patients
with severe emphysema. Severe pulmonary hypertension was
found in only 2.2% of the nearly 800 patients treated in the
National Emphysema Treatment Trial, whereas mild elevations
in PA pressure were significantly more common, occurring
in 38%.6

Because the effects on the right heart structure and function in
cor pulmonale are primarily a result of PAH, the echocardiographic
abnormalities found in PPH are representative of the features of
chronic cor pulmonale, regardless of etiology.

PPH is an idiopathic disease that involves the pulmonary
vasculature and results in increased pulmonary vascular resis-
tance and sustained increase in the PA pressure.7,8 This increased
pressure is found in the absence of other causes of pulmonary
hypertension, such as valvular heart disease, myocardial dysfunc-
tion, and certain types of congenital heart disease, including
shunt lesions.8,9 The disease most often presents in young adult-
hood and primarily affects women, with a 5:1 female-to-male
ratio after puberty.8 The primary form of the disease is rare, occur-
ring with an estimated frequency of two cases per one million
people.10

Affected individuals often present when the disease is more
advanced, with dyspnea on exertion and/or decreased exercise tol-
erance. Unfortunately, the diagnosis is often made in the later
stages of the disease, when cor pulmonale has developed because
early symptoms and signs are nonspecific. Other causes need to be
excluded before making the diagnosis. Rubin et al. reported the
average time from presentation to a diagnosis as 2 years in patients
with PPH.8
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Figure 91.2. Parasternal short-axis view showing systolic flattening
of the interventricular septum (arrows). LV, left ventricle; RV, right
ventricle.
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Figure 91.3. Parasternal short-axis view showing a dilated main pulmo-
nary artery (MPA), and the proximal right (RPA) and left pulmonary arter-
ies (LPA). AoV, aortic valve.
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Echocardiography is an important tool used to screen individ-
uals suspected of having PPH by clinical evaluation. Because echo-
cardiography is noninvasive, with no significant risks to the patient
and can exclude many important causes of secondary pulmonary
hypertension, it is an ideal test to perform when this diagnosis is
suspected. In addition, echocardiography can provide a reasonably
accurate estimate of pulmonary artery systolic pressure in most
patients.11

Several studies have described typical echocardiographic fea-
tures of PPH.12–16 These include abnormal structure and function
of the right heart, pericardial effusion, and abnormal Doppler
indexes. Left ventricular (LV) size and function are typically nor-
mal in patients with PPH.
STRUCTURAL ABNORMALITIES IN PULMONARY
ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION
Bossone et al. found enlargement of the right-sided heart chambers
in more than 90% of patients with reduced right ventricular (RV)
global systolic function and in more than 75% of patients with
PPH.12 LV systolic function was usually normal.

Systolic flattening of the interventricular septum (IVS) is a com-
mon finding when the PA systolic pressures are significantly ele-
vated.12,17 This is best seen from the parasternal short-axis view
of the ventricles (Fig. 91.2/Video 91.2). An increase in IVS thick-
ness relative to the LV posterior wall thickness has also been
described,12 which may be due to hypertrophy of the RV portion
of the septum in response to pressure overload on the right side
of the heart. The main PA and proximal branches are often noted
to be dilated (Fig. 91.3).

Pericardial effusions have also been described in the setting of
chronic elevation of pulmonary pressures.12,16,18,19 The exact
mechanism is unknown, but may be due to elevation of lymphatic
and venous and/or right atrial pressures, which results in reduced
drainage of the pericardium. Pericardial effusions have been asso-
ciated with mortality from PPH.17 Patent foramen ovale, with
shunting identified by agitated saline contrast, has also been
described with increased frequency,12 which may be related to
the opening of an existing patent foramen ovale tunnel in the setting
of elevated right atrial pressures.
DOPPLER FINDINGS IN PULMONARY ARTERIAL
HYPERTENSION
Tricuspid regurgitation (TR) is frequently noted in individuals with
PAH, with moderate to severe TR occurring in up to 80% of indi-
viduals in some series.12 The TR jet can be used to estimate PA
pressure, using the Bernoulli equation (Fig. 91.4).11 Elevated pul-
monary systolic pressures are a hallmark feature in cor pulmonale,
with estimates of PA systolic pressures commonly being greater
than 60 mm Hg.12,17

The pulmonary artery Doppler profile can also be informative in
individuals with pulmonary hypertension, but is not specific for the
cause of the hypertension. A notch in the mid-systolic PA Doppler
profile and a shortening of the acceleration time have both been
described in the setting of significant elevation in PA systolic pres-
sure (Fig. 91.5).15

The RV myocardial performance index has been studied as a
noninvasive method to evaluate global RV function, and was found
to be elevated in patients with PPH.20
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
AND PROGNOSIS IN COR PULMONALE
Mortality from cor pulmonale typically is due to right heart fail-
ure.21,22 Several small series13,18,20 and one larger prospective
study17 have described echocardiographic predictors of adverse
outcomes. Yeo et al. described the RV myocardial performance
index as an independent predictor of mortality or transplantation.20

A value of less than 0.83 for this noninvasive measure of RV func-
tion was associated with significantly increased survival compared
with levels greater than 0.83. In the larger prospective study of 81
patients with severe PPH, an elevation in the indexed right atrial
area and the presence of a pericardial effusion were predictors of
a composite endpoint of death or transplantation using multivariate
analysis.17 The degree of septal shift was also a predictor using uni-
variate analysis. The authors concluded that each of these findings
were reflective of the severity of right heart failure, and thus, may
be used to identify patients who would benefit from intensive
therapy.

In cor pulmonale, peak TR velocity has been shown to predict
exercise tolerance and prognosis in moderate to severe COPD.23,24

Other echocardiographic parameters have yielded conflicting



TR max velocity = 5.1 m/sec
Peak TR gradient = 105 mmHg

Figure 91.4. Continuous wave Doppler showing an elevated peak tricuspid regurgitation gradient (arrow). TR, tricuspid regurgitation.

Figure 91.5. Pulse wave Doppler of the pulmonary outflow showing the characteristic mid-systolic notching in pulmonary hypertension
(arrows).
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results regarding prognostic utilization in less severe forms of
COPD,25 perhaps reflecting the heterogeneous development of
cor pulmonale in these populations.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TO PREDICT AND MONITOR
RESPONSE TO THERAPY IN PULMONARY
ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION
Echocardiography has been used to monitor response to therapy in
PPH. Peak pulmonary flow velocity was found to independently pre-
dict response to vasodilator therapy in a small series of PPH
patients.26 Hinderliter et al. studied patients treated with a 12-week
intravenous infusion of epoprostenol, and found a reduction in the
maximal tricuspid regurgitant velocity, as well as structural improve-
ments, including less RV dilatation and an improved curvature of the
IVS.27 Sebbag et al. studied the effects of a mean 6 months of epo-
prostenol infusion on the myocardial performance index, which is a
noninvasive measure of RV function.28 They found an 11%
improvement in the RV myocardial performance index, along with
a significant reduction in the estimated PA systolic pressure (15%
reduction). These favorable changes occurred despite no significant
change in RV size or TR severity. Thus, several echocardiographic
parameters can be used to determine the response to therapy in PPH.

SUMMARY
Several echocardiographic abnormalities can be found in the
majority of patients with cor pulmonale. Most of these abnormal-
ities are believed to result from pulmonary hypertension, regardless
of the etiology. Echocardiography is a useful tool for not only the
diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension, but to also help determine the
extent of cardiac structural and functional abnormalities, and in
some cases, to help determine prognosis and guide therapy. Echo-
cardiography should be a routine part of the diagnostic workup
when pulmonary heart disease is suspected.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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92 Echocardiographic Evaluation of Functional
Tricuspid Regurgitation

Denise Spiegel, RDCS, Timothy E. Paterick, MD, JD
Primary tricuspid regurgitation (TR) is associated with tricuspid
valve pathology.1 Secondary TR (functional) has been historically
referred to as tricuspid valve regurgitation secondary to left-sided
heart disease or pulmonary hypertension in the absence of organic
lesions of the tricuspid valve apparatus. The functional description
and the inherent conception that it is benign are specious because
the tricuspid valve has intrinsic anatomic abnormalities of the tri-
cuspid valve apparatus, including annulus dilation and deforma-
tion. Surgical approaches have not been and are not being
pursued because of the erroneous belief that tricuspid regurgitation
would be ameliorated once any left-sided heart disease is resolved
with treatment2 (Video 92.1). The pathophysiology and treatment
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of secondary TR have not been rigorously studied, because follow-
ing the old paradigms of treatment seems reasonable. This conser-
vative approach to the management of secondary TR continues to
influence medical and surgical practice today. However, recently
published investigations have provided evidence favoring a surgi-
cal approach to secondary TR.3–5 The paradigm shift in the man-
agement approach to secondary TR mandates a meticulous and
precise echocardiographic evaluation. The burden of tricuspid
valve disease in the United States is enormous; there is an estimate
of 1.6 million patients with moderate to severe TR.5

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF SECONDARY
TRICUSPID REGURGITATION
Tricuspid valve excursion during systole is a dynamic and complex
process that requires concordant interactions among all compo-
nents of the valve apparatus. The most common cause of secondary
TR is right ventricular (RV) dilation secondary to left-sided heart
disease, which most frequently is mitral valve disease.2,6 Dilated
cardiomyopathy and pulmonary hypertension are less frequent eti-
ologies of secondary TR.2

The pathophysiologic mechanisms of secondary TR can be seg-
mented into three processes: (1) initial dilation of the right ventri-
cle, which results in tricuspid annulus dilation (the degree of
annulus dilation is directly related to the degree of TR); (2) progres-
sive RV and tricuspid annular dilation with increasing TR due to
inadequate tricuspid valve leaflet coaptation; and (3) progressive
RV geometric distortion, which yields severe TR.7–9

TRICUSPID ANNULUS DILATION
AND DYSFUNCTION
Functionally, the tricuspid annulus is a component of both the tri-
cuspid valve and the right ventricle. Geometric remodeling of the
right ventricle results in an oval tricuspid valve orifice and pre-
cludes normal leaflet coaptation.10 Dilation of the annulus occurs
in the anterior and posterior portions, which corresponds to the
RV free wall.3 The tricuspid valve has multiple leaflets and scallops
that compose the mural part of the tricuspid valve and occupy a
large area of the oval orifice.6 The tricuspid valve papillary muscle
attachments are anatomically located such that they are minimally
affected by dilation of the RV free wall. The lengthening of the
mural (septal) annulus is the dominant mechanism of secondary
TR6 (Video 92.2).

RIGHT VENTRICULAR REMODELING
AND TRICUSPID VALVE TETHERING
The pathophysiology of secondary TR in patients with left-sided
heart disease is secondary to elevated left atrial pressure transmit-
ting through the lungs to yield pulmonary hypertension.2 The
chronic RV pressure overload resulting from pulmonary hyperten-
sion can precipitate remodeling of the RV geometry, which then
has the domino effect of dilating the right ventricle and the tricuspid
annulus. The distortion of RV and annular geometry results in TR
and eventual tethering of the tricuspid valve leaflets.7 In addition,
flattening of the annulus secondary to annular dilation can alter the
normal geometric relationship between the papillary muscles and
the leaflets and annulus, thereby increasing tethering.

PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
Pulmonary hypertension patients do not absolutely develop second-
ary TR if normal RV geometry is preserved.11 Alternatively, when
RV geometry is remodeled, and RV and annular dilation occur, so
does secondary TR. In addition, when the RV septum is hypoki-
netic, dyskinetic, or dilated, which is secondary to volume over-
load, there can be a tethering effect on the tricuspid valve
independent of pulmonary hypertension.12 Pulmonary hyperten-
sion can cause RV remodeling with RV geometric distortion, which
results in secondary TR. The grade of pulmonary hypertension has
been shown to be associated with the severity of TR.10 Tricuspid
valve repair in the setting of pulmonary hypertension is a complex
medical and/or surgical decision. The risk of exposing the right
ventricle to an increase in afterload after tricuspid valve repair is
a real clinical concern, especially in circumstances in which severe
pulmonary hypertension may persist. Early postoperative RV dys-
function carries prognostic value early and late after surgery. The
persistence of pulmonary hypertension and loss of a volume outlet
with the repaired tricuspid valve can result in progressive RV fail-
ure13 (Video 92.3).
NATURAL HISTORY OF SECONDARY TRICUSPID
REGURGITATION
Severe TR is an independent predictor of long-term mortality14 and
a lower quality of life, with reduced functional capacity in patients
who develop severe TR after mitral valve surgery.15,16 The preva-
lence of secondary TR in patients with mitral valve disease is an
important consideration; 30% of patients with degenerative mitral
regurgitation have moderate TR at the time of mitral valve sur-
gery,16 and 33% of patients with severe mitral stenosis have mod-
erate to severe secondary TR.17 This natural history outlook
suggests the need for an assertive approach to tricuspid valve repair
in this patient subset.
MANAGEMENT
Conservative management of secondary TR includes optimization
of RV preload and afterload. RV volume overload may benefit
from the introduction of diuretics and angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors, with reduction of dyspnea symptoms. However,
the excessive reduction in central venous pressure may result in
progression of TR severity.

Tricuspid valve annuloplasty is the basis of present day surgical
therapy for secondary TR. It aims to correct annulus dilation and
RV geometry, leading to improved leaflet coaptation. The two sur-
gical methodologies include suture annuloplasty and ring
annuloplasty.

Please access ExpertConsult to see the videos in this chapter.
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93 Echocardiographic Evaluation of the Right Heart:
Limitations and Technical Considerations

David B. Adams, RCS, RDCS
For most cardiac patients, the left side of the heart is the major con-
cern, and rightfully so, because of the prevalence of systemic
hypertension, coronary disease, mitral regurgitation, and aortic ste-
nosis. However, the importance of right heart function cannot be
overlooked, especially in terms of functional capacity and progno-
sis. The function of the right ventricle (RV) has been described as a
bellows in which a large blood volume is expelled against the low
resistance of the pulmonary circuit. When RV dysfunction is added
to that of left ventricular dysfunction, the clinical outcomes fre-
quently worsen.

In 2010, the American Society of Echocardiography published a
comprehensive report titled “Guidelines for the Echocardiographic
Assessment of the Right Heart in Adults.”1 This document covers
chamber quantification, systolic and diastolic function, right atrial
size and pressure, and more.

Clinically, RV size and function are commonly assessed qual-
itatively. In normal patients, the RV is approximately two thirds
the size of the left ventricle. By comparing RV and left ventricular
size, RV size can be graded on a subjective scale as normal, mod-
erate, or severely enlarged. Because of the nonsymmetrical cres-
cent shape of the RV, volumetric determination is difficult
because simple geometric assumptions cannot be adequately
applied. Three-dimensional echocardiography helps overcome
some of the imaging limitations of two dimensions, but it also cur-
rently requires excellent images and specialized software.2
LIMITATIONS
Themajor limitation lies in the complex geometric shape of the RV.
It is a triangular-shaped chamber that wraps around the more con-
ical shaped left ventricle. As previously mentioned, there is no sim-
ple geometric model that fits the RV, and there is no single
echocardiographic view in which the entire ventricle can be visu-
alized. Thus, accurate quantitation of RV volume and function is
severely limited. This is particularly true when the RV dilates
and often makes up the true apex of the heart.

One way to overcome limitations when imaging the right atrium
(RA) and ventricle is to use focused views so that the right heart is
centered within the two-dimensional sector and thus is optimized.
The RA should be imaged from an apical 4-chamber view that
shows the entire atrium for accurate area and volume measure-
ments. In the apical 4-chamber, the maximum diameter of the
RV should be displayed, which requires small corrections in how
the ultrasound beam cuts across the chamber (see Fig. 36.4,
Chapter 36).
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In patients with pulmonary hypertension (PH) or who have other
reasons for right-sided enlargement measurement of the internal
dimensions of the RV, echocardiography should be performed in
the apical 4-chamber view. The three recommended measurements
are performed in diastole at the RV base (RVD1), mid-cavity at the
level of the left ventricular papillary muscle (RVD2), and the lon-
gitudinal dimension from the center point of the tricuspid annulus
to the RV apex (RVD3).1 These measurements are shown in
Figure 93.1 before and after the transducer has been angled to opti-
mize the right side of the heart. Care should be taken to avoid fore-
shortening of the apex, and the RVD3measurement should bemade
to the true RV apex, thus avoiding the moderator band.

The contraction of the RV occurs predominately in the longitu-
dinal plane, with the tricuspid annulus being displaced toward the
apex in systole. The tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE) has been shown to correlate with RV function.3 To mea-
sure tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, an M-mode cursor
is placed through the tricuspid annulus of the RV free wall. The
total excursion is then measured with the peak excursion occurring
in systole. Normal values of tricuspid annular excursion are greater
than 18 to 20 mm, whereas excursions less than 16 mm are consid-
ered abnormal (Fig. 93.2). Even in patients with poor image quality,
the motion of the RV free wall tricuspid annulus can often provide
qualitative information for determining the presence of ventricular
dysfunction. Zooming the tricuspid annulus facilitates measuring
of the tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, as depicted in
Figure 93.3.
SUMMARY
Careful reading of the 2010 Guidelines for the Echocardiographic
Assessment of the Right Heart in Adults is required to understand all
the possible qualitative and quantitative measurements that can be
used clinically. It is up to the individual echocardiographic labora-
tories to discuss and decide which parameters work for them and
the clinicians they serve. Whatever measurements are used, it is
vital that the images are optimized for the right heart, and that accu-
racy and consistency are maintained.
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Figure 93.1. Apical 4-chamber views with the right ventricle (RV) (A) not optimized on the left and (B) optimized for RV measurements on the right.
The three recommended measurements of the RV are shown. These include the RV base (RVD1), mid-cavity (RVD2), and RV length (RVD3).

TAPSE = 10 mm

Figure 93.2. Measurement of tricuspid annular plane excursion
(TAPSE) in a patient with poor right ventricular function. TAPSE is
10 mm when normal tricuspid annulus excursion is greater than 18 mm.

TAPSE = 22 mm

Figure 93.3. Measurement of tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE) where the M-mode of the tricuspid annulus is zoomed to help
with accuracy. This patient has a normal TAPSE value of 22 mm.
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Steven A. Goldstein, MD
CONGENITAL AORTIC STENOSIS

Bicuspid Aortic Valve
Congenital aortic valve malformation reflects a phenotypic contin-
uum of unicuspid valve (severe form), bicuspid valve (moderate
form), tricuspid valve (normal, but may be abnormal), and the rare
quadricuspid forms. Bicuspid aortic valves (BAVs) are the result of
abnormal cusp formation during the complex developmental pro-
cess. In most cases, adjacent cusps fail to separate, resulting in
one larger conjoined cusp and a smaller one. Therefore, BAV (or
bicommissural aortic valve) has partial or complete fusion of two
of the aortic valve leaflets, with or without a central raphe, resulting
in partial or complete absence of a functional commissure between
the fused leaflets.1

The generally accepted prevalence of BAV in the general pop-
ulation is 1% to 2%, making it the most common congenital heart
defect. Information on the prevalence of BAV comes primarily
from pathology centers.1–7 Valvular aortic stenosis (AS), a chronic
progressive disease, usually develops over decades. Box 94.1 lists
the most common etiologies of valvular AS, as illustrated in
Figure 94.1. The majority of cases of AS are acquired and result
from degenerative (calcific) changes in an anatomically normal tri-
leaflet aortic valve that becomes gradually dysfunctional over time.
Congenitally abnormal valves may be stenotic at birth but usually
become dysfunctional during early adolescence or early adulthood.
A congenitally bicuspid aortic valve is now the most common
course of valvular AS in patients under the age of 65. Rheumatic
AS is now much less common than in prior decades and is virtually
always accompanied by mitral valve disease. Other forms of
nonvalvular left ventricular outflow obstruction (e.g., discrete sub-
valve AS, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and supravalve AS) are
discussed in other chapters.

The most reliable estimate of BAV prevalence is often consid-
ered to be the 1.37% reported by Larson and Edwards.4 The authors
have a special expertise in aortic valve disease and amassed 21,417
consecutive autopsies with 293 BAVs. An echocardiographic sur-
vey of primary school children demonstrated a BAV in 0.5% of
males and 0.2% of females.8 A more recent study detected 0.8%
BAVs in nearly 21,000 men in Italy who underwent echocar-
diographic screening for the military.9 Table 94.1 summarizes data
on the prevalence of bicuspid valves. Bicuspid aortic valve is seen
predominantly in males, with a 2:1 male-to-female ratio.10–12

Although BAV may occur in isolation, it may also be associated
with other congenital cardiovascular malformations, including
coarctation, patent ductus arteriosus, supravalve AS, atrial septal
defect, ventricular septal defect, sinus of Valsalva aneurysm, and
coronary artery anomalies.1,13–16 There are also several syndromes
in which BAV is a part of left-sided obstructive lesions of left
ventricular inflow and outflow obstruction, including Shone syn-
drome (multiple left-sided lesions of inflow and outflow obstruc-
tion), Williams syndrome (supravalvular stenosis), and Turner
syndrome (coarctation).
Natural History of Bicuspid Aortic Valves
Although a few patients with BAV may go undetected or without
clinical consequences for a lifetime, most will develop complica-
tions. The most important clinical consequences of BAV are valve
stenosis, valve regurgitation, infective endocarditis, and aortic
complications such as dilatation, dissection, and rupture
(Box 94.2). Estimates of the prevalence of these complications
and outcomes have varied depending on the era of the study, the
cohort selected, and the method used to diagnose BAV (clinical
exam vs. cardiac catheterization vs. echocardiography). Several
large recent studies have helped to better define the unoperated
clinical course in the modern era.17–19

Isolated AS is the most frequent complication of BAV, occur-
ring in approximately 85% of all BAV cases.10,18–20 Bicuspid aortic
valve accounts for the majority of patients aged 15 to 65 years with
significant AS. The progression of the congenitally deformed valve
to AS presumably reflects its propensity for premature fibrosis,
stiffening, and calcium deposition in these structurally abnormal
valves.

Aortic regurgitation, present in approximately 15% of patients
with BAV,10 is usually due to dilation of the sinotubular junction of
the aortic root, preventing cusp coaptation. It may also be caused by
cusp prolapse, fibrotic retraction of the leaflet(s), or damage to the
valve from infective endocarditis. Aortic regurgitation tends to
occur in younger patients than does AS.

Why some patients with a BAV develop stenosis and others
regurgitation is not clear. As mentioned, rarely, patients may not
develop hemodynamics consequences. Roberts and colleagues
reported three congenital BAVs in nonagenarians who underwent
surgery for AS.21 Why some patients with a congenital BAV do
not become symptomatic until they are in their 90s and why others
become symptomatic in early life is also unclear.

Echocardiographic Features of Bicuspid Aortic Valves
The roles of echocardiography in the detection and evaluation are
listed in Box 94.3. The diagnosis of a BAV can usually be made by
transthoracic echocardiography (TTE). When adequate images are
obtained, sensitivities and specificities of up to 92% and 96%,
respectively, have been reported for detecting BAV.22–24 The most
reliable and useful views are the parasternal short-axis and long-
axis views. The echocardiographic features and their respective
views are summarized in Box 94.3. The parasternal short-axis view
(SAX) is extremely useful to examine the number and position of
the commissures, the opening pattern, the presence of a raphe, and
the leaflet mobility. In contrast to the normal tricuspid aortic valve
(TAV), which opens in a triangular fashionwith straightening of the
leaflets (see Fig. 94.1; Fig. 94.2, A), the BAV opens in an elliptical
(“fish-mouth” or “football”) shape with curvilinear leaflets (see
Fig. 94.1; Figs. 94.3 and 94.4). There is typically a raphe, a fibrous
ridge that represents the region where the cusps failed to sepa-
rate.10,25 The raphe is usually distinct and generally extends from
389



Box 94.1 Aortic Stenosis: Etiology

1. Congenital (unicuspid, bicuspid, quadricuspid)
2. Degenerative (sclerosis of previously normal valve)
3. Rheumatic

TABLE 94.1 Prevalence of Bicuspid Aortic Valves (BAV)

Author Year (n)
BAV
Prevalence Method Reference

Wauchope 1928 9,996 0.5 Autopsy 2
Gross 1937 5,000 0.56 Autopsy 3
Larson and
Edwards

1984 21,417 1.37 Autopsy 4

Datta et al 1988 8,800 0.59 Autopsy 5
Pauperio
et al

1999 2,000 0.65 Autopsy 6

Basso et al 2004 817 0.5 2D-echo 8
Nistri et al 2005 20,946 0.8 2D-echo 9

Box 94.2 Complications of Bicuspid Aortic Valves

Valve complications
• Stenosis
• Regurgitation
• Infection (endocarditis)

Aortic complications
• Dilatation
• Aneurysm
• Dissection
• Rupture

Box 94.3 Bicuspid Aortic Valve: Role of Echocardiography

• Detection of bicuspid aortic valve
• Evaluation for aortic stenosis/regurgitation
• Careful measurements of aortic root and ascending aorta
• Search for coarctation
• Screening first-degree family members
• Surveillance—following valve dysfunction and aortopathy
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the free margins to the base of the leaflet. Calcification commonly
occurs first along this raphe, ultimately hindering the motion of the
conjoined cusp.26 Rarely, the leaflets are symmetric and there is no
raphe—a “pure” bicuspid valve. Note that a false-negative diagno-
sis may occur when the raphe gives the appearance of a third coap-
tation line. In diastole, the normal trileaflet aortic valve appears like
a “Y” (inverted “Mercedes-Benz” sign), with the commissures at
10, 2, and 6 o’clock (see Figs. 94.1 and 94.2, B). When the commis-
sures are deviated from those clock-face position, one should sus-
pect a BAV and evaluate carefully. An additional short-axis feature
is a variable degree of leaflet redundancy. In patients with very little
redundancy of the leaflet margins, the development of stenosis is
likely, whereas a significantly redundant leaflet with associated
prolapse is more likely to lead to regurgitation.

The morphologic patterns of BAV vary according to which
commissures have fused, and a number of classifications have been
devised that pertain to the orientation of the leaflets1,10,27,28

(Fig. 94.5, Table 94.2). Fusion of the right and left cusps is the most
common morphologic type.28,29 In an echocardiographic study by
Brandenburg and colleagues,23 the posterior commissure was
located at 4 or 5 o’clock and the anterior commissure was located
at 9 or 10 o’clock when the valve is viewed in a parasternal short-
axis view. The second most frequent type, fusion of the right and
noncoronary cusps, has been linked to aortic arch involvement30–33

and may also be related to an increased risk of AS and regurgitation
compared with the other anatomic types.29 The least common type is
fusion of the left and noncoronary cusps.28Michelena and colleagues
similarly classified BAVs as typical (right-left coronary cusp fusion)
if the commissures were at 4 and 10 o’clock, 5 and 11 o’clock, or 3 to
9 o’clock (anterior–posterior cusps) and atypical (right-noncoronary
cusp fusion) if the commissures were at 1 and 7 o’clock or 12 and
6 o’clock.19
Normal Rheumatic Calcific Bicuspid

Figure 94.1. Diagram illustrating the diastolic (top row) and systolic (bottom row) appearances of a normal aortic valve and the three common
etiologies of valvular aortic stenosis. (Modified from Baumgartner H, Hung J, Bermejo J, et al. Echocardiographic assessment of valve stenosis:
EAE/ASE recommendations for clinical practice. Eur J Echocardiogr 10:1–25, 2009.)
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Figure 94.2. Transthoracic echocardiogram (short-axis view) of a normal tricuspid aortic valve. A, In diastole, the normal trileaflet valve appears like a
“Y” with the commissures at 10, 2, and 6 o’clock. B, In systole, the valve opens in a triangular fashion with straightening of the leaflets.

Figure 94.3. Transesophageal echocardiogram (cross section) of a
bicuspid aortic valve that illustrates the elliptical (“fish-mouth” or “foot-
ball”) shape with curvilinear leaflets in systole.

A B

Figure 94.4. Bicuspid aortic valve. A, Short-axis view shows “fish-mouth”
C, Color Doppler shows eccentric aortic regurgitant jet (typical of bicuspid a
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Figure 94.5. Variations in bicuspid valves. Relative positions of raphe
andconjoinedcusp. (Adapted fromSabetHY,EdwardsWD,TazelaarHD,
et al.Mayo Clin Proc 1999;74:14-26a).
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The parasternal long-axis (PLAX) view typically shows sys-
tolic doming (see Fig. 94.4, B; and Fig. 94.6) due to the limited
valve opening. In a normal TAV, the leaflets open parallel to
the aortic walls. In diastole, one of the leaflets (the larger, con-
joined cusp) may prolapse. The PLAX view with color Doppler
is also useful to evaluate for aortic regurgitation (the diastolic aor-
tic regurgitant jet is usually eccentric) and AS (turbulence in the
aortic root and ascending aorta in systole). Last, the PLAX view is
C

or football-shaped opening. B, Long-axis view shows systolic doming.
ortic valve).



TABLE 94.2 Distinctive Echocardiographic Features of Bicuspid
Aortic Valves

View

Systolic doming PLAX
Eccentric valve closure PLAX
Single commissural line in diastole SAX
Two cusps, two commissures SAX
Raphe SAX
Oval opening (football-shaped; fish-mouth, elliptical;

“CBS-eye”)
SAX

Unequal cusp size PLAX, SAX

PLAX, Parasternal long-axis; SAX, parasternal short-axis.

Figure 94.6. Transesophageal echocardiographic longitudinal view of
the aortic root and ascending aorta illustrating the systolic doming of a
bicuspid aortic valve.

Figure 94.7. M-mode echocardiogram (echo) and phonocardiogram
(phono) from a patient with a bicuspid aortic valve. The echo illustrates
an eccentric closure line (green arrows) in both late and early diastolic;
the phono illustrates an aortic ejection sound (indicated by the bottom
of the red arrow) that occurs at the maximal abrupt opening of the aortic
valve (indicated by the red arrowhead).

*References 7, 20, 29, 37, 40.
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also important for sizing the sinus of Valsalva, sinotubular
junction, and ascending aorta. With increasing age, as the leaflets
become thickened, fibrotic, and calcified, systolic doming may
no longer be evident and the typical short-axis appearance of
the BAV may be difficult to distinguish from calcific AS of a
TAV. In fact, there is an inverse association between the degree
of valve stenosis and accuracy of echocardiographically
determined valve structure and etiology.34 The elliptical systolic
opening in the SAX view is not easily appreciated in a severely
stenotic valve. M-mode echo of a BAV may demonstrate an
eccentric closure line (Fig. 94.7), but this sign is not reliable,
and approximately 25% of patients with a BAV have a relatively
central closure line. Moreover, occasionally TAVs can also appear
to have an eccentric closure line depending on image quality and
orientation of the echo beam.

If images are suboptimal or heavily fibrotic/sclerotic, then trans-
esophageal echocardiography (TEE) may improve visualization of
the leaflets and may be helpful for accurate evaluation of the aortic
valve anatomy and confirmation of a BAV. In some instances,
alternative cardiac imaging, such as computed tomography (CT)
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), may help confirm BAV
anatomy. More commonly, these imaging modalities are used to
visualize the thoracic aorta.

Recently, phase contrast MRI has demonstrated abnormal flow
patterns in the ascending aorta in patients with a BAV, with or with-
out stenosis or aneurysm.32 Even if the valve orifice is not reduced
(i.e., no stenosis), it is geometrically altered in BAV, and
consequently the jet flow may be abnormal in its direction.31 Hope
and colleagues32 demonstrated two different flow patterns that
were specific to the two most common cusp fusion types. Fusion
of the right-left coronary cusps generated a right-anterior flow
jet, whereas fusion of the right-noncoronary cusps generated a
left-posterior flow jet.

Coarctation
Bicuspid aortic valve may occur in isolation or in association with
other forms of congenital heart disease. There is a well-documented
association of BAV with coarctation.7,20,24,35–40 An autopsy study
found coexisting coarctation of the aorta in 6% of cases of BAV,1

and an echocardiographic study found coarctation in 10% of
patients with BAV.38 On the other hand, as many as 30% to 70%
of patients with coarctation have a BAV.* Therefore, when a
BAV is detected on an echocardiogram, coarctation of the aorta
should always be sought.

Infective Endocarditis
Patients with BAVs are particularly susceptible to infective endo-
carditis. Although the exact incidence of endocarditis remains con-
troversial, the population risk, even in the presence of a functionally
normal valve, may be as high as 3% over time.1 The estimated inci-
dence is 0.16% per year in unoperated children and adolescents.41

In adults, the two large case series by Tzemos and Michelena and
their colleagues18,19 suggest that the incidence is 0.3% and 2% per
year, respectively. In a series of 128 microbiologically proven epi-
sodes of endocarditis, the commonest predisposing risk factor was
BAV (16.7%).42 In another series of 50 patients with native valve
endocarditis, 12% had BAV.43

In many cases of BAV, endocarditis is the first indication of
structural heart disease. This fact emphasizes the importance of
either clinical or echocardiographic screening for the diagnosis
of BAV. Unexplained systolic ejection sounds (clicks) should
prompt echocardiographic evaluation. Surprisingly, bacterial endo-
carditis prevention is no longer recommended by the most recent



TABLE 94.3 Frequency of Aortic Dissection in Persons with a Bicuspid Aortic Valve (BAV)

Author(s) Year
Frequency of Aortic
Dissection in BAV Population Reference

Fenoglio 1977 8/152 (5%) Autopsy, �20 years old 99
Larsen and Edwards 1984 18/293 (6%) Autopsy, all ages 4
Roberts and Roberts 1991 14/328 (4%) Autopsy, >15 years old 100
Michelena et al 2011 2/416 (0.4%) Echocardiography by population-based community cohort 19
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American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association
(ACC/AHA) Guideline for BAV.44
LALV

Ao1

2
3

4

Figure 94.8. Diagram of a parasternal long-axis view illustrating where
aortic dimension measurements should be made: 1, aortic annulus;
2, midpoint of sinuses of Valsalva level; 3, sinotubular junction level;
4, mid-ascending aorta. Measurements should be made perpendicular
to the long axis of the aorta. Ao, Aortic root; LA, left atrium; LV, left
ventricle.
Aortic Complications
Bicuspid aortic valve is associated with several additional abnor-
malities, including displaced coronary ostia, left coronary artery
dominance, and a shortened left main coronary artery; coarctation
of the aorta; aortic interruption; Williams syndrome; and, most
importantly, aortic dilatation, aneurysm, and dissection. Given
these collective findings, it can be suggested that BAV is the result
of a developmental disorder involving the entire aortic root and
arch. Although the pathogenesis is not well understood, these asso-
ciated aortic malformations suggest a genetic defect.14

Although less well understood, these aortic complications of
BAV disease can cause significant morbidity and mortality. As
listed in Box 94.2, BAV may be associated with progressive
dilatation, aneurysmal formation, and dissection (Tables 94.3
and 94.4). These vascular complications may occur independent
of valvular dysfunction* and can manifest in patients without sig-
nificant stenosis or regurgitation. According to Nistri and col-
leagues, 50% or more of young patients with normally
functioning bicuspid aortic valves have echocardiographic evi-
dence of aortic dilatation.9 Therefore, the size and shape of the aor-
tic root and dimensions should be carefully evaluated and followed
serially. Aortic root dimensions should be performed at the level of
the annulus, sinuses of Valsalva, sinotubular junction (STJ), and
proximal ascending aorta (Fig. 94.8). In BAV (unlike Marfan syn-
drome, where the dilation is usually more pronounced at the sinus
level), the sinuses are usually normal or mildly dilated and the
aortic dilation is often most pronounced in the ascending aorta dis-
tal to the STJ48,49 (Figs. 94.9 and 94.10). Therefore, effort should be
made to image this portion of the aorta. The midportion of the
ascending aorta may not be easily imaged with echocardiography,
and evaluation with CT or MRI may be required.50 The aortic
arch and descending thoracic aorta may also become dilated.
Recently, it has been reported that patients with BAV are also at
increased risk for intracranial aneurysms compared with the general
population.51
*References 9, 11, 15, 46, 47

TABLE 94.4 Frequency of Bicuspid Aortic Valve (BAV) in Aortic
Dissection (Spontaneous, Noniatrogenic Dissection at Autopsy)

Author(s) Year
Number
BAV/Dissection Reference

Gore and Seiwert
Edwards
Larson and

Edwards
Roberts and

Roberts

1952
1978
1984

1991

11/85 13%
11/119 9%
18/161 11%

14/186 7.5%

101
102
4

100

Totals __ 54/551¼10% __

Figure 94.9. A diagram of a thoracic aorta illustrating themost common
type of aortopathy associated with bicuspid aortic valves—normal aortic
root with dilatation beginning at/above the sinotubular junction.
Although BAV aortopathy may share similarities with the
Marfan syndrome, and aortic aneurysms are common in both con-
ditions, a recent retrospective cohort study of 416 consecutive
patients with definite BAV provides evidence that their clinical out-
comes are different and that aortic dissection is more common in
Marfan syndrome.18 The risk of aortic dissection in this BAV



Asc’g Ao

Figure 94.10. Transesophageal echocardiographic longitudinal view
that shows a markedly dilated ascending aorta (Asc’g Ao) that spares
the aortic root—typical type of aortopathy associated with bicuspid
aortic valve. Acommissural

Anterior
mitral
leaflet

Dome
(“volcano,” no

lateral attachments)
(“Exclamation point”

one lateral attachment)

Unicommissural

Figure 94.11. Diagram of the two types of unicuspid aortic valves
(see text).

A B

Figure 94.12. Diagram illustrating the two types of unicuspid aortic
valves. A, Unicommissural valve has a teardrop opening and a lateral
attachment. B, Acommissural valve illustrating a central round/oval
opening at the top of a conical or dome-shaped valve.
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cohort was approximately 8 times higher than in the general
population, but despite the high relative risk, the absolute incidence
of aortic dissection was very low (given the BAV prevalence of
1.3% of the general population).17

Surveillance (Serial Assessment of Patients
with Bicuspid Aortic Valve)
Because of the risk of progressive aortic valve disease (stenosis
and/or regurgitation) and aortopathy, all BAV patients should
undergo annual imaging, even when asymptomatic. The 2008
focused update of the 2006 ACC/AHA guidelines recommended
monitoring adolescents and young adults, older patients with AS,
and patients with a BAV and dilation of the aortic root and/or
ascending aorta.52 TTE can be used for serial imaging follow-up
of the ascending aorta when the dimensions measured by TTE
and CT or MRI have been confirmed. Following identification of
ascending aortic enlargement in a patient with BAV, repeat imag-
ing at 6 months is recommended. If the aorta remains stable at
6 months and is less than 45 mm in size, and if there is no family
history of aortic dissection, annual imaging is recommended.
Patients who do not meet these criteria should have repeat aortic
imaging with TTE every 6 months. If the aortic root is poorly
visualized on echocardiography, cardiac CT or MRI are excellent
substitutes. TEE is generally not used for serial follow-up of
BAV-related aortopathy because of its semi-invasive nature and
the difficulty of comparing dimensions over time.

Family Screening of Patients with BAV
BAV appears inheritable and was present in 9.1% of first-degree
relatives in one study.38 Although the current ACC/AHA guide-
lines on valve disease52 do not recommend screening for relatives
of individuals with BAV, the ACC/AHA guidelines on congenital
heart disease53 and thoracic aortic disease54 do recommended
echocardiographic screening of first-degree relatives (class I; level
of evidence C).
Unicuspid Aortic Valve
Other less common congenital abnormalities of the aortic valve
include the unicuspid valve and quadricuspid valve. The unicuspid
aortic valve (UAV) is a rare congenital malformation seen in
approximately 0.002% of patients referred for echocardiography,
but in as many as 4% to 6% of patients undergoing surgery for
“pure” (isolated) AS.55 Two forms of UAV are recognized: One
has no commissures or lateral attachments to the aorta at the level
of the orifice (acommissural), and the second has one lateral attach-
ment to the aorta at the level of the orifice (unicommissural).56 Both
of these types, like the BAV, produce a dome-shaped opening in
systole57 (Fig. 94.11). The latter is the more common of the two.
AS of an acommissural UAV is quite severe, presents in infancy,
and is seldom, if ever, seen in adults.58 An acommissural type of
UAV has a central round, oval, or triangular opening caused by
underdevelopment of all three cusps, resulting in a “volcano-like”
structure with a small, central orifice (Fig. 94.12, A). Stenosis of an
acommissural valve is typically very severe and occurs during
infancy. In a unicommissural type of UAV, there is usually an
eccentric “teardrop”-shaped opening (see Fig. 94.12, B). The most
common position of the single commissural attachment zone in this
type is posterior59 (Video 94.1). This configuration results in a rel-
atively larger orifice than the acommissural type. As a result, some
patients with a unicommissural UAV live into adulthood before
manifesting valvular obstruction. Like BAV patients, UAV patients
are more often male.59 Compared with patients undergoing surgery



TABLE 94.7 Function of Quadricuspid Aortic Valves

Valve Function N %

AR
AS+AR
AS
Normal

115
13
1
25

75%
8%
1%
16%

From Tutarel, J Heart Valve Dis 13:534-537, 2004 (Reference 67).
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for BAV and TAV disease, unicommissural UAV patients present
about 2 decades earlier than patients with BAV60 and 3 decades ear-
lier than patients with TAV.61 Unicommissural UAV patients usu-
ally require surgery in the third decade of life.

In a UAV, the coronary arteries are generally in the normal
position.58 Aortopathy similar to that seen with a BAV may be
present.56 Unicuspid aortic valves usually have severe, diffuse
calcification, and distinguishing a UAV from a BAV can be chal-
lenging (see Fig. 94.12). TEE is more accurate for making this
distinction.56,62,63
Quadricuspid Aortic Valve
Quadricuspid aortic valve (QAV) is a rare congenital cardiac
abnormality with a prevalence that ranges from 0.008% to
0.043%, according to autopsy and echocardiography series
(Table 94.5).64,65 A much higher incidence was reported by Olson
and colleagues in a review of 225 patients undergoing surgery for
pure aortic regurgitation.66 Most cases historically were discovered
incidentally at surgery or postmortem examination. However, the
majority of cases are now diagnosed antemortem by echocardiog-
raphy.67,68 Because of further advances in imaging, including TEE,
CT, andMRI, more cases are being detected, which is likely to alter
the incidence of QAV.69–71

Based on the relative size of the cusps and their equality,
Hurwitz and Roberts delineated seven morphologic subtypes of
QAV (types A through G), ranging from four cusps of equal size
to four unequal cusps.72 The most common configuration appears
to be that of four equal or nearly equal cusps (Table 94.6).72–74

The QAV may function normally—most commonly when the
cusps are relatively equal in size.64,73 In general, valve dysfunction
is seldom present or minimal during childhood or adoles-
cence.64,65,72,75 Aortic valve dysfunction is usually due to aortic
regurgitation (Table 94.7) and tends to occur later in life, a
TABLE 94.5 Quadricuspid Aortic Valve—Prevalence

Author Year Method n % Ref.

Simonds
Simonds

Feldman et al
Feldman et al
Olson et al

1923
1923

1990*
1990†

1984

Autopsy
Autopsy
(literature
review)

2D-echo
2D-echo
Surgery for
pure AR

0/2000
2/25,666

8/60,446
6/13,805
2/225

0.000%
0.008%
0.013%
0.043%
1%

64
64
65
66
66

AR, Aortic regurgitation
*1982-1988
†1987-1988

TABLE 94.6 Quadricuspid Aortic Valves: Morphologic Types

Anatomic Variation—Cusps N

4 equal
3 equal, 1 smaller
2 equal larger and 2 equal smaller
1 large, 2 intermediate, 1 small
3 equal and 1 larger
2 equal, 2 unequal smaller
4 unequal

51
43
10
7
4
4
5

From Hurwitz LE, Roberts WC: Quadricuspid semilunar valve, Am J
Cardiol 31:623-626, 1973 (Reference 72).
consequence of progressive leaflet thickening with resultant
incomplete coaptation (Video 94.2). Unlike BAV, the association
of ascending aortic aneurysm is extremely rare.

The characteristic echocardiographic finding is an “X”-shaped
pattern in diastole in short-axis views (formed by the commissural
lines of the closed QAV), compared with the “Y” in normal trileaf-
let valves (Fig. 94.13). Because valve dysfunction may occur with
advancing age, clinical and echocardiographic follow-up is
recommended.

Although QAV is usually an isolated anomaly,64,72,73 various
cardiac and noncardiac anomalies have been reported in association
with it (Box 94.4).76–78 The most prevalent cardiac malformations
associated with QAV are coronary artery anomalies, which have
been reported in 10% of cases.67,79–83

In summary, QAV is a rare congenital disorder, usually diag-
nosed in adulthood, with a potential for complications—mainly
aortic regurgitation. QAVs often require surgery, usually in the
fifth and sixth decades, and therefore need close follow-up.
Figure 94.13. Quadricuspid aortic valve. Transesophageal echocardio-
graphic short-axis view (37 degrees) illustrates failure of leaflet coaptation
in diastole (arrow) with a square central opening and typical X-shaped
configuration of the four commissures.

Box 94.4 Cardiac and Noncardiac Abnormalities Associated
with Quadricuspid Valve

1. Patent ductus arteriosus
2. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
3. Subaortic stenosis
4. Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
5. Coronary ostium displacement
6. Ventricular septal defect
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CALCIFIC (DEGENERATIVE) AORTIC STENOSIS
Calcific AS is the most common etiology of valvular AS in elderly
patients. The prevalence of calcific AS increases with age.84 AS has
a prevalence of about 5% in individuals age 65 or older and about
10% in individuals age 80 years or older. AS is the most common
indication for valve replacement surgery and the second most
common indication for surgery in older adults, surpassed only by
coronary artery bypass grafting.85 Calcific AS affects men and
women equally.

Because the prevalence of AS increases with age and because
calcification occurs in regions of mechanical stress, AS was previ-
ously thought to be a degenerative disorder caused by passive
“wear and tear.” However, the view that aortic valve calcification
is a passive consequence of cellular aging has been challenged. AS
is now considered to be an active process with some similarities to
atherosclerosis, including inflammation, lipid infiltration, and dys-
trophic calcification.86–90 Therefore, the term calcific AS seems
more appropriate than degenerative AS. Currently, the pathology
of calcific aortic valve disease is an area of active research.91,92

Calcific AS results from slowly progressing fibrosis and cal-
cification, which occurs over several decades, leading to variable
degrees of thickening and rigidity of the aortic valve cusps. This
process begins with aortic valve sclerosis that does not limit flow
through the aortic orifice. The morphologic hallmark is the forma-
tion of calcifiedmasses along the aortic side of the cups. The earliest
deposits occur at the cusp attachments and along the line of cusp
coaptation—the sites of greatest bending and unbending during
valve opening and closing.93 Irregular leaflet thickening and focal
increased echogenicity (calcifications) are the echocardiographic
hallmarks of calcific AS. These focal areas of thickening are
A

B D

C

Stenotic unicuspid AV Stenotic bic

Figure 94.14. Gross pathology specimens of stenotic aortic valves (AVs), in
(A and B) are unicommissural with lateral attachments; the two bicuspid valve
commissures and shows the slitlike orifices resulting from bulky calcific dep
Institute, Gaithersburg, Md.)
typically seen in the center of the valve cusps. The degree of calci-
fication is best assessed in the parasternal short-axis view.
The degree of calcification can be qualitatively classified as mild
(small isolated spots or nodules), moderate (multiple larger nod-
ules), and severe (extensive thickening and calcification of all of
the cusps).89,94

The degree of leaflet calcification is a marker of disease pro-
gression and should be reported.94,95 As the leaflets become more
sclerotic, they become progressively more rigid and less mobile
and begin to obstruct flow. Increases in aortic transvalvular flow
velocity mark the progression from aortic sclerosis to AS. In the
most severe cases, the aortic root appears to be filled with dense,
amorphous echoes that have little or no motion. In some patients,
one of the leaflets may become immobile while the others move
freely. When only one leaflet is immobile, there is usually only a
mild increase in transaortic velocity (mild AS). Unlike rheumatic
AS, commissural fusion is usually absent or only minimal in cal-
cific AS. The valve orifice tends to be triradiate—three slitlike
openings in systole (Figs. 94.14, E and 94.15).96 Calcification often
extends onto the base of the anterior mitral leaflet. Calcification
may also extend from the valve cusps into the ventricular septum
and may induce conduction abnormalities.

RHEUMATIC AORTIC STENOSIS
Rheumatic AS has become uncommon in the developed world,
although it remains a significant cause of AS worldwide. In adults
undergoing aortic valve replacement for symptomatic AS in the
United States, calcific tricuspid AS accounts for 5% of cases, bicus-
pid AS for 36%, and rheumatic AS for 9%.97 Aortic rheumatic valve
disease is never isolated, but is virtually always associated with
E

uspid AV Stenotic tricuspid AV

cluding unicuspid, bicuspid, and tricuspid valves. The two unicuspid AVs
s (C andD) have raphes (arrows); tricuspid valve (E) does not have fused
osits that restrict leaflet motion. (Courtesy of Dr. Renu Virmani, CVPath



Figure 94.15. Gross pathology specimen of a calcific (degenerative)
trileaflet aortic valve that illustrates absence of commissural fusion and
a triradiate orifice, each of which are slitlike. (Courtesy of Dr. Renu
Virmani, CVPath Institute, Gaithersburg, Md.)

A

B

Figure 94.16. A, Typical rheumatic aortic stenosis with commissural
fusion resulting in a central triangular (as shown here) or oval or circular
(not shown) orifice as shown in the transesophageal echocardiogram.
B, A pathologic specimen from a different patient.
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rheumatic mitral valve disease. Rheumatic valvular dysfunction
may affect not only an anatomically normal TAV, but also a
congenital BAV.

Similar to rheumatic mitral valve disease, rheumatic aortic
valve deformities are characterized by diffuse cuspal thickening
that extends to their free edges and by commissural fusion. These
features contrast with the morphologic features of degenerative
(calcific) AS, which manifests basal calcific nodules, minimal or
no involvement of the free edges, and no commissural fusion.
The acquired commissural fusion in rheumatic AS may affect
one, two, or all three commissures and is usually distinguishable
from the commissural fusion of congenital valve abnormalities.
The commissural fusion, which begins at the annulus and pro-
gresses toward the center, often affects each commissure equally,
producing a small, central, circular or triangular orifice (see
Fig. 94.1; Fig. 94.16). Subsequent calcium deposition occurs sec-
ondarily. Commissural fusion is the primary lesion of AS, as
opposed to fibrosis/sclerosis, shortening, and retraction of the
cusps, which produce rheumatic aortic regurgitation. Interestingly,
the sole pathognomonic feature of rheumatic valve disease, the
Aschoff granuloma, is virtually never found in aortic valve tissue.98

Please access ExpertConsult to see Videos 94.1 and 94.2.
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Box 95.1 Echo-Doppler Parameters to Evaluate in Aortic
Valve Stenosis

1. Two-dimensional (2D) measurement of the left ventricular outlet
tract (LVOT) diameter and aortic annulus

2. LVOT velocity (V1)—by pulsed wave Doppler
3. Velocity across the aortic valve (V2 or Vmax) by continuous wave

Doppler (from apex, right parasternal view, suprasternal notch,
subxiphoid view)

4. Calculation of peak instantaneous gradient and mean gradient
5. Calculation of aortic valve area by the continuity equation
6. Dimensionless index
7. M-mode/2D measurements of left ventricular size
8. Calculation of LV mass
9. Assessment of aortic insufficiency
10. Assessment of other cardiac defects
Aortic stenosis (AS) is the most common cardiac valve lesion in
developed countries, including North America and Europe, with
an incidence of 2% to 9% in elderly patients older than age
65 years.1 Moreover, the incidence is increasing as the population
ages. Aortic sclerosis, the precursor of AS, is present in nearly one
third of patients older than age 65 years.

AS is suspected clinically when a harsh systolic ejection
murmur is heard, a delayed carotid upstroke is palpated, or when
typical symptoms (angina pectoris, exertional dyspnea, or exer-
tional syncope) occur. However, the clinical diagnosis of AS can
be challenging. Clinical signs and symptoms are limited for distin-
guishing critical AS from noncritical AS, and these signs have
reduced sensitivity and specificity in the elderly.2,3 Cardiac cathe-
terization, once considered the gold standard for quantitation of AS,
is invasive, and the frequency of complications increases with age.4

Omran et al. demonstrated evidence of acute, focal embolic events
on magnetic resonance imaging in 22% of 152 patients who under-
went retrograde catheterization.5

In contrast, echocardiography provides noninvasive assessment
of both valve morphology and hemodynamics. Because of its ver-
satility, noninvasiveness, reproducibility, and accuracy, current
guidelines endorse echocardiography as the diagnostic method of
choice for the assessment and management of AS.6,7 Cardiac
catheterization is no longer recommended and is only performed
in a limited subset of patients in whom echocardiography is non-
diagnostic or discrepant with clinical parameters.6,7 In most situa-
tions, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is sufficient, and it is
the current standard procedure for assessing both severity and serial
evaluations of AS. Moreover, the prediction of clinical outcomes of
patients with AS has been studied mainly using TTE.8–10

Precise assessment of AS severity is necessary for clinical
decision-making. The primary hemodynamic parameters recom-
mended for the quantitation of AS severity are peak jet velocity,
transaortic gradients, and aortic valve area (AVA) calculated by
the continuity equation.11 Box 95.1 lists the echocardiographic
and Doppler parameters that should be evaluated in patients with
valvular AS. These are subsequently discussed in the following.

NORMAL AORTIC VALVE

Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
The normal aortic valve is composed of three leaflets or cusps (the
left, right, and noncoronary cusps [NCCs]) of equal or nearly equal
size. Two-dimensional (2D) TTE of the normal aortic valve in the
parasternal long-axis (PLAX) view shows two leaflets: (1) the right
coronary cusp, which is the most anterior cusp; and (2) either the
noncoronary cusp [NCC] (most commonly) or the left coronary
cusp. Normal aortic valve cusps appear thin and delicate. In the
PLAX view, the cusps open rapidly in systole and appear as parallel
lines close to the aortic walls (Fig. 95.1). In diastole, the leaflets
come together and appear as a linear density in the center of the
aortic root, parallel to the aortic walls. The aortic leaflets are sel-
dom seen during the opening and closing because their motion is
very rapid relative to the frame rate of the 2D ultrasound system.
In the short-axis (SAX) view, the three thin leaflets open in systole
to form a triangular or circular orifice (Fig. 95.2). During diastole,
the closure lines of the three leaflets form a Y shape (an inverted
Mercedes Benz sign). Sometimes, there is a slight thickening of
the mid-portion of each closure line formed by nodules known as
the nodules of Arantius. In the SAX view, the NCC is located
posteromedially. The atrial septum always points to the NCC.
The left coronary cusp is located posterolaterally.
M-Mode Echocardiography
M-mode echocardiography of the aortic valve is formed by direct-
ing the M-mode echo beam through the aortic leaflets. This can be
done from both the PLAX and SAX views. At the onset of systole,
the leaflets open rapidly and become parallel to, and nearly oppose,
the walls of the aortic root (Fig. 95.3). They remain open



Figure 95.1. Transesophageal echocardiogram, longitudinal view
(similar to transthoracic parasternal long-axis view) of a normal tricuspid
aortic valve illustrates normal opening with the leaflets parallel to the
aortic root walls.

A

B

Figure 95.2. Transthoracic echocardiogram (short-axis view) of a nor-
mal tricuspid aortic valve. A, In systole, the valve opens in a triangular
fashion with straightening of the leaflets. B, In diastole, the normal trileaf-
let valve appears like a “Y,” with the commissures at 10 o’clock,
2 o’clock, and 6 o’clock.
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throughout systole and rapidly close again at end-systole, forming a
box or parallelogram. Normally, these leaflets show fine, regular
vibrations during systole. These fine vibrations actually indicate
that the leaflets are thin, and are able to luff, like a sail, due to
the rapid flow through them on one side (their ventricular surface)
and eddy currents swirling behind the leaflets on the aortic side,
resulting in opposing forces that cause these vibrations. During
diastole, the coapted leaflets form a single (or sometimes multiple
parallel) central closure line(s) midway between the aortic walls
(see Fig. 95.3). The left ventricular ejection time can be measured
from the point of the cusp opening to the point of the cusp closing.

A rough estimate of the severity of AS can be obtained by noting
the maximal degree of separation of the leaflets at the onset of sys-
tole. In patients with valvular AS, the thickened leaflets (due to
fibrosis and/or calcium) appear as dense echoes in both systole
and diastole. In systole, the thickened rigid leaflets fail to open
widely. The distance between the anterior cusp (right coronary
cusp) and the posterior cusp (usually the NCC; sometimes, the left
coronary cusp) is reduced or not even visible, which suggests mod-
erate or severe AS (Fig. 95.4). In the absence of a bicuspid valve, a
maximal opening of the leaflets of at least 1.5 cm virtually excludes
significant valvular AS.12,13 When any of the three leaflets opens
normally and/or maximally, regardless of the degree of limitation
of the other two, the degree of AS is not more than mild.

QUANTITATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF AORTIC STENOSIS
With the development of acquired AS, the cusps became thickened,
and their motion is restricted. The degree of thickening and res-
triction progresses as the severity of AS increases. In severe AS,
the leaflets become markedly thickened and calcified, and there
is nearly a total lack of mobility. Identification of individual cusps
is often difficult or impossible. Moreover, attempts to planimeter
the aortic valve orifice by TTE have been largely unsuccessful.14

Nevertheless, a qualitative estimation (gestalt) of AS severity
should be attempted and correlated with quantitative methods.
If leaflet separation is at least 15 mm or if at least one cusp moves
normally, critical AS is highly unlikely. As will be discussed later,
planimetry is, however, possible in the majority of patients by
using TEE.

QUANTITATIVE DOPPLER ASSESSMENT
OF SEVERITY OF AORTIC STENOSIS
The previously mentioned 2D and M-mode features are useful for
detecting AS, but they are unreliable for quantitating AS. The
severity of AS is determined by a combination of 2D and Doppler
echocardiography. As the aortic valve becomes stenotic, and
obstruction to blood flow occurs, a pressure gradient develops
across the valve. This obstruction is associated with an increase
in transaortic jet velocity. The primary routine parameters used
to quantitate AS include the peak aortic jet velocity, the mean pres-
sure gradient, and the AVA.

Transaortic Velocities
Transaortic jet velocities are directly obtained using a continuous
wave (CW)Doppler probe. To obtain the highest velocity, the angle
of interrogation should be as parallel to flow as possible. Therefore,
multiple transducer windows should be used to obtain the Doppler
signal that is aligned most parallel to the direction of the stenotic
jet. These windows include the apical 3- and 5-chamber views,
the right sternal border, the suprasternal notch (SSN), and subxi-
phoid views. A careful, thorough, meticulous manipulation of the
transducer is necessary to achieve optimal alignment and to deter-
mine the highest velocity possible (Fig. 95.5). The highest velocity
obtained from any window is used in the calculation of the gradient



Figure 95.3. M-mode echocardiogram of an aortic valve illustrating the rapid opening slope of the aortic leaflets at the onset of systole, the leaflets
aligned parallel to the aortic walls throughout systole (white arrows), and the central closure line in diastole (yellow arrow).

Figure 95.4. M-mode echocardiogram from a patient with moderate aortic stenosis. The maximal opening between the anterior (right coronary cusp)
leaflet and a posterior leaflet (noncoronary cusp) (yellow arrow) is less than 5 mm.
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and the aortic valve area. Lower values from the other windows are
ignored. Using a nonimaging CW Doppler probe (so-called Pedoff
probe or pencil probe) is recommended because it is smaller, easier
to manipulate between the ribs and the SSN, and has a higher
signal-to-noise ratio.
Pressure Gradients
The highest transaortic jet velocity (Vmax) measured by Doppler
reflects the pressure gradient according to the Bernoulli equation.
The maximum pressure gradient (△ Pmax) across the stenotic
aortic valve can be calculated by using the simplified Bernoulli



A Apical 4-chamber Vmax = 3.6 m/sec

Pedoff probe

Right sternal border Vmax = 3.9 m/sec

Pedoff probe

Suprasternal notch Vmax = 4.3 m/sec

B

C

Figure 95.5. Continuous wave Doppler tracings from a patient with
severe aortic stenosis illustrate the importance of using multiple trans-
ducer positions to obtain the highest (maximal) transaortic velocity. A,
Apical 4-chamber view using imaging probe detects a velocity of
3.6 m/s. B, A slightly higher velocity (3.9 m/sec) is obtained from the
right sternal border using a nonimaging (Pedoff) probe. C, The highest
velocity (4.3 m/sec) was obtained from the suprasternal notch using a
nonimaging probe.
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equation that ignores viscous losses and the effects of flow accel-
eration. These can be neglected in the usual clinical setting:

Maximal pressure gradient (ΔPmax) = 4 (Vmax)2

However, when the proximal or left ventricular outflow tract
(LVOT) velocity (VLVOT) exceeds 1.5 m/sec, the modified
Bernoulli ejection should be used:

Δ Pmax = 4 (Vmax2 − VLVOT
2)

The mean pressure gradient is obtained by a manual tracing of the
Doppler velocity envelope. The ultrasound machine’s software
integrates the instantaneous velocities throughout systole and pro-
vides a mean value. Both peak and mean gradients should be
reported. A mean gradient more than 40 to 50 mm Hg is consistent
with severe AS (Table 95.1). However, because calculated pressure
gradients depend not only on the degree of stenosis, but also on
(flow stroke volume and/or cardiac) output, higher gradients than
those outlined in Box 95.1 may occur in patients with altered vol-
ume flow rates. Examples of increased flow rates occur in aortic
regurgitation, anemia, and pregnancy. In these situations, relatively
high-pressure gradients may be present, although the degree of AS
may only be mild. In contrast, patients with significant left ventric-
ular systolic dysfunction, small left ventricles, high systemic vas-
cular resistance, or mitral regurgitation may have relatively low
gradients despite severe AS. The accuracy of Doppler-derived peak
instantaneous maximal and mean pressure gradients has been
validated with simultaneous cardiac catheterization data15,16

(Figs. 95.6 and 95.7). It is important to recognize that the peak
instantaneous systolic pressure gradient measured by Doppler is
higher than the peak-to-peak gradient obtained during cardiac
catheterization (Fig. 95.8). Potential sources of error in Doppler
assessment of transaortic gradients are listed in Box 95.2.

Doppler measurement of gradients may be limited by TEE
because of the difficulty in aligning the echo beam parallel to
the stenotic jet from standard esophageal views. However, in the
majority of cases, the deep transgastric view can be used to obtain
accurate maximal velocities and gradients (Fig. 95.9). A second
useful view can be obtained by slight clockwise rotation of the
TEE probe from a standard gastric longitudinal view of the left
ventricle (Fig. 95.10).
Aortic Valve Area by Continuity Equation
Echo-Doppler assessment of the severity of AS includes the calcu-
lation of aortic valve area using the continuity equation. The con-
tinuity principle, based on the conservation of mass, states that the
TABLE 95.1 Grading the Severity of Aortic Stenosis

Characteristic Mild Moderate Severe

Aortic jet velocity (m/sec) 2.6–2.9 3.0–4.0 >4.0
Mean gradient* (mm Hg) <20 20–40 >40
Mean gradient† (mm Hg) <30 30–50 >50
Aortic valve area (cm2) >1.5 1.0–1.5 <1.0
Dimensionless index - - <0.25

*According to American Heart Association/American College of
Cardiology guidelines.7

†According to European Society of Cardiology guidelines.6
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Figure 95.6. Good correlation between
Doppler- and catheter-derived peak instan-
taneous gradients (Max gradient) when
performed simultaneously (left) versus non-
simultaneously (right).Thedotted lines repre-
sent the regression lines, and the solid
lines represent the lines of identity. (Modified
fromCurrie PJ, Hagler DJ, Seward JB, et al.
Instantaneous pressure gradient: a
simultaneous Doppler and dual catheter
study. J Am Coll Cardiol 7:800-806, 1986.)
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Figure 95.7. Good correlation
between Doppler- and catheter-
derived maximal and mean gradients
when obtained simultaneously in 100
patients. The dotted lines represent
the regression line, and the solid lines
represent the line of identity. (Modified
from Currie PJ, Seward JB, Reeder
GS, et al. Continuous-wave Doppler
echocardiographic assessment of
severity of calcific aortic stenosis. Cir-
culation 71:1162-1169, 1985.)
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flow volumes (Q) at different sites in a closed system, like the heart,
are identical:

In the case of AS, the stroke volume proximal to the aortic valve in
the LVOT, or Q1, must equal the stroke volume through the stenotic
aortic valve (Q2). Because stroke volume is the product of the cross-
sectional area (CSA) and the time-velocity integral (TVI) at that
point, the continuity equation can be stated as:

Q1
 − CSA1 × TVI = CSA2 × TVI2
The continuity equation can be rearranged as follows:

CSA2 =
CSA1 × TVI1

TVI2

In the case of AS, site 1 is the LVOT, and site 2 is the stenotic aortic

orifice. Thus, the continuity equation can be re-stated as:

AV area = CSALVOT × TVILVOT

TVIAS

Therefore, to calculate the AVA, three measurements must be
obtained (Fig. 95.11):

1. CSA of the LVOT (CSALVOT);
2. TVI of the LVOT (TVILVOT);
3. TVI of the aortic stenotic jet (TVIAS).



Peak
instantaneous

Peak-to-peak

Figure 95.8. Simultaneous left ventricular (white trace)–aortic (yellow
trace) pressures. The gray-hatched area between these two tracings
represents the pressure gradient throughout systole. Note that the
peak instaneous gradient measured by Doppler (green arrow) is higher
than the peak-to-peak gradient measured by catheterization (yellow
arrow). Also note that the peak-to-peak gradient is artificial (the peak
left ventricular pressure and the peak aortic pressures occur at
different times).

Box 95.2 Sources of Error in Doppler Assessment
of Transvalvular Gradient Overestimation Compared
with Catheter Gradient

• Failure to account for increased subvalvular velocity
• Recording the wrong gradient (mitral regurgitation)
• Nonrepresentative selection of velocity (arrhythmias—highest
velocity often incorrectly selected)

• Pressure recovery in patients with small aorta (<3.0 cm)

De

Figure 95.9. Continuous Doppler tracing from a deep transgastric tra
velocity (V2) of 4.5 m/sec in a patient with severe aortic stenosis.
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The CSA of the LVOT is obtained from the PLAX view. The
LVOT region should be zoomed, and the maximum inner-edge
to inner-edge diameter should be measured just below the insertion
of the aortic valve leaflets in mid-systole.

The TVILVOT is obtained from an apical window (apical
5-chamber or 3-chamber view), using pulsed wave Doppler, placing
the sample volume (use a small sample volume) just proximal to the
stenotic aortic valve, and tracing the waveform. This waveform
should yield the highest velocity laminar flow immediately proximal
to the flow acceleration that occurs as the sample volume approaches
the stenotic valve. This can be accomplished by placing the sample
volume in the LVOT (beneath the stenotic valve), slowly inching
toward the stenotic valve, and recording the enveloped (laminar)
velocity profiles at each step until flow acceleration (spectral broad-
ening) occurs. The sample volume should then be backed up (i.e.,
moved apically) until a smooth, laminar velocity curve without spec-
tral broadening is detected, which indicates a position proximal to the
flowacceleration zone (Fig. 95.12).This represents the correctLVOT
velocity tracing. Next, using CW Doppler from multiple transducer
positions (as discussed in the previous section), the maximal TVIAS
is obtained. The highest transaortic velocity and TVI from any of
the transducer positions should be used to calculate the AVA.
Although TVI is preferred, the peak velocity can also be used in the
continuity equation. The use of velocity is more practical in patients
with atrial fibrillation, when 5 to 10 consecutive beats should bemea-
sured andaveraged.11Asamplecalculationof theAVAusing the con-
tinuity equation and velocity instead of TVI is as follows:

• LVOT diameter: 2.0 cm;
• LVOT velocity: 1.0 m/sec;
• AS peak jet velocity: 4.0 m/sec

AV area = CSALVOT ×
TVLVOT

VAo

AV area = = 0.8 cm2(3.14) (1.0)2 (1.0)

4.0
ep  transgastric view

nsesophageal echocardiographic view, which detects a transaortic



Vmax = 4.2 m/sec

TVI = 121 sec

Figure 95.10. Transesophageal echocardiogram continuous wave Doppler tracing from a standard gastric longitudinal view with slight clockwise
rotation in a patient with severe aortic stenosis revealing a maximal velocity (Vmax) of 4.2 m/sec and time-velocity integral of 121 sec.

LA A2 =

LV
A1 x V1

A2 x V2

A1 x V1
V2

Figure 95.11. The continuity equation as applied to valvular aortic ste-
nosis: A1�V1¼ the flow volume in the left ventricular outflow tract and
A2�V2¼ the flow volume across the stenotic aortic valve. The stenotic
aortic valve area (A2) can be calculated from the continuity equation.

a

b

c

d

Figure 95.12. The method used to obtain the optimal left ventricular
outflow tract (LVOT) velocity (V1) for the continuity equation. The pulsed
wave Doppler sample volume is initially placed in the LVOT (a), serially
moved toward the aortic valve (b and c) until the sample volume enters
the flow convergence region (d), and the spectral display demonstrates
spectral broadening. The sample volume should then be moved back
(apically) slightly until spectral broadening disappears. This is the optimal
LVOT velocity (c; yellow arrow).
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LIMITATIONS AND PITFALLS IN THE ECHO-
DOPPLER QUANTITATION OF AORTIC STENOSIS
Calculation of the AVA by the continuity equation requires pains-
taking attention to detail in the measurement of the three previously
mentioned parameters. Good correlation between echocardiogra-
phically and catheter-derived valve area has been demon-
strated17–19 (Fig. 95.13). The primary cause of inaccuracy with
the continuity equation is error in the measurement of the LVOT
diameter. Because the square of the radius is used in the continuity
equation, even minor errors in the measurement of the LVOT diam-
eter may result in substantial error in the calculation of the AVA.
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Figure 95.13. Good correlation between catheterization (cath)-derived
aortic valve (AV) area and Doppler echocardiography (Echo)-derived
area using left ventricular outflow tract and transaortic valve time-velocity
integral ratio in 100 patients. Mean SEE was 0.19 cm2. (Modified from
Oh JK, Taliercio CP, Holmes DR Jr, et al. Prediction of the severity of aor-
tic stenosis by Doppler aortic valve area determination, J AmColl Cardiol
11:1227-1234, 1988.)

LVOTd = 2.0 cm

B

A

Figure 95.14. A, Zoomed parasternal long-axis view of the left ventric-
ular outflow tract (LVOT) illustrates a chunk of calcium protruding into the
LVOT. This view might yield an incorrectly small LVOT diameter (LVOTd)
because the calcium does not represent the entire perimeter of the
orifice. B, A slightly altered view misses this chunk of calcium and yields
a larger and more accurate diameter of 2.0 cm.
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There is a tendency to underestimate the LVOT for several reasons.
First, the LVOT may be elliptical rather than circular, and in such
instances, the smallest diameter is usually measured in the PLAX
view.20 -24 Second, in patients with calcific AS, blooming and
reverberations from the calcified aortic annulus, and often from
the extension of calcium onto and/or into the base of the anterior
mitral leaflet, can artificially make the LVOT appear smaller than
its actual size, especially when using low-frequency transducers
and high-gain settings (Fig. 95.14). Technical tips to avoid this
potential problem include using as high a frequency transducer
as possible, imaging the LVOT as close to the center of the sector
as possible (axial resolution is superior to lateral resolution), and
using relatively low-gain settings. Last, especially in elderly
patients, the upper (basal) septum may bulge into the LVOT, mak-
ing this measurement difficult.

Theoretically, the LVOT diameter (LVOTd) should be mea-
sured in mid-systole, at the same time in the cardiac cycle that
the LVOT velocity is measured. However, sometimes, the image
quality is suboptimal in mid-systole, and the outflow tract is imaged
more clearly at end-diastole. Skjaerpe et al suggested that the
LVOTd could be measured at end-diastole.17 When accurate mea-
surement of the LVOTd is not possible, one should not guess or use
an assumed diameter (e.g., 2.0 cm), as some have recommended.
In this situation, the dimensionless index (DI), or velocity ratio,
may be used as an alternative to the AVA. This simplified param-
eter avoids the necessity to accurately measure LVOTd and is
independent of cardiac output. This Doppler-only method uses
the following equation:

DI =
TVILVOT

TVIAS

A DI of <0.25 is consistent with severe AS (see Table 95.1).
The second parameter subject to limitations is the LVOT

velocity (so-called V1). The method recommended to measure
this parameter has been discussed. However, this parameter may
not be measurable in several situations. The most common pitfall
occurs when there is associated subaortic stenosis that may cause
high-velocity turbulent flow in the LVOT, precluding accurate
measurement of V1. The strut of a bioprosthetic mitral valve
may protrude into the LVOT, creating turbulence, which occurs
less commonly.
Other parameters used for quantitating AS are the transaortic
velocity (Vmax, or so-called V2) and the transaortic pressure gra-
dient derived from V2. Underestimation of this velocity and pres-
sure may occur if there is poor alignment of the Doppler beam (not
parallel to the stenotic aortic jet). This potential problem can be
minimized by using multiple transducer positions, as discussed ear-
lier. Overestimation of the true velocity and pressure gradient is
less common than underestimation. This may be due to mistaking
a mitral regurgitant (MR) jet (or rarely at tricuspid regurgitant jet)
for the aortic stenotic jet, especially when using a nonimaging
probe. These three jets are similar in direction as seen from apical
views. Sweeping the transducer back and forth to distinguish which
jet is which may help to avoid this pitfall. A second clue to help
distinguish these jets is their duration. Mitral and tricuspid regurgi-
tant jets are always longer than the AS jet because they include iso-
volumic contraction and isovolumic relaxation. In addition, theMR
jet has a higher velocity because the left ventricular–left atrial gra-
dient is higher than the left ventricular–aortic gradient in systole.
Another method to distinguish the AS jet from the MR jet is the
associated diastolic signals in the tracing. The MR jet is associated
with mitral flow, whereas the AS jet is not and may be associated



TABLE 95.2 Factors Helping to Differentiate an Aortic Stenotic
Jet from Mitral Regurgitant Jet

Characteristic AS MR

Shape Early systolic peak
when AS is less
than severe;
but parabolic in
severe AS

Parabolic
Peaks in mid to late systole

(exception acute, severe
MR)

Duration AS shorter than MR
(no flow during
isovolumic
periods)

MR longer than AS
(includes IVCT and
IVRT)

Diastolic signals Gap between end of
AS and mitral inflow
(IVRT)

End of MR jet is
continuous with mitral
inflow

Velocity AS<MR MR>AS

AS, Aortic stenosis; IVCT, isovolumic contraction time; IVRT, isovolumic
relaxation time; MR, mitral regurgitation.
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with aortic regurgitation (AR) if AR is present (Table 95.2). A rare
situation may occur when a high-velocity jet from a stenotic arch
vessel is mistaken for an AS jet from the SSN transducer position.
These potential pitfalls are summarized in Box 95.3. In the presence
of atrial fibrillation or frequent premature ventricular contractions,
averaging the velocity from 5 to 10 consecutive beats is recom-
mended (Fig. 95.15). The use of the highest velocity alone results
in overestimating the gradient and underestimating the AVA calcu-
lated by the continuity equation. The effect of systemic blood pres-
sure on the assessment of the mean pressure gradient and AVA
remains controversial.25,26

Recommendations for measuring and recording valve mor-
phology and echo-Doppler parameters in patients with AS are
listed in Table 95.3. Given the potential therapeutic and prognos-
tic importance of these echocardiographic parameters and their
potential limitations, they should only be reported when imaging
is adequate and there is a high level of confidence in their accu-
racy. If the level of confidence of these measurements is reduced,
or if there is a discrepancy between the echo-Doppler and clinical
or catheterization data, the raw data of all of the echocardio-
graphic measurements should be reviewed carefully and criti-
cally. Other diagnostic modalities may be considered to further
assess the morphology and hemodynamics of the stenotic aortic
valve. These may include transesphogeal echocardiography
(TEE), magnetic resonance imaging, and rarely, cardiac catheter-
ization as outlined in the American Heart Association/American
College of Cardiology and European Society of Cardiology
guidelines.6,7,11
Box 95.3 Potential Pitfalls of Doppler-Derived Gradients
in Aortic Stenosis

• Poor alignment of Doppler beam (improper intercept angle
between the aortic stenosis [AS] jet and Doppler beam)

• Left ventricular outlet tract (LVOT) velocity may be important
(cannot be ignored if >1.4 m/s)

• Mitral regurgitant jet may be mistaken for aortic jet
• Subaortic obstructionmay precludemeasurement of LVOT velocity
• Comparison with catheter gradients (peak instantaneous vs peak-
to-peak)

• Beat-to-beat variability (atrial fibrillation, premature ventricular
contractions)
PLANIMETRY OF AORTIC VALVE ORIFICE
Theoretically, the aortic valve orifice can be measured by planime-
try using TTE in a manner similar to that used for assessing the ori-
fice area in mitral stenosis. However, this method is unreliable in
calcific AS for several reasons: (1) because of the inability to deter-
mine whether the plane of imaging is at the leaflet tips where max-
imum stenosis occurs, and that it is parallel to the orifice; and (2)
planimetry is difficult due to poor cusp definition from heavy cal-
cium deposition, acoustic shadowing, and reverberation artifact.27

Because of its superior resolution and unobstructed visualiza-
tion, TEE provides excellent views of the aortic valve leaflets as
they open and close throughout the cardiac cycle. Therefore, unlike
with TTE, direct measurement of the aortic valve area by TEE pla-
nimetry can be performed with excellent correlation with cardiac
catheterization using the Gorlin equation and with echo-Doppler
using the continuity equation.28–30 Planimetry by TEE has also
been shown to correlate well with planimetry by computed tomog-
raphy.31 To measure the AVA accurately, the image plane must be
located at the tips of the aortic valve leaflets. This measurement
requires a careful technique to produce the correct imaging angle
and plane. It is useful to begin with a longitudinal view (usually
between 110 and 150 degrees) to align the aortic root perpendicular
to the echo beam and to place the aortic valve at or near the center of
the sector (Fig 95.16, A). This takes advantage of the axial resolu-
tion and provides the optimal plane parallel to the aortic annulus
and valve. Subsequently, the image plane can be rotated 90 degrees
to view the aortic valve in a precise SAX view (Fig. 95.16, B).
Alternately, the biplane function of newer ultrasound machines
can be used to achieve this view. Slight withdrawal and advance-
ment of the TEE probe cranially and caudally is useful to find
the smallest orifice at the maximal leaflet tip separation. The smal-
lest systolic orifice is frequently found at a plane slightly higher
than the Mercedes Benz sign visualized in diastole. The view
should image all three cusps simultaneously. Color Doppler may
aid in determining the stenotic orifice. Adjusting the gain settings
(reduce gain without losing definition of the leaflet and commis-
sural edges) may help delineate the true margins of the orifice
for planimetry. The smallest orifice area at the time of maximal
opening in early-to-mid systole should then be planimetered.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ASSESSMENT
OF THE AORTIC VALVE AREA
Real-time, 3-dimensional TTE (RT3D TTE) has the potential to
overcome a shortcoming of 3D-TTE by providing imaging at any
plane.The croppingplane in the 3Ddataset canprovide a true en face
view aligned exactly to image the smallest stenotic aortic valve ori-
fice for planimetry. Several studies have documented superior accu-
racy of planimetry by RD3D TTE compared with conventional
2D-TTE.22,32–36 Therefore, RT3D TTE can, in some situations,
overcome some of the limitations of the continuity equation; the
AVA can be reliably evaluated when valvular AS co-exists with
hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy, discrete subaortic steno-
sis, or supravalvularAS. In addition, the evaluationofASseverity by
the continuity equation may be enhanced by using a RT3D TTE
approach for the measurement of the LVOT diameter or CSA.36
OTHER METHODS OF MEASURING AORTIC
STENOSIS SEVERITY
Several additional echocardiographic parameters have been pro-
posed to better define the severity of AS and/or its risk. Those
include valve resistance,37–41 the energy loss index,42–44 stroke
work loss,45–47 and valvuloarterial impedance.48–51 However, their
utility and prognostic significance remain to be proven in
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Figure 95.15. Continuous wave Doppler tracings using a nonimaging probe from the right sternal border illustrating the beat-to-beat variability of the
transaortic velocities. Ten consecutive beats were averaged (average Vmax¼2 m/sec).

TABLE 95.3 Recommendations for Date Recording and Measurement for Aortic Stenosis Quantitation (European Association of Echocardiography/
American Society of Echocardiography Recommendation)

Date Element Recording Measurement

LVOT diameter 2D parasternal long axis view
Zoom mode
Adjust gain to optimize the blood–tissue interface

Inner edge to inner edge
Mid-systole
Parallel and adjacent to the aortic valve or at the site of velocity

measurement (see text)
Diameter is used to calculate a circular CSA

LVOT velocity Pulsed wave Doppler
Apical long axis or 5-chamber view
Sample volume positioned just on LV side of valve and moved

carefully into the LVOT is required to obtain laminar flow curve
Velocity baseline and scale adjusted to maximize size of velocity

curve
Time axis (sweep speed) 100 mm/sec
Low wall filter setting
Smooth velocity curve with a well-defined peak and a narrow

velocity range at peak velocity

Maximum velocity from peak of dense velocity curve
VTI traced from modal velocity

AS jet velocity CW Doppler (dedicated transducer)
Multiple acoustic windows (e.g., apical, suprasternal, right

parasternal, etc.)
Decrease gains, increase wall filter, adjust baseline, and scale to

optimize signal
Gray-scale spectral display with expanded time scale
Velocity range and baseline adjusted so velocity signal fits and fills

the vertical scale

Maximum velocity at peak of dense velocity curve
Avoid noise and fine linear signals
VTI traced from outer edge of dense signal curve
Mean gradient calculated from traced velocity curve

Valve anatomy Parasternal long- and short-axis views
Zoom mode

Identify number of cusps in systole, raphe if present
Assess cusp mobility and commissural fusion
Assess valve calcification

AS, aortic stenosis; CSA, cross-sectional area; CW, continuous wave; LV, left ventricular; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; VTI, velocity-time integral;
2D, two dimensional.

With permission from the European Society of Cardiology6 and the American Society of Echocardiography.7
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Figure 95.16. The methodology
used for planimetry of the aortic valve
orifice by transesophageal echocar-
diogram. A, In a longitudinal (long-
axis) view, the aortic valve should be
placed as close to the center of the
sector as possible (to take advantage
of axial resolution). B, The image
plane (arrow) should then be rotated
90 degree to obtain a short-axis view
and the plane moved cranially and
caudally to obtain the smallest orifice.
The aortic valve can then be
planimetered.

TABLE 95.4 Serial Echocardiography in Valvular Aortic Stenosis

Severity of Aortic Stenosis Serial Echocardiography

Mild
Moderate
Severe

Every 3–5 yrs
Every 1–2 yrs
Yearly

Echocardiography should be performed more frequently if there is a
change in signs or symptoms.

Adapted from AHA/ACC Valvular Disease Guidelines. J Am Coll Cardiol
48:el-148, 2006.
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large-scale prospective trials, and their clinical relevance has not
yet been established.

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging52 and computed tomo-
graphy31,53,54 have also been used to evaluate aortic valve area.
However, these methods have not been fully validated and are
subject to some of the same limitations of echocardiography
(e.g., heavily calcified valve).

SERIAL EVALUATION OF AORTIC STENOSIS
Valvular aortic stenosis is a progressive disease, and an increase is
severity is inevitable; however, the rate of progression is variable
among individuals with AS. Because of the inability to predict this
individual variability, serial clinical and echocardiographic follow-
up is recommended in all patients with AS, as outlined in Table 95.4.

PHYSIOLOGIC CONSEQUENCES OF AORTIC
STENOSIS
For complete assessment of a patient with AS, not only the appear-
ance of the valve and its area and gradient, but also the physiologic
consequences of the stenosis, should be evaluated and reported.
These include the degree of hypertrophy (i.e., left ventricular
mass), systolic and diastolic dysfunction, degree of left atrial
enlargement, and pulmonary hypertension.

Left Ventricular Systolic Dysfunction
The chronic pressure overload imposed by valvular AS leads to
concentric left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). This increase in
wall thickness is an adaptive process that maintains normal wall
stress. However, as the stenosis progresses, this initially adoptive
process eventually becomes deleterious. The progressive LVH,
increasing afterload, and increasing wall stress lead to compro-
mised coronary flow reserve and subendocardial ischemia.55,56

Even in the absence of significant epicardial coronary artery nar-
rowing, the increased muscle mass, the increased wall stress, and
the result of ventricular pressure compressing the microcirculation
will ultimately lead to myocardial fibrosis and gradually cause
reduced systolic and diastolic function.57 The development of
diffuse myocardial fibrosis is believed to be an essential step in
the transition from cardiac adaptation to cardiac failure.58

Left ventricular systolic dysfunction usually occurs late in the dis-
ease course ofAS. Early, the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
is preserved by the increasedwall thickness thatmaintains wall stress
and is, therefore, an insensitivemeasure of the earlymaladaptive pro-
cess within the myocardium. However, there is recent awareness of
subclinical left ventricular dysfunction in AS that can be detected
byglobal left ventricular longitudinal strain (GLS).59–67Furthermore,
impairedGLShasbeen independently associatedwithpoor long-term
outcome.66,67Lancellotti et al. have demonstrated that the presence of
impaired GLS in asymptomatic patients with moderate-to-severe AS
is independently associatedwith the development of symptoms, need
for aortic valve replacement, and death.68

Left Ventricular Diastolic Dysfunction
In patients with AS, diastolic dysfunction begins at an earlier stage
than the decrease in the LVEF.69 Abnormal measures of diastolic
function are common in patients with AS. At an early stage, the
compensatory LVH of AS is associated with impaired relaxation.
This filling pattern is common in mild and moderate AS. As the
degree of AS progresses, the degree of diastolic dysfunction also
increases. The dyspnea that often accompanies severe AS is typi-
cally attributed to the outflow obstruction; however, diastolic dys-
function likely also contributes to this symptom. These patients
often have pseudonormal or restrictive filling patterns suggesting
an elevated filling pressure.69–71 In addition, the early diastolic
Doppler tissue velocity of the mitral annulus (e0) is decreased
and may increase after aortic valve replacement.72

Preliminary data from the Mayo Clinic demonstrated that
among asymptomatic patients with severe AS, those with an
enlarged left atrium were more likely to develop symptoms than
those with a smaller left atrium. Moreover, left atrial diameter
was a strong independent prediction of all-cause mortality after
adjusting for age, AVA, peak aortic valve velocity, and mean gra-
dient. Their findings support the importance of diastolic function in
these patients and they recommend comprehensive assessment of
diastolic function, including left atrial size.73

Pulmonary Hypertension
Severe pulmonary hypertension (PHTN) is an expected finding in
patients with mitral valve disease, especially mitral stenosis. How-
ever, severe PHTN is not widely associated with severe AS. Nev-
ertheless, it has been reported in up to 34% of patients before aortic
valve replacement for AS.74–76 Although the etiology of PHTN in
severe AS remains unclear, it is associated with systolic and/or dia-
stolic dysfunction.77,78Moderate or severemitral regurgitationmay
also contribute to elevated left atrial and pulmonary artery pressure.
When present, severe PHTN portends a poor prognosis and signif-
icantly increases morbidity and mortality.79
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AORTIC VALVE SCLEROSIS
Aortic valve thickening (fibrosis and/or sclerosis) without stenosis
(i.e., without pressure gradient) is common in elderly adults. AS is
present in approximately 25% to 30% of adults older than age
65 years and in nearly 50% of adults older than age 85 years.80–82

Aortic valve sclerosis is generally defined as focal or diffuse thick-
ening of the aortic cusps with minimal or no restriction of leaflet
motion and a peak transvalvular velocity by Doppler of <2 m/sec.
The focal areas of thickening are usually irregular and nonuniform,
and involve the base and center of the valve cusps rather than the
leaflet edges and commissures.

Aortic sclerosis is an asymptomatic condition that is usually
detected either as a short, systolic ejection murmur or as an inciden-
tal finding on echocardiography performed for other indications.
Until recently, aortic valve sclerosis was considered to be a phys-
iologic result of aging without clinical relevance. However, aortic
valve sclerosis may be important as a marker for increased cardio-
vascular risk, including progression to AS.83–86
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Helmut Baumgartner, MD
Aortic stenosis (AS) has become the most frequent valvular heart
disease in the adult population; it occurs primarily as calcific AS
at an advanced age. The prevalence in the population older than
65 years has been reported to be in the range of 2% to 7%.1 It is
the characteristic systolic murmur that draws in the general atten-
tion and guides a diagnostic workup. Doppler echocardiography is
the ideal tool to confirm the diagnosis and to quantify AS by cal-
culating the pressure gradients (Fig. 96.1) and valve area. During a
long initial period, which is characterized by an increased outflow
tract obstruction that results in an increasing left ventricular pres-
sure load, patients remain asymptomatic, and acute complications
are rare. However, as soon as symptoms, such as exertional dys-
pnea, angina, or dizziness and syncope occur, outcome becomes
dismal. The average survival after symptom onset has been
reported to be less than 2 to 3 years.2 In this situation, aortic valve
replacement (AVR) results in dramatic improvement, not only in
symptoms, but also in long-term survival.2 Thus, there is general
agreement that surgery should be strongly recommended in symp-
tomatic patients.3,4 In contrast, the management of asymptomatic
patients with severe AS remains a matter of controversy.2–4

Because of the widespread use of Doppler echocardiography, it
is estimated that approximately 50% of patients who present with
severe AS are asymptomatic. Thus, cardiologists are frequently
faced with the difficult decision whether to operate on asymptom-
atic patients with severe AS.

ARGUMENTS FOR SURGERY IN ASYMPTOMATIC
AORTIC STENOSIS

Risk of Sudden Cardiac Death
Sudden death is the major concern when asymptomatic patients
with severe AS are followed conservatively. However, this risk
appears to be low. In addition, several studies that evaluated
patients with nonsevere AS did not report sudden deaths. Some pro-
spective studies also reported on the outcomes of sizeable cohorts
of patients with severe AS (peak aortic jet velocity �4.0 m/sec).
Pellikka et al5 observed 2 sudden deaths among 113 patients during
a mean follow-up of 20 months. Both patients, however, developed
symptoms at least 3 months before death. In another study, 1 case of
sudden death, which was not preceded by symptoms, was reported
among 104 patients who were followed for a mean of 27 months.6

In a later retrospective study of 622 patients with a mean follow-up
of 5.4�4.0 years, Pellikka et al7 reported the rate of sudden death
to be 1% a year. However, in almost half of the patients who died
suddenly, information on the patient’s status was missing for the



Vpeak 4.6 m/sec
p mean 54 mm Hg

Vpeak 5.3 m/sec
p mean 75  mm Hg

Figure 96.1. Continuous wave Doppler recordings of an asymptomatic
patient with severe aortic stenosis. Note that the recording from a right
parasternal approach (bottom) yielded significantly higher velocities
(peak velocity 5.3 m/sec, mean gradient 75 mmHg) than those obtained
from an apical approach (4.6 m/sec, 54 mm Hg).
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year preceding the event. In a recent prospective study by Rosenhek
et al, in patients with extremely severe (peak jet velocity �5.0 m/
sec) but asymptomatic AS who were followed for a median of
41 months, only one case of sudden death was reported.8 Impor-
tantly, a small but still significant risk of sudden death (0.3%–
0.4%) was also reported even after surgery for congenital AS.9

Thus, prevention of sudden death is certainly not a strong argument
for surgery in asymptomatic patients.

Unfortunately, patients do not always promptly report their
symptoms. In addition, patients may need to wait several months
for surgery in some countries. However, mortality has been
reported to be high in the months after symptom onset. For exam-
ple, in a Scandinavian study,10 7 of 99 patients with severe AS who
were scheduled for surgery died during an average waiting period
of 6 months.
Risk of Irreversible Myocardial Damage
In contrast to valvular regurgitation, patients with asymptomatic
severe AS who have developed impaired systolic left ventricular
(LV) function are extremely uncommon. In a recent study11 of
9940 patients with severe AS, only 43 (0.4%) had asymptomatic
LV dysfunction (ejection fraction <50%). These patients had poor
outcomes and had no survival advantage with AVR, which suggests
that they had additional unrecognized cardiac disease and that the
LV dysfunction was not caused by AS.

Nevertheless, there is concern that myocardial fibrosis and
severe LV hypertrophy, which may not be reversible after delayed
surgery, could adversely affect postoperative long-term outcomes.
In symptomatic patients, myocardial fibrosis, as detected by mag-
netic resonance delayed gadolinium enhancement, has been
reported to be irreversible and to predict adverse postoperative out-
comes with regard to improvement of symptoms, LV function, and
survival.12,13 However, no data are available for asymptomatic
patients with regard to whether irreversible fibrosis, which may
be associated with worse outcomes, is already present during the
asymptomatic phase of the disease. Excessive LV hypertrophy
has been shown to be primarily associated with earlier symptom
development.14 However, it remains unknown whether a certain
cutoff for the extent of hypertrophy is associated with a worse out-
come when surgery is delayed until symptoms develop.

Surgical Considerations
Patients with severe symptoms have been found to have a signifi-
cantly higher operative mortality than those with no or mild symp-
toms (i.e., 2% for New York Heart Association [NYHA] functional
classes I or II compared with 3.7% and 7.0% for NYHA functional
classes III and IV).15 In addition, urgent or emergency valve
replacement carries a significantly higher risk than elective sur-
gery.15 Nevertheless, individual operative risk must always be care-
fully weighed against the potential benefit and may be significantly
higher in elderly patients, particularly when comorbidities are
present. A review of Medicare data16 involving more than 142,000
patients indicated that the average in-hospital mortality for post-
AVR in patients older than age 65 years is 8.8% (and as high as
13% in low-volume surgical centers). In addition, prosthetic
valve–related long-termmorbidity and mortality must also be taken
into account. Thromboembolism, bleeding, endocarditis, valve
thrombosis, paravalvular regurgitation, and valve failure occur at
a rate of at least 2% to 3% per year, and death directly related to
the prosthesis has been reported at a rate of up to 1% per year.3

Duration of the Asymptomatic Phase
Studies have reported a very rapid progression and early symptom
development in asymptomatic severe AS, with up to 80% of the
patients requiring AVR within 2 years.17 Such observations have
also raised the question whether it is worthwhile to delay surgery
in asymptomatic patients with severe AS. However, other investi-
gators have reported better outcomes, with individual outcomes
varying widely. For example, survival free of death or valve
replacement indicated by the development of symptoms was
56�5% at 2 years in one series of asymptomatic severe AS.6 These
discrepant results may be explained by the fact that, in some stud-
ies, patients underwent surgery without having developed symp-
toms, whereas these interventions were counted as events. Thus,
the event-free survival reported in the literature has to be inter-
preted with caution.

Studies Reporting Better Outcome with Early
Surgery in Asymptomatic Severe Aortic Stenosis
Two studies reported better outcomes in asymptomatic severe AS
when surgery was performed before symptom onset, which advo-
cated early AVR.18,19 However, these retrospective studies had
major limitations.20 In particular, both studies had poor follow-
up quality and included patients who developed symptoms, but
who did not undergo surgery in the “conservatively treated” groups.
Data presented by Brown et al18 support the notion of waiting for



TABLE 96.1 Recommendations for Isolated Aortic Valve Replacement
in Asymptomatic Aortic Stenosis (no indication for bypass surgery,
other valve surgery or aortic surgery)

Class ACC/AHA Guidelines3 ESC Guidelines4

I Pts. with reduced syst. LV
function (LVEF <0.50)

Pts. with red. syst. LV
function (LVEF <0.50)

Pts. who develop symptoms
during exercise testing

IIa Pts. with a decrease in blood
pressure below baseline
during exercise testing

Pts. with severe valve
calcification and a rate of
peak velocity progression
�0.3 m/sec per year if
surgical risk is low

Pts. with very severe AS
(peak velocity >5.5 m/
sec) if surgical risk is low

IIb Pts. with abnormal response Low surgical risk and 1 or
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symptoms, rather than operating early. In that study, patients who
underwent surgery and who presented with symptoms and patients
who underwent surgery while still being asymptomatic did not dif-
fer with regard to operative mortality and long-term outcome,
although symptomatic patients had a worse risk profile. Thus, there
was apparently no benefit from early surgery, and the authors’ data
interpretation may be misleading.

In summary, the arguments for surgery in asymptomatic AS are
relatively weak. Therefore, the current clinical practice guidelines
recommend surgery only in asymptomatic patients with a high like-
lihood of rapid hemodynamic progression (class IIb) or very severe
AS, which is defined as a peak transvalvular velocity of more than
5 m/sec, a mean gradient of more than 60 mm Hg, and an aortic
valve area of less than 0.6 cm2 (class IIb).3 The European guide-
lines have also added the following criteria as class IIb: markedly
elevated brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), an increase in the mean
gradient of more than 20 mm Hg with exercise, and excessive
LV hypertrophy.4 The European guidelines define very severe
AS as peak velocity more than 5.5 m/sec.4
to exercise (symptoms,
hypotension)

Pts. with high likelihood of
rapid progression (age,
CAD, calcification). Pts. with
extremely severe AS (valve
area <0.6 cm2, mean
gradient >60 mm Hg, peak
velocity>5 m/sec) and
expected operative
mortality �1%

more of the following
findings:
• Markedly elevated
natriuretic peptide levels
(repeated
measurement, no other
explanation)

• Increase in mean
gradient >20 mm Hg
with exercise

• Excessive LVH without
hypertension

ACC, American College of Cardiology; AHA, American Heart Association;
AS, aortic stenosis;CAD, coronary artery disease; EF, ejection fraction;
ESC, European Society of Cardiology; LV, left ventricular; LVH, left
ventricular hypertrophy; pts., patients.
PREDICTORS OF OUTCOME AND RISK
STRATIFICATION IN ASYMPTOMATIC SEVERE
AORTIC STENOSIS
Although it appears unlikely from current data that the potential
benefits of AVR can outweigh the risk of surgery and the long-term
risk of prosthesis-related complications in all asymptomatic
patients, concerns remain when waiting for symptoms to appear.
The ideal approach would be to refer patients for surgery before
symptom onset. Many risk predictors have been identified over
the years (Box 96.1). However, it has to be emphasized that these
risk predictors have, in general, been found to predict event-free
survival, with the most frequent event being symptom develop-
ment, which indicates the need for surgery. No studies have dem-
onstrated that surgery at an asymptomatic stage when such risk
predictors are present improves outcome compared with waiting
for symptoms. Thus, it is not surprising that guideline committees
only accepted some of these criteria, and only as class II indications
when surgical risk is low (Table 96.1).
Box 96.1 Predictors of Outcome in Aortic Stenosis

CLINICAL

• Age
• Atherosclerotic risk factors

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC

• Transvalvular velocity and/or gradient at rest
• Aortic valve area at rest
• Extent of valve calcification
• Hemodynamic progression rate
• Increase of gradient with exercise
• LV hypertrophy
• LV ejection fraction
• Myocardial deformation parameters of systolic and diastolic
LV function

• Degree of concomitant functional mitral regurgitation*
• Pulmonary artery pressure*

OTHERS

• Neurohormones (BNP/NT-pro-BNP)
• Myocardial fibrosis demonstrated by CMR late enhancement)*

*No data for asymptomatic aortic stenosis (AS)
BNP, Brain natriuretic peptide; CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance,
LV, left ventricular; NT-pro-BNP, N-terminal BNP.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY AT REST
Peak aortic jet velocity,6–8,17 valve calcification,6 LVEF,7 rate of
hemodynamic progression,6 LV hypertrophy,14 and myocardial
deformation parameters of systolic and diastolic LV function21

have been reported to be predictors of outcome. The following
studies have reached clinical impact for the recommendations of
surgery.

Rosenhek et al. reported the outcome of 116 asymptomatic
patients with very severe AS, which was defined by a peak aortic
jet velocity of 5.0 m/sec or more.8 During a median follow-up of
41 months, 90 patients developed symptoms and underwent AVR,
whereas 6patients died. Patientswith velocities of 5.5 m/sec ormore
had a particularly poor outcome, with only 25% surviving 2 years
without developing symptomsand requiring surgery. The study con-
firmed previous publications that reported peak aortic jet velocity to
be a strong independent predictor of event-free survival. There was
only1 suddendeathobserved among these 116patients, despite their
having very severeAS.Theother five deathswere due tomyocardial
infarction in one patient and congestive heart failure in four patients.
Of these four elderly patients, three died of multiorgan failure
associated with sepsis. Thus, the study confirmed that watchful
waiting is safe in asymptomatic patients. The fact that symptom-free
survival is, on average, short in patients with velocities of 5.5 m/sec
or more may, however, justify considering elective AVR as long as
surgical risk is low.

Aortic valve calcification has become a powerful independent
predictor of outcome.6 Event-free (death or symptoms requiring
surgery) survival at 4 years was 75�9% in patients with no or only
mild calcification versus 20�5% in those with moderately or



Figure 96.2. Short-axis views obtained in patients with severe aortic stenosis and various degrees of valve calcification. Upper left, no calcification;
upper right, mild calcification; lower left, moderate calcification; and lower right, severe calcification.
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severely calcified valves (Fig. 96.2). The worse outcome of patients
with more severe calcification appeared to be paralleled by a more
rapid hemodynamic progression. However, even in the presence of
calcification, the rate of hemodynamic progression varies
widely.2,6 The hemodynamic progression, as determined by serial
echocardiographic examinations, appears to yield important prog-
nostic information beyond the degree of calcification. The combi-
nation of a markedly calcified valve with a rapid increase in the
velocity of 0.3 m/sec or more from one visit to the next visit within
1 year identified a high-risk group. Approximately 80% of these
patients required surgery or died within 2 years.6 Thus, consider-
ation of elective surgery also appears to be justified in this
subgroup.

Cioffi et al14 evaluated the prognostic impact of an inappropri-
ately high LVmass in 218 patients with asymptomatic AS. This LV
mass exceeded 10% of the expected value predicted by height, sex,
and stroke work. The authors reported this finding to be an indepen-
dent predictor of the composite endpoint, which included death
from any cause, valve replacement, and hospital admission for non-
fatal myocardial infarction and/or congestive heart failure, when
considering diabetes, peak transvalvular velocity, and the extent
of valve calcification.

EXERCISE TESTING
An abnormal response to exercise was found to be an important pre-
dictor of outcomes in asymptomatic AS. Amato et al22 studied exer-
cise testing in 66 asymptomatic patients with an aortic valve area of
less than 1.0 cm2 and followed these patients for 15�12 months.
Criteria for a positive test was the occurrence of symptoms, new
ST-segment depression, a systolic blood pressure increase of less
than 20 mmHg, or complex ventricular arrhythmias. At 24 months,
event-free survival with events, defined as development of symp-
toms in daily life or death, was 85% in 22 patients with negative
tests, but only 19% in patients with a positive test. Although these
results seem impressive, they leave many questions unanswered.
The majority of patients with a positive test fulfilled the criterion
of symptom development. In particular, three of the patients who
died had symptoms during the test. Although the study concluded
that patients with a negative exercise test appeared to have good out-
comes andmight not have required surgery, those limited by typical
symptoms should undergo valve replacement. The positive predic-
tive value of an abnormal blood pressure response and/or ST-
segment depressionwithout associated symptoms remainedunclear.

Das et al23 were able to clarify some of these questions. In 125
patients with asymptomatic AS (effective valve area 0.9�0.2 cm2),
they assessed the accuracy of exercise testing in predicting symp-
tom onset within 12 months. Similar to previous reports, approxi-
mately one third of the patients were found to develop symptoms on
exercise. Abnormal blood pressure response, which was more
strictly defined as no increase in systolic blood pressure at peak
exercise compared with baseline, was found in 23% of the patients,
and an ST-segment depression of more than 2 mmwas seen in 26%
of patients. There were no deaths during follow-up, but 29% of
these patients developed spontaneous symptoms. Absence of lim-
iting symptoms had a high negative predictive accuracy of 87%.
However, an abnormal blood pressure response or ST-segment
depression did not provide a statistically significant benefit above
the limiting symptoms with respect to predictive accuracy. In the
absence of limiting symptoms, only two patients with an abnormal
blood pressure response, two patients with ST depression, and one
patient with both developed symptoms during follow-up. The neg-
ative predictive values were 78% and 77%, and the positive predic-
tive values were 48%and 45%, respectively. These findings suggest
that an abnormal blood pressure response and ST depression are
rather nonspecific findings anddonot help in identifying asymptom-
atic patientswhomay benefit fromelective valve replacement. Even
limiting symptoms on exercise testing had a positive predictive
accuracyofonly57%in the studywhenall patients andall symptoms
were included. When considering only physically active patients
who are younger than 70 years of age, positive predictive accuracy
rose to 79%. Apparently, it also matters which symptoms occur on
exercise testing; in the entire study group, 83% of patients with diz-
ziness developed spontaneous symptoms compared with only 50%
of patients with chest tightness and 54% of patients with breathless-
ness. The most likely explanation for these findings is that breath-
lessness on exercise may be difficult to interpret in patients with
low physical activity and especially in older patients (older than
70 years). In this group, it was difficult to decidewhether breathless-
ness with exercise was a symptom of AS.

Thus, exercise testing is primarily helpful in physically active
patients younger than 70 years. A normal exercise test indicates
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a very low likelihood of symptom development within
12 months, and watchful waiting is safe. In contrast, clear symp-
tom development on exercise testing in physically active patients
younger than 70 years indicates a very high likelihood of symp-
tom development within 12 months, and valve replacement
should be recommended. However, an abnormal blood pressure
response and/or ST-segment depression without symptoms on
exercise have a low positive predictive value and may not justify
elective surgery.
INCREMENTAL VALUE OF EXERCISE
HEMODYNAMICS ASSESSED BY DOPPLER
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Lancellotti et al24 found the change in the mean gradient with
exercise to be an independent predictor of event-free survival in
asymptomatic AS. Patients with an increase in the mean gradient
of 18 mm Hg or more had markedly worse outcomes than those
with a mean gradient of less than 18 mm Hg. Marechaux et al25

confirmed the prognostic value of the exercise-induced increase
in the transvalvular gradient. Of 186 asymptomatic patients with
at least moderate AS and a normal LVEF, 135 had a normal exer-
cise test. In these patients, an exercise-induced gradient increase of
more than 20 mm Hg was independently associated with events
(hazard ratio¼3.83), which suggested an additional prognostic
value beyond regular exercise testing.
BIOMARKERS
Plasma levels of BNPs have been shown to predict symptom-free
survival in AS.26 Patients with BNP levels less than 130 pg/mL or
N-terminal pro-BNP levels less than 80 pmol/L were reported to
be unlikely to develop symptoms within 9 months (they had
symptom-free survival close to 90%), whereas those with higher
levels frequently required surgery within this time period (they
had symptom-free survival of <50%).26 Recent studies confirmed
the prognostic value of BNP measurements in asymptomatic
AS.21,27,28 Lancellotti et al21 studied the outcome of 126 patients
with asymptomatic AS and reported a BNP level of more than
61 pg/mL as the best cutoff value to predict events. Rajani et al27

found that a BNP level of more than 58 pg/mL in 65 patients had
a sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 64% for the development
of symptoms on exercise. Monin et al28 prospectively followed
107 patients and reported that the variables that were independently
associated with the development of symptoms or death within
24 months were female sex, peak aortic jet velocity, and BNP.
Event-free survival after 20 months was 80% for patients within the
first score quartile compared with only 7% for the fourth quartile.

In summary, low and/or normal neurohormones appear to be of
particular value in the management of asymptomatic AS, because
these patients can be safely followed without surgery. Elevated
neurohormones indicate that closer evaluation and shorter
follow-up intervals are required. Markedly elevated BNP and/or
pro-BNP without other explanation may justify consideration of
early surgery in patients with low operative risk, although cutoff
values need to be better defined.
SUMMARY
The current recommendations of the American College of Cardiol-
ogy and the American Heart Association, and those of the European
Society of Cardiology, which slightly differ, are summarized in
Table 96.1. However, it is obvious that echocardiography plays
an important role in management decision-making by providing
information on transvalvular velocities and/or gradients, systolic
LV function, hemodynamic progression, extent of valve calcifica-
tion, and LV hypertrophy.
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TABLE 97.1 Indications for Surgery in Aortic Stenosis

Variables
ESC/EACTS
2012

ACC/AHA
2014

Symptoms
Symptoms during exercise testing
Asymptomatic and LVEF <50%
Asymptomatic, undergoing other
cardiac surgery

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Asymptomatic with very severe AS (ESC
5.5 m/sec, ACC 5.0 m/sec)

Asymptomatic with blood pressure drop
during exercise testing

Asymptomatic with calcified valve
+ rapid progression (�0.3 m/sec
per yr)

IIa
IIa
IIa

IIa
IIa
IIb

Markedly elevated BNP values without
other explanation

Increase of mean gradient with exercise
�20 mm Hg

Excessive LV hypertrophy in the
absence of hypertension

IIb
IIb
IIb

ACC, American College of Cardiology; AHA, American Heart Association;
AS, aortic stenosis; BNP, brain natriuretic peptide; EACTS, European
Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery; ESC, European Society of
Cardiology; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction.

(Data from Nishimura RA, et al. 2014 AHA/ACC Guideline for the
management of patients with valvular heart disease. J Am Coll Cardiol
2014, and Vahanian A, et al. Guidelines on the management of valvular
heart disease. Eur Heart J 33:2451-2496, 2012.)
Individualized risk assessment is fundamental in the decision-making
process involved in the management of patients with aortic stenosis.
Risk assessment is involved at several levels. Being aware of the nat-
ural history of aortic stenosis and performing a risk assessment
permits identification of high-risk subgroups of patients who are
likely to become symptomatic in the near future. Assessing the risk
of a valve intervention is essential when deciding about early elective
surgery, but also identifies the type of procedure that is best suited for
the patient. Finally, being aware of the expected postoperative and/or
postinterventional outcome completes the decision-making process.

RISK STRATIFICATION IN ASYMPTOMATIC
AORTIC STENOSIS
A watchful, waiting approach is generally safe for the management
of asymptomatic patients with severe aortic stenosis.1 However, the
identification of high-risk patients who would benefit from early
elective surgery is of clinical importance, because the risk of
surgery is higher in the presence of more advanced symptoms
and because patients do not always promptly report the onset of
symptoms.2 If waiting lists for surgery are present, a mortality rate
of approximately 15% per year can be anticipated.3 Taking into
consideration the risks of surgery and of prosthetic valve complica-
tions, elective surgery may be considered in high-risk subgroups.
Exercise testing has become a valuable tool in unmasking latent
symptoms in up to one third of the patients with apparently asymp-
tomatic severe aortic stenosis.4,5 The presence of symptoms during
exercise testing is a clear indication for surgery. A decrease in
blood pressure during exercise is also associated with a high
likelihood of future events.

Echocardiography is a valuable tool for risk stratification. The
semi-quantitative assessment of aortic valve calcification, which
can be easily performed in a parasternal short-axis view at the aortic
valve level, identifies patients at high risk for the onset of symp-
toms.1 The presence of a calcified aortic valve in combination with
a rapid hemodynamic progression (defined as an increase of peak
aortic velocity of >0.3 m/sec per year) identifies a high-risk sub-
group with an 80% likelihood of events occurring within 2 years.
Assessing the hemodynamic progression by echocardiography
requires a meticulous search for the peak transaortic gradient and
the recording of the velocity from the same imaging window, which
should be documented in the written report.

Aortic jet velocity, which reflects aortic stenosis severity, is
directly related to event-free survival from mild to moderate to
severe aortic stenosis.6 It is of incremental prognostic value in
patients with peak aortic velocities greater than 5.0 or 5.5 m/sec.
Elective surgery should be considered in patients with extremely
severe aortic stenosis (class IIa indication) according to American
College of Cardiology/American Heart Association7 and to
European Society of Cardiology/European Association for Car-
dio-Thoracic Surgery (EACTS)8 guidelines (Table 97.1).

Additional prognostic parameters that can be assessed with
echocardiography include (1) the presence of excessive left ven-
tricular hypertrophy and (2) an increase in the mean transaortic
gradient by more than 18 to 20 mm Hg with exercise echocardiog-
raphy.9,10 All echocardiographic parameters of aortic stenosis may
be complemented by the measurement of brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP). A low BNP value is generally associated with a good
short-term prognosis.11 A risk score integrating the prognostic
information of aortic velocity and BNP has been proposed.12
Recently, it has been suggested that flow rate may also provide
additional prognostic information.13

IMPORTANCE OF THE PREDICTED
POSTINTERVENTIONAL SURVIVAL
ON DECISION-MAKING
The prediction of postinterventional survival is of particular
importance in high-risk groups, such as those with low-flow, low-
gradient aortic stenosis. In this setting, low-dose dobutamine echo-
cardiography provides important prognostic insights. It assesses if
the left ventricle responds to dobutamine, and hence, determines
the presence of contractile reserve (or flow reserve). In the presence
of a positive contractile reserve, a distinction between true severe ste-
nosis (characterized by an increase in the aortic velocity and a small
valve area) and pseudosevere stenosis (characterized by an increase
in the aortic valve area with increased flow rates) is possible. In the
absence of contractile reserve, severe aortic valve calcification may
indicate the presence of severe aortic stenosis.14 Patients who
undergo aortic valve surgery in the presence of true severe low flow
and low-gradient aortic stenosis have a significantly improved sur-
vival compared with those treated medically.15 Patients without con-
tractile reserve have a high surgical risk, but they benefit in terms of
improved survival compared with patients treated medically16 and in
terms of an improvement in left ventricular function.17

In the setting of paradoxical low-flow, low-gradient aortic
stenosis, which is characterized by a small valve area and a low
transvalvular gradient in the presence of a preserved ejection frac-
tion and a low-stroke volume (indexed stroke volume<35 mL/m2),
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improved survival has been described after aortic valve replace-
ment.18 Currently, surgery may be considered in symptomatic
patients with paradoxical low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis
after a careful individualized risk assessment.

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) has become an
accepted therapy for inoperable and for high-risk surgical patients
in whom a cardiology team favors this approach.19 The Placement
of AoRtic TraNscathetER Valves (PARTNER) trials have con-
firmed a clear survival benefit for TAVI compared with conserva-
tive management in inoperable patients and a comparable survival
between TAVI and surgery in high-risk patients.20 At the same
time, registry data show that the mortality in these high-risk
patients may still be very high, even after a valve procedure, and
that approximately half of the mortality is due to noncardiac
causes.21,22 This highlights the importance of the concept of futil-
ity. In addition, more severe symptoms are associated with a higher
mortality in these high-risk patients.22

ASSESSING THE RISK OF AN INTERVENTION
Assessing the surgical or interventional risk is an integral part of the
workup of patients with aortic stenosis. Early elective surgery in
asymptomatic patients should be an obvious option in patients with
a low surgical risk, but this is less so in patients with many comor-
bidities. Several risk scores have been proposed to assess the risk of
heart surgery. Although these scores have good discriminatory
values to distinguish between low- and high-risk patients, their cal-
ibration is less precise and do not permit an exact prediction of the
surgical risk, particularly in the high-risk patients.23 Specific con-
ditions that may have an important weight in the decision-making,
such as frailty or the presence of a porcelain aorta, are not
accounted for in these scores. More recently, risk scores have been
proposed for TAVI procedures.

The advances in the therapeutic options for aortic stenosis,
together with the increasing complexity of the patients, emphasize
the role of the cardiology team for an integrated individualized
decision-making process.23 After the consideration of the expected
natural history of the disease, of the expected risk of the interven-
tion, and the long-term postprocedural outcome, an individualized
risk assessment will enable the physicians to define the optimal tim-
ing and choice of a procedure under consideration of the patient’s
preferences and life expectancy.
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Low-flow, low-gradient (LF-LG) aortic stenosis (AS) with a low
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) occurs in approximately
5% to 10% of patients with AS.1,2 These patients represent one
of the most challenging subsets of patients in terms of diagnosis
and treatment. LF-LG AS with a low LVEF is generally character-
ized by the combination of an aortic valve area (AVA) compatible
with severe AS (i.e., �1.0 cm2 and/or �0.6 cm2/m2), a low mean
transvalvular gradient (i.e., <40 mm Hg), and a low LVEF (i.e.,
<50 %), with a LF state (i.e., stroke volume index <35 mL/m2

and/or cardiac index <3.0 L/min/m2).3–6 The LV systolic dysfunc-
tion and ensuing LF state could be the result of an afterload mis-
match7 caused by the AS itself or could be the consequence of a
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primary myocardial disease with a coexisting AS. The main diag-
nostic challenge in LF-LG AS with a low LVEF is to distinguish
true severe AS from pseudosevere AS (incomplete opening of
the valvedue to theLF state).Thedistinction between these twoenti-
ties is crucial for therapeutic decision-making. Patients with true
severe AS generally benefit from aortic valve replacement
(AVR), whereas those with pseudosevere AS may not. Prognosis
is usually poor (3-year survival rates of <50%) in patients with a
LF-LG that is treated medically, and operative mortality remains
high (range 6%-33%), depending on the presence or the absence
of LV flow reserve and other comorbidities.1,3,8–17 Precise assess-
ment of both the severity of aortic valve stenosis and the degree
of myocardial impairment is crucial for optimal risk stratification
and therapeutic management in patients with LF-LG AS and a
reduced LVEF.
USEFULNESS OF DOBUTAMINE STRESS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY FOR ASSESSING LEFT
VENTRICULAR FLOW RESERVE AND STENOSIS
SEVERITY
Since its first description by de Filippi et al,18 low-dose (5-20 μg/kg/
min) dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) has been shown to
be useful in assessing the presence of LV flow reserve and distin-
guishing true severe AS from pseudosevere AS (Fig. 98.1).19,20

For this purpose, it is recommended that longer DSE stages (5-
8 min) be used, with acquisition of images once the heart rate and
hemodynamics have reached a steady state.21,22
LVEF<50%
AVA≤1.0 (≤0.6 cm2/m2)

ΔP<40 mm Hg

Dobutamine-stress echo

Projected AVA

Not measurable

Yes

Yes

True-severe AS

LV flow reserve
(↑SV≥ 20 %)

SAVR
±CABG

TAVR?
SAVR (High op. risk)?

No

Indeterminate AS severity

MDCT: AoV Ca score
>1200  >2000

ΔP≥40 and AVA<1.2

≤1.0–1.2

ΔP–AVA discordance
ASSESSING LEFT VENTRICULAR FLOW RESERVE
LV flow reserve is defined as a 20% or more increase in stroke vol-
ume during DSE; this parameter has been shown to be useful for
operative risk stratification in patients undergoing surgical AVR
(see Fig. 98.1).3,13 Flow reserve has formerly been referred as to
contractile reserve, but recent guidelines20 proposed a change to
this terminology because several mechanisms (besides intrinsic
contractility) may contribute to the lack of stroke volume increase
during DSE, including (1) afterload mismatch due to an imbalance
between the severity of the stenosis and myocardial reserve7; (2) an
inadequate increase of myocardial blood flow due to associated
coronary artery disease; and/or (3) irreversible myocardial damage
due to previous myocardial infarction or extensive myocardial
fibrosis.

Patients with no LV flow reserve (e.g., Case #1, Fig. 98.2, A and
Video 98.2,A, B) represent approximately one third of patientswith a
lowLVEFandLF-LGAS.Thesepatients havemuchhigher operative
mortality (22%-33%) compared with those with flow reserve (5%-
8%).3,18,22–24 In patients with no LV flow reserve who survive oper-
ation, thepostoperative improvement inLVEFand symptoms, aswell
as the late survival rate, are as good as those in patients with flow
reserve13 and much better than those in patients with no flow reserve
whoare treatedmedically.17Hence, assessmentofLVflowreserveby
DSE is useful in estimating operative risk, but does not predict recov-
ery of LV function, improvement in symptomatic status, and late
survival after operation.3,9,13,14,23 The absence of LV flow reserve
should thus not preclude consideration of AVR in patients with
LF-LG AS, but it is a marker for increased operative risk.3,17

As mentioned previously, the percent increase in stroke volume
during DSE (i.e., the LV flow reserve) is not specific to myocardial
CHF therapy

Pseudo-severe AS

No

>1.0–1.2

ΔP<40 and AVA≥1.2

Figure 98.1. Algorithm for the diag-
nostic and therapeutic management
of patients with low-flow, low-gradient
aortic stenosis (AS) with a depressed
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF).
AoV, aortic valve; AVA, aortic valve
area; CABG, coronary artery bypass
graft; CHF, chronic heart failure; LV,
left ventricular; MDCT, multidetector
computed tomography; ΔP, mean
transvalvular gradient; Projected AVA,
projected aortic valve area at normal
flow rate (250 mL/sec); SAVR, surgical
aortic valve replacement; SV, stroke
volume; TAVR, transcatheter aortic
valve replacement.
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echo
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stress echo

SV = 51 mL

LVEF = 25%

AVA = 0.8 cm2

SV = 57 mL

LVEF = 30%

AVA = 0.8 cm2

Peak ΔP = 52 mm Hg

Peak ΔP = 46 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 30 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 27 mm Hg

A AV Calcium score: 2010 AUB
Figure 98.2. Illustrative case of patient with low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis and a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction. A,Case #1: a patient
with no left ventricular flow reserve.B, Aortic valve calcium scoremeasured in Case #1 bymultidetector computed tomography. The high calcium score
(�2,000 AU) suggests the presence of a true severe aortic stenosis in this patient. AVA, aortic valve area; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; ΔP,
mean transvalvular gradient; SV, stroke volume.
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contractile reserve and may be influenced by several other factors.
Recent studies25 have suggested that a more precise assessment of
LV contractile reserve can be achieved bymeasuring the changes in
the global longitudinal myocardial strain and strain rate by speckle
tracking imaging during DSE. Further studies in a larger number of
patients are needed to determine the incremental prognostic value
of LV contractile reserve assessed using longitudinal strain param-
eters in patients with a low LVEF and LF-LG AS.

ASSESSING STENOSIS SEVERITY
In patients with LF-LG AS, the AVA measured at rest is small
(<1.0 cm2), which suggests severe AS; however, the transvalvular
gradient is also low (<40 mm Hg), which suggests nonsevere AS.
Resting
echo

Dobutamine
stress echo

Figure 98.3. Illustrative case of patient with low-flow, low-gradient aortic s
a patient with pseudosevere stenosis and LV flow reserve on dobutamine
ejection fraction; ΔP, mean transvalvular gradient; SV, stroke volume.
However, in LF conditions, the AVAmay overestimate and the gra-
dient may underestimate the true stenosis severity. DSE is helpful
in this context because it reconciles the AVA–gradient discordance,
and therefore, corroborates stenosis severity. The distinction
between true versus pseudosevere stenosis is essentially based on
the changes in the AVA and the gradients that occur with increasing
flow rate during DSE (see Fig. 98.1). Typically, pseudosevere AS
shows a marked increase in the AVA and little or no increase in the
gradients in response to increasing flow (e.g., Case #2, Fig. 98.3
and Video 98.3, A, B), whereas true severe AS shows little or no
increase in the AVA and an increase in the gradients, which is con-
gruent with the relative increase in flow (Case #3, Fig. 98.4 and
Video 98.4, A, B). Several parameters and criteria have been pro-
posed in the literature to identify patients with pseudosevere AS
SV = 34 mL

LVEF = 20%

AVA = 0.85 cm2

SV = 46 mL

LVEF = 25-30%

AVA = 1.2 cm2

Peak ΔP = 18 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 12 mm Hg

Peak ΔP = 21 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 13 mm Hg

tenosis and a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). Case #2:
stress echocardiography. AVA, aortic valve area; LVEF, left ventricular



SV = 53 mL

LVEF = 40%

AVA = 0.77 cm2

SV = 73 mL

LVEF = 50%

AVA = 0.75 cm2

Resting
echo

Dobutamine
stress echo

Peak ΔP = 49 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 29 mm Hg

Peak ΔP = 92 mm Hg

MeanΔP = 52 mm Hg

Figure 98.4. Illustrative case of patient with low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis and a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). Case #3:
a patient with true-severe stenosis and LV flow reserve. AVA, aortic valve area; AV, aortic valve; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; ΔP, mean
transvalvular gradient; SV, stroke volume.
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during DSE, including a peak stress mean gradient of less than 30 or
less than 40 mm Hg depending on studies, a peak stress AVA of
more than 1.0 or 1.2 cm2, and/or an absolute increase in AVA of
0.3 cm or more.2,3,8,18,23,26 The prevalence of pseudosevere AS
is reported to be between 20% and 35%.18,21,23,27

Because all of the parameters of stenosis severity are flow-
dependent, and the increase in flow during DSE varies extensively
from one patient to another, interpreting the changes in the AVA
and the gradients without considering the relative changes in flow
may often be problematic. To overcome this limitation, a new
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Figure 98.5. Method for the calculation of the projected aortic valve area a
measurements. A, Aortic valve area as a function of mean transvalvular flow
valve area at a normal flow rate of 250 mL/sec. B, Calculation of the projecte
patient with low-flow, low-gradient and persisting AVA–gradient discordance a
flow rate.Q is the mean transvalvular flow rate. AVARest andQRest are the AVA
during DSE. Q is calculated using the formula, Q¼SV/LVET (mL/sec), wher
parameter derived from the DSE, that is, the projected AVA at nor-
mal flow rate (AVAProj), has been proposed by the True Or Pseudo-
Severe Aortic Stenosis (TOPAS) investigators (Fig. 98.5). This
new parameter has been shown to be more closely related to actual
AS severity, impairment of myocardial blood flow, and survival
than the traditional DSE parameters.9,21,22,28 The calculation of
the AVAProj is particularly helpful when the AVA–gradient dis-
cordance, and thus, the uncertainty about actual stenosis severity,
persist during DSE (see Fig. 98.1). This situation most often occurs
when the flow remains below normal despite dobutamine stress
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(e.g., Patients #1 and 4 in Fig. 98.5, A), or more rarely, when flow
becomes supranormal with dobutamine (e.g., Patient #2 in
Fig. 98.5, A). For example, in the case illustrated in Figure 98.5,
B, the flow increased significantly with dobutamine, but it was
not enough to reach the normal range. The AVA was 0.70 cm2 at
rest and increased up to 0.85 cm2 (thus remaining severe) during
DSE, whereas the peak and/or mean gradients increased from
33/21 to 54/32 mm Hg (thus, they remained moderate). In this
patient, the calculation of the AVAProj (0.97 cm2) permitted recon-
ciliation of this stress AVA–gradient discordance, and therefore,
confirmed that the AS was truly severe. The cutoff value of AVA-

Proj that has been initially proposed to identify true severe AS is less
than 1.0 cm,2,21 which is consistent with the AVA threshold pro-
posed in the guidelines for severe stenosis in patients with a normal
LVEF. However, outcome studies9,22,27 suggest that less stringent
cutoff values (e.g., AVA or AVAProj �1.2 cm2) would be more
appropriate for patients with a decreased LVEF. This suggestion
is consistent with the concept that the increased load imposed by
moderate AS may be well tolerated by a normal ventricle, but
may be tolerated poorly by a failing ventricle.

A substantial proportion of patients with no flow reserve (i.e.,
percent increase in stroke volume <20%) exhibit a significant
increase in the mean transvalvular flow rate (i.e., stroke volume/
LV ejection time) during DSE because of the acceleration in heart
rate and ensuing shortening of the ejection time.21,22 This increase
in flow rate is often sufficient to induce conclusive changes in the
AVA and gradient and/or to calculate the AVAProj, which therefore
allows confirmation of stenosis severity. Some investigators rec-
ommend halting dobutamine infusion when the heart rate increases
by 10 beats/min or more based on the rationale that little or no fur-
ther increase in stroke volume is expected beyond that point.29

However, significant increase in the mean transvalvular flow rate
may nonetheless occur at higher heart rates due to shortening of
the ejection time. Hence, to enable a larger augmentation in the
transvalvular flow rate and thus increase the proportion of diag-
nostic DSE with respect to stenosis severity, other investigators
recommend a more liberal target heart rate (>100 beats/min or
�220�age) for terminating DSE.22

However, in approximately 10% to 20% of patients with LF-LG
AS, the increase in the mean flow rate induced by low-dose DSE is
not sufficient to induce significant changes in the AVA or gradient,
and to calculate AVAProj. In such patients, the distinction between
true severe AS and pseudosevere AS is not feasible, and DSE
remains nondiagnostic (Case #1, see Fig. 98.2, A and Video 98.2,
A, B). In these patients or in those with ambiguous results at DSE,
quantification of valve calcification by multidetector computed
tomography (MDCT) may also be helpful to distinguish true severe
AS from pseudosevere AS (see Fig. 98.2, B). Cueff et al suggested
that aMDCT aortic valve calcium score ofmore than 1,650 AUpro-
vided the best accuracy to identify hemodynamically severe AS.30

However, recent studies suggested that lower cutoff values of aortic
valve calcium load shouldbe used inwomen (1,200 AU) than inmen
(2,000 AU) to identify severe AS (see Fig. 98.1).31,32

THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT
The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association
guidelines19 support using AVR (class IIa; level of evidence C) if
the patient shows a mean gradient of 40 mm Hg or more and an
AVA of 1.0 cm2 or less at any DSE stage, whereas the 2012 Euro-
pean Society of Cardiology (ESC)/European Association for
Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (EACTS) guidelines20 support using
AVR (class IIa; level of evidence C) in the subset of patients with
LV flow reserve. Thus, there appears to be a clear consensus that
patients with true severe AS and evidence of LV flow reserve
(e.g., Case #3, see Fig. 98.4) should be considered for AVR and that
coronary artery bypass graft surgery should be performed concom-
itantly whenever necessary (see Fig. 98.1).
Recent studies22,27 suggest that survival is better in patients with
pseudosevere AS who receive medical treatment than that in
patients with true severe AS, and that survival is comparable with
that of patients with LV systolic dysfunction and no evidence of
valve disease. Hence, patients with pseudosevere AS (e.g., Case
#2; see Fig. 98.2) should probably be managed with heart failure
therapy and followed very closely (see Fig. 98.1). However, med-
ical therapy failure could be due to the inability of the failing ven-
tricle to tolerate the hemodynamic burden imposed by the moderate
stenosis and/or to progression of the stenosis to the severe stage
during follow-up, in which case AVR should be re-considered.

Patients with no flow reserve represent the most challenging
group with regard to therapeutic management, but AVR should
be contemplated in those with evidence of true severe AS on
DSE or MDCT (e.g., Case #1, see Fig. 98.2).22,30 Because the oper-
ative risk for open heart surgery is generally very high in absence of
flow reserve, surgical AVR has received a class IIb (level of evi-
dence C) recommendation in the 2012 ESC/EACTS guidelines.20

Transcatheter AVR (TAVR) could provide a valuable alternative
to surgical AVR in these patients, although the rates of morbidity
and mortality may be higher than those in patients with normal flow
(see Fig. 98.1).33–35 Recent studies reported a greater and more
rapid improvement of LVEF in patients treated by TAVR than
those treated by surgical AVR.33 In contrast, TAVR is associated
with a higher incidence of paravalvular regurgitation, which may
eventually have a negative impact on outcomes. Further studies
are needed to determine whether TAVR provides better outcomes
than surgical AVR in patients with a low LVEF and LF-LGAS, and
particularly in those with no LV flow reserve.

CONCLUSIONS
LF-LG AS with a reduced LVEF is among the most challenging
situations encountered in patients with valvular heart disease.
DSE greatly aids risk stratification and clinical decision-making
in these patients by allowing assessment of LV flow reserve and
the differentiation of true AS versus pseudosevere AS. The calcu-
lation of AVAProj may be useful to corroborate stenosis severity in
patients with persisting AVA–gradient discordance at DSE. Aortic
valve calcium quantification by MDCT may also be helpful to dif-
ferentiate true severe AS versus pseudosevere AS in patients with
no significant increase in flow rate and in whom DSE remains
inconclusive. AVR is recommended in patient with true severe
AS and LV flow reserve. AVR should also be considered in patient
with evidence of severe AS and no LV flow reserve; however, oper-
ative risk is high in these patients. TAVRmay be a promising alter-
native to surgical AVR in patients with LF-LG AS, and particularly
in those with no LV flow reserve.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the videos for this chapter.
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99 Low-Flow, Low-Gradient Aortic Stenosis with
Preserved Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction

Florent LeVen, MD, Philippe Pibarot, DVM, PhD, Jean G. Dumesnil, MD
When assessing patients with aortic stenosis (AS), cardiologists
are often confronted with discordant echocardiographic findings,
the most frequent being the combination of a small aortic valve
area (AVA <1.0 cm2) consistent with severe AS and a low mean
gradient (<40 mm Hg) consistent with nonsevere AS. This situa-
tion raises uncertainty with regard to the actual severity of the ste-
nosis and the potential indication of aortic valve replacement
(AVR) if the patient is symptomatic. Such discordance between
AVA (small) and the gradient (low) is often related to the presence
of low left ventricular (LV) outflow. Because the pressure gradient
is directly related to the squared function of the transvalvular flow
rate, even a modest decrease in flow can result in an important
reduction in the gradient, which leads to an underestimation of ste-
nosis severity. Hence, patients with true severe AS may present
with a low gradient if their transvalvular flow is reduced. This
low-flow, low-gradient (LF-LG) condition may occur in the con-
text of either a reduced (i.e., classical LF; see Chapter 98) or pre-
served (i.e., paradoxical LF) LV ejection fraction (LVEF)
(Fig. 99.1).1–3 The purpose of this chapter is to provide an update
on the Doppler echocardiographic assessment of paradoxical
LF-LG AS.
CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF PARADOXICAL
LOW-FLOW, LOW-GRADIENT AORTIC
STENOSIS
Paradoxical LF-LG AS is defined as a small AVA (i.e., AVA
<1.0 cm2 and indexed AVA <0.6 cm2/m2), an LG (i.e., <40 mm
Hg), an LF (i.e., stroke volume index [SVi]<35 mL/m2), and a pre-
served LVEF (i.e.,�50%). The reported prevalence of this entity is
between 5% and 25%, and the prevalence has been shown to
increase with older age, female gender, and the concomitant pres-
ence of systemic arterial hypertension, metabolic syndrome, or
diabetes.3 The cumulative effect of one or more of these factors
further contributes to more pronounced and/or exaggerated LV
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Figure 99.1. Different patterns of severe aortic stenosis according to flow, gradient, and left ventricular (LV) geometry in cases of preserved left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). The majority of patients with severe aortic stenosis (AS) develop LV hypertrophy with normal LV cavity size
(left), which allows maintenance of normal LV pump function. These patients with severe AS and normal transvalvular flow generally exhibit a high
gradient. However, patients with a low LVEF and “classical” low-flow, low-gradient AS (middle) are characterized by a dilated LV with markedly
decreased LV systolic function, which is most often due to ischemic heart disease and/or to afterload mismatch. In contrast, a normal LVEF and “par-
adoxical” low-flow, low-gradient AS (right) is characterized by pronounced LV concentric remodeling that leads to impaired filling and reduced pump
function. Because of the low-flow state, the patients in the two latter categories may present with a low gradient despite the presence of severe ste-
nosis. (Adapted from Pibarot P, Dumesnil JG. Low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis with normal and depressed left ventricular ejection fraction, J Am
Coll Cardiol 60:1845-1853, 2012.)

Box 99.1 Clinical and Doppler Echocardiographic Features
of Paradoxical Low-Flow, Low-Gradient Aortic Stenosis

CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS

• Older age
• Predominantly women
• Frequent comorbidities: hypertension, metabolic syndrome,
diabetes

DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FEATURES

Aortic Valve

• Severely thickened and calcified valve with reduced opening
• AVA <1.0 cm2, AVAi <0.6 cm2/m2, DVI <0.25
• Mean transvalvular gradient <40 mm Hg
• Valvulo-arterial impedance >4.5 mm Hg • mL�1 • m2

Left Ventricle

• Ejection fraction �50%
• Small cavity size:
• End diastolic diameter <47 mm*
• End diastolic volume <55 mL/m2*

• Relative wall thickness ratio >0.5
• Impaired LV filling
• Impaired global longitudinal strain: <15%*
• Stroke volume index <35 mL/m2

*These values are based on some initial retrospective studies1,5–7 and are
given as an indication. Further investigations are needed to determine
more precise cutpoints. AVA, aortic valve area; AVAi, aortic valve area
indexed to body surface area; DVI, Doppler velocity index.
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concentric remodeling, the development of myocardial fibrosis,
and as a result, a reduction in the size, compliance, and filling of
the LV cavity (see Fig. 99.1).1,4,5 Moreover, LV systolic function,
which appears normal when examining the LVEF, is substantially
reduced when considering global LV longitudinal strain, which has
been shown to be more sensitive in detecting alterations of intrinsic
myocardial systolic function.6,7 Hence, the decrease in stroke vol-
ume in paradoxical LF-LG AS is predominantly due to impaired
LV filling, but also, in part, to abnormal LV emptying. Box 99.1
summarizes the main clinical and Doppler echocardiographic fea-
tures of paradoxical LF-LGAS, and Figure 99.2 and Video 99.2, A-
C present an example of a patient with this entity. Several other fac-
tors besides the restrictive LV physiology may also contribute to
the reduction of the transvalvular flow rate in AS patients with pre-
served LVEF, including reduced arterial compliance, atrial fibrilla-
tion, and concomitant mitral regurgitation, mitral stenosis, or
tricuspid regurgitation.1,8,9 Hence, it is not surprising that a large
proportion (30%-55%) of patients with AS and preserved LVEF
have a reduced stroke volume (i.e., SVi <35 mL/m2).3

The presence of a LF state in the context of preserved LVEF
complicates the assessment of stenosis severity and therapeutic
decision making, such that patients with paradoxical LF-LG severe
AS have a 40% to 50% lower referral to surgery compared with
patients with the expected normal flow, high-gradient pattern of
AS. This is likely due to underestimation of the stenosis severity
in light of the relatively LG. However, several studies have demon-
strated that these patients have a worse prognosis compared with
those with normal flow, high-gradient AS, and that they have much
better prognosiswhen treated surgically versusmedically, even after
adjustment for differences in the baseline risk profile. 2,4,5,7,9–13

Hence, because of its particular mode of presentation, the
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Figure 99.2. Patient with paradoxical low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis (AS). This is a case of a 78-year-old womanwith a history of calcific ASwho
is in New York Heart Association functional class III. The parasternal long- and short-axis views show a small left ventricular cavity with pronounced
concentric remodeling and a preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), and a calcified and thickened aortic valve with restricted opening (A, B
and Video 99.2, A-C). This patient underwent low-dose dobutamine stress echocardiography up to 15 μg/kg/min. The LVEF increased from 60% to
70%, the stroke volume increased from 42 to 52 mL, the peak and/or mean gradient increased from 51/29 to 94/57 mmHg (C, D), and the aortic valve
area increased slightly from 0.70 to 0.77 cm2. This is a case of paradoxical low-flow, low-gradient severe AS. This patient underwent aortic valve
replacement and had a good outcome.
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paradoxical LF-LG entity is often misdiagnosed, which may lead to
underestimation of the stenosis severity and symptoms, and there-
fore, underutilization or inappropriate delay of AVR.

ASSESSMENT OF FLOW AND STENOSIS SEVERITY
The main pitfall associated with the echocardiographic diagnosis of
paradoxical LF-LG AS is an error in the calculation of the Doppler
stroke volume due to inaccurate measurement of the LV outflow
tract (LVOT) diameter and/or misplacement of the pulsed wave
Doppler sample volume.3 An underestimation of stroke volume
may lead to the erroneous conclusion that patients have paradoxical
LF-LG severe AS, whereas they actually have moderate AS with
normal flow. Conversely, an overestimation of stroke volume
may lead to the misidentification and gross underestimation of
the prevalence of the entity.14

Therefore, when confronted with a patient with a discordant
AVA–gradient finding and preserved LVEF, the first step in the
diagnostic and therapeutic management algorithm presented in
Figure 99.3 should be to rule out measurement errors in the estima-
tion of stroke volume and to confirm the presence of LF. The most
frequent cause of error in the measurement of the Doppler stroke
volume is an underestimation of the LVOT diameter. The LVOT
cross section is often elliptical, and the diameter, as measured by
two-dimensional echocardiography in the parasternal long-axis
view, is the anteroposterior diameter, which is generally the smaller
diameter of the ellipse. To attenuate this limitation, it is preferable
to measure the LVOT diameter at the base of the aortic valve cusps
(where the LVOT is more circular) rather than the 5 to 10 mm
below the aortic annulus. Three-dimensional transthoracic or trans-
esophageal echocardiography or multidetector computed tomogra-
phy (MDCT) may also be used to obtain a more accurate estimation
of the LVOT cross-sectional area and a more accurate estimation of
the stroke volume and AVA.

Furthermore, when paradoxical LF-LG AS is suspected, mea-
surements of LV geometry and function should first be reviewed
with the expectation of finding the typical echocardiographic fea-
tures that characterize this entity (i.e., pronounced concentric
remodeling, small LV cavity size, and reduced global longitudinal
strain, etc.) (see Box 99.1 and Fig. 99.3). Second, the measurement
of the LVOT stroke volume by the Doppler method should be sys-
tematically corroborated by other means, such as a comparison of
the LVEF estimated by the Dumesnil method (Doppler stroke vol-
ume divided by the LV end-diastolic volume calculated with the
Teichholz formula), with the LVEF obtained by the biplane Simp-
son or visual method. If the LVEF by the Dumesnil method is sub-
stantially lower than the LVEF that is estimated to be correct, then
one should strongly suspect that the Doppler stroke volume has
been underestimated. In contrast, overestimation by the Dumesnil
method may be due to overestimation of stroke volume, but this is
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Figure 99.3. Algorithm for the diagnostic and therapeutic management
of patients with preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) who
present with a small aortic valve area but a low gradient. *See
Box 99.1 for the clinical and Doppler echocardiographic features of par-
adoxical low-flow, low-gradient (LF-LG) aortic stenosis (AS). †The other
potential causes of LF include reduced arterial compliance, atrial fibrilla-
tion, and concomitant mitral regurgitation, mitral stenosis, or tricuspid
regurgitation. AoV, aortic valve; AVA, aortic valve effective orifice area;
AVAi, AVA index; AVR, aortic valve replacement; MDCT, multidetector
computed tomography; MG, mean transvalvular gradient; SV, stroke
volume.
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less specific because the LVEF measured by the Dumesnil method
may overestimate the true LVEF in cases of very small ventricles.15

Two-dimensional volumetric methods can also be used, but these
should be used with caution because images of the left ventricle
are frequently foreshortened and may lead to gross underestima-
tions of volumes. Third, it is important to also identify other poten-
tial causes of LF, such as concomitant systemic arterial
hypertension, mitral regurgitation, tricuspid regurgitation, or atrial
fibrillation. If these conditions are present, the anterograde stroke
volume may be reduced despite the absence of some of the typical
features of paradoxical LF-LG described in Box 99.1.

The second step in the algorithm (see Fig. 99.3) assesses the
presence of symptoms. In patients who claim to be asymptomatic
or in those with equivocal symptoms, exercise testing may be con-
sidered to confirm the symptomatic status. Patients who are truly
asymptomatic should be managed with close follow-up, and no
additional diagnostic tests are required. In the patients who are
symptomatic, the third step of the algorithm assesses for the pres-
ence of associated hypertension (see Fig. 99.3). Hypertension may
contribute to the LF state and to the symptoms.8 Patients with par-
adoxical LF-LG often have reduced arterial compliance and/or
increased vascular resistance.1,5,8 However, because of the LF
state, blood pressure may be lower than expected or pseudonorma-
lized, which is similar to what may occur in the case of the trans-
valvular gradient. As a consequence, the presence and severity of
hypertension may be underestimated in these patients.14,16 Hence,
blood pressure should be systematically measured at the time of
echocardiographic examination, and arterial compliance and vas-
cular resistance should be calculated.1 If the presence of hyperten-
sion is confirmed, antihypertensive therapy should be instituted or
optimized, and the Doppler echocardiographic parameters and
symptoms should be re-assessed after normalization of the arterial
hemodynamics (see Fig. 99.3).

The fourth and last step of the algorithm is to confirm the ste-
nosis severity (see Fig. 99.3). Because the transvalvular flow rate is
reduced in these patients, it cannot be excluded that the AVAmight
be pseudosevere, that is, the flow may not be high enough to fully
open a valve that is only moderately stenotic, which has been
described in patients with classical LF-LG and a reduced LVEF.
Exercise stress echocardiography can be useful in patients with
no or equivocal symptoms to confirm their symptomatic status
and to assess the response of the AVA and the gradient to the
increased flow rate and to calculate the projected AVA at a normal
flow rate.17 Low-dose dobutamine stress echocardiography (start-
ing at 2.5 μg/kg/min up to a maximum of 20 μg/kg/min) may also
be considered in symptomatic patients (see Fig. 99.2), but it should
be used with caution and with close monitoring of blood pressure
and LVOT velocity. A recent multicenter study reported that stress
echocardiography is safe and clinically useful in patients with par-
adoxical LF-LG AS.17 In this study, 33% of the patients were iden-
tified with pseudosevere AS on the basis of the projected AVA at
the normal flow rate, which was similar to what was reported in
patients with classical LF-LG AS.17 Dobutamine stress echocardi-
ography should not be used in patients with severe LV restrictive
physiology. The measurement of aortic valve calcification load
and density by MDCT may be used to corroborate stenosis severity
in patients with paradoxical LF-LGAS, and particularly, in those in
whom stress echocardiography is not feasible or is inconclu-
sive.18,19 Further studies are needed to confirm the clinical useful-
ness of stress echocardiography and MDCT in this challenging
subset of patients.

Hence, Doppler-echocardiography plays a crucial role for
(1) the differential diagnosis between true paradoxical LF-LG
AS and other situations associated with a small AVA and LG;
and (2) the confirmation of stenosis severity, and thus, the indica-
tion for AVR if the patient is symptomatic. In particular, it is impor-
tant to distinguish paradoxical LF-LG AS from normal flow, LG
AS with a small AVA.2,3 This latter entity may be related to the
confounding effect of small body size (i.e., a small AVA in a patient
with a small body surface area may correlate with moderate AS and
a LG) or inconsistencies in the guideline criteria for severe AS (i.e.,
the AVA cutpoint value of 1.0 cm2 used to define severe AS cor-
responds to a gradient cutpoint value of 30-35 mm Hg).2,3,20

THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT
The 2012 European Society of Cardiology/European Association
for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery guidelines21 as well as the 2014
American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association
guidelines22 have recognized that paradoxical LF-LG AS is an
important, newentity that requires further investigation, particularly
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with regard to the impact ofAVR;moreover, a class IIa (level of evi-
dence C) indication for AVR has been included in the guidelines,
provided that stenosis severity is carefully confirmed by a compre-
hensive Doppler echocardiographic evaluation (see Fig. 99.3). The
multiple studies5,9–13 published since the publication of these guide-
lines21,22 provide further support for this recommendation.

Paradoxical LF-LG AS is associated with several factors (i.e.,
pronounced concentric remodeling, small LV cavity, myocardial
fibrosis, impaired myocardial function, small aortic annulus, etc.)
that may increase the risk of operative mortality and the risk of
prosthesis–patient mismatch.2,23 Hence, as in patients with classi-
cal LF-LG AS, transcatheter AVR may also provide a valuable
alternative to surgical AVR in patients with paradoxical LF-LG
AS (see Fig. 99.3).13

CONCLUSION
A particular effort should bemade to rule out measurement errors in
patients with discordant AVA (small)–gradient (low) findings.
Patients with true paradoxical LF-LG AS should receive particular
attention because they generally have a worse prognosis and often
have pseudo-normalization of their transvalvular gradients and sys-
temic blood pressure. This may be very insidious because it may
lead to underestimations of both AS and hypertension severity.
Patients with paradoxical LF-LG AS who are symptomatic require
further examinations (i.e., stress echocardiography and/or MDCT)
to confirm the stenosis severity and the need for AVR. Transcath-
eter AVR may provide a valuable alternative to surgical AVR in
patients with paradoxical LF-LG AS. Optimization of antihyper-
tensive therapy should be considered in these patients, regardless
of whether the patient is to be treated conservatively or with surgi-
cal or transcatheter valve replacement.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the Videos for this chapter.
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100 Stress (Exercise) Echocardiography
in Asymptomatic Aortic Stenosis

Patrizio Lancellotti, MD, PhD, Raluca Dulgheru, MD
Aortic stenosis (AS) is a common and progressive disease.1 Aortic
valve replacement (AVR) is the sole effective therapy in symptom-
atic patients, whereas the management of asymptomatic patients
with severe AS remains a source of debate.2,3 The clinical challenge
that we currently face is the ability to best discriminate if the asymp-
tomatic AS patient might benefit from elective AVR. Exercise test-
ing has an established role in the assessment of exercise capacity and
symptomatic status in patientswithAS.4–6 Several studies have con-
firmed that symptom-limited exercise testing can be performed
safely in patients with AS while providing better risk stratification
than conventional echocardiography.7,8 In the American Heart
Association/American College of Cardiology (AHA/ACC) guide-
lines,3 exercise testing is a class IIb recommendation in patientswith
asymptomatic AS, but it is more strongly advocated in the European
Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines.2 However, except for the
appearance of early clinical symptoms, exercise testing remains dif-
ficult to interpret in elderly patients and in patients with associated
diseases (e.g., chronic obstruction pulmonary disease [COPD], lung
disease, and comorbidities). When combined with echocardiogra-
phy, and beyond symptomatic status, exercise testing is helpful in
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providing information on the true hemodynamic consequences of
AS and additional prognostic information.9–11 From a practical
standpoint, exercise testing is more physiologic than a dobutamine
stress test. Supine or semisupine bicycle exercise echocardiography
is the preferred method in Europe because it allows simultaneous,
continuous two-dimensional andDoppler echocardiographic exam-
inations.12 To date, per-exercise imaging echocardiography repre-
sents the most common approach for assessing asymptomatic AS.

EXERCISE TESTING PROTOCOL
A symptom-limited graded exercise test is recommended. At least
80% of the age-predicted heart rate should be reached in the
absence of symptoms. The test should be performed under supervi-
sion in a dedicated room with all required facilities. The initial
workload of 25 W is maintained for 2 min, and the workload is
increased by 25 W every 2 min. An increase by 10 W seems to
be more appropriate in older patients with AS. Blood pressure
and a 12-lead electrocardiogram are recorded at rest and at each
step of the test. Total exercise time, maximumworkload, peak heart
rate, and blood pressure, and the reason for stopping the test should
be recorded (Table 100.1).

EXERCISE ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY PROTOCOL
A complete echocardiographic study should be performed at rest,
before exercise. Image acquisitions both at rest and during exercise
are obtained in the same position in a semisupine test. Parameters
related to valve hemodynamics, left ventricular (LV) function, and
systolic pulmonary arterial pressure (sPAP) are targeted. Apart
from changes in E/e0, which is an estimate of the LV filling pressure
that is obtained at low-level exercise (at approximately 95–105
beats/min, before the e0- and a0-waves merge), all other parameters
should be obtained at each step of the test (baseline, low, medium,
high levels) and at peak exercise. The kinetic changes in LV
contractile function, in the aortic mean pressure gradient, and in
TABLE 100.1 Exercise Testing: Contraindications and Definition
of an Abnormal Exercise Response

Contraindications to
Exercise Test in AS

Causes of
Exercise Test
Cessation

Abnormal Exercise
Test (≥1 criteria)

Truly symptomatic
aortic stenosis
(exertional shortness
of breath, angina,
dizziness, or
syncope)

Clear indication for
aortic valve
replacement

Physical or mental
disability to
adequately perform
an exercise stress
test

Severe systemic
hypertension
(systolic >200 mm
Hg or diastolic
>110 mm Hg)

Uncontrolled or
symptomatic
arrhythmias

Systemic illness or
disease-limiting
exercise
performance

Target heart rate
Typical chest pain,

limiting
breathlessness,
dizziness

Muscular
exhaustion

Hypotension (drop
in systolic blood
pressure
�20 mm Hg)

Significant
ventricular
arrhythmia

Rarely, significant
ST-segment
depression

Symptoms: angina,
dyspnea, dizziness,
syncope or near-
syncope

� 2 mm ST-segment
depression in
comparison to
baseline level

Fall or <20 mm Hg
rise in systolic blood
pressure

Complex ventricular
arrhythmias
(ventricular
tachycardia, >3
premature
ventricular
complexes in a row)
the trans-tricuspid pressure gradient need to be assessed
(Table 100.2). We recommend the following stepwise imaging
sequence: two-dimensional gray-scale loops (frame rate >50–70/
sec) of the left ventricle in the 4-, 2-, and 3-chamber views,
continuous wave Doppler of the transaortic flow, pulsed wave
Doppler of the LV outflow tract, color flow of the mitral valve
to evaluate the presence of secondary mitral regurgitation, and
continuous wave Doppler of the tricuspid valve to assess the
trans-tricuspid pressure gradient (Fig. 100.1). Images and loops
are stored to be analyzed offline after cessation of exercise; usually,
no measurements are performed during image acquisition.

CLINICAL AND PROGNOSTIC VALUE

Exercise Electrocardiographic Parameters
Changes in clinical, electrocardiographic, and echocardiographic
parameters during the stress test have been shown to be associated
with outcomes and subsequent clinical decision-making in asymp-
tomatic AS patients. Exercise-induced limiting symptoms (dizzi-
ness, dyspnea at low workload, angina, or syncope) occur in
approximately 30% to 40% of asymptomatic patients with AS.7

The onset of symptoms in individual patients depends on the sever-
ity of their AS, as well as on LV function and the status of the
peripheral circulation.12 When peripheral demands exceed cardiac
output, symptoms may occur.13 The occurrence of exercise-
limiting symptoms predicts the rapid development of symptoms
in daily life, cardiac death (including sudden death), and the need
for AVR,4–7 particularly in young, physically active patients (youn-
ger than 70 years old).6 The occurrence of rapidly reversible dys-
pnea at high workloads (close to the age–gender predicted
maximum workloads) is considered to be normal.8 An abnormal
blood pressure response (<20 mm Hg increase in systolic blood
pressure), ST-depression (>2 mm, horizontal or downsloping), or
complex ventricular arrhythmia during exercise may predict
adverse outcomes in asymptomatic AS patients, but does not seem
to improve the accuracy of the test.2,3

Echocardiographic Parameters

Valve Compliance and Pressure Gradients
Regardless of the echocardiographic data at rest and the exercise
electrocardiographic results, exercise-induced changes in LV func-
tion or indexes of AS severity are independent determinants of poor
prognosis (Fig. 100.2).8An increase in themean transaortic pressure
gradient by 18 to 20 mm Hg or more during exercise is associated
with an increased risk of cardiac death, development of spontaneous
symptoms, and aneed forAVR.9–14 Suchan increase inpressure gra-
dient reflects the presence of eithermore severeAS (themore severe
the stenosis at rest, thehigher the increase in gradient for a given flow
rate during exercise) or a noncompliant and rigid aortic valve (no or
minimal enlargement of the aortic valve orifice area during
exercise), or both. However, the exercise-induced changes in mean
transaortic pressure gradient should be interpreted in light of the
exercise-induced changes in LV stroke volume and function.

Left Ventricular Function and Contractile Reserve
During exercise, the acute changes in LV load may alter LV adap-
tation and promote onset of symptoms.8,13 However, changes in
transaortic pressure gradients and LV function are not uniform.
The heart may adapt successfully, by recruiting LV contractile
reserve, to the increased afterload. Conversely, when the aortic
valve is no longer compliant, or in cases of severe myocardial dys-
function, a mismatch between afterload and contractility may
occur. In some patients, a biphasic response can be observed, with
an initial increase followed by a subsequent decrease in mean



TABLE 100.2 Exercise Echocardiography in Aortic Stenosis

Clinical
Condition Method

Major
Parameters to be
Measured Diagnostic Parameters Prognostic Parameters

Asymptomatic
patients

Semisupine exercise
bicycle
echocardiography
(rarely treadmill
exercise test)

Clinical
• Symptoms
• Systolic blood
pressure

Dizziness, dyspnea, angina, syncope
Drop by 20 mm Hg in systolic blood

pressure
In both conditions: peripheral demands

(vasodilatation) exceed the rise in
cardiac output (substantial pump failure)

Dizziness, dyspnea or drop in systolic
blood pressure predict the onset of
symptoms, cardiac-related death,
and the need for AVR

Valve
• Aortic valve area
• Mean transaortic
pressure
gradient (kinetic
of changes)

Increased: compliant valve
Stable: fixed and noncompliant valve (to

be correlated with changes in flow
reserve)

Biphasic response (afterload mismatch):
increase in mean pressure gradient at
low-level exercise followed by a drop in
the mean pressure gradient at high-
peak test due to exhausted LV
contractile recruitment (decrease in
mean flow rate)

Increase in mean transaortic pressure
gradient by >18–20 mm Hg
predicts spontaneous symptoms,
cardiac-related death, AVR dictated
by symptoms, hospitalization for
heart failure

LV function
(kinetic of
changes)

• LV ejection
fraction

• Global
longitudinal
strain

• Tissue Doppler
velocities

Increased: presence of contractile reserve
Stable or decreased: absence of

contractile reserve
Biphasic response (afterload mismatch):

initial increase in LV function followed by
a decline in LV function at high peak test

Worsening in wall motion or in global
function: ischemia due to limited
coronary flow reserve with or without
significant coronary lesion

Decrease/smaller increase in LV
ejection fraction predicts
spontaneous symptoms, cardiac-
related death, abnormal exercise
test

Hemodynamic
• Trans-tricuspid
pressure
gradient (kinetic
of changes)

• Mitral E/e0 ratio
• Mitral
regurgitation

Increased >50 mm Hg: elevated sPAP
Rapid increase in sPAP: low pulmonary

compliance and markedly increase
pulmonary resistance

Increased: elevated LV filling pressure
Worsening or occurrence: elevated global

afterload

>50 mm Hg in sPAP predicts reduced
cardiac-event free survival, high rate
of cardiac death

AVR, aortic valve replacement; LV, left ventricular; sPAP, systolic pulmonary artery pressure.

MPG
sPAP

125 W

MPG
sPAP

100 W

MPG
sPAP

75 W

MPG
sPAP

50 W

MPG
sPAP

25 W

Baseline

E/e� ratio E/e� ratio
LV function

LV function LV function

MPG + LV
function + sPAP

E/e� ratio

Peak exercise
recovery

Figure 100.1. Stepwise Doppler
echocardiography image acquisitions
in patients with aortic stenosis. E/e0

ratio, an estimate of left ventricular fill-
ing pressure; LV, left ventricular;
MPG, mean transaortic pressure gra-
dient; sPAP, systolic pulmonary arte-
rial pressure.
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transaortic pressure gradient that parallels the evolution of LV con-
tractility.15 Patients with a decrease or a small increase in LV ejec-
tion fraction are thus more likely to exhibit an abnormal response to
exercise and cardiac-related events during follow-up.11,12,14 Using
tissue Doppler imaging, Van Pelt et al suggested that a postexercise
increase in mitral s0-wave velocity of more than 5 cm/sec might be
a good cutoff value to determine the presence of LV contractile
reserve.16 Similarly, by using two-dimensional speckle tracking
analysis, an exercise increase in global longitudinal strain of more
than �1.4% might indicate the presence of LV contractile
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Rest

Exercise

Rest Exercise

Exercise

Figure 100.2. Exercise stress echo-
cardiography in an asymptomatic
patient with severe aortic stenosis
(AS). Echocardiographic evaluation
at rest (left panels) confirms the pres-
ence of normal flow, high-gradient
severe AS in a patient with a pre-
served left ventricular (LV) ejection
fraction (>50%) but who has reduced
LV global longitudinal strain, impaired
LV relaxation, and no pulmonary arte-
rial hypertension (sPAP <50 mmHg).
The patient stopped the test prema-
turely because of leg pain (peak heart
rate 93 beats/min). Several parame-
ters of poor outcome were identified
during exercise (right panels): an
increase in the mean transaortic pres-
sure gradient by 18 mm Hg, a rapid
increase in LV filling pressure (as
assessed by E/e0), an absence of LV
contractile reserve, a decrease in LV
stroke volume, and the development
of pulmonary arterial hypertension.
AV, aortic valve; AVA, aortic valve
area; E, peak early diastolic wave
velocity at the LV inflow; e0, peak early
diastolic velocity by tissue Doppler at
the medial mitral annulus; HR, heart
rate; GLS, global longitudinal strain;
LVCO, left ventricular cardiac output;
LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract;
MPG, mean transaortic pressure gra-
dient; PG, peak transaortic pressure
gradient; sPAP, systolic pulmonary
artery pressure; TVI, time-velocity
integral; Vmax, peak transaortic
velocity.
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reserve.13 Nonetheless, none of these long-axis–derived cutoff
values have been validated in outcome studies.

Pulmonary Arterial Pressure
Elevated sPAP and pulmonary hypertension (PHT; sPAP >50 mm
Hg) are strong predictors of reduced exercise capacity and poor out-
comes in patients with severe AS.17,18 However, when present, PHT
is often associated with symptoms that limit its usefulness for clin-
ical decision-making. In asymptomatic patients, the prevalence of
PHT at rest is relatively low. In these patients, PHT is more often
uncovered during an exercise test. In a recent study, Lancellotti
et al reported a prevalence of PHT during exercise (sPAP
>60 mm Hg) in 55% of truly asymptomatic AS patients.19 The rise
in sPAP on exercise was related to the level of sPAP at rest, gender,
and the level of LV relaxation and left atrial compliance. For a given
increase in LV filling pressure, patients with limited changes in left
atrial dimensions (i.e., exhausted left atrial compliance reserve) dur-
ing exercise displayed a higher increase in pulmonary pressure.
Exercise PHTwas independently associatedwith a twofold increase
in the risk of cardiac events at 3-year follow-up. Surprisingly, an
alarming high rate of cardiac death (12%) was observed in these
patients,which probably indicated amore advanceddisease process.

Left Ventricular Diastolic Parameters
and Mitral Regurgitation
Elevation ofLV filling pressure (estimated by theE/e0 ratio) and dia-
stolic dysfunction could explain the exertional dyspnea noted in
patients with severe AS. During exercise, an increase in E/e0 is often
observed in patients who develop symptoms. It is well known that
mitral regurgitation may occur concomitantly with AS. When
appearing orworsening during exercise,mitral regurgitation is often
Severe as ?

LVEF > 50% at rest?

AVR

AVR

Spontaneous reported
symptoms

(syncope or angina, obvious
dyspnea with exercise)

Follow-up

CR present? Absence of EX-P

Follow-up by ESE/exercise stress
test each 6–12 months

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

AVR*

Able to per
an exercise 

test/ESE

Symptoms d
test?

Ye

Ye

Yes

Figure 100.3. Decisional algorithm for the management of asymptomatic p
*According to ESC and AHA/ACC guidelines (see text). AVR, aortic valve
Ex-PHT, exercise-induced pulmonary hypertension; ESE, exercise stress ec
associated with exercise-induced symptoms or blunted changes in
systolic blood pressure. The prognostic value of these parameters
has never been evaluated.8,9,12
IMPACT ON CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING
AVR is indicated in asymptomaticpatientswith severeAS if the exer-
cise test is abnormal, andparticularly if the test shows symptomdevel-
opment (ESC class IC, AHA/ACC class IIb C) or asymptomatic
hypotension, and/or a decrease in systolic blood pressure (ESC class
IIa C,AHA/ACCclass IIbC).2,3 The divergent recommendations can
be explained by the lack of definitive evidence from prospective clin-
ical trials and subsequent different interpretation by the two groups of
experts. Nevertheless, in patientswithout exercise abnormalities or in
whom the positive predictive value of a exercise test is low (patients
with comorbidities, patients who are older than age 70 years, or phys-
ically inactive), exercise stress echocardiographymay help identify a
subset of patients with early and subtle, sometimes latent, harmful
consequences of the increased LV afterload generated by the AS.
The current ESC guidelines indicate that AVR may be considered
in asymptomatic patients with severe AS, a normal LV ejection frac-
tion, and an increase in themean pressure gradient during exercise by
more than 20 mmHg (class IIb C). Additional parameters that might
trigger AVR are the absence of LV contractile reserve and exercise
PHT.When treatedmedically, patients presentingwith such findings
during exercise should be followed closely (3- to 6-month follow-up),
including objective evaluation of symptoms, serial brain natriuretic
peptide assessment, and repeated exercise stress echocardiography.
In contrast, patients with appropriate exercise echocardiographic
adaptation (i.e., increase of <20 mm Hg in mean aortic pressure
gradient, good LV ejection fraction recruitment, no exercise PHT)
may be safely followed every 6 to 12 months (Fig. 100.3).
AVR*

BNP measurement?
Other criteria to support AVR?

HT? Close follow-up by ESE
after 3 months

No

No
Yes

Noform
stress
 ?

uring

s

s

No Exercise increase in
MPG > 20 mmHg

atients with a preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) (>50%).
replacement; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; CR, contractile reserve;
hocardiography; MPG, mean transaortic pressure gradient.
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CONCLUSION
In asymptomatic patients with severe AS, exercise testing, espe-
cially when combined with Doppler echocardiography, allows
(1) identification of patients who are falsely classified as asymp-
tomatic, (2) prediction of whether an asymptomatic patient with
AS will rapidly become symptomatic, (3) estimation of the true
hemodynamic consequences of AS, and (4) help in clinical
decision-making.
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Subaortic stenosis (SAS) is a rare form of left ventricular outflow
(LVOT) obstruction, with an occurrence of 1% to 2%.1 Specifi-
cally, it is a fixed stenosis, as opposed to the dynamic LVOT
obstruction found in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM).

EPIDEMIOLOGY
SAS is rarely found in infants and is responsible for 10% of cases of
LVOT obstruction in children.2 Although it can be diagnosed at any
age, the most common presentation is in the first decade of life.3

Like valvular aortic stenosis, SAS is more common in males, with
a male-to-female ratio of 2:1.4 Up to 50% of all cases are associated
with other congenital abnormalities, including ventricular septal
defect (VSD), aortic coarctation, atrioventricular septal defect,
patent ductus arteriosus, bicuspid aortic valve, and often the Shone
complex.5

MORPHOLOGY
There are two main morphologies seen in SAS. In 90% of cases, a
focal membrane or ridge is found, which is also known as discrete
SAS (Fig. 101.1, A). The circumferential ring may extend from the
anterior septum to the anterior mitral leaflet, encircling the LVOT
below the aortic valve.6,7 The less common muscular, tunnel-type
lesion is associated with a greater degree of stenosis due to the dif-
fuse thickening and narrowing of the LVOT (Fig. 101.1, B).8

Patients with this form more commonly have concentric left ven-
tricular hypertrophy (LVH). Other anatomic variants of obstruction
exist, including abnormal mitral valve attachments and accessory
endocardial cushion tissue. These forms of subaortic obstruction
may represent a spectrum of morphology, with discrete SAS as a
milder form and tunnel-type as the severe form.
ETIOLOGY AND/OR PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
SAS is more commonly an acquired lesion with a genetic predispo-
sition that develops over time. Previous reports have described fam-
ilies with multiple affected members with SAS, which supports it
being a genetic disease.9,10 Abnormal LVOT geometry with altered
flow patterns has been postulated to increase fluid shear stress on
the interventricular septum. Subsequently, the embryonic cells
are differentiated into a fibrotic tissue variant, which causes a sub-
aortic membrane to develop.11,12 The theory that SAS is an
acquired condition is substantiated by the fact that SAS is rarely
found in infants. The turbulent flow may be due to an apical septal
ridge, malalignment of the septum, an elongated or hypoplastic
LVOT, or an apical muscular band.13 The resulting fibrous or mus-
cular structure in the LVOT may then cause clinical and hemody-
namic compromise. The hypothesis of chronic turbulence is further
supported by the considerable rate of recurrence of disease even
after surgical removal of the subvalvular membrane.14

The natural history of SAS is variable and unpredictable. SAS is
commonly found as a secondary lesion in patients with VSDs or
other congenital abnormalities. The clinical features of SAS are
determined by the severity of the pressure gradient. Patients may
remain asymptomatic for some time with mild gradients, but they
may also develop symptoms of LVOT obstruction with disease pro-
gression. Rapid hemodynamic worsening of symptoms and
obstruction may occur during early childhood.15 Adults may more
commonly remain asymptomatic, with a slow course over several
decades when presenting with mild stenosis, especially in patients
with isolated disease.4 Certain risk factors portend a faster progres-
sion of disease, including a higher initial peak pressure gradient,
lesions closer to the aortic valve or involving the mitral valve, long
and narrow LVOT, and a steep aortoventricular septal angle more
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Figure 101.1. A, Subaortic discretemembrane.B, Tunnel-like subaortic stenosis showing subaortic stenosis (arrow). AoV, aortic valve; LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle. (Courtesy of V. Lennie and JL Zamorano-Gomez).
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than 130 degrees.16 The delayed progression of disease in adults is
likely due to decreased disease severity. Like aortic stenosis,
patients with SAS develop LVH to reduce wall stress caused by
the elevated afterload. With development of LVOT obstruction,
the most common presentation is limited exercise tolerance, but
syncope, angina pectoris, and dyspnea have also been described.17

Aortic regurgitation (AR) is present in half of the patients with
SAS, but it is usually mild in severity. The mechanism is thought to
be due to thickened aortic valve leaflets from the high velocity sys-
tolic jet caused by the membrane.18 The damaged aortic valve is
then more susceptible to clots and vegetations. Although bicuspid
aortic valves are present in 23% of SAS patients, the frequency of
AR is not increased in this population.8 Surgical repair in children
does not prevent the development of AR in adults. Significant AR is
more likely to be found in patients who have undergone surgical
intervention or balloon dilation attempts than those who have not
had surgery.4 The highest risk for progressive AR after surgery
is in patients with a preoperative peak instantaneous gradient of
80 mm Hg or more.19 VSDs, which are typically perimembranous,
are found in 65% of SAS cases, and malalignment of the infundib-
ular septum is seen.20 Infective endocarditis that affects the aortic
valve may be seen, especially with more severe LVOT gradients
and significant AR.21

DIAGNOSIS
SAS is often diagnosed when proceeding to surgery of another con-
genital defect.

On physical examination, SAS is usually first identified by a
murmur that is characterized by a harsh systolic ejection murmur,
which is heard best at the left sternal border; an occasional thrill;
and delayed and diminished peripheral pulses. The absence of a
systolic ejection click differentiates the murmur from valvular aor-
tic stenosis. The diagnosis by physical examination remains a chal-
lenge because this feature can also be found in other causes of
LVOT obstruction. The Valsalva maneuver may be utilized to dif-
ferentiate SAS from HCM. The murmur in SAS decreases with the
Valsalva maneuver, but it is intensified with HCM. A blowing dia-
stolic murmur may also be present in cases of AR. The electrocar-
diogram is typically abnormal, with nonspecific findings, including
LVH, strain patterns, and left atrial enlargement. Chest radio-
graphic findings are often normal.

The echocardiogram is the cornerstone of diagnosis of SAS. It
defines the anatomy and type of defect, as well as functioning of the
LVOT. Associated cardiac defects can also be diagnosed with this
imaging technique. The objective measurements of systolic Dop-
pler pressure gradient, AR, or mitral regurgitation are vital to estab-
lishing patient treatment and follow-up. The parasternal long-axis
and apical long-axis views are informative; these views allow visu-
alization of the relationship of the membrane to the aortic valve and
the dimensions of the aortic annulus (Fig. 101.2 and Video 101.2,
A, B). On M-mode echocardiography, the characteristic mid-
systolic partial closure and coarse fluttering of the aortic valve
cusps is seen, which indicates a subvalvular pressure gradient
(Fig. 101.3). Color Doppler imaging is essential for finding the site
of onset of the turbulent jet and for the presence of AR. The apical
5-chamber view allows the best site for measurement of the peak
pressure gradient across the membrane using pulse or continuous
wave Doppler (Fig. 101.4). If surgery has already been performed,
the echocardiogram should help the physician to determine the type
of intervention (simple resection, myotomy, myectomy, Konno
intervention, valve prosthesis) and to rule out the existence of an
iatrogenic VSD.

Two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and
transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) are the standard tech-
niques for diagnosis of SAS. However, these methods are often
limited in their ability to visualize the details of SAS and the
LVOT.22 Three-dimensional (3D) TEE can accurately diagnose
and measure SAS; in the future, 3D TEE could be a useful tool for
guiding transcatheter interventions or evaluating intraoperative gra-
dients (Fig. 101.5andVideo101.5).23Theaortotomyviewbelow the
plane of the aortic valve provides an excellent perspective for asses-
sing the entire SAS and quantifying the LVOT obstruction by plani-
metry.24 Magnetic resonance imaging and cardiac computed
tomographic angiography are emerging techniques that can further
evaluate the anatomy and flow quantification of SAS.25,26

Cardiac catheterization was the previously preferred technique
before the development of the current gold standard of echocardi-
ography. Although catheterization provides anatomic and hemody-
namic data, it lacks the definition of small anatomic structures and
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Figure 101.2. A, Parasternal long-axis view, magnified view of left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT), with subaortic membrane (arrow) and aortic valve
(arrowhead). B, Color Doppler demonstrating turbulent flow in LVOT. C, Apical three-chamber view again showing subaortic membrane (arrow) and
aortic valve (arrowhead), with color Doppler flow in (D). AoV, aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle.
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assessment of the mitral apparatus. Catheterization for SAS
involves calculating the intraventricular gradient, as opposed to
aortic stenosis, in which the transvalvular gradient is measured
between the aorta and left ventricle. A single end-hole catheter,
as opposed to a pigtail catheter, is utilized for pull-back traces of
the gradient. Themeasurement of the peak-to-peak gradient at cath-
eterization is often lower than the maximum instantaneous gradient
seen in echocardiography, and therefore, it is difficult to compare.27

However, the Doppler mean pressure gradient measured by Dop-
pler echocardiography and catheterization correlate well.28 Both
echocardiography and catheterization may underestimate the
LVOT gradient in patients with decreased left ventricular ejection
fractions or a nonrestrictive VSD with left to right shunting.25
TREATMENT
Definitive management for SAS is surgical repair and correction of
the obstruction. The operation has been performed with low surgi-
cal mortality and minimal complications.29 The timing of surgery
should be based on the left ventricular ejection fraction, presence of
LVH, LVOT obstruction severity, AR, and patient age. The optimal
timing still remains controversial, especially with the high rate of
recurrence.

Surgery is the recommended option in patents with severe
obstruction and a peak instantaneous pressure gradient of 60 mm
Hg or more and a mean gradient of 40 mm Hg or more.30,31 In chil-
dren, the surgical threshold is lower, with a gradient of 30 mm Hg
or more due to the higher chance for rapid progress. Consideration
for earlier intervention should be given to patients with lower gra-
dients but who have significant AR, a depressed ejection fraction,
or a VSD. Patients with symptoms attributed to SAS, such as
angina, dyspnea, or syncope, should also undergo surgical evalua-
tion. Both children and adults with mild gradients require close
follow-up to monitor progression.
The specific operation depends on the type of SAS, but it is typ-
ically performed through a transaortic approach. Patients with dis-
crete SAS may require membrane removal or ring resection with
focal myomectomy. The tunnel-type variation is a technically more
difficult surgery and often requires a myomectomy or the Konno
procedure (aortic valve replacement with widening of the ventric-
ular septum) for LVOT reconstruction.32 There has been some con-
sideration of performing selective myectomy at the time of surgery
for relief of the LVOT obstruction; however, the data have not dem-
onstrated a reduction in recurrence.33

A high rate of restenosis after surgery, up to 30%, has also been
reported. Risk factors associated with restenosis include older age
at diagnosis, tunnel-type morphology, and early surgery.34,35 Re-
operation rates vary from 4% to 35%, with higher rates found in
those with the most severe preoperative gradient and in women.8,36

The simple resection of the ridge renders it more likely to develop
restenosis, because the geometry in the ventricle remains the same
with continued turbulent flow and hemodynamics. However, a
large multicenter study that evaluated the utility of additional
myectomy to enucleation did not demonstrate lower rates of reste-
nosis or reoperation.36 The rates of complete atrioventricular block
were also significantly increased with the added myectomy. Per-
forming interventions earlier has not demonstrated any clinical
benefit in patients withmild gradients.37 Percutaneous balloon dila-
tion has been performed as a less invasive alternative to surgical
repair. Balloon tearing of SAS was first described in 1985 for
the treatment of discrete thin membranes.38 Although balloon dila-
tion is not widely used, recent study results have demonstrated that
the procedure may be more than just a short-term option for non-
surgical candidates.39

The postoperative prognosis for patients with SAS is dependent
on the morphology of SAS and the complexity of the disease. Alto-
gether, the course is favorable, with long-term survival similar to
the normal population.36 Like preoperative patients, however, close
follow-up is necessary with echocardiography after surgery to
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Figure 101.4. A, Multiplanar view of three-
dimensional volume set. Planimetry measure-
ment of the orifice in the subaortic membrane
yielded 1.2 cm2. B, Continuous wave Doppler
recording obtained from the apical 5-chamber
view, displaying a peak instantaneous gradient
of 47 mmHg.C, Pulsed wave Doppler demon-
strating normal velocities proximal to the
obstruction, with high, turbulent velocities in
the left ventricular outflow tract (D).
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Figure 101.3. A, M-mode echocardiography dem-
onstrating mid-systolic partial closure and coarse
fluttering of the aortic valve cusps.B, M-mode echo-
cardiography showing distinct echo from the dis-
crete, fibrous membrane in the left ventricular
outflow tract. AMV, anterior leaflet of themitral valve;
ECG, electrocardiogram; FM, fibrous membrane.
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Figure 101.5. A, Mid-esophageal transesophageal echocardiography, 5-chamber view, demonstrating the subaortic membrane (arrow) and the aor-
tic valve (arrowhead).B,Magnified view on the subaorticmembrane (arrow) and the aortic valve (arrowhead) in a 5-chamber view.C,Color flowDoppler
demonstrating mosaic pattern and flow acceleration at the orifice in the left ventricular outflow tract. D, Live real-time, three-dimensional image dem-
onstrating the subaortic membrane (arrow) and the aortic valve (arrowhead).
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monitor for worsening gradients and AR.30 The previously men-
tioned higher risk groups should be evaluated more frequently
for the need of reoperation.
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102 Introduction to Aortic Regurgitation
Issam A. Mikati, MD, Robert O. Bonow, MD, MS
Aortic regurgitation (AR) is a common form of valvular heart dis-
ease.1 It frequently develops in patients with bicuspid aortic valves
as well as patients with conditions that develop from degenerative
processes related to aging or diseases of the aortic root and ascend-
ing aorta. AR places both a pressure and volume overload on the
left ventricle.2 Natural history studies have shown that this results
in left ventricular (LV) dilation and, ultimately, systolic dysfunc-
tion, which is transiently reversible but then becomes perma-
nent.3–5 Because medical treatment with vasodilator therapy has
met with mixed and limited success,6,7 surgical aortic valve
replacement (AVR) remains the therapeutic option of choice
despite the lack of randomized prospective studies demonstrating
its efficacy.8,9 Aortic valve repair is only an option for a limited
number of patients.10 Therefore the majority of patients will require
AVR. There are no clinically established transcatheter valve–based
options at this time, although they are actively being researched.10a

The fundamental issues in managing patients with AR include
(1) identifying those with bicuspid aortic valves (often with an
associated aortic aortopathy), (2) determining the mechanism
responsible for the regurgitation (which is often not a primary valve
pathology but instead disease of the aortic root and ascending
aorta), (3) quantifying the severity of regurgitant flow to identify
those with severe AR, (4) assessing LV systolic function and the
degree of LV dilation, and (5) determining the optimal time for sur-
gical intervention in those with severe AR. Patients with severe AR
may remain asymptomatic for decades before the onset of symp-
toms, but when the symptoms are the only indication for surgical
intervention, an important subset will have developed irreversible
LV dysfunction that puts them at risk for postoperative heart failure
(HF) and death despite a technically successful AVR. Early surgery
prevents development of LV dysfunction; however, an aggressive
early preemptive referral strategy, especially in young patients,
places them at risk of long-term complications from prosthetic
heart valves. Therefore the timing of surgery is a combination of
the art and science of cardiovascular medicine: the goal is to send
patients to surgery early enough to prevent irreversible LV dys-
function and late enough that patients derive long-term symptom-
atic and survival benefit from the procedure.9,11

Cardiovascular imaging at each of the five steps mentioned pre-
viously is essential in managing patients with AR. Although a phys-
ical examination is important in the initial detection of patients with
AR, it is inferior to Doppler echocardiography in determining its
severity,12 its impact on LV function, and possible concomitant dis-
eases of the aorta. The physical examination is also not effective for
serial monitoring and detection of early LV dysfunction. Com-
pounding this problem is the well-documented erosion in physical
examination skills.13

The ideal imaging test would provide the aortic valve anatomy
and the ascending aortic morphology accurately, reproducibly, and
efficiently. A classification scheme has been proposed based on
mechanism of aortic regurgitation.14 This would help guide surgi-
cal treatment while also identifying patients who are candidates for
repair versus replacement.
The ideal imaging test would also quantify the severity of AR
and provide accurate measurements of LV size and function
because progressive LV dilation or declining systolic function
has been identified as a trigger for surgery.8 These measurements
need to be accurate and reproducible, with little inter- and intraob-
server variability. The issue of reproducibility is essential because
patients will need to be followed over time, and comparison with
previous data is key in making treatment decisions in patients with
AR. Currently, these tests are often performed at different centers
and interpreted by different readers.

Echocardiography is recognized as the primary imaging test for
AR assessment because it meets many of the criteria of an ideal
imaging test mentioned previously. In addition, it is noninvasive,
and it is widely availability and relatively inexpensive.

Echocardiography, with its excellent spatial and temporal reso-
lution, allows visualization of the necessary anatomic information
and quantification of the severity of AR and its impact on LV func-
tion. Both quantitative and qualitative measures are used, and an
integrated approach incorporating many parameters is recom-
mended15 because reliance on any single measure may lead to
errors in interpretation. Assessment of the LV chamber was initially
performed using 1DM-mode measurements, and much of the natu-
ral history data are based on this methodology.3–5 However, such
M-mode data may be less reliable than measurements guided by
2D imaging or quantification of LV volumes. Cutoff values for
end-diastolic dimensions, end-systolic dimensions, and systolic
function have been defined as potential indications for surgery,8,9

and newer thresholds based on LV volumes and regurgitant severity
are emerging.16,17

Because of the limitations related to the variability of traditional
2D imaging (inter- and intraobserver variability of 6% in older
studies),18 3D echocardiography has emerged, as it provides a
more accurate assessment of LV volume. Multiple studies, includ-
ing multicenter studies, have shown less variability in 3D echocar-
diographic measurements and a closer correlation with the gold
standard of cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, as dis-
cussed in the following. This has helped blunt the consistent under-
estimation of LV volumes reported with 2D echocardiography19

and has allowed meaningful serial measurement of LV volumes.20

Serial CMR has several potential advantages compared with
transthoracic echocardiography, including improved endocardial
definition, fewer geometric assumptions, and less angle depen-
dence for flow measurements.21 This results in better reproducibil-
ity of AR severity quantitation.22 However, CMR and other
imaging modalities mainly complement echocardiography, which
is the clinical workhorse for AR assessment.

Beyond assessment of LV volumes and ejection fraction (EF),
there is a need for early identification of systolic dysfunction so that
patients can either be followed closely or referred for intervention
before the onset of permanent LV systolic dysfunction. Traditional
measures of LV size and systolic function, such as EF, are not suf-
ficiently sensitive.9,23 Biomarkers such as brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP) have promise in bridging this gap. BNP levels are higher in
437
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symptomatic than asymptomatic patients,24 although there is a sig-
nificant relationship between BNP levels and severity of LV dila-
tation in asymptomatic patients.25 BNP is an independent marker in
asymptomatic patients with normal LV systolic function for subse-
quent symptoms and/or LV dysfunction, even after adjustment for
LV volumes.17

Advanced imaging methods to assess regional and global systolic
function, such as longitudinal strain, may prove to be more sensitive
than LVEF in identifying patients with chronic severe ARwho are at
higher risk.26,27 Quantification of myocardial interstitial connective
tissue by CMR, which has been shown to have prognostic value in
the hypertrophied ventricles of patients with aortic stenosis,28 may
also prove valuable in patients who have combined pressure and vol-
ume overload caused by chronic AR. Thus advances in echocardio-
graphic techniques combined with other technologies offer great
hope in filling the clinical gaps that persist in the current strategies
for management of patients with chronic AR.
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103 Aortic Regurgitation: Etiologies and
Left Ventricular Responses

Nicole M. Bhave, MD
ETIOLOGY
Etiologies of aortic regurgitation (AR) fall into two broad catego-
ries: primary leaflet problems and abnormalities of the aortic root.
Primary leaflet problems include both congenital and acquired
abnormalities. The most common congenital cardiac anomaly is
bicuspid aortic valve, which is seen in 0.5% to 2% of the popula-
tion.1 Bicuspid aortic valves are predisposed to regurgitation and
stenosis and are often associated with ascending aortic dilation,
which can also contribute to AR. Quadricuspid aortic valves, which
are a much rarer anatomic variant, are more commonly associated
with AR than stenosis (Fig. 103.1 and Video 103.1, A).2 Acquired
valvular lesions, such as degenerative and calcific changes, endo-
carditis, and rheumatic valvular disease, can also result in AR
(Fig. 103.2 and Video 103.2, A-G).

Dilation and distortion of the aortic annulus, the sinuses of Val-
salva, and the sinotubular junction, often collectively called the
aortic root, may lead to suboptimal aortic valve leaflet coaptation,
resulting in AR. The most common cause of thoracic aortic aneu-
rysm is degenerative change; risk factors include advanced age,
hypertension, and smoking. Genetic disorders such as Marfan syn-
drome, Turner syndrome, and familial thoracic aortic aneurysm
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Figure 103.1. Transesophageal echocardiogram images of incidentally
discovered quadricuspid aortic valve. A, Short-axis view in systole (see
Video 103.1, A).B, Short-axis view in diastole.C, Long-axis view in dias-
tole with color Doppler demonstrating moderate aortic regurgitation.
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Figure 103.2. Transesophageal echocardiography in a patient with mul-
tivalvular rheumatic heart disease, demonstrating both aortic stenosis and
regurgitation. A, Short-axis view in systole demonstrates diffuse thicken-
ing of the leaflet tips with impaired leaflet opening. Aortic valve area by pla-
nimetry is 1.8 cm2. B, Short-axis view in diastole (see Video 103.2, A, B).
C, Short-axis view in diastole demonstrating mild, central aortic regurgita-
tion (see Videos 103.2, C, 103.2, D-F)
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syndrome, among others, can cause the sinuses of Valsalva and the
ascending aorta to become dilated.3 Stanford type A aortic dissection
can causeAR viamultiplemechanisms, including dilation of the aor-
tic root, pressure of a false lumen on one cusp resulting in asymmet-
rical coaptation, flail caused by disruption of leaflet support at the
level of the sinotubular junction and/or annulus, and prolapse of an
intimal flap through the annulus (Figs. 103.3, A-C, and 103.4 and
Video 103.3).4,5 Rarely, blunt chest wall trauma can cause a leaflet
tear or disruption of leaflet support (Fig. 103.5 and Video 103.5,
A and B).6 A more extensive list of AR etiologies is given in
Table 103.1.7
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Figure 103.3. Transesophageal echocardiography in a patient with
bicuspid aortic valve, previously treated staphylococcal endocarditis,
and progressive heart failure symptoms. A, Short-axis view demon-
strates that the left and right coronary cusps are fused, with severe thick-
ening of the raphé and the edge of the left coronary cusp. B, Long-axis
view illustrates that the right-left cusp is extensively damaged and effec-
tively flail. C, Color Doppler in the long-axis view shows severe aortic
regurgitation. The patient underwent aortic valve replacement, and path-
ologic examination of the valve showed foci of necrotizing inflammation.
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LEFT VENTRICULAR RESPONSES TO AORTIC
REGURGITATION
The response of the left ventricle (LV) to AR depends upon the time
of AR onset. In acute, severe AR, the LV experiences a sudden
increase in end-diastolic volume but is not compliant enough to
dilate rapidly. That is, normal LV size in the presence of severe
AR is an indication that the AR is acute.8 The sudden increase in
end-diastolic pressure with acute AR usually results in elevated left
atrial pressure and pulmonary edema. Afterload also increases,
leading to a decrease in stroke volume; tachycardia develops to
maintain sufficient cardiac output. As the LV end-diastolic pressure
approaches aortic diastolic and coronary perfusion pressures, myo-
cardial ischemia may result.9

Echocardiography is indispensable in establishing the etiology
of acute, severe AR. The most common causes are infective endo-
carditis and Stanford type A aortic dissection. Transthoracic
A

B

Figure 103.4. A, Proximal aortic dissection with intimal flap spiraling
distally down the aorta (arrows). B, The intimal flap prolapses across
the aortic valve into the left ventricular outflow tract, disrupting normal
valve function (arrow) and resulting in aortic regurgitation.
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Figure 103.5. Transesophageal echocardiography in a patient with a
history of left chest wall trauma from a snowmobile accident, noted to
have a new diastolic murmur.A, Long-axis view in diastole demonstrates
a subtle abnormality of coaptation, such that the tip of the right coronary
cusp is displaced slightly into the left ventricular outflow tract. Notably, the
valve appearedmorphologically normal in the short-axis view.B, Long-axis
viewwith color Doppler demonstrates severe, eccentric aortic regurgitation
directed away from the right coronary cusp. (See Video 103.5, A and B.)
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TABLE 103.1 Etiologies of Aortic Regurgitation

General
Category

Specific
Category Examples

Primary Leaflet
Abnormality

Congenital -Bicuspid valve
-Quadricuspid valve
-Unicuspid valve

Degenerative -Thickening and/or calcification
due to aging

-Myxomatous degeneration
-Leaflet damage due to

membranous subaortic
stenosis

Infectious/
inflammatory

-Bacterial endocarditis
-Nonbacterial thrombotic

endocarditis
-Rheumatic valvular disease

Neoplastic Papillary fibroelastoma
Traumatic Iatrogenic (cardiac catheterization)
Toxic Anorexigen exposure

Aortic Root
Abnormality

Genetic -Marfan syndrome
-Loeys-Dietz syndrome
-Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
-Turner syndrome
-Familial thoracic aortic aneurysm

syndrome
Degenerative -Advanced age

-Hypertension
-Atherosclerosis

Infectious3 -Syphilis
-Salmonella
-Staphylococci
-Mycobacteria

Inflammatory37 -Giant cell arteritis
-Takayasu arteritis
-Rheumatoid arthritis
-Spondyloarthropathies

Traumatic -Aortic dissection
-Leaflet tear or disruption of

leaflet support at the root
Other -Aortic dissection (multiple

potential mechanisms of AR)
-Ventricular septal defect with

cusp prolapse
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echocardiography (TTE) may be able to distinguish between these
entities, but it is often appropriate to proceed to transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) for optimal imaging of all valves and
the aorta. Because Stanford type A aortic dissection is a surgical
emergency, an expeditious diagnosis is critical, and TEE can rap-
idly establish the presence of a dissection, define its extent, and
clarify the mechanism(s) by which it is causing AR. Echocardiog-
raphy can also be very helpful in identifying two other features of
acute, severe AR: premature mitral valve closure (best appreciated
on M-mode echocardiography) and diastolic mitral regurgitation.

In chronic AR, the LV adapts to accommodate the increased
end-diastolic volume. Chamber compliance increases, and eccen-
tric and concentric hypertrophy occur so that filling pressures
remain normal or near-normal. Chamber dilation allows for pre-
served stroke volume, even though afterload is also increased. Over
time, often years, LV systolic function worsens and patients may
begin to experience heart failure symptoms such as dyspnea and
lower extremity edema.7,9
PROGNOSIS AND GUIDELINE-BASED
MANAGEMENT OF AORTIC REGURGITATION
The prognosis of chronic AR is closely associated with the degree
and pace of LV remodeling, even in the absence of symptoms. Lon-
gitudinal studies have shown that initial end-systolic dimension,
rate of increase of end-systolic dimension, LV ejection fraction
(EF), and rate of decrease of LVEF are independently predictive
of symptom development and mortality.10–12 Because asymptom-
atic patients with significant chronic AR can experience poor out-
comes, including sudden death, serial echocardiography is
indicated to assess for LV dilation and dysfunction. Other indica-
tions for echocardiography in patients with AR are listed in
Box 103.1.

The definitive treatment of severe AR is generally surgery.
Optimal timing of surgery may be determined by clinical assess-
ment of the patient and echocardiographic evaluation of LV
dimensions and systolic function. Indications for aortic valve
surgery in AR are listed in Table 103.2. The left ventricular
end-diastolic diameter and end-diastolic volume are expected to
decrease in the immediate postoperative period.13 The EF tends to
increase postoperatively in patients with preexisting LV systolic dys-
function, but in those with normal systolic function, it may decrease
following surgery because of decreased preload.14 Patients with



TABLE 103.2 Indications for Surgical Intervention in Chronic
Aortic Regurgitation

Class I Severe AR with symptoms
Severe AR without symptoms, with LV systolic dysfunction

(ejection fraction �50% at rest)
Severe AR in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass

grafting, surgery on the aorta, or other valve surgery
Class IIa Severe AR with normal LV systolic function but severe LV

dilation (end-diastolic dimension >75 mm or end-systolic
dimension >55 mm)

Class IIb Moderate AR in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass
grafting or surgery on the ascending aorta

Severe AR in asymptomatic patients with normal LV systolic
function and any of the following:

-LV end-diastolic diameter >70 mm
-LV end-systolic diameter >50 mm
-Progressive LV dilation
-Declining exercise tolerance
-Abnormal hemodynamic response to exercise

AR, Aortic regurgitation; LV, left ventricular.
For Class I indications, benefit of surgery clearly outweighs risk. For Class

IIa indications, evidence suggests that benefit outweighs risk, such that
it is reasonable to perform surgery in these situations. For Class IIb
indications, the evidence is more equivocal, but intervention may be
considered for selected patients meeting the listed criteria.

BonowRO,CarabelloBA,Chatterjee K, et al: 2008 focusedupdate incorporated
into the ACC/AHA 2006 guidelines for the management of patients with
valvular heart disease, Circulation 118:e523-e661, 2008.

Box 103.1 Indications for Echocardiography in Aortic
Regurgitation

To confirm the presence and severity of AR (acute or chronic)
To diagnose and assess the etiology of AR
To assess aortic root dimensions and AR severity in patients with

aortic root dilation
To assess left ventricular dimensions and systolic function in chronic

AR upon initial diagnosis
To reassess left ventricular dimensions and systolic function

periodically in asymptomatic patients with chronic, severe AR
To reevaluate mild, moderate, or severe AR in patients with new or

changing symptoms

AR, Aortic regurgitation.
All indications listed are Class I (i.e., there is evidence and/or general agreement
upon the benefit or usefulness of echocardiography in these settings).

Bonow RO, Carabello BA, Chatterjee K, et al: 2008 focused update
incorporated into the ACC/AHA 2006 guidelines for the management of
patients with valvular heart disease, Circulation 118:e523-e661, 2008.
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preoperative LV systolic dysfunction may have continued improve-
ment in the EF in the months to years following aortic valve surgery.
The degree of increase in EF correlates with the decrease in end-
diastolic diameter.13 Patients with severe preoperative symptoms
or reduced exercise tolerance and those with severe or long-standing
LV dysfunction tend to have higher operative mortality and worse
recovery of LV systolic function.9,14,15

Echocardiography is an invaluable tool for establishing the pres-
ence and etiology of AR and its effects on the left ventricle. A com-
bination of transthoracic and transesophageal imaging is often
warranted for accurate assessment of LV size and systolic function
and optimal visualization of the aortic valve. Patients with AR often
require serial echocardiograms to reevaluate the ventricle, as LV
remodeling is associated with adverse clinical consequences.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the videos for this chapter.
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104 Aortic Regurgitation: Pathophysiology
Roy Beigel, MD, Robert J. Siegel, MD
AORTIC REGURGITATION PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The pathophysiology of acute and chronic aortic regurgitation (AR)
is quite different. The pathophysiology and hemodynamic
presentation differs whether AR develops abruptly (acute AR) or
over a prolonged time period (chronic AR). Table 104.1 lists the
main differences between these two distinct processes.



TABLE 104.1 Major Differences Between Acute and Chronic Severe
Aortic Regurgitation (AR)

Acute AR Chronic AR

Clinical presentation Pulmonary edema,
refractory heart failure

Often
asymptomatic

Left ventricular size Normal to slightly
enlarged

Markedly
enlarged

Left ventricular end-
diastolic pressure

Markedly elevated Normal to
slightly
elevated

Systolic aortic
pressure

Normal or slightly
decreased

Elevated

Diastolic aortic
pressure

Normal or slightly
decreased

Decreased

Pulse pressure Normal or slightly
increased

Increased

Cardiac output Decreased Normal
Heart rate Elevated Normal or

slightly
elevated
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ACUTE AORTIC REGURGITATION
Acute severe AR is characterized by the abrupt development of
severe left ventricular (LV) volume overload in a ventricle,
which does not have time to adapt to this acute change. The
LV is often normal in size and is consequently exposed to a very
high preload as well as an excessive afterload (due to the
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Figure 104.1. A, Schematic presentation of patients with acute severe (midd
normal heart (left). In acute severe AR there is a normal effective forward flow
accommodates and shifts to the chronic phase in both dilates and hypertro
Pressure volume loops of acute AR (middle) and chronic AR (right) compared
overload acting on an unconditioned ventricle and causing a large change in p
sustain markedly higher volumes with a more modest change in pressure p
combination of elevated blood pressure and increased LV wall
stress). The excessive load on the left ventricle can cause depres-
sion in LV ejection fraction (LVEF) and then a drop in LV stroke
volume despite a relatively maintained myocardial contractility.4

The rapid increase in the regurgitant flow into the LV results in a
hemodynamically overloaded LV with an acute rise in the LV
end-diastolic pressure as the LV volume is somewhat fixed. This
results in a rapid and marked increase not only of the LV end-
diastolic pressure but also of the left atrial end-diastolic pressure
and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure. This acute volume
load causes the ventricle to operate at the extreme of the
pressure-volume curve (Fig. 104.1). The development of reflex
tachycardia helps maintain cardiac output. In severe cases, the
LV end-diastolic pressure can exceed the left atrial pressure and
cause premature, presystolic closure of the mitral valve with or
without diastolic mitral regurgitation (Fig. 104.2). Thus, patients
often present with pulmonary edema and even cardiogenic shock.
In patients with preexisting LV hypertrophy (due to pressure over-
load such as in hypertension and aortic stenosis), acute AR can
cause “exaggerated” hemodynamic changes, as these patients
often have a small LV cavity, concentric hypertrophy, and a non-
compliant left ventricle with a reduced preload reserve. Further
deterioration accompanied by depression in the LV function and
stroke volume can occur when the LV end-diastolic pressure
approaches the aortic diastolic pressure, causing a drop in the
gradient from aorta to LV end-diastolic pressure (myocardial
perfusion pressure). This may cause subendocardial hypoperfu-
sion and signs and symptoms of myocardial ischemia. With dis-
tention and dilation of the left ventricle, there is distention/
Chronic AR
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le) and chronic severe (right) aortic regurgitation (AR) as compared with a
along with an elevated end-diastolic pressure and volume. The ventricle
phies eccentrically to keep the required wall stress at a normal level. B,
with a normal heart (left). In acute AR there is both volume and pressure
ressure per volume. In chronic AR the accommodated ventricle is able to
er volume. See text for further details.
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Figure 104.2. Transesophageal echocardiographic images of a patient with severe acute aortic regurgitation. Left, Color flow Doppler demonstrating
severe aortic regurgitation during diastole. Right, In the same view without color Doppler, during diastole preclosure of the mitral valve (arrow) can be
seen. Ao, Aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle.
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dilation of the mitral annulus, which can induce functional mitral
regurgitation (MR), which then further elevates the left atrial and
pulmonary capillary wedge pressures.
CHRONIC AORTIC REGURGITATION
Failure of adequate closure of the aortic cusps causes AR. Factors
that affect regurgitant volume are mainly the effective regurgitant
orifice and, to a lesser extent, the diastolic pressure gradient
between the aorta and the LV. Bradycardia, by prolonging diastole,
also increases the regurgitant load.5 As AR progresses over time,
the LV end-diastolic volume rises. It may eventually attain an
LV volume at which the preload reserve is reached, meaning that
all the sarcomeres within the LV are maximally distended such that
any further increase in the LV afterload results in a decreased LV
stroke volume.4 Table 104.2 summarizes the differences in the
pathophysiologic features affecting the LV during the chronic
phase of aortic and mitral regurgitation. Both AR and MR are vol-
ume overload conditions. However, in MR the regurgitant stroke
volume flows retrograde into the low-pressure left atrial chamber.
Conversely, in AR the sum of the regurgitant volume and the for-
ward stroke volume is ejected forward into the high-pressure aorta
during systole. The increase in the ejected forward stroke volume
TABLE 104.2 Differences in Pathophysiologic Features Affecting the Left Ven

Aortic Regurgitation (AR)

Pathophysiological
mechanism

Volume and pressure overload

LV afterload Increased
LV wall stress8 Higher than MR
LV geometry Eccentric hypertrophy with modest concentr

hypertrophy14

LV mass to volume ratio 114

LV ejection fraction (EF) Can be lower before myocyte damage and c
dysfunction have developed

Mechanism of reduced LV
contractility

Increased afterload6

Mechanism of LV hypertrophy Increase in protein synthesis16

LV radius to thickness Lower than MR
Reversibility with treatment Mostly reversible

LV, Left ventricular.
causes systolic hypertension (increased afterload) along with a
wide pulse pressure caused by the decrease in diastolic pressure
due to a drop in the aortic diastolic pressure. Although MR and
AR are both associated with mechanical overload of the left ventri-
cle, the systolic wall stress is higher in patients with AR compared
to MR. In fact, wall stress may reach a level similar to that found in
patients with aortic stenosis.6 Systolic wall stress is expressed by
the Laplace relation p� r/2 h (p, LV pressure; r, LV radius; h, wall
thickness). In patients with AR, both p and r are increased, and
although h is increased as well, it is generally not enough to com-
pensate for the combined increase of both p and r.7 Consequently,
AR increases the volume-pumping requirements of the LV (pre-
load) and it also results in a significant increase in systolic wall
stress and LV afterload.8

The volume overload accompanying chronic AR causes a series
of pathophysiologic events, which include an initial increase in LV
end-diastolic volume and pressure that leads to increasing LV
compliance, accommodating the increased volume with optimizing
filling pressures (see Fig. 104.1; Fig. 104.3). The chronic LV
volume overload results in chamber enlargement, an eccentric
pattern of hypertrophy, and an increase in LV mass that permits
the ventricle to eject a large stroke volume, increasing the systolic
pressure (increased afterload) to maintain a normal forward stroke
volume.9
tricle during the Chronic Phase of Aortic and Mitral Regurgitation

Mitral Regurgitation (MR)

Volume overload

Decreased
Lower than AR

ic Enlarged LV

<110

ontractile Greater than normal—in compensated phase
Normal or lower—in decompensated phase or when

contractile dysfunction has developed
A reduction in EF signifies loss of contractile elements15

Reduced rate of protein degradation17,18

Higher than AR
Mostly reversible



Figure 104.4. Postexplant images from a patient with chronic severe
aortic regurgitation. In this explanted heart, weighing 860 g at explanta-

Decreased
coronary flow

Decreased aortic
elastance

Regurgitant
flow

Increased stroke
work and wall stress

Decreased compliance
Increased LV stiffness

LVH

Increased fibronectin and
glucosamine expression

Altered collagen expression
and organization

Fibrosis

Fibroblasts

Increased volume

Venturi effect

Increased
intramyocardial

pressure

Figure 104.3. Severe aortic regurgitation increases the
volume load on the left ventricle, which, along with
decreasing aortic distensibility over time, leads to
increased stroke work and wall stress. These maladap-
tations in turn lead to LV hypertrophy and decreasing LV
compliance. As a result of these stressors, the expres-
sion of collagen and certain proteins in fibroblasts
changes, promoting myocardial fibrosis. See text for
more details. LV, Left ventricular; LVH, left ventricular
hypertrophy. (From Goldbarg SH, Halperin JL. Aortic
regurgitation: disease progression and management.
Nat Clin Pract Cardiovasc Med 5:269–279, 2008.)
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In the early phase of chronic AR, compensatory mechanisms
keep LVEF and LV fractional shortening in the normal range. Over
time, however, the LV dilates and hypertrophies, and the ratio of
ventricular wall thickness to cavity radius is maintained. As a con-
sequence, the LV end-diastolic wall stress remains normal. These
adaptive mechanisms permit the LV to accommodate large stroke
volumes, often with little increase in LV filling pressure. Patients
with severe AR have the largest LV end-diastolic volumes that
occur in patients with heart failure—also termed cor bovinum
(Fig. 104.4). In AR patients, LV end-diastolic volumes can be three
or four times normal, which allows these patients to sustain high
cardiac outputs. LV compliance is usually also increased, so that
the LV end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) may be only slightly ele-
vated. These compensatory mechanisms allow patients to remain
stable for years even in the presence of severe AR. However, this
is a progressive condition, and the increased afterload results in an
increase in end-systolic dimensions and eventually a reduction in
LVEF. The LVEF is low normal in AR, and the end-systolic dimen-
sions are higher when compared with MR patients in whom the
LVEF is generally preserved or is even on the higher side. In
chronic AR, if wall thickening fails to keep up with the volume
overload, there is an increase in wall stress, which then further
reduces LV systolic function and the LVEF associated with con-
tractile dysfunction due to myocyte damage.11 As LV filling pres-
sure rises, symptoms of fatigue and dyspnea appear. Angina
develops even in the presence of normal coronary arteries because
of the combination of reduced coronary blood flow reserve in the
hypertrophied myocardium,12 lower than normal diastolic pres-
sures, shorter diastolic time (due to increasing heart rate), and ele-
vated LVEDP, which results in a decrease in the gradient (aortic
diastolic pressure–LVEDP) for coronary blood flow and myocar-
dial perfusion.13 These further contribute to progressive deteriora-
tion in LV function. Distention and dilation of the left ventricle can
also lead to secondary (functional) MR. Subsequently, cardiac out-
put falls and the LV end-diastolic pressure and volume rise. All
these contribute to elevation of the left atrial and pulmonary artery
wedge pressures, which can cause pulmonary edema and an
increase in the pulmonary artery, right ventricular, and right atrial
pressures, eventually compromising right ventricular function.
tion (normal 350-400 g), there is pronounced cardiomegaly (top image),
along with left ventricular hypertrophy (bottom image) and moderately
increased interstitial and endocardial fibrosis (not shown).
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Figure 105.1. Holodiastolic flow reversal in proximal descending tho-
racic aorta in a patient with severe aortic regurgitation.
Aortic regurgitation (AR), either acute or chronic, can be due to
valvular pathology or aortic root pathology or a combination. In
developed countries, chronic isolated AR is predominantly due
to aortic root disease, whereas rheumatic fever is still the leading
cause of chronic AR in developing countries.1 Surgery is frequently
needed for patients with acute AR, whereas the timing of surgery
for chronic AR depends on the severity of the regurgitation, the
patient’s symptoms, and left ventricular size and function.2 There-
fore, accurate determination of etiology and severity of AR is cru-
cial when managing patients with AR. Semiquantitative and
quantitative techniques should be used in an integrated fashion to
assess the severity of AR.

QUANTITATION OF AORTIC REGURGITATION

Semiquantitative Methods
Currently, Doppler color flow imaging is widely used to determine
the severity of aortic regurgitation despite its limitations and semi-
quantitative nature.3 Parasternal long-axis, short-axis, and apical
views can nicely demonstrate AR via color Doppler recording.
Maximal length and area of the aortic regurgitant jet correlate
poorly with aortic angiography. Short-axis jet area at the high left
ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) relative to the LVOT area corre-
lates well with angiography. Proportion of either jet area or jet
width compared with LVOT area or width in excess of 60% to
65% indicates severe AR.3 Although this method is appealing,
note that it requires careful attention to gain settings and Nyquist
limits to avoid over- or underestimating the severity of regurgita-
tion. In general, this method only gives a rough estimate of the
severity of AR. This method is of limited utility in patients with
eccentric jets, diffuse jets, and jets originating along the entire
coaptation line.4

Both continuous and pulse wave Doppler techniques are useful
for the semiquantitative assessment of AR. Dense continuous-wave
Doppler signal implies greater quantity of regurgitation, whereas
faint signals generally represent mild regurgitation. Pressure
half-time, the time for the pressure gradient to drop by half of its
original value, is another measure of severity of AR obtained by
continuous-wave Doppler.5,6 It is expected that the pressure half-
time will be shorter (<200 msec) in patients with severe AR
because of rapid rise in left ventricular pressure from a large
amount of regurgitant volume, especially in patients with acute
AR. Conversely, in patients with mild AR pressure, half-time is
longer (>500 msec) because of a more gradual rise in left ventric-
ular pressure. Pressure half-time cannot be used alone to determine
the severity of AR because it is dependent on chronicity of the
regurgitation, systolic blood pressure, and left ventricular compli-
ance.4 For example, someone may have a short pressure half-time
because of underlying severe left ventricular diastolic dysfunction.
Another frequently used Doppler technique involves pulse-wave
Doppler of the proximal descending thoracic aorta. Significant
holodiastolic flow reversals in the descending thoracic aorta, dia-
stolic velocity time integral similar to systolic velocity time integral,
and relatively high end-diastolic velocity (>20 cm/sec) are indica-
tive of moderate to severe AR (Fig. 105.1 and Video 105.1).7–9
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In some older patients, diastolic flow reversal is a less reliable indi-
cator of the severity of AR because of a stiff aorta.4

It has been proposed that hydrodynamically the smallest area of
the aortic regurgitant jet represents vena contracta (VC).10 From
parasternal views, using the zoom function, one can visualize the
proximal flow convergence zone, flow at the aortic valve, and flow
below the aortic valve.11 In early to mid-diastole, VC is then mea-
sured, defined as the width of the narrowest portion of the aortic
regurgitant jet, which occurs immediately distal to the anatomic
orifice. VCwidth greater than 6 mm is indicative of severe ARwith
a sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 94%.11,12 In some patients, a
right parasternal transthoracic window13 or transesophageal echo-
cardiography (TEE)12 may be required to obtain adequate VCmea-
surement (Fig. 105.2 and Video 105.2).

Quantitative Methods
Continuity method utilizes the principle of conservation of mass for
determination of aortic regurgitation. Calculation of the regurgitant
volume is based on the calculation of the stroke volume through the
aortic valve and the stroke volume throughout a second and compe-
tent valve (e.g., the mitral valve). Assuming there is no or minimal
mitral regurgitation, the volume of AR can be precisely calculated by
subtracting the flow through the mitral valve from the LVOT
flow.14–16 This method uses the combination of two-dimensional
(2D) information and Doppler technique. Flow through the mitral
annulus and LVOT can be calculated by multiplying mitral annular
area and LVOT areas with their corresponding time-velocity inte-
grals (TVI). Assuming a circular mitral annulus and LVOT, the
following formulas are used to determine the mitral flow, LVOT
flow, and aortic regurgitant volume (RVol)14:

Mitral flow¼Mitral annulus area�TVI at themitral annulus level�

LVOT flow¼LVOTarea�TVI at theLVOT level

RVol¼LVOT flow�Mitral flow�

RVol greater than 60 mL is considered severe. Even though this
technique is based on solid principles, it is a challenging technique
to master, and attention to detail is mandatory. A small error in
mitral annular measurement or LVOT measurement can strongly
VC = 0.9 mm

Figure 105.2. Vena contracta width (9 mm) measurement in a patient
with chronic severe aortic regurgitation on transesophageal study.
affect the calculations. Similarly, if the modal mitral inflow veloc-
ity (brightest signal) is not traced, this can result in an erroneous
estimate of regurgitant volume.4,15

Similar to the continuity method, the proximal isovelocity sur-
face area (PISA) or flow convergence method is based on the con-
servation of mass principle.17 Unlike the continuity method, the
presence of mitral regurgitation will not affect the quantitation of
AR. As the flow approaches a regurgitant orifice, there is flow
acceleration with resultant isovelocity surfaces proximal to the
regurgitant orifice. Using the conservation of mass principle, the
effective regurgitant orifice area18 and RVol can be calculated
by assuming a hemispherical shape of the proximal isovelocity.
By baseline shifting the color scale in the direction of the jet, the
isovelocity surface can be viewed and resultant flow convergence
radius and velocity can be obtained (Fig. 105.3 and Video 105.3).18

The zoom feature in combination with either parasternal view or
apical long-axis view is used to optimize the images. Aortic regur-
gitant flow rate is calculated as 2π� r2�Vr, where r is the radius of
the flow convergence measured in early diastole and Vr is the cor-
responding aliasing velocity. All units must be in centimeters.
Doppler tracing of the aortic regurgitant jet can then be used to cal-
culate effective regurgitant orifice area (ERO) and RV as follows18:

ERO¼Regurgitant flow rate=Peak aortic regurgitant velocity

in early diastole

RV¼ERO�TVI of the aortic regurgitation

ERO greater than 0.3 cm2 and RV greater than 60 mL are con-
sidered severe. Selected ranges for grading of the severity of AR are
shown in Table 105.1. In a few patients who have dilated ascending
aorta, the flow convergence zone may occupy greater than 220
degrees around the aortic valve leaflets, which leads to underesti-
mation of ERO and RV by this method.18

LEFT VENTRICULAR MEASUREMENTS
Chronicity and severity of aortic regurgitation will determine the
left ventricular response to volume overload. In acute severe AR,
one would not expect the left ventricle to be large in the absence
of other causes. On the contrary, in chronic severe AR, the left
Aliasing velocity

r = 0.66 cm

Figure 105.3. Proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) is visualized by
shifting the baseline. PISA r is the radius (0.66 cm) of the proximal flow
convergence, and Vr is the aliasing velocity (52 cm/sec).



TABLE 105.1 Semiquantitative and Quantitative Measures for the Assessment of Severity of Aortic Regurgitation

Aortic Regurgitation Mild Moderate Severe

Structural Parameters
LV size Normal* Normal or dilated Usually dilated†

Aortic leaflets Normal or abnormal Normal or abnormal Abnormal/flail, or wide coaptation defect
Doppler Parameters
Jet width in LVOT—color flow{ Small in central jets Intermediate Large central jets; variable in eccentric jets
Jet density—CW Incomplete or faint Dense Dense
Jet deceleration rate—CW (PHT, msec)} Slow>500 Medium 500-200 Steep<200
Diastolic flow reversal in descending aorta—PW Brief, early diastolic reversal Intermediate Prominent holodiastolic reversal

Quantitative Parameters}

VC width, cm{ <0.3 0.3-0.60 >0.6
Jet width/LVOT width,%{ <25 25-45 46-64 �65
Jet CSA/LVOT CSA, %{ <5 5-20 21-59 �60
RVol, mL/beat <30 30-44 45-59 �60
RF, % <30 30-39 40-49 �50
EROA, cm2 <0.10 0.10-0.19 0.20-0.29 �0.30

CSA,Cross-sectional area;CW, continuous wave Doppler; EROA, effective regurgitant orifice area; LV, left ventricle; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; PHT,
pressure half-time; PW, pulsed wave Doppler; RVol, regurgitant volume; RF, regurgitant fraction; VC, vena contracta.

*Unless there are other reasons for LV dilation. Normal 2D measurements: LV minor axis�2.8 cm/m2, LV end-diastolic volume�82 mL/m2

†Exception: would be acute AR, in which chambers have not had time to dilate.
{At a Nyquist limit of 50-60 cm/sec.
}PHT is shortened with increasing LV diastolic pressure and vasodilator therapy, and may be lengthened in chronic adaptation to severe AR.
}Quantitative parameters can sub-classify the moderate regurgitation group into mild to moderate and moderate to severe regurgitation as shown.
Reproduced from Zoghbi WA, Enriquez-Sarano M, Foster E, et al. Recommendations for evaluation of the severity of native valvular regurgitation with two-dimensional

and Doppler echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 16(7):777-802, 2003.
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ventricle is dilated. One should measure the left ventricular end-
diastolic and end-systolic dimensions using either 2D method or
2D-targeted M-mode echocardiography at the mitral chordal level,19

as the current guidelines for surgery in asymptomatic patients are
based on these measurements.2 In selected cases, left ventricular vol-
ume measurements using the biplane method of disks (modified
Simpson rule)19 without foreshortening the LV (using contrast if
needed) is necessary to verify the stroke volume obtained by the con-
tinuity method, and also to confirm a large left ventricle when the
quantitative methods suggest severe AR. Although there are many
criteria to grade AR, a hierarchical grouping with highest priority
given to left ventricular size will improve the consistency of grading
AR among readers, as shown by a recent study.20

ROLE OF TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
In some patients, TEE may be necessary if the etiology and extent
of aortic valve and/or root pathology causing aortic regurgitation
are not fully discernible from transthoracic imaging. This is espe-
cially true in cases of aortic valve endocarditis, dissection, and
prosthetic aortic valves. In contrast to imaging mitral prosthetic
valve regurgitation, imaging of the mechanical and bioprosthetic
valve AR can be challenging by 2D echocardiography and TEE
because of acoustic shadowing from sewing rings, stents, calcifica-
tion, and occluder mechanisms. In some cases, eccentric AR may
be overestimated if there is broadening of the jet soon after vena
contracta, which may not be visible because of acoustic shadowing,
especially in the case of mechanical aortic valves. Similarly, eccen-
tric regurgitation can also be underestimated if the jet courses along
the anterior septum or anterior mitral leaflet.21 If less than 10% of
the sewing ring is noted to be involved in the short-axis view, this
suggests mild regurgitation, whereas 10% to 20% suggests moder-
ate regurgitation, and greater than 20% involvement suggests
severe regurgitation, especially when the regurgitation is associated
with rocking of the prosthesis.21 TEE plays an important role in
assessing AR following aortic valve replacement and immediately
following deployment of transcatheter aortic valve. Integrated eval-
uation of AR is mandatory with attention to diastolic flow reversal
in the descending aorta, circumferential extent of the sewing ring
involvement, and number of jets in multiple views including trans-
gastric TEE views, especially following transcatheter aortic valve
replacement.22

ROLE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Current advancements in 3D echocardiography now make it possi-
ble not only to visualize the aortic valve anatomy better but also
to measure the vena contracta area (Fig. 105.4) and proximal iso-
velocity surface areawithout the need for geometric assumptions.23–25

Recent studies26,27 have demonstrated that vena contracta area
measurement using 3D color Doppler echocardiography improved
quantitation of aortic regurgitation when compared with 2D vena
contracta area or conventional echo-Doppler methods when mag-
netic resonance imaging was used as the gold standard. The diffi-
cult challenge of quantitation in case of multiple AR jets can likely
be addressed by adding vena contracta areas, similar to the methods
shown for multiple jets of mitral regurgitation.28 Similar to vena
contracta, real-time 3D color Doppler PISA methods also improve
AR quantitation.29 Real-time 3D peak and integrated PISA30 mea-
surement improved quantification of mitral and tricuspid valvular
regurgitation when compared with 2D methods, which can be
adapted to AR as well.25 With rapid dissemination of technology,
better operator experience, and novel solutions to technological
limitations related to 3D echocardiography such as frame rates
and stitch artifacts, it is expected that in the very near future, quan-
titation of AR will be much improved.

CONCLUSIONS
Assessment of aortic regurgitation requires an integrative
approach, including multiple parameters with attention to anatomy
and physiology. One should use both semiquantitative and quanti-
tative techniques (see Table 105.1) to arrive at the final determina-
tion of the severity of AR. Transesophageal echocardiography may
be necessary in some patients. Advances in 3D echocardiography
now make it possible to improve the quantitation of AR.



Figure 105.4. Demonstration of proper plane for the measurement of 3D color Doppler vena contracta area measurement using 3D data set.
(Reprinted with permission from Perez de Isla L, Zamorano J, Fernandez-Golfin C, et al. 3D color-Doppler echocardiography and chronic aortic
regurgitation: a novel approach for severity assessment. Int J Cardiol 166(3):640–645, 2013.)
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Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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106 Risk Stratification: Timing of Surgery for
Aortic Regurgitation

Ricardo Benenstein, MD, Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD
INTRODUCTION
Aortic regurgitation (AR) may lead to serious morbidity and excess
mortality. As noted in the preceding chapters, the diagnosis of AR
should be based on the guidelines for native valvular regurgitation
by the American Society of Echocardiography and other interna-
tional organizations.1

The role of medical, percutaneous, and surgical options for the
treatment of AR is discussed in this chapter. The recommendations
for AR treatment follow the latest joint American Heart Associa-
tion (AHA) and American College of Cardiology (ACC) valvular
heart disease guidelines.2 Surgery remains the only definitive
means of treating AR in appropriate patients.
MEDICAL THERAPY
No medical therapy has ever been shown to alter the natural pro-
gression or to improve survival in patients with AR. The role of
medical therapy is primarily to alleviate the symptoms and to treat
associated conditions such as systemic hypertension and heart
failure.
Acute Aortic Regurgitation
Beta blockers are used in the treatment of AR associated with type
A aortic dissection. When acute AR is associated with other causes,
beta-blockers should be used with caution, if at all, as their use pre-
vents compensatory tachycardia and may lead to hypotension.
Chronic Aortic Regurgitation
Systolic hypertension (systolic blood pressure>140 mm Hg) in
patients with chronic AR should preferably be treated with vasodi-
lators (dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers, angiotensin-
converting enzyme [ACE] inhibitors, and/or angiotensin receptor
blockers). If the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is dimin-
ished, the used of beta-blockers, ACE inhibitors, and/or angiotensin
receptor blockers is recommended.3 In contrast, vasodilator therapy
has not been shown to be beneficial in asymptomatic patients with
chronic AR and normal LVEF.4
PERCUTANEOUS INTERVENTIONAL THERAPY

Percutaneous Aortic Valves
In contrast to aortic stenosis, percutaneously implantable aortic
prosthetic valves are not approved for the treatment of native AR
at present.

Intra-aortic Balloon Pump
The use of intra-aortic pump is contraindicated in patients with AR.5

SURGICAL THERAPY
In appropriate patients, aortic valve surgery remains the only defin-
itive treatment for AR. Aortic valve replacement is the primary
form of surgical therapy for AR. Aortic valve repair (valve-sparing
surgery) is feasible in some instances; however, such repair should
preferably be done at centers with specialized expertise.

The timing of surgery for AR is dependent on the following five
decision points: severity of AR, symptoms, left ventricular (LV)
systolic function, LV size, and the need for other cardiac surgery.

Severity of Aortic Regurgitation
Surgery is performed typically only for severe AR; moderate AR is
treated surgically only when a patient is already undergoing cardiac
or aortic surgery for other indications.

Acute Versus Chronic Aortic Regurgitation
Severe acute AR is typically a medical emergency requiring prompt
surgical intervention. The leading causes of severe acute AR
include type A aortic regurgitation, infective endocarditis, blunt
chest trauma, and iatrogenic complications of aortic catheteriza-
tion. Surgery in acute AR is necessary both to reverse the hemody-
namic instability (pulmonary edema, hypotension, low cardiac
output) and to provide the definitive therapy for aortic valve pathol-
ogy, especially in the cases of type A aortic dissection. A number of
studies have demonstrated improved survival in patients with
severe acute AR who were treated with prompt aortic valve
surgery.6
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The timing of surgical intervention for chronic AR is dependent
on symptoms, LV systolic function, and LV size.

Symptoms
Clinical presentations of severe AR include angina (even in the
presence of angiographically normal coronary arteries), exertional
dyspnea, and other signs and symptoms of heart failure. If the
nature of symptoms is unclear, exercise testing can be used to
objectively assess exercise capacity and symptom status. Symp-
tomatic severe chronic AR is an indication for surgery irrespective
of LV size and LV systolic function.7

LV Systolic Function
Chronic AR leads to a progressive increase in LV size and a pro-
gressive decrease in LV systolic function. In asymptomatic patients
with severe chronic AR, surgery is indicated when (1) LVEF is
diminished (<50%),8 or (2) LVEF is normal (>50%) but there
is LV dilation (LV end-systolic diameter>50 mm or LV end-
diastolic diameter>65 mm). The evidence for the use of the
end-systolic diameter cutoff value9 is stronger than that for the
end-diastolic diameter. Symptomatic patients with severe chronic
AR should be considered for aortic valve surgery irrespective of
LVEF and LV size.

Need for Other Cardiac Surgery
It the patient is undergoing cardiac surgery for other indications,
AV surgery should be considered in all patients with moderate or
severe AR irrespective of symptoms, LVEF, or LV size.

DECISION ALGORITHMS FOR SURGICAL
TREATMENT OF AORTIC REGURGITATION

Level of Evidence
In general, there is a relative paucity of studies evaluating the effec-
tiveness of therapies for AR; therefore no AHA/ACC treatment
recommendation has the level of evidence A, the highest level that
is based on multiple randomized trials or meta-analyses. The rec-
ommendations for AR treatment are based on single randomized
trials and nonrandomized studies (level of evidence B) or consen-
sus opinions of experts (level of evidence C).
AVR is primary surgica
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Figure 106.1. Algorithm for surgical treatment of chronic aortic regurgitation (
ejection fraction; LVEDD, left ventricular end-diastolic diameter; LVESD, left
Strength of Recommendations
As with other treatment recommendations, class I indication
implies that the treatment should be administered. Class IIa implies
that it is reasonable to administer the treatment, whereas IIb implies
that the treatment may be considered. Recommendations for AR
fall into class I, IIa, and IIb. There are no class III recommendations
for AR (treatments that have no proven benefits or are harmful).

SEVERE ACUTE AORTIC REGURGITATION
As previously noted, severe acute AR is a medical emergency
requiring prompt aortic valve surgery. LVEF as well as LV end-
systolic and end-diastolic cutoff values discussed earlier do not
apply to severe acute AR, as LVEF and LV size are typically nor-
mal if the heart is otherwise healthy.

SEVERE CHRONIC AORTIC REGURGITATION

Class I Indications: AV Surgery Should
Be Performed
• Severe chronic AR in symptomatic patients irrespective of LV
size or systolic function [level of evidence B]10,11

• Severe chronic AR with LV systolic dysfunction (LVEF<50%)
irrespective of symptoms [level of evidence B]12,13

• Severe chronic AR in patients undergoing cardiac surgery for
other indications irrespective of symptoms and LV systolic func-
tion [level of evidence C]

Class IIa Indications: AV Surgery Is a Reasonable
Option
• Asymptomatic severe chronic AR with normal LVEF (>50%)
but with severe LV dilatation as defined by LV end-systolic
diameter greater than 50 mm [level of evidence B]14,15

• Moderate chronic AR in patients undergoing cardiac surgery for
other indications irrespective of symptoms and LV systolic func-
tion [level of evidence C]

Class IIb Indication: AVSurgeryMayBeConsidered
• Asymptomatic severe chronic AR with normal LVEF (>50%)
but with severe LV dilatation as defined by LV end-diastolic
diameter greater than 65 mm, if surgical risk is low [level of evi-
dence C] (Fig. 106.1)
l indication

Normal
EF + Large LV size
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Patient undergoing
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AR).AVR,Aortic valve replacement; LV, left ventricle; LVEF, left ventricular
ventricular end-systolic diameter.
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107 Mitral Stenosis: Introduction
Itzhak Kronzon, MD, Roberto M. Lang, MD, Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD
The earliest description of mitral valve stenosis came from French
and British anatomists who reported postmortem findings around
the middle of the 17th century. “Extreme restriction of the mitral
valve” in a 26-year-old man was recorded in 1668 by John Mayow
(1640-1669), an Oxford physiologist.1 Several decades later, in
1715, Raymond de Vieussens of Montpelier, France, described
and illustrated “ossification of the mitral valve,” which would be
interpreted today as severe calcific mitral stenosis.2 As was the case
with many pathologic findings diagnosed at autopsy, the ability to
diagnose the condition during life lagged far behind. At least
another 150 years passed before the first diagnoses of mitral steno-
sis by history and physical examination.

In 1806, the Frenchman J. N. Corvisart (1755-1821) was the first
to describe a physical finding that had been observed during the life
of a patient who was found later to have mitral stenosis at autopsy.
Corvisart reported a “rustling or thrill palpable over the heart” and
described it as a characteristic of the lesion.3 In fact, in the records of
his student, it appeared that he compared the finding to that expe-
rienced by a hand while stroking a cat. Corvisart ascribed the find-
ing to the passage of blood from the lungs and left atrium through
the narrowed mitral orifice. It should be noted that this astute obser-
vation was made before the introduction of cardiac auscultation!

With the introduction of cardiac auscultation by Rene Laennec
(1781-1819), there were many conflicting reports regarding the
findings in patients with mitral stenosis. Laennec himself, who
described a murmur, could not describe its timing during the car-
diac cycle. He thought that the first heart sound was due to ventric-
ular contraction, and the second to atrial contraction.4

The first to realize that the murmur of mitral stenosis is diastolic
(and presystolic) was Hilton Fauvel (1813-1884).5 His observation
was not understood bymany and was mocked by others. The master
clinicianDuroziez (1826-1897) referred to “that presystolicmurmur
of which everyone talks but no one understands.”6 Some claimed
that it was extremely rare. Herbert Davis (1818-1895), an experi-
enced clinician, stated that he never heard it.7 It is amazing that even
today, although every medical student is theoretically familiar with
the pathophysiology and the physical findings of mitral stenosis,
only a few physicians can diagnose it solely by auscultation.

The invention of cardiac catheterization during the first half of
the last century introduced a gold standard to this difficult diagno-
sis. This invasive technique was able to demonstrate a pressure gra-
dient between the left atrium and left ventricle, which, together
with flow measurement techniques developed later, led to the cal-
culation of mitral valve area. The ability to correctly diagnose the
condition occurred almost simultaneously with the development of
surgical techniques of closed, and later open, mitral commissurot-
omy and mitral valve replacement.

The advent of echocardiography was driven by the fact that
surgical findings in mitral stenosis patients sometimes were not
predicted by previous cardiac catheterization. Inge Edler from
Lund, Sweden (1911-2001), together with the German physicist
Carl Helmut Hertz (1920-1990), began a venture to find a noninva-
sive way to better diagnose mitral valve disease. Their introduction
of echocardiography in 1953 offered a revolutionary noninvasive
technique to accurately diagnose mitral stenosis. The classical find-
ings of mitral stenosis onM-mode, with decreased ejection fraction
(EF) slope (Fig. 107.1, A) and abnormal diastolic anterior motion of
the posterior mitral leaflet, are indeed striking when compared with
normal mitral valve motion.8 In fact, Edler felt that echocardiogra-
phy should concentrate mainly on the mitral valve and doubted its
usefulness for other cardiac disorders.9

Almost every new technical development in echocardiography
made during the following years had an important impact on the
way we image and understand the physiology of mitral stenosis.
Two-dimensional (2D) echocardiography allowed us to accurately
measure mitral valve area and demonstrate the presence of commis-
sural fusion and the “hockey-stick” deformity of the anterior mitral
leaflet. The introduction of Doppler echocardiography had a remark-
able impact on the accurate assessment of the hemodynamics of
mitral stenosis, including gradients, valve area, and associated intra-
cardiac pressures, while color Doppler allowed physicians to rapidly
screen the frequently associated mitral regurgitation. This had been
one of the main goals of Edler and Hertz in their initial quest.

Three-dimensional echocardiography is now considered the
imaging technique of choice in the assessment of mitral valve
severity (see Fig. 107.1, B). 2- and 3D transthoracic and transeso-
phageal echocardiography are essential in the evaluation, assess-
ment, guidance, and follow-up of transcatheter balloon
commissurotomy, which has replaced surgery in the treatment of
many mitral stenosis patients.

The most common etiology of mitral stenosis has always been
rheumatic fever. In developed countries, rheumatic fever has been
essentially defeated by the introduction of better medical care and
the use of antibiotics. We now educate generations of physicians
who have never seen a patient with rheumatic fever and have rarely
listened to a patient withmitral stenosis. However, mitral stenosis is
still prevalent in third-world and developing countries.

In the near future, echocardiography will continue to be the
technique of choice for the diagnosis and evaluation of mitral ste-
nosis of any etiology. Given the rapid developments in cardiac
imaging in recent decades, it is impossible to imagine or predict
where the state of the art will take us. Undoubtedly, however, mitral
stenosis will no longer be a condition of which “everyone talks but
no one understands.”
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Figure 107.1. Mitral stenosis, past and present. A, One of the earliest M-mode echocardiograms of the mitral valve recorded by Edler and Hertz in
December 1953. Only the anterior mitral valve is vaguely seen (arrows), but note the flat EF slope, which suggestsmitral stenosis.B, A modern image of
three-dimensional (3D), real-time transesophageal echocardiographic view of mitral stenosis (3D zoom modality, left atrial perspective). (A Courtesy of
Dr Joseph Roelandt.)
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108 Rheumatic Mitral Stenosis
Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD, Roberto M. Lang, MD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
ETIOLOGY OF MITRAL STENOSIS
Rheumatic heart disease is the predominant but not the only cause
of mitral stenosis. Mitral stenosis may result from a variety of con-
genital and acquired conditions. Congenital mitral stenosis is very
rare (�1% of all mitral stenosis patients) and may be due to cor tria-
triatum, a supravalvular mitral ring, or a parachute mitral valve
(typically as a part of the Shone syndrome)1 as discussed in detail
in another chapter of this book.

Nonrheumatic causes of acquired mitral stenosis include lupus
erythematosus, carcinoid, rheumatoid arthritis, radiation valvulitis,
and age-related degenerative mitral annular calcifications. They are
all rare except for mitral annular calcification, which is becoming
the leading cause of acquired mitral stenosis in developed coun-
tries; this is further discussed in another chapter of this book.

Worldwide, rheumatic heart disease is by far the most common
cause of mitral stenosis. The disease typically starts in childhood
with a bout of acute rheumatic fever and is followed by lifelong
progressive valvular damage. Acute rheumatic fever is triggered
by infection with group A beta-hemolytic Streptococcus pyogenes,
typically pharyngitis (“strep throat”). The exact mechanism by
which the streptococcal infection causes acute rheumatic fever
and subsequent progressive, lifelong valvular damage has not been
fully elucidated.

Rheumatic heart disease may be considered an autoimmune dis-
ease triggered by streptococcal infection mediated by cross-
reactivity between the streptococcal M antigen (mucoid surface
protein) and human epitopes in the heart, skin, and connective
and nerve tissues. Streptococci do not invade and are not present
in the affected tissues. Only certain strains of group A beta-
hemolytic streptococci are rheumatogenic. In general, rheumato-
genic strains are highly tropic for the throat and highly contagious
via direct person-to-person contact.

Clinically, acute rheumatic fever is characterized by five major
findings of a nonbacterial inflammatory process: (1) pancarditis
(endocarditis, myocarditis, and pericarditis), (2) migrating arthritis
of large joints, (3) subcutaneous nodules, (4) skin rash (erythema
marginatum), and (5) Sydenham chorea (random rapid dancelike
movements of the face and the extremities). There are also minor
(nonspecific) signs of inflammation (such as fever, leukocytosis, or
elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate).

The so-called Jones criteria are used to establish the clinical
diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever. In addition to evidence of a
recent group A beta-hemolytic streptococcal infection (such as
anti-streptococcal antibody titers), two major criteria or one major
criterion plus two minor criteria are required for the diagnosis.
From the historical perspective, the Jones criteria, published in
1944, pioneered the very concept of basing a clinical diagnosis
on a set of major and minor criteria.2

The index streptococcal infection, as well as subsequent re-
infections, sets in motion a pathologic process of continued valve
damage with lifelong progressive fibrosis and calcifications. Inter-
estingly, clinical history of acute rheumatic fever cannot be elicited
in a significant percentageof patientswith rheumaticmitral stenosis.

Although any cardiac valve may be involved, the mitral valve is
virtually always affected, and mitral stenosis with or without con-
comitant mitral regurgitation is the predominant chronic form.
Mitral stenosis results primarily from commissural fusion along
leaflet edges, with an additional contribution from chordal fusion
and shortening. In general, leaflet thickening and calcification pro-
ceeds from leaflet tips toward leaflet bases. This is in contrast to
mitral stenosis due to age-related mitral annular calcification, in
which the process starts at the base of the posterior mitral leaflet.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
The prevalence of acute rheumatic fever and thus rheumatic mitral
stenosis reflects the overall socioeconomic development as well as
the adequacy of access to medical care in a given community.
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In developed countries, the incidence of rheumatic fever has
declined dramatically since World War II. Although the introduc-
tion of antibiotics to treat streptococcal infection has played amajor
role, the prevalence of rheumatic fever started to decline well
before that, at least in part due to elimination of overcrowding in
living quarters.3

In the developed countries, new cases of rheumatic fever are
rare, with an incidence of less than 1 case per 100,000 people. Thus,
most cases of rheumatic mitral stenosis in developed countries are
found among immigrants from less developed parts of the world
where the prevalence of rheumatic fever is much higher, perhaps
as high as 150 cases per 100,000 people.4

Rheumatic mitral stenosis also appears to progress more rapidly
in developing countries, where severe symptomatic rheumatic
mitral stenosis may be observed even in children and adolescents.
In contrast, in developed countries mitral stenosis becomes symp-
tomatic 20 to 30 years after the onset of rheumatic fever. This may
be due to more frequent recurrences of streptococcal infections in
developing countries.

Although acute rheumatic fever affects both sexes equally,
women are at least twice as likely as men to develop rheumatic
mitral stenosis. This may reflect the generally higher prevalence
of autoimmune disorders in women compared with men. Rheu-
matic fever appears to occur exclusively in humans, as there are
no known animal reservoirs.
Figure 108.1. Pathophysiology of mitral stenosis. LA, Left atrium; LV,
left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; RV, right ventricle.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Clinical manifestations of rheumatic mitral stenosis are due to pro-
gressive decrease in mitral valve area, development of atrial fibril-
lation, and clot formation in the left atrium and left atrial
appendage. It appears that the characteristic clinical findings of
rheumatic mitral stenosis were first reported in 1668 by the English
physician John Mayow (1641-1679).5 Pathologic changes attribut-
able to narrowing of the mitral orifice include elevation of left atrial
pressure, pulmonary edema and other signs of left heart failure, pul-
monary hypertension, right ventricular hypertrophy and dilation,
secondary tricuspid regurgitation, and right heart failure.

In the adult, the normal mitral valve area is approximately 4 to
6 cm2, and the blood crosses the mitral valve without an apprecia-
ble transvalvular pressure gradient during diastole. Once the valve
area drops below 2 cm2, an abnormal diastolic pressure gradient
starts to develop between the left atrium (LA) and the left ventricle
(LV). A high transvalvular gradient leads to elevated LA pressure,
resulting in symptoms that may range from dyspnea on exertion to
frank pulmonary edema at rest. This gradient is inversely propor-
tional to the valve area and directly proportional to transvalvular
flow. Conditions known to increase cardiac output, such as exer-
cise, fever, and pregnancy, increase the blood flow and gradient
across the valve. In addition, tachycardia (such as sinus tachycardia
or atrial fibrillation) shortens the duration of diastole, which interferes
with LA emptying and leads to a further increase in the LA-LV
gradient.

Elevation of LA pressure in any patient with significant rheu-
matic mitral stenosis may lead to pulmonary venous hypertension
(pulmonary artery pressure elevations with typically normal pul-
monary vascular resistance, PVR). For poorly understood reasons,
a subset of patients may also develop superimposed arterial pulmo-
nary hypertension because of arteriolar spasm, medial hypertrophy,
and intimal thickening (pulmonary hypertension with elevated
PVR). In some patients, pulmonary artery pressure may reach or
even exceed systemic levels, leading to low cardiac output and
symptoms ranging from fatigue to poor organ perfusion and cardiac
cachexia.

Pulmonary hypertension may increase right ventricular (RV)
afterload and lead to RV dilation, secondary tricuspid regurgitation,
elevation of RV diastolic and right atrial (RA) pressures, and signs
of right heart failure: venous engorgement, leg edema, cardiac cir-
rhosis, ascites, and protein-losing enteropathy.

Patients with rheumatic mitral stenosis are at high risk for devel-
opment of valvular atrial fibrillation and systemic thromboembo-
lism. This risk is not directly proportional to the severity of
mitral stenosis; one possible explanation is that left atrial enlarge-
ment and remodeling reflect not just elevated left atrial pressure but
the underlying atrial myocarditis and patient’s age.6 Pathophysiol-
ogy of mitral stenosis is summarized in Figure 108.1. Quantifica-
tion of transmitral pressure gradient and mitral valve area is
discussed in a separate chapter.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
By placing the palm of one’s hand on the precordium of a patient
with rheumatic mitral stenosis, one can feel the diastolic valvular
thrill. This palpable valvular thrill (“bruissement”) was the first
physical exam finding reported in 1806 by the French physician
Jean-Nicolas Corvisart (1755-1821). Because of its resemblance
to a cat purr, the thrill was later referred to as frémissement cataire
by the French physician René Laennec (1781-1821). The term was
later Latinized to susurrus felinus.7 The invention of the stetho-
scope by Laennec led gradually to the description of the character-
istic heart sounds and murmurs.

Typical auditory finding of rheumatic mitral stenosis obtained
by cardiac auscultation and phonocardiography include loud S1,
an opening snap (OS) following S2 (originally described in French
as claquement d’ouverture), and a diastolic rumble. The first heart
sound (S1) is often loud. An OS is frequently heard after the second
heart sound (S2). The duration of the interval between the aortic
component of the S2 and the OS (referred to as S2-OS interval)
is inversely proportional to the severity of mitral stenosis (shorter
S2-OS interval suggesting severe mitral stenosis). S2-OS interval is
roughly equivalent to the isovolumic relaxation time.8

In the early years of echocardiography, a technique to measure
the S2-OS interval was developed using M-mode recordings of the
aortic valve and the left atrium (Fig. 108.2). In severe mitral stenosis,
S2-OS interval is typically less than 80 msec. This M-mode tech-
nique, though of historic significance, is not a part of the current
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Figure 108.2. M-mode echocardiography of rheumatic mitral stenosis. A, M-mode recording through the mitral valve. Note marked thickening and
increased echogenicity of both mitral leaflets and a very flat ejection fraction slope indicative of significant mitral stenosis.B,M-mode recording through
the aortic valve (AV) and left atrium (LA). Note a very short S2-OS interval (about 80 msec) and markedly diminished rate of LA emptying (broken yellow
line) after mitral valve opening (MVO). AML, Anterior mitral leaflet; AVO, aortic valve opening; ILW, inferolateral wall; IVS, interventricular septum; OS,
opening snap; S2, second heart sound; PML, posterior mitral leaflet; RV, right ventricle.
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mitral stenosis guidelines.9 A characteristic diastolic rumble is fre-
quently heard best at the apex. In patients with normal sinus rhythm,
there is also an end-diastolic (“presystolic”) accentuation of the rum-
ble. Unfortunately, the auscultatory findings are subtle. They can be
frequently missed by an inexperienced ear. When the cardiac output
declines, the murmur may become softer. The pulmonic component
of S2 is loud in cases of pulmonary hypertension.

Less specific findings include malar flush and sign of left and
right heart failure as well as signs of low cardiac output. Left atrial
enlargement, which may be massive in rheumatic mitral stenosis,
occasionally compresses the left recurrent laryngeal nerve to cause
hoarseness (Ortner syndrome).10 A combination of atrial septal
defect and rheumatic mitral stenosis is sometimes referred as
Lutembacher syndrome.11

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Electrocardiography (ECG) may demonstrate signs of LA enlarge-
ment (P mitrale) with wide, saddle-shaped P wave in leads I and II,
as well as late, deep P wave inversion in lead V1. In more advanced
cases, there is also evidence of RV hypertrophy. Atrial fibrillation
is a frequent finding in patients with rheumatic mitral stenosis. In
1749, the French physician Jean-Baptiste de Sénac (1693-1770)
was the first to postulate a correlation between rheumatic mitral ste-
nosis and the irregular pulse of “rebellious palpitations” or delirium
cordis.12 With the advent of electrocardiography, the British phy-
sician Thomas Lewis (1881-1945) recognized, in 1909, this irreg-
ular rhythm of rheumatic mitral stenosis as auricular (atrial)
fibrillation.13

CHEST RADIOGRAPHY
Chest x-ray usually demonstrate LA enlargement with straighten-
ing of the left cardiac silhouette due to the enlargement of the LA
appendage. Some combination of mitral valve calcifications, pul-
monary venous engorgement, pulmonary edema, and right ventric-
ular enlargement may also be seen.

TRANSTHORACIC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
In the 1950s, rheumatic mitral stenosis was the very first
heart disease visualized echocardiographically by the inventors
of echocardiography, Inge Edler (1911-2001) and Carl Hertz
(1920-1990).14 In this section we concentrate on echocardiographic
analysis of mitral valve morphology and secondary cardiac
changes in rheumatic mitral stenosis (Fig 108.3/Video 108.3,
A-D). Quantification of mitral valve area, transvalvular mitral
gradient, and right heart pressures is discussed in detail in another
chapter of this book.

During bouts of acute rheumatic fever, which are exceedingly
rare in developed countries, mitral regurgitation is the primary
echocardiographic finding. In contrast, during chronic phase, rheu-
matic mitral stenosis with or without concomitant mitral regurgita-
tion is the norm. The rheumatic process affects both mitral leaflets
and chordae. Leaflet thickening, leaflet calcifications, decreased
leaflet mobility, and commissural fusions are the hallmarks of rheu-
matic mitral stenosis together with chordal fusion and shortening.
Leaflet thickening and calcification start at leaflet tips and extends
toward leaflet bases over time. Similarly, chordal thickening and
fusion start at leaflet tips and then extend distally toward papillary
muscles. This orderly progression of rheumatic disease in the tip-
to-base leaflet direction and the tip-to-papillary muscle direction
along the chordae is pathognomonic and forms the foundation
for grading the severity of rheumatic mitral stenosis and eligibility
for percutaneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty (see “Treatment,”
later). Leaflet thickening can be observed in any two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiographic view of the mitral valve, although leaflet
thickness is typically measured in the parasternal long-axis view.
In this view, one can also observe decreased mobility of the poste-
rior mitral leaflet and the characteristic doming resulting in a
hockey-stick appearance of the anterior leaflet (see Fig. 108.3/
Video 108.3, A).

On the 2D parasternal short-axis view at the level of the mitral
valve, one appreciates commissural fusions resulting in a fish-
mouth appearance of the mitral orifice (see Fig. 108.3/Video
108.3, B). It is in this view that 2D planimetry of the mitral orifice
is performed—with the caveat that on 2D, one may not be able to
identify true leaflet tips because in rheumatic mitral stenosis, the
orifice may be eccentric and separate from the 2D short-axis plane.
The eccentricity of the orifice can often be appreciated in 2D apical
views of the mitral valve. Three-dimensional (3D) echocardiogra-
phy, especially multiplane reconstruction techniques, overcomes
limitations of 2D echocardiography and allows for precise orifice
planimetry exactly at leaflet tips as described in the chapter on quan-
tification of mitral stenosis. Chordal involvement is best seen still in
the apical transthoracic views, especially the apical two-chamber
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view or its transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) equivalents,
such as the transgastric two-chamber view (see Fig. 108.3/Video
108.3, C).

Changes associated with rheumatic mitral stenosis include often
a very marked left atrial enlargement (which is not necessarily pro-
portional to the degree of mitral stenosis), aortic and tricuspid
regurgitation, right heart enlargement, and elevation of left atrial
and right heart pressures. Left ventricle typically has normal size
and systolic function.

Many of the previously mentioned changes can also be seen on
M-mode echocardiography. The severity of mitral stenosis can be
semiquantitatively assessed onM-mode echocardiography by mea-
suring either the EF slope of the mitral valve (see Fig. 108.2, A) or
the rate of left atrial emptying (see Fig. 108.2, B). Normally, EF
slope is steep (>8 cm/sec). The flatter the EF slope, the more severe
the mitral stenosis. Similarly, the slower the rate of LA empting
during diastole, the more severe the mitral stenosis. Although of
historical importance, these M-mode techniques are imprecise
and are not part of the current American Society of Echocardiog-
raphy (ASE) valvular stenosis guidelines.
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TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The routine echocardiographic evaluation of rheumatic mitral ste-
nosis does not require TEE. However, TEE should be considered
when the image quality and the Doppler information are suboptimal
or do not correlate with the clinical impression (Fig. 108.4/Video
108.4, A). TEE is especially useful in the evaluation of complica-
tions of rheumatic mitral stenosis (such as LA clot or endocarditis)
and in guiding percutaneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty. Patients
with rheumatic mitral stenosis are at a high risk for developing
intracardiac thrombus. This is particularly the case in those with
atrial fibrillation; however, LA stasis with smoke, sludge, and
thrombus formation often occurs in such patients even in sinus
rhythm. In rheumatic mitral stenosis, the majority of thrombi are
in the left atrial appendage (LAA) (see Fig. 108.4/Video 108.4,
B); however, a substantial proportion occurs in the body of the left
atrium (see Fig. 108.4/Video 108.4, C). According to one surgical
series, 57% of thrombi were in the LAA versus 43% in the LA.15

This is contrast to nonvalvular atrial fibrillation, in which thrombi
outside the LAA are unusual.
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THERAPY
Rheumatic mitral stenosis is a progressive lifelong disease.Without
treatment, the 10-year survival is less than 15% once significant
symptoms develop, and in those who develop severe pulmonary
hypertension, mean survival drops to less than 3 years.
Medical Therapy
There is no effective medical therapy that alters the progression of
valvular disease except for long-term antibiotic prophylaxis of
recurrent streptococcal pharyngitis in endemic areas. Medical ther-
apy with diuretics and heart-rate controlling agents (beta blockers,
calcium channel blockers, and digoxin) provides symptomatic
relief. It appears that the very first clinical use of digoxin was in
patients with atrial fibrillation and rheumatic mitral stenosis, as
reported in 1785 by the British physician William Withering
(1741-1799), who discovered digitalis.16

Management of atrial fibrillation (including chemical and elec-
trical cardioversion) should follow standard guidelines. Chronic
anticoagulation to prevent thromboembolism is recommended in
patients with atrial fibrillation and may be considered even in
patients with sinus rhythm. In contrast to nonvalvular atrial fibril-
lation, efficacy of anticoagulation in rheumatic mitral stenosis has
not been proven in a randomized trial; nonetheless, anticoagulation
is recommended based on several retrospective studies.17 Although
patients with rheumatic mitral stenosis are at risk for mitral valve
endocarditis, current guidelines do not recommend routine antibi-
otic prophylaxis for endocarditis. Significant rheumatic mitral ste-
nosis is a mechanical disorder that requires a mechanical treatment
for effective symptom relief and improvement in survival.
Percutaneous Mitral Balloon Valvuloplasty
In eligible patients, percutaneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty
(PMBV) is the treatment of choice; surgery is reserved for those
who cannot undergo valvuloplasty. Currently, approximately
1500 PMBVs are performed in the United States annually. The
PMBV technique was perfected in the 1980s by Kanji Inoue of
Japan, who developed an ingenious balloon (Inoue Balloon, Toray
Industries Inc, San Mateo, CA), which remains the preferred bal-
loon for PMBV.18

Transthoracic echocardiography allows selection of appropriate
candidates for valvuloplasty using four parameters: three related to
mitral leaflets (thickening, mobility, and calcification) and one
related to the degree of chordal involvement. From these, the so-
called Wilkins score is derived.19 Each parameter is scored on a
scale from 0 (normal) to 4 (severe); thus the Wilkins score ranges
from 0 (normal valve) to 16 (poorly mobile, severely calcified leaf-
lets with severe chordal fusion and shortening). Good valvuloplasty
candidates should have a Wilkins score of 10 or less and preferably
8 or less (Table 108.1).
TABLE 108.1 Wilkins Criteria for Assessment of Mitral Valve Anatomy Prior to

Grade 0 1 2

Leaflet mobility Normal Highly mobile with only
leaflet tip restricted

Leaflet mid and base
have normal mobilit

Valve thickness Normal Near normal thickness
(4-5 mm)

Mid-leaflets normal; th
leaflet tips (5-8 mm)

Leaflet
calcification

None Single area of echo
brightness

Scattered areas of brig
leaflet margins

Subvalvular
thickening

None Minimal chordal thickening
just below leaflet tips

Thickening from leafle
up to 1=3 of chorda

The Wilkins score ranges from 0 (normal valve) to 16 (poorly mobile, severely c
Good valvuloplasty candidates should have a Wilkins score of 10 or less and p
TEE plays an essential role in the refinement of patient selection
(Fig. 108.5/Video 108.5, A), guidance of percutaneous valvulo-
plasty (see Fig. 108.5/Video 108.5, B), and assessment of postval-
vuloplasty results (see Fig. 108.5/Video 108.5, C, D). In the
absence of contraindications, PMBV is recommended in the fol-
lowing instances: (1) in symptomatic patients with moderate or
severe mitral stenosis; (2) in asymptomatic patients with moderate
or severe mitral stenosis when pulmonary artery systolic pressure is
greater than 50 mm Hg at rest or greater than 60 mm Hg with exer-
cise, or when there is new-onset atrial fibrillation; and (3) in symp-
tomatic patients with mild stenosis (valve area>1.5 cm2) when
pulmonary artery systolic pressure is greater than 60 mm Hg, pul-
monary artery wedge pressure is greater than 25 mm Hg, or mean
mitral valve gradient is greater than 15 mm Hg during exercise.
Contraindications for PMBV include unfavorable mitral valveWil-
kins score (�10), more than moderate mitral regurgitation, and the
presence of intracardiac thrombus.

TEE plays an essential role in guiding PMBV, including guid-
ance of transseptal puncture, visualization of wires and catheters,
and proper placement of the valvuloplasty balloon across the
mitral orifice, as well as in the assessment of procedure outcomes.
A favorable outcome is characterized by leaflet separation
along commissural lines with a concomitant increase in mitral
valve area and a decrease in transvalvular gradient (see
Fig. 108.5/Video 108.5, C). Leaflet tear is the most feared
complication of PMBV, as it may lead to severe acute mitral
regurgitation necessitating urgent mitral valve surgery (see
Fig. 108.5/Video 108.5, C).

Mitral Valve Surgery
Surgical options include closed or open commissurotomy, mitral
valve replacement, and occasionally mitral valve repair. In the
1920s, Henry Souttar (1875-1964) in England and Elliot Cutler
(1888-1947) in the United States led the first attempts to perform
surgical relief of rheumatic mitral stenosis using what would later
be termed closed commissurotomy. Their technique was improved
soon after World War II by the American surgeons Charles Bailey
(1910-1993) and Dwight Harken (1910-1993); Bailey called the
procedure “mitral commissurotomy,” whereas Harken called it
“mitral valvuloplasty.”20 In developed countries, open commissur-
otomy requiring cardiac arrest and cardiopulmonary bypass is pre-
ferred over closed commissurotomy, which is performed on a
beating heart. Because of its simplicity, closed commissurotomy
is still widely performed in developing countries. In the 1960s,
rheumatic mitral stenosis was the first valvular disease to be treated
with a prosthetic valve replacement using the mechanical mitral
valve developed by Albert Starr (born 1926) and Lowell Edwards
(1898-1982).21 For further discussion of surgical options in rheu-
matic mitral stenosis, the reader is referred to appropriate treatment
guidelines.22

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
Percutaneous Balloon Valvuloplasty
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109 Quantification of Mitral Stenosis
Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD, Roberto M. Lang, MD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
Echocardiography is the modality of choice for the diagnosis of
mitral stenosis. The joint American Society of Echocardiography
and European Association of Echocardiography guidelines for
native valvular stenosis feature an exhaustive review of echocar-
diographic methods for quantitative assessment of mitral stenosis.1

Full echocardiographic evaluation of mitral stenosis includes the
following three sets of parameters: (1) mean diastolic transmitral
pressure gradient; (2) mitral valve area (MVA); and (3) secondary
changes including measurements of relevant chamber sizes
and estimation of right heart pressures. Most modern ultrasound
systems contain built-in software packages for determining these
parameters. Major methods for quantification of mitral stenosis
are presented in Figures 109.1 and 109.2. In most instances,
evaluation of mitral stenosis by invasive methods of cardiac cath-
eterization is not necessary unless there is a discrepancy between
clinical and echocardiographic findings.

MEAN PRESSURE GRADIENT MEASUREMENTS
Mean diastolic pressure gradient is inversely related to MVA; that is,
themore severe themitral stenosis, the higher themean diastolic pres-
sure gradient across themitral valve. This gradient can be easilymea-
sured by pulsed and continuouswaveDoppler.2 The best approach for
transmitral flow evaluation andgradient determination should bewith
the transducer at the apex, imaging in four-chamber or two-chamber
views. Color flow imaging can be helpful for the assessment of the
exact direction of the transmitral flow. The angle between the inter-
rogating beam and the transmitral jet should be 0 degrees.

Gradient can be assessed by pulsed-wave Doppler with the sam-
ple volume at the tips of the leaflets or by continuous wave Doppler.
By tracing the spectral Doppler-derived diastolic transmitral flow
velocity envelope and with the use of built-in algorithms available
in most modern ultrasound imaging systems, one can obtain the
mean MV gradient (see Fig. 109.1, A). To calculate the mean gra-
dient, the system first calculates instantaneous pressure gradients
using the simplified Bernoulli equation (see Eq. 109-4, later) and
then averages them out:

Δ    = 
n

P
∑  =0     

2Vin
i ð109-1Þ

where ΔP is the mean diastolic transmitral pressure gradient, V is
the instantaneous transmitral velocity, and n is the number of
instantaneous gradients measured.

In the presence of atrial fibrillation, mean diastolic gradient
should be averaged from multiple (typically five) cardiac cycles.
When the mitral valve is normal, there is no significant diastolic
transmitral pressure gradient. In severe mitral stenosis, the mean
gradient is typically greater than 10 mm Hg, in moderate stenosis
it is between 5 and 10 mm Hg, and in mild stenosis it is less than
5 mm Hg. It is important to emphasize that these cutoff values
assume a normal transmitral flow (a normal stroke volume and a
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normal heart rate). Mean diastolic gradient is strongly influenced
by changes in transmitral flow:

Δ    ≈  P Flow2 ð109-2Þ

Thus, exercise, fever, anemia, and/or pregnancy may lead to
marked increases in transmitral pressure gradients and worsening
ofpatients’ symptoms.For instance, duringpregnancy, cardiac output
may increase 1.7-fold; based on Equation 109-2, this theoretically
translates to a 1.72 or 2.9-fold increase in transmitral pressure
gradient.3

Stress testing may provide additional information on hemody-
namic significance of mitral stenosis; transmitral pressure gradients
and right heart pressures are measured during exercise or dobuta-
mine stress echocardiography. Stress testing in mitral stenosis
may be used to assess patients’ symptoms or to evaluate for percu-
taneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty (PMBV). For instance, in
asymptomatic patients with moderate or severe mitral stenosis,



TABLE 109.1 Quantitative Assessment of Mitral Stenosis

Parameter Unit Normal
Mild
MS

Moderate
MS

Severe
MS Method Comments

Primary
determinant of
severity

Mitral valve area
(MVA)

cm2 4.0-6.0 >1.5 1.0-1.5 <1.0 Planimetry Possibly the gold standard
Pressure half-time

(PHT)
MVA underestimated: atrial

septal defect or severe
aortic regurgitation
MVA overestimated: LV
diastolic dysfunction with
low LV compliance

Proximal isovelocity
surface area (PISA)

Typically requires angle
correction

Continuity equation Not applicable with significant
concomitant mitral
regurgitation

Supportive
findings

Mean
gradient

mm Hg Negligible <5 5-10 >10 Mean
gradient¼average
of 4V2 measurements

Assuming a heart rate of 60-
80 bpm. Mean gradient is
directly proportional to
heart rate and transvalvular
flow

Pulmonary
artery systolic
pressure (PASP)

mm Hg <30 <30 30-50 >50 PASP¼4V2+ RAP Caveat: A wide range of PASP
has been observed for any
given MVA

bpm, Beats per minute; LV, left ventricle; MS, mitral stenosis; RAP, right atrial pressure.
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PMBV is indicated when pulmonary artery systolic pressure is
greater than 50 mm Hg at rest or greater than 60 mm Hg with exer-
cise, or when there is new-onset atrial fibrillation. PMBV may also
be considered in symptomatic patients with mild mitral stenosis
(valve area>1.5 cm2) when pulmonary artery systolic pressure is
greater than 60 mmHg, pulmonary artery wedge pressure is greater
than 25 mm Hg, or mean mitral valve gradient is greater than
15 mm Hg during exercise.4

Unlike the mean gradient, the peak diastolic mitral gradient is
not a good measure of mitral stenosis severity, as it is often mark-
edly influenced by other factors such as the left atrial (LA) compli-
ance and left ventricular (LV) diastolic function.
MITRAL VALVE AREA MEASUREMENTS
Normal MVA in an adult is approximately 4.0 to 6.0 cm2. MVA
can be calculated using a variety of noninvasive and invasive
methods, none of which is considered a true gold standard. Irre-
spective of the method used, severe mitral stenosis is defined as
MVA less than 1.0 cm2, moderate when MVA is between 1.0
and 1.5 cm2, and mild whenMVA is greater than 1.5 cm2. Indexing
of MVA for body surface area has not been validated.

The most commonly used invasive method for estimating MVA
is based on the Gorlin and Gorlin equation5 published in 1951:

MVA   =
Q

44.3�   �√ΔPc
ð109-3Þ

where Q is the diastolic transmitral flow rate (in mL/min), c is a
constant (0.85 for mitral valve), and ΔP is the mean diastolic trans-
mitral gradient (in mm Hg). This method requires invasive mea-
surements of both the cardiac output and the diastolic transmitral
pressure gradient.

Ideally, the gradient should bemeasured directly as the difference
between LV and LA diastolic pressure, typically after a transseptal
puncture. However, pulmonary artery wedge pressure is often used
in lieu of LA pressure; this typically overestimates the transmitral
gradient (and thus the severity of mitral stenosis) compared with
direct LA pressure measurements.6 Using echocardiography,
MVA can either be measured directly (anatomic orifice area) or esti-
mated from Doppler measurements (effective orifice area).
Pressure Half-Time Method
Pressure half-time (PHT) is defined as the length of time required
for the maximal early diastolic transmitral gradient to reach half its
value (see Fig. 109.1, B, and Video 109.1, B). PHT is inversely
related to MVA. PHT is quite short in patients without significant
mitral stenosis because the transmitral (LA to LV) diastolic pres-
sure gradient declines rapidly as the pressures in these two cham-
bers quickly equalize. On the other hand, with severe mitral
stenosis, the pressure gradient declines very slowly, resulting in
a long PHT.

A semiquantitative method for estimating MVA from PHT was
originally a cardiac catheterization technique using direct pressure
measurements (thus the PHT name).7 The technique was later
adapted for quantitativeMVAassessments from noninvasiveDoppler
measurements. Historically, pulsed wave spectral Doppler was first
used to measure PHT; continuous-wave Doppler is now preferred.

Using the simplified Bernoulli equation:

Δ    = 4�V P 2 ð109-4Þ

whereΔP is the transmitral gradient (inmmHg) andV is the velocity
of blood (in m/sec), one can demonstrate that PHT is reached when
the initial maximal velocity of blood across the mitral valve during
diastole drops to 70% of its initial value. Hatle and colleagues8

developed an empirical equation for calculating MVA from PHT:

MVA (cm2) = 220/PHT (msec) ð109-5Þ

Thus, in a patient with PHT of 220 msec, the MVA is calculated
to be 1.0 cm2. Because of its simplicity, PHT is the most commonly
used Doppler technique for estimating MVA. For patients in atrial
fibrillation, an average value of PHT derived from (typically) five
cardiac cycles should be used. Short cardiac cycles should be
avoided as they may be too brief for the pressure to drop to half
its value. In some instances, the spectral Doppler velocity decay
has not one but two slopes; this may be seen in patients with both
mitral stenosis and mitral regurgitation. In such instances the initial
slope (occurring typically within first 300 msec of transmitral flow)
can be ignored; subsequent (mid-diastolic) slope should then be
used to measure PHT.9

Occasionally, the PHT method may not accurately calculate
MVA (e.g., when the changes in LA and/or LV pressures are
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independent of mitral stenosis, when the initial transmitral pressure
gradient is very high, or after PMBV).10 The PHT method overes-
timates MVA in patients with large atrial septal defects, significant
aortic regurgitation, or LV diastolic dysfunction, and/or when
the initial transmitral pressure gradient is very high. In patients with
both mitral stenosis and atrial septal defect (referred to as
Lutembacher syndrome),11 a significant left-to-right shunt decom-
presses the leaf atrium, decreases the transmitral gradient, and
shortens the PHT, leading to overestimation of MVA. Significant
aortic regurgitation and/or LV diastolic dysfunction may lead to
increased LV diastolic pressure; this in turn diminishes the transmi-
tral gradient, shortens the PHT, and leads to overestimation
of MVA.

In patients with LV diastolic dysfunction (who tend to be
elderly), abnormal LV relaxation leads to either prolongation
or shortening of PHT independent of mitral stenosis. Abnormal
LV relaxation prolongs PHT (leading to underestimation of
MVA), whereas abnormal LV compliance shortens PHT (leading
to overestimation of MVA). Thus, the PHT method should be used
with caution in elderly patients with mitral stenosis. One should not
use PHT to estimate MVA after PMBV because LV diastolic
pressure may rise significantly as the relatively noncompliant
left ventricle experiences an abrupt increase in transmitral flow
after balloon-mediated relief of mitral stenosis.12 When PHT is
unavailable, one can use mitral deceleration time instead.
Mitral Deceleration Time Method
The deceleration time (DT) of the mitral E wave is defined as the
length of time from the peak velocity of early diastolic mitral flow
(E wave Vmax) to the end of antegrade transmitral flow (V¼0).
Like PHT, the length of DT is also inversely related to the MVA
(i.e., longer DT indicates smaller MVA). Because DT is related
to PHT according to

PHT (msec) = 0.29 × DT (msec) ð109-6Þ

MVA can then be calculated from DT (see Fig. 109.1, C) from the
following equation:

MVA (cm2) = 759/DT (msec) ð109-7Þ

Mitral Valve Area by Planimetry
Anatomic MVA can be measured by either two-dimensional (2D)
or three-dimensional (3D) planimetry; measurements should be
done in mid-diastole at leaflet tips. For 2D planimetry, a short axis
at the level of the mitral leaflet tips is obtained and a mid-diastolic
frame with maximal opening of mitral leaflets is chosen (see
Fig. 109.2,A, and Video 109.2,A). MVA is then planimetered using
standard ultrasound-system quantitative tools. The major short-
coming of 2D planimetry is its inability to accurately determine
the location of true leaflet tips as they are often eccentrically
located outside the short-axis plane.

3D planimetry overcomes these limitations and is now consid-
ered the echocardiographic gold standard for calculation of
MVA.13 3D planimetry may be done using a variety of methods
such as multiplane reconstruction, on-image planimetry, or estima-
tion of MVA using a rectangular reference grid (see Fig. 109.2,
B and C, and Video 109.2, B).
Mitral Valve Area by Doppler Techniques
Doppler methods for calculated MVA include pressure half-time,
continuity equation, and proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA).
Mitral Valve Area by Continuity-Equation Method
The continuity-equation method assumes that a stroke volume
(SV1) across one orifice equals the stroke volume (SV2) across
another orifice in the same closed circulatory system. In the
absence of significant mitral or aortic regurgitation, diastolic stroke
volume across the mitral valve (MV) is equal to the systolic stroke
volume across the LV outflow tract (LVOT):

SVMV = SVLVOT ð109-8Þ

Using echocardiography, SV across any orifice can be calcu-
lated as a product of the orifice area and the flow velocity time inte-
gral (VTI):

LVOT Area�LVOT V TI = MVA�MV V TI ð109-9Þ

Solving for MVA, one obtains the following equation:

LVOT V TI

MV V TI
�=MVA LVOT Area ð109-10Þ

Systolic LVOT VTI and diastolic MV VTI are measured by
pulsed wave and continuous wave Doppler, respectively. LVOT
area is typically calculated after measuring the systolic LVOT
diameter (d) in the parasternal long-axis view and assuming a cir-
cular LVOT shape:

d
 π�=LVOT Area (     )2

2
ð109-11Þ

Thus, using the continuity equation, MVA can be calculated as
follows:

d
 π�=MVA (     )2

2
LVOT V TI

MV V TI
� ð109-12Þ

Aside from significant mitral and aortic regurgitation, a miscal-
culation of LVOT area is the major limitation of estimating MVA
by the continuity-equation method. This occurs because of either
mismeasurement of LVOT diameter or frequent noncircularity of
LVOT area. In general, the continuity-equation method for estimat-
ing MVA should not be used in atrial fibrillation.

Mitral Valve Area by Proximal Isovelocity Surface
Area Method
The PISA method is also based on the continuity principle. The
method is described in detail in another chapter.13a Briefly, blood
flow progressively accelerates as it approaches an orifice (such as a
stenotic mitral valve). This then ideally leads to formation of a
series of hemispheric isovelocity surfaces whose areas become pro-
gressively smaller and their velocities progressively faster as the
flow approaches the orifice.

According to the continuity principle, the amount of flow at the
level of any of the hemispheres should equal the flow across the
stenotic mitral valve.14 Using Doppler methods and the PISA
method, MVA area can be calculated using the following formula:

 2�π �r2=MVA
Valias

Vmax
� ð109-13Þ

where r is the radius of the hemisphere (PISA radius) in centime-
ters, Valias is the aliasing velocity of color Doppler flow (in cm/sec),
and Vmax is the maximal transmitral velocity (also in cm/sec).

The basic PISA method assumes that the orifice is a planar
structure (that is, at a 180-degree angle). Typically, this is not
the case with mitral stenosis, where the orifice is funnel shaped
(that is, at an angle that is less than 180 degrees). Consequently,
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as the flow approaches a stenosed mitral orifice, PISA shells are not
full hemispheres but partial hemispheres. Thus, to properly calcu-
late MVA by the PISA method, Equation 109-13 needs to be mod-
ified to include an angle correction factor:

�  
ϑ

180
 2�π � 2=MVA r

Valias

Vmax
� ð109-14Þ

where ϑ is the angle between the two mitral leaflets in diastole (see
Fig. 109.2, D).

The PISAmethod for MVA calculation is valid even in the pres-
ence of concomitant mitral regurgitation because increased dia-
stolic flow due to mitral regurgitation will equally affect the
flow at the level of both isovelocity hemispheres and mitral
leaflet tips.

Semiquantitative Mitral Valve Area Assessment
by M-Mode Echocardiography
M-mode echocardiography has high sensitivity and specificity for
the diagnosis of mitral stenosis. It may demonstrate thickened, cal-
cified, and abnormallymovingmitral leaflets. The smaller posterior
leaflet, which is fused with the larger anterior leaflet, demonstrates
an abnormal anterior motion on M-mode during diastole.

The severity of mitral stenosis can be roughly estimated from
the EF slope of the anterior leaflet. In mitral stenosis, after initial
opening (E point), the anterior leaflet does not travel posteriorly
toward the closing position fast enough because the elevated trans-
mitral pressure gradient maintains the valve in the opened position
longer than normal. The more severe the mitral stenosis, the flatter
the EF slope.

Similarly, the rate of emptying of the left atrium visualized by
M-mode can be used to roughly estimate the severity of mitral ste-
nosis. Normally, most atrial emptying (or LV filling) occurs
promptly in early diastole, whereas in mitral stenosis LA emptying
is gradual and lasts throughout diastole.

SECONDARY CHANGES DUE TO
MITRAL STENOSIS
Mitral stenosis may lead to chronic LA pressure overload, poten-
tially resulting in LA enlargement, pulmonary hypertension, right
heart dilation, and functional tricuspid regurgitation. Techniques
for estimating chamber sizes and right heart pressures are discussed
in other chapters.

In patients with mitral stenosis, a wide range of pulmonary
artery pressures has been observed for a given MVA. Elevated
LA pressure leading to pulmonary venous congestion is the primary
reason for pulmonary hypertension in patients with mitral stenosis.
For unclear reasons, a subset of patients may also develop pulmo-
nary arterial hypertension, which, unlike pulmonary venous hyper-
tension, may not resolve after percutaneous or surgical correction
of mitral stenosis.

Noninvasive assessment of pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) by echocardiography may help differentiate between pure
pulmonary venous hypertension (normal PVR) and superimposed
pulmonary arterial hypertension (high PVR). In general, PVR is
directly related to transpulmonary pressure gradient and inversely
related to the transpulmonary blood flow. Noninvasively, PVR can
be calculated from spectral Doppler tracings of tricuspid regurgi-
tant jet and the flow across the right ventricular outflow tract using
the so-called Abbas15 equation:

PVR   = 0.16 + 10�
Vmax of TR Jet

RVOT V TI
ð109-15Þ

where Vmax of the tricuspid regurgitant (TR) jet is in meters per sec-
ond, right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) VTI in centimeters, and
PVR in Wood units. In principle, echocardiographic PVR measure-
ments should be confirmed by invasive methods.

The routine echocardiographic evaluation of MS does not
require transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). However, TEE
should be considered when the image quality and Doppler informa-
tion are suboptimal or do not correlate with the clinical impression.
TEE is also useful in the evaluation of complications of mitral ste-
nosis, such as LA clot or endocarditis. TEE is also frequently used
before and during MV balloon valvuloplasty.16

SUMMARY
The American Society of Echocardiography and European Asso-
ciation of Echocardiography recommend that mean diastolic
gradient and MVA determination by planimetry and PHT should
performed in all patients with mitral stenosis (Level 1 recommen-
dation). In selected patients, MVA may also be determined by
continuity-equation and/or PISA methods (Level 2 recommenda-
tion). Stress testing for mitral stenosis is also a Level 2 recom-
mendation. In the presence of significant mitral regurgitation,
all the foregoing methods for calculating MVA are valid except
for continuity equation. Details of mitral valve anatomy and sec-
ondary changes due to mitral stenosis should also be reported for
all echocardiographic examinations as discussed in relevant chap-
ters of this book.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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110 Other (Nonrheumatic) Etiologies of Mitral Stenosis;
Situations That Mimic Mitral Stenosis
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Box 110.2 Cardinal Anatomic Changes in Rheumatic Mitral
Valve Stenosis

Leaflet thickening (diffuse, especially free edges)
Commissural fusion
Shortening, thickening, and fusion of chordae
Oval or slitlike orifice (“fish-mouth”)

Box 110.3 Anatomic Changes in Nonrheumatic Mitral Stenosis
Due to Mitral Annular Calcification

Leaflet thickening (focal, avoids free edges)
No commissural fusion
No chordal shortening, thickening, or fusion
Calcium deposition in other intracardiac sites (aortic valve, aortic
annulus, sinotubular junction, papillary muscles)

LV

LA

Ao
MITRAL ANNULAR CALCIFICATION
Rheumatic mitral stenosis is, by far, the most common cause of left
ventricular inflow obstruction. Less common etiologies are listed in
Box 110.1. Among these, a heavily calcified mitral annulus is the
most often encountered. Calcium deposits in the mitral annulus are
extremely common,1 mainly in older persons or “prematurely” in
patients with chronic renal disease on long-term dialysis.2,3 Despite
the frequency with which such deposits are encountered, hemody-
namic consequences are relatively uncommon. Large deposits,
however, may produce mild or moderate degrees of mitral regurgi-
tation and uncommonly severe mitral regurgitation.1,4 The valvular
mitral regurgitation results from splinting of the physiologic con-
traction of the mitral annulus during systole and by stiffening of
the leaflets. Mitral stenosis due to severe mitral annular calcifica-
tion (MAC) is much less common2–11 and is felt to be caused by
decreased mobility of the valve leaflets due to extension of calcific
deposits into/onto the leaflets.5 Hammer and colleagues felt that the
diastolic gradients resulted from a combination of a small, thick-
walled, noncompliant left ventricle and the large mitral annular cal-
cific deposits.3 Hakki and Iskandrian supported this hypothesis.8

However, Osterberger and associates, noting dilated ventricles in
several patients, felt that the mitral annular calcification alone
was sufficient to cause a pressure gradient across the mitral valve.6

Gross pathologic differences exist between rheumaticmitral ste-
nosis (MS) and MS associated with MAC (Boxes 110.2 and 110.3).
Likewise, the echocardiographic appearance of themitral apparatus
can distinguish these entities. The echocardiographic features ofMS
due to MAC can be seen in Figure 110.1 and Video 110.1 and are
summarized as follows: Calcification is prominent in the basal por-
tion of both mitral leaflets with sparing of the free edges of the leaf-
lets. This is precisely the opposite of the pattern seen in rheumatic
mitral stenosis where the tips/free edges are the thickest portion
of the leaflets.12 In addition, unlike rheumatic mitral stenosis, in
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Figure 110.1. Transesophageal echocardiography from a 78-year-old
woman with mild mitral stenosis due to mitral annular and leaflet calcifi-
cation that illustrates differences from rheumatic mitral stenosis. Calcifi-
cation is present in the basal portion of both leaflets and spares the free
edges (tips) of the leaflets. There is also lack of commissural fusion (not
shown in this view). Ao, Ascending aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle.
which the mitral leaflets move in tandem (“parallel”) due to com-
missural fusion, the leaflets in MAC have qualitatively normal
(“anti-parallel”) diastolic motion, although the amplitude of leaflet
motion is reduced. These features are best imaged in the parasternal
long-axis and apical four-chamber views. Last, in rheumatic MS,
there is commissural fusion best imaged in the short-axis view.
Commissural fusion is absent in MS due to MAC. This feature
has important clinical relevance because these patients do not ben-
efit from percutaneous balloon mitral valvotomy, which derives its
benefit from splitting the fused commissure(s).
465
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Figure 110.2. This transthoracic echocardiographic apical four-
chamber view from a patient with cor triatriatum illustrates a linear
echo-density that traverses the left atrium (arrow). LV, Left ventricle.

LV

LA

LA

Figure 110.3. Transthoracic echocardiographic four-chamber view
from a different patient with cor triatriatum that illustrates a linear echo
density (arrow) that traverses the left atrium (LA). LV, Left ventricle.
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OTHER NONRHEUMATIC FORMS OF
ACQUIRED MITRAL STENOSIS
Valve dysfunction due to infective endocarditis is nearly always
regurgitation, often new. The occurrence of an obstructive or “func-
tionally” stenotic mitral valve due to endocarditis is rare.13–15 Tiong
and colleagues reviewed the literature from 1966 to 2002 and found
only 20 cases of significant native valve obstruction secondary to
endocarditis.15 Although fungal endocarditis is usually suspected
in this setting, bacterial endocarditis also causes obstruction.

The overuse of ergot alkaloids (e.g., ergotamine and methyser-
gide) may cause plaquelike lesions on the mitral valve leading to
mitral stenosis.16,17 In addition, appetite suppressants can cause
lesions that resemble those associated with ergot alkaloids.18 Car-
cinoid syndrome is a rare disease that usually involves only the
valves on the right side of the heart. However, left-sided involve-
ment can occur (presumably due to either bronchial metastases19 or
patent foramen ovale). Carcinoid valvular disease can cause either
regurgitant or stenotic lesions.20

Large left atrial myxomas (and less commonly sarcomas) can
prolapse into the mitral valve “funnel” in diastole and produce
inflow obstruction due to their bulk. Malignant neoplasms such
as sarcomas and lymphomas can mechanically deform and obstruct
the mitral valve. Lung tumors that invade the pulmonary veins can
also be a rare cause of mitral stenosis.21

Mediastinal radiation may result in fibrocalcific valve disease
and either mitral regurgitation or stenosis.22 Mitral stenosis is an
infrequent complication of systemic lupus erythematosus or the
antiphospholipid syndrome.23–25 Mitral stenosis has been reported
in patients with familial pseudoxanthoma elasticum, in which his-
tologic sections of the valve shows irregular, coarse-fibered, abnor-
mally fragmented elastic fibers similar to those seen in skin
lesions.26

Cor Triatriatum
Cor triatriatum is a rare, congenital anomaly in which a perforated
fibrous or fibromuscular membrane divides the left atrium
into two chambers. The posterior-superior (common pulmonary
venous chamber) chamber receives the pulmonary veins and the
anterior-inferior (true left atrium) chamber receives the left atrial
appendage. One or more openings in the fibrous membrane permit
flow of blood from the pulmonary veins into the true left atrium.
The opening(s) may be small, producing obstruction to flow, or
large with little or no obstruction. The extent of obstruction deter-
mines the age of onset and severity of symptoms. Cor triatriatum
may become manifest at any time from infancy to adulthood, but
usually becomes apparent in childhood, either as an isolated
abnormality or associated with other congenital heart defects.27,28

The clinical manifestations depend on the size of the opening of
the membrane and are similar to mitral stenosis. In adults, perfo-
rations are usually large, and nonobstructive or fenestrated mem-
branes may be detected fortuitously in asymptomatic patients who
undergo echocardiography for an unrelated indication as illus-
trated by Video 110.2. Two-dimensional echocardiography,
including transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), has become
the procedure of choice for diagnosing cor triatriatum.29–32 The
echocardiographic features are characteristic and consist of a lin-
ear echo-density that stretches across the left atrium (LA) at a
level midway between the mitral annulus and the superior border
(or roof) of the LA.33 (Figs. 110.2 and 110.3). This membrane may
show phasic motion, moving inferiorly toward the mitral orifice in
diastole and superiorly toward the superior left atrial border dur-
ing systole.33 The membrane can be seen in multiple views,
including the parasternal long-axis, the subcostal long-axis, or
the apical four-chamber or long-axis views. The four-chamber
view is usually preferable because it places the membrane
perpendicular to the echo beam. The perforation is most often pos-
terior and, as stated, can be multiple. Color Doppler aids in dem-
onstrating the number, location, and size of the openings in the
membrane. Spectral Doppler (either pulsed or continuous wave)
provides hemodynamic assessment.34 Peak instantaneous and
mean gradients can be calculated using the modified Bernoulli
equation and the size of the orifice(s) by the continuity equation.
If the turbulent jet produced by the mid-cavitary obstruction
strikes the mitral valve, it can produce fluttering of the mitral leaf-
lets, best seen on M-mode echo.

When the transthoracic study is suboptimal, TEEmay be used to
evaluate cor triatriatum.30,35 Three-dimensional echocardiography
has also been used to evaluate cor triatriatum.36



Figure 110.4. Transthoracic echocardiography short-axis view at the
level of the mitral valve that illustrates a double-orifice mitral valve (arrows).
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Other Congenital Etiologies of Mitral Stenosis
Cor triatriatum must be distinguished from a mitral supravalvular
stenosing ring, another rare etiology of mitral stenosis.37,38 In con-
trast to cor triatriatum, these membranes are closer to the mitral
valve (and may actually adhere to the valve leaflets) and are char-
acterized by their position inferior to the left atrial appendage. The
proximity of the membrane to the valve can lead to leaflet damage
resulting from high-velocity turbulent flow. Leaflet thickening and
mitral regurgitation can develop as a consequence. Color Doppler
is useful to identify flow acceleration and turbulence at the level of
the annulus rather than at the leaflet tips (like rheumatic mitral
valve stenosis). Continuous wave Doppler can be used to assess
the severity of the obstruction. Caution must be used when diagnos-
ing a supravalvular stenosing ring. Differentiating this entity from a
calcified mitral annulus may be difficult, leading to both false-
positive and false-negative diagnoses.39

A parachute mitral valve, another congenital cause of mitral ste-
nosis,37,38,40,41 results when only one papillary muscle is present (or
two that are very close together). As a consequence, interchordal
spaces are narrowed, producing subvalvular obstruction. This
abnormality may be associated with other congenital cardiac anom-
alies or may occur as an isolated lesion. Parachute mitral valve may
be part of the Shone syndrome, which also includes subaortic ste-
nosis and coarctation of the aorta.38,40,41

A double-orifice mitral valve (DOMV) is an uncommon anom-
aly that is characterized by a mitral valve with a single fibrous
annulus with two orifices that open into the left ventricle as
depicted in Figure 110.4. Subvalvular structures usually show var-
ious degrees of abnormality. Although DOMV may allow normal
blood flow between the left atrium and the left ventricle, it can pro-
duce either obstruction or regurgitation.42–44

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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111 Role of Hemodynamic Stress Testing
in Mitral Stenosis

Kathleen Stergiopoulos, MD, PhD, Fabio Lima, MPH, Smadar Kort, MD
Echocardiography is central in the decision making process for
patients with mitral stenosis (MS). Because the progression to mod-
erate or severe mitral stenosis can take many years, symptoms may
develop slowly and are often not recognized by patients and their
physicians. Therefore, the symptomatic and physiologic responses
to exercise are of tremendous value. Exercise-induced changes in
valve hemodynamics and pulmonary artery pressure, as well as
exercise capacity, aid in decision making regarding timing of inter-
vention and distinguishing symptoms related to significant MS
from noncardiac processes. Moreover, stress echocardiography
provides added value in asymptomatic patients as well as in patients
in whom the Doppler findings and symptoms are discordant.
ROLE OF EXERCISE HEMODYNAMICS: WHEN AND
HOW ACCORDING TO CURRENT GUIDELINES?
Exercise echocardiography is useful in the following situations: (1)
to confirm that an asymptomatic patient is able to achieve a work-
load that is equivalent to activities of daily living, (2) to uncover
symptoms that appear covert, and (3) to assess exercise hemody-
namics in symptomatic patients with mitral valve area (MVA)
greater than 1.5 cm2, pressure half-time less than 150 msec, and
no other cause for symptoms.1,2 The current American College
of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guide-
lines have given a Class I recommendation (Level of Evidence: C)
for this indication.1 The hallmark of hemodynamic assessment
of MS severity using echocardiography is measurement of the
mean pressure gradient across the valve.1,3 Examples of mean pres-
sure gradient across the MV at rest and exercise are seen in
Figures 111.1 and 111.2. The mean transmitral gradient can be
accurately and reproducibly measured using a continuous wave
Doppler across the mitral valve in an apical four-chamber view dur-
ing supine exercise or immediately post–treadmill exercise. Color
Doppler can be used to direct the continuous wave signal to avoid
underestimation of the mean gradient. Atrial fibrillation is common
in patients with MS, and in these patients hemodynamic variables
should be averaged over 5 to 10 cardiac cycles.

The transmitral pressure gradient is related to the degree of ana-
tomic obstruction and the volume of flow across the valve. With
exercise, cardiac output and heart rate increase, and the volume
of flow across the mitral valve is augmented while the diastolic fill-
ing time is shortened. This results in an increased transmitral pres-
sure gradient for any degree of obstruction. A mean transmitral
gradient greater than 15 mm Hg during exercise is considered a
threshold for intervention. Dyspnea on exertion in MS is related
to elevation of left atrial and pulmonary capillary wedge pressures,
as well as development of pulmonary hypertension and increased
afterload on the right ventricle.3-5

Exercise is the ideal way to evaluate stress hemodynamics in
mitral stenosis.3,6 According to the most recent American Society
of Echocardiography (ASE) guidelines,2 both treadmill and semi-
supine bicycle can be used during stress echocardiography. The
advantage of bicycle exercise is that it allows for monitoring of
the transmitral pressure gradient and pulmonary artery pressure
at each step of increasing workload. Pharmacologic stress with
dobutamine has been performed in patients with MS7-10 but is con-
sidered a less physiologic approach than exercise stress and is
therefore reserved only for those who cannot exercise.2

EVALUATION OF RIGHT HEART PRESSURE
Exercise results in an increase in pulmonary artery systolic pres-
sure,11 more so for a given MVA in patients with reduced atrioven-
tricular compliance.9 These increases are due to increased heart rate,
decreased diastolic filling period, and increased left atrial pressure.

Doppler echocardiography can be used to estimate the peak PASP
from the tricuspid regurgitant jet.12,13 It can easily be measured at
peak exercise (Figs. 111.3 and 111.4). Recent data demonstrate
that stress echocardiography can elicit symptoms in approximately
half of asymptomatic patients with moderate to severe MS
(MVA�1.5 cm2) undergoing exercise testing. Despite similar rest-
ing peak pulmonary artery systolic pressures (PASP), patients with
exertional symptoms demonstrate a different hemodynamic response
to exercise, with significantly higher and faster increases in mean
mitral gradient and systolic pulmonary artery pressure at low levels
of exercise.14 Rapid elevation of both mean transmitral gradient and
pulmonary artery systolic pressuremay be ameasure of poor exercise
performance, and both are important parameters to consider in the
evaluation of asymptomatic patients.14,15

CHANGE IN MITRAL VALVE AREA WITH EXERCISE
Although a more exaggerated increase in transmitral mean gradient
and PASP would be expected for more stenotic lesions, the degree
of change with MVA with exercise is also related to the degree of
flexibility of the mitral leaflets. Therefore, in very severe MS with
more severe valvular deformity (MVA <1.0 cm2), there would
likely be no significant change in the MVA with exercise. Thus
a relatively fixed mitral orifice would be associated with a blunted
hemodynamic response to exercise, as augmenting stroke volume is
limited.
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Figure 111.2. Postexercise mean transmitral gradient. She exercised for 11 minutes and 10 seconds of a modified Bruce protocol, achieving
7 metabolic equivalents. Peak heart rate was 132 bpm (77% of predicted), peak blood pressure during stress was 120/60 mm Hg, from baseline
92/56 mm Hg. The study was terminated secondary to severe dyspnea. No electrocardiographic changes or wall motion abnormalities were noted
with stress. She remained in sinus rhythm. Her mean forward flow gradient rose to 26 mm Hg.

Figure 111.1. Resting mitral valve mean gradient. This is a 38-year-old woman with no prior medical history originally from South America, who
presents with exertional dyspnea. Baseline transthoracic echocardiography demonstrates a rheumatic mitral valve, with mild mitral regurgitation
and moderate mitral stenosis, with no other abnormalities. An exercise stress echocardiogram is performed.
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Figure 111.3. Resting pulmonary artery systolic pressure measurement.
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Figure 111.4. Postexercise pulmonary artery systolic pressure measurement. A marked increase in pulmonary artery pressure is noted with exercise.
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STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY AND TIMING
OF INTERVENTION
Mitral valve intervention with percutaneous mitral balloon valvot-
omy (PMBV) for treatment of rheumatic MS is indicated in symp-
tomatic patients (greater than New York Heart Association class II
heart failure) with moderate or severe MS (MVA�1.5 cm2).1,5,6,10

In addition, PMBV is also indicated in symptomatic patients with a
MVA greater than 1.5 cm2, a mean gradient of 15 mm Hg with
exercise, and favorable valvular anatomy for PMBV.1,15

CONCLUSIONS
Exercise hemodynamics can be helpful in the determination of the
hemodynamic severity of MS, particularly in patients with equiv-
ocal symptoms and less than moderate or severe stenosis. Exercise
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stress echocardiography also has a role in patients in whom discrep-
ancy exists between the degree of MS and degree of symptoms, as
well as in patients who manifest only exertional symptoms. In addi-
tion to recording symptoms, both the pressure gradients across
the valve and calculation of PASP should be performed during
the stress test and the results obtained included in the decision of
timing of intervention.
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112 Consequences of Mitral Stenosis
Wendy Tsang, MD, MS, Roberto M. Lang, MD
Mitral stenosis results from obstruction of blood flow from the left
atrium into the left ventricle at either the valve or the subvalvular
level. Complications from mitral stenosis include pulmonary
edema, pulmonary hypertension, right heart failure, atrial arrhyth-
mias, and low cardiac output (Fig. 112.1). This chapter also dis-
cusses the need for assessing the involvement of other valves in
patients with rheumatic heart disease and the impact of mitral ste-
nosis during pregnancy.
PULMONARY EDEMA
Symptoms of mitral stenosis typically begin when the normal
mitral valve area (4.0 to 5.0 cm2) is reduced to less than 2.5 cm2.
When the valve area reaches less than 1.5 cm2, patients can develop
symptoms at rest.1,2 However, symptoms may occur in valves with
larger areas than these cutoffs when patients exercise or experience
emotional stress, infection, pregnancy, or atrial fibrillation. Under
these circumstances, there is an increase in transmitral flow or a
decrease in the diastolic filling period, which results in a rise in left
atrial pressure and the development of dyspnea and eventually pul-
monary edema. This pathway also explains why patients’ exercise
tolerance decreases as mitral stenosis progresses.

The mechanism for dyspnea in patients with mitral stenosis
results from a decrease in blood flow from the left atrium into
the left ventricle during diastole. To compensate, there is an
increase in left atrial pressures to drive blood forward into the
left ventricle. This augmentation in left atrial pressures also results
in increased pulmonary venous pressure and distention of the
pulmonary veins and capillaries. When pulmonary venous pres-
sure exceeds the plasma oncotic pressure, pulmonary edema
results. However, in patients with chronic mitral stenosis, pulmo-
nary edema may not occur even when the stenosis is severe and
pulmonary venous pressures are very high. This is because there
may be an associated decrease in pulmonary microvascular
permeability.2
PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
In addition to pulmonary edema, patients with mitral stenosis may
develop pulmonary hypertension. The degree of pulmonary vascu-
lar disease is an important determinant of symptoms in patients
with mitral stenosis. Initially, pulmonary hypertension associated
with mitral stenosis is known as passive or obligatory when it is
caused by elevated left atrial pressure needed to drive blood across
the stenotic mitral valve. There are no abnormalities in the pulmo-
nary arterial bed at this stage. Moderate pulmonary hypertension
occurs when the right ventricle needs to generate high systolic pres-
sure to ensure adequate cardiac output. When this happens, ele-
vated pulmonary capillary wedge pressure and mean pulmonary
arterial pressure with minimal elevation in transpulmonary gradient
(<12 mmHg) and normal pulmonary vascular resistance are found
on right heart catheterization.

However, chronically elevated pulmonary wedge pressure
results in functional and structural abnormalities in the pulmonary
vascular bed leading to the development of pulmonary vascular dis-
ease and eventually severe pulmonary hypertension. This form of
pulmonary hypertension is known as reactive pulmonary hyperten-
sion. Initially this begins with increased capillary endothelial base-
ment membrane thickness due to excessive deposition of type IV
collagen.3 This increase in interstitial connective tissue as well
as increased production of extracellular matrix components
increases extravascular fluid storage capacity as an adaptive reac-
tion to protect the lungs from pulmonary edema. In conjunction
with the elevated venous pressure, disruption of the endothelium
leads to activation of vascular serine elastase and matrix metallo-
proteinases and growth factors that result in migration of smooth
muscle and hypertrophy and fibrosis from elastin synthesis. The
consequences of these changes are enlarged, thickened pulmonary
veins, pulmonary capillary dilation, capillary dilation, alveolar
hemorrhage, and lymphatic vessel and lymph node enlargement. 4

However, plexiform lesions are not present in these patients. It must
be noted that not all these changes will be seen in patients with
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elevated pulmonary venous pressures, and there may be a genetic
predisposition. In addition, reversible obstruction may develop at
the level of the pulmonary veins.5,6

Patients with reactive pulmonary hypertension will have
increased mean pulmonary arterial pressure, transpulmonary gradi-
ent, and pulmonary vascular resistance. As well, treatments to
lower the pulmonary capillary wedge pressure may not normalize
the pulmonary arterial pressure, as seen in passive pulmonary
hypertension.
RIGHT HEART FAILURE
Right heart failure occurs in mitral stenosis mainly because it is the
right ventricle that generates the force necessary to drive blood
across the stenotic mitral valve. Initially, this results in right ven-
tricular pressure overload. However, it is the development of pul-
monary hypertension from mitral stenosis–related pulmonary
vasoconstriction and left atrial hypertension that drives the devel-
opment of right heart failure. Right heart failure is associated with
right ventricular dilation and tricuspid regurgitation, which is dis-
cussed later. As well, right heart failure results in elevated jugular
venous pressure, liver congestion, and peripheral edema. In con-
trast, left ventricular function can be normal in isolated mitral
stenosis.
ATRIAL ARRYTHMIAS
In response to increased left atrial pressure, the left atrium
adversely remodels and enlarges. Patients with mitral stenosis
and left atrial enlargement may develop atrial arrhythmias such
as flutter or fibrillation. In addition, and particularly with rheumatic
mitral stenosis, fibrosis of the internodal and interatrial tracts as
well as damage to the sinoatrial node may occur, leading to atrial
arrhythmias.
In patients with symptomatic mitral stenosis, 30% to 40% will
develop atrial fibrillation, which is associated with a poor progno-
sis.1 Those with atrial fibrillation have a 10-year survival rate of
25%, compared with 46% in those who remain in sinus rhythm.7

One important predictor for this development is older age.1,8 In
addition to prognosis, the development of atrial fibrillation may
have significant consequences for patients’ hemodynamic stability
and their risk of systemic embolic events. If acute atrial fibrillation
presents with a rapid ventricular rate, patients may become hemo-
dynamically unstable. This is because the rapid ventricular rate will
result in a short diastolic filling period, further elevating left atrial
pressure. Treatment of atrial fibrillation includes anticoagulation
and control of the heart rate response or pharmacologic/direct cur-
rent cardioversion.

ATRIAL THROMBUS
Mitral stenosis is associated with left atrial thrombus in up to 17%
of patients, and this risk doubles when atrial fibrillation is present.9

The majority of thrombi are located in the left atrial appendage, but
in 2% the thrombus extends into the left atrial cavity.10 However,
thrombus may be present in the left atrial cavity without involve-
ment of the left atrial appendage.

Previous studies have demonstrated that left atrial clots and sys-
temic thromboembolization are associated with spontaneous echo
contrast in the left atrium on transesophageal echocardiography,
and the incidence of spontaneous echo contrast in mitral stenosis
varies from 21% to 67%.11 In addition to the presence of clot in
the left atrium, spontaneous echo contrast has also been found to
be an important independent factor predicting systemic emboliza-
tion in patients with rheumatic heart disease.11

Mitral stenosis patients with atrial thrombi have a higher chance
of systemic embolization. Ten percent to 20% of patients with
mitral stenosis will experience systemic embolization, and risk fac-
tors for this complication include age and the presence of atrial
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Figure 112.2. A, Transthoracic two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a stenotic mitral valve with the “hockey stick” appearance of the anterior
mitral leaflet during diastole.B, Transesophageal three-dimensional echocardiographic image of a stenoticmitral valve visualized from the left ventricular
perspective. Note the thickened leaflet tips. C, Transesophageal two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a left atrial appendage with thrombus
(arrow). AML, Anterior mitral valve leaflet; LA, left atrium; LAA, left atrial appendage; LV, left ventricle; PML, posterior mitral valve leaflet; RVOT, right
ventricular outflow track.
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fibrillation.12 It must be noted that factors such as the severity of
mitral stenosis, cardiac output, size of the left atrium, or the pres-
ence of symptoms of heart failure do not affect the rate of embolic
events (Fig. 112.2).1,13,14 For those who develop atrial fibrillation,
studies have reported that one third of embolic events will occur
within 1 month of the onset of atrial fibrillation and two thirds
within 1 year. For patients who have experienced an embolic event,
the frequency of a recurrent event is as high as 15 to 40 events per
100 patient-months.15

Although no specific randomized trial has been conducted on
the efficacy of anticoagulation in patients with mitral stenosis, ret-
rospective studies have demonstrated a 4- to 15-fold decrease in the
incidence of systemic and pulmonic embolic events with anti-
coagulation in these patients.13 Randomized trials for anticoagula-
tion in atrial fibrillation have demonstrated that those who benefit
the most are those with prior embolic events and those with parox-
ysmal or persistent atrial fibrillation.1,8 It must be emphasized that
although embolic events are believed to be due to thrombi in the left
atrium, studies have not found such a correlation. The frequency of
left atrial thrombus in patients with mitral stenosis is similar
between those who have experienced an embolic event and those
who have not.8,12 Nonetheless, anticoagulation should be used if
left atrial thrombus is identified. Conversely, patients with mitral
stenosis who do not have atrial fibrillation or an embolic event
should not receive anticoagulation, as there are no data to support
such practice.16

Finally, it has been suggested that percutaneous mitral valvot-
omy be performed in patients with new-onset atrial fibrillation with
moderate to severe mitral stenosis. However, this approach may not
resolve the atrial fibrillation, as age and left atrial size are stronger
predictors of the development of atrial fibrillation.16 Also, others
advocate that surgical commissurotomy be performed to reduce
the incidence of future embolic events.17 Overall, the literature is
inconclusive about this approach. No randomized trials have been
performed to address this question, and reported retrospective and
prospective trials have resulted in conflicting conclusions.17–19

LOW CARDIAC OUTPUT
As mitral stenosis progresses, there is a reduction in cardiac output
due to poor left ventricular filling. Frequently, this is secondary to
increased pulmonary vascular resistance. It is believed that left ven-
tricular contractility is normal inmost cases of mitral stenosis; how-
ever, some believe that there is left ventricular contractile damage
from the rheumatic fever.20 The development of any rapid arrhyth-
mia that reduces ventricular filling times may cause a further dete-
rioration in cardiac output, thereby resulting in hemodynamic
instability. Under such conditions, electrical cardioversion should
be considered. If the patient is stable, medications that slow con-
duction of the atrioventricular node should be considered.

OTHER VALVE INVOLVEMENT
In patients with mitral stenosis secondary to rheumatic heart dis-
ease, the other cardiac valves should be evaluated for involvement.
Specifically, the aortic and the tricuspid valves should be exam-
ined. Although the aortic valve is more commonly affected,
involvement of the tricuspid valve is not rare.When the aortic valve
is involved, aortic stenosis typically results. In patients with mitral
and aortic stenosis, careful evaluation of the severity of the aortic
stenosis is warranted. Stenosis severity may be underestimated
under these circumstances because of decreased stroke volume
from the mitral stenosis, resulting in low transaortic gradients. Ide-
ally, the aortic valve area should be quantified using planimetry.
When the tricuspid valve is affected, either stenosis or regurgitation
may result. The treatment of choice for patients with tricuspid ste-
nosis is balloon or surgical commissurotomy over replacement if
possible.

In addition to rheumatic tricuspid valve disease, tricuspid regur-
gitation may be secondary to functional tricuspid valve disease.
This develops from right ventricular enlargement secondary to pul-
monary hypertension. Quantification of tricuspid regurgitation
severity should be performed with attention to the patient’s hemo-
dynamic status, which may affect the evaluation.

PREGNANCY
Mitral stenosis in pregnancy is associated with significant morbid-
ity, even in patients with mild-to-moderate disease. For those with
mild, moderate, or severe disease, complication rates are 26%,
38%, and 67%, respectively.21 Although even those with NewYork
Heart Association class I/II symptoms will worsen during preg-
nancy, the development of complications is strongly correlated
with NYHA class.21 During pregnancy, symptoms of mitral steno-
sis as well as the transvalvular gradient may increase due to
increased intravascular volume, increased cardiac output, and
tachycardia associated with pregnancy. Timing of symptoms is
related to the physiologic changes that occur during different stages
of pregnancy and delivery. One groupwill present before 28 weeks’
gestation. This is because early in pregnancy, there is a decrease in
systemic vascular resistance due to progesterone-induced periph-
eral vasodilation. Cardiac compensation occurs through an increase
in cardiac output from 20% at 8 weeks’ gestation to a “maximum
predelivery” increase of 40% to 50% at 20 to 28 weeks’ gestation.
This increase in cardiac output results from an associated increase
in stroke volume and heart rate. Thus, women with mitral stenosis
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Figure 112.3. Transesophageal three-dimensional echocardiographic image of balloon inflation during percutaneous mitral valvotomy (A). Compli-
cations from this procedure include atrial septal defect (B, arrow) and mitral regurgitation (C) from leaflet tear (D, arrow). AV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium.
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who are unable to increase their cardiac output will decompensate
early in pregnancy and present before 28 weeks.

Women who tolerate this increase in stroke volume during preg-
nancy may still develop problems during delivery and in the imme-
diate postpartum period. During labor there is a need to further
increase cardiac output by 15% during the first stage and 50% dur-
ing the second stage due to autotransfusion of blood back into the
circulation with each uterine contraction and sympathetic stimula-
tion from pain. Immediately postdelivery there is a further 60% to
80% increase in cardiac output caused by autotransfusion from
uterine contraction and relief of aortocaval compression. Cardiac
output normalizes to prelabor values within 1 hour of delivery. This
need to increase cardiac output is worsened by an increase in pre-
load resulting from the administration of excessive IV fluids or
increase in pulmonary capillary permeability from preeclampsia.
Management includes diuresis, heart rate control, and, if necessary,
percutaneous mitral valvuloplasty. Mitral valvuloplasty can be per-
formed during pregnancy with excellent clinical and hemodynamic
results and few to no complications to both the mother and fetus.22
COMPLICATIONS FROM PERCUTANEOUS MITRAL
VALVOTOMY
Typically, the immediate results of percutaneous mitral valvotomy
are similar to those of mitral commissurotomy, with a doubling of
mean valve area and a 50% to 60% reduction in transmitral gradi-
ent.16 Because there is a steep learning curve with this procedure,
centers with high volumes have high success rates and low
complication rates. Success is defined as achieving a mitral valve
area greater than 1.5 cm2 and a left atrial pressure less than 18 mm
Hg in the absence of complications, with the most commonly
reported complications being acute severe mitral regurgitation
in 2% to 10% of patients and residual atrial septal defect
(Fig. 112.3). The risk of an atrial septal defect has decreased with
the use of the Inoue balloon technique to about 5%. The use of
three-dimensional echocardiography has improved not only the
evaluation of patients for percutaneous mitral valvotomy, but also
procedural performance and postprocedural monitoring.23
SUMMARY
Because of lack of forward blood flow, mitral stenosis results in low
cardiac output, as well as increased left atrial size, atrial arrhyth-
mias, and systemic embolic events. In addition, pulmonary edema
and pulmonary hypertension may develop, leading to right ventric-
ular enlargement/failure and tricuspid regurgitation. If the mitral
stenosis is secondary to rheumatic heart disease, other valves such
as the aortic and tricuspid should also be evaluated. However, quan-
titation of severity of valvular involvement should be performed
carefully because of the effects of the patient’s hemodynamic status
and poor stroke volume from mitral stenosis.
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113 Introduction to Mitral Regurgitation
Robert A. Levine, MD
Echocardiography has provided the Rosetta stone for deciphering
previously unknown dynamic mechanisms that are so critical to
understanding pathophysiology, assessing prognosis, and guiding
therapy of mitral regurgitation (MR). The mechanism of MR post-
MI, for example, was primarily speculative until the advent of echo-
cardiography, with theories ranging from excessive to restricted
motion. Thiswas resolvedwith the echocardiographic demonstration
of the incomplete mitral leaflet closure pattern, in which increased
leaflet tethering by the papillary muscles restricts leaflet closure.1

Three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography further differentiated
the roles of decreased systolic function and increased tethering in this
dynamic force balance applied to the valve.2–4 Doppler color flow
mapping demonstrated how this force balance creates a orifice area
that varies with time and affects quantification.5,6 The puzzle of left
ventricular outflow tract obstruction and its attendant MR in hyper-
trophic cardiomyopathy was similarly clarified by two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiography; mechanistic insights are suggesting new
therapeutic directions.7–9 Echocardiography has clarified the mech-
anisms of MR in degenerative mitral valve prolapse and provides a
dynamic 3D roadmap in the beating heart for surgical repair.10 Echo-
cardiography also underlies the phenotypic basis for genetic discov-
eries and differentiation of potentially different etiologies.11–13

Although the basic features of rheumatic mitral stenosis were known
from anatomic pathology, echocardiography has provided the nonin-
vasive assessment of features needed to predict benefit of catheter-
based therapy.14 More recently, echocardiography has explored the
mechanisms of MR in annular calcification disease.15 The quantita-
tive strength of echocardiography was first demonstrated in mitral
stenosis,16 with recent advances including rapid, unambiguous quan-
tification of stenotic and regurgitant orifices, using the powerful
approach of 3D-guided 2D echocardiography.17,18 Echocardiogra-
phy has therefore become an integral participant in the evaluation
and management of patients with heart valve disease, including
MR,19 and a plays a major role in scientific investigations of under-
lying mechanisms and improved therapies.
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114 Etiologies and Mechanisms of Mitral Valve Dysfunction
Benjamin H. Freed, MD, Wendy Tsang, MD, MS, Roberto M. Lang, MD
Diseases that affect the mitral valve are best described by defining
the etiology of the disease, the specific lesions caused by the dis-
ease, and the dysfunction it creates on the mitral valve apparatus.
This “pathophysiologic triad,” first described by Carpentier in
the early 1980s, is still extremely useful today in characterizing dif-
ferent types of mitral valve disorders.1
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MITRAL VALVE ETIOLOGIES
Mitral valve disease is due to either primary (direct) abnormalities
of the mitral valve apparatus or secondary (indirect) causes due to
cardiac disease not involving the valve. Examples of diseases that
directly affect the mitral valve include congenital malformations
such as valve clefts, rheumatic disease, infective endocarditis,
trauma, mitral valve annular calcification, valvular tumors, and
degenerative diseases. Cardiac diseases that indirectly affect the
mitral valve include ischemic and nonischemic dilated cardiomy-
opathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and myocardial infiltrative
diseases.

Rheumatic mitral valve disease is uncommon in developed
countries but continues to be a significant cause of mitral valve dis-
ease worldwide. Rheumatic heart disease accounts for about a quar-
ter of all patients with heart failure in endemic countries.2 Chronic
valve disease occurs after one or more episodes of acute rheumatic
fever and tends to affect females more than males. Although the
mitral valve is involved in almost every case, the aortic and tricus-
pid valves can also be affected. Younger patients tend to develop
pure mitral regurgitation, middle-aged patients more frequently
develop mitral stenosis, and older patients usually develop a com-
bination of stenosis and regurgitation.3

Degenerative mitral regurgitation, usually associated with
mitral valve prolapse, is the most common cause of mitral regurgi-
tation in developed countries.4 Mitral valve prolapse is an abnormal
systolic valve motion of the mitral leaflet into the left atrium
(�2 mm beyond the annulus). Three-dimensional echocardiogra-
phy (3DE) technology has considerably improved the ability of
physicians to both diagnose and treat mitral valve prolapse,5 which
results primarily from two distinctive types of degenerative dis-
eases: Barlow disease and fibroelastic deficiency.

Ischemic mitral regurgitation is the pathophysiologic outcome
of ventricular remodeling arising from ischemic heart disease
and is also a very common cause of mitral regurgitation in devel-
oped countries. Ischemic mitral regurgitation occurs in approxi-
mately 20% to 25% of patients with myocardial infarction even
in the era of reperfusion, and these patients have significantly worse
outcomes irrespective of the degree or mitral regurgitation.6 The
resultant volume overload caused by mitral regurgitation worsens
myocardial contractility, which, in turn, worsens ventricular dys-
function, eventually leading to heart failure and death.7–10

MITRAL VALVE LESIONS
Nomatter the etiology of the mitral valve disease, each disease pro-
cess frequently results in one or more lesions. For example, dilated
cardiomyopathy can result in mitral annular dilatation in what is
commonly referred to as functional mitral regurgitation. Degener-
ative diseases such as Barlow disease and fibroelastic deficiency
result in multiple types of lesions, including excess myxomatous
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Figure 114.1. Three-dimensional parametric maps of the mitral valve demon
and (D) Barlow disease. (Reproduced from Tsang W, et al. J Am Soc Echo
leaflet tissue and chordal elongation, thinning, and rupture. Rheu-
matic heart disease results in commissural fusion, leaflet thicken-
ing, and chordal fusion, whereas myocardial infarction can lead
to lesions such as papillary muscle displacement, leaflet tethering,
and mitral annulus dilatation.11

Barlow disease results from an excess of myxomatous tissue,
which is an abnormal accumulation of mucopolysaccharides in
one or both of the leaflets and many or only few of the chordae.12

This myxoid infiltration results in thick, bulky, redundant billowing
leaflets and elongated chordae, which often lead to bileaflet, multi-
segmental prolapse. Barlow disease is usually diagnosed in young
adulthood, and patients are typically followed for many decades
with well-preserved left ventricular size until indications for sur-
gery are met in the fourth or fifth decade of life.

In contrast, fibroelastic deficiency results from acute loss of
mechanical integrity due to abnormalities of connective tissue
structure and/or function.12 It usually results in a localized or uni-
segmental prolapse due to elongated chordae or flail leaflet due to
ruptured chordae. Patients most commonly present in the sixth
decade of life with a relatively short history of mitral regurgitation.
This entity is the most common form of organic mitral valve dis-
ease for which mitral valve repair surgery is required.

There is considerable overlap between these two entities, and it
is difficult to reliably distinguish them based on either the gross or
histologic appearance of the valve. 3DE has the ability to differen-
tiate between Barlow disease and fibroelastic deficiency. When
3DE quantitative parameters were used to differentiate between
patients with and without degenerative mitral valve disease, billow-
ing height and volume were the strongest predictors for the pres-
ence of degenerative mitral valve disease.13 Furthermore, 3DE
billowing height with a cutoff value of 1.0 mm differentiated
between normal and degenerative disease without overlap, and
3DE billowing volume with a cutoff value of 1.15 mL differenti-
ated between Barlow disease and fibroelastic deficiency without
overlap. Some valves may represent a forme fruste of Barlow dis-
ease and will demonstrate myxoid infiltration on subsequent histo-
logical examination (Fig. 114.1).14

Classically, ischemic mitral regurgitation was thought to
develop due to posteromedial papillary muscle dysfunction given
this muscle’s dependence on a single blood supply. In the past
decade, however, multiple 3DE studies have shown that papillary
muscle dysfunction is not responsible for ischemic mitral regurgi-
tation. In fact, there is a wide spectrum of geometric distortions sec-
ondary to left ventricular remodeling that result in this type of valve
dysfunction. The observations provided by 3DE have helped
reshape our understanding of ischemic mitral regurgitation.

The mitral valve is dynamic and changes from a saddle shape
(hyperbolic paraboloid) during systole to a flatter configuration
during diastole. During systole, there are competing forces acting
on the mitral valve leaflets. Increased left ventricular pressure acts
to push the leaflets toward the left atrium while tethering forces
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strating (A) normal anatomy, (B) P3 flail scallop, (C) P2 and P3 prolapse,
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from the chordae act to pull the leaflets in the direction of the left
ventricle. The saddle-shape morphology is believed to balance
these forces by optimizing leaflet curvature and, thus, minimizing
mitral leaflet stress.15 In the setting of a myocardial infarction and
resultant left ventricular remodeling, an outward and apical dis-
placement of the posteromedial papillary muscle occurs, which
tethers the mitral valve leaflets into the left ventricle, restricting
their ability to coapt effectively at the level of the mitral annulus.16

This mitral leaflet tethering is a major contributing factor to the
development of ischemic mitral regurgitation. Two-dimensional
echocardiography has been extensively used to calculate the mitral
valve tenting area and tenting length; however, studies have shown
that the asymmetry of these single-plane measurements is com-
monly inaccurate compared with intraoperative findings.17 3DE
overcomes this limitation by providing more accurate and repro-
ducible measurements.

In one of the first studies to examine leaflet tethering with 3DE,
patients with severe mitral regurgitation were shown to have signif-
icantly larger tethering lengths and tenting volumes compared with
control patients.18 Furthermore, this study found that the leaflet site
where peak-tenting occurred was different in each individual. This
suggests that different chordae are involved in the disease process.

Conformational changes of the mitral valve annulus also con-
tribute to the development of ischemic mitral regurgitation. Multi-
ple studies have shown that the annulus dilates and flattens,
becoming essentially adynamic throughout the cardiac cycle.16,18

In addition, 3DE imaging has revealed more subtle anatomic
changes such as greater dilation in the anteroposterior dimension
and greater overall dilation and flattening in anterior compared
with inferior infarcts.18,19 In addition, 3DE has been used to eval-
uate the dynamic changes in mitral valve annular surface area and
annular longitudinal displacement throughout the cardiac cycle.20

It has been demonstrated that the mitral annular surface area is
larger and the annular pulsatility and displacement lower in patients
with ischemic mitral regurgitation. As the mitral annulus enlarges,
it loses its motility, becoming progressively unable to modify its
shape throughout the cardiac cycle.

One of the most intriguing findings by 3DE is that, while leaflet
tethering and annular geometric changes drive the development of
ischemic mitral regurgitation, leaflet growth occurs in an attempt to
compensate for the decrease in leaflet coaptation.21 In one of the
earliest studies to examine this phenomenon, Chaput and col-
leagues found that leaflet area increased by 35% in patients with
left ventricular dysfunction.22 In fact, 2 months after a myocardial
infarction, tethered leaflet area and thickness were shown to be sig-
nificantly increased compared with nontethered leaflets.4 Studies
Type I:
Normal leaflet motion

Annulus dilation
Leaflet perforation

Type II:
Increased leaflet motion

Ruptured chordae
Elongated chordae and/
or papillary muscle

Figure 114.2. Carpentier classification of mitral valve dysfunction based on
J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg 1983;86:323-337.)
using molecular histopathology showed that this leaflet growth
might be due to an increase in α-smooth muscle actin in tethered
leaflets indicating endothelial-mesenchymal transdifferentiation.

A recent 3DE study examined the interaction between leaflet
tethering, annular dilation and flattening, and leaflet elongation.23

The authors measured multiple variables including tenting length
and volume, total leaflet area, total annular area, and coaptation
length and area. They demonstrated that mitral leaflet coaptation
decreases proportionally to the increased displacement of the pap-
illary muscles, despite the presence of compensatory increased total
leaflet area. In addition, the ratio of total leaflet area to total annular
area required to ensure proper coaptation in mid-systole was
decreased in patients with severe mitral regurgitation compared
to patients with only mild mitral regurgitation. Indeed, coaptation
area was the strongest determinant of mitral regurgitation severity.
The question as to why some patients develop sufficient leaflet
growth while others do not remains unknown.24
MITRAL VALVE DYSFUNCTION
All of these lesions lead to mitral valve dysfunction. Instead of
classifying this dysfunction as simply mitral valve stenosis or
regurgitation, Carpentier developed a classification scheme to
aid in the surgical strategy based on the type of leaflet motion
(Fig. 114.2).25 Patients with mitral annular dilatation or leaflet per-
foration usually have normal leaflet motion and are categorized as
type I dysfunction (Fig. 114.3). Type II dysfunction includes
patients with prolapse and flail (excessive motion of the leaflet
margin above the plane of the annulus) due to excessive and redun-
dant leaflet tissue or chordal rupture, respectively (Fig. 114.4).
Leaflet restriction during valve closure due to fusion of various
components of the mitral valve apparatus is defined as type IIIa
dysfunction (Fig. 114.5), whereas leaflet restriction during valve
opening resulting from leaflet tethering is defined as type IIIb
dysfunction.

It is important to emphasize that the different components of the
pathophysiologic triad are not mutually exclusive and can be clin-
ically combined in different ways. For example, the typical lesions
seen in type IIIa dysfunction can also occur in conjunction with the
lesions of type II dysfunction. Type IIIb dysfunction is the result of
ventricular remodeling, with the primary lesion being leaflet teth-
ering due to papillary muscle displacement as occurs in ischemic
mitral regurgitation. Associated annular dilatation is a common
finding in patients with chronic degenerative mitral regurgitation,
but the classification of dysfunction should differentiate the
Type IIIa:
Systolic leaflet restriction

Commissure fusion
Leaflet thickening
Chordae fusion

Type IIIb:
Diastolic leaflet restriction

Ventricular dilation
Ventricular dyskinesia

leaflet motion. (Reproduced from Carpentier A. Cardiac valve surgery.
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Figure 114.3. Type I dysfunction. Three-dimensional (3D) echo images show that, although the leaflet motion is normal, the annulus is clearly stretched
and dilated. This is shown from both the left atrial perspective (A) and the left ventricular perspective (B). 3D echo is especially useful in identifying clefts
(or deep indentations) usually between leaflet scallops and, in this case, reaching to the mitral valve annulus (C). Leaflet perforation is also considered
type I dysfunction. 3D echo shows the perforation as a large crater-like structure in the posterior leaflet (D).
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Figure 114.4. Type II dysfunction. Three-dimensional echo images of the mitral valve demonstrating isolated P2 prolapse (A) and P2 prolapse with
multiple ruptured chords (arrows, B).
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Figure 114.5. A, Model of a type IIIB dysfunction depicting a dilated annulus that is flat (has lost its saddle shape). There is also evidence for tentingwith
reduced leaflet coaptation surface (arrow). B, Example of a type IIIA dysfunction. Three-dimensional echocardiogram of the mitral valve as visualized
from the left atrium reveals thickened leaflets with fused commissures consistent with rheumatic valve disease.
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primary lesion causing the regurgitation (i.e., chordal rupture) from
secondary lesions (i.e., annular dilatation).

Mitral regurgitation is a very common disease that can lead to sub-
stantialmorbidity andmortality. Understanding themultiple underly-
ing causes of this disease and their respectivemechanisms of valvular
disturbance is crucial to choosing the appropriate treatment.
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115 Mitral Valve Prolapse
Wendy Tsang, MD, MS, Benjamin H. Freed, MD, Roberto M. Lang, MD
Mitral valve prolapse (MVP) is the most common cause of mitral
regurgitation in developed countries.1 It is also known as deg-
enerative or myxomatous mitral valve disease and comprises a
spectrum, with its mildest form known as fibroelastic deficiency
and its most severe as Barlow disease (Table 115.1). In this chapter
we will discuss the etiology, diagnosis, and management of MVP.



TABLE 115.1 Differences between Barlow Disease and Fibroelastic
Deficiency

Differentiating
Characteristics Barlow Disease

Fibroelastic
Deficiency

Pathology Excess leaflet tissue due
to accumulation of
mucopolysaccharides

Loss of mechanical
integrity due to
impaired
production of
connective tissue

Typical age at
diagnosis

Younger (<40 years old) Older (>60 years old)

Duration of
disease

Years to decades Days to months

Physical exam Midsystolic click and late
systolic murmur

Holosystolic murmur

Leaflet
involvement

Multisegmental Unisegmental

Leaflet lesions Leaflet billowing and
thickening

Thin leaflets with
thickened involved
segment

Chordal lesions Chordal thickening and
elongation

Chordal elongation
and chordal
rupture

Carpentier
classification

Type II Type II

Type of
dysfunction

Bileaflet prolapse Prolapse and/or flail

Complexity of
valve repair

More complex Less complex
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ETIOLOGY
The form of MVP known as fibroelastic deficiency occurs when
there is an acute loss of mechanical integrity due to abnormalities
of the mitral valve connective tissue structure and/or function.2

This typically results in a localized, single-segment prolapse due
to elongated chordae or flail leaflet due to ruptured chordae
(Fig. 115.1, A). Patients most commonly present in the sixth decade
of life with a relatively short history of mitral regurgitation (MR).

In contrast, Barlow disease results from an excess ofmyxomatous
tissue, secondary to abnormal accumulation of mucopolysaccharides
in multiple scallops of one or both leaflets and many or only few of
the chordae.2 Thismyxoid infiltration leads to thick, bulky, redundant
billowing leaflets and elongated chordae. Overall, this form is best
recognized by imaging and at surgery as bileaflet, multi-segmental
prolapse (see Fig. 115.1, B). Because of this chronic process, Barlow
disease is usually diagnosed in young adulthood, and patients are
A B

Figure 115.1. A, Three-dimensional (3D) transesophageal echocardiograph
scallop prolapse and flail. B, 3D transesophageal echocardiographic zoome
typically followed for many decades with mild mitral regurgitation
and well-preserved left ventricular size until indications for surgery
are frequently met in the fourth or fifth decade of life.

DIAGNOSIS
The specific diagnosis of fibroelastic deficiency versus Barlow dis-
ease is often difficult to definitively determine by either the gross or
histologic appearance of the mitral valve because of the overlap of
these diseases. Some valves that appear to be secondary to fibro-
elastic deficiency may actually represent a forme fruste of Barlow
disease and will demonstrate myxoid infiltration on subsequent his-
tological examination.3 However, preoperative differentiation of
the extent and location of mitral involvement is crucial for
surgeon-specific referral, determination of optimal surgical strat-
egy, and postoperative outcome. The lesions resulting from Barlow
disease are complex and frequently require superb surgical skills to
achieve a successful repair, whereas lesions resulting from fibro-
elastic deficiency are more localized and can typically be undertaken
with simple repair techniques successfully achievable by most car-
diothoracic surgeons. Poor presurgical planning may lead to either
unsuccessful repair or conversion to valve replacement with less
favorable outcomes in patients with complex valvular diseases.4,5

Three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) has greatly
improved the ability to diagnose and treat MVP.6 Multiple studies
have shown that 3DE is superior to 2DE in accurately diagnosing
MVP when compared with surgical findings.3,7–9 3DE is less
operator-dependent and more reproducible than 2DE at any exper-
tise level. As well, 3D transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
correctly identified prolapse in 92% of patients versus 78% of
patients using 2D TEE. 3DE has also improved quantification of
the associated regurgitation.

Parametric maps transform the 3DE images of the mitral valve
into color-encoded topographic displays of mitral valve anatomy
(Fig. 115.2). The color gradations on the parametric maps indicate
the distance of the leaflet from the mitral annular plane toward the
left atrium. The use of thesemaps has been demonstrated to improve
the diagnostic accuracy and reproducibility of interpretation by
novice readers, when compared to 2D echocardiography.8 More
recently, these maps have been reported to improve the differenti-
ation of mitral leaflet billowing from prolapse while accounting for
the saddle shape of the mitral annulus.10 On 2D echocardiography,
mitral valve prolapse is identified if themitral leaflet tip is above the
annular plane at end-systole. In contrast, mitral valve billowing is
identified if the leaflet body protrudes above the annular plane
but the leaflet tip remains at or below the annulus at end-systole.
With 3DE, leaflet billowing can be identified on 3D parametric
ic zoomed image of a patient with fibroelastic deficiency resulting in P3
d image of a patient with Barlow disease resulting in bileaflet prolapse.
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Figure 115.2. A, Three-dimensional
transesophageal echocardiographic
zoomed image of the mitral valve with
P1-P2 scallop prolapse and flail. B,
The parametric map of this valve clearly
demonstrates the location of the pro-
lapse segment (red) and resultant gap
in leaflet coaptation.
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Figure 115.3. A, Two-dimensional (2D) transesophageal echocardiographic zoomed image of a posterior mitral valve leaflet with billowing. This can
be visualized on the three-dimensional (3D) image (B), but the parametric map of this valve (C) demonstrates an intact zone of coaptation and
the location of maximal leaflet displacement into the left atrium does not extend to the line of coaptation. D, 2D transesophageal echocardiographic
zoomed image of anterior mitral valve leaflet prolapse. Again, this can be visualized on the 3D image (E), but the parametric map of this valve
(F) demonstrates a gap in leaflet coaptation and that the location of maximal leaflet displacement into the left atrium extends into the line of coaptation.
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maps, when the line of coaptation between the anterior and posterior
leaflets is intact and the region of maximal leaflet excursion into the
left atrium does not extend to the coaptation zone (Fig. 115.3). Sim-
ilarly, leaflet prolapse is identifiedwhen the line of coaptation is dis-
rupted by gaps and the region of maximal leaflet excursion extends
to the zone of coaptation.

In addition to improving visual assessment of the valve, these
maps also allow quantitation of mitral valve parameters, such as
leaflet height and annular area. This has provided additional factors
for consideration in differentiating Barlow disease from fibroelas-
tic deficiency. 3DE quantification of billowing height with a cutoff
value of 1.0 mm can differentiate between normal valves and MVP
without overlap, whereas 3DE billowing volume with a cutoff
value of 1.15 mL can differentiate between Barlow disease and
fibroelastic deficiency.7 Of note, these measurements were found
to be highly reproducible.
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MITRAL VALVE REPAIR
3DE quantification has also been applied in MVP patients under-
going mitral valve repair.11 Prolapsing height and anterior leaflet
surface area derived from 3DE parametric maps can accurately pre-
dict surgical repair complexity, irrespective of MR etiology.12

Also, with 3D quantification, it was found that (1) 3DEmitral annu-
lar dimensions were accurate and reproducible, compared with
direct intraoperative measurements; (2) patients with MVP have
significantly larger annular dimensions than controls during dias-
tole; (3) control patients have early-systolic anteroposterior and
area contraction, increased annular height, larger saddle shape
depth, and unchanged intercommissural diameter, whereas patients
with MVP have mostly unchanged annular dimensions, albeit with
significant intercommissural dilation; and (4) after repair, the annu-
lus is smaller in MVP patients but continues to lack systolic saddle-
shape accentuation.

Overall, transesophageal 3DE provides in greater detail infor-
mation regarding the pathomorphologic changes to the mitral
valve, allowing a tailored rather than standard approach, in which
a preestablished operation is performed according to the Carpentier
classification system. This is an especially important change in the
surgical approach to myxomatous mitral valve disease, because
patients often have more than a single mechanism of MR, which
limits the utility of the Carpentier classification system.

3DE has also highlighted the different conformational changes
that occur between Barlow disease and fibroelastic deficiency after
mitral valve repair. Not surprisingly, the annular diameters and
mitral valve area were significantly reduced for both disease enti-
ties postrepair. However, the mitral valve annulus was found to be
larger in patients with Barlow disease, which is consistent with the
different mean sizes of the implanted prosthetic rings.13 In addition,
the greater reduction in posterior leaflet area in patients with
Barlow disease compared with fibroelastic deficiency is in agree-
ment with the higher rate of posterior leaflet resection and sliding
performed for this type of degenerative disease.

The propensity for developing systolic anterior motion after
mitral valve repair is, in part, dependent on the degree of mitro-
aortic and septo-aortic angles, presence of excess tissue, and dis-
placement of mitral coaptation line toward the posterior leaflet,
all of which can be well characterized by 3DE.14–17 By quantifying
the extent of the excess anterior and posterior leaflet length, surface
area, and billowing volume before and after surgery, 3DE analysis
helps identify patients who are most at risk for developing systolic
anterior motion.

SUMMARY
MVP is a spectrum that ranges from fibroelastic deficiency to
Barlow disease. 3DE has improved diagnosis by improving not
only accuracy of lesion localization but also quantification of the
associated MR. These improvements in turn have favorably altered
mitral valve surgical repair techniques and percutaneous
interventions.
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116 Quantification of Mitral Regurgitation
Wendy Tsang, MD, MS, Benjamin H. Freed, MD, Roberto M. Lang, MD
Echocardiography is the primary modality for evaluating patients
with mitral regurgitation (MR) and should include assessment of
the severity, mechanism(s), reparability, prognosis, and hemody-
namic consequences on the left ventricle (LV) and left atrium
(LA). This chapter will focus on the quantitation of MR.
Box 116.1 lists the methods used for estimating the severity of
MR. Established methods derived from two-dimensional (2D)
echocardiographic data include color and spectral Doppler. How-
ever, it is well known that these methods are imperfect because
the complex geometry of the mitral orifice results in a three-
dimensional (3D) regurgitant jet that is poorly assessed by 2D
imaging. The development of three-dimensional echocardiography
(3DE) has improved the assessment of MR with improved calcula-
tion of the effective regurgitant orifice area (EROA) by vena



Box 116.1 Quantification of Mitral Regurgitation

Semi-quantitative

• Color jet area
• Signal intensity
• Antegrade flow across the mitral valve
• Pulmonary venous flow pattern
• V-wave cutoff sign

Quantitative Methods

• Vena contracta
• PISA: EROA and regurgitant volume

Indirect (supporting) signs

• Left atrial size
• Left ventricular size

EROA, Effective regurgitant orifice area; PISA, proximal isovelocity
surface area.
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contracta area or proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) and true
3D anatomical regurgitant orifice area (AROA) (see Box 116.1).1

This chapter covers both the 2D and 3D methods used to quantify
MR and includes supporting signs such as left atrial and left
ventricular size.

DEFINITION OF SEVERE MITRAL REGURGITATION
Current guidelines state that EROA �0.4 cm2, regurgitant volume
�60 mL, and regurgitant fraction �50% constitute severe mitral
regurgitation in patients with primary regurgitation.2,3 In contrast,
for patients with secondary mitral regurgitation, cutoffs are EROA
�0.2 cm2, regurgitant volume �30 mL, and regurgitant fraction
�50%.3 This difference in cutoffs exists because PISAmeasurement
by 2D transthoracic echocardiography in patients who have second-
aryMR results in an underestimation of the true effective regurgitant
orifice because of the crescent shape of the proximal convergence.

HEMODYNAMICS UNDERLYING THE
ASSESSMENT OF MITRAL REGURGITATION
All 2D and 3D echocardiographic measurements used to evaluate
MR severity are based on the Gorlin hydraulic orifice equation

Vreg ¼ AROA�Cd�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MPG

p
�T [1]

where Vreg is the mitral regurgitant volume, AROA is the mitral
anatomic regurgitant orifice area, Cd is the discharge coefficient,ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MPG

p
is the square root of the systolic mean pressure gradient

between the left ventricle and the left atrium, and T is the duration
of mitral regurgitation.4 This formula can be further simplified to

Vreg ¼ EROA�VTI [2]

where EROA is the effective regurgitant orifice area and VTI is the
MR jet velocity time integral.

First, simplification of the Gorlin equation can occur because
EROA and AROA are not equivalent.5 EROA is related to AROA
through the discharge coefficient (Cd), which corrects for energy
loss and contraction of the flow stream as it passes through the
AROA. The discharge coefficient generally falls between 0.80
and 0.85, and its value is affected by orifice geometry, flow and
fluid viscosity. Because it is not equal to 1.0, the EROA is 15%
to 20% smaller than the AROA. It must be noted, however, that
AROA (and, by default, EROA) is one of the most important com-
ponent in evaluatingMR severity. However, AROA is dynamic and
load-dependent, which creates difficulties in obtaining an accurate
measurement of AROA. This is because the mechanism of MR is
often dynamic. For instance, in degenerative MR, the AROA will
decrease during mid-systole and can vary due to patient hemody-
namics or loading conditions.

Second, the velocity time integral (VTI) of the MR jet is math-
ematically identical to the product of the square root of the mean
peak gradient and the duration of MR during systole.6 These two
components that make up the VTI of the MR jet explains why
hemodynamic conditions such as patient blood pressure and dura-
tion of MR affect accuracy of MR severity assessment. The dura-
tion of MR is important, especially in mitral valve prolapse, in
which late systolic MRmay lead to overestimation of severity. This
occurs mainly in single-frame measurements such as jet area, vena
contracta width, or proximal isovelocity surface area. A large jet
that appears late in systole may result in a large EROA but a small
regurgitant volume.7 When this discrepancy occurs, quantification
can help determine the true severity.

With the simplified formula [Equation 2], regurgitant volume
can be measured from 3D echocardiography and EROA can be cal-
culated by dividing regurgitant volume by VTI and vice versa.
Although there are strengths and weaknesses to measuring EROA
and then deriving regurgitant volume, or measuring regurgitant vol-
ume and then deriving EROA, the ability to measure both EROA
and regurgitant volume is useful in determining MR severity.

ANATOMY
All assessments of mitral regurgitation should include assessment
of mitral valve anatomy, which includes annular and subvalvular
structures such as the chordae and papillary muscles, as well as left
ventricular function and left atrial size. If possible, the mechanism
of MR should be provided. Severe MR rarely occurs when the
entire mitral apparatus and left ventricular structure are normal.
Additionally, left ventricular function and left atrial size provide
clues to the chronicity of MR. Finally, LV dysfunction and
increased body-surface area indexed LA volume at diagnosis have
been associated with worse outcomes in patients with MR.8–11 The
role of LV dilation has led to guidelines recommending that
patients with severe MR and LV end-systolic diameter >4.0 cm
or ejection fraction �60% be considered for surgery.2

TWO-DIMENSIONAL COLOR DOPPLER
Color Doppler depicts the spatial distribution of velocities within
the imaging plane rather than flow velocities. Thus it is a useful
method to determine the presence or absence of MR. However,
visual assessment is unreliable in determining severity. This is
because equipment manufacturers, instrument settings, and hemo-
dynamic variables can affect the images that are obtained. Thus the
same jet may appear differently on different echocardiographic
machines. Therefore, reliance on visual jet assessment is not
recommended.3 Assessment of 2D color Doppler imaging includes
jet area, ratio of jet area to LA area, vena contracta width
(Fig. 116.1), and calculation of EROA by the PISA method.

Two-Dimensional Color Doppler Jet Area
It had formerly been advocated that color MR jet area either alone
or indexed to LA area (see Fig. 116.1, A, B) could be a useful
method to grade severity.12 Although assessing color jet area is typ-
ically the starting point for quantitating MR, it by no means should
be the sole technique. The color jet area should not be mistaken for
the MR volume. Unfortunately the MR volume (a more direct mea-
sure of the degree of MR) is not the only factor that determines the
color jet area. Numerous technical, physiologic, and anatomic fac-
tors affect the size of the regurgitant jet area.13 Some of these are
listed in Box 116.2.

Thorough evaluation of the MR color jet area is necessary to
demonstrate its full extent. This requires careful angulation or tilt-
ing of the transducer frommultiple views, including off-axis views.
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Figure 116.1. Two-dimensional echocardiographic methods of evaluating mitral regurgitation include jet area (A), jet area/left atrial area (B), and vena
contracta (C, between white arrows).

Box 116.2 Hemodynamic and Technical Factors That Affect
Mitral Regurgitation Color Jet Area

• Regurgitant volume
• Velocity of regurgitation (driving pressure)
• Size and compliance of the left atrium
• Central versus wall-hugging jets
• Regurgitant orifice size and shape
• Influence of co-existing flow streams
• Heart rate
• Technical factors:
• Gain setting
• Scale
• Frame rate, sector size
• Color flow algorithms
• Echo machine
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The standard, recommended technique is to use a Nyquist limit of
50 cm/sec to 60 cm/sec and a gain setting that barely eliminates
color speckles from cavitary regions with non-moving flow. Eccen-
tric, “wall-hugging” jets will appear smaller than centrally directed
jets of similar volume of regurgitation because these jets are unable
to entrain blood on all sides.14,15 Centrally directed jets may appear
larger because they entrain volume on all sides. Color flow area
also varies with the driving pressure across the mitral valve (the dif-
ference between the systolic blood pressure and the LA pressure).
Thus color Doppler jet area should not be the only parameter used
to assess MR severity.

Two Dimensional Vena Contracta Width
The vena contracta is the narrowest, highest-velocity region of jet
flow that occurs between the proximal flow convergence region
and the actual regurgitant jet before expanding into the left atrium
(see Fig. 116.1, C). It typically forms a “neck” and is located at or
just downstream from the regurgitant orifice. If the jet is symmet-
rical and circular, then the vena contracta width will reflect the
EROA. Ideally, the vena contracta should be measured in the para-
sternal long-axis view perpendicular to mitral leaflet closure.4,16

The apical view is not recommended because of limitations in spa-
tial resolution. In particular, measurement from the 2-chamber
view may be misleading because this view is parallel with the
coaptation line. Jets secondary to leaflet tethering and annular dila-
tion are known to be asymmetrical, typically longest along the
coaptation line, and therefore measurement in this view will greatly
overestimate the severity of mitral regurgitation.

Vena contracta measured by transthoracic and transesophageal
echocardiography is very reliable, with a width<0.3 cm indicating
mild MR and a width �0.7 cm specific for severe MR.3 Intermedi-
ate widths between 0.3 and 0.7 cm do not necessarily distinguish
moderate MR from mild or severe MR, and further quantitation
is needed. One strength of the vena contracta measurement is that
it is reliable for both central and eccentric jets.17,18 Another strength
is that it is independent of flow rate. However, vena contracta width
may vary during systole because of dynamic changes in the
AROA.19 Limitations of vena contracta include the need to align
the imaging plane perpendicular to the vena contracta and inaccu-
racies that occur when the vena contracta is not symmetrical. Also
common to all single frame measurement techniques, overestima-
tion may occur with late systolic prolapse because the leak does not
occur throughout systole.4
Two-Dimensional Proximal Isovelocity Surface
Area Method
To understand the PISA method, it is necessary to understand the
underlying hydrodynamic principle. As flow approaches a circular
orifice, concentric hemispheric shells of increasing velocity and
decreasing surface area are formed proximal to the orifice. With
color Doppler imaging, the hemispheric shells proximal to the
regurgitant orifice area can be identified and the radius measured.
The radius is then used to calculate the surface area of the hemi-
sphere (2πr2). The product of the surface area of the hemisphere
and the aliasing velocity is the flow rate in mL/sec. If the maximal
PISA radius occurs at the same time as the peak regurgitant veloc-
ity, then the maximal EROA is

EROA ¼ 6:28 r2�Va
� �

=PkVreg [3]

where PkVreg is the peak velocity of the MR jet by continuous
wave Doppler. EROA calculated by this method is the maximal
EROA possible and may be larger than EROA calculated by other
methods. If the regurgitant orifice area is constant throughout sys-
tole, then the regurgitant volume can be calculated as the product of
EROA and the VTI of the MR jet.

There are four major caveats to this method. First, the PISA jet
must be acquired properly. The aliasing velocity should be adjusted
so that a well-defined hemisphere is shown. Whether it is on trans-
thoracic or transesophageal echocardiography, shifting the baseline
towards the direction of the MR jet rather than simply lowering the
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Figure 116.2. To acquire the proximal isovelocity surface area jet properly, the aliasing velocity should be adjusted so that a well-defined hemisphere is
demonstrated. The default baseline (A) should be shifted in the direction of the mitral regurgitation jet (B) until a well-defined hemisphere is demarcated
(C). Note that the baseline is shifted downward on transthoracic imaging (D, red arrow) and upward on transesophageal imaging (E, red arrow).

Box 116.3 Tips for Calculating Effective Regurgitant Orifice
Area and Regurgitant Volume

1. Zoom on the mitral valve from an apical view.
2. Shift the color baseline down (in the direction of the regurgitant jet)

to increase the PISA hemisphere, facilitating measurement of its
radius.

3. Obtain multiple beats-per-clip and choose only a hemispheric
PISA “mushroom” (dome).

4. Measure the radius from the valve tips to the first aliased velocity at
the red (usually yellow)-blue interface. This occurs in mid- to late
systole.

5. The Doppler beam should be parallel to MR jet to accurately
measure the peak MR velocity.
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aliasing velocity to a predetermined set point achieves this
(Fig. 116.2).20 Second, the base of the hemisphere should be flat
(i.e., 180�). If it is not, then a correction should be performed, which
is the ratio of the angle formed by the walls adjacent to the regur-
gitant orifice and 180�. Third, the orifice shape affects the shape of
the PISA. A round orifice results in a hemispheric PISA, whereas
an eccentric orifice may result in an elliptical or prolate flow con-
vergence. The PISA calculation assumes a hemispheric shape.
With a non-circular orifice, PISA will underestimate EROA.5

Fourth, it is necessary for the continuous wave Doppler signal to
be aligned with the regurgitant jet because poor alignment will
result in an underestimation of velocity and an overestimation of
EROA by PISA. Tips for calculating EROA by the PISA method
are listed in Box 116.3. It is probably not necessary to obtain PISA
if the degree of MR is trace or mild, or if MR is obviously severe
when obtained by other methods.
MR, Mitral regurgitation; PISA, proximal isovelocity surface area.
Two-Dimensional Volumetric Methods
Flow rate and stroke volume at the mitral and aortic valve annuli
can be obtained using pulsed Doppler VTI recordings and 2D mea-
surements through the following formula:

SV ¼ CSA�VTI [4]
where SV is the stroke volume and CSA is the cross-sectional area of
the annulus. Stroke volume should be equal between the aortic and
mitral annulus if there is no regurgitation (Fig. 116.3). In the pres-
ence of regurgitation of one valve, the flow through the affected
valve will be larger than that through the competent valve. The dif-
ference in flow between the affected and competent valve is the



MR Reg Vol =  SVMV - SVAV

SVMV = π x MV radius2 (cm2) x MV VTI (cm)

SVAV = π x LVOT radius2 (cm2) x LVOT VTI (cm)

Figure 116.3. Calculation of mitral regurgitation volume (MR Reg Vol) from the difference between mitral valve stroke volume (SVMV) and aortic valve
stroke volume (SVAV). Stroke volume is calculated by multiplying the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) or mitral valve cross-sectional area by the
velocity time integral (VTI) through the valve.
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regurgitant volume. Regurgitant fraction is calculated by dividing
the regurgitant volume by stroke volume through the regurgitant
valve. To reduce errors in calculation, the sample volume should
be placed at the level of the annulus (not at the tips of the mitral leaf-
lets), tracing the pulsed waveDoppler envelope should be done at the
brightest signal, and the annulus should be properly measured.

An alternative method to calculating regurgitant volume is to
determine stroke volume using the difference of LV end-diastolic
and end-systolic volumes. One limitation to this technique is that
2D transthoracic echocardiography tends to underestimate stroke
volume because of LV foreshortening of the apex and difficulties
delineating the endocardial border.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The development of 3D echocardiography (3DE) has led to
improvements in quantifying MR through the ability to assess
the 3D nature of the MR jet. 3DE has not only increased under-
standing of the shape of the MR jet but also allowed evolution of
2Dmethods to providemore accurate assessment ofMR. The effect
of 3DE on the measurement of vena contracta, PISA, AROA, and
stroke volume will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Three-Dimensional Vena Contracta Area
Direct assessment of the vena contracta by 3DE reveals significant
asymmetry of the vena contracta area in MR. This is best
demonstrated in patients with ischemic MR, in which 3DE exam-
ination reveals the vena contracta area to be eccentric rather than
circular. In facts, studies have demonstrated that less than 10%
of patients have truly circular vena contracta areas. This highlights
why EROA is underestimated by 2D single-plane vena contracta
width measurements.21 The vena contracta width on 2D echocardi-
ography is highly dependent on where the cut-plane passes through
the vena contracta, and accordingly will be wider in some
views than in others (Fig. 116.4). 3DE allows direct visualization
of the vena contracta area, which can then be measured. This has
been demonstrated to be not only a reliable technique but also an
accurate one.22 Multiple studies have compared vena contracta area
measurement by 3DE to various 2D quantitative parameters and
have consistently reported that accuracy and reproducibility for
MR severity is superior when 3D vena contracta area measure-
ments are used.23–25 A 3D vena contracta area cutoff of 0.41 cm2

is 82% sensitive and 97% specific in differentiating moderate from
severe MR, regardless of whether MR etiology is ischemic or
degenerative.23

Three-Dimensional Proximal Isovelocity
Surface Area
Calculation of EROA from a 2D echocardiographic study inputs
the radius into a formula that assumes that the proximal flow con-
vergence region is hemispherical and that the regurgitant orifice is
circular. However, 3D computational fluid dynamics models have
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Figure 116.4. Multiplanar recon-
struction analysis of a 3D transeso-
phageal echocardiography color
Doppler data set of a patient with
ischemic mitral regurgitation. The
green (A), red (B), and blue (C) frames
are orthogonal cut planes through the
3D color Doppler data set (D). The
blue plane (C) is an en face view
through which the green (A) and red
(B) cut planes through the mitral
valve/regurgitant jet can be visual-
ized. Note that in this en face view,
the vena contracta area is not circular
but crescent. Also, from the en
face view, the differences in the vena
contracta width seen in the green
(A) and red (B) cut planes can be
understood.
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demonstrated that as the mitral regurgitant orifice gets larger, the
convergence region becomes spheroidal (flattened) near the ori-
fice and ellipsoidal (elongated) farther from the orifice.26 Thus
the use of a formula that assumes an underlying hemispheric shape
is frequently inaccurate. However, when hemiellipsoidal formulas
are substituted into 2D echocardiographic formulas for calculating
EROA, a more accurate estimation of the effective regurgitant
orifice area in both in vitro and clinical studies has been
achieved.27,28

To improve the accuracy in calculating EROA, some studies
have used multiplanar reconstruction techniques to obtain the larg-
est PISA radius from a 3D color Doppler data set. Unfortunately,
although this allows a more accurate assessment of the EROA, it
still relies on geometric assumptions regarding the proximal flow
convergence region. A solution to this would be to not measure
EROA from 2D PISA recordings but to directly measure the PISA
from the 3D data set. This has recently been accomplished with the
development of software that allows direct tracing of the conver-
gence zone in multiple radial imaging planes with reconstructions
of the total surface area, thus eliminating the need for geometric
assumptions (Fig. 116.5).27,29
Three-Dimensional Anatomic Regurgitant
Orifice Area
Because 2D planimetry of the EROA in patients with MR is inac-
curate due to the complex, non-planar 3D geometry of the orifice,
3D AROA measurement may provide a reasonable alternative to
determine the severity of MR.5 The AROA is accomplished by
direct visualization of the mitral valve en face (Fig. 116.6).
There are several methods for determining the AROA. One
method requires manual tracing of the leaflet edges within a 3D
dataset. This method demonstrates good correlation with 2D
PISA-derived EROA but has better reproducibility.5 Another
method that does not fully account for the 3D shape of the AROA
is to use multiplanar analysis of the 3D dataset of the mitral valve to
identify the AROA and obtain a planar measurement of it.30
Three-Dimensional Mitral Inflow and Left
Ventricular Outflow Tract Stroke Volume
As an alternative to estimating EROA or measuring AROA, the
severity of regurgitation can be also determined by quantitating
the regurgitant volume. Although this can be measured using
2D echocardiography, 3DE is superior because it allows stroke
volume quantification without geometric or flow profile assump-
tions or reliance on single-plane measurements. This technique
uses 3D color Doppler data within a region of interest to calculate
stroke volume. Studies have demonstrated the accuracy of 3D-
derived left ventricular outflow and mitral inflow stroke volume
measurements.31,32 Recently, a new method for quantifying mitral
valve regurgitant volume has been developed using a single 3D
transthoracic echocardiography volume data set to obtain both
3D-derived left ventricular outflow and mitral valve inflow stroke
volumes.33 This method reported that left ventricular outflow and
mitral valve inflow stroke volume measurements, using real-time
3DE, were significantly more accurate and reproducible than
those obtained with 2D echocardiography. Additionally, this tech-
nique was highly feasible, and post-processing data required less
than 1 minute.



Figure 116.5. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the convergence zone. The entire surface area can be visualized from any perspective. From these
different perspectives, the irregularity and asymmetry of the convergence zone surface area can be appreciated. Courtesy of Mani Vannan, MD.
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Figure 116.6. Two-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic image (A) demonstrating that the regurgitant orifice in this patient is not planar.
From the three-dimensional (3D) transesophageal image (B), the 3D nature of the regurgitant orifice can be appreciated. On the parametric map (C), the
full 3D shape of the regurgitant orifice can be measured. Ao, Aorta.
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Limitations of Three-Dimensionally–Derived
Quantitative Measurements for Mitral
Rergurgitation
Althought there are many advantages to using 3DE to assess mitral
regurgitation, there are also limitations (Table 116.1). 3DE-derived
vena contracta area is subject to color Doppler limitations and is
also dependent on the proper selection of the systolic frame, which
affects measurement accuracy and reproducibility.34 PISA still
requires significant off-line processing and is not practical in a busy
clinical setting. Although 3D proximal velocity flow convergence
is angle-independent, the lower temporal resolution of 3D color
Doppler might affect proper selection of the largest flow conver-
gence region. AROA also requires proper selection of the systolic
frame and is limited by the relatively poor temporal resolution of
3DE. 3D mitral inflow and left ventricular outflow tract stroke
volume holds great promise, but this method still requires further
validation in patients with MR.

Overall, 3DE has improved our quantification of mitral regur-
gitation. Although there are limitations, it is a methodology that
will continue to improve with hardware and software develop-
ments. Automation of analysis and integration into echocardio-
graphic carts will allow it to be integrated into clinical practice.

SUPPORTIVE FINDING OF SEVERE MITRAL
REGURGITATION
Other findings that support the classification of severe mitral regur-
gitation include density of the continuous wave Doppler signal of
the MR jet, the presence of pulmonary hypertension, the pattern of
the pulsed Doppler tracing of mitral inflow, and the pattern of the
pulmonary vein flow.

One qualitative method of measuring MR severity is density
(intensity) of the continuous wave (CW) Doppler signal of the
MR jet. The intensity of the CW spectral signal of the MR jet
reflects the number of red blood cells in the jet and the regurgitant
volume. A very dense signal, at least equal to that of antegrade
flow, suggests that the degree of MR is moderate or severe. A faint
or incomplete signal suggests a mild degree of MR. These gener-
alizations require that the CW cursor passes through the vena



TABLE 116.1 Three-Dimensional Echocardiography Quantitative
Assessment of Mitral Regurgitation

Clinical Use Advantages Disadvantages

Multi-planar reformatting of
volumetric data to assess:

• Vena contracta area
• EROA using 3D PISA
• AROA
• Color Doppler based

regurgitant volume and
regurgitant fraction
quantification

• Portability and
availability

• Ability to reformat
data as desired

• Multiple methods
to assess MR
severity

• Stitching
artifact

• Low temporal
resolution

• Time
consuming
reconstruction

• Acoustic
window
limitation

AROA, anatomical regurgitant orifice area; EROA, effective regurgitant
orifice area;MR,mitral regurgitation; PISA, proximal isovelocity surface
area; 3D, three-dimensional.

Figure 116.7. Continuous wave Doppler tracing from a patient with
severe mitral regurgitation due to papillary muscle rupture. Note the
so-called “V-wave cutoff” sign (asymmetric, triangular signal) consistent
with prominent left atrial pressure v-wave, reducing the left ventricular–
left atrial pressure gradient in late systole.
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contracta. Another indicator of severe MR is the so-called “cutoff
sign.” In cases of acute, severe MR, the contour of the CW spectral
signal may be asymmetric, truncated, or triangular, with early peak-
ing of the maximal velocity (Fig. 116.7). This correlates with an
prominent left atrial v-wave. The usual CW spectral signal of
chronic MR is symmetric and parabolic (“dome-shaped”). A low
velocity (�4 m/sec) suggests elevated LA pressures and/or LV
Normal pattern

Systole

Diastole

< Severe MR Severe 

Systolic flow

Figure 116.8. Pulmonary venous flow p
pressures. It must be noted that these signs are only reliable if
the ultrasound beam is aligned with the MR jet.

The presence of pulmonary hypertension determined by pulmo-
nary artery systolic pressure, measured using tricuspid regurgitant
jet velocity, also suggests that severe mitral regurgitation is present
and that compensatory mechanisms have been engaged to deal with
the regurgitant flow.

When there is severe MR with large regurgitant (retrograde)
volume, the antegrade flow across the MVmust be increased. Thus
severe MR is suggested when the pulsed Doppler tracings of mitral
inflow at the mitral leaflet tips demonstrate a E-wave velocity
�1.5 m/sec. In contrast, severe MR is almost completely excluded
when an A-wave dominant mitral inflow pattern is present.

The presence of systolic flow reversal in the pulmonary veins
suggests severe MR (Fig. 116.8). Blunting of systolic flow in the
pulmonary veins is a less reliable sign because the elevated LA
pressures often found in patients with functionalMRmay cause this
change. To obtain pulmonary venous flow, the sample volume
should be placed at least 1 cm into the right upper pulmonary vein
during a transthoracic echocardiogram, or any pulmonary vein
during transesophageal echocardiography. With transesophageal
echocardiography, both a right and left pulmonary vein should be
sampled because eccentric jets may enter only right- or left-sided
veins. Limitations of pulmonary vein flow should be recognized.
Pulmonary vein flow may be influenced by additional factors such
as atrial fibrillation, left atrial compliance, mitral stenosis, loading
conditions, and mechanical ventilation.

Enlargement of the LV and LA nearly always accompany
chronic, severe MR; normal LA and LV virtually exclude chronic,
severe MR. Moreover, the LV size has prognostic significance.
However, these chamber sizes may be normal in acute, severe
MR. In addition, enlargement of LA and LV may be present
because of other causes, and are not specific for indicating severity
of MR.
SUMMARY
Assessment of MR severity is challenging for a variety of reasons,
including the complexity of the MR orifice and the resulting jet.
Sole reliance on the visual assessment of MR color jet area should
be discouraged. Multiple 2D echocardiographic methods should be
integrated into routine assessment. The strengths and weaknesses
of each of these methods should be appreciated. 3DE has been dem-
onstrated to improve assessment over 2D echocardiography and
should be used if possible, especially in cases with non-circular
regurgitant orifices.
MR Less predictive
(trivial to severe)

 reversal Systolic blunting

atterns in mitral regurgitation (MR).
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117 Asymptomatic Severe Mitral Regurgitation
Raphael Rosenhek, MD
Because of wide availability of echocardiography, patients with
mitral valvular regurgitation are frequently diagnosed at an asymp-
tomatic stage. The considerations discussed in this chapter apply to
valvular mitral regurgitation and are different for patients with sec-
ondary mitral regurgitation. An accurate assessment of mitral
regurgitation etiology by echocardiography thus has implications
for the choice of therapy. Surgery is clearly indicated in patients
with symptomatic severe mitral regurgitation. In the asymptomatic
patient, surgery is indicated in the presence of left ventricular dys-
function, pulmonary hypertension, or atrial fibrillation. Whether
surgery should be performed in the purely asymptomatic patient
in the absence of any of these criteria is subject to controversy.

INDICATIONS FOR SURGERY IN MITRAL
REGURGITATION
Quantification of mitral regurgitation by echocardiography using
an integrative approach of qualitative, semiquantitative, and
quantitative parameters is fundamental.1,2 When surgery is consid-
ered in asymptomatic patients, confirmation of severe mitral regur-
gitation is fundamental, because the risk of operating would be
unacceptable in patients with less than severe mitral regurgitation.
Symptomatic Patients
The indications for mitral valve surgery have been mainly derived
from preoperative determinants of postoperative outcome. Patients
with advanced symptoms (New York Heart Association classes III
or IV) who undergo operation have a significantly worse postoper-
ative survival than patients who undergo operation at a mildly
symptomatic or asymptomatic stage.3 It is thus evident that patients
experiencing the onset of mild symptoms should undergo surgery
without delay. Symptoms are defined as a subjective perception
of disease as perceived by the patient. Yet the early recognition
of symptoms might be challenging because patients sometimes
limit their physical activity more or less consciously. The role of
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exercise testing to objectivize the symptomatic status and to
unmask symptoms is increasingly recognized.

Asymptomatic Patients
Mitral regurgitation is characterized by left ventricular volume over-
load, which leads to left ventricular dilatation. Severe left ventricular
dilatation is associated with an impaired postoperative ventricular
function and also with an impaired postoperative survival.4,5 Data
derived from a series of patients with flail leaflets have shown that
a left ventricular end-systolic diameter of more than 40 mm was a
predictor of higher postoperative mortality.6 On the other hand, no
increased risk was observed under conservative management unless
this threshold was reached. Current recommendations for surgery are
therefore partly based on left ventricular diameters. Left ventricular
volumes seem to be of interest in this regard, but their prognostic
value has not yet been adequately validated.

In the course of the disease, mitral regurgitation may lead to left
ventricular dysfunction. Because afterload is reduced in patients
with mitral regurgitation, left ventricular function is often in the
hyperdynamic range. An ejection fraction below 60% is associated
with a reduced postoperative survival and is thus a recognized indi-
cation for surgery.7,8

Because surgery may be recommended based on echocardio-
graphic measures of the end-systolic diameter or of the ejection
fraction, the examiner needs to be aware of the implications of
the reported measures. In particular, when the measured value is
close to the threshold, care should be taken to assess its plausibility.

Severe mitral regurgitation may lead to increased left atrial and
pulmonary pressure. Pulmonary hypertension is an unfavorable
prognostic sign, and a systolic pulmonary arterial pressure at rest
of greater than 50 mm Hg is associated with a higher mortality
in the long-term follow-up after surgery.9 Recent data also show
that exercise-induced pulmonary hypertension defined by a systolic
pulmonary pressure of more than 60 mmHg, which can be assessed
by exercise echocardiography, predicts the need for surgery.10

New-onset atrial fibrillation frequently marks a turning in the
natural history of mitral regurgitation, and these patients frequently
develop symptoms soon thereafter. Long-term survival in patients
after mitral valve surgery is better when they are operated in sinus
rhythm.11 Another rationale in favor of surgery when new-onset
atrial fibrillation occurs relates to the higher likelihood of being
able to restore and preserve sinus rhythm at that stage.
Box 117.1 summarizes information required to determine the tim-
ing of surgery in asymptomatic patients.

THE QUESTION OF SURGERY FOR TRULY
ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS
The risk of sudden death has been a matter of concern for patients
with mitral regurgitation—particularly those with flail leaflets.
Box 117.1 Timing of Surgery in Asymptomatic Patients:
Information Needed

1. Severity of mitral regurgitation (echo-Doppler; occasionally TEE)
2. Symptoms or signs of heart failure (in asymptomatic patients,

exercise testing may reveal symptoms)
3. Left ventricular size and function (LVEF, LVESD)
4. Pulmonary hypertension
5. Left atrium (size, atrial fibrillation)
6. Natural history of the disease
7. Reparability (see Boxes 117.2 and 117.3)
8. Risk of the operation (age, comorbidities, etc.)
9. Expertise of the surgeon

LVEF, Left ventricular ejection fraction; LVESD, left ventricular end-systolic
diameter; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography.
However, a detailed analysis shows that although the risk of sudden
death is close to 8% per year for symptomatic patients, it is around
0.8% per year in asymptomatic patients.12 When quantitatively
assessing mitral regurgitant severity, the effective regurgitant ori-
fice area has been shown to be predictive of survival in patients
who are initially managed conservatively.13 The same paper
reported a very high mortality rate, and this has sparked a debate
as to whether truly asymptomatic patients should be electively
operated. However, patients with an ejection fraction between
50% and 60% were included, and the patients were not regularly
followed. A recent analysis of the multicenter MIDA registry also
suggests that patients with flail leaflets being operated within
3 months had better long-term survival compared with those being
operated later.14 Several limitations of this study need to be men-
tioned: It is a registry; patients with atrial fibrillation or hyperten-
sion (who otherwise would have a class IIa indication for surgery)
were included; the strategy did not include regular follow-up visits
at the respective institutions; and finally, it took six centers to
include 1021 patients without a class I indication for surgery over
a time span of 24 years, amounting to an inclusion rate of only 7
patients per center per year. A very recent registry from South
Korea suggests that early surgery is associated with a lower cardiac
mortality rate and with fewer cardiac events as compared with an
initially conservative approach.15 However, overall mortality was
not different between the treatment groups.

On the other hand, a watchful waiting approach has been shown
to be associated with a good overall survival that is comparable
with that of an age- and gender-matched population.16 Such a strat-
egy requires the scheduling of regular clinical and echocardio-
graphic follow-up exams.17 Whereas two thirds of the patients will
develop symptoms as an indication for surgery, one third will
develop an indication for surgery such as left ventricular impairment,
pulmonary hypertension, or atrial fibrillation in the absence of symp-
toms.16 Over an 8-year follow-up interval, approximately half of
the patients will require surgery. The strategy of watchful waiting
thus requires an adequate setting—ideally within a heart valve
clinic.18
LIKELIHOOD OF MITRAL VALVE REPAIR
One important factor relates to the likelihood of mitral valve repair,
which is the preferred treatment strategy. As defined by Carpentier,
the aim of mitral repair surgery is to achieve a durable correction of
mitral regurgitation, by preservation or restoration of the leaflet
motion, creation of a large surface of coaptation, and a stabilization
of the annulus. Indeed, the risk of mitral valve surgery is signifi-
cantly lower than the risk of a mitral replacement, and it avoids
the risk of prosthetic valve complications.19,20 The reoperation rate
after a successful mitral valve repair is approximately 1% per
year.21 A systematic echocardiographic assessment of the mitral
valve may give important information regarding the likelihood of
valve repairability (Boxes 117.2 and 117.3).
Box 117.2 Feasibility of Repair

Easiest to repair:

• Ruptured chord(s) to posterior leaflet (especially middle scallop—P2)
• Pure mitral annular dilatation
• Small perforation

Hardest to repair:

• Ruptured cord(s) to anterior leaflet
• Ruptured cords to both leaflets
• Severe prolapsed of both leaflets
• Extensive fibrosis, retraction, and/or calcification of leaflets
• Extensive calcification of the mitral annulus



Box 117.3 Predictors of Unsuccessful Repair: Early Operation
for Chronic, Severe Mitral Regurgitation in Asymptomatic
Patients May Not Be Advisable

Severe annular calcification
Extensive disease (�3 segments)
Anterior leaflet prolapse
Severe mitral regurgitant central jet
Annular dilatation > 50 mm
Scarcity of tissue in the leaflets
Surgical center lacks expertise in complex mitral valve repair
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Although the rate of mitral valve repair is increasing over time,
data from an STS analysis show that it is still less than 70%.22 On a
general basis, centers performing a high volume of mitral valve
procedures achieve a significantly higher rate of repairs with a sub-
stantially lower surgical risk. As an analysis of the situation in the
United Kingdom shows, there may be a large variability in hospital-
related repair rates that were suboptimal even in some high-volume
centers, leading the authors to entitle their manuscript The Lottery
of Mitral Valve Repair Surgery.23 Ultimately, the most important
factor comes down to surgeon experience.24 According to data
from the STS analysis, the predicted repair rate is directly related
to the annual number of mitral valve procedures. For an annual vol-
ume of 50 mitral valve surgeries, the predicted repair rate is about
80%. The absolute number of mitral valve surgeries performed by a
surgeon also has an impact on surgical risk and complications. It is
thus evident that a more generous indication for surgery could only
be envisaged for experienced mitral surgeons working in high-
volume centers. The ESC/EACTS guidelines (Table 117.1) state
that mitral surgery may be considered (class IIb indication) in
TABLE 117.1 Indications for Surgery in Mitral Regurgitation

ESC/EACTS
ACC/
AHA

Symptomatic and LVEF > 30% I I
Asymptomatic and LVEF 30%-60% I I
Asymptomatic and LVESD � 40 mm I
Asymptomatic and LVESD � 45 mm I
Asymptomatic with flail leaflet and LVESD �

40 mm with low surgical risk and high
likelihood of repair

IIa

Asymptomatic and new onset atrial fibrillation
or sPAP � 50 mm Hg

IIa IIa

MV repair reasonable in asymptomatic
patients (LVESD < 40 mm and LVEF �
60%) when likelihood of successful and
durable repair without residual MR is
>95% with an expected mortality rate
<1% when performed at a Heart Valve
Center of Excellence

IIa

Asymptomatic with left atrial dilation
(�60 mL/m2) or pulmonary hypertension
on exercise (sPAP � 60 mm Hg) when
there is a low surgical risk and high
likelihood of repair.

IIb

LVEF, Left ventricular ejection fraction; LVESD, left ventricular end-
systolic diameter; MR, mitral regurgitation; MV, mitral valve; sPAP,
systolic pulmonary artery pressure.

Adapted from Nishimura RA, Otto CM, Bonow RO, et al. 2014 AHA/ACC
guideline for the management of patients with valvular heart disease.
J Am Coll Cardiol 2014 and Vahanian A, Alfieri O, Andreotti F, et al.
Guidelines on the management of valvular heart disease. Eur Heart J
2012;33:2451-2496.
asymptomatic patients with left atrial dilatation (�60 mL/m2) or
pulmonary hypertension on exercise (systolic pulmonary artery
pressure [sPAP] � 60 mm Hg) when there is a low surgical risk
and a high likelihood of repair.8

The recently updated ACC/AHA guidelines (see Table 117.1)
consider mitral valve repair as reasonable (class IIa indication)
in asymptomatic patients (who do not reach criteria for surgery
related to left ventricular size and function) when likelihood of suc-
cessful and durable repair without residual mitral regurgitation is
superior to 95% with an expected mortality rate below 1% when
performed at a Heart Valve Center of Excellence.7

A sufficiently powered randomized study comparing the out-
come of asymptomatic patients with mitral regurgitation undergo-
ing early surgery with those undergoing early elective surgery
is needed.
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Evidence supporting the use of exercise echocardiography to iden-
tify the dynamic nature of mitral regurgitation (MR) is progres-
sively accumulating. From a clinical standpoint, the evaluation
of MR limited to resting conditions often underestimates the full
clinical impact of the lesion. Exercise echocardiography may iden-
tify severe MR in cases that otherwise would be considered as
moderate valve disease and may provide incremental diagnostic
and prognostic information. Table 118-1 summarizes the echocar-
diographic techniques used in the assessment of MR during exer-
cise stress, the diagnostic parameters obtained using each
technique, and their prognostic value.
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EXERCISE ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
AND PROTOCOLS
Either immediate postexercise imaging (treadmill or upright bicycle
ergometer) or imaging during exercise can be used in MR. Imaging
during exercise permits detection of changes in valvular regurgita-
tion severity, in left ventricular (LV) function, and in pulmonary
arterial pressure. A symptom-limited graded exercise test is recom-
mended, and at least 80% of the age-predicted upper heart rate
should be reached in the absence of symptoms. The test is performed
under the supervision of an experienced person. Typically, the initial
ostic Parameters Prognostic Parameters
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decreased event-free survival, cardiac
mortality, episode of pulmonary edema

• Increase in LV ejection fraction by 5%
predicts global LV contractile recovery after
revascularization

• Ischemia predicts the presence of limited
coronary flow reserve and poor outcome

• Increase by >21 mm Hg in sPAP during
exercise predicts reduced cardiac free
event survival and episode of pulmonary
edema

• Explains symptoms

R, mitral valve replacement or repair; sPAP, systolic pulmonary arterial
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workload of 25 W is maintained for 2 minutes and the workload is
increased every 2 minutes by 25 W (Fig. 118.1). An increase in steps
of 10 W seems more appropriate in patients with a low level of phys-
ical activity (i.e., secondary MR in heart failure). Echocardiographic
image recordings are obtained in a stepwise fashion at baseline, low,
medium, and high levels of exercise, and at peak exercise (see
Fig. 118.1). Images and loops are stored to be analyzed offline after
cessation of the exercise; often no measurements are done during
image acquisition. Usually the following imaging sequence is used:
2D grayscale loops (frame rate> 50-70/sec) of the LV in 4-, 2-, and
3-chamber views; mitral tissue Doppler velocities (around 95-
105 bpm, before e0- and a0- wave fusion); mitral inflow (close in time
to e0 recording); color flow of the MR (proximal isovelocity surface
area [PISA] recording); and continuous wave Doppler recording of
MR and continuous wave Doppler of the tricuspid valve to assess the
transtricuspid pressure gradient.

PRIMARY MITRAL REGURGITATION

Indications
In patients with severe MR, severe symptoms predict poor outcome
after valve repair or replacement.1 Reduced LV ejection fraction
and/or LV dilatation are also important predictors of postoperative
LV dysfunction2 and subsequent cardiac morbidity and mortality.3

Therefore, when patients with severe MR become symptomatic or
develop LV dysfunction/dilatation (decrease in LV ejection frac-
tion or increase in LV end-systolic diameter), exercise testing is
not necessary and mitral valve surgery, especially repair, is indi-
cated.4,5 American guidelines recommend testing in presumed
asymptomatic patients with severe MR to objectively evaluate
exercise capacity and to assess the effects of exercise on systolic
pulmonary arterial pressure (sPAP) and MR severity (class IIa).
The European guidelines also state that exercise echocardiography
is useful to quantify exercise-induced changes in MR severity, in
sPAP, and in LV function. Although not clearly stated, exercise
stress echocardiography can also be used to examine the dynamic
severity of MR in patients whose symptoms are out of proportion to
the degree of mitral valve disease under resting conditions.

Clinical and Prognostic Value

Dynamic MR and Pulmonary Hypertension
Exercise capacity is a predictor of the development of symptoms or
LV dysfunction in asymptomatic patients with MR.6,7 Degenerative
MR might be dynamic and markedly increase during exercise.
An increase in MR severity by one grade (>10 mm2) is observed in
about one third of patientswith degenerativeMR.8 Important changes
inMR severity are often associatedwith exercise-induced changes in
sPAP and reduced symptom-free survival. Recently, it has been
shown that exercise pulmonary hypertension (sPAP > 60 mm Hg)
was more accurate than resting sPAP in predicting the occurrence
of symptoms during follow-up9 and of cardiovascular events.10 The
level of increase in sPAPdepends on the ability to successfully recruit
the pulmonary vasculature to accommodate the increased blood flow
with exercise; the contribution (or proportion) of the reduction in the
cross-sectional area of the pulmonary circulation; the changes in pul-
monary vascular compliance, resistance, and impedance; and the
increase in left atrial pressure, each of whichmay be abnormal at rest.
Recent data have shown that in addition to exercise-induced pulmo-
nary hypertension, exercise-induced right ventricular dysfunction
(quantified by tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion< 17.6 mm)
was an independent predictor of survival free from surgery.
Indeed, those with both exercise-induced pulmonary hyperten-
sion and right ventricular dysfunction had the worst prognosis.10

LV Function and Contractile Reserve
LV contractile function may be impaired even in the setting of a pre-
served LV ejection fraction (Fig. 118.2). Lack of contractile reserve
(<4% increase in ejection fraction) is an early marker of impaired
myocyte contractility and predicts postoperative LV function after
mitral valve surgery.11 Preliminary results suggested that 2D strain
obtained during exercise could be useful to better identify contractile
reserve in asymptomatic patients with severe degenerative MR.12–14

An increaseof less than1.9% inglobal longitudinal strainduring exer-
cise predicts postoperative LV dysfunction as well as impairment in
LV function in medically treated patients with a better sensitivity and
specificity thanan inadequate increase inLVejectionfraction.14More
recently, the absence ofLVcontractile reserve, as assessedusing two-
dimensional (2D) speckle tracking analysis (<2% increase during
exercise) was associated with more than a twofold increase in risk
of cardiovascular event in asymptomatic patients with degenerative
MR and preserved resting LV ejection fraction.15 Hence, myocardial
deformation imaging may be a more sensitive marker of LV contrac-
tile function than LV ejection fraction.

Impact on Clinical Decision Making
TheAHA/ACC guidelines (class IIa) suggest that it would be reason-
able to consider mitral valve intervention in asymptomatic patients
with severe MR and preserved LV function who have sPAP greater
than 50 mm Hg at rest or greater than 60 mm Hg on exercise.



Figure 118.2. Exercise-induced changes in primary mitral regurgitation (MR). Severe primary mitral regurgitation at rest with anterior eccentric jet,
preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), and no pulmonary hypertension at rest. Exercise is associated with appearance of pulmonary hyper-
tension. LVEF is increased by 8% while global longitudinal strain (GLS) remains unchanged. Al vel, Aliasing velocity; ERO, effective regurgitant orifice;
MRVmax, MRmaximal velocity;MRVTI, MR velocity-time integral;PISA rad, proximal isovelocity surface area radius;RV, regurgitant volume; TR Vmax,
tricuspid regurgitation maximal velocity.
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Similarly, in the ESC guidelines, mitral valve repair may be consid-
ered in experienced centers (ESC class IIb) in asymptomatic patients
with severe MR, preserved LV function, high likelihood of durable
repair, low risk for surgery, andpresentingwith exercise sPAPgreater
than 60 mm Hg. In addition, patients without LV contractile reserve
are at high risk of cardiovascular event and could be considered for
surgery.When treatedmedically, these patients should be closely fol-
lowed (3- to6-month follow-up), preferably in a dedicatedheart valve
clinic,16 to detect the onset of symptoms, increase in brain natriuretic
peptide, or abnormal exercise stress echocardiography (Fig. 118.3).
SECONDARY (ISCHEMIC) MITRAL
REGURGITATION

Pathophysiology
Secondary or functional MR (FMR) is dynamic and is affected by
changes in hemodynamic conditions that occur during exercise
(Fig. 118.4). The dynamic changes in FMR can be reliably quantified
(PISA method) during semisupine exercise echocardiography.17,18

Exercise-induced changes in FMR severity (increase in effective
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regurgitant orifice area) is not related to the degree of FMR at rest but
to changes in mitral valve deformation (increase in systolic tenting
area, coaptation distance, or mitral annulus diameter)19,20 and/or in
basal LV dyssynchrony.21 Rarely, exercise-induced increase in MR
occurs as a consequence of acute transient ischemia.

Indications
Exercise stress echocardiography is widely accepted as an impor-
tant diagnostic and prognostic tool in the assessment of ischemic
heart disease. In patients with LV systolic dysfunction, the results
of exercise echocardiography (viability, ischemia, LV dyssyn-
chrony, worsening MR) have the potential to influence revascular-
ization strategies and possible concomitant mitral valve repair
versus resynchronization therapy.22 In FMR, exercise echocardiog-
raphy can be important in determining the cause of symptoms in
patients whose resting severity of MR, degree of LV diastolic dys-
function, and extent of LV dyssynchrony are out of proportion con-
sidering the level of dyspnea. The usefulness of exercise
echocardiography in FMR has also been revealed in patients with
FMR who develop acute pulmonary edema with no obvious cause.
Exercise echocardiography can also be indicated in patients with
moderate MR before surgical revascularization to identify those
who may benefit from a combined mitral valve repair. Following
restrictive mitral valve annuloplasty, the test is also of interest in
case of persistent postoperative pulmonary hypertension.23

Clinical and Prognostic Value
An increase in mitral regurgitant volume during exercise correlates
well with elevation of sPAP.18 The magnitude of rise in both MR
severity and sPAP is more pronounced in patients with exercise-
limiting dyspnea and in those hospitalized for an acute pulmonary
edema.24 Dynamic changes in FMR provide additional prognostic
information compared with resting evaluation and unmask patients
at high risk of poor outcome.25,26 Large exercise-induced increase
in SMR, defined as an increase in effective regurgitant orifice area
of greater than 13 mm2, is associated with increased mortality and
morbidity.26 The best predictive cutoff value for the increase
in sPAP associated with the outcome is 21 mm Hg. The presence
of viable myocardium predicts LV reverse remodeling and a
better outcome after revascularization, beta-blocker therapy, and
cardiac resynchronization therapy.22 LV reverse remodeling and
reduced mitral apparatus deformation after cardiac resynchroniza-
tion therapy are associated with a reduction in both resting and
exercise-inducedMR and an improvement in cardiopulmonary per-
formance.27 Moreover, FMR decreases more significantly in
patients with viability in the region of the pacing lead after cardiac
resynchronization therapy.28

Impact on Clinical Decision-Making
There is a trend favoring mitral valve repair, using undersized rigid
ring annuloplasty, to correct FMR, even if it carries contrasting
long-term results as compared to mitral valve replacement29 and
a higher risk of persistent/recurrent MR.17,30 The presence of viable
myocardium predicts a relatively preserved outcome after bypass
surgery. Severe MR should be corrected at the time of bypass sur-
gery (ESC class I in patients with LV ejection fraction> 30%, class
IIa in patients with LV ejection fraction < 30%). Considering the
adverse prognostic implications of dynamic exercise MR in
patients with moderate FMR, the development of dyspnea second-
ary to increased severity ofMR and pulmonary hypertension during
exercise echocardiography is considered an additional reason to
perform a combined mitral valve repair at the time of surgical cor-
onary revascularization (ESC class IIa). However, the AHA/ACC
or ESC guidelines do not yet recommend intervention based on
exercise-induced changes in the severity of MR. Much more con-
troversial is the management of chronic FMR in patients without
revascularization solution. Optimal medical treatment should be



Figure 118.4. Dynamic secondary mitral regurgitation (MR). Exercise-induced increase in the severity of MR in a patient with chronic ischemic left
ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction and severely deformed mitral valve (increase posterior leaflet angle: PLA). Al vel, Aliasing velocity; CD, coaptation
distance; ERO, effective regurgitant orifice; LVEF, LV ejection fraction; MR Vmax, MR maximal velocity; MR VTI, MR velocity-time integral; PISA rad,
proximal isovelocity surface area radius;PLL, posterior leaflet length;RV, regurgitant volume; TA, tenting area; TR Vmax, tricuspid regurgitationmaximal
velocity.
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ensured in all patients. Cardiac resynchronization therapy should be
envisioned according to current recommendations. The presence of
exercise dyssynchrony and/or viability in the potential pacing lead
region may be used as incentive to determine the most appropriate
site of implantation of biventricular pacing.
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119 Ischemic Mitral Regurgitation
Jacob P. Dal-Bianco, MD, Robert A. Levine, MD, Steven A. Goldstein, MD
Box 119.1 Mechanisms of Ischemic Mitral Regurgitation
(Largely Due to Global and Regional Remodeling of the Left
Ventricle) Increased Tethering and Decreased Closing Force

• Papillary muscles displaced apically and posterolaterally
• Increased tenting length and area
• Dilatation of the MV annulus septal–lateral > commissural–
commissural

• Decreased contraction of mitral annulus
• Intraventricular dyssynchrony
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION
Mitral regurgitation (MR) is a frequent complication of myocardial
infarction and severe coronary artery disease that is associated with
an adverse prognosis, independent of underlying left ventricular
dysfunction.1–17 Ischemic mitral regurgitation (IMR) is a com-
monly used, but ill-defined term, in the medical literature. A prac-
tical definition is MR due to coronary artery disease (myocardial
infarction, myocardial ischemia, and/or resulting left ventricular
remodeling) in the absence of preexisting intrinsic leaflet or chordal
pathology.18–26

In the majority of patients, the initial insult in IMR is ventricu-
lar; it is primarily the remodeling that follows myocardial infarc-
tion or ischemia, rather than being due to active or reversible
ischemia. IMR should be distinguished from coronary artery dis-
ease and concomitant MR because of primary or organic mitral
valve diseases, such as mitral valve prolapse, ruptured chordae ten-
dinae, rheumatic mitral valve disease, endocarditis, and severe
fibrosis or calcification of the mitral apparatus.

IMR was originally referred to as papillary muscle dysfunction.
This concept of papillary muscle dysfunction held that acute ische-
mia of a papillary muscle caused MR and that coronary artery
revascularization alone could reverse the IMR. However, it is
now recognized that revascularization does not generally result
in resolution of MR. Therefore, papillary muscle dysfunction is a
poor term because MR is seldom produced by direct papillary mus-
cle damage and may even decrease with papillary muscle ische-
mia.27–30 A related term is functional MR, which can be defined
as MR without any abnormality of the mitral valve leaflets. This
entity typically includes patients with both idiopathic and/or spe-
cific nonischemic cardiomyopathies and ischemic cardiomyopa-
thy, and therefore, is a broader and less specific term than IMR.
Mechanistically, however, both functional and chronic IMR have
similarities.

In addition, confusion can arise because the clinical heterogene-
ity of IMR can be associated with several clinical situations, includ-
ing (1) new, acute MR complicating myocardial infarction (e.g.,
ruptured papillary muscle); (2) fluctuating MR due to acute myo-
cardial and/or papillary muscle ischemia; and (3) chronic MR
due to geometric changes of the left ventricle secondary to remo-
deling caused by ischemic heart disease. The following discussion
relates primarily to chronic ischemic MR, which is the most com-
mon clinical situation.
MECHANISMS

Chronic Mitral Regurgitation Due to Geometric
Changes (Remodeling) of the Left Ventricle
As previously mentioned, mitral leaflet morphology is essentially
normal in IMR (Box 119.1). During the past decade, experimental
investigations have contributed to a better understanding of the
pathophysiology of IMR. Recent studies suggest that the primary
cause of IMR is ventricular distortion of the normal spatial relation-
ship of the mitral valve apparatus and the left ventricle.5,18–25,31–38

With adverse left ventricular remodeling (dilatation and change of
shape), one or both of the mitral leaflets are pulled apically into the
left ventricle and radially away from the center of the left ventricle
because of the outward displacement of the papillary muscles that
result from remodeling. This results in incomplete mitral leaflet
closure, where the leaflet coaptation point is apically displaced
(apical tenting of the leaflets; Fig. 119.1). This pattern is best seen
in the apical 4-chamber view. The incomplete mitral leaflet closure
pattern is more difficult to assess in long-axis views in which the



Figure 119.1. Normal coaptation of the mitral valve (left) versus abnor-
mal coaptation due to apical and lateral displacement of the papillary
muscles in a remodeled (dilated and spherical) left ventricle (right), which
results in an increased tenting area (gray region) and apical displacement
of both leaflets.

Basal chord tents
anterior leaflet

(“seagull sign”)

Figure 119.3. Transthoracic echocardiogram (apical 4-chamber view)
illustrating tethering of the anterior mitral leaflet (arrow) due to a basal
chord (not shown). This has been referred to as “seagull sign” because
the anterior leaflet resembles the schematic of a flying bird. The yellow
dotted line indicates the plane of the mitral annulus; an increased tenting
area is seen above.
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continuity between the anterior mitral leaflet and aortic valve is
demonstrated, because themitral annular plane is not defined in this
view. The leaflets are apically displaced, tethered, and may restrict
mobility, especially of the posterior leaflet. There are a number of
methods to quantify the degree of tethering. The most common is a
simple area measurement from the leaflets to the annular plane
(tenting area), which is typically performed at mid-systole, where
the area is at a minimum. Another measure is coaptation length
(height) or depth that measures the maximal distance from the leaf-
let tips to the annular plane, which appears to correlate with the
presence and severity of IMR (Fig. 119.2).39,40 More recently,
three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography has been used to quan-
tify leaflet tethering by measuring the tethering distance from the
papillary muscle tip to the mitral annulus41 and to measure the tent-
ing volume (volume from leaflets to annular plane),42 which may
provide additional data to assess tethering.

Although this appears to be a primary and important mechanism
of IMR, other factors may also play a role. Tethering of the anterior
leaflet by the secondary (basal or strut) chordae can result in a sea-
gull deformation of the body of the anterior leaflet, which further
impairs coaptation (Fig. 119.3). Mitral annulus dilatation (primar-
ily anteroposterior and to a lesser degree medial-lateral) may also
be a contributing factor of IMR.21,22,43 However, the degree of dila-
tation can vary and does not necessarily correlate with the degree of
MR. In addition, there is evidence that the nonplanar saddle-shape
Coaptation
depth

Coaptation
length

Norma

Figure 119.2. Increased coaptation
depth and increased coaptation length in
functional mitral regurgitation due to a
remodeled (dilated and spherical) left ven-
tricle compared with a normal left ventricle.
of the annulus is important to minimize stress on the valve leaflets
and contributes to valve competence; this shape can be altered in
IMR.44 In addition to the simple geometry of the annulus, the actual
kinetics of the mitral annulus during the cardiac cycle may play a
role.45 Normally, the mitral annulus changes size throughout the
cardiac cycle, and this may be altered in the presence of distorted
left ventricular geometry and regional wall motion abnormali-
ties. Lastly, intraventricular dyssynchrony may contribute to
IMR.19,46–49 In this setting, uncoordinated contraction of the pap-
illary muscles and/or posterobasal wall of the left ventricle may
result in left ventricular malignment of the mitral valve leaflets,
thus interfering with leaflet coaptation.

Characteristic echocardiographic features of IMR are listed in
Box 119.2. It is generally stated that the valve leaflets are normal
in IMR.However, theremay beminor abnormalities, such as nonspe-
cific thickening due to the mitral regurgitant jet or aging. Moreover,
although the leaflets are initially “innocent bystanders,” structural
changes in leaflet architecture over time due to abnormal stretching
have been described and may further impair coaptation.50–53

Annular dilatation occurs primarily in the septal–lateral dimen-
sion, which is greater than that of the commissure–commissure
diameter.29 Although most of the dilatation is in the posterior annu-
lus, the anterior (fibrous) annulus also dilates.54 Other observers
confirmed this finding and also showed that the annular dilatation
can be asymmetric, especially in the region of the posterior
l ventricle Spherical ventricle

Coaptation
depth



Box 119.2 Echocardiographic Features of Ischemic
Mitral Regurgitation

• Absence of organic mitral valve abnormalities
• Apical tethering or restriction of the mitral leaflets, especially the
posterior leaflet

• Increased coaptation depth and decreased overlap of leaflet
contact

• Dilated mitral annulus
• Left ventricular wall motion abnormalities, especially the inferior
or inferolateral (posterior) wall

• Central or posteriorly directed mitral regurgitant jet

TABLE 119.1 Differences between Asymmetric (Regional) versus
Symmetric (Global) Remodeling Patterns

Asymmetric Symmetric

Leaflet tethering PML tethered toward
posterior wall

Both tethered
toward apex

MR jet direction Eccentric, posterior Usually central
Tenting area Increased Greatest
Annulus Minor change Dilated and

flattened
LV remodeling Regional Global
MI site Inferior Anterior/multiple
CAD extent RCA/LCx Multivessel

CAD, coronary artery disease; LCx, left circumflex; LV, left ventricular; MI,
myocardial infarction; MR, mitral regurgitation; PML, posterior mitral
leaflet; RCA, right coronary artery.
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commissure (P2–P3 segment).39 These observers also demon-
strated that the intertrigonal distance may be increased, and that
there may be flattening of the saddle-shape of the mitral annulus.
Three-dimensional echocardiography has helped determine the
mechanism of IMR.*

Although both regional and global remodeling may lead to MR,
the specific site of remodeling is very relevant. Inferior myocardial
infarctions are more likely to be associated with significant MR
compared with anterior myocardial infarction.19 Differences
between regional versus global remodeling typically results in dif-
ferent tethering patterns56 (Fig. 119.4 and Table 119.1). A symmet-
ric tethering pattern is characterized by apical tethering of both
leaflets to a similar degree, resulting in symmetric coaptation
and a centrally directed MR jet. An asymmetric tethering pattern
has posterior tethering of both leaflets, but tethering occurs pre-
dominantly in the posterior leaflet, which results in a posterior shift
of the coaptation line and restriction of the posterior leaflet, which
leads to asymmetric coaptation and a posteriorly directed MR
jet.25,51,57 The anterior leaflet can no longer reach the posteriorly
displaced and restricted posterior leaflet, which results in dimin-
ished coaptation and an increase in MR severity compared with
patients with symmetric tethering. Zeng et al demonstrated that
patients with a symmetric tethering pattern (as seen after anterior
Normal Anteri

Figure 119.4. Normal coaptation and the differences in coaptation resulting
usually results in an asymmetric tethering pattern in which the coaptation lin

*References 21,23,26,36,45,54,55.
myocardial infarctions) usually have worse ejection fractions, more
global wall motion abnormalities, greater dilatation of the mitral
annulus, and a decrease in the normal nonplanar (saddle-shaped)
annulus shape.58 Nevertheless, the degree of MR tends to be less
in this group of patients. Patients with asymmetric tethering tend
to have a more preserved saddle shape of the annulus and less sig-
nificant global remodeling. Therefore, the degree of MR may not
correlate with left ventricular volumes or the degree of global left
ventricular dysfunction. According to Agricola et al., 100% of
patients with symmetric tethering had central jets, whereas 83%
of patients with asymmetric tethering had posteriorly directed
MR jets.59

Echocardiographic hallmarks of tethering-induced MR include
restricted excursion of the tethered leaflets, which are most evident
in the posterior and basal anterior leaflets.60 The force exerted by
secondary or strut chordae creates a characteristic systolic hockey
stick or seagull-like anterior leaflet shape that is concave towards
the left atrium, opposite to the normal concavity (Fig. 119.5).61

Tethering also limits diastolic leaflet excursion, with the anterior
leaflet pointing toward the papillary muscle tip. Unlike rheumatic
stenosis, however, there is no diastolic leaflet doming or commis-
sural narrowing; rather, the intercommissural distance widens in
the short-axis view.26 These patterns—with systolic leaflet retrac-
tion referred to as incomplete leaflet closure—mandate a careful
or MI Inferior MI

from an anterior myocardial infarction (MI) and an inferior MI. An inferior MI
e is shifted posteriorly due to restriction of the posterior leaflet.
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Figure 119.5. A, Left: Normal left ventricle and mitral apparatus in a long-axis view. The leaflets coapt just above the mitral annular plane (red dashed
line). Right, Ischemic mitral regurgitation. The papillary muscle is displaced posteriorly, laterally, and apically due to local left ventricular dilatation and
remodeling caused by a myocardial infarction (blue area). This tethers the mitral leaflets apically, and because there is not enough leaflet tissue to
compensate for leaflet tenting (area apical to the dashed line), coaptation is impaired and mitral regurgitation occurs (yellow lines). The anterior leaflet
is concave toward the left atrium in systole with a hockey stick appearance (compare with the left panel).B toE, Severe ischemicmitral regurgitation in a
patient after inferior myocardial infarction. B (parasternal long-axis view) and D (modified 2-chamber view with both papillary muscles), apical mitral
leaflet tethering that causes significant leaflet tenting (area apical to the dashed line). D, Inferior wall scarring and outward bulging (asterisk). C and
E, Severe, mostly centrally directed mitral regurgitation. Ao, aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PM, papillary muscle.
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search for causative wall motion abnormalities that may otherwise
be overlooked. Of note, even inferior wall hypokinesis without
bulging may tether the leaflets, because the papillary muscles are
left behind as the rest of the left ventricle contracts; therefore, subtle
abnormalities should not be discounted.62

IMR echocardiographic findings depend on left ventricular
function and contractility. Systolic left ventricular contraction
forces the mitral valve leaflets to close against the opposing tether-
ing forces.3,6,41,63–65 This closing force is strongest in mid-systole,
so that IMR is greatest in early and late systole when the opposing
A

B

Figure 119.6. A, Color M-Mode of a patient with ischemic mitral regurgita
B, Color M-mode in a patient with mitral valve prolapse and mostly late sys
tethering forces predominate.39,41,65,66 The more severe the IMR,
the more holosystolic is the duration of regurgitant flow during sys-
tole (Fig. 119.6). Cardiac resynchronization therapy can reduce
IMR by prolonging the time during each cardiac cycle when left
ventricular closure force effectively opposes tethering.41,44,65,67

Papillary Muscle Rupture
The most acute and catastrophic form of IMR is papillary muscle
rupture. When papillary muscle rupture occurs, acute severe MR,
75mm/s

tion showing holosystolic regurgitation with early and late flow peaks.
tolic mitral regurgitation.
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pulmonary edema, and cardiogenic shock typically ensue. The left
atrium is usually normal in size, and the sudden increase in left
atrial pressure is reflected backward into the pulmonary veins,
causing pulmonary edema. Absence of previous left ventricular
remodeling and dilatation prevents maintenance of forward stroke
volume, which results in cardiogenic shock.

The myocardial infarction causes sufficient tissue necrosis to
avulse the papillary muscle head, which may result in a partially
or completely flail leaflet. The papillary muscle head appears as
a bullet-shaped (or bell-shaped) mass flailing from the left ventricle
to the left atrium in systole (Fig. 119.7). Less severe MR may be
seen with rupture of only a papillary muscle tip. Compared with
the lateral papillary muscle with its dual coronary artery blood sup-
ply (left anterior descending and/or the left circumflex artery), the
medial papillary muscle more commonly ruptures due to its single
coronary artery supply (right coronary artery).68,69 The echocardi-
ographer must be alert to papillary muscle rupture in a hyperdy-
namic left ventricular post–myocardial infarction, because the
necrotic zone may be limited, and by itself, hard to discern.

Echocardiographic Assessment of Ischemic
Mitral Regurgitation
Echocardiographic assessment of IMR should also include careful
assessment of left ventricular function and quantitation of the
degree of MR. Color Doppler usually reveals a central or posteri-
orly directed MR jet. Rarely, patients with IMR (<10%) have an
anteriorly directed MR jet. Measurement of left ventricular func-
tion should include the ejection fraction, left ventricular dimen-
sions, assessment of wall motion abnormalities, and structural
abnormalities of the mitral valve chordae and papillary muscles.
An integrative approach to the quantitation of MR should be per-
formed, including Doppler techniques for direct quantitation and
supportive echo data (left atrial size, left ventricular chamber size,
pattern of pulmonary vein flow) in the overall assessment.

Echocardiographic quantification of the regurgitant IMR vol-
ume provides prognosis and can help guide therapy.4 The major
obstacles are spatial (elliptical versus spherical flow convergence
region) and temporal (early and late systole). Routine echocardio-
graphic assessment of 2D or 3D vena contracta58,70–72 can rapidly
differentiate between mild or less MR and more than mild MR
(Fig. 119.8). Although the orifice area varies, typically the largest
vena contracta is used to scale the orifice, care must be taken not to
A B

Figure 119.7. Papillary muscle tip rupture. A and B, The torn papillary musc
and the corresponding mitral regurgitation jet (two-dimensional transesoph
muscle tip (arrow).
confuse a brief early systolic orifice with a nearly holosystolic one.
Despite its limitations, jet area, for the typically central jets,
remains a useful and rapid visual clue. Overall severity assessment,
for MR in general, integrates left ventricular size and function, left
atrial size, and impact on Doppler flows and predicted pressures.71

Quantification of MR volume may be attempted with 2D or 3D
flow convergence methods,73,74 bearing in mind the typical slitlike
orifice, and therefore, the hemielliptical proximal flow conver-
gence surface area; the hemispherical assumption is not strictly
applied to this situation (see Fig. 119.8).75

MR may also occur with active or reversible myocardial ische-
mia and may disappear after the ischemia resolves. If the patient’s
clinical presentation and symptoms seem out of proportion to the
echocardiographic MR findings, a stress echo can unmask the
dynamic nature of the lesion by demonstrating increased MR dur-
ing exertion.75a
PROGNOSIS
The prevalence of post-myocardial infarction IMR is as high
as 40% to 50% within 30 days of an ischemic event,3,9,76 and the
finding of more than mild IMR is associated with doubled morbid-
ity and mortality.3,4,6,11,76 The natural history and temporal evolu-
tion of IMR remains incompletely understood due to limited
longitudinal studies, changing procedural and medical therapy,
and variable compensatory leaflet remodeling.

The presence of IMR confers a poor prognosis. There is a grow-
ing body of evidence on the negative impact of IMR on medium-
and long-term survival in patients with coronary artery disease. The
poor prognosis of patients with severe MR has been documented in
several clinical scenarios, including postinfarction, posttrans-
luminal coronary angioplasty,6,9,11,15 and post-coronary artery
bypass surgery. The finding of more than mild MR nearly doubles
mortality after myocardial infarction, in chronic heart fail-
ure,16,17,77 and after surgical or catheter revascularization.2–4,6

IMR increases mortality even when mild.3,4 In patients with acute
myocardial infarction, the presence of MR has been demonstrated
to be an independent predictor of mortality, independent of other
well-known predictors of mortality, such as infarct size and left
ventricular ejection fraction. Nevertheless, the natural history
and temporal evolution of IMR remain incompletely understood
due to limited longitudinal studies, changing procedural and med-
ical therapy, and variable compensatory leaflet remodeling.
C

le tip in the left atrium attached to a chord (arrow), leaflet malcoaptation,
ageal echocardiography. C, The three-dimensional–rendered papillary
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Figure 119.8. A, An en face three-dimensional–rendered closedmitral valve with a typical slitlike ischemicmitral regurgitation orifice (surgical view; top:
anterior leaflet; left: lateral). B, The corresponding vena contracta. Note its hemielliptical shape.
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MANAGEMENT OF ISCHEMIC MITRAL
REGURGITATION
The treatment of IMR remains controversial despite improved
understanding of its mechanisms. It is important to identify and
address potentially reversible LV dysfunction by optimal medical
therapy, revascularization, cardiac resynchronization therapy, and
potential gene/cell therapy. Surgical treatment options for IMR
include coronary artery bypass grafting alone7,78–81 or with con-
comitant mitral valve annuloplasty82–84 or replacement.85,86 Cur-
rently, the most common technique to repair IMR is the
placement of an undersized annuloplasty ring (reduction annulo-
plasty) to reduce annular size. This has been demonstrated to be
highly effective, with greater than 90% short-term success.86

Unfortunately, this approach has not been demonstrated to improve
survival. Moreover, recent publications suggest that there is a sig-
nificant incidence (up to 30%) of failure to eliminate or signifi-
cantly reduce the degree of MR or recurrent MR at 1-year
follow-up.37,49,87–91 These failures occur because mitral valve
repair with an undersized annuloplasty ring does not address the
fundamental ventricular pathology (adverse ventricular remodel-
ing, as described earlier)85,92; further global dilation may occur.
Alternatively, it may be due to the possibility that survival is
primarily influenced by the presence of ischemia and ventricular
dysfunction. In addition, in some patients with ischemic cardiomy-
opathy, there may be asymmetrical morphologic changes of the
mitral orifice due to greater restriction of the P2 and P3 segments.
Implantation of a symmetrical annuloplasty ring may not ade-
quately address this asymmetrical deformation.82 Kongsaerepong
et al.90 have suggested that preoperative echocardiographic find-
ings can be used to identify patients with IMR at increased risk
of repair failure.

IMR is a complex lesion, and it is logical to assume that a better
understanding its mechanism(s) will help to provide a more rational
basis for optimal surgical management. Echocardiography, includ-
ing 3D echocardiography, has been providing insight into these
mechanisms. However, multiple factors may increase tethering,
and their relative importance may not be clear. Dissatisfaction with
results and outcomes has led to divergent approaches to IMR repair.
For example, some investigators have recommended transection
of secondary mitral chordae tendineae (chordal cutting) to improve
leaflet mobility by decreasing leaflet tethering.27,28 Other approaches
include chordal sparing valve replacement,93–95 suture annulo-
plasty,96 posterior leaflet patch extension, annular cinching,44 infarct
plication,97 papillary muscle sling,98 external restraints,99,100 and
papillary muscle relocation.101 This variety of approaches suggests
that none are totally satisfactory. In the absence of evidence-based
randomized trials and until the controversy over the optimal treat-
ment of IMR is clarified, the choice of procedure will continue to
be based on patients’ clinical status (severity of symptoms believed
to be related to the MR, patients’ age, comorbidities), the degree of
MR, and institutional and individual surgeons’ expertise. The
intended or planned approach may also be affected by the course
of surgery. Coronary artery bypass surgery typically precedes mitral
valve surgery, and if adverse events occur during the earlier part of
the operation, additional surgery may be abandoned.

The degree of MR is central to decision-making, and character-
ization of the severity of valve regurgitation is among the most dif-
ficult problems in valvular heart disease. Preoperative transthoracic
echocardiography by experienced laboratories is preferred to
intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography to reflect the true
degree of MR, because MR is often artificially underestimated by
the altered hemodynamics in anesthetized patients. Moreover, as
recommended by the American Society of Echocardiography,68 a
comprehensive, multifaceted, integrated approach to quantitating
MR should be performed (see section on Quantification of Mitral
Regurgitation). Reliance on color jet area alone to quantitate MR
is fraught with pitfalls.

Lastly, even if mitral valve repair is selected as the procedure of
choice in a given patient, there are many additional technical con-
siderations that are debated among surgeons:

• Rigid versus semirigid or flexible annuloplasty rings;
• Complete versus partial ring;
• Degree of downsizing;
• Asymmetric deformation of the mitral annulus; and
• Use of pledget-supported sutures on the ventricular side versus
the atrial side (valve replacement).
CONCLUSION
The main mechanism of IMR is ventricular remodeling, which dis-
places the papillary muscles apically and laterally, which, in turn,
pulls the fixed length chordae tendinae and leaflets apically. The
line of coaptation of the tethered mitral leaflets is also apically dis-
placed and prevents normal valve closure. This is usually a result of
myocardial infarction of the segments underlying the papillary
muscles (typically a lateral or inferior infarction), which leads to
remodeling of that region of the ventricle. Annulus dilatation,



Normal Apical
tethering

Prolapse

Restricted PML Dilated annulus Ruptured pap muscle

Figure 119.9. Various copatation patterns due to differ-
ent mechanisms, including normal, symmetrical apical
tethering typical of global dilatation of the left ventricle
that may occur after anterior myocardial infarction, mitral
valve prolapse, restricted posterior mitral leaflet (PML)
due to asymmetric tethering (which often occurs after
inferior myocardial infarction), dilated mitral annulus,
and ruptured papillary (pap) muscle. The red dots repre-
sent the hinge points of the anterior and posterior mitral
leaflets.
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predominantly of the septo-lateral dimension, is also usually pre-
sent. Figure 119.9 summarizes these findings. This process then
becomes self-perpetuating because MR leads to ventricular dilata-
tion, which, in turn, leads to further papillary muscle displacement,
annular dilatation, and then more MR (i.e., vicious cycle).

Treatment strategies continue to evolve and are primarily
surgical. The surgical approach to IMR is not yet standardized.
Percutaneous approaches are theoretically feasible, but not well-
established. Surgical techniques eliminate MR in the majority of
cases, but recurrent MR has been increasingly recognized. Progress
in surgical therapy includes the development of new annuloplasty
devices, subvalvular techniques, and procedures to address the ven-
tricular aspects of IMR.

The severity of MR appears to be related more to the extent of
ventricular geometric change than to the ejection fraction alone.
Echocardiography has provided insight into the complex patho-
physiology that involves the myocardium, the mitral subvalvular
apparatus, and mitral annulus. Therefore, echocardiography may
provide a more directed approach in which the surgeon and cardi-
ologist can tailor the operative strategy in individual patients.
Lastly, the evidence that intervention in IMR improves long-term
survival remains unclear. Future studies are needed to determine
whether correcting IMR will alter survival and/or improve symp-
toms of heart failure.
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With respect to heart valve diseases, until recently tricuspid valve
regurgitation has received less attention than aortic or mitral valve
lesions and therefore has been referred to as the “forgotten valve.”1

Although trivial or mild tricuspid regurgitation may be detected in
80% to 90% of normal subjects undergoing modern echocardiog-
raphy2 and is usually benign, hemodynamically significant tricus-
pid regurgitation can lead to debilitating symptoms and is
associated with poor prognosis in a number of cardiovascular
diseases.3

Today, diagnostic techniques and appropriate management
strategies for patients with tricuspid regurgitation are established
and continually refined. Therefore, it is important that clinicians
consider assessing the severity of tricuspid regurgitation, under-
stand its pathophysiology, choose appropriate imaging techniques,
and refer patients for timely intervention to prevent clinical deteri-
oration and subsequent adverse consequences.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Using echocardiography, the Framingham Heart Study investigators
found a prevalence of moderate or severe tricuspid regurgitation of
0.8% and an increased prevalence with aging.2 Overall, the preva-
lence of significant tricuspid regurgitation was 4.3 times greater in
females than in males. Tricuspid regurgitation is frequently present
in patients with mitral valve disease, and more than one third of
patients with mitral stenosis have at least moderate tricuspid regur-
gitation.4 Severe tricuspid regurgitation has been reported in 23% to
37% of patients after mitral valve replacement for rheumatic valve
disease.5 In the majority of patients, tricuspid regurgitation is not
related to any primary valve pathology and is defined as “func-
tional.” Functional tricuspid regurgitation is frequently observed in
the advanced stage of left-sided valvular heart disease or myocardial
disease.6 In 14% of patients, tricuspid regurgitation may occur in the
absence of structural tricuspid valve alterations, pulmonary hyper-
tension, or left heart dysfunction5 (Fig. 120.1).

Finally, the development of hemodynamically significant tri-
cuspid regurgitation has been reported in 27% of patients who
had only mild tricuspid regurgitation at the time of left-sided valve
surgery.7 In most cases, tricuspid regurgitation is diagnosed late
after mitral valve replacement, 10 years on average, but can appear
as late as 24 years after the initial surgery.5,8 Matsunaga and Duran9

reported moderate or severe tricuspid regurgitation in 74% of
patients who had undergone surgical repair of ischemic mitral
regurgitation 3 years previously.

ETIOLOGY AND MECHANISMS OF TRICUSPID
REGURGITATION
The etiology of tricuspid regurgitation is generally divided into pri-
mary (or intrinsic) valve disease and secondary (or functional)
valve dysfunction (Box 120.1). Primary tricuspid regurgitation
results from structural abnormalities of valve apparatus, may be
congenital or acquired, and accounts for only 8% to 10% of all
severe tricuspid regurgitations3,10 (Fig. 120.2). Secondary or func-
tional tricuspid regurgitation is usually due to tricuspid annulus
dilatation caused by right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction,
which may be primary or secondary to left heart diseases resulting
in pulmonary hypertension (Fig. 120.3). However, despite the fact
that pulmonary arterial hypertension from any cause is known to be
associated with the occurrence of secondary or functional tricuspid
regurgitation, not all patients with pulmonary hypertension develop
significant tricuspid regurgitation because its mechanisms are mul-
tifactorial. Mutlak and colleagues11 assessed the determinants of
tricuspid regurgitation severity in a large cohort (2139 patients)
with mild (<50 mm Hg), moderate (50-70 mm Hg), or severe
(>70 mm Hg) elevation of pulmonary artery systolic pressure. In
this population, elevated pulmonary artery systolic pressure was
associated with more severe tricuspid regurgitation (odds ratio
2.26 per 10 mm Hg increase). However, a large number of patients
with elevated pulmonary artery systolic pressure showed only mild
tricuspid regurgitation (65.4% of patients with moderate and 45.6%
of patients with severe pulmonary hypertension, respectively).
These authors showed that other factors such as atrial fibrillation,
pacemaker leads, and right ventricular remodeling were also signif-
icant determinants of the severity of tricuspid regurgitation. Among
them, remodeling of the right heart in response to the increase in
pulmonary artery systolic pressure was the most powerful predictor
of tricuspid regurgitation. These data confirm earlier observations
that annular dilatation, right ventricular dilatation, or tricuspid
valve tenting and not pulmonary hypertension itself are the main
determinants of functional tricuspid regurgitation12 (see
Fig. 120.3).

Even in the absence of pulmonary hypertension, tricuspid annu-
lar dilatation may cause significant regurgitation. In patients with
chronic pulmonary thromboembolic hypertension and in patients
with mitral stenosis in whom tricuspid regurgitation resolved after
successful pulmonary thromboendoarterectomy or mitral balloon
valvuloplasty, there was no change in tricuspid annulus diameter
after the resolution of pulmonary hypertension.13,14 These observa-
tions suggest that tricuspid annulus dilatation could be irreversible
and might be the mechanism of late tricuspid regurgitation encoun-
tered in mitral valve diseases. Once tricuspid regurgitation has
become significant, progressive right ventricular remodeling and
dysfunction due to chronic volume overload result in papillary
muscle displacement and leaflet tethering, which worsen tricuspid
regurgitation and lead to further right ventricular dilatation.15 On
the other hand, the dilated right ventricle may also compress the
left ventricle via chamber interdependence, leading to an increase
of pulmonary pressure which, in turn, will worsen tricuspid
regurgitation.
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Figure 120.1. Visualization of tricuspid valve (TV) by two- and three-dimensional echocardiography. Two-dimensional apical four-chamber (A), right
ventricular inflow (B), and subcostal (C) views of the TV.D, Volume rendering of TV apparatus with the cropping plane corresponding to the apical four-
chamber view, allowing a comprehensive visualization of TV apparatus (leaflets, chordae, papillary muscles) and themoderator band. Volume rendering
of TV, seen en face from the right ventricle (E) and the right atrium (F), displaying all three leaflets in a unique view. AV, Aortic valve;MB,moderator band;
RAA, right atrial appendage; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.

Box 120.1 Etiology of Tricuspid Regurgitation

Functional (morphological normal leaflets with annular
dilatation) (75%)

• Left heart diseases (left ventricular dysfunction or valve diseases)
resulting in pulmonary hypertension

• Primary pulmonary hypertension
• Secondary pulmonary hypertension (e.g., chronic lung disease,
pulmonary thromboembolism, left-to-right shunt)

• Right ventricular dysfunction from any cause (e.g., myocardial
diseases, ischemic heart disease)

• Atrial fibrillation
• Cardiac tumors (particularly right atrial myxomas)

Structural abnormality of the tricuspid valve (25%)

• Rheumatic
• Prolapse
• Congenital

• Ebstein anomaly
• Tricuspid valve dysplasia
• Tricuspid valve hypoplasia
• Tricuspid valve cleft
• Double-orifice tricuspid valve
• Unguarded tricuspid valve orifice

• Endocarditis
• Endomyocardial fibrosis
• Carcinoid disease
• Traumatic (blunt chest injury, laceration)
• Iatrogenic
• Pacemaker/defibrillator lead interference
• Right ventricular biopsy
• Drugs (e.g., exposure to fenfluramine-phentermine, or methysergide)
• Radiation
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Figure 120.2. Various causes of organic tricuspid regurgitation illustrated by two- (A, C, E, G) and three-dimensional (B, D, F, H) echocardiography
(3DE). Prolapse of anterior and posterior leaflets in Barlow disease suspected in four-chamber view (A) and visualized with 3DE from the “surgical view”
of tricuspid valve (B); rheumatic tricuspid valve disease with characteristic leaflet thickening (C), reduced diastolic opening (orifice area planimetry
2.5 cm2), and commissural fusion (D); endocarditis vegetation (arrow, E) attached to the posterior leaflet (F); carcinoid disease, with typical thickening
and stiffness of tricuspid leaflets, fixed in semi-open position (G), resulting in free regurgitation and mild stenosis (H).
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Figure 120.3. Mechanisms of functional tricuspid regurgitation. A, Normal right ventricle at end-diastole with normal sized tricuspid annulus and no
tenting of tricuspid valve leaflets at end-systole (inset). B, Dilated tricuspid annulus with leaflet tenting and significant leaflet tethering (white arrows)
causing severe tricuspid regurgitation (color Doppler).C, Severely dilated tricuspid valve annulus in a patient with volume overload and severe tricuspid
regurgitation (top left and right). Bottom image shows 3D zoom acquisition of the tricuspid valve in end-systole showing malcoaptation of the leaflets
(asterisk).
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Particular cases of tricuspid regurgitation are those developing
after blunt chest trauma or as a consequence of pacemaker or defi-
brillator leads, which may directly interfere with leaflet coaptation
while crossing the valve from the right atrium to the right ventricle.
Tricuspid regurgitation is a rare complication of blunt chest trauma,
most frequently of high-energy road traffic accidents. If the acute
rise in right intraventricular cavity pressure happens when the valve
is closed, it may result in chordal rupture (Fig. 120.4); however,
both anterior papillary muscle rupture and leaflet tears (primarily
the anterior leaflet) have also been reported.16 In the acute phase
of the injury, the traumatic lesion can go undetected. In the chronic
phase, many patients remain asymptomatic, whereas others exhibit
symptoms and signs of right heart failure.

Tricuspid regurgitation due to endocardial lead implantation or
removal of permanent pacemakers or implantable cardioverter-
defibrillators is a known complication of these procedures.17–19

Conflicting data have been reported about the incidence of tricuspid
regurgitation related to endocardial lead implantation.17,19 The
reported incidence of at least moderate tricuspid regurgitation ran-
ged between 7% and 39%.18–22 However, there are significant
A

D

B

V

Figure 120.4. Traumatic organic tricuspid regurgitation.A-C, Standard two-
for a severe functional tricuspid regurgitation (severely dilated right heart cham
and no apparent structural abnormality). D, By its ability to display all leaflets
addition a flail of the anterior leaflet with ruptured chord (E, arrow). In the cont
having a traumatic cause.
limitations in these reports: Most of them were retrospective, the
number of enrolled patients was limited, the length of follow-up
was not predefined, and the methods used to assess the severity
of tricuspid regurgitation were quite different and mainly qualita-
tive. The mechanisms by which a right ventricular lead may induce
tricuspid regurgitation remain to be clarified. Several investigators
have documented a mechanical interference of the lead with
the valve leaflets leading to impaired valve closure18–20,23

(Fig. 120.5). Others have found that delayed right ventricular acti-
vation and/or alteration in right ventricular geometry and/or right
ventricular dyssynchrony induced by active right ventricular pac-
ing may cause tricuspid valve malfunction and regurgitation.22

The mechanical (lead interference) and functional (valve malfunc-
tion induced by active right ventricular pacing) mechanisms may
also coexist, but the relative contribution of the two remains to
be defined. Sakai and associates24 studied 26 paced hearts at
autopsy and reported an interference of the pacemaker lead with
the valve leaflets in 42% of cases (interference with leaflet motion
in 2 patients, entanglement of valve chordae in 4 patients, and
coexistence of the two in 5 patients). Lin and colleagues,17 in a
E

C

dimensional echocardiography shows characteristic changes suggestive
bers and tricuspid annulus; severe leaflet tenting with lack of coaptation

in a single view, real-time three-dimensional echocardiography reveals in
ext of severe blunt chest trauma in patient history, this was interpreted as
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Figure 120.5. Mechanisms of electrocatheter wire interference with tricuspid valve leaflets. A, Two-dimensional apical four-chamber view (far left) and
three-dimensional zoom acquisition from the right ventricular perspective (far right) showing impingement of the septal leaflet with electrocatheter wire
(arrow) and associated tricuspid regurgitation (middle). B, Three-dimensional echocardiographic (3DE) en-face view from the right ventricular perspec-
tive (far left) showingmalcoaptation of tricuspid leaflets (asterisk) and associated severe tricuspid regurgitation with electrocatheter lead in situ (arrows).
C, 3DE en-face view of the tricuspid valve from the right ventricular perspective showing two electrocatheter wires crossing the tricuspid valve (arrows)
and moderate regurgitation (top left).
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retrospective study of 41 patients, identified four mechanisms by
which right ventricular lead led to severe tricuspid regurgitation:
perforation of valve leaflets, entanglement of the lead with subval-
vular apparatus, impingement of the tricuspid valve leaflets, and
lead adherence to the tricuspid valve.

The time course for tricuspid regurgitation development/
progression after pacemaker implantation also remains to be
defined. Pathologic studies have detected major inflammatory
changes within the heart only few days after lead implantation.25

It has been postulated that progression of inflammation over weeks
to months may lead to the formation of fibrous tissue involving the
pacemaker lead and resulting in lead fusion and adherence to the
various components of the tricuspid valve apparatus, causing regur-
gitation. This has important implications for management because
early detection of catheter-related tricuspid regurgitation may be
solved by lead repositioning only if it is performed shortly after lead
implantation, but the procedure can be difficult, if not impossible,
during the chronic stage.
Finally, tricuspid regurgitation may be iatrogenic. Franceschi
and co-workers26 performed a prospective study during which they
removed 237 catheters in 208 patients implanted around 46 months
earlier. New tricuspid regurgitation occurred in 19 patients (9.1%)
and was severe in 14. Three independent risk factors of traumatic
tricuspid regurgitation were identified: use of laser sheath, use of
both laser sheath and lasso, and female gender. However, the stron-
gest risk factor appears to be related to the use of specific extraction
tools, due to the failure of simple traction. The anatomic substrate is
related to the fibrous growth around the whole length of the lead,
with attachments to surrounding structures including the tricuspid
valve.27

Another cause of iatrogenic, traumatic tricuspid regurgitation is
represented by repeated endomyocardial biopsies. Tricuspid regur-
gitation is the most frequent valvular abnormality that occurs after
cardiac transplantation.28 Mielniczuk and colleagues29 found histo-
logic findings of chordal tissue in 47% of endomyocardial biopsy
specimens from heart transplant patients in whom a significant
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Figure 120.6. Iatrogenic tricuspid valve flail in a heart transplant patient. A, Two-dimensional four-chamber view shows a leaflet with the free edge
completely reversed into the right atrium, causing lack of coaptation (arrow).B, Three-dimensional rendering (“surgical view”) shows a bulging of septal
leaflet into the right atrium (arrow).
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tricuspid regurgitation was detected. These findings suggest that
chordal damage at the time of endomyocardial biopsy leading to
tricuspid valve prolapse is the cause of tricuspid regurgitation in
these patients (Fig. 120.6). In 101 patients who underwent ortho-
topic cardiac transplantation and survived more than 1 year,
Nguyen and associates28 reported that 25% developed a severe
tricuspid regurgitation (4% required valve replacement for refrac-
tory right-sided heart failure). In their series, there was no case of
severe tricuspid regurgitation in those patients who underwent
fewer than 18 biopsies; conversely, the incidence of severe tricus-
pid regurgitation was 60% in those who underwent more than 31
endomyocardial biopsies.

Tricuspid regurgitation is also a dynamic phenomenon that
shows respiratory changes of large magnitude and complex patho-
physiology which are independent on severity and pathogenesis of
the regurgitation and degree of associated pulmonary hyperten-
sion.30 Topilsky and colleagues30 performed a quantitative echo-
Doppler study to elucidate the mechanics of respiratory variations
of tricuspid regurgitation. They observed marked right ventricular
(and not right atrial) changes in size and shape during inspiration,
particularly right ventricular widening. Right ventricular widening
was associated with inspiratory annular enlargement, leading to
less systolic annular coverage by tricuspid leaflets and increased
valvular tenting, both of which contribute to coaptation loss and
increase in effective regurgitant orifice. Therefore, despite a
decline in regurgitant gradient, a large increase in effective regur-
gitant orifice occurs during inspiration, causing a notable increase
in regurgitant volume.
NATURAL HISTORY
Some patients with isolated chronic severe tricuspid regurgitation
may remain asymptomatic for some time, whereas others may
experience fatigue and decreased exercise tolerance as a result of
reduced cardiac output. As the right atrial pressure increases,
patients may experience the classic symptoms caused by right-
sided heart failure: peripheral edema, abdominal fullness, ascites,
hepatomegaly, and decreased appetite. As the right atrium enlarges,
the incidence of atrial fibrillation increases, leading itself to further
right atrial and tricuspid annulus dilatation and clinical deteriora-
tion. If left untreated, severe tricuspid regurgitation will determine
right ventricular failure, which will result in severe peripheral
edema, ascites, and severe functional limitation. It has been
reported that increasing severity of tricuspid regurgitation is
associated with worsening prognosis, independently from left ven-
tricular function or pulmonary pressure.3
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Two-dimensional echocardiography combined with spectral and
color flow Doppler evaluation provides the most accurate labora-
tory test in detection and quantification of tricuspid regurgitation
(TR).1 “Physiological” TR is associated with normal valve leaflet
morphology and normal right ventricular and atrial size (Fig. 121.1).

When a “pathologic” TR is detected at color Doppler, a
complete understanding of leaflet morphology and of the patho-
physiological mechanisms underlying TR is mandatory (see
Chapter 123). In these cases, a more comprehensive assessment
of the morphology of the tricuspid valve apparatus using transtho-
racic three-dimensional echocardiography provides important
clues to the underlying etiology and mechanisms of valve dysfunc-
tion.2–4

Secondary TR is characterized by annular dilatation (>40 mm)
and tethering of the leaflets,3 with a tenting distance greater than
8 mm. In most severe cases, the leaflets fail to coapt, resulting in
a wide-open regurgitation (Fig. 121.2).

Color flow Doppler and spectral Doppler are sensitive for the
detection of TR and generally accurate for a semiquantitative
assessment of its severity.1

TR using color flow imaging can be detected using both the para-
sternal (tricuspid inflow view and short-axis view at great vessels
level), and apical or subcostal (four-chamber view) approaches
(Fig. 121.3). Regurgitant jet area correlates roughly with the severity
of regurgitation, being less than 5 cm2 in mild, 6 to 10 cm2, in mod-
erate, and greater than 10 cm2 in severe cases. In clinical practice, a
visual estimate rather than actual planimetry is used. Detection of a
large eccentric jet adhering, swirling, and reaching the posterior wall
of the right atrium is in favor of significant TR. Conversely, small
thin central jets usually indicate mild TR. However, the color Dopp-
ler method is a source of many errors, is limited by several technical
and hemodynamic factors, and therefore is not recommended to
assess TR severity.1 A more accurate estimate may be obtained by
using jet vena contracta width and proximal isovelocity surface area
(PISA) measurements.

Vena contracta represents the cross-sectional area of the blood
column as it leaves the regurgitant orifice; it reflects thus the regur-
gitant orifice area. The vena contracta of the TR jet is typically
imaged in the apical four-chamber view using a careful probe angu-
lation to optimize the flow image, an adapted Nyquist limit (color
Doppler scale, 40 to 70 cm/sec) to perfectly identify the neck of the
jet, and a narrow sector scan coupled with the zoom mode to max-
imize temporal resolution and measurement accuracy (Fig. 121.4).5

Averaging measurements over at least two or three beats is recom-
mended. A vena contracta diameter larger than 6.5 mm is usually
associated with severe TR (see Fig. 121.4, right panel). Intermedi-
ate values are not accurate for distinguishing moderate from mild
TR. However, when measuring the vena contracta, one should take
into account the fact that the regurgitant orifice geometry is com-
plex and not necessarily circular (Fig. 121.5). This may explain the
poor correlation found between the vena contracta width at two-
dimensional color Doppler and the three-dimensional echo assess-
ment of the effective regurgitant orifice area. Particular caution
should be used in assessing eccentric jets. With three-dimensional
color Doppler echo, an effective regurgitant orifice area greater
than 75 mm2 has been associated with severe TR.6

PISA radius measurement is by itself a good indicator of sever-
ity of regurgitation, but the method should be properly performed
(Fig. 121.6). Qualitatively, a TR PISA radius greater than 9 mm at a
Nyquist limit of 28 cm/sec has been associated with the presence of
significant TR (corresponding to an effective regurgitant orifice
area �40 mm2 and a regurgitant volume �45 mL, the quantitative
thresholds for severe TR), whereas a radius less than 5 mm suggests
mild regurgitation. However, the PISA method also faces several
limitations.7 Eccentric jets may represent a challenge in alignment
with the beam of ultrasound. The most challenging issue is the fact
that leaflets that are tenting are often not flat and the outer angle
formed by these should be accounted for in the calculation of regur-
gitant flow. It is also crucial to account for the expected respiratory
variation of TR and to average measurements performed during
inspiration (largest flow convergence, lowest TR velocity) and
expiration (smallest flow convergence, highest TR velocity) to pro-
vide an average severity over the respiratory cycle to the clinician
(Fig. 121.7).8 Finally, we must take into account the extreme load
dependency of the tricuspid regurgitant volume and its changes
during cardiac systole (Fig. 121.8). Changes in patient’s position,
diuretic therapy, and lack of standardization of timing in measuring
severity of TR are among the most frequent causes of inter-
technique and day-to-day variability of severity of TR.9

The fact that the regurgitant orifice in tricuspid regurgitation is
never rounded prevents the use of the PISA method to calculate the
area of the regurgitant orifice. However, three-dimensional color
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Figure 121.1. Physiological tricuspid regurgitation. The color jet is localized in a small region adjacent to valve closure (<1 cm), is thin and central, and
often does not extend throughout systole. Tricuspid regurgitation peak systolic velocities at continuous wave Doppler are between 1.7 and 2.3 m/sec.
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Figure 121.2. Mid-systolic frames showing leaflet tethering and wide lack of apposition of tricuspid leaflets at two-dimensional (A) and three-
dimensional (C) echocardiography in a patient with severe functional tricuspid regurgitation (B).
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Figure 121.3. Color and continuous wave Doppler appearance of mild (left panel), moderate (central panel), and severe (right panel) tricuspid regur-
gitation. See Table 121-1 for details.
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Figure 121.4. Measurement of the vena contracta of tricuspid regurgitation jet with two-dimensional color Doppler.
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Doppler allows the measurement of TR effective regurgitant orifice
area by using the PISA method independent of any assumption
about the geometry of the isovelocity surface and regurgitant ori-
fice, whichmay open new opportunities for quantitative assessment
of TR severity (Fig. 121.9).

The spectral Doppler velocity tracing of TR reflects the pressure
gradient between the right ventricle and the right atrium throughout
systole. The shape of the TR velocity profile using continuous-
wave Doppler provides a clue to this relationship. The regurgitation
profile is generally parabolic except in severe cases, where high
right atrial “C-V” waves result in a rapid equalization with right
ventricular pressure, resulting in a rapid deceleration of the Doppler
tracing, also described as the “V” wave cutoff sign (see Fig. 121.3).

Additional indirect clues of regurgitation severity are the density
of the continuous-wave Doppler profile, the size of the right ventricle
and atrium, paradoxical interventricular septal motion, and systolic
bulge of the interatrial septum toward the left atrium. The hepatic
vein flow may exhibit systolic reversal of flow in severe cases.

In clinical practice, echocardiographic assessment of TR
includes integration of data from two- and three-dimensional imag-
ing of the valve, right heart chambers, septal motion, and inferior
vena cava, as well as Doppler parameters of regurgitation severity
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Figure 121.5. Effects of little changes of probe rotation on the measurement of tricuspid regurgitation vena contracta using two-dimensional color
Doppler imaging. Three-dimensional color flow imaging of the tricuspid valve from the ventricular perspective allows appreciation of the slitlike shape of
vena contracta in functional tricuspid regurgitation. White dashed lines correspond to the two-dimensional views in the upper panels.

PISA radius
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Figure 121.6. Measurement of the proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) radius of the tricuspid regurgitation jet. The apical four-chamber view and
the parasternal long- and short-axis views are classically recommended for an optimal visualization of the PISA. The area of interest is optimized by
reducing imaging depth and Nyquist limit to approximately 15-40 cm/sec. The PISA radius is measured at mid-systole using the first aliasing.
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Figure 121.7. Color Doppler (upper panels) and continuous wave Doppler recordings of tricuspid regurgitation showing significant respiratory var-
iations of its severity. Tricuspid regurgitation severity increases during inspiration and decreases during expiration (Rivero Carvallo sign)

Figure 121.8. Variations of tricuspid effective regurgitant orifice area during systole in functional tricuspid regurgitation measured with color Doppler
three-dimensional echocardiography (see Fig. 121-9 for details).
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Figure 121.9. Measurement of the tricuspid regurgitation orifice area using three-dimensional color Doppler. Three-dimensional reconstruction of
the isovelocity surface area (top panels) and graphical representation of effective regurgitant orifice (ERO) area changes (lower panel) throughout
the cardiac cycle.

TABLE 121.1 Echocardiographic Assessment of Tricuspid Regurgitation Severity*

Parameters Mild Moderate Severe

QUALITATIVE

Tricuspid valve morphology
Color flow TR jet1

CW signal of TR jet

Normal/abnormal
Small, central
Faint/parabolic

Normal/abnormal
Intermediate
Dense/parabolic

Abnormal/flail/large coaptation defect
Very large central jet or eccentric wall-impinging jet
Dense/triangular with early peaking (peak<2 m/sec in massive TR)

SEMIQUANTITATIVE

VC width (mm)†

PISA radius (mm){

Hepatic vein flow}

Tricuspid inflow

Not defined
�5
Systolic dominance
Normal

<7
6-9
Systolic blunting
Normal

>7
>9
Systolic flow reversal
E wave dominant (�1 m/sec)}

QUANTITATIVE

EROA (mm2)
R vol (mL)

Not defined
Not defined

Not defined
Not defined

�40
�45

+ RA/RV/IVC dimensionk

*From Lancellotti P, Tribouilloy C, Hagendorff A, et al. Recommendations for the echocardiographic assessment of native valvular regurgitation. Eur Heart J
Cardiovasc Imaging 2013;14:611–644.

†At a Nyquist limit of 50-60 cm/sec.
{Baseline Nyquist limit shift of 28 cm/sec.
}Unless other reasons of systolic blunting (atrial fibrillation, elevated RA pressure).
}In the absence of other causes of elevated RA pressure.
kUnless for other reasons, the RA and RV size and IVC are usually normal in patients with mild TR. An end-systolic RV eccentricity index>2 is in favor of

severe TR. In acute severe TR, the RV size is often normal. In chronic severe TR, the RV is classically dilated. Accepted cutoff values for nonsignificant right-
sided chambers enlargement (measurements obtained from the apical four-chamber view): Mid-RV dimension�33 mm, RV end-diastolic area�28 cm2,
RV end-systolic area�16 cm2, RV fractional area change>32%, maximal 2D RA volume�33 mL/m2.

An IVC diameter<2.1 cm is considered normal.
CW, Continuous wave; EROA, effective regurgitant orifice area; IVC, inferior vena cava; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; R Vol, regurgitant volume; TR,

tricuspid regurgitation; VC, vena contracta.
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(Table 121.1). Color flow Doppler extension of the jet should be
assessed in multiple windows, and the grading of the severity of
TR should be performed by measuring the vena contracta width
and the PISA radius, except in the presence of mild or trivial TR.1
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Stanton K. Shernan, MD, Stephane Lambert, MD
Tricuspid valve (TV) surgery has one of the highest morbidity and
mortality rates of all cardiac surgical procedures.1 Over the past
decade, the routine use of intraoperative echocardiography has
enabled a comprehensive evaluation of the TV and consideration
for earlier intervention at the time of surgery for other valvular dis-
orders. In this context, repairing the TV adds little to the overall
invasiveness or relative risk of the procedure. As a result, attitudes
are slowly shifting toward considering TV surgery for less-than-
severe regurgitant valves, or even prophylactic interventions on
valves with a high potential for future regurgitation.1,2

Most tricuspid regurgitation (TR) is functional and therefore sec-
ondary to leaflet tethering and annular dilation from right ventricular
(RV) remodeling in patients with pulmonary hypertension (PHT)
due to left-sided ventricular (LV) and valvular heart disease
(Fig. 122.1 and Video 122.1, A and B). Table 122.1 compares the
current American College of Cardiology/American Heart Associa-
tion (AHA/ACC) and European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guide-
lines for the management of TR in various clinical situations.3,4 The
decision ofwhether and when to recommend a TV repair depends on
the severity of TR, RV function, the size of the annulus, and clinical
presentation, as well as the presence of PHT or atrial fibrillation.
SEVERITY OF TRICUSPID REGURGITATION
The severity of functional TR can be influenced by RV preload,
afterload, and contractile state, all of which may be significantly
affected by general anesthesia and positive pressure ventilation.5

Thus, functional TR severity can change acutely and repeatedly
during the course of cardiac surgery. The ACC/AHA and ESC uni-
versally recognize severe TR as an indication for valve repair at
the time of mitral valve (MV) surgery (Class I indication). The
addition of a TV repair to the planned MV procedure is usually
associated with a relatively significant clinical benefit. The guide-
lines are less committed to providing recommendations on valve
repair for severe TR in the context of coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) surgery, or other procedures not involving an open
cardiotomy. In the case of symptomatic TR associated with RV
failure and liver congestion, the ESC guidelines recommend
surgery as a Class I indication, whereas this is considered only a
Class IIa indication in the ACC/AHA guidelines. When less than
severe TR is present, the decision to repair the TV is even more
controversial.
B

cardiographic mid-esophageal, four-chamber view demonstrating tricus-
lar apex (red line) consistent with functional TR (B). P, Posterior leaflet;



TABLE 122.1 Comparison of the ACC/AHA Guidelines and the ESC
Guidelines in Various Clinical Situations

ACC/AHA ESC

PRIMARY “ORGANIC” TR

Symptomatic severe TR Class IIa Class I
Moderate TR at the time of mitral

surgery
Not mentioned Class IIa

SECONDARY “FUNCTIONAL” TR
Severe TR at the time of mitral

surgery
Class I Class I

Symptomatic severe TR without
RV dysfunction

Class IIa Class I

Severe, symptomatic TR at the
time of nonmitral surgery (e.g.,
CABG)

Not mentioned Class IIa

Moderate TR at the time of mitral
surgery with pulmonary
hypertension or tricuspid
annular dilation

Class IIb Class IIa

Severe, symptomatic isolated TR,
following left-sided valve surgery

Not mentioned Class IIa

Severe isolated TR with mild or no
symptoms (in the presence of a
normal mitral valve)

Class III Class IIb

ACC/AHA, American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association;
CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; ESC, European Society of
Cardiology; TR, tricuspid regurgitation.

Data from Bonow R et al. 2008 focused update incorporated into the
ACC/AHA 2006 guidelines for the management of patients with
valvular heart disease. Circulation 2008;118:e523–e661; and
Vahanian A et al. Guidelines on the management of valvular heart
disease. Cardiol Eur Heart J 2007;28:230–268.

AV
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S
P

PAC

Figure 122.2. Saddle-shaped tricuspid valve annulus created from a
three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic full-volume data
set, using offline software.A,Anterior;AV, aortic valve;P, posterior;PAC,
pulmonary artery catheter; S, septal.
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RIGHT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION
Although serial measurements of LV ejection fraction can guide the
timing of MV surgery, it is more difficult to objectively quantify
RV ejection fraction accurately by echocardiography because the
assessment is mostly qualitative. Newer techniques including
three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography and both strain and
strain rate may permit a more accurate quantitative assessment
of RV function.6,7 Nonetheless, recommendations pertaining to
the timing of TV surgery based on RV function remain less defi-
nite.3,4 Although long-term outcome data are still uncertain, evi-
dence is emerging that TV annuloplasty in patients undergoing
MV repair may have beneficial effects on progression of RV remo-
deling and TR.8,9
TRICUSPID ANNULAR DILATATION
The TV annulus is a complex 3D saddle-shaped structure that plays
an important role in TV competence (Fig. 122.2).10 Tricuspid annu-
lar dilatation appears to be a strong predictor for the development of
TR and an important prognostic factor, whether or not MV disease
is corrected.8,11

Therefore, the old approach of “fixing the primary left-sided
lesion and letting the right-sided disease take care of itself” is prob-
ably not appropriate in many cases. Dreyfus and colleagues
reported on 311 patients undergoing MV surgery between 1989
and 2001.5 TV annular diameter was directly measured by the sur-
geon, from the anteroseptal to the anteroposterior commissures. TV
annuloplasty was performed when the annular diameter was more
than twice normal at a dimension greater than 70 mm (Fig. 122.3
and Video 122.3). During a mean follow-up period of 4.8 years,
the patients who underwent TV repair demonstrated significantly
less TR (mean TR grade of 2.1 vs. 0.4), and also had improved peri-
operative morbidity and survival compared with the patients who
did not undergo TV annuloplasty. This evidence has led some
authors to advocate a TV annuloplasty at the time of MV surgery,
regardless of the amount of TR.12 The ESC guidelines also recom-
mend TV annuloplasty at the time of MV repair if the TR is mild to
moderate and there is significant annular dilatation (Class IIa rec-
ommendation). The ACC/AHA guidelines state that TV repair can
be considered at the time of MV surgery, even in cases where there
is less-than-severe TR, but significant TV annular dilatation (Class
IIb recommendation).

Traditionally, the TV annular diameter is measured in the four-
chamber transthoracic echocardiographic (TTE) view or the equiv-
alent transesophageal echocardiographic (TEE) mid-esophageal
four-chamber view.13,14 The ESC guidelines define “significant tri-
cuspid annular dilatation” as greater than 40 mm, or 21 mm/m2, in
the four-chamber TTE view.13 Dreyfus and colleagues defined
abnormal annular dilatation as greater than 70 mm in the anterosep-
tal to anteroposterior commissural diameter measured by the sur-
geon.5 However, the correlation between direct physical
intercommissural diameter and measurements made in the four-
chamber TEE view may not always be consistent.15 The difficulty
rests in the fact that the TV annulus is not circular but has a long and
a short axis.16 The typical two-dimensional TEE four-chamber
view is not aligned with either of these axes.17 Moreover, slight
changes in probe position, as well as anatomic changes caused
by RV remodeling and loading conditions, may result in unpredict-
able variability in measurement of the TV annulus. Alternatively,
3D echocardiography relies significantly less on scanning accu-
racy, pattern recognition, and geometric assumptions and therefore
may be more reliable for depicting and measuring the true saddle
shape of the TV annulus.18 (see Figs. 122.3 and 122.4).

Based on the foregoing discussion, patients with significant TV
annular dilatation at the time of MV surgery, especially if PHT is
present, should be considered for prophylactic annuloplasty in
order to reduce or prevent further expansion of the annulus. Cur-
rently, 40 mm in the TEE four-chamber view appears to be a gen-
erally accepted threshold to intervene, although some authors
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Figure 122.3. Tricuspid valve annular dilation. Transesophageal echocardiographic mid-esophageal views at 0 degrees (A) and 90 degrees of multi-
plane rotation (B). Note the significant difference in dimensions between the two orthogonal views.A,Anterior leaflet;P, posterior leaflet;S, septal leaflet.
(See accompanying Video 122.3.)
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Figure 122.4. Two-dimensional (2D) versus three-dimensional (3D) transesophageal echocardiographic views of the tricuspid valve. The left panel
shows a mid-esophageal four-chamber view that typically demonstrates the septal and posterior leaflets. However, in this example, as confirmed
by the corresponding 3D pyramidal volume (right panel), the septal and anterior leaflets are shown. Thus, caremust be takenwith 2D echocardiography
to not rely solely on pattern recognition when obtaining views.
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advocate a more aggressive threshold of 35 mm.12,13 Further sup-
port for this approach was recently reported by Benedetto and col-
leagues, who compared two cohorts of patients, one where the TV
was repaired only if 3 to 4+ TR was present at the time of MV sur-
gery, and the other where TV annuloplasty was performed when-
ever the annular diameter was greater than 40 mm, regardless of
TR severity.8 In the first group, reverse RV remodeling did not
occur and a large proportion of patients with dilated TVs eventually
developed significant TR and RV dilatation. By contrast, the sec-
ond group who underwent TV annuloplasty regardless of TR sever-
ity demonstrated significant reverse RV remodeling and no TR
progression.
LATE DEVELOPMENT OF TRICUSPID
REGURGITATION FOLLOWING MITRAL
VALVE SURGERY
More than mild TR after MV surgery is usually associated with
worse outcome. Untreated TR at the time of MV surgery has a neg-
ative impact on perioperative morbidity, functional status, and sur-
vival.19 Moreover, the development of late severe TR as a marker
of significant cardiac disease is invariably associated with a poor
prognosis. Once a patient develops late, severe, symptomatic TR,
however, the approach is controversial. Whereas the ESC
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guidelines consider this a Class IIa indication for TV repair, no such
recommendation is provided in the ACC/AHA guidelines, perhaps
because a reoperation to correct late severe TR following MV
repair has been associated with a high surgical mortality rate of
up to 30%.2,20,21

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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123 Tricuspid Valve Procedures
Stanton K. Shernan, MD, Stephane Lambert, MD
Functional tricuspid regurgitation (TR) usually presents as combi-
nation of secondary annular dilation along with varying degrees of
apical leaflet tethering due to right ventricular remodeling, rather
than primary structural abnormalities associated with leaflet pro-
lapse or flail. Consequently, the most common surgical approach
involves “cinching” the tricuspid annulus to reduce its size, using
a variety of annuloplasty rings, bands, and sutures. Other tech-
niques aimed at reducing the tricuspid valve (TV) orifice area
include bicuspidization or edge-to-edge suturing, similar to the
Alfieri technique for the mitral valve (MV). This chapter focuses
primarily on the echocardiographic presentation of various surgical
approaches to TV repair.
ANNULOPLASTY BAND
The placement of an annuloplasty band is the most commonly used
repair technique for functional TR. It involves suturing an incom-
plete ring (i.e., band) to the annulus to reduce the orifice area and
prevent further dilation.1,2 The annuloplasty band is often inten-
tionally undersized to reduce an already dilated TV annulus and
enable further approximation of the leaflets while increasing their
coaptation surface. This repair can be performed efficiently even on
a beating heart during reperfusion following other valve surgery.
Anatomically, the septal leaflet of the TV is very well supported
by the interventricular septum, similar to the anterior intertrigonal
diameter in themitral valve. Thus the orientation of an annuloplasty
band is usually directed toward reducing TV annular dilatation
along the anteroposterior plane. Furthermore, to minimize the risk
of injury to the conduction system (i.e., atrioventricular [AV] node)
(Fig. 123.1, A), the annuloplasty band is measured and anchored at
both ends of the septal leaflet (see Fig. 123.1, B).

The two-dimensional (2D) transesophageal echocardiographic
(TEE) footprint of a TV annuloplasty band resembles its MV coun-
terpart, although it is more complete, with two echodense spots
representing the outer perimeter of the band (Fig. 123.2 and Video
123.2, A). However, in the case of an incomplete band, only the
native annulus will be seen at the level of the septal leaflet in the
TEE mid-esophageal four-chamber view (see Fig. 123.2 and Video
123.2, B). Three-dimensional (3D) TEE can provide a large enough
volume to visualize the entire TV annuloplasty band (Fig. 123.3
and Video 123.3).
Annuloplasty Suture
The annuloplasty suture technique was originally described by
DeVega and colleagues1,3 and consists of two circumferential run-
ning sutures around the TV annulus. The sutures are then pulled
like a purse string over a valve sizer and tied in order to “cinch”
and reduce the diameter of the annulus (see Fig. 123.1, C). This rel-
atively simple and effective technique may offer less freedom from
recurrent TR compared with a rigid annuloplasty band/ring.1,3

Apart from a reduced annular size, the echocardiographic presen-
tation of a DeVega annuloplasty repair should not look any differ-
ent from that of a native valve.
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Figure 123.1. Examples of tricuspid valve (TV) repair. A, TV annular dilation. Note the position of the atrioventricular node (AVN) adjacent to the septal
leaflet.B, Annuloplasty band. Note the position of the band, anchored at both ends of the septal leaflet and avoiding the area of the AV node.C,DeVega
annuloplasty suture. Here the annulus is supported by a circumferential suture (CS) rather than a physical band. D, Bicuspidization of the TV, where a
pledgeted suture is applied to “close” the posterior commissure and reduce the size of the TV.

A B

Figure 123.2. Tricuspid valve (TV) incomplete annuloplasty band.A,Mid-esophageal, transesophageal echocardiographicmultiplane view showing two-
dimensional image of annuloplasty ring (white arrows).B,Mid-esophageal, transesophageal echocardiographicmultiplane view showing two-dimensional
image of annuloplasty ring (white arrow). Note absence of ring at septal side of the TV (yellow arrow). (See accompanying Video 123.2.)

*

Figure 123.3. Tricuspid valve incomplete annuloplasty ring (arrow)
showing space along the septal side (asterisk). (See accompanying
Video 123.3.)
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Bicuspidization
As previously mentioned, TV annular dilation tends to occur
mostly along the anteroposterior plane. The bicuspidization repair
technique consists of placing pledgeted sutures across the antero-
posterior commissure, effectively closing it (see Fig. 123.1, D).4

This creation of a bicuspid TV reduces the surface area of the valve,
improves coaptation, and reduces TR. Bicuspidization can also be
used in cases where the TV leaflets are damaged in the area of the
anteroposterior commissure. Echocardiographically, the valve may
look normal in the TEE mid-esophageal four-chamber view if the
scanning plane crosses the anterior and septal leaflets. However,
the line of coaptation can be distorted in the TEE ME-inflow-
outflow view, where the scanning plane normally demonstrates
the anterior and posterior leaflets. In a TEE transgastric short-axis
view, the TV orifice may appear ovoid,5 and the bicuspidization
repair sutures may be apparent.
Edge-to-Edge Suture
The edge-to-edge suture technique can be used to correct tricuspid
leaflet prolapse, or it can be used as an adjunct to annuloplasty band
to further reduce the size of the tricuspid annular orifice. Portions of
two or three leaflets can be sutured together, thereby creating a clas-
sic “clover-shaped” valve or other various types of openings
depending on the specific surgical approach and extent of the
pathology.6 The echocardiographic appearance depends on where
the leaflets are sutured and how many leaflets are involved.
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Figure 123.4. Tricuspid valve (TV) replacement. A, Bioprosthetic trileaflet TV replacement. A, Anterior leaflet; P, posterior leaflet; S, septal leaflet.
B, Central leak (yellow arrow) through center of bioprosthetic trileaflet TV replacement (white arrow). (See accompanying Videos 123.4, A and B.)
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If the edge-to edge suture is near a commissure, the echo appearance
may be similar to a bicuspidization procedure. However, if two leaf-
lets are sutured near the center of the valve, a double orifice can be
created. Finally, if all three leaflets are tied in the center of the valve,
a “cloverleaf” appearance will be created in the short-axis view. In
TEEmid-esophageal views, if the scanning plane intersects the edge-
to-edge suture, the leaflet excursionmay appear limited, even though
this is actually normal for this type of repair.

TRICUSPID VALVE REPLACEMENT
In rare cases of stenosis, or when the leaflet structure is compro-
mised (calcific, rheumatic, or carcinoid disease) or destroyed (endo-
carditis), it may be impossible to repair the TV, and it may therefore
have to be replaced.7,8 Some surgeons believe that bioprostheses are
preferable to mechanical valves (Fig. 123.4 and Video 123.4, A
and B), because of increased durability in the tricuspid position
and lower risk of thrombosis in the low-pressure, low-velocity
environment of the right ventricle. The specific etiology responsible
for the TV dysfunction often dictates the type of valve used. For
example, some surgeons believe that bioprosthetic valves are more
likely to be affected by carcinoid than mechanical valves. On the
other hand, severe liver dysfunction often precludes the use of
mechanical valves because of the need for anticoagulation.9

A well-functioning TV repair is generally more desirable than a
replacement, which is usually perceived to be associated with greater
morbidity andmortality.More controversial is the choice between an
imperfect repair and a TV replacement. In a propensity analysis of
315 patients, no difference favoring TV repair over replacement
was demonstrated, leading these investigators to conclude that TV
replacement should be considered for patients in whom there is a rea-
sonable chance for recurrence of regurgitation after repair.10

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION
OF PROSTHETIC FUNCTION
A comprehensive echocardiographic evaluation of a TV repair or
replacement also requires confirmation of preserved function.11

Three-dimensional echocardiography may provide improved ana-
tomical and functional assessment of prosthetics and therefore
could improve management planning for such patients.12,13 It is
important to differentiate the presence of minor versus significant
persistent central residual regurgitation. Although more rare, it is
also important to document normal leaflet excursion and the
absence of stenosis.
CONCLUSION
Historically, the amount of attention devoted to TV procedures in
the surgical and echocardiographic literature is significantly less
compared with procedures involving the mitral and aortic valves.
Nonetheless, the echocardiographic evaluation of both TV repair
and replacement remains an important component of a comprehen-
sive perioperative examination. It is therefore important to under-
stand the various surgical approaches to TV dysfunction and to be
able to recognize the echocardiographic characteristics of both nor-
mal and abnormally functioning prosthetics.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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124 Introduction and Etiology of Pulmonic Regurgitation
Melissa A. Daubert, MD, Smadar Kort, MD
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND ETIOLOGY
A trivial amount of pulmonic regurgitation (PR) is a common find-
ing in the adult population.1 Minor degrees of PR have been
reported in 40% to 78% of patients with morphologically normal
pulmonic valves and no other evidence of structural heart dis-
ease.1,2 Unlike regurgitation of the tricuspid, mitral, and aortic
valves, which can increase significantly with age, PR remains rel-
atively stable over a lifetime in the absence of structural heart dis-
ease.2 However, more severe degrees of PR may be due to
underlying pathophysiology and require further evaluation.

There are several pathologic causes of PR. Congenital etiologies
include pulmonic valve anomalies with absence or addition of one
or more cusps (bicuspid or quadricuspid valves) or pulmonic steno-
sis with concomitant regurgitation.3,4 Pulmonic regurgitation is a
frequent finding after surgical repair of some forms of congenital
heart disease such as tetralogy of Fallot, pulmonic stenosis, pul-
monary atresia, or absent pulmonic valve syndrome, or following
the Ross procedure for treatment of congenital aortic stenosis or
regurgitation.5,6 Acquired forms of pulmonic valve disease and
resultant regurgitation are rare but include pulmonic valve prolapse
frommyxomatous valve disease, tumors or masses (e.g., fibroma or
papilloma), carcinoid heart disease, and endocarditis. Most com-
monly, PR occurs secondary to pathology of the right ventricle
or pulmonary artery, such as idiopathic dilation of the pulmonary
annulus, pulmonary hypertension with pulmonary artery dilation,
right ventricular cardiomyopathy, and trauma related to pulmonary
artery catheter placement.4

TWO-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
EVALUATION
The normal pulmonic valve is a semilunar valve composed of three
cusps, similar to the aortic valve. It is inserted into the pulmonary
artery annulus distal to the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT).
When viewed with two-dimensional (2D) echocardiography, typi-
cally only one or two cusps are seen simultaneously. Visualization
of the entire pulmonic valve is more difficult; however, dilation of
the pulmonary artery may at times permit an en face evaluation.

Transthoracic Echocardiography
Optimal visualization of the pulmonic valve is typically achieved
from a parasternal short-axis view at the base of the heart at the
level of the aortic valve. Themain pulmonary artery and bifurcation
into the right and left pulmonary arteries may also be visualized in
this view. The right ventricular “outflow” view can also be obtained
in the parasternal long axis with cranial angulation toward the right
shoulder; however, evaluation of the pulmonic valve in this view is
highly dependent on body habitus. The pulmonic valve can also be
evaluated in the subcostal view; with anterior angulation the entire
RVOT can often be visualized, including the pulmonic valve leaf-
lets. UsingM-mode echocardiography from a parasternal approach,
the motion of the pulmonic valve can be recorded. The character-
istic appearance of the pulmonic valve motion on M-mode (“flying
W” pattern) can be found in the presence of pulmonary hyperten-
sion and can provide indirect evidence of other right heart
pathology.

Transesophageal Echocardiography
Transesophageal echocardiography can also be used to evaluate the
pulmonic valve. The views that maximize visualization of the pul-
monic valve include (1) the pulmonary artery bifurcation view in
the upper esophagus with a transducer angle between 0 and 30
degrees; (2) the mid-esophageal short-axis view with a 40- to 60-
degree transducer angle and counterclockwise rotation; (3) in a
transgastric location with the transducer angle between 0 and 20
degrees—the RVOT and pulmonic valve will come into view with
anteflexion and/or right flexion, as well as at 90 to 110 degrees with
clockwise rotation; and (4) when evaluating the aorta in the upper
esophagus—the pulmonary artery and pulmonic valve can be visu-
alized if the transducer angle is between 70 and 90 degrees.7

THREE-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
EVALUATION
The pulmonic valve can be visualized by cropping a full-volume
dataset obtained using three-dimensional (3D) transthoracic imag-
ing from the parasternal outflow window or 3D transesophageal
view obtained from the right ventricular coronal window. Because
of the location of the pulmonic valve, image acquisition is challeng-
ing and may not add to the information obtained using 2D imaging.

DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION

Color Flow Doppler
Detection of PR relies almost exclusively on color flow Doppler
imaging (Fig. 124.1). A diastolic retrograde jet in the RVOT, begin-
ning at the line of leaflet coaptation and directed toward the right
ventricle, is diagnostic of PR.3 Regurgitant jets seen with structur-
ally normal pulmonic valves are usually very small, spindle or
flame-shaped, and originate centrally from the pulmonic leaflet
coaptation site. Jets less than 10 mm in length are considered triv-
ial, whereas larger jets have been associated with an increased
severity of PR and underlying structural heart disease.1 However,
jet length is highly dependent on the driving pressure gradient
between the pulmonary artery and the right ventricle. When com-
pared with measurements during right heart catheterization, it has
been found that as the end-diastolic pressure gradient increases
between the pulmonary artery and right ventricle, there is an
increase in regurgitant jet area and jet length obtained from color
flow mapping.8,9 However, these studies also found that there
can be considerable overlap among different grades of regurgita-
tion, especially after repair of congenital heart disease such as
529
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Figure 124.1. Color flow Doppler images of trivial (A), mild (B), moderate (C), and severe (D) pulmonic regurgitation.
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tetralogy of Fallot.9 Alternatively, vena contracta width may be a
more accurate method to evaluate PR severity by color Doppler.3,10

This may be especially true in cases of severe PR, where equaliza-
tion of diastolic pulmonary artery and right ventricular pressures
occurs early in diastole and the regurgitant color jet area and length
can be brief. In this situation, the large width of the vena contracta
and findings on spectral Doppler are integral to estimating the
severity of PR. Although appreciated qualitatively, it is important
to note that standards for PR vena contracta width have not been
established.
Continuous Wave Doppler
Using continuous-wave Doppler and imaging though the RVOT,
across the pulmonic valve, and into the main pulmonary artery, a
spectral profile above the baseline in diastole is visualized in the
presence of PR (Fig. 124.2). A faint Doppler signal with a slow dia-
stolic decay is consistent with relatively mild PR, whereas severe
PR is associated with a dense Doppler signal and a steep decay
slope. In a study comparing continuous wave Doppler with pulmo-
nary angiography for the quantification of PR severity, a pressure
half-time of 100 msec had a sensitivity of 93% and specificity of
93% for the identification of severe PR.11 A rapid deceleration rate,
while consistent with more severe regurgitation, is influenced by
several factors, including right ventricular diastolic properties
and filling pressures. In severe PR, a rapid equalization of right ven-
tricular and pulmonary artery pressures can occur before the end of
diastole with a resultant intense “to and fro” signal in the shape of a
sine wave with termination of flow in mid-to-late diastole (see
Fig. 124.2).3
Patients in sinus rhythmmay have a late diastolic interruption of
flow in the Doppler signal that is indicative of atrial systole. The
end-diastolic flow velocities of PR can also be used to calculate
the end-diastolic pressure gradient between the pulmonary artery
and right ventricle using the modified Bernoulli equation and add-
ing an estimate of right atrial pressure (RAP)4:

Pulmonary artery diastolic pressure PADPð Þ
¼RAP+ 4 PRVelocityend�diastoleð Þ2

In a study comparing continuous wave Doppler echocardiog-
raphy with right heart catheterization, it was found that as pulmo-
nary artery pressure increased, the PR flow velocity becomes
higher and peak diastolic gradients of less than 15, 15 to 30, or
greater than 30 mm Hg could be used to distinguish among
patients with mild, moderate, or severe pulmonary hypertension,
respectively.8
Pulsed Wave Doppler
Pulsed wave Doppler of the forward and reverse flow in the pulmo-
nary artery has been used to calculate pulmonic regurgitant volume
and regurgitant fraction.5 The ratio of reverse-to-forward velocity
time integral can be used to quantitate the amount of regurgitant
flow and has been shown to have reasonable agreement with car-
diac magnetic resonance imaging.5,10 However, flow quantitation
is subject to error due to difficulties in measuring the pulmonic
annulus and the dynamic nature of the RVOT.3 Standards for pul-
monic regurgitant volume and regurgitant fraction have not been
well validated.
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Figure 124.2. Continuous wave Doppler of mild (A) and severe (B) pulmonic regurgitation (PR). In severe PR, there can be premature opening of the
pulmonic valve with diastolic forward flow (arrow).
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GRADING PULMONIC REGURGITATION SEVERITY

Direct Evaluation
Pulmonic regurgitation is the rarest form of severe valvular insuf-
ficiency, accounting for only 1.6% of all instances of severe regur-
gitation. In contrast to other regurgitant lesions, guideline standards
TABLE 124.1 Pulmonic Regurgitation Severity

Parameter Trivial/Mild

Pulmonic valve morphology Normal

COLOR FLOW DOPPLER

Jet length* Short (<10 mm)
Jet area/width* <1/3 RVOT diameter
Vena contracta Thin

CW DOPPLER

Jet density Soft
Deceleration rate*
PHT*

Slow
>100 msec

PW DOPPLER

RF/% regurgitation† <45%
Pulmonic:systemic flow Slightly increased

INDIRECT EVIDENCE

RV size Normal
RV function Normal

PA findings
TV findings

None
None

*Dependent on driving pressures between RV and PA.
†Cutoff values for regurgitant volume are not well validated.
{Must be differentiated from patent ductus arteriosus.
Adapted from Zoghbi WA, Enriquez-Sarano M, Foster E, et al. Recommendati

two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2
CW, Continuous wave; PA, pulmonary artery; PHT, pressure half-time; PW, puls

outflow tract; TV, tricuspid valve
for grading PR severity have yet to be established.12 As a result,
there is an insufficient amount of validated data on quantitative
PR to recommend an exclusively quantitative approach when
assessing the severity of PR. Therefore, a semiquantitative app-
roach incorporating a combination of quantitative, qualitative,
and indirect supporting evidence should be used for the determina-
tion of PR severity (Table 124.1).
Moderate Severe

Normal or abnormal Abnormal

Intermediate Long
>1/3 and <2/3 >2/3 RVOT diameter
Intermediate Wide

Dense Very dense
Variable deceleration
>100 msec

Steep
<100 ms

45%-50% >50%
Intermediate Greatly increased

Normal or dilated Dilated
Normal or reduced Reduced

Diastolic septal flattening
Uncertain
None

Holodiastolic flow reversal{

Premature closure

ons for evaluation of the severity of native valvular regurgitation with
003;16:777–802.
ed wave; RF, regurgitant fraction; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular
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Indirect Evaluation
Evaluation of the size and function of the right ventricle in the
absence of pulmonary hypertension provides an indirect indicator
of PR significance. In the presence of right ventricular volume
overload from severe PR, right ventricular dilation, hypokinesis,
and diastolic septal flattening may be seen.4 In addition, there
are several other supportive findings that can be used to substantiate
the presence of severe PR: premature closure of the tricuspid valve,
holodiastolic flow reversal in the pulmonary artery, premature
opening of the pulmonic valve, PR jet with laminar retrograde flow,
and low peak velocity of the PR jet.12 A dedicated investigation
carefully looking for these findings should be included in the eval-
uation of PR, especially if other echocardiographic evidence of
severity is inconclusive.
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF SEVERE PULMONIC
REGURGITATION
In patients with severe pulmonic regurgitation and NYHA
Class II or III symptoms, pulmonic valve replacement is indi-
cated.6 In asymptomatic patients, surgical indications based on
right ventricular size and function or regurgitant fraction have
yet to be determined. Pulmonic valve replacement is usually
performed with a homograft or xenograft and has been shown
to minimize ventricular tachyarrhythmias and improve right heart
hemodynamics.6
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INTRODUCTION
Trivial or mild degrees of pulmonic regurgitation (PR) are common
in the structurally normal heart, and the presence of pathologic PR
is rare in adults.1 Some degree of PR is present in between 5% and
78% of echocardiograms of structurally normal hearts.2 Echocar-
diographic evaluation of the degree of PR is much less well defined
than for the other heart valves and is either descriptive or semiquan-
titative. This is primarily due to the low prevalence of clinically
severe PR. In one series, only 1.6% of all severe valvular regurgi-
tation was due to PR.3
PULMONIC REGURGITATION EVALUATION
OVERVIEW
As with other valve lesions, assessment of PR includes three basic
elements: (1) establishing the mechanism of PR; (2) determining
the severity of PR; and (3) assessing the impact of PR on cardiac
chambers, primarily the right ventricle (RV) and the pulmonary
artery (PA). Severity of PR is best assessed by Doppler echocardi-
ography, whereas the mechanism of PR and its impact on cardiac
chambers is evaluated by two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) echocardiography.

The American College of Cardiology and the American Heart
Association guidelines on valvular heart disease address the issue
of PR only briefly.4 The American Society of Echocardiography
recommendations for evaluation of severity of PR include evalua-
tion of anatomical structure of the pulmonary valve, right
ventricular size, color Doppler pulmonic regurgitant jet size, and
spectral Doppler jet density, duration, and deceleration rate, as well
as a comparison between pulmonic and systemic flow.5 Other
parameters of PR severity include timing of tricuspid valve closure
and pulmonic valve opening, holodiastolic flow reversal in the pul-
monary artery, low peak velocity of PR jet, and laminar retrograde
flow.3 Echocardiographic markers of PR severity are summarized
in Table 125.1 and shown in Figures 125.1 and 125.2.
MECHANISM OF PULMONIC REGURGITATION
A normal pulmonary valve is a semilunar, trileaflet valve located
anterior, superior, and slightly to the left of the aortic valve. The
valve leaflets are very thin and highly pliable, making the pulmonic
valve the most challenging valve to image. Both congenital and
acquired etiologies of PR have been discussed in detail in the pre-
ceding chapter, including the most common causes of severe PR,
such as carcinoid disease and surgically repaired pulmonic stenosis
of tetralogy of Fallot.6 The primary mechanisms of PR include dis-
torted or absent leaflets and/or annular dilatation.

When assessing PR, it is best to evaluate the right ventricular
outflow tract, pulmonic valve (PV), and PA together. Imaging of
the pulmonic valve is often better on transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy (TTE) than transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) given the
anterior location of the valve. 2D TTE and TEE imaging typically
allows for visualization of only long-axis views of the pulmonic
valve. On TTE, PR is best visualized on the parasternal short axis
at the level of the aortic valve and from the subxiphoid view.
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Figure 125.1. Color and spectral Doppler markers of pulmonic regurgitation. Transthoracic short-axis view at the level of the aortic valve demonstrates
color Doppler (top row) and spectral Doppler (bottom row) findings in mild to moderate, severe, and very severe pulmonic regurgitation (PR). Mild to
moderate PR: On color Doppler, jet is small (arrow) and vena contracta at jet origin is narrow. On spectral Doppler, the slope of PR jet is relatively flat
(arrow). (See accompanying Video 125.1.)Severe PR:On color Doppler, jet is large and turbulent (arrow), whereas on spectral Doppler the PR slope is
steep (arrow). (See accompanying Video 125.2.) Very severe PR: On color Doppler, jet is laminar (arrow) and of short duration. On spectral Doppler
there is low peak velocity of PR jet (yellow arrow) and there is premature opening of pulmonic valve with abnormal antegrade flow in late diastole. (See
accompanying Video 125.3.) AV, Aortic valve; PA, pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.

TABLE 125.1 Markers of Severe Pulmonic Regurgitation

Parameter Moderate to Severe PR Severe PR

COLOR DOPPLER Jet length and area Increased May be short
Jet turbulence Turbulent jet Laminar jet
Vena contracta Wide Very wide

CW DOPPLER Jet density Dense Very dense
Deceleration slope Short Very short
Premature cessation of retrograde flow May be absent Typically present
To-and-fro flow Absent Present
Peak PR velocity Normal Low
Premature opening of pulmonic valve Absent Present
Premature closure of tricuspid valve Absent Present

PW DOPPLER Regurgitant volume <60 mL/beat �60 mL/beat
Regurgitant fraction <50% �50%
Holodiastolic flow reversal in PA Absent Present

ADDITIONAL SIGNS RV and PA size Progressively increases with severity and chronicity of PR

CW, Continuous wave; PA, pulmonary artery; PR, pulmonic regurgitation; PW, pulsed wave; RV, right ventricle.
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On TEE, the pulmonic valve and PA can be imaged at mid-
esophageal and transgastric views using approximately a 60-degree
acquisition angle. The short axis of the pulmonic valve can be
obtained by 3D TTE and TEE imaging.7

SEMIQUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF PULMONIC
REGURGITATION SEVERITY
Color and spectral Doppler echocardiography are the primary
means of quantifying the degree of PR. As with other valvular
regurgitations, the severity of PR depends on the interplay among
the regurgitant orifice size, the regurgitant volume, and the trans-
valvular pressure gradient (the diastolic pressure gradient between
the PA and the RV in the case of PR).

To a certain point, as the regurgitant volume and the severity of
PR increase, so do the size and turbulence of the regurgitant jet.
However, when the regurgitant orifice becomes very large, a rapid
equalization of pressures may lead to a smaller and more laminar
regurgitant jet that terminates prematurely (before the end of dias-
tole). It is important to bear in mind that PR is not the only
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Figure 125.2. Additional markers of severe pulmonic regurgitation. A, Color M mode demonstrates that pulmonic regurgitation (PR) jet terminates
abnormally in early diastole (arrows). This is in contrast to less severe forms of PR, where the PR jet lasts throughout diastole. B, Color Doppler
on transthoracic short-axis view at the level of the aortic valve demonstrates abnormal antegrade flow across the pulmonic valve at the time of atrial
contraction indicative of premature pulmonic valve opening resulting from elevated right ventricular pressures in severe PR.C, Transesophageal echo-
cardiography (TEE) spectral Doppler tracing demonstrates abnormal holodiastolic flow reversal (arrows) in the pulmonary artery indicative of severe PR.
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determinant of the rate of pressure equalization; rapid equalization
of pressures may also be mediated by a low diastolic PA pressure
and/or high RV diastolic pressure. Collectively, all these phenom-
ena form the basis of semiquantitative PR assessment by both color
and spectral Doppler imaging.

Historically, angiography has been the primary means of vali-
dating echocardiographic methods for PR. However, angiography
has recently been supplanted by cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).

Color Doppler
Color Doppler is the most widely accepted method for assessing
PR. Typical PR jet is seen in the right ventricular outflow tract dur-
ing diastole. PR jets in the normal heart are usually narrow or
“spindle-like” and originate centrally from the pulmonary leaflet
cooptation site.

Jet Length
Original studies suggested that a jet length less than 10 mm implies
trivial regurgitation.1 Theoretically, a more severe PR should be
associated with longer jets. However, jet length is not considered
a reliable index of PR severity because abrupt cessation of diastolic
flow in severe PRmay lead to relatively short PR jets. Furthermore,
the more severe the PR, the less likely it is that a full jet length can
be appreciated on the parasternal TTE window.

Jet Area
Planimetry of the jet area indexed for body surface area has been
shown to correlate well with angiographic grades of PR severity
in patients with tetralogy of Fallot repair.6 However, there are no
well-validated criteria on what jet area defines severe PR. Again
it is important to emphasize that with very severe PR, when equal-
ization of PA to RV gradient take place early in diastole, the color
Doppler jet area can be small and brief; this seemingly paradoxical
diminution of jet area size should not be misinterpreted as less than
severe PR.

Turbulent versus Laminar Regurgitant Jet
Lesser degrees of PR are typically characterized by turbulent jets.
When PR is very severe and when there is rapid equalization of
pressure across the pulmonic valve in diastole, the PR jet becomes
more laminar. This seemingly paradoxical finding is an important
semiquantitative marker of PR severity.
Vena Contracta
The use of vena contracta width for determining severity of regur-
gitation is generally reserved for the other valves and has not been
validated for PR. Semiquantitatively, a wide vena contracta in the
setting of brief and small color Doppler jet area supports the diag-
nosis of severe PR.

Continuous Wave Spectral Doppler
Continuous wave (CW) spectral Doppler of the PR jet should be
attempted on all echocardiographic exams. Semiquantitative mea-
sures of PR severity include signal density, deceleration slope, and
the timing of jet cessation.

Jet Density
Theoretically, a more severe PR should be associated with denser
spectral tracings. However, there is no accepted method for fully
quantifying PR using spectral density.

Deceleration Slope
Rapid deceleration slope of the diastolic Doppler signal is only a
rough estimate of PR severity because there are no well-validated
deceleration cutoff values for various degrees of PR. Although
severe PR leads to a rapid deceleration slope of the PR jet, not
all instances of rapid deceleration slope are indicative of severe
PR. This is because the deceleration slope depends on both the size
of the regurgitant orifice and the diastolic PA-to-RA pressure
gradient. Thus in patients with low PA diastolic pressures and/or
elevated RV diastolic pressures, a rapid slope may be seen in the
absence of severe PR.

Premature Cessation of Retrograde Flow
Severe PR is characterized by premature cessation of retrograde
spectral Doppler flow; instead of end diastole, the flow ends in
mid to late diastole. However, not all instances of premature PR
jet cessation are indicative of severe PR, as the phenomenon
may also be seen in patients with low PA diastolic pressures
and/or elevated RV diastolic pressures in the absence of severe PR.

To-and-Fro Flow
In patients with very severe PR, there may be little net antegrade
flow across the PV; the bulk of flow simply recirculates across
the PV (retrograde in diastole, then antegrade in systole). This gives
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rise to a characteristic sinusoid “to-and-fro” velocity pattern on CW
Doppler in patients with severe PR.

Low Peak Pulmonic Regurgitation Velocity
Another marker of severe PR is a low peak PR velocity. It is typ-
ically seen with the to-and-fro flow pattern just described.

Premature Tricuspid and Pulmonic Valve Events
Premature closure of the tricuspid valve and premature opening of
the pulmonic valve are markers of severe PR seen on Doppler echo-
cardiography and reflect elevated right ventricular pressures.

Pulsed Wave (PW) Spectral Doppler
When the PR jet is not aliased, spectral PW Doppler recordings can
be used to assess the severity of PR in the samemanner as described
for CW.

Regurgitant Fraction by Pulmonic Valve Pulsed Wave
Spectral PW Doppler recordings can be used to roughly estimate
the regurgitant fraction of PR by tracing retrograde and antegrade
flow velocity profiles individually to obtain respective velocity
time integrals (VTIs). Assuming a constant PV diameter in systole
and diastole, a ratio of retrograde VTI (a measure of regurgitant
volume) to antegrade VTI (a measure of total stroke volume) rep-
resents the regurgitant fraction.8 Theoretically, a ratio of 0.5 or
more would indicate severe PR (i.e., a regurgitant fraction of
�50%). However, there are no empirically validated cutoff values
for grading PR severity using this method. Furthermore, this
method cannot be used in patients with concomitant pulmonic
stenosis because of poststenotic turbulence.

Regurgitant Volume and Fraction by Comparing
Pulmonic to Systemic Flow
Systolic antegrade flow across the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) in a patient with PR represents the total stroke volume
(TSV). If the patient has no significant aortic regurgitation and no
shunt, then systolic antegrade flow across the left ventricular outflow
tract (LVOT) represents the net stroke volume (NSV). The differ-
ence between TSV and NSV represents the regurgitant volume.

RVOT and LVOT stroke volumes (TSV and NSV, respectively)
can be calculated using the standard echocardiographic method of
measuring the outflow tract diameter (d) in systole, calculating the
cross-sectional outflow tract area (A) assuming a circular shape
[A¼ (0.5d)2�π] and then multiplying the area by the systolic VTI.
Thereafter, regurgitant volume and fraction can be calculated as:

Regurgitant volume¼TSV�NSV

Regurgitant fraction¼Regurgitant volume=TSV

Although these calculations are feasible, the cutoff values have
not been validated for PR. The major limitation to this method is the
frequent inability to measure the RVOT diameter accurately. It has
been shown that regurgitant fraction calculation by echocardiogra-
phy only moderately correlates with measurements obtained with
cardiac MRI.9

Holodiastolic Flow Reversal in Pulmonary Artery
Normally, the PW spectral Doppler profile in the pulmonary
artery contains a large antegrade component in systole and a very
small retrograde component confined to early diastole. As the
severity of PR increases, so does the duration of retrograde flow
in the pulmonary artery. In severe PR there is typically a holodias-
tolic flow reversal in the pulmonary artery spectral Doppler trac-
ings. This is analogous to holodiastolic flow reversal in the
thoracic and abdominal aorta in the setting of severe aortic
regurgitation.

M-Mode Echocardiography
Many aspects of PR assessment by M-mode echocardiography
have only historic value. However, with its excellent temporal res-
olution, M mode allows for very precise timing of cardiac events.
For instance, one can easily demonstrate by colorMmode the short,
early diastolic nature of the jet in severe PR.

Moreover, recently a PR index by M-mode echocardiography
(PRIME) to estimate the pulmonary regurgitation fraction (PRF)
using a nonlinear regression was developed. M-mode tracings of
the right pulmonary artery from the suprasternal notch are used
to measure the maximal systolic and minimum diastolic dimen-
sions. PRIME values of 1.21 or greater identified patients with a
PRF of at least 25%. When compared with PRF calculated by car-
diac MRI, this measurement was accurate. It remains unknown if
this method can be replicated by other investigators.10

IMPACT OF PULMONIC REGURGITATION
ON CARDIAC CHAMBERS
Chronic PR is associated with PA and RV dilatation. PA dilatation
may both lead to and be the result of severe PR. RV dilatation and
interventricular septal flattening in diastole (a marker of RV vol-
ume overload) are nonspecific signs of severe chronic PR. Con-
versely, a normal RV size excludes severe chronic PR.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Valvular disease remains prevalent around the world. Despite
advancement in valve repair techniques, valve replacement is still
common in the adult patient. Although the physical examination
can alert the clinician to the presence of prosthetic valve dysfunc-
tion, imaging techniques with hemodynamic assessment are often
needed to evaluate the function of the prosthesis. Echocardiography
with Doppler is currently the method of choice for the noninvasive
assessment of prosthetic valves. In 2009, the American Society of
Echocardiography published the first guidelines for echocardio-
graphic and Doppler evaluation of prosthetic valve function, which
were endorsed by the American College of Cardiology, the
American Heart Association, the European Association of Echo-
cardiography, and several other organizations.1 This introductory
chapter focuses on the general principles for a comprehensive eval-
uation of prosthetic valve function, irrespective of implantation
site. Evaluation of individual replacement valves are further
detailed in the guidelines and in subsequent chapters.
GENERAL OVERVIEW AND APPROACH
Over the past 5 decades, a large variety of prosthetic valves have
been developed with the aim of improving valve hemodynamics,
increasing durability, and reducing complications. Nevertheless,
there is no ideal valve, and all prosthetic valves are prone to dysfunc-
tion. The valve types now implanted include, among others, bileaflet
and tilting disc mechanical valves, stented porcine and pericardial
xenografts, stentless porcine xenografts, and cadaveric homografts.
Figures 126.1 and 126.2 show examples of these valves and their
echocardiographic images. The guidelines outline the importance
of a comprehensive evaluation for optimal assessment of prosthetic
valve function. This includes pertinent clinical information, the
clinical indication of the examination, symptoms, blood pressure,
heart rate, height, weight, and derived body surface area (BSA)
(Table 126.1). Height, weight, and BSA are invaluable in diagnosing
prosthesis-patient mismatch, although with the higher prevalence of
obesity, mismatch may be overestimated by using BSA alone
because body mass index may be increased without necessarily a
commensurate increase in cardiac output.1 The date of valve replace-
ment and importantly the type and size of the prosthetic valve are
essential, as the latter inherently affect the basic hemodynamics of
the valve.With the availability of electronic health records and echo-
cardiographic reporting, this information is more readily available
and can be stored for subsequent examinations.

Imaging of the valve with transthoracic echocardiography
(TTE) from multiple views is recommended with particular atten-
tion to the motion of the leaflets or occluder, along with a compre-
hensive Doppler evaluation of velocity, gradient, and derivation of
effective orifice area, where applicable. It is important to note that
the TTE/Doppler examination in general should be the first line for
evaluation, as it is usually more informative than transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE). TTE/Doppler provides comprehensive
valve hemodynamics (velocity, gradients, effective area) with more
windows for flow interrogation to avoid angulation errors, in
addition to assessment of biventricular function and pulmonary
pressures. TEE is performed in selected cases for evaluation of sus-
pected structural abnormalities (disc motion, thrombus formation),
other complications, and evaluation of the severity and particularly
the mechanism of regurgitation (Box 126.1).1 With the advent of
real-time three-dimensional (3D) TEE, the whole prosthetic valve
can be seen in real time for the first time with echocardiography
(Fig. 126.3). This helps assess motion of the valve and associated
complications such as thrombus formation and the extent of peri-
valvular leaks. Visualization of occluder motion by TEE is best
in mitral prostheses and less in aortic and other prostheses. Last,
because most prosthetic valves are inherently mildly stenotic and
velocities and gradients differ significantly among valves, the
acquisition of a baseline Doppler echocardiographic study is
strongly recommended early after surgery, for comparison in the
serial assessment of valve function. Although the baseline study
is ideally performed 2 to 3 months after surgery (when hemody-
namics are more stable), it is frequently done before hospital dis-
charge, as other concomitant information is important in patient
management, such as ventricular function and whether a pericardial
effusion is present.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVALUATION
OF PROSTHETIC VALVE FUNCTION
A variable amount of normal or “physiologic” regurgitation is visu-
alized by Doppler echocardiography in all types of mechanical
valves, whereas biological valves have minimal or no intrinsic
regurgitation at implantation. Tilting-disc and bileaflet valves have
built-in leakage when the valve is fully closed that can have differ-
ent patterns (see Fig. 126.1). In general, the same methods used for
evaluation of native valvular regurgitation are also applied for pros-
thetic valve regurgitation.2 However, two issues are important:
First, physiologic transvalvular regurgitation must be recognized
and differentiated from pathologic regurgitation. Second, the abil-
ity of TTE to detect regurgitation depends on the position of the
valve (Fig. 126.4). Imaging of mitral or tricuspid prostheses results
in acoustic shadowing in the region behind the valve (respective
atrium), which compromises image quality as well as Doppler eval-
uation. In these cases, TEE is frequently needed to assess the sever-
ity of regurgitation and associated structural abnormalities
(Fig. 126.5). Clues from the TTE studies for significant mitral
regurgitation include high antegrade flow through the prosthesis
(high peak E velocity andDVI ratio—see later discussion), low sys-
temic output in comparison with the total output of the left ventri-
cle, and the presence of significant pulmonary hypertension.

Normal prosthetic valves are inherently mildly stenotic com-
pared with native valves. Determinants of gradients include valve
type and valve size, as well as flow. This explains in part the wide
range of normal parameters of prosthetic valve function in the lit-
erature.1 In general, gradients across prosthetic valves estimated
with Doppler by the modified Bernoulli equation (Pressure
gradient¼4 V2) correlate well with catheter-derived gradients,
537
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Figure 126.1. Examples of (A) bileaflet, (B) single-leaflet, and (C) caged-ball mechanical valves and their transesophageal echocardiographic
characteristics taken in the mitral position in diastole (middle) and in systole (right). The arrows in diastole point to the occluder mechanism of the
valve and in systole to the characteristic physiologic regurgitation observed with each valve. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle. (From Zoghbi WA,
Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al. Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound. J Am
Soc Echocardiogr 2009;22:975–1014.)
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provided that angulation between flow and Doppler is minimal
(<20 degrees). Overestimation of gradients with Doppler may
occur because of valve design and pressure recovery, particularly
in bileaflet valves, where a localized gradient is generated at the
smaller orifice between the two leaflets. This is usually more pro-
nounced in small valves and in high-flow states. Although overes-
timation of gradients by Doppler in these valves results in lower
derived effective valve areas compared with the hydraulic formula,
it is already accounted for in the published normal values by
Doppler echocardiography to which valves are compared.1

Another important quantitative parameter in assessing prosthetic
valve function is the effective orifice area (EOA, in cm2) of the pros-
thesis, derived by the continuity equation. EOA complements gradi-
ent calculation and offers the advantage of being less dependent on
flow. This is calculated as: EOA¼Stroke volume/VTIPrV, where
VTIPrV is the velocity time integral through the prosthetic valve
determined by continuous wave Doppler. Stroke volume is usually
derived as cross-sectional area just proximal to the prosthesis (in aor-
tic or pulmonic valves) multiplied by the velocity time integral (VTI)
of flow by pulsed Doppler at that site. Stroke volume can also be
quantitated from left ventricular volumes derived by 2D or 3D
echocardiography. In prosthetic mitral valves, stroke volume calcu-
lated at the aortic annulus or pulmonic annulus may be used, pro-
vided no significant regurgitation exists.

A simplification of the continuity equation for use in both aortic
and mitral prostheses is the Doppler velocity index (DVI), a com-
parison of VTIPrV to VTI in the LV outflow tract (VTILVOT).

1 For
prosthetic aortic valves, it is derived as VTILVOT/VTIPrV and is a
good screener for prosthetic valve obstruction. This index does
not rely on measurement of the LV outflow tract and is much less
dependent on valve size because of the linear relationship of
implanted valve size to the size of the left ventricular outflow tract.3

DVI as calculated for aortic valves is always less than unity because
velocity will always accelerate through the prosthesis; it is nor-
mally greater than 0.25.

For prosthetic mitral valves, DVI is proposed as the inverse of
that in the aortic position1: VTIPrV/VTILVOT. It is normally less
than 2.2 for mechanical prostheses. A DVI ratio above 2.2 raises
the suspicion of either prosthetic mitral regurgitation or stenosis.1,4

The reason is that VTIPrV is increased in either regurgitation (high
flow) or stenosis (obstruction), and VTILVOT is reduced in mitral
regurgitation.
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Figure 126.2. Examples of (A) stented, (B) stentless, and (C) percutaneous biologic valves and their echocardiographic features in diastole (middle)
and in systole (right) as seen by transesophageal echocardiography. The stentless valve is inserted by the root inclusion technique. Mild perivalvular
aortic regurgitation in the percutaneous valve is shown by the arrow. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle. (From Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG,
et al. Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr
2009;22:975–1014.)
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COMPLICATIONS OF PROSTHETIC VALVES
Valvular dysfunction early after surgery is usually related to tech-
nical challenges during surgery or early infection. Paravalvular leak
is more frequent after debridement of calcium, after repeat valvular
surgery, and in older patients. The incidence and nature of late
valve dysfunction varies more with the type of prosthesis used,
its durability, and its thrombogenicity, as well as patient factors
such as the risk of endocarditis. Thromboembolism is determined
by the type of heart valve as well as by patient-related factors.
Mechanical valves are associated with a higher incidence of throm-
boembolic complications, although critical valve thrombosis is
uncommon. The cause is usually inadequate anticoagulation. Both
mechanical and tissue valves are also at risk of interaction between
the prosthesis and host to create pannus, which can lead to
progressive obstruction. Valve degeneration leading to stenosis
and/or regurgitation remains the most frequent complication of bio-
logic valves despite advances in valve design. Echocardiography,
particularly TEE, offers a powerful tool to assess these various
complications.1 In patients with valve thrombosis, TEE can also
assess the size of the thrombus, which helps in the decision to reo-
perate or use thrombolysis.1,5,6

IMAGING IN THE CATHETERIZATION
LABORATORY: PROSTHETIC VALVE
IMPLANTATION AND REPAIR
Over the past decade, and with the advent of catheter-based inter-
ventions on valvular heart disease, imaging with echocardiography



Box 126.1 Indications for Transesophageal Echocardiography
in Prosthetic Valves

Valvular regurgitation: Severity and mechanism (mitral and tricuspid
valves>aortic valves)

Suspected valve obstruction: Assessment of valve motion, thrombus
versus pannus

Evaluation of associated structural abnormalities: Vegetations,
thrombi, ring abscess, pseudoaneurysm, fistulas

Atrial, atrial appendage thrombi
Inadequate transthoracic echocardiographic study

TABLE 126.1 Essential Parameters in the Comprehensive Evaluation of Prosthetic Valve Function

Parameters

Clinical information Date of valve replacement
Type and size of the prosthetic valve
Height/weight/body surface area
Symptoms and related clinical findings
Blood pressure and heart rate

Imaging of the valve Motion of leaflets or occluder
Presence of calcification on the leaflets or abnormal echo density(ies) on the various

components of the prosthesis
Valve sewing ring integrity and motion

Doppler echocardiography of the valve Contour of the jet velocity signal
Peak velocity and gradient
Mean pressure gradient
Velocity-time integral of the jet
Doppler velocity index
Pressure half-time in MV and TV.
Effective orifice area*
Presence, location, and severity of regurgitation†

Previous postoperative study(ies), when available Comparison of listed parameters is particularly helpful in suspected prosthetic valvular dysfunction

MV, Mitral valve; TV, tricuspid valve.
*Effective orifice area using the continuity equation; needs to be compared to normal Doppler values of the valve type and size.
†Transthoracic Doppler is less sensitive to detection of valvular regurgitation in mitral and tricuspid prostheses; transesophageal echocardiography is

frequently needed for a more definitive assessment.
Adapted from Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al. Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with echocardiography and Doppler

ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2009;22:975–1014.
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has become an integral part of these procedures.7–10 The echocar-
diographer is an essential member of the interventional heart team.
The evolving field of “interventional imaging” is poised to be cen-
tral in structural heart disease. This has included procedures such as
transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR), the use of mitral
3D Echocardiography

Bileaflet valve Prosthe
clip for patients with mitral regurgitation, and occluder devices
for repair of paraprosthetic valvular leaks. In these conditions,
TEE has been essential for optimal guiding of the procedure, par-
ticularly mitral clip and occluder devices. Assessment of residual
aortic regurgitation during TAVR procedures remains problematic,
with the variability of the residual defect extent and number, and is
the subject of extensive investigations.

SUMMARY
Echocardiography with Doppler is currently the modality of choice
for evaluation and management of prosthetic heart valves as well as
native cardiac valves. In general, evaluation of prosthetic valve
function is more challenging, based on the variability of inherent
mild obstruction observed with the wide range of prosthetic valve
types and sizes. Thus, the cardiac history plays a major role in the
echocardiographic evaluation by documenting the type and size of
the inserted valve. Serial comparison with a baseline postoperative
study is also essential in facilitating accurate assessment of valve
tic regurgitation

Figure 126.3. Examples of three-
dimensional echocardiography and
Doppler images of a bileaflet mechan-
ical valve in themitral position from the
left atrial view, and a prosthetic valve
with regurgitation.
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Mitral prosthesis Aortic prosthesis

Figure 126.4. Effect of mechanical prosthetic valve position and transthoracic echocardiographic imaging view on shadowing andmasking of a regur-
gitation jet by Doppler. A higher shadowing effect from transthoracic imaging is seen on prostheses in the mitral position compared to the aortic posi-
tion. (From Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al. Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with echocardiography and Doppler
ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2009;22:975–1014.)

Transthoracic Transesophageal

LV

LA

LA

Figure 126.5. Transthoracic versus
transesophageal echocardiographic
and Doppler images in a patient with
severe paravalvular mitral regurgita-
tion. Shadowing in the transthoracic
echocardiography of the left atrium
(LA, arrows) masked significantly the
regurgitant jet by color Doppler (single
white arrow). The extent of valvular
dehiscence is shown by the green
arrow on transesophageal echocardi-
ography as well as the severity of
regurgitation by color Doppler. LV, left
ventricle. (From Zoghbi WA, Cham-
bers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al. Recom-
mendations for evaluation of
prosthetic valves with echocardiogra-
phy and Doppler ultrasound. J Am
Soc Echocardiogr 2009;22:975–
1014.)
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542 SECTION XXI Prosthetic Valves
function. Recent advances in real-time 3D imaging, particularly
from the transesophageal approach, offer an important additional
dimension in the echocardiographic evaluation of prosthetic valve
function. 3D provides a powerful tool to image, for the first time
with ultrasound, the motion of the entire valve apparatus and its
annulus. This is essential in visualizing motion of the valve and
in guiding interventional procedures.
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Approximately 290,000 patients required valve replacement in the
world in 2003, and this number is estimated to triple to more than
850,000 by 2050.1 The ideal valve substitute should mimic the
characteristics of a normal native valve with excellent hemodynam-
ics, long durability, high thromboresistance, and excellent implant-
ability. Unfortunately, this ideal valve substitute does not exist, and
each of the currently available prosthetic valves has inherent lim-
itations. Despite the marked improvements in prosthetic valve
designs and procedures over the past decades, valve replacement
does not provide a definitive cure to the patient, and the prognosis
may be affected by prosthesis-related complications. However,
many of these complications can be prevented or their impact min-
imized through optimal prosthesis selection in the individual
patient and careful medical management and follow-up after
implantation. In this regard, Doppler echocardiography is the
method of choice for the evaluation and follow-up of prosthetic
valve function. This evaluation follows the same basic principles
used for the evaluation of native valves, with some important par-
ticularities and caveats due to significant differences between fluid
dynamics of prosthetic valves and those of native valves.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROSTHETIC VALVES
Valve replacement surgery is the standard therapy for severe non-
repairable valvular heart disease. Among the surgical prosthetic
valves, there are two main categories: mechanical valves and tissue
valves. The stented bioprosthetic valves are by far the most fre-
quently used tissue valves, followed by stentless bioprostheses,
homografts, and autografts. During the past decade, there has been
a dramatic shift toward use of bioprosthetic valves rather than
mechanical valves for surgical aortic valve replacement in the
United States.2 Also in the past decade, transcatheter aortic valve
implantation (TAVI) has emerged as a valid alternative to surgical
valve replacement in high-risk patients with severe aortic stenosis.3
At present, more than 1,000 transcatheter bioprosthetic valves
have been implanted in the aortic position worldwide.4
SURGICAL PROSTHETIC VALVES

Mechanical Valves
The three basic types of mechanical valves are ball-cage, tilting-
disc, and bileaflet valves. There are major differences in the design
of these three types of valves, and their flow pattern and hemody-
namics differ markedly. Furthermore, all types of mechanical
valves have a normal regurgitant volume that includes a backflow
related to the backward motion of the occluder(s) (i.e., the closing
volume) and leakage backflow through the components of the pros-
thesis (leakage volume). This “built-in” regurgitation theoretically
prevents blood stasis and thrombus formation by a washing effect.
In contrast to pathologic regurgitant jets, normal regurgitant jets are
short in duration, narrow, and symmetrical.
Ball-Cage Valves
The only ball-cage valve that is still encountered in patients is the
Starr-Edwards 1260, which consists of a Silastic ball with a circular
sewing ring and a cage formed by three metal arches located at
120-degree intervals around the sewing ring (see Fig. 126.1, C).
Antegrade blood flows around the ball, and a large wake is gener-
ated in the central part (Fig. 127.1, A). Large regions of flow
separation make the valves thrombogenic, and the obstruction to
flow caused by the valve results in high pressure gradients. The
normal regurgitant flow is composed mainly of the closing volume
(2 to 6 mL per beat) that can be visualized on color flow Doppler
imaging.5 This type of valve is no longer implanted, but because of
its relatively good durability, several thousand patients still have
ball-cage valves.
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Figure 127.1. Flow patterns downstream of selected prosthetic valve designs during the forward flow phase (left) and the leakage flow phase (right).
A, Ball-caged valve. B, Monoleaflet valve. C, Bileaflet valve. D, Stented bioprosthetic valve. (Adapted from Dasi LP, Simon HA, Sucosky P, et al. Fluid
mechanics of artificial heart valves. Clin Exp Pharmacol Physiol 2009;36(2):225-237.)
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Monoleaflet Valves
Monoleaflet or tilting-disc valves use a single circular disc that
rotates within a rigid annulus to occlude or open the valve orifice.
The disc is secured by lateral or central metal struts. The opening
angle of the disc relative to the valve annulus ranges from 60 to 80
degrees, resulting in two orifices of different size (see Fig. 126.1,
B). The jet through the major orifice is semicircular in cross-
section, and flow through the minor orifice consists of one, two,
or three jets, depending on the number of struts. Minor orifice jet
velocities are 30% to 40% lower than those of the major orifice
(see Fig. 127.1, B). The nonperpendicular opening angle of the
valve occluder tends to slightly increase resistance to blood flow,
particularly in the major orifices.

To minimize flow turbulence, the preferred orientation of
monoleaflet valves in the aortic position is with the major orifice
toward the right posterior aortic wall; in the mitral position, the pre-
ferred orientation is with the major orifice oriented toward the left
ventricular (LV) free wall rather than the septum. Because of the
eccentricity of the jet in the major orifice, it is also crucial to use
multiwindow interrogation with continuous wave Doppler to get
the maximum transvalvular velocity. Normal regurgitant volume
is low (5 to 9 mL per beat) and includes the closing volume as well
leakage backflow through small gaps around the perimeter of the
valve; with the Medtronic Hall valves (Medtronic, Minneapolis,
MN) there is a small amount of regurgitation around the central
strut (see Fig. 127.1, B; Videos 127.1 and 127.2).

Bileaflet Valves
These valves consist of two pyrolytic carbon semicircular leaflets
attached by small hinges to a rigid valve ring. The opening angle
of the leaflets relative to the annulus plane ranges from 75 to 90
degrees, with the open valve consisting of three orifices: a smaller,
slitlike central orifice between the two open leaflets and two larger
semi-circular orifices laterally (see Fig. 126.1,A, and Fig. 127.1,C).
The pattern of the antegrade transvalvular flow is thus characterized
by three separate jets, and because the central orifice is smaller than
the two lateral orifices, higher flow velocities may be recorded
within the central orifice (see Fig. 127.1, A, and Fig. 127.2). For
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Figure 127.2. Schematic representation of velocity and pressure changes f
stented bioprosthesis (A) and a bileaflet mechanical valve (B) illustrating the p
pressure recovery, velocities are lower and systolic arterial pressure (SAP) is
phenomenon may occur in both bioprosthetic and mechanical valves (solid
mechanical valves, the velocity is locally higher in the central orifice (CO) an
are estimated from maximal velocity at the level of the vena contracta and
of gradients usually reflect net pressure difference (ΔPNET) between LV systo
volume in LV outflow tract. (Adapted from Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dume
echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2009;2
a given valve annulus size, the effective orifice areas (EOAs) are
generally larger for the bileaflet mechanical valves than for the
monoleaflet valves (Tables 127.1 and 127.2). Bileaflet valves typ-
ically have a small amount (5 to 10 mL per beat) of normal regur-
gitation. On Doppler color flow imaging, two converging
regurgitant jets originating from the pivot points of the valve discs
and a smaller central jet are often seen. Smaller jets around the clo-
sure rim of the leaflets may also be appreciated (see Fig. 127.1, A;
Videos 127.3 and 127.4). When implanted in the aortic position,
there is no clear advantage to a specific orientation of the leaflet
opening plane relative to the aortic root. For the mitral position,
it is suggested that an orientation perpendicular to the normal plane
of mitral valve opening may be optimal. Available bileaflet valves
include the St. Jude Medical (Saint Paul, MN) and Carbomedics
(Sorin Group, Milan, Italy), On-X, (MRCI, Austin, TX) and ATS
(Medtronic) valves.

Tissue Valves
Tissue valves include stentless or stented bioprostheses made of
porcine or bovine tissues, homografts from human cadaveric
sources, and autografts of pericardial or pulmonary valve origin.

Stented Bioprostheses
The traditional design of a heterograft valve consists of three bio-
logic leaflets made from the porcine aortic valve or bovine pericar-
dium treated with glutaraldehyde to reduce its antigenicity. The
leaflets are mounted on ametal or polymeric stented ring; they open
to a circular orifice in systole, resembling the anatomy of the native
aortic valve (see Fig. 126.2, A). The vast majority of bioprosthetic
valves are treated with anticalcification agents or processes. A cir-
cular central flow field with a relatively flat flow velocity profile
characterizes the normal flow pattern in stented bioprostheses
(see Fig. 127.1,D, and Fig. 127.2, A). in vitro studies show that flow
stagnation occurs on the outflow surfaces of the bioprosthetic leaf-
lets during systole (see Fig. 127.1, D). Although bioprosthetic
valves are considered to be relatively nonthrombogenic, flow tur-
bulence and stagnation that are confined to the perimeter of flow
stream may increase the likelihood of thromboembolic events.
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TABLE 127.1 Normal Reference Values of Effective Orifice Areas for the Prosthetic Aortic Valves

Prosthetic Valve Size (mm) 19 21 23 25 27 29

STENTED BIOPROSTHETIC VALVES

Mosaic 1.1�0.2 1.2�0.3 1.4�0.3 1.7�0.4 1.8�0.4 2.0�0.4
Hancock II — 1.2�0.2 1.3�0.2 1.5�0.2 1.6�0.2 1.6�0.2
Carpentier-Edwards Perimount 1.1�0.3 1.3�0.4 1.50�0.4 1.80�0.4 2.1�0.4 2.2�0.4
Carpentier-Edwards Magna 1.3�0.3 1.5�0.3 1.8�0.4 2.1�0.5 — —

Biocor (Epic) 1.0�0.3 1.3�0.5 1.4�0.5 1.9�0.7 — —

Mitroflow 1.1�0.2 1.2�0.3 1.4�0.3 1.6�0.3 1.8�0.3 —

Trifecta 1.41 1.63 1.81 2.02 2.30 2.35

STENTLESS BIOPROSTHETIC VALVES

Medtronic Freestyle 1.2�0.2 1.4�0.2 1.5�0.3 2.0�0.4 2.3�0.5 —

St. Jude Medical Toronto SPV — 1.3�0.3 1.5�0.5 1.7�0.8 2.1�0.7 2.7�1.0
Prima Edwards — 1.3�0.3 1.6�0.3 1.9�0.4 — —

MECHANICAL VALVES

Medtronic-Hall 1.2�0.2 1.3�0.2 — — — —

St. Jude Medical Standard 1.0�0.2 1.4�0.2 1.5�0.5 2.1�0.4 2.7�0.6 3.2�0.3
St. Jude Medical Regent 1.6�0.4 2.0�0.7 2.2�0.9 2.5�0.9 3.6�1.3 4.4�0.6
MCRI On-X 1.5�0.2 1.7�0.4 2.0�0.6 2.4�0.8 3.2�0.6 3.2�0.6
Carbomedics Standard and Top Hat 1.0�0.4 1.5�0.3 1.7�0.3 2.0�0.4 2.5�0.4 2.6�0.4
ATS Medical* 1.1�0.3 1.6�0.4 1.8�0.5 1.9�0.3 2.3�0.8 —

Effective orifice area is expressed as mean values available in the literature. Further studies are needed to validate these reference values, in particular for
the newer models.

*For the ATS medical valve, the label valve sizes are 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 mm.
Adapted with permission of the American Heart Association from Pibarot P, Dumesnil JG. Prosthesis-patient mismatch: definition, clinical impact, and

prevention. Heart 2006;92(8):1022-1029.

TABLE 127.2 Normal Reference Values of Effective Orifice Areas for the Prosthetic Mitral Valves

Prosthetic Valve Size (mm) 25 27 29 31 33

STENTED BIOPROSTHETIC VALVES

Medtronic Mosaic 1.5�0.4 1.7�0.5 1.9�0.5 1.9�0.5 —

Hancock II 1.5�0.4 1.8�0.5 1.9�0.5 2.6�0.5 2.6�0.7
Carpentier-Edwards Perimount 1.6�0.4 1.8�0.4 2.1�0.5 — —

MECHANICAL VALVES

St. Jude Medical Standard 1.5�0.3 1.7�0.4 1.8�0.4 2.0�0.5 2.0�0.5
MCRI On-X* 2.2�0.9 2.2�0.9 2.2�0.9 2.2�0.9 2.2�0.9

Effective orifice area is expressed as mean values available in the literature. Further studies are needed to validate these reference values.
*The On-X valve has just one size for 27- to 29-mm and 31- to 33-mm prostheses. In addition, the strut and leaflets are identical for all sizes (25- to 33-mm);

only the size of the sewing cuff is different.
Adapted with permission of the American Heart Association from Pibarot P, Dumesnil JG. Prosthesis-patient mismatch: definition, clinical impact, and

prevention. Heart 2006;92(8):1022-1029.
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For a given valve annulus size, the EOAs are generally smaller
for stented bioprostheses than for bileaflet mechanical valves (see
Tables 127.1 and 127.2). However, the hemodynamic performance
of stented bioprosthetic valves has improved substantially with
newer valve generations.

A small degree of central regurgitation (<1 mL) is also often
observed in bioprosthetic valves, and more frequently in bovine
pericardial valves (see Fig. 127.1, D; Videos 127.5 and 127.6).
The available stented bioprostheses include Carpentier-Edwards
Perimount,Magna, and S.A.V. valves (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine,
CA), Epic (St. Jude Medical), Biocor (St. Jude Medical), Hancock II
(Medtronic), Mitroflow (Sorin Group), Mosaic (Medtronic), and
Trifecta (St. Jude Medical).

Stentless Bioprostheses
In an effort to improve valve hemodynamics and durability while
retaining the advantages of a bioprosthetic valve, several types of
stentless bioprosthetic valves have been developed. Stentless bio-
prostheses are manufactured from intact porcine aortic valves or
from bovine pericardium (see Fig. 126.2, B). Stentless bioprosthetic
valves have been used only in the aortic position; they may be
implanted in the subcoronary position or as an inclusion cylinder,
a miniroot, or a total root replacement. The most frequently used
techniques are the subcoronary and the total root. The advantage
of a subcoronary implantation is to avoid the reimplantation of the
coronary arteries; on the other hand, there is a risk of central valvular
insufficiency in the late postoperative course due to continued dila-
tion of the aortic root. The first generation of stentless bioprostheses
include the Medtronic Freestyle, the Toronto SPV (St. Jude Medi-
cal), and the Prima-Edwards (Edwards Lifesciences). New genera-
tions of stentless valves (Shelhigh Super Stentless aortic valve
[Shelhigh Inc., Union, NJ], Sorin Pericarbon Freedom valve [Sorin
Group] are easier to implant because they require only one layer of
suture.

The echocardiographic appearance mimics a normal aortic valve,
with increased echogenicity in the annulus and the aortic root from
the surgical procedure and the layer of fabric supporting the graft
(Videos 127.7 and 127.8). The flow accelerates uniformly through
the valve, and downstream the flow has a relatively flat profile.
The EOAs are generally larger and gradients lower in stentless valves
than in stented valves (see Table 127.1). The hemodynamic perfor-
mance of the stentless valves often improves within the first 3 to
6 months of follow-up because of remodeling of the aortic root.
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Sutureless Bioprostheses
The sutureless stent-mounted bioprosthetic valves are designed to
replace a diseased native or malfunctioning prosthetic aortic valve
via open heart surgery with sutureless positioning and anchoring at
the implantation site (Fig. 127.3, A; Videos 127.9 and 127.10).
These valves can be implanted with minimally invasive cardiac
surgery through either a partial sternotomy or a right mini-
thoracotomy. This type of valve allows substantial reduction
of aortic cross-clamp time. The sutureless valves include the
Perceval (Sorin Group), the 3F Enable valve (Medtronic), and
the Intuity (Edwards Lifesciences).
Aortic Homografts
Aortic valve homografts are harvested from human cadavers within
24 hours of death as blocks of tissue comprising the ascending
aorta, aortic valve, a portion of interventricular septum, and the
A B

D

E

Figure 127.3. Examples of sutureless bioprosthetic valve (A), aortic homog
expandable (E) transcatheter valves. (Adapted from Rodes-Cabau J. Trans
Rev Cardiol 2012;9(1):15-29.)
anterior mitral valve leaflet (see Fig. 127.3, B). They are treated
with antibiotics and cryopreserved at �196 degrees. They are
now most commonly implanted in the form of a total root replace-
ment with reimplantation of the coronary arteries. Homografts have
excellent hemodynamics with antegrade velocities similar to those
of a native valve. Regurgitation is rare with the root replacement
technique. However, with subcoronary implantation, nearly 25%
of patients develop moderate/severe aortic regurgitation by 2 years
and up to 5% require reoperation for significant aortic regurgita-
tion. Long-term durability beyond 10 years is not superior to that
of current-generation pericardial bioprostheses.

Pulmonary Autografts (Ross Procedure)
The native pulmonary valve is harvested as a small cylinder con-
sisting of the pulmonary valve, annulus, and proximal main pulmo-
nary artery (see Fig. 127.3, C). Autografts are most often implanted
as complete root replacement with reimplantation of the coronaries.
The pulmonary valve and right ventricular outflow tract are then
C

raft (B), pulmonary autograft (C), and balloon-expandable (D) and self-
catheter aortic valve implantation: current and future approaches. Nat
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replaced with a pulmonary homograft. The procedure requires two
separate valve operations and a longer cardiopulmonary bypass
time and has a steep learning curve. The hemodynamics of the pul-
monary autografts are similar to those of a normal native aortic
valve both at rest and with exercise.6 However, the pulmonary
homograft is subject to early degeneration and failure. Autografts
have the ability to increase in size during childhood growth and
are usually reserved for children and young adults. They are also
nonthrombogenic and resistant to infections. However, the auto-
graft may fail in some patients because of dilation of the autograft
and ensuing aortic regurgitation.
TRANSCATHETER BIOPROSTHETIC VALVES
Transcatheter aortic valve implantation is emerging as an alternative
to surgical aortic valve replacement in patients with symptomatic
aortic stenosis who are considered to be at high or prohibitive oper-
ative risk. Twomain types of transcatheter aortic valves are currently
used: balloon-expandable valves and self-expanding valves.
Balloon-Expandable Valves
The first two generations of the Edwards balloon-expandable
valves comprised three leaflets fabricated with equine pericardium
(Cribier-Edwards, Edwards Lifesciences) or bovine pericardium
(Edwards SAPIEN) mounted in a stainless steel frame, available
in two sizes, 23 and 26 mm. The valves were implanted using 22
French and 24 French delivery catheters. The Edwards SAPIEN
XT (Edwards Lifesciences) is the third generation and consists of
a three-leaflet pericardial bovine valve mounted in a cobalt chro-
mium frame. It is available in 20-, 23-, 26-, and 29-mm sizes and
is implanted using 18 French, 19 French, and 22 French delivery
catheters (see Fig. 126.2, C, and Fig. 127.3, D, and Video 127.11).
The transfemoral retrograde approach is most often used today
and consists of entering through the femoral artery and backtracking
through the aorta to the aortic valve. An accurate evaluation of the
iliofemoral anatomy helps to determine the appropriateness of the
transfemoral approach for each patient. If the iliofemoral arteries
are too small, diseased, and/or tortuous, a transapical or transaortic
approach may be used. The transapical approach requires a small left
lateral thoracotomy and a direct puncture of the left ventricular apex
and thus leads to a greater degree of myocardial injury. A transaortic
approach is also possible.
PW sample volume
pre-stent

PW sample volume
in-stent pre-cusps

Aortic valve
cusps

Valve
stent

CW through the aortic val

A

Figure 127.4. Flow velocity pattern in transcatheter valves. A, Schematic
when the sample volume is placed pre-stent, in-stent but pre-cusps, and con
of a sample volume placed before stent.White arrows show the extent of the
the prosthetic aortic cusps. C, The PW Doppler pattern of sample volume p
sample volume placed at the level of the cusps. (From Bloomfield GS, Gillam
catheter aortic valve replacement. JACC Cardiovasc Imaging 2012;5(4):441
The normal EOAs of the SAPIEN valves range between 1.3 and
2.0 cm2.7,8 As opposed to surgical prostheses, the EOA of a given
prosthesis size varies significantly depending on the size of
patient’s aortic annulus. Several studies, including the randomized
trial PARTNER-I Cohort A, have demonstrated that, for a given
aortic annulus size, balloon-expandable valves have larger EOAs
and lower gradients compared to surgical bioprosthetic valves.7,9

On the other hand, unlike surgical bioprosthetic valves, paraval-
vular regurgitation is common following transcatheter aortic valve
implantation. Mild to moderate regurgitation occurs in 30% to 80%
of cases, with 5% to 20% being moderate to severe.7,10,11 Moderate
to severe paravalvular regurgitation is associated with a twofold
increase in mortality.12 Paravalvular leak can also cause high
blood shear stress and thereby damage to blood cells and coagula-
tion factors, which could increase the risk of hemolysis, thrombo-
embolic events, and/or bleeding.13 The most recent generation of
balloon-expandable valves includes a skirt to reduce paravalvular
regurgitation.
Self-expanding Valves
The first generation of the CoreValve system consisted of a self-
expanding nitinol frame with a bovine pericardial heart valve
and was implanted using a 25 French delivery catheter (see
Fig. 127.3, E). The second generation of the CoreValve system con-
sisted of three leaflets of porcine pericardium seated higher in the
nitinol frame to provide true supra-annular placement and was
implanted using a 21 French delivery catheter. The third generation
differs slightly from the previous one in the sealing skirt to reduce
paravalvular regurgitation, available in 26-, 29-, and 31-mm sizes
and implanted using an 18 French delivery catheter. The CoreValve
(Medtronic) is mostly implanted using the transfemoral approach.
However, the subclavian and transaxillary approaches can also be
used if the transfemoral access is not feasible. Some studies suggest
that the CoreValve has slightly larger EOAs and lower gradients
than the SAPIEN valves but higher incidence of paravalvular
regurgitation.14

The flow pattern of transcatheter valves differs from that of sur-
gical bioprostheses in the sense that there are two levels of flow
acceleration at the inflow aspect of the valve: a first level when
the flow enters the apical portion of the stent, and a second level
when the flow passes through the prosthetic valve leaflets
(Fig. 127.4). For that reason, it is generally recommended to
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presentation of echocardiographic pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler patterns
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LD, Hahn RT, et al. A practical guide to multimodality imaging of trans-
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measure the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) diameter and
velocity immediately proximal to the apical end of the stent
when measuring the stroke volume and EOA of transcatheter
valves.15,16 However, if the stent sits low in the LVOT, which
may occur more frequently with the self-expandable prostheses,
it may be preferable to measure the LVOT diameter and velocity
within the proximal portion of the stent below the bioprosthetic
leaflets.
PRESSURE RECOVERY
Doppler-echocardiography is the method of choice for the evalua-
tion of prosthetic valve function. However, several studies have
reported that Doppler may overestimate the gradient across native,
mechanical, or bioprosthetic aortic valves when compared with
catheter measurements.17,18 As blood flow velocity decelerates
between the aortic valve and the ascending aorta, part of the kinetic
energy is reconverted back to static energy (i.e., pressure) because
of a phenomenon called pressure recovery, and hence the net gra-
dient between the left ventricle and the ascending aorta (i.e., the
gradient measured by catheter) is less than the maximum pressure
gradient measured by Doppler at the level of the vena contracta (see
Fig. 127.2).18–22 The extent of pressure recovery is determined by
the ratio between the valve EOA and the cross-sectional area of the
downstream chamber, that is, the ascending aorta in the case of
native or prosthetic aortic valves. Hence, pressure recovery gener-
ally becomes clinically relevant in patients with smaller aortas, that
is, those with an aorta diameter of 30 mm or less at the sinotubular
junction.20,21 In these patients, it is thus appropriate to account for
pressure recovery by using the simple formula proposed by Garcia
and colleagues19 to calculate the energy loss coefficient:
ELC¼ EOA�AAð Þ= AA�EOAð Þ, where AA is the cross-sectional
area of the aorta measured at about 1 cm downstream of the sino-
tubular junction. The energy loss coefficient should be indexed for
body surface area (i.e., energy loss index) to account for the change
in cardiac output related to body size. An energy loss index less
than 0.55 to 0.6 cm2/m2 is suggestive of a significant prosthetic
valve stenosis or patient-prosthesis mismatch (PPM).19 Not
accounting for pressure recovery in patients with small aortas
(i.e.,<30 mm) may cause overestimation of prosthetic valve steno-
sis and/or PPM by Doppler echocardiography and lead to unwar-
ranted investigations or interventions. The pressure recovery is
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Figure 127.5. Location of maximum flow velocity in bileaflet mechanical valv
(3 levels for each of the 3 orifices). B, The color scale represents the percen
locations for the 81 test conditions. C, The color scale represents the a
volume location. Cent, Central orifice; LatL, lateral orifice located along the dis
along the atrial septum and right pulmonary veins. (From Evin M, Pibarot P, G
bileaflet mechanical heart valves and impact on gradient overestimation by
generally negligible in the case of mitral prostheses because the
downstream chamber (i.e., the left ventricle) is large relative to
the EOA of the prosthesis.

LOCALIZED HIGH GRADIENT IN BILEAFLET
MECHANICAL VALVES
Significant pressure recovery may occur downstream of aortic
valves regardless of their type (i.e., native, bioprosthetic, or
mechanical). This phenomenon should not, however, be mistaken
for the phenomenon of localized high gradient that is specific of
bileaflet mechanical valves23 (see Fig. 127.2; Fig. 127.5). A local-
ized high gradient may indeed be recorded through the central ori-
fice of bileaflet mechanical valves, and this phenomenon may yield
to overestimation of gradient and underestimation of EOA regard-
less of the position (aortic or mitral) of the prosthesis. Because the
central orifice is smaller than the lateral orifices, the blood flow
velocity may be locally higher within the inflow aspect of the cen-
tral orifice, and continuous wave Doppler may record this high
velocity23 (see Figs. 127.2 and 127.5). The prevalence, magnitude,
and predictors of this phenomenon are not fully understood but are
probably related to prosthetic valve size and design (ratio of the size
of the central orifice to that of lateral orifices) and flow condi-
tions.22,24 Also, given that the localized high-velocity region is very
small and located at the inflow of the central orifice (see
Fig. 127.5), the recording of this velocity is highly inconsistent
and may vary from one patient to the next and even from one visit
to the next in a given patient, depending on the direction and angu-
lation of the Doppler beam.23

PROSTHESIS-PATIENT MISMATCH
Prosthesis-patient mismatch occurs when the EOA of a normally
functioning prosthesis is too small in relation to the patient’s body
size (and thus cardiac output requirements), resulting in abnor-
mally high postoperative gradients. Hence, PPM is not an intrinsic
prosthesis dysfunction per se. The most widely accepted and val-
idated parameter for identifying PPM is the indexed EOA, that is,
the EOA of the prosthesis divided by the patient’s body surface
area.25–29 Table 127.3 shows the cutoff values of indexed EOA
generally used to identify PPM and quantify its severity. Moderate
PPM may be quite frequent both in the aortic (20% to 70%) and
 velocities
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TABLE 127.3 Criteria of Indexed Prosthetic Valve Effective Orifice Area
(in cm2/m2) for the Identification and Quantitation of Prosthesis-
Patient Mismatch

Mild or Not
Clinically Significant Moderate Severe

Aortic position >0.85
(0.8-0.9)

�0.85
(0.8-0.9)

�0.65
(0.6-0.7)

Mitral position >1.2
(1.2-1.3)

�1.2
(1.2-1.3)

�0.9
(0.9)

Numbers in parentheses represent the range of threshold values that
have been used in the literature.
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mitral (30% to 70%) positions, whereas the prevalence of severe
PPM ranges from 2% to 10% in both positions.27,28 PPM is asso-
ciated with worse hemodynamics; less regression of left ventric-
ular hypertrophy and pulmonary hypertension; worse functional
class, exercise capacity, and quality of life; more cardiac events;
and lower survival.28 PPM can largely be prevented by using a
prospective strategy at the time of operation consisting of system-
atically calculating the “projected” indexed EOA of the prosthesis
to be inserted (projected indexed EOA is derived from the normal
reference values of EOA provided in the literature for the different
types and sizes of prostheses; see Tables 127.1 and 127.2) and, in
the case of anticipated PPM, to consider alternative procedures
such as insertion of a better-performing valve substitute (e.g.,
the newer generation of supra-annular bioprostheses or mechan-
ical valves, stentless bioprostheses, homografts, or transcatheter
valves) or insertion of a larger prosthesis by mean of aortic root
enlargement. The prevention of PPM in the mitral position repre-
sents a much greater challenge than in the aortic position. Indeed,
mitral valve surgery does not allow annular enlargement, and the
implantation of a homograft or a stentless prosthesis is technically
more demanding and associated with poor long-term durability.
Hence, the only alternative at present is the implantation of a pros-
thesis having a larger EOA for a given annulus size, which unfor-
tunately may not be sufficient to completely avoid PPM in
some cases.
CONCLUSION
Several prosthetic valve designs are currently available for valve
replacement procedures, and many new models will be introduced
in the future owing to the rapidly growing expansion of transcath-
eter valve therapy. Optimal Doppler-echocardiographic evaluation
of prosthesis structure and function requires a good knowledge of
the specifics of each type of prosthesis in terms of valve design,
implantation technique, and fluid dynamics.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the videos for this
chapter.
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Box 128.1 Measured and Derived Parameters Used When
Assessing Aortic Valve Replacement (AVR) Function

AVR velocity (CW Doppler)
• Peak velocity (V2) cm/sec
• Maximum gradient (4 V2

2) mm Hg
• Mean gradient mm Hg
• AVR VTI cm
LVOT velocity (PW Doppler)
• Peak velocity (V1) cm/sec
• LVOT VTI cm
LVOTd cm
DVI¼V1�V2

EOA cm2
� �¼ LVOT VTI� LVOTd2�0:785

� �
=AVR VTI

� �

¼ LVOT VTI�LVOT CSA=AVR VTIf g
CSA, Cross-sectional area; CW, continuous wave; DVI, Doppler velocity

index; EOA, effective orifice area; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; VTI,
velocity-time integral.
Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is established as the refer-
ence imaging modality for the routine evaluation of prosthetic
valves because of the comprehensive anatomic, functional, and
hemodynamic data it provides combined with its excellent safety
profile. However, the unique acoustic properties of prosthetic
valves can impair the echocardiographic examination, resulting
in reduced diagnostic accuracy. To reduce errors in interpretation,
an understanding of the distinctive structural and hemodynamic
features of prosthetic valves is required combined with a standard-
ized TTE examination protocol that includes integration of all data
obtained from two-dimensional, spectral, and color flow Doppler
modalities. In addition, knowledge of the limitations of TTE will
enable the appropriate selection of cases where additional imaging
procedures, such as transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and
computed tomography (CT) or cine-fluoroscopy, may be required.

STANDARD TRANSTHORACIC
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF AORTIC
PROSTHETIC VALVE FUNCTION

Two-Dimensional Imaging
Before imaging, the type and size of the prosthetic valve and the date
of insertion should be established. The appearance and motion of the
leaflets/occluder can then be assessed. Careful attention to specific
imaging planes will reduce the problems caused by acoustic shadow-
ing and improve diagnostic yield. If the ultrasound beam can be ori-
ented parallel to the direction of occluder opening, acoustic
shadowing across the plane of the valve is reduced with resultant
improvement in visualization of occludermotion. This is particularly
relevant in the assessment of aortic prostheses where the apical five-
chamber view can provide an improved view of the leaflets/occluder.

Doppler Parameters Used to Assess Aortic
Prosthetic Valve Function
All prosthetic valve designs cause variable degrees of obstruction
to flow resulting in measureable gradients. Doppler assessment
allows the noninvasive measurement of flow velocities across pros-
thetic valves from which gradients are calculated. As with native
aortic valve stenosis, Doppler interrogation of the aortic prosthesis
should be performed frommultiple acoustic windows to ensure that
the highest peak velocity and derived gradients have been obtained.
Importantly, valve gradients are determined by both volumetric
flow and prosthetic valve area. Thus, in addition to valve gradients,
the derivation of flow-independent parameters of prosthetic valve
function such as effective orifice area (EOA) and Doppler velocity
index (DVI) is essential (Box 128.1).

Doppler Velocity Index
DVI is a useful flow-independent parameter of aortic prosthetic
valve function that is easily derived (V1/V2) and does not require
the measurement of the left ventricular outflow tract diameter
(LVOTd), which can be technically difficult. In an individual
patient, a baseline DVI value obtained in the early postoperative
period can serve as the control value or “valve fingerprint” for
future examinations. Providing prosthetic valve function remains
normal, the DVI will remain constant even with changes in stroke
volume.
Effective Orifice Area and Indexed Effective
Orifice Area
The calculation of EOA using the continuity equation is shown in
Box 128.1. It is important to observe correct methodology in mea-
suring both LVOT parameters, as inaccuracy in these measure-
ments, particularly LVOTd (which is squared), will result in
significant errors in the EOA calculation. The guiding principle
is that both parameters are derived from the same anatomic loca-
tion. As per ASE guidelines,1 the cross-sectional area is derived
from the LVOTd measured just underneath the prosthesis from
the parasternal long-axis view taking care to measure to the outer
margins of the valve sewing ring. The LVOT velocity-time integral
(VTI) is obtained by locating the pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler sam-
ple volume adjacent to the prosthesis while avoiding the region of
subvalvular flow acceleration (this usually requires a position 0.5 to
1 cm below the sewing ring). In a normally functioning prosthesis
(as shown in Fig. 128.1 and Video 128.1, D), the EOA obtained
should fall in the normal reference range for that prosthetic valve
subtype and size. The indexed EOA (IEOA) references the absolute
EOA to patient body surface area and is useful in identifying
prosthesis-patient mismatch.

Measurement of Left Ventricular Outflow Tract
Parameters after Transcatheter Aortic Valve
Implantation
Compared with surgically implanted prostheses, transcatheter aor-
tic valve implantation (TAVI) valve designs have longer valve
stents, which project lower into the LVOT. This has resulted in
new recommendations for the measurement of LVOTd and LVOT
VTI in these valves. Flow acceleration within the TAVI stent and
proximal to the valve leaflets can cause elevated LVOT velocity
and VTI measurements. Consequently, the valve area would be
overestimated when using the continuity equation. Thus, the
EAE/ASE recommend that the LVOT velocity be measured pre-
stent in the LVOT.2 Consistent with the guiding principle that both
parameters are derived from the same anatomic location, the LVOT
diameter measurement should be performed pre-stent.3,4 The only
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Figure 128.1. The measured and derived echocardiographic parameters used to routinely assess aortic prosthetic valve function are illustrated in this
case (21-mm St. Jude prosthesis). A, Peak velocity (V2). B, Mean gradient and the flow independent parameters. C, Doppler velocity index (DVI).
D, Effective orifice area or, in this case, aortic valve area (AVA). All parameters are within the normal ranges for this valve and consistent with normal
valvular function. See accompanying Video 128.1, D. LVOTd, Left ventricular outflow tract diameter; VTI, velocity-time integral.
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exception to this is with a CoreValve, which can sometimes sit low
in the LVOT. In this case, the measurement should be made pre-
cusp within the stent.5 It is important to be aware that the TAVI
implant size correlates poorly with the LVOT diameter and cannot
be used as a substitute for the LVOTd.

Normal Doppler Values
A large amount of data6 now exist documenting the normal values
for all Doppler parameters of prosthetic valve function. Following
completion of the Doppler examination, reference should be made
to the normal Doppler data available for that particular prosthetic
valve subtype and size.

DIAGNOSIS OF AORTIC PROSTHETIC VALVE
DYSFUNCTION

Interpretation of Elevated Valve Gradients
The initial suspicion of prosthetic valve dysfunction is often raised
by the detection of abnormally high prosthetic valve gradients dur-
ing routine TTE assessment. The potential causes to be considered
are (1) prosthetic valve obstruction; (2) prosthesis-patient mis-
match (PPM); (3) the phenomenon of rapid pressure recovery
(RPR); (4) significant aortic regurgitation; and (5) high-flow states,
such as after surgery, anemia, and sepsis. In PPM, aortic regurgita-
tion, and high-flow states, gradients are increased because of
increased antegrade flow across the prosthesis. This emphasizes
the value of flow-independent parameters (EOA and DVI) for
the interpretation of elevated gradients. By using these parameters
in conjunction with an anatomical assessment of leaflet or occluder
motion, an accurate diagnosis should be obtainable in most
instances. A diagnostic algorithm for the interpretation of abnor-
mally elevated gradients across aortic prostheses is presented in
Figure 128.2.
Prosthetic Valve Obstruction
In mechanical valves, the usual causes of valve obstruction are (1)
thrombosis or (2) ingrowth of fibrous tissue called pannus below
the inflow orifice of the valve restricting occluder motion. In bio-
prosthetic valves, structural valve degeneration (SVD) is the usual
cause. Therefore, cases of prosthetic valve obstruction will usually
be associated with abnormal leaflet morphology or occluder mobil-
ity. TTE has major limitations in assessing the occluders and sur-
rounding structures in mechanical valves due to reverberation
artifact and acoustic shadowing caused by these devices. This will
often necessitate supplementary imaging of the occluders, as
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discussed later. On Doppler examination, the hemodynamic diag-
nosis of aortic valve obstruction is suggested by (1) increased gra-
dients for valve subtype and size, (2) decreased EOA and DVI
below the normal reference range, and (3) significant deviation
of EOA or DVI from the baseline study. Although individual
EOA and DVI values should always be referenced against normal
values for the valve subtype and size, an EOA less than 0.8 cm2 and
a DVI below 0.251 will almost always be abnormal and are useful
numbers to memorize.

Prosthesis-Patient Mismatch
A common cause for elevated aortic prosthetic valve gradients is
PPM.7 These patients have a normally functioning prosthetic valve,
but the valve is too small for the patient. There are high absolute
levels of flow across the valve, generating high gradients. PPM
is defined best by the IEOA, and this parameter has been shown
to be predictive of abnormally elevated postoperative gradients
and inferior clinical outcomes.8 A value of 0.85 cm2/m2 or less is
considered the threshold value for the presence of PPM, with severe
mismatch defined as an IEOA less than 0.65 cm2/m.2 Therefore,
PPM should be suspected if abnormally elevated Doppler gradients
are obtained despite (1) no detectable structural abnormality of the
prosthetic valve leaflets/occluders, (2) normal values for EOA and
DVI for valve subtype and size, and (3) IEOA in the mismatch
range. Typically, the prosthesis will be of small size and the
patients of older age and with larger body surface area.

Rapid Pressure Recovery
RPR is a phenomenon associated with bileaflet prosthetic valves,
where high Doppler gradients are recorded despite a normally func-
tioning valve. The bileaflet design is characterized by localized
high velocities within the thin central orifice. In addition, there is
RPR within the aorta immediately distal to the prosthetic valve,
which may be further exaggerated if the aorta is of small diameter.
This can result in high recorded Doppler gradients (typically in the
small 19- and 21-mm sizes) which are significantly higher than
those recorded by conventional cardiac catheterization techniques.
Therefore, RPR should be suspected in patients with small bileaflet
prostheses who have (1) reduced EOA, IEOA, and DVI for valve
subtype and size and (2) normal occluder motion.

AORTIC PROSTHETIC VALVE REGURGITATION

Physiologic or “Normal” Regurgitation
Most mechanical prostheses havemild valvular regurgitation that is
“normal” and must be recognized and differentiated from patholog-
ical leaks. The commonest form is so-called leakage volume, where
regurgitation occurs through the gaps adjacent to the closed occlu-
der. These jets are also termed “washing jets,” as they are thought to
prevent blood stasis and secondary thrombus formation and are typ-
ically transvalvular, multiple, short in length, and of low turbu-
lence. Mild central aortic regurgitation can also be seen in
normally functioning bioprosthetic aortic valves.

Pathologic Regurgitation
TTE usually provides adequate assessment of the severity of aortic
prosthetic valve regurgitation using the standard parameters
applied to native valve regurgitation. The origin of regurgitation
(valvular vs. perivalvular) is best assessed in the parasternal
short-axis view, where the full circumference of the annulus can
be visualized. The grading of perivalvular regurgitation is often
technically difficult, as regurgitant jets are frequently multiple,
crescentic in shape, and wall hugging within the LVOT. Careful
interrogation of the neck of the jet just below the sewing ring is
required to accurately define its circumferential extent, which
can then be expressed as a percentage of the total sewing ring cir-
cumference and used to estimate severity (<10%¼mild; 10% to
20%¼moderate;>20%¼ severe).5 This method can be used when
assessing all types of prosthetic aortic valve, including TAVI
(Fig. 128.3 and Video 128.3, A). Because of the technical limita-
tions of many of these semiquantitative parameters, it is important
to grade the severity of regurgitation by reviewing the results of
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Figure 128.3. A, The transesopha-
geal echocardiographic (TEE) long-
axis view shows a core valve sitting
low in the left ventricular outflow tract
with significant perivalvular regurgita-
tion.B, The short-axis view is useful in
quantifying the regurgitation severity
by calculating its circumferential
extent, which can then be expressed
as a percentage of the total sewing
ring circumference. In this case,
approximately 45% of the circumfer-
ence is involved, indicating severe
perivalvular regurgitation. See
accompanying Video 128.3, A.
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multiple Doppler parameters1,5 and, where feasible, to attempt to
quantify regurgitation by measurement of regurgitant volumes.
Two-dimensional imaging may demonstrate the etiology of regur-
gitation by showing evidence of leaflet degeneration in bioprosth-
eses or abnormal occluder motion in mechanical prostheses. In
cases of infective endocarditis, vegetations and associated abnor-
malities of the valve annulus such as abscess cavities or valvular
dehiscence may be seen. TEE further improves the detection of
these anatomic abnormalities but, as discussed later, may still miss
abnormalities of occluder motion and anterior annular region.

Limitations of Transesophageal
Echocardiography in Aortic Prostheses
Although TEE provides excellent imaging and a high diagnostic
yield for mitral prostheses, the data are less convincing for
mechanical valves in the aortic position. In one study,9 the etiology
of mechanical AVR obstruction by TTE was correct in only 10%
and increased to just 49% with TEE. Obstructing pannus in the
presence of a coexistent mitral prosthesis was especially difficult
to identify. This is due to the angle of the interrogating ultrasound
beam, which, at TEE, is posterior and orthogonal to the prosthesis
and LVOT, resulting in acoustic shadowing of the leaflets/
occluders and anterior annulus (Fig. 128.4 and Video 128.4, B-D).
In these cases, CT and cine-fluoroscopy are safe and relatively rapid
methods of demonstrating occluder motion in mechanical prosthetic
valves.10 Despite this significant limitation of TEE, it is clearly supe-
rior to TTE for detection of prosthetic valve endocarditis and its
complications and should be performed in all cases without a contra-
indication to esophageal intubation. In the assessment of aortic pros-
thetic valve regurgitation, TEE can provide additional data on both
the mechanism and severity of prosthetic aortic regurgitation.
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Figure 128.4. This example demonstrates elevated gradients across a 23-mm ATS aortic valve replacement (AVR) (A) with thrombus attached to the
LVOT aspect of the valve (B). Despite poor visualization of the AVR occluder motion, significant aortic regurgitation suggested that the thrombus was
interfering with valvular function (C). Computed tomographic fluoroscopy (D) demonstrated reduced opening angles for both occluders (normal¼80�

to 85�). See accompanying Videos 128.4, B-D. LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; VTI, velocity-time integral.
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Posterior paravalvular leaks are more visible on TEE and anterior
jets on TTE. Using both techniques allows a full circumferential
assessment of the annulus.

SUMMARY
This review has emphasized the central role of a standardized trans-
thoracic echocardiography protocol in the evaluation of prosthetic
valves, a diagnostic framework for the interpretation of elevated
prosthetic valve gradients, and the complementary role played by
other imaging modalities in specific pathologies.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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The assessment of prosthetic valves by transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy (TTE) is technically challenging. As outlined in the previous
chapter on aortic prosthetic valves, the important principles that will
help reduce diagnostic error include: (1) a background understanding
of prosthetic valve design features; (2) a standardized TTE examina-
tion protocol that is multiparametric, integrating all anatomic and
hemodynamic data; and (3) the optimal use of transesophageal echo-
cardiography (TEE). Because of the anatomic position of the mitral
valve, TEE provides exceptional imaging of mitral prostheses and
can provide important additional data in selected cases.

STANDARD TRANSTHORACIC
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF MITRAL
PROSTHETIC VALVE FUNCTION

Two-Dimensional Imaging
The two-dimensional (2D) imaging component of the TTE exam
provides information on prosthetic valve structure. Before imaging,
the type and size of the prosthetic valve should be established. The
appearance and motion of the leaflets/occluder can then be
assessed. Careful attention to specific imaging planes will help
reduce the problems caused by acoustic shadowing and improve
diagnostic yield. If the ultrasound beam can be oriented parallel
to the direction of occluder opening, acoustic shadowing across
the plane of the valve is reduced with resultant improvement in
visualization of occluder motion. For the mitral prosthesis, this is
usually most consistently achieved from the apical window, in
either the two- or four-chamber view depending on the implanted
orientation of the prosthesis. Intermediate imaging planes scanning
through the mitral annulus may also minimize acoustic shadowing
and increase the detection of annular pathologies.

Doppler Parameters Used to Assess Mitral
Prosthetic Valve Function
Doppler assessment allows the noninvasive measurement of pros-
thetic valve gradients. However, as with all stenotic lesions, gradi-
ents are determined by both volumetric flow and the stenotic
valve area. Thus, in addition to gradients, the derivation of flow-
independent parameters of prosthetic valve function such as effective
orifice area (EOA), pressure half-time (PHT), and Doppler velocity
index (DVI) is essential. The measured and derived Doppler param-
eters used to quantify mitral prosthetic valve function are listed in
Table 129.1.
ler Parameters Used to Quantify Mitral Prosthetic

w
)

Refer to valve subtype, usually <1.9 m/sec

Refer to valve subtype and size, usually
<5 mm Hg

Refer to valve subtype and size, usually
<130 msec

EOA cm2
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x MVRVTI/LVOTVTI); normal value is <2.2

r outflow; MVR, mitral valve replacement; PMV,
alve.
Effective Orifice Area and Pressure Half-Time
The EOA is calculated using the continuity equation, which
requires identical stroke volumes at the two chosen sites. Aortic
or mitral regurgitation (Grade 1/4 or higher) therefore invalidates
this method. In the presence of aortic regurgitation, the right ven-
tricular outflow tract is an alternative method for calculating the
true systemic stroke volume. EOA should always be calculated
using the continuity equation method, as the PHT method used
to derive valve area in native mitral stenosis has never been vali-
dated for mitral prostheses. However, the PHT does lengthen with
increasing obstruction across the prosthesis and remains a useful
parameter for assessing valve function. Therefore, it is best to sim-
ply record the PHT and compare it with available normal values.

Doppler Velocity Index
The DVI is a useful flow-independent parameter of mitral pros-
thetic valve function. It is simple to derive, requiring measurement
of only two parameters (the velocity-time integrals [VTIs] for the
mitral valve replacement (MVR) and the left ventricular outflow
tract [LVOT]), and requires the absence of significant aortic regur-
gitation. The baseline value can be used as the prosthetic valve “fin-
gerprint,” as this value should remain constant, regardless of
changes in stroke volume, unless prosthetic valve dysfunction
supervenes. If prosthetic valve dysfunction develops (either
obstruction or regurgitation), the DVI will rise as the MVR VTI
is elevated without a corresponding increase in LVOT VTI.

Normal Doppler Values
A large amount of data1–3 now exist documenting the normal values
for Doppler parameters of mitral prosthetic valve function. After
completion of the Doppler examination, reference should be made
to the normal Doppler data available for that particular prosthetic
valve subtype and size.

DIAGNOSIS OF MITRAL PROSTHETIC VALVE
DYSFUNCTION

Interpretation of Elevated Valve Gradients
The initial suspicion of prosthetic valve dysfunction is often raised by
the detection of elevated valve gradients during routine TTE assess-
ment. The potential causes to be considered are (1) prosthetic valve
obstruction, (2) prosthesis-patient mismatch (PPM), (3) significant
mitral regurgitation, and (4) high-flow states such as postsurgery,
anemia, or sepsis. In PPM, mitral regurgitation, and high-flow states,
gradients are increased because of increased antegrade flow across
the prosthesis. This emphasizes the value of the flow-independent
parameters (EOA, PHT, and DVI) for the interpretation of elevated
gradients. By using these parameters in conjunction with an anatom-
ical assessment of leaflet or occluder motion, an accurate diagnosis
should be obtainable in most instances.

Prosthetic Valve Obstruction
In mechanical valves, the usual causes of valve obstruction are
thrombosis or ingrowth of fibrous tissue called pannus below the
inflow orifice of the valve, restricting occluder motion. In
555
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Figure 129.1. A, Pathologic specimen of pannus ingrowth complicating a mechanical mitral prosthesis. B, Thrombosis of a mitral valve mechanical
prosthesis. C, Structural valvular degeneration of a bioprosthetic mitral valve.
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bioprosthetic valves, structural valve degeneration (SVD) is the
usual cause (Fig. 129.1).4 Therefore, cases of prosthetic valve
obstruction will usually be associated with abnormal leaflet mor-
phology or occluder mobility. 2D imaging may be useful in asses-
sing leaflet thickening and reduced mobility in bioprosthetic
valves, but it has major limitations in assessing the occluder and
surrounding structures in mechanical valves. Nevertheless, careful
imaging from the apical window may demonstrate reduced occlu-
der motion. Abnormalities may be subtle, such as an absent systolic
occluder echo, and may vary with each cardiac cycle in cases of
intermittent obstruction. However, when prosthetic valve obstruc-
tion is suspected, supplementary imaging of the occluder with TEE
will usually be required. On Doppler examination, the hemody-
namic diagnosis of valve obstruction is suggested by (1) increased
gradients for valve subtype and size, (2) decreased EOA below the
normal reference range, (3) significant deviation of EOA from the
baseline study, (4) increased PHT above the normal reference
range, and (5) elevated DVI. Although individual EOA, PHT,
and DVI values should always be referenced against normal values
for the valve subtype and size, an EOA less than 1.5 cm2, PHT
greater than 150 msec and a DVI greater than 2.22,3,5,6 will almost
always be abnormal and are useful numbers to memorize.

Prosthesis-Patient Mismatch
Although a well-recognized cause of elevated gradients in aortic
prostheses, PPM has also been described in mitral prosthetic
valves.7 It occurs when the prosthesis is inappropriately small for
the size of the patient, and although it is uncommon in mitral pros-
theses because of their relatively large size, it may be seen in older
teenagers or young adults when a small prosthesis was inserted in
early childhood. Definitions of mitral PPM vary, but a value less
than 1.2 cm2/m2 for the EOA indexed to BSA (IEOA) have been
proposed7 and is predictive of poorer late survival. PPM should
be suspected if abnormally elevated Doppler gradients are obtained
despite (1) no detectable structural abnormality of the prosthetic
valve leaflets/occluders, (2) normal values for EOA and DVI for
valve subtype and size, and (3) IEOA in the mismatch range.

DOPPLER DETECTION AND QUANTITATION OF
MITRAL PROSTHETIC VALVE REGURGITATION

“Normal” Regurgitation
Trivial to mild transvalvular mitral regurgitation is normal in
mechanical mitral valve prostheses and is often present in a normal
bioprosthetic valve. This normal regurgitation must be recognized
and differentiated from pathologic leaks. The commonest form is
so-called leakage volume, in which regurgitation occurs through
the gaps adjacent to the closed occluder. These jets are also termed
“washing jets” because they are thought to prevent blood stasis and
secondary thrombus formation and are typically transvalvular, mul-
tiple, short in length, and of low turbulence. Although it is possible
to see a degree of “normal” regurgitation with TTE, it is seen more
commonly with TEE.

Pathologic Regurgitation
Abnormal regurgitation of prosthetic valves may arise from valvu-
lar and/or perivalvular sites. Acoustic shadowing of the left atrium
and surrounding structures by prosthetic material reduces the detec-
tion, localization, and accurate quantitation of mitral prosthetic
valve regurgitation by TTE. This is more pronounced with mechan-
ical rather than bioprosthetic valves. In view of these known diffi-
culties, there are a number of indirect 2D and Doppler signs of
significant regurgitation that should be sought. These include (1)
an elevated DVI, (2) elevated mitral E velocity (>1.9 m/sec), (3)
a dense continuous wave regurgitant jet with early systolic peaking,
(4) a large zone of systolic flow convergence on the left ventricular
side of the prosthesis, and (5) elevated estimated pulmonary artery
pressure. As the DVI is elevated both by prosthetic valve obstruc-
tion (as discussed earlier) and by regurgitation, a normal PHT
(<130 msec) in the presence of an elevated DVI (>2.2) strongly
suggests the presence of hemodynamically significant regurgita-
tion, with a predictive accuracy greater than 80%,5 thus identifying
patients in whom TEE should be performed to confirm the
diagnosis.

OPTIMAL USE OF TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
TEE provides excellent imaging of mitral prostheses and is recom-
mended in the following scenarios: (1) Doppler hemodynamic evi-
dence of prosthetic valve obstruction at TTE, (2) suspected
prosthetic valve regurgitation, and (3) suspected or proven infective
endocarditis.

Etiology of Obstruction
TEE allows superior visualization of the prosthetic occluder/
leaflets, resulting in improved detection of leaflet abnormalities
and soft tissue masses, such as thrombus or pannus, particularly
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Figure 129.2. A, Mechanical prosthetic mitral valve with decreased occluder motion and associated thrombus on the left ventricular (LV) side of the
prosthesis (arrow). B, Doppler interrogation revealed an elevated E velocity and mean gradient, prolonged pressure half-time (PHT), and reduction in
expected effective orifice area (EOA). C, In a separate case with elevated gradients across a bioprosthetic mitral valve, pannus is demonstrated by
transesophageal echocardiographic imaging corresponding to the echogenic area on the atrial side of the prosthesis. D, Three-dimensional imaging
more clearly demonstrates this on the lateral aspect of the valve and sewing ring. (See accompanying Video 129.2, A, C, D.) LA, Left atrium.
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when associated with mechanical valves.8 Features favoring throm-
bus over pannus include “soft” echogenicity and large size,
together with clinical factors such as short duration of symptoms
and inadequate anticoagulation.9 The advent of 3D TEE, with its
ability to obtain en face views of the mitral prosthesis and annulus,
may further increase diagnostic accuracy (Fig. 129.2 and Video
129.2, A, C, D). Mitral prosthesis occluder motion is well seen
on TEE, making CT or cine-fluoroscopy a rare requirement.
Confirmation of Regurgitation
TEE detection and semiquantitation of prosthetic mitral regurgita-
tion was one of the earliest applications of this technology, and the
increased diagnostic yield compared with TTE is well established.
TEE provides additional data on the site of regurgitation, allowing
accurate identification of perivalvular regurgitation. This is seen on
color Doppler imaging as a jet passing outside of the sewing ring,
with visualization of the dehiscence enhanced further by 3D TEE
(Fig. 129.3 and Video 129.3, A, C, D). Identification of the vena
contracta and the jet’s flow convergence is also helpful to confirm
the perivalvular leak. Vena contracta width correlates well with
angiographic severity of mitral regurgitation; a width of 6 mm or
greater correlates with severe mitral regurgitation.10 As with native
valves, an effective regurgitation orifice area can be calculated
using the proximal isovelocity surface area method when a measur-
able flow convergence zone is visible.1,10
Infective Endocarditis
In cases of infective endocarditis, vegetations and associated abnor-
malities of the valve annulus such as abscess cavities or valvular
dehiscence may be seen. TEE further improves the detection of
these anatomic abnormalities.11–13 The sensitivity of TEE in
detecting vegetations in prosthetic valve endocarditis verified at
surgery or autopsy was 82% compared with 36% for TTE.14 Thus,
in patients with suspected prosthetic valve endocarditis, TEE
should be performed in all cases unless there are contraindications
to TEE.
SUMMARY
This review has emphasized the central role of TTE in the evalua-
tion of mitral prosthetic valves, its strengths and weaknesses, TTE
clues to the presence of significant regurgitation, and the appropri-
ate use of TEE in specific pathologies.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Figure 129.3. A, Dehiscence of amechanical prosthetic valve. The reader should be alerted to the presence ofmitral regurgitation (MR) by the elevated
Doppler velocity index (DVI) (>2.2), in the presence of a normal pressure half-time (PHT) (B).C, Transesophageal echocardiographic imaging revealed a
large perivalvular leak, in addition to normal leakage volume.D, 3D imaging confirmed the location of two areas of valvular dehiscence (arrows), in which
the prostheticmitral valve has separated from themitral annulus along the surgical suture line. (See accompanying Video 129.3,A, C, D.) LA, Left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; MVR, mitral valve replacement; VTI, velocity-time integral.
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Valve replacement surgery is a common treatment option for a myr-
iad of valvular heart diseases. Periprosthetic leak (PPL) is not an
uncommon complication. It is defined as an abnormal retrograde
communication between the two cardiac chambers connected by
the prosthetic valve, arising outside the prosthetic valve ring
(between the sewing ring and the native annulus). Patients who
undergo mitral valve repair may also develop a “para-ring” leak
between the mitral annuloplasty ring and the native valve annulus.
PPL is caused by abnormal traction or pressure forces on the pros-
thetic valve and can occur early or late after valve replacement sur-
gery. Early PPL is usually the result of technical issues during the
surgery, limiting proper suturing of the prosthetic valve ring and
the native annulus. These can include annular calcifications, incom-
plete apposition of the prosthetic ring and the native annulus (due to
geometric incompatibility), or suture dehiscence related to suturing
technique. Late PPLs are often the result of prosthetic valve endocar-
ditis with inflammation and destruction of the perivalve tissue.

A relatively new problem that has risen over the past several
years is periprosthetic leak around a percutaneously implanted aor-
tic prosthetic valve (transcatheter aortic valve replacement—
TAVR). As TAVR for aortic stenosis becomes more prevalent,
more cases of these unique PPLs are encountered. Multiple regis-
tries have shown that presence of PPL after TAVR procedure
carries an adverse prognosis, with significant impact on morbidity
as well as short- and long-term survival.
PREVALENCE
The prevalence of PPL is difficult to ascertain and varies signifi-
cantly among different reports.1–4 Factors contributing to the var-
iability in the reported incidence include inclusion of clinically
significant PPLs versus all PPL, inclusion of aortic PPLs versus
mitral PPLs, inclusion of mechanical prosthesis PPLs versus bio-
logical prosthesis PPLs, and different diagnostic techniques used
in different registries. The overall reported incidence of any PPL
after surgical valve replacement has been as high as 47%; however,
the rate of clinically significant PPL is considerably lower. Most
registries estimate an approximate prevalence of symptomatic
PPL at 1% to 5% of all valve replacements. For para-annuloplasty
ring leak, the reported incidence is lower, approximately 1% to
2%.5 Intraoperative risk factors that have been found to be associ-
ated with increased risk of PPL include longer cardiopulmonary
bypass time, supra-annular aortic implant, continuous sutures in
the mitral position, and, in several studies, the type of prosthesis
used. Clinical risk factors for development of PPL include presence
of significant annular calcification, preoperative atrial fibrillation,
and postoperative creatinine increase.6,7

The incidence of PPL after TAVR is higher compared with PPL
after surgical aortic valve replacement.8–11 However, significant
variability in reported incidence has been observed. Factors that
contribute to the variable reported rates include different quantifi-
cation methods used at different centers, different percutaneous
valve systems that have been used, varied imaging modalities used
for diagnosis, and different timing of assessment for PPL. Overall,
early significant perivalvular aortic regurgitation has been reported
in 12% to 17% of patients. Risk factors that have been found to be
associated with PPL post TAVR include use of CoreValve (self-
expandable system) versus Edwards SAPIEN (balloon expandable)
system, pre-procedure aortic valve area, presence of cardiogenic
shock, and male gender.
At 1-year follow-up, both worsening of PPL and improvement
of PPL as well as stabilization have been observed. Thus far it is
unclear what clinical factors are associated with each type of
progression.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Most PPLs that are discovered incidentally are small and have a
benign course over years of follow-up. Many of those that are dis-
covered early postoperatively in fact disappear within the first year
after surgery. Pulmonic and tricuspid PPLs are rare and hardly ever
symptomatic, so the following discussion concentrates on aortic
and mitral PPLs. Larger PPLs can give rise to symptoms that can
be disabling and even life threatening. Hemolysis is an important
complication of PPL. It results from shear forces acting upon the
red blood cells as they traverse the PPL site. Serum markers of
intravascular hemolysis can be found and include elevated lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), decreased hemoglobin level, decreased
haptoglobin level, and increased reticulocyte count. The number
of PPL sites has been correlated with the severity of hemolytic ane-
mia1,12; however, the size of the leak may not be related to the
severity of the hemolysis.

Another important presenting manifestation of PPL is conges-
tive heart failure. This is related to the severity of regurgitation
through the PPL site, as well as to the presence of hemolytic anemia
(which can further exacerbate symptoms and signs of heart failure).
Patients may present with various degrees of dyspnea—from mild
dyspnea on exertion to florid decompensated heart failure, as well
as fatigue and low-output symptoms.

Physical examination may reveal signs of congestive heart fail-
ure with jugular venous distention and crackles across the lung
fields. Presence of a new cardiac murmur should raise a concern
for the possibility of PPL, but it clearly lacks the required speci-
ficity for accurate diagnosis. When PPL is suspected, echo-
cardiography should be performed, and often transesophageal
echocardiography is required for accurate diagnosis (see following
discussion).

DIAGNOSIS
Echocardiography is the mainstay tool for the diagnosis of PPL. For
aortic prosthetic valves, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is
often sufficient, and in many cases superior to transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) for diagnosing aortic PPL. The more ante-
rior location of the aortic valve makes it visible on TTE, and often
the origin and severity of the paravalvular regurgitation can be
delineated by TTE. Occasionally TEEmay be required for accurate
definition of the site and extent of aortic PPL, especially for poste-
riorly located PPLs or in the presence of significant calcifications
causing acoustic shadowing. TEE is also important for evaluation
of related conditions, such as the presence of prosthetic valve endo-
carditis or abscess. Accurate localization of the PPL may be impor-
tant in the consideration of possible treatment options, so careful
assessment and detailed anatomic evaluation are of paramount
importance.

Aortic PPL jets tend to be eccentric and may flow in somewhat
unusual directions (Fig. 130.1 and Video 130.1, B, C). Accurate
quantification of the regurgitation severity may thus be challenging
because of the direction of the jet, as well as acoustic shadowing. In
general, quantification should follow guidelines similar to those for
559
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Figure 130.1. Aortic periprosthetic leak (PPL) (bioprosthetic valve). A, Short-axis view of the aortic valve depicting the origin of the PPL (red arrow).
B, Long-axis view showing the struts (yellow asterisk) and the origin of the regurgitant jet (red arrow).C, Three-dimensional (3D) color image showing the
valve en face from aortic root perspective. The origin of the PPL is clearly seen (red arrow).D, 3D view of the valve from aortic root perspective. The struts
of the valve can be identified (yellow asterisks), and the PPL site can be seen as a defect in the surrounding tissue (yellow arrow). (See corresponding
Video 130.1, B, C.) Asc Ao, Ascending aorta; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract.
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quantification of native aortic valve insufficiency (AI), although
several parameters may be harder to use.13 The vena contracta
may be difficult to measure if masked by acoustic shadowing,
and similarly the height of the aortic regurgitation jet relative to
the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) height may be challenging
to assess (especially if there is also a mitral prosthetic valve, which
can mask the distal LVOT). Volumetric methods comparing the
flow across the LVOT and the inflow across the mitral valve, in
the absence of concomitant mitral regurgitation (MR), can be valu-
able in calculating regurgitant volume and fraction. Hemodynamic
parameters are similar when assessing aortic PPL severity and
native valve AI severity; deceleration slope and pressure half-time
can be used with cutoffs similar to those used for native AI. Holo-
diastolic flow reversal in the descending thoracic aorta, or abdom-
inal aorta, is an important finding in severe AI, regardless of the AI
origin.

Assessing severity of PPL after TAVR is particularly challeng-
ing. The origin of the PPL jet is different for the two TAVR systems
and often difficult to directly visualize by echocardiography.
Acoustic shadowing from the prosthetic valve, as well as from
extensive calcifications of the root and the retained native aortic
valve cusps, may further limit accurate delineation of the jet origin
and size (Fig. 130.2 and Video 130.2, A, C). Volumetric methods
for calculating regurgitant volume and fraction may play a role
in assessing the severity of PPL. Recently a new AI index has been
proposed for evaluating the severity and hemodynamic signifi-
cance of post-TAVR PPL. The index is calculated as 100�
(ADP�LVEDP)/ASP (ADP, aortic diastolic pressure; LVEDP,
left ventricular end-diastolic pressure; ASP, aortic systolic pres-
sure). An AI index less than 25 was found to be associated with
worse 1-year survival after TAVR as compared with an index of
25 or above.14

Accurate diagnosis of mitral PPL requires a TEE examination.
On TTE, the left atrium is often masked by acoustic shadowing
from the mitral prosthetic valve such that even significant MR
can be missed or underestimated.13 Several indirect signs can be
seen on TTE and should prompt further assessment and evaluation
with TEE. These include an increased mitral inflow velocity, in
particular when accompanied by apparent low systemic flow (as
estimated by VTIprosthetic valve:VTILVTO ratio>2.2); increased gra-
dient across the mitral valve in the presence of normal pressure
half-time; and new increase in pulmonary artery pressure. TEE
allows for confirming the diagnosis of PPL as well as accurately
delineating its anatomic characteristics and severity. The precise
definition of mitral PPL is further enhanced by using real-time
three-dimensional TEE (RT3D TEE). The location of the PPL
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Figure 130.2. Aortic periprosthetic leak (PPL) (CoreValve). A, Long-axis view showing the core valve in place and origin of the regurgitant jet (red
arrow). B, Short-axis view of the aortic core valve depicting the origin of the PPL (red arrow). C, Angiographic image taken at the same time showing
significant aortic regurgitation, emphasizing the difficulty in quantifying the regurgitation severity by echocardiography alone. (See corresponding Video
130.2, A, C.)
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Figure 130.3. Mitral periprosthetic leak (PPL) (mitral mechanical valve [MMV]). A, Two-dimensional view of a bi-disc mitral prosthetic valve depicting
the origin of the regurgitant jet at a 5 o’clock position (red arrow). B, Three-dimensional color view of the mitral prosthetic valve. The origin of the PPL is
clearly seen (red arrow). (See corresponding Video 130.3, A, B.) AV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium.
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can be correctly ascertained by visualizing the PPL from multiple
angles as well as by looking at the mitral valve by an en face view
obtained by the RT3D images (Fig. 130.3 and Video 130.3, A, B).
For the purpose of uniform communication and understanding, an
easy way to describe the location of the PPL is by referring to the
“surgical view” of the mitral valve. In this view, the mitral valve is
viewed from “above” (i.e., from the left atrial perspective) and the
image is rotated so the aortic valve is at the 12 o’clock position. In
this orientation, the left atrial appendage is at 9 o’clock and the
interatrial septum is at 3 o’clock. Every PPL that is identified is
described by its location on this clock face, allowing for standard-
ization of the nomenclature used by echocardiographers, interven-
tional cardiologists, and surgeons. In many cases the actual
dehiscence site can be identified by RT3D imaging; however, care
must be taken not to confuse a dropout artifact with a true PPL.
Combining the information obtained by RT3D imaging with the
color Doppler data is paramount for the correct identification of
the PPL sites.15 Similarly to quantification of severity of paraval-
vular aortic regurgitation, accurate quantification of paravalvular
MR can be challenging.

Volumetric methods to calculate the regurgitation volume (by
subtracting forward [left or right ventricular] stroke volume from
total stroke volume) can be used; however, this requires accurate
volumetric assessment of left ventricular volumes. Measuring the
regurgitant jet area in the left atrium may be helpful; because of
the eccentric nature of many of the PPL jets, however, this may
not reflect accurately the severity of the MR. Vena contracta
may be a useful parameter, as well as calculation of effective regur-
gitant orifice area by the proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA)
method. However, multiple small-appearing PPL sites may add up
to significant MR, even if each one doesn’t measure to be severe.
Swirling of the jet in the left atrium, as well as systolic reversal of
flow in the pulmonary veins, is consistent with significant MR,
regardless of the MR origin. Given that no one parameter can accu-
rately confirm or rule out severe paravalvular MR, it is essential to
combine all information available, including chamber sizes, left
ventricular function, and pulmonary artery pressures (from TTE,
TEE, and RT3D), to estimate the significance of the PPL.
OTHER IMAGING MODALITIES
Other imaging modalities may play an important role in the diag-
nosis and assessment of PPL. Contrast angiography can be helpful
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in aortic PPL—the three sinuses of Valsalva are best visualized
from different fluoroscopic projections, such that the origin of
the PPL jet can often be ascertained by selective injections and spe-
cific imaging approach. In mitral PPL, angiography has a more lim-
ited role in localizing the PPL; however, it may be helpful in
quantifying the severity of the regurgitation. The main disadvan-
tage of angiography is the contrast required, which should be used
sparingly, especially in patients with heart failure. Computed
tomography (CT) with 3D reconstruction is extremely important
in PPL assessment, in particular if percutaneous treatment options
are entertained. The PPL sites can be identified and characterized.
Moreover, the surrounding anatomic landmarks, such as the dis-
tance between the left ventricular apex and the chest wall and
the course of the left anterior descending coronary artery, can be
recognized. It is important to correlate the CT scan finding with
the Doppler echocardiographic findings to confirm flow through
every suspected PPL site.

Magnetic resonance imaging can also identify PPL sites and
flow across them and can aid in quantifying the severity of the
regurgitant lesion.
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Figure 130.4. Percutaneous closure of aortic periprosthetic leak (PPL) (bio
valve showing a wire across the PPL and a closure device attached to the wire
device deployed in the PPL site.C,D, 2D color Doppler images of the aortic v
and complete elimination of the periprosthetic regurgitation (compare with Fig
130.4, C.) Asc Ao, Ascending aorta; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract.
TREATMENT
Traditionally, treatment of PPL required reoperation with either
correction of the PPL or replacement with a new prosthetic valve.
Although surgical treatment can improve survival and symptoms, it
carries a significant risk of perioperative morbidity and mortality.16

Surgical treatment of PPL is by definition reoperation, which in and
of itself carries an increased risk to the patient. In addition, patients
referred for surgery are those with significant, symptomatic PPL,
further increasing the risk associated with surgical treatment of
PPL. In recent years a new catheter-based approach has been devel-
oped for treatment of PPL.1,3,17–19 Although these procedures are
invasive and complex, they do not require cardiopulmonary bypass
and in general carry a lower risk than open heart surgery. A major
contributor to the development of catheter-based techniques for
PPL closure has been recent advancements in cardiac imaging
and in particular RT3D TEE imaging.

Access to the left heart can be obtained in several ways: a ret-
rograde arterial approach via the femoral artery, an antegrade
approach via a central venous access (femoral vein) and a
B
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prosthetic valve). A, Three-dimensional (3D) long-axis view of the aortic
in the distal LVOT.B, 3D long-axis view of the valve showing the closure

alve in long axis (C) and short axis (D) showing the closure device in place
. 130.1 from the same patient, pre-procedure). (See corresponding Video
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Figure 130.5. Percutaneous closure of mitral periprosthetic leak (PPL) (mechanical valve). A, Mitral valve in en face, surgical view from the left atrial
perspective. The wire is advanced through a trans-apical puncture into the left atrium. In this image, it can be seen clearly to cross through the valve,
between the prosthetic valve discs. B, After further wire manipulations it has been successfully passed through the PPL site (at 4-5 o’clock position.
C, Two closure devices are advanced toward the PPL site. D, Two-dimensional (2D) color Doppler image of the mitral prosthetic valve showing the
closure device in place and complete elimination of the periprosthetic regurgitation (red arrow). E, 3D color Doppler image of the mitral prosthetic
valve showing the prior site of the PPL (red arrow) with no residual mitral regurgitation through it (compare with Fig. 130.3, B, from the same patient
pre-procedure). (See corresponding Video 130.5, D.)
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transseptal puncture, or a direct left ventricular access using a trans-
apical puncture. The decision as to which approach is used relies on
the particular anatomic consideration of the PPL that is being trea-
ted. Most aortic PPLs can be accessed through a retrograde arterial
approach. For mitral PPL closure, access depends on the precise
location of the leak. The transapical approach has been used for
PPLs located anywhere around the prosthetic ring; the retrograde
aortic approach is mainly used for anteriorly located PPLs (between
10 and 2 o’clock); and the transseptal approach is used for lateral
PPLs (6 to 9 o’clock). The transseptal approach may also be used
for posterior or septal PPLs (1 to 6 o’clock), although then a very
accurate transseptal puncture is required along with high-grade
device flexion.

RT3D TEE is paramount for the success of the procedure.20,21 It
allows for continuous monitoring of all catheters and devices as
they traverse the heart chambers (Fig. 130.4 and Video 130.4,
C). The 3D representation allows for accurate delineation of the
wires’ and catheters’ paths, clearly differentiating between crossing
through the PPL site and crossing centrally through the valve itself
(Fig. 130.5 and Video 130.5, D). Real-time imaging also allows for
immediate assessment of the success of the closure, as well as
immediate identification of complications.

The success rate for percutaneous closure of PPL has been
reported to be around 85% to 90%.3,22,23 Longer-term survival
has been also reassuring, with an 18-month survival rate of 87%.
The periprocedural complication rate has been reported to be
around 10%, with a mortality rate of approximately 1%. Short-term
complications include cardiac tamponade, device embolization,
damage to the prosthetic valve, and cerebrovascular complications.
A few cases of late embolization of the closure devices have been
reported, but this seems to be a rare occurrence.24,25 Overall it
appears that percutaneous closure of PPL provides a valid treatment
option for many patients who suffer from the debilitating compli-
cation of PPL.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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131 Tricuspid Prosthetic Valves
Dimitrios Maragiannis, MD, Sherif F. Nagueh, MD
Various types of prosthetic heart valves (PHVs) have been avail-
able in clinical practice during the past five decades.1 Tricuspid
valve replacement (TVR) is a relatively uncommon procedure
and has been reported in less than 2% of all valve operations in
one study.2 Current guidelines recommend tricuspid valve replace-
ment is reasonable for severe tricuspid regurgitation (TR) second-
ary to diseased/abnormal tricuspid valve (TV) leaflets not
amenable to annuloplasty or repair.3 TVR is associated with high
early 30-day mortality varying from 12% to 26% and a low 10
year-survival among different studies.4–8 There has been no current
data favoring the use of bioprosthetic versus mechanical valves.
A recent meta-analysis of 11 studies concludes that surgeons’ deci-
sion should depend on individual patient characteristics.9
TRICUSPID VALVE PROSTHESIS DYSFUNCTION
Prosthetic valve failure is usually due to valve stenosis, regurgita-
tion, or both. The most common causes of prosthetic valve stenosis
are leaflet degeneration in bioprosthetic valves, endocarditis lead-
ing to leaflet destruction, and valve thrombosis and pannus forma-
tion in mechanical valves, which are associated with valve
obstruction. Structural valve degeneration ranges from 0.4% to
2.2% per patient years in bioprosthetic valves.4,7 Incidence of valve
thrombosis has been reported at 0.5% to 3.3% per patient years in
different studies.7,10,11 Prosthetic transvalvular regurgitation can
occur as a result of leaflet destruction from infective endocarditis,
whereas paravalvular regurgitation can result from primary suture
loosening or infective endocarditis.

Doppler echocardiography has been widely and accurately used
to evaluate prosthetic valve function in the tricuspid position.
Doppler measurements have been shown to correlate well with
invasive hemodynamic data in cases of prosthetic valve steno-
sis.12,13 However, diagnostic accuracy depends widely on the qual-
ity of Doppler signals. Detailed assessment of tricuspid valve
prostheses is of crucial importance and requires imaging with
two-dimensional (2D), M-mode, continuous wave (CW) Doppler
and color flow imaging.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF
PROSTHETIC TRICUSPID VALVE FUNCTION

Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
Prosthetic valves in the tricuspid position can be adequately imaged
using standard echocardiographic views with transthoracic echo-
cardiography (TTE). Multiple views, including right ventricular
(RV) inflow view, four-chamber view, short-axis view (RV
inflow-outflow), and subcostal view, are required for a comprehen-
sive evaluation. 2D echocardiography confirms normal or abnor-
mal leaflet motion and proper seating of the TV in the annulus.
The type of each valve can be identified, and degenerative changes
in bioprosthetic valves such as thickening and calcification can be
visualized. It is possible to diagnose the underlying causes of valve
dysfunction such as thrombus, vegetations, or pannus by TTE or
TEE (see Video 131.5).

Color Flow Imaging
Color flow mapping describes the dynamic flow characteristics
across the prosthesis. In normal prosthetic valves, the antegrade
flow is central and consists usually of a wide jet (Figs. 131.1 and
131.2, Videos 131.1, A and 131.2). Good views for assessing color
flow through a tricuspid prosthesis are the RV inflow and subcostal
views, because in these views acoustic shadowing interference is
minimal in comparison with the apical four-chamber view. It is
often possible to visualize aliasing as flow accelerates through a
stenotic orifice. In cases with severe stenosis, the color jet is narrow
and with high velocities indicating turbulent flow (Fig. 131.3).

Doppler Echocardiography
Prosthetic TV evaluation is similar to that of native valves and is
currently evaluated by Doppler echocardiography using such
values as mean gradient (MG) and effective orifice area (EOA)
measured as proposed by the current guidelines.14 Past studies
included small numbers of patients from both early and late
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Figure 131.1. A, Two-dimensional (2D) and color flow mapping of a normal tricuspid bioprosthesis in a 66-year-old woman from the right ventricular
inflow view. B, 2D and color flow mapping in the four-chamber view shows wide, smooth, unobstructed flow across the prosthesis.

Figure 131.2. Continuous wave (CW) Doppler examination of a normal bioprosthetic tricuspid valve in the apical four-chamber view during the early
postimplantation period by transthoracic echocardiography (TTE). The mean gradient was 4.8 mm Hg after averaging five cycles.
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postoperative periods.15–18 However, recent studies have included
larger patient populations and compared parameters from the early
postoperative period (<30 days after surgery) with later measure-
ments.19,20 Patients with normally functioning valves have a nor-
mal physical examination, and the prosthesis appears to have
normal motion and flow pattern by TTE and TEE. Current
guidelines recommend the early evaluation of tricuspid prosthesis
post implantation. It is important to average Doppler measurements
from at least five cardiac cycles because measurements may vary
significantly because of respiration in the tricuspid position.14

Although Connolly and colleagues16 averaged 10 cycles, recent
studies, such as those of Blauwet and associates,19,20 have shown
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Figure 131.3. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) images from a 40-year-old woman with severe prosthetic valve stenosis. A, Bioprosthetic
tricuspid valve (31 mm Carpentier-Edwards Perimount bioprosthesis) has severe calcification with stenosis. Color flow mapping shows a prominent
proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) region (yellow arrow) due to severe stenosis. B, The valve is imaged with multidetector cardiac computed
tomography, which reveals the presence of degenerative and highly calcified leaflets in a short-axis view of the valve, with the anatomic area (red arrow)
planimetered at 1.01 cm2. LV, Left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.

TABLE 131.1 Normal Doppler Parameters in Bioprosthetic Tricuspid
Valves

Parameter
ASE Guidelines
2009

Blauwet et al.
(Threshold Values)

Peak velocity �1.7 m/sec <2.1 m/sec
Mean pressure
gradient

<6 mm Hg <8.8 mm Hg

Pressure half-time <230 msec <193 msec
Effective orifice area No data available No data available
VTITVP/VTILVOT No data available <3.3

LVOT, Left ventricular outflow tract; TVP, tricuspid valve prosthesis; VTI,
velocity time interval.

Data from Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al.
Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with
echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr
2009;22:975-1014, and Blauwet LA, Danielson GK, Burkhart HM,
et al. Comprehensive echocardiographic assessment of the
hemodynamic parameters of 285 tricuspid valve bioprostheses early
after implantation. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2010;23:1045-1059.
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that averaging 5 cycles yields similar results to averaging 9 cycles.
However, in cases of marked variation of velocities, more than 5
cycles should be measured or signals should be obtained at end-
expiratory apnea.

Mean Gradient
The peak instantaneous transvalvular gradient across the prosthesis
is calculated using the modified Bernoulli equationΔP¼4V2, where
ΔP is the transvalvular pressure gradient andV is the tricuspid inflow
peak velocity by CW Doppler. The Doppler study should be per-
formed from all the transducer imaging positions to acquire the max-
imal velocity across the prosthesis. One should note the valve size
and type when evaluating tricuspid valve function. High-flow states
(anemia, hyperthyroidism, sepsis) should be taken into account when
measuring transvalvular velocities, as they can be associated with
higher gradients in normal prosthetic valves. Other factors such as
elevated RV diastolic pressures and constrictive pericarditis can
affect these measurements. The peak and mean gradients across
the prosthetic TV are measured with CW Doppler by tracing the
tricuspid inflow velocities contour during diastole (see Fig. 131.2).

Recent guidelines14 recognize a mean gradient less than 6 mm
Hg as normal and values of 6 mm Hg or greater as suggesting pros-
thetic valve stenosis. A recent study19 that included a larger number
of patients with bioprosthetic valves early after operation demon-
strated that a mean gradient greater than 9 mmHg is highly sugges-
tive of tricuspid bioprosthetic valve stenosis, and thus further
imaging with TEE should be considered in these circumstances
(Table 131.1). In the cited study, various prosthetic valves were
evaluated: Carpentier-Edwards Duraflex, Medtronic Mosaic,
St. JudeMedical Biocor, Carpentier-Edwards Perimount, andMed-
tronic Hancock II. In line with the foregoing guidelines, a large
study20 reported a normal mean gradient at 5 mm Hg or less for
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bileaflet mechanical tricuspid valve prosthesis, whereas values
greater than 6 mm Hg were seen in patients with mechanical valve
obstruction (Tables 131.2, 131.3, and 131.4).

Pressure Half-Time
Pressure half-time (PHT) is the time required for peak gradient
across the prosthesis to reach half of its initial value at valve open-
ing. Earlier studies16,18 have shown that a normal PHT ranges from
200 to 238 msec for bioprosthetic valves in tricuspid position and
lies between 102 and 127 msec for St. Jude mechanical valves.
Other studies19,20 proposed a PHT of 200 msec or greater as indi-
cating bioprosthetic valve stenosis, whereas a PHT of 130 msec or
greater indicates bileaflet mechanical valve obstruction.

According to the recent guidelines, the PHT for patients with
normal xenograft prosthetic valves is 146�39 msec, for normal
caged ball valves it is 144�46 msec, and for normal St. Jude
TABLE 131.2 Normal Doppler Parameters in Mechanical Tricuspid
Valves and Bileaflet Mechanical Tricuspid Valves

Parameter

Mechanical Tricuspid
Valves ASE Guideline
2009

Bileaflet Mechanical
Tricuspid Valves
Blauwet et al.

Peak velocity �1.7 m/sec <1.9 m/sec
Mean pressure

gradient
<6 mm Hg �5 mm Hg

Pressure
half-time

<230 msec <130 msec

Effective
orifice area

No data available No data available

VTITVRP/VTILVOT No data available <2

LVOT, Left ventricular outflow tract; TVP, tricuspid valve prosthesis; VTI,
velocity time interval.

Data from Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al.
Recommendations for evaluation of prosthetic valves with
echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound. J Am Soc Echocardiogr
2009;22:975-1014, and Blauwet LA, Burkhart HM, Dearani JA, et al:
Comprehensive echocardiographic assessment of mechanical tricuspid
valve prostheses based on early postimplantation echocardiographic
studies, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 24:414–424, 2011.

TABLE 131.3 Echocardiographic and Doppler Parameters in Grading Severity

Parameter Mild

Valve structure Usually normal
Jet area by color Doppler, central jets only <5 cm2

Vena contracta width Not defined
Jet density and contour by CW Doppler Incomplete or faint, para
Doppler systolic hepatic flow Normal or blunted
Right atrium, right ventricle, inferior vena cava size Normal

CW, Continuous wave.
From Zoghbi WA, Chambers JB, Dumesnil JG, et al. Recommendations for eva

J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2009;22:975-1014.

TABLE 131.4 Doppler Parameters for Normal Bioprosthetic Valves in the Tric

Type of Prosthesis Number of Patients (Total 285) Me

Carpentier-Edwards Perimount 12 3.5
Medtronic Mosaic 49 5.1
Carpentier-Edwards Duraflex 177 5.5
St. Jude Medical Biocor 36 4.3
Medtronic Hancock II 11 5.6

Data expressed as mean�standard deviation.
LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; TVP, tricuspid valve prosthesis; VTI, velocit
From Blauwet LA, Danielson GK, Burkhart HM, et al. Comprehensive echocardio

bioprostheses early after implantation. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2010;23:104
tricuspid prostheses it is 108�32 msec, whereas a PHT of
230 msec or greater is highly suggestive of stenosis.14

Velocity Time Interval Ratio for Tricuspid Valve
Prostheses
Blauwet and colleagues19,20 proposed the use of the VTI ratio of the
tricuspid valve prosthesis (VTITVP) to the left ventricular outflow
tract VTI (VTILVOT) as an index of prosthetic valve function. This
ratio can be used to differentiate prosthetic valve stenosis from regur-
gitation, because in both cases the gradient is increased. For normal
bioprosthetic tricuspid valves, the VTI ratio is less than 3.3. A peak
tricuspid E velocity of 2.1 m/sec or greater, VTITVP/VTILVOT at or
above 3.3, and PHT less than 200 msec are predictive of significant
regurgitation in bioprosthetic valves, whereas a peak tricuspid E
velocity of at least 1.9 m/sec, VTITVP/VTILVOT of 2.0 or more, and
PHT less than 130 msec occur in hemodynamically significant regur-
gitation in mechanical valves. Of note, these measurements appear
useful even when color Doppler fails to show significant leaks.

Effective Orifice Area
EOA is a valuable parameter when evaluating tricuspid prosthetic
valves and is calculated using the continuity equation dividing the
LVOT stroke volume with the tricuspid prosthesis VTI. The LVOT
stroke volume is calculated as: SVLVOT¼LVOTarea�VTILVOT.
EOA may be of value in cases with suspected valve obstruction.
In patients with significant aortic regurgitation, the right ventricular
outflow tract (RVOT) stroke volume (SVRVOT) can be used. How-
ever, with mixed lesions (regurgitation and stenosis), there are lim-
itations for EOA calculation. Of note, EOA derived by PHT has not
been validated in cases of prosthetic valves in tricuspid position.

PROSTHETIC VALVE REGURGITATION
Pathologic prosthetic valve regurgitation in the tricuspid position
can be present as either paravalvular or transvalvular regurgitation.
Pathologic transvalvular regurgitation usually reflects degenera-
tive mechanisms affecting valve leaflets, including calcification,
thickening, and tears, but can also represent the results of leaflet
destruction by infective endocarditis. In mechanical prostheses,
of Prosthetic Tricuspid Valve Regurgitation

Moderate Severe

Abnormal or valve dehiscence Abnormal or valve dehiscence
5-10 cm2 >10 cm2

Not defined but <0.7 cm >0.7 cm
bolic Dense, variable contour Dense with early peaking

Blunted Holosystolic reversal
Dilated Markedly dilated

luation of prosthetic valves with echocardiography and Doppler ultrasound.

uspid Position

an Gradient (mm Hg) Peak Velocity (m/sec) VTITVP/VTILVOT

�1.31 1.3�0.24 1.8�0.29
�1.52 1.5�0.21 2.1�0.53
�1.8 1.5�0.26 2.3�0.53
�1.34 1.4�0.28 2.0�0.56
�1.51 1.5�0.25 2.3�0.49

y time interval.
graphic assessment of the hemodynamic parameters of 285 tricuspid valve
5-1059.



TABLE 131.5 Doppler Parameters for Normal Mechanical Bileaflet
Valves in the Tricuspid Position

Type of
Tricuspid
Prosthesis

Number of
Patients
(n578)

Mean
Gradient
(mm Hg)

Peak
Velocity
(m/sec)

VTITVP/
VTILVOT

St Jude
Medical
Standard

51 3.0�1.22 1.3�0.28 1.4�0.29

CarboMedics
Standard

17 3.5�1.28 1.3�0.17 1.7�0.38

Starr-Edwards 10 5.1�1.52 1.7�0.33 1.9�0.42

Data expressed as mean�standard deviation.
From Blauwet LA, Burkhart HM, Dearani JA, et al. Comprehensive

echocardiographic assessment of mechanical tricuspid valve
prostheses based on early post-implantation echocardiographic
studies. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2011;24:414-424.
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transvalvular regurgitation is usually combined with valve obstruc-
tion (thrombosis), where a stuck leaflet remains partially or
completely open throughout systole. Paravalvular regurgitation is
a rare complication and is always pathologic. It is often due to
infective endocarditis or suture loosening. It is important to remem-
ber that mechanical prostheses normally have small regurgitant jets
of a short duration and characteristic flow pattern. Normal biopros-
thetic valves can also have mild tricuspid regurgitation in the early
postimplantation period. Current guidelines14 recommend an inte-
grated approach using 2D echocardiography, color flow, and spec-
tral Doppler for assessment of valve regurgitation (Table 131.5).

Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
All echocardiographic standard views should be used for prosthetic
valve evaluation, using the transthoracic and, if needed, the trans-
esophageal approach. Right ventricular and right atrial (RA) vol-
umes are usually dilated in patients with significant prosthetic
valve regurgitation. A dilated inferior vena cava with minimal
change on inspiration can be seen in the presence of elevated RA
pressure, which is common with severe tricuspid regurgitation.
Although these findings can occur for other reasons such as RV
dysfunction, the presence of severe TR should be questioned in
their absence. Furthermore, excessive rocking motion of a pros-
thetic valve is pathognomonic of dehiscence.

Color Flow Imaging
Color flow imaging in prosthetic valve regurgitation may offer
important information assessing the location of the jet, the severity,
A B

LA

RA

RV

Figure 131.4. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) images from an 83
four-chamber view with rightward tilting showing the tricuspid bioprosthesis (r
tricuspid regurgitation. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV
and the underlyingmechanism (Fig. 131.4 and Video 131.4,B). It is
usually possible to visualize and differentiate a paravalvular leak
from a transvalvular jet. The severity of TR can be assessed using
the flow convergence area and vena contracta measurements.
A vena contracta14 width greater than 0.7 cm is highly specific
and sensitive for severe TR and is measured in the apical four-
chamber view with TTE. However, acoustic attenuation and rever-
berations by the prosthesis may conceal significant tricuspid
regurgitation, and TEE may be needed in these cases.

Spectral Doppler
Both CW Doppler and pulsed wave (PW) Doppler have been used
for evaluation of prosthetic TR. A dense, early peaking jet by CW
Doppler is seen in patients with severe TR. This characteristic con-
tour reflects the markedly elevated systolic “V” wave in RA pres-
sure tracing that is seen in severe TR. A holosystolic flow reversal
in hepatic venous flow by PW Doppler is an additional finding in
severe TR. However, it is not seen in all patients with severe
lesions. An elevated tricuspid peak E velocity (1.9 to 2.1 m/sec
or greater), although not specific, is a common finding in
severe TR.

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN
PATIENTS WITH PROSTHETIC TRICUSPID VALVES
TEE is an important modality for prosthetic valve function assess-
ment, especially when combined with Doppler. Current guidelines
recommend multiplane TEE in patients for the assessment of struc-
ture and function of prosthetic heart valves, including the evalua-
tion of paravalvular abscesses.21 TEE is indicated for the
evaluation of patients with the possible diagnosis of prosthetic
valve endocarditis or valvular thrombosis, including reevaluation
when a change in therapy is anticipated.21 TEE is the modality
of choice for guidance of transcatheter procedures and whenever
TTE is nondiagnostic.21 In cases of prosthetic valve thrombosis,
TEE can help guide decisions on the use of thrombolytic therapy,
as it facilitates measurement of thrombus size.22 Standard views to
image the tricuspid prosthesis are midesophageal (ME) four-
chamber view, theME inflow-outflow view, theMEmodified bica-
val TV view, and the transgastric (TG) RV inflow-outflow view.21

TEE can be used to examine leaflet motion and the seating of the
valve and to exclude the presence of vegetations or thrombi. Mean-
while, color Doppler may reveal abnormal blood flow patterns
(flow convergence) and assess prosthetic valve regurgitation. Sim-
ilar to TTE, CW Doppler can be used to measure transvalvular gra-
dients and calculate EOA. However, it can be challenging to obtain
good alignment of the Doppler beam with transvalvular flow.
LA

RA

RV

LV

-year-old woman with a bioprosthetic tricuspid valve. A, Mid-esophageal
ed arrow).B, Same view with color flowmapping revealing mild eccentric
, right ventricle.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Current three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography technology is
well validated in cases of native mitral valve dysfunction. How-
ever, there are few data on prosthetic valve evaluation with 3D
echocardiography, which can complement traditional methods in
investigating prosthetic valve dysfunction.23,24 Current guidelines
do not contain specific 3D protocols for imaging of prosthetic
valves.25 Recent TEE guidelines note that the native tricuspid valve
can be adequately assessed by 3D echocardiography at the
mid-esophageal four-chamber view from 0 to 30 degrees or at
the 40-degree transgastric view with anteflexion.21 A narrow- or
wide-angle acquisition mode using either single- or multiple-beat
acquisition with adequate electrocardiographic gating can be used.
Colorflow Doppler should be used in addition to multiple-beat
acquisition in patients with prosthetic valves. Potential advantages
include collection of a 3D dataset and reconstruction and visualiza-
tion of valve anatomy and its motion, as well as transvalvular flow
with color Doppler in any plane. 3D TEE plays an important role
not only in identifying multiple and complicated regurgitant jets,
dehiscence sites, and paravalvular leaks, but also in diagnosing
the etiology of valve stenosis such as restricted leaflet motion
and obstructing thrombi or vegetations.26,27 Although promising,
3D has its limitations. These include a low frame rate and limited
spatial resolution. Poor-quality images can result from stitching
artifacts, which are more prominent in patients with arrhythmias,
and tissue dropout with shadowing related to the highly reflective
prosthesis.
TRANSCATHETER VALVE-IN-VALVE
IMPLANTATION
Recent advances in percutaneous transcatheter valves have made it
feasible to implant these valves as a treatment for bioprosthetic tri-
cuspid valve dysfunction in high-risk patients. To date, only few
cases reports have been reported to evaluate the feasibility of this
technique.28–35 Most of these reports used the transatrial, transjugu-
lar, or transfemoral approaches, implanting either theMelody valve
(Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn) or Edwards SAPIEN trans-
catheter valve (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, Calif). Although
long-term follow-up and randomized trials are not available, this
is a highly promising option for high-risk patients. 2D and 3D echo-
cardiography have been successfully used to guide valve implanta-
tion and to evaluate the function of percutaneously implanted
valves.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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The perioperative echocardiographer should approach the patient
scheduled for mitral valve (MV) surgery with several goals to facil-
itate clinical and surgical decision making. It is therefore important
to first establish the etiology, mechanism, and severity of MV dys-
function; second, to determine the presence of any echocardio-
graphic predictors of a difficult MV repair; third, to obtain
relevant measurements of the MV apparatus to assist in the devel-
opment of a surgical treatment plan; and fourth, to diagnose post-
surgical residual disease and complications.
PRE–CARDIOPULMONARY BYPASS
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
EXAMINATION
Clinical studies have suggested that the pre–cardiopulmonary
bypass (pre-CPB) transesophageal echocardiographic (TEE) exam-
ination prompts changes in surgery in 9% to 13% of patients under-
going MV surgery.1–3 During the pre-CPB TEE exam, the severity,
mechanism, and location of MV disease, including subvalvular
involvement, annular calcification and dilation, and leaflet motion
abnormalities, as well as the degree of left ventricular (LV) func-
tion should be identified to help determine whether an MV replace-
ment, repair, or neither is indicated.
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valve (MV) repair in a patient with myxomatous degenera
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iddle scallops, A2 and P2. A1, Anterolateral scallop; P
It is particularly important to identify risk factors for difficult
MV repair. In patients with functional mitral regurgitation (MR),
up to 30% of repairs may fail within the first 6 postoperative
months.4 Risk factors for limited durability include significant
LV geometrical distortion, excessive apical tethering of the MV
leaflets or annular dilation, and severe MR.5 Difficult MV repair
in patients with degenerative disease may be predicted by the pres-
ence of extensive anterior leaflet (AL) or multiple scallop involve-
ment.6 These patients may also be at risk for developing systolic
anterior motion (SAM) with LV outflow tract obstruction, espe-
cially if they present preoperatively with an excessively long or
asymmetric AL, a redundant posterior leaflet (PL) especially when
longer than the AL, a narrow mitral-aortic angle, or a nondilated
left ventricle.7–10 Finally, in patients with rheumatic heart disease,
extensive mitral annular or subannular calcification, as well as a
limited AL length, have been associated with an especially difficult
MV repair.11

Determining the degree of MR intraoperatively can be particu-
larly challenging because of the influence of changes in hemody-
namic loading conditions on transmitral flow and pressure during
general anesthesia potentially resulting in an underestimation of
MR severity by TEE.12 Thus, the ASE guidelines recommend using
both qualitative and quantitative echocardiographic measures for
assessing MR severity.13
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POST–CARDIOPULMONARY BYPASS
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
EXAMINATION
After MV procedures, several studies have suggested that in
approximately 5% to 10% of cases, the post-CPB TEE examination
may identify persistent lesions that require additional, immediate
surgical intervention.14–16 The initial post-CPB TEE examination
is essential for determining the competency of the replaced or
repaired MV. A full appreciation of the post-CPB TEE exam fol-
lowing MV repair requires a comprehensive understanding of the
surgical procedure, as numerous variations of both “resect” and
“respect” techniques may be employed along with a variety of
partial-band and full rings17 (Fig. 132.1). Most small perivalvular
jets are insignificant, although larger “leaks” may become associ-
ated with hemolysis, hemodynamic instability, or valvular dehis-
cence. Loading conditions and LV function must also be taken
into consideration in the assessment of residual MR (Fig. 132.2).
Post–MV repair SAM is more frequent in patients with persistent
AL or PL redundancy, the use of an annuloplasty ring that is either
too small or incorrectly oriented, and a hypertrophied/hyperdynamic
LV. Finally, iatrogenic mitral stenosis, although rare, can occur in
2% of patients undergoing MV repair18 but may be challenging to
diagnose by conventional echocardiographic parameters in the
AV

A

Figure 132.2. Mitral valve (MV) annuloplasty band dehiscence several years
image demonstrating an annuloplasty band (white arrow) that has dehisced (b
significant mitral regurgitation (blue arrow) at the site of dehiscence. AV, Aor
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Figure 132.3. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic full-vo
atrial perspective with variations of degenerative disease. A, Posterior midd
posterior (P3) leaflet scallop prolapse. A1, Lateral anterior leaflet scallop; A2
hemodynamically volatile period due to the influence of cardiac out-
put on measures of transvalvular pressure gradients.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
FOR MITRAL VALVE SURGERY
Perioperative three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography offers
some advantages over two-dimensional (2D) echocardiography
for patients undergoing MV repair. Preoperative 3D echocardiog-
raphy has been very useful in delineating mechanisms of MV dis-
ease to potentially facilitate surgical planning.19 3D intraoperative
echocardiography can also provide a more efficient process for
acquiring a comprehensive echocardiographic examination of the
MV, which may be particularly important in the volatile intraopera-
tive environment where timely and effective clinically relevant
decision making may be required.20–22

A comprehensive intraoperative 3D TEE exam may also permit
more accurate diagnoses and more effective communication with
surgeons and interventionalists.23,24 Novel imaging windows of
the MV that are not readily obtainable with 2D TEE can be
presented in en face perspectives to better appreciate anatomy,
functional geometry, and pathophysiology, thereby reducing the
reliance on scanning, pattern recognition, and geometric assump-
tions21,25 (Fig. 132.3). Unique imaging planes also help to
B

after repair. A, Transesophageal echocardiographic three-dimensional
lue arrow) along the lateral aspect. B, Color flow Doppler demonstrating
tic valve.
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lume data sets showing en face view of the mitral valve (MV) from the left
le scallop (P2) cleft. B, P2 prolapse along with medial anterior (A3) and
, middle anterior leaflet scallop; P1, lateral posterior leaflet scallop.
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Figure 132.4. Myxomatous degeneration of the mitral valve (MV). A, Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic image of a MV with
myxomatous degeneration showing prolapse primarily of the middle (A2) and medial (A3) anterior leaflet segments, as well as the middle (P2) segment
of the posterior leaflet. B, Color flow Doppler images show separate regurgitant jets associated with each prolapsing leaflet (anterior leaflet
prolapse, blue arrow; posterior leaflet prolapse, red arrow), as well as a jet associated with a functional, deep indentation or cleft between P2 and
the lateral scallop (P1) of the posterior leaflet (yellow arrow). C, Parametric image (Q-labs; Philips Healthcare, Inc) of the same valve. AL, Anterolateral
commissure; A1, anterolateral segment; Ao, aortic valve; P3, posteromedial segment.
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communicate relevant diagnostic information to those less familiar
with conventional echocardiographic displays (see Fig. 132.3).
Furthermore, accurately identifying the specific location and sever-
ity of MR jets, especially immediately following MV repair or
replacement, can also facilitate decision making regarding the need
for urgent further intervention26 (Fig. 132.4). Finally, 3D echocar-
diography can assist in determining mechanisms and severity of
dynamic pathophysiologic states that often require surgical inter-
vention, including MR associated with hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy and SAM.27
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133 Introduction and Echocardiographic Features
of Infective Endocarditis
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Infective endocarditis (IE) is a microbial infection of the endocar-
dium or associated implanted intracardiac materials. Chamber
walls, conduits, prosthetic implants, pacing electrodes, and
indwelling catheters may also be infected. Classically, IE manifests
as a mobile vegetation associated with valve leaflets. In general,
left-sided lesions are more common than right-sided lesions. How-
ever, the latter are more common in the setting of intravenous drug
use (IVDU) and congenital abnormalities.1,2

Despite advances in antimicrobial therapy, IE remains clinically
challenging and carries potential for high morbidity and mortality.3

One reason for this is the difficulty clinicians often face in estab-
lishing an accurate diagnosis in the early stages of infection, where
timely detection and treatment could prove essential to preventing a
complicated clinical course.

With the advent of M-mode, Doppler, two-dimensional, and
three-dimensional echocardiography, it is now increasingly fea-
sible to inspect cardiac structures by direct visualization and
hemodynamic assessment. Unlike conventional radiologic modal-
ities, echocardiography requires no radiation exposure, may be
safely repeated for serial assessment, and can be performed at bed-
side, even in the most seriously ill patients. The importance of
ified Duke Criteria for Diagnosis of Infective Endocar
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echocardiography led to the inclusion of echocardiographic find-
ings in the diagnostic Duke criteria in 1994.4 These were later
revised in 2000 as the modified Duke criteria5 (Boxes 133.1 and
133.2). Compared with the previously used von Reyn criteria,
the Duke criteria are more sensitive (80% for Duke criteria; 51%
for von Reyn criteria) in pathologically confirmed IE.4 Today,
echocardiography plays a central role not only in the diagnosis
but also in the detection of infection complications, serial evalua-
tions following treatment, and assessment of embolic risk from
detected vegetations.
VEGETATIONS
Vegetations are the hallmark of IE on echocardiography. Their for-
mation is thought to be a function of endothelial disruption caused
by high-velocity jets that accompany congenital defects, valvular
dysfunction, prosthetic valves, and intracardiac shunts. This nidus
of microbes attaches to the damaged endothelium along with plate-
lets and fibrin, and it gradually begins to develop into infected
vegetation.6
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Box 133.2 Definition of Terms Used in the Modified Duke Criteria for Diagnosis of Infective Endocarditis

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Major Criteria

1. Blood culture positive for IE
a. Typical microorganisms consistent with IE from 2 separate

blood cultures: viridans streptococci, Streptococcus bovis,
HACEK group, Staphylococcus aureus; or community-
acquired enterococci, in the absence of a primary
focus; or

b. Microorganisms consistent with IE from persistently positive
blood cultures, defined as follows: �2 positive cultures of blood
samples drawn >12 hr apart; or all of 3 or a majority of �4
separate cultures of blood (with first and last sample drawn at
least 1 hr apart)

c. Single positive blood culture for Coxiella burnetii or antiphase I
IgG antibody titer >1:800

2. Evidence of endocardial involvement
a. Echocardiogram positive for IE (TEE recommended in patients

with prosthetic valves, rated at least “possible IE” by clinical
criteria, or complicated IE [paravalvular abscess]; TTE as first test
in other patients), defined as follows: (i) oscillating intracardiac
mass on valve or supporting structures, in the path of regurgitant
jets, or on implanted material in the absence of an alternative

anatomic explanation; (ii) abscess; or (iii) new partial dehiscence
of prosthetic valve

b. New valvular regurgitation (worsening or changing of preexisting
murmur not sufficient)

Minor Criteria

1. Predisposition, predisposing heart condition, or injection drug use
2. Fever, temperature >38� C
3. Vascular phenomena, major arterial emboli, septic pulmonary

infarcts, mycotic aneurysm, intracranial hemorrhage, conjunctival
hemorrhages, and Janeway lesions

4. Immunologic phenomena: glomerulonephritis, Osler nodes, Roth
spots, and rheumatoid factor

5. Microbiological evidence: positive blood culture, but does not meet
a major criterion as noted previously; or serologic evidence of active
infection with organism consistent with IE

HACEK, Haemophilus species (Haemophilus parainfluenzae, Haemophilus
aphrophilus, Haemophilus paraphrophilus), Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans, Cardiobacterium hominis, Eikenella corrodens,
and Kingella species; IE, infective endocarditis; IgG, immunoglobulin G;
TEE, transesophageal echocardiogram; TTE, transthoracic
echocardiogram.
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Classically, vegetations are irregularly shaped, low-reflectance
structures that may be sessile or pedunculated. They are often
described as having a “shaggy” appearance, which may help dis-
tinguish them from more organized intramasses, such as thrombi,
or cardiac tumors. Because of their association with high-velocity
flow jets, vegetations are often mobile, exhibiting a high-
frequency chaotic oscillating motion that is usually independent
of valve leaflet motion. This mobility can increase the risk for
embolism, especially with vegetations larger than 10 mm.7 The
incidence of embolization is higher in the 2 weeks following ini-
tiation of antimicrobial treatment. The disappearance of a vegeta-
tion on serial echocardiography may either represent regression of
disease or peripheral embolization, depending on the clinical sce-
nario. Vegetations are typically on the side of valves exposed to
high velocity regurgitant jets (e.g., on the left ventricular side
of the aortic valve, or the left atrial side of the mitral valve). They
may also associate with chordal structures or valve cusps. Disrup-
tion of valve integrity may lead to flail leaflets and regurgitation,
and can result in hemodynamic changes and decompensated heart
failure.
OTHER FEATURES
Classic clinical situations that are suspicious for IE include new
onset heart failure, new regurgitant murmur, persistent fevers, bac-
teremia, fungemia, peripheral embolic phenomena (e.g., Janeway
lesions), and immunologic vascular phenomena (e.g., glomerulo-
nephritis, Osler nodes, and Roth spots). Common risk factors for
IE include IVDU, immunosuppressive states, congenital heart dis-
ease, and cardiac prostheses.

In these typical scenarios, clear echocardiographic evidence of
valvular vegetation may provide a straightforward diagnosis of IE.
However, on many occasions the presentation of IE may be subtle,
with nonspecific echocardiographic features. This may be due to
technical limitations (inadequate windows, poor image quality,
or the presence of artifact), or insufficient resolution to detect
vegetations in the early stages of IE, particularly by transthoracic
echo. Additionally, the presence of other cardiac structures, such
as thrombi, calcifications, prosthetic sutures, cardiac tumors, Chiari
network, or Lambl excrescence, may obscure the clear identifica-
tion of a true vegetation.

In the absence of vegetations, other findings can strongly sug-
gest IE. These include abscesses, fistulae, pericardial effusion,
destructive valve lesions (perforation, aneurysm, prolapse),
changes in prosthetic valve hemodynamics, valve dehiscence, or
paravalvular leaks. When present, abscesses are usually nonhomo-
geneous enclosed areas that can appear echolucent or echodense.
Abscesses can form tracts leading to neighboring structures, result-
ing in fistulae, shunts, or conduction disturbances. Abscesses may
also rupture, resulting in pseudoaneurysms, which are usually echo-
free outpouchings that exhibit color flow Doppler signal.

Ultimately, clinical judgment should guide the course of action
in a case of suspected IE, especially in the context of an indetermi-
nate echocardiogram.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS
Infective endocarditis is one of the most severe infectious diseases,
partially because delays in diagnosis result in late initiation of
appropriate therapy. Despite major advances in diagnosis and treat-
ment options, infective endocarditis is still considered a disease
with poor prognosis and high mortality rates and is associated with
prolonged hospitalization and high risk of surgery.1 The incidence
of infective endocarditis ranges among countries from 3 to 10 epi-
sodes per 100,000 person-years and increases dramatically with
age, reaching a peak incidence of 14.5 episodes per 100,000
person-years in patients aged 70 to 80 years. In all epidemiological
studies of infective endocarditis, the male-to-female ratio is greater
than 2:1. This higher proportion of men is probably due to the fact
that women undergo valve surgery less frequently than men.2

Since its first description in 1885, the epidemiology of the disease
has greatly changed.1 In the most developed countries, the increasing
and widespread incidences of diabetes, chronic kidney failure requir-
ing hemodialysis, and intravascular devices associated with progress
in cardiac valve repair/replacement techniques have generated a new
microbiological profile of infective endocarditis, with a prevalence
of infections due to staphylococci, enterococci, fungi, and other
resistant health-care related agents typically involving older patients
with prosthetic valves or degenerative valve disease.3

In contrast, developing countries are characterized by a preva-
lence of streptococcal infections and culture-negative infective
endocarditis affecting patients of younger age at presentation and
higher incidence of structural cardiac predisposing risk factors such
as rheumatic disease and untreated congenital heart disease.2,4

Prognosis is worse in developing countries because of the difficulty
in reaching facilities equipped for early surgical intervention that, if
performed early by experienced operators, prove to significantly
ameliorate patient outcomes.

TYPES OF INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS
According to the most recent European guidelines for infective
endocarditis,2 this condition includes a cluster of different
clinical entities that can be classified according to the site of infec-
tion and the presence of intracardiac materials in the following:
left-sided native valve infective endocarditis, left-sided prosthetic
valve infective endocarditis, right-sided infective endocarditis,
and device-related infective endocarditis (on pacemaker or defibril-
lator wires with or without associated valve involvement).

With regard to acquisition, the following situations can be iden-
tified2,5: (1) community-acquired infective endocarditis (when
symptoms start <48 hours from admission in patients not fulfilling
the criteria for health-care associated infective endocarditis; (2)
health-care associated infective endocarditis (nosocomial in
patients hospitalized>48 hours before the onset of signs and symp-
toms of infective endocarditis and non-nosocomial when symptoms
start <48 hours from admission in patients already hospitalized in
acute care facilities within 90 days before the onset of symptoms or
residents in long-term care facilities and nursing homes); and (3)
infective endocarditis in intravenous drug abusers.

According to microbiological findings, the following categories
are proposed2: (1) infective endocarditis with positive blood cul-
tures (>85% of all infective endocarditis), with causative
microorganisms most often represented by staphylococci, stre-
ptococci, and enterococci; (2) infective endocarditis with
negative blood cultures because of prior antibiotic treatment; (3)
infective endocarditis frequently associated with negative blood
cultures provoked by gram-negative bacilli of the HACEK group
(Haemophilus parainfluenzae, H. aphrophilus, H. paraphrophilus,
H. influenzae, Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans, Cardiobac-
terium hominis, Eikenella corrodens, Kingella kingae, and K. deni-
trificans), Brucella, and fungi; and (4) infective endocarditis
associated with constantly negative blood cultures (5% of all infec-
tive endocarditis), which is caused by intracellular bacteria such as
Coxiella burnetii, Bartonella, Chlamydia, and, as recently demon-
strated, Tropheryma whipplei, the agent of Whipple disease.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
A combination of conditions—such as transient bacteremia, local
endocardial inflammation and/or tissue disruption, and immuno-
logical predisposition—is responsible for infective endocarditis
initiation. Long and persistent bacteremia, especially by pathogens
with special tropism for endocardial tissue, play a key role in the
pathophysiology of infective endocarditis; however, normal and
healthy endocardial tissue with good immunological defense
generally prevents establishment of the disease.6 Local damage
with endocardial discontinuation is generally required, with conse-
quent extracellular protein exposition, tissue factor activation, and
fibrin and platelet aggregation leading to formation of noninfective
thrombus, the ideal substrate for transient pathogen adhesion and
infection.2 Alternatively, local endocardial inflammation without
tissue disruption can promote the expression of integrins, trans-
membrane proteins that connect extracellular determinants to the
cellular cytoskeleton. Integrins bind circulating fibronectin to the
endothelial surface; S. aureus and other infective endocarditis path-
ogens carry fibronectin-binding proteins on their surfaces, thus cre-
ating a bridge for their internalization into endocardial cells.3
DIAGNOSIS
The diagnosis of infective endocarditis is based on the clinical pic-
ture, echocardiographic findings, andmicrobiological diagnosis. The
Duke criteria and the modified Duke criteria provide high sensitivity
and specificity for diagnosis (Table 134.1).2,7 Infective endocarditis
can present acutely with septic changes and rapidly progressive
infection, but also as a subacute or chronic disease with low-grade
fever and nonspecific symptoms, which may delay diagnosis espe-
cially when occurring in patients with no previous history of valve
disease. A range of other conditions, including rheumatic disease,
chronic infection, malignancy, and autoimmune disease, can be sus-
pected before the diagnosis of infective endocarditis is established.

In infective endocarditis caused by virulent organisms such as
S. aureus, the diagnosis can be missed when extracardiac signs
of infection predominate and the clinical signs of valve disease
are initially absent or difficult to evaluate (Videos 134.1 and
134.2). It is necessary to consider the diagnosis of infective endo-
carditis in all cases of sepsis, particularly in all patients presenting
with fever of unclear origin and an embolic episode, even if there is
no previous history of cardiac disease.4
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TABLE 134.1 Modified Duke Criteria for the Diagnosis of Infective Endocarditis (IE)

Major Criteria

BLOOD CULTURES POSITIVE FOR IE
• Typical microorganisms consistent with IE from two separate blood cultures:
Viridans streptococci, Streptococcus bovis, HACEK group, Staphylococcus aureus; or community-acquired enterococci, in the absence of a

primary focus;
• Or Microorganisms consistent with IE from persistently positive blood cultures:
At least two positive cultures of blood samples drawn >12 hr apart; or
All of three or a majority of �4 separate cultures of blood (with first and last sample drawn at least 1 hr apart)

• Or Single positive blood culture for Coxiella burnetii or phase I IgG antibody titer>1:800

EVIDENCE OF ENDOCARDIAL INVOLVEMENT

• Echocardiography positive for IE:
Vegetation, abscess, new partial dehiscence of prosthetic valve

• New valvular regurgitation

Minor Criteria

• Predisposition: predisposing heart condition, injection drug use
• Fever: temperature>38�C
• Vascular phenomena: major arterial emboli, septic pulmonary infarcts, mycotic aneurysm, intracranial hemorrhages, conjunctival hemorrhages,
Janeway lesions

• Immunologic phenomena: glomerulonephritis, Osler nodes, Roth spots, rheumatoid factor
• Microbiological evidence: positive blood culture but does not meet a major criterion or serological evidence of active infection with organism
consistent with IE

Diagnosis of IE is definite in the presence of:
2 major criteria; or
1 major and 3 minor criteria; or
5 minor criteria

Diagnosis of IE is possible in the presence of:
1 major and 1 minor criteria; or
3 minor criteria

Adapted from Li JS, Sexton DJ, Mick N, et al. Proposed modifications to the Duke criteria for the diagnosis of infective endocarditis. Clin Infect Dis
2000;30:633-638.
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Figure 134.1. Transesophageal echocardiogram showing a big, mobile
vegetation attached to the ventricular side of a biological mitral prosthe-
sis (red arrow) and protruding into the left ventricular outflow tract. AO,
Aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle.
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TYPES OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY: INDICATIONS
AND DIAGNOSIS
Whenever infective endocarditis is suspected, transthoracic echo-
cardiography (TTE) must be rapidly performed as the first imaging
evaluation. Although it is negative or inconclusive in almost 30%
of cases, especially in the presence of prosthetic valves or intracar-
diac electronic devices, TTE’s role is pivotal for detection of com-
plications and risk stratification of patients.8 Pretest probability of
the disease should always be taken into account to avoid overuse of
echocardiography. The reason TTE is performed first is because it
is a noninvasive technique that provides useful information for both
the diagnosis and assessment of infective endocarditis severity.
Moreover, TTE is better than transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE) for detecting anterior cardiac abscesses and for hemody-
namic assessment of valvular dysfunction.9

Because of its better image quality and higher sensitivity (88%
to 100% compared with 30% to 65% for TTE), TEE must be per-
formed in the majority of patients with suspected infective endocar-
ditis, particularly in patients with high clinical suspicion and poor
quality or negative TTE. In cases of positive TTE, TEE should still
be performed to evaluate perivalvular involvement and in every
patient with prosthetic valves and/or intracardiac devices.2 In pre-
liminary studies, three-dimensional TEE provided incremental
value over two-dimensional TEE in its ability to accurately identify
and localize vegetations and to identify complications such as
abscesses, perforations, and ruptured chordae.10

The only situation in which TTE may be considered sufficient is
when a good-quality negative TTE is obtained in a patient associated
with a low level of clinical suspicion. Even when the first imaging is
negative, TTE/TEE should be repeated within 7 to 10 days whenever
clinical suspicion for infective endocarditis is high, as vegetations
can be missed when echocardiography is performed either after
embolization of the vegetative mass or very early in the clinical
course when vegetation size may be very small.2,4 A false-negative
TTE finding may also be the result of imaging artifacts such as pros-
thetic valve shadowing, poor acoustic windows, or a spatial
resolution that precludes detection of minute vegetations.10 On the
other hand, even the characteristic finding of a mobile mass attached
to a valve surface may instead reflect prior infective endocarditis,
noninfectious endocarditis, torn or redundant chordae, Lambl
excrescences (filamentous extensions primarily of left-sided valves),
fibroelastomas or other benign tumors, and so on. For this reason,
even typical echocardiographic findings in patients with low clinical
likelihood for native valve infective endocarditis may represent false
positives. Three echocardiographic findings represent major criteria
in the diagnosis of infective endocarditis: vegetation, abscess, and
new dehiscence of a prosthetic valve (Figs. 134.1 and 134.2).2,7
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Figure 134.2. Transesophageal echocardiogram showing a big, round,
mobile mass adherent to the right side of the interatrial septum, near the
junction of the inferior vena cava and right atrium. On color Doppler echo-
cardiography, a left-to-right shunt at the level of the fossa ovalis also can
be detected.
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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY: DETECTION
OF COMPLICATIONS
Although concordance between TTE and TEE is high, immediate
TEE should be performed in patients with a moderate or high like-
lihood of infectious endocarditis, especially in those at high risk for
complications such as those with prolonged symptoms, hemody-
namic instability, new onset of congestive heart failure, or new con-
duction abnormalities.2,8

A high incidence (30% to 50%) of embolic events is reported
during infective endocarditis, more so in cerebral circulation, and
the role of echocardiography is pivotal for the evaluation of
embolic risk through vegetation size and mobility.11 In particular,
vegetation length is a strong predictor of embolism, and the protec-
tive effect of surgical management within 48 hours is demonstrated
in patients with a vegetation larger than 10 mm associated with
severe regurgitation.12

Extravalvular extension of infection occurs most commonly in
prosthetic valve–related infective endocarditis in the form of perian-
nular abscesses, often resulting in dehiscence of the prosthetic valve
or paravalvular fistulae. Abscess formation in the context of native-
valve infective endocarditis is usually a complication of aortic valve
infection, often involving the aortic annulus, mitral-aortic interval-
vular fibrosa, the aortoseptal junction, or atrioventricular conduction
pathways, and possibly leading to heart block.3 TEE has become the
gold standard for detection of abscesses in patients who have
advanced and persistent fever or bacteremia despite appropriate ther-
apy, or in high-risk patients with prosthetic valves or staphylococcal
infections.8 Recent data have highlighted the diagnostic value of
other imaging modalities such as cardiac computed tomography
(CT) for the detection of periannular complications (abscess, pseu-
doaneurysm), and fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomogra-
phy (18F-FDG PET) and radiolabeled leukocyte single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) for earlier diagnosis of
prosthetic valve/pacemaker/defibrillator endocarditis and for guid-
ance during material extraction.10

Development of new or worsening congestive heart failure can be
due to intracardiacor paravalvular shunts resulting fromfistula forma-
tion or valvular incompetence (impairment of valvular coaptation by
large vegetations, valve perforation, or rupture of infected chordae).3

Early or immediate surgical intervention should be considered when
New York Heart Association Class III or IV symptoms develop.2 In
this setting, echocardiography is useful for differentiating these com-
plications from other potential etiologies of heart failure, assessing
ventricular function, and planning appropriate surgical repair.
Intraoperative TEE is mandatory in patients receiving surgery for
infective endocarditis; it provides the surgeonwith a final anatomical
evaluation of valvular and perivalvular damage and is particularly
useful for assessing immediate results of valve repair/replacement.
Finally, detailed clinical and echocardiographic follow-up of patients
should be performed at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months of the first year after
antibiotic treatment ends and/or after surgery.4,8

THERAPY
Univocal data on the rates of surgical approaches and the benefit of
early surgery for prognosis are not available in the literature, mostly
because of the heterogeneity of populations, subtle clinical manifes-
tation of the disease, and relative paucity of randomized clinical trials
published on the role and exact timing of surgical management.13

Basing indications for surgery on imaging remains controversial;
the most recent European guidelines recommending surgery in cases
of heart failure (or high risk of heart failure), high embolic risk, and
uncontrolled infection2 are mostly based on the results of observa-
tional series and expert opinion.4,14 Although a meta-analysis on
available clinical studies showed the relevant benefit of early surgery
for survival, especially for complicated infective endocarditis,15 in-
hospital mortality rates are still high, ranging from 16% to 25%.2

Only a multidisciplinary team that includes a cardiologist,
infectologist, microbiologist, and surgeon can improve mortality
by enhancing the chances of an early diagnosis followed by correct
risk stratification and prompt institution of the correct antibiotic
treatment as well as appropriate and timely surgical intervention.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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INTRODUCTION
Echocardiography has emerged as an important diagnostic tool
used in the workup of patients with cardioembolism. Identification
of predisposing factors to cardioembolism often results in the use of
appropriate medical, surgical, or interventional therapy to manage
these patients. These various therapies may not only prevent recur-
rent cardioembolism but, in certain instances, may alter prognosis.

SPECTRUM OF CARDIOEMBOLISM
The heart and aorta are the source of cardioembolism to any organ.
Major clinical presentations involve either acute neurological dys-
function—transient ischemic attack (TIA) or stroke—or peripheral
vascular disease (i.e., acute limb ischemia). From a practical point
of view, all cardioembolic causes of TIA/stroke also will cause
acute limb ischemia, with additional thromboembolic sources
being thrombus/atheroma of the descending and abdominal aorta.
Thus, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and, in a considerable
proportion of cases, transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) are
required to exclude these possibilities.

Stroke
Stroke is the third leading cause of death in first-world countries.1,2

The most common type of stroke is ischemic, which accounts for
approximately 85% of all strokes. The most common causes of
ischemic stroke relate to in situ atherosclerosis and its complica-
tions. The TOAST criteria are a useful epidemiological tool to
classify stroke, and echocardiography has a role in Category 2, car-
dioembolic and cryptogenic stroke (Table 135.1). Cardioembolic
stroke accounts for 15% to 30% of ischemic strokes.3 Currently,
most patients with stroke are referred for an echocardiogram
(echo). This may be because cardioembolism is a possibility or
the patient has comorbid atherosclerotic risks for stroke and heart
disease such as hypertension. Thus, patients with TIA/stroke fre-
quently have significant cardiac comorbidity, which consequently
may be a competing risk for the mechanism of stroke that, more
importantly, often places the patient with TIA/stroke at high risk
for future cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The latter is
important because the major mode of death is cardiac-related the
first 6 months after a stroke or in a patient with TIA. Furthermore,
the outcome of cardioembolic stroke is poor, with a 3-year mortal-
ity rate of almost 50% in some instances.4–6 Thus, the use of TTE to
T Criteria for Stroke

ardiographic Features

artery atherosclerosis (artery-to-artery embolism/
e artery superimposed in situ thrombosis)
c embolism
artery occlusion
of rare nonatherosclerotic etiologies
of unknown etiology

insky-Rabas PL, Weber M, Gefeller O, et al.
chemic stroke subtypes according to TOAST
01;32:2735–2740.
complement a cardiac evaluation in every patient with either a TIA
or stroke may be justified, and a detailed systematic echo must be
obtained to uncover conditions that predispose to cardioembolism
(Box 135.1). However, it is prudent that the use of TTE and, in
many instances, TEE be applied in conjunction with an insightful
cardiac and neurological evaluation when considering the possi-
bility of cardioembolic stroke rather than a blanket approach of
routine TTE and TEE applied to every referral.

Cardioembolic Stroke: Clinical Caveats
A complete medical history provides important clues to the possibil-
ity of cardioembolism. The abrupt onset of neurological dysfunction
with maximum deficit at the onset and the absence of a stuttering
course and a severe headache are important clues that suggest cardi-
oembolism. Seizures that accompany such a presentation also may
suggest cardioembolism. These clinical features are not always diag-
nostic because emboli fragment and reocclusion presents in a nonab-
rupt manner in some instances.7 Brain imaging, either computed
tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, provides useful clues
to the presence of a possible embolic presentation (see Box 135.1).
Additional clues include a history of palpitations or documented
atrial fibrillation (AF) or other signs of systemic embolism involv-
ing other organs. Some studies have suggested that the most
specific features for cardioembolism are infarcts in multiple terri-
tories and concurrent systemic embolism.8,9 In the absence of other
competing mechanisms of stroke, clinical and brain imaging data
must be combined to identify the potential cardioembolic pathol-
ogy. Thus, finding concomitant low-risk pathology, such as fibrin
strands or uncomplicated mitral valve prolapse, cannot be used to
infer causality. An important part of the evaluation is to identify the
presence of increased intracranial pressure, as this may be a relative
contraindication against the use of early TEE in low-risk patients or
patients with a normal TTE. Inappropriate agitation/straining
during the procedure may worsen increased intracranial pressure.

Cryptogenic Stroke
Stroke presumed to be cryptogenic may have an embolic compo-
nent that may not be considered based on clinical assessment but
may becomemore obvious after TTE. The link with patent foramen
ovale (PFO) is well established in this population, especially in
those 55 and younger. However, causality is more difficult to prove,
and the outcome of intervention (closure of PFO) in the absence of
recurrent neurological events is questionable.
Box 135.1 Brain Imaging Clues to Possible Cardioembolism

Presence of older previous infarcts
Multiple infarcts, especially in different arterial territories
Hemorrhagic infarcts
Infarct shows cortical extension
Large lenticulostriate infarct
Classic embolic sites
Stem occlusion of middle cerebral artery
Bilateral sylvian fissure infarcts
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Figure 135.1. Short-axis view in a patient with isolated left ventricular
noncompaction demonstrating a thrombus within the intertrabecular
space (red arrow), which at times can be difficult to differentiate from
the surrounding trabeculations.

Figure 135.2. A large thrombuswith central lucency (red arrow) is noted
in the apex of the left ventricle in a young patient who presented with a
stroke.
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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION
Transthoracic echocardiography is the first-line imaging modality
for evaluating cardioembolism because it is widely available, por-
table, cost-effective, and, with the use of harmonic imaging and
contrast, enables most predisposing factors to cardioembolism to
be evaluated. Transthoracic echocardiography should be geared
toward identifying three major pathophysiological predispositions.
First, a careful, systematic, anatomical evaluation should occur to
identify masses, such as thrombus, tumors, and vegetations within
the heart, and atheroma and its complications within the aorta. Con-
ditions that predispose to thrombus formation, such as old myocar-
dial infarcts, severe left ventricular (LV) dysfunction, and valvular
disease (e.g., mitral stenosis) should be explored. Last, a systematic
evaluation to exclude conditions that serve as conduits for possible
paradoxical embolism, such as PFO and atrial septal defect, should
be performed. Transesophageal echocardiography is superior to
TTE in identifying thrombus within the left atrial appendage
(LAA) and smaller vegetations, and in the evaluation of prosthetic
valves for thrombus or endocarditis. Contrast or agitated saline con-
trast to identify shunts may be used to enhance clinical decision
making. Transesophageal echocardiography also may be required
to evaluate patients for conduits that may predispose to paradoxical
embolism, such as PFO and small atrial septal defects, and is useful
in identifying thoracic aortic problems, such as thrombus, athero-
sclerotic plaques, and aortic dissection. A normal transthoracic
echo may warrant further investigation by TEE if the suspicion/
clinical presentation of cardioembolism is high, as many of the
aforementioned pathologies may be better identified using TEE.

SPECIFIC CARDIOEMBOLIC CLINICAL SITUATIONS

Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial fibrillation is the most common predisposition to cardioembo-
lism. Echocardiography is crucial in differentiating whether AF is
valvular or nonvalvular. This distinction is important because the risk
of stroke is much higher with valvular AF and therapy may differ,
such as in the use of novel anticoagulants, which currently are indi-
cated only in nonvalvular AF. Furthermore, when assessing patients
with nonvalvular AF for the use of anticoagulation using the
CHA2DS2 VASc Score, identifying LV hypertrophy and a low ejec-
tion fraction is important and may influence clinical decision mak-
ing.10 The most common site of thrombus formation is the LAA,
although thrombus may be found anywhere within the left atrium.

Thrombus
Thrombus is a discrete echo-dense mass with defined margins that
are distinct from the underlying wall. Ideally, thrombus should be
seen in two different views. Thrombus may be found in the left ven-
tricle, left atrium, or LAA. Transthoracic echocardiography is best
to visualize thrombus within the left ventricle, as TEE is often inad-
equate at assessing the LV apex, which is often foreshortened and
in the far field.

Left ventricular thrombus usually occurs when the underlying
walls are abnormal (i.e., either hypokinetic or akinetic) or in aneu-
rysms. In a postinfarction aneurysm, LV thrombus may be found in
up to 50% of cases.11 If the thrombus is found on an underlying nor-
mal wall, it may represent a manifestation of a hypercoagulable
state or, far less commonly, thrombus in transit from another site.
Attention to detailed global and regional wall assessment of the left
ventricle is required to identify not only wall abnormalities but also
the overlying thrombus. This may require off-axis two-dimensional
(2D) TTE, xPlane/biplane TTE imaging, or three-dimensional (3D)
TTE.When the apex/walls cannot be adequately visualized, the use
of contrast is mandatory to improve thrombus detection and func-
tion assessment.12,13 Left ventricular thrombi must be distinguished
from false tendons, trabeculae, and artifact. The exclusion of
tumors can occasionally be challenging, as a tumor may develop
over the thrombus. Cardioembolism is not an uncommon compli-
cation in isolated LV noncompaction, but vigilance in identifying
the thrombus and distinguishing it from trabeculation is required
(Fig. 135.1). After LV thrombus identification, evaluation of
whether it is layered, calcified, pedunculated, mobile or has central
lucency will help determine the age of the thrombus. A central
lucency may be associated with a more recently formed thrombus
and have a greater potential for cardioembolism (Fig. 135.2). It is
also important to note that the mechanism of thrombus may not just
relate to the underlying anatomical abnormality, but if there is con-
comitant stasis, as in low ejection fraction, or a possible accompa-
nying hypercoagulable state (e.g., peripartum cardiomyopathy),
LV thrombus is more likely to occur (Fig. 135.3).

Left Atrial Thrombus
Left atrial thrombus occurs most often with AF but also occurs
in situations that may cause stasis within the LAA, such as mitral
stenosis, despite the presence of sinus rhythm. Evaluation of the left
atrium is best done using TEE and may require multiple views to
differentiate it from prominent pectinate muscles, which can be



Figure 135.3. Apical four-chamber viewdemonstrating three thrombi of
varying sizes (red arrow) in a patient with peripartum cardiomyopathy.

Figure 135.4. Transesophageal echocardiography angulated at the
midesophagus demonstrating a mobile mass attached to a prosthetic
valve disc (red arrow), which is suggestive of a vegetation. This vegeta-
tion was not visualized with transthoracic echocardiography and was
accompanied by positive blood cultures.
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found within the LAA. Spontaneous echo contrast within the LAA
may suggest a higher likelihood of thromboembolism but cannot in
isolation imply causality for cardioembolism. Velocity less than
20 mm/sec within the LAA cavity may imply a greater degree of
stasis and, in some studies, has been associated with a higher risk
of stroke. In the era of percutaneous closure of the LAA, TEE is
crucial in patient selection and intraprocedural monitoring to
ensure a successful uncomplicated procedure that substantially
reduces the cardioembolic risk of patients who are unable to take
oral anticoagulation.

Masses
The most common masses encountered within the left heart are
malignant metastatic tumors, including metastatic lung, breast,
and prostate tumors; melanoma; and lymphoma. By the time car-
diac involvement occurs, there usually is evidence of widespread
tumor metastases. Metastatic tumors involving the heart may be
associated with brain metastases, which may occasionally mimic
the clinical presentation of a stroke. Primary tumors may rarely pre-
sent as cardioembolic stroke and occur because of either detach-
ment of tumor or emboli of superimposed thrombi.14,15 The most
common tumors are myxoma, which is commonly found attached
via a pedicle to the interatrial septum, and, less commonly, papillary
fibroelastoma, which is attached to a valve leaflet. Resection of
these tumors prevents stroke recurrence if successfully performed.
It may be challenging to differentiate tumor from thrombus at times.
The presence of a hemorrhagic pericardial effusion, mass extension
into the underlyingmyocardium, and an irregular edge are clues that
a tumor is more likely (Video 135.1). However, if there is no wide-
spread evidence of a tumor or classic features of certain benign
tumors, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging may improve the abil-
ity to differentiate thrombus from tumor noninvasively.

Endocarditis
Echocardiography is important in diagnosing endocarditis as the
source of cardioembolism. Vegetation, abscess, or new dehiscence
of a prosthetic valve aremajor echocardiographic features that satisfy
the Duke criteria for the diagnosis of infective endocarditis and point
to the source of the cardioembolism within the right clinical context.
To identify vegetations, TEE is superior toTTE in identifying smaller
vegetations and those on prosthetic valves, which often are missed
with TTE (Fig. 135.4 andVideo 135.4). Echocardiography also plays
a role in providing information to predict cardioembolism. Vegeta-
tions typically larger than 10 mm located on the mitral valve may
be useful in predicting cardioembolism.16 Recent data suggest that
the use of 3D TEE is superior to that of 2D TEE in predicting veg-
etation size and the risk of cardioembolism.17

Aortic Pathology
Themost important link to stroke involves the detection of complex
aortic plaque. This is best defined as plaque larger than 4 mm that
may be protruding, mobile, or ulcerated. These plaques occur more
commonly in the descending aorta and have been linked to cardio-
embolic stroke as well as peripheral vascular embolism. They are
found more commonly among older patients and patients with tra-
ditional atherosclerotic risk factors such as diabetes and dyslipide-
mia, and in up to 35% of patients with nonvalvular AF.18 Thus,
whether these plaques themselves cause cardioembolism or
whether they are innocent bystanders in patients whose comorbid
conditions may be causing the clinical scenario—especially, for
example, in stroke—has been debated. A more direct cause may
occasionally be inferred when overlying mobile clot is noted over-
lying these complex aortic plaques (Fig. 135.5 and Video 135.5). A
second scenario, though uncommon, is the syndrome of cholesterol
emboli, which may occasionally develop postcatheterization or fol-
lowing aortic manipulation.

Conduits
Any anatomical conduit that allows left-to-right shunting can predis-
pose to paradoxical embolism. Atrial septal defect or PFO in isola-
tion or in combination with an atrial septal aneurysm are more
commonly considered conduits for paradoxical embolism
(Fig. 135.6 and Video 135.6). One of the major problems with this
postulate for cardioembolism is that often there is no accompanying
evidence of concurrent venous thrombosis in these patients. Thus,
with regard to the clinical presentation of stroke, careful cardiac
and neurological evaluations of the patient are required to reach a
feasible consensus on whether a conduit is the likely cause of stroke.
The technical diagnostic issues and clinical relevance of PFO in
cardioembolism are discussed elsewhere in this text (Chapter 199).

Prosthetic Valves
Prosthetic valves may predispose to cardioembolism either as a
result of thromboemboli from thrombus formation on the valve
or as a consequence of prosthetic valve endocarditis. In either
instance, TEE is the diagnostic modality of choice, and data
obtained must be integrated within the clinical context to make
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Figure 135.6. Transthoracic echocardiography demonstrating a left
ventricular apical thrombus (red arrow) with a secundum atrial septal
defect shunting left to right (yellow arrow).

Figure 135.5. Transesophageal echocardiography demonstrating thrombi (red arrows) in the descending aorta in a patient who presented with acute
limb ischemia. Mild underlying atheroma (yellow arrows) was noted in the thoracic aorta with no signs of aortic dissection or plaque rupture.
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the right diagnosis because differentiating endocarditis from throm-
bus can occasionally be challenging. Fibrin strands on prosthetic
valves in patients with stroke/cardioembolismmay be a mechanism
for cardioembolism, especially in patients with recurrent cardioem-
bolic events associated with persistence of these findings. A final
but not uncommon association is that of paroxysmal AF, which
may be the mechanism for cardioembolism and not the valve itself.
This may occur in normally functioning prosthetic valves or in a
dysfunctional prosthetic valve (e.g., prosthetic valve stenosis due
to pannus or as a consequence of severe LV dysfunction that may
be unrelated to the current normally functioning prosthetic valve).
Thus, the echocardiographer needs to judiciously evaluate LV and
left atrial anatomy and function in addition to the prosthesis to care-
fully unravel any potential mechanism for cardioembolism.
CONDITIONS THAT ARE LOW/UNCERTAIN
RISK FOR CARDIOEMBOLISM
Conditions that are low or uncertain risk for cardioembolism include
mitral valve prolapse, mitral annular calcification, aortic sclerosis/
stenosis, and prominent Lambl excrescences. No certain causal rela-
tionship has been established between these pathologies and cardi-
oembolism, because some of these findings may constitute chance
findings in normal individuals or be more common in older individ-
uals. In particular, mitral valve prolapse in the absence of significant
mitral regurgitation, AF, or associated endocarditis is currently
thought not to be associated with increased risk of stroke.19,20
CONCLUSION
Echocardiography is an essential tool in the investigation of
patients who may have a clinical presentation that may be related
to cardioembolism. The systematic use of various echo techniques
allow for a thorough evaluation to be conducted, but these findings
are to be judiciously integrated into clinical decision making with
regard to causation. Thus, by using the appropriate clinical decision
pathways, the addition of echocardiography offers insight into
pathogenesis, guides therapeutic selection, and may prevent future
events and potentially alter prognosis in certain conditions.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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136 Echocardiography and Decision Making for Surgery
Laila A. Payvandi, MD, Vera H. Rigolin, MD
Diagnosis and management of infective endocarditis (IE) can be a
challenging. Because of the wide spectrum of presentations seen in
IE, the current diagnostic approach incorporates clinical, patholog-
ical, serological, and echocardiographic criteria into a strategy that
maintains both sensitivity and specificity for this disease entity.
This multimodality approach, in turn, leads to earlier diagnosis,
and therefore earlier implementation of appropriate therapies.
Echocardiography (echo) plays an especially important role in
diagnosing IE and its local complications. Knowing when to imple-
ment transthoracic echo (TTE) versus transesophageal echo (TEE)
and recognizing key cardiac complications on echo that warrant
surgery are paramount to the successful management of IE.

TRANSTHORACIC VERSUS TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN INFECTIVE
ENDOCARDITIS
Choosing the correct echo modality in patients with suspected IE
allows for earlier diagnosis and therefore a greater opportunity to ini-
tiate antimicrobial therapy and identify patients who are at high risk
for complications requiring surgery. Echo features consistent with IE
form part of the major modified Duke criteria, further underscoring
the critical role of echo in this context. Criteria have been established
that guide clinicians on when to select TTE versus TEE as the initial
form of imaging. In a patient with good acoustic windows and a low
clinical suspicion for IE, it is appropriate to perform a TTE first.1–3 If
the suspicion for IE increases during the clinical course, or if high-
risk features for IE are seen on the initial TTE, a TEE should be
obtained.3 For example, if an initially low-risk patient should
develop unexplained persistent fevers, atrioventricular (AV) block,
or heart failure, a TEE should be pursued to evaluate for IE findings
that were not appreciated on the initial TTE. On the other hand, if the
patient has poor transthoracic windows or is initially deemed high
risk for IE, TEE, which bears greater sensitivity than TTE, should
be the first echo study performed.1–3 Clinical features that confer
a high risk for IE include prosthetic heart valve, prior history of
IE, congenital heart disease, new murmur, and stigmata of embolic
and vascular phenomena.1,3 In addition, it is a Class IIa indication to
perform a TEE in patients with persistent staphylococcal bacteria
when a source cannot be identified.1

By following this imaging strategy, IEmay be detected and trea-
ted earlier, which translates into improved patient outcomes. In
addition, local complications requiring surgery may be recognized
and addressed before clinical deterioration takes place and opera-
tive risks become prohibitive.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY AND SURGICAL DECISION
MAKING IN INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS
Criteria have been published to guide clinicians on when to pursue
valve surgery in IE. Whereas some of these criteria relate to
extracardiac complications of IE, many are rooted in local, cardiac
complications of IE that are typically diagnosed and monitored by
echo. Although some differences exist in the surgical guidelines for
native valve versus prosthetic valve IE, the indications and their
respective themes are generally similar.

In general, all patients with prosthetic valve endocarditis should
undergo consultation by a cardiac surgeon.1 In addition, there are
several Class I indications for surgical intervention in patients with
either native or prosthetic-valve IE.

First, one of the clearest indications for surgery is heart failure
caused by valve stenosis or regurgitation caused by IE. Heart failure
in this context may be diagnosed based on clinical grounds alone;
however, certain echo findings lend support to the diagnosis.
Elevated left ventricular and left atrial pressures are suggested by
premature closure of the mitral valve with acute aortic regurgitation,
rapid deceleration of the mitral regurgitation signal by continuous-
wave Doppler, and moderate or severe pulmonary hypertension.1

Rapid recognition of heart failure in this context is critical because
surgical risks may become prohibitive once advanced-stage heart
failure and renal insufficiency develop, particularly in the elderly.3

Second, surgery is indicated for IE caused by fungal or other
organisms that are commonly resistant to antimicrobial therapy.
Fungal IE, although relatively uncommon, causes large vegeta-
tions, and Candida, in particular, should be considered in patients
with prosthetic valves, an immunocompromised state, or a history
of intravenous drug abuse.1,2 Fungal endocarditis can be especially
destructive, as antifungal medications penetrate the vegetations
poorly.4 In general, a large vegetation (>1 cm) seen on echo should
raise the concern for fungal or HACEK group organisms
(Haemophilus, Actinobacillus, Cardiobacterium, Eikenella, and
Kingella species), noting that large vegetations are associated with
a higher embolic potential, particularly when present on the ante-
rior mitral valve leaflet.3

Third, surgery is indicated in IE when local extension and com-
plications occur. These complications, which can be devastating,
are often suspected based on clinical and microbial grounds, and
subsequently confirmed by echo. Examples include perivalvular
abscess; penetrating lesion formation, such as a sinus of Valsalva
fistula; extension onto the anterior mitral valve leaflet in aortic
valve endocarditis; and atrioventricular (AV) block.1 In addition,
surgery is indicated for prosthetic valve dehiscence, as appreciated
by either cine-fluoroscopy or echo.1

Perivalvular abscess, in particular, is associated with increased
morbidity and mortality.5 Early recognition and surgical interven-
tion are critical to patient outcomes. A perivalvular abscess may be
missed by TTE because of its low sensitivity for this finding.2 The
estimated sensitivities of TTE and TEE for the diagnosis of a peri-
valvular abscess are 28% and 87%, respectively.6 Therefore, TEE
should be performed when a perivalvular abscess is suspected, par-
ticularly in the setting of prosthetic-valve endocarditis.

On echo, a perivalvular abscess appears as an echodense or
echolucent mass within the annular tissue.2,6 Perivalvular abscesses
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are frequently seen in prosthetic-valve endocarditis because the
valve annulus, not the leaflets, is the primary site of infection.
Abscess formation can also occur in native-valve endocarditis; it
is most common in aortic-valve endocarditis near the membranous
septum and the AV node, which is the weakest portion of the aortic
annulus.3 Annular weakness at this location also explains why AV
conduction abnormalities are known complications of both pros-
thetic and native aortic-valve endocarditis.

In the face of systemic intravascular pressures, perivalvular
abscesses may lead to the formation of cardiac fistulae. These fis-
tulae, which communicate with either an intracardiac chamber or
the pericardial space, are associated with devastating hemodynamic
LV

LA

Figure 136.3. Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography demonstra
destabilization of the aortomitral curtain (arrow) and moderate to severe mi
Video 136.3.)

Figure 136.1. A complex circumferential perivalvular abscess with
moderate perivalvular regurgitation (arrow) and partial valve dehiscence
are confirmed by transesophageal echocardiography. (See accompany-
ing Video 136.1.)
consequences and require urgent surgical intervention.3 This com-
plication, which is detected by color Doppler imaging, is also best
appreciated by transesophageal echo.

Surgery is a Class IIa indication for native and prosthetic valve
IE in the setting of persistent bacteremia, persistent vegetation, or
recurrent emboli despite appropriate antibiotic therapy.1 A vegeta-
tion larger than 10 mm in a native valve is also a Class IIb indica-
tion for surgery because of an increased potential for embolization.1

Figs. 136.1, 136.2, and 136.3 and Videos 136.1, 136.2, and
136.3 illustrate a case of culture-negative bioprosthetic aortic valve
endocarditis in a patient with new-onset heart failure and echo
features requiring urgent surgical intervention. The initial TTE
tes further abscess extension onto the anterior mitral valve leaflet, causing
tral regurgitation. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle. (See accompanying

Figure 136.2. A follow-up transthoracic echocardiogram obtained for a
new left bundle branch block revealed a new linear echolucent space
(arrow) in the basal interventricular septum, consistent with perivalvular
abscess extension. (See accompanying Video 136.2.)
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demonstrated filamentous strands on the ventricular surface of the
valve, concerning for IE, as well as “rocking” motion of the pros-
thesis and multiple jets of regurgitation, both concerning for valve
dehiscence. A TEE was appropriately performed later that same
day. This study demonstrated no obvious vegetation, which is com-
mon in prosthetic valve endocarditis for reasons outlined earlier;
however, a complex circumferential perivalvular abscess with
moderate perivalvular regurgitation and partial valve dehiscence
were confirmed (see Fig. 136.1). An electrocardiogram the follow-
ing day showed a new left bundle branch block, for which an urgent
TTE was obtained. This study revealed a new linear echolucent
space in the basal interventricular septum, consistent with exten-
sion of the perivalvular abscess (see Fig. 136.2). The patient under-
went urgent surgery for removal of the infected bioprosthesis,
annular debridement, and placement of an aortic valve homograft.
The intraoperative TEE also revealed abscess extension onto the
anterior mitral valve leaflet, causing destabilization of the aortomi-
tral curtain and moderate to severe mitral regurgitation (see
Fig. 136.3).

CONCLUSION
In summary, IE is a complex disease process that requires a multi-
modality approach to diagnosis and management. Echo plays an
integral in role in this approach, particularly in regard to surgical
decision making. Knowing when to select transthoracic versus
transesophageal echo as the initial study of choice allows patients
who require surgery to be identified early and managed accord-
ingly. In addition, clinicians must understand the indications for
surgery in native and prosthetic-valve IE and recognize the vital
role of echo in bringing these surgical indications to light.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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137 Intraoperative Echocardiography in
Infective Endocarditis

Nishath Quader, MD, Edwin C McGee, MD, Vera H. Rigolin, MD
Infective endocarditis (IE) can have devastating consequences and
may require surgery in at least 30% of patients with acute disease.1

Some of the complications of IE include but are not limited to
embolic events, perivalvular extension, and valvular destruction
and heart failure.2 Echocardiography has long been used for diagno-
sis and prognostication, and during surgery. Transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) plays a crucial role in the diagnosis of
infective endocarditis.3,4 The critical role of intraoperative TEE
duringcardiac surgery is alsowell knownand is thus included inboth
the American and European valvular heart disease guidelines.5,6

Intraoperative TEE is particularly useful because IE is a
dynamic disease that can change rapidly. Vegetations may change
in size, extend outside the valve tissue, cause formation of
abscesses, and extend onto other valves.7 The severity of valvular
regurgitation may also worsen quickly. In addition to confirming
the amount of valvular regurgitation, it is important to evaluate
the size of the vegetations, valvular prolapse, whether the IE
involvement is commissural or noncommisural, and whether there
is rupture of chordae, leaflet perforation, leaflet abscess, and annu-
lar abscess. The intraoperative TEE thus allows for a final evalua-
tion of the extent of endocarditis.

Intraoperative TEE is also instrumental in determining the
reparability of a valve. Studies have demonstrated that intraopera-
tive TEE not only can determine whether a valve is reparable but
can often change the initial operative plan.8,10,11 In one study
intraoperative TEE changed the operative plan in 11% of patients
undergoing surgery for IE. Intraoperative TEE can also identify
issues that were causing prolonged cardiopulmonary bypass wean
and de-airing times.10 Prosthetic-valve endocarditis poses its own
unique challenges. Mechanical-valve endocarditis usually involves
perivalvular abscess, dehiscence, and fistula formation, whereas
bioprosthetic valves more frequently have leaflet involvement
leading to perforations.12 The following case highlights some of
the challenges in performing an intraoperative TEE in a patient
with a prosthetic aortic valve. Figure 137.1 and Video 137.1, A,
demonstrate a representative intraoperative TEE view at the mid-
esophageal level of a patient with bioprosthetic-valve endocarditis.
In this figure, one can visualize the echo density on the posterior
aortic annulus, which is consistent with a perivalvular abscess.
Also, in the short-axis image of the aortic annulus, one can appre-
ciate that there is a mobile echo density that is not usually part of a
normal prosthetic valve. One should also carefully assess all the
other valves, including the mitral valve and the aortomitral curtain,
to ensure that there are no vegetations or extension of the abscess
cavity. Because of shadowing from the prosthetic valve, it may
sometimes be difficult to discern the size of the valvular vegetation,
and occasionally three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography
becomes crucial. Figure 137.1 and Video 137.1, B, demonstrate
3D echocardiography of the mobile vegetation of the prosthetic
valve. The size of the vegetation was not completely visualized
in A because of shadowing from the prosthetic valve. Prosthetic-
valve shadowing can also sometimes hinder the visualization of
the anterior aspect of the annulus in midesophageal views. Figure
137.1 and Video 137.1, C, demonstrate that to circumvent this
problem, gastric views were used to visualize the anterior aspect
of the aortic annulus. In this case, one can again appreciate that
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Figure 137.1. A, Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography at the midesophageal level demonstrates a perivalvular abscess posterior to the
aortic valve (red asterisk). B, Three-dimensional echocardiographic image of the valvular vegetation. C, The perivalvular abscess as seen from
the gastric views. This view shows that the abscess is also present on the anterior aspect of the annulus. D, Mild aortic regurgitation is present.
(See accompanying Video 137.1, A-D.)
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Figure 137.2. A, Vegetation seen during surgery (asterisk). B, Corresponding three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic image.
C, Destruction of the sewing ring of the bioprosthesis due to perivalvular abscess.
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an echodense structure is present anterior to the aortic annulus.
In fact, this patient—based on these and other views—had a
circumferential aortic perivalvular abscess. Figure 137.1 and Video
137.1, D, demonstrate that this patient only had mild aortic
regurgitation despite having endocarditis.
Figure 137.2 demonstrates the operative findings in the patient
just described. Figure 137.2, A, demonstrates the valvular vegeta-
tion that was seen on intraoperative TEE, and Figure 137.2, B, dem-
onstrates the destruction of the sewing ring from the perivalvular
abscess.
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CONCLUSION
Intraoperative TEE plays a crucial role in the operative manage-
ment of patients with infective endocarditis. A careful and metic-
ulous exam may drastically change patient outcomes. Because
infective endocarditis is a dynamic disease, intraoperative TEE
may reveal pathology that might not have been present on the
patient’s initial exam. Thus it is crucial for clinicians and echocar-
diographers to become well versed in intraoperative TEE, espe-
cially in cases of infective endocarditis, because it requires a
high level of expertise.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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138 Limitations and Technical Considerations
Rebecca T. Hahn, MD
Multiple guidelines recommend echocardiography as the imaging
modality of choice in the diagnosis and management of patients with
endocarditis.1–4 The diagnostic limitations of transthoracic (TTE)
and transesophageal (TEE) echocardiography depend on a number
of factors: the specific abnormality associated with endocarditis
(i.e., vegetations, valvular dysfunction, or perivalvular extension);
the presence of native versus prosthetic valve involvement; and the
patient group being examined (i.e., high vs. low clinical suspicion).

There is a hierarchy with respect to sensitivity and specificity of
the transthoracic (TTE) and transesophageal (TEE) methods in
identifying the three major findings in endocarditis: vegetations,
valvular dysfunction, and perivalvular extension. Depending on
the patient population studied, the sensitivity of TTE for detection
of vegetations has generally been reported as between 40% and
80% (Table 138.1).5–20 A false-negative TTE can occur in a num-
ber of situations. Poor image quality in the setting of poor acoustic
window (i.e., body habitus, intubated patient, chronic lung disease)
or incomplete visualization of the entire native or prosthetic valve
apparatus (e.g., acoustic shadowing due to calcification or pros-
thetic material) may significantly affect the diagnostic accuracy
of TTE.14 The size of the vegetation affects the sensitivity of imag-
ing. By TTE, only 25% of vegetations smaller than 5 mm10 and
70% of those between 6 and 10 mm are identified (Fig. 138.1).5

A false-positive TTE may also occur in the setting of preexisting
or nonvegetant valvular lesions (Box 138.1). The sensitivity of
the equipment is another factor that may influence the diagnostic
accuracy of TTE for endocarditis. Studies have shown that the
use of harmonic imaging may improve the sensitivity of TTE imag-
ing of both vegetations and perivalvular abscess compared with
fundamental imaging.13,21 However, despite these advances in
TTE imaging, some studies continue to show limited sensitivity
for the detection of endocarditis,12,15 whereas others suggest signif-
icantly higher sensitivities in the setting of high-quality imag-
ing.13,14 The advantages of near-field TEE windows and use of
higher frequency multiplanar probes results in a significantly
higher sensitivity for detection of vegetations and perivalvular
extension (see Table 138.1). Bordejo and colleagues suggest that
the use of three-dimensional technology may further improve the
detection of vegetations.22

Periannular extension of the infectious process places patients at
significantly higher risk for adverse outcomes.16,17,23,24 Graupner
and colleagues studied 211 patients with left-sided endocarditis
and found aortic infection, prosthetic endocarditis, new atrioven-
tricular block, and coagulase-negative staphylococci were indepen-
dent risk factors for periannular complications.17 The International
Collaboration on Endocarditis Merged Database (ICE-MD)
reported on 311 patients with aortic-valve endocarditis, 22% with
periannular abscess, and found this complication was more likely
with congenital heart disease and prosthetic valves.24 Both these
clinical characteristics make the diagnosis by TTE particularly
problematic. Valve abscesses are rarely detected by TTE (see
Table 138.1).16,18–20 The specificity and positive predictive value
of TEE in the diagnosis of perivalvular extension such as abscess,
aneurysm, or fistula formation is on the other hand, high. Hill and
associates20 showed that the majority of missed abscesses were
localized to the posterior mitral valve annulus, frequently around
the posterior annular calcification. In those patients in whom the
diagnosis of abscess was missed on TEE, there was a significant
delay in surgery but no significant effect on mortality.

The sensitivity for diagnosing endocarditis in prosthetic valves
strongly favors TEE as the imaging modality of choice. Similar to
native valve endocarditis, the evaluation includes an assessment of
valvular function and the presence of vegetations or perivalvular
extension. As per the American Society of Echocardiography rec-
ommendations,25 a comprehensive assessment of prosthetic valve
function requires clinical information about the implanted valve
as well as valve-specific imaging and Doppler assessment. In mul-
tiple studies of prosthetic endocarditis (Table 138.2), TEE has
shown an 86% to 94% sensitivity and 88% to 100% specificity
for vegetation diagnosis, whereas TTE sensitivity was only 28%
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TABLE 138.1 Sensitivity and Specificity of Transthoracic (TTE) and Transesophageal (TEE) Echocardiography in the Diagnosis of Valvular Vegetations
in Native Valve Endocarditis

DETECTION OF NATIVE VALVE VEGETATIONS BY TTE AND TEE

Study N Valve

TTE TEE

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

Erbel (1988)5 96 63% 98 100% 98%
Shively (1991)6 66 44% 98% 94% 100%
Pedersen (1991)7 24 50% 100%
Birmingham (1992)8 61 Aortic 25% 88%

Mitral 50% 100%
Sochowski (1993)9 105 91%
Shapiro (1994)10 64 60% 91% 87% 91%
De Castro (1997)11 57 80% 95%
Reynolds (2003)12 50 All 55% NA (TEE as standard)

AV 50%
MV 62%

Jassal (2007)13 36 84% 88% NA (TEE as standard)
Casella (2009)14 75 All 87% 86% NA (TEE as standard)

AV 71%
MV 87%

Kini (2010)15 511 45% 79% NA (TEE as standard)
Range 25%-87% 79%-98% 87%-100% 91%-100%

DETECTION OF NATIVE VALVE PERIVALVULAR EXTENSION (I.E., ABSCESS) BY TTE AND TEE

Daniel (1991)18 118 28% 99% 87% 95%
Leung (1994)19 34 Aortic 36% 100%
Choussat (1999)16 233 36% 80%
Graupner (2002)17 211 80% 92%
Hill (2007)20 115 Surgery 26 PVE NA NA 48%
Range 28%-36% 99% 80%-100% 95%

AV, Aortic valve; MV, mitral valve; NA, not applicable; PVE, prosthetic valve endocarditis.

A B

Figure 138.1. Echocardiographic imaging of a large vegetation.A, Transthoracic apical two-chamber viewwith awell-imaged, large vegetation (yellow
outline). B, Transesophageal four-chamber view of the same large vegetation prolapsing across the mitral annulus in diastole.

Box 138.1 Differential Diagnosis of Vegetations

Degenerative or myxomatous valve disease
Systemic lupus (inflammatory Libman-Sacks lesions)
Rheumatoid disease
Primary antiphospholipid syndrome

Valvular thrombus
Advanced malignancy (marantic endocarditis)
Chordal rupture
Small intracardiac tumors (e.g., fibroelastomas)
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TABLE 138.2 Sensitivity and Specificity of Transthoracic (TTE) and Transesophageal (TEE) Echocardiography in the Diagnosis of Prosthetic Valve
Endocarditis

DETECTION OF PROSTHETIC VALVE ENDOCARDITIS BY TEE

Study N Criteria Valve Type

TTE TEE

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

Vegetation

Shively (1991)6 61 Clinical or pathologic 3 PVE 44% 98% 94% 100%
Daniel (1993)26 126 Surgery or autopsy Bioprosthetic (n¼101) 65% 78% 87% 91%

Mechanical (n¼23) 22% 48% 83% 87%
Total 57% 63% 86% 88%

Kini (2010)15 114/511 TEE NA 64% NA NA
Range 22%-65% 48%-98% 83%-94% 87%-100%

Periannular Extension Detection

Daniel (1991)18 46/118 Surgery or autopsy 12 PVE 28% 99% 87% 95%
Zabalgoitia (1993)36 44 Bio 25% 100%
Choussat (1999)16 233 Surgery (in 91%) 77 PVE 36% NA 80% NA
Hill (2007)20 44/115 Surgery 26 PVE NA NA 48% 99%
Range 28%-36% 99% 48%-87% 95%-99%

NA, Not applicable; PVE, prosthetic valve endocarditis.

TABLE 138.3 Utility of Transthoracic (TTE) Versus Transesophageal (TEE) Echocardiography for Mitral and Aortic Prosthetic Valve Evaluation

Mitral Prosthetic Valve Aortic Prosthetic Valve

TEE superior to TTE Mitral regurgitation assessment
Structural valve failure
Thrombus/pannus
Vegetations, perivalvular extension

Posterior perivalvular extension

TEE equal to TTE Mitral valve gradient/area by Doppler Aortic regurgitation assessment
Structural valve failure

TTE superior to TEE Left ventricular function and subvalvular apparatus Anterior perivalvular extension�
aortic valve gradient/area by Doppler
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to 69%.*Because TTE is often limited in assessing prosthetic valve
endocarditis and its complications, TEE is recommended for
patients with prosthetic valves, rated at least “possible IE” by clin-
ical criteria, or complicated IE (e.g., paravalvular abscess).2 Pros-
thetic material causes numerous ultrasound artifacts, including
acoustic shadowing, reverberation, refraction, and mirror artifacts.
For TTE or TEE, thrombus and pannus as well as suture material
and fibrin strands may be mistaken for an infectious process.27

Mitral and aortic prostheses present different challenges to echo-
cardiographic imaging (Table 138.3). For the mitral prosthesis, dia-
stolic flow into the left ventricle and the flow on the left ventricular
side of the prosthesis can be accurately assessed; however, the left
atrium (LA) is far-field in every TTE view making color Doppler
imaging of mitral prosthetic regurgitation difficult. The imaging
window for TEE is ideal for visualizing the LA and pulmonary
veins and the left atrial side of the prosthesis while Doppler inter-
rogation of these same structures can also be optimized. For the
aortic-valve prosthesis (Fig. 138.2), the anterior sewing ring and
anterior portions of the medial or lateral sewing ring can be well
imaged by TTE, and the opposite is true for TEE (improved imag-
ing of the posterior sewing ring). In addition, multiple transgastric
views may be required for accurate Doppler assessment of func-
tion.28 Thus, for mitral and aortic prostheses, both TTE and TEE
may be required for accurate assessment of function.

The specificity of TTE and TEE also depends largely on the
patient group and clinical suspicion of disease. In patients with high
clinical suspicion of disease, the specificity and the predictive value
of vegetations are high, whereas in patients with low clinical
*References 6, 15, 16, 18, 20, 26.
suspicion, especially patients with high prevalence of degenerative
changes, the specificity and positive predictive value of echocardi-
ography are much lower.29 Lindner and colleagues found that the
presence of vegetations by either TTE or TEE increased with
increasing likelihood of disease. In patients with a low clinical sus-
picion of disease, TTE and TEE classified 82% to 85% as low like-
lihood of disease, whereas in patients with a high clinical suspicion
of disease, both modalities could definitely place patients into
either high or low likelihood of disease. Patients with an interme-
diate probability of disease, however, had the greatest discordance
between TTE and TEE. In fact, a negative TTE can be predicted by
the clinical suspicion of the disease. Greaves and co-workers
showed that the absence of five prespecified clinical characteristics
(embolic event, central venous access, injected drug use, prosthetic
valve, and positive blood culture) indicated a zero probability that
TTE would show evidence of endocarditis.30 Numerous other stud-
ies have confirmed the high negative predictive value of TTE.31,32

Current Appropriate Use Criteria guidelines for echocardiography
that incorporate clinical suspicion of disease are summarized in
Table 138.4.33 The sensitivity and specificity of TTE and TEE
may also be affected by the location of the vegetation. Although
some have suggested high agreement between modalities for all
valves,29 others suggest that in right-sided endocarditis in intrave-
nous drug users, TEE may have higher sensitivity for pulmonic
valve34 as well as pacemaker-lead vegetations.35

In summary, the diagnostic limitations of TTE and TEE in endo-
carditis depend on a number of factors: the specific abnormality
associated with endocarditis (e.g., vegetations, valvular dysfunc-
tion, or perivalvular extension); the presence of native versus pros-
thetic valve involvement; and the patient group being examined
(i.e., high vs. low clinical suspicion).
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Figure 138.2. Echocardiographic imaging of prosthetic valve endocarditis. Transthoracic imaging (A and B) of a stentless aortic valve bioprosthesis
can adequately diagnose an anterior abscess cavity (yellow arrows) from parasternal long-axis (A) and short-axis (B) views. Transesophageal imaging
(C andD) of a stented aortic bioprosthesis images the posterior periannular abscess (yellow arrows); however, significant acoustic shadowing (C, blue
arrows) prevents imaging of the anterior annulus. D shows color Doppler flow (red arrow) into the abscess cavity consistent with a fistula and
pseudoaneurysm.

TABLE 138.4 Appropriate Use of Echocardiography in Endocarditis

Appropriate Indication Score Inappropriate Indication Score

Initial evaluation of suspected infective endocarditis with positive
blood cultures or a new murmur

9 Transient fever without evidence of bacteremia or a new murmur 2

Reevaluation of infective endocarditis at high risk for progressionor
complication or with a change in clinical status or cardiac exam

9 Transient bacteremia with a pathogen not typically associated with
infective endocarditis and/or a documented nonendovascular
source of infection

3

To diagnose infective endocarditis with a moderate or high
pretest probability (e.g., staph bacteremia, fungemia,
prosthetic heart valve, or intracardiac device)

9 Routine surveillance of uncomplicated infective endocarditis when
no change in management is contemplated

2

To diagnose infective endocarditis with a low pretest probability
(e.g., transient fever, known alternative source of infection, or
negative blood cultures/atypical pathogen for endocarditis)

3

Modified from Douglas PS, Garcia MJ, Haines DE, et al. ACCF/ASE/AHA/ASNC/HFSA/HRS/SCAI/SCCM/SCCT/SCMR 2011 appropriate use criteria for
echocardiography. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2011;24:229-267.
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139 Introduction to Pericardial Diseases
Itzhak Kronzon, MD
Hippocrates (c. 460-370 BC) described the normal pericardium as
follows: “The pericardium is a smoothmantle surrounding the heart
and containing a small amount of fluid resembling urine.”1 That
description is fairly close to our understanding of the normal
pericardium.

The normal pericardial sac consists of an outer layer, the fibrous
pericardium, which is a few millimeters thick, and an inner layer,
the serous pericardium, which lines the pericardial cavity. The nor-
mal serous pericardium is thin, usually just few layers of cells. The
serous pericardium can be divided into the visceral pericardium
(epicardium), which lines the heart, and the parietal pericardium,
lining the fibrous pericardium. Normally, the pericardial cavity is
mostly physiologic and contains up to 50 mL of pericardial fluid
in the adult.

The pericardium has a role in maintaining the heart in place
within the thorax, avoiding shift to the left. It also lubricates the
heart to avoid frictionwith surrounding organs.2 It may provide pro-
tection from the spreading of extracardiac infection to the heart. It
prevents acute dilatation of chambers and may also prevent hyper-
trophy under conditions of strenuous exercise. The pericardium is
also responsible for ventricular interdependence, which normally
exists to some degree and becomes exaggerated in conditions such
as cardiac tamponade and constrictive pericarditis. The intact peri-
cardium is also responsible for the drop in intrapericardial pressure
during ventricular systole, which leads to better atrial filling.3

However, the pericardium is not essential to health, functional
capacity, or longevity. Patients with congenital or acquired absence
of the pericardium can have normal hemodynamics and are usually
asymptomatic.

The role of the pericardium in clinical disorders was amazingly
well recognized and defined by Richard Lower (1631-1691), whose
concepts of the pathophysiology of cardiac tamponade are almost
identical to the way we describe them today: “So it happens when
the covering of the heart is filled with effusion, and the walls are
compressed with water on every side, so they cannot dilate to
receive the blood.”4,5
T
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Lower’s description of constrictive pericarditis was also quite
astute: “When such (pericardial fluid) is lacking (the pericardium)
adheres closely to the heart. . . it is inevitable that the motion (of the
pericardium) is combined and united with it (the heart). . . this must
be regarded as a great impediment and inconvenience.”

As with many other structures, patients and physicians were
aware of the pericardium only when it became diseased. The range
of pericardial symptoms is wide, from pleuritic chest pain due to
stretching of the inflamed pericardium by cardiac chamber dilation
during inspiration, to limitation of diastolic filling that results in
elevation of diastolic intracardiac pressure, heart failure, and even
death in situations such as cardiac tamponade and constrictive peri-
carditis. Pericardial abnormalities may be observed and diagnosed
by professionals in many medical fields and subspecialties. This
includes allergists, immunologists, endocrinologists, oncologists,
nephrologists, infectologists, chest and heart surgeons, trauma
experts, emergency room staff, radiologists, and cardiologists.

Early diagnosis may be crucial and is sometimes lifesaving;
however, it may also be challenging and difficult. The history
and physical examination are important. Both may frequently sug-
gest the diagnosis but almost always require confirmation by fur-
ther testing and imaging. Occasionally, the differential diagnosis
demands additional workup.

In the past, accurate diagnosis of many pericardial disorders
required invasive procedures. The presence of pericardial effusion
was established by intravenous injection of carbon dioxide, which
demonstrated the gap between the cardiac silhouette and the radio-
lucent right heart cavity, or by contrast angiography. The diagnosis
of cardiac tamponade or constrictive pericarditis could be estab-
lished only by cardiac catheterization.

In a groundbreaking publication, Feigenbaum and colleagues6,7

reported the ability to use ultrasound to demonstrate the echo-free
space between the immobile pericardium and the moving left ven-
tricular posterior wall, and to diagnose pericardial effusion
(Fig. 139.1). The term “echocardiography” was later coined by
BB

PAW PW

tic of pericardial effusion. Pericardial effusion is clearly visualized between
en the anterior pericardium and the anterior wall of the heart (AW). (From
of pericardial effusion. Ann Intern Med 1966;65:443-452.)
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TABLE 139.1 Comparison of Multimodality Imaging Modalities in the Evaluation of Pericardial Diseases

Echocardiography Cardiac CT CMR

Main indications/
advantages

□ First-line diagnostic imaging
test in the evaluation and
follow-up of pericardial
disease

□ Widely available
□ Low cost
□ Safe
□ Can be performed bedside

or in hemodynamically
unstable patients

□ Portable
□ High frame rate
□ Can be performed with

respirometer

□ Second-line for better anatomical
description

□ Evaluation of associated extracardiac
disease

□ Preoperative planning
□ Evaluation of pericardial calcification

□ Second-line for better anatomical
description

□ Superior tissue characterization

Main limitations/
disadvantages

□ Limited windows, narrow
field of view

□ Technically limited in case of
obesity or COPD, or after
surgery

□ Operator dependent
□ Low signal-to-noise ratio of

the pericardium
□ Limited tissue

characterization

□ Use of ionizing radiation
□ Use of iodinated contrast
□ Functional evaluation possible only with

retrospective gated studies (higher
radiation dose, suboptimal temporal
resolution)

□ Difficulties in case of tachycardia or
unstable heart rhythm (particularly for
prospective gated studies)

□ Need for breath-hold
□ Hemodynamically stable patients only

□ Time consuming, high cost
□ Preferably stable heart rhythms
□ Contraindicated in case of pacemaker

or ICDs
□ Lung tissue less well visualized
□ Calcifications less well visualized
□ Use of gadolinium contrast

contraindicated in cases of advanced
renal dysfunction (glomerular filtration
rate < 30mL/min)

□ Use of some breath-hold sequences
□ Hemodynamically stable patients only

CMR, Cardiac magnetic resonance; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CT, computed tomography; ICD, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator.
From Klein AL, Abbara S, Agler DA, et al. American Society of Echocardiography clinical recommendations for multimodality cardiovascular imaging of

patients with pericardial disease. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2013;26:965-1012; and Verhaert D, Gabriel RS, Johnston D, et al. The role of multimodality
imaging in the management of pericardial diseases. Circ Cardiovasc Imaging 2010;3:333-343.

TABLE 139.2 Protocols and Findings for the Multimodality Imaging Modalities in the Evaluation of Pericardial Diseases

Echocardiography
Prospective or Retrospective,
ECG-Gated Multidetector CT CMR

2-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY AXIAL IMAGING BRIGHT BLOOD SINGLE-SHOT SSFP AND BLACK

BLOOD AXIAL STACKS (HALF FOURIER SSTSE,
ECG-GATED)

□ Effusion (size, location, echogenic vs. serous,
suitability for pericardiocentesis)

□ Pericardial thickness (particularly TEE)
□ Collapse of right-sided chambers (duration of

diastole and relation with respiration)
□ Early diastolic septal bounce, respiratory shift of

the ventricular septum
□ IVC plethora
□ Pleural effusion/ascites
□ RA tethering (best seen by TEE)
□ Stasis of agitated saline contrast in RA (sluggish

flow)

□ Pericardial thickening, calcification
□ Localization and characterization of

pericardial effusions, cysts, or masses
□ Evaluation of lungs (pleural effusion,

postradiation fibrosis, malignancy) and liver
(cirrhosis, ascites)

□ Proximity of bypass grafts and/or other vital
structures to the sternum (preoperative
planning)

□ Presence of pleural effusion, ascites,
distension of the IVC, assessment of
pericardial thickening

DOPPLER—SIMULTANEOUS RESPIROMETRY* MULTIPLANAR RECONSTRUCTION BLACK BLOOD IMAGES

□ Restrictive mitral inflow pattern
□ Reciprocal respiratory changes of mitral (and

tricuspid) inflow
□ Reciprocal respiratory changes of diastolic

forward flow velocity and end-diastolic flow
reversal in hepatic veins

□ Tissue-Doppler velocities of mitral annulus, color
Doppler M-mode of mitral inflow

□ 2D strain of longitudinal and circumferential
deformation

□ Chamber dimensions (RA enlargement,
conical ventricular deformity)

□ Assess coronary patency

(T1+T2-weighted fast spin echo) Optional:
T2-weighted STIR (edema weighted) fast
spin echo
□ Tissue characterization, measurement

of pericardial thickness
□ Assessment of pericardial inflammation

and masses (STIR sequence)

M-MODE VOLUME RENDERED IMAGING TAGGED CINE IMAGES

□ Flattening of the posterior wall during diastole
□ Respiratory variation of ventricular size

□ Extent and distribution of pericardial
calcification

(T1-weighted gradient echo)
□ Epicardial/pericardial tethering
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TABLE 139.2 Protocols and Findings for the Multimodality Imaging Modalities in the Evaluation of Pericardial Diseases—cont'd

Echocardiography
Prospective or Retrospective,
ECG-Gated Multidetector CT CMR

CINE IMAGING (RETROSPECTIVE GATED

STUDY ONLY)
BRIGHT BLOOD CINE IMAGES

(SSFP)
□ Functional evaluation (septal bounce,

pericardial tethering)
□ Atrial/ventricular size and function
□ Diastolic restraint
□ Conical deformity of the ventricles
□ Myocardial tethering
□ Diastolic septal bounce
□ Pericardial thickening and/or effusion

LATE GADOLINIUM ENHANCEMENT IMAGES

(PHASE-SENSITIVE INVERSION RECOVERY

SEQUENCE)
□ Detection of pericardial inflammation

REAL-TIME GRADIENT ECHO CINE IMAGE

□ Monitor respiratory variation of ventricular
septal motion

2D, Two-dimensional; CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CT, computed tomography; ECG,
electrocardiogram; ICD, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator; IVC, inferior vena cava; RA, right atrium; SSFP, steady-state free precession; STIR, short T1
inversion recovery; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography.

*Echo Doppler measurements should be repeated in the sitting position (reducing preload) in case of nondiagnostic findings and suspicion for constriction.
Adapted from Klein AL, Abbara S, Agler DA, et al. American Society of Echocardiography clinical recommendations for multimodality cardiovascular imaging

of patients with pericardial disease. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2013;26:965-1012; and Verhaert D, Gabriel RS, Johnston D, et al. The role of multimodality
imaging in the management of pericardial diseases. Circ Cardiovasc Imaging 2010;3:333-343.
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Feigenbaum.8 This seminal work led to the clinical use of echocar-
diography in the United States, and later elsewhere.

Over the next five decades, echocardiography made great prog-
ress, and it now includes two-dimensional and three-dimensional
imaging, transesophageal echocardiography, spectral and color
Doppler, tissue Doppler, and speckle tracking. Each of these ultra-
sound modalities improves the ability to accurately and noninva-
sively diagnose the entire spectrum of pericardial disorders.
Although for most conditions echocardiography alone is sufficient
for diagnosis and initiation of treatment, other modern imaging
modalities are sometimes needed to further refine the diagnosis
and better initiate and tailor the treatment. These imaging modali-
ties include cardiac computed tomography and cardiac magnetic
resonance. Each of these can be useful in the evaluation of the struc-
tures, hemodynamics, and functional abnormalities of pericardial
disease.

Table 139.1 describes and compares the strength and weakness
of each of those modalities. Table 139.2 summarizes protocols and
findings for the multimodality imaging modalities in the evaluation
of pericardial diseases.
Invasive hemodynamic studies may still be needed to
further assess clinical issues not resolved by the noninvasive arma-
mentarium. The chapters in this section concentrate mainly on the
echocardiographic findings of common and not-so-common peri-
cardial disorders.
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140 Normal Pericardial Anatomy
Steven Giovannone, MD, Robert Donnino, MD, Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD
The pericardium is a membranous sac that envelops almost the entire
heart (with the exception of the region of the left atrium around the
pulmonary venous ostia) as well as the origins of the great cardiac
vessels (the ascending aorta, the main pulmonary artery, and the
venae cavae). The term “pericardium” is a Latinized version of
the Greek word περικάρδιον, which literally means “that which is
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around the heart.” As an anatomic term, the word has been used at
least since the time of the Greco-Roman physician Galen; for
instance, in around AD 160 he used it in describing stab wounds
of gladiators resulting in pericardial effusions.1 In English, the word
“pericardium” first appears in print around 1425 in a Middle English
translation ofChirurgiaMagna, a surgical treatisewritten in Latin by
the French physician Guy de Chauliac (c. 1300-1368).2

PHYLOGENY AND EMBRYOLOGY
The pericardium envelops the heart of all vertebrates including
fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. As such a phylo-
genetically ancient structure, it forms very early during embryolo-
gic development in humans (starting at around 5 weeks’ gestation)
by the division of the coelom—the original visceral cavity—into
pericardial, pleural, and peritoneal spaces. Through incompletely
understood mechanisms, embryologic mishaps may result in con-
genitally absent pericardium or pericardial cysts.

BASIC ANATOMY
The normal pericardium (Fig. 140.1) consists of a double-layered
sac: an outer fibrous envelope (fibrous pericardium) and an inner
serous sac (serous pericardium). The serous pericardium can be
divided into an outer (parietal) and an inner (visceral) layer. The
parietal layer normally fuses with the fibrous pericardium to create
an inseparable outer layer of the pericardium. The fibrous pericar-
dium is contiguous with the adventitia of the great arteries.

The visceral layer of the serious pericardium is synonymous
with the epicardium.3 Between these two layers there is a virtual
space that contains a very small amount of clear serous fluid, as dis-
cussed later.4

The pericardium spans the space between the third and the sev-
enth rib. Strong superior and inferior sternopericardial ligaments
A

Figure 140.1. Gross anatomy of normal human pericardium.A, Anterior view
the diaphragm is seen at the base. Abundant epipericardial fat is conspicuous
invests the lateral portion of fibrous pericardium. The anterior reflections of th
between the arrowheads corresponds to the attachment of the pericardium t
is seen merging with the superior vena cava. The arterial branches of the aorti
pericardial sac has been removed to show the heart and great vessels in anat
arteries are intrapericardial. At that point, there is fusion of the adventitia of th
Agler DA, et al. American Society of Echocardiography clinical recommendat
disease. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2013;26(9):965-1012.e15.)
anchor the pericardial sac to the posterior aspect of the sternum.
In addition, loose fibrous tissue binds the pericardium to the dia-
phragm and surrounding thoracic structures, including pleurae.
The right and left phrenic nerves travel in this loose tissue between
the fibrous pericardium and the pleurae. The arterial supply to the
pericardium is provided by the branches of the internal mammary
arteries (especially the pericardiophrenic artery) and the descend-
ing thoracic aorta. The pericardiophrenic vein, ultimately draining
into the brachiocephalic vein, provides the principal venous drain-
age of the pericardium. The nerves of the pericardium are derived
from the sympathetic trunks as well as the vagus and phrenic
nerves.

PERICARDIAL THICKNESS
Normal pericardial wall thickness is approximately 1 to 2 mm. It is
important to emphasize that transthoracic echocardiography (TTE)
does not delineate the pericardial wall boundaries well enough, and
therefore TTE is not recommended for measurements of pericardial
thickness by either the American Society of Echocardiography5 or
the European Society of Cardiology6 guidelines on proper use of
echocardiography in pericardial disorders. In contrast, pericardial
thickness can be obtained by transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE).7 TEE measurements approach the gold standard of com-
puted tomography (CT) and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR)
imaging (Fig. 140.2). Increased pericardial thickness due to fibrosis
and calcification is the hallmark of constrictive pericarditis.

PERICARDIAL FLUID
Under physiologic conditions, there is only a very small amount of
clear straw-colored pericardial fluid (typically <50 mL) represent-
ing an ultrafiltrate of plasma. On echocardiography, the separation
between parietal and visceral layers of the serous pericardium
B

of the intact parietal pericardial sac. The attachment of the fibrous sac to
ly present at the pericardium-diaphragm junction. The mediastinal pleura
e mediastinal pleura are indicated by the white arrowheads. The space
o the posterior surface of the sternum. Superiorly, the left innominate vein
c arch are just dorsal to the innominate vein.B, The anterior portion of the
omic position. It distinctly shows how the proximal segments of the great
e great vessels with the fibrous pericardium. (From Klein AL, Abbara S,
ions for multimodality cardiovascular imaging of patients with pericardial
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Figure 140.2. Imaging of pericardial thickness and calcifications. A, Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE): Although the pericardium can be visu-
alized by TTE (arrows), the exact thickness of the pericardium cannot be accurately measured by this means. B, Cardiac magnetic resonance dem-
onstrates thickened pericardium (arrow) adjacent to the right heart on a T2-weighted spin echo axial image—this is the sequence that often shows the
thickening the best. C and D, Computed tomography (CT). C, Chest CT without contrast enhancement. Axial slice demonstrates thickened pericar-
dium, most prominent anteriorly (arrows). D, Intravenous contrast–enhanced CT of the chest. Axial image shows areas of focal thickening with cal-
cification in the pericardium (arrows). AV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
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either is imperceptible or is seen only during ventricular systole as a
slitlike echolucent area between the two pericardial layers. This
small amount of fluid has multiple physiologic roles: It diminishes
friction between the two pericardial layers; by being an incom-
pressible fluid, it protects the heart from minor injuries; and it pro-
vides a source of vasoactive substances that may regulate the
function of the heart and the coronary arteries.8
INTRAPERICARDIAL PRESSURE
The intrapericardial pressure (P) is a product of the intrapericardial
fluid volume (V) and the pericardial stiffness (ΔP/ΔV):

P¼V∗
ΔP
ΔV

Pericardial stiffness, an inverse of pericardial compliance, is the
slope of the intrapericardial pressure-volume curve. Because a nor-
mal pericardium is not an impediment for transmission of intratho-
racic pressure changes into the pericardial space during physiologic
respiration and because the physiologic amount of pericardial fluid
is small, a normal intrapericardial pressure is close to 0 mm Hg or
even negative (subatmospheric).

Under pathologic conditions, the intrapericardial pressure may
rise either because of an increase in the amount of pericardial fluid
(as with pericardial effusion) or because of pronounced pericardial
stiffness (as in rapidly accumulating pericardial effusion or with
effusive-constrictive pericarditis). The pericardial pressure-volume
relationship is nonlinear; initially the slope is flat but subsequently
becomes very steep. This nonlinear relationship explains why
increases in the size of pericardial effusion initially may only mod-
estly elevate intrapericardial pressures when the slope is flat. How-
ever, once the steep portion of the curve is reached, even a small
additional increase in the size of pericardial effusion leads to
marked increases in intrapericardial pressure (Fig. 140.3, A).

When the intrapericardial pressure exceeds the pressure in any
of the cardiac chambers during at least part of the cardiac cycle,
tamponade physiology develops. Conversely, even removal of a
relatively small amount of pericardial effusion may rapidly relieve
signs and symptoms of tamponade. With slowly accumulating peri-
cardial effusions, pericardial stiffness gradually falls, and thus the
intrapericardial pressure remains near normal for longer periods of
time when compared with acute pericardial effusions. Mathemati-
cally, this corresponds to a shift of the pressure-volume relationship
to the right (see Fig. 140.3, B).
INTRAPERICARDIAL VERSUS EXTRAPERICARDIAL
HEART STRUCTURES
To fully understand pericardial physiology and pathology, it is
important to recognize which heart structures lie within and which
lie outside the pericardial sac. As noted earlier, the proximal por-
tions of the great arteries (the ascending aorta and the main pulmo-
nary artery) are located within the pericardial sac, whereas the
superior portion of the left atrium and the ostia of the pulmonary
veins are outside of the pericardial sac. Therefore dissections or
other injuries of proximal portions of the great arteries may result
in the development of a pericardial effusion.
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Figure 140.3. Pericardial pressure-volume relationship. A, Normal pericardium: pressure-volume relationship of a normal pericardium is nonlinear.
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(ΔP2 �ΔP1) depending on the slope of the pressure-volume relationship. The steeper the slope, the greater the increase in intrapericardial pressure
relative to increases in intrapericardial volume. B, Normal versus remodeled pericardium: the curve on the left demonstrates pressure-volume relation-
ship with acute pericardial effusion in the setting of normal pericardial stiffness. The curve on the right demonstrates pressure relationship with chronic
pericardial effusion; the pericardium remodels to accommodate the slowly accumulating fluid. Note that much greater amounts of pericardial fluid
(V2 vs. V1) are needed to produce the same pericardial pressure (P).
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In contrast, the extrapericardial location of the pulmonary veins
contributes to exaggerated respiratory variations in tamponade and
constrictive pericarditis. Briefly, under physiologic conditions,
during inspiration the intrathoracic pressure drops, which leads
to a drop in both pulmonary vein and intracardiac pressures. The
opposite occurs during expiration. Because intrathoracic pressures
changes affect the pulmonary veins and the left heart almost
equally, the pressure gradient between the pulmonary vein and
the left atrium does not change substantially. Therefore, under
physiologic conditions there is only a minor decrease of left heart
filling during inspiration.

Significant pericardial effusions and constrictive pericarditis
insulate intracardiac chambers from changes in intrathoracic pres-
sures during respiration. Thus, in such pathologic conditions, the
normal inspiratory drop in intrathoracic pressures will lead to a
drop in the pulmonary vein pressure without a concomitant drop
in the left atrial pressure. The resulting decrease in the pressure gra-
dient between the pulmonary vein and the left atrium leads to a
marked drop in the filling of the left heart during inspiration.
The concept of these exaggerated respiratory variations in
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Figure 140.4. Imaging of pericardial fat. A, Transthoracic echocardiogram:
mediastinal fat just outside the pericardial sac. On TTE, pericardial fat (arro
heterogeneous material that moves in concert with the heart. In contrast, per
rather than restricted to the region around the right heart (see accompanying
image in the sagittal projection demonstrates pericardial fat pad (thick arrow
arrow). C, Cardiac magnetic resonance: SSFP (steady-state free precession
(arrow). Epicardial fat (asterisk) is inside the pericardium, and mediastinal fat
descending thoracic aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmona
outflow tract.
tamponade and constrictive pericarditis is further discussed in other
chapters of this book.

PERICARDIAL FAT
A variable amount of fat may be present in and around the pericar-
dial sac; collectively this adipose tissue is referred to as the pericar-
dial fat pad. Intrapericardial fat accumulates preferentially along
the coronary arteries and in the atrioventricular groove; this is
referred to as epicardial fat. Additional fat tissue may also accumu-
late outside the pericardium in the nearby mediastinum, particu-
larly anterior to the right heart; this is referred to as mediastinal
fat. On imaging, the epicardial and mediastinal fat layers should
not be mistaken for a loculated pericardial effusion. Echocardiogra-
phically, pericardial fat is a noncircumferential accumulation of
ultrasonographically heterogeneous material that moves in concert
with the heart. In contrast, pericardial effusions are typically sta-
tionary, echolucent, and circumferential rather than restricted to
the region around the right heart. Pericardial fat can also be well
visualized by cardiac CT or MRI (Fig. 140.4 and Video 140.4, A).
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pericardial fat pad consists of epicardial fat inside the pericardium and
ws) appears as noncircumferential accumulation of ultrasonographically
icardial effusions are typically stationary, echolucent, and circumferential
Video 140.4, A).B, Computed tomography (CT): intravenous contrast CT
) area between the right ventricle (RV) and the fibrous pericardium (thin
) image in axial projection demonstrates fat surrounding the pericardium
(double asterisk) is just outside the pericardium. AV, Aortic valve; DTA,
ry artery; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular
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Figure 140.5. Pericardial extensions. A, Two-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (2D TEE) demonstrates a small effusion in the aortic
recess of the transverse sinus of the pericardium (arrows) (see accompanying Video 140.5, A).B andC, A small effusion in the pulmonic recess of the
pericardium around the left atrial appendage (LAA) is seen on 2D TEE (arrows in B) and 3D TEE (asterisks in C) (see accompanying Videos 140.5, B
andC).Asc Ao, Ascending aorta; LA, left atrium; LIPV, left inferior pulmonary vein; LSPV, left superior pulmonary vein; LV, left ventricle;PA, pulmonary
artery.
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PERICARDIAL EXTENSIONS
The main pericardial sac communicates with several extensions
that are referred to as sinuses and recesses.9 There are two sinuses
(oblique sinus and transverse sinus) and multiple recesses. The two
sinuses do not communicate directly. Occasionally, pericardial effu-
sion may only be present in one or more of these sinuses and recesses
and absent from the main pericardial cavity (Fig. 140.5 and Videos
140.5, A-C). The oblique sinus is a blind pouch or cul-de-sac that
overlies the posterior aspect of left atrium, normally between all four
pulmonary veins, as well as a portion of the right atrium. The trans-
verse sinus is bounded anteriorly by the origins of the great arteries,
inferiorly by the roof of the left atrium, and posteriorly by the superior
vena cava, the atria, and the left atrial appendage.

Extensions of the transverse sinus include the superior aortic
recess (between the ascending aorta and the superior vena cava),
the inferior aortic recess (between the ascending aorta and the right
atrium), and the right and left pulmonic recesses (around the right
and left pulmonary arteries). Pericardial effusions localized in the
transverse sinus and its recesses should not be mistaken for other
pathologies such as type A aortic dissection. The postcaval recess
is an extension of the main pericardial cavity; it lies posterior and to
the right of the superior vena cava.10,11

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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141 Pericarditis
Sonia Jain, MD, MBBS, Sunil V. Mankad, MD
DEFINITION
Pericarditis refers to a symptomatic inflammation of the pericar-
dium and can present as acute, chronic, or recurrent pericarditis.
Myopericarditis implies associated inflammation, often with coin-
ciding tissue necrosis of the myocardium.1 Acute pericarditis (AP)
is the most common manifestation of pericardial disease.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
The incidence and prevalence are difficult to determine because of
the presence of subclinical disease, the variability of the clinical
presentation, lack of uniform diagnostic criteria, and referral bias.
The reported autopsy prevalence is 1.06% in one large series.2
ETIOLOGY
Acute, recurrent, or chronic pericarditis can be encountered in a
myriad of clinical settings. An elegant yet simple etiologic classi-
fication has been described and includes (1) infectious, (2) autoim-
mune, (3) reactive, (4) metabolic, (5) traumatic, and (6) neoplastic.3

The vast majority of cases in Western Europe and North America
are of presumed viral etiology and commonly referred to as “idio-
pathic.” There is a global geographical variation in infectious

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/140863#eid3126185
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/140863#eid3126185
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agents, with tuberculous and human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) pericarditis being more common in low- and middle-income
countries. Pericardial irritation secondary to cardiothoracic sur-
gery, percutaneous device implantations, and endocardial and epi-
cardial catheter-based ablation procedures are also being
increasingly recognized.
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
AP is diagnosed in the presence of at least two of the following
four criteria: (1) pericarditic chest pain, (2) pericardial friction
rub, (3) electrocardiographic (ECG) features, and (4) new or wors-
ening pericardial effusion (PE). The most important aspect of the
diagnostic evaluation is to distinguish pericarditis from other
potentially fatal etiologies such as acute coronary syndromes, pul-
monary thromboembolic disease, and aortic dissection. Published
guidelines outline a useful diagnostic pathway.3,4
CLINICAL FEATURES

Symptoms
Chest pain is the most common presenting symptom. It may be sud-
den or gradual in onset, sharp and akin to pleurisy, and, in many,
agonizingly limiting. The pain characteristically radiates to the tra-
pezius ridge, is aggravated by lying down, and is ameliorated by
sitting and leaning forward. A preceding flulike illness may be
present in viral pericarditis. The development of pericarditic pain
in a post–acute myocardial infarction (MI) patient should flag con-
cern for pericardial irritation from a pseudoaneurysm or contained
myocardial rupture but can also be seen with transmural myocardial
injury.
Signs
A pericardial friction rub is the pathognomonic auscultatory find-
ing. It is described as a harsh, “scratchy” sound that can vary in
intensity and can be heard through part or all the three phases of
atrial systole, atrial diastole, and early ventricular diastole.5
Figure 141.1. Shown are the classic features of acute pericarditis: diffuse c
consistent with epicardial inflammation. The PR segment elevation in aVR and
(black arrows).
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Pericarditis is associated with diagnostic ECG changes secondary
to epicardial inflammatory injury.6 These changes have been
observed to evolve through four stages7,8: (1) widespread,
saddle-shaped ST elevation in most leads (except in aVR) with
upright T waves; (2) diffuse PR segment depression in all leads
except in lead aVR (where the PR segment is elevated); (3) diffuse
T wave inversion; and (4) normalization of changes with return to
baseline ECG. The diffuse, concave ST segment elevation is easily
distinguishable from the regional, convex ST segment elevation in
acute myocardial infarction. Sinus tachycardia is common. Low
voltage should arouse suspicion for pericardial effusion, and elec-
trical alternans is highly specific for cardiac tamponade.9 An exam-
ple of the cardinal ECG features of AP is shown in Figure 141.1.
The ECG changes can be subtle or localized in post-MI, postsurgi-
cal, or postprocedural pericarditis.

CHEST X-RAY
The chest x-ray is typically unrevealing. Occasionally, a large peri-
cardial effusion can result in an enlarged cardiac silhouette. A
small, left-sided pleural effusion may also be seen in the presence
of coexistent pleuritis.

LABS
Inflammatory markers such as an elevated erythrocyte sedimenta-
tion rate (ESR) and/or serum high-sensitivity C-reactive protein
(hs-CRP) are frequently, but not always, present. Persistently ele-
vated hs-CRP can identify patients at higher risk of recurrence and
help guide duration of therapy.10 Elevation of cardiac biomarkers
such as creatine kinase MB (CK-MB) fraction and troponins sug-
gests associated myopericarditis.11,12

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiography (echo) is the primary component of multimod-
ality imaging of suspected pericarditis.3,13 Recently published
ASE guidelines recommend that all patients with AP should
undergo transthoracic echocardiography to assess for a pericardial
effusion and its hemodynamic impact, and for myocardial involve-
ment in suspected myopericarditis.4 The vast majority have
oncave upward S-T (J-point) elevation with S-T depression in lead aVR
depression in lead II may be present in stage 1 or 2 of acute pericarditis



Figure 141.3. Shown is amodified apical two-chamber view once again
demonstrating a pericardial “rind” or thickening of the visceral pericardial
surface secondary to inflammation related to acute pericarditis. This is
best seen adjacent to the lateral wall of the left ventricle (white arrows).
(See accompanying Video 141.3.)
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unremarkable echocardiographic findings. Findings that support
AP include thickened pericardium or a pericardial effusion. The
normal pericardium is a thin echogenic layer that cannot be easily
distinguished from the epicardium. When the pericardium is
inflamed and thickened more than 5 mm, it can appear as a bright
echogenic layer on two-dimensional andM-mode echo. This is best
appreciated in the presence of a pericardial effusion. A thickened
pericardium should also prompt evaluation for constrictive physi-
ology. Pericardial stranding may be seen in hemorrhagic or puru-
lent effusions. When present, pericardial effusions are typically
small and hemodynamically insignificant. However, in the anticoa-
gulated patient, even small effusions can accumulate rapidly and
result in tamponade physiology. Loculated or posterior effusions
are encountered in the setting of cardiac surgery or catheter-based
procedures and must be carefully sought in multiple and modified
imaging windows. Large pericardial effusion and cardiac tampo-
nade are potential risk factors for development of constriction.14

Chamber dilatation with increase in sphericity,15 diffuse or pat-
chy left ventricular dysfunction, decrease in ejection fraction, and
right ventricular involvement should raise suspicion for associated
myocarditis.

Themain advantages of echo are quick bedside accessibility and
its ability to provide both anatomical and physiologic details and
guide therapeutic interventions such as pericardiocentesis. In addi-
tion, important differential diagnoses like coronary ischemia and
aortic pathology can be evaluated.
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Although direct visualization of pericardial inflammation is not
typically possible in AP, the presence of thickening of the visceral
pericardial surface or presence of a pericardial rind may provide
imaging clues to the diagnosis, especially in a patient with chest
pain, typical ECG features, and absent regional wall motion
abnormalities. An example of acute pericardial inflammation man-
ifested as thickening on the visceral pericardial surface is shown in
Figure 141.2 and Video 141.2 and Figure 141.3 and Video 141.3.
Figure 141.2. Shown is an apical four-chamber view demonstrating a
pericardial “rind” or thickening of the visceral pericardial surface second-
ary to inflammation related to acute pericarditis. This is best seen adja-
cent to the lateral wall of the left ventricle (white arrows). (See
accompanying Video 141.2.)

*

Figure 141.4. Shown is a parasternal view in a patient with acute chest
pain secondary to acute pericarditis demonstrating a small-to-moderate
pericardial effusion (asterisk). Note the thickening on the visceral pericar-
dial surface (arrow) and lack of regional wall motion abnormalities in the
short-axis view of the left ventricle. (See accompanying Video 141.4.)
An example of a patient with AP accompanied by a small-moderate
sized pericardial effusion is shown in Figure 141.4 andVideo 141.4.
Chronic, recurrent pericarditis may eventually manifest as thick-
ened and “echo-bright,” or calcified, pericardium (Fig. 141.5).

In limited instances of diagnostic uncertainty due to equivocal
echo findings or complex clinical scenarios, cardiac magnetic res-
onance (CMR) as second-line imaging is recommended.4 CMR can
provide excellent tissue characterization and assess for pericardial
inflammation,16 myocarditis, effusions, constrictive physiology,
and ischemic etiology.17,18
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING
Pericardial effusion and thickened noncalcified pericardium sup-
port the diagnosis.4,18



Figure 141.5. Shown is a parasternal long-axis view in a patient with
recurrent episodes of pericarditis. Note the thickened and “echo-bright”
or calcified pericardium (black arrows).
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TREATMENT
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are an effective
first-line therapy for uncomplicated idiopathic pericarditis. How-
ever, colchicine in combination with NSAIDs has been shown to
hasten symptom resolution and prevent recurrences.19–21 In
patients with renal dysfunction in whom NSAIDs are contraindi-
cated, colchicine may be effective as monotherapy. Aspirin is
the drug of choice in post-MI pericarditis because of the increased
risk of myocardial thinning and rupture with NSAIDs and cortico-
steroids. Corticosteroid therapy may also be associated with an
increased risk of recurrent pericarditis,19 and its use should be
restricted to patients who are intolerant or unresponsive to the fore-
going therapy and in the setting of autoimmune disease and/or ure-
mia.3 In nonidiopathic cases, treatment of the primary inciting
cause should be addressed.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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142 Pericardial Effusion and Cardiac Tamponade
Richard T. Kutnick, MD, Bryan Doherty, MD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
NORMAL ANATOMY OF PERICARDIUM
The pericardium is a two-layered fibroelastic membrane/sac that
surrounds the heart and proximal segments of the aorta, pulmonary
artery, pulmonary veins, and venae cavae. A small physiologic
amount of fluid is present between the outer fibrous parietal layer
and the inner visceral serosal layer. The small volume of normal
pericardial fluid plasma ultrafiltrate is usually estimated in the
10- to 50-mL range1,2 and is felt to come from the visceral pericar-
dium. The pericardial space drains via lymphatics through both the
thoracic duct and the right lymphatic duct. The pericardial space in
normal health is more potential than actual, containing only enough
fluid to allow for smooth sliding of the inner serosal layers over one
another during cardiac motion. However, a wide variety of diseases
affecting the pericardium can lead to an abnormal increase in
pericardial fluid. The increased fluid separates the pericardial
layers, changing the normal potential pericardial space into a
finite-size true pericardial cavity space.
PERICARDIAL EFFUSION
The causes of abnormal collections of pericardial effusion are myr-
iad. The response of the pericardium to almost any kind of injury
involves the transudation/exudation of pericardial fluid. In addi-
tion, any condition either obstructing lymphatic flow or raising cen-
tral venous pressure will lead to accumulation of pericardial fluid.
Box 142.1 is an attempt to categorize the etiology of pericardial
effusion.



Box 142.1 Causes of Pericardial Effusion

Inflammatory
Infectious
Autoimmune

Neoplastic
Endocrine/metabolic

Myxedema
Uremia

Trauma/iatrogenic/surgery
Radiation treatment
Volume overload states

Congestive heart failure
Cirrhosis

Myocardial infarction
Idiopathic

LV

PE

PL DA

Figure 142.1. Parasternal long-axis image in a patient with both pericar-
dial (PE) and pleural (PL) effusions. Note that the pericardial fluid lies ante-
rior to the descending thoracic aorta (DA). Left ventricle (LV) is marked for
reference.

TABLE 142.1 Echocardiographic Quantification of Pericardial Effusion

Trivial Echolucent space < 10 mm
Seen only in systole

Small Echolucent space < 10 mm
Seen in systole and diastole

Moderate Echolucent space 10-20 mm
Large Echolucent space > 20 mm

Box 142.2 Pericardial Effusion Mimics

Pleural effusion
Epicardial fat
Left ventricular pseudoaneurysm
Pericardial cyst
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The presence or absence of symptoms or signs of pericardial
effusion will depend on many factors, including the etiology of
the fluid, the size of the effusion, and the rate of fluid accumulation.
Typically, a small noninflammatory pericardial effusion is asymp-
tomatic and may be discovered only incidentally when an imaging
study (usually either echocardiogram or chest computed tomo-
graphy [CT] scan) is ordered for other reasons. Large pericardial
effusions may also be asymptomatic if they develop slowly; how-
ever, large effusions can cause symptoms if associated with
increased intrapericardial pressure (discussed later under cardiac
tamponade), or if they cause mechanical compression of structures
adjacent to the heart. Specifically, esophageal compression can
cause dysphagia, bronchial/tracheal compression can cause cough,
phrenic nerve compression can cause hiccups, recurrent laryngeal
nerve compression can cause hoarseness, and lung compression/
atelectasis can cause dyspnea.

Various arbitrary definitions have been promulgated3 to define
pericardial effusion size into small, moderate, and large categories.
Small effusions are usually defined as 50 to 100 mL, moderate as
100 to 500 mL, and large as greater than 500 mL.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN PERICARDIAL EFFUSION
For at least the past four decades, echocardiography (echo) has
been considered the first-line imaging test to detect pericardial
effusion. Echocardiography takes advantage of the different acous-
tic properties of pericardial fluid as compared with the myocardium
and parietal pericardium, as pericardial fluid is typically echolucent
and myocardium/pericardial membrane are echodense. The detec-
tion of pericardial effusion was one of the first clinically useful
applications of echocardiography,4 and echo continues presently
as the most practical way to diagnose, semiquantify, and follow
pericardial effusion.

Pericardial fluid, when trivial or small, tends to first accumulate
posteriorly behind the left ventricle in the oblique sinus and is best
imaged in the parasternal long-axis view. It will be seen (when triv-
ial) only in systole, as an echolucent space between the posterior
left ventricular myocardium and pericardial reflection. As the fluid
increases, the echolucent posterior separation will occur in both
systole and diastole. As the fluid accumulates to more than
100 mL, it tends to become circumferential, and an echolucent
space will appear both anteriorly and posteriorly. Measuring the
size in millimeters of the echolucent separation of pericardial
reflection from the myocardium/epicardium on two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiography is the accepted semiquantitative way to size
pericardial effusion (Table 142.1).

There are both normal anatomic variants (epicardial fat) and
nonpericardial processes that can sometimes confuse and poten-
tially mimic the echocardiographic appearance of pericardial
effusion (Box 142.2). As noted in the box, left pleural effusion will
also appear as an echolucent space posterior to the heart. However,
the 2D parasternal long-axis view will show this fluid as posterior
to the descending thoracic aorta, whereas pericardial fluid will
track anterior to the descending aorta (Fig. 142.1). Pericardial cysts
and left ventricular pseudoaneurysms can also occasionally be mis-
taken for loculated pericardial effusions. Epicardial fat can appear
as a relatively echolucent space both anterior and posteriorly within
thepericardial reflection.However, epicardial fat usuallyoccursmore
anteriorly than posteriorly and usually has some echogenicity—
sometimes being described as having a “stippled appearance”
(Fig. 142.2 and Video 142.2). Also, increased epicardial fat is more
commonly seen in the elderly, particularly in obese women.5

Pericardial effusions are not always completely echolucent on
echocardiography and may have varying degrees of echogenicity
related to the presence of fibrin/clot, protein content, chyle, tumor
cells, bacteria, and so on. The specific fluid density can be better
defined sometimes with other imaging modalities such as CT
and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). However, the



EF

LV

Figure 142.2. Parasternal long-axis image demonstrating anterior epi-
cardial fat (EF). Note the typical stippled appearance of the tissue. Left
ventricle (LV) is marked for reference. (See accompanying Video 142.2.)
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relative echogenicity on echo should always be noted and charac-
terized in the report, as the fluid appearance (clear vs. multiple
strands and organization) can sometimes provide clues to the etiol-
ogy of the pericardial effusion and can also help decide whether
drainage (if indicated) would be better accomplished with needle
pericardiocentesis or surgically.

CARDIAC TAMPONADE
Cardiac tamponade can be defined as the abnormal accumulation of
fluid and/or blood in the pericardial space that both compresses the
cardiac chambers and inhibits chamber filling, which leads to vary-
ing degrees of reduction in cardiac output. When severe, it is char-
acterized by elevated and equalized diastolic chamber and
pericardial pressures, an exaggerated drop in blood pressure during
inspiration (pulsus paradoxus—a >10-mm drop in systolic blood
pressure with inspiration), and a reduced blood pressure
(Table 142.2). It is important to remember that cardiac tamponade
occurs along a continuum, ranging from mild (in which clinical/
bedside signs may be absent) to severe (cardiogenic shock and
death). The amount of fluid/blood needed to cause cardiac tampo-
nade is determined primarily by two interacting factors6: (1) rate of
fluid accumulation (ranging from slow to very fast), and (2) peri-
cardial compliance/elasticity.

Acute Tamponade
Rapid accumulation of as little as 150 mL of fluid/blood can cause
profound tamponade physiology. This situation, known as acute
TABLE 142.2 Clinical and Echocardiographic Findings in Cardiac
Tamponade

Clinical Findings Echocardiographic Findings

Hypotension Pericardial effusion
Elevated jugular

venous pressure
Chamber collapse

Pulsus paradoxus Inferior vena cava plethora
Tachycardia/

tachypnea
Hepatic venous flow pattern change

Diminished heart
sounds

Exaggerated respiratory-related changes in
right and left ventricular size and Doppler
inflow velocities

Swinging heart
tamponade, involves abrupt bleeding into a relatively stiff pericar-
dial space, resulting in rapidly rising intrapericardial pressure,
chamber compression, and hypotension leading to cardiogenic
shock. Acute tamponade can occur with penetrating chest wounds,
iatrogenic cardiac chamber perforation during diagnostic or thera-
peutic invasive procedures, free-wall left ventricular rupture in the
setting of acute myocardial infarction, and with proximal aortic dis-
section rupturing into the pericardial space.

Subacute Tamponade
When pericardial effusion develops gradually, the pericardium
stretches and can allow for the accumulation of large amounts of
pericardial fluid (>1000 mL) without any significant increase in
intrapericardial pressure. Eventually, increasing pericardial fluid
reaches a critical point at which the pericardium can no longer
stretch, and then even small additional pericardial fluid causes a
marked increase in intrapericardial and intracardiac pressures lead-
ing to cardiac tamponade. This subacute or chronic presentation of
cardiac tamponade is seen most commonly with neoplasms, ure-
mia, and idiopathic situations.

Echocardiography in Cardiac Tamponade
As noted earlier, cardiac tamponade can occur with relatively small
pericardial collections, whereas large pericardial effusions some-
times do not have hemodynamic import. Thus, the echo/Doppler
examination needs to assess the hemodynamic significance of
the pericardial effusion. Many echocardiographic and Doppler
signs of cardiac tamponade have been described and are elaborated
on in the following paragraphs (see Table 142.2). In any individual
patient case, the number of abnormal echo/Doppler signs of cardiac
tamponade present will increase as the hemodynamic and clinical
severity of the pericardial effusion progresses.

Chamber Collapse
As intrapericardial pressure rises with increasing pericardial fluid,
intrapericardial pressure will begin to exceed diastolic intracardiac
pressure and cause partial chamber wall collapse. This usually
occurs with the right heart chambers, as they operate at lower
diastolic pressure and have thin, compliant walls (Fig. 142.3/Video
142.3, A-C).

1. Right atrial chamber collapse (inversion).7 As the intrapericar-
dial pressure rises, it will exceed right atrial intracardiac pres-
sure first in late diastole—when right atrial pressure is lowest,
at the onset of atrial relaxation. Right atrial chamber collapse
is often seen early in the course of tamponade physiology, com-
monly preceding typical clinical/bedside signs of tamponade
such as hypotension or pulsus paradoxus. Thus, right atrial col-
lapse is said to be a sensitive but not specific sign of cardiac tam-
ponade. However, the specificity of this sign improves if the
duration of right atrial collapse exceeds 30% of the cardiac
cycle.8 Right atrial collapse is often best imaged either in the
apical or subcostal four-chamber 2D views.

2. Right ventricular chamber collapse (inversion).9 Right ventric-
ular wall inversion occurs typically in early diastole, when intra-
cavitary right-ventricular pressure/volume is at a nadir. Again,
as in right atrial wall collapse, the right-ventricular wall inver-
sion will extend further into diastole (longer duration) as the
hemodynamics of tamponade worsen. This echo finding is often
best seen in the parasternal long-axis view, with transient “dim-
pling” of the right ventricular outflow tract anterior wall noted
when the mitral valve opens. If the patient is tachycardic,
the timing of this early diastolic inward motion of the right
ventricular wall can sometimes be better appreciated using
M-mode recording. Both of these right heart chamber signs of
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Figure 142.3. Chamber collapse. Parasternal long-axis view shows right ventricle (RV) collapse in end diastole (A). Three-dimensional apical four-
chamber view demonstrating right atrial collapse (B). Note the open mitral valve and indented RV cavity during diastole. RV collapse may also be seen
on parasternal short-axis views. (See accompanying Video 142.3, A-C.)
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compression depend on the intrapericardial pressure rising
above the intracardiac chamber pressure; thus, any preexisting
condition associated with elevated right heart pressure will
potentially mask these signs.9 Conditions including right ven-
tricular hypertrophy and significant pulmonary hypertension
are examples. In addition, cardiac tamponade physiology with-
out right heart collapse has also been described10 in the setting of
infected/organized pericardial collections (tuberculosis and
pyogenic), where it is hypothesized that intrapericardial adhe-
sions prevent development of collapse.

3. Left-sided chamber collapse. Left atrial and left ventricular
chamber compression has almost exclusively been
described11–13 related to loculated/regional collections occur-
ring in the cardiac surgical or thoracic surgical postoperative
patient and is further discussed later. However, circumferential
pericardial effusion leading to cardiac tamponade from left ven-
tricular diastolic compression has rarely14 been reported in the
setting of severe pulmonary hypertension.

Inferior Vena Cava Plethora
A dilated (�2.1 cm) inferior vena cava (IVC) with associated mini-
mal (<50%) respiratory change in size is considered a sensitive sign
of cardiac tamponade physiology, reflecting the elevated intraperi-
cardial pressure transmitted to the right heart chambers. Studies15

have found a greater than 90% presence in patients with both pulsus
paradoxus and improvement after pericardial drainage. Because a
dilated IVC is seen inmany other conditions, IVC plethora is consid-
ered a nonspecific sign of cardiac tamponade. However, its presence
in the setting of a patient with amoderate to large pericardial effusion
is helpful in implying that the pericardial fluid has hemodynamic
import. This echo sign, often obvious to the experienced echo reader
with 2D imaging subcostally, can be better objectified with M-mode
A

2.8 cm

Figure 142.4. Subcostal view (A) showing engorgement of the inferior
recording of the IVC, which allows measurement of size and change
in size with inspiration or sniff (Fig. 142.4).

A variant form of cardiac tamponade known as low-pressure
cardiac tamponade16 can occur, and will change the echocardio-
graphic presentation. This condition is a form of cardiac tamponade
with relatively low pericardial pressures resulting in cardiac com-
pression because of low cardiac filling pressures (hypovolemia).
Echo findings in this condition typically will show signs of right
heart chamber collapse without IVC plethora/dilation—in the set-
ting of at least moderate-size pericardial effusion.

Echocardiographic or Doppler Signs of
Increased Ventricular Interdependence
As increasing pericardial fluid leads to increasing intrapericardial
pressure, the cardiac chambers compete for less and less space.
Thus, an increase in filling of one ventricle will cause a decrease
in filling of the other ventricle. This is a respiration-related finding
and occurs for two reasons: (1) Inspiration-related drop in intratho-
racic pressure (and in pulmonary veins) is not transmitted to the
heart and left heart chambers (shielded by high intrapericardial
pressure/volume); thus, the pulmonary venous-to-left-atrial
pressure gradient is reduced in inspiration, lessening flow during
inspiration into the left heart.17 Also, (2) the systemic venous-to-
right-atrial pressure gradient is less affected with inspiration,
favoring flow into the right heart during inspiration. The only right
ventricular wall with any “give” is the interventricular septum,
which shifts leftward in inspiration. This septal shift increases right
ventricular size and reduces left ventricular size and filling.

Doppler mitral and tricuspid diastolic inflow velocities are the
most useful and practical way to try and quantify the exaggerated
changes in right and left ventricular filling related to breathing.18

Specifically, mitral inflow E velocity will decrease significantly
B

vena cava. M-mode (B) shows an absence of inspiratory collapse.



TABLE 142.3 Relationship between Pulsus Paradoxus and Cardiac
Tamponade

Presence of Pulsus Paradoxus
in the Absence of Tamponade

Absence of Pulsus Paradoxus
in the Presence of Tamponade

Constrictive pericarditis Positive pressure ventilation
Pulmonary embolus Atrial septal defect
Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

Aortic insufficiency

Marked dyspnea High left ventricular filling pressure
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with inspiration (vs. expiration)—a drop of more than 30% is con-
sidered consistent with significant tamponade physiology. Even
greater respiratory variation is seen with tricuspid inflow E veloc-
ities, with a decrease greater than 60% noted on the first beat with
expiration versus the first beat with inspiration. These changes are
usually best demonstrated with pulsed wave Doppler recording
(and superimposed respirometer) from the apical four-chamber
view at a slow sweep speed (Fig. 142.5). The 2D echo correlate
to these Doppler findings is the presence of a noticeable sudden
leftward shift of the interventricular septum toward the left ventri-
cle with inspiration. This finding is best appreciated from the apical
four-chamber position.

These echo Doppler signs of increased ventricular interdepen-
dence, along with their clinical correlate of pulsus para-
doxus (Fig. 142.6), are not specific for cardiac tamponade19

(Table 142.3). Marked dyspnea, severe chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease, and pulmonary embolism have all been associated
with both pulsus paradoxus and the just-described echo/Doppler
findings. Thus, clinical history together with presence or absence
of pericardial effusion will often sort out the etiology.

Certain conditions, when present in a patient with other signs of
cardiac tamponade, will prevent or lessen this enhanced ventricular
interaction (see Table 142.3). Pulsus paradoxus and the echo/
Doppler signs of exaggerated ventricular interaction may not occur
if left ventricular diastolic pressure is markedly elevated. Also,
atrial septal defect, where increased inspiratory systemic venous
return is shared between the two sides of the heart, may prevent
Inspiration Expiration

Figure 142.5. Respiratory variation in flow across mitral valve as mea-
sured by Doppler echocardiography. Note inspiratory decrease in left
ventricular inflow.

Expiration Inspiration

Figure 142.6. Absolute pulsus paradoxus in a patient with pericardial
tamponade. Note that the aortic valve fails to open during inspira-
tion—a dramatic M-mode representation of decreased left ventricular
stroke volume.
these findings. Significant aortic regurgitation and positive pres-
sure ventilation are two more conditions in which pulsus paradoxus
may be absent in cardiac tamponade.20,21
Caveats
1. Loculated pericardial collections causing “regional” cardiac

tamponade. This scenario is most commonly seen in the early
postoperative cardiac surgery patient11,22 and often is related
to a collection of blood/clot tamponading an individual
chamber—most commonly one of the atria. Given the limited
transthoracic echo windows available in these patients, together
with the localized/loculated nature of these collections, both a
high index of suspicion and transesophageal echo are often nec-
essary to diagnose these cases of regional cardiac tamponade.

2. Large left pleural effusions23 have occasionally been described
as causing tamponade physiology—sometimes with echo signs
such as right ventricular diastolic collapse. In these situations,
pericardial effusion is often present, and it can be difficult to
decide which collection is more significant. Clinical experience
usually favors first draining the more accessible pleural fluid,
and then reassessing both clinically and by echocardiography.

3. Hepatic venous Doppler recording,3,10 although not always easy
to obtain, can show characteristic findings in cardiac tampo-
nade. Specifically, reduced velocities (50 cm/sec range in nor-
mal patients down to 20-40 cm/sec in tamponade) and a
marked predominance of flow in systole are seen. In addition,
the most characteristic sign of tamponade is noted on the first
beat of expiration, showing diastolic absent or reversed flow.
When these findings can be obtained, they are felt to be highly
specific for cardiac tamponade. However, in addition to the
technical difficulties in obtaining these recordings, the presence
of either atrial fibrillation or significant tricuspid regurgitation
will mask these hepatic venous changes.

4. Swinging of the heart sometimes occurs with large pericardial
effusions and cardiac tamponade as the heart swings toward
and away from the chest wall and is easily appreciated with
2D echo imaging. This excessive cardiac motion is the basis
for the classic electrocardiographic finding of electrical alter-
nans (Fig. 142.7). This phenomenon is due to beat-to-beat recip-
rocal variation in ventricular size. Removal of even small
amounts of fluid may relieve the tamponade and this excess car-
diac motion.

Echocardiography is particularly well suited for the assessment
of pericardial effusion presence, size, and hemodynamic signifi-
cance. Coupled with careful clinical assessment, echo/Doppler is
often essential in helping to decide when and if a pericardial
effusion should be drained, and even how (surgical or pericardio-
centesis) to drain it. When a pericardial effusion is large, circum-
ferential, and not organized, most centers now favor needle
pericardiocentesis as the procedure of choice. In contrast, if the
pericardial fluid collection is loculated, or if much echogenic/orga-
nized material is noted within the collection, a surgical drainage
procedure is preferable.



A B

PE

PE

Figure 142.7. Electrical alternans on electrocardiogram (ECG) (A) andM-mode echocardiography (B). Swinging of the heart in the pericardial fluid (PE)
alters the vectors on ECG in every other beat.
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ECHO-GUIDED PERICARDIOCENTESIS
Most hospitals now perform pericardiocentesis via echo guidance.
This technique, championed at the Mayo Clinic,24 involves trans-
thoracic imaging before the procedure to pick the optimal location
on the chest with the most direct route to the largest collection of
pericardial fluid, preferably at a minimal distance from skin to
fluid, and avoiding unintended structures (such as the left lung or
internal thoracic arteries). The most common approach with echo
guidance is from the para-apical cardiac region.25 This has been
performed in experienced hands with greater than 99% success,
no death, and a low complication rate. Imaging during the proce-
dure, sometimes with injection of agitated saline to document
proper needle/catheter position in the pericardial space, allows
for assessment of success in eliminating the fluid.
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143 Constrictive Pericarditis
Itzhak Kronzon, MD
Constrictive pericarditis (CP) is a relatively rare disorder in which
the stiff, poorly compliant pericardium interferes with ventricular
filling, causing elevation of ventricular diastolic pressure and, as
a result, increased atrial pressures. This condition is responsible
for a unique form of diastolic dysfunction and diastolic heart failure
characterized by abnormality of passive compliance, without myo-
cardial involvement or systolic dysfunction and without active dia-
stolic relaxation abnormalities. Constrictive pericarditis may be
acute and transient or chronic and progressive.1 Recognition of this
disorder is extremely important because pericardiectomy may offer



TABLE 143.2 Constrictive Pericarditis versus Restrictive
Cardiomyopathy: Echocardiography

Constriction Restriction

M-MODE AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

IVC plethora Present Present
Premature pulmonic valve opening Present Absent
Septal bounce Present Absent

DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Mitral E wave velocity Increased Increased
Mitral E/A ratio Increased Increased
Mitral deceleration time <160 msec <160 msec
E wave respiratory variations >25% Absent
Hepatic vein expiratory flow reversal Present Absent
Increased expiratory pulmonary
venous flow velocity

Present Absent

M-mode color flow propagation
velocity

Normal or
increased

Decreased

MITRAL RING TISSUE DOPPLER

e0 velocity Normal or
increased

Decreased

E/e0 ratio Normal or
decreased

Increased

Lateral e0 < medial e0 (annulus
reversus)

Present Absent

Longitudinal strain Preserved Diminished
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a complete cure. The differential diagnosis includes restrictive car-
diomyopathy (RCM), another form of ventricular compliance
abnormality where the culprit for the interference with left ventric-
ular (LV) filling and the elevation of diastolic ventricular pressure
and atrial pressure is the poorly compliant ventricular myocardium.
Obviously, pericardiectomy does not offer any benefit for patients
with RCM.

CP and RCMmay imitate one another, and the differential diag-
nosis may be extremely difficult. The symptoms, physical findings,
and many commonly used diagnostic modalities frequently fail to
make the correct diagnosis. Sometimes, the diagnosis can be estab-
lished only after exploratory thoracotomy.

During the past two decades, echocardiography has been proven
to be the technique of choice for the diagnosis of CP.2–4 The echo-
cardiographic diagnosis requires state-of-the-art equipment, under-
standing of the underlying pathophysiology, and attention to details
that can be easily missed on a routine examination. Clinical and
echocardiographic findings in CP and RCM are summarized in
Tables 143.1 and 143.2 and Videos 143.1 and 143.2.

DEMOGRAPHICS AND PRESENTING SYMPTOMS
The etiology of CP includes pericardial inflammation, infection,
blunt trauma, radiation, and cardiac surgery. In 30% to 70% of
patients, the etiology cannot be established (idiopathic CP).5 The
distribution of the etiologies varies geographically. In the United
States and otherWestern countries, iatrogenic CP (as a result of car-
diac surgery and radiation therapy) is more common. It is estimated
that 0.3% of all patient who undergo cardiac surgery will develop
CP. Longer survival in Hodgkin lymphoma also leads to increasing
numbers of patients who develop CP 10 to 20 years after mantle
radiation. In developing countries, infection is a more common eti-
ology, and tuberculous, bacterial, fungal, and parasitic CP are more
prevalent.5

Symptoms are those of elevated atrial pressure and low cardiac
output. Characteristically, diastolic left and right heart pressures are
elevated and equal; however, elevated right atrial (RA) pressure
produces symptoms at a lower pressure. Symptoms include general
malaise, weakness, leg edema, ascites, and shortness of breath.
TABLE 143.1 Constrictive Pericarditis versus Restrictive
Cardiomyopathy: Clinical Data

Constriction Restriction

HISTORY

Right heart failure Present Present
Left heart failure (pulmonary

congestion)
Uncommon More common

Low cardiac output Present Present
Palpitations, arrhythmia Present Present

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Pericardial knock Present Absent
S3, S4 Absent Present
Apical impulse Decreased Present
Pericardial knuckle Present Absent

CARDIAC CATHETERIZATION

High diastolic pressure Present Present
Square root sign Present Present
Left vs. right ventricular diastolic

pressure
Equal Unequal (left >

right)

OTHER DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

Pericardial calcification May be
present

Absent

Pericardial thickening Present Absent
Low-voltage electrocardiogram May be

present
May be present

(amyloid)
Myocardial biopsy Normal Abnormal
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
With the entire heart encased by the stiff, poorly compliant pericar-
dium, diastolic filling is impaired. The end-diastolic pressure vol-
ume relation curve shifts upward and to the left, and all diastolic
pressures are elevated and equal. Because the intrapericardial space
is limited and fixed, an increase in the volume of one ventricle may
necessitate a decrease in the other’s ventricular volume.

During inspiration, intrathoracic pressure decreases. The pres-
sure in the pulmonary veins, which are intrathoracic structures, also
declines accordingly. In contrast, the decline in intrathoracic pres-
sure is not transmitted to the heart, which is isolated by the thick,
rigid pericardium. As a result, the pressure gradient between the
pulmonary veins and the left atrium declines, and therefore the flow
into the left atrium decreases. This further leads to an inspiratory
decline in transmitral flow and LV filling. With a smaller inspira-
tory LV volume, more intrapericardial space becomes available for
the right ventricle, which is now able to expand and accommodate
the increased systemic venous return. As the result of these inspi-
ratory events, the interventricular septum shifts toward the left.
With expiration, the intrathoracic pressure increases, the gradient
between the pulmonary veins and the left atrium increases, and
as a result the expiratory transmitral blood flow and LV volume
increase. The larger LV volume permits less expiratory intraperica-
dial space for the right ventricle, which is now unable to expand
appropriately during end-diastole. This leads to expiratory reversal
of flow in the systemic veins even before atrial contraction (echo-
cardiographically, this abnormal finding is best demonstrated in the
hepatic veins).
DIAGNOSTICS
The physical examination shows signs of right heart failure. A rapid
Y descent can be seen in the engorged jugular veins. Cardiac aus-
cultation is remarkable for a lack of murmurs. A pericardial knock
is occasionally heard in early diastole. The electrocardiogram is not
diagnostic. It may show non-specific ST-T changes. Low voltage
may be seen (<50%). Chest x-ray and fluoroscopy show clear lungs
and a normal or smaller than normal cardiac silhouette. Pericardial
calcification may be seen.
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Cardiac catheterization, once the gold standard for presurgical

diagnosis, demonstrates elevation and equalization of all intracar-
diac diastolic pressures, with a characteristic dip and plateau
appearance of right and left ventricular diastolic pressures (“square
root sign”). The pulmonary artery pressure is not markedly ele-
vated, and the RV diastolic pressure reaches one third or more of
the systolic pressure. In contrast, the systolic RV pressure in
RCM may be higher, and the LV diastolic pressure is higher than
the right. Occasionally, when diastolic pressures are equal, a
change in loading conditions (e.g., intravenous administration of
500 mL saline) is required for the differential diagnosis between
CP and RCM. In CP the diastolic pressures will maintain their
equalization, whereas in RCM they separate as the LV diastolic
pressure exceeds the RV diastolic pressure.6

CT scan reveals pericardial thickening and occasionally calcifi-
cation. CMR can also demonstrate pericardial thickening (>3 mm).
However, a lack of calcification or thickening does not rule out
CP, whereas their presence does not always make the diagnosis.7

Cine-CMR can also demonstrate septal bounce, ventricular
interdependence, and tethering of the thickened pericardium due
to adhesions between the pericardium and myocardium.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiographic findings are summarized in Figures 143.1 and
143.2. M-mode and two-dimensional echocardiography can show
the characteristic diastolic septal bounce (see Fig. 143.1, A). There
are respiratory variations in ventricular volumes (Video 143.3).
The dilated inferior vena cava, with a lack of respiratory variation
in diameter is highly suggestive of markedly elevated RA pressure
(see Fig. 143.1, B). Elevated RV diastolic pressure with normal or
near-normal pulmonary artery pressure may result in premature
pulmonic valve opening at end-diastole. Pericardial thickening
and a small pericardial effusion (in the constrictive-effusive vari-
ant) are occasionally demonstrated.
Pulsed Doppler Studies
The transmitral flow velocity pattern is characteristic of markedly
elevated LV filling pressure (restrictive pattern). The high left atrial
(LA) pressure is associated with high LA-LV pressure gradient at
the time of mitral valve opening and therefore high E-wave veloc-
ity, low A velocity, and higher than normal E/A ratio (see
Fig. 143.2, A). Poor LV compliance results in a rapid rise of LV
early diastolic pressure, which leads to rapid decline of LV-LA
pressure gradient. As a result there is a rapid, early diastolic decel-
eration of transmitral flow, with shorter than normal deceleration
time (<160 msec) (see Fig. 143.2, A). These findings are seen in
both CP and RCM.
A

Figure 143.1. M-mode echocardiography in constrictive pericarditis.A,Dias
variations in diameter.
Exaggerated respiratory variation in transmitral flow is fre-
quently seen in CP (and not in RCM). With inspiration, the early
diastolic (E-wave) velocity decreases. An inspiratory decline of
25% or more is considered significant (see Fig. 143.2, B). In CP
there is also an exaggerated inspiratory decrease in transaortic
valve flow velocity, whereas the flow velocity across the right heart
valves increases with inspiration.2 In patients with CP, the early
diastolic flow velocity across the tricuspid valve (E wave) increases
by 40% or more with inspiration.

The pulmonary venous flow can be evaluated during a transtho-
racic and, even better, during a transesophageal study. In both CP
and RCM the antegrade diastolic velocity wave is higher than the
systolic, and the retrograde flow velocity wave during atrial con-
traction (AR) is higher than normal. However, only in CP does
the diastolic wave velocity increase with expiration.

Pulsed Doppler studies of hepatic vein flow can be obtained
from the subxiphoid window. In both CP and RCM the antegrade
flow velocity is higher in diastole than in systole. In patients with
CP (but not in patients with RCM), there is frequently an expiratory
reversal of diastolic hepatic venous flow3 (see Fig. 143.2, C).
Tissue Doppler
In CP the myocardium is normal. Therefore, early diastolic LV
active relaxation is normal. The longitudinal early diastolic tissue
velocity measured with the sample volume at the mitral ring
(e0 wave) is normal or even increased (see Fig. 143.2, D). Thus,
although the transmitral E wave velocity is higher than normal,
the E/e0 ratio is within normal limits or decreased (8 or less). This
unusual combination of high filling pressure and normal E/e0 ratio
is pathognomonic of CP. In these patients, the E/e0 ratio is inversely
related to the LV filling (wedge) pressure (annulus paradoxus). In
contrast, the myocardium, the active early diastolic relaxation, and
therefore the early diastolic tissue velocity are abnormal in RCM.
In RCM the e0 wave peak velocity is smaller than normal, and the
E/e0 ratio is high, usually 15 or more.4

Color M-mode flow propagation in the left ventricle is yet
another method to demonstrate normal active relaxation and nor-
mal LV myocardium in CP. The flow propagation velocity is
normal in CP (usually 45 cm/sec or more), and slower than normal
in RCM.8

In patients with CP, the lateral mitral ring motion at early dias-
tole (e0) is limited because of tethering of the lateral part of the
mitral ring to the thickened pericardium. Thus, the septal part of
the mitral ring tissue velocity e0 is higher than the lateral. This find-
ing (known as “annulus reversus”) (Fig. 143.3) is not observed in
patients with RCM and in normal individuals.9 The right ventricu-
lar wall motion may be also restricted and slower than normal in
patients with CP.
B

tolic septal bounce.B, The inferior vena cava is dilatedwithout respiratory
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Figure 143.2. Doppler echocardiography in constrictive pericarditis. A, Transmitral flow velocity tracing (pulsed Doppler) demonstrates high E wave,
low Awave, and short deceleration time (restrictive pattern).B,PulsedDoppler tracing shows inspiratory decrease of transmitral flow velocity.C,Pulsed
Doppler tracing demonstrates expiratory diastolic flow reversal in the hepatic vein. D, Tissue Doppler of the mitral annulus shows normal e0 velocity.
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Figure 143.3. “Annulus reversus”: The lateral (lat) e0 tissue velocity is slower than the septal (sep) e0.
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Strain imaging is also useful in the differentiation between CP
and RCM. In CP, the circumferential, torsion, and early diastolic
untwisting are reduced while global longitudinal strain, displace-
ment and early diastolic tissue velocity are unchanged. In RCM,
the longitudinal strain is decreased while the circumferential strain
and early diastolic twisting are unchanged.10

Doppler echocardiography is superior to all other invasive and
noninvasive techniques in the diagnosis of CP in the symptomatic
patient with apparent right heart failure. The combination of char-
acteristic respiratory variation in transmitral flow, hepatic vein
flow, and normal tissue Doppler e0 wave velocity and E/e0 ratio cor-
rectly predicted CP in more than 90% of patients in whom the diag-
nosis was confirmed by surgery.

A recent expert consensus manuscript by the ASE describes in
details the role of echocardiography and other imaging modalities
in patients with pericardial disease.11

TREATMENT
Recent-onset, symptomatic CP of various etiologies may be
transient, with remarkable recovery within an average time of
2 months.1 In the absence of a medical emergency, CP should be
observed and treated medically. Pericardiectomy should be consid-
ered in chronic, symptomatic CP. The perioperative mortality is 5%
to 8%. Survivors have fewer or no symptoms, with marked
improvement of the NYHA class. The late survival of those oper-
ated is still inferior to age- and sex-matched controls. Predictors of
long-term mortality include age greater than 55 years, previous his-
tory of radiation, preoperative NYHA class IV, and incomplete
pericardiectomy.5,12

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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144 Effusive Constrictive Pericarditis
Eric Berkowitz, MD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
Effusive constrictive pericarditis is the least common of the pericar-
dial constraint syndromes. It is defined as persistence in elevation
of intracardiac pressure after pericardiocentesis for a pericardial
tamponade. It was first recognized in the 1920s and 1930s when
surgical pericardiectomy became an established therapy for
constrictive pericarditis. The syndrome combines elements of
pericardial effusion or tamponade with a visceral constrictive
pericarditis.1,2
EPIDEMIOLOGY
The prevalence of effusive constrictive pericarditis differs based on
presentation. It has been reported to be present in 1.3% of patients
with pericarditis.2 In those presenting with pericardial effusions the
prevalence was 1.4% to 3.6%,3,4 and for those who present with
tamponade it was as high as 6.9% to 7.9%.1,2 In one surgical series,
24% of patients requiring pericardiectomy for constrictive pericar-
ditis had effusive constrictive pericarditis.5 Given that many of
these numbers come from patients who underwent left and right
heart catheterizations, they may underestimate the true prevalence
of effusive constrictive pericarditis.

ETIOLOGY
The etiology of effusive constrictive pericarditis greatly depends on
the geographic location. In areas where tuberculosis is endemic, it
is responsible for the vast majority of pericardial disease, such as in
South Africa where 70% of pericardial effusions are tuberculous.6

The incidence of effusive constrictive pericarditis in patients with
tuberculous pericarditis in endemic areas was found to be 2.6% to
15%.7–9 In one study in which invasive measurements were used
during the drainage of tuberculous pericardial effusions, 38%
met the hemodynamic criteria for effusive constrictive pericardi-
tis.10 This is in contrast to the findings in Western countries, where
tuberculosis is far less prevalent. In these geographic regions, find-
ings mirror other pericardial diseases in which a broad spectrum of
etiologies is reported, with idiopathic being the most common.
However, in contrast to chronic noneffusive constrictive pericardi-
tis, radiation-related and malignancy-related etiologies occur more
frequently than after pericardiotomy.1,2

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The pericardium consists of two layers forming a sac around the
heart. These layers are the visceral and parietal pericardium. The
visceral pericardium, which is a cellular monolayer adherent to
the myocardium, and the fibrous parietal pericardium are separated
by a space that usually contains 10 to 50 mL of lubricating fluid.
The relatively inelastic pericardium exerts pressure on the underly-
ing myocardial chambers. The greatest of these mechanical effects
is on the thinner-walled right atrium and right ventricle, in which at
least 50% of normal diastolic pressure is due to pericardial
influence.1

Although features can overlap with both constrictive pericardi-
tis and pericardial effusion, there are findings unique to effusive
constrictive pericarditis. These characteristic findings are found
at pericardiectomy and include thickening of both parietal and vis-
ceral pericardium with fibrosis and nonspecific inflammation with
interspersed adhesions and fluid.

Despite findings of thickened parietal and visceral pericardium,
the unique pathophysiological feature of this form of cardiac com-
pression is the constricted visceral pericardium, which is associated
with concomitant pericardial effusion. These two disease processes
have combined, thereby reducing myocardial transmural pressure
and restricting chamber filling. The compression from the affected
visceral membrane will ultimately lead to underlying myocardial
fiber atrophy. In contrast to chronic constrictive pericarditis, peri-
cardial calcification is rarely seen, and when it does occur, it does
so in unusual locations.1,2,11

Although presentation can vary, patients tend to present with
three clinical scenarios:

1. The first scenario occurs in patients presenting with initial
hemodynamics resembling tamponade. The hallmark of effu-
sive constrictive pericarditis is seen with removal of pericardial
fluid and reduction in intrapericardial pressure. Once intraperi-
cardial pressure is normalized, there is persistence of diastolic
filling abnormalities within the cardiac chambers, although
generally less pronounced. At this point, there is a transition
from tamponade physiology to that of constrictive pericarditis
in which the compressive effects are generally seen once
the heart exceeds a critical size during diastolic filling. The
continued hemodynamic abnormality is reflected by persistent
elevation of right and left heart filling pressures. This is
also expressed clinically with symptoms of right heart
failure.2,12

2. Chronic or subacute constrictive pericarditis with associated
pericardial effusion, which is generally partially organized
and composed of echogenic material.12

3. Chronic pericardial effusion with signs and symptoms of right
heart failure.

In the latter two scenarios, both invasive and noninvasive eval-
uation will resemble that of constrictive pericarditis on initial
presentation.12
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
Invasive hemodynamicmeasurements have historically been the gold
standard by which effusive constrictive pericarditis has been diag-
nosed. This generally is done on patients presenting with either tam-
ponadeor largepericardial effusions requiringpericardiocentesis. Ifat
the time of pericardiocentesis, intracardiac and intrapericardial pres-
sure monitoring is performed, one would see a failure of right atrial
pressure to fall by 50% or to a new level of 10 mm Hg or less after
the intrapericardial pressure is normalized. In addition, on the ventric-
ular pressurewaveform theremaybe a transition to a dip-plateaumor-
phology without significant drop in end-diastolic pressures.2

Any patient presenting with right heart failure, with a pericar-
dial effusion or recent pericardiocentesis, must have effusive con-
strictive pericarditis in the differential diagnosis. In addition,
patients with recent acute pericarditis—especially those with asso-
ciated pericardial effusions, in which signs and symptoms of right
heart failure occur within weeks of the inciting injury—should
undergo further workup for effusive constrictive pericarditis.
Echocardiography
Echocardiography should be performed in all patients with sus-
pected effusive constrictive pericarditis. Special attention should
be given to looking for pericardial thickening and the presence
of a pericardial effusion. In addition, a full, comprehensive evalu-
ation of diastolic function is in order.
A

C

Figure 144.1. A patient with uremic effusive constrictive pericarditis initially
nade features on echocardiography, including (B) a plethoric, noncollapsing in
heart failure, and on repeat echocardiography there was transition to (C) an
plethoric, noncollapsing inferior vena cava indicating failure of right atrial pre
The interpretation of the echocardiographic features of effusive
constrictive pericarditis depends on the clinical presentation. In
patients presenting with large pericardial effusions, the initial
M-mode, two-dimensional (2D), and Doppler features will be most
consistent with a sizable pericardial effusion and cardiac tamponade
(Fig. 144.1). Some findings include plethoric inferior vena cava and
hepatic veins, cardiac chamber collapse, respiratory variation in
chamber size, respiratory variation in transvalvular velocities, an
increased isovolumic relaxation time with inspiration, and low
hepatic vein velocities with diastolic expiratory reversals. On drain-
age of the pericardial effusion, there should be a transition from
tamponade features to constrictive features on echocardiography.
These findingsmay include diastolic flattening of the left ventricular
posterior wall endocardium with little or absent respiratory move-
ment, decreased left ventricular posterior wall movement in early
diastole, septal bounce, marked dilation and absent or diminished
collapse of the inferior vena cava and hepatic veins, more than a
25% fall in mitral inflow velocity, and an increase of greater than
40% in tricuspid velocity in the first beat after inspiration, with
opposite changes occurring during expiration and with low hepatic
vein velocities with decreased expiratory diastolic hepatic vein
velocities and large diastolic flow reversal.12 The specific echocar-
diographic features of both tamponade and constrictive pericarditis
are covered in their respective chapters. Although not validated, an
early feature that may be present immediately after drainage would
be M-mode and 2D imaging showing persistence of a plethoric and
noncollapsible inferior vena cava (see Fig. 144.1, B,D). This repre-
sents a persistent elevation in right atrial pressure.
B

D

presented with (A) a large pericardial effusion (white arrows) and tampo-
ferior vena cava. After pericardiocentesis, patient continued to have right
organized, echogenic effusion (red arrows) with persistence of (D) the

ssure to fall by 50%.
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For patients presenting with either chronic effusion or chronic

constrictive pericarditis, there is generally a transition to or the
presence of organized intrapericardial material evidenced by an
echogenic pericardial effusion (see Fig. 144.1, C).9,12–14 Imaging
of the pericardial effusion may reveal bandlike fibrinous strands
that traverse the pericardial cavity from visceral to parietal sur-
faces, resulting in loculation of the effusion. With loculated and
organized effusions, there may not be alterations in the location
of pericardial fluid with position change. Visceral pericardial thick-
ening and irregularities are sometimes appreciated.12,14

Other Techniques
Computerized tomography (CT) and cardiac magnetic resonance
(MR) are complementary to echocardiography in the workup of
suspected effusive constrictive pericarditis. CT may help in the
evaluation of the pericardium by measuring the degree of pericar-
dial thickening. A thickness greater than 3 mm is considered abnor-
mal. Other findings on CTmay include high-attenuation material in
the effusion, enhancing pericardial layers with or without bandlike
strands, nodular thickening of the pericardial surface, pericardial
calcification, and loculations.12

Cardiac MR is another imaging modality that can evaluate the
degree of pericardial thickening. Slow phase-contrast flow MR has
the ability to distinguish pericardial fluid from the pericardium and
to detect inflammation (Fig. 144.2 and Video 144.2). Tagged cine
may demonstrate adhesions in areas without pericardial fluid, as is
the case with loculations. Functional studies looking at chamber
morphology and volumes may reveal increased ventricular interde-
pendence resulting in flattening or inversion of the septum.12,15

TREATMENT
Therapy should aim to relieve any hemodynamic compromise.
If tamponade is present or suspected, timely drainage of the
Figure 144.2. Cine–cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging
of effusive constrictive pericarditis. Dynamic cine-CMR images in long
axis demonstrate a dark and thickened pericardium (white arrows) along
with a bright pericardial effusion (black arrows). In addition, a septal
bounce (red arrow) can be seen with pericardial tethering by the right
ventricular free wall. (See accompanying Video 144.2.) (Courtesy of
Dr. Monvadi B. Srichai, NYU Langone Medical Center.)
pericardial effusion should be performed. In addition, if a patient
has refractory heart failure with end-organ hypoperfusion, an early
surgical approach may be considered. Many patients may eventu-
ally require surgical intervention. One study suggested that as many
as 65%will require intervention within the first year of diagnosis.10

Epicardiectomy (i.e., removal of the visceral pericardium), and not
just pericardiectomy, is considered the procedure of choice.

Although many patients will require surgery, there is a group of
patients in whom surgery may be avoided. Nearly half of individ-
uals with effusive constrictive pericarditis may have a transient
form of the disease with three distinct phases. Phase I is an acute
presentation of pericarditis with pericardial effusion of any etiol-
ogy. During phase II, there is resolution and marked improvement
of the pericardial effusion with constrictive physiology and heart
failure symptoms persisting. In phase III, there is resolution of con-
strictive physiology and heart failure symptoms. The mean time to
phase III is 2.7 months (12 days to 10 months).16 Patients with tran-
sient constriction are more likely to have an idiopathic or noncal-
cific tuberculous effusive constrictive pericarditis.1,2

In these patients, a conservative approach with medical therapy
may lead to complete or partial resolution. The mainstay of a med-
ical strategy should be therapy targeting the underlying cause of the
pericardial disease.1 The clinical picture should be a factor when
deciding on an anti-inflammatory agent. For patients with severely
compromised hemodynamics, high-dose steroids may be used. In
patients with less compromised hemodynamics, a less potent
anti-inflammatory agent may be considered. It is important to allow
adequate time to assess for response to medical therapy, given the
high morbidity and mortality associated with surgery. Some studies
have reported an early surgical mortality as high as 15% to
30%.1,2,11 Despite these findings, good long-term outcomes can
be seen in patients who respond to medical therapy or survive
pericardiectomy.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding video
for this chapter.
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PERICARDIAL CYSTS
Pericardial cysts are benign intrathoracic lesions accounting for 7%
of all mediastinal masses. Congenital cysts are rare with an esti-
mated incidence of 1 per 100,000.1 They are typically unilocular,
contain serous fluid, and range from 1 to 5 cm in diameter, although
giant cysts have been reported.2 Inflammatory cysts and pseudo-
cysts are due to pericardial inflammation or loculated effusion from
surgery, trauma, pericarditis, or chronic bacterial/tuberculous
infection. A parasitic or hydatid cyst is typically multilocular.1
RA

LA

*

Clinical Presentation
Most cysts are found by incidental imaging studies performed for
other indications. Although many are asymptomatic and have a
benign course, up to a third of patients report atypical chest pain,
dyspnea, or persistent cough.3 Potential complications include cyst
infection, hemorrhage or rupture, erosion into adjacent structures
such as the superior vena cava (SVC) or right ventricular (RV) free
wall, cardiac tamponade, RV outflow tract obstruction, atrial fibril-
lation, obstruction of the right main bronchus, or sudden death.4
Figure 145.1. Subcostal view of a pericardial cyst (asterisk) adjacent to
the right atrium (RA). Note the smooth border and that there is no com-
pression of the RA. LA, Left atrium. (See accompanying Video 145.1.)
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RV
LV
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*

Imaging Modalities
The characteristic chest x-ray finding is a rounded, well-
circumscribed radiodense mass at the right cardiophrenic angle,
abutting the diaphragm. Other locations such as the left cardiophre-
nic angle, hila, or elsewhere in the superior mediastinum have been
reported.3

On echocardiography, the cyst appears as a rounded, echolucent
cystic structure adjacent to the right atrium. Transesophageal echo-
cardiography may offer better delineation.4 Cardiac magnetic res-
onance (CMR) or computed tomography (CT) is usually pursued to
confirm the diagnosis, ascertain other anatomic details, and distin-
guish from neoplasms and aneurysms.5 An example of a typical
pericardial cyst adjacent to the right atrium is shown in
Figure 145.1 and Video 145.1. A giant pericardial cyst adjacent
to the left ventricle is shown in Figure 145.2 and Video 145.2
and Figure 145.3 and Video 145.3. The impressive chest x-ray that
led to the echocardiographic study demonstrating the giant pericar-
dial cyst is also shown (Fig. 145.4).
Figure 145.2. Apical four-chamber view demonstrating a giant pericar-
dial cyst (asterisk) adjacent to the left ventricle (LV) and left atrium (LA).
RA, Right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See accompanying Video 145.2.)
Differential Diagnosis

The main differential diagnoses are cardiac and mediastinal
tumors, noncardiac cysts, abscesses, and visceral hernias.
Treatment
Asymptomatic patients require periodic follow-up. In the setting of
symptoms or diagnostic ambiguity, percutaneous aspiration fol-
lowed by ethanol sclerosis is recommended. Thoracoscopic or open
surgical resection may be warranted. Surgical excision of echino-
coccal cysts should be avoided. Instead, albendazole pretreatment
followed by ethanol or silver nitrate instillation is advised.1
ABSENCE OF THE PERICARDIUM
Absence of the pericardium is rare and either acquired or
congenital.

Epidemiology
Congenital absence is an uncommon entity (<1:100,000)1 with a 3:1
or 4:1 male preponderance.6 Absence of the left side is the most
common, seen in 67% of cases.6,7 Rarer subtypes are total absence,
right-sided, and diaphragmatic defects. The more common acquired
variant is nearly always consequent to surgical pericardiectomy.
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Figure 145.3. Subcostal view of the same giant pericardial cyst as in
Fig. 145.2. The true enormity of the size of the cyst is better revealed from
the subcostal view, and the decision was made to percutaneously drain
the cyst. 1100 mL of fluid was removed. (See accompanying Video
145.3.)

Figure 145.4. Associated chest x-ray (same patient as in Fig. 145.2)
demonstrating a markedly enlarged cardiac silhouette due to the giant
pericardial cyst.
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Pathogenesis
Absence of the pericardium occurs as a result of premature atrophy
of the left common cardiac vein (duct of Cuvier) during fetal devel-
opment, leading to pericardial hypoperfusion and agenesis.

Associated Anomalies
Thirty percent of patients with congenital absence of the pericar-
dium have coexisting anomalies.8 Cardiac associations include
atrial septal defect, bicuspid aortic valve, patent ductus arteriosus,
and tetralogy of Fallot. Extracardiac pulmonary sequestration,
bronchogenic cysts, and congenital diaphragmatic hernia have also
been noted.8 Reported syndromic associations are the VATER syn-
drome (vertebral defects, anal atresia, tracheoesophageal fistula,
radial and renal dysplasia), Marfan syndrome, and Pallister–Killian
syndrome.8

Clinical Presentation
Most patients are asymptomatic. Often the diagnosis comes to light
by incidental discovery on imaging studies, cardiac surgery, or
autopsy. Both clinical and imaging manifestations are due to loss
of pericardial restraint and the ensuing exaggerated leftward and
posterior swing of the heart. A typical symptomatic patient is a
young male presenting with intermittent nonexertional, stabbing
chest pain, dyspnea, or subjective palpitations in the left lateral
position.9 Rarely, sequelae such as tricuspid regurgitation due to
chordal rupture or annular dilatation and cardiac herniation may
be encountered.10 Physical examination findings may be limited
to a laterally displaced apical impulse or nonspecific systolic mur-
murs.9 Complete pericardial absence is usually benign, whereas
partial pericardial absence may cause cardiac entrapment.

Diagnostic Modalities
Right axis deviation, incomplete right bundle branch block, and
poor R-wave progression in precordial leads maybe seen on elec-
trocardiography (ECG). The ECG axis as well as morphology of
ST-T waves may also change with varying body positions and
may be an important clue to the diagnosis. Chest x-ray abnormal-
ities include levoposition of the heart, elongated left ventricular sil-
houette, and interposed lung tissue appearing as a radiolucent area
between the heart and diaphragm or aorta and pulmonary arteries.6

Echocardiography
Typical echo features have been reported.6,9,11 The transducer posi-
tion is unusually lateral for both parasternal and apical imaging.
The levoposition and exaggerated left posterior mobility of the
heart cause the appearance of abnormal paradoxic septal motion
and right-sided chamber enlargement. The term “teardrop shape”
has been used to describe the elongated atria and rounded ventri-
cle.8 The enlarged right ventricle and paradoxic movement of the
septum anteriorly in systole and posteriorly in diastole can be well
appreciated on M-mode. The classic features of complete absence
of the pericardium are shown in Figure 145.5 and Figure 145.6 and
Video 145.6. An example of partial absence of the pericardiumwith
herniation and cardiac entrapment is shown in Figure 145.7 and
Video 145.7. Absence of intrapericardial pressure attenuates atrial
filling in systole reflected in characteristic pulsed Doppler flow pat-
terns. There is also a decrease in systolic flow in the SVC and pul-
monary veins, and reduced pulmonary venous systolic-to-diastolic
flow ratio.12,13

Treatment
Treatment is not indicated in most patients. Patients with partial
left-sided defects who are at risk of herniation of cardiac tissue,
especially the left atrium, may require pericardioplasty.9,10

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance and Cardiac
Computed Tomography
Additional imaging should be reserved for select patients with sig-
nificant symptoms or associated anomalies, or in those undergoing
surgical evaluation. CMR or CT is recommended to confirm the
diagnosis and delineate other structural defects.5
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Figure 145.5. M-mode from the parasternal long-axis view demon-
strating abnormal septal motion. Note the movement of the septum
anteriorly in systole (white arrows) and posteriorly in diastole. LV,
Left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 145.7. Apical four-chamber view in a patient with partial
absence of the pericardium. The “teardrop shape” of the right ventricle
(RV) due to herniation is well demonstrated with focal constriction/
entrapment noted (white arrow). Also demonstrated are elongated atria
and a rounded left ventricle (LV). (See accompanying Video 145.7.)
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Figure 145.6. Parasternal long-axis views in a patient with complete congenital absence of the pericardium. A, End-diastolic frame. B, End-systolic
frame. The swinging nature of the heart and abnormal septal motion are demonstrated in the accompanying Video 145.6. LV, Left ventricle; RV, right
ventricle.
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Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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146 Introduction to Echocardiographic Assessment
of Cardiac Tumors and Masses

Teerapat Yingchoncharoen, MD, Allan L. Klein, MD
Cardiac tumors, both benign and malignant, are rare, and the diag-
nosis is usually challenging. Early recognition and diagnosis of a
cardiac tumor by integration of clinical symptomatology and imag-
ing findings could lead to appropriate management in a timely man-
ner. Echocardiography is therefore a highly valuable tool in the
assessment of cardiac masses and regarded as the first-line imaging
modality. With the advent of three-dimensional echocardiography,
the anatomy and spatial relation of cardiac masses can be appreci-
ated without difficulty, enabling more accurate assessment of mass
pathology. It is crucial to always differentiate normal cardiac struc-
tures or anatomic variants as well as ultrasound artifacts from true
pathologies to avoid inappropriate testing and unnecessary surgical
procedures.

Cardiac masses can be classified as intra- and extracardiac
masses, including primary and metastatic cardiac tumors, pericardial
and mediastinal tumors and cysts, nontumor masses, and disorders
that mimic tumors including intracardiac thrombi, vegetation, infil-
trative disorders, and iatrogenic materials (Fig. 146.1).

Patients with cardiac tumors may present with cardiovascular-
related symptoms (obstruction, interference with valvular struc-
tures resulting in regurgitation, direct invasion of the myocardium
with associated impaired contractility, arrhythmias and conduction
disorders, pericardial effusion, or embolization) or constitutional
symptoms. However, cardiac tumors are most commonly discov-
ered incidentally during echocardiography performed for other
indications.

Primary cardiac tumors are rare across all age groups, occurring
with an incidence of less than 0.1% in one series of more than
12,000 autopsies.1 Approximately 75% of primary cardiac tumors
are benign and mostly mesenchymal in origin; cardiac myxoma
accounts for more than 50% of them. Of the remaining 25% of pri-
mary cardiac tumors that are malignant neoplasms, sarcomas are
the most common, followed by lymphomas. The clinical signs
and symptoms of primary cardiac malignant neoplasms are typi-
cally subtle, given their slow progression. Thus, findings of locally
infiltrative or systemically widespread disease can be common at
the time of the initial presentation. Primary cardiac tumors may
be intracavitary or intramural. Most atrial tumors are intracavitary
(clusters of echoes partially filling the cardiac chamber), whereas
ventricular tumors are more commonly intramural (localized thick-
ening or nodularity of the myocardium).

Secondary cardiac tumors are 20 to 40 times more common than
primary cardiac tumors.2 The majority of cardiac metastases occur
in the pericardium and are usually carcinoma, as opposed to sarco-
mas. Malignant tumors spread to the heart by (1) direct extension,
(2) hematogenous spread, (3) venous spread, and (4) lymphatic
spread. Because of increased prevalence, the most common tumor
to metastasize3,4 to the heart is lung cancer; however, the tumor
with the greatest propensity to metastasize to the heart is mela-
noma, followed by germ cell tumors and leukemia. Suchmetastases
usually appear on echocardiography as regional wall thickening
with, at times, an associated pericardial effusion. A tumor mass
may protrude into a cardiac chamber.

Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is the primary diagnos-
tic tool for patients with a suspected cardiac mass and can provide
information on the appearance, size, shape, extent, and spatial rela-
tionship of the mass to adjacent structures, as well as hemodynamic
consequences and ventricular function. The reported sensitivity of
TTE to detect cardiac mass ranges from 55% to 93%3,4 depending
on the size, acoustic properties, and location of the mass. Trans-
esophageal echocardiography (TEE) provides better visualization
of cardiac structures than does TTE, especially those at a consider-
able depth from the chest wall and lesions that involve the left atrial
appendage. Of note, TEE and TTE detect atrial myxomas and left-
sided cardiac tumors at similar rates. However, TEE is superior to
TTE for detecting masses in and around the right cardiac cham-
bers.3 TEE also provides structural details, such as data on cysts,
points of attachment, and the compression or infiltration of adjacent
cardiovascular structures, that may be helpful in differentiating
malignant from benign masses and facilitating treatment.5 Biplane
TEE affords a clear view into the superior vena cava to demonstrate
thrombi attached to pacemaker wires or intravenous lines, as well
as other sources of cardiac embolus such as left atrial appendage
thrombus and aortic atheromatous plaque. Newer echocardiogra-
phy techniques using ultrasonic contrast agents may help to differ-
entiate vascularized tumor from a thrombus by demonstrating
tissue perfusion of the mass.6 In addition, contrast echocardiogra-
phy can help to differentiate benign and malignant tumors, given
the fact that malignant and vascular tumors are hyperenhanced
whereas stromal tumors and thrombi are hypoenhanced after ultra-
sonic contrast administration.7 Three-dimensional echocardiogra-
phy (3D echo) contributes mainly to an improved assessment of
the size, shape, and mobility of a tumor and its relationship to adja-
cent structures.8 Cardiac computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) are complementary to echocardiography
for the evaluation of cardiac masses. The larger field of view with
CT and MRI allows better visualization of cardiac masses without
limitations due to acoustic windows. However, echocardiography
is better than CT for detecting small (<1 mm) and highly mobile
cardiac masses because of its higher spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. Cardiac CT provides less information regarding tissue charac-
terization than does cardiacMRI; however, CT provides better soft-
tissue contrast than echocardiography, may depict calcification and
fat, and may allow tissue diagnosis by measuring attenuation value
(lipoma).9 Cardiac MRI offers a unique ability to enable tissue
characterization of the cardiac mass based on a particular pattern
on T1- and T2-weighted techniques, as well as tissue vascularity
and fibrosis on contrast-enhanced imaging and delayed contrast
enhancement imaging.10

In summary, echocardiography remains the imaging modality
of choice to detect cardiac masses given its superior spatial and
temporal resolution and accessibility. TEE should be considered
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Figure 146.1. Overview of the classification of cardiac mass and normal variants.
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in all cases where TTE cannot provide complete assessment of the
mass. In selected cases, cardiac CT or MRI may be required to con-
firm or exclude the diagnosis and further evaluate the extension
or severity of the mass. Integration of history, clinical findings,
and multimodality imaging findings is the key to the diagnosis
and appropriate management.
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147 Primary Benign, Malignant, and Metastatic
Tumors in the Heart

Zoe Yu, MD, Gillian Murtagh, MD, Jeanne M. DeCara, MD
Cardiac masses are often the subject of case reports because of their
rarity. However, because they are so infrequent, they often chal-
lenge the diagnostic skills of even the most experienced physician.
Improvements in echocardiography, including real-time three-
dimensional (3D) echocardiography, as well as cardiac computed
tomography and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, have
enabled cardiologists to better refine the differential diagnosis of
a cardiac mass.
Cardiac masses are generally first noted antemortem with echo-
cardiography. The sensitivity and specificity of echocardiography
for the detection of cardiac masses is difficult to precisely discern
because the incidence of cardiac tumors is low, especially for pri-
mary tumors. Data from several small case series, however, offer
some insight about the diagnostic yield from two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiography. For instance, the sensitivity of 2D transtho-
racic echocardiography for the detection of a pathologically
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confirmed tumor was 93.3% with a minimal detectable tumor size
of 0.5 to 1.0 cm2 in one series of 149 patients. In the same series, 2D
transesophageal echocardiography had a sensitivity of 96.8%.1

Three-dimensional echocardiography appears to have incre-
mental yield when used as an adjunct to 2D echocardiography.
Its value lies in its ability to provide additional information about
the location of a mass, its size, means and point of attachment, and
potential approach for surgical resection. In one series, 3D trans-
esophageal echocardiography provided incremental information
over 2D echocardiography for the preoperative assessment of
37% of the patients studied and was estimated to be able to do
so in approximately 18% of all intracardiac masses.2 Another
way in which 3D echocardiography may be helpful is in determin-
ing the size of a cardiac mass. Compared with real-time 3D
echocardiography, 2D transthoracic echocardiography has been
shown to underestimate the diameter of cardiac masses by as much
24.6%. Similarly, 2D transesophageal echocardiography can
underestimate mass diameter by 19.8% compared with real-time
3D echocardiography.3 This has clinical importance because the
diameter of a mass, be it a vegetation, thrombus, or tumor, has
important implications for patient prognosis and embolic potential.

TUMOR CLASSIFICATION AND FREQUENCY
Cardiac masses can be classified as primary or secondary, benign or
malignant, or by their location: atrial, ventricular, or valvular.
Tables 147.1 and 147.2 show the relative frequencies of primary
benign, primary malignant, and metastatic neoplasms.4

Figure 147.1 illustrates how the location of a mass may provide
a helpful clue to its etiology.
TABLE 147.1 Armed Forces Institute of Pathology 1976-1993 Report on Mos

Tumor Total Surgi

PRIMARY BENIGN NEOPLASMS OF THE HEART

Myxoma 114 102
Rhabdomyoma 20 6
Fibroma 20 18
Hemangioma 17 10
Atrioventricular nodal 10 0
Granular cell 4 0
Lipoma 2 2
Paraganglioma 2 2
Myocytic hamartoma 2 2
Histiocytoid cardiomyopathy 2 0
Inflammatory pseudotumor 2 2
Fibrous histiocytoma 1 0
Epithelioid hemangioendothelioma 1 1
Bronchogenic cyst 1 1
Teratoma 1 0
Totals 199 146 (7

PRIMARY MALIGNANT TUMORS OF THE HEART

Sarcoma 137 (95%) 116
Angio 33 22
Unclassified 33 30
Fibrous histiocytoma 16 16
Osteo 13 13
Leiomyo 12 11
Fibro 9 9
Myxo 8 8
Rhabdomyo 6 2
Synovial 4 4
Lipo 2 0
Schwannoma 1 1
Lymphoma 7 (5%) 1
Totals 144 117 (8

*Excludes papillary fibroelastoma and lipomatous hypertrophy of the atrial sep
Modified from Burke A, Virmani R. Atlas of tumor pathology. Tumors of the hea

1996:231.
PRIMARY BENIGN TUMORS
Myxomas are the most common adult primary cardiac benign
tumors.5 Symptom presentation can be variable and ranges from
subtle to overt. For instance, some patients present only with vague
constitutional symptoms, whereas others may experience overt
heart failure or syncope secondary to obstruction to ventricular fill-
ing in cases where the tumor is sufficiently large. Patients may also
present with embolic events, including stroke, thought to arise from
the friable surface of the tumor and possibly adherent thrombus.
Myxomas are classically described as mobile lobular masses
located in the left atrium attached via a pedicle to the interatrial sep-
tum, often in the region of the fossa ovalis (Fig. 147.2). Less fre-
quently, they can be located in the right atrium or in the
ventricles.6 Differentiating this tumor from thrombus becomes
challenging when the myxoma is sessile and in an atypical location
within the atrium. In such cases, it is important to elicit clinical con-
text favoring thrombus formation, such as the presence of atrial
dysrhythmias, recent ablation for atrial dysrhythmias, or mitral ste-
nosis. Myxomas are mainly solitary masses, although familial syn-
dromes may be marked by the presence of multiple lesions.5 Once
the diagnosis of myxoma is confirmed, prompt surgical resection
yields good results, although there is a 2% to 5% recurrence rate.7,8

Recurrence is often either at the site of the initial myxoma, indicat-
ing incomplete resection, or from an additional undiscovered
focus.9,10 This underscores the importance of a thorough intra-
operative transesophageal echocardiographic examination.

Papillary fibroelastomas are the second most common primary
benign neoplasm of the heart. These round and solitary lesions are
most commonly located on the aortic valve (44%), followed closely
t Common Primary Benign and Malignant Tumors of the Heart

cal Autopsy Age �15 Years at Diagnosis

12 4
14 20
2 13
7 2
10 2
4 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 2
0 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 1

3%) 53 (27%) 45 (23%)

21 11 (8%)
11 1
3 3
0 1
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 1
4 3
0 0
2 0
0 0
6 0

1%) 27 (19%) 11 (8%)

tum.
rt and great vessels. Washington, DC: Armed Forces Institute of Pathology



TABLE 147.2 Metastatic Neoplasms of the Heart at Necropsy—
Order of Frequency of Cancers Encountered*

Primary Tumor Total Autopsies Metastases to Heart

Lung 1037 180 (17%)
Breast 685 70 (10%)
Lymphoma 392 67 (17%)
Leukemia 202 66 (33%)
Esophagus 294 37 (13%)
Uterus 451 36 (8%)
Melanoma 69 32 (46%)
Stomach 603 28 (5%)
Sarcoma 159 24 (15%)
Oral cavity and tongue 235 22 (9%)
Colon and rectum 440 22 (5%)
Kidney 114 12 (11%)
Thyroid gland 97 9 (9%)
Larynx 100 9 (9%)
Germ cell 21 8 (38%)
Urinary bladder 128 8 (6%)
Liver and biliary tract 325 7 (2%)
Prostate gland 171 6 (4%)
Pancreas 185 6 (3%)
Ovary 188 2 (1%)
Nose (interior) 32 1 (3%)
Pharynx 67 1 (1%)
Miscellaneous 245 0
Total 6240 653 (10%)

*In this series including some of the more commonly encountered
malignancies, melanoma is the primary tumor for which metastatic
tumors were most commonly found in the heart on autopsy.

Modified from Burke A, Virmani R. Tumors of the cardiovascular system.
Atlas of tumor pathology. Washington, DC: Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology 1996:231 and Mukai K, Shinkai T, Tominaga K,
Shomosato Y. The incidence of secondary tumors of the heart and
pericardium: a 10-year study, Jpn N Clin Oncol 18:195-201, 1988.
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by the mitral valve (35%), and less commonly on the tricuspid
valve (15%) and pulmonic valves (8%).The valvular location of
papillary fibroelastomas—along with their frondlike surface, the
latter giving them a shimmering appearance on echo—
distinguishes these tumors from myxomas11 (Fig. 147.3). Although
these masses may be discovered incidentally on echocardiography,
embolic events associated with these lesions are known to occur
and are more common when the fibroelastoma is mobile and
attached to a stalk.12 Cropping and manipulation of 3D echocardio-
graphic images may aid in the detection of a discrete stalk if not
readily apparent on 2D images. The identification of a stalk can
be the first clue to help to distinguish a fibroelastoma from other
entities in the differential diagnosis such as Libman-Sacks endocar-
ditis, in which the lesion is sessile and along the coaptation point of
the valve leaflets. Because of its valvular location, a papillary
fibroelastoma may initially be mistaken for vegetation until condi-
tions predisposing to endovascular infection have been excluded.
Unlike vegetations, which may be irregularly shaped and disrupt
valve function, papillary fibroelastomas appear more discrete and
do not tend to cause valve regurgitation or stenosis. A Lambl
excrescence may also be in the differential diagnosis of a papillary
fibroelastoma; however, the former have a wispy, fibrolinear
nature, while the latter are round and well formed.

In children, rhabdomyomas and fibromas are the most common
benign tumors; yet, despite their benign nature, they can be associ-
ated with conduction abnormalities, arrhythmias, and even sudden
death. Unlike myxomas, these neoplasms are commonly located in
the ventricular myocardium. Rhabdomyomas tend to be small and
may be multiple or solitary in nature. Fibromas are larger tumors,
and as a result, many patients are symptomatic. Fibromas
(Fig. 147.4)13 tend to be hyper-reflective on echocardiography,
whereas other rare benign masses such as hemangiomas
(Fig. 147.5) are highly vascular tumors and may show evidence
of perfusion on contrast echocardiography.14
Papillary
fibroelastoma

ioma
myoma

Figure 147.1. Schematic of the typical loca-
tions for common benign, malignant, and
metastatic tumors in the heart. (Courtesy of
Jason Kim.)



Figure 147.2. Left atrial myxoma. Myxomas are most commonly detected between the third and sixth decades of life, but the sophistication of echo-
cardiography has led to more frequent diagnoses among older patients. In this example, the lesion is in its typical location on the interatrial septum in the
region of the fossa ovalis. Here the myxoma is sessile, though more often these tumors are pedunculated. Myxomas are grossly round but on closer
inspection may have a villous surface, consistent with their gross pathologic description as gelatinous tumors due to their large collagenous content.

A

C

B

D

Figure 147.3. Papillary fibroelastoma of the aortic valve. Ninety-five percent of fibroelastomas are found in the left heart, most frequently seen on the
mid-portion of the valve leaflets. The characteristic features of this tumor include frondlike extensions, a high degree of mobility, and a stalklike attach-
ment to the valve leaflet. Like myxomas, these tumors are associated with peripheral and systemic emboli. However, unlike myxomas, they are infre-
quently attached to nonvalvular sites and are not associated with constitutional symptoms. Although many fibroelastomas are incidental findings, this
patient presented with a stroke. Transesophageal echocardiogram revealed a gelatinous-appearing, mobile echodensity attached to the aortic valve.
A, Three-dimensional echocardiography localized this mass to the mid-portion of the non-coronary cusp of the aortic valve (B and C). Surgical pathol-
ogy (D) confirmed the diagnosis of papillary fibroelastoma.
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Figure 147.4. Fibroma. Of fibroblast origin, these benign tumors are more often located in the ventricles rather than the atria. Echocardiographically,
they are echodense round masses embedded within the myocardium (A) and often speckled with calcium (B). Ventricular arrhythmias and sudden
death have been reported in patients with fibromas. Echocardiography is pivotal in determining the precise location and extent of these tumors before
resection because they may course close to the coronary arteries.13

A B C

Figure 147.5. Hemangioma of the left ventricular apex. As shown here, these benign tumors are often not initially appreciated as vascular entities on a
standard echocardiogram (A) without the use of echocardiographic contrast. PanelB clearly demonstrates the uptake of echocardiographic contrast in
the vasculature of this tumor that is also evident on pathology (C). Hemangiomas are typically intramyocardial, although most often involve the base of
the heart and are known to be associated with pericardial effusions. These benign tumors can have serious sequelae such as arrhythmias and
sudden death.

Figure 147.6. Angiosarcoma. In this example the angiosarcoma was
found in the right atrium, but these tumors have been reported in all four
chambers. The large size of the mass seen in this patient is not unusual
for this tumor type given its rapid and aggressive growth pattern. In this
case, the tumor had invaded beyond the margins of the right atrial free
wall. In addition, the tumor intermittently occluded the tricuspid valve,
causing right heart failure symptoms. In such situations, hemorrhagic
pericardial effusions are not uncommon.
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PRIMARY MALIGNANT TUMORS
Cardiac sarcomas are the most common primary malignancies of
the heart. These include (in order of frequency) angiosarcoma,
rhabdomyosarcoma, fibrosarcoma, and leiomyosarcoma. It is their
large size and predilection for the right atrium that point toward this
diagnosis15–18 (Fig. 147.6). These tumors often take the form of
broad-based, lobular masses; however, they may alternatively be
polypoid or intramyocardial and can extend into the inferior vena
cava. Calcification may be noted in the case of osteosarcomas. Car-
diac sarcomas are aggressive tumors that spread rapidly from an
intramural location into the cardiac chambers and/or pericardium.
They tend to manifest with obstructive symptoms associated with
impaired right heart filling, pericardial effusion, or tamponade.
Arrhythmias or embolization may also occur. By the time of diag-
nosis, metastases are often present.16 Rhabdomyosarcomas are
more common in children and are found in both ventricular and
atrial locations.17 Though optimal management of sarcomas
includes chemotherapy and radiotherapy and complete surgical
resection, this is frequently not possible owing to their dimensions
and intramyocardial location.15 Overall, the prognosis remains very
poor; median survival is 6 to 12 months.18

Sarcomas must be differentiated from primary cardiac lympho-
mas. Although metastatic lymphoma is much more common than
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primary cardiac lymphoma, the latter, like sarcomas, has a pre-
dilection for the right heart, particularly the right atrium. Morpho-
logically, they do not have a classic pattern. However, an
associated pericardial effusion is not uncommon. Surprisingly,
constitutional symptoms typical of lymphoma are not usually
present. Patients instead may complain of precordial pain or dys-
pnea. The majority of reported primary cardiac lymphomas have
been of the diffuse large B cell variety.19,20 In contrast to sarco-
mas, a favorable response to surgery and/or anthracycline-based
therapy has been reported for primary cardiac lymphomas when
detected early with cardiac imaging. Therefore, obtaining a defin-
itive pathologic diagnosis can be important in determining prog-
nosis and treatment options when a primary malignant cardiac
tumor is suspected.
METASTATIC TUMORS
Metastatic disease has been found in 10% to 25% of patients in
autopsy series of patients with cancer.21,22 In the majority of clin-
ical cases, metastatic disease is known before cardiac involvement
is discovered on echocardiogram. Symptoms may include embolic
events, congestive heart failure in cases where intramyocardial
extension has compromised systolic function, pericardial tampo-
nade, intracavitary obstruction, or arrhythmia. Cardiac metastatic
foci may present as multiple or solitary lesions. There are a variety
of mechanisms for cardiac metastasis, including direct invasion
from the mediastinum, hematologic spread, lymphatic spread, or
venous extension into the heart. Metastatic foci in the right heart
commonly originate from extension of the tumor from the inferior
vena cava. This can be observed with renal cell carcinoma,
leiomyosarcoma, and some gynecologic malignancies. In the left
heart, the pulmonary veins may serve as a conduit for lung cancer
extension into the heart (Fig. 147.7). Not only do solid tumors
metastasize to the heart, but hematologic malignancies may also
become manifest in the heart, particularly in the pericardium or
myocardium. For lymphoma, this may involve actual tumor foci
on the pericardium or myocardium with clinical manifestations,
whereas leukemic infiltration of the heart may be subtler, even
though cardiac metastasis is reported to be more common.23

Generally, metastatic disease involving the heart, regardless of
the primary malignancy, is a sign of widely disseminated disease
Figure 147.7. Metastatic lung cancer. Extension of a malignancy
through the pulmonary veins into the left atrium as seen here is a well-
described phenomenon. Among the potential malignant lesions, lung
carcinoma is the most common. Atypical myxomas and thrombus
should also be considered in the differential diagnosis.
and associated with a poor prognosis. In most cases treatment is
largely palliative.
SUMMARY
Cardiac tumors are rare clinical entities that challenge our diagnos-
tic acumen. Tumor features such as location, size, and means of
attachment as well as clinical context are important clues to refining
the differential diagnosis. Although most masses are first discov-
ered with 2D echocardiography, real-time 3D echocardiography
may have an additive role in determining the potential etiology
of a cardiac mass. By nature of its volumetric data acquisition,
3D echocardiography can yield potential prognostic information
by yielding information on the size of a mass as it relates to embolic
potential. In addition, 2D and 3D transesophageal echocardiogra-
phy is of value in defining potential surgical approaches whenever
resection is planned.
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The presence of a thrombus in the left ventricular (LV) cavity
would at first glance seem to defy the strongly held triad of
Virchow. As such, thrombus in the LV usually occurs in the
presence of a markedly reduced ejection fraction (EF) and regions
of intracavitary flow stasis. There are a number of clinical pre-
dispositions that increase the likelihood for LV thrombus formation
(Box 148.1). Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is the princi-
pal clinical tool used to assess for LV thrombus. All at-risk patients
should be evaluated, as identification reveals risk for thromboem-
bolic complications.
isposing Conditions
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LEFT VENTRICULAR THROMBUS WITH IMPAIRED
LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION
A thrombus within the LV can be noted within 24 hours after acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) and 90% of the time is formed at a
maximum of 2 weeks following the event, with the risk highest
within the first 3 months (Fig. 148.1). Traditionally the antemortem
incidence of LV thrombus following an AMI has been reported to
be between 7% and 46%, depending on the diagnostic modality
used for detection. However, the contemporary literature reports
Myeloproliferative disorders
Essential thrombocythemia
Myelofibrosis
Salmonella septicemia
Cardiac trauma
Eosinophilic endocarditis
Connective tissue disease

Systemic lupus erythematosus
Behçet disease

On the surface of LV tumors
On device leads that inadvertently migrate to the LV
Administration of large doses of erythropoietin

Apical clot

ident on a noncontrast image. Note the poor apical endocardial border
e that the mass is avascular with no contrast uptake.



Figure 148.3. Apical two-chamber view demonstrating a left ventricular
thrombus in a patient with hypereosinophilic syndrome.
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a declining incidence of LV thrombus post AMI, primarily attrib-
uted to the use of primary percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI); incidence may vary between 5% and 15% in patients receiv-
ing such treatment. LV thrombus usually occurs following AMI in
the left anterior descending artery (LAD) territory and is much less
common following infarction in non-LAD territories. About 11%
of clots may occur in the septal wall and 3% may occur in the infe-
rior wall, particularly when the infarct extends to the lateral wall.1

A left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) less than 40%, multi-
vessel coronary artery disease, high creatine kinase levels, and a
decreased mitral E-wave deceleration time are associated with
increased evidence of clot.1,2 In addition, Doppler analysis of apical
flow patterns has been suggested to help identify which of these
patients are at highest risk of thrombus formation. Evidence of api-
cal flow stasis or of continuous swirling of flow around the apex is
thought to identify patients at particular risk for apical thrombus.3

In the presence of a pseudoaneurysm, the clot occurs lining the LV
wall at the site of rupture contained by the pericardium.3

The use of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors following
AMI has not been associated with a decreased incidence despite
improved remodeling, and the effect of beta-blocker is controver-
sial, from harmful to neutral. It has been demonstrated that levels of
soluble tissue factor, D-dimer, and anticardiolipin are increased in
patients with LV clot following AMI. However, the usefulness of
these levels in diagnosis is not known.1

On the other hand, in patientswith cardiomyopathy (Fig. 148.2), an
EF less than 20%provides the highest riskwith a reported incidence of
almost 50%.4 The presence of mitral regurgitation appears to be pro-
tective in these patients against developing clot. However, a similar
association has not been demonstrated following AMI.1

LEFT VENTRICULAR THROMBUS WITH
PRESERVED LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION
Thrombus within the LV cavity has been reported in patients with
preserved LV function. This occurs rarely in the setting of endothe-
lial damage as with trauma, eosinophilic endocarditis (Fig. 148.3),
tumors, device leads (Fig. 148.4), or in the setting of hypercoagul-
able states. The treatment is targeted to the underlying pathology,
along with the use of anticoagulation.5

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS AND THE ROLE
OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
A space-occupying mass in the LV can be classified as either
neoplastic or non-neoplastic. An LV thrombus is an example of
A B

Figure 148.2. Apical four-chamber view demonstrating a protruding apica
cardiomyopathy (A). B, A zoomed-in view of the thrombus showing the me
a non-neoplastic mass, and although echocardiography does not
provide a histological diagnosis, certain features, when present,
suggest the mass to be a thrombus. A mass noted in a region of
the LV where there is a wall motion abnormality, that is avascular
(based on either color Doppler or use of contrast), and in an apical
location suggests thrombus as its etiology. A fresh thrombus often
protrudes into the LV cavity and is highly mobile, whereas more
chronic thrombi are often sessile in appearance.

The predictive accuracy of TTE for the detection of LV throm-
bus is dependent on clear delineation of all endocardial borders.
Therefore, meticulous imaging is imperative, and one should have
a low threshold for the use of echocardiographic contrast if endo-
cardial border delineation is suboptimal.6 The sensitivity and
l left ventricular thrombus with mobile elements in a patient with dilated
asurements of a 2.4 � 1.9 cm.
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Figure 148.4. An off-axis parasternal short-axis view demonstrating a left ventricular (LV) clot formed on amigrated automatic implantable cardioverter
defibrillator lead in a patient with dilated cardiomyopathy and severely reduced LV systolic function without (A) and with (B) contrast enhancement.
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specificity to detect an LV thrombus have been reported as 92% to
95% and 86% to 88%, respectively.7 The diagnostic ability of echo-
cardiography is increased in the presence of large protuberant clots.
False tendons, trabeculations, and misplaced papillary muscles can
all cause a false-positive result.1 Conversely, poor endocardial bor-
der delineation, small clot size, mural thrombus, and image fore-
shortening may yield a false-negative result.

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging has an increased sensitiv-
ity to detect LV thrombus and should be considered when the TTE
evaluation is equivocal or suboptimal.1,8 Transesophageal echocar-
diography, like all other imaging modalities, provides good speci-
ficity in the detection of LV thrombus but has a much lower
sensitivity (35% to 40%).
PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
When present, LV thrombus poses risk for thromboembolic com-
plication, with stroke being the most feared. Clot protrusion and
mobility have been associated with risk of embolization.1 Other
findings associated with increased risk for embolization include
heart failure, atrial fibrillation, advanced age, previous emboli,
and hyperdynamic adjacent segment. Apical aneurysmmay be pro-
tective because of lack of contractility and less chance of dislodge-
ment.1 Layered or sessile thrombi have a lower thromboembolic
potential.

Once a thrombus is identified, anticoagulation is the mainstay of
therapy, with serial imaging to evaluate for thrombus regression or
organization. The duration of anticoagulation is a minimum of
3 months according to the 2013 ACCF/AHA guidelines9; however,
duration is influenced by the underlying condition and depends on
whether serial imaging shows thrombus resolution and/or organiza-
tion.1 In addition, management of the underlying predisposing con-
dition, as with immunosuppressive therapy in patients with
connective-tissue disease and/or eosinophilic endocarditis, is
essential.
The prognosis of patients with LV thrombus is highly de-
pendent on the causing factors and the extent and severity of LV
dysfunction.

SUMMARY
LV thrombus occurs most commonly in the presence of decreased
LV systolic function but in certain conditions may occur in those
with preserved LVEF. TTE is the principal noninvasive diagnostic
tool used for detection, with contrast echocardiography increasing
both its sensitivity and specificity. Thrombi that protrude into the
lumen of the LV and are highly mobile have the highest thrombo-
embolic potential. Current treatment is primarily focused on man-
agement of the underlying predisposing condition along with
anticoagulation.
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Left atrial (LA) thrombi are a major cause of cerebral and systemic
embolism. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is the method
of choice for diagnosing an LA thrombus. The diagnosis or exclu-
sion of an LA thrombus has become a common indication for per-
forming TEE in routine clinical practice, particularly in the
evaluation of a cardiac source of embolism or before cardioversion.
PATHOGENESIS OF LEFT ATRIAL THROMBUS
FORMATION
A thrombus forms within the left atrium or LA appendage (LAA)
primarily as a result of blood stasis within this cavity, though other
component of the Virchow triad (a procoagulant state and endocar-
dial damage) may also play an additive role, especially in atrial
fibrillation (AF).1 LA stasis is frequently related to LA and LAA
contractile dysfunction in association with atrial arrhythmias (AF
or atrial flutter [AFL]). Notably, LA contraction is highly variable
in patients with atrial arrhythmias, varying from near-normal con-
traction to complete atrial standstill. This heterogeneity is the result
of multiple factors that jointly affect LA function,2 including the
type of arrhythmia (in general, better preserved contraction in
AFL compared to AF), the duration of the arrhythmia (worse con-
traction in longstanding arrhythmias), and additional factors that
promote atrial stasis via elevation of LA pressure and/or LA
dilatation—left ventricular (LV) dysfunction (diastolic dysfunc-
tion, with or without systolic dysfunction) and mitral valve disease
(mainly mitral stenosis [MS] or presence of a mitral prosthesis).

An LA thrombus is very infrequently demonstrated in TEE
examinations performed in patients with sinus rhythm (SR).3 Nev-
ertheless, it may occasionally occur in SR in the presence of severe
LA stasis (due to the causes listed earlier) or following a transient
episode of AF, when TEE is performed after cessation of the
arrhythmia. In patients with paroxysmal AF, LA thrombus may
form during the course of the arrhythmia or during the initial period
following its termination, due to transient LA dysfunction (“stun-
ning”) occurring after conversion from AF to SR (a phenomenon
that is variably observed after electrical or drug-induced cardiover-
sion, as well as following spontaneous conversion to SR).2 LA
dysfunction in the absence of an atrial arrhythmia may also be
observed in patients with cardiac amyloidosis, due to a combination
of amyloid infiltration of the LA and LV myocardium, causing LA
contractile dysfunction and severe LV diastolic dysfunction.
A

all round left atrial appendage (LAA) thrombus (arrow) an
ll the figures (except for Fig. 149.8, B) are presented w
bottom of the image. (See Video 149.1, A and B.)
Interventional procedures involving the left atrium, including
surgical or catheter-based ablation of AF (causing endocardial
damage within the left atrium), LA incisions (during mitral valve
surgery), or implantation of LA devices (interatrial septal or
LAA occluder devices), may also be complicated by thrombus for-
mation within the LA cavity.

Most LA thrombi form within the LAA, because of its narrow
cul-de-sac morphology that predisposes to blood stasis. Thrombi
within the main LA cavity are less frequently present, and their
occurrence depends on the underlying cardiac substrate. Whereas
the vast majority of thrombi associated with nonvalvular AF are
located within the LAA, thrombi within the LA cavity itself are
not infrequently seen in patients with valvular AF or in patients
with nonvalvular AF and severe LV dysfunction.4 These findings
may have implications for LAA closure, which may be less effec-
tive in the latter subgroups of patients with AF.

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DIAGNOSIS OF LEFT ATRIAL THROMBUS
TEE is an ideal modality for imaging the left atrium,5,6 which is a
posterior cardiac structure adjacent to the esophagus. The LAA
and main LA body should be scanned separately for the diagnosis
of thrombi. The LAA, the most common location of LA thrombus
formation, should be meticulously scanned because of its highly var-
iable morphology and the common presence of multiple lobes.2,7

Scanning should be performed from the midesophageal probe posi-
tion with mild TEE probe anteflexion. To fully delineate the LAA
cavity and itsmultiple lobes, the scanning plane angle should be grad-
ually changed from 0 degrees to approximately 140 to 150 degrees,
the latter usually allowing visualization of the LAA in its widest
dimension.

The main LA cavity, a much less common location of LA
thrombi, should be routinely scanned in a vertical (90-degree) scan-
ning planewith gradual clockwise rotation of the TEEprobe from the
left pulmonary veins (adjacent to the LAA) to the right pulmonary
veins. When indicated, vertical scanning may be supplemented by
horizontal (0-degree) scanning, with a gradual inferior-to-superior
outward motion of the TEE probe, from the bottom to the upper part
of the LA body.

An LA thrombus appears as an intraluminal mass of variable
size and morphology, with an echogenicity that is typically hetero-
geneous and lower than that of the surrounding LA walls
B

d (B) a large thrombus filling the entire LAA cavity with amobile protruding
ith the transesophageal echocardiography transducer and posterior car-
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Figure 149.2. Multiple thrombi within left atrial body (A-D) and left atrial appendage (B, C) in a patient with severe mitral stenosis and atrial fibrillation.
Note the limited imaging quality immediately adjacent to the transesophageal echocardiography transducer, which is only partially improved by
optimizing gain settings, thereby limiting the diagnosis of thrombi at the “roof” of the left atrium. (See Video 149.2, A-D.)
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(Fig. 149.1/Video 149.1, A and B, and Fig. 149.2/Video 149.2, A-D),
although a longstanding organized thrombus can appear more echo-
genic and may occasionally calcify. Once diagnosed, the embolic
potential of an LA thrombus should be assessed and reported, based
on its size, its morphology, the extent of its connection to the LA
wall, and its mobility (a flat, immobile mural thrombus vs. a
A

*

C

Figure 149.3. Potential diagnostic caveats in imaging of the left atrial appe
multilobed LAA (additional lobe marked with an asterisk). C, An apparent “
a thrombus. Imaging at an orthogonal plane (C, right), using the transesopha
that thismass is due to normal pectinatemuscles (asterisk).D,Shadowing of t
adjacent left upper pulmonary vein (“Q-tip”; ligament of Marshall), whichmay a
and false-negative diagnoses of an LAA thrombus. (See Video 149.3, A, B.
protruding mobile thrombus connected to the LA wall by a narrow
stalk, or the rare occurrence of a free-floating thrombus within the
LA cavity in a patient with MS).

Comprehensive scanning of the left atrium and LAA, as
recommended previously, will generally overcome several diag-
nostic pitfalls, including (1) incorrectly diagnosing prominent
*

*

D

B

ndage (LAA). A, Prominent pectinate muscles within the LAA and (B) a
mass” at the tip of the LAA (C, left; arrow), which may be mistaken for
geal echocardiography matrix probe with biplane imaging, clearly shows
he LAA (arrow) by a thickened septum (asterisk) between the LAA and the
ppear like a thrombus or obscure a thrombus, causing both false-positive
)
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pectinate muscles as LAA thrombi (Fig. 149.3/Video 149.3, A, B);
(2) overlooking the presence of a thrombus in a multilobed LAA;
(3) incorrectly interpreting various artifacts as representing thrombi
(acoustic shadowing; see Fig. 149.3,D, and reverberation artifacts);
and (4) limited-quality near-field imaging of the LA body adjacent
to the TEE probe.

In addition to the presence of LA thrombus, additional echo-
cardiographic features associated with high thromboembolic risk
should be assessed, including the presence and severity of sponta-
neous echocardiographic contrast (SEC) and, in selected cases, a
quantitative evaluation of LAA contractile function. Although
attempts to semiquantify the degree of LA SEC have been pre-
viously reported, it is practical and clinically sufficient to catego-
rize SEC as either mild or severe (“dense”) (Fig. 149.4, A/Video
149.4, A). Because the appearance of SEC may be significantly
affected by various machine settings, mainly gain, the image qual-
ity of the surrounding LA walls and adjacent cardiac structures
should be optimized in order to avoid overestimation or underes-
timation of SEC severity. Importantly, the presence of dense SEC
warrants a systematic scanning of the LAA for the presence of
thrombus, more than so than in its absence. By contrast, because
dense SEC is almost uniformly noted in patients with a LA throm-
bus, the absence of SEC should raise doubts regarding the diagno-
sis of LA thrombus and mandates additional scanning to exclude
the possibility of a false-positive diagnosis of thrombus due to
artifacts.

At times, severe SEC appears as “sludge,” and it may be diffi-
cult to differentiate sludge from a “soft” thrombus (see Fig. 149.4,
B andC/Video 149.4,B). From a safety perspective, in patients with
AFwho are candidates for cardioversion, the presence of LA sludge
should be considered as representing a thrombus, thereby contrain-
dicating cardioversion.

LAA contractile function may be assessed by pulsed Doppler
interrogation of flow at the proximal LAA cavity, adjacent to the
LAA orifice,2 or measurements of LAA wall motion velocities
by tissue Doppler. Although extensively studied and highly
educational in our understanding of atrial pathophysiology, the
A

B

Figure 149.4. Severe (dense) spontaneous echocardiographic contrast (A)
149.4, A, B.)
indication for quantitatively assessing LAA function in clinical
practice is limited and should be reserved mainly for patients
in whom the diagnosis of an LAA thrombus is unexpected or
questionable. Severe impairment of LAA contraction is occa-
sionally observed in patients with SR, mostly in association with
severe LV dysfunction (Fig. 149.5) or MS, and this finding
may support the diagnosis and provide a pathophysiological
explanation for the relatively uncommon finding of an LAA
thrombus in the absence of a previously documented atrial
arrhythmia. In the presence of atrial arrhythmias, preserved
LAA contraction (and absence of severe SEC) decreases the
chances that an LAA thrombus will be detected, and any appar-
ently abnormal LAA masses are more likely to present normal
variants (pectinate muscles) or artifacts. Although the assess-
ment of LAA contraction may prove useful in predicting the like-
lihood of immediate success of cardioversion and long-term
maintenance of SR, as well as in the overall assessment of throm-
boembolic risk in patients with AF,2 its role in clinical decision
making is questionable.

Three-dimensional (3D) TEE may nicely demonstrate LAA and
LA thrombi (Fig. 149.6/Video 149.6, A and B), although the incre-
mental value of 3D imaging in the diagnosis of LA thrombi remains
to be determined. Biplane imaging using the 3D matrix TEE probe
is helpful in delineating the multiple lobes of the LAA and helps
differentiate normal pectinate muscles from thrombi (see
Fig. 149.3, C/Video 149.3, C). 3D imaging of the LAA with multi-
planar reconstruction along its cavity may also be used for this pur-
pose. En face 3D imaging of the LAA orifice from the LA body
perspective, including 3D color flow imaging, may aid in the diag-
nosis of incomplete surgical ligation or percutaneous occlusion of
the LAA orifice, which are associated with an increased risk of
thromboembolism (Video 149.5). 3D TEE may also be of help in
imaging of device-associated intra-LA thrombosis following
implantation of atrial septal or LAA occlusion devices, although
the overall importance of 3D TEE imaging in these specific niches
is currently uncertain.
C

and left atrial appendage “sludge” or soft thrombus (B, C). (See Video
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Figure 149.5. Doppler of left atrial appendage (LAA) flow in a normal
subject with sinus rhythm (SR) (A), a patient with SR and severe left ven-
tricular (LV) dysfunction (B), and a patient with atrial fibrillation (AF) (C).
LAA emptying velocities (arrow), immediately following the electrocardio-
graphic P wave, are normally high in subjects with SR and a normal heart
(A). LAA flow velocities may be low, despite SR, in patients with LA stasis
due to LV dysfunction (B) and may be quantitatively similar to the LAA
low flow typically observed in patients with AF (C).
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ADDITIONAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

Transthoracic Echocardiography and Contrast
Echocardiography
At times, large LA or LAA thrombi may be diagnosed using TTE
(Fig. 149.7 and Video 149.7, A), although TTE is insensitive for the
diagnosis of most small-to-moderate size thrombi commonly
located within the LAA. In a small pilot multicenter trial of 118
patients with AF of more than 2 days’ duration, the findings on
TTE imaging of the LAA, which included intravenous contrast
administration and measurements of LAAwalls velocities by tissue
Doppler, were compared with TEE images, considered the diagnos-
tic gold standard.8 TTE imaging with contrast correctly identified
the two patients with thrombi, whereas low tissue-Doppler veloc-
ities of the LAA wall were associated with the presence of severe
LAA SEC, sludge, or thrombus. Although encouraging, these pre-
liminary results need to be adequately confirmed in larger studies
before TTE imaging with contrast and/or tissue Doppler is intro-
duced into clinical practice. The addition of intravenous contrast
may potentially improve the diagnostic accuracy of a TEE exami-
nation by excluding thrombi in nonconclusive examinations and
identifying previously unsuspected LAA filling defects.
However, the additive value of contrast TEE over a standard non-
contrast TEE examination, which is very accurate in experienced
hands, needs to be proven before contrast TEE use can be
recommended.
Cardiac Computed Tomography and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging
LA and LAA thrombi may be detected by cardiac computed tomog-
raphy (CT) (Fig. 149.8), but CT is rarely the diagnostic procedure
of choice for diagnosing or excluding an LA thrombus in clinical
practice. Nevertheless, CT may be of clinical use in cases in which
TEE is contraindicated, not feasible, or nondiagnostic, and LA
thrombi are occasionally detected by CT in scans performed for
other indications.

The accuracy of CT angiography in detection of LAA thrombus
has been examined in at least 19 studies involving approximately
3000 patients, in various patient populations (mostly in patients
with stroke or before ablation procedures for AF) using different
imaging protocols.9 It has consistently been found to be highly sen-
sitive (�100%) for the identification of LAA thrombus. However,
its specificity varies considerably, depending on the technique and
the patient population. This translates to a negative predictive value
of 100% and a positive predictive value between 25% and 100% in
different studies.

Although LA thrombus can be detected by a non-gated exami-
nation, the standard cardiac CT procedure is electrocardiography-
gated. It is performed during or immediately following a contrast
bolus, triggered by contrast medium reaching either the LA or tho-
racic aorta. This usually results in excellent contrast between the
intracardiac blood and the cardiac tissues, assuming rapid mixing
of the blood within each cavity. In the presence of sluggish flow
with the LAA, such as that occurring in the context of atrial fibril-
lation and visualized as SEC by TEE, this mixing may not be com-
plete and may result in a false-positive diagnosis of an LAA filling
defect as being a thrombus. Several solutions to improve the diag-
nostic accuracy of CT have been introduced, including (1) scanning
at a late phase, to test whether any filling defect is persistent (indi-
cating a thrombus) or transient (indicating slow flow); and (2) mea-
suring the CT enhancement in the suspected area within the LAA
(see Fig. 149.8).

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is also highly sensitive for
the identification of intracardiac thrombi, using both noncontrast
and contrast-enhanced approaches with various imaging sequences.
To date, few studies have examined the use of MRI for specifically
detecting LA thrombus, and the role of this imaging modality in this
context remains to be determined.
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE DIAGNOSIS
OF LEFT ATRIAL THROMBUS BY
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The appropriate use criteria for TEE in diagnosing LA thrombus,
adopted by multiple cardiac imaging societies (including the
American Society of Echocardiography), are presented in
Box 149.1.10
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Figure 149.7. Left atrial appendage thrombus (arrow) visualized via transthoracic echocardiography in subcostal (A) and parasternal short-axis
(B) views, in a patient with severe mitral stenosis and atrial flutter. (See Video 149.7, A.)

A

C

B

Figure 149.6. Three-dimensional images of left atrial appendage (LAA) and left atrial (LA) thrombi demonstrated in two dimensions in Figure 149.1,
A (A), Figure 149.1, B (B), and Figure 149.2 (C). The LAA os is imaged en face in panels A andB, and the LA cavity is imaged with the mitral valve at the
depth of the image (the LAA at the left side of the image) in panel C. (See Video 149.6, A and B.)
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Cardiac Source of Embolism
TEE is commonly used to identify a potential cardiovascular source
of embolism in patients suffering a cerebral or systemic ischemic
event that is compatible with an embolic mechanism by its clinical
presentation and radiologic findings.11 The appropriate use criteria
support this approach when an alternative noncardiac source is not
identified and when the identification of a cardiovascular source
will affect treatment. LA thrombus is most frequently detected in
patients with ischemic events in association with AF (paroxysmal
or persistent). In this setting, lifelong anticoagulation is strongly
indicated even without the demonstration of an LA thrombus by
TEE. Therefore, a TEE examination will not affect treatment and
is not clinically indicated in this scenario.

Whether TEE is useful in patients with thromboembolism in the
absence of documented atrial arrhythmias is a matter of debate. LA
thrombus may infrequently form in the absence of AF or AFL in the
presence of the hemodynamic risk factors that predispose to LA
stasis. These high-risk features can be easily identified by a TTE
examination, and therefore, TEE may be selectively reserved for
patients judged to be at high risk according to the TTE findings.
It is conceivable that spontaneous termination of atrial arrhythmias
could lead to LA thrombus formation and embolism, but, because
of their transient nature, they may not be documented at or before
the embolic event. Thus, the possibility of “occult” AF may still
justify the routine use of TEE for all patients with thromboembo-
lism and no proof of previous atrial arrhythmia. The frequency of
LA thrombi in patients with SR at the time of the echocardiographic
examination has been examined in a large series of more than
20,000 consecutive TEE examinations performed for various indi-
cations,3 in which 380 LA thrombi were detected, mostly in
patients with AF. LA thrombi were evident in only 20 patients
who had SR during TEE (0.1% of all TEE examinations) and, of
these, 19 patients were clearly at risk for LA dysfunction and
thrombus formation due to high-risk hemodynamic features or pre-
viously documented AF. Thus, it appears that LA thrombus forma-
tion due to occult AF is an extremely rare phenomenon, which may
not justify the nonselective use of TEE to rule out an LA thrombus
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Figure 149.8. Left atrial appendage (LAA) thrombus detected by computed tomography (A) and the corresponding image by transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) (B). In a different patient, a filling defect detected in an early scan (C) disappears in a late scan 1 minute later (D). The ratio
of enhancement in the LAA versus the aorta is greater than 0.5 (D), indicating that the defect represents slow flow and not a thrombus. TEE (not shown)
did not show a thrombus in the LAA.

Box 149.1 Appropriate Criteria* for the Use of Transesophageal Echocardiography for Diagnosis of Left Atrial Thrombus

1. TEE as initial test—AF/AFL
a. Evaluation to facilitate clinical decision making with regard to

anticoagulation, cardioversion, and/or radiofrequency ablation
Appropriate (9)

b. Evaluation when a decision has been made to anticoagulate and
not to perform cardioversion Inappropriate (2)

2. TEE as initial or supplemental test—embolic event†

a. Evaluation for cardiovascular source of embolus with no
identified noncardiac source Appropriate (7)

b. Evaluation for cardiovascular source of embolus with a
previously identified noncardiac source Uncertain (5)

c. Evaluation for cardiovascular source of embolus with a known
cardiac source in which a TEE would not change management
Inappropriate (1)

3. TEE as initial or supplemental test—general uses
a. Reevaluation of prior TEE finding for interval change

(e.g., resolution of thrombus after anticoagulation) when
a change in therapy is anticipated Appropriate (8)

AF, Atrial fibrillation; AFL, atrial flutter; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography.
*Appropriateness scores in parentheses (7-9¼appropriate; 4-6¼uncertain; 1-3¼ inappropriate).
†Evaluation for various cardiovascular sources of embolism, including an LA thrombus.
From ACCF/ASE/AHA/ASNC/HFSA/HRS/SCAI/SCCM 2011 appropriate use criteria for echocardiography, J Am Soc Echocardiogr 24:229-267, 2011.
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in all patients with thromboembolism. Nevertheless, because TEE
may detect other potential cardiovascular sources of embolism, it is
commonly performed in patients with ischemic events, especially
in those who are relatively young, without an obvious noncardiac
cause of the event, and in whom TEE findings may potentially
affect treatment.

Cardioversion of Atrial Fibrillation
TEE has become a standard procedure before cardioversion in
patients who are not sufficiently anticoagulated (therapeutic anti-
coagulation for at least 3 to 4 weeks) at the time of planned cardio-
version.12 TEE-guided cardioversion is very safe (similar low risk
of thromboembolism and a lower risk of hemorrhage, compared
with prolonged pre-cardioversion anticoagulation) and is associ-
ated with higher rates of initial success of cardioversion,13 although
there is no advantage with this approach in long-term maintenance
of SR or quality of life. Various clinical patient factors are associ-
ated with a higher chance of identifying an LA thrombus by TEE in
patients with AF, including the individual and overall number of
the clinical components of the CHADS2 thromboembolic risk
score,14 although, because of the limited accuracy, the use of clin-
ical risk assessment as an alternative to pre-cardioversion TEE can-
not be advocated.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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150 Right Heart Thrombi
Vincent L. Sorrell, MD, Vrinda Sardana, MD, Steve W. Leung, MD
Right heart thrombi (RHT) are likely more commonly present than
what is seen in routine echocardiography because these thrombi are
frequently asymptomatic and require more careful evaluation than
what is conventionally performed. The actual incidence of RHT is
unknown, but appears to be increasing due to a combination of
improved diagnostic capabilities that are able to detect smaller
RHT, coupled with an increasing use of right heart catheters, pace-
makers, and other devices. This chapter reviews the etiologies and
characteristics of RHT, provides insight into how to differentiate
them from other cardiac masses, offers suggestions on how to opti-
mize echocardiographic acquisition and interpretation of RHT, and
concludes with a brief overview on the various treatment options
that exist.

INCIDENCE
It is difficult to determine the total incidence of RHT, but some
at-risk clinical populations have recently been studied, and the
reported incidence of RHT serves as an estimate for the general
population. RHT have been reported in 4% to 18% of cases with
acute pulmonary thromboembolism (PTE).1,2 The reported vari-
ability is likely a result of the use of inconsistent definitions of
RHT, the inclusion of both symptomatic and asymptomatic patient
populations, assorted diagnostic strategies, and diverse right heart
device types and locations.

When associated with PTE, RHT are believed to be residual
thrombi in transit from the deep venous system to the pulmonary
vasculature. Other thrombi likely form in situ within the right heart
and might be overlooked in reports in patients with PTE. In addi-
tion, a myriad of modifiable and nonmodifiable risk factors are
known to predispose patients to the development of RHT; knowl-
edge of these risk factors is important to ensure image acquisition,
and interpretation is performed with increased scrutiny to allow
earlier detection of RHT (Table 150.1).

RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH RIGHT
HEART THROMBI
Central venous catheters (CVCs) have become an essential compo-
nent of medical care, and patients in this common at-risk subgroup
have been adequately studied to report that they are at a sixfold
increased risk of RHT, with incidence rates between 35%
and 67%.3–5

In a large prospective study of patients with CVCs, diagnostic
ultrasound was performed within 24 hours of catheter removal,
and an RHT was found in 33% of these routine patients (10%
and 42%; subclavian and internal jugular locations, respectively).
Importantly, these thrombi were not occlusive in most patients
(97%).5a PTE occurs in up to one third of patients with upper
extremity deep venous thrombosis and in approximately 15% of
patients with CVC-related upper extremity deep venous thrombo-
sis, which is associated with an appreciable risk of PTE and death.

Mechanical circulatory support devices are increasingly being
used as a strategy to manage patients with heart failure. Little is
known about the frequency of RHT associated with these new
devices, but because of the underlying pathophysiology, poor myo-
cardial function, and the trauma associated with cannula placement,
it is likely that the risk of RHT is also significant despite routine
anticoagulation.
SPECIAL AT-RISK CLINICAL POPULATIONS

Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial fibrillation (AF) has become an epidemic in the elderly pop-
ulation. The development of right atrial appendage (RAA) thrombi
in the setting of AF is sometimes forgotten (Fig. 150.1/Video
150.1). It is well appreciated that thrombi form in the left atrial
appendage (LAA) and increase the likelihood for systemic embo-
lization and stroke, which results in the common practice of
patients undergoing transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
before elective cardioversion. The RAA, despite having a wider
mouth and less deep recesses, is also subject to low flow, sponta-
neous echo contrast (SEC), and thrombus development in AF,
which warrants careful evaluation. In a judiciously performed
TEE investigation of patients with AF, the RAA (and RA) was
found to have a larger area, a lower ejection fraction, and a lower
emptying velocity than the control group. Although the incidence
of RAA thrombi was lower than LAA thrombi, the authors still



TABLE 150.1 Risk Factors for Right Heart Thrombi

Patient Disease Device Drug Site

Hypercoagulable
Protein C/S def
Thrombophilic
Age (�65 yrs)
Male
Trauma/surgery
Obesity
Immobility
Pregnancy

Cardiomyopathy
ARVD/C
CHF
Malignancy
AFib
COPD
Cor pulmonale
RV contusion
RV infarct
Chronic HD
IBD
Behcet

CVC (size, type)
Pacemaker (especially temporary)
Multiple
PICC size

Amphotericin B
TPN
No prophylaxis
Cigarettes
Contraceptives

IJ Location
SV location
Distal position
Duration (>6 d)

ARVD/C, arrythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy; CVC, central venous catheters; HD, hemodialysis; IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases;
IJ, internal jugular; PICC, peripherally inserted central catheter; RV, right ventricle; SV, subclavian vein; TPN, total parenteral nutrition.

Figure 150.1. An early multiplane transesophageal echocardiographic
examination (circa 1994), 90-degree orientation, performed for atrial
fibrillation. Leftward rotation revealed a large thrombus (arrow) in the right
atrial appendage. A linear echodense line seen entering the superior vena
cava is a pacemaker wire (arrow) (see accompanying Video 150.1).
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found RAA clots in more than half (n¼6) of the patients with LAA
thrombi (N¼11).6

In a smaller study of patients with atrial flutter, these authors did
not find any RAA thrombi despite finding an equal incidence of
SEC in the LAA and RAA. This was likely due to differences in
the incidence of thrombi between fibrillation and flutter, sample
size (only 3 LAA thrombi), and the type of TEE probe used
(34%mono- or biplane).7 It has also been reported that RAA throm-
bus may rarely be seen in the absence of LA thrombi.8

Isolated SEC in the RA is a marker of more organized embolic
potential. Compared with patients in AF without SEC who had a
7% incidence of pulmonary defects on pulmonary scintigraphy,
patients with SEC had a 40% incidence of perfusion defects despite
having similar left ventricular (LV) size and function, as well as
similar D-dimer and fibrinogen serum thrombotic markers.9
Inflammatory Bowel Diseases
Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) are associated with a threefold
increased risk for the development of venous thromboembolism
(15-fold relative increase during disease flares).10 This was demon-
strated in a review of the literature that identifiedmore than 70 cases
of thromboembolic disease in patients with ulcerative colitis or
Crohn disease.11 The reason for this increased risk is multifactorial
and related to prothrombotic alterations in the coagulation milieu
and associated clinical comorbidities.

Children
Similar to the reported association of outcomes in adults based on
the morphologic type of RHT, 50 children were accurately strati-
fied into high- or low-risk types by the appearance of RHT on echo-
cardiography. High-risk features were snake-shaped, mobile, size
greater than 2.0 cm (any dimension), or pedunculated RHT, which
carried a mortality of greater than 16.0% (3 of 18 children) versus
0% (0 of 32 children) in the low-risk children who lacked these
echocardiographic features.12

One hundred twenty-two cases were reported in a meta-analysis
of RHT (all in the RA) in children (35 publications; mostly infants
and neonates). More than 90% were associated with CVCs; more
than 25% were postoperative, and nearly 20% were in patients with
malignancies. More than half were incidentally detected on echo-
cardiography, were asymptomatic, and had good outcomes.

RIGHT HEART THROMBUS IMAGING
BY ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiography is a portable, real-time, noninvasive, nonirra-
diating, immensely comprehensive diagnostic tool with proven
value in detection of intracardiac thrombi. It provides immediate,
real-time, cross-sectional details on the size, shape, mobility, loca-
tion, and attachment site of the thrombus. Serial echocardiographic
examinations are useful when the clinical status deteriorates and
may demonstrate thrombus that was not detected on the initial
examination. Two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography
(TTE) is regarded as the primary diagnostic imaging technique
for the evaluation of cardiac mass lesions.

A TEE probe is more sensitive at visualizing small thrombi and
may be more useful to visualize the superior vena cava and inferior
vena cava and follow them into the right atrium. The diagnostic
sensitivity to detect RHT is considered 97%, whereas the sensitivity
of TTE, compared with TEE, is 50% to 60% with a false negative
rate as high as 60%.13,14 This is most evident in patients with
congenital heart diseases, postcardiac surgery, and in patients with
intracardiac lines and pacemakers. TEE is also superior to TTE for
differentiating normal embryonic remnants in the RA.15

Echocardiography will most likely remain the initial diagnostic
tool for most patients with known or suspected cardiovascular
pathology, and RHT in particular, despite expanded capabilities
and use of cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) and computed
tomography (CCT) imaging.16 Recent advancements in modern
ultrasound transducers provide phenomenal image quality and
improved RHT detection. Manufactured ultrasound contrast agents
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Figure 150.2. Transthoracic echocardiography, right ventricular dedi-
cated apical 4-chamber zoom view. During maximal contrast enhance-
ment of the right ventricle (RV), a large (>1.0 cm) filling defect is seen in
the apex (arrow). An attenuation artifact from the contrast (activated per-
flutren) is seen (asterisk). IVS, interventricular septum; LV, left ventricle.
(See accompanying Video 150.2.)
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(UCAs) are available to search for filling defects and further
enhance the diagnostic acumen (Fig. 150.2/Video 150.2).

These technical developments are occurring at the same time
that the morphology of the right heart is experiencing a renaissance
with a much greater frequency of use of indwelling catheters, pace-
makers, and other temporary, prolonged, or permanent intracardiac
devices. These two factors increase the likelihood for both throm-
bus detection and thrombus development.

Optimal imaging of the right heart is a key to diagnosis and
necessitates additional echocardiographic views in combination
with routine TTE.17 It is important to combine M-mode, two-
dimensional (2D), and 3D acquisitions from parasternal, apical,
and subcostal views, aligned toward the right side, with physiologic
data obtained with pulsed wave, continuous wave, color flow, and
Norm
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RVEDd
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LVEDd

Figure 150.3. Schematic of an apical 4-chamber view demonstrating the m
ventricular (RV/LV) ratio (see text for details). A dotted blue line along the inte
perpendicular intersecting line along the atrial–ventricular plane. The right and
are measured parallel to this plane. An example from a normal and abnormal R
patient disease. ED, end-diastole. (Adapted from Rudski LG, et al. J Am So
tissue Doppler findings. Because the presence of right ventricular
(RV) dilation or dysfunction is considered when determining the
optimal treatment strategy, an understanding of the various com-
plexities unique to the RV anatomy is required.18

The subannular interventricular (RV/LV) ratio is a measure-
ment that has been recently used in contemporary device manage-
ment clinical trials of patients with documented pulmonary emboli.
To date, a ratio of greater than 1.0 is an inclusion criteria for many
of the interventional trials, and therefore, should be a measurement
that is accurately obtained (Fig. 150.3).

In asymptomatic patients, echocardiography most commonly
finds RHT in the RA, where the tricuspid valve apparatus seem-
ingly acts to delay immediate advancement into the RV or the pul-
monary artery (PA). In symptomatic patients, echocardiography
usually demonstrates acute cor pulmonale (RV/LV ratio >1.0;
RV dysfunction; tricuspid regurgitation max >2.8 m/sec), and
any visualized RHT represent a residual portion of a PTE. In the
largest study reported on symptomatic free-floating RHT, 79%
of RHT were in the RA, 16% were in the RV, and 5% were in both
right heart chambers. Deep venous thrombi (DVT) were found in
more than 90% of patients who underwent diagnostic evaluation,
and a PTE was confirmed in all but one patient (97%).19
RIGHT HEART THROMBI MORPHOLOGY
AND OUTCOMES
Patients with free-floating RHT that have embolized from an upper
or lower extremity DVT have a reported mortality of greater than
40%.19 Alternatively, RHT may form in situ from myocardial dys-
function, from endothelial injury, or may form directly on a foreign
body. Because patients often have an asymptomatic clinical status,
RHTmay have the time necessary to become extremely large. They
often mimic the chamber they form in and are seemingly lengthy
and wormlike when they form within a vein, but are round and
ball-like when they form in the RA.

A classification scheme has been developed and should be used
in clinical practice because it correlates with an increased probabil-
ity for embolization and subsequent morbidity and mortality
(Table 150.2). High-risk RHT are mobile, vessel-shaped masses
that may extend from the RA across the tricuspid valve orifice into
the RV or PA (type A). These can be exceedingly long and may
al RV/LV < 1.0

LVEDd

ED

RVEDd LVEDd

Abnormal RV/LV > 1.0

ethod of measuring the subannular interventricular right ventricular to left
rventricular groove at the cardiac crux provides an alignment to draw a
left ventricular end-diastolic diameters (RVEDd and LVEDd, respectively)
V/LV ratio are shown. Note how these measures are varied based upon
c Echocardiogr 23:685–713, 2013.)



TABLE 150.2 Right Heart Thrombus Morphology

Characteristic Type A Neither (AB) Type B

Shape Wormlike Mixed Round
Mobility +++ +/++ �/+
DVT Likely Unknown Rare
RH pathology Absent Unknown Present
PTE (any) 100% Unknown 40%
PTE (fatal) 27% 0%

DVT, deep vein thrombosis; PTE, pulmonary thromboembolism; RH,
right heart.

From Kronik G, Baumgartner H, Nesser HJ, et al. The European
cooperative study on the clinical significance of right heart thrombi,
Euro Heart J 10(12):1046–1059, 1989.

Figure 150.4. Transthoracic echocardiogram: subcostal view, angled
rightward. A large, echodense, highly mobile mass (embolized deep
venous thrombus) is seen in the inferior vena cava (arrow) (see accom-
panying Video 150.4).
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extend from the vena cava into the main or branch pulmonary arter-
ies. (Fig. 150.4/Video 150.4). Rarely, a large RHT may be seen to
cross through a patent foramen ovale and become positioned within
both the RA and LA chambers, raising the potential to embolize
systemically (paradoxically), thus creating a stroke (Fig. 150.5/
Video 150.5).20 These patients have a high incidence of associated
Figure 150.5. Transesophageal echocardiography: short axis, 45-degree or
large, free-floating, snakelike masses (arrows) are seen in the right atrium and
underwent urgent successful surgical thrombectomy, and multiple throm
(From Sumner AD, et al. Clin Cardiol. 2004;27(3):175-178).
DVT, and less commonly, a thrombogenic cardiac pathology or RV
cardiomyopathy.

Lower risk RHT are immobile or laminated (wall-attached) with
an amorphous shape (type B). Because these thrombi are thought to
develop within the right heart chambers, they are commonly asso-
ciated with underlying cardiac pathology (Video 150.3). In addition
to the differences in morphologic appearance of these RHT, the
clinical outcomes are noticeably different, with type A frequently
associated with pulmonary embolism and an excessively high
thrombus-related mortality of 42% within the first week of detec-
tion. Even if the six perioperative deaths associated with urgent sur-
gery are disregarded, the mortality rate was nearly 30% from acute
PTE or paradoxical cerebral emboli.19

Patients with type B thrombi had a more benign course despite a
relatively common, but nonfatal PTE event rate of 40%. In this
population, the only thrombus-related mortality occurred in
patients sent for early surgery (4% perioperative death rate). There
is a third RHT morphologic description that had echocardiographic
features and outcomes in between these two aforementioned
types (it has been proposed these be considered type AB). These
intermediate RHT were described as highly mobile, but were not
considered “vessel-shaped,” and were not uncommon (12%)
(Fig. 150.6/Video 150.6).21
SPECIFIC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC IMAGING
FOR RIGHT HEART THROMBI
Type B thrombi usually form in the ventricular apices, which makes
the apical and subcostal views the most valuable. Identical methods
to optimize visualization of left heart thrombi should be used. The
depth (or zoom) should be reduced, and the imaging sector should
be narrowed; a high-frequency probe should be used, or the multifre-
quency imaging probe should be adjusted to maximize resolution
(temporal and spatial). Maintaining a low transmit power and overall
gain setting will maximize resolution and minimize reverberation
artifacts. Multiple off-axis, nonstandard views should be obtained,
and inclusion of several cardiac cycles while sweeping or panning
the imaging sector will confirm visualization of the entire cardiac
chamber (Video 150.9). Harmonic imaging is very helpful at imag-
ing near-field structures and reducing clutter artifacts.

Themoderator band is always present in the distal third of the RV
near the RV apex. Although it may be small and indiscriminate, it is
commonly hypertrophied and prominent in patients with pulmonary
hypertension, and may therefore, be confused with an RHT.22
ientation focused on the atrial septum and patent foramen ovale. Multiple
noted to cross (thin arrow) through the patent foramen ovale. The patient
bi were removed (right) (see accompanying Video 150.5, A and B).
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Figure 150.6. Transthoracic echocardiogram, apical 4-chamber orientation, right ventricular (RV) angled. Patient had severe RV systolic dysfunction
and type AB (round and mobile) right-heart thrombus in the RV apex (arrow) (see accompanying Video 150.6).
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Manufactured UCAs are also approved for left heart imaging,
but these may also help to delineate endocardial right heart borders
when images are suboptimal (see Fig. 150.2/Video 150.2).
Although agitated saline is a low-cost simple contrast agent that
is able to routinely visualize the RV cavity and apex, compared
with UCAs these bubbles are unstable, and the contrast is less
homogenous. However, when being administered as part of TTE,
it is simple and quick to look at the RV cavity for filling defects
during maximal right heart opacification.

A miniature catheter placed within the right heart (intracardiac
echocardiography) offers high resolution (sub-millimeter) detailed
images of the RA or RV wall and enhanced visualization of small
structures that are poorly defined by TTE or TEE.23 Although inva-
sive, this diagnostic tool is commonly used during interventional
catheterization procedures and is an invaluable diagnostic imaging
tool for operators skilled in its use. With higher frequency trans-
ducers than those used in TEE (up to 10 MHz), greater resolution
of smaller structures is possible, but at a significant cost of poor
penetration that requires close proximity of the probe and the struc-
ture of interest (Fig. 150.7/Video 150.7).
TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION AND CONTRAST
PERFUSION OF RIGHT HEART THROMBI
Chronic thrombus often has a laminated appearance with high echo
density compared with the surrounding myocardial boundaries. It
lacks a tumor stalk or invasion of the surrounding tissue borders.
The associated finding of SEC (evidence of slow flow) is support-
ive of thrombus formation. Real-time 3D TTE may further clarify
the size, shape, consistency, mobility, and exact location to help
differentiate thrombus from other masses24 (Fig. 150.8/Video
150.8). Acute thrombus is less echodense, often freely mobile,
Diastole

Figure 150.7. Intracardiac echocardiogram. A high-frequency imaging cathe
bus before retrieval (see accompanying Video 150.7).
and may have an associated stringlike attachment that potentially
makes differentiation from a cardiac tumor stalk more difficult.

In these circumstances, administration of an UCA may help to
differentiate a benign result frommalignancy where the rate of con-
trast replenishment is discriminatory. Using contrast perfusion
sequences that apply a high-mechanical index impulse (flash) after
contrast opacification has an immediate result, but transient, micro-
bubble destruction has been shown to separate rapid replenishment
vascular (malignant tumors) from slow or nonexistent replenish-
ment avascular masses (thrombus).25 Stromal tumors (myxoma)
have a replenishment rate that is in between these two extremes.
Occasionally, it has been noted that clinically suspected thrombus
(which resolve with anticoagulation) may also appear enhanced
(relative to adjacent myocardium) after routine use of UCAs that
do not employ the tissue replenishment perfusion technique.26

The accuracy of this contrast perfusion technique to differenti-
ate mass etiology was confirmed prospectively in 31 patients with
intracardiac masses that were subsequently confirmed to be tumors
or thrombi by CMR, pathology, or resolution with anticoagulation
therapy.27 In this study, the authors identified 100% of the masses
correctly using visual appearance on contrast reperfusion, whereas
only 77% were correctly classified using conventional echocardi-
ography and clinical criteria alone. Importantly, 42% (13 in 31
patients) of these masses were located in the right heart and were
equally divided between thrombi (n¼7) and tumors (n¼6). In this
study, these RHT were all located within the RA. Importantly, 50%
of these patients had a history of carcinoma, and the correctly clas-
sified masses were equally divided between secondary cardiac
tumors and thrombi (Fig. 150.9).

Additional efforts aimed at characterizing the histopathologic
makeup of masses have resulted in the development of designer
UCAs that may be acoustically active to precisely localize and bind
to thrombi. This molecular imaging research has resulted in the
Systole

ter and/or transducer within the right atrium demonstrated a large throm-
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Figure 150.8. Three-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography: right ventricular (RV) aligned view, apical 4-chamber. Type A right heart thrombus
entering via the superior vena cava and anchored in the right atrium (thin arrow), but seen to protrude across the tricuspid valve (thick arrow) in diastole
(see accompanying Video 150.8).

Mass on echo
N=31

Contrast
replenishment

Right heart
N=13

Tumor
6/6 (+) contrast

Thrombus
7/7 (–) contrast

Thrombus
14/14 (–) contrast

Tumor
4/4 (+) contrast

Left heart
N=18

Figure 150.9. Myocardial contrast echocardiography using a
replenishment imaging technique was able to accurately dis-
tinguish an intracardiac tumor (+contrast enhancement) from
thrombus (�contrast enhancement) in both the left and right
heart chambers (see text for details.)
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manufacture of novel UCAs that are either targeted to or activated
by a disease process of interest, such as thrombus imaging.28 Both
in vitro and in vivo models of acute arterial thrombotic occlusion
have shown feasibility of UCAs to enhance their ultrasonic visual-
ization using microbubble targeting of thrombi that rely on surface
conjugation of ligands to recognize platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
receptors.29

On occasion, additional imaging is necessary to obtain greater
tissue characterization, and similar to echocardiography, CMR is a
noninvasive, nonirradiating option often considered the reference
standard for intracardiac mass assessment when clinical indecision
remains.30 With the increased use of these advanced diagnostic car-
diac imaging strategies, it is not uncommon for an echocardiogram
to appear normal, despite documented RHT on CMR or CCT scan-
ning, even when reviewed retrospectively, knowing the exact loca-
tion, and being specifically sought. Small immobile thrombi within
Diastole

Figure 150.10. Transthoracic echocardiogram, parasternal short-axis orie
failure, pulmonary hypertension with right ventricular hypertension, and heav
mobile type AB right heart thrombus was not seen on initial review (see acc
the RV apexmay be less echodense and difficult to distinguish from
the heavily trabeculated, corrugated appearance of the normal RV
endocardium (Fig. 150.10/Video 150.10). Laminated mural
thrombi may masquerade as regional myocardial thickening, and
this possibility needs to be considered.

CONVENTIONAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The appearance of RHT and the underlying heart on echocardiog-
raphy will determine the optimal treatment strategy. Once a type
A RHT has been identified, the patient should be managed in an
intensive care unit setting, and immediate individualized treatment
options need to be considered because the natural course of
RHT is to migrate to the lungs, potentially causing catastrophic car-
diovascular collapse. Any delay in treatment could be lethal, and
additional diagnostic investigations such as CT angiography, lung
Systole

ntation. A 75-year-old male patient with chronic atrial fibrillation, heart
y right ventricular trabeculation. A pacemaker (thin arrow) with attached
ompanying Video 150.10).
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perfusion scintigraphy, or invasive pulmonary angiography may be
performed after treatment has been initiated. In the largest reported
clinical series of type A RHT, more than one in five patients died
within 24 hours (or nearly 1% per hour) regardless of the approach
to treatment using either thrombolysis or surgical embolectomy.19

Surgery and thrombolysis have both been shown to enhance sur-
vival in selected patients with RHT and PTE. Thrombolysis repre-
sents a convenient treatment option for patients with PTE and
hemodynamic compromise or RV failure, and has the additional
benefit of treating the PTE, the RHT, and residual DVT. Cardiac
surgery is preferred for patients with very large RHT, tricuspid
occlusion, associated paradoxical left heart thrombi via patent fora-
men ovale transit, thrombolytic failure, or contraindications to
thrombolysis therapy. Surgical embolectomy requires cardiopul-
monary bypass and an experienced cardiothoracic surgeon for open
inspection and thrombus extraction. Factors such as previous PTE
and limited cardiopulmonary reserve, patient comorbidities, and
local surgical expertise require individualized treatments. Surgical
embolectomy is the preferred option when echocardiography dem-
onstrates an impending paradoxical, systemic embolization from a
large type A RHT entrapped within a patent foramen ovale (class
IIb; level of evidence C).31

Contemporary Management Strategies
Understanding the management of PTE is justified for RHT
because most type ARHT can be expected to embolize to the lungs.
To date, no treatment strategy has been proven to be superior, and
all options have generally poor outcomes. This fact has resulted in
recent clinical trials to study novel catheter-based treatment
options.

When an UCA is exposed to ultrasound, the microbubbles are
rapidly destroyed from exaggerated oscillation and microcavita-
tion. This releases energy with local bioeffects that hasten endog-
enous or therapeutic thrombolysis.32 Ultrasound delivered in high
frequency but low power with varied waveforms results in greater
fibrin separation, further providing accelerated thrombolysis.33

Sonolysis is being investigated as a method to improve the safety
of routine systemic thrombolysis because this therapy is withheld in
nearly two thirds of patients at the highest risk of PTE,34 in part due
to the documented risk of major bleeding (13%-20%) including a
2% to 3% risk of an intracerebral hemorrhage.35,36

Combining novel interventional devices and drug delivery
systems with sonolysis may soon prove to be an important new treat-
ment option for these high-risk patients. A number of catheter-based
techniques have been studied with variable reported success at treat-
ing RHT (mostly pulmonary arterial emboli). These use a combina-
tion of methods to reduce the embolic burden, but have yet to be
validated in multiple prospective randomized clinical trials.37,38,38a

These studies demonstrated that the subannular RV/LV ratio was
rapidly normalized in the sonolysis group (baseline 1.28; 24 hours
0.99) compared with the conventional heparin treatment alone group
(baseline 1.20; 24 hours 1.17; P<0.0001). However, this ratio was
found to be normal in both subgroups at 90 days. Continued clinical
investigations are needed to investigate other clinical endpoints and
confirm a risk and/or benefit value of this approach.

A potential important clinical parameter when considering sur-
gical embolectomy is whether the patient had a cardiac arrest.
Clarke et al reported the surgical and short-term total mortality
in patients with versus those without a cardiac arrest as 74% and
84% versus 3% and 22%, respectively.39

CONCLUSIONS
RHT are being increasingly recognized. Specific risk factors have
been identified but may be poorly appreciated, such as AF. Echo-
cardiography can accurately discriminate type A from type B RHT
and thus identify patients who need critical monitoring and urgent
treatment considerations because PTE is expected in the former.
Contrast perfusion is able to discriminate between tumors and
thrombi, which are both commonly seen in the right heart. New
treatment options exist and continue to be developed, offering
catheter-based sonothrombolysis or vacuum removal. These rely
heavily on accurate echocardiographic detection and RH evalua-
tion. Three-dimensional echocardiography may be complimentary.
TEE may be necessary for the initial diagnosis, and intracardiac
echocardiography may assist with catheter-based treatment
options.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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151 Normal Anatomic Variants and Artifacts
Steven A. Goldstein, MD
Echocardiography has greatly enhanced the field of cardiology.
However, optimal use of echocardiography requires the ability to
recognize and differentiate pathological condition from normal car-
diac structures and their variants that may simulate serious pathol-
ogy. Although errors can occur with both transthoracic and
transesophageal echo (TEE), they are especially common with
TEE. Despite its superior image resolution—in fact, partly because
of it—TEE is particularly prone to a variety of pitfalls. Several of
these pitfalls are related to embryologic remnants, other to oblique
views, and yet others to variants of normal structures. Categories of
echocardiographic pitfalls are shown in Box 151.1. A list of pitfalls
that are discussed and illustrated in this subsection is shown in
Box 151.2.
Box 151.2 Echocardiographic Pitfalls, Artifacts, and Normal
Variants Masquerading as Pathologic Abnormalities

RIGHT ATRIUM

Crista terminalis
Eustachian valve
Chiari network
Lipomatous hypertrophy of atrial septum
Fat infiltration of the tricuspid annulus
Atrial septal aneurysm

LEFT ATRIUM
CRISTA TERMINALIS
The crista terminalis (CT), or terminal ridge, is a crescent-shaped
(or C-shaped) muscular ridge that spans from the anteromedial wall
of the right atrium (just to the left of the orifice of the superior vena
cava) near the right atrial appendage toward the vicinity of the infe-
rior vena cava (IVC).1–4 In some instances the crista terminalis
merges with the valve of the IVC (eustachian valve). Its length
is up to 4 to 5 cm, which decreases with age.4 The CT is derived
from the regression of the embryological septum spurium as
the sinus venosus is incorporated into the right atrial wall.5
This process of regression varies widely, resulting in considerable
variability in appearance in imaging modalities.6,7When it is prom-
inent, this fibromuscular ridge can protrude into the right atrial cav-
ity and resemble a mass, such as a neoplasm or thrombus.6–9 Thus,
awareness of the variable and often prominent echocardiographic
features of this structure can prevent the misdiagnosis of a “tumor.”
In at least one case, the significance of this structure was not appre-
ciated, resulting in unnecessary open heart surgery for removal of a
presumed intracardiac tumor.6 Using the transesophageal echocar-
diographic bicaval view, the CT will appear as a protuberance orig-
inating from the superior vena cava extending for a variable
distance along the lateral right atrial wall (Fig. 151.1). This
Pectinate muscles in left atrial appendage (LAA)
Ridge between left upper pulmonary vein and LAA
Transverse sinus
Caseous calcification of mitral annulus
Atrial septal aneurysm

AORTIC VALVE AND THORACIC AORTA

Tangential cut of left coronary cusp mimics vegetations/mass
Left coronary artery versus transverse sinus
Off-axis view mimics quadricuspid aortic valve
Valve excrescences
Artifacts mimicking aortic dissection flaps

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01513759?term=nct01513759&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01166997?term=nct01166997&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01166997?term=nct01166997&rank=1


LA

RA SVC

Figure 151.1. Transesophageal echocardiographic bicaval view illus-
trates a prominent crista terminalis (yellow arrow). LA, Left atrium; RA,
right atrium; SVC, superior vena cava.

RA

IVC

Figure 151.3. Transthoracic echocardiographic (TTE) subxiphoid view
that illustrates the entrance of the inferior vena cava (IVC) into the right
atrium (RA). A eustachian valve is indicated by the yellow arrow.
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anatomic structure has gained increased attention recently, because
the sinoatrial node lies in its superior aspect and its location is
important for electrophysiologic studies.2 In addition, some authors
have described the CT to be larger (greater in height, width, and
area) in patients with atrial flutter (AFL) than in those without
AFL.3,4,10,11 Moreover, AFL and other re-entry arrhythmias can
be eliminated by ablation of the region of the CT.12–15
EUSTACHIAN VALVE
The eustachian valve, or valve of the inferior cava, is a remnant of
the embryonic right valve of the sinus venosus. In the fetal circu-
lation, the eustachian valve (EV) performs the important function
of directing oxygenated blood from the IVC toward the foramen
ovale and into the left atrium. The EV generally regresses during
childhood but can persist into adulthood. Although usually vestigial
or small, its size and shape in adults can vary considerably. In fact,
Eustachius, writing in 1563, was the first to describe and classify its
variations.16 There is also wide echocardiographic variability.17–19

At one end of the spectrum the EV may be totally absent or present
only as a thin ridge. Most commonly, it appears as a crescent fold of
RA

IVC

SVC

LA

Figure 151.2. Transesophageal echocardiographic bicaval view illus-
trates a prominent eustachian valve (yellow arrow) in the right atrium
(RA) at the inlet of the inferior vena cava (IVC). LA, Left atrium; SVC,
superior vena cava.
tissue arising from the anterior rim of the inferior vena cava, and
may be rigid or slightly mobile. (Figs. 151.2 and 151.3) At the other
end of the spectrum, it appears as an elongated, mobile structure
projecting several centimeters in the right atrial cavity, demonstrat-
ing an undulating motion. The average length of the EV has been
reported to be 3.6 mm with a range of 1.5 to 22 mm.17,20 On trans-
esophageal echocardiography, the EV is best visualized in the mid-
esophageal four-chamber view or the midesophageal bicaval view,
where it usually appears as an undulating flap of tissue where the
IVC enters the right atrium. When prominent, it may be confused
with a right atrial tumor, thrombus, or vegetation.21–23

The EV, even when prominent, is a benign and incidental find-
ing. However, complications have been reported. Endocarditis and
thrombus formation are extremely rare complications.24–29 Even
more rare, cases of right atrial myxoma or papillary fibroelastoma
originating from the EV have been reported.30 Last, there have been
reports of a prominent EV causing problems during catheter-based
interventional procedures, and even surgery, where a prominent
eustachian valve was mistaken for an atrial septal defect and inad-
vertently closed31 (Fig. 151.4).

CHIARI NETWORK
A Chiari network is an embryologic remnant resulting from incom-
plete resorption of the right sinus venosus valve that persists as a
reticular network of fine or lacelike strands or a fenestrated mem-
brane with variable attachments to the crista terminalis, thebesian
valve, upper region of the right atrial wall, or interatrial septum, or
to the “floor” of the right atrium in the region of the opening of the
coronary sinus.32,33 In 1897, the anatomist Hans Chiari described
11 cases in which the valve of the inferior vena cava (the eustachian
valve) was represented by networks with widespread attachments
that differed from the EV, which was derived only from the valve
of the IVC.34 Although not all studies make a clear morphologic
distinction between these two entities and a precise definition
and classification of the EV versus a Chiari network differs among
manuscripts, most authors, like Chiari himself,34 stress the impor-
tance of differentiating these entities. A Chiari network is generally
more extensive, attaches to two or more regions, and is typically
fenestrated or netlike.33 The EV, even though it may also be mobile
and even fenestrated, does not have additional attachments.

Echocardiographically, a Chiari network is seen as a long,
thin, sometimes curvilinear, highly mobile structure with variable
insertion sites from the valve of the IVC to the additional sites
previously mentioned. Because of its rapid mobility and whiplike



EUST

LA
LA

RA RA

Figure 151.4. Transesophageal echocardiogram illustrating how the presence of a prominent eustachian valve (EUST, left frame) can be mistaken for
the atrial septum and, therefore, normal flow entering from the inferior vena cava (IVC) can mimic an atrial septal defect (ASD). In the right frame the blue
jet is actually due to blood entering the right atrium (RA) from the IVC; this jet can be misdiagnosed as flow across an ASD. LA, Left atrium.
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motion, this structure tends to move into and out of the scan
plane. Moreover, because of its fenestrated or weblike nature, echo-
cardiographic “dropout” of parts of this highly mobile structure is
found in about 2% to 3% of hearts at autopsy.35,36 The incidence
detected by transthoracic echocardiography is very low (<0.6%),
but by TEE it is comparable to that at autopsy.33,37–40 The role
of the echocardiographer is to recognize this structure as a Chiari
network and to differentiate it from pathologic right atrial abnor-
malities such as a thrombus, vegetation, pedunculated tumor, or tri-
cuspid chordal rupture. Congenital remnants such as Chiari
networks generally have no clinical significance.33,39 Rarely, how-
ever, Chiari networksmay be associated with complications such as
thrombus formation,41 embolus entrapment,42 arrhythmias,43

tumor development,44 catheter entrapment,45 infection,46 and
entanglement of a atrial septal occluder device37 (Box 151.3).
Box 151.3 Clinical Relevance of Chiari Networks:
Rare Associations

Site of thrombus formation
Site of infectious endocarditis
Ensnarement of thrombus-in-transit (prevention of pulmonary emboli)
Entrapment of pacemaker electrodes, Swan-Ganz catheters, and

so forth
Arrhythmias
Site of tumor development
Entanglement of atrial septal occluder device

TABLE 151.1 Incidence of Lipomatous Hypertrophy of the Atrial Septum

Author Year Diagnostic Modality

Reyes
Pochis
Heyer
Kuester
Czekajska-Chehab

1979
1992
2003
2005
2012

Necropsy
TEE
Multislice CT
PET/CT fusion
Multislice CT

CT, Computed tomography; PET, positron emission tomography; TEE, transes
LIPOMATOUS HYPERTROPHY
OF THE ATRIAL SEPTUM
Lipomatous hypertrophy of the atrial septum (LHAS) is a condition
characterized by an unencapsulated but circumscribed accumula-
tion of excessive adipose tissue in the atrial septum, resulting in
a globular thickening of the atrial septum.47 This thickening is
due to a proliferation of mature fat cells rather than hypertrophy
of the cells.47 Nevertheless, the designation “lipomatous hypertro-
phy of the interatrial (or atrial) septum” persists.

LHAS is an uncommon but increasingly recognized benign
mass lesion. This entity was first described in 1964 at autopsy48

and was first diagnosed in a living patient in 1982, by computed
tomography.49 Since then this condition has been reported widely,
with an incidence between 1% and 8% depending on the series and
methods used for detection50–54 (Table 151.1). No absolute diag-
nostic criteria have been established, but a septal thickness of 15
to 20 mm is often quoted.55–57 In a series of 32 autopsy specimens
reported by McAllister and Fenoglio,56 the maximal diameter ran-
ged from 1 to 8 cm. The defining characteristic feature is the septal
location of the atrial thickening, which typically spares the fossa
ovalis, leading to a classic “dumbbell” or “hourglass” shape58

(Figs. 151.5 and 151.6). The cephalad portion of the mass is often
thicker than the caudal portion.48 The fat accumulation often
extends to the atrial wall and on occasion to the ventricular septum.
These features are typical, and the diagnosis is easily made by
transthoracic echocardiography or TEE.47,59–63 Additional imaging
is not usually required, but the diagnosis can also be made by mag-
netic resonance imaging and computed tomography.
n % Reference

38/4591
8/107
28/1292
23/802
56/5786

0.8%
7.6%
2.2%
2.8%
0.96%

50
51
52
53
54

ophageal echocardiography.



Figure 151.5. Transesophageal echocardiogram of a patient with lipo-
matous hypertrophy of the atrial septum (LHAS) illustrating the typical
“dumbbell” shape created by sparing of the fossa ovalis (arrow) region.
The hypertrophied portions of the atrial septum are indicated by aster-
isks. LA, Left atrium; RA, right atrium.

Figure 151.6. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiogram
illustrating lipomatous hypertrophy of the atrial septum (LHAS). Note
the thicker cephalad portion (two asterisks) and the thinner caudal por-
tion (one asterisk)—the usual distribution of LHAS. The arrow points to
the thin septum primum. The fossa ovalis region is spared from fat depo-
sition, leading to the typical “dumbbell” appearance of the atrial septum.
LA, Left atrium; RA, right atrium.

Ao

LAA

Figure 151.7. This transesophageal echocardiographic image of the
left atrial appendage (LAA) illustrates the typical appearance of prominent
pectinate muscles (arrows) that appear as parallel ridges appearing to
protrude into the lumen of the LAA. Ao, Aorta.
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LHAS is associated with increasing age and obesity.50,52,57,64

LHAS is generally a benign abnormality and is most often detected
as an incidental findingon cardiac imaging, surgery, or autopsy.62,63,65

Although the vast majority of patients with LHAS are asymptomatic,
LHASmay be associated with supraventricular arrhythmias.47,52,62,64

In extreme cases it can cause superior vena caval obstruction.47,65–67

Surgical resection of LHAS should be reserved for patients with supe-
rior vena caval obstruction, because important morbidity exists when
large portions of the atrial septum are excised, requiring reconstruc-
tion with pericardium or Dacron.66–68

FAT INFILTRATION OF THE TRICUSPID ANNULUS
As previously described, LHAS is characterized by deposition of
adipose tissue in the atrial septum. Although less well reported,
fatty accumulation can occur in the tricuspid annulus and also,
rarely, in the atrial wall.69 Because of the normal motion of the tri-
cuspid annulus throughout the cardiac cycle, a prominent fatty tri-
cuspid annulus can simulate a mobile mass such as a neoplasm.
Clues to avoid this mistaken diagnosis include the fact that (1) a
fatty tricuspid annulus tends to be triangular and (2) the base of
the anterior tricuspid leaflet comes off the apex of this triangular
“mass.”

PECTINATE MUSCLES IN THE LEFT
ATRIAL APPENDAGE
A series of parallel ridges known as pectinate muscles course along
the endocardial surfaces of both the left and right atria, including
the appendages. Generally they are only imaged with TEE. When
prominent, they can appear to protrude into the lumen of the left
atrial appendage and may mimic thrombi (Fig. 151.7). The follow-
ing features help to differentiate pectinate muscles from thrombi:

1. They lack mobility independent of the atrial wall but move in
concert with it.

2. They are relatively small and linear.
3. Typically they have a multiple, parallel ridgelike appearance,

like the teeth of a comb.

PROMINENT RIDGE OF TISSUE BETWEEN
THE LEFT ATRIAL APPENDAGE AND THE LEFT
UPPER PULMONARY VEIN
Within the left atrium there is a ridge, or diaphragm, that separates
the left atrial appendage and the left upper pulmonary vein. This
dividing membrane is composed of cardiac muscle covered by
endocardial tissue.70 When prominent, this structure can resemble
a mass and can be misdiagnosed as an atrial tumor or thrombus71

(Figs. 151.8 and 151.9). Experienced echocardiographers recog-
nize this as a normal anatomic structure and avoid such misdiagno-
sis. It often has the appearance of a “matchstick” or “Q-tip.”

FLUID IN THE TRANSVERSE SINUS
The transverse sinus is the potential space between the ascending
aorta and the left atrium. It is visualized only when fluid is present,
and almost exclusively by TEE. In the presence of pericardial effu-
sion, the apex of the left atrial appendage can appear as a mobile
mass “inside” this fluid-filled space, mimicking a mass lesion



LAA

LUPV

Figure 151.8. Transesophageal echocardiogram illustrates a promi-
nent “Q-tip” shaped muscular ridge (yellow arrow) between the left atrial
appendage (LAA) and the left upper pulmonary vein (LUPV).

LVRV

LA

Figure 151.9. Transthoracic echocardiographic apical four-chamber
view that illustrates the muscular ridge (yellow arrow) that separates
the left atrial appendage (not imaged) from the left superior pulmonary
vein. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.

*

Figure 151.10. Transesophageal echocardiogram of a patient in whom
the tip of the atrial appendage appears like a solid mass (yellow asterisk)
within the transverse sinus (arrow).

Ao

LA

Figure 151.11. Transesophageal echocardiogram illustrates fluid in the
transverse sinus (red arrows) that can mimic a coronary artery. Note that
the walls of this structure are not parallel as they would be for a tubular
structure such as a coronary artery, but diverge (yellow arrow).Ao,Aorta;
LA, left atrium.

Box 151.4 Caseous Calcification of the Mitral Annulus:
Other Terms in Various Publications

Caseous “tumor” of the mitral annulus
Mitral annular calcification with central caseation
Sterile, caseous mitral valve annular abscess
Tumor-like mild annular calcification with central liquefaction
Sterile caseous mass of the mitral valve
Liquefaction necrosis of mitral annular calcification
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(Fig. 151.10). Careful imaging, including electronic rotation of the
imaging plane, can correctly identify this pseudomass as a part of
the left atrial appendage. In addition, pericardial effusion within the
transverse sinus may harbor fibrinous material, which can also be
erroneously interpreted as a mass. Another pitfall of the transverse
sinus is its potential to be confused for the left coronary artery.With
careful scanning and probe manipulation, the transverse sinus,
unlike coronary arteries, can be demonstrated to have a nontubular
shape (Fig. 151.11). Color and pulsed wave Doppler can also doc-
ument flow in the true coronary artery.
CASEOUS CALCIFICATION OF THE MITRAL
ANNULUS
Mitral annular calcification (MAC) is a common degenerative
abnormality of the cardiac fibrous skeleton that occurs mostly in
the elderly and in patients with end-stage renal failure. Caseous cal-
cification of the mitral annulus is a relatively rare and underappre-
ciated variant of MAC. There are several published reports and
several names applied to this unusual entity (Box 151.4) in which
there is central liquefaction necrosis composed of a mixture of
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calcium, fatty acids, and cholesterol with a “toothpaste-like” or
“putty-like” texture.72–82 The incidence reported by Pomerance
in a necropsy study was 2.7% of all autopsies with MAC in patients
older than 50 years.72 Harpaz and colleagues79 reported an echocar-
diographic prevalence of 0.63% (19 of 3007) in patients with MAC
and 0.067% (19 of 28,364) in a general adult population referred for
echocardiogram. This is similar to the 0.055% prevalence sug-
gested by Kronzon and associates73 (5 of 9000 echocardiograms).
Caseous calcification of the mitral annulus is usually detected as an
incidental finding by transthoracic or TEE. The characteristic echo-
cardiographic appearance is a large, round echodense mass in the
mitral periannular region with a clear central echolucent
zone74,76–82 (Fig. 151.12). An absence of acoustic shadowing
behind the mass suggests the absence of a more typical solid, dense
calcium deposition of MAC. As previously stated, this entity is
underrecognized but is important because it can be misdiagnosed
as a myocardial abscess72,74–76,78 or tumor,74,76 leading in some
cases to unnecessary explorative cardiotomy.74,75
Figure 151.13. Longitudinal views of the aortic root in two patients illus-
trating an arclike reverberation (arrows) from calcium in the sinotubular
junction, which could be misinterpreted as an aortic dissection flap.
Asc Ao, Ascending aorta.

Real

Artifact

Figure 151.14. Transesophageal echocardiographic longitudinal view
of the mid–descending thoracic aorta, which shows the true (Real)
and pseudo (Artifact) aortas.
ARTIFACTS OF THE THORACIC AORTA
The proximal ascending aorta frequently displays artifacts that can
simulate an aortic dissection flap, especially when the ascending
aorta is dilated.83–86 These artifacts include ultrasound “ghosts,”
reverberations from calcified atherosclerotic plaques, calcium
deposition in the sinotubular junction (Fig. 151.13), and reverber-
ations from catheters and pacemakers in the right heart. These arti-
facts, unlike dissection flaps, often appear to move outside the
confines of the aorta itself. Color Doppler can be useful in differ-
entiating these artifacts from a true dissection by the absence of tur-
bulent flow or flow differential (i.e., different flow velocities in true
and false lumens). Occasionally with TEE, there is a mirror image
of the descending thoracic aorta because of an artifact related to
reverberations. Sound bounces (reflects) from an object to the
transducer, and some sounds make the round trip again; thus the
echo machine “sees” a similar object twice as far away as the actual
one. This artifact is most commonly encountered in longitudinal
views of the descending thoracic aorta (Fig. 151.14). These
“two” aortas should not be confused with true and false lumens
of an aortic dissection. On occasion, normal flow, because it spirals
down the descending thoracic aorta, will appear to be bidirectional
by color Doppler in a cross-sectional view and may mimic the true
and false lumen of an aortic dissection as seen in Figure 151.15.
LV

A B

LV

LA

LA

Figure 151.12. Parasternal long-axis (A) and apical four-chamber (B) views of the same patient illustrating a relatively large, round, echodense mass in
the mitral periannular region, with a relatively echolucent center typical of caseous mitral annular calcification. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle.



Figure 151.15. Transesophageal echocardiographic cross-section
view of descending thoracic aorta that illustrates yellow and blue flow
on color Doppler (actually due to normal unidirectional flow that spirals
down the descending thoracic aorta) that mimics bidirectional flow
(which could be misinterpreted as flow in true and false lumens and thus
potentially leading to a false-positive diagnosis of aortic dissection).
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152 Role of Contrast Echocardiography in the Assessment
of Intracardiac Masses

James N. Kirkpatrick, MD, Roberto M. Lang, MD
Cardiac tumors, though extremely rare, have been recognized since
at least the 16th century. The first antemortem diagnosis of a car-
diac mass was made by angiography in 1951, and the first success-
ful excision of a left atrial myxoma took place in 1955.1 The first
echocardiographic diagnosis of a left atrial myxoma was made via
M-mode in 1959. Although cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
can provide excellent anatomic and tissue characterization of car-
diac masses, echocardiography remains the key noninvasive
modality for the detection and diagnosis of cardiac masses. The dif-
ferential diagnosis of cardiac masses has profound implications for
prognosis and therapy.Malignant tumors, whether primary (rare) or
metastatic (more common), carry an extremely poor prognosis,
unless they can be detected and resected early. Cardiac tumors
accompanied by metastasis, however, often direct decision making
toward palliation rather than cure. Benign tumors, such as myxo-
mas and other stromal tumors, generally portend a favorable prog-
nosis but often require resection to prevent embolic, arrhythmic, or
obstructive complications. Thrombi are the most commonly found
cardiac masses and generally resolve with anticoagulation, but may
require resection if large or embolic.2
TRADITIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS
There are several echocardiographic findings that help differentiate
benign tumors, malignant tumors, and thrombi.3–6 Location is of
primary importance. Masses in the atria, especially if attached to
the interatrial septum, are usually myxomas. Nonthrombotic
right-sided masses are often malignant and usually consist of
metastases through the venous system. Less often, they are primary
malignant tumors. Pericardial masses often signify invasion from
adjacent malignancies (e.g., mediastinal malignancies, lung can-
cer). Masses in the left ventricular apex are usually composed of
thrombus, especially when associated with aneurysmal dilation
or akinetic wall segments signifying stasis.

Echocardiography provides characterization of the effects of
masses on portions of the heart. These effects can also be useful
in elucidating the etiology of masses. Tissue plane disruption or
tethering effects may signify invasion by a malignancy.7 A broad
base of attachment to a cardiac structure suggests that the mass
may be a tumor. The presence of a pericardial effusion suggests pri-
mary malignancy or metastatic tumor.8 The echocardiographic
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texture of masses may also provide clues. Stromal tumors and
thrombi often present with a homogeneous texture, whereas malig-
nancies often display areas of varying echogenicity.9

USE OF CONTRAST TO DETECT AND DEFINE
INTRACARDIAC MASSES
The medical literature contains reports of cardiac masses that were
misdiagnosed, sometimes with disastrous consequences, and
unnecessary surgical procedures or inappropriate anticoagulation
that could have been avoided with an accurate noninvasive diagno-
sis.10–13 Any additional diagnostic techniques to improve the dif-
ferentiation among benign tumors, malignant tumors, and
thrombi should improve therapeutic decision making.

The use of contrast enhancement for chamber opacification
plays a major role in improving the definition between myocardium
and blood pool, particularly in patients with poor imaging win-
dows.14 Contrast opacification of cardiac chambers can also
improve the detection and definition of masses15 (Fig. 152.1, Video
152.1, B). Contrast delineation of cardiac chambers can especially
aid the detection of small masses in the apex of patients with apical
akinesis and dyskinesis. In addition, contrast can assist in the defi-
nition of the size, shape, and attachments of intracardiac masses, par-
ticularly in patients with relatively poor acoustic windows. The
attachment of masses can usually be better seen with contrast. Con-
trast enhancement improves the definition of myocardial motion and
therefore can also aid in the assessment of tethering from tumor inva-
sion. Contrast can also help define blood flow patterns surrounding
intracardiacmasses.16Microbubble contrast, with andwithout power
Doppler imaging, has also been shown to play a role in the definition
of stasis and thrombi within the left atrial appendage.17,18

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF CARDIAC MASSES
WITH CONTRAST PERFUSION IMAGING
Contrast perfusion of masses can provide additional information.
Myocardial contrast echocardiography has been extensively stud-
ied for differentiation among normal, ischemic, and infarcted myo-
cardium.19,20 The same concept can be applied to aid in the
differential diagnosis of cardiac masses.

Myocardial tissue is highly vascular, with a capillary density of
2500 to 3000/mm3.21 Malignant and highly vascular tumors often
have dense neovascularization with dilated, ectatic, and thin-walled
vessels with overall higher blood-carrying capacity than myocar-
dium.22 Myxomas and other stromal tumors, on the other hand,
may demonstrate concentrated blood vessels at the stock or base,
but the main body of such tumors has sparse vascularity. Thrombi,
unless organized from the ingrowth of blood vessels, are generally
avascular. Contrast perfusion techniques can help differentiate
A

Figure 152.1. A, Subcostal view with microbubble contrast administration d
the left atrial surface of the interatrial septum.B, Zoomed view demonstrates a
of a myxoma. The mass was resected, and the pathologic diagnosis was m
among these masses by highlighting the degree of vascularity rel-
ative to the myocardium.23

Echocardiographic contrast microbubbles (such as Definity or
Optison) are infused to obtain a steady-state concentration in the
myocardium. Imaging is performed with power modulation at a
low mechanical index (MI¼0.1 to 0.6) that will resonate but not
burst the microbubbles in the mass. The best view to optimally
define the cardiac mass in the nearest field location is chosen, with
the focus set at the level of the mass. A high-resolution or zoom
feature may be applied, but a section of adjacent myocardium
should be included in the sector. A high mechanical impulse
(MI¼1-1.5) is then applied to destroy microbubbles in the mass
and the adjacent myocardium (at the same depth) to differentiate
between artifact and true perfusion. The gradual replenishment
of contrast in the mass and adjacent myocardium is recorded, either
through the full cardiac cycle or in selected frames from each car-
diac cycle triggered to the R wave on the electrocardiogram, or to a
time delay after the R wave. This triggering can minimize bubble
destruction by reducing the number of ultrasound impulses per car-
diac cycle. The rate of contrast replenishment and the steady-state
contrast intensity in the mass can be compared to that of the adja-
cent myocardium (see Fig. 152.1). Contrast perfusion has been
demonstrated to improve the ability of novice and expert readers
to differentiate among malignant tumors, benign tumors, and
thrombi, compared with standard two-dimensional images.24,25

As in myocardial perfusion imaging, it is also possible to quan-
tify perfusion of cardiac masses. Video intensity detection software
can be used to track the maximal pixel intensity, corresponding to
(1) the steady-state microbubble concentration (A), a measure of
blood volume, and (2) the rate of increase in pixel intensity over
time after application of a high mechanical impulse, corresponding
to the rate of contrast replenishment (β) and blood flow veloc-
ity.26,27 These software packages require the operator to draw
regions of interest within which the pixel intensity is tracked. These
regions should not be drawn in areas of echo dropout or calcifica-
tion. Because pixel intensity can vary with factors such as imaging
planes, depth, and microbubble infusion rates, it is important to
compare A and β from themass toA and β from a section of adjacent
myocardium. This technique has been shown to predict both path-
ologic diagnosis (Figs. 152.2 through 152.5) and degree of vascu-
larity in pathologic samples of cardiac masses (Fig. 152.6).14 These
findings have been replicated in case reports.28

Limitations
Far-field masses may not be well seen during contrast imaging, and
significant artifact may obscure perfusion. It is not always possible
to optimally image masses along with a section of adjacent myocar-
dium. Although expert readers familiar with contrast perfusion may
be able to differentiate myxomas from thrombi qualitatively,
B

emonstrating opacification of four chambers. There is a mass attached to
broad-based attachment to the midportion of the septum, characteristic
yxoma. (See accompanying Video 152.1, B.)
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Figure 152.2. A, Modified low parasternal four-chamber view, demonstrating a mass in the right atrium (red arrow in A-C) prolapsing across the
tricuspid valve. B, A high mechanical impulse “flash” was then delivered to destroy microbubbles in the mass and myocardium to exclude artifactual
perfusion. Replenishment of contrast was visually tracked.C, Themass demonstrated equivalent or increased perfusion relative to a section of adjacent
myocardium (blue arrow). D, Pathologic specimen, here stained with antibody to endothelium to highlight vascularity, diagnosed metastatic follicular
thyroid carcinoma. (See accompanying Videos 152.2, A and B.)
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quantitative measures of perfusion demonstrated no significant dif-
ference. There have been case reports of contrast perfusion of
masses that resolved with anticoagulation, although it is possible
that gain settings affected assessment of perfusion in some of these
cases.29

CONCLUSION
The detection and differential diagnosis of cardiac masses is crucial.
Masses may produce nonspecific symptoms, and echocardiography
done for another reasonmay uncover previously unsuspectedmasses
or play a crucial role in detecting or excluding masses associated
with cardiomyopathy, regional wall motion abnormalities, aneu-
rysms, and metastatic disease. Prognosis and therapeutic decisions
are based on the nature of the mass. Echocardiographic contrast
for chamber opacification can improve the detection and definition
of cardiac masses, and contrast perfusion imaging applied to cardiac
masses can aid in differentiating malignant tumors, stromal tumors,
and thrombi, using both qualitative and quantitative techniques.
When combined with other echocardiographic features, contrast
opacification and perfusion imaging can improve therapeutic deci-
sion making for patients with cardiac masses.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Figure 152.3. A, Apical four-chamber view demonstrating an apical mass (red arrow in A-C). After administration of microbubble contrast, the mass
was imagedwith perfusion settings at a lowmechanical index.B,No contrast was noted in themass; a highmechanical impulse “flash”was delivered to
destroymicrobubbles in themass andmyocardium, and replenishment of contrast was trackedwith video detection software (C).D, Themass showed
essentially no increase in pixel intensity over time. E, Pathologic specimen stained with antibody to endothelium showed no vascularity, consistent with
thrombus.
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Figure 152.4. A, Apical four-chamber view demonstrating a left ventricular apical mass (red arrow in A-C). Administration of microbubble contrast out-
lined the mass and demonstrated no apical wall motion abnormality (see also Video 152.5,B). The mass was then imagedwith perfusion settings at a low
mechanical index.B,Contrast was noted in the mass, which hyperenhanced relative to the myocardium; a high mechanical impulse “flash”was delivered
to destroymicrobubbles in themass andmyocardium, and replenishment of contrast was trackedwith video detection software (C).D, Themass showed
a faster rate of rise of contrast replenishment and a higher maximal steady state of contrast enhancement compared with a section of adjacent myocar-
dium. E, Pathologic specimen stained with antibody to endothelium demonstrated ectatic and dilated vessels consistent with a hemangioma.
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Figure 152.5. A, Enhanced computed tomography scan showed a large intracardiac mass (yellow arrow) at the left ventricular apex and a mass
adjacent to the left ventricular lateral wall (red arrow).B, Apical four-chamber view demonstrated the same findings. After administration of microbubble
contrast, the masses were imaged with perfusion settings at a low mechanical index. C, The intracavitary mass demonstrated no contrast enhance-
ment, but the extracardiac mass hyperenhanced relative to the myocardium. Image shows a high mechanical impulse “flash” delivered to destroy
microbubbles in the masses and myocardium. D, A zoomed view allowing visualization of the replenishment of contrast after “flash” in the extracardiac
mass. The pixel intensity of the contrast was tracked with video detection software. E, The extracardiac mass showed a faster rate of rise of contrast
replenishment and a higher maximal steady state of contrast enhancement than a section of adjacent myocardium. The intracardiac mass showed no
increase in pixel intensity over time. F, Pathologic specimen from the extracardiac mass stained with antibody to endothelium demonstrated neovas-
cularization in an adenocarcinoma. (See accompanying Videos 152.5, B, C, and D).
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Figure 152.6. Contrast perfusion
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measure of the density of capillary area
(vessel area index [VAI]).Δβwas corre-
lated with VAI (r¼0.60).
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153 Echocardiography-Guided Biopsy
of Intracardiac Masses

Gaurav Parikh, MBBS, Jeffrey A. Shih, MD, Dennis A. Tighe, MD
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF INTRACARDIAC
MASS LESIONS
Intracardiac mass lesions can broadly be divided into three catego-
ries: tumors, thrombi, or vegetations. Primary cardiac tumors are
extremely rare, with a reported prevalence of 0.001% to 0.03%
in autopsy series.1–3 The majority of primary cardiac tumors are
benign, with cardiac myxoma being the most frequently encoun-
tered. Secondary (metastatic) cardiac tumors occur at least 20 to
40 times more commonly than primary cardiac tumors; however,
endocardial and intracavitary involvement is unusual, making up
only 3% to 5% of cardiac metastases.4 Depending on intracardiac
location and tissue histology, these masses are capable of resulting
in a wide range of clinical symptoms related to obstruction to
inflow or outflow, systemic or pulmonary embolism, cardiac
rhythm and/or conduction disturbances, heart failure, pericardial
involvement, and constitutional manifestations. Cardiac thrombus
is the most common intracardiac mass lesion encountered clini-
cally; thrombus is usually localized at areas of akinesis (such as
the left ventricular apex in the setting of anteroapical myocardial
infarction) or attached to indwelling catheters or pacing electrodes.
Thrombus transiting through the heart may be seen with venous
thromboembolic disease. Vegetations occur among patients with
predisposing clinical profiles in the setting of bacteremia or funge-
mia with organisms known to produce infective endocarditis.5

Characteristically, these independently oscillating lesions are
found on the atrial surfaces of the atrioventricular valves, the ven-
tricular aspect of the semilunar valves, and at sites where blood
travels from an area of high pressure through a narrow orifice into
an area of lower pressure.

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
The diagnostic evaluation begins with ascertainment of the pres-
ence and nature of a cardiac tumor; differentiation must be made
from normal cardiac structures, pseudotumors (such as mitral annu-
lar caseous necrosis), artifact, thrombus, and vegetations. Echocar-
diography (two- and three-dimensional) most often is the initial
noninvasive imaging study employed for evaluation of suspected
cardiac mass lesions. Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE), often
supplemented by a transesophageal study (TEE), provides assess-
ment of the anatomical location, size, mobility, and hemodynamic
consequences of intracardiac mass lesions. Inferences about tumor
type can be made based on location and echocardiographic appear-
ance.6,7 Limitations inherent to echocardiography include its ability
to image structures only immediately adjacent to the heart and
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limited utility for assessment of tissue characterization and tumor
vascularity.8When additional information is required for character-
ization of mass lesions, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imag-
ing or computed tomography (CT) can be employed.9,10 These
imaging techniques provide superb visualization of intracardiac
anatomy and permit multiplanar reconstructions. With CMR, tissue
characterization is possible and tumor vascularity can be assessed
with infusion of gadolinium.4,10 In addition, use of these imaging
modalities allows visualization of extracardiac structures and
arterial and venous anatomy, providing further information on pos-
sible tumor etiology and detection of tumor invasion of the heart via
these pathways.10 In selected cases, use of a molecular imaging
technique, such as 18 F-FDG positron emission tomographic
(PET)/CT scanning, can be employed to potentially characterize
mass lesions as being either benign or malignant based on
18F-FDG uptake.11

Following a thorough noninvasive evaluation, sufficient infor-
mation about the location and nature of an intracardiac mass lesion
often has been accumulated to permit an informed decision as to
whether to proceed to surgery, where a histological diagnosis
RV LV

LA

Figure 153.1. Apical four-chamber view illustrating a mass lesion
(arrows) in the right atrium (RA) involving the free wall of the RA and occu-
pying themajority of the cavity. Biopsy showed this lesion to be an angio-
sarcoma. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 153.2. A, Transesophageal horizontal axis view that demonstrates a d
septum, and posterior/superior aspect of the left atrium (LA). The tumor also e
tumor to be a high-grade B-cell lymphoma.
can be established. In certain cases, a histological diagnosis needs
to be established before consideration of further therapy. A less
invasive biopsy of noncardiac tissue or pericardiocentesis, in the
presence of pericardial effusion, should be performed if feasible.12
INDICATIONS FOR ENDOMYOCARDIAL BIOPSY
Endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) should be considered when a tissue
diagnosis is needed to guide further therapy and the diagnosis can-
not be established by other means.12–14 Multiple case reports15–18

and a single case series19 exist documenting that mass lesions in the
right heart (primarily) and left heart can be biopsied safely using
this percutaneous technique under echocardiographic guidance.
Examples of right heart tumors that may be considered for EMB
are shown in Figures 153.1 and 153.2 (cardiac sarcoma and cardiac
lymphoma, respectively). EMB should not be performed when
typical noninvasive imaging findings consistent with cardiac myx-
oma12 are present because of that tumor’s potentially friable nature
with likelihood of tumor embolization (Fig. 153.3). Current AHA/
ACC/ESC guidelines (Box 153.1) provide a Class IIa, level of
evidence C recommendation for EMB in the setting of suspected
cardiac tumors.12
iffusely infiltrating tumor (T)mass involving the right atrium (RA), interatrial
xtends to the right ventricle (RV).B, Pathological examination showed this

Figure 153.3. Surgically resected specimen of a large right atrial myx-
oma showing extensive lobulation. Percutaneous biopsy of a tumor with
such characteristics would be associated with a high risk of emboliza-
tion. (See accompanying Video 153.3, A and B.)



Box 153.1 Indications for Endomyocardial Biopsy (EMB)
in the Setting of Suspected Cardiac Tumor

EMB* in the setting of suspected cardiac tumor is reasonable if:

1. The diagnosis cannot be established by noninvasive modalities
(such as cardiac magnetic resonance [CMR]) or less invasive
(noncardiac) biopsy.

2. Tissue diagnosis can be expected to influence the course of
therapy.

3. The chances of successful biopsy are believed to be
reasonably high.

4. The procedure is performed by an experienced operator.

*Guidance with transesophageal echocardiography or CMR is advised when
possible.
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TECHNIQUE OF ENDOMYOCARDIAL BIOPSY
Lesions can be biopsied in all four cardiac chambers under echo-
cardiographic guidance. Access through the internal jugular vein
(often using the right-sided vein), subclavian vein, or femoral vein
is used to biopsy right heart lesions. Right femoral artery access is
the approach used to biopsy left-sided mass lesions. Sheath size
depends on the type of bioptome used. Long sheaths have the
advantage of minimizing crossing of the tricuspid valve and
potential damage to the tricuspid valve apparatus; short sheaths
allow the operator to direct the bioptome to different locations
on the endocardial surface without the need to readjust the sheath
with each sample. Commonly used bioptomes are shown in
Figure 153.4. The bioptome can be shaped to help direct it to tar-
get lesions. Coring needles can be used to accurately obtain tissue
samples, as usual bioptomes may be inadequate to penetrate the
overlying capsule in certain cases.13 The actual yield of EMB
A

D

B

Figure 153.4. Commonly used bioptomes. A, Single-use 50-cm disposable
myocardial biopsy forcepswith a 1.8-mm tip that requires a 6 French sheath o
104 cmwith a 2.3-mm tip that requires a 7 French sheath.D, 8 French transs
access to improve tip control and placement. (From AM, Maleszewski JJ
2011;86:1095.)
for diagnosis of intracardiac masses is not well established. Use
of frozen sections can greatly help increase the diagnostic yield;
multiple biopsies are suggested to ensure adequate tissue sam-
pling.13 Using TTE, the apical four-chamber, right ventricular–
focused apical four-chamber and subcostal views are usually
the best imaging planes to direct the bioptome and visualize its
tip (Fig. 153.5); on TEE the midesophageal four-chamber view
is usually preferred. As echocardiography is a tomographic imag-
ing technique, great care must be used to visualize the tip of the
bioptome and avoid biopsy of nontarget structures. Recent
advances in real-time three-dimensional echocardiography may
help the operator to accurately visualize the spatial relationship
of cardiac structures and biopsy instruments to increase the ability
to obtain tissue from the lesion being evaluated.20 Intracardiac
echocardiography is a promising option that offers the advantage
of excellent image quality and clear identification of cardiac
structures21,22 and has been successfully used to aid performance
of intracardiac biopsies.23,24

POTENTIAL COMPLICATIONS
OF ENDOMYOCARDIAL BIOPSY
Although the exact complication rate of EMB for biopsy of intra-
cardiac masses is not well established, the complications associ-
ated with EMB done for other indications would still be
applicable. Reported complications include access-site bleeding
and hematoma, transient or permanent conduction abnormalities,
arrhythmias (supraventricular and ventricular), tricuspid regurgita-
tion, deep venous thrombosis, and pulmonary embolism.25,26 Seri-
ous complications are observed in fewer than 1% of biopsy
procedures; these can include cardiac perforation, ventriculo-
coronary fistula, pericardial tamponade, systemic embolization
from left-sided biopsies, and death. Specific to EMB for biopsy
of cardiac mass lesions is concern for tissue embolization or
promoting metastasis of neoplastic lesions.12
C

bioptome with a 2.3-mm tip that requires a 9 French sheath. B, Endo-
r a 2.3-mm tip that requires a 7 French sheath.C, 7 bioptome, 50 cm and
eptal sheath when using the longer 7 bioptome through right femoral vein
, Rihal CS. Current status of endomyocardial biopsy, Mayo Clin Proc
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Figure 153.5. A, Apical four-chamber view demonstrating an infiltrating mass involving the apical portion of the right ventricle (RV) in an immunocom-
promised patient with human immunodeficiency virus infection. B, Subcostal short-axis view in the same patient shows the mass protruding into the
cavity and involving the RV wall between its inflow and outflow regions.C,Modified apical four-chamber view during a biopsy procedure; the bioptome
is being maneuvered toward the mass lesion under echocardiographic guidance (see Video 153.5, C). The biopsy results proved this mass to be a
B-cell lymphoma. LV, Left ventricle; RA, right atrium.
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Box 154.2 ACC/AHA Indications for Echocardiography
in Patients with Vascular Events

CLASS I

Abrupt occlusion of a large peripheral or visceral vessel
Younger patients (typically <45 yr) with cerebrovascular events
Older patients (typically >45 yr) with neurologic events without
evidence of cerebrovascular disease or other obvious cause

Patients for whom clinical therapeutic decision (anticoagulation) will
depend on results of echocardiographic testing

CLASS IIA

Patients with suspicion of embolic disease and with cerebrovascular
disease of questionable significance

CLASS IIB

Patients with neurologic event and intrinsic cerebrovascular disease
of a nature sufficient to cause the clinical event

CLASS III

Patients for whom the results will not affect a decision to recommend
treatment with anticoagulants or otherwise alter therapy

TABLE 154.1 Relative Benefit of Using TTE and TEE to Identify
Pathologies Strongly Associated with Embolic Events
In patients who develop a sudden onset of neurologic symptoms or
acute interruption of blood flow to a distal extremity or visceral
organ, an embolic etiology is a strong consideration.1 Although
in situ thrombus formation, vascular anomalies, and local emboli-
zation are possibilities, a cardiovascular source should be consid-
ered when evaluating a patient’s condition. Many studies have
revealed that emboli have a cardiac source in a substantial portion
of patients; however, the frequency varies with the age of the
patient and likelihood of underlying vascular disease. Linking
cause from a potential cardiac source and its effect as a clinical
event is clear for many lesions but more uncertain for others.2

Most studies that evaluate cardiac lesions as potential sources of
embolism rely on nonrandomized trials comparing the incidence of
an abnormality in patients with an event and a historical or concur-
rent control group without an embolic event. These studies reveal a
number of pathologies whose prevalence is significantly higher in
patients with a presumed embolic event. However, clinical data on
event recurrence and the effect of therapy is lacking for many of
these lesions.2,3 The relationship between many lesions and sys-
temic embolization remains unclear or conflicted, such as mitral
annular calcification and mitral valve prolapse. The abnormalities
that an echocardiographer should identify when evaluating a
patient for a cardiac source of embolization include those whose
pathophysiology includes embolism and whose prevalence in sub-
jects with embolic events is higher than those without an embolic
event (Box 154.1).

The appropriate patients to refer for evaluation are those with
the highest likelihood of experiencing a cardioembolic event
(Box 154.2).1 Whether to proceed with transesophageal echocardi-
ography (TEE) depends on a number of factors, including the clin-
ical presentation, the patient’s age, and comorbidities. The decision
to proceed with TEE is strongly influenced by whether there is
another readily available alternative explanation for the patient’s
clinical event. For example, the prevalence of potential cardiac
embolic sources is higher in subjects with unexplained (crypto-
genic) stroke than noncryptogenic stroke.1 Lastly, before proceed-
ing with TEE, it is important to know that the demonstration of a
cardioembolic source would alter patient therapy.

Younger patients may have a cardiac source greater than 50% of
the time and are more likely than older patients to have a cardiac
source that is the only potential explanation for their clinical event.
Patients with sudden onset of deficit are more likely to have had an
embolic event, as are patients with strokes that occurred in the mid-
dle or anterior cerebral arteries or multiple vascular territories. In
older patients, the incidence of potential cardioembolic sources
is substantially higher, but older patients are also more likely to
ntial Cardiac Sources of Systemic Embolization
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have concurrent comorbidities that could explain their clinical
event. Lastly, a cardioembolic source is more likely in patients with
underlying primary cardiovascular disease than subjects with no
cardiac history. Included in this patient population are those with
rheumatic heart disease, atrial fibrillation, cardiomyopathies, and
prior anterior myocardial infarction.4

Although some abnormalities can be adequately excluded on a
transthoracic study, it is clear that the yield of TEE is higher for most
cardioembolic sources of embolization (Table 154.1).5,6 TEE not
only provides improved recognition for many sources of emboliza-
tion (vegetations, myxoma, patent foramen ovale [PFO]) but also
offers a unique window into other sources that simply cannot be reli-
ably diagnosed from the transthoracic approach, such as left atrial
appendage thrombus and aortic atheromatous disease. Although
identifying a potential cardioembolic source does not prove cause
and effect, finding a possible source remains an important part of
the evaluation in a patient with a suspected embolic phenomenon.7

Evaluation of the left atrium (LA) and left atrial appendage for
thrombus is essential in a patient with systemic embolization and is
covered in this section of the book. Left ventricular thrombi are
TTE TEE

LA/LAA thrombus +/� ++++
LA/LAA SEC � ++++
LV thrombus ++++ ++
Valvular vegetations ++ ++++
Prosthetic valve thrombus + ++++
Intracardiac tumors +++ ++++
Patent foramen ovale/atrial septal aneurysm ++ ++++
Protruding and/or mobile aortic atheroma � ++++

-, Not helpful; +/-, minimal usefulness; +, more + indicate greater
usefulness; LA, left atrial; LAA, left atrial appendage; LV, left ventricular;
TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; TTE, transthoracic
echocardiography.



Box 154.3 Factors That Support a PFO Playing a Role
in a Cardioembolic Event

Clinical event compatible with thromboembolism (see Box 154.2)
Simultaneous presence of a venous thrombosis
Presence of an atrial septal aneurysm
Larger PFO
Younger patient age (<40-50 yr)

PFO, Patent foramen ovale.

Box 154.4 Criteria for an Adequate Agitated Saline
Contrast Injection

Near complete opacification of the RA with agitated saline
Spontaneous or induced (cough/Valsalva release) movement of the
IAS from right to left

Adequate visualization of the LA
Image acquisition begins before bubbles enter RA
Image acquisition for at least 7-10 heartbeats after peak RA
opacification

IAS, interarterial septum; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.

TABLE 154.2 Semiquantitative Methods for Assessing PFO Size

Small Medium Large

Number of bubbles passing into LA <5 5-20 >20
Diameter <2 mm 2-4 mm >4 mm

LA, left atrium; PFO, patent foramen ovale.
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important sources of systemic embolization, and with harmonic
imaging and echocardiographic contrast agents, the left ventricle
can be excluded as the source in most patients with transthoracic
imaging.

Valvular lesions are also potential sources of cardioembolic
embolization. The prevalence of embolism in patients with bacte-
rial endocarditis is as high as 34%, and the risk is highest in the
early stages of treatment.8,9 Late stroke risk is much lower, and
it appears that the risk decreases with antibiotic therapy. Vegeta-
tions on the mitral valve appear to have a higher embolic risk than
those on the aortic valve, particularly when cause by Staphylococ-
cus aureus.9,10 Several vegetation characteristics seem to predict
embolic potential, including vegetation size, length, and mobility.9

It is clear that the sensitivity for detection of valvular vegetations is
substantially higher with transesophageal echocardiography than
with transthoracic imaging.8,11 In patients with a clinical picture
of subacute bacterial endocarditis (SBE) who have suffered a car-
dioembolic event, transesophageal echocardiography is essential.

Given the high resolution of transesophageal imaging, small
mobile echodensities are commonly seen on valves. When found
in a patient who has experienced an embolic event, these abnormal-
ities present a diagnostic dilemma when evaluated as a possible
source of embolization. In the setting of bacteremia, the diagnosis
of infective vegetation should be considered. Marantic or non-
thrombotic bacterial endocarditis should be considered in patients
with lupus erythematosus or other chronic illnesses. In the absence
of the appropriate clinical setting, most of these small structures
found on valvular leaflets are simply excrescences or degenerative
findings, particularly when noted in older patients. Nonpathologic
abnormalities are more likely if valvular function is preserved.

Patients with prosthetics heart valves who have had a potential
cardioembolic event certainly warrant echocardiography for detec-
tion of valvular thrombus or vegetation. Transesophageal echocar-
diography is clearly superior for the detection of valvular
thrombosis in the setting of a mechanical prosthesis.12,13 Cardio-
embolic embolization may occur up to 1% to 2% a year in patients
with mechanical prosthesis despite anticoagulation therapy; the
rate is 0.7% per year in patients with biological prosthetic valves.14

Embolic events are more frequent with inadequate anticoagulation
and with prostheses in the mitral as opposed to the aortic position.14

Cardiac tumors are rare, but when present they can be a source
of embolization, particularly cardiac myxomas and fibroelasto-
mas.15,16 Myxomas are the most common primary cardiac tumor
and typically present in patients between the ages of 30 and
60 years. Myxomas present with neurologic symptoms up to
50% of the time and may represent up to 1% of cases of stroke
in young patients. Overall, 75% to 80% of all myxomas are in
the left atrium and attached to the interatrial septum at the fossa
ovalis by a stalk. Fibroelastomas are rare valvular tumors most
commonly seen on the aortic valve in older patients.17 These
tumors have multiple fronds and can act as a nidus for platelet
and fibrin deposition leading to systemic embolization.

Abnormalities of the interatrial septum should also be carefully
assessed during echocardiographic evaluation when a cardioem-
bolic event is suspected. Subjects with an atrial septal defect clearly
have the potential for paradoxical embolization. More commonly,
patients with embolic events are found to have a PFO.18–20 Prob-
lematically, this abnormality is present in 25% to 30% of normal
hearts at autopsy. Observational and cohort studies have demon-
strated that PFO and atrial septal aneurysm are more common is
patients who have suffered an embolic event, especially when
the event is cryptogenic.3,21 However, recent guidelines have ques-
tioned the link between isolated PFO and recurrent stroke as well as
the increased efficacy of medical therapy over percutaneous clo-
sure.22 The significance of PFO is particularly unclear in older
patients with suspected cardioembolism.2,23 Factors that support
the presence of a PFO as the mechanism of a patient’s embolic
event are listed in Box 154.3.
Properly performed transthoracic echocardiography with har-
monic imaging should identify most patients with a PFO.24

Although TEE offers higher resolution, a successful PFO evalua-
tion depends primarily on a properly performed agitated saline con-
trast injection combined with the Valsalva maneuver, which is
more easily performed in the unsedated patient undergoing trans-
thoracic echocardiography (TTE). The features of a technically
adequate transthoracic agitated saline bubble injection are listed
in Box 154.4. TEE is indicated if (1) the presence of a PFO is
unclear from transthoracic imaging, (2) the adequacy of the study
cannot be confirmed by demonstrating clear right to left interatrial
septal motion on transthoracic imaging, or (3) bubbles appear in the
left atrium after more than three cardiac cycles, and it is unclear
whether they were transseptal or emanated from the pulmonary
veins after transpulmonary passage.

During TEE, direct visualization of a shunt should be attempted
using color Doppler evaluation of the septum. Although a definite
color jet through the PFO is enough to secure the diagnosis, a neg-
ative color Doppler assessment of the interatrial septum should
never be used to exclude a PFO. Visible septal motion from right
to left is required to determine that results of a bubble study are
negative for the presence of a PFO. The right atrium may become
opacified with agitated saline yet fail to demonstrate a PFO if the
septum is displaced toward the right atrium. Then inspiration or
snoring increases right atrial pressure and shifts the interatrial sep-
tum toward the LA, thereby easily demonstrating a PFO.

There is a large range in the size and magnitude of shunting in
PFOs (Table 154.2). Stroke risk appears to be correlated with PFO
size, with greater risk associated with larger defects.25,26 In addi-
tion, a prospective multicenter study demonstrated that the pres-
ence of atrial septum aneurysm along with a PFO greatly
increases the risk of recurrent stroke during a 4-year follow-up.27
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Atrial septum aneurysms are redundant, highly mobile membra-
nous portions of the interatrial septum. They have a base of at least
15 mm and protrude more than 10 mm into the left or right
atrium.20,28

Lastly, aortic atheromatous disease is uniquely evaluated by
transesophageal echocardiography. Atherosclerosis of the aorta is
now recognized as a major embolic source after plaques are
disturbed by aortic instrumentation during cardiac surgery or angi-
ography. Spontaneous embolization of aortic debris also occurs
particularly in patients with more severe atheromatous disease.
Significant aortic atheroma is both more common in patients
who have suffered a first stroke and positively correlated with a
higher risk of recurrent stroke.29,30
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155 Introduction
Arturo A. Evangelista, MD
Aortic diseases are a major cause of cardiovascular morbidity and
mortality. Aortic aneurysm, aortic dissection, intramural hema-
toma, penetrating aortic ulcer, and blunt chest or iatrogenic aortic
trauma contribute to the whole spectrum of aortic diseases. Although
the atherosclerotic process, mainly systemic arterial hypertension,
plays a pivotal role in several of these entities, the relationships
between aortic diseases and genetic disorders is becoming more
evident.

In healthy adults, ascending aortic diameters do not usually
exceed 40 mm. The diameter is influenced by several factors,
including age, gender, body size (height, weight, body surface
area), and blood pressure.1–4 The aorta expansion rate is around
0.9 mm in men and 0.7 mm in women for each decade of life.2

Although normal aortic dimensions should be normalized to body
size and age, upper normal values of 21 mm/m2 and 16 mm/m2 for
ascending and descending aorta, respectively,5 could be applied in
the general clinical practice.
IMAGING TECHNIQUES IN AORTA ASSESSMENT
In the last decade, remarkable advances have been made in nonin-
vasive imaging of aortic diseases. Multiple modalities, including
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
echocardiography, and aortography, are well suited for imaging
the thoracic aorta (Table 155.1).
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root and descending thoracic aorta, and positive in arch.
Transthoracic Echocardiography
Although transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is not the tech-
nique of choice for overall assessment of the aorta, it is useful
for the diagnosis and follow-up of some aortic segments and should
routinely be included as part of the standard echocardiographic
examination.6,7 The aortic root and proximal ascending aorta are
best imaged in the left parasternal view. In some patients, the right
parasternal long-axis view can provide supplementary information.
The suprasternal view depicts the aortic arch and the three major
supraaortic vessels (innominate, left carotid, and left subclavian
arteries), with variable lengths of the ascending and descending
aorta. From this window, aortic coarctation can be detected with
continuous wave Doppler; a persistent ductus arteriosus may also
be identified with color Doppler. The entire thoracic descending
aorta is not well visualized by TTE. A short-axis view of the des-
cending aorta can be imaged posterior to the left atrium in the para-
sternal long-axis view and in the four-chamber view.7 In contrast,
the abdominal descending aorta is relatively easily visualized to the
left of the inferior vena cava in sagittal subcostal views. The lower
abdominal aorta, below the renal arteries, can be visualized to rule
out abdominal aortic aneurysms.

Transesophageal Echocardiography
Proximity of the esophagus to the thoracic aorta permits high-
resolution images from higher frequency transesophageal echocar-
diography (TEE) transducers.6,7 However, TEE is semiinvasive,
and it requires intravenous sedation and a more operator experience
than TTE. The most important TEE views of the ascending aorta,
aortic root, and aortic valve are the high long-axis (at 120 to 150
degrees) and short-axis (at 30 to 60 degrees) views. A short segment
of the distal ascending aorta is in a blind spot behind the right bron-
chus. The descending aorta is easily visualized in short-axis
(0 degrees) and long-axis (90 degrees) views from the celiac trunk
to the left subclavian artery. Further withdrawal of the probe shows
the aortic arch. However, the subclavian artery is the only supraaor-
tic artery usually visualized. TEE is accurate in the diagnosis of
acute aortic syndrome8 and also adds important information on
mechanisms and severity of aortic regurgitation9 or the entry tear
location and size of the aortic dissection. Intraoperative TEE is
essential for planning surgical treatment and guiding thoracic endo-
vascular therapy.10 However, the accuracy of TEE depends largely
on operator skill for image acquisition and interpretation. Real-time
three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (3D TEE)
appears to offer some advantages over two-dimensional TEE in
revealing some aortic dissection findings.11

Computed Tomography
CT, a well-established and widely used technique for the diagnosis
of aortic diseases, has several advantages. It is widely available
and can be used to rapidly obtain a complete 3D dataset with a
wide field of view of the entire aorta 12 Electrocardiographically
659
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(ECG)-gated acquisition protocols permit the generation of
motion-free images of the aortic root and ascending aorta. Unen-
hanced CT followed by contrast-enhanced angiography is the
recommended protocol, particularly when intramural hematoma
is suspected. CT aortography (CTA) remains one of the most fre-
quently used imaging techniques for the diagnosis and follow-up of
aortic conditions in both acute and chronic presentations.

Important features of aortic disease that are crucial for diagnosis
and treatment can be visualized by CT.13 These include the location
of the diseased segment; maximum diameter of dilatation; and the
presence of atheroma, thrombus, intramural hematoma, penetrating
ulcers, and calcifications. In select cases, CT can be used to detect
the presence of coronary artery disease. In aortic dissection, CT can
define the presence and extent of a dissection flap, detect areas of
compromised perfusion, and may aid the planning of surgical or
endovascular repair procedures.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI is a noninvasive imaging technique that permits the most com-
plete study of aortic disease. It offers morphologic and functional
information. This imaging modality can be used to define the
location and extent of aneurysms, and aortic wall ulceration and
dissections; it can also demonstrate areas of wall thickening related
to aortitis or intramural hematoma.14–16 Conventional ECG-gated
spin echo imaging and cine gradient echo imaging have earned
MRI the reputation of being the ideal tool for evaluating the aorta.
Contrast-enhanced 3D MR angiography permits rapid acquisition
and multiplanar imaging with minimal dephasing artifacts.
Phase-contrast imaging is another technique that enables flow in
the great vessels to be evaluated with accurate quantification of
peak velocity and forward and regurgitant flow. MR contrast-
enhanced angiography can provide a 3D dataset of the aorta and
branch vessels, allowing complex anatomy and postoperative
changes to be depicted through postprocessing techniques such
as maximum intensity projection and multiplanar reformatting.14,15

MULTIMODALITY IMAGING IN AORTIC DISEASES
Selecting the most appropriate imaging modality for aortic disease
assessment should be based on the patient´s clinical presentation,
aortic disease suspected, segment of the aorta to be analyzed, and
specific diagnostic questions to be answered.17 TTE permits ade-
quate assessment of several aortic segments, particularly the aortic
root and proximal ascending aorta. However, the technique is less
consistent in imaging the distal ascending aorta, aortic arch, and
descending thoracic aorta. CTA and MRA are the preferred tech-
niques for assessing these segments. Aortography is rarely used
for routine imaging of thoracic aortic disease, because it is invasive,
visualizes only the aortic lumen, and does not permit accurate mea-
surements. Neither is TEE preferred for routine aortic imaging,
because it is semiinvasive and relatively unpleasant for the patient.
It also does not permit full visualization of the aorta and vessels or
easy identification of landmarks when consecutive exams are com-
pared. In the follow-up of aortic aneurysms, it is better to use the
same imaging modality for greater accuracy in identifying changes
based on comparative data obtained by the same technique. CT is
better than the other imaging techniques for the measurement of
segments distal to the sinotubular junction; however, it is reason-
able to change imaging modalities to spare the patient cumulative
radiation exposure over many years of follow-up.

Echocardiography, CT, and MRI are all excellent imaging tech-
niques for assessing the thoracic aorta. Test selection should be
based on consideration of the patient´s presentation, the diagnostic
information sought, and local institutional factors such as expertise
and availability.
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156 Aortic Atherosclerosis and Embolic Events
Itzhak Kronzon, MD, Paul A. Tunick, MD
Nearly 150 years ago, Panum suggested that atherosclerotic mate-
rial within the aorta can embolize to peripheral arteries.1 In a 1945
paper based on an autopsy, Flory showed that arterial occlusion was
the result of aortic atherosclerotic plaque.2 However, modern imag-
ing technologies, which include contrast angiography, computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and transthoracic and
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transesophageal echocardiography, are required to evaluate aortic
atherosclerosis in vivo. At present, two- and three-dimensional
(3D) transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) provides accurate,
high-resolution images of the thoracic aortic wall. This technique
has also established the correlation among severe aortic plaque,
stroke, and peripheral aortogenic embolism.3 Box 156.1 shows var-
ious names used in the medical literature to define this aortic
pathology. For the sake of simplicity, we will use the term aortic
plaque.
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
AND AORTIC PLAQUE
Almost the entire thoracic aorta can be visualized during transeso-
phageal examination. Multiplane views permit the visualization of
each aortic segment except for a short segment at the junction of the
aortic arch and the ascending aorta, which is masked by the air col-
umn in the trachea. Normally the aortic intima is smooth and thin
(Fig. 156.1, A). There is no evidence of irregularity, protrusion, cal-
cification, or ulceration. Aortic plaque is considered mild when
intimal thickness is 3 mm or less (see Fig. 156.1, B). Severe plaque
is determined by intimal thickness of equal or more than 4 mm (see
Fig. 156.1, C). If the plaque is unstable, there may be rupture and
thrombus formation (seen as a mobile mass, see Fig. 156.1, D, and
Videos 156.1, 156.2, and 156.3). Plaques can also show calcifica-
tion (Fig. 156.1, E) or ulcerations (see Fig. 156.1, F). Three-
dimensional echocardiography may provide detailed topographic
images of aortic plaque, including exact location, shape and thick-
ness (see Fig. 156.1, G, and Video 156.4).

Plaques with thickness of 4 mm or more and/or those that con-
tain ulceration or clot are defined as complex plaques. Many inves-
tigators have shown that complex plaques are associated with
stroke and embolic events. Noncomplex plaques (i.e.,<4 mm with
no evidence of ulceration or clot) are significantly less dangerous.4

The amount of aortic plaque (also known as atherosclerotic burden)
increases from the ascending aorta distally. It is also obvious that
aortic plaques are only one manifestation of atherosclerosis and
therefore are associated with a higher prevalence of coronary artery
disease, carotid artery disease, renal artery stenosis, abdominal aor-
tic aneurysms, and all the atherosclerotic risk factors.5
OTHER IMAGING MODALITIES
Transthoracic echocardiography occasionally demonstrate ascend-
ing aortic plaques. The aortic arch can be evaluated for plaques
using the suprasternal window. The descending aorta may be visu-
alized from the apical window. The quality of these images is
frequently suboptimal. Computed tomography (CT) with contrast
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been used to evaluate
aortic plaques when TEE was not available or possible.6-8 Both
technologies can demonstrate the entire aorta, including the
Box 156.1 Names Used in the Medical Literature to Describe
Aortic Plaque

Aortic plaque
Complex aortic plaque
Eroded atheromatous plaque
Arteriosclerotic plaque
Aortic atheroma
Atheromatous aorta
Protruding atheroma
Aortic atherosclerosis
Atherosclerotic atheromatosis
Atherosclerotic debris
proximal arch (which may not be seen on TEE), the abdominal
aorta, and the aortic branches. CT can assess aortic wall calcifica-
tion (Fig. 156.1, H), whereas MRI can provide information about
the composition of the plaque (e.g., fibrous vs. fatty) (Fig. 156.1, I).
CLOT EMBOLIZATION VERSUS CHOLESTEROL
EMBOLIZATION
Aortic atherosclerosis is associated with two different embolic syn-
dromes. The first is clot embolization. It is estimated that 99% of all
embolization cases associated with aortic plaque are embolization
of clot that was superimposed on the plaque. The embolus occludes
large to mid-sized arteries and causes stroke due to significant brain
infarct and infarct in other organs such as the spleen, kidney,
or limb.

The second embolic syndrome, cholesterol crystal emboliza-
tion, is much less common. It is estimated that only 1% of all aortic
plaque–related embolic events are associated with cholesterol
embolization. In this syndrome, spontaneous or iatrogenic rupture
of a plaque is responsible for the embolization of its content, which
includes showers of cholesterol crystals. Such embolization may
lead to bilateral blue toe syndrome, renal failure, and diffuse cere-
bral dysfunction.9,10
HIGH-RISK PLAQUE
The risk of embolization is directly related to plaque thickness. The
odds ratio for embolization of plaque less than 4 mm in thickness
was found in one study to be 4, whereas the odds ratio for plaques
with a thickness of 4 mm or more was 13.8.11 Naturally, the distri-
bution of the emboli is directly related to the plaque site within the
thoracic aorta, and thus strokes are likely to occur in patients with
plaques in the ascending aorta and the aortic arch and not in patients
with isolated descending aortic plaques. The incidence of embolic
stroke in patients with aortic arch complex plaques was found by
three different studies to be 12% in the first year.4 Plaque morphol-
ogy may contribute to the embolization risk. Noncalcified plaques
have the highest stroke risk. Also, when a higher proportion of pla-
que is occupied by lipid (which appears hypoechoic by echocardi-
ography) or when a plaque is thrombosed, embolic risk is higher
as well.12

AORTIC PLAQUE AND EMBOLIC EVENTS IN HEART
SURGERY AND INVASIVE INTRAVASCULAR
PROCEDURES
Cardiac catheterization carries a low but definite risk for embolic
stroke (less than 1:1,000). Other embolic vascular complications
(lower extremity, gut, spleen, kidney, etc.) are also known. During
percutaneous transcatheter coronary angioplasty (PTCA), the rate
of stroke is 0.2%.13 Most of these strokes occur in patients who
have aortic plaque.14 Patients at a higher risk for stroke during car-
diac catheterization or intervention are those with previously
known severe ascending aorta and aortic arch plaque or those
who have a previous history of embolic stroke. The right brachial
artery approach in those patients may decrease the risk of embolic
stroke by avoiding negotiation of the more distal arch (and also
avoid other embolic events related to plaque in the abdominal
and thoracic aorta). However, to date, there are no data showing
that this approach can indeed prevent stroke.

Stroke is not uncommon in patients who undergo cardiac surgery.
The risk of stroke in those patients may reach 7%.15 Of patients who
undergo coronary artery bypass grafting, 25% have complex aortic
arch plaque, and it has been demonstrated that cannulation of the
arch in those patients may be the culprit for this devastating
outcome.16 The risk of embolic complication and death in a patient
undergoing open-heart surgery is sixfold higher in patients with
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Figure 156.1. A-F, Transesophageal echocardiography shows a normal aortic intima (A), mild plaque (B), severe plaque (C), large superimposed
thrombus (D), calcification (E), and ulceration (F). G, Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic image showing the distribution, shape,
and size of aortic arch plaques. H, Cardiac computed tomography demonstrates the distribution of aortic calcified plaques. I, Magnetic resonance
imaging showing severe descending aortic plaque: note the relatively lucent lipid core (arrow). (From Tunick PA et al. Diagnostic imaging of thoracic
aortic atherosclerosis. AJR Am J Roentgenol 2000;174:1119-1125.)
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complex aortic arch plaque.17 It appears that off-pump coronary
artery bypass done with full sternotomy or minimally invasive sur-
gery (mini-thoracotomy), which prevents any manipulation of the
aorta (no aortic cannulation or cross-clamping), is associated with
a lower incidence of intraoperative stroke.18
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
The optimal treatment of aortic plaque is not known. However, sta-
tins appear to be of value in long-term prevention of recurrent
embolic events in those patients.19 No prospective, randomized
study has yet established the value of anticoagulants and antiplate-
let agents. Several small, retrospective studies suggest that anticoa-
gulation with warfarin was superior to that with aspirin in
decreasing morbidity and mortality in patients with complex pla-
que.20 However, multicenter studies in progress may address this
issue in the near future. Avoiding the aorta during coronary bypass
decreases the rate of complications and the number of strokes.
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157 Aortic Aneurysm
Arturo A. Evangelista, MD
Aortic dilation is defined by a size measurement of the aorta that
exceeds normal range for a given age and body size, and an aneu-
rysm by an increase of more than 50% above the normal diameter
range.1 From a practical point of view, an aortic aneurysm is diag-
nosed when diameters exceed 50 mm in ascending and 40 mm in
descending aorta. The estimated incidence of thoracic aortic aneu-
rysm is 5.6 to 10.4 cases per 100,000 patient-years.2 Sixty percent
involve the aortic root and/or ascending aorta, 40% involve the des-
cending aorta, 10% involve the arch, and 10% involve the thoracic
abdominal aorta, with some involving more than one segment.3

Abdominal aortic aneurysms are much more common than thoracic
aortic aneurysms. Screening of subgroups at risk (i.e., males
�65 years, smokers, and those with a family history) shows the
prevalence to be on average 5.5%.4 The etiology, natural history,
and treatment of thoracic aneurysms differ for each segment.5
TABLE 157.1 Etiology of Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm

DEGENERATIVE Associated with age, hypertension
With atherosclerotic risk factors, frequently
involves descending aorta

With aortic valve disease, involves
ascending aorta

GENETICALLY TRIGGERED

DISEASES

Marfan syndrome Aortic root dilatation in >75% of cases
Annuloaortic ectasia
ETIOLOGY
Formation and expansion of thoracic aneurysms is multifactorial
and involves interplay of genetic predisposition, cellular imbal-
ances, and hemodynamic factors.6 Etiologies of thoracic aneurysms
are listed in Table 157.1. In older patients, the most common etiol-
ogy is a degenerative process associated with hypertension, hyper-
lipidemia, or smoking. However, a genetic cause should be
suspected7–10 in young patients or in those without cardiovascular
risk factors.
Descending aorta dilation is infrequent
Loeys-Dietz syndrome Aggressive vasculopathy

Arterial tortuosities
Higher risk of dissection than Marfan
syndrome

Bicuspid aortic valve Ascending aorta dilation in >50% of cases
Valsalva sinus involvement in >20% of
cases

Faster growth rate than tricuspid valves
Turner syndrome,
Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome

More common in ascending aorta

Familial nonsyndromic
aneurysms

New mutations: ACTA-II, etc.
May involve various aortic segments

AORTITIS

Infectious Syphilis, Salmonella, Mycobacterium,
others

Inflammatory Giant cell and Takayasu arteritis, others
TRAUMA Typical location at the aortic isthmus
MORPHOLOGY
Aneurysms of the aorta can be classified in two morphologic types:
fusiform and saccular. Morphologic shapes of the aortic root and
ascending aorta are (1) annuloaortic ectasia, characterized by a
“pear-shaped” aortic root with dilatation localized to the annulus
and sinuses of Valsalva; (2) dilation involving the annulus, sinuses
of Valsalva, and the tubular part of the ascending aorta; and (3) dila-
tion beginning at the sinotubular junction, but sparing the aortic
annulus and sinuses of Valsalva (Fig. 157.1, Video 157.1).

Annuloaortic ectasia is common in patients with Marfan syn-
drome11; however, this entity may also be present in patients with
no other conditions. Other cases of ascending aorta aneurysm are
associated with an underlying bicuspid aortic valve, with dilation
localized most frequently at the level of the tubular portion of the
ascending aorta in 44%, but another 20% at the sinus level.12–14

Proximal atherosclerotic aneurysms are typically fusiform and
may extend into the arch. This etiology is the predominant cause
of aneurysm of the descending thoracic and abdominal aorta.4
DIAGNOSIS
Thoracic aortic enlargement is often diagnosed on imaging studies
performed for unrelated indications. An abnormal contour of the
superior mediastinum on chest x-ray may raise the suspicion.
Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is very useful for the diag-
nosis and follow-up of aortic root aneurysms, which is crucial for
patients with annuloaortic ectasia orMarfan syndrome. Because the
predominant area of dilation is in the proximal aorta, TTE often
suffices for screening. This is the technique of choice in the serial
measurement of maximum aortic root diameters, evaluation of
aortic regurgitation, and timing of elective surgery. Aortic root
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Figure 157.1. Parasternal long-axis view by transthoracic echocardiography: (A) ascending aorta aneurysm located in the upper part of the
sinotubular junction; (B) mild aortic root and ascending aorta dilation; (C) dilation of the aortic root; and (D) annuloaortic ectasia with pyriform
morphology. (See also Video 157.1, D.)
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dimensions are assessed at end-diastole in the parasternal long-axis
view at four levels: annulus, sinuses of Valsalva, supraaortic ridge,
and proximal ascending aorta. Measurements should be made per-
pendicular to the long axis of the aorta with the use of the leading
edge method.15 Although some experts1,16 favor inner-edge-to-
inner-edge to match the method used by magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scanning, the 3 to 4 mm
of underestimation of diameter size using this method may consti-
tute a risk because surgical recommendations were established with
the leading-edge technique. Both TTE and transesophageal echo-
cardiography (TEE) have limitations for the adequate measurement
of distal ascending aorta size. In some cases, the right parasternal
window permits better visualization of this aortic segment. How-
ever, contrast-enhanced CT and MRI may visualize the entire aorta
and its major branches and accurately detect the size of thoracic
aortic aneurysms. The multiplanar capacity of multidetector CT,
together with its submillimeter spatial resolution, offers the best
information for thoracic aortic aneurysms. This technique permits
easy identification of the maximum aortic diameter plane, which
must be doubly orthogonal to the longitudinal plane of the aortic
segment. Using the parasagittal plane, the oblique maximum inten-
sity projection (MIP) plane is reproducible and comparable in
follow-up studies.17,18

The information provided by MR angiography in aortic aneu-
rysm assessment is similar to that offered by CT. It is recommended
to conduct a functional study through the aortic valve using cine-
MR sequences to rule out associated valvular disease that may
be related to aortic dilation.19–22 Recently, MRI has been estab-
lished as an accurate noninvasive tool for the assessment of aortic
distensibility and pulse wave velocity. These methods have been
used to assess aortic elasticity in patients with Marfan syndrome,
bicuspid aortic valve, or aortic aneurysms.23,24 Recently, some
authors have shown that ascending aorta flow patterns as assessed
by four-dimensional (4D)-MRI are a major contributor to aortic
dilatation in bicuspid aortic valve disease.25

NATURAL HISTORY AND COMPLICATIONS
The size of the aorta is the principal predictor of aortic rupture or
dissection, the risk of which is almost 7% per year for a diameter
greater than 60 mm. The odds ratio for rupture increase 27-fold
compared with lower values.26 Davies and colleagues showed27

aortic size index to be a significant predictor of aortic rupture
with a moderate risk when the aortic size index is greater than
2.75 cm/m2. The growth rate was significantly greater for aneu-
rysms of the descending aorta, 3 mm/yr, than for ascending aorta,
1 mm/yr.5 The rate of aneurysmal expansion is not constant,
however, as growth rates accelerate as the aneurysm enlarges. Risk
factors for increased growth of thoracic aortic aneurysms include
older age, female sex, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
hypertension, and a positive family history. A growth rate greater
than 5 mm/yr is associated with an increased risk of rupture.1

SERIAL IMAGING
Careful follow-up of maximum aortic diameter is paramount for
correct therapeutic management. Aneurysms affecting the aortic
root can be correctly followed by TTE if the echocardiographic
window is adequate. The excellent reproducibility of measure-
ments at this level and information from other parameters such
as aortic regurgitation severity and ventricular function facilitate
appropriate follow-up.28

Serial follow-up evaluation of proximal ascending aorta diam-
eters should be made by echocardiography every 6 to 12 months
depending on aortic dimensions, rate of expansion, and aortic valve
dysfunction. However, it is advisable to perform a CT/MRI study
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• Consider baseline CT/MRI
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treatment

• Ao coarctation
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• FDR with Ao dissection/rupture
• Growth rate >3 mm/yr***
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Figure 157.2. Proposed algorithm for the surveillance and surgical indication workup of ascending aorta dilation. Notes: *When aortic valve disease
does not require more frequent study. **When TTE has similar maximum aortic diameter to CT/MRI; if not, use CT/MRI. ***On repeated measurements
using the same ECG-gated imaging technique, measured at the same aorta level with side-by-side comparison. Ao, Aorta; AVD, aortic valve disease;
CT, computed tomography; FDR, first-degree relative; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; Marfan S, Marfan syndrome; TTE, transthoracic
echocardiography.

Figure 157.3. Volume-rendered image from an electrocardiographically
gated computed tomographic aortogram in the presurgical study of a
patient with ascending aortic aneurysm. Note excellent quality of both
aortic and coronary vessels.
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when aortic root or ascending aortic diameter is 45 mm by TTE to
confirm measurement agreement, rule out aortic section asymme-
try, and obtain a basal measurement to compare when enlargement
nears surgical indication. CT orMRI are the techniques of choice in
the follow-up of aortic aneurysms located in the upper part of the
ascending aorta or more distal segments. Use of the same modality
at the same institution should be considered so that similar images
of matching anatomic segments can be compared side by side. In
patients with nephropathy or in young patients, MRI is a reasonable
alternative to CT. For correct monitoring, it is necessary to measure
aortic diameter in the same location and the same spatial plane. In
asymptomatic patients with aortic aneurysm, imaging controls
should be performed at 6-month intervals until aortic size remains
stable, in which case the controls may be annual. However, when
aortic size is near to indicating surgery, it is advisable to perform
the test every 6 months.

SURGICAL INDICATION
The clinical significance of maximum aortic diameter in the indi-
cation of prophylactic surgical treatment implies taking measure-
ments as accurately as possible1,29,30 (Fig. 157.2). Indications for
surgery are based mainly on aortic diameter and derived from find-
ings on natural history regarding the risk of complications versus
the risk of elective surgery. Although several modalities serves
for this purpose, CT is frequently used because it offers comprehen-
sive imaging of the entire aorta, provides high spatial resolution
data, and permits assessment of coronary abnormalities, which
reduces the need for invasive coronary angiography (Fig. 157.3).
The surgical options for repair of ascending aortic aneurysms
depend on the presence of aortic valve disease, dilation of the
sinuses of Valsalva, and distal extension of the aneurysm into
the aortic arch. Intraoperative TEE (Videos 157.2, 157.3, and
157.4) is useful for evaluating the aortic valve to determine if
valve-sparing surgery is feasible, to define the aortic valve annular
diameter in relation to the diameter of the sinotubular junction to
establish the need for aortic root replacement, and to detect and
quantify the presence of aortic regurgitation after valve repair.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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158 Sinus of Valsalva Aneurysm
Farouk Mookadam, MD, MSc(HRM)
The sinuses of Valsalva are cuplike dilatations in the aortic wall just
above the three cusps of the aortic valve. These sinuses function in
part to suspend the aortic valve between the valve annulus and the
sinotubular ridge. In addition the left and right sinuses house the
ostia of the left and right coronary arteries (Fig. 158.1). Aneurysm
of the sinus of Valsalva was first described by Hope in 1839.1 In
1840, the first six cases were described by Thurnam2,3 with a
description that aneurysms of the sinuses of Valsalva usually pro-
trude into one of the cardiac chambers. Subsequently, Smith4

described sinus of Valsalva aneurysms (SOVAs) found during post-
mortem examination. Aneurysms of the sinus of Valsalva are
thought to result from incomplete fusion of the medial layer of
the aorta with the annulus fibrosis of the aortic valve. The medial
layer lacks an elastic lamella, which creates a weakness in the aortic
wall that makes it susceptible to dilatation and aneurysm formation,
especially in the presence of hypertension.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
In general, sinuses of Valsalva are rare and may be due to acquired
conditions or congenital conditions (Table 158.1). SOVAs are not
infrequently associated with other cardiac congenital abnormalities
such as ventricular septal defect, anomalous coronary arteries, or
abnormal aortic valve cusps (bicuspid and quadricuspid). In
instances of bicuspid aortic valve, not only does the congenitally
abnormal valve result in complications, such as regurgitation or
stenosis, but a concomitant aortopathy may coexist. The aortopathy
most commonly affects the ascending aorta; however, SOVA may
also be an accompaniment of bicuspid or quadricuspid aortic
valve.5

Clinical presentation will vary depending on the site, size, and
whether compressive symptoms or rupture into a cardiac chamber
or extracardiac site occurs. Hence, with sinus of Valsalva causing
right ventricular inflow or outflow tract obstruction, right-sided
heart failure symptoms will predominate. A fistula into the right
atrium (RA) or right ventricle (RV) will present the same, whereas
fistula into the left atrium may present with predominantly left-
sided heart failure (Fig. 158.2).

The sinuses of Valsalva characteristically will rupture into an
adjacent chamber as shown in Table 158.2 and Figure 158.2. The eti-
ology is generally thought to be congenital, due to abnormal ultra-
structural change in the medial layer of the sinus wall, but may
also be acquired in endocarditis or rarely may be iatrogenic after cor-
onary angiography or after aortic valve surgery. In known connective
tissue disease abnormalities such as Marfan syndrome or in patients
with a bicuspid aortic valve, quadricuspid aortic valve, or coarctation
of the aorta, the associationwith abnormal elastic tissuemay be seen.6

In the presence of a membranous ventricular septal defect
(VSD), prolapse of the noncoronary cusp or the right coronary cusp
into the VSD by a windsock mechanism may occur.7 In one large
study of SOVA spanning almost half a century,8 63% of subjects
were male; asymptomatic incidental murmur was noted in 20%;
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TABLE 158.1 Etiology of Sinus of Valsalva Aneurysms

Congenital Acquired

Bicuspid aortic valve Endocarditis
Connective tissue

disease
Marfan disease
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome

Iatrogenic post aortic valve surgery or
cardiac catheterization

Atherosclerotic degeneration

Figure 158.2. Sinuses of Valsalva with
likely chambers into which aneurysm
may protrude or rupture. Colors of
arrows show each of the sinuses and
direction of enlargement or rupture:
LSOVA (green); NCSOVA (purple);
RSOVA (yellow).; L, left; LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; MI, myocardial infarc-
tion; NC, noncoronary sinus; R, right;
RA, right atrium; RCA, right coronary
artery; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right
ventricular outflow tract; SOVA, sinus
of Valsalva aneurysm. (By permission
ofMayo Foundation forMedical Educa-
tion and Research. All rights reserved.)

TABLE 158.2 Sinus of Valsalva Aneurysms and Likely Chamber
into Which It May Rupture and Cause a Fistulous Communication

Ruptured Sinuses Unruptured Sinuses

RSOVA may rupture into RA, RV, or
adjacent main pulmonary artery

RSOVA can cause RVOT
obstruction

LSOVA will rupture into LA, RA LSOVA can cause LA
compression

RSOVA may result in right coronary
artery dissection or compression
and acute myocardial infarction

RSOVA may compress
conduction system and cause
heart block

RSOVA may rupture into the
pericardium with tamponade

LA, Left atrium; LSOVA, left sinus of Valsalva aneurysm; RA, right atrium;
RSOVA, right sinus of Valsalva aneurysm; RV, right ventricle; RVOT,
right ventricular outflow tract.

Right aortic
sinus

Left aortic
sinus

Non-coronary
sinus

Figure 158.1. Schematic of heart in sagittal section showing sinuses of
Valsalva and their relationship to the aortic valve leaflets, sinotubular junc-
tion, and the coronary ostia. (By permission of Mayo Foundation for
Medical Education and Research. All rights reserved.)
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fatigue was noted in 45%; dyspnea and chest pain were noted in
36% and 19% respectively; and palpitations were noted in 5%.8

Symptoms in SOVA largely depend on which sinus dilates and
the size and the relationship with adjacent structures. Symptoms
may be due to compressive aneurysms on the coronary arteries
or obstructive to right ventricular inflow or right ventricular out-
flow tract (RVOT) outflow; may be due to left-to-right or left-to-
left shunting; or, less commonly, may cause conduction system
abnormalities by impinging on conduction fibers in the interventric-
ular septum or atrial ventricular node. Extracardiac rupture within
the pericardium or mediastinum is extremely uncommon. Aneu-
rysms arose from the right coronary sinus in 70%; the noncoronary
sinus in 25%; and the left coronary sinus in 5% of patients.8 The
aneurysms had ruptured in 29 of the patients (34%). Twenty percent
ruptured into the RV and 13% into the RA.8 All the ruptured aneu-
rysms arose from the right coronary sinus (76%) or the noncoronary
sinus (24%).8 Aneurysms originating in the noncoronary sinus
tended to rupture into the RA (86%), and those originating in the
right coronary sinus tended to rupture into the RV ( 73%).8 Most
right coronary sinus aneurysms rupture into the RV, either into
the body or into the outflow tract.9 In the Mayo series,8 20% of
all SOVAs opened into the RV and 13% into the RA. Of the right
coronary sinus aneurysms, most (73%) opened into the RV.
LSOVA

May rupture into LA, RA

Can cause LA compression

May rupture into LA, RA, LV, or
ventricular septum

May rupture into RA, RV, or
adjacent main pulmonary artery

Can cause RVOT obstruction

May result in RCA dissection or
compression and acute MI

May compress conduction system
and cause heart block

May rupture into the pericardium
causing tamponade

NCSOVA

RSOVA
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Aneurysms of the noncoronary sinus ruptured into the RA in 86%
of patients. Rarely, rupture may occur into the left ventricle, left
atrium, pulmonary artery, pericardium, interventricular septum,
or superior vena cava.10–12 It is safe to say that approximately
two thirds of SOVAs arise from the right sinus of Valsalva; two
thirds will rupture into the RV; two thirds are in males; one third
arise from the noncoronary sinus of Valsalva; one third rupture into
the RA; one third will present with rupture; and 20% to 25% will be
asymptomatic and discovered incidentally. Approximately 6%
will have endocarditis. Not infrequently, the presentation may
be insidious with gradual symptom presentation over several
years. The SOVA may be discovered incidentally on imaging or
RA

RA

RA
LA

LV
RV

RV
LV

LA

LA

LV
RV

Figure 158.3. Outlines some examples of a right (RSOVA) and noncorona
into which it may enlarge. Note that the relationship of the SOVA and coro
and angina-type pain or acute coronary syndrome that may result. LA, left atr
of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research. All rights reserved
clinically through a continuous murmur.13 The subacute or insidious
presentation is that of congestive heart failure from volume overload
or RVOT obstruction.

With regard to clinical presentation, it generally may be acute
with chest pain or more commonly with heart failure. Symptoms
of acute or subacute dyspnea on exertion or right-sided heart failure
symptoms if the aneurysm results in right-sided volume overload
by rupture into the RA or RV, or if RVOT obstruction or tricuspid
valve inflow obstruction occurs. Figure 158.3 outlines some exam-
ples of a right and noncoronary SOVA and the putative chamber
into which it may enlarge. Of note, the relationship of the SOVA
and coronary arteries (see Fig. 158.3) displays the mechanism
RA

LA

LV
RV

RA

RV
LV

LA

RA
LA

LV
RV

ry sinus of Valsalva aneurysm (NCSOVA) and putative cardiac chamber
nary arteries displays the mechanism for coronary artery compression
ium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (By permission
.)
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Figure 158.5. Transthoracic echocardiogram showing three-chamber
long-axis view with color Doppler imaging showing a prominent jet from
the sinus of Valsalva into the right ventricular outflow tract.
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for coronary artery compression and angina-type pain or acute cor-
onary syndrome that may result.

DIAGNOSIS
The physical examination may reveal a wide pulse pressure, espe-
cially if significant aortic regurgitation is present, and a long dia-
stolic murmur from aortic regurgitation or a continuous murmur
if a sinus to cameral (aortocameral shunt) is present. The 12-lead
electrocardiogram shows no pathognomonic findings, but LV
hypertrophy is a common finding. The chest x-ray may show
unfolding of the aorta or, more commonly, cardiomegaly and fea-
tures of congestive heart failure.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), two-dimensional or
real-time three-dimensional (3D) TEE can increasingly make the
diagnosis, including size and site of rupture, more easily and with
better information regarding site, size, and receiving chamber into
which the sinus protrudes or communicates. Echocardiography
plays an important role in diagnosing sinus of Valsalva aneurysms
and rupture. According to the published case reports from the past,
more than 90% cases were diagnosed by color Doppler echocardi-
ography. Two-dimensional echocardiography demonstrates the site
of aneurysm and its relation to adjacent structures (Figs. 158.4 and
158.5). Figure 158.6, right panel, shows a parasternal long-axis
view with an RSOVA that ruptures into the RV, and the left panel
shows color Doppler of a high-velocity jet into the RV. Color
Doppler shows turbulent flow across the site of rupture, and spec-
tral Doppler confirms a high-velocity continuous shunt throughout
the cardiac cycle. The high-velocity continuous nature of the jet
spanning the entire cardiac cycle helps distinguish aneurysm rup-
ture into the right ventricle from a ventricular septal defect, where
the flow is restricted mainly to the systolic phase (Fig. 158.7).
Although in some adult patients with ventricular septal defect
and increased left ventricular end-diastolic pressure, diastolic
left-to-right shunt can be present, the diastolic flow velocity is usu-
ally low (<2 m/sec) as left ventricular diastolic pressure is much
lower than diastolic pressure in the ascending aorta. With large rup-
tures, Doppler interrogation in the descending aorta can also
Figure 158.4. Transthoracic echocardiogram showing basal short-axis view
A rupture into the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) (arrows) is noted. Systo
a prominent jet into the RVOT. SOVA, sinus of Valsalva aneurysm.
demonstrate diastolic flow reversal. In patients with abnormal aor-
tic valve anatomy, echocardiography is also important for the long-
term follow-up and monitoring of patients. In the example shown in
Figure 158.8, the upper panel shows a parasternal short-axis view
of a bicuspid aortic valve in a 39-year-old man who at age 12 under-
went surgery for repair of coarctation of the aorta. Routine transtho-
racic echocardiography now reveals aneurysm of the sinuses of
Valsalva involving the right and non-coronary cusps (see
Fig. 158.8, lower panel). In addition, echocardiography is the
modality of choice when following patients known to have SOVAs
to look for changes in size or complications such as aortic regurgi-
tation. TEE defines the anatomy with greater clarity. 3D live imag-
ing is increasingly available to improve visualization of the sinuses,
rupture, and adjacent structures.
at the level of the sinuses of Valsalva (left) and with color Doppler (right).
lic flow from the SOVA into RVOT is shown. Color Doppler imaging shows



Figure 158.6. Transthoracic echocardiography parasternal long-axis view in a 33-year-old patient with known ventricular septal defect presenting
with acute chest pain and shortness of breath.

Figure 158.7. Doppler imaging demonstrating a prominent jet gradient
into the right ventricular outflow tract (flow velocity 5 m/sec).

A

Figure 158.8. A 39-year-old man with coarctation repair age 12, known b
bicuspid aortic valve and (B) a parasternal long-axis view showing aneurysm
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Cardiac computed tomographic angiography can be beneficial
in both diagnosis as well as surgical planning. More importantly,
percutaneous closure may benefit from a combined echocardiogra-
phy and thoracic aortogram information.14 Similarly, cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging may be used with appropriate protocols in
the assessment of SOVA.15,16

Heretofore, it was felt that angiography was the gold standard;
however, cardiac computer tomographic angiography or cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging has been increasingly used as adjunc-
tive tools in confirming the diagnosis and aiding surgical manage-
ment. Further delineation of the anatomy of aneurysms can be
obtained by cardiac magnetic resonance and electrocardiogram-
gated contrast-enhanced computed tomography. These techniques
also provide much better spatial resolution of cardiac structures and
give detailed anatomic depiction of the Valsalva aneurysms in rela-
tion to surrounding structures. Cardiac CT is also helpful in iden-
tifying coronary anomalies that may accompany abnormal aortic
valve morphology or aortic abnormalities such as coarctation of
the aorta.
B

icuspid valve shows (A) a short-axis transthoracic echocardiogram with
of the sinuses of Valsalva on routine follow-up.
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TREATMENT
In general, treatment is surgical for both ruptured and unruptured
SOVA, if it is associated with symptoms. Asymptomatic SOVAs,
depending on the size, may also require surgery to avoid complica-
tions such as acute rupture, which can be devastating when accom-
panied by hemodynamic compromise and may even result in death.
The SOVA also can be complicated by endocarditis or thrombus
formation with central or peripheral embolization. More recently,
and increasingly, transcatheter repair is being used with increasing
success.17 3D live imaging is an emergent and important tool that is
readily available to delineate the features of SOVA, which is
important for intraprocedural guidance of surgical or transcatheter
repair.18,19 Cardiac computed tomographic angiography can be
beneficial in both diagnosis as well as surgical planning. More
importantly, percutaneous closure may benefit from a combined
echocardiography and thoracic aortogram information.14 Similarly,
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging may be used with appropriate
protocols in the assessment of SOVA.15,16

This recent series supports percutaneous closure with good
safety and efficacy in experienced hands.20–22 The procedure is
especially beneficial to high-risk surgical patients with comorbid-
ities and multiple prior sternotomies, especially if the SOVA is the
sole abnormality requiring attention. Selection of patients in skilled
hands makes this an attractive alternative to surgery with very good
short-term and mid-term outcomes.

When left untreated, ruptured SOVAs have a high 1-year mor-
tality, with an estimated mean survival time after diagnosis of
3.9 years.23 Hence, a ruptured SOVA almost always mandates sur-
gical intervention.When an unruptured SOVA is symptomatic with
heart failure, conduction system aberrations, arrhythmia, or com-
pressive symptoms on the right ventricular inflow of the coronary
arteries or RVOT, or when there is suspicion for endocarditis, these
are also reasons for surgical intervention. Asymptomatic unrup-
tured SOVA may be monitored closely. In the event of symptoms
or significant aortic valvular regurgitation or evidence that rapid
growth ensues or severe enlargement occurs with or without fistu-
lous communication, surgery may be indicated with similar criteria
used for ascending aortic aneurysms. There are few data to support
this approach, but it provides a framework for clinical decision mak-
ing. If during follow-up of these patients, rupture or compressive
symptoms or infections supervene, then surgical intervention is again
recommended. The operative mortality rate is low at less than 1% in
uncomplicated SOVA; however, in the presence of endocarditis or
acute hemodynamic collapse, the mortality rate may be higher.
Long-term survival is excellent with surgery for SOVA repair, with
5- to 10-year survival between 82% and 97%.8,24
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159 Acute Aortic Syndrome
Muhamed Saric, MD, PhD, Itzhak Kronzon, MD
Acute aortic syndrome (AAS) encompasses several life-threatening
clinical entities with overlapping features including acute onset of
chest pain, disruption of the aortic wall media, and a need for urgent
medical care (Fig. 159.1). The term “acute aortic syndrome” was
first proposed in 2001 by the Spanish physicians Vilacosta and
San Román.1 The following three entities were originally included
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Figure 159.1. The spectrum of acute aortic syndrome. Note that although a primary intimal tear, a rupture of vasa vasorum or an ulceration of an
atherosclerotic plaque may initiate the cascade, preexisting abnormalities in the aortic wall in the setting of hypertension, CTDs, or trauma facilitate
the development of an acute aortic syndrome. CTDs, Connective tissue disorders (such as Marfan, Loeys-Dietz, Ehlers-Danlos type 4, Turner syn-
drome, bicuspid valve aortopathy).
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in the spectrum of acute aortic syndrome: aortic dissection, intra-
mural hematoma (IMH), and penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer
(PAU). Traumatic aortic rupture (TAR; transection) due to blunt
deceleration trauma as well as aortic aneurysm leak and rupture
may also be included the spectrum of AAS.2

Aortic dissection—the most common clinical presentation of
AAS—is discussed in this chapter; the other forms of AAS are
described elsewhere in this book. The cardinal features of an aortic
dissection are: (1) intimal tear (which may be primary or second-
ary); (2) abnormal blood flow from the aortic lumen into the media,
which is typically already weakened by chronic hypertension, con-
nective tissue disorders, or trauma (medial degeneration); (3) lon-
gitudinal cleavage of aortic wall by blood flow, leading to creation
of a false lumen separated from the true lumen by an intimomedial
dissection flap; (4) development of complications such as tampo-
nade, aortic regurgitation, and malperfusion in the territories of aor-
tic branch vessels; and (5) long-term changes in the aortic anatomy
(such as false-lumen thrombosis and aneurysm formation).

HISTORY
Elements of what we now refer to as acute aortic syndrome have
been observed as early as 1555 by the European anatomist Andreas
Vesalius (1514-1564), who described antemortem a traumatic
abdominal aortic aneurysm in a man who had fallen from a horse;
the patient’s autopsy in 1557 by Vesalius’s colleagues confirmed
the diagnosis.3 An intimal tear, the hallmark of aortic dissection,
might have been first noted on autopsy by the German anatomist
Daniel Sennert (1572-1637, Latinized to Sennertus) and published
posthumously in 1650.4 The British royal physician Frank Nichols
(1699-1778) provided the first unequivocal description of aortic
dissection on autopsy of the English king George II, who had died
in 1760 of an ascending aortic dissection after straining on a com-
mode. Nichols described the aortic pathology as “a transverse fis-
sure” of the aortic trunk.5

The term “dissection” appears to have been first applied to blood
vessels and the aorta in 1802 by the Swiss surgeon Jean Pierre Mau-
noir (1768-1861).6,7 A few years later, in 1826, the French physician
René Laennec (1781-1826) introduced the term dissecting aneurysm
(anévrysme disséquant).8 Until the introduction of aortography in
1929 by the Portuguese physician Reynaldo dos Santos (1876-
1970),9 aortic dissection was exclusively a postmortem diagnosis.
Aortography remained the primary means of diagnosing aortic dis-
section until the introduction of the modern imaging techniques of
echocardiography, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic reso-
nance imaging in the second half of the 20th century. The first suc-
cessful surgical repair of a dissection in the descending aorta was
reported in 1955 by Michael DeBakey (1908-2008), an American
surgeon of Lebanese origin, and his colleagues.10 The first successful
surgical repair of an ascending aorta dissection was reported in 1962
by the American surgeons Frank Spencer and Hu Blake.11

As further discussed later, DeBakey and Stanford are the two
major classifications of aortic dissection. DeBakey proposed his
classification in 196612; the alternative classification was published
in 1970 by researchers from Stanford University in California.13

Because aortic dissection is a rare diagnosis and the number of
patients seen at any one hospital is small, the International Registry
of Acute Aortic Dissection (IRAD) was established in 1996 to pool
data from leading centers in North America, Europe, and Asia.14 At
the turn of the 21st century, methods for percutaneous endovascular
repair of aortic dissection are being developed.15

CLASSIFICATIONS OF AORTIC DISSECTION
Classifications of aortic dissection take into account both temporal
and special aspects.

Temporal
Dissections that are diagnosed within the first 2 weeks of presenta-
tion are termed acute; once the 2-week mark is passed, they are
referred to as chronic dissections.

Spatial
Stanford and DeBakey are the twomost commonly used spatial clas-
sifications (Fig. 159.2). In Stanford classification, all dissections are
either type A or type B. Any involvement of the ascending aorta
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Figure 159.2. Classifications of aortic dissec-
tion. DeBakey (top) and Stanford (bottom) are
the most common classifications of aortic dis-
sections. Note that DeBakey I and II corre-
spond to Stanford type A, whereas DeBakey
III corresponds to Stanford type B. The figure
is based on drawings from original publications
(DeBakey in 1966 and Stanford in 1970).
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classifies the dissection as type A irrespective of whether the dissec-
tion is contained within the ascending aorta or extends further distally
into the aortic arch, descending thoracic aorta, abdominal aorta, and
beyond. Type B dissections are confined to the descending aorta.

The DeBakey classification is more detailed than the Stanford
one. Dissections contained within the ascending aorta are termed
DeBakey II, whereas those extending any length distally from
the ascending aorta are classified as DeBakey I. Thus DeBakey
types I and II correspond to Stanford type A. Dissections limited
to the descending aorta are labeled DeBakey III; this term is thus
equivalent to Stanford type B. DeBakey III dissections that are con-
fined to the descending thoracic aorta are labeled as IIIa; those
extending into the abdominal aorta are called IIIb.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Aortic dissection is the most common form of catastrophic aortic
disease and comprises approximately two thirds to three fourths
of all AAS cases.16 The overall incidence of aortic dissection is
low and is estimated at 0.5 to 4.0 annual cases per 100,000 individ-
uals. Thus there are only a few thousand new aortic dissection cases
diagnosed worldwide each year. Men are approximately twice as
likely as women to develop aortic dissection. Aortic dissections
originate in the ascending aorta much more commonly than in
the descending aorta; in the initial IRAD database, Stanford type
A comprised approximately two thirds and Stanford type B approx-
imately one third of all aortic dissections.17

The prevalence of aortic dissection has a bimodal distribution
with one cluster in younger patients (around 40 years of age) and
the other in older patients (around 60 years of age). In younger
patients, connective tissue disorders (such as Marfan, Loeys-Dietz,
Ehlers-Danlos type 4, Turner syndrome, and bicuspid valve aorto-
pathy) are the predominant risk factor, whereas hypertension is par-
ticularly prevalent among older patients with aortic dissection.

Risk factors mediate the pathogenesis of aortic dissection either
by triggering initial events (intimal tear or vasa vasorum rupture) or
by promoting chronic medial degeneration that facilitates subse-
quent dissection.

Systemic hypertension promotes both intimal tear formation
and chronic medial denegation. Hypertension is the most com-
monly observed risk factor in patients with aortic dissection. It is
present in about three fourths of patients with aortic dissection.18

Dissections in the setting of cocaine use are at least in part related
to systemic hypertension. Interestingly, cocaine use is associated
preferentially with type B dissections.19

Certain inherited connective tissue disorders are the strongest
risk factor for the development of aortic dissections, especially type
A. Except for Turner syndrome, these disorders tend to have an
autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. They include Marfan
syndrome (due to mutations in the fibrillin gene), Loeys-Dietz
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syndrome (mutation in the genes encoding transforming growth
factor beta receptor 1 and 2), Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type 4
(mutations in the collagen gene), congenital aortic wall abnormal-
ities associated with bicuspid aortic valve (mutations in, e.g., the
NOTCH1 gene), and aortic coarctation (e.g., chromosomeXmono-
somy in Turner syndrome). Although these disorders are rare, they
account for a disproportionately high percentage of aortic dissec-
tions, especially before the age of 40. For instance, the prevalence
of Marfan syndrome in the general population is about 0.02% (1 in
5000), yet Marfan syndrome accounts for about 5% of all aortic dis-
sections in the original IRAD series.17

For unknown reasons, pregnancy is a risk factor for aortic dis-
section, particularly in Marfan syndrome and bicuspid aortic valve
aortopathy. About half of all aortic dissections in women younger
than 40 years occur during pregnancy, especially during the last tri-
mester and in the early postpartum period.20 Occasionally, aortic
dissection is iatrogenic in origin following either aortic cannulation
(as during arteriography or insertion of intraaortic balloon pumps)
or surgery (primarily as a result of aortic valve surgery). Atheroscle-
rosis, although implicated in many other forms of aortic disease, is
generally considered not to be a direct risk factor for aortic dissection
unless associated with a penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The aortic wall consists of three layers. The media, a thick middle
layer filled with strong elastic fibers, is bounded by the thin intima,
which lines the aortic lumen, and the adventitia, which covers the
outer wall of the aorta and provides most of the wall’s tensile
strength. The wall is nourished through vasa vasorum, small arter-
ies that penetrate the wall from the adventitial side. Pathophysiol-
ogy of aortic dissection consists of three elements: basic features,
complications, and long-term changes in the aortic wall.

Basic Features
Aortic dissection occurs when the normal intraluminal blood flow
in the aorta gains access to the aortic media and cleaves it longitu-
dinally in either antegrade or retrograde direction. The cleavage
creates an intimomedial flat that separates the abnormal false
lumen in the media from the normal aortic lumen (true lumen).
The intimomedial flap is frequently but incorrectly referred to as
an “intimal flap” despite the fact that the bulk of the flap originates
from the cleaved media.

Disruption of the media may then lead to a variety of complica-
tions whose clinical presentation depends on the location of aortic
dissection. Type A dissection may lead to tamponade, aortic regur-
gitation, and malperfusion of coronary or cerebral circulation. Type
B dissection may lead to malperfusion in spinal and visceral arterial
circulation.

In the classic form of aortic dissection, an intimal tear starting at
the luminal side is the primary event, which starts the cascade of
subsequent blood flow–driven longitudinal cleavage of the aortic
wall and attendant complications. The higher the amplitude and
the rate of rise in systolic blood pressure, the larger the cleaving
force within the aortic media.

Preexisting structural abnormalities of the media (such as con-
nective tissue disorders or chronic hypertension) greatly enhance
the propagation of cleavage. Historically, the medial change that
predisposes to aortic dissection was described as cystic medial
necrosis.21 Such a term is inaccurate as the change is neither cystic
nor necrotic. Medial degeneration is probably a better term.

Although an intimal tear may affect any portion of the aorta, it
typically occurs at one of the two sites with highest shear stress: (1)
the right side of the ascending aorta just distal to the ostium of the
right coronary artery in type A dissection; and (2) just distal to the
ostium of the subclavian artery and close to the attachment of the
ligamentum arteriosum in type B dissection.

Intramural hematoma may be considered a variant of aortic dis-
section in which the initial event is rupture of the vasa vasorum
leading to wall hematoma that erodes into the lumen, creating an
intimal tear from the medial site into the aortic lumen. Thus, with
intramural hematoma, an intimal tear is not a primary event (as
in classic dissection) but rather a secondary phenomenon. The
concept that aortic dissection may be initiated by an intramural
hematoma is not a recent one; it was described on autopsies as least
since 1920.22

Penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer, first described in 1934, may
also lead to aortic dissection, although contained rupture is a more
common presentation of such an ulcer.23

Irrespective of how an aortic dissection starts, the intimome-
dial flap may have additional entry and exit points along the
dissection path.

Complications
Aortic dissection may be complicated by malperfusion syndromes,
aortic regurgitation, and rupture into an adjacent cavity. Malperfu-
sion syndromes in the territories of aortic side branches may lead to
coronary and cerebral ischemia in type A dissection, or spinal,
limb, and/or abdominal ischemia in type A or B dissections. Aortic
insufficiency is a possible complication of a type A dissection. The
mechanism of aortic valvular regurgitation is multifactorial includ-
ing effacement of the sinotubular junction and loss of leaflet sup-
port, as well as prolapse of the intimal flap through the aortic valve
into the left ventricle. Aortic dissection may rupture into the peri-
cardial, pleural, and/or peritoneal space, leading to hemorrhagic
effusions. Pericardial tamponade is believed to be the most com-
mon cause of death in type A dissection. Urgent surgical repair
of the aortic dissection rather than pericardiocentesis is the treat-
ment of choice for such a complication.

Long-Term Changes
If the patient survives and no surgical intervention is performed
within 2 weeks of dissection onset, aortic dissection enters a
chronic phase in which the false lumen either undergoes thrombosis
or remains permanently patent. Thrombosis obliterates the true
lumen and allows for reestablishment of physiologic flow confined
to the true lumen. False-lumen thrombosis is preceded by blood sta-
sis, which is visualized by echocardiography as spontaneous echo-
cardiographic contrast (“smoke”) in the false lumen. Permanent
patency of the false lumen is enhanced by the presence of reentry
fenestrations. The cleaved media of the chronically patent false
lumen may endothelialize to give rise to the so-called double-barrel
aorta. In addition, progressive weakening of the false lumen’s
adventitial wall may give rise to a secondary aortic aneurysm.

DIAGNOSIS OF AORTIC DISSECTION
The diagnosis of aortic dissection requires a high index of suspicion
given the low prevalence of the disease. Classically, aortic dissec-
tion presents with severe, often migratory chest pain that is tearing
or ripping in nature. Physical diagnosis is notoriously unreliable in
establishing the diagnosis; pathognomonic physical findings (such
as pulse deficits or focal neurological signs) occur in one third of
cases or fewer.17

Four imaging techniques are used in diagnosing aortic dissec-
tion: echocardiography, computed tomography (CT) (Fig. 159.3,
A and B), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (see Fig. 159.3, C
and D), and aortography. Either transesophageal echocardiography
or computer tomography is the initial diagnostic test of choice for
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Figure 159.3. Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging in aortic dissection. A and B, Contrast-enhanced computed tomography
demonstrates an acute type B aortic dissection. Axial images in A show the typical appearance of a dissection flap in the descending thoracic aorta
(arrow) separating the true (T) from the false (F) lumen. Note the absence of dissection in the ascending (Asc) aorta. PA, pulmonary artery. Sagittal
images in B demonstrate the typical origin (arrow) of type B dissection just distal to the origin of the left subclavian artery (LSA). C and D, Magnetic
resonance imaging demonstrates a chronic type B aortic dissection extending from the thoracic aorta into the abdominal aorta. Axial image (C) and
coronal image (D) demonstrate that the right renal artery (RRA) originates from the true (T) lumen while the left renal artery (LRA) originates from the false
lumen leading to hypoperfusion of the left kidney. SMA, Superior mesenteric artery.
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acute dissections. Note that although one can occasionally establish
the diagnosis of aortic dissection on transthoracic echocardi-
ography (Fig. 159.4 /Video 159.4, A-D), this imaging technique
does not have sufficient sensitivity or specificity for the diagnosis
of aortic dissection and thus should be used only as a rough
screening tool.

Magnetic resonance imaging is best suited for chronic dissec-
tions. Aortography, the most invasive of the four imaging tech-
niques, typically adds no incremental value in the diagnosis of
aortic dissection compared to noninvasive techniques. However,
aortography is still useful during attempts to treat or palliate aortic
dissection, such as during stent placement or creation of iatrogenic
fenestrations in the intimomedial tear.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN AORTIC DISSECTION
The principal goal of aortic dissection imaging by echocardiography,
CT, or MRI is to identify the three fundamental features of aortic
dissection: basic findings, complications, and long-term changes.
Transesophageal echocardiography (Figs. 159.5 and 159.6) is the
echocardiographic test of choice for the diagnosis of aortic dissec-
tion, because transthoracic echocardiography lacks sensitivity and
specificity in diagnosing this disorder. Nonetheless, transthoracic
echocardiography may be invaluable in visualization of complica-
tions of aortic dissection.

On echocardiography, the dissection flap separating the true
lumen from the false lumen appears as an undulating membrane
parallel to the long axis of the aorta. The intimomedial flap is often
easier to visualize in the short axis than in the long axis of the aorta.
The linear reverberation artifact in the ascending aorta should not
be mistaken for type A dissection. Similarly, the band of tissue sep-
arating a prominent azygos vein from the descending thoracic aorta
should not be misinterpreted as a dissection flap (Fig. 159.7/Videos
159.7, A-C).

The true lumen expands with systole and shrinks with diastole
and is often smaller than the false lumen. Because the true lumen is
lined by the intima and the false lumen by the cleaved media, the
presence of intimal atherosclerotic changes helps identify the true
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lumen. The false lumen is also more likely to feature blood stasis,
giving rise to spontaneous echo contrast (“smoke”) and thrombus
formation. Microbubble contrast may help in distinguishing the
true from the false lumen, as the contrast typically fills the true
lumen before the false lumen (Fig. 159.8/Video 159.8).

Entry sites from the true lumen into the false lumen are best
visualized by color Doppler jets extending from the true lumen into
the false lumen at predilection sites (a few centimeters distal to the
right coronary cusp in type A dissections, or in the descending tho-
racic aorta just distal to the origin of the left subclavian artery in
type B dissections). Similarly, exit holes may be seen on the distal
portions of the dissection flap, with color jets exiting the false
lumen into the true lumen.

Complications of aortic dissection are easily visualized by stan-
dard transesophageal and transthoracic echocardiographic tech-
niques: aortic insufficiency; segmental left ventricular wall
motion in case of dissection into coronary arteries; echolucent
space around the heart indicative of pericardial effusion; and exten-
sion of the dissection flap into aortic branch vessels. Even though
transthoracic echocardiography is inadequate for the diagnosis of
aortic dissection per se, visualization of known complications on
transthoracic echocardiography is an important diagnostic clue that
the patient might have aortic dissection.
Long-term changes in the false lumen start with development of
spontaneous echocardiographic contrast in the false lumen, which
eventually leads to clot formation and obliteration of the false
lumen (Fig. 159.9/Video 159.9, A-C). Transesophageal echocardi-
ography may also be used for serial monitoring of possible aortic
aneurysm formation after aortic dissection.

The major drawback of transesophageal echocardiography is its
inability to visualize the portion of the thoracic aorta around the ori-
gin of the brachiocephalic trunk; this region is a blind spot due to
interposition of the trachea and the left main bronchus between the
aorta and the esophagus. This region, however, can often be well
visualized on suprasternal transthoracic imaging.

THERAPY AND PROGNOSIS
Type A aortic dissection is an absolute medical emergency requir-
ing prompt surgical repair, as likelihood of survival decreases with
each passing hour. Up to 90% of unoperated patients with type A
dissection die within 3 months of presentation. For type B dissec-
tions, medical therapy on average has a lower mortality than surgi-
cal repair. Thus, medical therapy is the preferred choice in treating
type B dissections unless complications develop. Percutaneous
endovascular stent-graft placement is becoming an alternative to
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Figure 159.6. TypeB dissection on transesophageal echocardiography (TEE).A,Color-filled true lumen gives rise to the celiac trunk. The false lumen is
to the left of the true lumen and shows little flow on color Doppler. B, Type B dissection in the descending thoracic aorta. Arrow points to incomplete
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spectral Doppler. E, Three-dimensional TEE image demonstrate a dissection flap separating the true (T) from the false (F) lumen. Note the acute angle
(asterisk) between the false lumen and the dissection flap. This acute angle helps identify the false lumen. (See accompanying Video 159.6, B-E.)
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surgical repair of type B dissections. Medical therapy is used in all
patients irrespective of whether they are operated or not. A multi-
drug regimen including a beta-blocker is recommended to control
the systemic blood pressure and to decrease the rate of rise of sys-
temic blood pressure.
CONCLUSIONS
Aortic dissection occurs when blood enters the aortic media and
tears it longitudinally. Acute aortic dissection is an absolute med-
ical emergency requiring prompt diagnosis and, often, urgent sur-
gery. Transesophageal echocardiography and contrast-enhanced
CT are preferred diagnostic modalities in the acute setting, whereas
MRI is better suited for chronic dissections. The triad of diagnostic
features of aortic dissection visualized by these imaging techniques
consists of (1) basic findings (intimal flap; false lumen; true lumen;
entry and reentry tears); (2) signs of complications (aortic insuffi-
ciency, malperfusion of aortic branches; pericardial or pleural effu-
sions); and (3) long-term changes (thrombosis of the false lumen;
double-barrel aorta; secondary aortic aneurysm).

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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PENETRATING ATHEROSCLEROTIC ULCER
The term penetrating aortic ulcer (PAU) describes a condition in
which the ulceration of an atherosclerotic lesion penetrates the aor-
tic internal elastic lamina into the aortic media (Fig. 160.1).
Although the clinical presentation of PAU is similar to that of clas-
sic aortic dissection, PAU is considered to be a disease of the intima
(i.e., atherosclerosis), whereas aortic dissection and intramural
hematoma (IMH) are predominantly diseases of the media that
involve degenerative changes of the elastic fibers and smooth
muscle cells.
Etiology
The most common etiology of PAU is an erosion or rupture of an
atherosclerotic plaque, in which the disruption of the fibrous cap
leads to ulceration. This ulceration may be restricted to the intima
or penetrate into the media or even the adventitia, depending on
whether the internal elastic lamina is disrupted. The disruption is
followed by formation of an IMH due to the erosion of the vasa
vasorum.1,2 A localized aortic IMH that has an entry site at an ulcer-
ated atheroma frequently extends within the outer third of the aortic
media for a varying length, and may, at times, rupture focally
through the media. The resultant hematoma may remain localized
or break through the media wall, cleaving the media from the
adventitia.3 In this situation, a false aneurysm contained by the aor-
tic adventitia may form, which may subsequently rupture. Once
formed, PAUs may remain quiescent, but the weakened aortic wall
may provide a basis for formation of saccular, fusiform, or false
aneurysms.3–8 External rupture into the mediastinum or the right
or left pleural space may occur, but this situation is uncommon.4,9

Embolization of thrombus or atherosclerotic debris from the ulcer
to the distal arterial circulation may also occur. Rarely, the medial
Aortic atheroma Plaque ulceratio

ation

dial hematoma
Adventitial flase aneurysm

Trans
hematoma ruptures back into the aortic lumen, resulting in a classic
appearing dissection with flow in both lumens.

PAUs may occur anywhere along the length of the aorta, but
appear most often in the mid and distal portions of the descending
thoracic aorta. PAUs are relatively uncommon in the ascending
aorta and arctic arch.10 PAUs are sometimes multifocal, which is
to be expected because aortic atherosclerosis is a diffuse process.
They may occur in normal caliber aortas, but are more often present
in aortas with an increased diameter.4,9–11

Imaging Features
The diagnosis of PAU requires demonstration of an ulcer or a cra-
terlike outpouching in the aortic wall (the internal elastic lamina is
not visible on imaging studies) (Figs. 160.2 and 160.3). Because
protrusion through the internal elastic lamina cannot be identified,
PAUs can only be detected when they protrude outside the contour
of the aortic lumen. Atheromatous ulcers that do not enter the media
may be hard to distinguish from PAUs (Figs. 160.4 and 160.5).
Therefore, a diagnosis of PAU must be made with caution, espe-
cially if the suspected aortic defect has been incidentally detected.

Another entity that may bemistaken for a PAU is an ulcerlike pro-
jection that may evolve from an IMH, as described previously. These
are localized, blood-filled pouches that protrude into the IMH, with a
wide communicating orifice of more than 3 mm. Ulcerlike projec-
tions are believed to be the consequence of a focal dissection and a
short intimal flap, which results in a small blood accumulation within
the media. Differentiation from a PAUmay be difficult. Generally, a
PAU has jagged edges, is accompanied by multiple irregularities in
the intimal layer, and may be accompanied by a localized hematoma.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), computed tomogra-
phy (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may all detect
a PAU and its complications. Once identified, attention should be
Intimal
ulcer

n

mural rupture

Figure 160.1. Development of aortic atheroscle-
rotic ulcer from aortic atheroma to transmural
rupture. (Modified from Stanson AW, et al.
Penetrating atherosclerotic ulcers of the thoracic
aorta: natural history and clinicopathologic corre-
lations. Ann Vasc Surg 1986;1:15-23).
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Figure 160.3. Penetrating aortic ulcer of the descending aorta showing a ruptured atheroma with remnants of the fibrous cap by transesophageal
echocardiography (right). In addition, signs of intramural hemorrhage (red arrows) and plaque ulceration (yellow arrows) are noted on both computed
tomography (left) and transesophageal echocardiography (right).

TEE IVUS

Figure 160.2. Visualization of a penetrating aortic ulcer in the ascending aorta in combination with an intramural hematoma showing a typical crescent
shape with thickening of the aortic wall. Transesophageal echocardiographic (TEE; left) and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS; right) images, demonstrat-
ing aortic ulcer (single-headed arrows), fibrous cap, and intramural hematoma (double-headed arrows). (From Janosi RA, et al. Recent advances in the
diagnosis of acute aortic syndromes. Expert Opin Med Diagn 2012;6:529-540).
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directed to assessing (1) the maximum depth of penetration of the
ulcer, measured from the aortic lumen, (2) its maximum width at
the entry site, and (3) the axial length of the associated medial hema-
toma. Observations that should be reported are listed in Box 160.1.

IMAGING MODALITIES

Computed Tomography
The typical CT finding of a PAU is a localized, contrast-filled out-
pouching of the aortic wall communicating with the lumen. Its
appearance has been likened to a “collar button.”12 As mentioned
previously, PAUs are most often found in the mid or distal descend-
ing thoracic aorta.7 Thickening (enhancement) of the aortic wall
external to sites of intimal calcification suggests the presence of
a localized IMH. These findings are usually seen in conjunction
with severe atherosclerosis. CT has certain advantages over TEE
because it can examine areas of the aorta that are not visualized
by TEE, allowing more complete identification of the outpouching
produced by PAUs. Moreover, CT can also visualize calcified ath-
erosclerotic plaques surrounding the ulcer. CT angiography (CTA)
is also more likely than TEE to demonstrate extraluminal abnor-
malities, including pseudoaneurysm or fluid in the mediastinum
or pleural space.

Most of the PAUs that are incidentally found by CT are asymp-
tomatic (82%).13 If PAUs are located in the thoracic aorta, they are
more likely to be symptomatic than when located in the abdominal
aorta (22.8% versus 6.7%).13 As mentioned, PAUs have a poor
prognosis, particularly when evidence of an IMH is also present.14
Transesophageal Echocardiography
The diagnosis of a type A PAU has been documented with transtho-
racic echocardiography (TTE). TTE does not always provide suf-
ficient information for decision-making, and additional imaging
is required to confirm the diagnosis. TEE has been less well studied
than CT and MRI for the diagnosis of PAUs, but may be of value
when the former are inconclusive. TEE is helpful in visualizing
PAUs in the ascending aorta, aortic arch, and descending aorta
(see Figs. 160.2 and 160.3; Figs. 160.6 and 160.7/Video 160.7).
Particularly when situated in the aortic arch, a PAU may be outside
the scan field and may be missed (see Figs. 160.4 and 160.5).15 The
characteristic finding, similar to what is seen with CT andMRI, is a
craterlike outpouching of the aortic wall, often with jagged edges,
which is usually associated with extensive aortic atheroma.
Although uncommon, a localized aortic dissection may also be pre-
sent, but the dissection flap, if present, tends to be thick, irregular,
nonoscillating, and frequently of limited length.16 The reason for
the limited length may be that the dissection plane is lost due to
scarring or atrophy of the media and secondary to the atheroscle-
rotic process.



Figure 160.4. Penetrating aortic ulcer of the ascending aorta by computed tomography in a surgical view (top; left and right) as well as three-
dimensional computed tomography (top, middle). During angiography (bottom; left and middle), contrast injection into the aorta clearly depicted
the penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer. Intravascular ultrasound (bottom, right) allowed measurement of the penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer. (From
Janosi RA, et al. Recent advances in the diagnosis of acute aortic syndromes. Expert Opin Med Diagn 2012;6:529-540).
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Figure 160.5. Penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer imaged by both intravascular ultrasound (IVUS; left and middle) and magnetic resonance imaging
(right). Ao, aorta; MRI, magnetic resonance image. (From Erbel R. Diseases of the thoracic aorta. Heart 2001;86:227-234).
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Intravascular Ultrasound
Reports of intravascular ultrasound for detection of PAUs (see
Figs. 160.2, 160.4, and 160.5; Fig. 160.8) are limited.17,18 It is predom-
inantlyusedby interventional radiology todetermine theexact location
of the PAU and to plan treatment with graft stent implantation.19,20
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI can be used to visualize the entire aorta in multiple planes even
without the use of contrast. MRI is excellent for detecting focal or
extensive IMHs, which appear as areas of high-signal intensity
within the aortic wall on T1-weighted images (see Fig. 160.5).21



160Box 160.1 Penetrating Aortic Ulcers: Imaging Parameters
to Report

• Lesion location
• Lesion width, length, depth
• Aortic diameter at the level of the lesion
• Presence/absence/extent of intramural hematoma
• Presence and length of false lumen
• Contrast extension beyond/outside aortic wall
• Mediastinal hematoma
• Pleural effusion
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Figure 160.6. Penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer of the descending aorta
after rupture, with a fibrous cap free floating in the aortic lumen in a
severely diseased aortic wall.
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Figure 160.7. Penetration of an atherosclerotic ulcer into the pleural
space in a severely diseased aorta. Pleural effusion, plaque rupture, and
aortic sclerosis are indicated by arrows. See accompanying Video 160.7.
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It has been demonstrated thatMRI is superior to conventional CT for
differentiating acute IMHs from atherosclerotic plaque and chronic
intraluminal thrombus.22
Angiography
Catheter-based aortography is rarely performed to diagnose PAUs
because of the superiority of current axial imaging modalities and
the high definition of TEE. These modalities also provide superior
definition of the surrounding wall, making identification of associ-
ated intramural hematomas easier. The characteristic aortography
finding, a contrast medium–filled outpouching, which resembles
an ulcer of the gastrointestinal tract, is typically associated with
“cobblestoning” of the aortic wall in the region of the ulcer, which
is consistent with diffuse atherosclerosis in the absence of a dissec-
tion flap or false lumen (see Figs. 160.4 and 160.8).
Imaging Algorithm
CTA is considered the first-line diagnostic imagingmodality.7,9,23–25

It iswidely available, permits assessment of other thoracic structures,
and provides three-dimensional reconstructed images that are essen-
tial in planning surgery or thoracic endovascular aortic repair. More-
over, CT is superior to TEE for detecting small ulcers. It is also
effective for the evaluation of the degree of ulcer penetration and
bleeding into or outside the aortic wall. MRI is excellent for differ-
entiating PAUs from IMH, atherosclerotic plaque, and intraluminal
chronic mural thrombus.26,27 However, MRI is less widely available
than CT and is unable to detect displacement of intimal calcification,
which frequently accompanies PAUs. Recommendations for choice
of imaging modalities for PAUs are listed in Table 160.1. Despite
differences in opinion regarding the natural history andmanagement
of PAUs, there is agreement that all PAUs, even those found incid-
entally, warrant close clinical and imaging follow-up, usually by
CTA. Findings concerning progression include an increase in aortic
diameter or wall thickening, or the appearance of a thin-walled
saccular aneurysm. Rupture is indicated by the presence of extra-
aortic blood.
SERIAL FOLLOW-UP OF A PENETRATING
ATHEROSCLEROTIC ULCER
The natural history of PAU is unknown. Like IMH, several out-
comes have been described. Many patients with PAUs do not need
immediate aortic repair, but they do require close follow-up with
serial imaging studies, by CT orMRI, to document disease progres-
sion. Although many authors have documented the propensity for
aortic ulcers to develop progressive aneurysmal dilatation, the pro-
gression is usually slow. Spontaneous complete aortic rupture is
uncommon, but this may occur. Some PAUs are found incidentally,
in which case, size and progressive enlargement are the only pre-
dictors of complications. Both CT and MRI provide superior
assessment to TEE in the follow-up of PAUs. Surveillance imaging
should be performed at intervals similar to those recommended for
aortic dissection.
TREATMENT
The excellent visualization of PAU by CT and other imaging
modalities has increased the ability of surgery to treat complicated
PAU cases with local excision and graft interposition.3 This tech-
nique has been restricted to predominantly symptomatic patients
with a reported mortality of 7.2%.3 Endovascular therapy (see
Fig. 160.8) seems to be a currently available, less invasive option
that has lower morbidity and mortality.19
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Figure 160.8. Visualization of (A)multiple penetrating atherosclerotic ulcers in the descending aorta by angiography and (B to D) by the intravascular
ultrasound, with variable depth penetration into the aortic wall. E, An endoluminal bare metal stent was used to stabilize the aortic wall.

TABLE 160.1 Recommendations for Choice of Imaging Modality
for Penetrating Atherosclerotic Ulcers

Modality Advantages Disadvantages

CT scan 1 Superior to TEE for detecting
PAU, especially small
PAUs

Permits assessment of entire
aorta and other thoracic
structures

Detects extraluminal
abnormalities better than
TEE (e.g.,
pseudoaneurysm,
mediastinal fluid)

Follow-up by CT scan
recommended

Ionizing radiation
exposure and
iodinated contrast
material

MRI 2 Provides multiple images
without contrast

Excellent for detecting
associated IMH
complicating PAU

Excellent for differentiating
primary IMH from
atherosclerotic plaque
and intraluminal thrombus

Less widely available
than CT

Operator-dependent

TEE 3 Differential diagnosis
between PAU and ULP

Less well studied
than CT or MRI

Semiinvasive
Operator dependent

CT, computed tomography: IMH, intramural hematoma; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; PAU, penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer; TEE,
transesophageal echocardiography; ULP, ulcer-like projections,

Numbers 1, 2, and 3 refer to first-line, second-line, and third-line imaging
modalities.
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OUTCOMES AND PROGNOSIS
PAUs have a poor prognosis, particularly when evidence for an
IMH is present. Patients with poor prognoses usually report sus-
tained or recurrent pain, pleural effusions, with large maximal aor-
tic diameters or ulcer depths.14 In patients who had PAU
complicated with an IMH, pseudoaneurysms were found in 40%
versus 9% of patients who had a PAU without IMH.14

INTRAMURAL HEMATOMA
In contrast to a classic aortic dissection, an IMH does not have a dis-
section flap, a re-entry site, or the presence of a double-channel
aorta.28–31 Typically, IMH appears as a thickening of the aortic wall
greater than 0.5 cm in a crescentic or concentric pattern (Figs. 160.9
through 160.11) with an absent mobile dissection flap, as previously
mentioned. The aortic lumen’s shape is preserved and has a luminal
wall that is curvilinear and usually smooth, as opposed to the rough,
irregular border seen with aortic atherosclerosis and PAUs. However,
both may coexist. There also may be areas of echolucency within the
aortic wall hematoma.32

Evangelista et al described seven evolution patterns in IMH:
regression, progression to classical dissection with longitudinal
propagation, progression to localized dissection, development of
a fusiform or saccular aneurysm, development of a pseudoaneur-
ysm, and persistence of an IMH.33 Accordingly, serial imaging is
required to rule out progression in patients who receive only med-
ical treatment, because clinical signs and symptoms cannot predict
progression.34,35

Of note, IMHs can be difficult to distinguish from a thrombosed
false lumen of classic aortic dissection because these can both
appear as a crescent-shaped thickening of the aortic wall.

IMH, which is generally considered to be a variant of aortic
dissection, accounts for approximately 10% to 25% of acute aortic
syndromes.32 This entity is believed to result from the rupture of
the vasa vasorum, which allows bleeding between the elastic
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Figure 160.10. Visualization of an intramural hematoma with shifting of calcium to the lumen (red open circle) and a pleural effusion (left) thickened
aortic wall in the longitudinal plane (right).

Figure 160.9. Intramural hematoma showing a typical 0.9-mmcrescent
thickening of thewall. The echo-free space (like a triangle) represents left-
sided pleural effusion.

FL

TL

Figure 160.11. Progression of intramural hematoma of the descending
aorta to a classic type B aortic dissection, as visualized by computed
tomography and demonstrating the compression of the true and wide
false lumen with lower contrast. The true lumen (TL; arrow) and false
lumen (FL) are indicated.
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lamina of the aortic media. However, recent findings suggest that at
least some IMHs may be initiated by small intimal tears that are
undetectable by current aortic imaging modalities. IMH has been
associated with several conditions, including spontaneous (typical)
aortic dissection, penetrating ulcer, aortic trauma, and iatrogenic
injury caused by cardiac catheterization and cardiac surgery.

The IMH has to be differentiated frommural thrombus. This dif-
ferential diagnosis is mainly based on the detection of the intima



TABLE 160.2 Characteristics of Intramural Hematoma (IMH) versus
Mural Thrombus Formation

IMH
Aortic
thrombus

Aortic diameter Often normal Aortic
aneurysms

Intimal layer + �
Calcium displacement + �
Surface Smooth Irregular and

rough
Layering May be

present
May be present

Layering shifting and echolucent
areas

May be
present

��

Periaortic hematoma May be
present

�

Box 160.2 Adverse Predictors of Progression to Dissection
or Rupture of Type A and Type B Intramural Hematoma

Younger age
Persistent pain
Aortic diameter �50–53 mm
Aortic wall thickness �11–16 mm
IMH expansion
Compression of the aortic lumen
Associated penetrating ulcer
Periaortic bleeding
Pericardial effusion
Increasing pleural effusion
Absence of long-term β-blocker
Marfan syndrome

IMH, intramural hematoma.
(From Pelzer JM et al. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2007;20:1260-1268).
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and the displacement of calcium. Further characteristics for differ-
entiation are listed in Table 160.2. Predictors of progression to dis-
section or rupture in IMH type A and type B are shown in
Box 160.2.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding video
for this chapter.
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Box 161.1 Indicators Used to Identify Patients at High Risk
of Sustaining a Blunt Aortic Trauma

• Violent deceleration (head-on collision, lateral impact, fall from a
height>4 m), unrestrained patient ejected from vehicle, pedestrian
or bicyclist struck by a motor vehicle, death(s) in accident

• Chest trauma requiring mechanical ventilation, associated
traumatic injury reflecting marked shearing forces transmitted to
deep organs at the time of impact (e.g., diaphragmatic rupture,
mesenteric tear)

• Pseudo-coarctation syndrome, large left hemothorax, unexplained
hypotension or shock

• Radiographic findings consistent with mediastinal hematoma/false
aneurysm formation, abnormal mediastinal contour

TABLE 161.1 Differential Diagnostic Criteria Using Transesophageal
Echocardiography to Distinguish Subadventitial Blunt Aortic Trauma
and Aortic Dissection

Subadventitial Blunt Aortic
Trauma Aortic Dissection

TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING

• Medial flap reflecting disrupted
aortic wall (entire depth of
intimal and medial layers): thick,
near perpendicular to aortic
walls (90 degrees), reduced
mobility

• False aneurysm formation:
abnormal aortic contour,
variable enlargement

• Mediastinal hematoma: frequent
(large)

• Left hemothorax: frequent (large)

• Intimal flap reflecting dissected
aortic wall (delimits two distinct
channels): thin, near parallel to
aortic walls (90 degrees),
variable mobility within cardiac
cycle

• No false aneurysm: normal aortic
contour, consistent symmetrical
enlargement

• Mediastinal hematoma: not
frequent

• Left hemothorax: not frequent

COLOR DOPPLER MAPPING

• Similar blood flow velocities on
both sides of the medial flap

•Mosaic of colors surrounding the
disrupted wall (blood flow
turbulence)

• No entry or reentry tear

•Slower blood flow velocities in the
false lumen� thrombus
formation

• Near laminar flow (except in the
vicinity of an entry/reentry tear)

• Presence of entry or reentry tears

LOCATION OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

• Confined to the aortic isthmus
(25 to 35 cm from incisors)

• Variable spatial extension on
thoracic aorta, according to
anatomical type

Adapted from Vignon P, et al. Role of transesophageal echocardiography
in the diagnosis and management of traumatic aortic disruption.
Circulation 1995;92:2959-2968.
Blunt aortic trauma (BAT) is a life-threatening injury because most
patients die at the accident scene and delayed adventitial rupture
may occur during hospitalization.1 Multiplane transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) and contrast-enhanced helical computed
tomography (CT) have similar diagnostic accuracy for the identifi-
cation of BAT requiring repair.2,3 Historically, BAT constituted a
surgical emergency to avoid lethal adventitial rupture. Lately
delayed repair has become the new standard of care, and aortic stent
grafting has progressively supplanted conventional surgery.4 Sub-
tle aortic injuries with spontaneous favorable outcome may also be
encountered.3,5

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
BAT involves the aortic isthmus in about 90% of cases.4 This aortic
segment is located between the origin of the left subclavian artery
and the first intercostal arteries, where the mobile aortic arch
becomes relatively fixed to the thoracic cage. During an abrupt
deceleration (e.g., head-on collision, lateral impact, vertical decel-
eration), generated traction, rotation, and shearing forces act max-
imally in this region.5 BAT rarely involves other anatomical
segments of the aorta in patients who reach the hospital alive. Direct
aortic injury is uncommon. Because blunt cardiac injuries share the
same pathophysiology, they may be associated with BAT.6

The most common BATs are contained disruptions involving
the entire depth of intimal and medial layers. In this case, adventitia
and surrounding tissues result in temporary hemostasis. Because of
the risk of lethal free rupture, timely diagnosis, rigorous blood pres-
sure control, and rapid repair of contained BATs are widely advo-
cated.4,5 Traumatic aortic dissections and intramural hematoma are
less frequent.4 Superficial aortic injuries solely involve the intimal
layer. They are too small and superficial to exert an excess of pres-
sure on the adventitial layer and therefore have a benign natural his-
tory.5 Nevertheless, collagenous fibers exposed by the intimal tear
may constitute a nidus on which acute thrombus formation and
related arterial embolism may occur.

DEMOGRAPHICS AND PRESENTING SYMPTOMS
BAT is usually diagnosed in patients involved in high-velocity
motor vehicle accidents or falls from heights, or in pedestrians
hit by motor vehicles.7 Patients sustaining a BAT frequently fail
to exhibit external signs of direct chest wall injury.2 Numerous
radiographic findings associated with BAT have been described,2

but the presence of an apparently unremarkable mediastinal con-
tour does not exclude the presence of an underlying BAT.8 Accord-
ingly, no clinical or radiographic sign is accurate enough to identify
patients presenting with BAT. Indicators suggestive of high-energy
impact to the body can be used to select high-risk patients who
should undergo additional workup to confidently exclude BAT
(Box 161.1).

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
TEE findings associated with subadventitial (i.e., contained) BAT
are usually confined to the aortic isthmus and must be differentiated
from those encountered in spontaneous aortic dissection
(Table 161.1).9 The presence of a thick and irregular medial flap
or torn aortic wall appendages within the aortic lumen reflects
the injury to both the intimal and medial layers.9 In the longitudinal
view (90 degrees), the medial flap typically crosses the entire vas-
cular lumen almost perpendicularly to the aortic wall because the
disruption is confined to the aortic isthmus (Fig. 161.1). Unlike
the intimal flap of aortic dissection, the medial flap does not oscil-
late during the cardiac cycle and fails to delineate two distinct aortic
channels. Accordingly, blood flow velocities evaluated by color
687
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Figure 161.1. Schematic representation and comparative transesophageal echocardiography findings associated with subadventitial disruption of
the aortic isthmus (upper panels) and aortic dissection (lower panels) in both the transversal (0 degrees, A, B, E, F) and longitudinal (90 degrees,
C, D, G, H) views. The thick medial flap associated with aortic disruption (A, arrow) is associated with a mild hemomediastinum (A and B, double-
headed arrows). It fails to delimit two aortic channels as depicted by color Doppler (B) and is confined to the aortic isthmus because it appears
almost perpendicular to aortic walls in the longitudinal view (C, arrow). Blood turbulences are depicted by color Doppler in the vicinity of the disrupted
aortic wall (D). In contrast, the intimal flap of aortic dissection is thinner and delimits a true and a false lumen (E andG, TL and FL). It is almost parallel to
aortic walls in the longitudinal view, because the process is more extended anatomically (G and H). Blood flow velocity is lower in the false lumen, as
reflected by color Doppler (F and H) and a thrombus formation (E through H). Note the presence of a small left pleural effusion (E and G, asterisks).
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Doppler are usually similar on both sides of the medial flap.9 A
mosaic of colors is frequently observed at the site and vicinity of
the aortic wall disruption, due to the presence of local blood flow
turbulence (see Fig. 161.1). A pseudo-coarctation syndrome may
be identified in the presence of a vascular obstruction by the dis-
rupted aortic wall (see Fig. 161.2). An acute false aneurysm may
result from pressure excess on the adventitial layer appearing as
a localized deformity of the vascular lumen, which may increase
aortic size.9 The presence of an associated hemomediastinum
and left hemothorax are frequently observed (see Table 161.1).
Although nonspecific, large hemomediastinum is more likely
associated with BAT.10 The size of the aortic false aneurysm and
hemomediastinum indirectly reflect the risk of adventitial
rupture.11

Traumatic aortic dissection may occur at any age secondary to
severe blunt chest trauma.12 TEE findings are similar to those asso-
ciated with spontaneous aortic dissection (see Table 161.1;
Fig. 161.3). Traumatic intramural hematoma may involve the
ascending or the descending thoracic aorta. It appears as a circular
or crescentic thickening of the aortic wall with no flap.13

Superficial aortic injuries include intimal tears and potentially
associated mobile thrombi. They are also commonly located at or
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Figure 161.2. Complete subadventitial aortic disruption with associated pseudo-coarctation syndrome. In the transverse transesophageal echocar-
diography (TEE) view of the aortic isthmus (left), a round medial flap consistent with a circumferential aortic wall disruption is evidenced. Note the pres-
ence of a mild hemomediastinum (left andmiddle, double-headed arrows) and left hemothorax (asterisks). In the longitudinal TEE view, retracted torn
aortic walls result in a pseudo-coarctation syndrome (middle, arrow), as reflected by a highly turbulent and narrowed descending aortic blood flow
depicted by color Doppler (right).
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Figure 161.3. Examples of superficial blunt injuries to the aortic isthmus (left) and of a severe contained aortic disruption (right) depicted by trans-
esophageal echocardiography in the transversal view. Both the intimal tear (upper left, arrow) and mural thrombus (lower left, arrow) are not associated
with abnormal aortic contour or size, or with associated hemomediastinum. These superficial lesions usually regress spontaneously with conservative
management. In contrast, subadventitial aortic disruption with a large false aneurysm formation (upper right, FA) and associated large hemomedias-
tinum surrounding the adjacent descending aorta (lower right, AO; asterisks) are severity signs that indirectly reflect the threat of imminent free rupture.
These aortic injuries must be repaired immediately (see text for details).
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in the vicinity of the aortic isthmus.9 Both the aortic size and contour
are unchanged (Fig. 161.3), and blood flow assessed by color Dopp-
ler remains laminar). Associated hemomediastinum is uncommon.
Intimal tears appear as thin and mobile intraluminal appendages
of the aortic wall.9 Wall thrombi may be voluminous and highly
mobile, resulting in arterial emboli (see Fig. 161.3). The frequency
of these aortic injuries is presumably underreported because they
usually remain undetected by angiographic techniques.3,9
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Figure 161.4. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)-guided thoracic endovascular repair of a traumatic false aneurysm (FA) formation. TEE
clearly depicts the adequate deployment and location of an aortic stent graft in the proximal descending aorta that fully covers the neck of the false
aneurysm (left, arrows). TEE also allows accurate identification of early procedure-related complications, such as endoleaks clearly depicted by color
Doppler. A reperfusion of the aortic false aneurysm secondary to the presence of a defect between the stent graft and the aneurysmal sac is evidenced
in the longitudinal view of the aortic isthmus during systole (right, arrow). (See accompanying Video 161.4, A-C.)
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DIAGNOSIS
TEE and spiral CT have similar diagnostic accuracy for the iden-
tification of contained BAT, whereas TEE is more sensitive for
the diagnosis of superficial aortic lesions and blunt cardiac inju-
ries.3,9 TEE is ideally suited for the assessment of ventilated, hemo-
dynamically unstable patients.3 Its diagnostic accuracy for the
identification of BAT has been reviewed elsewhere.14 Traumatic
injuries to aortic branches lead to false-negative TEE findings.3

False-positive TEE findings may been related to ultrasound
artifacts or atherosclerotic changes.15,16 Simple TEE differential
diagnostic criteria allow accurate distinction between linear intra-
luminal artifacts and aortic flaps.17 Transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy is not adequately suited for the accurate identification of
BAT and should therefore not be used in this setting.18 Intravascu-
lar ultrasonography has been proposed as an alternative imaging
modality in the presence of equivocal contrast-enhanced helical
CT.19 The latter is advantageously used in hemodynamically stable
patients with multisystem trauma, because it allows precise identi-
fication of frequently associated traumatic injuries.3 Magnetic res-
onance imaging has been proposed to serially assess stabilized
patients with BAT,20 but imaging time and inaccessibility of the
patient during the procedure preclude its routine use in unstable
trauma patients. Aortography has limited indication, such as sus-
pected disruption of aortic branches or inconclusive screening tests.
INITIAL MANAGEMENT
Rigorous blood pressure control and rapid repair of BAT remain
widely advocated to prevent lethal adventitial rupture.4 Tradition-
ally, immediate surgical repair was the reference treatment of
BAT. Initially, postponed surgical repair of BAT was proposed in
selected patients with associated injuries that could be worsened
by the operation or the circulatory assistance technique (e.g., severe
head trauma). Subsequently, delayed BAT repair was successfully
expanded to low-risk patients with no severe associated injuries
ormajor comorbidities4 and appeared to be associatedwith improved
survival.21 Nevertheless, immediate BAT repair remains indicated in
the presence of blood extravasation (large hemomediastinum), deep
false aneurysm formation, or pseudo-coarctation syndrome,4,22 all
findings accurately depicted by TEE11 (see Fig. 161.3).

During the past decade, endovascular repair of BAT has pro-
gressively supplanted conventional surgery.4,7,23,24 Although this
alternative management was associated with a lower mortality rate
than open BAT repair in a nonrandomized trial, device-related
complications were frequent.7 Reported complications include
residual intravascular leaks,25 occlusion of collateral arteries
(e.g., left subclavian artery), stent migration or collapse,26 failed
of complete deployment leading to pseudo-coarctation syndrome,27

and retrograde aortic dissection due to the ectopic progression of an
intraluminal catheter.28 Although mid- and long-term results after
endovascular repair of BAT are still scarce and conflicting,4 current
grade 2C recommendations suggest early (within 24 hours) endo-
vascular repair of BAT barring associated severe injuries.29 TEE
is ideally suited for guiding endovascular stent graft implantation
and diagnosing early related complications28 (Fig. 161.4). Superfi-
cial aortic injuries are usually managed conservatively with serial
imaging follow-up because they typically regress spontaneously3,30

(see Fig. 161.3).

CONCLUSION
In the setting of patients sustaining severe blunt chest trauma, TEE
allows safe, rapid, and accurate diagnosis of cardiovascular injuries,
especially in ventilated unstable patients. TEE also helps guiding ini-
tial therapeuticmanagement of patientswithBAT. Specifically, TEE
allows monitoring endovascular stent graft implantation and diag-
nosing early related complications. Helical CT is frequently used
as the first-line imaging modality for the evaluation of patients at
high risk of BAT and for follow-up after aortic repair, but remains
less sensitive than TEE for the diagnosis of superficial aortic injuries
and potentially associated cardiac trauma.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) was used as a monitor-
ing and diagnostic tool during cardiac surgery in the operating room
as soon as TEE probes became available in the 1980s. The first
report of intraoperative use came in 1980 from New York City,
where transesophageal M-mode echocardiography was used to
monitor left ventricular dimensions during various stages of cardiac
surgery. Not only were the TEE images found to correlate well with
the standard parasternal transthoracic (TTE) images, but the find-
ings were consistent with changes in seen cardiac output and atrial
pressures measured by pulmonary artery catheter.1 In 1982, a 3.5-
MHz phased-array TEE probe was introduced that could create
two-dimensional (2D) images of the heart as well as Doppler mea-
surements of mitral valve flow.2 Because its ability to acquire high-
quality images of the heart in real time without interfering in the
surgical field, TEE quickly became a widely used imaging modal-
ity during cardiac surgery. In 1985, Smith and colleagues reported
that new segmental wall motion abnormalities detected using 2D
TEE images were a more sensitive indicator of myocardial ische-
mia than electrocardiogram (ECG) in high-risk patients undergoing
coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) or vascular surgery.3

Since then, TEE has become a commonmonitor for the diagnosis
and management of patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Its advan-
tages are that it is minimally invasive, is easy to insert, does not inter-
fere with the surgical field, and provides real-time information on
cardiac performance during surgery in which hemodynamic condi-
tions change very rapidly. It allows for the evaluation of structural
and functional aspects of the heart, and it serves as a useful hemody-
namic monitoring tool, providing information regarding cardiac out-
put and fluid responsiveness during changing intraoperative
conditions. Finally, TEE can also identify residual defects after sur-
gical intervention to enable an immediate correction if necessary.

Intraoperative TEE findings influence surgical decision making
in 7% to 25% of CABG and/or valve cases.4–6 TEE has also been
shown to provide useful information during surgery for congenital
cardiac defects7 and the growing field of ventricular assist device
implantation and management.8 TEE findings can contribute to
anesthetic management during cardiac surgery, including decisions
regarding fluid administration, initiation of antiischemic therapy,
vasopressor or inotropic support, vasodilator therapy, and adjusting
depth of anesthesia.9,10 These studies indicate that TEE monitoring
is a safe and viable tool that significantly affects the decision-
making process in the intraoperative care of cardiac surgery
patients and may contribute to optimal care.

Intraoperative TEE differs from standard diagnostic TEE is sev-
eral critical ways: time constraints may require a more focused
exam; altered loading conditions of general anesthesia may affect
the evaluation of valve and ventricular dysfunction; baseline and
postintervention evaluations should have matched loading condi-
tions for valid comparisons; and urgent decision making based
on imaging information may be necessary.11 The American Society
of Echocardiography (ASE) and the Society of Cardiovascular
Anesthesiologists (SCA) have issued guidelines for performing
an intraoperative TEE12 and also for training in perioperative
echocardiography.13

INTRAOPERATIVE TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY: THE THORACIC AORTA
The ASE/SCA guidelines on performing an intraoperative TEE
describe six views of the thoracic aorta.12 These are the short-
and long-axis views of (1) the proximal and mid ascending aorta,
(2) the thoracic descending aorta, and (3) the distal and mid aortic
arch. The proximal andmid ascending aorta are seen through amid-
esophageal window with the probe advanced about 30 cm from the
incisors. This places the transducer at the level of the right pulmo-
nary artery. The ascending aorta short-axis view is developed by
placing the ascending aorta in the center of the screen and adjusting
the multiplane angle between 0 and 60 degrees until it appears as a
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Figure 162.1. Cross-sectional TEE views of (A) ascending aorta short
axis, (B) ascending aorta long axis, (C) descending thoracic aorta short
axis, (D) descending thoracic aorta long axis, (E) aortic arch long axis,
and (F) aortic arch short axis.
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circular structure. The multiplane angle is then advanced between
100 and 150 degrees to develop the ascending aorta long-axis view,
in which it appears as a tubular structure (Fig. 162.1, A and B).
Evaluation of the descending thoracic aorta is accomplished by
rotating the entire probe counterclockwise to the patient’s left from
the midesophageal four-chamber view until the descending tho-
racic aorta is seen in short axis. The image depth is decreased to
6 or 8 cm, and the focus field is adjusted to the near field to optimize
image quality. The entire descending thoracic aorta and upper
abdominal aorta can be imaged by advancing and withdrawing
the probe along the esophagus and into the stomach. The long-axis
view of the descending aorta is achieved by adjusting the multi-
plane angle from 0 to between 90 and 110 degrees until the struc-
ture appears in long axis (see Fig. 162.1, C and D). Finally, the
aortic arch is visualized with the multiplane angle at 0 degrees. This
is usually achieved by first finding the descending thoracic aorta in
short axis, then withdrawing the probe, while maintaining the
image in the center of the screen, until the upper esophagus is
reached, approximately 20 to 25 cm from the incisors. This will
develop the distal aortic arch in long axis. To visualize the mid aor-
tic arch, the probe is withdrawn farther and turned to the right to
keep the vessel in view. The multiplane angle is then advanced
to 90 degrees to develop the aortic arch in short axis (see
Fig. 162.1, E and F). The probe can be rotated to the patient’s right
to visualize the arch proximally or to the left to visualize the arch
more distally. The thoracic aorta should be examined carefully with
TEE from the diaphragm to the aortic valve looking for abnormal-
ities such as atherosclerosis, aneurysm, and dissection.

One of the main goals of evaluation of the thoracic aorta by TEE
during cardiac surgery in adults is to assess the atherosclerotic bur-
den. Cardiac surgery typically involves cannulating and clamping
of the ascending aorta. It is well known that atherosclerosis of the
ascending aorta and the aortic arch are important risk factors for
perioperative stroke secondary to a cerebral embolism during aortic
cannulation and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB).14–19 In an attempt
to define the risk of atheromatous embolization during surgical
manipulation, several grading systems have been developed that
use TEE imaging to quantify the severity of plaque burden.20 Most
of these grading systems take into account the degree of intimal
thickness, the distance the plaque protrudes into the aortic lumen,
and the presence of any mobile components.14–16,18 There have
been no studies to date validating one grading system over another.
However, there have been several studies that demonstrate an asso-
ciation between the severity of plaque and adverse neurologic
injury from embolization.17–19 Literature does agree that certain
plaque characteristics are associated with a higher risk of neurolog-
ical injury; these include a height/thickness greater than 3 mm,
location in the ascending aorta, or any mobile component to the
plaque.20 Thus it is imperative when performing a TEE examina-
tion of the thoracic aorta that these characteristics be identified
when present and discussed with the surgical team before aortic
manipulation.

Although most of the thoracic aorta can be imaged with a multi-
plane TEE, there is a “blind spot” in the distal ascending aorta and
proximal aortic arch that cannot be seen because the air-filled tra-
chea is interposed between the esophagus and this area of the aorta.
This unfortunately is typically the site of aortic manipulation during
cardiac surgery (aortic cannulation for CPB, aortic cross-clamping,
and proximal bypass anastomosis). Konstadt and colleagues found
that this “blind spot” is anywhere between 0.2 and 4.5 cm of the
aorta that cannot be assessed by TEE.21 Epiaortic ultrasound
(EAU) in the surgical field after sternotomy can be used to examine
this area by covering a high-frequency transducer with a sterile
sheath and placing it directly on the ascending aorta.
EPIAORTIC SCANNING: A SOLUTION
TO THE “BLIND SPOT”
Intraoperative epicardial echocardiography has been used as an
adjunct to TEE in cardiac surgery for many years. Its earliest appli-
cation included the diagnosis of intracardiac pathology, specifically
valvular disease. However, more recently, EAU imaging of the
ascending aorta has been advocated as part of a multifaceted
approach to reduce intraoperative atherosclerotic embolism.20

Wareing and colleagues reported that EAU is more effective at
determining the size and extent of atherosclerotic plaque in the
ascending aorta than is surgical palpation alone.22

In 2008, the ASE and SCA published guidelines for the perfor-
mance of a comprehensive intraoperative EAU examination.20

Based on available evidence, the writing committee recommends
that EAU be performed on all cardiac patients at risk for embolic
stroke; this includes patients with a history of cerebrovascular or
peripheral vascular disease and those patients with evidence of
atherosclerotic disease diagnosed by other imaging techniques
including intraoperative TEE, preoperative TTE, chest magnetic
resonance imaging, computed tomographic scan, or radiograph.

The guidelines recommend that EAU should be performed
using a high-frequency (>7 MHz) linear- or phased-array trans-
ducer. The transducer needs to be inserted into a sterile sheath filled
with either sterile water or ultrasound transmission gel before being
brought into the surgical field and placed on the aorta. Warm sterile
saline can be used to fill the pericardial cavity to enhance ultra-
sound transmission. A complete EAU examination includes multi-
ple views of the ascending aorta in both short and long axis from the
sinotubular junction to the origin of the innominate artery as well as
the aortic arch in long axis. The proximal ascending aorta is defined
as the region from the sinotubular junction to the proximal intersec-
tion of the right pulmonary artery. The mid ascending aorta is
defined as the region of the aorta anterior to the right pulmonary
artery. The distal ascending aorta extends from the intersection
of the right pulmonary artery to the origin of the innominate artery.
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Figure 162.2. Epiaortic ultrasound image diagram of short-axis view.
Mid Asc Aorta, Mid ascending aorta; PA, pulmonary artery; SVC, supe-
rior vena cava.
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To obtain these images, start with a short-axis view of the proximal
ascending aorta. Place the ultrasound probe as proximal as possible
with the orientation marker directed toward the patient’s left shoul-
der. Minor manipulations in the angulation of the probe are neces-
sary to center the aorta in the imaging plane and create a circular
structure. Next, slowly move the probe in a cephalad direction
along the aorta to obtain images of the mid ascending aorta
(Fig. 162.2). Further advancement along the aorta will bring into
view the distal ascending aorta. It is often necessary to rotate the
probe in a clockwise fashion to maintain the short-axis orientation
as the probe gets closer to the innominate artery. The long-axis
images are achieved by rotating the probe 90 degrees from the
short-axis orientation. Again, start as proximally as possible and
advance the probe in a cephalad direction along the ascending
aorta, changing the rotation and angulation as necessary to keep
the aorta as a tubular structure (Fig. 162.3). Imaging of the ascend-
ing aorta should include the origin of the innominate artery. The
probe can be advanced slightly farther to visualize the aortic arch
and the origins of the other great vessels.

For each of the three segments of the ascending aorta, four mea-
surements should be recorded and reported: maximal aortic diam-
eter, maximal plaque height/thickness, location of the maximal
plaque within the ascending aorta, and the presence of any mobile
components. Because of the increased risk of embolic stroke in
Mid
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Figure 162.3. Epiaortic ultrasound image diagram of long-axis view.
Distal, Distal third of the ascending aorta; Mid, middle third of the
ascending aorta; Prox, proximal third of the ascending aorta; Rt PA, right
pulmonary artery.
patients with plaque greater than 3 mm or mobile components,
the presence and location of these plaques should be discussed with
the surgeon before aortic manipulation.20

Several studies have sought to evaluate the impact of EAU on
surgical decision making and outcome in cardiac surgery patients.
Wareing and colleagues were the first to report that using EAU to
evaluate for ascending aortic plaque and modifying surgical tech-
nique in patients found to have moderate to severe aortic athero-
sclerotic disease may reduce the incidence of postoperative
stroke.23 Subsequent studies have shown similar results.24–27

Although EAU is a very sensitive technique for identifying and
delineating atherosclerosis in the ascending aorta during cardiac
surgery, modifications of surgical technique based on this informa-
tion that can actually improve clinical outcomes have yet to be
clearly defined and validated.
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Box 163.1 Common Aortic Surgical Procedures

1. Valveless ascending grafts
a. Interposition technique
b. Inclusion technique

2. Composite grafts
POSTSURGICAL IMAGING OF THE AORTIC
ROOT AND AORTA
Advances in imaging have raised expectations of improved out-
comes for both emergency and elective surgery of the aorta. These
advances have allowed early diagnosis and more prompt surgical
intervention. Simultaneously with improvements in imaging,
improved surgical techniques and postoperative care have enhanced
outcomes. As a consequence, more patients are presenting for
follow-up care.

For both aortic aneurysms and aortic dissections involving the
ascending aorta, the surgeon usually resects the diseased segment
and interposes a Dacron graft. Importantly, this approach occasion-
ally does not address diseased segments of the proximal aortic
root, arch, or descending aortic segments, which leaves behind
a weakened aortic wall because of the effects of the primary disease
process. Thus, survivors of the initial repair may remain at con-
siderable risk of future complications, including aneurysmal dilata-
tion and eventual rupture. Consequently, appropriate follow-up
requires long-term clinical monitoring and follow-up imaging
designed to detect such complications and to allow for timely sur-
gical or percutaneous reintervention. The foundation for such
follow-up imaging is adequate baseline imaging that provides a ref-
erence for future comparisons of aortic size and appearance. More-
over, baseline imaging will detect technical failures and improper
or incomplete repairs that have the potential for subsequent
complications.
3. Aortic arch grafts
4. Descending grafts
5. Endovascular stent grafts
6. Resuspension of the aortic valve
7. Valve-sparing root replacement
8. Use of biologic adhesives and sealants
9. Coronary artery reimplantation

Box 163.2 Less Common Aortic Surgical Procedures

1. Elephant trunk procedure
2. Cabrol shunt procedure
3. Cabrol coronary graft procedure
What the Imager Needs to Know
To evaluate postoperative findings accurately, the imaging physi-
cian must possess a general understanding of the surgical technique
available for aortic diseases and a full knowledge of the details of
the surgical procedure that has been used in the individual patient.
In most instances, the postoperative image may differ in important
ways from the image seen before the surgical intervention. The
expected postoperative image and any possible variations as pre-
sented by the relevant imaging modality must be understood. Only
then can the spectrum of potential postsurgical complications be
accurately recognized and distinguished from the expected postop-
erative appearance.
4. Aortic tailoring (aortoplasty)
5. Fenestration
6. Obliteration of false lumen (primary repair)

a. Glue aortoplasty
b. Insertion of foreign material
c. Thromboexclusion

7. Aortic girdling (wrapping the aorta with Dacron mesh)
COMMON AORTIC SURGICAL TECHNIQUES
Boxes 163.1 and 163.2 list some of the more common aortic pro-
cedures and some of the alternative or less common procedures. A
brief discussion of some of the more common procedures follows.
The scope of this chapter does not permit detailed discussion of
modifications of standard procedures or of less commonly used
techniques.

Interposition Technique
This currently standard technique includes excision of the diseased
segment of the native ascending aorta and its replacement with a
polyester (Dacron) graft (Fig. 163.1). The proximal anastomotic
site is often supracoronary, typically at the sinotubular junction,
and the distal anastomotic site is immediately proximal to the bra-
chiocephalic artery. The anastomotic sites are often reinforced with
externally placed circumferential strips of Teflon felt (DuPont,
Wilmington, Delaware).

Inclusion Technique
The inclusion technique consists of an aortotomy, placement of an
artificial graft within the diseased native aorta, and enclosing or
wrapping the graft with the native aorta, which is sutured around
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Figure 163.1. The Bentall procedure. The dilated portion of the ascend-
ing aorta has been resected and replaced with a Dacron graft. A coro-
nary “button” (curved arrow)was removed from the resected native aorta
and is ready to be sutured to the graft. The numbers 1, 2, and 3 represent
potential sites of pseudoaneurysm formation: 1 and 2 indicate the prox-
imal and distal anastomotic sites of the graft and 3 indicates the anasto-
motic site of the reimplanted coronary artery.
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B

Figure 163.2. A, Transesophageal echocardiogram (longitudinal view of
theaorta) illustratesaValsalvagraft. The large yellowarrows indicate thepor-
tion of the graft that recreates the sinuses of Valsalva. The small arrows indi-
cate the “corrugated” appearance of grafts seen on echo. B, An actual
compositeVascutek™Gelweave™Valsalvagraftwithamechanicalbileaflet
tiltingdiscprosthetic valve. (CourtesyofSorinGroup,Arveda,Colorado, and
Vascutek Ltd., Inchinnan, Scotland. Vascutek™ andGelweave™ are trade-
marks of Vascutek Ltd.)

A B

Figure 163.3. Reduction of an ascending aortoplasty. A, An elliptical
segment (arrow) is excised from the maximally convex portion of the
ascending aorta. B, The aortic diameter is reduced to normal as the aor-
totomy is closedwith a runningmattress suture in an over-and-over non-
absorbable suture.
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the graft. This procedure creates a potential space between the graft
and the native aortic wall, which has important imaging implica-
tions. The use of this technique has diminished significantly (and
is largely of historical significance) because of improved graft
materials and techniques that have led to decreased bleeding. (This
technique was used to provide a space into which leakage through
relatively porous grafts could occur to minimize extensive bleeding
into the mediastinum.).

Composite Grafts
The standard approach for repair of acute type A aortic dissection
and aneurysms that involve the aortic root is replacement of the aor-
tic valve, root, and ascending aorta with a composite graft. A com-
posite graft, or conduit, is a synthetic (commonly Dacron) aortic
graft that includes a directly attached mechanical valve (less com-
monly a bioprosthetic valve, because currently there is no prefab-
ricated composite with a bioprosthetic valve). With composite graft
replacement, the coronary ostia are dissected from the native aorta
with a rim of the surrounding aorta (button technique) and re-
anastomosed individually to the composite graft. In select cases
of nonpathologic aortic valves, reimplantation or remodeling pro-
cedures have become valve-sparing alternatives. Newer graft
designs, like the Valsalva-design graft, recreates the sinuses of Val-
salva and more closely resembles the shape and dimensions of the
normal aortic root.1,2 This type of graft (Fig. 163.2) theoretically
promotes sinus expansion, improves coronary blood flow, and
decreases mechanical leaflet stress.

Reduction Aortic Aortoplasty
Reduction ascending aortoplasty (RAA) is an alternative to ascend-
ing aortic replacement with synthetic grafts, especially in patients
with only a moderately dilated aorta without aortic root involvement,
and when a decreased aortic cross-clamp time is desirable.3,4 Advan-
tages of RAA include it being a simpler procedure than Dacron graft
replacement, a shorter cross-clamp time, less bleeding, and lower
rates of mortality and morbidity.3–7 A major concern about RAA
is that it exposes the patient to the risk of redilatation, rupture, or dis-
section, because it may leave intrinsically diseased native aortic wall
tissue in place.8,9 Several variations of reduction aortoplasty of the
ascending aorta, with or without external wrapping, exist.7,10–13

The details of the diverse number of technical variants of this
procedure are beyond the scope of this chapter. All of these variants
reduce the diameter of the aorta, which theoretically restores normal
wall tension according to the law of Laplace.

Aortoplasty is performed by resecting an elliptical portion of the
dilated aortic wall along a longitudinal aortotomy. The aortotomy is
then closed using two layers of sutures, which are often reinforced
with Teflon strips to tailor the aortic shape and to obtain a normal
diameter (Fig. 163.3). Some authors advise wrapping of this
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segment after completion of the suture line to provide reinforce-
ment of the vessel wall and prevent further dilatation (see next
section).

External Reinforcement (Wrapping)
Aorticwrapping (or girdling) is a relatively simple alternative to con-
ventional graft replacement for mild to moderately dilated ascending
aortas. Wrapping is most appropriate for elderly and/or high-risk
patients who have multiple comorbidities and for whom a prolonged
operative time would significantly increase the mortality rate.3,14,15

Wrapping theoretically prevents further dilatation by reinforcing the
aorta.16,17 Although usually performed in combination with reduc-
tion aortoplasty, as described previously, wrapping can also be
performed as a definitive procedure (Fig. 163.4), especially when
performed concomitantly with coronary artery bypass surgery and/
or aortic valve replacement.18–20 Materials used for wrapping
include Dacron, bovine pericardium, CorMartix ECM (extracellular
matrix), and felt. Potential disadvantages of wrapping include a risk
of hematoma formation underneath the wrap, which can cause
external compression and narrowing of the aorta, or degeneration
and erosion of the underlying aortic wall.21,22

Aortic Arch Grafts
For select patients with aortic arch involvement, open surgery may
range from partial to complete arch replacement with or without
debranching and reattachment of one or more of the arch vessels.

Elephant Trunk Procedure
Surgery for treatment of diffuse and/or extensive thoracic aortic
disease (e.g., aneurysms involving both the ascending and descend-
ing thoracic aorta or the mega aorta) is commonly performed via a
two-stage operation known as the elephant trunk (ET) proce-
dure.23,24 Staged repair, introduced by Borst et al in 1983, is
required because it is not feasible to expose both the ascending
and descending thoracic aortas with a single incision.25 The first
stage, performed via a sternotomy, consists of repair of the ascend-
ing aorta, aortic arch, and reconstruction of the great vessels (if
needed); the ET is the distal segment of the aortic graft material that
floats freely within the descending thoracic aorta (like an elephant’s
trunk dangles freely from its face). The second stage, repair of the
descending or thoracoabdominal aorta, is performed via a left tho-
racotomy using the ET, which is suspended freely in the descending
thoracic aorta. Alternatively, the second stage can be performed
Figure 163.4. The external wrapping technique. The aortic diameter
that was reduced by the aortoplasty is now closed by the suture line
(arrow). The Dacron wrap will be closed with sutures and fixed to the
aorta by proximal and distal sutures (not shown).
transarterially with an endovascular stent graft. An important
advantage of the ET technique is that the second stage avoids a dif-
ficult dissection at the initial anastomotic region where firm and
hazardous adhesions are present.

The ET technique has undergone a number of modifications,
and the technical details vary among surgeons and are also tailored
to individual situations. The imager must be aware of the specific
details of the surgical technique in a given patient, as well as
the potential complications related to this procedure, which
include kinking, obstruction, and graft entrapment in the false
lumen.23,24,26

Cabrol Shunt Procedure
The Cabrol shunt procedure is an uncommon adjunct to the inclu-
sion graft technique, and it is performed to prevent progressive
bleeding into the potential space between the graft and the native
aortic wall, as described earlier. This procedure consists of a surgi-
cally created shunt between this space and the right atrium to alle-
viate pressure in the perigraft space. Because the inclusion
technique has fallen out of favor, the Cabrol shunt is rarely
performed today.

Technical Adjuncts
For all types of grafts, circumferential felt or pericardial strips are
often used to buttress anastomoses. Felt pledgets are also used to
reinforce the graft or the native aortic wall at sites of intraoperative
cannula placement. These strips and pledgets have imaging impli-
cations for each of the imaging modalities, such as otherwise unex-
plained thickenings, reverberations, and acoustic shadowing. A
variety of adhesives, or biologic glues, have been used as an adjunct
to standard methods of achieving anastomotic hemostasis (e.g.,
sutures and clips). These bioglues have also been used for re-
approximating layers of the dissected aorta and for strengthening
weakened aortic tissues by a tanning process. Although the value
of these tissue adhesives has been recognized, there are reports
of tissue necrosis leading to false aneurysms.27 Moreover, these
substances may produce edema inflammation and fibrosis that
leads to thickening of the aortic wall or adjacent tissues. Such thick-
ening can be confused with leakage and hematomas in imaging
techniques.

NORMAL POSTOPERATIVE FEATURES
The details of the surgery that has been performed will determine
the appearance of the ascending aorta on prospective imaging stud-
ies. There are only a few descriptions of the echocardiographic
appearance of the ascending aorta after reconstruction. More infor-
mation is available on computed tomography (CT) scans and mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) findings. An aortic interposition graft
is visualized as a thin, corrugated echo-dense tube (Fig. 163.5). There
is usually a noticeable change between the graft and the native aorta.
The felt strips that are used to reinforce the anastomoses provide
visual markers of the anastomoses. Occasionally, there is angulation
of the aortic graft, especially near the anastomoses. These points of
angulation are not clinically significant, but they can simulate a dis-
section flap, especially on axial CT images.

A small amount of perigraft thickening (<10 mm thick) is a
common postoperative finding. This presumably results from
minor leakage at the anastomotic suture lines created by needle
holes and/or edema or inflammation. The uniform and concentric
distribution of this thickening helps to differentiate it from more
serious leakage. Another mimicker of pathology can be seen at
the site of coronary anastomoses. When the coronary arteries are
resected with a rim of native aortic tissue (button technique), a focal
bulge at this site can be misinterpreted as an incipient pseudoaneur-
ysm. Importantly, the inclusion graft technique creates a potential
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LA

LV

Figure 163.5. Transesophageal echocardiogram (longitudinal view of
the aorta) illustrates the proximal portion of an interposition graft that
begins at the sinotubular junction. The small arrows illustrate the typical
“corrugations” of Dacron grafts as seen by echocardiography. LA, left
atrium; LV, left ventricle.

Box 163.3 Potential Postoperative Complications
of Aortic Surgery

1. Anastomotic leakage/disruption dehiscence
2. Pseudoaneurysm (at proximal, distal, or coronary anastomotic

site)
3. Progressive aortic regurgitation
4. Involvement of aortic branches
5. Perigraft infection
6. Compression of graft by hematoma (inclusion technique)
7. Aneurysmal dilatation of false lumen (s/p dissection repair)
8. Compression/collapse of true lumen (by expanding false lumen)
9. Frank rupture
10. Anastomotic stenosis
11. Development of recurrent dissection or aneurysm proximal to

a graft in patients in whom a supracoronary procedure has been
performed.

12. Aortoesophageal or aortopulmonary fistula
13. Graft herniation into thoracotomy defect

LA

An

Figure 163.6. Transesophageal echocardiogram (longitudinal view of
the aorta) that illustrates a pseudoaneurysm (An) that occurred at the
proximal anastomotic site of a Dacron graft (small white arrows), which
originally began at the sinotubular junction, but is now partially dehisced.
The yellow arrow designates entrance into the pseudoaneurysm. LA, left
atrium.
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space between the graft and its wrap, which is the native aorta. This
space often contains fluid and/or hematomas, which can be a nor-
mal finding with no clinical significance, especially when the space
is less than 10 mm.

Following repair of a type A dissection, a persistent dissection
flap is seen distal to the graft in 80% of cases.28 This persistence of
a double-channel aorta after surgery is not considered a complica-
tion, provided it does not increase in size. In chronic dissections, the
residual dissection flap becomes thickened due to collagen deposi-
tion and becomes less oscillatory or even immobile.

Many early postoperative CT studies show pleural or pericardial
effusion, mediastinal lymph node enlargement, and/or left lobe
atelectasis. These findings diminish in frequency over time and pre-
sumably represent normal postoperative findings without adverse
clinical consequences.

COMPLICATIONS AFTER AORTIC REPAIR
Total removal of the diseased aortic segment is often not possible
with surgical repair of aortic lesions (e.g., aneurysm and dissec-
tion), and the anastomoses between the graft and the native aorta
are potential sites for problems. Therefore, periodic postoperative
surveillance by cardiovascular imaging specialists who are familiar
with aortic diseases and surgical procedures cannot be overempha-
sized. Early detection of complications can facilitate optimal
management, including reoperation. Potential postoperative com-
plications are listed in Box 163.3. Awareness of these complica-
tions and differentiation of these from the spectrum of normal
postoperative findings is obviously important. Some of the more
common complications are discussed.

Pseudoaneurysm
Pseudoaneurysm is an important early or late complication that can
occur after elective surgery for aneurysm or emergency surgery for
acute dissection. In the majority of patients, pseudoaneurysm is
not associated with any clinical symptoms.29 The silent nature of
these potentially life-threatening complications emphasizes the
need for imaging surveillance. Pseudoaneurysms usually occur at
anastamoses (Fig. 163.6). They may form at the site of needle holes
even when the suture lines are intact. More commonly, they orig-
inate from partial dehiscence of the proximal or distal suture lines
or at the site of coronary reimplantation. The size of the pseudo-
aneurysm, its change over time, and the patient’s clinical symptoms
will determine management. Small, sterile pseudoaneurysms can
remain stable for years without intervention. Pseudoaneurysms
are readily detectable by both CT scan and MRI. Transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) is also reliable for detecting pseudoaneur-
ysms of the aortic root and proximal ascending aorta. However,
TEE may miss this lesion in the distal ascending aorta due to inter-
position of the trachea.

False Lumen Dilatation
Surgery for type A aortic dissection is usually limited to the ascend-
ing aorta. Distal to the ascending aortic graft, a dissection flap
and a false lumen with demonstrable blood flow are present in
approximately 80% of patients.28 Strictly speaking, this is not a
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complication, but there is a potential for false lumen expansion.
Typically, the median diameter of the aortic arch, descending tho-
racic aorta, and abdominal aorta are all mildly enlarged after type A
aortic dissection repair.30 Although expansion rates are low, pro-
gressive dilatation of the patent false lumen, which is facilitated
by the poor condition of the weakened and thinned wall, often
occurs. This may result in late aortic rupture or compression of
the true lumen. In the minority of patients, the false lumen can
become thrombosed. Although the influence of thrombosis of the
false lumen on long-term survival remains speculative, it may be
associated with better survival.
Involvement of Aortic Branches
Extension of a dissection flap and/or intramural hematoma into an
aortic branch may result in luminal narrowing or total obstruction.
In addition, dilation of a patent false lumen and associated collapse
of the true lumen may also affect the branch vessels. These compli-
cations may occur in the coronary arteries, supraaortic vessels, or
visceral vessels.
A

LA

LA

Ao

B

RA

Figure 163.7. Transesophageal echocardiogram of a patient with an
infected composite Valsalva graft. A, The longitudinal view illustrates a
perigraft abscess indicated by the three small white arrows. The com-
posite graft contained a bioprosthetic valve. Two of the three stents
are shown (small white arrows). B, Short-axis view illustrates the exten-
sive degree of the abscess (four small white arrows). Ao, ascending aor-
tic portion of the graft; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.
Infection
Early or late-onset infection complicates prosthetic aortic graft inser-
tion in 0.5% to 5% of cases.31 CT is considered to be the standard
imaging method for aortic graft infection.31 The role of TEE for
detection for graft infection has not been thoroughly investigated.
Fig. 163.7 illustrates an infected graft detected by TEE. Fig. 163.1
illustrates the typical sites of pseudoaneurysm formation.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SERIAL IMAGING
TECHNIQUES AND SCHEDULES
The imaging modality of choice for evaluating the postoperative
aorta has not been clearly determined. Both CT scan and MRI
are reasonable choices. These techniques provide precise and
reproducible measurements of the native aorta diameter at any
level, and have the advantage, compared with TEE, of including
the supraaortic and visceral vessels in a single examination.

Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE), although a routine
study for many cardiology patients, is limited for follow-up after
surgery. TTE provides assessment of the aortic valve, aortic root,
and proximal ascending aorta, but it is limited for the remainder
of the aorta.

Contrast CT scan is the preferred diagnostic tool for follow-up
of patients after surgery for aortic disease. MRI is also valuable for
serial follow-up. Image resolution is comparable to that of CT scan-
ning. In some patients, MRImay be preferable because neither radi-
ation nor contrast media are required. However, MRI is less
practical as the primary investigation for follow-up because it is
still more expensive and less available than CT scanning.

TEE has some advantages over CT scan and MRI. It is portable,
provides excellent images of the aortic root, can precisely assess the
morphology and function of the aortic valve, and provides informa-
tion on left ventricular function. However, it may not image the dis-
tal ascending aorta (site of the distal anastomoses), the aortic arch,
the abdominal aorta, and the aortic branch vessels. Moreover, it
does not assess the relationship of pseudoaneurysms to other struc-
tures (e.g., the lung or mediastinum). Lastly, its semiinvasive
nature is a drawback for serial, repeated evaluations.
TABLE 163.1 Follow-Up: Investigational Methods, Indications,
and Time Frame

Time Method Indication

Before hospital
discharge

CT scan
TTE
TEE
MRI

Every patient
Every patient
Valve reconstruction
Young patients (instead of CT scan,
where available)

INITIAL EXAMINATIONS AFTER DISCHARGE

3 mos after
discharge

CT scan
(MRI)

TTE/TEE

Dilated residual aorta
Valve reconstruction

6 mos after
discharge

CT scan
(MRI)

TTE/TEE

Normal aortic diameter
Valve reconstruction

SUBSEQUENT EXAMINATIONS

Every 6 mos CT scan
(MRI)

Progression of aortic disease

Every 12 mos CT scan
(MRI)

Aortic diameter �4.5 cm

Every 24 mos CT scan
(MRI)

Aortic diameter <4.0 cm

CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TEE,
transesophageal echocardiography; TTE, transthoracic
echocardiography.
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The organization of the follow-up should not be left to practi-
tioners or cardiologists alone. Primary responsibility should be
clarified and should include the surgeon. Ideally, there should be
a computer database into which every patient with aortic disease
is entered. Details of the intraoperative and postoperative findings
should be recorded. Interval and follow-up imaging modality
should be based upon progression of the disease and the expertise
available, according to the preceding comments and to the factors
outlined in Table 163.1. The examination can be performed near
the patient’s home, but the patient should be sent to a site with aor-
tic experience for comparison and reevaluation. The guidelines
mentioned in Table 163.1 should be modified depending upon aor-
tic size. Patients with small aortas can be followed at less frequent
intervals than those with larger aortas.

The importance of indefinite surveillance after surgery of the
aorta cannot be over emphasized. The imager must understand tho-
racic aortic surgical techniques and must be aware of the spectrum
of normal and pathologic findings after surgery to detect or exclude
clinically significant abnormalities. Thus, ideally, cardiovascular
or radiology specialists familiar with aortic diseases and surgical
procedures should perform and interpret these examinations.
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Figure 164.2. This figure demonstrates the age distribution of adults
with congenital heart disease (CHD) in the United States as derived from
the Adult Congenital Heart Association’s clinic directory. More than half
of the adult population with CHD seen in ACHD clinics is between 18 and
30 years of age. (Adapted from Patel MS, Kogon BE. Care of the adult
congemital heart disease patient in the United States: a summary of the
current system. Pediatr Cardiol 2010;31:511-514.)
Congenital heart disease has traditionally been the purview of pedi-
atricians and pediatric cardiologists. However, the population of
adults with congenital heart disease (CHD) is increasing rapidly
as a result of the success of medical management and surgical inter-
vention in childhood. It has been estimated that the prevalence of
adults with CHD is now about 3 per 1000 adults, based on data from
several cross-sectional population databases.1–4 This expanding
demographic is depicted graphically in Figure 164.1 as reported
by Marelli and colleagues from a Canadian administrative data-
base. In their study, the number of adults with CHD exceeded
the number of children with CHD at each time point surveyed.2

Neonatal repairs of complex congenital lesions began in earnest
in the 1970s, and survival has been steadily improving; as a result,
the majority of patients with CHD in the adult population being
seen for care in ACHD centers in the United States are between
the ages of 18 and 30 years (Fig. 164.2).5 As this wave of survivors
continues to age and successfully treated children continue to grow
into adulthood, the adult cardiology practice of the future will cer-
tainly need the knowledge and skills to address the needs of this
population.

As shown in Figure 164.3, most adults with CHDwill have sim-
ple, straightforward lesions that are familiar to most cardiologists:
bicuspid aortic valve, valvular pulmonic stenosis, or isolated atrial
or ventricular septal defects. Lesions of moderate severity and truly
complex CHD are less common, but it is these patients in particular
who are benefitting from the success of neonatal surgery and inter-
ventional cardiology, thereby increasing their representation in the
adult CHD population. Although classification of lesions into cat-
egories of severity is somewhat subjective, Boxes 164.1 through
164.3 reflect a categorization recommended by the 32nd Bethesda
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changing profile of congenital heart disease in adult life. J Am Coll
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Box 164.1 Simple Congenital Heart Disease

Bicuspid aortic valve/congenital aortic stenosis
Mild pulmonic stenosis
Patent foramen ovale/small atrial septal defect (ASD)
Small ventricular septal defect (VSD)
Congenital mitral valve disease (except parachute or cleft mitral valve)
Repaired ASD, patent ductus arteriosus, VSD without residua

Modified from Warnes et al, ACC/AHA 2008 guidelines for the management
of adult congenital heart disease, J Am Coll Cardiol 2008;52:1172.

Box 164.2 Congenital Heart Disease of Moderate Severity

Subaortic or supraaortic stenosis
Coarctation of the aorta
Ebstein anomaly
Patent ductus arteriosus
Atrioventricular canal defects (partial or complete)
Sinus venosus atrial septal defect
Tetralogy of Fallot
Valvar or infundibular pulmonary stenosis, moderate to severe
Ventricular septal defect with associated lesion
Sinus of Valsalva aneurysm/fistula
Total or partial anomalous pulmonary venous drainage

Modified from Warnes et al, ACC/AHA 2008 guidelines for the management
of adult congenital heart disease, J Am Coll Cardiol 2008;52:1172.

Box 164.3 Complex Congenital Heart Disease

Tricuspid atresia
Pulmonary atresia
Mitral atresia
Transposition of the great arteries
Truncus arteriosus
Double-outlet ventricle
Single ventricle

A

Figure 164.4. En face view of the interatrial septum as seen by three-dimensi
of the large secundumatrial septal defect (ASD) is clearly shown, and the supe
sizes. B, An Amplatzer ASD device (arrows) can be seen in good position w
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Conference on Adult Congenital Heart Disease and also included in
the ACC/AHA 2008 Guidelines for the Management of Adults with
Congenital Heart Disease.6,7 Patients with lesions in the moderate or
complex categories will likely require more frequent follow-up and
should be seen in consultation with a regional adult CHD center.7

The adult patient with CHD presents not only the challenge of
evaluating and managing the anatomic and physiologic issues
related to the primary congenital lesion, but also the problems
superimposed by virtue of increasing age and/or prior palliative
or incomplete interventions. Postsurgical residua and sequelae
are present for most “repaired” congenital heart defects. Knowl-
edge of the original diagnosis, the type of repair, and the expected
complications is critical for optimal care in this group of patients.
Arrhythmia, heart failure, endocarditis, acquired valvular dysfunc-
tion, and coronary artery disease are clinical problems common to
the adult CHD population as well. Women with CHD are now
entering reproductive age, requiring careful pre-pregnancy assess-
ment of their congenital anatomy and cardiac function, as well as
monitoring during pregnancy and delivery to ensure a healthy out-
come for mother and child.8

Advances in cardiac imaging have greatly facilitated accurate
anatomic diagnosis and functional assessment for patients with
CHD. Two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography remains
the mainstay of diagnosis, with transesophageal and three-
dimensional (3D) echocardiography contributing additional impor-
tant data in patients with difficult imaging windows or complex 3D
anatomy.9–11 The ability of 3D echocardiography to present real-
time en face imaging and to measure ventricular volumes has
greatly enhanced its value to the evaluation of adult congenital
heart disease (Fig. 164.4). Echocardiographic techniques for
Disordered A-V or V-A connection (crisscross heart, heterotaxy, etc.)
Congenital heart disease with cyanosis
Eisenmenger syndrome/pulmonary vascular obstructive disease
Postoperative—Fontan repair, conduits, baffles

Modified from Warnes et al, ACC/AHA 2008 guidelines for the management of
adult congenital heart disease, J Am Coll Cardiol 2008;52:1172.

B

onal transesophageal echocardiography.A, The location, size, and shape
rimposed gridmarkings allowmeasurement of defect dimensions and rim
ith full coverage of the defect.
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assessing systolic and diastolic ventricular function are particularly
applicable in the adult CHD population, especially for the right
ventricle, which serves as the systemic pump in a number of con-
genital disorders (e.g., congenitally corrected transposition,
d-transposition post atrial switch, hypoplastic left heart, unbal-
anced atrioventricular canal).12–15 Serial quantification of right
ventricular function is critical for optimal timing of pulmonic valve
replacement in patients with tetralogy of Fallot.16 Other commonly
used echocardiographic techniques are also being applied in the
field of adult congenital heart disease, including stress echocardi-
ography, contrast echocardiography, and echocardiographically
guided cardiac resynchronization therapy.17,18 Intraoperative and
intraprocedural transesophageal echocardiography plays a major
role in the success of surgical repair and in the guidance of trans-
catheter interventions such as device closure of septal defects, stent
placements, and percutaneous valve replacements.19–21

The chapters that follow in this section provide a systemic
approach to the echocardiographic assessment of the adult with
CHD, as well as a detailed review of shunt lesions, outflow obstruc-
tions, complex congenital heart disease, and the postoperative
issues faced by this interesting group of patients.
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165 Systematic Approach to Adult Congenital
Heart Disease

Pooja Gupta, MD, Richard Humes, MD
To efficiently perform an echocardiographic study on an adult with
congenital heart disease (CHD) it is extremely important to under-
stand the following: (1) the role of history and natural history,
(2) location of the surgical scar/ scars and probable surgical repair,
(3) segmental analysis, (4) special pediatric views and their signif-
icance, and (5) the role of transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
in an adult patient with CHD.

HISTORY AND NATURAL HISTORY
Lack of awareness of their CHD and the anatomical diagnosis is
commonplace among adult patients for whom diagnosis and possi-
ble intervention occurred early in life.1–4 Information about proce-
dures was provided to the parents, not to the current adult patient,
whose understanding will be modified by time and the second tell-
ing. If the patient knows the diagnosis, this provides important
information to the sonographer that can be beneficial while per-
forming an echocardiogram. Patients without the particulars of
diagnosis might use statements such as, “My arteries were back-
wards,” which might mean transposition of great arteries, or “I
was born with half a heart,” which might mean a single ventricle
of some sort. The statement “I had a hole in my heart” can have
many meanings ranging from simple to complex problems.5

Patients may refer to their defect as a “heart murmur,” with no
understanding of the implications.

If medical records are available, it is worth spending time
reviewing this information before initiating an echocardiographic
study. If records are not available, clinicians should make every
attempt to procure them from the treatment facility, which is often
known. Specific knowledge of surgical procedures is vital to under-
standing the patient and interpreting the echocardiogram. Subtle,
but important, details such as an absent pulmonary artery or a
right-sided aortic arch will make the echocardiographic examina-
tion much smoother and less confusing.

The natural history of CHD will vary tremendously depending
on the defect. Not all CHD is lethal. CHD occurs in about 0.8% of



TABLE 165.2 Examples of Closed and Open Heart Operations

Closed Heart Operations Open Heart Operations

Ligation of patent ductus arteriosus Closure of atrial septal defect
Repair of coarctation of the aorta Closure of ventricular septal
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live births.6 In the current era of significantly improved survival,7,8

adults with complex CHD have outnumbered children.9,10 The total
number of adults with CHD is estimated to be over 1 million.11

Patients who claim to have congenital heart disease will be more
likely to have a defect which is more prevalent. The actual preva-
lence of various forms of CHD will vary depending on the study
cited or methodology used for diagnosis. Bicuspid aortic valve is
likely the most common “defect” but is often left out of many lists
of CHD. Ventricular septal defect is the most common CHD, com-
prising 18% to 28% of the total. A list of the rough incidence per-
centages of CHD is shown in Table 165.1.6,12 When performing an
echocardiogram on an uninformed adult with CHD, knowledge of
what is most commonly found is helpful.

Details such as the year of surgery and the total number of
surgeries a patient has gone through may help to define the type
of surgical repair the patient might have had. A detailed listing
of surgical procedures is provided in another chapter. Sometimes
obtaining this knowledge takes some detective work on the part
of the sonographer/ cardiologist. A good example is the case of
d-transposition of great arteries (D-TGA). In 1954 surgeons began
performing the atrial switch operation (Mustard/Senning proce-
dure). The first arterial switch operation (Jatene procedure) was
performed in 1976. Acceptance of this newer procedure was not
immediate. So a patient born before 1976 or between 1976 and
1980 who underwent surgical repair for D-TGA is unlikely to have
an arterial switch operation and more likely to have had the atrial
switch repair. It is also important to know if the patient had any
form of catheter-based intervention such as a device or a stent,
which were not common before the mid-1990s. Many patients
may also confuse a catheter-based intervention or even a diagnostic
catheterization with a “surgery.”
defect
Pulmonary artery banding Repair of tetralogy of Fallot
Division of vascular ring/double
aortic arch

Arterial/atrial switch operation
(repair TGA)

Blalock-Taussig shunt Fontan procedure
Transventricular aortic or pulmonary
valvotomy

Repair of complete
atrioventricular canal

Operations done via “closed” heart technique implies no use of
cardiopulmonary bypass. “Open” heart surgery generally is done
utilizing bypass and generally through a median sternotomy.

Median Sternotomy Median sternotomy

• Most open heart procedures
LOCATION OF THE SCAR: “THE SCAR
IS THE CLUE”
Timing for the congenital cardiac operations has changed over the
years, with fewer early palliative operations and earlier primary
repair (Table 165.2). Primary open heart repair using cardiopulmo-
nary bypass is most frequently performed through amedian sternot-
omy and a midline chest incision. By contrast, in earlier years,
palliative operations were frequently performed using lateral or
posterolateral thoracotomies. A midline sternotomy scar versus a
right or left lateral thoracotomy scar can help discern the probable
surgical repair and in some cases the possible diagnosis. Some of
TABLE 165.1 Incidence and Sex Predilection of Congenital Heart
Disease: Frequency of Individual Defects

Cardiac Malformation*
%
CHD

M/F
Ratio

Ventricular septal defect 18-28 1:1
Patent ductus arteriosus 10-18 1:2-3
Tetralogy of Fallot 10-13 1:1
Atrial septal defect 7-8 1:2-4
Pulmonary stenosis 7-8 1:1
Transposition of the great arteries 4-8 2-4:1
Coarctation of the aorta 5-7 2-5:1
Atrioventricular canal defect 2-7 1:1
Aortic stenosis 2-5 4:1
Truncus arteriosus 1-2 1:1
Tricuspid atresia 1-2 1:1
Total anomalous pulmonary venous

connection
1-2 1:1

*Excludes mitral valve prolapse and bicuspid aortic valve
Data from Hoffman JL, Kaplan S. The incidence of congenital heart

disease. J Am Coll Cardiol 2002; 39: 1890-1900.
the operations that could be performed without opening the heart
were performed via a lateral thoracotomy (Fig. 165.1).
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS
An echocardiographic strategy, which encompasses identification
of the blood flow in CHD, is called segmental analysis. This
includes systematic determination of the position of the apex, situs
of the atrium, the atrioventricular relationship, and the ventriculoar-
terial relationship.13–15 Every patient getting an echocardiogram
has blood moving into and out of the heart. For survival, the basic
components of cardiac anatomy need to be present. In CHD, the
pathway that the blood takes is the issue of interest. This is of par-
ticular importance in complex CHD at the time of initial diagnosis.
Standard ASE imaging protocols16,17 will allow the examiner to
identify these points of anatomic interest. It is the thinking, not nec-
essarily the protocol, that needs emphasis in terms of segmental
analysis. Segmental thinking includes:

1. Cardiac position and visceral situs
a. Position of the heart in the chest, visceral situs
b. Relative position of the atria
c. Relative position of the ventricles, identified morpholo-

gically
  using cardiopulmonary bypass
  (VSD, ASD, tetralogy of Fallot,
  Fontan, Mustard, etc.)

Right lateral thoracotomy

• Right Blalock-Taussig shunt
• Waterston shunt

Left lateral thoracotomy

• Left Blalock-Taussig shunt
• Pulmonary artery band
• Coarctation repair
• PDA ligation
• Potts shunt

4th
5th

Lateral Thoracotomy

Figure 165.1. Schematic representation of the chest incisions and the
likely congenital heart operations which may be performed through that
approach. This information can be very helpful when the patient is
unaware of the procedure or procedures that were performed. ASD,
Atrial septal defect; PDA, patent ductus arteriosus; VSD, ventricular sep-
tal defect.
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2. Blood flow into the heart

a. Identification of systemic veins
b. Identification of pulmonary veins
c. Identification of venous anomalies

3. Blood flow through the heart
a. Atrioventricular connections, identified morphologically
b. Ventriculoarterial connections, identified morphologically
c. Shunts
d. Obstructions

4. Blood flow out of the heart
a. Aortic arch patency and branching pattern
b. Pulmonary artery bifurcation, size, and patency
c. Presence/size of the ductus arteriosus

5. Coronary artery anatomy

AoLiver

Subcostal situs view
Situs Solitus

Subcostal situs view
Situs Inversus

Subcostal situs view
Situs Ambiguus

Spine

A

B

C

IVC

Ao

Liver

Spine IVC

Anterior

Left

Anterior

Left

Ao

Liver

Spine
IVC

Figure 165.2. A, Normal visceral situs is described as situs solitus with
the liver mainly on the right, the stomach on the left, and the aorta (Ao) to
the left of the spine. Abnormalities of situs are frequently associated with
cardiac anomalies that are often complex. This is particularly true when
the visceral situs and cardiac position are discordant. For example, vis-
ceral situs solitus and dextrocardia has a high incidence of congenital
heart disease, as does situs inversus and levocardia. B, Visceral situs
is referred to as inversus when liver is mainly on the left and stomach
and aorta on the right of the spine. C, When the position of the vessels
and the liver cannot be reliably determined, this is referred to as situs
ambiguus. This finding has a higher incidence of associated congenital
cardiac defects. IVC, Inferior vena cava. (See accompanying Video
165.2, A-C.)
Cardiac Position and Visceral Situs
Abnormalities of cardiac position and visceral situs are frequently
associated with complex CHD. Imaging difficulties or confusion
about complex anatomy can become clearer after defining these
points. Abnormal cardiac position (dextrocardia, mesocardia) does
not imply that the heart cannot be visualized from standard left
parasternal imaging planes. However, the appearance from this
location will frequently be unusual and confusing.

Cardiac position and identification of visceral situs are best per-
formed in a transverse plane from the subcostal/subxiphoid loca-
tion. The transducer positioned with the notch at 3 o’clock
position will demonstrate the relative position of the abdominal
viscera.

Visceral Situs
• Situs solitus: (normal) Stomach and other accompanying organs
(spleen, pancreas, sigmoid colon) are on the left side and liver
and accompanying organs (cecum and appendix) are on the right
side (Fig. 165.2, A).

• Situs inversus: mirror image of normal (see Fig. 165.2, B).
• Situs ambiguus: Abdominal/thoracic organ arrangements are
inconsistent and or abnormally symmetric with duplication or
absence of organs (see Fig. 165.2, C).

• Tilting the probe toward the patient’s left shoulder will bring in
the four-chamber view, and the direction of the cardiac apex will
determine the cardiac position (Fig. 165.3).
• Apex pointing to the left: levocardia (normal)
• Apex pointing to the right: dextrocardia
• Apex pointing to the midline: mesocardia

Atrial Situs
Distinctive morphologic features determine atrial sidedness and not
their relative position in the chest. Atria can be recognized based on
the appearance of their appendage. Amorphologic right atrium has
a broad-based, triangular appendage positioned anteriorly when
compared to the left atrial appendage, whereas themorphologic left
atrium has a narrow, elongated, finger-like appendage posteriorly
positioned. Interestingly, in certain complex CHD, the morpho-
logic right atrium can be positioned on the left side of the heart
and chest and the morphologic left atrium can be on the right side
of the heart and chest. Practically speaking, it is challenging to
image the atrial appendage echocardiographically, and in most
cases atrial situs follows abdominal visceral situs as determined
from the subcostal view. It is also a reasonable assumption that
the morphologic right atrium receives the systemic veins and the
morphologic left atrium the pulmonary veins.

Atrial position is described as atrial situs solitus (normal), atrial
situs inversus, or atrial situs ambiguus (also referred to as atrial
isomerism).
Ventricular Position and Morphologic
Identification
Right or left ventricle identification is once again based on their
specific morphologic characteristics and not on their relative
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LV

RA

RV

LA

LVRA

RV
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LV

RA

RV

Levocardia (normal) DextrocardiaMesocardia

Figure 165.3. Cardiac position is best determined from subcostal imaging. This view is obtained by placing the transducer in the subcostal space in a
transverse orientation with the indicator notch pointed to the patient’s left. An “apex down” view is the most anatomically correct and is a less confusing
view to determine the direction of the apex. Apex pointing to the patient’s left is referred to as levocardia, to the middle is mesocardia, and to the right is
dextrocardia. Although dextrocardia in this example is shown with the left atrium and left ventricle in an anatomic leftward position, this is not always the
case. Dextrocardiamay also present as a “mirror image” of levocardiawith the left ventricle and left atrium on the patient’s right. Truemesocardia is quite
rare. The apex almost always favors one side or the other. The sonographermust take care to display the image exactly as it appears. The orientation of
patient right and left should remain constant, and no attempt should bemade tomake the image appear “normal” by changing right-left orientation. LA,
Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See accompanying Video 165.3, A-C.)
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position in the chest. The right ventricle has a triangular shape with
coarse trabeculations and the presence of a prominent muscle bun-
dle called a moderator band with a septal band along the septal sur-
face. In comparison with the right ventricle, the left ventricle is
cone shaped, is finely trabeculated, and has a smooth septal surface,
no moderator band, and a higher level of insertion of the mitral
valve. Two papillary muscles are usually present and attach to
the free left ventricular wall with no attachment to the interventric-
ular septum. It is also important to remember that embryologically,
the atrioventricular valves arise from their respective ventricles
and are inseparable. Thus, the tricuspid valve always accompanies
the right ventricle irrespective of its position or attachment to
the atria or the great vessel, and the same rule applies to the left
ventricle and mitral valve. While imaging patients with CHD, it
is also useful to remember that the tricuspid valve is inserted
more apically along the ventricular septum compared with the
mitral valve, and this may further facilitate identification of the
ventricles.
Blood Flow into the Heart
Echocardiographic imaging of the systemic and pulmonary veins
requires skill and training in order to identify any deviation from
normal. It is important to know and understand the anomalies of
systemic and pulmonary venous return and their echocardiog-
raphic appearance. A combination of suprasternal and subcostal/
subxiphoid views is helpful in defining the venous anatomy. Mor-
phologic identification of the individual cardiac segments is fol-
lowed by tracing the course of blood flow through the heart.
Blood Flow through the Heart
Blood in the right atrium may enter the right or the left ventricle
depending on the atrioventricular relationship, which can be
described as atrioventricular concordance (normal) or atrioventric-
ular discordance. When the morphologic right atrium drains into
the morphologic right ventricle, it is referred to as atrioventricular
concordance (normal), and when the morphologic right atrium
drains into the morphologic left ventricle, it is referred to as atrio-
ventricular discordance. In addition, blood flow through the heart
requires a systematic assessment for shunts, which may occur at
atrial, ventricular, or great-artery levels. Evaluation of flow across
the valves will determine the presence of obstruction, stenosis, or
regurgitation.
Blood Flow out of the Heart
Identifying flow out of the heart begins by defining the ven-
triculoarterial relationship, which can once again be described as
ventriculoarterial concordance (normal), ventriculoarterial discor-
dance, or double-outlet right or left ventricle. Knowledge of the
echocardiographic appearance of abnormal great-artery relation-
ships is crucial for imaging CHD patients. The pulmonary artery/
pulmonary valve can be identified by visualizing the bifurcation
into the left and right pulmonary artery. The aorta/aortic valve will
demonstrate the origin of coronary arteries and the head and neck
vessels. Arch sidedness and its patency should be established as
part of a systematic segmental approach. The connection of the
morphologic right ventricle to the pulmonary artery and of the
morphologic left ventricle to the aorta is referred to as ventriculoar-
terial concordance and vice versa is ventriculoarterial discor-
dance. When more than 50% of both arteries arise from a
particular ventricle, it is referred to as double-outlet right or left
ventricle based on the ventricle of origin.

Coronary Artery Anatomy
In a pediatric echocardiographic laboratory, it is a routine practice
to assess the origin and proximal course of the coronary arteries.17

The coronary artery anatomy can be difficult to image in larger
adult patients with difficult echocardiographic windows. However,
when possible, it is important to define the origin of coronary arter-
ies. We know that certain CHDs are associated with a coronary
artery anomaly, and in some cases the coronary anatomy might
have implications during surgical intervention/re-intervention.

SPECIAL PEDIATRIC VIEWS AND THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE
As defined by American Society of Echocardiography, five differ-
ent locations including subcostal/ subxiphoid, apical, left paraster-
nal, right parasternal, and suprasternal views are used for
performing a detailed pediatric echocardiogram.17 In this chapter
we describe some of the special pediatric views and their role in
defining CHD.

The ductal view is obtained by aligning the transducer in a sag-
ittal plane from a high left parasternal location (notch positioned
between 12 and 1 o’clock position) (Fig. 165.4). This view aligns
the main pulmonary artery, the ductus arteriosus, and the descend-
ing aorta in a single plane. Color flow mapping helps confirm the
absence or presence of a ductal patency and the direction of blood



LV LA

Parasternal ductal view
(High left parasternal)

RV

PA
PDA

Desc Ao

Figure 165.4. The “ductal view” is obtained by placing the transducer in
a sagittal orientation from a high left parasternal location with the indica-
tor notch directly superior. The main pulmonary artery (PA), the patent
ductus arteriosus (PDA), and the descending aorta (Desc Ao) are all seen
in a continuation. Color flow mapping is an essential part of imaging.
However, recognition of blue flow (representing right-to-left ductus)
requires caution. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium;
RV, right ventricle. (See accompanying Video 165.4.)

RA

MPA

Subcostal RV inflow/outflow view

RV

Figure 165.6. The right ventricle (RV) outflow view is obtained by rotat-
ing the transducer 45 degrees counterclockwise from the subcostal
four-chamber view. This is an excellent view for evaluating the entire right
ventricular outflow tract, particularly when there is stenosis or hypoplasia
at one or more levels along the tract. This view offers good alignment for
Doppler assessment. MPA, Main pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium.
(See accompanying Video 165.6.)
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flow in this vessel. This view also allows a better visualization of
ductal size. In cases with a good echocardiographic window, this
view is also excellent for visualization of the isthmus (narrowest
portion of the arch) and the upper descending aorta. Hence, this
view is of particular significance in recognizing the presence and
severity of coarctation of the aorta.

The subcostal/subxiphoid long-axis view (four-chamber view)
is useful for evaluating atrial chamber size and particularly for visu-
alization of the atrial septum. The transducer is pointed at the left
shoulder, and the indicator notch is to the patient’s left. Color flow
mapping from this view is very helpful in identifying the presence
of atrial-level shunting, as well as its magnitude and direction
(Fig. 165.5). In patients with poor subxiphoid windows, the left
parasternal short-axis view may be used to visualize the atrial
septum (transducer in left parasternal location and notch directed
at 3 o’clock position). The right ventricular outflow view is obtained
by rotating the transducer 45 degrees counterclockwise from the
subcostal/subxiphoid long-axis view and angulating anteriorly
LV

LA

RA

Subcostal four-chamber view

RV

Figure 165.5. The subcostal four-chamber view is useful for evaluating
atrial chamber size and particularly for looking at the atrial septum. It is
obtained from the subxiphoid space with the transducer pointed at
the left shoulder and the indicator notch to the patient’s left. LA, Left
atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See accom-
panying Video 165.5.)
(Fig. 165.6). This is an excellent view for evaluating the right ven-
tricular outflow tract, particularly when there is suspected stenosis
or hypoplasia.

Aortic arch pathology is more prevalent with CHD, making
imaging of this structure an important part of the examination.
The aortic arch is best visualized from a suprasternal long-axis
view (transducer in the suprasternal notch and parallel to a plane
between the left shoulder and right hip). The transducer indicator
notch is approximately at the 1 o’clock position with the patient
positioned supine with head and neck extended with the help of
a wedge under the shoulder (Fig. 165.7). The suprasternal short-
axis view is obtained by rotating the transducer clockwise about
60 degrees from the long-axis view (indicator notch at the 3 o’clock
position) and is useful for evaluating pulmonary veins as well as the
superior vena cava (Fig. 165.8). This is also an excellent view for
visualization of the right pulmonary artery, which is used as a land-
mark for this view. While in the suprasternal short-axis view, with
some further clockwise rotation and superior tilt toward the
LSCA

LCCAInnom.
artery

RPA
AV

Figure 165.7. Arch configuration and patency may be obtained from
the suprasternal long-axis view, with the transducer in the suprasternal
notch and the transducer parallel to a plane between the left shoulder
and right hip. Specific attention to the distance between head and neck
vessels and color flowmappingmay be necessary in patients with coarc-
tation. AV, Aortic valve; Innom. artery. innominate artery; LCCA, left com-
mon carotid artery; LSCA, left subclavian artery; RPA, right pulmonary
artery. (See accompanying Video 165.7.)
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Innom. vein
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LLPV
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RPA

Suprasternal short-axis view
“Crab view”

Figure 165.8. Suprasternal short-axis views are obtained by rotating
the transducer about 60 degrees in clockwise direction from the supra-
sternal long axis view. This view is very useful for evaluating pulmonary
veins as well as the superior vena cava (SVC). This is also an excellent
view for assessment of the right pulmonary artery (RPA), which is used
as a landmark for obtaining the view. Ao, Aorta; Innom. vein, innominate
vein; LA, left atrium; LLPV, left lower pulmonary vein; LUPV, left upper
pulmonary vein;MPA, main pulmonary artery; RLPV, right lower pulmo-
nary vein; RUPV, right upper pulmonary vein. (See accompanying Video
165.8, A and B.)

Parasternal short-axis
“sweep”

Figure 165.10. Sweeps are important to establish relationships
between contiguous structures. The parasternal short-axis sweep is per-
formed from a parasternal location with transducer in a short-axis plane.
This view is particularly important for evaluating the entire ventricular sep-
tum from the base to the apex and also the mitral valve apparatus. Color
flow mapping aids the diagnosis of shunts across the ventricular septum
and also valvular regurgitation. (See accompanying Video 165.10.)
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shoulder, the branching pattern of the innominate artery may be
visualized to aid in identification of arch sidedness (Fig. 165.9).

Sweeps are important to establish relationships between contig-
uous structures. The left parasternal short-axis sweep (transducer
in left parasternal position, notch pointing toward 2 o’clock posi-
tion) begins with the transducer tilted toward the right shoulder
and progresses from the base of the heart to the apex. This sweep
is particularly important for evaluating the ventricular septum. This
is useful in the two-dimensional exam as well as in color flow map-
ping. While sweeping toward the apex, it may be necessary to slide
the transducer inferiorly between rib interspaces toward the cardiac
apex in an attempt to cover the entire ventricular septum, particu-
larly the apical muscular septum (Fig. 165.10). In addition to the
ventricular septum and the details of the aortic and pulmonary
valve, this view is excellent for visualization of the mitral valve
and papillary muscles.
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Figure 165.9. From the suprasternal short-axis view, further clockwise
rotation and slight angulation of the transducer toward the contralateral
shoulder will demonstrate the branching pattern of the innominate artery
as an aid in identification of arch sidedness. First branch going to the right
side and bifurcating suggests a left arch, and first branch going to the left
and bifurcating suggests a mirror-image right arch. Ao, Aorta; LCCA, left
common carotid artery; LSCA, left subclavian artery; RCCA, right com-
mon carotid artery; RSCA, right subclavian artery. (See accompanying
Video 165.9.)
ROLE OF TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN AN ADULT PATIENT
WITH CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE
The indications for TEE in an adult patient with CHD include diag-
nosis and guidance during percutaneous interventions and during
surgical repairs (intraoperative). In the presence of technical limi-
tations such as poor acoustic windows, TEE can be extremely help-
ful in adults with CHD for establishing a diagnosis and guiding
their management. TEE offers better visualization of interatrial
shunts, pulmonary venous drainage, aortic dissection, abscesses
or vegetations, intracardiac thrombus, intracardiac baffles, and
prosthetic valves when compared to transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy (TTE).18–24 Surgical baffles and conduits may be better visu-
alized by TEE as compared with TTE.23,24 In the interventional
cardiac laboratory and operating room, TEE is an extremely helpful
modality of cardiac imaging and a standard of care.25,26 The utility
of TEE may be regarded as an alternative to cardiac magnetic res-
onance (CMR) imaging in certain cases or as an adjunct to it in
other cases. Depending on the questions being asked and the set-
ting, one may be preferred over the other. CMR may provide addi-
tional information in cases of intracardiac baffles, extracardiac
baffles, and conduits.23,27 CMR is now the imaging test of choice
in adult patients with tetralogy of Fallot for quantification of right
ventricular volumes, estimation of pulmonary regurgitation frac-
tion, and quantification of other shunt flows and collateral flow.
It is also the recommended imaging test for measurement of aortic
root size in patients with bicuspid aortic valve or Marfan syndrome.
Intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) is now being increasingly
used for interventional procedures in some centers.28 Three-
dimensional TEE is now available and being used for diagnostic
and interventional purposes.29,30 Hahn and colleagues describe spe-
cific TEE views recommended in specific diagnostic scenarios for
adult patients with CHD.18 Hahn and colleagues also alert clini-
cians to the sedation requirements of this group of patients during
a TEE and the need for closer monitoring.18
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SUMMARY
• History is the key (including the surgical details).
• Be a detective—find out when the repair was done, where the
scar is, and so on.

• Know which operations are done through the side versus midline
incision.

• Know the timeline of the various surgical repairs and which pro-
cedure is currently being done compared with those that are now
abandoned.

• Understand the segmental approach to the identification of car-
diac anatomy.

• Know the specific morphologic characteristics of all the cardiac
structures/chambers (see Chapter 169).

• Know and practice the special pediatric views.
• Know the commonly occurring complications and consequences
of various forms of CHD.

• Understand the role of TEE, ICE, and CMR in these patients.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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166 Common Congenital Heart Defects Associated
with Left-to-Right Shunts

Eleanor Ross, MD, Vivian W. Cui, MD, David A. Roberson, MD
Left-to-right shunt lesions are among the most common congenital
cardiac anomalies.1 The common types of left-to-right shunt
lesions include: atrial septal defect (ASD), ventricular septal defect
(VSD), atrioventricular septal defect (AVSD), and patent ductus
arteriosus (PDA) (Table 166.1). Their clinical significance is based
on volume overload, congestive heart failure, pulmonary hyperten-
sion, and endocarditis. Some defects may close spontaneously,
such as PDA, secundum ASD, muscular VSD, and less commonly
perimembranous VSD.2,3 Others are amenable to device closure,
including secundum ASD, muscular VSD, perimembranous
VSD, and PDA.4–7 The remaining types of defects require surgical
closure. In this chapter, we focus on the more common defects
in the absence of additional cardiac defects. The less common
left-to-right shunt anomalies such as fistulas, arteriovenous malfor-
mations, and aortopulmonary window are excluded from this
discussion. The goal of echocardiography is to define the type, size,
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number, location, chamber dimensions, shunt size, and pulmonary
artery pressures.

Atrial septal defect (ASD) is associated with increased pulmo-
nary blood flow, right heart chamber enlargement due to volume
overload, occasional exercise intolerance, and pulmonary hyper-
tension if left untreated for an extensive period.8–10 The most com-
mon type is the ostium secundum ASD, which is located within the
oval fossa (Fig. 166.1). Many of these are amenable to device clo-
sure.4,11 The second most common type is ostium primum ASD,
which is located at the apical aspect of the atrial septum adjacent
to the atrioventricular valves.12 This defect is typically associated
TABLE 166.1 Congenital Heart Disease with Left-to-Right Shunt

ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT (ASD)
Type Description

Secundum In the region of the oval fossa; may have multiple orifices;
Primum In the apical region of the atrial septum; associated with c
Sinus venosus Superior type with SVC override is more common than the

vein connections
Coronary sinus Shunt through the coronary sinus is associated with parti

vena cava

VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT (VSD)

Type Description

Muscular Completely surrounded by septal myocardium; various lo
Perimembranous Deficiency of membranous septum and surrounding regio
Malaligned Deviated conal septum; seen in tetralogy of Fallot, double
Outlet VSD Deficient or absent outlet portion of ventricular septum; se
Inlet VSD Due to absent or deficient atrioventricular septum

ATRIOVENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT (AVSD)

Type Description

Primum ASD Located in the apical region of the atrial septum; associat
Intermediate Includes primum ASD, common AV valve with divided ori
Complete Includes primum ASD, common AV valve with common o

PATENT DUCTUS ARTERIOSUS (PDA)

Type Description

Premature May cause high pulmonary bloodflow and CHF; can be c
Older patients Rarely causes CHF; typically closed percutaneously

CHF, Congestive heart failure; IVC, inferior vena cava; RV, right ventricle; SVC,

A

RA

LA

*

B

Figure 166.1. Secundum atrial septal defect (asterisk) visualized in the shor
Color Doppler imaging shows the left-to-right shunt (L2RS). LA, Left atrium;
with a cleft in the mitral valve and is within the atrioventricular sep-
tal defect spectrum (Fig. 166.2/Video 166.2). Sinus venosus ASDs
are located at the cavoatrial junction and typically are associated
with partial anomalous pulmonary venous connections of the right
pulmonary veins.13 The superior type that is adjacent to the SVC is
more common than the inferior type adjacent to the IVC
(Fig. 166.3/Video 166.3). The coronary sinus type ASD is very rare
and usually associated with a left superior vena cava and unroofed
coronary sinus (Fig. 166.4/Video 166.4).14

Ventricular septal defect (VSD) is a very common congenital
heart defect, either as an isolated anomaly or in combination with
often amenable to device closure
left mitral valve; within the spectrum of atrioventricular (AV) septal defects
inferior type with IVC override; associated with anomalous right pulmonary

al or complete unroofing of the coronary sinus and persistent left superior

cations and multiple defects possible
n; fibrous continuity of tricuspid, mitral, and aortic valves
-outlet RV, interrupted aortic arch complex
en in truncus arteriosus and doubly committed subarterial VSD

ed with cleft mitral valve
fice and inlet VSD with pouch
rifice and inlet VSD

losed with indomethacin or surgery

superior vena cava.

LA

RA

RA

LA
L2RS

*

t-axis (A) and long-axis (B) views by transesophageal echocardiography.
RA, right atrium.
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Figure 166.3. A, Superior sinus venosus atrial septal defect (asterisk) visualized in the transgastric view by transesophageal echocardiography.
B, Color Doppler imaging shows the left-to-right shunt (L2RS). LA, Left atrium; RA, right atrium; SVC, superior vena cava. (See corresponding Video
166.3.)
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Figure 166.2. A, Primum atrial septal defect (asterisk) visualized in the midesophageal four-chamber view by transesophageal echocardiography.
B,Color Doppler imaging shows the left-to-right shunt (L2RS). LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See corresponding
Video 166.2.)
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a large variety of other defects.1 In this chapter, we focus on VSD as
an isolated anomaly. VSDmay be associated with increased pulmo-
nary blood flow, left heart chamber enlargement, congestive heart
failure, exercise intolerance, and pulmonary hypertension if left
untreated for an extensive period.3,15,16

Muscular VSD is completely surrounded by septal myocar-
dium.17,18 They may be single or multiple, vary widely in size,
but are usually small and are most commonly located in the region
of the moderator band or apex (Figs. 166.5 and 166.6/Video 166.6).
Many of these presenting in the newborn period will close sponta-
neously.19 Large or persistent multiple muscular VSD may require
treatment with device closure or surgery.6,20

Perimembranous VSD involves the membranous portion of the
ventricular septum and surrounding tissue (Fig. 166.7/Video 166.7,
A-C).17,18 There is contact between the tricuspid, mitral, and aortic
valves. There is often a pouch of tissue related to the tricuspid valve
that partially occludes the defect. Some are amenable to device clo-
sure and others require surgery to close.7,20

Malaligned VSD is due to malalignment and deficiency of
ventricular septal myocardial components.18 Anterior deviation
of the conal septum without outflow tract obstruction, the so-called
Eisenmenger type, is one of the least common types of malaligned
VSD. Most malalignment defects are associated with other anom-
alies such as anterior malalignment present in tetralogy of Fallot
and double-outlet right ventricle21 (Fig. 166.8/Video 166.8, A-C),
whereas posterior malalignment VSD is associated with coarctation
and interrupted aortic arch complex (Fig. 166.9). Surgical repair
is needed.
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Figure 166.5. A, Apical muscular ventricular septal defect (VSD, arrow) visualized by transthoracic echocardiography in the parasternal long-axis view
with color Doppler imaging. B, Spectral Doppler interrogation shows VSD is restrictive, with peak gradient greater than 90 mm Hg. LA, Left atrium; LV,
left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 166.4. A, Coronary sinus atrial septal defect (asterisk) visualized by transesophageal echocardiography. B, Color Doppler imaging shows the
left-to-right shunt (L2RS). LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See corresponding Video 166.4.)
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Figure 166.7. Top, Perimembranous ventricular septal defect (yellow arrow) visualized by transthoracic echocardiogram in the parasternal short-axis
view by two-dimensional (A) and color Doppler imaging (B). Bottom, Subcostal views of the same perimembranous VSD (yellow arrow), showing the
defect with tricuspid valve pouch tissue by two-dimensional (C) and the left-to-right shunt (L2RS) by color Doppler imaging (D).AoV,Aortic valve; LA, left
atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; VSD, ventricular septal defect. (See corresponding Video 166.7, A-D.)
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Figure 166.6. A, Multiple small muscular ventricular septal defects (arrows) visualized by transthoracic echocardiography in the subcostal view.
B, Color Doppler imaging shows the multiple left-to-right shunts, so called Swiss cheese VSD. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle;
VSD, ventricular septal defect. (See corresponding Video 166.6.)
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Figure 166.8. Malaligned ventricular
septal defect (yellow arrow) in tetralogy
of Fallot with anterior deviation of the
conal septum (C) and resultant nar-
rowing of the right ventricular outflow
tract (RVOT). Top, VSD visualized by
transthoracic echocardiography in
the subcostal view by two-dimensional
(A) and color Doppler imaging (B) right-
to-left shunt (R2LS). Bottom, Subcos-
tal views of the same malaligned VSD
(yellow arrow), showing the defect with
tricuspid valve pouch tissue by 2-
dimensional (C) and the left-to-right
shunt (L2RS) by color Doppler imaging
(D). AoV, Aortic valve; LA, left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV,
right ventricle; VSD, ventricular septal
defect. (See corresponding Video
167.8, A-D.)
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Figure 166.9. Malaligned ventricular septal defect (asterisk) in patient with interrupted aortic arch, shown by transthoracic echocardiogram in the
apical view. There is subaortic narrowing (arrow).A,Posterior deviation of the conal septum (C).B,Orthogonal viewwith the same findings.Ao,Ascend-
ing aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; VSD, ventricular septal defect.
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Outlet VSD is located in the ventricular outflow tract beneath
the semilunar valves and requires surgical closure.18 These defects
are sometimes referred to as supracristal or doubly committed sub-
arterial VSD (Fig. 166.10/Video 166.10, A-C).17 They may be asso-
ciated with prolapse of the aortic valve into the defect causing
aortic valve insufficiency.22 This type of VSD is also present in
truncus arteriosus (Fig. 166.11).23

Inlet VSD is located in the inlet portions of the ventricular
septum, within the confines of the attachments of the tricuspid
valve apparatus (Fig. 166.12).18 It is characterized by coplanar
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Figure 166.10. Top, Supracristal type outlet ventricular septal defect (yellowarrow) visualized by transthoracic echocardiography in the parasternal short-
axis view by two-dimensional (A) and color Doppler imaging (B). Bottom, Parasternal long-axis view of the same outlet VSD (yellow arrow), showing the
defect by 2-dimensional (C) and the left-to-right shunt (L2RS)by color Doppler imaging (D).Ao,Aorta;AoV, aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle;RA,
right atrium; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; VSD, ventricular septal defect. (See corresponding Video 166.10, A-D.)
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Figure 166.11. Outlet ventricular septal defect (yellow arrow) in a patient with truncus arteriosus visualized by transthoracic echocardiography in the
parasternal long-axis view by two-dimensional (A) and color Doppler imaging (B). Color Doppler shows the right-to-left shunt (R2LS) across the VSD
and a regurgitant jet from the dysplastic truncal valve. LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle; TA, truncus arteriosus; VSD, ventricular septal
defect. (See corresponding Video 166.11, B.)
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atrioventricular (AV) valves and is often associated with a cleft
in the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve. Inlet VSD is present in
atrioventricular septal defect and is treated with surgery.24

Atrioventricular septal defect (AVSD), also called AV canal
defect or endocardial cushion defect, is due to a defect in atrioven-
tricular septation that results in abnormalities of the atrial septum,
ventricular septum, and atrioventricular valves (Fig. 166.13).12,24

Partial AVSD, with primum ASD and cleft mitral valve, was dis-
cussed earlier. Intermediate AVSD consists of a primum ASD,
common AV valve with separate right and left orifice, and an inlet
VSD completely or partially closed by pouchlike tissue related to
the AV valves (Fig. 166.14/Video 166.14). Complete AVSD has
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Figure 166.13. Three types of atrioventricular septal defects (AVSDs) seen from the four-chamber view. A, Primum atrial septal defect (arrow).
B, Intermediate AVSD with primum atrial septal defect (top arrow), inlet ventricular septal defect and atrioventricular valve pouch tissue (bottom arrow).
(C) Complete AVSD with primum ASD (top arrow) and inlet ventricular septal defect (bottom arrow) without valve pouch tissue. ASD, Atrial septal
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Figure 166.14. Intermediate atrioventricular (AV) septal defect visualized from the apical four-chamber view. A, Two-dimensional imaging showing
primum atrial septal defect (1) and inlet ventricular septal defect with atrioventricular valve pouch tissue (yellow arrow), as well as an additional secun-
dum atrial septal defect (2). B, Color Doppler imaging showing left-to-right shunt (blue arrow) across the inlet ventricular septal defect. LA, Left atrium;
LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See corresponding Video 166.14.)
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Figure 166.15. Complete atrioventricular septal defect visualized from the apical four-chamber view. Two-dimensional imaging shows primum atrial
septal defect (1) and inlet ventricular septal defect (arrow). LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle. (See corresponding
Video 166.15.)
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Figure 166.16. Large patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) visualized from a parasternal short-axis “three finger” view. A, Two-dimensional imaging shows
the PDA extending from the descending aorta (DAO) to the pulmonary artery (PA). B, Color Doppler imaging demonstrates the large left-to-right shunt
(L2RS) across the PDA. AoV, Aortic valve; L, left pulmonary artery; LA, left atrium; R, right pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium. (See corresponding Video
166.16.)
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a primum ASD, common AV valve with common orifice, and inlet
VSD (Fig. 166.15/Video 166.15).

Patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) is due to the persistent patency of
the fetal artery that connects the main pulmonary artery and the des-
cending aorta (Fig. 166.16/Video 166.16). Failure of spontaneous
PDA closure in the preterm infant is associated with pulmonary over-
circulation.15 In this setting, the PDA may be closed medically with
indomethacin or surgery if medical treatment fails.15,25 Older patients
with PDA are often asymptomatic and are treated most commonly
with device closure, which has largely replaced surgical treatment.5
Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Obstructive lesions along the outflow tracts of the right ventricle
(RV) and left ventricle (LV) can be found at the level of the
semilunar valve, below the valve within the subarterial outflow
chamber, or above the valve along the great arteries. Based on a
meta-analysis of nearly 40 published studies evaluating the inci-
dence of congenital heart disease (CHD) over many decades, pul-
monary stenosis (PS) represents the 4th most common CHD
(occurring in 73 per 100,000 live births), coarctation of the aorta
(CoA) the 6th most common (occurring in 41 per 100,000 live
births), and aortic stenosis (AS) the 7th most common (occurring
in 40 per 100,000 live births).1 Among almost 600,000 patients
evaluated at the Cardiovascular Program of Children’s Hospital
Boston from 1988 to 2002, a pulmonic valve (PV) abnormality
is the 4th most common diagnosis with a frequency of 5.7%, and
an aortic valve (AoV) abnormality is the 5th most common with
a frequency of 5.5%.2 In patients with LV outflow obstruction, val-
var AS is the most common subgroup, followed by CoA, subvalvar
AS, and supravalvar AS. CoA may present as an isolated anomaly
or in association with other cardiac lesions, particularly a bicuspid
AoV, other left-sided obstructive lesions, or a ventricular septal
defect (VSD). RV outflow obstructive lesions include valvar PS,
double-chambered RV (DCRV), supravalvar PS, and peripheral
pulmonic stenosis (PPS). Aortic obstruction is more commonly
seen than obstruction along the main or branch pulmonary arteries.
ANATOMY OF THE OUTFLOW TRACTS
AND THORACIC AORTA
The normal outflow tract can be divided into three anatomic seg-
ments: the subarterial region, the semilunar valve, and the proximal
great artery. The conus or infundibulum represents the subarterial
muscular chamber separating the atrioventricular valve from the
corresponding semilunar valve. In the normal heart, the subpul-
monary conus is separated from the trabecular segment of the
RV chamber at the infundibular os defined by themoderator, septal,
and parietal bands.

The normal semilunar valve consists of three leaflets with three-
dimensional attachments in a semilunar or crownlike fashion
within the arterial root extending from the ventriculoarterial junc-
tion to the sinotubular junction. Hence the term “annulus” used for
the semilunar valve in echocardiography is in fact a diagnostician
construct without a true anatomic correlate, because this area rep-
resents only the most proximal attachments of the semilunar valve
at the ventriculoarterial junction. The leaflets are separated by three
commissures extending during diastole from the center of the valve
at the level of the ventriculoarterial junction to the arterial wall at
the level of the sinotubular junction.

The thoracic aorta may be divided into five segments: (1)
ascending aorta, including the aortic root; (2) proximal transverse
arch, between the right innominate (brachiocephalic) and left com-
mon carotid arteries; (3) distal transverse arch, between the left
common carotid and left subclavian arteries; (4) isthmus, between
the left subclavian artery and the ligamentum or ductus arteriosus;
and (5) descending aorta. The aortic arch is left-sided (traveling to
the left of the trachea) in over 99% of patients. Several generally
benign variants in branching pattern are found, including (1) com-
mon origin of the right innominate and left common carotid arteries
(incorrectly referred to as a “bovine arch”), (2) aortic origin of the
left vertebral artery, and (3) aberrant right subclavian artery with
separate origin of the right subclavian artery distal to the left sub-
clavian artery origin.
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Obstructive lesions are associated with a pressure-overloaded ven-
tricle, often accompanied by progressive hypertrophy and fibrosis.
Patients with these problems generally present with a systolic mur-
mur whose location is determined by the affected outflow tract and
whose frequency and intensity are determined by the degree of
obstruction. Occasionally, a systolic click is heard. Symptoms in
children are rare, though severe obstruction can be associated with
chest pain, syncope, and/or exercise intolerance, particularly for
LV outflow obstruction. Rarely older children and adults will pre-
sent with signs of RV or LV failure, as severe hypertrophy can
result in progressive diastolic and systolic dysfunction. Severe out-
flow tract obstruction in the newborn period often involves severe
ventricular dysfunction, atrioventricular valve regurgitation, and
compromised cardiac output. In cases of critical AS or PS associ-
ated with inadequate cardiac output, ductal patency must be
maintained.

The presentation of CoA later in life is usually as an incidental
finding, although life-threatening complications such as intracra-
nial bleed, aortic dissection, or infective endarteritis do occur.
The more benign presentation usually involves a systolic murmur;
absent or weak femoral pulses with brachiofemoral delay; upper
extremity hypertension; hypertensive retinopathy; exercise intoler-
ance; or leg fatigue or claudication.3 Electrocardiography may
show LV hypertrophy, and the classic chest radiographic findings
are the “3” sign and rib notching.
VALVAR AORTIC STENOSIS
Congenital valvar AS is most frequently associated with a bicuspid
AoV, which likely represents the most common CHD with an inci-
dence of 0.4% to 2% in the general population.4–6 A true bicuspid
AoV with only two leaflets is rare. Instead it usually results from
fusion of two of the three leaflets or underdevelopment of one of
the three commissures (known as a raphe), leading to the use of
the term bicommissural AoV for these lesions. Fusion occurs most
frequently at the intercoronary commissure between the right and
left coronary leaflets (70%) (Fig. 167.1, A, and Video 167.1) fol-
lowed by the commissure between the right and noncoronary leaf-
lets (28%) (see Fig. 167.1, B) and the commissure between the left
and noncoronary leaflets (rare).7 In adults, valvar AS appears to
progress more rapidly in the setting of fusion of the intercoronary
commissure,8 though studies in children have shown faster progres-
sion of AS and regurgitation as well as an earlier need for interven-
tion when the right and noncoronary leaflets are fused.9 Common
associations include CoA,4 subvalvar AS, VSD, coronary anomaly,
Turner syndrome,10 and aortic dilation and aneurysm forma-
tion11,12 (see Fig. 167.1, C).
A B

Figure 167.1. A, Parasternal short-axis image of a bicommissural aortic valv
entation of the aortic opening.B, Parasternal short-axis image of a bicommiss
coronary leaflets. Notice the vertical orientation of the aortic opening.C,High p
a bicommissural aortic valve.D, Parasternal short-axis image in a neonate wit
patent commissure is between the left and noncoronary leaflets.
Neonatal valvar AS most frequently presents as a unicuspid
AoV with a small eccentric valvar orifice, usually at the commis-
sure between the left and noncoronary leaflets (see Fig. 167.1, D),
as well as thickened leaflets with poor mobility, a small aortic root
and ascending aorta, and either a small, hypertrophied LV with
endocardial fibroelastosis or a dilated LV with poor systolic func-
tion, mitral regurgitation, and left atrial dilation. Other AoV mor-
phologic abnormalities associated with valvar AS include a
dysplastic tricuspid AoV and a hypoplastic aortic “annulus.”

Echocardiographic evaluation of valvar AS must involve
assessment of leaflet and commissural morphology, best seen in
parasternal views. A bicuspid AoVwith a horizontally oriented sys-
tolic opening in short-axis views is generally associated with fusion
of the intercoronary commissure (see Fig. 167.1, A), whereas a
more vertically oriented systolic opening is associated with fusion
of the commissure between the right and noncoronary leaflets (see
Fig. 167.1, B). Incomplete commissural separation can restrict lat-
eral mobility of the leaflets, resulting in a systolic doming appear-
ance in long-axis views. The degree of obstruction is assessed
by measuring peak and mean gradients using continuous wave
Doppler interrogation in apical, right sternal border, and supraster-
nal views, though one must be cognizant of the known discrepan-
cies between the maximum instantaneous gradient measured by
echocardiography and the peak-to-peak gradient measured by cath-
eterization as well as the effects of pressure recovery.13 Although
criteria for valvar AS severity have not been established for chil-
dren, guidelines published for adults with valvar AS, including cal-
culation of aortic valve area by the continuity equation, have been
applied to the pediatric population.14 Three-dimensional echocar-
diography has also proven to be helpful in children as well as
adults.15,16 Other important components of the echocardiographic
evaluation include assessment of the degree of LV hypertrophy,
the presence of endocardial fibroelastosis, and the size of the
ascending aorta (see Fig. 167.1, C).

An important early decision in the management of neonates
with critical valvar AS involves the choice between biventricular
repair and univentricular palliation, as many of these patients have
borderline hypoplastic LVs. Several efforts have utilized multivar-
iable analyses to identify the risk factors for mortality with either
approach, and these risk factors have included aortic and mitral
annular size, relative LV length, and endocardial fibroelastosis
grade.17–20

AORTIC COARCTATION
CoA is typically juxtaductal in location, involving the aortic isth-
mus. The length of the narrowed segment may be discrete or
long-segment. Narrowing or hypoplasia of the transverse arch is
more commonly found in patients presenting as fetuses or early
C D

e with fusion of the intercoronary commissure. Notice the horizontal ori-
ural aortic valve with fusion of the commissure between the right and non-
arasternal long-axis image of ascending aortic dilation in association with
h valvar aortic stenosis and a unicommissural aortic valve where the only
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in childhood, whereas discrete narrowing with the presence of col-
laterals is more often seen in patients presenting later. The vast
majority of patients with CoA are now diagnosed as infants. The
diagnosis of CoA is 1.7 times more common in males, but CoA
occurs in 12% to 17% of patients with Turner syndrome.21 In sev-
eral large series of patients with CoA, 14% to 27% had significant
AS or aortic regurgitation.22–24 Complications are common in
patients following CoA repair, and age at repair appears to be a risk
factor. Late cardiovascular complications include systemic hyper-
tension, recoarctation, dissection, aneurysm, rupture, and early
coronary artery disease.25

The hallmark of CoA is luminal narrowing of the aorta due to a
posterior “shelf” or a circumferential membrane. A helpful ana-
tomic definition of narrowing is a diameter of the proximal trans-
verse arch 60% or less of the ascending aorta diameter, distal
transverse arch 50% or less, or isthmus 40% or less.26 Echocardi-
ography is a useful diagnostic tool for CoA, but imaging of the aor-
tic isthmus and proximal descending aorta is difficult in older
children and adults (Fig. 167.2, A/Video 167.2, A). In those cases,
other imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging
(Fig 167.2, B/Video 167.2, B) or computed tomography are
indicated.

Goals of the echocardiographic examination include evaluation
of aortic arch sidedness and branching pattern, severity and length
A

Figure 167.2. A, Suprasternal notch long-axis Color Compare image of an
without stenosis or regurgitation. Aliasing of the color Doppler flow jet is s
dimensional imaging. B, Three-dimensional volume rendering of a gadolinium
strating discrete narrowing of the aortic isthmus with mild poststenotic dilat

A

Figure 167.3. A, Suprasternal notch continuous wave Doppler of the same
across the region of coarctation with gradual deceleration of flow throughou
upper- and lower-extremity blood pressuremeasurements.B,Doppler tracing
showing low-velocity flow with continuous antegrade diastolic flow.
of CoA, size of other aortic segments (including aneurysms), other
left-sided structures (including AoV morphology), collaterals, LV
size and function (including LV mass), and associated lesions. The
arch is best visualized from suprasternal and high left sternal border
windows, but it may be seen in neonates even from the subcostal
window. Aortic branching is evaluated in suprasternal short-axis
imaging, with a normal pattern visualized as a bifurcating first bra-
chiocephalic artery to the right (opposite to the sidedness of the
arch). Absence of normal bifurcation may raise the suspicion of
an aberrant right subclavian artery. The region of the CoA and
proximal descending aorta is sometimes better seen in a sagittal
plane at the high left sternal border window using the main pulmo-
nary artery as a “window” for imaging. A juxtaductal CoA can
involve the origin of the left subclavian artery. If present, an aber-
rant subclavian artery may be above or below the site of CoA.

Doppler interrogation for the CoA gradient is best performed in
the suprasternal view, occasionally with the transducer positioned
toward the neck or right subclavicular region to align the ultrasound
beam with the long axis of the descending aorta or aortic isthmus.
The Doppler tracing of significant CoA shows a high-velocity sys-
tolic peak followed by gradual deceleration throughout diastole
(Fig. 167.3, A). Peak and mean gradients are measured, and in
the setting of multiple levels of obstruction the gradient proximal
to the CoA site (measured by pulsed wave Doppler) should be
B

adolescent with mild coarctation of the aorta and a bicuspid aortic valve
een across the region of stenosis, which is not well visualized on two-
-enhanced magnetic resonance angiogram of the same patient demon-
ion of the proximal descending aorta without aneurysm.

B

adolescent patient showing a peak instantaneous gradient of 42 mm Hg
t diastole. The systolic blood pressure gradient was 20 to 25 mm Hg by
of the descending aorta of the same patient at the level of the diaphragm
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subtracted from the total gradient. An important aspect of echocar-
diographic screening for CoA is the Doppler pattern of the descend-
ing aorta at the level of the diaphragm, where a low-velocity signal
with continuous antegrade diastolic flow may be seen (see
Fig. 167.3, B).

SUBVALVAR AORTIC STENOSIS
Many people have classified subvalvar AS as an acquired heart dis-
ease rather than a congenital one because it is rarely diagnosed
in utero or in the newborn period.27 Nevertheless, it is a progressive
disease that is associated with abnormalities in LV outflow tract
morphology such as a steep aortoseptal angle, an elongated
mitral-aortic intervalvular fibrosa, exaggerated aortic override,
prominent LV outflow tract muscle bundles, and abnormal MV
attachments to the ventricular septum.28,29 Subvalvar AS in isola-
tion most frequently presents as a discrete fibrous or fibromuscular
shelf from the ventricular septum below the aortic valve
(Fig. 167.4, A), occasionally extending to the anterior mitral leaflet
in a diaphragmatic fashion (see Fig. 167.4, B, and Video 167.4, B).
Occasionally the muscular component is so prominent that it results
in a tunnel-like outflow tract with significant obstruction. When a
VSD is present, the subaortic obstruction frequently results from
posterior deviation of the conal septum, often associated with aortic
coarctation or interrupted aortic arch.30 Other mechanisms for sub-
valvar AS with a VSD include an endocardial fold or fibromuscular
ridge at the crest of the muscular septum31 or abnormal MV attach-
ments to the ventricular septum (particularly in unrepaired or
repaired atrioventricular canal defects). Other associations with
subvalvar AS include a bicuspid AoV, a DCRV,32 and aortic regur-
gitation, which is usually not progressive in adults33 but can be
rapidly progressive in children and require early surgical interven-
tion.34 Echocardiographic evaluation of patients with subvalvar AS
must involve assessment of the mechanism and location of the
obstruction in apical and parasternal views as well as the degree
of the obstruction in apical, right sternal border, and suprasternal
views. In addition, aortic regurgitation and other associated abnor-
malities must be excluded.

SUPRAVALVAR AORTIC STENOSIS
Although it occasionally presents as a familial autosomal dominant
lesion or as a sporadic idiopathic disorder, supravalvar AS is usu-
ally associated with Williams syndrome, a constellation of clinical
problems including abnormal calcium metabolism, developmental
delay, failure to thrive, and abnormal facial features.35 Three ana-
tomic subtypes have been described: the most common hourglass
type frequently involving dilation of the aortic root and ascend-
ing aorta on either side of the narrowing, the membranous or
A

Figure 167.4. A, Parasternal long-axis image of subvalvar aortic stenosis se
aortic stenosis secondary to a subaortic fibromuscular ridge extending to th
diaphragmatic type, and the rare tubular type with diffuse hypopla-
sia of the ascending aorta.36 The obstruction is usually progressive
over time, and the degree of obstruction must be assessed by mea-
suring the maximum gradient in apical, right sternal border, and
suprasternal views. Patients with Williams syndrome can also have
branch pulmonary artery stenosis, aortic coarctation, and renal
artery stenosis. Other associations include abnormalities of the
AoV, coronary arteries (including dilation, ostial stenosis, or ostial
entrapment by a tethered leaflet), aortic arch branches, and branch
pulmonary arteries, and echocardiography must involve careful
evaluation of these structures.

VALVAR PULMONARY STENOSIS
Valvar PSmost commonly presents as thin but doming leaflets with
bicuspid morphology and poststenotic dilation of the main pulmo-
nary artery. Fusion or underdevelopment of a commissure can
result in a thickened raphe with tethering to the arterial wall at
the sinotubular junction, often making it difficult to distinguish this
lesion from supravalvar PS. In fact, underdevelopment of the distal
commissures can result in a more circular attachment of the valve at
the pulmonary root rather than the usual semilunar attachments.37

Occasionally valvar PS presents as dysplastic leaflets with thick-
ened leaflet edges, annular hypoplasia, and a small main pulmonary
artery. In these cases, the leaflets are attached to the root in a semi-
lunar fashion. Hence echocardiographic evaluation must include
characterization of the pulmonary valve leaflets as well as the pul-
monary root andmain pulmonary artery. Because most cases of sig-
nificant valvar PS can be treated with transcatheter pulmonary
balloon valvotomy, it is important to distinguish valvar PS from
supravalvar PS, a frequently challenging task when presentation
occurs during the neonatal period. The degree of obstruction is
measured by continuous wave Doppler interrogation of the pulmo-
nary outflow tract in subcostal views, modified apical views with
anterior angulation, and parasternal views. An atrial septal defect
or patent foramen ovale is commonly found in these patients,
and the atrial septummust be evaluated during the echocardiogram.

DOUBLE-CHAMBERED RIGHT VENTRICLE
ADCRV is an obstructive lesion involving anomalously prominent
muscle bundles, usually located at the infundibular os and dividing
the RV into two chambers: a proximal high-pressure inflow cham-
ber and a distal low-pressure outflow chamber.38 Unlike tetralogy
of Fallot, with anterior deviation of the conal septum resulting in
subvalvar PS and an underdeveloped subpulmonary conus, the sub-
pulmonary conus in a DCRV is expanded and well developed. Like
subvalvar AS, the obstruction in a DCRV may not be present early
in life, though a congenital anatomic substrate can be identified
B

condary to a subaortic fibromuscular ridge. B, Apical image of subvalvar
e anterior mitral leaflet.
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echocardiographically with superior displacement and hypertrophy
of the moderator band contributing to progressive hypertrophy at
the infundibular os.39 Others, however, have suggested that the
anomalous muscle bundles in a DCRV are in fact distinct from
the normal moderator band.40 The most common association is a
membranous VSD, occurring in up to 67% of these patients.41More
importantly, DCRV occurs in up to 10% of patients undergoing
VSD surgery,42 necessitating careful assessment of the RV cham-
ber in all patients with a VSD. As discussed previously, another
common association is subvalvar AS, occurring in 25% of patients
with a DCRV and VSD.32 In fact, up to 88% of these patients will
have a fixed subaortic ridge at the crest of the ventricular septum
with or without obstruction. The obstruction in a DCRV is usually
progressive and almost always requires surgical intervention. The
usual presentation is during childhood or adolescence, though cases
of adult presentation have been reported.43

Aside from characterization of the prominent muscle bundles and
subpulmonary conus inmultiple views, echocardiographymust eval-
uate the degree of obstruction, usually in subcostal views ormodified
apical views with anterior angulation. Parasternal views may not be
as helpful because of the anterior location of the prominent muscle
bundles and perpendicular orientation of the flow along the obstruc-
tion in these views. A careful evaluation of the ventricular septum is
crucial to identify an associated VSD. In most instances, the VSD is
related to the proximal high-pressure chamber, and the gradient
across the VSD will be low if there is significant obstruction associ-
ated with the DCRV. In the rare instance when the VSD is related to
the low-pressure chamber, there will be turbulent flow across the
VSD that will not reflect the degree of obstruction at the abnormal
muscle bundles. In addition, careful assessment of the LV outflow
tract, particularly at the crest of the ventricular septum in the setting
of a VSD, is needed to exclude subvalvar AS.

SUPRAVALVAR AND PERIPHERAL PULMONIC
STENOSIS
Congenital supravalvar PS is commonly seen in Noonan syndrome,
and PPS (also known as branch pulmonary artery stenosis) is most
commonly seen in congenital syndromes such as Williams, rubella,
or Alagille syndromes.44 The pathogenesis of these lesions is
incompletely understood. Echocardiography should include evalu-
ation of arterial size at the site of narrowing, the sizes of other pul-
monary artery segments, Doppler gradients, and signs of RV
hypertension (including tricuspid regurgitation gradient) or failure.
As noted earlier, supravalvar PS must be distinguished from valvar
PS, which may involve tethering of the valve at the sinotubular
junction. Mild PPS is a physiologic finding in early infancy during
the period of remodeling of the branch pulmonary arteries. Branch
pulmonary artery stenosis may be unilateral or bilateral.

The main and branch pulmonary arteries are generally imaged
from parasternal and suprasternal views, although subcostal imag-
ing may be useful in neonates and young children. For Doppler
interrogation, care must be taken to align the ultrasound beam with
the long axis of the pulmonary artery, and a different window from
the one used to measure arterial diameter is required. With unilat-
eral PPS, flow to the stenotic pulmonary artery is reduced, and the
gradient tends to underestimate the severity of the obstruction.
Additional imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imag-
ing and computed tomography, may be needed to visualize the pul-
monary arteries in older children and adults.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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168 The Adult with Unrepaired Complex
Congenital Heart Defects

Rachel Wald, MD, Samuel Siu, MD, SM, MBA, Erwin Oechslin, MD
In the vast majority of cases, complex congenital heart disease
(CHD) presents with cyanosis in early childhood and necessitates
surgical repair, or at least palliation, before adulthood. In contrast,
adults with acyanotic complex CHD can escape detection for many
decades as they often do not have major associated lesions. The
echocardiographic (echo) approach should be tailored to the indi-
cation: a sequential and segmental approach should be employed
for an initial diagnostic study; if the study is to be used for pre pro-
cedural planning, prior discussion with the interventional cardiol-
ogist or surgeon is beneficial to ensure that necessary data are
obtained; in a follow-up study where diagnosis has been well estab-
lished, a typical adult imaging sequence can be followed. It is
highly valuable to have access to the patient’s clinical record at
the time of the echo so that sonographer and interpreting cardiolo-
gist are fully aware of the underlying anatomy and the nature of any
cardiac interventions. In adults who have limited acoustic win-
dows, supplemental data from transesophageal echo (TEE), mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI), and/or cardiac computed
tomography (CT) may be required. Adults with developmental
impairment, those who may be anxious related to frequent hospital-
izations, or those with multiple chest incisions may not tolerate pro-
longed imaging protocols.

In this chapter we focus on two areas: (1) a summary of sequen-
tial, segmental analysis for assessment of complex CHD; and (2)
diagnostic features of cyanotic and acyanotic forms of complex
adult CHD.
SEQUENTIAL, SEGMENTAL APPROACH
TO COMPLEX CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE
In the sequential, segmental approach, chambers and vessels are
recognized according to their intrinsic morphological “rightness”
and morphological “leftness”, and not determined by its right- or
left sided position in the chest, by its relative position to other
chambers, or by the connection to the systemic or pulmonary cir-
culation.1–3 The heart is considered in three segments (the atria,
the ventricles, and the great arteries; characteristics are summarized
in Table 168.1). The atrioventricular valves always connect with
the corresponding ventricles: The tricuspid valve is more apically
positioned than the mitral (denoted by an arrow on Video 168.1)
with the exception of atrioventricular septal defect or double-inlet
left ventricle (LV).

Abdominal/Cardiac Situs
Determination of the abdominal situs and atrial arrangement (car-
diac situs) from the subcostal view is the first step (Fig. 168.1). As
the features that distinguish between left atrium (LA) and right
atrium (RA) are usually not visualized on transthoracic echo (see
Table 168.1), cardiac situs is inferred by the following: (1) The
RA almost always receives the inferior vena cava, and (2) cardiac
and abdominal situs are usually concordant. Based on the relation-
ship of the abdominal aorta and inferior vena cava, there are three
Left Atrium

ular Narrow, finger-like, tubular
Absent

rd the atrioventricular
alve

Few; confined to the left atrial appendage

a ovalis

Left Ventricle

tricuspid valve to septum
Absent
Present

ulations
ptomarginal trabeculation

Fine apical trabeculations
Smooth septal surface
Absent

Pulmonary

rteries/neck vessels/arch Bifurcates to branch pulmonary arteries
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Figure 168.3. Left atrial isomerism: A, Subcostal view with the aorta (Ao) on
continuation.B,Direct connection of the hepatic veins to the right-sided left at
(arrows).

Define Abdominal situs (cardiac situs)

Define Cardiac position/orientation

Identify the Three segments
(atria, ventricles, great arteries)

Describe Associated anomalies

Describe Atrioventricular and ventriculo-arterial
connections, ventricular looping, position of the ascending

 aorta relative to the main pulmonary artery

Figure 168.1. Sequential segmental analysis.

AA

IVC
Ao

Figure 168.2. Subcostal views to identify abdominal situs. A, Situs solitus: t
of the spine. B, Abdominal situs inversus: the IVC is on the left, and the aor
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types of cardiac situs solitus (normal; Fig. 168.2, A), situs inversus
(see Fig. 168.2, B, and Video 168.2), and isomerism (heterotaxy
syndrome, when the caval vein and the abdominal aorta are on
the same side of the spine; Fig. 168.3).

Cardiac Position
Cardiac position is best assessed in the subcostal view and includes
two terms, which are not interchangeable: location of the heart
within the chest (levoposition, dextroposition, mesoposition) and
cardiac orientation. Abnormal location of the heart within themedi-
astinum may also be a result of other factors including thoracic
abnormalities, mediastinal and thoracic structures, and surgical
procedures. Cardiac orientation describes the base-apex long axis
of the heart (levocardia, dextrocardia, or mesocardia).

Definition of the Connection
The atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial connections are defined
after successful identification of the three segments (atria, ventri-
cles, and great arteries; see Table 168.1). The connection can be
concordant, discordant, isomeric, or univentricular. Concordant
C

the right of the spine, absent suprarenal inferior vena cava with azygos
rium (LA).C,Apical four-chamber viewwith bilateral left atrial appendages

Aorta
IVC

B

he inferior vena cava (IVC) is on the right, and the aorta (Ao) is on the left
ta is on the right of the spine.
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Figure 168.4. Apical four-chamber-views to image atrioventricular connections and ventricular looping. A, Cardiac situs solitus and discordant atrio-
ventricular connection in physiologically “corrected” transposition of the great arteries. The RV is on the left of the LV, which indicates ventricular L-loop.
B, Cardiac situs solitus and ventricular D-loop in a patient who has undergone atrial switch (Mustard) procedure. The atria are connected with the
corresponding ventricles (concordant atrioventricular connections). LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PV baffle, pulmonary venous baffle; RA, right
atrium; RV, right ventricle. Arrow: Pacemaker lead in the subpulmonic LV.
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atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial connections are the normal
state. Discordant atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial connec-
tions are the diagnostic features of physiologically or congenitally
corrected transposition of great arteries (Fig. 168.4, A), whereas
concordant atrioventricular connection and discordant ventri-
culoarterial connections are features of complete transposition
of the great arteries (see Fig. 168.4, B). The atrioventricular conn-
ection is isomeric, neither concordant nor discordant, when the
cardiac situs is ambiguous (indeterminate situs). Univentricular
connections can exist with any type of cardiac situs and can be
absent right (Fig. 168.5, A, Video 168.3; asterisk denotes ventri-
cular septal defect) or absent left atrioventricular valve, or double
inlet ventricle (see Fig. 168.5, B, and Video 168.4). When there is
overriding of the atrioventricular valve (malalignment of the annu-
lus of one of the atrioventricular valves/atrial septum relative
to the ventricular septum), the 50% rule will determine whether
BA B

*

LV

RV

LARA

A

Figure 168.5. Univentricular connections. A, Apical four-chamber view of t
(asterisk). Note absence of the right atrioventricular (AV) valve (tricuspid valv
dominantly connect to the LV because of malalignment of the interatrial and
50% overriding). Note ventricular septal defect and straddling of the right-s
septum (arrow). The right- and left-sided AV valves are on the same plane.
ventricle.
the connection is biventricular (overriding<50%, concordant
connection with overriding of the atrioventricular valve) or a
univentricular connection (overriding of one atrioventricular
valve>50%; see Fig. 168.5, B, and Video 168.4). The receiving
ventricle can be a morphologic RV, LV (see Fig. 168.5, B, and
Video 168.4) or an indeterminate ventricle. The ventriculoarterial
connection (concordant, discordant, double outlet, or common arte-
rial trunk) is best determined using a short-axis sweep that define
the plane of the ventricular septum in relation to the great arteries.
The pulmonary artery is identified by its short trunk and its bifur-
cation, whereas the aorta is identified by the origin of the coronary
arteries and of neck vessels. The relationship between the ascend-
ing aorta and the main pulmonary artery is described in the para-
sternal short-axis view (e.g., aorta anterior to the right, anterior
to the left, or anteroposterior with respect to the pulmonary artery;
Fig. 168.6, A).
LV

RV

RA LA

ricuspid atresia, secundum atrial septal defect, ventricular septal defect
e). B, Apical four-chamber view of double-inlet LV. Both AV valves pre-
ventricular septum with overriding of the right-sided AV valve (more than
ided AV valve with chords attached to both sides of the interventricular
LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, hypoplastic right
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Figure 168.6. Unrepaired tetralogy of Fallot. A, Parasternal long-axis view showing malalignment of the aortic valve annulus relative to the ventricular
septumwith malalignment ventricular septal defect (VSD) and overriding of the aorta (asterisk).B, Parasternal short-axis view shows anterior and supe-
rior deviation of the infundibular septum resulting in malalignment VSD (asterisk) and subpulmonary outflow tract obstruction (plus sign).White arrow:
muscle bundles in the right ventricular outflow tract. Yellow arrow: bifurcation of themain pulmonary artery (PA) to the right and left PA.C,Color Doppler
flow mapping demonstrates flow acceleration at the level of the subpulmonary outflow tract. D, Continuous wave Doppler demonstrates severe right
ventricular outflow tract obstruction. Ao, Aortic root; AV, aortic valve; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
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Ventricular Looping
Ventricular looping determines the distribution of the coronary
artery pattern and conduction system. The apical four-chamber
view will differentiate D (dextro) loop (normal; morphologic RV
right of morphologic LV (see Fig. 168.4, B, and Video 168.2) ver-
sus L (levo) loop (morphologic RV left of morphologic LV; see
Fig. 168.4, A, and Video 168.1). Importantly, the transducer has
to be positioned according to the standard orientation and should
not be reversed to make the images to appear familiar.

Associated Malformations
Description of associated cardiac malformations is the last step and
includes but is not restricted to cardiac shunts (at any level), valvu-
lar function, left and/or right ventricular outflow tract obstruction,
anomalous systemic/pulmonary venous connection(s), aortic
coarctation, aortopulmonary vessels, and palliative created shunts.
Coronary anomalies are very difficult to ascertain by transthoracic
imaging in adults.

CYANOTIC COMPLEX CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE
Central cyanosis in the adult with unrepaired CHD is a result of one
of three major mechanisms, which need not be mutually exclusive:
central mixing of pulmonary and systemic blood flow, reduction of
pulmonary blood flow, and/or Eisenmenger physiology resulting in
reversal of an intracardiac shunt. We now review some of the more
common cyanotic lesions, the most complex forms of CHD (single
ventricle physiology), and palliative shunts.
Tetralogy of Fallot
Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is the most common form of cyanotic
CHD with adult survival and is defined by the classic findings of
pulmonary stenosis (at multiple levels), malalignment ventricular
septal defect (VSD), rightward deviation of the aortic valve with
override of the ventricular septum, and RV hypertrophy (see
Fig. 168.6 andVideo 168.5). Anterocephalad deviation of the infun-
dibular (outlet) septum results in a malalignment-type VSD, partial
commitment of the aorta to the RV, and subpulmonary outflow
obstruction (see Fig. 168.6, B). Hypertrophic septoparietal trabecu-
lation is an additional diagnostic feature.4 The parasternal long-axis
view typically demonstrates the malalignment outlet VSD and the
override of the aorta (if override of the aorta is >50%, it would be
described as “double outlet RV” rather than TOF; see Fig. 168.6, A,
and Video 168.5).5 The deviation of the infundibular septum ante-
riorly and superiorly is best seen in the parasternal short axis view,
and subvalvar pulmonary stenosis often begins at this level (see
Fig. 168.6, C). The parasternal and subcostal short-axis views
are useful to delineate the level of RV outflow tract obstruction
and provide suitable alignment for Doppler interrogation of the
level of obstruction (see Fig. 168.6, C and D). Valvular and supra-
valvular pulmonary obstruction can be well depicted on the para-
sternal short-axis view. Delineation of branch pulmonary artery
stenosis usually requires MRI or CT. Importantly, the severity of
the pulmonary obstructive gradient may be underestimated in the
presence of right-to-left shunting at the VSD level. Associated
defects that should be assessed include secundum atrial septal
defect (pentalogy of Fallot), additional VSDs, atrioventricular sep-
tal defect, right-sided aortic arch (with mirror image branching or
aberrant left subclavian artery contributing to a vascular ring), and/
or anomalous origins of the coronary arteries. Enlargement of
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the aortic root and ascending aorta is common.6 Surgical repair
should be considered to improve long-term outcome7 and typi-
cally includes relief of subvalvar and supravalvar pulmonary ste-
noses, pulmonary valvotomy, and VSD patch closure.8

Complete Transposition of the Great Arteries
(TGA or D-TGA)
Complete or “classic” transposition of the great arteries (TGA), the
second most common cyanotic congenital heart defect after tetral-
ogy of Fallot,9 denotes concordant atrioventricular connection and
discordant (reversed) ventriculoarterial connection with a subaortic
RV and subpulmonic LV. Whereas the typical adult with complete
TGA will have undergone atrial or arterial switch surgeries during
childhood,10–13 the unrepaired state of this lesion provides impor-
tant teaching points from the aspect of segmental diagnosis. Car-
diac situs solitus is the most common presentation, with aorta
anterior and to the right of the pulmonary artery. The parallel course
of the great arteries is the characteristic feature in the parasternal
long-axis view. The aorta originating from the RV gives rise to
the neck and head arteries, whereas a short vessel bifurcating first
confirms the pulmonary artery that originates from the LV. Asso-
ciated lesions include patent ductus arteriosus and patent foramen
ovale (usually present at birth), VSD, RV and LV outflow tract
obstruction, atrioventricular septal defect, dysplastic atrioventricu-
lar valves, aortic coarctation, and double aortic arch, among others.

Univentricular Heart
The “univentricular heart” represents a heterogeneous spectrum of
disease unified by the absence of two well-developed ventricles
with commitment of at least the majority of atrial flow to one func-
tionally single ventricle. Typically, there is a dominant ventricle
and a second rudimentary or accessory chamber (see Fig. 168.5
and Video 168.4); a truly solitary ventricle is relatively rare. Echo
A B

C

Ao

LPA

D

Figure 168.7. Palliative shunts.A andB, Left Blalock-Taussig shunt with con
anastomosis (arrow). Note diastolic backward flow from the left pulmonary art
systemic pressure in the LPA during diastole.
can characterize the dominant ventricle as LV (characterized by
smooth walls, fine trabeculations, and lack of septal attachments
of the chordae of the atrioventricular valve), RV (characterized
by course trabeculations and chordal attachments of the atrioven-
tricular valve to the septal surface), or indeterminate. The position
of the accessory chamber will be anterior (undeveloped RV) in LV
type and will be posterior in RV type (undeveloped LV). The atrio-
ventricular connection may be a single, a double, or a common
inlet. Atrioventricular valve morphology follows ventricular type;
in the case of a double-inlet ventricle, right- and left-sided atrioven-
tricular valves are the common designation as tricuspid or mitral
valve configurations may be difficult to designate (see
Fig. 168.5, B, and Video 168.4).14 Additional features to define
include the location and number of intracardiac septal defects as
well as location and function of the semilunar valves/great arteries.
Survival to adult life without previous surgical intervention is
uncommon, and mortality rates are distinctly higher for those with
univentricular hearts of RV as compared with LV morphology.15 A
cyanotic adult with a univentricular heart has typically undergone a
previous palliative shunt procedure and will consequently be
deemed to be at prohibitive risk of Fontan palliation.
Palliative Shunts
Systemic pulmonary palliative shunts serve to augment pulmonary
blood flow. Common types include the Blalock-Taussig shunt con-
nection from the subclavian artery to the pulmonary artery (typi-
cally on the side opposite to the side of the arch; Fig. 168.7, A
and B), the Waterston shunt from the ascending aorta to the right
pulmonary artery, and the Potts shunt from the descending aorta
to the left pulmonary artery (see Fig. 168.7, C and D). All of the
aforementioned shunts are best imaged in the suprasternal window
with addition of the high parasternal or “ductal” cut for the Blalock-
Taussig shunt visualization and the parasternal short-axis view
for imaging the Waterston shunt. Diastolic flow reversal in the
LPA

Ao

tinuous flow demonstrated by continuous wave Doppler.C andD, Potts
ery (LPA) to the proximal thoracic descending aorta (Ao) due to the supra-
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abdominal aorta can be an important sign of shunt patency. Com-
plications of the aforementioned shunts include pulmonary hyper-
tension and branch pulmonary artery stenosis. Glenn shunts may be
“classic,” with a connection from the right superior vena cava to a
disconnected right pulmonary artery; “bidirectional” if the main
pulmonary artery is not ligated, leaving continuity between the
right and left pulmonary arteries; or “bilateral” in the event of right
and left superior vena cavae (without a bridging innominate vein).
Doppler interrogation of patent Glenn shunt demonstrates low
velocity respirophasic flow. Pulmonary arteriovenous malforma-
tions can develop in the lung ipsilateral to a classic Glenn shunt
with an isolated pulmonary artery (because of absence of hepatic
factor) and can be inferred by a late positive bubble appearance
after injection of agitated saline into the right arm.

ACYANOTIC COMPLEX CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE

Ebstein Anomaly
Ebstein anomaly represents a broad spectrum of disease, varying
from the severe neonatal form, which has a dismal prognosis, to
the milder form, which may only become manifest in adult life,
if at all.16 Failure of delamination of the tricuspid valve tissue from
the underlying myocardium results in apical attachments of the
mural (posterior) and septal leaflets. This apical displacement of
the atrioventricular junction gives rise to an inlet portion of the right
ventricle that is attenuated, resulting in two components: an “atria-
lized” RV and a “functional” RV (Fig. 168.8, A and B, and Video
168.6). The degree of adherence of the mural and septal leaflets
determines the spectrum of disease severity, ranging from mild
forms with minimal displacement of the septal leaflet to an imper-
forate membrane. The anterior leaflet is rarely displaced but is often
redundant, or “sail-like” (see Fig. 168.8, A, and Video 168.6).17
A

RA

RA LA

LVRV

LV

Atr RV

RV

C D

Figure 168.8. Ebstein anomaly. A, Severe form of Ebstein anomaly with sev
right ventricle (RV) and large atrialized right ventricle (Atr RV). The anterior tricu
B, Corresponding Color Doppler demonstrates free tricuspid regurgitation.
chamber view demonstrates only mild displacement (9 mm/m2) of the septal
lateral and apical myocardium. D, Parasternal short-axis view at early systole
segments with features of noncompaction. LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.
The anatomically normal tricuspid valve demonstrates some apical
displacement relative to the hinge point of the mitral valve; how-
ever, this offset does not typically exceed 8 mm/m2.18

The diagnosis of Ebstein anomaly is often apparent from the
apical four-chamber view, but additional views are necessary to
fully appreciate valve morphology and size of the functional RV.
The malformed tricuspid valve leaflets often result in stenosis or
regurgitation; however, the latter is far more common (see
Fig. 168.8, B). Fenestrations, particularly of the anterior leaflet,
are commonly present. In addition, tethering of the anterior leaflet
is often seen and is caused by chordal attachments to the ventricular
free wall and/or displaced papillary muscles. The anterior leaflet is
generally elongated and, if redundant, may obstruct the right ven-
tricular outflow tract. Associated lesions may include atrial level
shunts (patent foramen ovale/atrial septal defect), VSDs, or non-
compaction of the LV (see Fig. 168.8, C and D, and Video
168.7).18 Echo assessment of the tricuspid valve guides surgical
decision making regarding suitability for valve repair versus valve
replacement. Echocardiographers should familiarize themselves
with type of tricuspid valve repair performed at their respective
institution and the echo data required. Surgerymay also include clo-
sure of intracardiac shunts, plication of the atrialized portion of the
right ventricle, reduction right atrioplasty, and/or a bidirectional
Glenn connection to offload a diminutive functional right ventricle.

Physiologically “Corrected” Transposition
of the Great Arteries (c-TGA)
Physiologically or congenitally “corrected” transposition of the
great arteries (c-TGA) is characterized by discordant atrioventric-
ular and ventriculoarterial connections. As the two discordant con-
nections “cancel each other” with respect to the circulation, the
patients are acyanotic and can remain undiagnosed until adulthood
in the absence of a murmur or any associated defect. The discordant
B

ere apical displacement of the septal leaflet resulting in a small functional
spid valve leaflet is redundant and “sail-like.” The left ventricle (LV) is small.
C, Mild form of Ebstein anomaly with LV noncompaction. Apical four-
leaflet of the tricuspid valve (arrow). Note thickening of the midventricular
demonstrates severe thickening of the midventricular/apical inferolateral
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atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial connections cannot be con-
sidered an anatomical correction because the subaortic ventricle
is an RV supporting the systemic circulation, and the subpulmonic
ventricle is an LV connected to the pulmonary artery.19 Physiolog-
ically “corrected” transposition of the great arteries is more appro-
priate and indicates physiologic, but not anatomic, correction. Most
patients have cardiac situs solitus and a ventricular L-loop (see
Fig. 168.4, A, and Video 168.1), but 5% of patients have cardiac
situs inversus and dextrocardia or mesocardia (Fig. 168.9, A, and
Video 168.2). Similar to the case with univentricular hearts, only
one ventricle is seen on the parasternal long-axis view, reflecting
the side-by-side orientation of LV and RV in patients with
c-TGA. The parallel course of the great arteries is typical, and
the aorta is usually anterior and to the left in patients with cardiac
situs solitus (Fig. 168.10, A). More than 90% of patients with
c-TGA have associated congenital heart defects,20–22 the classical
triad being VSD (denoted by asterisk on Video 168.1), LV (subpul-
monary) outflow tract obstruction (see Fig. 168.9, B-D), and anom-
alies of the tricuspid valve. Dysplastic tricuspid valves are very
common and occur with or without apical displacement of the sep-
tal and posterior leaflets. This Ebstein-like malformation of the tri-
cuspid valve is different from patients with classic Ebstein anomaly
and is less amenable to repair. Long-term outcome is determined by
D

A

RV LV

LA RA

B

C D

Figure 168.9. Physiologically “corrected” transposition of the great arteries w
from the right lateral position, of a patient with situs inversus and dextrocard
anatomic landmark for the tricuspid valve, which communicates with the corr
and D-transposition of the great arteries. B, Subcostal view in situs solitus an
outflow tract with parallel alignment of the blood flow and ultrasound beam.
monary (LV) outflow tract. Asterisk indicates bifurcation of the pulmonary arte
of the subvalvular membrane in the LV outflow tract. Continuous wave Dopple
Hg. D, Apical four-chamber view in cardiac situs solitus and levocardia. Phys
nous ventricular septal defect extending to the inlet septum (asterisk). The arro
mitral valve. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ven
the complexity and severity of associated congenial heart defects
and severity of tricuspid regurgitation. Complete heart block or
failure of the subaortic RV can be the first presentation. Moderate
to severe regurgitation of the subaortic tricuspid valve is predictive
of surgical morbidity/mortality and poor outcome.23–25
LIMITATIONS IN ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
ASSESSMENT OF COMPLEX CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE
Extracardiac vascular structures, such as pulmonary vessels, aorto-
pulmonary collaterals, and aortic arch/descending aorta, are subop-
timally assessed on transthoracic echo andmay require supplemental
imaging by MRI or CT. MRI can provide additional information
about flow characteristics, can quantitate shunt/regurgitant fraction,
and is considered to be the reference standard for evaluation of ven-
tricular dimensions and function in adults with CHD.26–28 CT is the
supplemental modality of choice for patients with pacemakers or
metallic stents/coils and for evaluation of coronary artery anatomy.26
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169 Adult Congenital Heart Disease with Prior
Surgical Repair

Richard Humes, MD, Pooja Gupta, MD
An extensive variety of operations are used to correct or palliate
congenital heart disease (CHD), often cloaked in the language of
acronyms and eponyms. In this chapter we will attempt to provide
simple guidance for the clinician and sonographer in deciphering
this occasionally confusing area.
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The approach to the adult postoperative patient should include

some knowledge and history of what has been previously done for
the patient. Attempting an echocardiogram without this knowledge
can be a very frustrating experience and can lead to errors. Famil-
iarity and experience with the appearance of postoperative CHD is
an essential element to performing a good quality study.1,2
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND TIMELINE
Repair of congenital heart disease has evolved tremendously over
the past 60 to 70 years, resulting in improved survival for many
defects that would be ultimately lethal if left untreated. The recent
advances in the care of CHD patients have been driven by technol-
ogy and innovative thinking.3,4 Diagnostic techniques such as
echocardiography and cardiac catheterization have also undergone
significant advancement that has aided in this effort. The general
trend in recent years has been to repair the CHD early and not per-
form the so-called palliative operations that were done in the past.
As techniques have improved for managing small infants on cardio-
pulmonary bypass, this has now become possible. A listing of some
of these operations and the timeline in which they were developed
is shown in Table 169.1. The early attempts to repair CHD were
done without the use of cardiopulmonary bypass; a “closed heart”
operation done on the beating heart.5–7 These operations were fre-
quently palliative. Most of the early palliative operations were con-
sidered definitive at the time, since no repair was yet available. The
advent of cardiopulmonary bypass allowed the heart to be open and
still for a more complex but complete repair. Beginning in the mid-
1950s, this ushered in a rapidly expanding area of innovation in sur-
gical technique. Experience in this technique continued, and in the
TABLE 169.1 Significant Milestones in the Management of Congenital
Heart Disease*

Year Physician Procedure

1938 Gross Ligation of PDA
1944 Blalock, Taussig Systemic-pulmonary shunt
1945 Gross, Crafoord, Nylin Repair of coarctation
1952 Muller Pulmonary artery band
1953 Gibbon Repair of ASD
1954 Lillehei Repaid of VSD
1954 Glenn SVC-PA shunt
1955 Lillihei, Kirklin Repair of tetralogy of Fallot
1959 Senning Atrial correction of TGA
1960 Waterston Aortopulmonary shunt
1963 Mustard Atrial correction of TGA
1964 Rastelli Conduit replacement of PA
1966 Rashkind Balloon atrial septostomy
1971 Fontan, Kreutzer Repair of tricuspid atresia
1973 Heymann, Rudolf PGE1 to open PDA
1976 Jatene Arterial switch of TGA
1983 Norwood Palliation of HLHS
1988 deLeval Total cavopulmonary anastomosis
1990 Marcelletti Extracardiac Fontan
1999 Sano RV-PA shunt

ASD, Atrial septal defect; HLHS, hypoplastic left heart syndrome; PA,
pulmonary artery; PDA, patent ductus arteriosus; PGE1,
prostaglandin; RV-PA, right ventricular-pulmonary artery; SVC-PA,
superior vena cava-pulmonary artery; TGA, transposition of the great
arteries; VSD, ventricular septal defect.

*It is very helpful to know the timeline for various surgical repairs,
particularly in cases where a detailed surgical history is not available.
For example, a 40-year-old patient with D-transposition of great
arteries is more likely to have had an atrial switch procedure (Mustard
procedure) as opposed to an arterial switch operation (Jatene surgery).
This table lists the timeline for various surgical procedures. Other
landmark events in this field are use of prostaglandin (PGE1) (described
in 1973, but clinical trials begun in 1978) and the use of two-
dimensional echocardiography in the late 1970s.
late 1970s expanded again with advances in bypass technology that
allowed smaller infants to be placed on the bypass machine.8 With
this improvement, the age at operation began to drop rapidly and
more operations were done in the first fewmonths of life. Addition-
ally, infants for whom there was previously no initial life-saving
palliation now may undergo successful infant repair. Other more
subtle technological changes, such as the use of cold-blood cardio-
plegic solutions to quiet the myocardium during bypass that was
introduced in 1979, have helped to preserve myocardial function
and improve outcome after surgery. As a result, patients repaired
after 1980 are more likely to have better overall myocardial func-
tion, depending upon the length and complexity of the operation.
BASIC CONCEPTS OF SURGICAL REPAIR
The concepts used by some of these creative operations are very
simply stated: (1) holes, abnormal communications—close them
(patch, suture); (2) obstruction to normal flow—open up the nar-
rowed area (resection, valvotomy, conduit); (3) too little pulmonary
blood flow—add some (from the systemic circulation); (4) too
much pulmonary blood flow—restrict it (close the hole, band the
pulmonary arteries); (5) only one pumping chamber—use it for
the systemic circulation (Fontan/single ventricle concept).

Overall, the surgical repairs may be divided into 3 categories:
palliative, anatomic, and nonanatomic.
Palliative Operations
Palliative operations usually involve some control of pulmonary
blood flow. Currently, these operations are typically performed
as the initial, or sometimes only, step in patients with complex
CHD. It may be performed without bypass and can be accom-
plished in a short operative time, and is therefore lower risk. Exam-
ples of these palliative operations are shown in Figure 169.1.

Control of pulmonary blood flow is an important consideration
in the repair of CHD, particularly complex defects. Excessive pul-
monary blood flow results in an infant who is well oxygenated
(“pink”), but may be in heart failure from pulmonary edema.
The surgical solution to this is to restrict the pulmonary blood flow
by closing the offending shunt or by placing a palliative band
around themain pulmonary artery (PA band), restricting blood flow
to the lung. The band serves to protect the lung beds from excessive
blood flow and increased pressure. Previously, pulmonary banding
was routinely performed in young infants with shunt lesions
because it did not require bypass. The child was allowed to grow
to an age and size at which bypass could be safely used. Because
of the increasing ability to use bypass in infants, PA banding is
no longer used in great numbers and is reserved mostly for compli-
cated cases in which a complete repair cannot be safely performed.
Smaller, premature babies are one group in whom PA banding is
still used.

Insufficient pulmonary blood flow and an intracardiac right-to-
left shunt will result in cyanosis (“blue baby”). If a complete repair
is not immediately available, surgical palliation would create an
extra source of blood for the pulmonary arteries. This can be done
with an aortopulmonary shunt. Types of shunts include Blalock-
Taussig shunt, Waterston shunt, or Pott shunt. The modified
Blalock-Taussig shunt is the most commonly performed shunt cur-
rently. The Waterston and Pott shunts were abandoned because of
complications, including excessive pulmonary blood flow and pul-
monary artery distortion. The classic Glenn shunt requires anasto-
mosis of the superior vena cava (SVC) to the right pulmonary artery
(RPA), disconnecting the RPA from the main pulmonary artery.
Although now abandoned as a technique, this operation demon-
strated that blood could flow into the lungs passively without a ven-
tricular pump and was an important precursor to the concept of
single ventricle repair, described later in this chapter.
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Figure 169.1. Palliative operations. 1, The classic Blalock-
Taussig shunt is an anastomosis of the subclavian artery to
the ipsilateral pulmonary artery. 2, The modified Blalock-
Taussig shunt utilizes a tube interpositioned between the
subclavian artery and pulmonary artery. 3, A central shunt
is a prosthetic tube that connects the ascending aorta (AO)
to the main (central) pulmonary artery. 4, The Waterston
shunt is a side-to-side anastomosis between the ascend-
ing AO and right pulmonary artery (RPA). 5, The Potts
shunt is a side-to-side anastomosis between the ascend-
ing AO and left pulmonary artery (LPA). 6, A classic Glenn
shunt is an anastomosis between the superior vena cava
(SVC) andRPA. 7,Used to restrict pulmonary blood flow, a
pulmonary artery (PA) band is a constricting band placed
around the main pulmonary artery. LCCA, Left common
cardiac artery; LSCA, left subclavian artery; RCCA, right
common cardiac artery.
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Anatomic Operations
The goal of an anatomic correction is to repair the CHD such
that the patient has a four-chamber heart and two pumping ventri-
cles. The repair might be simple, such as septal defect closure, or
complex, such as when a combination of defects is present. It
may be approached in one stage or in more than one stage. These
operations are usually final. Most are now accomplished in the first
year of life. Usually, cardiopulmonary bypass is needed.

If there are simple shunt defects (“holes”), they are most fre-
quently repaired either by direct suture closure or by a patch.
The patch material could be autologous pericardium or prosthetic
material such as Dacron. Primary repair is preferable, but some fac-
tors (i.e., unusual location of defect, prematurity) preclude early
primary repair and require initial palliation. Shunts may be thought
of as “high pressure” (e.g., when a high-pressure chamber or vessel
[left ventricle or aorta] is connected to a chamber or vessel that is
normally under low pressure [right ventricle or pulmonary artery]).
Examples of high-pressure shunts are ventricular septal defects
(VSD) and patent ductus arteriosus (PDA).When pressure and flow
are transmitted through the shunt from a high-pressure to a low-
pressure area, the need for early surgery or palliation is greater
and operation should take place early to protect the pulmonary vas-
culature. By contrast, a “low pressure” shunt (e.g., when a low-
pressure area is connected to another low-pressure area, such as
an atrial septal defect) rarely requires early surgery and can usually
wait until the patient is older and bigger.

If the cardiac defect is an obstruction and involves a cardiac
valve, repair might involve either opening up the valve leaflets (val-
votomy) or resecting the valve or obstructive muscle. The timing of
these operations or interventional catheterization procedures will
often depend upon the degree of obstruction. Therefore the echocar-
diographic valvular gradient becomes an important factor in deter-
mining the timing and need for repair. The narrow or obstructed
area might also be repaired with a patch or by interposition of a con-
duit or prosthetic valve. Conduits and artificial valves have an obvi-
ous disadvantage because of their inability to grow with the patient.
Therefore, valves and conduits placed early in life will ultimately
require replacement. There may be then the need for multiple oper-
ations because of the rapid growth seen in the pediatric age group.

Nonanatomic Operations
Nonanatomic repair most often includes a staged approach to a sin-
gle usable ventricle, referred to as a “Fontan” operation. In these
instances, the only available ventricular pump is used for the sys-
temic circulation. The pulmonary ventricle is bypassed and the
entire venous return from the superior and inferior venae cavae
goes directly into the pulmonary arteries, separating the systemic
and pulmonary circulation. The net result is a patient with relatively
normal oxygen saturations but no pulmonary pump. A completed
Fontan operation is currently accomplished in three stages. If a
patient has had three operations within the first few years of life,
it is highly likely that he or she had some variation of single ven-
tricle repair. Older adults who had an operation before 1985 may
have had this done in two stages, with the later stage at an older age.

The first stage of the Fontan operation is done to gain control of
the pulmonary circulation. The style of operation will vary depending
upon the cardiac anatomy and status of the pulmonary blood flow.
This could involve placement of a band around the main pulmonary
artery to restrict pulmonary blood flow or placement of a shunt to
increase pulmonary blood flow. This could also involve a reconstruc-
tion of the great arteries (Norwood procedure) when the systemic
outflow tract is inadequate. When a single adequate outflow tract
is used for systemic circulation, a shunt is needed. It may be a
Blalock-Taussig shunt or a right ventricle to pulmonary artery shunt
(Sanomodification), which is favored by some centers. In either case,
mixed arterial and venous blood is delivered to the aorta and the body.
In those patients with CHD in which the pulmonary blood flow and
pressure are in an acceptable range and there is no systemic outflow
tract obstruction, the first stage operation can be (rarely) skipped.

The second stage of the Fontan operation involves connection of
the SVC to the pulmonary artery. This is referred to as “hemi-
Fontan” or “bidirectional Glenn shunt,” and is typically performed
around 6 months of age. The lower body venous return via inferior
vena cava still enters the systemic circulation, resulting in contin-
ued desaturation after this stage.

The third and final stage of the Fontan operation is often referred
to as “completion of Fontan,” in which the venous return from the
inferior vena cava is now directed into the pulmonary arteries, com-
pleting the separation of the systemic and pulmonary circulations.
This final stage is performed between 18 months to 3 years of age,
depending on the modification of the Fontan connection performed
and the anatomy. There is some variation between centers in terms
of the timing for this final operation. The Fontan circuit may be fen-
estrated in certain cases to allow a right-to-left shunt at the atrial level.
IMPORTANT ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC
CONSIDERATIONS IN THE POSTOPERATIVE
PATIENT
Some of the unique concepts pertaining to surgical repair of CHD
that may influence the performance and interpretation of the echo-
cardiographic study follow:

• The pulmonary valve is expendable, and pulmonary insuffi-
ciency is very well tolerated for many years before some form
of intervention is required.



Figure 169.2. Spectral Doppler of the right ventricular outflow tract
demonstrates the “to-and-fro” nature of the flow in this area.

Figure 169.3. Spectral Doppler of the tricuspid regurgitation signal
allows a prediction of the right ventricular systolic pressure, which is nor-
mal in this case. This is a typical finding, despite the volume overload from
the pulmonary regurgitation.
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• The primary goal of surgical repair in many cases of CHD is to
control the pulmonary blood flow. Therefore, a detailed exami-
nation of pulmonary arteries, pulmonary blood flow, and pulmo-
nary pressures is important. Determination of pulmonary
pressure can be done using tricuspid regurgitant flow velocities
or using the VSD shunt gradient, if present.

• Patches placed in the heart become endothelialized over time and
become part of the heart. A relatively large patch placed in an
infant heart will be a very small part of the adult heart and
may be invisible on the echocardiogram. During the echocardio-
graphic study, thorough evaluation for any residual shunts should
be performed. This finding has clinical implications for endocar-
ditis prophylaxis.9

• Detailed examination of all available chambers and valves during
an echocardiographic study is crucial in the management of a
patient with CHD.

• Patients with CHD may often have “missing parts.” Don’t
assume that the inability to image a chamber or valve is caused
by inadequate technique or echocardiographic window. The
chamber or valve might not be present as a part of the CHD.
For example, the pulmonary valve may be “missing” in postop-
erative patients with tetralogy of Fallot that were repaired with a
transannular patch.

• The route taken by the blood flow in and out of the heart may vary
in patients with CHD. It is important to trace the blood flow from
the point of entry into the heart to the exit point out of the heart by
following the segmental analysis, as described in Chapter 165.

• Many postoperative adult patients with CHD have poor acoustic
windows, and a transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE)may be sub-
optimal. Transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) may play an
important role10 (refer to Chapter 165), and cardiac magnetic res-
onance imaging (CMR) is rapidly gaining utility for this cohort of
patients.11,12 Computed tomography (CT) is a good option when
CMR is contraindicated in certain cases.

REPRESENTATIVE CASE EXAMPLES
A few case scenarios will be discussed here to help develop an
understanding of the commonly encountered postoperative patient
with CHD. Exhaustive examples of every congenital heart opera-
tion are beyond the scope of this chapter.

Case 1
A 33-year-old male patient is seen at an outpatient cardiology
clinic. He states that he is currently doing well and has had two pre-
vious operations for a heart defect that he was born with. He
describes the defect as a “hole in the heart.” He thinks that the first
operation was done at around 2 months of age and the second one at
4 years of age. On examination, he has a grade 2/6 to-and-fro mur-
mur at the upper left sternal border. The electrocardiogram (ECG)
reveals sinus rhythm with right bundle branch block. He has a mid-
line scar (median sternotomy) and a scar on his right side between
the ribs (right lateral thoracotomy) (Figs. 169.2 and 169.3 and
Videos 169.1 through 169.5).

Repair of Conotruncal Defects
A variety of defects, including tetralogy of Fallot, truncus arterio-
sus, double-outlet right ventricle, and so on may be bundled
together under the category of “conotruncal” defects, as they share
some common anatomic features. These defects are also frequently
repaired in a similar fashion and usually as a 4-chamber heart.
Common features include the presence of a large VSD and a var-
iable degree of pulmonary outflow obstruction. As a result, the sur-
gical repair involves closure of the VSD so that left ventricular
blood is pumped to the aorta and right ventricular blood is pumped
to the pulmonary arteries. The technical variations found in the
operative approaches to the repair usually revolve around the repair
of the pulmonary outflow obstruction. This may be accomplished
by either resection of the subpulmonary obstruction (with or with-
out pulmonary valvotomy) (Fig. 169.4) or placement of a right ven-
tricle to pulmonary artery conduit as shown in Figure 169.5.
Typically, tetralogy of Fallot repair involves an incision across
the stenotic pulmonary valve and placement of an overlay patch
to make the narrow outflow tract widely patent, referred to as trans-
annular patch. This patch successfully relieves the obstruction but
results in loss of valve action and free pulmonary insufficiency. In
the current era, primary repair is performed during infancy.13When
a transannular patch is used for primary repair, there is often a need
for pulmonary valve replacement at a later time. Standards for the
timing of this are still open to discussion. Patient in their late teens
or early adulthood frequently require pulmonary valve replace-
ment. Right ventricular volumes measured on CMR are currently
used to determine a surgical threshold.14 A conduit is used in spe-
cial circumstances, such as when the native pulmonary outflow
tract cannot be used for various anatomical reasons. These reasons
might be pulmonary valve atresia, certain cases of double-outlet
right ventricle, transposition of the great arteries with VSD and pul-
monary stenosis, or, for rare coronary artery anomalies in tetralogy
of Fallot, when incision in the outflow tract may endanger the cor-
onary artery integrity and myocardial perfusion.
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Figure 169.4. Repair of tetralogy of Fallot. The repair involves several
steps including (1) right ventricular outflow muscle resection, (2) pulmo-
nary valvotomy, (3) a possible patch across the pulmonary annulus,
and (4) possible enlargement of the proximal pulmonary arteries with a
patch. In addition, the ventricular septal defect must be closed to direct
left ventricular blood to the aorta (Patch). Ao, Aorta; LA, left atrium; LPA,
left pulmonary artery; LV, left ventricle; RPA, right pulmonary artery, RV,
right ventricle.
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Postoperative Complications
With improved surgical techniques, the overall prognosis for these
patients is good.15,16 The VSD is amenable to surgical repair and is
virtually never a problem. The aortic root is frequently larger than
normal in patients with repaired conotruncal defects.17 Most signif-
icant issues in a postoperative patient involve the pulmonary outflow
tract and the branch pulmonary arteries. Patients may develop ven-
tricular dysfunction, aortic insufficiency, residual pulmonary steno-
sis, or, more frequently, pulmonary regurgitation, frequently of a
severe degree.18–20 Significant pulmonary regurgitation leads to
enlargement of the right ventricle over time.21,22 In the absence of
pulmonary outflow obstruction, elevated right ventricular systolic
pressures may be seen in patients with peripheral pulmonary steno-
sis, which may be difficult to image during the echocardiographic
study. These patients are at increased risk of life-threatening arrhyth-
mias and heart block.23–25
Postoperative Echocardiography Checklist
1. Right ventricular dilation/dysfunction
2. Pulmonary outflow obstruction
3. Pulmonary regurgitation
4. Peripheral pulmonary stenosis
5. Aortic root size and regurgitation
6. Right ventricular systolic pressure
RV

RPA LPA

Figure 169.5. Conotruncal defects: relief of obstruction with a right ven-
tricle to pulmonary artery conduit. LPA, Left pulmonary artery; RPA, right
pulmonary artery; RV, right ventricle.
Case 2
A 28-year-old male patient complains of frequent palpitations and
generalized fatigue. He reports having an operation at age 3 to “fix
his arteries that were backward.” He has a midline scar (median
sternotomy). His ECG shows a low atrial rhythm with a rate of
45 beats per minute and right ventricular hypertrophy (Fig. 169.6
and Videos 169.6 through 169.9).

Repair of D-Transposition of the Great Arteries
In older adult patients, D-transposition of the great arteries (D-TGA)
was likely repaired with an atrial switch operation (Mustard or
Senning) that re-routed blood at the atrial level with a complex
intra-atrial baffle26,27 (Fig. 169.7). The transposed great arteries
were unchanged during surgical repair. Blood was routed from
the right atrium to the left ventricle and out the pulmonary artery
using two separate channels that came together at the level of
the mitral valve. These two channels directed the SVC and inferior
vena cava (IVC) blood and are referred to as SVC baffle and IVC
baffle, respectively. Blood from the left atrium was routed to
the right ventricle and out the aorta. It is important to note here
that the right ventricle became the systemic pump. Patients with
D-TGA and a ventricular septal defect might have been repaired
by closing the VSD to the aorta and placing a conduit from the right
ventricle to the pulmonary artery (Fig. 169.8), referred to as “Rastelli
operation.” The original concept of a pulmonary conduit was first
devised for this anatomy and has been since then used in repair of
other conotruncal abnormalities.28 In the late 1970s and early
1980s, the arterial switch operation (Jatene operation) became prev-
alent, and at present it is the operation of choice for almost all forms
of D-TGA.29 This is conceptually a simpler repair in which the
abnormal arterial position is corrected by switching it back to a nor-
mal location over their respective ventricles (Fig. 169.9).

Postoperative Complications
The Mustard-Senning operation was very successful in the early
years of its use. The survival rate was high and patients tended
to be clinically well in their pediatric years.30 In later years, the
atrial baffle proved to be a source of problems and potential
obstruction.31,32 Obstruction could occur anywhere along the
SVC baffle (rarely in the IVC baffle). SVC obstruction frequently
results in blood being shunted through the azygos vein down to the
IVC, and may not produce any symptoms. More serious conse-
quences arose from obstruction of pulmonary venous blood flow
Figure 169.6. Continuouswave Doppler of the tricuspid regurgitant sig-
nal shows a high velocity. In this instance, this does not infer that there is
pulmonary hypertension, as this is the systemic, not the pulmonary atrio-
ventricular valve in this arrangement.
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Figure 169.8. D-transposition of the great arteries: Rasteli operation.
Ao, Aorta; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium;
RV, right ventricle.
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Figure 169.7. D-transposition of the great arteries: atrial switch opera-
tion. The Mustard or Senning operation is accomplished by constructing
an atrial baffle, which incorporates the inferior and superior caval flow and
redirects it to the mitral valve, where it then can exit the heart through the
pulmonary artery. Pulmonary venous bloodwill flow anterior to this baffle,
toward the tricuspid valve, completing the atrial switch. The Senning
operation uses mostly infoldings of the atria to create the baffle, while
the Mustard operation uses a trouser-shaped baffle of autologousmate-
rial. Echocardiographically, the two operations are difficult to distinguish
from one another. Ao, Aorta; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmonary artery; RA,
right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
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to the tricuspid valve. The hemodynamics in this situation are anal-
ogous to mitral stenosis in the normal heart. After a Mustard oper-
ation, the right ventricle is the systemic ventricle and is subject to
ventricular failure. Rhythm problems are frequent because of the
presence of multiple suture lines and complex intraatrial baffle
after Mustard repair.33–35 Arrhythmia in these patients predicts a
poor prognosis, including sudden cardiac death.36
The Rastelli operation predisposes the patient to conduit failure.
When done in the young, the patient will outgrow the conduit and
relative stenosis may develop. Right ventricular function may also
decline over time.

The Jatene operation creates a near-normal heart. Problems are
few in most cases.37 However, manipulating the pulmonary arteries
to accomplish the arterial switch may lead to suprapulmonary and/
or peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis.38 Less commonly, narrow-
ing along the anastomotic area (both suprapulmonary and supra-
aortic) may be seen.39 In some cases progressive aortic root dilation
with aortic insufficiency has been seen.40 The coronary arteries are
also explanted from the transposed aorta and reimplanted into the
neoaortic sinuses. Rarely patients may develop problems at the cor-
onary ostia, resulting in stenosis and ischemia.41

Postoperative Echocardiography Checklist
1. Systemic ventricular function
2. Suprapulmonary valve area, pulmonary artery branches, and

pulmonary blood flow
3. Aortic root and pulmonary root sizes
4. Right ventricular systolic pressure
5. In postoperative atrial switch (Mustard-Senning), atrial baffle:

systemic venous baffle including SVC, IVC, and pulmonary
venous baffle.
Case 3
A 22-year-old female with history of repaired CHD is seen in the
office and wants to discuss pregnancy. She used to see a pediatric
cardiologist but hasn’t followed up for more than 5 years. She says
that she has had three previous heart operations and describes her
heart as “only half a heart.” She feels generally well, but is mildly
obese and not very active (Videos 169.10 through 169.14).

The Fontan-Type Operation for Single Ventricle
In the setting of CHD when one of the pumping chamber or a par-
ticular valve or valves are missing or critically small, four-chamber
repair cannot be performed. Hearts that cannot be fixed anatomically
with four chambers and two pumping ventricles require Fontan-type
repair, in which they have only one pumping chamber used for sys-
temic circulation (Box 169.1). Knowledge of this operation is impor-
tant because, although it is used rarely, it is a unifying concept that,
when taken as a whole, encompasses many different patients and a
variety of CHD. Because of the improved survival of these patients,
it is likely they will be encountered as adults. A wide variety of com-
plex lesions result in single ventricle physiology such as (1) hypo-
plastic left heart syndrome, (2) hypoplastic right heart syndrome,
(3) tricuspid valve atresia or mitral valve atresia, (4) double-inlet sin-
gle ventricle, (5) common-inlet single ventricle, and (6) complex AV
valve straddling that results in one hypoplastic ventricle.

The concept of partial circulatory bypass of the right heart was
first introduced in 1958 by Glenn.42 The concept was later modified
and popularized by Fontan and Kreutzer.43 The original procedures
involved connecting the right atrium to the right ventricular outflow
tract with an interposed valved conduit. Later the operation was
modified to a direct anastomosis of the right atrium to the pulmo-
nary arteries without a valve (Fig. 169.10).44 This was a reasonable
palliation, but over time it resulted in poor flow hemodynamics and
rhythm problems as the right atrium dilated. Further modifications
were introduced to troubleshoot the right atrial enlargement. Newer
modifications led to direct connection of the SVC and IVC to the pul-
monary arteries using a tunnel through the right atrium, referred to as
total cavo-pulmonary anastomosis.45,46 (Fig. 169.11) The Fontan
operation is usually performed in three stages, with completion
between 18 months to 3 years of age. One other newer modification
of Fontan repair used in patients with complex systemic venous
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Figure 169.10. Modified Fontan-Kreutzer operation. The original early
Fontan operation incorporated several bovine valves to direct flow. It
was successful, but problems ultimately developed with the valves.
Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, the operation was done as
shown, usually anastomosing the right atrial appendage to the inferior
portion of the pulmonary artery and possibly augmenting this anastomo-
sis with additional material (1). The result was a very broad connection
from atrium to pulmonary artery. Any atrial communication was closed
(2), as well as isolating any patent right-sided atrioventricular valve (3).
If the pulmonary flow was still present, this was ligated. ASD, Atrial septal
defect; IVC, inferior vena cava; LPA, left pulmonary artery; RA, right
atrium; RPA, right pulmonary artery; SVC, superior vena cava.
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Figure 169.11. In a newer technique advocated by deLeval in 1988, the
superior vena cava (SVC) was directly connected to the pulmonary artery
(1) as the second stage of single ventricle repair. Somewhat different
techniques have evolved which are fundamentally the same, although
slightly different in construction, and are called the bidirectional Glenn
or the hemi-Fontan. Other sources of pulmonary flow are generally ligated
(2) at this time. In the third stage, often called completion of Fontan, the
inferior vena cava (IVC) blood is incorporated into the pulmonary circuit.
Frequently this is done with a tunnel running through the right atrium
(3). However, with complex anatomy or simply by surgeon’s preference,
the IVC anastomosis may also be accomplished using an extracardiac
tunnel to complete the Fontan. This is the extracardiac Fontan. Ao, Aorta;
LA, left atrium; LPA, left pulmonary artery; MPA, main pulmonary artery;
RPA, right pulmonary artery.

Box 169.1 Fontan Operation

Goals of the Fontan operation:

1. Separate systemic and pulmonary circulations.
2. Remove volume load from the (single) pumping chamber.

Fontan operative concept:

1. Direct the systemic venous blood to the lungs.
2. No pumping chamber in the pulmonary circuit.
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Figure 169.9. D-transposition of the great arteries: arterial switch operation. A, The great arteries are transected above the semilunar valve. The cor-
onary arteries are removed with a button of tissue from the aorta. After mobilization of the pulmonary arteries, the aorta is moved posteriorly and reat-
tached to the pulmonary stumpwith reanastomosis of the coronary arteries to this neoaorta. Themobilized pulmonary arteries are brought forward over
the aorta and reattached to the neopulmonary artery, completing the arterial switch. B, Diagrams generally depict an arterial switch as a side-to-side
rearrangement. However, the arteries are actually in an anterior-posterior orientation and need to be moved thusly. The resultant rearrangement will
result in a straddling of the aorta by the pulmonary arteries. Ao, Aorta; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmonary artery; RV, right ventricle.
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anomalies is called the extra-cardiac Fontan, in which a conduit
outside the heart is used to direct the IVC blood into the pulmonary
arteries.47 This modification is increasingly used in patients with
systemic venous anomalies and in older patients undergoing revi-
sion of their old-style Fontan connection. When pulmonary pres-
sures are high or ventricular function is questionable, the tunnel
may be fenestrated to allow a pop-off of flow into the systemic
atrium from the atriopulmonary connection.
Despite these technical differences and modifications, the basic
result is the same: the systemic venous blood (blue blood) flows pas-
sively into the pulmonary arteries; the pulmonary venous blood (red
blood) passes through the only ventricle and is pumped to the body.

Postoperative Complications
Fontan surgery is a palliative surgery48,49 and not an anatomic
repair with improved early outcomes.50,51 Postoperative problems
include consequences associated with higher-than-normal venous
pressures such as varicose veins, protein-losing enteropathy, and
ascites and liver damage. Numerous rhythm problems are also
encountered.52,53 Ventricular dysfunction54 and atrioventricular
valve regurgitation can be particularly problematic and may
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contribute to increased morbidity and mortality in this group during
young adulthood.55 Pregnancy in patients with Fontan palliation is
considered moderate to high risk, with adverse outcomes for the
patient and the fetus.56

Postoperative Echo Checklist
Complex single ventricles may be relatively easier to image, con-
trary to what most people think. It certainly requires experience and
knowledge, which can only be gained by performing studies in
many patients. Echocardiographic evaluation of a patient after
Fontan repair should be reserved for specialists trained in this
area.57 However, for an experienced echocardiographer, there are
fewer things to image and it is a quicker study.

1. Evaluate the site of repair/cavopulmonary anastomosis
2. Systemic ventricular function
3. Pericardial effusion
4. Valvular integrity/function (atrioventricular/semilunar valves).

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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170 Hypertension
Brian D. Hoit, MD
Systemic arterial hypertension is a major cause of cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality and is the number one attributable risk
factor for death throughout the world.1 The adverse effects of
hypertension result from structural and functional changes in the
heart and arteries and from acceleration of atherosclerosis. Pressure
overload–induced concentric left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy,
although initially adaptive (by normalizing increased wall stress),
is associated with alterations in gene expression and myocardial
architecture, systolic and diastolic dysfunction, and eventually
heart failure. Aortic thickening and atherosclerosis, dilation, and
increased stiffness may give rise to abnormal ventricular-vascular
coupling, increased LV afterload, aortic insufficiency, and dissec-
tion. Accordingly, echocardiography plays a critical role in the
management of hypertension vis-à-vis its ability to quantify left
ventricular volumes, function and mass, cardiac mechanics, and
arterial dynamics (Fig. 170.1).
LEFT VENTRICULAR SIZE, CHAMBER FUNCTION,
AND MASS
M-mode echocardiography (echo) measurements of end-diastolic
and end-systolic LV minor diameters and end-diastolic posterior
and septal wall thicknesses permit direct calculation of LV frac-
tional shortening and relative wall thickness (RWT), and by assum-
ing spherical ventricular geometry, LV volumes, ejection fraction,
and mass (Table 170.1).2 Concentric hypertrophy is defined as
increased LV mass (>95 g/m2 for females, >115 g/m2 for males)
and a RWT greater than 0.42, whereas concentric remodeling is
defined as an increased RWT with a normal LV mass index.
Increased LV mass with a normal RWT characterizes eccentric
hypertrophy, which may be seen later in the course of hypertensive
heart disease. Although temporal and spatial resolutions are excel-
lent, M-mode is limited in that a one-dimensional “ice pick” view
of the heart is produced, which is suitable only for ventricles with
uniform geometry and wall motion; moreover, unrealistic spherical
geometry is assumed when either the Teichholz or cubed formula is
used, and coupled with the potential for tangential imaging, over-
estimations of volume and mass result. Two-dimensional (2D)
echocardiography overcomes many of these limitations but
increases measurement complexity, requires epicardial definition,
and is not free of the need for geometric assumptions or errors
owing to foreshortened apical views (see Table 170.1).2 Thus,
although accuracy is increased, volumes and mass are under-
estimated and reproducibility remains problematic. In contrast,
real-time three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography (RT3DE)
accurately and reproducibly measures LV volumes, ejection frac-
tion, and mass when compared to the reference standard, cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging. However, the relatively low temporal
and spatial resolution and limited sector size remain barriers to the
implementation of RT3DE in daily clinical practice.3,4

Ultrasound tissue characterization using videodensitometry or
integrated backscatter detects ultrastructural changes in the hyper-
trophied left ventricle and is a marker of increased fibrosis, altered
collagen architecture, and early myocardial dysfunction. LV hyper-
trophy in hypertensive patients is associated with reduced cyclic
variation of integrated backscatter, and regression of LV mass with
blockade of the renin-angiotensin systemmay normalize the abnor-
mal ultrasonic backscatter parameters.5,6

LV hypertrophy is also accompanied by abnormal coronary
flow reserve. Reduced coronary flow reserve in hypertensive
patients may be detected using either transthoracic Doppler assess-
ment of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary or intramyo-
cardial velocity before and after hyperemic stimulation with
adenosine or dipyridamole.7 Although LAD flow can be reliably
obtained, high-frequency transducers (4 to 8 MHz) with dynamic
pulse repetition frequency and adequate time-spatial resolution
are needed to adequately visualize the intramyocardial arterioles.8

However, the procedure is time consuming and requires expertise,
and measurements are restricted to the LAD territory. Coronary
flow reserve has also been measured with quantitative myocardial
contrast echo by analysis of microbubble refilling curves in an
intramyocardial region of interest, but this technique has not found
application in the clinic.9
CARDIAC MECHANICS
Left ventricular systolic function as assessed by LV fractional
shortening or ejection fraction is often normal or increased in
patients with hypertension. However, these indices measure endo-
cardial motion and therefore assess chamber mechanics, not
myocardialmechanics. In contrast, LVmidwall shortening,10which
more accurately reflects sarcomeric shortening, is reduced in hyper-
tensive hypertrophy and/or concentric remodeling (Table 170.2).
Similarly, systolic annular tissue Doppler velocity (Sm) and
deformational indices (i.e., strain, strain rate) are often reduced
in hypertensive patients with normal or increased LV ejection
fraction.11,12

Abnormalities of LV longitudinal systolic deformation are seen
both in pre-hypertension and early in the course of hypertension,
whereas circumferential and radial strains are similar to hearts of
both athletes with physiological hypertrophy and control sub-
jects.12–14 Reduced global area, longitudinal, and radial (but not cir-
cumferential) strains measured with RT3DE are reported in
hypertension and are independently correlated with blood pressure
and LV mass index.15 However, rotational indices (twist, rotation,
torsion) during systole remain normal or are increased in hyperten-
sive patients with normal to increased LV ejection fraction and may
represent a compensatory mechanism for the reduced longitudinal
myocardial shortening associated with hypertension.16 Although
hypertensive patients with concentric hypertrophy and concentric
remodeling have increased torsional dynamics, torsion is reduced in
the more advanced stage characterized by eccentric hypertrophy.17

LV diastolic dysfunction, one of the earliest abnormalities of
hypertensive heart disease, may occur in the absence of left ventric-
ular hypertrophy and may help risk stratify patients with hyperten-
sion. Doppler waveforms of transmitral and pulmonary venous
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Figure 170.1. A patient with preserved systolic chamber function, left ventricular hypertrophy and pseudonormal filling, and reduced global longitu-
dinal strain. A, Two-chamber view of the left atrium (LA) and left ventricle (LV). B, Transmitral Doppler early (E) and late diastolic (A) velocities.C, Lateral
annular tissue velocities during early (Em) and late diastole (Am) and systole (Sm). D, Longitudinal strain (solid line, εL) derived from the four-chamber
view. Dashed curve represent LV volume-time curve.

TABLE 170.1 Echocardiographic Measures of Left Ventricular Size,
Chamber Function, and Mass

Modality Index Equation

M-mode LV volume (prolate
ellipse)

π/3 (EDD)3

LV volume (Teichholz) [7/(2.4 + EDD)]/(EDD)3

LV fractional
shortening

(EDD � ESD)/EDD

LV midwall shortening (EDD + IVSd/2 + PWd/2) � (ESD
+ inner shell), where inner shell
¼ [(EDD + IVSd/2 + PWd/d)3

� EDD3 + ESD3]1/3 � ESD
RWT (2 � PWd)/EDD
LV mass 0.8 � {[(EDD + IVSd + PWd)3

� (EDD)3]} + 0.6
2D LV volume Biplane method of discs

recommended; single plane
method of discs or area-length
methods are alternative

LV stroke volume EDV � ESV
LV ejection fraction (EDV � ESV)/EDV
LV mass (area-length) 1.05{[5/6 A1(a + t)] � [5/6 A2(a)]}

Where b¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2=π; t

p ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A1=π;�b

p
, and A1 and A2 are the short axis end-

diastolic and end- systolic areas, respectively.
EDD, LV end-diastolic dimension; ESD, LV end-systolic dimension; IVSd,

septal wall thickness in diastole; PWd, posterior LV wall thickness in
diastole; RWT, relative wall thickness.
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flows coupled with mitral annular tissue Doppler during early dias-
tole (E0) and left atrial volumemeasurements are commonly used to
describe patterns of impaired relaxation, pseudonormal, and
restrictive filling (grades I through III, respectively), reflecting
abnormalities in the rate of LV relaxation, LV diastolic passive
stiffness, and left atrial pressure.18 However, these indices are load
dependent, and because they measure phenomena after isovolumic
LV relaxation (i.e., after mitral valve opening), they are influenced
by left atrial pressure. In addition, tissue Doppler of mitral
annular velocities assumes that a measurement at a single (or mul-
tiple) site accurately represents global LV relaxation. Global strain
rate during isovolumic relaxation (SRIVR) correlates with hemody-
namic indices of LV relaxation, and the ratio of transmitral E
velocity to SRIVR predicts LV filling pressures more accurately
than E/E0.19

Deformational and torsional indices during diastole have also
been described in hypertensive patients. The ratio of early to late
diastolic longitudinal segmental strains and strain rates are reduced
in symptomatic hypertensive patients (and indeed may predict
symptomatic status) with diastolic dysfunction and are correlated
with relative wall thickness and LV mass index.20 A promising
measure involves torsional dynamics during early diastole.
Untwisting (or recoil) represents the release of restoring forces that
develop during systole and provides an accurate estimate of LV iso-
volumic relaxation. The time to peak negative twist velocity is pro-
longed, and early diastolic untwisting and untwisting rate are
reduced pari passu with LV mass index.17,21



TABLE 170.2 Echocardiographic Indices of Ventricular Mechanics in Patients with Hypertension

Modality Indices Directional change

SYSTOLIC FUNCTION

M-mode, 2DE, RT3DE LV dimension/volume; shortening/ejection fraction N or "
Midwall fractional shortening #

Tissue Doppler imaging Systolic annular velocity, Sm #
Strain imaging: deformation εL #

εC, εR N or #
Strain imaging: torsional indices rotation, twist, torsion N or "
DIASTOLIC FUNCTION

Spectral Doppler Diastolic transmitral flow, PV flow Grade I: E/A < 0.8, DT > 200 msec, Ar-A < 0
Grade II: E/A 0.8-1.5, DT 160-200 msec, Ar-A � 30 msec
Grade III: E/A � 2, DT< 160 msec, Ar-A � 30 msec

Tissue Doppler imaging Early diastolic annular velocity, Em #
Strain imaging: deformation early/late diastolic strain #

SRE, SRIVR #
Strain imaging: torsional indices Untwist, untwist rate #

time to PNTV "
VENTRICULAR REMODELING

M-mode, 2D-, RT3DE LV mass index, RWT, LA volume index "
Tissue characterization IBS #
Coronary flow reserve Color flow Doppler #

Quantitative MCE #
εΛ, Longitudinal strain; εΧ, circumferential strain; εΡ, radial strain; Ar-A, pulmonary vein atrial systolic reverse velocity-transmitral atrial systolic velocity; E/A,

early to late diastolic transmitral flow ratio; IBS, integrated backscatter;MCE,myocardial contrast echo; PNTV, peak negative twist velocity; RWT, regional
wall thickness;RT3DE, real-time three-dimensional echocardiography; SRE, strain rate during early diastole; SRIVR, strain rate during isovolumic relaxation;
2D, two-dimensional.

TABLE 170.3 Echocardiographic Indices of Arterial Dynamics
in Patients with Hypertension

Modality Indices
Directional
Change

M-mode Aortic strain (%)¼ 100 [(ASD �
ADD)/ADD]

#

Aortic distensibility (cm2/g) ¼ (2 �
aortic strain)/PP

#

2D, RT3DE EES (mm Hg/mL) ¼ ESP/ESV "
EA (mm Hg/mL) ¼ ESP/SV "
V-V coupling ¼ EA/EES N or #

Tissue Doppler
imaging

Ejection work density ¼ Area of the
pressure-strain loop

#

Peak aortic εΡ #
Systolic expansion velocity #
Early diastolic retraction velocity #

ADD, Aortic diastolic diameter; ASD, aortic systolic diameter; EA, arterial
elastance; EES, end-systolic elastance; ESP, end-systolic pressure
(¼systolic blood pressure � 0.9); ESV, end-systolic volume; PP, pulse
pressure; SV, stroke volume; V-V, ventricular-vascular. Other
abbreviations as in Table 170.2.
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ARTERIAL DYNAMICS
Hypertension accelerates age-related arterial stiffness, an important
predictor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Arterial stiff-
ening requires the LV to generate greater forces and, by ventricular-
vascular (V-V) coupling (i.e., the matching of LV ejection with the
systemic vasculature), increases LV end-systolic stiffness and
reduces contractile efficiency. Arterial stiffening results in an
increase in the speed and magnitude of reflected waves, which
amplifies late systolic aortic pressure (i.e., LV afterload); the pulse
pressure widens and pulsatile shear increases, contributing to struc-
tural changes in the arteries, LV hypertrophy, diastolic dysfunction,
subendocardial ischemia, and reduced cardiac reserve. Echocardio-
graphic assessment of arterial dynamics has been validated against
and complements the techniques of pulsed wave velocity and anal-
ysis of augmented central pulse pressure using tonometry, arguably
the gold standard methods used to measure arterial mechanics.

M-mode measurement of aortic diameters and tissue Doppler
strain imaging (tissue velocity and radial strain) of the thoracic
aorta have been used to analyze aortic stiffness (reduced velocity
and strain denote increased stiffness), and 2D and 3D echo
have been used to analyze arterial elastance (a measure of the
arterial input impedance) and ventricular-vascular coupling
(Table 170.3).22–26 Using these techniques, increased arterial stiff-
ness and reduced aortic wall strain in hypertensive patients have
been shown to be associated with LV hypertrophy, diastolic dys-
function, and increased pulse pressure. Progressive vascular stiff-
ening in hypertensive patients measured with brachial-ankle
pulse wave velocity is associated with impairment of speckle-
tracking echo-determined systolic (reduced global LV longitudinal
strain) and diastolic (reduced early LV diastolic strain rate) myo-
cardial function and attenuation of compensatory (i.e., increased)
torsion.27 M-mode echo-determined arterial stiffness (aortic strain
and distensibility) was shown to correlate well with pulsed wave
velocity and to be associated with resistant, but not controlled
hypertension.28 2D echo coupled with radial artery applanation
tonometry has been used to demonstrate changes in arterial ela-
stance (Ea, end-systolic pressure/stroke volume), ventricular end-
systolic elastance (Ees, end-systolic pressure/end-systolic volume),
and V-V coupling (Ea/Ees) after chronic antihypertensive therapy
from a coupling ratio that maximized cardiac output to one that
optimized mechanical work efficiency.25 Finally, measurement
of Ea, Ees, ventricular-vascular coupling, and systemic arterial
compliance (stroke volume/pulse pressure) were shown to be fea-
sible with RT3D echo,24 but measurement accuracy, reproducibil-
ity, and the ability to predict sequelae of hypertension remain to be
determined.
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171 Diabetes
Peter A. Kahn, BA, Julius M. Gardin, MD, MBA
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Death and disability due to cardiac dysfunction are perhaps themost
common complications of diabetes mellitus (DM).1 DM can cause
pathophysiologic changes in the heart both directly, through its
effects on the myocardium, such as through deposition of glycosyl-
ation products, and secondarily, through its effects on the coronary
circulation and on the cardiac autonomic nerves.2 In addition, DM
can exacerbate these myocardial and coronary processes through
its well-known association with lipid disorders and hypertension,
often as part of the metabolic syndrome. DM can produce and also
exacerbates cardiac changes that accompany the aging process—
for example, loss of cardiac myocytes with resultant swelling or
hypertrophy in remaining myocytes, resulting in left ventricular
(LV) remodeling, characterized by hypertrophy and increased wall
thickness (concentric LV remodeling or hypertrophy).3 In addition,
collagen deposition, a repair mechanism, causes further derange-
ment of themyocardium, contributing to reduced LV function.Met-
abolic disturbances that are characteristic of DM directly and
indirectly result in myocyte loss, myocyte hypertrophy, collagen
deposition, and fibrosis.2,4 A DM-associated microangiopathy also
contributes to this decline in cardiacmuscle function, or diabetic car-
diomyopathy.5 This microangiopathy is associated with endothelial
changes and oxidative stress, accompanied by a depletion of endo-
thelial progenitor cells.
TIME COURSE OF DIABETES MELLITUS: ANATOMIC
AND ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
Table 171.1 summarizes the progressive abnormalities of LV anat-
omy and systolic and diastolic function that occur during the early,
intermediate, and late stages of diabetic cardiomyopathy.2 In the early
stages of DM, the cardiac tissue appears to be relatively normal with-
out fibrosis or hypertrophy of themyocytes.6 In the intermediate stage
ofDM, advancedglycosylation products, fibrosis, andhypertrophy of
themyocytes all cause a decrease in LV relaxation and possibly com-
pliance as well as resting LV diastolic function.6 In the later stage of
DM, cardiac remodeling has occurred, leading to increased cardiac
mass, concentric LV hypertrophy, increased volume, and decreased
LV compliance.2 Echocardiographically, in the early stages of DM,
although the heart may appear anatomically normal, changes reflect-
ing mild systolic and diastolic dysfunction are apparent when exam-
ined via exercise tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and resting speckle
tracking echocardiographic (STE) assessment of strain and strain
rate.7–11 In the intermediatestage,earlyLVandLAanatomicchanges,
a decrease in systolic functionwith exercise and abnormalities in rest-
ingdiastolic function (Grade1 andpossiblyGrade2)becomeevident.
In the late stagesofDM,cardiac anatomic remodeling isevident and is
accompanied by more advanced LV diastolic function and possibly
decreased resting LV ejection fraction (EF).12



TABLE 171.1 Diabetic Myocardial Disease: Echo Doppler Findings

Anatomic Systolic Function Diastolic Function

EARLY STAGE Echo
• Normal LV dimensions, volumes,
wall thickness, and mass

Echo
• Normal resting LVEF

Strain
• Decreased peak global LV systolic
GLS (>�18%) and SR
(�0.90 sec�1)

TDI
• Blunted rise in mitral annular S0

with supine bicycle exercise (EX);
possible decreased resting
annular S0

Pulsed Doppler
• Normal transmitral E, E/A and IVRT

Strain
• Decreased peak global early diastolic SR
(<1.0 sec�1)

TDI
• Decreased mitral annular E0 and E0/A0 (<1.0)
• Blunted rise in mitral annular E0 with EX

INTERMEDIATE

STAGE

Echo
• Possible increases in LV wall
thickness (concentric), LV mass
index and LA volume index
(>28 mL/m2 BSA)

Echo
• Normal resting LVEF
• Blunted rise in LVEF with EX
• Increased global MPI (Tei index)

Strain
• As for Early Stage

TDI
• As for Early Stage

Pulsed/color M-mode Doppler
• Grade 1 diastolic dysfunction
� Decreased E (<0.6 m/sec), E/A (<1.0), Vp

(<45 cm/sec)
� Increased IVRT (>90 msec) and DT

(>250 msec)
• Possible Grade 2 diastolic dysfunction
� Increased E/E0 mL/m2 (>15)
� Normal E, E/A, IVRT, Vp

Strain
• As for Early Stage

TDI
• As for Early Stage

LATE STAGE Echo
• LV concentric remodeling or
LVH (concentric or eccentric)

• Increased LV dimensions,
volume index and LV mass index

• Increased LA volume index
(>28 mL/m2 BSA)

Echo
• Possibly decreased LVEF

Strain
• As for Early Stage

TDI
• As for Early Stage

Pulsed/color M-mode Doppler
• Grade 2 diastolic dysfunction (as for
Intermediate Stage)

• Possible grade 3 diastolic dysfunction (if LVEF is
decreased)

� Increased E and E/A (>1.0)
�Decreased IVRT (<60 m/sec), DT (<150 msec)
and Vp (<45 cm/sec)

Strain
• As for Early Stage

TDI
• As for Early Stage

BSA, Body surface area; DT, deceleration time; E, peak transmitral early diastolic filling velocity; E/A, E to peak transmitral late diastolic filling velocity;
E’, peak early diastolic annular tissue-Doppler velocity; E0/A0, E0 to peak late diastolic annular tissue-Doppler velocity; EX, supine bicycle exercise;
GLS, global longitudinal strain; IVRT, isovolumic relaxation time; LA, left atrial; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, LV ejection fraction;
MPI, myocardial performance index; S0, peak LV systolic annular tissue-Doppler velocity; SR, strain rate; TDI, tissue-Doppler imaging;
Vp, LV inflow propagation rate.

Adapted from Otto CM (ed). The practice of clinical echocardiography, ed 4, Philadelphia: Saunders, 2012.
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LEFT VENTRICULAR SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
The earliest manifestations of LV systolic dysfunction in DM (see
Table 171.1) are generally decreases in peak global longitudinal
strain (GLS) and strain rate as well as in peak LV systolic annular
tissue-Doppler velocity (with exercise and possibly at rest).
Each of these measures may be reduced before any traditional
echocardiographic (echo) measurements, including measures of
LV diastolic function.7–9,13 The advent of STE has afforded
clinicians the ability to determine whether latent cardiac dys-
function is present using either exercise or dobutamine stress.
This preclinical dysfunction can, through the use of STE, be
assessed before more advanced diabetic cardiac dysfunction
becomes apparent (Fig. 171.1).7,9,14 It has been suggested that
abnormal GLS and strain rate may precede abnormalities in cir-
cumferential strain and strain rate.9 The decrease in longitudinal
strain has been reported to correlate with the duration of the
DM.13 Furthermore, as DM progresses to its later stages, there
is a progression to reduced exercise-induced and, finally, resting
LV ejection fraction.
LEFT VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC FUNCTION
The earliest changes in diastolic function detected in DM (see
Table 171.1) are decreases in exercise-induced mitral annular E0,
in E0/A0 ratio, and in peak global early diastolic strain rate.11

Grade 1 diastolic dysfunction is characterized by delayed relaxa-
tion of the myocardium, that is, an increased isovolumic relaxation
time (IVRT), accompanied by decreased peak transmitral E wave
velocity and a reduced E/A ratio.2 Atrial strain has also been
shown to be decreased in patients with DM compared to control
patients and represents another marker in the diagnosis of subclin-
ical DM as well as in the determination of disease progression
(Fig. 171.2).14

RIGHT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION
DM is associated with subclinical right ventricular (RV) systolic
and diastolic dysfunction—including reduced peak systolic strain
rate and peak early diastolic strain rate—in the basal and apical
segments of the RV free wall.15 Furthermore, diabetic patients
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Figure 171.1. Examples of longitudinal systolic strain and diastolic functional assessment in three male patients with diabetes mellitus with normal
longitudinal systolic and diastolic function (A), longitudinal systolic dysfunction and normal diastolic function (B), and longitudinal systolic dysfunction
and grade II diastolic dysfunction (C). LS, Longitudinal strain. (From Ernande L, Bergerot C, Rietzschel ER, et al. Diastolic dysfunction in patients with
type 2 diabetes mellitus: is it really the first marker of diabetic cardiomyopathy? J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2011;24:1268-1275.e1.)
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manifest impaired diastolic function, and particularly impaired
relaxation, in both ventricles before the development of systolic
dysfunction.10 These changes in RV function have been attributed
to the effects of DM on myocardial function in addition to ventric-
ular interdependence.

AORTIC VALVE AND AORTIC ELASTICITY
Inaddition to theanatomicchangesnoted,DMisa riskfactor foraortic
stenosis (AS). In patients with moderate calcific AS over a 2.5-year
follow-up period, a greater mean decrease in aortic valve area in dia-
betics (0.25 cm2/year) compared with nondiabetics (0.14 cm2/year,
P¼ 0.0016)has been reported.16 InpatientswithAS,DMexacerbates
hypertrophic remodeling produced by pressure overload—that is,
increased LVmass, concentric LV wall thickening, and larger cavity
dimensions, along with reduced systolic strain.17 Furthermore, the
elasticity of the aorta may be diminished and stiffness increased in
DM, serving to diminish organ perfusion.18

CAN ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY BE USED
TO DETERMINE EFFICACY OF THERAPY?
Echocardiography can be an important tool in the assessment of
disease progression and the effects of therapy in DM. Various
DM treatment strategies have been evaluated using echocardiogra-
phy. For example, metformin and rosiglitazone have been
demonstrated to have positive effects on cardiac remodeling.19,20

Pioglitazone, however, has not been demonstrated to have an effect
on cardiac function.21

NOVEL MEASURES OF CARDIAC FUNCTION
IN DIABETES: TWIST AND TORSION
There is early work that suggests the utility of STE in evaluating
twist and torsion as measures of disease progression in DM.22

Reduced twist and untwisting have been previously identified
as a consequence of LV hypertrophy, which is seen in the
intermediate-to-later stages of DM.23 LV systolic twist is defined
as the difference between apical and basal rotations, and LV torsion
is twist normalized to the distance between apex and base.24 Peak
LV torsion measured by echo has been reported to be significantly
greater in patients with mild LV diastolic dysfunction (n¼ 45; 29.7
� 9.0 degrees) comparedwith controls (n¼ 32; 15.6� 4.0 degrees),
with normalization in moderate (n ¼ 49; 19.3 � 4.8 degrees) and
severe diastolic dysfunction (n¼ 22; 17.3� 9.3 degrees).25 Normal
rotation measured by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
reported to be 10� 2.3 degrees at the apex and 4.4� 0.4 degrees at
the base. In DM, torsion is reportedly increased while axial strain is
reduced in patients with LV diastolic dysfunction.26 Importantly,
changes in twist and torsion (reported using MRI) often precede
a decrease in global systolic strain rate or exercise-related change
in strain rate.
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Figure 171.2. Left atrial strain curves obtained from the apical four-chamber view in four example patients representative of the control, hypertensive,
diabetic, and hypertensive plus diabetic study groups. (FromMondillo S, Cameli M, CaputoML, et al. Early detection of left atrial strain abnormalities by
speckle-tracking in hypertensive and diabetic patients with normal left atrial size. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2011;24:898-908.)
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172 End-Stage Renal Disease
Mark Goldberger, MD
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Chronic renal disease is a major public health problem. The end-
stage renal disease (ESRD) population is increasing in size. More
than 26 million people (13%) in the United States have chronic
kidney disease (CKD), and most are undiagnosed. Another 20 mil-
lion are at increased risk of the disease. Cardiovascular disease is
the leading cause of death in ESRD patients. Cardiovascular mor-
tality is 5 to 30 times higher in dialysis patients than in individuals
from the general population who are the same age, sex, and race.
The total annual cost of treating ESRD in the United States was
$26.8 billion in 2008. Chronic renal failure (CRF) patients have
significant cardiovascular morbidities, including hypertension,
left ventricular hypertension (LVH), congestive heart failure
(CHF), calcification, and pericarditis. These conditions can be read-
ily assessed and evaluated by echocardiography1 (Tables 172.1
and 172.2).

Hypertension and/or Left Ventricular
Hypertension
Hypertension is prevalent in CRF patients, reaching up to 90% in
some published series. LVH is also a common finding among CRF
patients. LVH has a prevalence of approximately 32% in patients
with chronic renal insufficiency, and rises to approximately 75%
at the time of initiation of dialysis therapy.2

Major risk factors for the development of LVH include hyper-
tension, increasing age, anemia, and chronic volume overload. Left
atrial dilatation is increasingly recognized as an adverse prognostic
factor in CKD patients. The etiology of left atrial dilation in CRF
patients is multifactorial; these patients have diastolic dysfunction
(which occurs in approximately 75% of those with stages 3–5
CKD), volume overload, and inflammation as etiologies.3

Kidney transplantation has been shown to cause regression of
LVH. In one study, 24 patients followed for 1 year after transplan-
tation with serial echocardiograms had a reduction from 75% to
52.1% in the incidence of LVH4 (Fig. 172.1).

Congestive Heart Failure
The incidence of CHF increases with declining renal function. The
diagnosis of CHF in CKD patients is challenging because volume-
overloaded CKD patients can have clinical signs, such as effort
intolerance, fatigue, and edema. These signs are also present in
non-CKD patients with CHF. Thus, echocardiography plays a
key role in the evaluation of these patients, because LVH, diastolic
and systolic dysfunction, and valvular and pericardial disease can
be readily assessed using echocardiography. LV diastolic function
is a frequent finding in CKD patients. Diastolic dysfunction is asso-
ciated with the development of CHF and increased mortality. Myo-
cardial fibrosis is one of the etiologies for the development of
diastolic dysfunction. CKD patients are exposed to several factors
that help facilitate the development of CHF. Volume overload is
related to excess fluid accumulation due to reduced renal function.
Pressure overload develops because of hypertension and vascular
stiffness. The heart is subjected to increased LV wall stress from
these factors. The myocardium is exposed to various factors that
lead to dysfunction and subsequent cardiac abnormalities. Hemodi-
alysis can result in progressive LV systolic dysfunction.5

CKD patients develop CHF and other cardiovascular disorders
because of the cardiorenal syndrome. Cardiorenal syndromes are
disorders of the heart and kidneys, in which acute or chronic dys-
function in one organ may induce acute or chronic dysfunction in
the other6 (Fig. 172.2 and Box 172.1).
Valvular Heart Disease
Valvular heart disease is very common in patients with common
renal disease. Based on epidemiological data, it is estimated that
mitral annular calcification is present in 10% to 50% of patients
undergoing dialysis, and 25% to 60% of dialysis patients have aor-
tic calcification. Aortic valve calcification in dialysis patients
occurs 10 to 20 years earlier in patients with ESRD compared with
the general population.7

Aortic stenosis is the most common valvular stenosis in these
patients. Aortic stenosis progresses faster, with an estimated inci-
dence of 3.3% per year. The current Kidney Disease Improving
Global Outcomes guidelines recommend yearly echocardiograms
for renal patients with aortic stenosis. Regurgitant lesions are also
quite common. In one study, 40% of dialysis patients had moderate
or severe mitral regurgitation, and 18% had moderate to severe tri-
cuspid regurgitation. Aortic regurgitation occurred less frequently;
only 4% of the study patients had moderate aortic regurgitation.8

The degree of valvular regurgitation is influenced by many fac-
tors, including the volume status of the patient. A study of 21
patients on dialysis assessed the effects of aggressive ultrafiltration
on the severity of valvular regurgitations. In that cohort, 13 patients
had nomitral regurgitation, and 14 patients had no detectible tricus-
pid regurgitation. The degree of regurgitation decreased in the
remaining patients.9

Infectious endocarditis is also a known complication in dialysis
patients.



TABLE 172.1 Types of Cardiac Disease in Chronic Kidney Disease

CVD Type
Pathologic or Structural
Manifestation Risk Factors Indicators/Diagnostic Test Clinical Sequelae

Arterial disease Atherosclerosis: Luminal narrowing of
arteries because of plaques

Dyslipidemia
Diabetes mellitus
Hypertension
Other traditional and

nontraditional risk factors

Inducible ischemia on nuclear
imaging

Cardiac catheterization

Myocardial infarction
Angina
Sudden cardiac death
Heart failure

Arteriosclerosis: Diffuse dilatation and
wall hypertrophy of larger arteries
with loss of arterial elasticity

Hypertension
Volume overload
Hyperparathyroidism
Hyperphosphatemia
Other factors predisposing to

medial calcification

Vascular calcification
Increased pulse pressure
Aortic pulse-wave velocity
Cardiac computed

tomography
Other arterial imaging

Myocardial infarction
Angina
Sudden cardiac death
Heart failure LVH

Cardiomyopathy LVH: Adaptive hypertrophy to
compensate for increased cardiac
demand

Pressure overload
Increased afterload because of

hypertension, valvular
disease, and arteriosclerosis

Volume overload
Volume retention because of

progressive kidney disease
� anemia

Echocardiography
Cardiovascular magnetic

resonance imaging

Myocardial infarction
Angina
Sudden cardiac death
Heart failure

Decreased LV contractility Ischemic heart disease
Hypertension
LVH
Other traditional and

nontraditional risk factors

Echocardiography Cardiorenal syndrome

Sudden cardiac death
Heart failure
Myocardial infarction
Angina

Impaired LV relaxation Hypertension
Anemia and volume overload
Abnormal mineral metabolism
Other arteriosclerosis risk

factors
Other traditional and

nontraditional risk factors

Echocardiography Heart failure
Myocardial infarction
Angina
Sudden cardiac death

Structural
disease

Pericardial effusion Delayed or insufficient dialysis Echocardiography Heart failure
Hypotension

Aortic and mitral valve disease CKD stages 3–5
Abnormal calcium/phosphate/

PTH metabolism
Aging
Dialysis vintage

Echocardiography Aortic stenosis
Endocarditis
Heart failure

Mitral annular calcification CKD Stages 3–5
Abnormal calcium/phosphate/

PTH metabolism

Echocardiography
Uniform echodense rigid band

located near the base of the
posterior mitral leaflet

Arrhythmia
Embolism
Endocarditis
Heart failure

Endocarditis Valvular disease
Chronic venous catheters

Echocardiography Arrhythmia
Heart failure
Embolism

Arrhythmia Atrial fibrillation Ischemic heart disease
Cardiomyopathy

Electrocardiography Hypotension
Embolism

Ventricular arrhythmia Ischemic heart disease
Cardiomyopathy
Electrolyte abnormalities

Electrocardiography
Electrophysiology study

Sudden cardiac death

CKD, Chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; LV, left ventricular; LVH, left ventricular hypertension; PTH, parathyroid hormone.
From Gilbert S, Weiner DE. Cardiac function and cardiovascular disease in chronic kidney disease. In: National Kidney Foundation primer on kidney disease,

6th edition, St Louis, Saunders, 2013:491.
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Pericarditis
Renal failure is associated with pericardial effusions, pericarditis,
and (rarely) chronic constrictive pericarditis. Up to 20% of renal
failure patients can develop pericardial disease. Echocardiography
is the diagnostic test of choice to diagnose pericardial effusions.
There are two major types of CRF-related pericardial disease. Ure-
mic pericarditis occurs in 6% to 10% of patients with renal failure
before dialysis begins or afterwards. The etiology is inflammation
of the pericardium, which is correlated with the degree of azotemia.
Dialysis-associated pericarditis has been reported in up to 13% of
patients who are on maintenance dialysis. The etiologies of
dialysis-associated pericarditis include inadequate dialysis and/or
fluid overload. Treatment includes intensive hemodialysis. Serial
echocardiograms are recommended to follow-up on the size of
the effusion10 (Fig. 172.3).



TABLE 172.2 Echocardiographic Findings in Chronic Kidney Disease

Valvular Disease Structural Abnormalities Diastolic Dysfunction Systolic Dysfunction

Conventional M-mode/2D/Doppler
Echocardiography

Conventional M-mode/2D/Doppler
Echocardiography

Strain/Tissue Doppler
imaging Strain Imaging

Aortic valve calcification (in 28%–60% with ESRD)
Mitral annular calcification (in 10%–36% on

hemodialysis)
Aortic regurgitation (in 13% with CKD)
Mitral regurgitation (in 38% with CKD)
Aortic and mitral stenosis
Tricuspid and pulmonic insufficiency (secondary to

pulmonary hypertension as opposed to
calcification)

Concentric LV hypertrophy
Eccentric LV hypertrophy
Asymmetric LV hypertrophy
LV hypertrophy (in 70% with ESRD/in

34%–78% with CKD)
LV hypertrophy—2.5–4� more

common in women versus men
LA enlargement
LV enlargement
Dilated cardiomyopathy (associated

with secondary
hyperparathyroidism)

#Global and mid (<1.2 sec)
LV peak early diastolic SR

"Regional Tei index

#Global (<�15%) and
regional LV longitudinal
strain

#Peak global (<0.7 sec)
and regional LV SR

Ultrasonic integrated backscatter
Conventional Doppler
echocardiography

Conventional 2D
echocardiography:

"Myocardial acoustic reflectivity Grade 1 diastolic dysfunction:
#E (<0.6 m/sec)
#E/A ratio (<1.0)
"IVRT (>90 msec)
Grade 2 (pseudonormal) and
grade 3 (restrictive) diastolic
dysfunction occur

#LVEF (in 33% of new
dialysis patients)

Global or regional
myocardial stunning
with hemodialysis

2D, Two dimensional; CKD, chronic kidney disease; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; IVRT, isovolumic resting time; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricular; LVEF,
left ventricular ejection fraction; SR, strain rate.

From Stoddard MF. Echocardiography in the evaluation of cardiac disease resulting from endocrinopathies, renal disease, obesity, and nutritional
deficiencies. In Otto CM, ed. The practice of clinical echocardiography, 4th ed., Philadelphia: Saunders, 2012:746.

LV

MAC

LA

Ao

Figure 172.1. Hypertensive heart disease.Ao, Aorta; LA, left atrium; LV,
left ventricle; MAC, mitral annular calcification. (From Otto C. Cardiomy-
opathies, hypertensive and pulmonary heart disease. In: Otto CM, ed.
Textbook of clinical echocardiography, 5th ed, St. Louis: Saunders,
2013;245.)
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Pulmonary Hypertension
Pulmonary hypertension is being recognized and diagnosed with
increasingly frequency in CKD patients. Etiologies include hyper-
tension, chronic fluid overload, myocardial stiffness, and place-
ment and utilization of arteriovenous fistulas. The prevalence of
pulmonary hypertension ranges from 9% to 39% in individuals
with stage 5 CKD, 18% to 69% in hemodialysis patients, and
0% to 42% in patients on peritoneal dialysis therapy.11 The diagno-
sis of pulmonary hypertension using echocardiography is discussed
in other chapters of this book.
Mobile Calcific Calcinosis of the Heart
Calcinosis is a known complication of ESRD. The heart is sub-
jected to abnormal calcification in ESRD, including extensive cal-
cification of the valves and the mitral valve annulus. Arterial
calcification is another cardiac manifestation of ESRD.Mobile car-
diac calcinosis has been identified by echocardiography as another
cardiac syndrome associated with ESRD. Calcinosis has been asso-
ciated with strokes and peripheral emboli12 (Fig. 172.4).
GUIDELINES

Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative
Clinical Practice Guidelines for Cardiovascular
Disease in Dialysis Patients
The Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative (K/DOQI)13 pro-
vides the following guidelines:

1. Echocardiograms should be performed in all patients at the ini-
tiation of dialysis; once patients have achieved dry weight (ide-
ally within 1–3 months of dialysis initiation (A) and at 3-yearly
intervals thereafter (B).

2. Special considerations for echocardiographic evaluation in dial-
ysis patients:
a. Dry weight optimization should be achieved before testing,

to enhance the interpretation of results (B).



Figure 172.2. The cardiorenal syndrome. BMI, Body mass index;Ca, calcium;CKD, chronic kidney disease; EPO, erythropoietin; H2O, water; LDL, low-
density lipoprotein; Na, sodium; Phos, phosphorus. (From Ronco C, et al: Cardiorenal syndrome. J Am Coll Cardiol 2008;19:1527–1539.)
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Box 172.1 Definition and Classification of the Cardiorenal
Syndromes

CHRONIC CARDIORENAL SYNDROME (TYPE 2)

Chronic abnormalities in cardiac function leading to renal dysfunction

ACUTE RENO-CARDIAC SYNDROME (TYPE 3)

Acute worsening of renal function causing cardiac dysfunction

CHRONIC RENO-CARDIAC SYNDROME (TYPE 4)

Chronic abnormalities in renal function leading to cardiac disease

SECONDARY CARDIO-RENAL SYNDROMES (TYPE 5)

Systemic conditions causing simultaneous dysfunction of the
heart and kidney

From Ronco C, et al: Cardiorenal syndrome. J Am Coll Cardiol
2008;19:1527-1539.)

Fig
RV
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b. The interpretation of repeat echocardiographic evaluations
should be done with consideration of the relationship
between the echocardiographic examination and either the
hemodialysis (HD) treatment or the presence or absence of
peritoneal dialysis (PD) fluid in the peritoneal cavity (B).
A

PE

DA

LA

LV

Ao

RV

ure 172.3. Pericardial effusion on echocardiography. Ao, Aorta; DA, des
, right ventricle. (From Otto C, Pericardial disease. In Otto CM, ed. Textbo

B

2

3. Asymptomatic dialysis patients on the transplantation waitlist
with moderate or more severe aortic stenosis (aortic valve area
�1 cm2) should have annual Doppler echocardiograms
(because aortic stenosis progresses faster in dialysis patients
than that in the general population) (C).

4. Newly or increasingly symptomatic (e.g., displaying dyspnea,
angina, fatigue, and unstable intradialytic hemodynamics)
patients with valvular heart disease (VHD) should be re-
evaluated by echocardiography.

5. Dialysis patients should be evaluated for the presence of cardio-
myopathy in the same manner as the general population, using
echocardiographic testing (C).

2012 Kidney Disease: Improving Global
Outcomes (KDIGO) Clinical Practice Guideline for
the Evaluation and Management of Chronic
Kidney Disease
These guidelines include the following14:

1. We recommend that all patients with CKD be considered at
increased risk for cardiovascular disease (1A).

2. We suggest that clinicians be familiar with the limitations of
noninvasive cardiac tests in adults and interpret the results
accordingly.
PE

RV

PE

B

cending aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PE, pulmonary embolism;
ok of clinical echocardiography, 5th ed, St Louis: Saunders, 2013; 256.)

1

Figure 172.4. A and B, Mobile cardiac
calcific calcinosis. (Modified from
Kubota H, Fujioka Y, Yoshino H, et al.
Cardiac swinging calcified amorphous
tumors in end-stage renal disease
patients. Ann Thorac Surg
2010;90:1692-1694.)
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Cardiac Disease and Evaluation and
Management among Kidney and Liver
Transplantation Candidates
These guidelines include the following15:

1. Noninvasive stress testing may be considered in kidney trans-
plantation candidates with no active cardiac conditions based
on the presence of multiple coronary artery disease risk factors,
regardless of functional status. Relevant risk factors among
transplantation candidates include diabetes mellitus, previous
cardiovascular disease, more than 1 year on dialysis, left ven-
tricular hypertrophy, age greater than 60 years, smoking, hyper-
tension, and dyslipidemia. The specific number of risk factors
that should be used to prompt testing remains to be determined,
but the committee considers three or more as reasonable (Class
IIb, Level of Evidence C).

2. It is reasonable to perform preoperative assessment of left ven-
tricular function followed by echocardiography in potential kid-
ney transplantation candidates (Class IIa, Level of Evidence B).
There is no evidence for or against surveillance by repeated left
ventricular function tests after listing for cardiac transplantation.
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173 Obesity
Sudhir Ken Mehta, MD, MBA, Francine Erenberg, MD
Approximately 72.5 million adults in the United States are
obese. These individuals are at increased risk for arterial hyperten-
sion, stroke, coronary heart disease, insulin resistance, type 2
diabetes, dyslipidemia, obstructive sleep disorder, certain types
of cancer, and premature death. Obesity, as defined by increased
body mass index (BMI), has been shown to predict cardiovascular
(CV) mortality rates. Although BMI is an accepted tool for defining
obesity, abdominal obesity or central obesity also plays a major role
in CV morbidity and mortality rates. Otherwise normal subjects
with a normal BMI but increased body fat and central obesity
(normal-weight obesity) have diminished insulin sensitivity, higher
serum C-reactive proteins, and impaired LV systolic and diastolic
function.1 Central obesity with normal BMI in patients with coro-
nary artery disease has been associated with elevated CVmortality.
Conversely, an increase in lean body mass that is associated with
obesity appears to offer some protection from CV mortality in
certain populations (the obesity paradox).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Far from being a passive storage site for energy, adipose tissue
synthesizes and releases proinflammatory markers into the
bloodstream, instigating a low-level, chronic inflammatory state,
which in turn may induce insulin resistance and endothelial dys-
function (Fig. 173.1). Extensive capillary networks surrounding
adipose tissue require extra blood flow that can ultimately add to
the total circulatory volume. An increase in skeletal muscle mass
also accompanies obesity to support the resulting increase in body
weight. Except during the fasting state, skeletal muscle, with its
higher metabolic activity, has significantly higher resting blood
flow than the adipose tissue. This extra blood flow, or preload, adds
further to the total circulatory blood volume, resulting in higher left
ventricular (LV) volume and higher cardiac output primarily
through increase in stroke volume. Ensuing increase in left ventric-
ular mass (LVM), eccentric and concentric, is also an independent
predictor of CV risk with a 1.3-fold risk for death or CV events
for each mild, moderate, and severe category of LVM.2 Increasing
adipose tissue in the epicardium and myocardium leads to
myocyte degeneration, pressure-induced atrophy, and conduction
defects and also contributes to a higher LVM. The frequent
association of hypertension with obesity adds to LV dilatation
and hypertrophy.

Lean body mass, primarily composed of organs and skeletal
muscle, is the foremost determinant of energy requirements and
correlates strongly with LVM. Conversely, increased adipose tissue
is primarily responsible for adverse metabolic and energy-related
changes that may alter myocardial function. Accumulation of adi-
pose tissue in and around (epicardial) the heart may add to diastolic
and systolic ventricular dysfunction. Although congestive heart
failure in obese individuals may occur as a result of either diastolic
or systolic dysfunction, systolic dysfunction, when measured only
by left ventricular ejection fractions (obesity cardiomyopathy), is
rare with obesity alone.3 Diastolic dysfunction linked to obesity
is seen independent of LVM. The active myocardial relaxation is
a result of calcium homeostasis and myocardial energetics. A lower
cardiac energetics, as measured by phosphocreatine-to-ATP ratio,
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Figure 173.1. Summary of potential pathways by which obesity can influence cardiac and vascular structure and function. The broken lines indicate a
significant association.
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at rest and during dobutamine stress, may help explain the lower
LV peak filling rates associated with obesity.4

CARDIAC ASSESSMENT BY ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiographic assessment in obesity begins with an assess-
ment of the subject’s age, gender, weight, height, and blood pres-
sure, as these factors may affect measured parameters associated
with obesity. Clinical information including history and physical
examination helps to ascertain the etiology of abnormalities seen
on imaging and to differentiate individuals with associated
A

Figure 173.2. Apical image of the left ventricle (LV) in an obese patient. A,
same patient shows improved LV endocardial delineation.
comorbidities, aortic stenosis, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Obese subjects will often present with technical challenges includ-
ing poor acoustic windows that limit the ability to obtain acceptable
studies. The inferior vena cava is often compressed. To ensure the
accuracy of measurements, contrast-enhanced studies, particularly
in the severely obese, may help better delineate LV endocardial and
LA borders (Fig. 173.2).

When indexing the chamber sizes, it should be implicit that LA
and LV growth may not be linear to the body surface area (BSA).
Therefore, LA and LV sizes and LVM when not indexed may be
higher as compared to nonobese controls, whereas with indexing
B

Standard two-dimensional imaging. B, Contrast-enhanced image in the
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these same measurements to BSA, the chamber sizes may appear
normal or even be underestimated in severely obese individuals.
Furthermore, if indexed measurements are made after significant
weight loss, the chamber sizes are often overestimated when cor-
rected for the (new) BSA, giving a false impression of increasing
chamber size, particularly after bariatric surgery or liposuction.
Similarly, exercise intervention that may have the consequence
of improving LV filling properties may accompany an increase
in skeletal muscle with little or no change in weight or BMI, result-
ing in confounding results if indexed measurements are used.

Indexing of LVM to body size by weight, height, or BSA had
limited success because of the nonlinear relationship between body
size and LVM. Allometric approaches, such as LVM/height2.7,
were found to be more sensitive indicators for future CV events,
although there was an inverse relationship with height during the
first 10 years of life. LVM/height2.7 tends to overcorrect for height
by artificially increasing LVM index in short subjects and by low-
ering LVM index in tall subjects. Indexing with height1.7 may be
superior in predicting CV outcomes5 and may also be a reliable
indicator of obesity-associated LV hypertrophy in children.6

Most obese individuals have mild LA and LV enlargement.
Although obese subjects have higher blood volume, enlargement
of the LA invariably signifies higher LV filling pressures. Both
eccentric hypertrophy and concentric hypertrophy are reported.
Figure 173.3. A, Transmitral inflow Doppler showing mild increase in “A” wa
pler from the same obese patient showing lower mitral annulus early diastol
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Figure 173.4. Abnormal peak systolic st
Generally, obese individuals have normal LV ejection fractions.
A lower LV ejection fraction with obesity, or obesity cardiomyop-
athy, is extremely rare and invariably signifies a long-standing
morbid obesity with associated comorbidities. The role of obstruc-
tive sleep apnea associated with obesity, if any, in the reported mild
right ventricular enlargement and hypertrophy is unclear.

DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Increased preload that tends to increase the early diastolic filling at
the mitral valve (E) may not manifest itself because of altered LV
filling pressure in the setting of the higher LVM often seen in obe-
sity. This would tend to lower the E wave velocity while signifi-
cantly increasing the late diastolic transmitral blood flow (A)
during atrial contraction, resulting in an overall lower E/A ratio.
Thus diastolic function measurements based on the transmitral flow
alone may be equivocal in certain obese subjects. In such instances,
tissue Doppler diastolic velocity may be better.

At early stages of increasing weight gain and increasing stroke
volume, alterations are seen in the myocardial velocities: a lower
mitral annulus early diastolic velocity (e0) and a higher mitral annu-
lus late diastolic velocity (a0). A lower e0 results in higher E/e0,
reflecting higher LV filling pressures (Fig. 173.3). Estimations of
LV filling pressures by E/e0 and grading for diastolic dysfunctions
ve velocity, but normal E/A ratio preserved. B,Mitral annulus tissue Dop-
ic velocity (e0) and a higher mitral annulus late diastolic velocity (a0).
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are described in another chapter. Isovolumic relaxation time is fre-
quently prolonged in obese individuals.

Despite reported normal LV ejection fractions, LV systolic
function, when measured by more sensitive methods such as tissue
Doppler imaging, strain and strain rate, and calibrated integrated
backscatter parameters, shows subclinical systolic dysfunction
even in overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9) or mildly obese (BMI 30 to 35)
individuals despite the fact that these individuals have a higher preload
(Fig. 173.4). BMI correlates significantly with average LV strain, e0
waves, and systolic myocardial velocities. Overweight and mildly
obese individuals show reduced myocardial systolic and e0 velocity,
reduced LV basal septal strain, and increased reflectivity by calibrated
integrated backscatter, suggesting the presence of underlying myo-
cardial fibrosis. In severely obese individuals (BMI > 35), additional
reduction in the myocardial velocities is noted in the LV basal inferior
and average LV strain.7 These indices may prove to be more useful
in assessing cardiac changes with weight loss. As myocardial velo-
cities change with increasing age, an awareness of the patient’s age
is warranted during the proper interpretation of lower e0 and higher
a0 waves.

Although epicardial adipose tissue, a measure of visceral fat,
can be measured by echocardiography,8 computed tomography
may be a more sensitive modality as it provides higher spatial
resolution. The use of dobutamine stress echocardiography in
detecting coronary artery disease in a select group of obese patients
can be safe and useful. Significant weight loss in obese subjects
results in the lowering of LV volume, LVM, and LA volume.
The reversal of diastolic dysfunction with weight loss, however,
remains controversial.
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174 Rheumatic Fever and Rheumatic Heart Disease
Ferande Peters, MD, Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD
Acute rheumatic fever (ARF) is an inflammatory disorder that
occurs following a throat infection with group A β-hemolytic strep-
tococcus infection (GAS).1 Rheumatic heart disease (RHD) is a
chronic disorder in which the heart valves are damaged following
an episode of ARF, or as is frequently the case, no identifiable his-
tory of ARF. The latter scenario has been defined as latent or sub-
clinical RHD.2
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Currently, ARF and RHD are not commonly encountered in the
United States and all first-world countries. When cases are encoun-
tered, they are usually found among immigrants. In contrast, the
incidence of ARF in children ages 5 to 14 years worldwide is esti-
mated to range from 300,000 to 350,000 per year.3 The majority of
these cases are found in sub-Saharan Africa, but due to the paucity
of epidemiological studies, accurate estimates of ARF are lacking.
The highest documented rates of ARF and RHD in the world are in
indigenous Australians.3
Socioeconomic factors

GAS in a susceptible individual

Abnormal immune response

ARF

Figure 174.1. Pathogenesis of acute rheumatic fever (ARF). GAS,
Group A β-hemolytic streptococcus infection.
Pathogenesis
ARF occurs following a GAS infection. In the absence of previous
ARF and/or RHD, a small minority of individuals (0.3%–3%) with
a GAS throat infection will develop ARF and/or RHD.4 The path-
ogenesis of ARF is complex and may be multifactorial. The general
consensus is that the development of ARF requires a few key
factors—a susceptible host, GAS infection with specific strains
that are thought to be rheumatogenic (M subtypes 1, 3, 5, 6, or 18),
an abnormal immune response, and environmental factors (e.g.,
poverty and overcrowding)—that contribute to this interaction
(Fig. 174.1).5,6
ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER

Diagnosis
The modified Jones criteria offer an integrated clinical approach to
improve the diagnosis of ARF and allow differentiation from other
disorders that may mimic it (Box 174.1).7,8 In recent years, it has
been proposed that echocardiography should become the standard
for diagnosing carditis.9 This has been debated for several years;
currently, the diagnosis of carditis is still made by clinical
assessment.

There are several advantages of echocardiography, which
include the identification of valvular regurgitation that is not
detectable with clinical examination,10–13 detection of concomitant
subclinical pericardial effusions and left ventricular dysfunction,
and the differentiation of physiological murmurs from the pathol-
ogy, especially in febrile or hyperdynamic states. The latter



Box 174.1 Modified Jones Criteria* for the Diagnosis
of Acute Rheumatic Fever (updated 1992)

• Evidence of a preceding streptococcal infection (throat culture or
serology) with either two major criteria or one major and two minor
criteria

• Major criteria: Carditis, polyarthritis, subcutaneous nodules,
erythema marginatum, chorea

• Minor criteria: Prolonged PR interval on the electrocardiogram,
arthralgia, fever, acute phase reactants (raised erythrocyte
sedimentation rate or raised C-reactive protein levels).

*Data taken from Special Writing Group of the Committee on Rheumatic Fever,
Endocarditis, and Kawasaki Disease of the Council on Cardiovascular
Disease in the Young of the American Heart Association. Guidelines for the
diagnosis of rheumatic fever. Jones Criteria, 1992 update. JAMA
1992;268:2069-2073.

A 5 mm

B 5 mm

Figure 174.2. A, Left parasternal view demonstrating prolapse of the
anterior leaflet of the mitral valve, with failure of coaptation of the anterior
and posterior leaflet tips. B, Left parasternal view demonstrating an
eccentric jet of mitral regurgitation due to prolapse of the anterior leaflet.
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scenario can often lead to an incorrect conclusion that ARF may be
present, as was the case in a study by Abernathy et al.11 The most
important advantage of echocardiography is that it can identify an
alternative diagnosis, such as mitral valve prolapse or congenital
heart disease.

There are two major limitations to echocardiography being used
as a diagnostic criterion. First, it is a relatively expensive examina-
tion that is not widely available in poorer communities where the
prevalence of ARF is high. Second, unless end users of echocardi-
ography have adequate training, misdiagnosis may easily occur,
especially because adequately trained cardiologists or sonogra-
phers are unlikely to be working in rural and/or semirural areas.

The aim of echocardiography in assessing valvulitis in ARF
is to integrate the anatomic abnormalities of the entire mitral
valve apparatus with detection of pathological regurgitation
(Table 174.1). This is important, because pathological regurgitation
needs to be distinguished from physiological regurgitation. The lat-
ter is usually not pansystolic; the color jet is often localized and
extends less than 1 cm in dimension. To fully evaluate these
two key features, the color jet needs to be evaluated in multiple
views at standard technical settings, whereas color M-mode and
continuous-wave Doppler of the regurgitant jet will aid in timing
the duration of the regurgitant jet. This diminishes the likelihood
of misdiagnosing physiological regurgitation as valvulitis.

Morphological valve thickening may represent valvulitis, and
may be focal or involve the entire leaflet tips. Vasan et al. reported
nodules detected on the body or the tips of the leaflets in almost
25% of patients with ARF.14 They postulated that these nodules
represent the echocardiographic equivalents of the verrucae seen
either at surgery or in autopsy specimens.15 It is essential that
the echocardiographer integrate the morphological abnormalities
with Doppler evaluation of regurgitation (Figs. 174.2 and 174.3;
TABLE 174.1 Echocardiographic Correlates of Pathological
Abnormality in Acute Rheumatic Fever

Abnormality Echocardiographic Features

Annulitis Annular dilatation
Chorditis Chordal lengthening/thickening
Valvulitis Leaflet thickening, anterior mitral leaflet prolapse,

nodules
Pathological regurgitation:
Pansystolic/pandiastolic regurgitation
Jet area extending >1 cm

Myocarditis Left ventricular dysfunction out of keeping with the
degree of valvular regurgitation

Pericarditis Pericardial effusion
Figure 174.3. Left parasternal view demonstrating the prolapse of the
anterior leaflet with prominent thickened chordae attached to both
leaflets.



Box 174.2 Avoiding Pitfalls in the Diagnosis and Assessment
of Acute Rheumatic Fever

DETECTING REGURGITATION

• Differentiate physiological from pathological regurgitation.
• Ensure all technical settings are correct
• Evaluation must be performed using multiple views
• Interpret findings judiciously when high-output states such as
anemia and fever are present

• Caution should be exercised when only Doppler regurgitation is
found in the absence of other clinical features of acute rheumatic
fever

• Diagnosing isolated tricuspid or pulmonary regurgitation as
evidence of carditis in the absence of left-sided involvement

MORPHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AND MEASUREMENTS

• Ensure correct gain settings and avoid harmonic imaging
• Use high-frequency imaging, such as zoom mode to evaluate
nodules

• Differentiate true prolapse from leaflet malcoaptation, ideally
avoiding sole assessment using an apical 4-chamber view

• The presence of restricted leaflet motion may point to previous
rheumatic involvement and is not a feature of de novo acute carditis

• Diagnosing myocarditis as the cause of left ventricular dysfunction
in the presence of hemodynamically significant valvular
regurgitation

• Detecting myocardial abnormality or pericardial effusion in the
absence of valvular abnormality should be viewed with caution as
evidence of rheumatic carditis
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Video 174.1) within the correct clinical context to avoid several pit-
falls in the diagnosis of ARF (Box 174.2).

ARF most commonly affects the mitral and aortic valves;
involvement of the tricuspid and pulmonary valves is uncommon.
Mitral regurgitation (MR) is the most common lesion encountered
in ARF; its mechanisms are multifactorial and should be care-
fully evaluated using echocardiography to identify the mechanisms
at play, particularly in patients who may require surgery
(Fig. 174.4).16 Currently, the assessment and quantification of
valvular regurgitation should be based on the American Society
of Echocardiography guidelines on valvular regurgitation, despite
the lack of modern studies on ARF that determine long-term
outcomes based on using this approach.

Identifying the severity of MR is of paramount importance, as
is identifying the degree of left ventricular remodeling and ejec-
tion fraction. The impact of valvular regurgitation is usually
Annulitis
and annular
 dilatation

Leaflet 
inflammation

Chorditis
and chordal
 elongation

Anterior 
mitral leaflet 

prolapse

Mitral 
regurgitation

Figure 174.4. Mechanisms of mitral regurgitation in acute
rheumatic fever.
commensurate with the degree of ventricular remodeling and dys-
function. Although myocarditis may occur, the major dysfunction
is most often valvular related and can be reversed with surgery.17,18

Although the ejection fraction is a less reliable marker of contrac-
tile dysfunction inMR, identification of an abnormality using echo-
cardiography may warrant surgery in some patients with worsening
NewYork Heart Association functional class despite the absence of
clinical heart failure. A second clinical scenario in which an inte-
grated approach using echocardiography is effective is to determine
if the degree of symptoms are commensurate with the degree of val-
vular and ventricular dysfunction. This is particularly important
when concomitant fever and anemia may be present in young chil-
dren or adults and may alter the hemodynamics. Assessment of the
tricuspid valve and the degree of regurgitation is very important in
patients undergoing left-sided valvular surgery because this may
mandate a concomitant tricuspid annuloplasty.
RECURRENT ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER
The incidence of recurrent ARF following a strep throat infection is
50% in patients with a history of ARF compared with 0.3% to 3% in
those who have never had ARF. The recurrence rate is highest in the
first 5 years after the first episode of ARF and can be decreased by
secondary prevention with penicillin. The 2004 World Health
Organization report suggests that the presence of only two minor
Jones criteria in combination with evidence of streptococcal infec-
tion are adequate for the diagnosis of ARF in this clinical context.4

These patients may have features of chronic rheumatic disease,
such as diastolic doming of the anterior leaflet and shortened pos-
terior leaflets with diminished leaflet motion, which are not found
in ARF (Videos 174.2 and 174.3).
Subclinical Carditis in Acute Rheumatic Fever
As previously mentioned, patients with suspected carditis but no
murmurs can have valvular regurgitation on echocardiographic
Doppler imaging for a variety of reasons. This clinical scenario
is called subclinical carditis, which has been reported within the
context of other clinical manifestations of ARF and must not be
confused with subclinical RHD.19 The reported prevalence of sub-
clinical carditis varies. It has been reported in up to 53% of cases,
although a more accurate assessment by a meta-analysis of more
than 1700 cases found it to be 18.1%.19 Patients with chorea have
been shown to have a high incidence of subclinical carditis, and the
using echocardiography is advantageous.
RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE
Chronic RHD is chronic valvular dysfunction that may manifest as
either purely stenotic, purely regurgitant, or as mixed lesions. The
detection of clinically overt disease is not difficult; however, the
identification of subclinical RHD and its milder forms in children
and young adults can be challenging. The last decade has wit-
nessed numerous echocardiographic studies on screening for
RHD in various parts of the world.20–23 These studies have
attempted to document the prevalence of RHD, but they have also
been problematic due to the lack of standardized criteria for diag-
nosing RHD. Different definitions of RHD can result in dramati-
cally different burdens of diseases in the same cohort.24,25

Recently, the World Heart Federation proposed guidelines for
the diagnosis of RHD that were based on expert consensus in
an attempt to standardize disease definitions.26 The details of these
criteria should be consulted because they represent the minimum
criteria to diagnose RHD.
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THERAPY

Treatment of Acute Rheumatic Fever
Pharmacological therapy with penicillin is essential to eradicate the
GAS infection. In allergic patients, macrolides are an alternative
therapy. Aspirin and corticosteroids are used as adjunctive therapy
for arthritis and pericarditis. Surgery is needed in ARF when
patients develop heart failure secondary to significant valvular
regurgitation. Earlier work by Essop et al showed that left ventric-
ular dysfunction improved with correction of MR by mitral valve
surgery in young individuals.17 Surgical repair has included both
mitral valve repair and mitral valve replacement. The ideal option
is mitral valve repair, which avoids the risks of a prosthetic valve
and warfarin usage in young patients who often live in rural settings
or females who are yet to enter or are in their childbearing years.
Importantly, mitral valve repair in the presence of acute carditis
carries an increased risk of failure.27 Secondary prevention with
intramuscular penicillin or oral daily penicillin is the mainstay of
prevention, and has been shown to decrease recurrent ARF epi-
sodes, decrease RHD progression, and even reverse mild disease.
However, its true benefit in subclinical disease is unknown.

CONCLUSIONS
An understanding of the various spectrums of ARF and chronic
RHD is essential to allow for correct diagnosis and intervention
in these clinical scenarios. Echocardiography is an additive tool
that, if used in a responsible and judicious manner, is additive to
the clinical assessment of both ARF and RHD.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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175 Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
Rajeev V. Rao, MD, Kwan-Leung Chan, MD
In 1924, Emanuel Libman and Benjamin Sacks demonstrated non-
infectious, nonrheumatic verrucous endocarditis in an autopsy
series of four young patients who had had multiple symptoms.
The seminal description highlighted the constellation of polyarthri-
tis, pericarditis, fever, and cutaneous eruptions common in these
patients, and that the endocardial lesions extended into the mural
endocardium.1 Since the original description by Libman and Sacks
of their eponymous endocarditis, systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE) has been recognized to be a complex multisystem disorder
with a wide range of potential cardiac manifestations (Fig. 175.1).
A comprehensive systematic approach is essential in the assess-
ment of SLE patients because the findings can be subtle and
nonspecific. None of the cardiac findings are pathognomonic for
the disease.
ETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The etiology of SLE is unknown and is likely related to genetic,
immunologic, environmental, and hormonal factors. Genetic fac-
tors play a role, with the most common predisposition occurring



Cardiac manifestations of SLE
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Figure 175.1. Cardiovascular manifestations of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). CM, cardiomyopathy; HF, heart failure; LSE, Libman-Sacks
endocarditis; MI, myocardial infarction.
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at the major histocompatibility complex in which genes that encode
for antigen-presenting cells are affected.2 The derangement in
adaptive immunity that forms the pathologic hallmark of SLE
involves polyclonal B-cell activation, hypergammaglobulinemia,
and autoantibody production that results in immune-complex for-
mation with self-antigens. The production of these autoantibodies
likely plays an important role in the pathogenesis of SLE, and their
presence can be used in detecting the disease and in monitoring dis-
ease activity.3

The classic Libman-Sacks valvular and mural lesions can either
be active or healed. Active lesions more commonly seen in patients
with recent disease onset may demonstrate focal necrosis, fibrinous
clumps, and inflammatory mononuclear infiltrates, whereas healed
lesions are often associated with calcification of the valves
involved.3–5 Multiple mechanisms of valvular dysfunction may
be operative in SLE (Table 175.1),4,6 and the prevalence of cardiac
involvement does not appear to be correlated with the severity of
disease activity.5,7 The presence of antiphospholipid antibodies
is associated with cardiac involvement according to a recent
meta-analysis of echocardiographic studies in SLE patients.8 The
importance of immune-complex deposition is highlighted by the
deposition of C3 and immunoglobulin on direct immunofluores-
cence.4,6 Pericardial involvement is predominantly fibrinous in
the acute phase and may become fibrous in the chronic phase. Myo-
cardial involvement is nonspecific, and mononuclear invasion into
the perivascular and interstitial space in addition to myocyte injury
and associated fibrosis has been described.5 The myocardial
dysfunction may be a consequence of the disease process, but it
can also be caused by hydroxychloroquine therapy, which can be
part of the treatment9; cardiac myocyte cytoplasmic vacuolization,
TABLE 175.1 Mechanisms of Valvular Dysfunction in Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus and Its Consequences

Mechanism Clinical Consequence

Healing of verrucous valvular
lesions, leading to leaflet
retraction

Valvular regurgitation, and rarely,
stenosis

Large valvular verrucous lesion Obstruction of valvular orifice
leading to stenosis or
malcoaptation of leaflets leading
to regurgitation

Infective endocarditis Due to underlying abnormal valve or
immunosuppression

Chordal rupture in presence of
verrucae

Valvular regurgitation

Papillary muscle dysfunction due
to acute myocardial infarction

Valvular regurgitation

Mitral valve prolapse Valvular regurgitation

Modified from Roberts WC, High ST. The heart in systemic lupus
erythematosus. Curr Probl Cardiol 1999;24(1):1-56.
interstitial fibrous connective tissue on light microscopy, and
lamellar lysosomal structures on electronmicroscopy are the typical
pathological findings.9,10 Coronary artery disease can result from
intimal narrowing due to coronary arteritis or atherosclerosis.4–6

PREVALENCE AND OUTCOME
The estimated incidence of SLE using data from Olmstead county,
Minnesota, from 1980 to 1992, after adjusting for age and sex to the
1970 U.S. white population, was 5.56 per 100,000 individuals (95%
confidence interval 3.93-7.19), which was more than triple the inci-
dence in the 1950 to 1979 cohort.11 The overall prevalence of SLE
using California and Pennsylvania hospital administrative data-
bases is 107 to 150 per 100,000 individuals and approximately
1.8 to 2.5 per 1,000 women.12 In terms of cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality, a large Toronto cohort from 1997 to 2005, with a
9-year follow-up, reported a standardized mortality ratio of 3.46
for patients with SLE.13 Cardiovascular morbidity in SLE consists
of a two- to tenfold increase in risk of nonfatal myocardial infarc-
tion that is associated with prolonged hospitalization and increased
in-hospital mortality. SLE patients have accelerated atherosclero-
sis, but they do not demonstrate a specific pattern of coronary
involvement.14 Young women with SLE have a 2.5-fold increased
risk of congestive heart failure (CHF) hospitalization and a 3.5-fold
increase in CHF-associated mortality compared with CHF patients
without SLE.14 It is prudent to aggressively manage the traditional
risk factors of atherosclerosis in these patients.

DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH
Patients with SLE often have multiple constitutional symptoms,
including musculoskeletal and cutaneous manifestations, many
of which are criteria for the diagnosis of SLE.15,16 Because much
of the cardiac involvement in SLE is clinically silent, there should
be a low threshold to initiate cardiac investigations in patients with
suspected or proven SLE, irrespective of cardiac symptomatology.
Echocardiography should be performed in SLE patients because of
its ability to provide a comprehensive cardiac assessment.

Initial investigations include routine hematology and biochem-
istry to assess for cytopenias and renal function. Urinalysis and
urine protein quantification should be performed when renal
involvement is documented. Serology includes the use of the sen-
sitive antinuclear antibody assay in addition to specific markers,
such as the Smith antigen and double-stranded DNA. Inflammatory
markers, such as the erythrocyte sedimentation rate or C-reactive
protein may also be used to monitor disease activity.

CARDIAC MANIFESTATIONS
The prevalence of cardiac abnormalities varies widely depending
on the type of involvement (Table 175.2). The pericardium is most



TABLE 175.2 Prevalence of Cardiac Abnormalities in Systemic
Lupus Erythematosus

Site of Involvement Prevalence

Pericarditis/effusion 11%-54%
Myocarditis 7%-10%
Valvular heart disease 15%-75%
Coronary artery disease 6%-10%

Modified from Doria A, et al. Cardiac involvement in systemic lupus
erythematosus. Lupus 2005;14(9):683-686
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frequently affected and pericarditis is usually present at the onset or
during relapse of the disease.4 Pericardial effusion may be seen as a
consequence of the serositis and is rarely symptomatic. In contrast,
symptomatic effusion is associated with reduced survival.17

A recent study of 85 Chinese SLE patients found pericardial effu-
sion in 22 (25.9%) patients and pericardial thickening in 5 (5.9%)
patients.18 Therapy consists of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs for mild disease, whereas symptomatic effusion may require
higher steroid doses in addition to pericardiocentesis.4

There is a spectrum of SLE-associated myocardial involvement
that ranges from increased left ventricular (LV) mass and excess
hypertrophy to myocarditis.19,20 Longer disease duration and
higher disease activity are associated with diastolic abnormali-
ties21–23 and LV systolic dysfunction.22,24 Myocardial involvement
can be clinically overt or silent, but this involvement needs to be
recognized immediately because urgent therapy is indicated. Inde-
pendent of the disease activity, myocardial dysfunction can occur
A

B
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D

Figure 175.2. A, Parasternal long-axis view showing the thickened mitral lea
patient with lupus-associated valve disease.B, Short-axis view of the mitral va
fusion.C,Apical 4-chamber view demonstratingmixedmitral valve diseasewi
ler of mitral inflow demonstrating increased transvalvular mitral gradients (se
as a result of the treatment with hydroxychloroquine; this dysfunc-
tion is potentially reversible with cessation of the drug.9

Hydroxychloroquine-associated cardiomyopathy is rare, but it typ-
ically manifests as restrictive cardiomyopathy with bi-atrial
enlargement, a restrictive filling pattern, and thickened atrioven-
tricular valves. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging may show
thickened LV walls with patchy late gadolinium enhancement.10

Valvular heart disease from SLE can range from mild valvular
thickening with normal function to overt valvulopathy with
vegetations and severe regurgitation or stenosis (Fig. 175.2). Galve
et al prospectively followed 74 SLE patients for almost 5 years with
echocardiography and demonstrated a prevalence of 18% of
valvular abnormalities that consisted of two types of involvement,
with vegetation in seven patients and valvular thickening with asso-
ciated stenosis or regurgitation in six patients. The patients with
vegetations were younger and had a shorter duration of disease
activity.25

Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is able to detect
SLE-associated vegetations (Libman-Sacks endocarditis) with a
sensitivity of 63% and a specificity of 58%.26 Transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) is superior to TTE in assessing SLE-
associated valve disease.27–29 In a prospective study of 69 patients,
TEE detected valve thickening in 51% of patients at baseline and
52% of patients during follow-up29; valve thickening was defined
as more than 3 mm for the mitral or tricuspid valves and more
than 2 mm for the aortic valve with involvement of at least two
cusps or with associated regurgitation or vegetation. The diffuse
thickening of leaflets and the lack of commissural fusion distin-
guish SLE-valve disease from rheumatic valvular disease.25 The
flets (6 mm in thickness) and restricted posterior mitral leaflet motion in a
lve showing a restricted posterior mitral valve leaflet with no commissural
thmoderatemitral stenosis and regurgitation.D,Continuouswave Dopp-
e accompanying Video 175.2, A-C).
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potential incremental diagnostic value of real time three-
dimensional TEE in this disease remains to be defined, because
there are only case reports of its use in this entity.30,31 Early detec-
tion of SLE-related vegetations may prompt the early and aggres-
sive use of corticosteroids and immune-suppressive therapy,
because a recent study showed a strong association of this finding
with cerebral microemboli and neuropsychiatric events.32 Surgical
intervention, including valve repair or mechanical valve replace-
ment, may be considered in patients with severe valvulopathy.4

PatientswithSLEhavepremature andacceleratedatherosclerosis,
which correlates with disease duration and activity,33 and coronary
artery disease may arise through a number of mechanisms, including
atherosclerosis and vasculitis, which have important therapeutic
implications but are difficult to determine clinically.4 In addition,
the pattern of cardiac involvement may be influenced by the effect
of corticosteroid therapy. Increased aortic stiffness predates athero-
sclerosis34 in SLE patients and appears to be ameliorated with cyclo-
phosphamide therapy, which suggests a role for aggressive
immunosuppression.35 The prevalence of SLE-associated pulmonary
hypertension is low; thus, screeningechocardiography isnotcurrently
recommended for asymptomaticpatients.36ThepresenceofhighSLE
disease activity, Raynaud phenomenon, anticardiolipin antibodies,
serositis, and anti-ribonucleoprotein antibodies are predictors of pul-
monary hypertension in SLE patients. These features can be used to
identify high-risk patients who should be screened for pulmonary
hypertension.37

In summary, SLE affects all aspects of the cardiovascular
system. Echocardiography plays an integral role in the diagnosis,
monitoring, and management of SLE-associated cardiac disease.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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176 Antiphospholipid Antibody Syndrome
Rajeev V. Rao, MD, Kwan-Leung Chan, MD
The pathogenic role of antiphospholipid antibodies (APLAs) in
thrombotic events was recognized 30 years ago in a study of 65
patients with systemic lupus erythematous (SLE).1 The antipho-
spholipid syndrome (APS) is a clinical entity composed of venous
or arterial thrombotic events or pregnancy-associated complica-
tions in the presence of APLAs, with β-2-glycoprotein I being
the main target of the antibodies. The original definition and clas-
sification of APS were developed in 1999 and updated in 2006 to
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reflect the greater knowledge of the role of specific antibodies in
thrombosis and the defining specific organ involvement for future
studies2,3 (Table 176.1). The diagnosis of APS is based on the pres-
ence of at least one clinical and one laboratory criterion. Early
literature proposed the concept of primary APS and secondary
TABLE 176.1 Classification Criteria for the Antiphospholipid
Syndrome (APS)

CLINICAL CRITERIA

Vascular thrombosis One or more clinical episodes of arterial, venous,
or small vessel thrombosis

Thrombosis must be confirmed by unequivocal
findings of appropriate imaging studies or
histopathology

For histopathologic confirmation, thrombosis
should be present without significant vessel
wall inflammation

Pregnancy criteria One or more unexplained deaths at or beyond the
10th week of gestation of a morphologically
normal fetus, documented by ultrasound or by
direct examination of the fetus

Oneormore premature births of amorphologically
normal neonate before the 34th week of
gestation because of eclampsia or severe
preeclampsia, or recognized features of
placental insufficiency

Three or more unexplained consecutive
spontaneous abortions before the 10th week of
gestation, with exclusion of maternal anatomic
or hormonal abnormalities and paternal and
maternal chromosomal causes

LABORATORY CRITERIA

Anticardiolipin
antibody

IgG and/or IgM isotype in serum or plasma,
present in medium or high titer (i.e., >40 IgG
antiphospholipid units/mL (GPL) or IgM
antiphospholipid units/mL (MPL), or >99th
percentile), on 2 or more occasions, at least
12 weeks apart, measured by a standardized
ELISA

Anti-β2-glycoprotein-I
antibody

IgG and/or IgM isotype in serum or plasma (in titer
>99th percentile), present on 2 or more
occasions, at least 12 weeks apart, measured
by a standardized ELISA

Lupus anticoagulant
(LA)

LA present in plasma, on 2 or more occasions at
least 12 weeks apart, detected according to
established guidelines

DIAGNOSIS OF DEFINITE

APS

Present if at least 1 clinical and 1 laboratory
criteria, and <5 years elapsed between the
positive laboratory criteria and clinical event

ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; Ig, immunoglobulin.
(Adapted from Miyakis S, et al. International consensus statement on an

update of the classification criteria for definite antiphospholipid
syndrome (APS). J Thromb Haemost 2006;4(2):295-306.)
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Figure 176.1. Clinical manifestations of antiphospholipid syndrome (APS). A
Cardiovasc Dis 2009;52(2):115-125.)
APS, with the latter referring to APS in the presence of another
underlying disease, most commonly SLE.4 The 2006 consensus
statement recommended against the use of the term secondary
APS because APS and SLE may be manifestations of one disease
and not necessarily two co-existing diseases. Furthermore, similar
clinical features are present in patients with primary and secondary
APS.5–7 Although APLAs have been shown to be an important
pathogenic contributor to valvular heart disease in patients with
SLE, the consensus statement did not include valvular disease or
any other cardiac abnormalities in the diagnostic criteria, because
the cardiac findings were nonspecific, affected by confounding fac-
tors such as age and hypertension, and were not consistently asso-
ciated with APLAs.3

DEMOGRAPHICS AND PRESENTING SYMPTOMS
As mentioned previously, it may not be appropriate to categorize
APS into primary and secondary forms, and the association of
APS with SLE is well-recognized.1,3,5 In patients presenting with
thrombotic events, 5% to 20% of them have APLAs7, whereas
the prevalence of APLAs is 1% to 10% in the general population
and higher in patients with autoimmune diseases such as rheuma-
toid arthritis and SLE, which are 16% and 30% to 40%, respec-
tively.7 The risk of thrombosis in patients with APLAs is
variable andmay be related to the type andmagnitude of circulating
autoantibodies. Asymptomatic patients with APLAs have a low
annual rate of thrombotic events (0%-4%), and many of these
patients can remain free of symptoms for years.8 Lupus patients
with APLAs are at the high end of the range. Valvular heart disease
occurs in approximately one third of the patients with APS, but it
appears to be more frequent when associated with SLE.9–12

The spectrum of clinical presentation can also be quite variable,
ranging from asymptomatic APLA carrier to catastrophic APS with
multiple small vessel thrombosis involving different organs and a
mortality rate of 50% (Fig. 176.1). Thrombosis is the hallmark of
primary APS, with deep venous thrombosis and stroke or transient
ischemic attack representing the most common venous and arterial
events.8 Additional non-APS manifestations include cutaneous
findings such as livedo reticularis, nephropathy, and cardiac
abnormalities.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
APS is an autoimmune systemic disease characterized by the pres-
ence of APLAs, which are a family of heterogeneous autoanti-
bodies directed against phospholipid-binding plasma proteins.
Binding of APLAs to endothelial cells, which leads to thrombosis
through the expression of tissue factor by monocytes and endothe-
lial cells, as well as activation of the complement system, has been
demonstrated. The inflammatory responsemay be a key component
of APS.7,8 Platelets also play a role in the pathogenesis of APS
through expression of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa and synthesis of throm-
boxane A2, which is a procoagulant.8 Because there are many car-
riers of APLA without clinical thrombotic events, a “two-hit
Catastrophic 
APS

ris, antiphospholipid antibody nephropathy,

olated 
orbidity

tations of 
 syndrome

Non-criteria APLA
manifestations*

PLA, antiphospholipid antibody. (Modified from George D, Erkan D. Prog
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hypothesis” has been proposed. An incident, such as minor injury,
pregnancy, malignancy, or infection, is believed to be the required
trigger to initiate the thrombotic process in susceptible carriers
of APLAs.13
Diagnostic approach
The initial workup begins with a strong clinical suspicion sur-
rounding a thrombotic event or pregnancy-related complication.
Clinical history involves a review of previous thrombotic
events and surrounding circumstances, in addition to a detailed
pregnancy-related history. Physical examination should assess
for cutaneous manifestations (livedo reticularis), valvular dys-
function, and evidence of pulmonary thromboembolic disease.
A complete hematologic panel is required, including complete
blood count, the international normalized ratio (INR), and acti-
vated partial thromboplastin time, with a mixing study per-
formed if the activated partial thromboplastin time is
abnormal. The presence of APLAs can prolong the activated
partial thromboplastin time, thus creating the effect of a coagu-
lopathy. The failure of a 1:1 mix of patient’s plasma and normal
plasma to normalize this coagulopathy suggests the presence of
an extrinsic anticoagulant; this is often the first clue to the pres-
ence of APLAs in an asymptomatic patient. There are multiple
antibodies that can act as lupus anticoagulants, and the actual
binding is not to the phospholipids themselves, but to epitopes
on the proteins to which the phospholipids are attached.7

Serology should include immunoglobulin (Ig)-M and IgG sub-
types of anticardiolipin, lupus anticoagulant activity, and IgG
and/or IgM subtypes of β-2-glycoprotein I (see Table 176.1).
Chest imaging should be obtained when a suspicion of pulmo-
nary embolism exists.
A B

DC

Figure 176.2. Transesophageal echocardiography in a patient with antipho
Mid-esophageal, long-axis view demonstrating a large 1.5- � 1.4-cm heter
B, Color Doppler mid-esophageal bi-commissural view of the mitral valve de
C, Mid-esophageal, short-axis view of the aortic valve demonstrating masse
cusps. D, Color Doppler mid-esophageal, long-axis view of the aortic valve
(See accompanying Videos 176.2, A-D).
CARDIAC MANIFESTATIONS
Cardiac involvement in APS is diverse and includes ventricular
dysfunction, ventricular hypertrophy, coronary thrombosis, prema-
ture atherosclerosis, intracardiac thrombi, valvular abnormalities,
and pulmonary hypertension.13 Although none of the cardiac man-
ifestations are specific enough to be included in the classification
criteria (see Table 176.1), valvular disease can be the most striking
feature in APS patients who have involvement of the left-sided
valves, particularly the mitral valve14–16 (Fig. 176.2/Video 176.2,
A-D). Large, mobile valvular masses or vegetations can be seen
in 10% to 40% of patients and may be difficult to differentiate from
infective vegetations.16 In addition to valvular vegetations, focal
or diffuse thickening of valve leaflets has been observed.14 In con-
trast to rheumatic valvular disease, significant valvular stenosis is
uncommon, despite diffuse thickening of the valve leaflets, and
valvular regurgitation is far more common due to improper
coaptation that results from leaflet thickening or interference by
vegetations.15 Destruction of the valve leaflets or annulus is absent,
and this is a clear distinction from infective endocarditis.16 The
morphologic features of valvular disease in APS are summarized
in Box 176.1.

Acute coronary syndrome can occur, but is far less common
than cerebrovascular disease.8 Patients with APS have an increased
risk of myocardial infarction, and APS should be considered in
young patients with acute coronary syndromewith normal coronary
arteries and no conventional atherosclerotic risk factors.17 Other
important features of cardiac APS are intracardiac thrombi and
biopsy evidence of myocardial microthrombosis without vasculi-
tis.18–20 Dense spontaneous contrast, a precursor of thrombosis,
in the left atrium has been demonstrated by transesophageal echo-
cardiography (TEE) in 10% of APS patients with no apparent rea-
son for stasis.21 Finally, pulmonary hypertension can occur as a
result of recurrent pulmonary embolism from deep vein thrombosis
spholipid antibody syndrome with both mitral and aortic vegetations. A,
ogeneous echogenic mass attached to the posterior mitral valve leaflet.
monstrating mild mitral regurgitation associated with the valvular mass.
s on the noncoronary (0.9 � 0.5 cm) and right coronary (0.4 � 0.3 cm)
demonstrating mild aortic regurgitation associated with the vegetations.



Box 176.1 Morphologic Features of Cardiac Valve Disease
in Antiphospholipid Syndrome

Valve thickness >3 mm
Localized thickening of proximal and middle portion of the valve

leaflets.
Nodules on the atrial surface of the mitral valve and/or the aortic

surface of the aortic valve.
Rheumatic valvular disease and infective endocarditis should be

excluded.

Modified fromMiyakis S, Lockshin MD, Atsumi T, et al. International consensus
statement on an update of the classification criteria for definite
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS). J Thromb Haemost 2006;4(2):295-306.
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or less commonly from in situ right ventricular thrombosis. Left
untreated, right ventricular dysfunction and tricuspid regurgitation
will invariably develop.

MANAGEMENT
Management of patients with APS depends on the clinical scenario,
bearing in mind the wide spectrum of presentation. Asymptomatic
carriers ofAPLAswithout a previous obstetricmishap or thrombotic
event requireno therapyorprobably aspirinonly. Patientswith a first
venous thrombotic event with definite APSwarrant anticoagulation
with a target INR of 2.0 to 3.0, whereas patients with arterial events
may require a higher target INR of 3.0 to 4.0, although there are no
data that show the superiority of the higher anticoagulation target.7,8

Recurrent thrombotic events, despite therapeutic anticoagulation,
are a treatment dilemma. A higher anticoagulation target (INR
3.0-4.0), concomitant use of an antiplatelet agent, low-molecular-
weight heparin, or the new oral antithrombotic agents can be tried,
but there are no trial data to support any of these strategies.7,8 The
management of APS-associated valve disease is also uncertain.
Espı́nola-Zavaleta et al reported a 1-year follow-up TEE study in
which the antithrombotic therapy failed to modify the valvular
lesions in 22 of 29 APS patients.22 New lesions occurred in seven
patients despite the treatment. In a 5-year follow-up study by Turiel
et al, the lack of efficacy of antiplatelet and antithrombotic agents on
the APS-associated valvular disease was again demonstrated,
although higher intensity anticoagulation appeared to reduce the
incidence of new valve lesions.23 The role of antiinflammatory or
immunosuppressive therapy with corticosteroids or cyclophospha-
mide in the treatment of valvular thickening or vegetations has
not been properly evaluated. Valve replacement or valve repair with
excision of valvular vegetations is associated with high periopera-
tive mortality and morbidity, as well as a high rate of recurrence.
A conservative approach with medical treatment is generally pre-
ferred, and lifelong anticoagulation is recommended in patients fol-
lowing valve surgery.7,8

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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177 Carcinoid Heart Disease
Albree Tower-Rader, MD, Vera H. Rigolin, MD
Carcinoid tumors are neuroendocrine tumors that have an esti-
mated incidence of 1 to 8.4 cases per 100,000 people; these tumors
release vasoactive compounds, including 5-hydroxytryptophan
(serotonin).1 In 75% of patients, carcinoid tumors originate in the
gastrointestinal tract, most often in the ileum or appendix, although
they may also occur within the lungs, pancreas, and gonads.1–3 Car-
cinoid syndrome occurs in approximately 20% to 30% of patients
with carcinoid tumors and is characterized by intermittent flushing,
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wheezing due to bronchospasm, and diarrhea.2,4 Approximately
two thirds of patients with carcinoid syndrome develop carcinoid
heart disease; however, up to 20% of patients with metastatic car-
cinoid tumors first present with carcinoid heart disease.5,6
TV

Figure 177.2. Severe tricuspid regurgitation demonstrated by color
flow Doppler (see accompanying Video 177.2). TV, tricuspid valve.
CARCINOID HEART DISEASE
Carcinoid heart disease is poorly understood, but it is believed to be
due to the release of vasoactive substances from hepatic metastases
into the systemic circulation.7 Plasma serotonin and urine (5-
hydroxyindoleacetic acid) (5-HIAA) levels are higher in patients
with carcinoid syndrome with carcinoid heart disease,8 and urine
5-HIAA greater than or equal to 300 μmol/24 hours is an indepen-
dent predictor of the development or progression of carcinoid heart
disease.9 Typical cardiac lesions are described as fibrous, plaque-
like areas of endocardial thickening that lead to retraction of the
valve leaflets, which causes a combination of stenosis and regurgi-
tation. The tricuspid valve is the most commonly affected valve,
followed by the pulmonic valve.10 The left side of heart is affected
less commonly and usually in the setting of right-to-left shunts or
bronchial involvement. Isolated left heart involvement may occur
with primary bronchial carcinoid tumors.6 Carcinoid tumors metas-
tasize to the heart rarely, in approximately 4% of patients, and may
occur without valvular involvement.6,11 Patients with carcinoid
heart disease often present with a murmur or symptoms of right
heart failure. The onset of carcinoid heart disease is a marker for
increased mortality in patients with carcinoid tumors, who have
a median survival of 14 months.6,12
Figure 177.3. “Dagger-wave form” in the spectral Doppler signal of
severe tricuspid regurgitation.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS OF TRICUSPID
VALVE INVOLVEMENT
There is thickening of the ventricular aspect of the tricuspid valve
that leads to shortening or fusion of the chordae. This leads to
retraction and impaired coaptation of the valve leaflets, and results
in regurgitation, and to a lesser extent, stenosis (Figs. 177.1 and
177.2/Videos 177.1 and 177.2). The leaflets may be affected asym-
metrically, which results in an eccentric regurgitant jet.3 Right
atrial and ventricular enlargement may also be present. Doppler
examination reveals a “dagger-wave form” with early peak pres-
sure and rapid decline (Fig. 177.3), andmay also demonstrate a pro-
longed pressure half-time consistent with tricuspid stenosis.6,10

Tricuspid stenosis and regurgitation severity are graded the same
as in all other etiologies.
RV
LV

TV

RA

Figure 177.1. Tricuspid valve (TV) with thickened, retracted leaflets
resulting in failure of coaptation (see accompanying Video 177.1). LV, left
ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
TRICUSPID VALVE REPLACEMENT
The development of symptomatic tricuspid regurgitation, moderate
to severe right ventricular dilation, and right ventricular failure are
associated with worse outcomes and are currently indications for
tricuspid valve replacement.13–15 Recent data suggest that survival
has improved over the past decades for patients with carcinoid heart
disease who undergo earlier tricuspid valve replacement surgery.13

Echocardiographic Findings of Pulmonic Valve
Involvement
Involvement of the pulmonic valve is characterized by diffuse
thickening of the arterial aspect of the valve leaflets, which results
in reduced leaflet excursion and pulmonic stenosis, although pul-
monic regurgitation may also be present (Figs. 177.4/Video
177.4, A andB, and 177.5).7 The use of Doppler enhances the detec-
tion of pulmonic valve involvement, especially if the valve is
poorly visualized.6 Pulmonic stenosis and regurgitation are graded
the same as in all other etiologies.
PULMONIC BALLOON VALVULOPLASTY
Balloon valvuloplasty may be an option for patients with symptoms
of pulmonic stenosis and elevated right-sided heart pressures to pal-
liate symptoms and decrease the severity of tricuspid regurgitation
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Figure 177.4. A, Thickened, retracted leaflets of the pulmonic valve. B, Pulmonic stenosis is demonstrated by color flow (see accompanying Video
177.4, A and B). PV, pulmonic valve.

Figure 177.5. Spectral Doppler signal demonstrating severe pulmonic
stenosis.
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and right-sided pressures. Balloon valvuloplasty has been reported
to be successful in a handful of cases.16,17

Please visit ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos for
this chapter.
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178 Amyloid
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INTRODUCTION
The term amyloidosis (from Greek ἄμυλον: amylon, starch) was
popularized in the nineteenth century by the German pathologist
Rudolf Virchow, because of amyloid’s affinity for staining dyes
with starch.1 It is clearly a misnomer because amyloid deposits
are made of protein and not starch. In general, amyloidosis entails
typically extracellular infiltration by one of a variety of misfolded
proteins, which all share the same β-pleated sheet configuration.2

This misfolded protein configuration is visualized as apple-green
birefringence under polarized light when tissue specimens are
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Figure 178.2. Histopathology and magnetic resonance imaging of
amyloidosis. Congo red stained tissue samples demonstrating amyloid
deposits (arrow) in a fat pad biopsy specimen (A) and the myocardium
(B). Note in (B) the extracellur location of amyloid deposits betweenmyo-
fibrils.C,Cardiacmagnetic resonance–delayed images demonstrate dif-
fuse late gadolinium enhancement throughout the left and right ventricles
consistent with amyloidosis. The deposits are predominantly subendo-
cardial (arrow). LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right
ventricle. (Courtesy of Dr. Robert Donnino, New York University Division
of Cardiology and Veterans Administration New York Harbor Healthcare
System.)
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stained with Congo red.3 At least 27 proteins have been shown to be
amyloidogenic. Amyloidosis is a multiorgan disorder; the degree of
myocardial involvement varies because amyloidogenic proteins are
not equally cardiotropic.

Amyloid light-chain (AL) amyloidosis is the most common
form of amyloidosis. It results from accumulation of clonal immu-
noglobulin light chain deposits in multiple myeloma and from sim-
ilar disorders.4 Only 10% to 15% of patients with multiple
myeloma develop AL amyloidosis.5 Cardiac involvement occurs
in up to one half of the patients with AL amyloidosis, and half
of these patients will develop restrictive, nondilated cardiomyopa-
thy.6 Only 5% of patients with AL amyloidosis present with iso-
lated cardiac disease without other signs of systemic involvement.7

Amyloid A (AA) amyloidosis is the result of deposition of
serum amyloid A protein in patients with chronic inflammatory dis-
orders, such as rheumatoid arthritis or inflammatory bowel disease.
It primarily affects the kidneys, and rarely, the heart.8

Amyloidosis related to transthyretin (TTR) deposits takes two
forms: hereditary familial systemic amyloidosis and senile sys-
temic amyloidosis.

Hereditary familial systemic amyloidosis is caused by autoso-
mal dominant mutations in the TTR gene.9 Predominant features
are peripheral neuropathy and autonomic dysfunction; cardiac
involvement is less aggressive than that in AL disease. Isolated
cardiac involvement of familial amyloidosis is associated with a
mutation in the isoleucine 122 location.10

Senile systemic amyloidosis is an age-related, slowly progres-
sive form caused by deposition of amyloid derived from wild-type
TTR. It primarily manifests as cardiac amyloidosis, but can also
occur in multiple organ systems, including the brain, lung, liver,
and kidney. It is less aggressive than AL amyloid.11

OTHER AMYLOIDOGENIC PROTEINS
Other forms of cardiac amyloidosis include isolated atrial amyloid-
osis, which is caused by endocardial deposition of atrial natriuretic
peptide,4 and hemodialysis-related amyloidosis, which is caused by
the accumulation of β2-microglobulin in the setting of chronic
uremia.12

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Clinically, cardiac amyloidosis is often first suspected as a discor-
dant combination of a markedly increased left ventricular wall
thickness on cardiac imaging (such as echocardiography) and the
absence of electrocardiographic voltage criteria for left ventricular
hypertrophy (Fig. 178.1). In advanced amyloidosis, the electrocar-
diogrammay even demonstrate lowQRS voltage (�0.5 mV in limb
leads and �1.0 mV in precordial leads).

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates characteris-
tic diffuse, predominantly subendocardial enhancement on delayed
A
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Figure 178.1. Echocardiographic and electrocardiographic appearance of a
of the left ventricular (LV) walls on transthoracic echocardiogram in the paraste
(B) (see accompanying Video 178.1, A). LA, left atrium; RV, right ventricle.
images. This late enhancement may reflect fibrosis rather than
amyloid deposition per se.13 The diagnosis of amyloidosis is con-
firmed by tissue biopsy, which is typically fat pad or endomyocar-
dial biopsy (Fig. 178.2).
aVR

aVL

aVF

myloidosis. Note the apparent discordance between marked thickening
rnal long-axis view (A) and the lowQRS voltage on the electrocardiogram
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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FEATURES

Structural Changes
Concentric wall thickening of a nondilated left ventricle in the
absence of hypertension, aortic stenosis, or other known causes
of apparent left ventricular hypertrophy is the hallmark of cardiac
amyloidosis.14,15 In the early era of two-dimensional (2D) echocar-
diography, when only fundamental (nonharmonic) imaging was
available, granular sparkling of the myocardium was reported to
be suggestive of cardiac amyloidosis.16 Modern harmonic 2D
imaging often gives a speckled appearance to the myocardium,
even if amyloid is not present. Switching from harmonic to funda-
mental imaging can help avoid overdiagnosis of amyloidosis. An
increase in the thickness of the right ventricular wall, interatrial
septum, and the atria, biatrial enlargement, thickened valves, and
pericardial and pleural effusions are also common findings.
Functional Changes
Cardiac amyloidosis typically presents as heart failure with a pre-
served left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). Left ventricular
diastolic dysfunction is the predominant feature and eventually pro-
gresses to restrictive cardiomyopathy (Fig. 178.3). Although LVEF
is preserved until terminal stages of the disease, subtle systolic dys-
function is detectable early on by strain imaging (Fig. 178.4).
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Figure 178.3. Diastolic dysfunction in amyloidosis. A, Tissue Doppler imagi
e0 velocities (<5 cm/sec). B, Mitral inflow demonstrates a restrictive filling p
dashed line). C, Pulmonary vein flow velocity pattern demonstrates an S/D
D, In this patient, mitral flow propagation velocity recording demonstrates
55 cm/sec. A normal slope of the first aliasing velocity does not exclude the
MITRAL TISSUE DOPPLER
Pulsed wave tissue Doppler velocity measured at the septal annulus
and lateral mitral annulus in the apical views reflects the longitudi-
nal excursion of the mitral annulus in systole and diastole, and can
provide evidence of systolic and diastolic impairment in the pres-
ence of a preserved ejection fraction.13 Normal values of tissue
Doppler velocity at the septal and lateral mitral annulus typically
decrease with age. For instance, at 60 years of age or older, normal
early diastolic (e0) wave values are 10.4 � 2.1 cm/sec at the septal
annulus and 12.9 � 3.5 cm/sec at the lateral annulus.13 In cardiac
amyloidosis, very low e0 velocities are frequently seen; these veloc-
ities are typically less than 8 cm/sec (see Fig. 178.3, A). Further-
more, the ratio of early diastolic (e0) to late diastolic (a0) mitral
annular tissue Doppler velocity (e0/a0 ratio) progressively dimin-
ishes as cardiac amyloidosis advances.
MITRAL INFLOW PATTERN
With disease progression, the mitral inflow filling pattern pro-
gresses from impaired relaxation early on to the pseudonormal
and restrictive filling pattern seen in advanced disease. Initially,
isovolumic relaxation is impaired with an increased dependence
on atrial contraction, which results in an impaired relaxation pattern
with a decreased early diastolic flow across the mitral valve
(E wave) relative to the atrial (A) wave (E/A ratio<1 and e0/a0 <1).
B

D

Mitral inflow

E E

A A

Flow propagation

ng at both the lateral and medial (septal) annulus demonstrates very low
attern: E/A greater than 2 and rapid E-wave deceleration (<150 msec;
less than 1 pattern, which is indicative of elevated left atrial pressure.
paradoxically normal slope of the first aliasing velocity (dashed line) of
diagnosis of amyloidosis.
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Figure 178.4. Two-dimensional echocardiography and strain imaging of amyloidosis. A, Transthoracic echocardiogram in the apical 4-chamber view
demonstrates typical features of amyloidosis: increased left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) wall thickness, biatrial enlargement, thickened
valves (arrow), pericardial effusion (asterisk), and pleural effusions.B andC, Speckle-based longitudinal strain imaging demonstrates the phenomenon
of apical sparing (relative preservation of apical longitudinal strain in the setting of otherwise decreased LV longitudinal strain). Global longitudinal strain
in this patient was diminished to�10% (see corresponding Video 178.4, A and B). LA, left atrium; LPE, left pleural effusion; RA, right atrium; RPE, right
pleural effusion.
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As myocardial infiltration progresses, left ventricular wall com-
pliance decreases and left atrial pressures increases; this initially
leads to a pseudonormal inflow pattern (1 <E/A <2 with e0/a0
<1) and then to a restrictive inflow pattern with E/A greater than
2, E-wave deceleration time less than 150 msec, and a very low
e0 (see Fig. 178.3, B).17 Elevated mid-diastolic flow (>20 cm/
sec) can also be indicative of elevated left atrial pressure and
advanced diastolic dysfunction.18 In contrast to constrictive peri-
carditis, there are no marked respiratory variations in peak mitral
E-wave velocities in patients with cardiac amyloidosis.

PULMONARY VEIN PATTERN
In a patient with sinus rhythm, pulmonary venous flow demon-
strates two anterograde (systolic [S] and diastolic [D]) and 1 retro-
grade (atrial reversal [AR]) waves. In general, the peak velocity of
the S wave is influenced by changes in left atrial pressure, contrac-
tion, and relaxation, whereas the D wave is influenced by changes
in left ventricular compliance; D wave changes occur in parallel
with the mitral E wave.16 As filling pressures rise with progression
of cardiac amyloidosis, the S velocity decreases and the D velocity
increases, which results in a S/D ratio less than 1 (see Fig. 178.3,C).
As left ventricular diastolic pressure increases, peak velocity and
duration of the AR wave tend to increase. Left ventricular diastolic
pressure is likely elevated whenever the AR wave outlasts the
mitral A wave by at least 30 msec.19 In atrial fibrillation, which
frequently accompanies cardiac amyloidosis, there is a loss of
the AR wave, and the peak velocity of the S wave diminishes even
if the left atrial pressure is normal.

Mitral flow propagation
Early diastolic flow propagation velocity from the mitral valve to
the cardiac apex reflects the relaxing properties of the left ventricle,
especially when the left ventricle is dilated. Color M-mode images
are acquired in the apical 4-chamber view, with the M-mode scan
through the center of the left ventricle and the color Nyquist limit
set to approximately 40 cm/sec. The slope of the first aliasing
velocity (Vp) in early diastole is then measured.16 The normal
Vp is more than 50 cm/sec. Because of the presence of abnormal
relaxation in cardiac amyloidosis, it is expected that the Vp would
be diminished. Nonetheless, patients with amyloidosis often have a
normal Vp, likely because the left ventricular cavity size is normal
(see Fig. 178.3, D).
LEFT VENTRICULAR STRAIN IMAGING
On strain imaging, amyloidosis is characterized by diminished lon-
gitudinal strain in basal and mid-left ventricular segments with
characteristic apical sparing (see Fig. 178.4). The loss of global lon-
gitudinal function occurs because amyloid fibrils deposit predom-
inantly in the subendocardial region, which is primarily responsible
for longitudinal deformation. The normal range of global longitu-
dinal peak systolic strain20 is greater than�18� 2%; patients with
amyloidosis typically have peak longitudinal strain values less than
�12%. The loss of longitudinal function occurs early in the course
of amyloidosis and reflects systolic dysfunction despite preserved
LVEF and fractional shortening.2

The exact mechanism for apical sparing is yet to be fully eluci-
dated. Nonetheless, apical sparing has been shown to be both sen-
sitive (93%) and specific (82%) for the diagnosis of amyloidosis
compared with other disorders with increased left ventricular wall
thickness, such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and aortic
stenosis.21

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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179 Sarcoidosis
Amit V. Patel, MD, Gillian Murtagh, MD, Amit R. Patel, MD
Sarcoidosis is a multiorgan, inflammatory disorder characterized
by noncaseating granulomatous infiltration. Sarcoidosis affects
people of all racial and ethnic groups, and occurs at all ages; how-
ever, it is more likely to be chronic and fatal in black Americans.1,2

The incidence of sarcoidosis varies by ethnicity and region, occur-
ring in up to 2 per 10,000 white individuals and 8 per 10,000 black
individuals.3 The etiology and molecular mechanisms that cause
sarcoidosis are not well understood, but genetic, environmental,
infectious, and autoimmune mechanisms have all been implicated.
Although it most commonly involves skin, eyes, and lungs, autopsy
series suggest that a major cause of death in individuals with sar-
coidosis is arrhythmia and heart failure due to cardiac infiltration.4

Manifestations of cardiac sarcoidosis (CS) can range from being
clinically silent to advanced heart failure that requires heart trans-
plantation to sudden cardiac death. Granulomatous infiltration into
the basal interventricular septum can result in conduction abnor-
malities, such as advanced atrioventricular block and bundle branch
block. Similarly, regions of previous infiltration are thought to
evolve into scar formation that serves as a substrate for reentrant
ventricular tachycardia5 and atrial arrhythmias.6 The primary and
secondary prevention annualized implantable cardioverter defibril-
lator (ICD) therapy rates in patients with CS have been reported by
one group to be 10.7% and 21%, respectively.7 Others have also
shown similarly high rates of appropriate ICD therapies in patients
with CS.8,9 Current guidelines published by the American Heart
Association consider cardiac sarcoidosis to be a class IIA indication
for ICD insertion.10

Although cardiac involvement is an important cause of morbid-
ity and mortality in patients with sarcoidosis, a recent Delphi study
suggested that there is only a low to moderate agreement among
sarcoidosis experts with regard to appropriate cardiac testing strat-
egies for the evaluation of these patients.11 Unfortunately, because
CS is a patchy disorder that often involves only small amounts of
the myocardium without causing obvious abnormalities in left ven-
tricular (LV) function, commonly used cardiac tests do not reliably
detect CS.12 Previous studies have suggested that electrocardiogra-
phy has a sensitivity ranging from 33% to 58% and a specificity of
22% to 71%.13,14 Ambulatory Holter monitoring had a sensitivity
of 50% to 67% and a specificity of 80% to 97% in other studies.15,16

Even endomyocardial biopsy has a poor sensitivity for detecting CS
due to myocardial sampling errors related to the patchy pattern of
granuloma infiltration into the myocardium.17 Cardiovascular
magnetic resonance (CMR) and cardiac F(18)-fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) are becoming the pre-
ferred imaging modalities for detecting CS. FDG-PET has been
reported to have 85% to 100% sensitivity and 38.5% to 90.9% spec-
ificity.18–20 CMR possesses the ability to accurately identify even
small areas of myocardial damage, based on the presence of late
gadolinium enhancement, making it a valuable tool for the detec-
tion and risk stratification of CS.21–25 Approximately 20% of indi-
viduals with sarcoidosis have cardiac involvement based on CMR.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS OF CARDIAC
SARCOIDOSIS
Despite the increased utilization of imaging modalities such as
CMR and PET, echocardiography remains central to the evaluation
and management of individuals with suspected or known CS,
because it is widely available and relatively inexpensive. In addi-
tion, it can be readily performed and helpful in patients with cardiac
devices.26 Echocardiography is typically thought to have a high
specificity for the detection of CS (as high as 95% in one series15),
but some have recently suggested that the specificity may be as low
as 29%.12 In patients who are highly suspected of having CS or who
have known CS, the prevalence of LV systolic dysfunction (ejec-
tion fraction [EF] <50%) as detected on echocardiography may
be high, with estimates ranging from 54% to 87%.27 However, with
the increased utilization of more sensitive tests, such as CMR and
PET for the detection of CS, it is becoming increasingly evident
that the prevalence of LV systolic dysfunction in patients with
CS may be significantly lower. Similarly, others have shown that
individuals with symptomatic CS (i.e., those with congestive heart
failure or palpitations) often have abnormalities evident on echo-
cardiography.28 However, it must be recognized that one of the lim-
itations of echocardiography for the assessment of CS is its low
sensitivity (25%-62%).15,25,29 In one series of CS patients who pre-
sented with significant atrioventricular block or ventricular tachy-
cardia, an echocardiographic abnormality was present in only 10 of
20 patients.30 Despite its limited sensitivity, echocardiography is an
important component of the Japanese Ministry of Health and
Welfare Criteria, which are traditionally used to diagnose CS
(Box 179.1).

CS can affect the heart in several different ways, and echocar-
diography plays an important role in detectingmany of these abnor-
malities.31,32 Regions of the heart most commonly involved by CS
are the interventricular septum, particularly the basal portion, as
well as the basal LV posterior wall, the LV free wall, and the pap-
illary muscles.29 Atrial involvement has also been reported to be
present in 20% of cases. Other echocardiographic manifestations



Box 179.1 Revised Guidelines for Diagnosing Cardiac Sarcoidosis 2006 (Japanese Society of Sarcoidosis and Other Granulomatous
Disorders)

HISTOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS GROUP

Cardiac sarcoidosis is confirmed when myocardial biopsy specimens
demonstrate noncaseating epithelioid cell granuloma with
histological or clinical diagnosis of extracardiac sarcoidosis

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS GROUP

Although myocardial biopsy specimens do not demonstrate
noncaseating epithelioid cell granuloma, extracardiac sarcoidosis is
diagnosed histologically or clinically and satisfies the following
conditions and more than one in six basic diagnostic criteria.
1. More than 2 of 4 major criteria are satisfied.
2. One in 4 major criteria and more than 2 in 5 minor criteria are

satisfied.

MAJOR CRITERIA

a. Advanced atrioventricular block
b. Basal thinning of the interventricular septum
c. Positive cardiac Gallium-67 uptake
d. Depressed ejection fraction of the left ventricle (<50%)

MINOR CRITERIA

a. Abnormal electrocardiographic findings: ventricular arrhythmias
(ventricular tachycardia, multifocal or

b. frequent premature ventricular contractions), right branch bundle
block, axis deviation or abnormal Q-wave

c. Abnormal echocardiography: regional abnormal wall motion or
morphological abnormality (ventricular aneurysm, wall thickening)

d. Nuclear medicine: perfusion defect detected by thallium-201
myocardial scintigraphy or technetium-99 myocardial
scintigraphy

e. Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging: delayed
enhancement of myocardium.

f. Endomyocardial biopsy: interstitial fibrosis or monocyte infiltration
over moderate grade.
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of CS include, but are not limited to, regional wall thinning,
regional wall thickening, wall motion abnormalities, systolic and
diastolic dysfunction, reduced myocardial strain, right ventricular
involvement, valvular involvement, and pericardial involvement.
The most characteristic findings on echocardiography are thinning
or an aneurysm of the basal portion of the interventricular septum
(Fig. 179.1). One study found that diagnosing CS, based on thin-
ning of the interventricular septum (thickness �4 mm) at the site
10 mm below the aortic valve or on the thickness ratio between this
site over the standard thickness of the interventricular septum
(�0.6), had a specificity of 99%. Although this study demonstrated
good specificity, the sensitivity of this measurement was likely
very poor because of the patchy nature of the disease. Others have
demonstrated that individuals with CS are significantly more likely
to have increased regional wall thickness compared with those who
A B

Figure 179.1. A, Apical four-chamber view with an aneurysmal (arrow) segm
with contrast.
have idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy.33 In addition to wall thick-
ness abnormalities, heterogeneous distribution of wall motion
abnormalities is another characteristic of CS that can be identified
on an echocardiogram.33 The prevalence of diffuse wall motion
abnormalities has been reported in 43% of CS cases, and its often
patchy nature is secondary to the heterogeneous distribution of
sarcoid granulomas in the myocardium.34

Diastolic dysfunction is also a common manifestation of CS; in
one series, diastolic dysfunction was present in 67% of individuals
with CS despite the presence of preserved LV systolic function.25

Unfortunately, the presence or absence of diastolic dysfunction is
not sufficiently sensitive or specific enough to be used to determine
if an individual has CS. Diastolic dysfunction has been reported to
be present in 14% to 33% of individuals with sarcoidosis in the
absence of cardiac involvement.25,35 Others have suggested that
ent in the mid-interventricular septum. B, Same view after opacification
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diastolic dysfunction is present in the majority of patients with
extracardiac sarcoidosis, and may be related to aging rather than
the presence of CS.36

Valvular disease in patients with CS can also be detected by
echocardiography. Direct valvular involvement by CS has been
reported in less than 3% of patients in some studies; however, val-
vular abnormality secondary to papillary dysfunction was reported
in up to 68% of patients in one series.37 Mitral regurgitation can
also be common and has been reported in up to 33% of patients with
CS in one series, and may be due to LV dilation.34

Pericardial involvement of CS is present in less than 10% of
patients, and those affected remain largely asymptomatic. Signifi-
cant pericardial effusion has been reported in 2% to 8% of patients
at autopsy, and rarely, cardiac tamponade has been observed as the
initialmanifestationofCS.34Other studieshave suggested that small
pericardial effusions may be present in up to 19% of patients.37

Ventricular aneurysms are reported to occur in 10% of patients
with CS37 and are found more commonly in the septal and anterior
wall segments. Ventricular aneurysms are of significance for a cou-
ple of reasons. They have the ability to be arrhythmogenic, because
they are associated with frequent arrhythmias, which may resolve
following resection of the aneurysm. In addition, an intraventricu-
lar thrombus, which most commonly arises along the inferior wall,
can develop in up to 17% of patients with severely reduced ventric-
ular function and ventricular aneurysm.34

There are also secondary complications of CS, which have been
well described on echocardiography. Pulmonary hypertension (PH)
is a recognized complication of sarcoidosis, with or without cardiac
involvement. The prevalence of PH in patients with CS has ranged
from 6% in outpatients to 74% in patients referred for lung transplan-
tation. PH in these patients may be secondary to cardiac pathology
(e.g., LVdysfunction), secondary to primary lungpathology (e.g., pul-
monary sarcoidosis with resultant hypoxic vasoconstriction), or rarely
due to sarcoidosis-associated pulmonary arterial hypertension.37
ROLE OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN TREATMENT,
RISK STRATIFICATION, AND SURVEILLANCE
OF CARDIAC SARCOIDOSIS
Onepotential applicationof echocardiography is its use inmonitoring
cardiac remodeling in response to treatment of CS (Fig. 179.2). One
study showed that in patients with different degrees of LV
A

Figure 179.2. A, Parasternal long-axis view with evidence of thickening of th
thickened segment following treatment with corticosteroids.
dysfunction, steroids had different benefits in terms of LV re-
modeling. In patientswith an initial LVEFof 55%ormore, long-term
steroid therapy showed preventive effects for LV remodeling and LV
function, whereas patients with LVEFs of less than 55% showed
significant reductions in LV volumes and improvement in LVEFs.
However, in patients with LVEFs less than 30%, steroid therapy
resulted in neither LV volume reduction or LVEF improvement.38

The positive impact that corticosteroid therapy had on cardiac remo-
deling, as detected by echocardiography, in these subgroups of
patients with CS could be a future area for investigation.

An important role of imaging patients with CS is to risk stratify
them. Despite its integral role in the evaluation and management of
patients with CS, there are limited data related to the role of echo-
cardiography for risk stratifying patients with CS. One retrospec-
tive study involving 95 patients with CS suggested that
corticosteroid-treated patients with an initial LVEF of 50% or more
had a 5-year survival of 89%, whereas those with an initial LVEF of
less than 50% had a 5-year survival of 59%.39 These findings not
only emphasized the prognostic value of LVEF, but also suggested
that even CS associated with a preserved LVEF is still associated
with a concerning 2% annual mortality rate. There are limited data
available on the role of serial imaging in managing patients with
CS. One study compared serial echocardiograms over a median
time of 39 months in patients with systemic sarcoidosis who had
cardiac involvement (13 patients) and those who did not have car-
diac involvement (41 patients).40 These investigators found that,
over time, those patients without cardiac involvement had no
change in EF or LV end-diastolic dimension; however, there was
a trend toward a significant decrease in EF in the group with known
cardiac involvement. They also found that there was no significant
change in the interventricular septum end-diastolic thickness
(IVSd) or posterior wall end-diastolic thickness (PWd) over time
in either the cardiac or noncardiac involvement groups. However,
they did find that the ratio of IVSd/PWd decreased over time in the
CS group, but that this ratio did not change significantly in the non-
CS group. They also found that over this time, 4.9% of patients (2 of
41) initially without cardiac involvement developed CS, one of
whom had a large decrease in EF during follow-up, and the other
who showed only a mild decrease in EF over time. They concluded
that although rapid deterioration of LV function over time could
increase the suspicion of cardiac involvement, echocardiography
was not sensitive for diagnosis and had a limited role in surveillance
imaging for detection of CS.
B

e basal anteroseptum due to cardiac sarcoidosis. B, Improvement in the
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Figure 179.3. Apical four-chamber views color coded for longitudinal strain are shown for three individuals. Segments with normal longitudinal strain
are blue, whereas segments with reduced longitudinal strain are encoded in red orwhite. (A) and (B) are images acquired from individuals with cardiac
sarcoidosis, and (C) is an image from an individual with extracardiac sarcoidosis without cardiac involvement.
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OTHER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
FOR THE DETECTION OF CARDIAC SARCOIDOSIS
Routine echocardiography has a poor sensitivity for detecting early
CS,15,25,29 and there is a need for echocardiographic approaches
that can identify some of the more subtle myocardial abnormalities
caused by CS. One promising technique is speckle tracking echo-
cardiography, which can measure abnormalities in myocardial
strain to identify subtle CS-related wall motion abnormalities with-
out the influence of tethering and translation41 (Fig. 179.3). In sev-
eral case reports, longitudinal strain measured using either
echocardiography or CMR was shown to improve following treat-
ment with corticosteroid therapy, despite the absence of improve-
ment in more conventional imaging parameters.42–44 At this point,
it is unknown which principal component of strain (longitudinal,
circumferential, or radial) is most affected by CS. At least one study
has suggested that CS could best be differentiated from dilated car-
diomyopathy by measuring differences in radial strain, but could
not be differentiated by measuring circumferential or longitudinal
strain.45 Another proposed approach has been to measure the lower
mid-wall fractional shortening.36 Others have also suggested a role
of exercise echocardiography to detect abnormalities in exercise-
induced LV dysfunction as a marker of occult CS.46 Another inter-
esting application of echocardiography is the use of integrated
backscatter, which measures cardiac acoustic properties.47,48

Abnormal backscatter may represent the early presence of granu-
loma and inflammation. In one study, patients with CS were noted
to have a decrease in cycle-dependent variation of integrated back-
scatter in the basal septum despite the absence of other abnormal-
ities on two-dimensional echocardiography.48

In summary, CS is a potentially life-threatening disorder that can
be difficult to diagnose. Echocardiography plays a central role in the
evaluation andmanagement of these patients; however, limited data
are available. Despite this, echocardiography provides valuable
information related to patient prognosis and treatment response.
A major limitation of echocardiography in the evaluation of CS is
its inability to reliably identify individuals with early CS. Recent
advances, such as speckle tracking, may improve this limitation
and are promising; however, further studies are clearly needed.
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180 Cardiac Involvement in Hypereosinophilic Syndrome
Scipione Carerj, MD, Concetta Zito, MD, PhD, Maurizio Cusmà-Piccione, MD, PhD
In 1936, Loeffler described a patient with progressive cardiac fail-
ure, eosinophilia, and inflammatory endocardial thickening.1 Sub-
sequently, in 1968, Hardy and Anderson2 coined the term
hypereosinophilic syndromes (HES) encompassing different enti-
ties with marked blood eosinophilia in the absence of helminthiasis
or allergic diseases. In 1975, Chusid and colleagues3 established
diagnostic criteria for idiopathic HES (IHES) (Box 180.1), substan-
tially based on the finding of persistent hypereosinophilia (>1500/
mm3 for >6 months) with signs and symptoms of multisystemic
organ dysfunction in the absence of other known causes of
eosinophilia.

Recent advances in the understanding of molecular pathogene-
sis of hypereosinophilia made it possible to distinguish two forms
of IHES, according to the different mechanisms responsible
for eosinophilia: myeloproliferative (M-HES) and lymphocytic
(L-HES) variants of HES.4 The former has been related to genetic
abnormalities leading to clonal expansion of the myeloid lineage,
including the eosinophils, subsequent to the activation of a tyrosine
kinase. The latter has been associated to an overproduction of
cytokines (IL-5), stimulating growth of eosinophils, by abnormal
circulating T cells.

In IHES, a variety of organs other than the heart are usually
involved, including lungs, bone marrow, and brain. Cardiac
manifestations of IHES are frequent, involving 50% to 60% of
patients and represent the leading cause of morbidity and mortal-
ity.5–7Particularly, heart failure, suddendeath, and thromboembolism
are themain cardiovascularmanifestations, implying aworse progno-
sis and increasedmortality rate.8 Cardiac damage is the result ofmyo-
cardial infiltration with eosinophils or eosinophil-derived mediators,
as confirmed by biopsy specimens revealing the presence of degranu-
lated eosinophils and eosinophil cationic protein in the endocardium,
as well as activated eosinophils at the myocardial interstitium. These
mediators lead to endothelial damage and stimulate thrombus forma-
tion.9 Similar pathologic findings occur less commonly in patients
with secondary hypereosinophilia related to parasitic disease, hyper-
sensitivity, and tumor, although a smaller proportion of patients with
such secondary hypereosinophilia manifest cardiac disease by two-
dimensional echocardiography.10 Aswidely reported, typical cardiac
findings include endocardial fibrosis and mural thrombosis, which is
most frequent in the apices of both ventricles.

Clinical presentation depends on the stages of eosinophilic
endomyocardial disease, which are as follows:

1. Necrotic stage, characterized by hypereosinophilia with sys-
temic illness (20% to 30%) and acute carditis (20% to 50%)

2. Thrombotic stage with thrombotic emboli (10% to 20%)
3. Fibrotic stage (late stage) with restrictive myopathy (10%) and

valve regurgitations

To date, HEF is included in the current classification of cardio-
myopathies into the secondary forms.11
DEMOGRAPHICS AND PRESENTING SYMPTOMS
The majority of patients (approximately 75%) described in reports
from Europe and North America were white, with a variable age of



Box 180.2 Hypereosinophilic Syndrome: Echocardiographic
Features

Wall thickening with layering of the endocardial echoes. This is most
evident at the apex of one or both ventricles, in the region of
papillary muscles at posterior mitral and anterior tricuspid valve
leaflets.

Mitral and/or tricuspid valve regurgitation.
Obliteration of the apex by thrombus.
Enlargement of the atria, with ventricular chambers generally normal
or small.

Systolic function often preserved, or impaired, with diastolic
dysfunction.

Pericardial effusion of variable degree.
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onset occurring from early childhood to extreme old age, although
the majority (70%) of patients have onset between the ages of 20
and 50 years.12 Before IHES was distinguished into M-HES and
L-HES, a greater prevalence of IHES was found in males, with a
male-to-female (M/F) sex ratio ranging from 4:1 to 9:1.12 Recently,
this M/F ratio has been confirmed in M-HES, whereas a sex ratio
close to 1:1 has been reported in L-HES.13

The principal clinical features include fatigue, weight loss,
fever, cough, and rash. Mucosal ulcerations are suggestive of
M-HES, whereas transient angioedema has been more frequently
reported in L-HES. Vascular manifestations, resulting from vascu-
litis or thrombosis of both small and large vessels, have been also
described in IHES. Musculoskeletal manifestations, including
arthralgias and myalgia, are other common findings.

Although early cardiac involvement may be asymptomatic,
overt cardiac dysfunction occurs in more than half of patients
and may be right or left sided, or both.14 In this respect, symptoms
and signs of congestive heart failure, including dyspnea, ascites, and
peripheral edema, have been commonly observed in patients with
IHES. In addition, systemic embolism, potentially leading to neu-
rologic or renal dysfunction, has been reported. Death, mostly
resulting from congestive heart failure, often with associated renal,
hepatic, or respiratory involvement, can be also observed.
A
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PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
In IHES, a variety of organs are usually involved besides the heart,
including lungs, bone marrow, and brain. Cardiac pathology con-
sists of an acute eosinophilic myocarditis, fibrinoid vasculitis of
the intramural coronary arteries, mural thrombosis along damaged
endocardium, fibrotic endocardial thickening, and ultimately,
endomyocardial fibrosis with ventricular obliteration. Cardiac
involvement is often biventricular, with mural endocardial thicken-
ing of the inflow portions and apex of the ventricles, resulting in
increased ventricular stiffness and reduced size of ventricular cav-
ities, both associated with elevated ventricular filling pressure.
Atrioventricular valvular regurgitation may occur because of
involvement of the supporting apparatus of the mitral or tricuspid
valves by endocardial scarring or thrombus. Mitral and tricuspid
stenosis may also occur and likely results from entrapment of the
subvalvular apparatus in the fibrous material.15
LV

B

Figure 180.1. A, Apical four-chamber view, obliteration of apices of
both ventricles. B, Left atrial thrombus. LA, Left atrium; LV, left ventricle;
RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.
DIAGNOSTICS AND THERAPEUTICS
The electrocardiogram (ECG) most commonly shows nonspecific
ST-segment and T-wave abnormalities. Published case reports
highlight presentations with unusual ECG changes mimicking
acute myocardial infarction.16 Arrhythmias, especially atrial fibril-
lation, and conduction defects, particularly right bundle branch
block, may also be present. The chest radiograph may reveal car-
diomegaly and pulmonary congestion or, less commonly, pulmo-
nary infiltrates.

The echocardiogram commonly demonstrates: (1) wall thicken-
ing with layering of endocardial echoes (Box 180.2), most evident
at the apex of one or both ventricles (Fig. 180.1), in the region of
papillary muscles at the posterior mitral and anterior tricuspid valve
leaflets, causing regurgitation of those valves; (2) obliteration of
the apex by a thrombus that may extend up to the inflow tract of
the atrioventricular valves, impeding normal leaflet function, with
an appearance of a “clenched fist” or “ace of spades”; (3) hypercon-
tractility of basal myocardial segments in contrast to the abnormal
apex (Merlon sign)17; (4) enlargement of the atria with inversion of
the normal ventricular-to-atrial size ratio (markedly dilated atria in
contrast to obliterated ventricles); (5) on M-mode echocardiogra-
phy, the initial rapid motion of septum and posterior wall followed
by a flat endocardial reflection (square root sign); (6) systolic
function, preserved or impaired, and diastolic dysfunction with
restrictive pattern; and (7) pericardial effusion of variable
degree.18,19

Contrast echocardiography, which can accurately delineate ven-
tricular shape and endocardial border, may be used as well, for bet-
ter evaluation of apical obliteration provoked by thrombus or
fibrosis.



Box 180.3 Investigations Needed for the Diagnosis
and the Classification of Hypereosinophilic Syndrome

Examination of peripheral blood smear
Echocardiogram (cardiac MRI)
Abdominal ultrasound, lung, and abdominal CT scan
Biopsy of damaged organ, if possible
Bone marrow biopsy with conventional karyotype
Peripheral T-cell phenotype
T-cell receptor (TCR) gene rearrangement analysis
Serum total IgE
Serum vitamin B12, tryptase
TARC, cytokine profile of peripheral T cells*
FIP1L1-PDGFRA (RT-PCR and FISH)†

*Remains to be validated.
†Needs to be analyzed in a qualified laboratory.
CT, Computed tomography; FIP1L1-PDGFRA, platelet-derived growth factor
receptor-alpha polypeptide-IP1-like-1; FISH, fluorescence in situ
hybridization; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RT-PCR, real-time
polymerase chain reaction; TARC, thymus and activation-regulated
chemokine.
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Endomyocardial biopsy allows the evaluation of histologic find-
ings that include variable degrees of an acute inflammatory eosin-
ophilic myocarditis involving the myocardium and endocardium;
thrombosis, fibrinoid change, and inflammatory reaction involving
small intramural coronary vessels; mural thrombi, often containing
eosinophils; and fibrotic thickening of up to several millimeters. On
electron microscopy, a characteristic cardiac myocytolytic change
showing disruption at the intercellular junction has been
observed.20 Although cardiac involvement is best diagnosed by
endomyocardial biopsy, this technique may fail to obtain adequate
samples in the last stage of the disease and may be difficult to per-
form. In this respect, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
allowing accurate tissue characterization by means of gadolinium
delayed enhancement and better thrombus detection, may decrease
the need for endomyocardial biopsies for the diagnosis of IHES.21

Box 180.3 summarizes all investigations needed for the diagno-
sis and classification of HES. The three primary goals for the man-
agement of IHES are: (1) reduction of peripheral and tissue levels
of eosinophils, (2) prevention of end-organ damage, and (3) pre-
vention of thromboembolic events in patients at risk. Corticoste-
roids appear to have a beneficial effect on acute myocarditis and,
together with cytotoxic drugs (hydroxyurea in particular), may
improve survival.22 Patients not responding to standard therapy
have been successfully treated with interferon, acting through
induction of apoptosis of eosinophils. Moreover, after recent
advances concerning the pathogenesis of IHES, a targeted therapy
according to the IHES variants has been proposed. In this respect,
the use of a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, such as imatinib mesylate, has
been introduced for M-HES variant, based on the identification in
this subgroup of a deregulated tyrosine kinase activity.23 At the
same time, a monoclonal anti-IL5 antibody, such as mepolizumab,
has been employed for L-HES variant to counterbalance the over-
production of IL-5 by T-cells.

As adjunctive therapy, diuretics, vasodilators and, occasionally,
inotropic agents are indicated in the management of congestive
heart failure. In earlier stages, moreover, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors and beta-blockers may be used to prevent the
development of overt ventricular dysfunction. In addition, particu-
larly in patients with ventricular thrombosis, anticoagulation ther-
apy is indicated to prevent pulmonary and systemic embolism and
to limit apical thrombotic obliteration.

When the fibrotic stage has been reached, surgical therapy
appears to offer significant palliation of symptoms. Valve replace-
ment, thrombectomy, and endomyocardectomy may provide bene-
fit to patients with valvular compromise and endomyocardial
thrombosis or fibrosis. In these regards, valve replacement with
bioprosthesis is preferred because of increased risk of thrombosis
with mechanical prosthesis. However, variable operative mortality
rates (15% to 29%) are reported.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Cardiovascular effects of endocrine diseases are vast. Diabetes is
the most common endocrine disease and is discussed in detail in
another chapter. In this chapter, we cover the other major endocrine
diseases and their effects on the heart. There are no pathognomonic
echocardiographic findings related to endocrine diseases such as
hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, acromegaly, hypercortisolism,
and hyperaldosteronism; however, some echocardiographic fea-
tures are commonly seen and have been described (Table 181.1).
These features are due either to the intrinsic effects of the circulat-
ing hormone on the myocardium or to extrinsic effects, such as
hypertension. Correction of these hormonal abnormalities can
reverse many of these echocardiographic findings.

HYPOTHYROIDISM
Hypothyroidism is a common endocrine disorder due to a decrease
in circulating thyroid hormone, which causes a decrease in basal
metabolism and efficient energy use. Decreases in thyroid hormone
can be due to a decrease in production by the thyroid gland (pri-
mary), a decrease in thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) by the
pituitary gland (secondary), or a decrease in thyrotropin-releasing
hormone from the hypothalamus (tertiary). The severity of hypo-
thyroidism can vary from subclinical hypothyroidism to myx-
edema. The systemic effects of hypothyroidism are extensive and
involve most organ systems: weight gain, hair loss, depression,
constipation, cold intolerance, and nonpitting edema are some of
its clinical signs and symptoms. Delayed tendon relaxation
during reflex testing is also seen on physical examination and is
most easily demonstrated using the Achilles tendon reflex test
(Video 181.1).

The cardiovascular effects of hypothyroidism include a
decrease in the resting heart rate, impaired ventricular filling,
and reduced myocardial contractility. There is also an increase in
peripheral vascular resistance. Electrocardiogram (ECG) can dem-
onstrate sinus bradycardia and low voltage. Chest x-ray may dem-
onstrate enlarged cardiac silhouette due to pericardial effusion
(Fig. 181.1).

Early in the disease, diastolic dysfunction has been reported by
Doppler echocardiography criteria such as prolongation of the iso-
volumic relaxation time (IVRT), a decrease in the peak early dia-
stolic filling velocity (E) with an associated increase in E-wave
deceleration time, an increased peak late diastolic filling velocity
(A) resulting in a decrease in the E/A ratio, and a low early diastolic
mitral annular velocity (Em).1,2 These Doppler findings have been
described in the right ventricle (RV) as well as the left ventricle
(LV).3 Systolic dysfunction can be seen in overt hypothyroidism,
but is not apparent in patients with subclinical hypothyroidism.4,5

Finding unexplained bradycardia combined with marked LV
mon Echocardiographic Findings in Endocrine Disease

Left Ventricular Mass Systolic F
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systolic dysfunction on two-dimensional echocardiography (with
or without pericardial effusion) should raise the suspicion of
hypothyroidism.

Patients with myxedema can have severe systolic and diastolic
dysfunction, as well as a commonly found pericardial effusion
(Video 181.2 and 181.3). Although large pericardial effusions
may be seen in severe hypothyroidism, these are rarely asso-
ciated with cardiac tamponade physiology.6 With thyroid
hormone replacement therapy, most of these cardiac findings (dia-
stolic, systolic dysfunction, and pericardial effusion) will be
reversed.7
HYPERTHYROIDISM
Hyperthyroidism is characterized by an increase in circulating thy-
roid hormones, which increases tissue metabolic rate and energy
use. In primary hyperthyroidism, thyroid hormone levels are ele-
vated, causing a reflexive decrease in TSH. In secondary hyperthy-
roidism, TSH levels are elevated, which increases production of
thyroid hormones. The severity of hyperthyroidism can range from
subclinical hyperthyroidism to thyrotoxicosis. Common signs and
symptoms include unintentional weight loss, heat intolerance,
sweating, anxiety, tremors, hair loss, palpitations, diarrhea, and
exophthalmos (mainly in Graves disease; Fig. 181.2). In contrast
to hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism will result in an increased rest-
ing heart rate, enhanced LV contractility, and increased blood vol-
ume. There is also decreased peripheral vascular resistance, which
translates into increased pulse pressure and cardiac output.8 These
patients are at an increased risk of developing atrial fibrillation as
well, especially in patients with a dilated left atrium.9

Three decades earlier, M-mode echocardiography demon-
strated an increase in the maximum left ventricular shortening
and lengthening velocities, which corresponds to the enhanced
systolic and diastolic function, respectively.10 A similar investiga-
tion using contemporary myocardial mechanical principles is yet
to be reported. The IVRT is shortened but returns to normal with
treatment, and patients have returned to their euthyroid state.11 At
rest, hyperthyroid patients will often have an increased LV ejec-
tion fraction (LVEF), but this cannot increase further with
exercise. This causes a markedly limited exercise capacity.12 Pul-
monary hypertension is also commonly seen in hyperthyroidism
and may be due in part to the increased cardiac output.13 Pro-
longed increases in heart rate or cardiac output may cause patients
to develop a dilated cardiomyopathy due to a tachycardia-
mediated process or a high-output failure mechanism, respec-
tively. This will be corrected by normalization of thyroid hormone
levels.
unction Diastolic Function Other

Impaired Pericardial effusion*
Normal or increased Reduced LVEF*
Impaired —

Impaired —
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Figure 181.1. Hypothyroidism. A, Twelve-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) of a profoundly hypothyroid patient in heart failure. Note the low
voltage, widened QRS, and flattened T waves. B, Twelve-lead ECG from the same patient 5 months later, after thyroid hormone replacement.
The ECG is now normal except for first-degree atrioventricular block. C, Chest x-ray on admission in heart failure with a pericardial effusion. D, Chest
x-ray before discharge 3 weeks later with normal cardiac silhouette. (From Crawford, MH, DiMarco JP, Paulus WJ [eds]: Cardiology, ed 2, St Louis:
Mosby, 2004.)
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Figure 181.2. Exophthalmos of both eyes with lid retraction due to
hyperthyroidism. (Reproduced from Spalton D, Hitchings R, Hunter P.
Atlas of clinical ophthalmology, ed 3, St Louis: Mosby, 2004.)

Figure 181.3. Typical appearances of acromegaly. Face shows
enlarged supraorbital ridges, nose, lips, and jaw. Note
spadelike hands. (From Ignatavicius DD, WorkmanML.Medical-surgical
nursing: critical thinking for collaborative care, ed 4, Philadelphia:
Saunders, 2002.)
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ACROMEGALY
Acromegaly is caused by the overproduction of growth hormones,
which most commonly originate from pituitary adenomas. The
increased level of growth hormone promotes insulin-like growth
factor-1 production in the liver, which induces growth of musculo-
skeletal tissues and internal organs. Clinically, these patients have
typical facial features (e.g., macrognathia, macroglossia) and joint
changes (Fig. 181.3).

Related to cardiovascular manifestations, the heart has been
noted to have increased myocardial wall thickness, LV mass, and
LVchamber size, but preserved global systolic function asmeasured
by fractional shortening and LVEF.14,15 These findings are not
purely associated with an elevated systemic blood pressure. There
is also diastolic dysfunction (increased IVRT, decreased E,
decreased e0/a0, abnormal Tei index) associated with acromegaly.16
As noted in other endocrinologic diseases, the increase in myocar-
dial wall thickness and impaired diastolic function has been found
to be a biventricular process and involves the RV as well as the
LV.17 Patients with acromegaly may develop heart failure with
global LV systolic dysfunction with decreased ejection fraction
thought to be due to the prolonged high-output state as demonstrated
by a larger chamber size and increased cardiac index.18 In patients
who are treated either surgically or medically, there is reversal of
themyocardial hypertrophy aswell as the diastolic dysfunction.19,20

HYPERCORTISOLISM
Hypercortisolism is due to the overproduction of cortisol, a gluco-
corticoid hormone. The increase in production may be caused by an
adrenal adenoma (primary), or adrenal hyperplasia (secondary)
induced by an increase in circulating corticotropin hormone either
from the pituitary gland (Cushing disease) or from an ectopic
tumor. Typical physical findings include hypertension, central obe-
sity, fat pad in the upper back (buffalo hump) and the face (moon
facies), hirsutism, amenorrhea in women, and striae formation
(Fig. 181.4). Patients on chronic steroid therapies can also develop
similar physical findings.

In echocardiography, these patients have significant left ventric-
ular hypertrophy (LVH) with increase in relative wall thickness and
a slight decrease in chamber size, but no significant difference in
LVEF.21 There is also an association with diastolic dysfunction
as described by increased IVRT, decreased E/A, prolonged E-wave
deceleration time, decreased e0, decreased e0/a0, and increased Tei
index.22 The hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction do not appear to
correlate with blood pressure or urinary cortisol but do correlate
with the duration of the disease and can be corrected after normal-
ization of cortisol levels.23,24

HYPERALDOSTERONISM
Hyperaldosteronism is caused by the excess production of aldoste-
rone, a mineralocorticoid hormone. This can either be caused by
adrenal adenoma (primary or Conn syndrome) or be induced by
overactive renin-angiotensin system (secondary). Aldosterone
causes an increased reabsorption of sodium and water in the distal
tubules and the secretion of potassium in the collecting tubules of
the kidneys (Fig. 181.5). Resistant hypertension and hypokalemia
are common clinical presentations.

Commonly found on echocardiography is significant concentric
LVH with increased interventricular septal and posterior wall
thickness, increased relative wall thickness, and increased LVmass
index.25 These patients often have evidence of impaired diastolic
function with a decreased E velocity and E/A ratio. In contrast to
patients with essential hypertension, the degree of LVH and dia-
stolic function impairment is more pronounced despite similar ele-
vations in systemic blood pressure. After adrenalectomy for
correction of hyperaldosteronism, the LVH regresses.26,27

CONCLUSION
Endocrine disorders often have profound systemic consequences.
Echocardiography is useful in detecting the cardiovascular effects.
Many of the echocardiographic abnormalities detected during the
early stages of the disease state are related to diastolic parameters
evaluated by pulsed-wave Doppler and tissue Doppler techniques.
With the development of new echocardiographic techniques such
as longitudinal and circumferential strain, rotational mechanics,
and 3D echocardiography, continued investigation of these patient
populations is warranted and may reveal additional insight into
their cardiovascular pathology.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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Figure 181.4. Hypercortisolism. Clinical features of Cushing syndrome.A,Centripetal and some generalized obesity and dorsal kyphosis in a 30-year-
old woman with Cushing disease. B, Same patient as in A, showing moon facies, plethora, hirsutism, and enlarged supraclavicular fat pads. C, Facial
rounding, hirsutism, and acne in a 14-year-old girl with Cushing disease.D, Central and generalized obesity and moon facies in a 14-year-old boy with
Cushing disease.E andF, Typical centripetal obesity with livid abdominal striae seen in a 41-year-oldwoman (E) and a 40-year-oldman (F) with Cushing
syndrome.G,Striae ina24-year-oldpatientwithcongenital adrenalhyperplasia treatedwithexcessivedosesofdexamethasoneas replacement therapy.
H, Typical bruising and thin skin of a patient with Cushing syndrome. In this case, the bruising occurredwithout obvious injury. (FromStewart PM, Krone
NP. In Melmed S, Polonsky KS, Larsen PR, Kronenberg HM (eds),Williams textbook of endocrinology, Philadelphia: Saunders, 2011, pp 479-544.)

Mechanism of pathophysiologic changes 
in primary hyperaldosteronism

Angiotensin II

Potassium loss

Renin

Aldosterone

Adrenal
adenoma

Sodium retention

Figure 181.5. Mechanism of pathophysiologic changes in primary hyperaldosteronism. The autonomous production and release of aldosterone from
the tumor lead to excessive sodium retention and potassiumwasting; these occur largely as a result of the effects of aldosterone on the distal tube of the
kidney. Renin release from the kidney is therefore inhibited, which leads to a fall in circulating levels of angiotensin II. (From Besser CM, Thorner MO.
Comprehensive clinical endocrinology, ed 3, St Louis: Mosby, 2002).
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182 Chagas Cardiomyopathy
Harry Acquatella, MD
Carlos Chagas, a Brazilian physician, described this cardiomyopa-
thy in 1909. The etiologic agent is the protozoan Trypanosoma
cruzi. The parasite has a cycle between sylvatic mammals (arma-
dillos, monkeys, and others), and humans through triatominae
bug vectors.1–3 The insects sucks blood containing T. cruzi forms.
After completing a cycle in the bug digestive tract, infecting forms
present in the feces penetrate mainly through the host skin. Farmers
living in thatched houses reproduce the natural habitat of the insect,
maintaining a continuous reinfection of persons and domestic ani-
mals. Other mechanisms include blood transfusions, laboratory
accidents, pregnancy, and oral ingestion of foods contaminated
with bug feces.
DEMOGRAPHIC AND PRESENTING SYMPTOMS
Chagas cardiomyopathy (CC) is a major cause of morbidity and
death in Latin America.1–3 Natural cases have been described from
the southern part of the United States1,2,4 to Argentine Patagonia.
Its prevalence, estimated between 1975 and 1985 as high as 17 mil-
lion cases, has decreased to about 8 million in the past 20 years as a
result of preventive programs.5 Approximately 45,000 individuals
die each year from chronic CC. An influx of immigrants from
endemic countries to the United States and Europe has increased
in recent decades, posing diagnostic dilemmas for practitioners
unfamiliar with the disease.1,2 Among some 300,000 seropositive
individuals living mostly in the U.S. southern states, between
30,000 and 45,000 may have CC.1,2,4
Patients may present with an acute or in a chronic form.1–6

Acute Chagas disease in the great majority of cases usually passes
unnoticed except when ophthalmic or skin parasite entry lesions
appear. Usually sinus tachycardia and nonspecific electrocardio-
gram (ECG) changes are found. By echocardiography (echo), a
normal ejection fraction is common, but in about half of cases peri-
cardial effusion may be present, which may progress to tamponade.
Prompt drainage could be lifesaving.6 Echo is mandatory in
patients with congestive heart failure (HF).

Chronic CC takes decades to become clinically manifest. Sero-
positive subjects are classified in progressive stages according to
symptoms and other findings (Table 182.1): asymptomatic, stage
A (with normal ECG, known as “undifferentiated”) and stage B
(with abnormal ECG), and symptomatic, stage C (mild to moderate
damage) and stage D (severe disease). About three quarters of
seropositive subjects are in stages A or B, but those who are symp-
tomatic in stages C and D may present fatigue, dyspnea, bradyar-
rhythmias or tachyarrhythmias, syncope, stroke, embolisms, and
HF.1,2,4,6 Digestive mega organs (esophagus, colon) of chagasic
origin are seen in some areas of southern South America but are
unknown in northern South America, Central America, or Mexico,
probably because of different parasite strains.2

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The pathophysiology of the disease is unknown.1–3 Inflammatory
and autoimmune responses, ischemia by microcirculation abnor-
malities, autonomic system abnormalities, and neurohormonal



TABLE 182.1 Clinical, Electrocardiographic, and Doppler-
Echocardiographic Findings in Chronic Chagas Cardiomyopathy

Asymptomatic Symptomatic

NYHA — I-II III-IV
Stage A B C D
ECG

RBBB %
LAFB %
PVCs %
AVB 1-2 %

Normal
—

—

—

—

Abnormal
9-18
9-15
3-9
2-5

Abnormal
34-40
23-39
12-75
9-14

Heart size Normal Increased
LV aneurysm % 1.6-8.6 47-64
LV posterobasal

lesion %
5.3-22 16-30

LV ejection fraction Normal Decreased
LV diastolic function* NL NL, PR PR, PN, RR RI
RV LV Tei Index ANL ANL ANL
Survival at 5 years % �98 �85 �30

Percentages represent range of means of different series.
ANL, Abnormal; AVB 1-2, first- and second-degree AV block; ECG,

electrocardiogram; LAFB, left anterior fascicular block; LV, left
ventricle; NL, normal; NYHA, New York Heart Association; PN,
pseudonormal; PR, prolonged relaxation; PVCs, premature ventricular
contractions; RBBB, right bundle-branch block; RI, restrictive
irreversible; RR, restrictive reversible; RV, right ventricle.
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activation are among several mechanisms proposed. During acute
chagasic myocarditis, parasite penetration into the myocytes and
intense inflammatory response is observed by histology and bio-
markers. T. cruzi antigens sensitize T lymphocytes, inducing anti-
body production by plasma cells. Macrophage activation by
lymphokines, increased platelet aggregation, increased production
of vasoactive factors, increased thromboxaneA2, abnormalmicrocir-
culation, and focal ischemiaareobserved.Schwanncells and intracar-
diac ganglia lesions, periganglionitis, and perineuritis may induce
intracardiac autonomic nervous system derangements. In the chronic
phase, fibrous replacement,myofibrillar loss, andmononuclear inter-
stitial infiltrates are seen.All areas of the heart are involved, including
the conduction system. Vasospasm and microcirculatory abnormali-
ties induce tissue hypoperfusion and ischemia. Parasite presence is
I aVR

aVL

aVF

V1

V2

V3

II

III

II

Figure 182.1. Electrocardiogram highly suggestive of chronic Chagas cardio
dle branch block, left anterior hemiblock, and sinus bradycardia. In precordial
of apical aneurysm.
rare.3 Among various biomarkers (issue necrosis factor α, interleukin
6, and endothelin 1), only brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) is signifi-
cantly increased early in the indeterminate form, the rest in more
advanced stages of the disease. Autoimmune cross-response against
both parasite antigens and myocardial tissue appears. Progressive
chamber remodeling and hypertrophy and mitral and tricuspid valve
regurgitation develop over years. Epicardial coronary arteries are
patent but abnormal endothelial response has been shown.6
DIAGNOSIS, DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY,
PROGNOSIS, AND THERAPEUTICS
There is a diagnosis triad: positive epidemiology, positive serology
by two or more tests, and suggestive clinical findings. Various ECG
combinations include right bundle branch block, left anterior fas-
cicular block, both, multifocal ventricular premature contractions
(Fig. 182.1), bradycardia, various degrees of atrioventricular block,
Q waves, and low-voltage QRS, ST-T, and T wave abnormalities.
All these—although nonspecific—have proved extremely useful in
recognizing cardiac damage in epidemiological studies.

Undifferentiated subjects by definition have normal ECGs and
normal systolic function, but may present early diastolic dysfunc-
tion. On tissue Doppler imaging (TDI), prolongation of the isovo-
lumic contraction time, decreased E0 wave amplitude, increased E
wave deceleration time, and abnormal Tei index are signs of early
myocardial damage.6,7 BNP levels may be increased.8

Symptomatic patients in stages C and D have increased heart
size, progressive systolic and diastolic dysfunction, and mitral
and tricuspid regurgitation. By two-dimensional (2D) echo, about
half of symptomatic patients may present with left ventricular
(LV) apical contraction abnormalities, whereas the other half have
diffuse hypokinesis similar to other cardiomyopathies. The apex
may be akinetic or as an aneurysm (Fig. 182.2/Video 182.2), which
may simulate an old infarct. On LV M-mode color Doppler, a
slower velocity propagation is found.6,8,9 In about one fifth of
patients, the inferoposterior wall may be compromised. These seg-
mental abnormalities have also been demonstrated bymagnetic res-
onance imaging and by thallium-201 perfusion imaging.1,2

Increasing diastolic dysfunction is shown by mitral valve Doppler
of prolonged and restrictive filling patterns, increased E/e0 ratio,
V6

V5

V4

myopathy shows the combination of ventricular extrasystoles, right bun-
leads V3-4 there is a convex upward ST-T segment elevation suggestive



Figure 182.2. Two-dimensional echocardiographic four-chamber api-
cal view displays a left ventricular (LV) chagasic aneurysm with a narrow
neck in a 42-year-old patient followed for almost 20 years. LV ejection
fraction was 40%. Notice the preserved systolic contractility at the
mid- and basal LV segments. Physical activity was only slightly dimin-
ished. Notice the normal size and function of the right ventricle. Both atria
are increased.

S IRT

ICT E’ A’

Figure 182.3. Tissue Doppler Imaging at the left ventricular septal mitral
annular level shows prolonged isovolumic contraction (ICT) and relaxa-
tion times (IRT) and decreased S, E0, and A0 peak velocities. The prom-
inent apical-directed IRT wave suggests earlier relaxation of the
aneurysm. Asymptomatic seropositive subjects (“undifferentiated”), not
shown, may have only an abnormal prolonged ICT and IRT, with a nor-
mal electrocardiogram.
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abnormal TDI (Fig. 182.3), Tei index, strain, strain rates, and
decreased S wave of the pulmonary veins.

Several echocardiographic survival studies of CC have been
aimed to predict outcome.9 An score was obtained combining six
independent prognostic factors10: NYHA (class III or IV) and/or
radiologic cardiomegaly (5 points each); wall motion abnormalities
by 2D echo and/or nonsustained ventricular tachycardia on 24-hour
Holter monitoring (3 points each); low ECG QRS voltage and/or
male sex (2 points each). Ten-year percentmortality rates and scores
were 10% for a score of 0 to 6, 44% for a score of 7 to 11, and 84% for
a score of 12 to 20. In 3138 seropositive subjects from six combined
series of multivariate analysis, M-mode echo LV ejection fraction
(LVEF) percent emerged as one of the most significant factors of
prognostic value (P< .001).6 Other series reported significant prog-
nostic variables asLVsystolic dimension;E-point septal separation9

right ventricular (RV) Tei index greater than 0.5611; E/e0 ratio of 15
or higher in mild to moderate LVEF dysfunction (>30%) but not in
severe cases12; and increased left atrial (LA) volume by 2D-echo13

greater than 51 mL/m2. RV dysfunction appearing earlier than LV
dysfunction has been described,2 although commonly it appears sec-
ondary to LV dysfunction.11

Management of HF is similar to that of other dilated cardiomy-
opathies, including diuretics, beta-blockers, and inhibitors or
blockers of the renin-angiotensin system and of aldosterone.1,2

There are no large published randomized HF trials on CC patients.
When apical thrombosis or atrial fibrillation is present, oral antico-
agulants are indicated.

Syncopal or near-syncopal episodes occur in patients with CC
who present sustained or nonsustained ventricular tachycardia.1,2

Most class I antiarrhythmic drugs fail or are proarrhythmic.
Because of the high cost of programmed electric stimulation, amio-
darone is frequently tried empirically. Pacemaker implants in
patients with symptomatic bradycardia improve survival except
in those with poor systolic function. The use of implantable
cardioverter-defibrillators has increased but is limited by cost.
Encouraging results are reported for heart transplantation.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding video
for this chapter.
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Sickle cell disease (SCD), caused by a β-globin gene mutation, is
characterized by systemic complications due to vasoocclusive epi-
sodes and hemolysis1 affecting approximately 1 in 500 African
Americans and 1 in 1200 Hispanic Americans.1 Although first
described more than 60 years ago, cardiopulmonary complications
have surfaced as leading causes of morbidity and premature mor-
tality, with a median life span of 45 years of age.1 Recently, signif-
icant attention has been given to the use of noninvasive
cardiovascular imaging to further elucidate these observations.
Cardiovascular imaging has shed light on important prognostic
and diagnostic characteristics of patients with SCD. In fact, char-
acteristics such as an elevated tricuspid regurgitation velocity
and the presence of diastolic dysfunction are excellent examples
of the utility of echocardiography to further risk stratify this dire
patient population. This chapter thus focuses on published cardio-
vascular features of SCD, highlighting the knowledge derived from
and the utility of echocardiography.
LEFT VENTRICULAR STRUCTURE AND SYSTOLIC
FUNCTION
Myocardial abnormalities occur frequently in adults with SCD, and
several reports have used echocardiography to describe early path-
ophysiological characteristics in children. A recent Brazilian study
that performed echocardiography in 45 sickle cell patients under
20 years of age and another 109 patients without SCD revealed
higher z-scores for left ventricular (LV) (13.1-fold higher) and right
ventricular (RV) (5.2-fold) chamber dimensions, LVmass and wall
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thickness, and left atrial diameter (4.9-fold) in children with SCD
over the control group.2 This observed dilation and increase in
wall mass have also been observed in adults with SCD along with
increased stroke volume, all of which have been associated
with chronic anemia.1 This LV remodeling has been associatedwith
impaired LV filling3,4 with increasing age, a concept that needs
further investigation and validation in SCD.

Whereas cardiopulmonary causes are listed at the top for
increased risk of mortality in SCD, the presence and effects of heart
failure in SCD have largely been underrecognized, with remaining
reports demonstrating, in part, conflicting observations. Heart fail-
ure has been reported in SCD patients with LV systolic dysfunction
and in those with preserved LV ejection fraction. Most SCD stud-
ies, to date, have confirmed that the majority of patients likely have
a preserved ejection fraction based on screening echocardiography.
In fact, recent studies using three-dimensional (3D) echocardiogra-
phy with speckle tracking (STE) (Fig. 183.1) have confirmed the
presence of normal longitudinal, radial, and circumferential com-
ponents of 3D strain with normal angle and torsion.5 Interestingly,
two-dimensional echocardiographic strain studies have revealed
reduction in longitudinal shortening during acute crisis, but unal-
tered LV myocardial performance due to relatively preserved cir-
cumferential shortening and increased radial thickening.6

Although there is general consensus that LV systolic function
determined by ejection fraction or shortening fraction is typically
preserved, measures of LV contractility, using load-independent
techniques, have shown both normal and abnormal findings.
End-systolic stress volume index, for example, was shown to be
abnormal in SCD, whereas the relationship of end-systolic wall
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stress to velocity of circumferential shortening has shown mixed
results.1 Although systolic LV function appears in large part to
be preserved, Doppler and tissue Doppler imaging reveal evidence
of significant diastolic dysfunction in children and in adults.2,7–9
DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION
The presence of diastolic dysfunction is an independent risk factor
for mortality with a risk ratio of 4.8 (95% confidence index [CI]: 1.9
to 12.1, P< 0.001).8 Importantly, the combination of diastolic dys-
function and echocardiography (echo)-derived estimates of ele-
vated pulmonary artery pressures (discussed later; Fig. 183.2)
increases this mortality risk ratio to above 13.1 As expected, dia-
stolic abnormalities are associated with older age, increases in
blood pressure, increased LV mass, and higher creatinine levels.1

Recently, a comprehensive noninvasive cardiac imaging study
using same-day echocardiography, cardiovascular magnetic reso-
nance, and arterial tonometry revealed that increased LV mass
and diastolic dysfunction linked significantly to afterload including
relative systemic hypertension and central aortic stiffness in SCD, a
concept that has been well established in the general population.
Importantly, the study did not find any significant association
between diastolic dysfunction and direct myocardial damage from
microvascular disease, iron deposition, fibrosis, and changes
related to chronic anemia, all of which have been previously pos-
tulated as etiologies for the cardiac relaxation abnormalities.10

Prospective validation studies of echo-derived measures of dia-
stolic dysfunction in SCD are lacking. Using current definitions of
echo-defined diastolic function and dysfunction that include cri-
teria for left atrial volumes may not be accurately applied to
SCD, where most patients develop large left atrial volumes associ-
ated with chronic anemia and a high output state. 3D-STE–derived
LV filling parameters have been demonstrated to be significantly
different from normal controls, reflecting an increase in both early
and atrial filling volumes and slowing in active relaxation, depicted
by a decrease in filling volume fractions at fixed times and an
increase in rapid filling duration.5 From investigations of pulmo-
nary hypertension in SCD using right heart catheterization mea-
surements, evidence of diastolic dysfunction is present in
approximately half of patients undergoing the invasive proce-
dure.1,11–13 Prevalences using noninvasive tissue Doppler thresh-
olds for diastolic dysfunction vary significantly between 15%
and 33% in children and adults with SCD.3,11,14–16 Although signif-
icant variation in measurements of echo-derived filling pressures
have been reported in the past, a tissue Doppler-derived E/e0 ratio
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Figure 183.2. Survival in sickle cell disease is reduced with the pres-
ence of diastolic dysfunction with pulmonary hypertension. (Adapted
from Sachdev V, Machado RF, Shizukuda Y, et al. Diastolic dysfunction
is an independent risk factor for death in patients with sickle cell disease.
J Am Coll Cardiol 2007;49:472-479.)
greater than 15 has been associated with elevated LV filling pres-
sure in the setting of LV systolic dysfunction. However, most
patients with SCD have been shown to have preserved ejection
fraction. In heart failure and normal ejection fraction, an increased
E/e0 ratio above 8 was found to be a useful noninvasive predictor of
diastolic dysfunction.1 A retrospective review of patients undergo-
ing echocardiography and right heart catheterization (RHC) within
72 hours reported a positive association between elevated E/e0
ratios and a pulmonary capillary wedge pressure greater than
15 mmHg.1 Receiver-operating characteristic analysis showed that
a cutoff value of 8.2 had a sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 71%
(positive predictive value 65%, negative predictive value 82%, area
under the curve 0.72) for predicting an elevated wedge pressure.1

PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
Pulmonary hypertension (PH) represents a major cause of early
death in SCD adult patients.1,11–13 Postmortem SCD studies dem-
onstrate pulmonary vascular obliteration and smooth muscle hyper-
trophy typically seen in pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)
pathology.17 Until the past few years, most SCD studies have eval-
uated PH noninvasively, primarily screening for an elevated tricus-
pid regurgitant jet velocity (TRV �2.5 m/sec) on transthoracic
echocardiography. In recent years, studies have used RHC for con-
firmation (defined as mean pulmonary artery pressure [mPAP] �
25 mm Hg). The etiology of PH, however, remains unclear.
Catheterization-based studies have provided some insight into
the prevalence of the disease in SCD, but PH is often identified after
patients have progressed to advanced disease.

Although RHC is required for confirmation, echocardiography
remains a useful noninvasive screening tool for PH in SCD. Using
the Bernoulli equation, the TRV provides a calculated estimate of
RV and pulmonary artery systolic pressures (pulmonary artery sys-
tolic pressure ¼ approximately 4TRV2 plus estimated right atrial
pressures). Use of a TRV threshold of 2.5 m/sec or greater is asso-
ciated with a low positive predictive value in SCD as demonstrated
by several studies. Part of this observation is explained by the high
output state of patients with SCD due to anemia; low viscosity due
to anemia, which can affect estimates of pulmonary vascular resis-
tance; and the fact that TRV is not always measurable on echocar-
diography.1,12 Several suggested echocardiographic parameters for
the detection of PH in SCD include mean tricuspid regurgitant jet
gradient, the end-diastolic pulmonary regurgitation gradient, mea-
sures of right ventricular systolic function and time intervals, tissue
Doppler imaging, strain-rate echocardiography, saline contrast to
enhance the tricuspid regurgitant jet or pulmonary regurgitation
signals, and incorporation of pulmonary-artery stroke distance
(the velocity-time integral measured from the pulmonic value as
an estimate of stroke volume) as an indicator of cardiac output.
One study prospectively evaluated the use of NT-BNP and
walk distance to increase the positive predictive value of borderline
Doppler-echocardiographic findings (TRV 2.5 to 2.9 m/sec)
for PH.12

Nonetheless, several screening studies have been performed
evaluating the prevalence of an elevated TRV and the presence
of RHC-defined PH in patients with SCD at steady state (i.e., not
during or near the time of sickle crisis). For each study, catheteri-
zation was indicated if patients’ echocardiography demonstrated a
TRV of 2.5 m/sec or above.1,12 Most studies have revealed that
approximately 25% to 30% of patients have a screening echo that
demonstrates a TRV of 2.5 m/sec or greater, and approximately
10% of patients with a value at or above 3.0 m/sec. However, sub-
sequent RHC has confirmed PH in only about 6% to 11% patients
with SCD.1,12,13,18

Although a TRV of 2.5 m/sec or greater in adults with SCD is a
relatively poor predictor of RHC-defined PH in SCD, the threshold
remains strongly associated with poor outcomes and functional sta-
tus in SCD.1,13 A TRV at or above 2.5 m/sec is associated with a
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9- to approximately 16-fold risk ratio for early death in SCD adults,
high NT-proBNP levels, and decreased functional capacity. A TRV
of 3 m/sec or greater is more specific for RHC-defined PH but is
present in only about 10% of SCD adults; it remains associated with
a significant risk ratio for death of approximately 10.1,13 Elevations
of TRV between 2.5 and 3.0 m/sec continue to represent poor prog-
nostic markers of SCD, but their diagnostic values remain
indeterminate.

OTHER CARDIAC FINDINGS
Although patients with SCD are predisposed to lifelong sickle cell
crises involving hypoxia and reperfusion abnormalities, myocar-
dial infarction from atherosclerotic coronary artery disease has
been rare. Hence, regional wall motion abnormalities on echocar-
diography are also not common in SCD. Instead, these patients
seem to have evidence of myocardial fibrosis (Fig. 183.3) and
abnormal myocardial perfusion reserve suggesting abnormalities
in the microvasculature.10 In addition to microvascular dysfunc-
tion, individuals with SCD have evidence of aortic stiffness, despite
the presence of a normal systemic blood pressure.10 Although
sickle cell patients can require a high burden of blood transfusions,
the presence of myocardial siderosis is infrequent, in contrast to
patients with β-thalassemia.

SCREENING CONSIDERATIONS
Given the significant cardiovascular abnormalities present in SCD,
most experts agree on obtaining a screening echocardiogram for all
patients with SCD. The screening tests provide both diagnostic and
prognostic information. Using only chest pain, dyspnea, or other
cardiorespiratory symptoms without echocardiography to identify
patients at risk for cardiovascular complications is confounded
by symptoms of chronic anemia, vasoocclusive pain crises, and
systemic involvement of the disease. The timing of the initial
screening echocardiogram and the utility of repeat echocardio-
grams for screening purposes have not been studied or defined.
Given the significant prognostic implications and studies that have
reported findings in children, we acknowledge the importance of a
screening echocardiogram during childhood. In addition, because
many of the echo-based abnormalities such as diastolic dysfunction
and elevated TRV are associated with increasing age, we also sup-
port a repeat echocardiogram in adults. We also support consider-
ation of RHC in SCD, and in particular, in patients with TRV of
3 m/sec or greater. If any other abnormal findings are suspected
or observed, we also suggest a low threshold for pursuing further
cardiovascular testing such as cardiovascular magnetic resonance
to help define the underlying etiology of even subtle LV dysfunc-
tion and RHC to confirm the presence and severity of PH.
LIMITATIONS
Garnering meaningful cardiovascular observations have been
marred by significant challenges in investigating patients with
SCD. First, many patients suffer from an increased lifetime burden
of vasoocclusive crises that are associated with severe pain, hospi-
talization, and significant swings in heart rate, blood pressure, oxy-
gen saturation, and respiratory status. These crises can significantly
affect the load on the heart and limit interpretations from conven-
tional observations on echocardiography. In addition, for more
advanced studies such as with contrast or invasive catheterizations,
obtaining appropriate intravenous access has been challenging
across many clinical studies. Furthermore, a large proportion of
urban sickle cell patient populations are complicated by significant
socioeconomic challenges that further limit successful participa-
tion in clinical trials. Despite 60 years of research, progress has
been limited, and SCD remains a dramatic example of health dis-
parities in the United States.
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Box 184.1 Clinical Spectrum of Cardiovascular Disorders
in HIV-Infected Patients

Pericardial effusion and pericarditis
Asymptomatic regional and global systolic left ventricular dysfunction
Diastolic left ventricular dysfunction
HIV cardiomyopathy
Pulmonary hypertension
Right ventricular dysfunction
Venous thrombosis and thromboembolism
Cardiac involvement in systemic malignancy
Valvular heart disease
Atherosclerotic disease including coronary artery disease

HIV, Human immunodeficiency virus.
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184 Human Immunodeficiency Virus
Edgar Argulian, MD, MPH, Farooq A. Chaudhry, MD
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection has a wide spec-
trum of cardiac manifestations (Box 184.1). Early during the epi-
demic in the developed countries, myocardial involvement and
dilated cardiomyopathy were common, but in the current era of
effective antiretroviral therapy the spectrum has shifted to meta-
bolic abnormalities (hyperlipidemia, hypertension, etc.) and accel-
erated atherosclerotic disease.1

PERICARDIAL DISEASE
Based on earlier studies, pericardial effusion and acute pericarditis
are common in patients with advanced HIV infection.2–4 The larg-
est review of postmortem and echocardiographic data reported
pericardial disease prevalence of 21%.4 Even small asymptomatic
effusions seem to carry an adverse prognosis in patients with
advanced HIV infection (36% survival at 6 months vs. 93% sur-
vival in patients without pericardial effusion).5 Large and symp-
tomatic effusions require meticulous workup because different
infections (including mycobacteria) and malignancy can be present
in up to two thirds of these patients (Videos 184.1 and 184.2).6

Echocardiography plays an essential role in diagnosing the pres-
ence of pericardial effusion, assessing its hemodynamic signifi-
cance, and assisting in pericardiocentesis. The true prevalence of
pericardial disease in the current era of effective antiretroviral ther-
apy is largely unknown. In a study of 802 outpatients from 2004 to
2006, pericardial effusion was present in only 2 patients.7
MYOCARDIAL DISEASE AND CARDIOMYOPATHY
Early autopsy studies of patients with advanced HIV infection
showed a high rate of focal myocarditis that was attributable to
opportunistic infection and/or HIV virus itself.8 Based on early
echocardiographic studies, a substantial number of HIV-infected
patients had left ventricular systolic dysfunction.9–11 In a large
study of 952 asymptomatic patients, the incidence of left ventricu-
lar systolic dysfunction during median follow-up of 60 months was
8%.12 A higher prevalence was reported in patients with advanced
HIV infection and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, espe-
cially in those with prior opportunistic infections.9,11 Although
the prevalence of symptomatic HIV cardiomyopathy has decreased
in the current era, it seems to be a clinically distinct entity that
carries a high risk of mortality (see Videos 184.1 and 184.2).13,14

In a study of 60 patients with HIV cardiomyopathy (mean age
54�9 years and mean left ventricular ejection fraction 28%�
11%), dobutamine echocardiography effectively risk stratified
and prognosticated this cohort (Fig. 184.1).14 On univariable anal-
ysis, the absence of inotropic contractile reserve (hazard ratio 6.6;
95% confidence interval 1.93 to 22.62) and New York Heart Asso-
ciation functional class IV (hazard ratio 7.2; 95% confidence inter-
val 2.20 to 23.65) were the only predictors of cardiac death. On the
other hand, the presence of inotropic contractile reserve predicted
improvement in the left ventricular ejection fraction during follow-
up.14 Recent studies have also focused on detecting early cardiac
function abnormalities in patients with HIV infection. HIV-
infected patients have a higher prevalence of diastolic dysfunction
and higher left ventricular mass index by echocardiography com-
pared with controls, even after adjustment for traditional risk fac-
tors.15 Also, using advanced imaging techniques, HIV-infected
children and young adults demonstrate impaired left ventricular
strain and strain rate despite having normal left ventricular systolic
function and ejection fractions.16 The clinical implications of these
findings need to be further evaluated.
PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
Pulmonary hypertension is a known complication of HIV infec-
tion.1 Initial studies suggested that advanced HIV and opportunistic
lung infections are related to pulmonary hypertension and isolated
right ventricular dysfunction.11,17 Other studies found pathologic
similarities between HIV-related pulmonary hypertension and
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primary arterial hypertension.18 Antiretroviral therapy has been
shown to improve symptoms and decrease pulmonary pressures
in these patients.19 Patients with HIV infection may also be at an
increased risk for venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.
The risk of venous thrombosis is 10 times higher in HIV/acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome patients than in the general popula-
tion.20 In the current era, the reported prevalence of pulmonary
hypertension is 4.7% using estimated pulmonary artery systolic
pressure of greater than 35 mm Hg by echocardiography.21 In a
larger study of 7468 patients treated at HIV clinics in France, trans-
thoracic echocardiography was used to screen for pulmonary
hypertension if patients reported dyspnea.22 The screening was
considered positive if the peak velocity of tricuspid regurgitation
was greater than 2.5 m/sec and/or the peak velocity of pulmonary
regurgitation was above 2.0 m/sec early in diastole or above1.2
m/sec at end-diastole. The echocardiography findings were con-
firmed by right heart catheterization with an overall prevalence
of pulmonary hypertension of 0.46%.22

CARDIAC TUMORS AND VALVULAR DISEASE
Kaposi sarcoma in patients with advanced HIV infection can
involve the heart. Non-Hodgkin lymphoma is a common malig-
nancy in HIV patients, which occasionally presents as a primary
cardiac tumor. Echocardiographic findings may include wall thick-
ening, pericardial effusion, discrete masses, and/or mechanical
obstruction.23 Bacterial endocarditis is typically reported in intra-
venous drug abusers. The following variables are associated with
a higher risk of infective endocarditis: low CD4 count, high viral
load, and history of intravenous drug abuse.24 Nonbacterial endo-
carditis appears to be rare in the current era.

ATHEROSCLEROTIC DISEASE
In the current era of effective antiretroviral therapy, metabolic
abnormalities and accelerated atherosclerosis have emerged as a
major issue in HIV-infected patients.25 In these patients the risk
of coronary artery disease is 1.5 to 2.0 times higher compared
to the general population in observational studies. 26,27 This is
probably due to a complex interplay of HIV infection with
cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors and antiretroviral ther-
apy.25 In a randomized study, intermittent retroviral therapy was
associated with a higher cardiovascular event rate compared with
continuous therapy (hazard ratio 1.6, 95% confidence interval
1.0 to 2.5), suggesting that effective viral suppression can improve
outcomes.28 Furthermore, HIV-infected patients usually present at
a younger age and are more likely to have single vessel coronary
artery disease.1,29 Stress echocardiography may play an important
role in diagnosis and risk stratification in these patients. In a study
of 311 HIV-positive patients (mean age 52�9 years and mean left
ventricular ejection fraction 54�12%), the presence of ischemia
and scar during stress echocardiography provided independent
and incremental prognostic value over traditional variables (such
as clinical, stress electrocardiographic, and resting echocardio-
graphic variables), whereas a normal stress echocardiogram carried
a benign prognosis.30

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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185 Cardiotoxic Effects of Cancer Therapy
Juan Carlos Plana, MD
TABLE 185.1 Characteristics of Type I and II Chemotherapy-Related
Cardiac Dysfunction

Type I Myocardial
Damage

Type II Myocardial
Damage

Characteristic
agent

Doxorubicin Trastuzumab

Clinical course and
typical response
to antiremodeling
therapy (beta
blockers,
angiotensin-
converting
enzyme
inhibitors)

May stabilize, but
underlying damage
appears to be
permanent and
irreversible;
recurrence in
months or years may
be related to
sequential cardiac
stress

High likelihood of
recovery (to or near
baseline
cardiac status) in
2-4 months after
interruption
(reversible)

Dose effects Cumulative, dose
related

Not dose related

Effect of
rechallenge

High probability of
recurrent
dysfunction that is
progressive; may
result in intractable
heart failure or death

Increasing evidence
for the relative
safety of
rechallenge
(additional data
needed)

Ultrastructure Vacuoles; myofibrillar No apparent
Cardiac toxicity by chemotherapeutic drugs was first described
more than 50 years ago, after the introduction of daunomycin as
an antimitotic agent.1 The early recognition of heart failure as a side
effect of anthracyclines led oncologists to limit the cumulative dose
of chemotherapy and prompted them to find a method to serially
monitor the occurrence of left ventricular dysfunction (LVD).2 Ini-
tial tools for the recognition of LVD included recognition of volt-
age reduction in electrocardiograms and measurement of systolic
ejection time intervals by “sphygmo-recording.”3 Nevertheless,
endomyocardial biopsy and echocardiographic evaluation of the
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) evolved as the methods
most commonly used for the identification of anthracycline-
induced cardiomyopathy.4,5 The importance of endomyocardial
biopsy has decreased over time because of risks inherent in its inva-
sive nature, costs involved, and the tremendous advances in nonin-
vasive cardiac imaging. As a result, noninvasive estimation of
LVEF has become the most widely used method for monitoring
cardiac function during and after cancer therapy.6

The success in the treatment and the resultant increase in survival
seen in the past decade in patients diagnosedwith some forms of can-
cer have created a new cohort of patients with sufficient survival to
develop the cardiovascular complications of cancer therapy. If we
use the example of breast cancer, the most common malignancy in
women in the United States, one in eight women will develop breast
cancer over the course of their lifetime. The age-adjusted death rate is
22.6 per 100,000.7 Because of increased survival within the past
10 years, there are more than 2.2 million breast cancer survivors in
theUnited States.8 Because of this extended survival, cardiac toxicity
in the formof heart failurebecomes themaindeterminant of quality of
life and early mortality in these patients.9 Moreover, a patient diag-
nosed with breast cancer and treated at an early stage has a higher
probability of dying from cardiac disease than from recurrence of
her cancer.10 To adequately address the burden imposed by heart
failure, a combined approach of early identification and treatment
of left ventricular dysfunction is required,with the hope of preventing
the morbidity and mortality associated with progression to the con-
gestive heart failure (CHF) syndrome in these patients.11
disarray and
dropout; necrosis
(changes resolve
over time)

ultrastructural
abnormalities
(though not
thoroughly
studied)

(Adapted from Plana JC, Galderisi M, Barac A. Expert consensus for
multimodality imaging evaluation of adult cancer patients during and
after cancer therapy: a report from the American Society of
Echocardiography and the European Association of Cardiovascular
Imaging. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2014;27:911-939.)
CANCER THERAPEUTICS–RELATED CARDIAC
DYSFUNCTION

Definition
Various definitions of the phenomenon previously called cardiotox-
icity have been used historically. The expert consensus on themulti-
modality imaging of the adult patient during and after cancer therapy
defines cancer therapeutics–related cardiac dysfunction (CTRCD)
as a confirmed drop (by repeated cardiac imaging performed 2 to
3 weeks following the study showing the initial drop in LVEF) in
the LVEF of greater than 10 percentage points to a value less than
53%. Drops may be further categorized as symptomatic or asymp-
tomatic, or with regard to reversibility—that is, reversible (towithin
5 percentage points of baseline); partially reversible (improved by at
least 10 percentage points, but remaining more than 5 percentage
points belowbaseline); irreversible (remainingwithin10percentage
points of the nadir); or indeterminate (patient not available for ree-
valuation because of death or refusal to undergo further imaging).12

In the expert consensus document, a classification of CTRCD based
on the mechanism of toxicity of the agents is used (Table 185.1).
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Classification by Mechanism of Toxicity

Type 1 Cancer Therapeutics–Related Cardiac
Dysfunction
Type 1 CTRCD is best exemplified with anthracyclines. CTRCD
secondary to anthracyclines has long been attributed to the produc-
tion of reactive oxygen species. However, in the past decade, the
role of the enzyme topoisomerase 2 has gained significant rele-
vance.13 There are two topoisomerase 2 isoenzymes in mammal
species: Top2α and Top2β. It has been demonstrated that the anti-
tumoral effect of doxorubicin is mediated by the formation of a ter-
nary complex among Top2α, doxorubicin, and DNA.14 Top2α is
expressed only in cells with a high mitotic rate, such as neoplastic
cells, which explains the high efficacy of anthracyclines. In con-
trast, Top2β is expressed in normal tissue such as cardiac cells.
The role of Top2β in anthracycline cardiotoxicity was recently
demonstrated in a Top2β knockout animal.15 Formation of the
ternary complexes leads to DNA fragmentation. The resulting over-
production of reactive oxygen species and defective mitochondrial
biogenesis ultimately leads to apoptosis of myocardial cells.

The incidence of heart failure, which is the major complication
of anthracycline-mediated cardiotoxicity, fluctuates between 2.2%
and 5.1% depending on the series.16 The curves of cardiotoxicity
with doxorubicin showed an incidence of heart failure incidence
appreciably low until the cumulative dose reaches 450 mg/m2.17

This finding promoted the common belief that CTRCD was
unlikely with doxorubicin doses lower than 450 mg/m2. Neverthe-
less, new data reveal a rate of 26% of mild LV dysfunction at
6 months (ejection fraction [EF]<50% by cardiac magnetic reso-
nance [CMR]) in patients who were treated with doses previously
thought to be innocent (50 to 375 mg/m2).18 The pathophysiology
of CTRCD secondary to anthracyclines involves early and cumu-
lative dose-dependent myocyte damage, which is mediated essen-
tially by cellular apoptosis. The later drop in LVEF is mainly
related to negative ventricular remodeling following the biome-
chanical model.19 Anthracycline cardiomyopathy has been linked
to a poor prognosis, with 2-year mortality rates up to 60%.20

Agents that are associated with type I CTRCD include all of the
anthracyclines (doxorubicin, epirubicin, and idarubicin) as well as
mitoxantrone; these agents are now considered to have increased
potential for long-term cardiac dysfunction and increased morbid-
ity andmortality and, as a result, warrant a higher level of long-term
scrutiny.7,8

Type 2 Cancer Therapeutics–Related Cardiac
Dysfunction
In contrast to anthracyclines, a number of agents do not directly
cause myocyte apoptosis at the time of administration in a cumu-
lative dose-dependent fashion. There is considerable evidence for
this: First, the typical anthracycline-induced cell damage seen in
cardiac biopsies is not seen in patients treated with these agents;
second, in many instances these agents have been continued for
decades without the progressive cardiac dysfunction that would
be expected with type I agents; and finally, functional recovery
of myocardial function is frequently (albeit not invariably) seen
after their interruption, granted that a type I agent was not given
before or concomitantly at the time of therapy. The cardiac dys-
function associated with these agents is classified as type II.12

The differences between the two types of dysfunction are summa-
rized in Table 185.1.

The amplification of the HER2/neu (ErbB2) gene represents an
essential process in this subgroup of breast cancer and is associated
with a more malignant behavior and prognosis. Trastuzumab (Her-
ceptin) is a humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the HER2
protein acting as an inhibitor of the tyrosine kinase receptor
encoded by the ErbB2 gene.21 The development of this monoclonal
antibody, approved in 1998, has been one of the most significant
breakthroughs in the history of translational research. Multiple
large-scale studies have proven that trastuzumab significantly
reduces the risks of recurrence and early death in patients with
HER2-positive breast cancers. Heart failure has been reported in
up to 12% of treated patients.22
Combined Chemotherapy
The addition of trastuzumab to anthracyclines therapy increases the
toxicity risk. Slamon and colleagues compared three chemotherapy
protocols in patients with metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer,
reporting a rate of 27% of LVD in the group of combined
trastuzumab-anthracycline, compared to 13% in the trastuzumab-
paclitaxel protocol and 8% in the trastuzumab-free group. The
incidence of severe cardiac dysfunction with New York Heart
Association class III or IVwas the highest at 16%, among the patients
who received trastuzumab and anthracycline, as comparedwith 3% in
patients who received anthracyclines without trastuzumab, and 2%
among those who received trastuzumab and paclitaxel.23

Animal studies done with a model of cardiac stress mediated by
anthracyclines and hemodynamic overload showed that ErbB2
knockout mice were significantly more susceptible to cardiac tox-
icity and heart failure. These findings support the crucial role of the
ErbB2 gene in the activation of cardioprotective pathways to permit
myocyte survival during acute stress signaling activation.24 A
reduction in these cardioprotective pathways after trastuzumab
treatment probably facilitates myocyte loss after exposure to
anthracyclines. This premise is consistent with clinical findings
evidencing increased cardiotoxicity after exposure to trastuzumab
in patients with underlying myocardial disease in which the cardiac
stress signals are presumably already activated.25
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF THE
PATIENT RECEIVING CANCER THERAPY
Echocardiography has been established as the cornerstone in the
imaging evaluation of patients in preparation for, during, or after
cancer therapy. This is due to its wide availability, versatility, lack
of radiation exposure, and low cost when compared to other modal-
ities. In addition to the evaluation of left and right ventricular
dimensions and systolic and diastolic function at rest and during
stress, it also allows a comprehensive evaluation of cardiac valves,
aorta, and pericardium, making it the imaging modality of choice in
the evaluation of the cancer patient.1
Two-Dimensional Echocardiography
LVEF is a major predictor of outcome in chemotherapy and is the
most common method used to evaluate cardiac function at baseline
and during treatment.6 LVEF is most commonly evaluated with
echocardiography.31 However, the technique is affected by the
quality of the acoustic window, the use of geometric assumptions
to calculate LV volumes, load dependency, and operator exper-
tise.32 In a recent study, Thavendiranathan and colleagues evalu-
ated the temporal variability of two-dimensional (2D) EF for
sequential assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction. They
found a 95% confidence interval (CI) for 2D EF of approximately
10 points of ejection fraction. This is particularly problematic, as
this is the same magnitude of change that is searched for to adju-
dicate the presence of CTRCD.33 In addition, the reported intra-
and interobserver variability is significantly high, with ranges that
fluctuate between 6% to 11% and 8% to 16%, respectively, depend-
ing on the series.34
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Contrast-Enhanced Echocardiography
The use of contrast agents is crucial for the assessment of LV vol-
umes and function when the endocardium is not well visualized.35

The presence of endocardial dropout is especially frequent in
patients with breast cancer because of the common occurrence of
mastectomy and chest radiation. The American Society of Echocar-
diography and the European Association of Cardiovascular Imag-
ing recommend the use of ultrasonic contrast agents when two or
more contiguous LV segments are not seen on noncontrast
images.36,37 Nahar and associates38 compared LVEF quantification
by radionuclide angiography with four different 2D echocardiogra-
phy techniques (fundamental, fundamental with contrast, har-
monic, and harmonic with contrast), reporting an incremental
correlation with each method. However, harmonic imaging with
contrast provided the closest correlation.39 Also, when compared
with standard 2D imaging, contrast enhancement increased the
feasibility of biplane volume analysis from 79% to 95% and nar-
rowed the limits of LVEF agreement between echo and CMR
from�18.1% to 8.3% to�7.7% to 4.1%.39 Intra- and interobserver
reproducibility also benefited from contrast use, achieving correla-
tion indices (r) greater than 0.9.35

To obtain the best enhancement, it is crucial to optimize the 2D
images in the four-chamber view; the mechanical index must be
reduced to 0.15 to 0.3 to decrease the amount of bubble destruc-
tion, and the probe frequency should be adjusted for the best
penetration. Once the contrast injection starts, the rate must be
decreased if attenuation is present and increased swirling is
observed.
Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
The main pitfalls of 2D echocardiography for ventricular volumes
and LVEF quantification are geometrical assumptions and
foreshortening of the LV. Real-time three-dimensional (3D)
Figure 185.1. Three-dimensional echocardiography for the estimation of le
before the initiation of a trastuzumab-based regimen. Her EF is 53% (low no
echocardiography has emerged as a good alternative because of
its ability to capture full ventricular volumes, which allows easy
identification of the true apex and the use of automatic endocardial
detection algorithms.40 Jacobs and colleagues compared the accu-
racy of 2D and 3D imaging against CMR for measuring end-
diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), and LVEF.
3D measurements had a higher correlation with CMR (r¼0.96,
0.97, and 0.93 for EDV, ESV, and EF, respectively).41

Real-time 3D has also proven to be a reproducible tool, making
it an ideal method for the successive evaluations required in chemo-
therapy patients, which are acquired at different time points and
analyzed by different observers. In the study by Thavendiranathan
mentioned earlier, noncontrast 3D volumes and LVEF had the
best intra- and interobserver as well as lower test-retest variability.
3D LVEF provided an upper CI limit of 4.9%, which is just
below the 5% threshold in asymptomatic patients34 (Fig. 185.1
and Video 185.1).
Contrast-Enhanced Three-Dimensional
Echocardiography
There are contradictory data regarding the advantages of contrast-
enhanced 3D echocardiography. Corsi and colleagues compared
contrast 3D imaging with CMR, reporting not only an improvement
in the accuracy and reproducibility of LV volume measurements in
patients with poor image quality, but also an enhancement in the
assessment of regional wall motion from 3D datasets.42 In the
aforementioned study by Thavendiranathan, the use of contrast
actually increased the temporal variability of LV volumes and ejec-
tion fraction. This is related to the shadowing artifact created by the
high amounts of contrast required to enhance the 3D set, limiting
the ability to define the endocardial border in the basal segments
with the subsequent inherent error in the calculation of LV volumes
and LVEF.34
ft ventricular volumes and ejection fraction (EF) in a 61-year-old woman
rmal).
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Stress Echocardiography and Cardiotoxicity
Although both exercise and dobutamine stress echocardiograms
have been applied for identification of anthracycline cardiotoxicity,
the results of these studies have been inconclusive and contradic-
tory. In 31 cancer patients studied before, during, and after 6months
of chemotherapy, low-dose dobutamine provided no additional
value for the early detection of cardiotoxicity.43,44 In contrast, a
prospective study of LV contractile reserve by repeated low-
dobutamine stress in 49 women with breast cancer showed that a
reduction in LVEF with dobutamine greater than 5% appeared to
be a threshold that discriminated the risk of a future drop in
LVEF.45 It is reasonable to assess the presence of ischemia in
patients with risk factors or known history of coronary artery dis-
ease who will receive regimens associated with ischemia (e.g., anti-
VEGF inhibitors).
0.0
0.0
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Δ GLSR-S
Δ GLSR-E
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1 - specificity
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Figure 185.2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to predict
subsequent decrease in ejection fraction (EF). Discriminative abilities of
the deformation parameters were evaluated to predict subsequent
decrease in EF. (Modified from Negishi K, Negishi T, Hare JL, et al. Inde-
pendent and incremental value of deformation indices for prediction of
trastuzumab-induced cardiotoxicity. J Am Soc Echocardiogr
2013;26:493-498.)
Strain Imaging
As previously described, LVEF is the most common method of
monitoring cardiac function during cancer treatment. However,
LVEF fails to identify small changes in LV function. The evalua-
tion of LV mechanics using strain and strain rate by tissue Doppler
imaging and 2D speckle-tracking has emerged as a reproducible
and accurate method for comprehensive evaluation of systolic
function.46–48 They have also proved to be a useful technique in
the detection of subclinical myocardial dysfunction in multiple
clinical entities.49–52

2D-based LV strain is an automated and quantitative technique
for measurement of longitudinal, radial, and circumferential global
tissue deformation. The use of speckle tracking allows frame-by-
frame tracking of individual segments throughout the cardiac
cycle. This technique is more robust than tissue Doppler–derived
strain, as it does not suffer from angle dependency and is easier
to calculate. Global longitudinal strain (GLS) is calculated as the
percentage of shortening or lengthening of an individual segment
and is reported as a mean of the 18 cardiac segments. GLS has a
low interobserver variability as reported by Marwick and associ-
ates.53 The authors studied GLS interobserver variability in 242
normal subjects, reporting a mean difference of 0.24% and a
95% CI of �9.6% to +9.7%. A recent meta-analysis including
2597 subjects from 24 studies reported a normal value of GLS
by speckle tracking of �15.9% to �22.1% (mean, �19.7%; 95%
CI, �20.4% to �18.9%).54

In two recent studies, GLS has proven to be an early indepen-
dent predictor of later reduction in LVEF after exposure to chemo-
therapeutic drugs. In one study in 81 women with breast cancer who
were treated by anthracyclines followed by taxanes and trastuzu-
mab and evaluated every 3 months for a period of 15 months, a
decrease in longitudinal strain below �19% during the initial
anthracycline treatment predicted the occurrence of subsequent
cardiotoxicity.52 Negishi and colleagues evaluated the optimal
myocardial deformation index to predict cardiotoxicity (defined
as a 10% drop in LVEF) at 12 months in 81 consecutive patients
exposed to trastuzumab. In their study, an 11% drop in GLS
(95% CI, 8.3% to 14.6%) was the strongest predictor of later car-
diotoxicity with an area under the curve of 0.87, a sensitivity of
65%, and a specificity of 94%.55 It was concluded that a relative
reduction less than 8% was of no clinical significance, and a rela-
tive reduction greater than 15% was of definite clinical signifi-
cance55 (Figs. 185.2 through 185.5).
Diastolic Function and Cardiotoxicity
Several small prospective studies have demonstrated that changes
in LV diastolic parameters precede LVEF drop during and after
anthracycline treatment,56–58 and changes in tissue Doppler param-
eters may be more sensitive than standard Doppler measurements
to detect diastolic dysfunction in this population.59 It is important to
recognize that fluctuations in early diastolic velocity of the mitral
annulus by pulsed tissue Doppler (E0 wave) can be a result of
changes in preload as a consequence of chemotherapy (nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea) and not necessarily related to cardiotoxi-
city affecting the diastolic properties of the heart. Current evidence
does not support the role of these indices for the prediction of later
cardiotoxicity.57,60
CONCLUSIONS
Every patient scheduled to receive a cardiotoxic regimen should
obtain a baseline echocardiogram. Three-dimensional echocardi-
ography has the lowest temporal variability and as a result is the
modality of choice for the longitudinal assessment of ejection frac-
tion where available. Global longitudinal strain is a promising tech-
nique for the early recognition of cardiotoxicity. We recommend
following the algorithms proposed in the expert consensus on the
multimodality imaging of adult patients during and after cancer
therapy for the initiation, surveillance, and follow-up of cancer
treatment.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding video
for this chapter.
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Figure 185.3. Global longitudinal strain (GLS) obtained at baseline in the patient described in Figure 185.1 in the apical three- (A), four- (B), and two- (C)
chamber views. Images D, E, and F show the AP3, AP4, AP2–derived GLS 3 months into treatment with trastuzumab. The GLS has fallen from
�16.9% to �13.3% (21% relative drop).
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Figure 185.4. Bull’s-eye display of the global longitudinal strain 3 months after the initiation of treatment.

Early detection of sub-clinical LV dysfunction using GLS

* The data supporting the initiation of cardioprotection for the
  treatment of subclinical LV dysfunction is limited.

Drop of 10 points
to LVEF < 53%

Yes CTRCD
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compared to baseline
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Figure 185.5. Early detection of cardiotoxicity using strain imaging. CTRCD, cancer therapeutics–related cardiac dysfunction; EF, ejection fraction;
GLS, global longitudinal strain; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction. (From Plana JC, Galderisi M, Barac A. Expert consensus for
multimodality imaging evaluation of adult cancer patients during and after cancer therapy: a report from the American Society of Echocardiography and
the European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2014;27:911-939.)
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TABLE 186.1 Echocardiographic Changes during Pregnancy

Echocardiographic Variables
Changes During
Pregnancy

Left ventricular dimension and volume Increases
Left ventricular wall thickness and left
ventricular mass

Increases

Left ventricular ejection fraction Unchanged
Left ventricular fractional shortening Unchanged
Left ventricular radial and longitudinal strain
rate

Increases

Aortic root diameter Mildly increases
Right ventricular dimension and volume Increases
Right ventricular ejection fraction Unchanged
Left atrial size and volume Increases
Stroke volume as measured using LVOT VTI Increases
Mitral E wave velocity Increases, then

decreases
Mitral A wave velocity Increases
Peak pulmonary artery systolic pressure
estimated using TR jet

Unchanged

LVOT, Left ventricular outflow tract; TR, tricuspid regurgitation; VTI,
velocity-time integral.
Echocardiography is the modality of choice to evaluate cardiac
structure and function in pregnant women. Transthoracic echocar-
diography (TTE) is noninvasive, does not involve radiation, is eas-
ily available and portable, and can provide accurate assessment of
cardiac morphology and function. Many healthy pregnant women
experience shortness of breath, dizziness, fatigue, bilateral pedal
edema, or even syncope that mimic the presence of heart disease.
On cardiac examination, a 3/6 flow murmur from increased flow
through the left and right ventricular (RV) outflow tracts can be
heard along with a bounding arterial pulse, a prominent apical
impulse that may be shifted laterally because of the gravid uterus,
an RV impulse due to volume overload, and a third sound.1 The
diagnostic value of echocardiography is particularly great in help-
ing distinguish cardiac from noncardiac causes of the foregoing
signs and symptoms. In this chapter, we review the normal hemo-
dynamic changes during pregnancy and the associated echocardio-
graphic findings.

PHYSIOLOGIC CHANGES WITH PREGNANCY
Blood volume increases 10% to 15% by 7 weeks of gestation and
rises until around 32 weeks to a 30% to 50% increase in total
plasma volume.2 The red cell mass also increases until the end
of pregnancy to about 20%, resulting in anemia of pregnancy.
Overall, cardiac output increases 30% to 50% during normal preg-
nancy, beginning during the first trimester and peaking at around 25
to 35 weeks of gestation.3–5 The increase in stroke volume accounts
for much of the increase in cardiac output in the first two trimesters.
An elevation in heart rate becomes a more important factor in the
third trimester of pregnancy.6 Blood pressure (BP) decreases at
7 weeks’ gestation and continues to fall until it reaches nadir by
midpregnancy, reaching about 5 to 10 mm Hg (about 10%) below
baseline. The fall in the BP is related to the decrease in systemic
vascular resistance, which is noted as early as 5 weeks of gestation,
falling to around 35% at 20 weeks, and remaining constant until
term. Afterwards, BP gradually increases and returns to its prepreg-
nancy level at term.3,5,7,8 The increase in blood volume is offset by
a reduction in systemic vascular resistance, causing no change in
pulmonary artery pressures.9 These cardiovascular changes resolve
after delivery, with hemodynamics largely returning to baseline
level by 24 weeks postpartum.4,10

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS DURING
NORMAL PREGNANCY
In response to the hemodynamic changes in pregnancy, the heart
undergoes major morphological and functional adaptations that
can be detected by TTE (Table 186.1).

Cardiac Chamber Dimensions
To accommodate the increased preload, there is a 5% to 10%
increase in left ventricular (LV) end-diastolic dimension.5,6 Along
with an increase in LV dimensions, there is a corresponding
increase in LV wall thickness and LVmass.5,10–13 This physiologic
hypertrophy is thought to normalize the elevated level of systolic
wall stress. Similar to the LV, the RV increases in size over the
course of pregnancy because of the increased preload14,15
(Fig. 186.1/Videos 186.1, A-D). This increase in size can be
detected in the apical four-chamber view at the basal or mid-RV
level. We found an increase in LV and RV volumes in the second
and third trimester using three-dimensional (3D) TTE.16 The left
atrium increases in size gradually, with the maximal atrial size seen
at term. Studies have shown an increase in the left atrial anteropos-
terior diameter in the parasternal long-axis view, left atrial area in
the four-chamber view, left atrial volume in the apical four-
chamber and two-chamber view, or by 3D echocardiogra-
phy.12,14,15,17,18 Serial studies in pregnant women show a slight
increase in LV outflow tract diameter as pregnancy progresses.
These changes are on the order of 2 to 3 mm,16,18,19 but are detect-
able by two-dimensional (2D) TTE. There is a parallel increase in
aortic root diameter.14,20

Left Ventricular Contractility and Ejection
Fraction
The change in LV contractility in pregnancy is a controversial sub-
ject. Most studies have found no significant change in ejection frac-
tion.5,19,21 Some have found a decrease in the ratio of wall stress to
velocity of circumferential fiber contraction, implying enhanced
intrinsic myocardial contractility,3 whereas others have concluded
that ejection fraction or contractility as measured by fractional
shortening and velocity of circumferential fiber contraction decline
slightly, especially in the late third trimester.9,22,23 The gravid
uterus pushes the diaphragm upward, making it difficult to obtain
true apical views, especially during the third trimester, and the
biplane ejection fraction. We found a slight but insignificant
decrease in LV ejection fraction in the third trimester using 3D
echocardiography.16 Others have shown a decrease in longitudinal
LV shortening, as measured by longitudinal tissue Doppler strain,
toward the end of pregnancy, and an increase in LV globularity.15

However, our own observations using speckle tracking strain rate
indicate an increase in cardiac contractility as demonstrated by
an increase in LV radial and longitudinal rate of deformation, par-
ticularly during first and second trimesters.24 Savu and colleagues
also observed increased LV and RV longitudinal strain rate in the
797
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Figure 186.1. Changes in cardiac dimensions during pregnancy shown in the apical four-chamber view. Images obtained during first trimester (A),
second trimester (B), third trimester (C), and postpartum (D) are shown. Note an increase in left atrial, right atrial, right ventricular, and left ventricular size,
most noticeable in the third trimester (C) in this case example. Panel A has a lower depth scale. (See accompanying Videos 186.1, A-D.)
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first trimester. These partially discrepant findings appear related to
the load dependency along with tethering effect of neighboring seg-
ments on tissue Doppler imaging.25 In contrast, speckle tracking is
a 2D technique independent of the angle dependency of Doppler
and of motion of surrounding segments.

Right Ventricular Systolic Function
Few echocardiographic studies have evaluated RV function during
pregnancy. Savu and associates using tissue Doppler strain rate
imaging of the RV free wall15 and, using speckle tracking strain rate
of entire RV,24 we found an increase in RV longitudinal strain rate
in the first and second trimester and decrease in the third trimester
indicating an increase in RV contractility during pregnancy. We
also found no change in RV ejection fraction using 3D echocardi-
ography but an increase in RV systolic and diastolic volumes in the
second and third trimester of pregnancy along with an increase in
stroke volume.

Cardiac Output
The increase in cardiac output results in elevated antegrade flow
velocities across the LV outflow tract and the RV outflow tract.
Increased flow velocities are seen in normal pregnancy that can
reach as high as 2 m/sec, result in a corresponding increase
time-velocity integral of aortic and pulmonary flow. This, along
with increased LV outflow tract diameter, results in increased
stroke volume.9 Measurements of cardiac output using Doppler
echocardiography correlate well with measurements obtained by
invasive heart catheterization using the thermodilution method.26

Cardiac output changes significantly with different maternal posi-
tions. Uterine enlargement beyond about 20 weeks can compress
the inferior vena cava. Echocardiography should be performed in
the left lateral decubitus position, so that the uterus is displaced
off the inferior vena cava. This can be accomplished by placing
a wedge or a pillow under the woman’s right side.
Diastolic Function
The mitral inflow E and A waves are a result of the suction force
and the pressure gradients between the left atrium and left ventri-
cle during ventricular diastole. During the first trimester of preg-
nancy, the increase in preload leads to increased volume in the left
atrium, whereas the decrease in peripheral vascular resistance
leads to a decrease in afterload. Together, these changes are asso-
ciated with an increase in mitral inflow E wave velocity and mitral
A wave inflow velocity (Fig. 186.2). As pregnancy progresses,
there is a gradual reduction of E-wave velocity, perhaps from
an increase in LV wall thickness causing reduced LV compliance.
To maintain cardiac output, left atrial contraction becomes more
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Figure 186.2. Changes in mitral inflow pulsed wave Doppler during pregnancy. Images obtained during first trimester (A), second trimester (B), third
trimester (C), and postpartum (D) are shown. There is an increased E0 wave velocity in early to midpregnancy (A and B) followed by a decrease in the
third trimester (C). There is a progressive increase in atrial velocity. This results in a reduction in E/A ratio during pregnancy.
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important, and peak A wave velocity continues to rise. The change
in hemodynamics results in a pattern where mitral inflow E wave
velocity increases slightly during the first trimester and then
decreases gradually from around week 15, reaches its nadir around
week 36, and remains decreased 6 months postpartum.22 In con-
trast, mitral inflow A wave velocity increases throughout preg-
nancy and reaches its peak in the third trimester27 (see
Fig. 186.2). It has been shown that in the presence of a heightened
A

C

Figure 186.3. Changes in pulmonary vein inflow pulsed wave Doppler durin
(B), third trimester (C), and postpartum (D) are shown. There is an increase in S
increase in atrial reversal velocity during pregnancy secondary to increased
atrial preload, such as occurs with fluid loading, atrial contractility
increases, and both mitral forward flow and the pulmonary vein
atrial velocity increase at atrial contraction on mitral inflow7,28,29

or mitral annulus.28 In addition, both reductions of septal and lat-
eral E0 velocities are observed near term23,29 (Fig. 186.3). The pul-
monary vein inflow profile is notable for an increase in peak
systolic forward flow velocity, again reflecting the increase in pre-
load. The peak pulmonary venous A wave velocity also increases
B

D

g pregnancy. Images obtained during first trimester (A), second trimester
wave velocity in early to midpregnancy (A andB). There is a progressive

atrial contraction (B and C, white arrows).
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Figure 186.4. Changes in tricuspid regurgitation (TR) and peak pulmonary artery systolic pressure measured by tricuspid inflow continuous wave
Doppler during pregnancy. Images obtained during first trimester (A), second trimester (B), third trimester (C), and postpartum (D) are shown. There
is an increase in TR severity within physiologic range as shown by the density of the TR signal in the second and third trimester (B and C). Peak
pulmonary artery remains in the physiologic range throughout pregnancy.
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as a result of the increase in left atrial function (Fig. 186.4).
Studies have found no change in the duration of pulmonary
A wave, although technical difficulty with measuring pulmonary
vein duration could account for no measurable change
being observed.28 Pulmonary artery systolic pressure is estimated
A

C

Figure 186.5. Changes inmedial mitral annular tissue Doppler velocities durin
(B), third trimester (C) and postpartum (D) are shown. There is an increase E w
the third trimester (C).
using the tricuspid regurgitant jet. The estimated pulmonary
artery systolic pressure remains in the normal range in all
stages of pregnancy because the increase in pulmonary blood flow
is offset by a decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance
(Fig. 186.5).
B

D

g pregnancy. Images obtained during first trimester (A), second trimester
ave velocity in early to mid-pregnancy (A and B) followed by a decrease in
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Valve Function
The mitral annulus and tricuspid annulus diameters increase with
pregnancy. This corresponds to an increase in valve regurgitation.
Valve regurgitation is often seen during the third trimester.4,30 As
pregnancy progresses and blood volume increases, any baseline
physiologic valve regurgitation is accentuated (see Fig. 186.5). Tri-
cuspid regurgitation and pulmonic regurgitation are seen in almost
all pregnant women, whereas mitral regurgitation is detected in a
quarter of pregnant women. The degree of regurgitation is usually
trace or mild. Aortic regurgitation is almost never seen.

Pericardium
A small pericardial effusion is seen on echocardiography in up to
25% of normal pregnancies.30 This does not appear to have any
hemodynamic significance.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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187 Cocaine
Sudhir Ken Mehta, MD, MBA, Swaminatha Gurudevan, MD
Cocaine is a leading cause of cardiovascular disease in young adults
in the United States. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health
in 2008 estimated that there were 1.9 million cocaine users in the
United States. Cocaine use accounts for 24% of all drug abuse–
related visits to emergency departments.1
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Cocaine is a sympathomimetic drug that inhibits catecholamine
reuptake at sympathetic nerve terminals, leading to increased
levels of neuronal catecholamines. In addition, it augments the
release of catecholamines from central and peripheral stores. This
results in an increase in heart rate and blood pressure that is dose
dependent. Furthermore, cocaine increases myocardial oxygen
demand by acting like an inotropic agent. Concurrently, through
adrenergic stimulation and by releasing endothelin-1 and inhibit-
ing nitric oxide production from endothelial cells, it acts as a pow-
erful vasoconstrictor. The consequential vasoconstriction of the
coronary microcirculation2 limits the myocardial oxygen supply.
The resulting imbalance in myocardial oxygen demand and supply
may lead to ischemia or infarction (Fig. 187.1). Cocaine may also
lead to acceleration of atherosclerosis. Among subjects presenting
with acute chest pain in the emergency department, cocaine users
had more pronounced atherosclerosis than the general population.3

Coronary vasoconstriction is more pronounced in atherosclerotic
segments, although most subjects presenting with cocaine-induced
myocardial ischemia do not have significant coronary artery
disease.
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Figure 187.1. Summary of potential pathways by which cocaine can influence cardiovascular structure and function.
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Recent data from myocardial contrast echocardiography have
shed new light on the specific mechanism by which cocaine causes
coronary vasoconstriction. Gurudevan and colleagues studied 10
normal subjects using myocardial contrast echocardiography to
evaluate myocardial perfusion at baseline and following a low-dose
intranasal cocaine challenge.2 The administration of cocaine
caused ameasurable rise in blood pressure and heart rate with a cor-
responding decrease in myocardial perfusion. Figure 187.2 demon-
strates the perfusion of the interventricular septum at baseline,
following administration of low-dose dobutamine, and following
administration of low-dose intranasal cocaine. In this study, the
decrease in perfusion in the interventricular septum was demon-
strated to be secondary to vasoconstriction of terminal feed arteries
in the coronary circulation and a decrease in microvascular
conductance.

Cocaine users have a higher incidence of myocardial ischemia
and infarction, aortic dissection, arrhythmias, and sudden death.
Thrombogenic effects of cocaine originate from platelet activation,
aggregation, and alpha-granule release. Cocaine also increases
plasminogen activator inhibitor activity and fibrinogen levels.
Myocardial ischemia results from vasoconstriction of coronary
arteries, from accelerated atherosclerosis, or through the initiation
of in situ coronary thrombus formation. Cocaine-induced arrhyth-
mias may result from myocardial ischemia, excessive catechol-
amines, or as a direct result of ion channel alterations. Excess
catecholamines can cause malignant tachycardias including
torsades de pointes, ventricular tachycardia, and fibrillation.
Chronic cocaine use is associated with ventricular hypertrophy,
myocarditis, and dilated cardiomyopathy, including takotsubo
cardiomyopathy.
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT
Before echocardiographic examination, it is crucial for the clinician
to perform a detailed clinical history and physical examination of
the patient with suspected cocaine-induced cardiac toxicity. Myo-
cardial ischemia/infarction secondary to epicardial coronary artery
disease and aortic dissection must be ruled out in all patients pre-
senting with a history of chest pain, particularly young male
smokers. Aortic dissection in the setting of cocaine use is often
the result of both untreated or inadequately controlled hypertension
and underlying connective tissue disease in addition to the drug
effect.

Acute cocaine toxicity may present with signs of seizures,
hemorrhagic and ischemic strokes, rhabdomyolysis, mesenteric
ischemia, myocardial infarction (MI), congestive heart failure,
arrhythmias, aortic dissection, and renal failure. Pregnant women,
subjects infected with human immunodeficiency virus, alcoholics,
and smokers are at a higher risk for manifesting cardiovascular
toxicity.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiography is a useful tool for the clinician who suspects
cocaine-induced myocardial dysfunction. Echocardiography may
demonstrate alterations in global and regional left ventricular func-
tion. Myocardial contrast echocardiography may illustrate regional
wall motion abnormalities better than standard echocardiography
through the improvement of endocardial border definition.
Regional wall motion abnormalities secondary to edema and fibro-
sis can also be seen in asymptomatic cocaine abusers. MI of the
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Figure 187.2. Myocardial contrast echocardiography in a human subject at baseline (center panel) and following the administration of low-dose dobu-
tamine (top panel) and low-dose intranasal cocaine (bottom panel). Five frames are shown. The first frame is a flashed pulse of ultrasound at end-systole
that destroys all intramyocardial bubbles. The baseline and sequential end-systolic pulsing intervals are shown in the four subsequent images. There is a
measurable decrease in both peak video intensity and the rate of rise of video intensity during cocaine administration when compared to baseline. In
contrast, dobutamine (top panel) causes an increase in both peak video intensity and rate of rise of video intensity in the same subject.
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anterior wall is the most common serious cardiac complication of
cocaine abuse. It is unrelated to the dose, route of administration, or
frequency of cocaine use, and it most often occurs during the first 3
to 4 hours of cocaine use. The recognition of regional wall motion
abnormalities can be a challenge in the presence of left ventricular
hypertrophy, which is not uncommon among cocaine users.

Cardiac troponin I is an ideal biomarker to evaluate for myocar-
dial necrosis and may be more useful in cocaine-induced MI, as
young patients with chest pain may not have electrocardiographic
abnormalities. Cocaine users are known to have higher troponin-I
levels and have higher in-hospital mortality when presenting with
acute coronary syndromes. Independent of coronary blood flow,
cocaine use can have a direct negative inotropic effect on the myo-
cardium secondary to alteration of ion channels, apoptosis, and
fibrosis in the myocardium.

Long-term cocaine use can lead to prolonged transmitral decel-
eration time and concentric left ventricular hypertrophy with high
left ventricular mass and thickened posterior wall but normal dia-
stolic dimensions. Ultimately, cocaine abusers may develop a
dilated cardiomyopathy with or without frank signs of heart failure.
A high left ventricular end-systolic volume and lower ejection frac-
tions may be an indicator of cardiomyopathy or myocarditis.

The precise etiology of myocarditis and cardiomyopathy
remains unclear, although subclinical myocardial changes includ-
ing myocardial edema and fibrosis have been identified in asymp-
tomatic cocaine addicts evaluated by cardiovascular magnetic
resonance. Based on limited evidence, chronic cocaine use may
be associated with regional left ventricular diastolic dysfunction,
suggested by a decrease in early (E) and an increase in late diastolic
filling (A) at the mitral valve in addition to a lower average diastolic
strain, both of which are seen in chronic cocaine abusers.

COCAINE USE IN PREGNANCY
Short- and long-term adverse cardiac effects of cocaine abuse dur-
ing pregnancy are similar in pregnant women, except that cocaine
crosses the placenta and can affect the developing fetus. Based on
limited short-term studies, infants during the first 2 days of life
exhibited left ventricular filling abnormalities that were more pro-
nounced in infants with heavy in utero cocaine exposure. Unless
exposed to high levels of intrauterine cocaine, the diastolic alter-
ations resolve in most infants during the first 2 to 6 months of life.4

These infants do not exhibit any systolic dysfunction. A higher rate
of arrhythmias has also been reported in these infants, although use
of multiple drugs by these mothers makes it a challenge to isolate
the specific effect of cocaine.
TREATMENT
Treatment of a patient with suspected cocaine-induced cardiac tox-
icity is similar to the general treatment of acute coronary syn-
dromes. The mainstay of initial therapy is antiplatelet therapy
with aspirin and/or thienopyridines and anticoagulation with
heparin or low-molecular-weight heparin. Nitroglycerin may be
useful to relieve symptoms of angina and reverse the effects of
cocaine-induced vasoconstriction. The use of beta-blockers in
cocaine-induced MI is controversial. Earlier data suggested
that beta-blockers used in the setting of cocaine intoxication may
cause unopposed alpha-adrenergic stimulation that could poten-
tiate cocaine-induced coronary artery vasoconstriction and
systemic arterial hypertension, particularly in acute situations.5

More recent data suggest that beta-blockers are safe when used
in patients with cocaine-induced chest pain.6 Future studies using
myocardial contrast echocardiography will examine the specific
effect of beta-blockers on myocardial perfusion in the setting of
cocaine use.
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Box 188.1 Nonischemic Causes of Segmental Wall Motion
Abnormalities

Stress cardiomyopathy (takotsubo myopathy)
Sarcoidosis
Focal myocarditis
Cardiac complications of severe allergic reactions
Chagas myocarditis
Pseudo–wall motion abnormality from posterior compression
(hiatal hernia)

Illicit drug use
Comprehensive two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography,
contrast echocardiography, and brief handheld echocardiographic
imaging are all playing an increasing role in the management of
patients presenting to the emergency department (ED). Two major
assets of echocardiography have led to its increased use in the ED.
First is that echocardiography can be performed portably at the
patient bedside and provides immediate results on life-threatening
conditions. Second is that echocardiography provides high-quality
images on cardiovascular structure, function, and perfusion. This
chapter reviews the major applications of echocardiography in
patients presenting to the ED with acute illness. These applications
can be broadly categorized as (1) diagnosis and prognosis of
acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and (2) evaluation of patients with
hypotension, dyspnea, and/or chest pain from causes other than
ischemia alone.

DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS IN ACUTE
CORONARY SYNDROME

Diagnostic Algorithms for Acute Coronary
Syndrome
In the United States, more than 6 million patients present annually
to the EDwith chest pain (CP).1 Aminority of these patients (10% to
30%) are ultimately diagnosed with either acute myocardial infarc-
tion (MI) or other formsofACS.2,3 In these patients, the correct diag-
nosis is often delayed or evenmissed in up to 5%of cases because of
limitations in the accuracy and time required for standard diagnostic
algorithms.2,3 These standard practices include patient history,
physical examination, 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), and circu-
lating biomarkers for myocardial cell injury or loss. Although the
ECG is generally useful for rapidly identifying patients with ST-
elevationMI (STEMI), provided that there is not a left bundle branch
block or ventricular paced rhythm, its accuracy in other forms of
ACS is relatively low, correctly identifying ACS in approximately
30% to 50% of cases.4 Cardiac-specific serum troponin assays have
markedly improved the diagnosis of ACS but are often negative,
especially on the initial blood draw or if the degree of necrosis is
small. The specificity of troponins also is problematic because
they can be falsely elevated in myocarditis, stress cardiomyopathy,
pericarditis, or other comorbid conditions such as severe renal
insufficiency.

To address these limitations, noninvasive bedside echocardiog-
raphy has been applied in order to more rapidly diagnose ACS, to
identify those who have high-risk features of their ACS, and to
reduce health care costs by confidently excluding ischemia in those
whose symptoms are not from ACS.

Evaluation for Wall Motion Abnormalities
Assessment of regional wall motion by echocardiography in the
acute setting can provide useful prognostic information in patients
with CP.5,6 This approach is particularly useful in those without
prior MI who do not have preexisting wall motion abnormalities.
In those with preexisting dysfunction, the appearance of new wall
motion abnormalities can also be helpful. When patients are eval-
uated during symptoms or within a short period of resolution,
the sensitivity of echocardiography for detecting regional wall
motion abnormalities can be greater than 90%, whereas ECG does
not provide definitive diagnosis in the majority. The notion that
echocardiographic evidence of wall motion provides earlier diag-
nosis than positive troponins has been shown in several studies.7,8

In particular, echocardiography has been shown to be useful in
rapid diagnosis of ACS due to left circumflex disease, which is
often “silent” on the standard 12-lead ECG.7 There is also evidence
that the presence of a definitive wall motion abnormality in those
with ACS increases likelihood of related late adverse events
approximately fourfold.6

Perhaps more important is that the negative predictive value of
echocardiography is high. The presence of completely normal wall
motion is able to exclude ischemia with a negative predictive value
greater than 95%, provided that imaging is performed early in the
course of symptoms. It should be cautioned that echocardiography
may be falsely negative in situations where imaging is performed
late after resolution of symptoms or if there is incomplete or inad-
equate visualization of all myocardial segments. Moreover, the
dyssynergy caused by left bundle branch block or ventricular pac-
ing can present problems with accurate evaluation of septal wall
motion.

Although the presence of a new wall motion abnormality is a
strong indicator of ACS in the setting of high pretest suspicion,
many other conditions can lead to segmental wall motion abnor-
mality (Box 188.1). In particular, stress cardiomyopathy may pre-
sent with segmental ventricular dysfunction, chest pain, positive
troponin, and ECG changes that resemble STEMI or ACS. In the
absence of angiography, the only reliable features that may suggest
stress cardiomyopathy are a segmental pattern of dysfunction that is
inconsistent with coronary artery disease and a clinical history of
predisposing stress (e.g., severe emotional stress, intracerebral
hemorrhage).
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Myocardial Contrast Echocardiography
for Left Ventricular Opacification
Despite advances in imaging technology, adequate evaluation of
the endocardial border is still not possible in 10% to 15% of
patients. Encapsulated microbubble ultrasound contrast agents that
are stable after intravenous injection improve endocardial border
delineation of the left ventricle in otherwise technically suboptimal
studies.9–12 This issue is of particular importance in the evaluation
of patients in whom ACS is suspected because (1) every segment
needs to be visualized, (2) a high level of reader confidence is
needed, and (3) the imaging environment in the ED is often
suboptimal.

Clinical studies have demonstrated that ultrasound contrast
agents substantially increase the number of interpretable segments,
decrease interobserver variability, and increase reader confidence.
The evaluation of regional wall motion with contrast echocardiog-
raphy specifically for ED patients with chest pain has been demon-
strated to provide incremental value to clinical information, the
ECG, and initial troponin.8,13 It also provides prognostic informa-
tion with regard to likelihood of late adverse cardiovascular events
and mortality. Left ventricular opacification with contrast echocar-
diography in those with already-recognized ACS can also reveal
the presence of ventricular pseudoaneurysms or ventricular throm-
bus (Fig. 188.1).
Figure 188.2. Myocardial contrast echocardiography perfusion imag-
ing in the apical four-chamber view illustrating the presence of a nearly
transmural perfusion defect in the distal anteroseptum and apex
(arrows).
MYOCARDIAL CONTRAST ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
PERFUSION IMAGING
The ability to rapidly assess myocardial perfusion at the patient
bedside is a major asset for using myocardial contrast echocardiog-
raphy (MCE) in the ED. Perfusion imaging techniques have been
described in other chapters and, at the current time, are off-label
applications for ultrasound contrast agents. MCE imaging per-
formed without destructive pulse sequences provides information
on microvascular blood volume that alone can be useful in patients
presenting with chest pain by detecting severe resting ischemia or
infarction (Fig. 188.2). Imaging blood volume alone in this manner
should be used with caution because attenuation artifacts can
appear identical to blood volume abnormalities and because not
Figure 188.1. Transthoracic contrast echocardiography in the apical four-
undetected irregular mural thrombus in an akinetic apical segment (arrows).
all perfusion abnormalities can be detected by reduced microvascu-
lar blood volume.

For evaluation of blood flow, microbubbles within the imaging
sector volume must be destroyed and the rate of their replenishment
measured. Evaluation of regional capillary blood velocity provides
the most accurate depiction of the perfusion territory of the culprit
vessel because it can detect regions that are supplied by collateral
perfusion that can have relatively normal blood volume despite
reduced blood flow.14 In the setting of ACS, assessment of flow
is often needed immediately at the patient bedside without quanti-
tative regional curve-fitting analysis. In this setting, visual evalua-
tion of reduced microvascular replenishment can be helpful.

The incremental value of perfusion imaging in ED patients with
CP has been evaluated.8,13,15 In one large series, MCE per-
formed within 12 hours of patient presentation to the ED provided
chamber and long-axis views illustrating the presence of an otherwise
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incremental diagnostic information to standard assessment
approaches, including the Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction
(TIMI) risk score.8,13 Although the incremental diagnostic value
of perfusion imaging to regional function was small in these stud-
ies, imaging can be helpful in differentiating active hypoperfusion
from stunning and also provides very powerful information on
long-term prognosis. Patients with abnormal regional function
but preserved perfusion (stunning or nonischemic etiologies) have
a significantly better event-free survival than those with abnormal
function and perfusion (Fig. 188.3).8,13

Myocardial contrast echocardiography may provide important
information even in situations where the diagnosis of ACS or
STEMI has been made. For example, MCE provides a much more
accurate assessment of the risk area than wall motion. In general,
wall motion can appear severely reduced even in segments where
epicardial perfusion is normal or in collateral-supplied regions
where there is hypoperfusion but it is not severe enough to cause
infarction.16 In other words, MCE can differentiate the central risk
area that is destined to undergo necrosis in a time-dependent fash-
ion from surrounding regions that are ischemic but receive suffi-
cient collateral flow to maintain viability even if occlusion is
prolonged (Fig. 188.4).14,16 Wall motion cannot differentiate
between collateralized zones and regions that are destined for
necrosis, because both will often appear akinetic.16 In patients pre-
senting with acute STEMI undergoing primary percutaneous coro-
nary intervention (PCI), regions with severe wall motion
abnormality but the presence of some degree of perfusion during
coronary occlusion almost always demonstrated recovery of resting
function at follow-up echocardiography several months later.17

Therefore, the presence of perfusion within the territory of an
infarct-related artery, whether from antegrade or collateral flow,
gives reassurance that viability will be maintained. On the other
hand, the lack of perfusion at the time of presentation does not nec-
essarily imply that wall motion or contractile reserve will not
recover because prompt revascularization may still result in com-
plete salvage. However, the clinical applicability of MCE for guid-
ing treatment decisions must be considered on an individual basis.

In those with recognized ACS, MCE can also be used to assess
the adequacy of reperfusion therapy. Because the technique evalu-
ates perfusion at the capillary level, lack of perfusion after
thrombolysis or PCI can also occur from microvascular no-reflow
that occurs in 20% to 30% of instances when epicardial artery
patency with TIMI-3 flow has been achieved.9 The complete lack
of myocardial reflow in the territory of the infarct-related artery
detected by MCE predicts lack of functional recovery and a high
risk for adverse remodeling.10,11 Partial or nontransmural perfusion
defects, which tend to match well with regions with delayed
enhancement on Gd-DTPA magnetic resonance imaging,10 may
or may not recover resting function depending on their extent. Even
if resting function does not recover, the presence of residual perfu-
sion does denote the presence of viability confirmed by the pres-
ence of contractile reserve during low-dose dobutamine.10,12
HYPOTENSION AND DYSPNEA

Acute Complications of Myocardial Infarction
Although heart failure from left ventricular systolic dysfunction
and arrhythmias are common complications ofMI, there are several
specific acute mechanical complications where urgent echocardi-
ography plays an important role. These complications include ven-
tricular free wall rupture, ventricular septal defect, acute mitral
regurgitation from papillary muscle rupture, and right ventricular
infarction, which can produce life-threatening hypotension. Ven-
tricular free wall rupture is thought to account for more than
15% of deaths occurring early in acute MI. Although the true inci-
dence is not clearly established, risk factors for rupture have been
identified and include STEMI, hypertension in the early phase,
fibrinolytic therapy, age, and female sex.18 These ruptures may pre-
sent on echocardiography as circumferential or focal pericardial
effusion with tamponade, or contained rupture from a pseudoaneur-
ysm. Ventricular septal rupture has many of the same risk factors as
free wall rupture and is more common in large and anterior MIs.19

On echocardiography, there is often right ventricular dysfunction
when shunt flow is high, and scrutiny of the interventricular septum
with color flow Doppler is necessary for detecting rupture in
patients with clinically suspected rupture (holosystolic murmur,
thrill, dyspnea, hypotension). Acute severe mitral regurgitation
from papillary muscle rupture complicating MI should be sus-
pected in patients with inferior MI who present with acute severe
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pulmonary edema, shock, and a murmur. It should be noted that the
murmur and even the color Doppler pattern of mitral regurgitation
on echocardiography can be very brief, occupying only the first
portion of systole, because of the large regurgitant volume. The
appearance of a mobile mass attached to the mitral leaflets, indirect
evidence of very poor forward stroke volume despite hyperdynamic
left ventricular systolic function in noninfarcted segments, and pul-
monary venous systolic flow reversal are all ancillary findings. It
should also be recognized that acute severe mitral regurgitation
from myocardial infarction can also occur, especially after inferior
or posterior MI, from asymmetric leaflet tethering, which occurs
from dyskinesis or sudden loss of systolic inward excursion. Right
ventricular (RV) infarction occurs in 30% to 50% of cases of infe-
rior wall MI and is usually due to very proximal right coronary
artery occlusion. The importance of detecting RV infarction is
underscored by the hypotension that frequently occurs when these
patients are treated with nitrates or have low intravascular volume
status. Echocardiography can be very useful in detecting RV infarc-
tion through visual detection of global or segmental RV dysfunc-
tion, reduced quantitative measures of RV function (tricuspid
annular plane excursion, tricuspid annular tissue Doppler, RV
strain), RV enlargement, inferior vena cava (IVC) plethora, and
acute secondary tricuspid regurgitation.
The Hypotensive Patient
The application of echocardiography in the hypotensive patient has
two major roles: (1) to differentiate cardiovascular from noncardio-
vascular causes of hypotension; and (2) to establish the cause and
guide therapy for cardiovascular-related hypotension. Cardiovas-
cular causes for hypotension can be categorized into five problems.
The first is pump function, where echocardiography can not only
quantify left and right-sided systolic dysfunction, but also identify
specific causes (e.g., ischemia, stress cardiomyopathy). The second
category is valve regurgitation, where echocardiography plays a
major role in detection and quantification. The third category
includes obstructive lesions, the most frequent of which are aortic
valve stenosis, dynamic left ventricular outflow obstruction from
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and/or systolic anterior motion of
the mitral valve, and pulmonary embolism, which are all discussed
elsewhere. A fourth category is external compression, of which
tamponade physiology from pericardial effusion and/or hematoma
are the most common causes. Finally, vascular emergencies such as
aortic dissection can also be readily identified by transthoracic and
especially transesophageal echocardiography. Although hypovole-
mia itself may not have a cardiovascular cause, echocardiography
can often be helpful for identifying severe hypovolemia manifest as
IVC collapse and small cavity dimensions.
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TABLE 189.1 Interv

VALVULAR INTERVENTIO
Transcatheter aortic

valve replacement
(TAVR)

Aortic valve balloon
valvuloplasty19,20

Edge-to-edge mitral
valve repair21

Mitral valve balloon
valvuloplasty22,23

Periprosthetic leak
repair24–26
Interventional Echocardiography
189 Introduction
Ernesto E. Salcedo, MD, John D. Carroll, MD
The field of structural heart disease (SHD) has evolved as a group
of cardiovascular diseases that are amenable to percutaneous non-
coronary interventions.1 The integration into “heart teams” of mul-
tiple specialists including interventionalists, surgeons, and imagers
has been the hallmark of SHD programs.2,3 The use of multi-
modality imaging for the management of patients with SHD has
been another hallmark of this field.4,5 Echocardiography, because
of its portability, availability, nonionizing nature, low cost, and
ability to provide detailed structural and functional information
of the cardiovascular system in real time, plays a fundamental role
in all phases of SHD interventions.6–12

The term interventional echocardiography in this context refers
to the use of echocardiography to assist in cardiac interventions and
not to “intervene” with echocardiography. Echocardiography, even
with the transesophageal approach, remains at most semiinvasive,
without the need to access the intravascular or intracardiac domain.
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and intracardiac echocardiogra-
phy (ICE)13,14 are considered invasive procedures, and they do play
a role in the guidance of SHD interventions; however, their use is
not discussed here.

In this introductory chapter we present a summary of the use
of echocardiography in adults undergoing common SHD inter-
ventions. In Table 189.1,15–41 we present key points of the role of
entional Echocardiography Key Points in Structural Heart

Patient Selection Procedura

NS

15–18
• Severe aortic stenosis
• Trileaflet aortic valve
• Appropriate annular size
• No contraindications

• Selection
• Guide-wir
• Balloon va
• Prosthesis

• Severe aortic stenosis
• Not candidate for AVR
• Pre-TAVR

Usually don

• Degenerative versus functional MR
• 3+ or 4+ MR
• Flail width�15 mm
• Flail gap�10 mm
• Coaptation length<2 mm

• Septal pu
• Guide wir
• Navigation
• Clip positi

• Severe mitral stenosis
• Appropriate Wilkins score
• Commissure fusion
• Less than moderate MR
• Absent LA, LAA thrombus

• Septal pu
• Guide wir
• Guide bal
• Balloon in

• Location, size, and number of leaks
• Reachable leak site

• Septal pu
• Navigation
echocardiography in patient selection, procedural guidance, and eval-
uation of results in patients undergoing SHD interventions. The table
is organized according to the anatomic structure being intervened, and
key references are provided for each intervention. The figures illus-
trate salient points of imagingwith echocardiography during a variety
of SHD interventions. We highlight the central role that real-time
three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (3DTEE) plays
in procedure guidance, but also illustrate the value of two-dimensional
echocardiography, spectral Doppler, and color Doppler as adjuncts in
the image guidance of structural heart disease interventions.

Figure 189.1 shows examples of four most common non-valvular
interventions, including transcatheter aortic valve replacement
(TAVR), percutaneous mitral valve repair using the MitraClip sys-
tem, mitral valve balloon valvuloplasty, and perivalvular leak repair.

Figure 189.2 shows examples of four most common valvular
interventions, including interatrial septal puncture, percutaneous
closure of an atrial septal defect (ASD), percutaneous closure of
a patent foramen ovale (PFO), and left atrial appendage exclusion
procedure.

Figure 189.3 shows examples of the most common ventricular
interventions, including closure of a ventricular septal defect
(VSD) and alcohol septal ablation (ASA) for hypertrophic obstruc-
tive cardiomyopathy.
Disease Interventions

l Guidance Evaluation of Results

of apical puncture site
e guidance through aortic valve
lvuloplasty
delivery

• Prosthesis position,
stability, and function

• Prosthetic and
periprosthetic AI

• LV function
• Mitral regurgitation
• Absence of complications

e with fluoroscopy • Improved AVA
• Decreased gradients
• Absence of severe AI

ncture site
es and catheters
of clip

oning, leaflet capture, and clip release

• Stable and well-positioned
clip with double-orifice MV

• Reduction of MR
• Absence of MS
• Absence of mechanical
complications

ncture
es and catheters
loon into LV
flation

• Commissural splitting
• Improved MV area
• Improved gradients
• Less than moderate MR
• Iatrogenic ASD

ncture site
of device to leak area

• Appropriate device
placement and stability

Continued
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TABLE 189.1 Interventional Echocardiography Key Points in Structural Heart Disease Interventions—cont'd

Patient Selection Procedural Guidance Evaluation of Results

• Potential for prosthesis interference
by device

• Device delivery • Leak elimination
• Absence of prosthetic
valve dysfunction

• Absence of mechanical
complications

Valve-in-valve
implantation27–29

• Presence of bioprosthetic structural
failure

• Appropriate bioprosthetic size

• Contrast not required
• TEE and fluoroscopy guidance
• No need for balloon valvuloplasty
• Adequate valve positioning

• Appropriate prosthesis
position

• Assessment of perivalvular
leaks

• Acceptable transvalvular
gradients

• Absence of mechanical
complications

ATRIAL INTERVENTIONS

Interatrial septum
puncture30

• Characterization of interatrial septum
and fossa ovalis

• Selection of puncture point
• Tenting at puncture site
• Microcavitations and guide catheter seen in LA

• Visualization of catheter and
devices in LA

• Lack of pericardial effusion
and mechanical
complications

Atrial septal defect
closure31,32

• Number and size of defect(s)
• Secundum defect
• Adequate rims
• Pulmonary veins
• RV size and function
• Pulmonary pressure

• Catheter and device navigation
• Balloon sizing
• Device deployment
• Rim capture
• Shunt resolution

• Appropriate and stable
position

• Absence of shunt
• Absence of device wall and
valve impeachment

• No mechanical complications
Patent foramen ovale

closure33,34
• Presence, direction and degree of
PFO shunting

• Morphologic characterization of PFO
• Determination of high-risk features
for stroke

• Catheter and device navigation
• Device deployment
• Shunt resolution

• Appropriate and stable
position

• Absence of shunt
• Absence of device wall and
valve impeachment

• Absence of mechanical
complications

LAA occluders35 • TEE exclusion of LAA thrombus
• Appropriate LAA angle, diameter, and
depth

• Transseptal puncture
• Device navigation and positioning into the LAA
• Device deployment

• Confirmation of LAA
exclusion

• Device stability
• Lack of complications

LARIAT procedure36 Exclusion criteria:
• LAA thrombus
• LAA width>40 mm
• Superiorly oriented LAA with the LAA
apex directed behind the pulmonary
trunk

• Bilobed or multilobed LAA

• Transseptal puncture
• Placement of the balloon at the orifice of the LAA
• Color Doppler is used to verify the immediate
closure of the LAA following ligation of the LAA

• Confirmation of LAA
exclusion

• Lack of complications

VENTRICULAR INTERVENTIONS

VSD closure37,38 • Diagnosis and en face
characterization of VSD

• Sizing and precise VSD location
• Serpiginous track assessment

• Navigation of catheters and device through VSD
• Occluder deployment

• Verification of complete
obliteration

• Assessment of device stability
• Lack of complications

Ventricular
pseudoaneurysm
closure39

• Diagnosis, sizing, and differentiation
from true aneurysm

• En face visualization of narrow neck

• Optimal guidance of closure device to
pseudoaneurysm

• Verification of correct placement

• Verification of complete
obliteration

• Assessment of device stability
• Lack of complications

Alcohol septal
ablation40,41

• Presence of HOCM with LVOT
gradient>30 mm Hg and
septum>15 mm

• No significant mitral valve disease

• Injection of echo contrast in septal perforator
demonstrates transmural basal septal opacification in
area of SAM

• Isolated basal septal
hypokinesis

• Resolution of SAM, MR and
at least 50% drop in LVOT
gradient

• Absence of mechanical
complications

AI, Aortic insufficiency; ASD, atrial septal defect; AVA, aortic valve area; AVR, aortic valve replacement; HOCM, hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy;
LA, left atrium; LAA, left atrial appendage; LV, left ventricle; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; MR, mitral regurgitation; MS, mitral stenosis; MV,
mitral valve; PFO, patent foramen ovale; RV, right ventricle; SAM, systolic anterior motion; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; VSD, ventricular
septal defect.
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TAVR

VALVULAR INTERVENTIONS

MitraClip

MVBV

Paravalvular
leak

Figure 189.1. Valvular interventions. Top row: Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (3D TEE) images of the aortic root obtained
during a transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) procedure. In the first panel the dotted line depicts the aortic valve annular dimension (essential
for choosing prosthesis size). The middle panel depicts the “cramped” prosthesis being positioned across the aortic valve, about 50% in the left ven-
tricular outflow tract (LVOT) and 50% into the aorta. The last panel depicts the fully deployed prosthesis with the catheter and balloon still in the center of
the valve. After this one would change to color Doppler in search for prosthetic and periprosthetic aortic insufficiency. Second row: 3D TEE images of
the left atrium and mitral valve obtained during percutaneous mitral valve repair (MitraClip system, Abbot Vascular, Abbott Park, Ill). The first panel
illustrates a guide wire being advanced into the left atrium after preselected septal puncture site at about 4 cm from the mitral coaptation point.
The second panel depicts the clip being advanced and positioned perpendicularly to the coaptation line of the mitral valve. The last panel depicts
the mitral valve leaflets after being grasped. Note the resulting two-orifice mitral valve. Third row: 3D TEE images of the left atrium and mitral apparatus
obtained during mitral valve balloon valvuloplasty (MVBV). The first panel illustrates the Inoue balloon catheter being advanced into the left atrium via
transseptal puncture. The second panel depicts the catheter being advanced through the narrowmitral valve orifice. The third panel depicts the balloon
being inflated to produce the commissural splitting. Bottom row: 3D TEE images of the left atrium and mitral prosthesis obtained during a perivalvular
leak closure. The first panel depicts a mitral prosthesis as seen from the left atrium with two occluder devices—at 8 and 10 o’clock—and an additional
perivalvular leak seen on 3D color Doppler at 7 o’clock. The middle panel depicts a guide being advanced through the leak, and the last panel illustrates
the deployed third occluder device before release.
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ATRIAL INTERVENTIONS

Septal
puncture

ASD

PFO

LARIAT

Figure 189.2. Atrial interventions. Top row: Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) images
obtained during interatrial septal puncture, a procedure required formany structural heart disease interventions. The first panel, a bicaval view, illustrates
the septum primum being tented toward the left atrium in an appropriate superior-inferior point. The second panel, a short-axis view at the aortic level,
illustrates the septum being tented in an appropriate anterior-posterior point. The third panel, a 3D TEE of the interatrial septum, depicts the catheter
having entered the left atrium after the transseptal puncture. Second row: 3D TEE images of the left atrium and interatrial septum obtained during a
percutaneous closure of an atrial septal defect (ASD) using an Amplatzer occluder. The first panel, a view of the interatrial septum as seen from the left
atrial side, depicts a large round ASDwith a guide catheter being advanced through the defect. The second panel depicts the left-sided hemidisc of the
Amplatzer device being deployed. The third panel illustrates the device abutting the interatrial septum and obliterating the ASD orifice after the right-
sided hemidisc has been deployed. Third row: 3D TEE images of the left atrium and interatrial septum during a percutaneous closure of a patent fora-
men ovale (PFO) using an Amplatzer cribriform occluder. The first panel depicts the PFO tunnel as seen from the left atrium. The second panel depicts
the catheter and device tenting the PFOmembrane into the left atrium. The third panel depicts the deployed device with the larger hemidisc into the left
atrium and the flat hemidisc into the right atrium obliterating the PFO. Bottom row: 2D and color Doppler TEE images of the left atrial appendage (LAA)
obtained during left atrial appendage exclusion with the LARIAT suture delivery device (SentreHeart, Inc, Redwood City, Calif). The first panel depicts
the magnet-tipped guide wire advanced into the LAA. The second panel depicts an inflated small balloon inflated at the entrance of the LAA. The third
panel obtained after LAA occlusion illustrates the LAA being obliterated with no flow into the left atrium. The color flow noted in this image is from the left
upper pulmonary vein.
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VSD

ASA

VENTRICULAR INTERVENTIONS

Figure 189.3. Ventricular interventions. Top row: Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (3D TEE) images with and without color in a
patient undergoing percutaneous ventricular septal defect (VSD) closure. The first panel depicts an en face view of the VSD as seen from the left ven-
tricle. The second panel depicts the VSD flow on the upper septum. The third panel depicts the deployed occluder obliterating the VSD. Bottom row
shows two-dimensional and spectral Doppler images obtained in a patient undergoing alcohol septal ablation (ASA). The first panel is from a left ven-
tricular outflow tract (LVOT) view illustrating basilar septal hypertrophy and systolic anterior motion (SAM) of the mitral valve. The continuous wave
Doppler depicts a preablation LVOT gradient of 100 mm Hg. The second panel obtained immediately after ASA illustrates the bright contrast seen
in the area of alcohol injection, the absence of SAM, and a drop in LVOT gradient to 10 mm Hg.
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190 Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement
Linda D. Gillam, MD, MPH, Konstantinos Koulogiannis, MD, Leo Marcoff, MD
Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) has emerged as a
new option for the treatment of patients with severe symptomatic
aortic stenosis (AS) who are inoperable or at greatly increased risk
with surgical aortic valve replacement. Echocardiography is an
essential tool in patient selection, intraprocedural monitoring,
and postprocedure follow-up, with three-dimensional (3D) echo-
cardiography playing an increasingly important role.
TRANSCATHETER HEART VALVE
CHARACTERISTICS
Two types of transcatheter heart valves (THVs) are currently avail-
able: the balloon-expandable Edwards SAPIEN and SAPIEN-XT
valves, and the self-expanding Medtronic CoreValve. Available
THV sizes, and the aortic sizes for which they are appropriate,
are shown in Tables 190.1 and 190.2. In Europe, other THVs are
commercially available. A description of valve structure, delivery
techniques, and clinical experience with these valves is beyond
the scope of this chapter, so the reader is referred to the EAE/
ASE recommendations for the use of echocardiography in new
transcatheter interventions for valvular heart disease for additional
detail.1
PATIENT SELECTION
The presence of severe AS must first be established using the cur-
rent guidelines.2 Pivotal trials have been limited to patients with
high transvalvular velocities and mean gradients (�4 m/sec and
�40 mm Hg, respectively) with allowance for dobutamine stress
echocardiography in patients with low-gradient, low ejection-
fraction (EF) “severe” AS to differentiate between severe and pseu-
dosevere obstruction. However, subsequent trials and commercial
release have extended TAVR to those with low-gradient, low
stroke-volume preserved-EF severe AS. Although TAVR has been
successfully performed in patients with bicuspid aortic valve,3 this
condition is generally considered a contraindication to TAVR
because of the associated aortopathy and the possibly increased risk
of asymmetric valve deployment.

PREPROCEDURAL IMAGING
Because currently available THVs come in limited sizes and cannot
be recaptured once fully deployed, accurate aortic annular prepro-
cedural sizing is essential (see Tables 190.1 and 190.2). Inappropri-
ate sizing may increase the risk of dislodgement and/or severe
paravalvular regurgitation. For annular sizing before TAVR, the
Native Leaflet to Sinotubular
Junction Length

Perimeter Measurement
(CT)

�15 mm 56.5-62.8 mm

�15 mm 62.8-72.3 mm

�15 mm 72.3-84.8 mm

�15 mm 81.6-91.1 mm

tomography.



TABLE 190.2 Approved Aortic/Coronary Ostial Measurements
(SAPIEN/SAPIEN XT)

Valve Size
Aortic Annulus
Diameter

Distance to
Coronaries

Perimeter
Measurement
(CT)

SAPIEN 23 or
SAPIEN XT 23

2D TEE:
18-21 mm

CT: 19-22 mm

�10 mm 60.0-69.0 mm

SAPIEN 26 2D TEE: 22-24
(25) mm

CT: 23-25 mm

�11 mm 72.0-78.5 mm

SAPIEN XT26 2D TEE:
22-24 mm

CT: 23-25 mm

�10 mm 72.0-78.5 mm

SAPIEN XT 29 2D TEE:
25-27 mm

CT: 26-28 mm

�11 mm 81.5-88.0 mm

SAPIEN XT 29 26-29 mm �43 mm 81.6-91.1 mm

2D TEE, Two-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography;
CT, computed tomography.
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virtual ring formed by the basal cusp attachment (corresponding to
the hinge point of the aortic cusps) is measured, providing the pri-
mary determinant of valve size.

Preprocedural echocardiography is typically limited to transtho-
racic echocardiography (TTE), with transesophageal echocardiog-
raphy (TEE) restricted to patients in whom TTE annular sizing is
ambiguous and/or where preprocedural documentation of the posi-
tion of the origin of the coronary arteries relative to the annulus has
not been obtained with computed tomography (CT).

The aortic annular diameter is measured using the TTE paraster-
nal long-axis view in early systole. Piazza and colleagues4 reported
that this view typically displays the right and noncoronary cusps
Figure 190.1. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographicmeas
(LMCA) ostium and length of the left coronary cusp (LCC). Multiplanar recon
(blue panel, lower left). In this case, the distance from the annulus to the LM
Measurements for the right coronary cusp and ostium are made from the m
and tends to underestimate the maximal anteroposterior diameter
of the annulus, which is the diameter extending from the hinge
point of the right coronary cusp and the base of the commissure
between the left and noncoronary cusps. Thus, it is desirable, with
two-dimensional (2D) imaging, to angle the transducer to record
the largest diameter or use the biplane capability of 3D probes to
obtain a view that is aligned with the true anteroposterior diameter
of the aortic annulus. Multiplanar reconstruction of 3D volume sets
permits the measurement of orthogonal diameters as well as the
annular perimeter and area, although this approach may mandate
the superior image quality achievable with TEE. The annulus mea-
sured by TTE using the conventional long-axis orientation is, in
general, 1 mm smaller than that measured by 2D TEE, which is,
in turn, 1.5 mm smaller than the corresponding CT measurement;
3D TEE annular measurements, however, more closely approxi-
mate those obtained with CT.5 The recognition that the annulus
is frequently noncircular has resulted in increasing emphasis on
3D imaging, which can provide annular perimeters and areas.
The preprocedure study may also be used to assess the degree
and distribution of calcification, which some studies have reported
to be predictors of paravalvular regurgitation.6,7

As intraprocedural balloon valvuloplasty and valve deploy-
ment carry a risk of coronary occlusion if the distance from the
annulus to the ostia is shorter than the length of the coronary
cusps, preprocedural measurement of the annulus-to-ostia dis-
tances is essential. Although these distances are often measured
with CT, they can also be measured with TEE, with 2D adequate
for the right coronary but 3D essential to provide the coronal plane
views needed to see the left coronary (Fig. 190.1). Because it may
be difficult to measure the length of heavily calcified cusps,
annulus-ostia distances of greater than 10 and greater than
11 mm are recommended for the 23- and 26-mm balloon-
expandable valves, respectively. Although this measurement is
not required for the self-expanding valve, other measurements
urement of the systolic distance from the annulus to the left main coronary
struction is used to derive the coronal plane of the LVOT and aortic root
CA ostium is 11.8 mm, whereas the length of the LCC is only 7.8 mm.
id-esophageal long-axis view (not shown).
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such as the diameter and height of the aortic root and diameter of
the ascending aorta are important for this valve (see Tables 190.1
and 190.2).

Preprocedural assessment should also include evaluating the
degree of upper septal hypertrophy, which can predispose to valve
malposition/displacement; assessment of baseline aortic regurgi-
tation (AR), because intraprocedural balloon valvuloplasty can
Figure 190.2. Mid-esophageal long-axis view during balloon valvulo-
plasty. Note the rapid ventricular pacing designed to minimize
operator-independent forward movement of the balloon. With knowl-
edge of balloon size and verification of a snug fit that is not associated
with aortic regurgitation, one can be confident of accurate valve sizing.
Balloon valvuloplasty sequence is shown in the accompanying Video
190.2.

Figure 190.3. Biplane imaging during SAPIEN valve deployment. Red arrow
differentiated from the balloon onto which it is crimped as the balloon is inflat
slightly eccentric, a relatively common finding. Valve deployment sequence
worsen AR; assessing the mitral valve, because it may be damaged
during TAVR; and documenting baseline left ventricular function.
PROCEDURAL IMAGING
TEE, ideally with 3D, provides important information during
TAVR by confirming preprocedural TTE findings, most impor-
tantly annular size. In addition, during predeployment valvulo-
plasty, TEE can assess balloon position, and the degree to which
the expanded balloon fits the annulus can be used as a final THV
size check (Fig. 190.2/Video 190.2). Most importantly, TEE
assesses the severity of postinflation AR, as severe AR may man-
date expedited valve deployment.

THV deployment, particularly that of the CoreValve, is guided
primarily by fluoroscopy, and it is common to have to withdraw the
TEE probe to a degree that limits echocardiographic imaging so as
to not interfere with fluoroscopy. However, for the SAPIEN/
SAPIEN-XT valves, TEE may assist in positioning the valve, par-
ticularly during valve-in-valve procedures in which the THV is
deployed inside a dysfunctional bioprosthesis. The recommended
final position of the ventricular aspect of the SAPIEN valve is 2
to 4 mm below the annulus. A position that is too high predisposes
to paravalvular regurgitation, obstruction of coronary ostia, and
device embolization; a position that is too low is associated with
paravalvular regurgitation, residual stenosis, mitral regurgitation,
conduction abnormality, and increased risk of dislodgement. With
echocardiography, it may difficult to detect the interface between
the delivery balloon and the superimposed crimped valve, but
proper positioning is usually achieved if the percentages of the
delivery system (balloon with the crimped valve) and valve above
and below the annulus are 40/60 to 50/50 (Fig. 190.3/Video 190.3).
Note that some degree of operator-independent cranial movement
of the valve occurs during deployment, with the aortic end moving
on average 3.2 mm and the ventricular end moving 0.75 mm.
Coaxiality of the THV relative to the left ventricular outflow tract
(LVOT) may also be important, but noncoaxiality may be difficult
s in the left panel demarcate the ends of the valve, which can be better
ed and the valve deployed. In short axis (right), the valve is seen as being
is shown in the accompanying Video 190.3.
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to correct. For the CoreValve, the desired final position of the lower
edge of the stent is 5 to 10 mm below the annulus.

For all THVs, immediate postdeployment imaging is important
to confirm valve position; assess valve shape and the degree of
asymmetric deployment, if any; establish that cusp motion is unim-
peded; and, most important, identify the location and severity of
valvular and/or paravalvular regurgitation. 2D TEE, biplane, and
3D imaging using midesophageal and deep transgastric views are
all important. Transient mild valvular AR is common but, rarely,
an immobile cusp may cause severe valvular AR, typically treated
with rapid placement of a second THV (valve-in-valve). Trace to
mild paravalvular regurgitation (PVR), often with multiple jets,
is also common. More severe degrees of AR are usually treated
with postdeployment balloon dilation.

Rare complications identifiable by TEE include valve emboli-
zation, aortic root rupture or dissection, coronary ostial occlusion,
andmitral valve trauma resulting in significant mitral regurgitation.

As centers gain experience with TAVR, the desire to limit seda-
tion has resulted in a move away from routine intraprocedural TEE
to alternative imaging approaches including intracardiac echocar-
diography8 or TTE for immediate postdeployment assessment.

POSTIMPLANTATION FOLLOW-UP
The postimplantation follow-up of patients with THV is similar to
that for surgical prostheses. Key hemodynamic parameters are peak
and mean gradients; effective orifice area (EOA), calculated with
the continuity equation; and the Doppler velocity index (DVI),
defined as the ratio of velocities proximal to and distal to the valve.
As is true for all aortic valves, multiple windows including apical,
right parasternal, and suprasternal as well as imaging and nonima-
ging (Pedoff) probes should be employed. The calculation of THV
EOA and DVI requires special attention to detail. For the SAPIEN
valve,9,10 it has been shown that the LVOT diameter is best mea-
sured just proximal to the stent as opposed to inside the stent. Given
that there is flow acceleration at both the stent inlet and level of the
cusps, it is important that the LVOT sample volume be carefully
placed immediately proximal to the stent. Placement of the sample
velocity inside the stent will lead to overestimation of both EOA
and DVI, and inconsistent LVOT sample sites will result in variable
EOAs or DVIs that may incorrectly interpreted as altered valve
function. Although it is likely that similar considerations apply
Figure 190.4. Biplane imaging following CoreValve implantation demonstrat
a single jet, short-axis images (right) show three discrete jets. (See accomp
to the CoreValve, this has not yet been studied. To date favorable
hemodynamics, which appear to be stable over 2 to 3 years, have
been demonstrated for both the SAPIEN and CoreValve
THVs,11–15 with mean gradients typically between 10 and
15 mm Hg and EOAs in the 1.3- to 1.8-cm2 range.

Accurate assessment of post-TAVR AR may be difficult
because of the coexistence of valvular and paravalvular jets and,
more importantly, because paravalvular AR (PVR) may consist
of multiple jets with highly eccentric trajectories (Fig. 190.4/
Video 190.4). It is essential that multiple imaging windows (para-
sternal long and short axes, apical five and three chamber, with non-
standard variations of these views) be employed. Short-axis views
should be recorded at multiple levels and are particularly helpful in
differentiating valvular from paravalvular jets and identifying mul-
tiple paravalvular jets. Quantitation should employ the integrated
approach endorsed by the ASE/EAE1 as well as the Valve Aca-
demic Research Consensus 2 (VARC-2) recommendations16 and
should include pressure half-time, assessment of the abdominal
and descending thoracic aorta for retrograde flow, and calculation
of regurgitant volume and fraction using integrated Doppler (con-
tinuity equation) with either RVOT (preferred) or mitral flow as the
reference, as well as jet characteristics. As originally recommended
in the ASE/EAE guidelines for surgical prosthetic valves17 and as
proposed in the current VARC-2 recommendations,16 the circum-
ferential extent of PVR) (<10%¼mild, 10% to 29%¼moderate,
and �30%¼ severe) provides another measure of PVR severity.
However, this suffers from the limited spatial resolution of color
Doppler and is confounded by the origination of PVR at multiple
levels, the tendency for jets to splay eccentrically with the result
that small adjacent pinhole jets may be misinterpreted as one larger
coalesced jet. Thus the short-axis assessment of circumferential
extent may be difficult to interpret. Applying the proximal iso-
velocity surface area (PISA) approach to THVs is difficult when
there is less than severe regurgitation. More recently, it has been
suggested that direct planimetry of the vena contracta of the regur-
gitant jet(s) with 3D echocardiography18 may be helpful. Although
this approach is promising, it may be limited because of the spatial
and temporal resolution of 3D approaches. Identifying the optimum
way of quantitating PVR remains the subject of active investigation
because PVR is common (moderate or severe regurgitation present
in 10% to 16% of patients at 30 days) and appears to be associated
with worse clinical outcomes.6,7,19,20
ing paravalvular regurgitation. Whereas the long-axis view (left) suggests
anying Video 190.4.)
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191 MitraClip Procedure
Julia Grapsa, MD, PhD, Ilias D. Koutsogeorgis, MD, Petros Nihoyannopoulos, MD, Ferande

Peters, MD, Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD
Box 191.1 Selection Criteria for MitraClip Insertion
The MitraClip system1 is based on the principle of edge-to-edge
repair, also known as the Alfieri technique, introduced in 1991
by Italian surgeon Ottavio Alfieri, who successfully treated a
patient with anterior leaflet prolapse.2,3 Using a stitch, he approx-
imated the edges of the middle portions of the anterior and posterior
leaflets to create a double-orifice mitral valve. The surgical group
subsequently reported4 a series of 260 patients, of whom 80%
underwent the Alfieri technique and had additional mitral annulo-
plasty, which was associated with reduced rate of reoperation
within a follow-up period of 5 years.5
Grade 3 or more out of 4 grades
Pathology in A2-P2 area
Coaptation length>2 mm (depending on leaflet mobility)
Coaptation depth<11 mm
Flail gap<10 mm
Flail width<15 mm
Mitral valve orifice area>4 cm2 (depending on leaflet mobility)
Mobile leaflet length>1 cm

Compiled from Feldman T, Kar S, Rinaldi M, et al. Percutaneous mitral repair
with theMitraClip system: safety andmidterm durability in the initial EVEREST
(Endovascular Valve Edge-to-Edge REpair Study) cohort. J Am Coll Cardiol
2009;54:686-694; Foster E, Kwan D, Feldman T, et al. Percutaneous mitral
valve repair in the initial EVEREST cohort: evidence of reverse left ventricular
remodeling. Circ Cardiovasc Imaging 2013;6:522-530; George JC,
Varghese V, Dangas G, et al. Percutaneous mitral valve repair: lessons from
the EVEREST II (Endovascular Valve Edge-to-Edge REpair Study) and
beyond. JACC Cardiovasc Interv 2011;4:825-827.
STUDIES ON EFFECTIVENESS OF MITRACLIP
PROCEDURE
The percutaneously implanted MitraClip has been the most studied
device for the transcatheter treatment of mitral regurgitation. The
Endovascular Valve Edge-to-Edge Repair Study I (EVEREST I)
demonstrated efficacy, safety, and clear hemodynamic improvement
in patients with moderate-to-severe and severe mitral regurgitation.6

In the EVEREST II trial,1,7,8 the percutaneous approach was safer
than surgery (30-day major adverse cardiac events 15% vs. 48%;
P<0.001). Although patients treated with the MitraClip more com-
monly required surgery to treat residual mitral regurgitation by the
first year of follow-up, a limited number of surgeries were needed,
and there was no difference in the prevalence of moderate-to-severe
and severe mitral regurgitation or mortality at 4 years.8 Other stud-
ies9–12 confirmed the efficacy of the MitraClip.
INDICATIONS AND PATIENT SELECTION
Patient selection criteria for the MitraClip are based on the most
recent registries (Box 191.1). Rejection criteria are mitral valve
stenosis (valve area<4 cm2); left ventricular ejection fraction
20% or less and end-systolic diameter greater than 60 mm; or



TABLE 191.1 Assessment of Mitral Regurgitation Severity

Parameters Mild Moderate Severe

QUALITATIVE

Mitral valve morphology Normal/abnormal Normal/abnormal Flail leaflet/ruptured papillary muscles
Color flow mitral jet Small, central Intermediate Very large or eccentric jet
Flow convergence zone None or small Intermediate Large
Continuous wave Doppler of mitral regurgitation Faint/parabolic Dense/parabolic Dense/triangular

SEMIQUANTITATIVE

Vena contracta width (mm) <3 Intermediate �7 (>8 for biplane)
Pulmonary vein flow Systolic dominance Systolic blunting Systolic flow reversal
Mitral inflow A wave dominant Variable E wave dominant (>1.5 m/sec)
Mitral to aortic time-velocity integral ratio <1 Intermediate >1.4

QUANTITATIVE

Effective regurgitant orifice area (mm2) <20 20-39 �40
Regurgitant volume (mL) <30 30-59 �60

Compiled from Lancellotti P, Moura L, Pierard LA, et al. European Association of Echocardiography recommendations for the assessment of valvular
regurgitation. Part 2: mitral and tricuspid regurgitation (native valve disease). Eur J Echocardiogr 2010;11:307-332; Lancellotti P, Tribouilloy C,
Hagendorff A, et al. Recommendations for the echocardiographic assessment of native valvular regurgitation: an executive summary from the European
Association of Cardiovascular Imaging. Eur Heart J Cardiovasc Imaging 2013;14:611-644.

TABLE 191.2 Two-Dimensional Transesophageal Echocardiography
for Mitral Valve Assessment

View Comments

Mid-esophageal
Four-chamber
0-20 degrees

Assessment of mitral valve
Particular attention to the mitral annulus, leaflet

morphology, leaflet motion, and subvalvar
apparatus

Mid-esophageal
Four-chamber
0-20 degrees

Assessment of mitral valve: A1/P1
Flexion or withdrawal of the probe slightly will bring

A1/P1 into view; the anterolateral commissure
can be assessed

Mid-esophageal
Bicommissural
60-70 degrees

Commissure-to-commissure annulus dimension
(end-diastole and end-systole)

Mid-esophageal
Posteromedial
commissure

90 degrees

Assessment of mitral valve: A3/P3
The posteromedial commissure can be seen by

turning the probe toward the aorta and then
coming back to the mitral valve

Mid-esophageal
Long-axis
120-150 degrees

Assessment of mitral valve: A2/P2
Anterior-to-posterior annulus dimension (end-

diastole and end-systole)

Data from Hahn RT, Abraham T, Adams MS, et al. Guidelines for
performing a comprehensive transesophageal echocardiographic
examination: recommendations from the American Society of
Echocardiography and the Society of Cardiovascular
Anesthesiologists. J Am Soc Echocardiogr 2013;26:921-964.
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diseases such as Barlow, in which mitral anatomy may not be suit-
able for the procedure.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Preprocedural echocardiography is pivotal for the anatomical
assessment ofMitraClip suitability. The parasternal short-axis view
allows the assessment of the six mitral scallops. A2 and P2 scallops
are well viewed with the parasternal long-axis view. In the apical
four-chamber view, A3, A2, and P1 scallops (internal to external)
are best assessed, whereas P3, A2, and P1 are best assessed in the
apical two-chamber view. With the parasternal long-axis view,
annular dilatation is identified when the annulus/anterior leaflet
ratio is greater than 1.3 (in diastole) or when the annulus diameter
is greater than 35 mm.13–15

Assessment of mitral regurgitation with Doppler imaging fol-
lows the current guidelines for mitral valve evaluation.13,14 All fea-
tures of the two-dimensional (2D) assessment of mitral regurgitant
severity are summarized in Table 191.1.

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Multiplane transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is the gold
standard modality for preoperative assessment as well as intrapro-
cedural guidance for MitraClip insertion.15–17 To perform a com-
prehensive examination of the mitral valve, it is essential to
understand how transesophageal probe maneuvers change the
imaging plane with respect to the mitral valve. The typical TEE
examination begins with an assessment of the valve in three hori-
zontal planes (Table 191.2).

In the standard mid-esophageal four-chamber view (typically at a
transducer angle of 0 degrees), A1 and P1 scallops are best visualized.
From this position, flexion and withdrawal of the transducer tip allow
visualization of the aortic root and anterolateral portions of the mitral
leaflets, 120 degrees (A2 and P2) (Figs. 191.1 and 191.2). Similarly,
retroflexion and advancement of the transducer tip allow visualization
of the posteromedial portions of the leaflets (A3 and P3).

The mid-esophageal plane at an angle between 45 and 90
degrees provides the opportunity for mitral leaflets to be examined
with a plane parallel to the mitral orifice and to confirmmitral valve
pathology. Through the major axis of the valve orifice, P1, A2, and
P3 may be evaluated. Subsequently, by manual rotation of the
probe in a clockwise direction, the entire anterior leaflet can be
visualized (A1, A2, and A3). Counterclockwise probe rotation pro-
vides visualization of the entire posterior leaflet (P1, P2, and P3).
Other imaging planes and transducer positions, such as the
transgastric short-axis view, may be used for additional imaging
and to assist with the assessment of the mitral valve.16,17

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSESOPHAGEAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Assessment of mitral valve anatomy by real-time three-
dimensional (3D) TEE has proved to be superior compared to
2D TEE.18 The standard techniques of real-time 3D TEE have
recently been described.19 The surgeon’s view, with the aortic
root at 12 o’clock, is important for assessment of the preoperative
mitral valve (Fig. 191.3) and proximal isovolumic surface area
(Fig. 191.4). Based on acquired 3D images, postprocessing soft-
ware products (TomTec Imaging Systems, Unterschleissheim,
Germany) may be used to reconstruct the mitral valve annulus
and coronary sinus. Note the 3D volume-rendered reconstruction
of the coronary sinus around the mitral valve annulus.20



Figure 191.2. Transesophageal echocardiography in the 140-degree view showing A2 and P2 scallops of mitral valve and severe mitral regurgitation.

Figure 191.1. Transesophageal echocardiography in the 120-degree view showing reduced coaptation of the mitral valve leaflets and jet causing
severe mitral regurgitation. This is the best view to assess A2 and P2 scallops.
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Essentially, the 3D dataset can be rotated to the best view on the
orifice of the coronary sinus in real time, thus aiding the interven-
tionalist to adapt the position of the catheter under TEE guidance.
To document the success of the annuloplasty procedure, the ren-
dered 3D image can be used to exactly quantify measurements
of the mitral valve and mitral valve annulus using dedicated soft-
ware (QLAB 7.0, Philips Healthcare, Amsterdam). With this tech-
nique, the mitral valve and its annulus can be characterized with
regard to the perimeter, width of the annulus, and anterior-to-pos-
terior and anterolateral-to-posteromedial diameter.21 Several stud-
ies22,23 have employed the usefulness of 3D TEE in mitral valve
interventions with the aim of detecting the gold standard index
for assessment of different jets. Direct measurement of multiple
vena contracta areas using 3D TEE allows for assessment of mitral
regurgitation severity in patients with multiple jets, particularly
for mitral regurgitation degrees greater than mild and in cases of



Figure 191.4. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography
showing three-dimensional proximal isovolumic surface area of severe
mitral regurgitation.

Figure 191.3. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography
of the “surgeon’s view” of to the mitral valve from the left ventricle dem-
onstrating prolapse of the posterior leaflet (P2 and P3 scallops).
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more than two jets, for which geometric assumptions may be
challenging.22,23
MITRACLIP PROCEDURE GUIDANCE
The MitraClip procedure is divided into seven important steps
(Videos 191.1 and 191.2).22,24

Transseptal Puncture
Transseptal puncture represents one of the most important aspects
of the MitraClip procedure. The optimal puncture site is located
superiorly and posteriorly in the interatrial septum. The most
important TEE planes to identify the correct site are the short-axis
view at the base for anterior-posterior orientation (�30 degrees),
bicaval view for superior-inferior orientation (�90 to 120 degrees),
and four-chamber view (�0 degrees) to direct the height above the
mitral valve. Because it combines the short-axis viewwith the long-
axis view, 3D x-plane is important for the determination of the cor-
rect puncture site. The position of the MitraClip needle can be seen
as tenting of the interatrial septum. The tip of the tenting points
towards the left atrium. The site of optimal transseptal puncture
may differ. In fibroelastic disease, the puncture site needs to be
4 to 5 cm above the mitral annulus to secure adequate space for
a catheter and MitraClip maneuvering. On the other hand, in func-
tional mitral regurgitation, the puncture site needs to be more infe-
rior and closer to the annular plane because of extensive tethering
and because the line of coaptation is below the plane of the mitral
annulus. A patent foramen ovale should be avoided, as this entry is
too far anterior. An atrial septal defect also is not suitable for the
MitraClip procedure, as the defect is larger than the sheath size
and there is risk of interatrial rupture.

Steerable Guide Catheter Introduction
into the Left Atrium
A steerable guide catheter with dilator is advanced into the left
atrium over a wire and placed in the left upper pulmonary vein
under fluoroscopic and TEE guidance. The dilator has a cone-
shaped tip and, therefore, may be easily identified, as it has an echo-
genic appearance with TEE. A radiopaque echo-bright double ring
characterizes the tip of the guide catheter. The advancement of the
catheter should be followed constantly with TEE as well and fluo-
roscopic monitoring to avoid left atrial free wall damage. Once the
catheter is placed in the left atrium, the dilator is retrieved first, fol-
lowed by the wire.

Advancement of the Clip Delivery System
into the Left Atrium
The clip delivery system is advanced via the catheter under fluoro-
scopic guidance. Transesophageal echocardiography and 3D TEE
are necessary to ensure that the tip of the catheter remains across the
interatrial septum and that the clip delivery system will not cause
damage to the left atrial free wall. It is important always to monitor
the distance of the clip delivery system from the atrial wall with
3D TEE.

Steering and Positioning of the MitraClip
above the Mitral Valve
The posterior withdrawal of the catheter and retraction of the whole
system will help the correct positioning of the clip delivery system
above themitral valve medial segment. Again, 3D TEE is important
for the monitoring of the steps. The mid-esophageal intercommis-
sural view and the rotation of the system in the anterior and posterior
direction are important for the adjustment of the MitraClip.

To ensure correct MitraClip alignment, both arms of the device
should be visualized in full length in the long-axis view, whereas no
device arms should be seen in the intercommissural view. The
MitraClip should split the regurgitation jet in both orthogonal
views, and the tip of the device should be directed toward the larg-
est proximal isovelocity surface area. If imaging is difficult, the
transgastric view may be important to determine orientation of
the device. Overall, avoid the transgastric view if 3D TEE is avail-
able. A single 3D en face view allows visualization of correct align-
ment and proper orientation perpendicular to the line of mitral
valve coaptation.

Advancement of the MitraClip
into the Left Ventricle
Advancement of the MitraClip into the left ventricle may be mon-
itored with x-plane imaging using the intercommissural and mid-
esophageal long-axis views simultaneously. Under fluoroscopic
and TEE guidance, crossing of the mitral valve is monitored.
The orientation of the device and delivery system must be moni-
tored from the left ventricle because the device may rotate during
its transition from the left atrium to the ventricle. The most impor-
tant views are the intercommissural and long axis. The transgastric
view allows visualization of the device alignment relative to the



Figure 191.6. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography
from either the left atrium or left ventricle presents direct views to visualize
the MitraClip in relation to the mitral valve and the line of coaptation.
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line of coaptation. To visualize the MitraClip in relation to the
mitral valve and the line of coaptation, 3D TEE from either the left
atrium or left ventricle present direct views. It is easiest to maintain
a left atrial 3D mitral view, which may be used if the device orien-
tation cannot be judged adequately. Intercommissural and long-
axis views are useful to verify that the device is splitting the mitral
regurgitant jet and both mitral leaflets are freely moving above the
device arms.

Grasping of the Leaflets and Assessment
of Proper Leaflet Insertion
After correct positioning of the MitraClip, grasping of the leaflets
between the device arms is monitored using amid-esophageal long-
axis view (Fig. 191.5). It is always important to acquire a longer
loop during the grasping of the leaflets. Furthermore, it is recom-
mended to initially close the MitraClip only up to 60 to 90 degrees
in angulation and subsequently fully close the device after determi-
nation of proper leaflet insertion and demonstration of regurgitation
reduction. Insertion of the posterior leaflet is commonly best seen
in the long-axis view, and the insertion of the anterior leaflet in the
four-chamber view. The intercommissural view will have an addi-
tive role. Once the leaflets are well positioned between the device
arms and there is clear reduction of mitral regurgitation, the Mitra-
Clip can be closed.

Assessment of Result and MitraClip Release
After positioning theMitraClip, it is important to evaluate the struc-
tural difference of themitral valve (Fig. 191.6 andVideos 191.3 and
191.4). Initial evaluationof theMitraClip result is usually performed
under general anesthesia. It is important to perform repeat assess-
ment of the regurgitation after the patient recovers from general
anesthesia and under hemodynamic conditions similar to those for
the preoperative assessment. Furthermore, ultrasound machine
settings should be the same. Evaluation of the grade of residual
mitral regurgitationmay lead to further adjustment after aMitraClip
implantation or the addition of another device. It is important to
understand that the area of color jetswill be largerwithmultiple jets,
which commonly occurs because of the addition ofmultiple jet areas
after a MitraClip is implanted, than if there is a single jet. This may
potentially lead to overestimating residual regurgitation in patients
with multiple jets.19,25,26 In addition, the artifact caused by the
MitraClip using 2D echocardiography also may influence imaging.
New studies27,28 will discover the gold standard imaging index for
best assessment after MitraClip insertion.
Figure 191.5. Mid-esophageal long-axis view between 60 and 90
degrees demonstrating grasping of the leaflets between the device arms
after correct positioning of the MitraClip.
Additional MitraClip Implantation
When a second MitraClip is required, the orientation of the second
device should be optimized by 2D or, when available, 3D echocar-
diography in the left atrium. Fluoroscopy has greater value in the
guidance of inserting the additional device, which should always
be aligned as parallel as possible to the first device. Folding of leaf-
let tissue between two MitraClips should be avoided as this may
cause significant residual mitral regurgitation.22,24
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In contemporary times, patients with mitral stenosis (MS) typi-
cally present during adulthood. Childhood rheumatic valvulitis
(which occurs in approximately two thirds of all cases of rheu-
matic fever) remains the most common etiology of MS and results
in fibrosis and scarring of the mitral valve leaflets and fusion of
the leaflet commissures. The incidence of rheumatic MS remains
high in both developing countries and the South Pacific. Although
the widespread use of antibiotics used to treat streptococcal infec-
tions has led to a reduced incidence of this syndrome in Western
countries, changing immigration patterns to the United States and
other industrialized countries coupled with new strains of strepto-
cocci associated with rheumatic fever has brought with it a resur-
gence of patients suffering from rheumatic MS in developed
countries.1,2

Until the mid-1980s, mitral valve surgery (i.e., closed commis-
surotomy, mitral valve replacement) was the only reliable therapy
for patients suffering from mitral stenosis. The introduction of the
Inoue balloon catheter in 1984 (with subsequent U.S. Food and
Drug Administration approval of the balloon catheter in 1994),
however, led to a radical shift in the invasive treatment of rheu-
matic mitral stenosis such that percutaneous balloon mitral
commissurotomy (BMC) became a well-accepted, safe, and
cost-effective means by which to provide symptomatic and hemo-
dynamic relief to patients suffering from severe rheumatic MS.
The advent of advanced imaging with three-dimensional (3D)
echocardiography has further revolutionized BMC and now plays
an integral role in clinical diagnosis and determining the feasibil-
ity of BMC as well as procedural guidance and immediate eval-
uation of technical results.3,4 This chapter reviews percutaneous
balloon mitral commissurotomy as it is practiced today and spe-
cifically highlights the pre-, intra-, and postprocedural utility of
advanced echocardiography.
ETIOLOGY OF MITRAL STENOSIS
The pathologic entity of “mitral stenosis” has become synony-
mous with “rheumatic mitral stenosis” (more than 90% of all
cases of severe MS are rheumatic in etiology). The hallmark of
rheumatic mitral stenosis is one of fusion of the mitral leaflet com-
missures, typically in association with subvalvular thickening
and/or multivalvular involvement. It is important to note, how-
ever, that there are other (less common) pathologic etiologies
of MS, including congenital mitral stenosis, carcinoid, and eosin-
ophilic endomyocardial fibroelastosis. In contrast, given the aging
population and increased prevalence of disease states predispos-
ing patients to calcific lesions (e.g., chronic hemodialysis), cal-
cific mitral stenosis in association with severe mitral annular
calcification (MAC) is becoming an increasingly common etiol-
ogy of severe MS. In contrast to rheumatic MS, in calcific MS
it is common for annular calcification to extend toward and
involve the body of the leaflets, thereby restricting overall leaflet
motion. Thus, in calcific MS, there may be little to no involvement
of either the leaflet tips or chordae in the underlying pathophys-
iologic state, and commissural fusion may either be entirely
absent or, if present, be due to dense calcification in the commis-
sures themselves (Fig. 192.1).

PATIENT SELECTION FOR BALLOON MITRAL
COMMISSUROTOMY
Balloon mitral commissurotomy has become the therapy of choice
for most patients with symptomatic mitral stenosis (Table 192.1)
and is recommended in symptomatic patients with a mitral valve
area less than 1.5 cm2, favorable valve morphology (see later dis-
cussion), and absence of both left atrial thrombus and severe mitral
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Figure 192.1. Severe mitral stenosis secondary to mitral annular calcification (MAC). A, Two-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
demonstrating MACwith diffusely calcified leaflets.B, Real-time three-dimensional TEE further illustrates the MAC severity and calcific invasion into the
leaflets and commissures. The lateral commissure (single arrow) appears partially split, whereas the medial commissure (double arrows) is fused with
dense calcification. In addition, there is fusion of the leaflets more centrally (arrowhead).

TABLE 192.1 ACC/AHA Recommendations for Balloon Mitral
Commissurotomy

Class I 1. BMC is indicated for the following patients with moderate or
severe MS and valve morphology favorable for BMC in the
absence of LAA thrombus or moderate to severe MR:

A. Symptomatic patients (NYHA functional class�II)
B. Asymptomatic patients with pulmonary hypertension

(PASP>50 mm Hg at rest or>60 mm Hg with exercise)
Class IIa 1. BMC is reasonable for patients with moderate or severe MS

who have a nonpliable calcified valve, are in NYHA functional
class�III, and are either not candidates or at high risk for
surgical MVR

Class IIb BMC may be considered for the following patients in the
absence of LAA thrombus or moderate to severe MR:

A. Asymptomatic patients with moderate or severe MS and
valve morphology favorable for BMC who have new onset
atrial fibrillation

B. Symptomatic patients (NYHA functional class�II) with MVA
greater than 1.5 cm2 if there is evidence of hemodynamically
significant MS based on PASP>60 mm Hg,
PCWP>25 mm Hg, or mean mitral valve gradient>15 mm
Hg during exercise

C. Patients with moderate or severe MSwho have a nonpliable
calcified valve and are in NYHA functional class�III, as an
alternative to surgery

Class III 1. BMC is not indicated for patients with mild MS
2. BMC should not be performed in patients with moderate to

severe MR or LAA thrombus

Adapted fromACC/AHA 2006Guideline for Management of Patients with
Valvular Heart Disease.6

BMC, Balloon mitral commissurotomy; LAA, left atrial appendage;
MR, mitral regurgitation; MS, mitral stenosis; MVA, mitral valve area;
MVR, mitral valve replacement; NYHA, New York Heart Association;
PASP, pulmonary artery systolic pressure; PCWP, pulmonary capillary
wedge pressure.
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regurgitation.5 BMC is also recommended in asymptomatic
patients with moderate to severe MS and favorable valve morphol-
ogy who demonstrate severe pulmonary hypertension either at rest
(pulmonary artery systolic pressure [PASP]>55 mm Hg) or pro-
voked with exercise (PASP>60 mm Hg).6

Suitability of valve morphology for BMC is typically assessed
by determination of the echocardiographic Wilkins score
(Table 192.2), the most widely adopted prognostic score determin-
ing a favorable BMC outcome. The Wilkins score is derived from
noninvasive echocardiographic data focusing on four variables:
valve leaflet mobility, thickening, calcification, and degree of sub-
valvular thickening. A value of 1 to 4 is assigned to each variable,
with higher scores indicative of more extensive disease.7 In gen-
eral, a calculated Wilkins score of 8 or less in the absence of severe
mitral regurgitation has been shown to portend a favorable result
from BMV, whereas scores above 8 have an increased risk of
adverse outcomes and should strongly be considered for alternative
(e.g., surgical) therapy.8 However, in centers experienced in the
performance of BMC, even in many unfavorable candidates,
BMC is still considered a first-line therapeutic choice for rheumatic
MS after thoughtful preprocedural consultation and open discus-
sion with the patient and family about treatment options and goals.
Although the eventual need for valve replacement therapy is a real-
ity for most patients, minimizing symptoms while maximizing the
life of a patient’s native mitral valve remain paramount objectives
in the management of patients with severe MS.

ROLE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
IN BALLOON MITRAL COMMISSUROTOMY
Structural heart disease interventions are performed in a complex
and dynamic 3D environment necessitating the real-time (RT)
incorporation ofmultiple imagingmodalities to both guide procedures
and assess outcomes.3 Compared with traditional two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiography, RT 3D transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE) provides a wide field of view with superior depth resolu-
tion, allowing for enhanced simultaneous imaging of soft tissue
interventional targets (e.g., valves), related spatial anatomy, and
interventional devices (Fig. 192.2). In so doing, RT 3D TEE has
the potential to increase the safety of the BMC procedure by pro-
viding enhanced navigation of particular procedural steps (e.g.,
transseptal puncture) and reducing overall radiation from fluoros-
copy.3 In addition, 3D TEE has been shown to be an effective tech-
nique to monitor the efficacy of BMC, specifically with regard to
providing detailed visualization of commissural splitting and leaf-
let tears that were previously difficult to appreciate on traditional
2D echocardiography.9,10

TECHNIQUE FOR BALLOON MITRAL
COMMISSUROTOMY
Although BMCmay be performed by several techniques (antegrade
vs. retrograde approach, single vs. double balloon technique, etc.),
the most common and extensively studied approach has been an
antegrade approach with the Inoue balloon catheter.11,12 The Inoue
balloon is a self-positioning and pressure-extensible balloon com-
posed of nylon and rubber micromesh. The balloon is composed of
three sections with distinct elastic properties, thereby allowing for
sequential inflation (Fig. 192.3). Sequential inflation allows fast
and stable balloon inflation across the stenotic valve with no need
for physiologic cardiac standstill (e.g., through rapid ventricular
pacing). In addition, the balloon is designed to be temporary



TABLE 192.2 Wilkins Echocardiographic Score

Grade Mobility Subvalvular Thickening Thickening Calcification

1 Highly mobile valve with only
leaflet tip restriction

Minimal thickening just below the leaflets Leaflets near normal thickness
(4-5 mm)

Single area of
calcification

2 Normal mobility of mid and base
leaflet segments

Thickening of chordal structures
extending up to 1/3 of chordal length

Mid-leaflets normal; moderate to
severe thickening (5-8 mm) of
leaflet margins

Scattered areas of
calcification confined
to leaflet margins

3 Valve moves forward in diastole,
mainly from the base

Thickening extends to distal 1/3 of
chords

Moderate to severe thickening
(5-8 mm) of the entire leaflet

Calcification extends to
mid-leaflets

4 No or minimal forward
movement during diastole

Extensive thickening and shortening of all
chordal structures extending to
papillary muscles

Severe thickening (>8-10 mm)
of the entire leaflet

Extensive calcification
throughout leaflets

Wilkins score>8 predictive of suboptimal results from percutaneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty.
From Arora R, Nair M, Kalra GS, et al. Non-surgical mitral valvuloplasty for rheumatic mitral stenosis. Indian Heart J 1990;42:329-334.
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Figure 192.2. Real-time three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic guidance during balloon mitral commissurotomy. A, Deflated Inoue
balloon catheter (arrow) across the stenotic mitral valve. B, Inoue balloon catheter during maximal inflation (arrow). IAS, Interatrial septum; TV,
tricuspid valve.

A B

C D

Figure 192.3. Inoue balloon catheter in its various states. A, Fully slenderized form in which it enters the body through the femoral vein. B, Deflated
form. C, Distal segment of the balloon inflated. D, Fully inflated form.
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Figure 192.4. Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiographic views of severe rheumatic mitral stenosis. A andB, Baseline views from the left
atrium (A) and left ventricle (B) demonstrating thickening mitral valve leaflets, fused commissures, and the classic “fish-mouth” opening of rheumatic
mitral stenosis. C and D, Post–balloon mitral commissurotomy views from the left atrium (C) and left ventricle (D) demonstrating bilaterally split com-
missures and a larger mitral orifice.
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slenderized, allowing for a lower profile entry into the femoral vein
and left atrium. Although the technical details of the BMC proce-
dure are beyond the scope of this chapter, the general steps are as
follows. During cardiac catheterization, a transseptal puncture is
used to gain access to the left atrium. Following serial dilation of
the interatrial septum, the slenderized Inoue catheter is advanced
into the left atrium. The balloon is then unslenderized in sequential
fashion and then advanced across the stenotic mitral valve using a
steering wire. The balloon is then rapidly inflated and deflated
in sequential fashion across the stenotic valve, resulting in separa-
tion of the fused commissures (Fig. 192.4). At this point in the pro-
cedure, both invasive hemodynamics and echocardiography
(especially 3D echocardiography) are used to determine the phys-
iologic and anatomic impact of balloon inflation (decreased left
atrial pressure and transmitral gradient, increased cardiac output,
confirmation of commissural splitting, degree of mitral regurgita-
tion) and the need and/or safety of proceeding with subsequent bal-
loon inflations. Once an adequate hemodynamic and anatomic
result has been achieved, the balloon is reslenderized and removed
from the body.
COMPLICATIONS OF BALLOON MITRAL
COMMISSUROTOMY
A detailed description of the most common serious complications
during percutaneous mitral balloon valvuloplasty is provided in
Table 192.3.13 Complications relevant to BMC are largely related
to transseptal catheterization, manipulation of the Inoue balloon
catheter in the left atrium, or commissurotomy of themitral valve.14

Although penetration of the transseptal needle into an adjacent,
nonatrial space (i.e., ascending aorta, posterior atrial pericardial
space) is a well-known and feared complication of BMC, in the
era of advanced echocardiographic imaging to guide transseptal
catheterization (Fig. 192.5), the overall risk of these unintended
consequences remains very low.

Manipulation of the Inoue balloon catheter within the cardiac
chambers may result in perforation of the left atrial appendage
(LAA), pulmonary veins, or left ventricular apex or dislodgement
of microthrombi in either the left atrium or LAA. Although very rare
(<4% of cases based on NHLBI registry data), such complications
may also result in either life-threatening bleeding or major stroke.



TABLE 192.3 Complications of Balloon Mitral Commissurotomy

Complication Cause Prevention Recognition Treatment

Severe mitral
regurgitation
(MR)

Typically tearing of leaflet • Stepwise inflation of
Inoue balloon

• Avoidance of catheter
entrapment in chordal
apparatus

• Proper alignment of
catheter to valve

• Exclude patients with
baseline moderate MR

• Acute increase in LA pressure with
large regurgitant wave and fall in
system pressure association with
echo/Doppler signs of severe MR

• Consider left ventriculogram

Immediate treatment with
nitroprusside followed by
IABP and emergency MVR if
hemodynamically compromised

Cardiac
tamponade

Transseptal puncture
improperly placed

• Experience with
transseptal technique

• Echocardiographic
guidance

Acute drop in blood pressure,
vasovagal, appearance of
pericardial effusion, rise in right
atrial pressure, loss of pulsations of
cardiac silhouette, pericardial pain

• Pericardiocentesis with
placement of catheter drain

• Reversal of anticoagulation
• Consideration of surgery if
catheter drain can not be
placed or persistent high
volume of blood drainage
from catheter

Systemic
embolism

Dislodgment of thrombus
from LA versus
formation of thrombus
on equipment

• Full anticoagulation
while in left atrium

• Good catheter
technique with flushing
and avoidance of
catheter tip against LA
wall

• Preprocedure TEE to
exclude LAA thrombus

Acute change in neurologic status,
acute limb ischemia, acute
abdominal pain

Immediate assessment for other
causes of clinical status change,
immediate consultation with
stroke team to consider
catheter-based diagnosis and
treatment of CVA

Atrial fibrillation Catheter-induced PACs
in atrial fibrillation–
prone patient

• Careful catheter
technique

• Maintain persistent
medical treatment the
day of the procedure

ECG rhythm change. Rapid VR in
mitral stenosis may cause acute
hemodynamic collapse

Rate control versus immediate
cardioversion depending on
clinical state

Atrial septal
defect (ASD)

Transseptal procedure
combined with
excessive catheter
manipulation,
inadvertent withdrawal
of unslenderized Inoue
catheter, or thin, fragile
septal tissue

• Careful technique
• Identification of
patients with thin
septal tissue.

• Placement of
transseptal puncture
at appropriate site

• Immediate Doppler assessment of
septum after removal of Inoue
catheter

• Hypoxemia may immediately occur
when right/left atrial pressure
gradient results in right-to-left
shunting

• Follow-up with serial
echocardiographic assessment
with most ASD closing by
6 months

• Percutaneous ASD device
closure if defect appears too
large to close spontaneously or
right-to-left shunting occurs
with hypoxemia

CVA, Cerebrovascular accident; ECG, electrocardiogram; IABP, intra-aortic balloon pump; LA, left atrium; LAA, left atrial appendage; MVR, mitral valve
repair; PAC, premature atrial contraction; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; VR, ventricular rate.

A B

Figure 192.5. Two dimensional X-plane transesophageal echocardiography of the interatrial septum during transseptal catheterization. A and B,
Tenting of the septum from the transseptal needle in the superior/inferior (A) and anterior/posterior (B) orientations, confirming a safe puncture
location.
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Perhaps the most serious complication of BMC, however, is
severe mitral regurgitation (MR) following balloon commissurot-
omy. In most cases, severe MR following balloon inflation typi-
cally results from tearing or shearing of the mitral valve leaflets
or subvalvular apparatus. With advanced 2D and 3D echocardiog-
raphy, however, positioning of the uninflated Inoue balloon in a
central location within the left ventricle and free of the mitral sub-
valvular apparatus can be confidently confirmed before balloon
inflation. Nonetheless, severe acute MR remains a relatively
uncommon complication (reported incidence of approximately
3% by NHLBI registry data), and only a small percentage of such
patients (fewer than 5%) require emergent cardiac surgery with
mitral valve replacement.

Finally, a persistent left-to-right shunt at the interatrial septum
(e.g., iatrogenic atrial septal defect [ASD]) following Inoue balloon
catheter removal occurs in up to 10% of cases. The presence of a
thin interatrial septum likely increases the risk of residual ASD fol-
lowing Inoue balloon removal. Fortunately, most residual defects
are typically small and hemodynamically restrictive and spontane-
ously close after several months.
LONG-TERM RESULTS OF BALLOON MITRAL
COMMISSUROTOMY
The long-term result of BMC depends heavily on several factors,
including baseline patient characteristics, Wilkins score, history
of prior BMC, New York Heart Association Functional Class,
and technical results of the index BMC procedure itself (final mitral
valve area, quality of commissural opening, presence/absence and
degree of mitral regurgitation).

From a clinical perspective, however, the overall long-term
results of BMC are encouraging, with event-free survival approach-
ing 70% at 5 years in ideal patients with minimal valve deformity
(e.g., low Wilkins scores). In fact, if the immediate results of
BMC are favorable (i.e., bicommissural splitting, mitral valve
area>1.5 cm2 without significant mitral regurgitation), survival
rates are excellent and functional improvement is typically pro-
longed. In contrast, patients with more severe valve and/or sub-
valvular deformity have 5-year event-free survival rates closer to
50%. In addition, it is important to consider the patient population
undergoing the procedure. Reported outcomes of BMC in studies of
patients in developing countries (typically younger patients with
lowWilkins scores) may not truly reflect the demographic of mitral
stenosis patient seen in the United States and other industrialized
countries where rheumatic disease has long been controlled.
Whereas studies in developing countries have quoted post-BMC
event-free survival rates of 72% at 10 years, similar studies of a
North American population demonstrated event-free survival rates
of 53% at 10 years.8,15
SUMMARY
Rheumatic mitral stenosis remains a prevalent disease in develop-
ing countries. In industrialized nations, rheumatic MS persists
largely due to immigration patterns and new, more resistant strains
of streptococci. Balloon mitral commissurotomy has been proven
to be a safe, effective, and economical therapy in patients suffering
from severe MS. The widespread adoption of 3D echocardiography
has brought with it a better understanding of the anatomic variances
seen in rheumatic MS and may in the future allow physicians to
more appropriately select patients and determine timing for either
BMC or surgical valve replacement therapy. In addition, the inte-
gration of 3D echocardiography in the procedural setting can con-
ceivably lead to the safer performance of BMC procedures while
helping to optimize long-term clinical outcomes.
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193 Transcatheter Valve-in-Valve Implantation
Itzhak Kronzon, MD, Carlos Ruiz, MD, PhD, Gila Perk, MD
Surgical valve replacement is frequently required in patients with
severe native valve disorders not amenable to valve repair. Until
recently, valve replacement required open-heart surgery with car-
diopulmonary bypass. This major surgery was associated with mor-
bidity, mortality, long hospital stay, and disability. The prosthetic
valves commonly used are less than perfect, and the long-term
results are still suboptimal. Most prosthetic valves that are surgi-
cally implanted are either mechanical or biological (tissue valves).
Although the mechanical valves are durable and can potentially last
for a lifetime, they require full, lifelong anticoagulation therapy,
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which may result in bleeding tendency and limitation of strenuous
sports and physical activity. Bioprosthetic valves were introduced
with the hope that anticoagulation would not be required. Unfortu-
nately, biological valves degenerate and fail within years after their
surgical implantation and become stenotic, insufficient, or both.
Valve failure is more rapid in young patients. Therefore, biopros-
thetic valves are more frequently recommended in elderly patients
(who have higher prevalence of coronary disease and other comor-
bidities). However, with improved patient care and better survival
of cardiac patients, many individuals will require one or more
major open-heart surgeries to replace a failed valve. The repeat pro-
cedure carries relatively high morbidity and mortality, with long
hospitalization and frequently incomplete recovery.

VALVE IN VALVE
During the past decade, an alternative procedure has been devel-
oped: transcutaneous, transcatheter delivery of an expandable pros-
thetic valve to be deployed within a failed prosthetic valve. This
procedure, also known as “valve in valve,”1 should be distinguished
from transcutaneous implantation of a prosthetic valve within a
native malfunctioning valve, such as transcatheter aortic valve
replacement (TAVR) or transcatheter pulmonic valve replacement,
which are discussed elsewhere in this book.

The “valve-in-valve” procedure is still under investigation. It is
frequently performed with the use of off-label prosthetic valves
such as the Melody valve (Edwards, St Paul, Minn) (approved
for pulmonic valve implantation) or the SAPIEN-Edwards Valve
(approved for TAVR). It has been used in patients who were con-
sidered high risk for open-heart surgery.

IMAGING
Multimodality imaging before and during the procedure is frequently
essential. This includes fluoroscopy, two- and three-dimensional (2D
and 3D) transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), and computer-
ized tomography (CT). Fusion imaging techniques are quite useful.
This includes the Cardiac Navigator system for fluoroscopy and CT
image fusion, and the EchoNav system for 2D and 3D TEE and fluo-
roscopy fusion (both by Philips, Andover,Mass). The fusion technol-
ogy superimposes the TEE or CT images on the fluoroscopic screen
and thus enables the operator to navigate the catheters, wire, and
devices into the target sites defined by these images.

Accurate demonstration of the internal dimension, perimeter,
and shape of the failed prosthetic ring are essential for prosthetic
valve selection. These can be evaluated from the 3D echocardio-
graphic or CT images. Color and spectral Doppler are essential
for the evaluation of the failed valve hemodynamics. The exact
degree of stenosis and regurgitation can be quantified. The site
of regurgitation is important. Paravalvular leak may require device
closure, not valve replacement.

THE PROCEDURE
In right sided valve-in-valve procedures,1 access to the right heart is
obtained by a central venous approach. The procedure can be per-
formed, if indicated, in patients who underwent tricuspid valve
replacement with a bioprosthesis or even tricuspid valve repair
using a prosthetic ring. Pulmonic valve-in-valve procedures are fre-
quently done with the Melody valve.2

For left-sided valves, the approach to the damaged, malfunc-
tioning aortic bioprosthesis can be retrograde, via a peripheral large
artery. This is very much similar to the TAVR procedure.3 The
approach to the mitral valve can be antegrade via a central venous
approach and transseptal puncture, or needle puncture of the apex
of the left ventricle with a retrograde approach to the failed
prosthetic valve orifice.1 In cases of prosthetic valve stenosis, bal-
loon dilatation of the prosthesis may be required.

Under fluoroscopic and echocardiographic real-time surveil-
lance, the failed prosthetic valve is crossed by a wire. A catheter
with the collapsed new valve over a deflated balloon is advanced
over the wire and placed with the collapsed valve at the failed
prosthesis orifice. The balloon is then inflated to expand the
new valve in the desired position, supported in place by the failed
prosthesis, which holds it securely. It should be emphasized that
once the new valve is inflated, it cannot be recollapsed or re-
positioned, underscoring the importance of exact positioning
before balloon inflation. Once the valve in valve is deployed,
Doppler echocardiography is used to demonstrate residual valvu-
lar regurgitation and to assess the new transvalvular gradient and
valve area.
COMPLICATIONS
The complication rate depends on anatomic factors, patient comor-
bidities, and operator skill and experience. Cardiac rupture and
tamponade result from intracardiac manipulation of large-bore
catheters or from failed transseptal puncture. During the manipula-
tion of the collapsed valve across the atrial septum, a large atrial
septal defect can be created that may require closure by a device.
The apical puncture may be responsible for bleeding into the
pericardial sac or into the left pleural cavity. Device closure of
the apical puncture site is frequently performed. Arrhythmia and
conduction abnormalities are common. Residual regurgitation,
especially paravalvular, is occasionally noted; fortunately in most
cases it is not severe. Detachment and even complete dislodgement
of the newly installed valve occur rarely. The later will result in tor-
rential mitral regurgitation and require immediate surgical valve
replacement.

Figure 193.1 demonstrates a patient with previous TAVR per-
formed with a CoreValve. After the procedure the patient com-
plained of shortness of breath. The arterial blood pressure was
157/45 mm Hg. Transesophageal echocardiography demonstrated
significant aortic regurgitation. Another CoreValve was advanced
into a slightly more superior position and was deployed. At the end
of the procedure, the blood pressure was 135/70, and the aortic
insufficiency jet was no longer seen. The mean systolic gradient
across the newly placed valve was 9 mm Hg. A valve-in-valve pro-
cedure is required in 2% to 3% of TAVRs.

Figure 193.2 shows a valve-in-valve procedure in a patient with
mitral biologic prosthesis severe insufficiency. After a needle punc-
ture of the left ventricular apex, a wire was advanced from the left
ventricle across the mitral valve into the left atrium. This wire was
snared in the left atrium to another wire, which was advanced from
the femoral vein across the atrial septum (after transseptal punc-
ture). A catheter that carried a collapsed Melody over a deflated
balloon was advanced into the stenosed mitral stenosis orifice
(the apical wire helped to maintain the Melody valve direction in
order). With the collapsed valve in good position, the balloon
was inflated and the valve expanded for deployment. When all
the catheters were removed, there was no significant residual mitral
stenosis and no regurgitation. At the end of the procedure, the trans-
septal puncture site was closed by an Amplatzer closure device, and
the apex puncture site closed by another closure device. A few days
later the patient left the hospital in good condition.

CONCLUSION
Valve-in-valve replacement of a failed bioprosthesis is feasible in
the aortic, mitral, tricuspid, or pulmonic position. Multimodality
imaging includes fluoroscopy, transthoracic and transesophageal
2D and real-time 3D echocardiography, CT, and fusion technologies.
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Although valve-in-valve implantation frequently offers immediate
relief and restoration of valvular hemodynamics, the long-term
follow-up results and prognosis are not known. With rapidly accu-
mulated experience, the performance of the valve in valve in com-
parison with surgically implanted valves will define its routine use
in patients with failed bioprostheses.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT CLOSURE
Aside from the bicuspid aortic valve, an atrial septal defect (ASD)
is the most common congenital cardiac anomaly in adults with an
approximate prevalence of 1 per 1000 individuals.1This chapter
focuses on echocardiographic imaging during ASD closure.
Embryology, classification, diagnosis, and hemodynamic signifi-
cance of ASDs are discussed in detail in the congenital heart disease
section of this book. Briefly, there are four main types of ASDs
(listed in decreasing order of frequency): secundum ASD, primum
ASD, sinus venosus ASD, and unroofed coronary sinus.When indi-
cated, ASDs can be closed either surgically or via a percutaneous
approach. According to most recent guidelines,2 the primary indi-
cation for ASD closure is the presence of right atrial or right ven-
tricular enlargement regardless of symptoms. Closure of ASD may
also be considered:

• In the setting of either paradoxical embolism or platypnea-
orthodeoxia. Paradoxical embolism refers to an embolus origi-
nating in the venous circulation that crosses into the systemic cir-
culation via a shunt (such as an ASD). Platypnea-orthodeoxia
refers to a syndrome of arterial oxygen desaturation when chang-
ing from a recumbent to an upright position.

• In the presence of left-to-right shunt, pulmonary artery pressure
less than two-thirds systemic pressure, pulmonary vascular resis-
tance less than two-thirds systemic resistance, or when respon-
sive to pulmonary vasodilators or occlusion test. During
occlusion test, ASD is transiently closed using sizing balloon
and the patient’s hemodynamic parameters are monitored. Clo-
sure is aborted if hemodynamic instability or signs of acute pul-
monary edema develop.3

The primary contraindication of ASD closure is the presence of
irreversible, severe pulmonary arterial hypertension and no evi-
dence of left-to-right shunt.

Surgical Atrial Septal Defect Closure
The earliest surgical closure of an atrial septal defect was reported
in the early 1950s.4 Surgical ASD closure was the first successful
open heart operation (performed under general hypothermia and
inflow occlusion) even before the advent of cardiopulmonary
bypass.5 Subsequently, ASD closure became the very first type
of cardiac surgery to use cardiopulmonary bypass.6 Surgical
closure can be accomplished by either direct suture or using a
patch. It is recommended that the surgical ASD closure be
performed by surgeons with expertise and special training in con-
genital heart disease.2 Surgery remains the only recommended
means of closing primum, sinus venosus, and coronary sinus types
of ASDs. Surgery is an alternative to percutaneous closure of
secundum ASDs.

Percutaneous Atrial Septal Defect Closure
Percutaneous closure of an ASD was first described in the mid-
1970s.7 Currently, percutaneous closure has become the most com-
mon means of repairing secundum ASDs. All currently available
ASD closure devices in the United States are only approved for
secundum-type ASDs. These devices have a similar basic structure;
they all contain two discs connected by a waist. Some are approved
for simple secundum ASDs with a solitary hole, whereas others are
specifically designed for secundum ASDs with multiple holes,
referred to as fenestrated or cribriform (sievelike) ASDs. The three
most commonly used devices (Fig. 194.1) are:

• Amplatzer atrial septal occluder (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minn)
is used to close nonfenestrated secundum ASDs. It contains a
larger left atrial disc connected to a smaller right atrial disc.
The waist connecting the two discs ranges from 4 mm to
38 mm in diameter. When selecting appropriate device size,
the waist diameter of the devices should correspond to the
ASD diameter.

• Gore Helex atrial septal occluder (W. L. Gore & Associates,
Flagstaff, Ariz) contains two equal-sized discs connected by a
spiral shaft; disc diameter ranges from 15 to 35 mm. An appro-
priately selected Gore Helex device should have a disc diameter
that at is at least twice the ASD diameter.

• Amplatzer multifenestrated atrial septal occluder (St Jude Med-
ical) contains two equal-sized discs connected by a thin shaft for
use with cribriform ASDs. Disk diameters range from 18 to
35 mm. An appropriately selected device should have a disc size
of a sufficient diameter to cover the entire ASD.

Typically, the percutaneous approach is used to close simple
secundum ASDs, that is, those not associated with other congenital
anomalies that might need surgical repair.

Role of Echocardiography in Percutaneous
Atrial Septal Defect Closure
Echocardiography is an essential part of the percutaneous ASD clo-
sure process, as it is needed before, during, and after percutaneous
ASD closure.

Before Atrial Septal Defect Closure
Both transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography can
establish the presence of an ASD, define its type, size the defect,
and determine shunt direction and its hemodynamic significance.
Three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography overcomes many limi-
tations of two-dimensional (2D) echocardiography by providing
accurate visualization of the size and shape of the defect and its
rims on unique en face views. Proper ASD sizing is essential in
selecting the device size to avoid complications from using an
undersized or oversized closure device (such as incomplete defect
closure, device embolization, or disc erosion into surrounding car-
diac structures).

In general, when deciding on the size of an ASD closure device,
the maximum diameter of a secundum ASD cannot exceed the
device specific cutoff value, which is 38 mm when using an
Amplatzer atrial septal occluder and 18 mm when using a Gore
Helex device. Furthermore, there should be sufficient ASD rims
to anchor the device. Anatomically, there are six distinct ASD rims
listed in a clockwise direction: superior vena cava rim, aortic (ante-
rior) rim, atrioventricular rim, inferior vena cava (IVC) rim, poster-
oinferior rim, and posterosuperior rim.8,9

Historically, the device size was selected based on an invasive
measurement of a so-called stop-flow ASD diameter by gradually
inflating a sizing balloon placed across an ASD until no color
Doppler flow across the ASD is seen on transesophageal echocar-
diography (TEE). More recently, device selection is based on direct
ASD diameter measurements by 2D and 3D TEE.
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On 2D TEE, ASD should be visualized in multiple views; in
each view, the maximum ASD diameter during atrial diastole as
well as the size of the two visible ASD rims should be measured.
At approximately 0 degrees (four-chamber view), atrioventricular
and posterosuperior ASD rims are seen. At approximately 60
degrees (short-axis view at the level of the aortic valve), aortic
and posteroinferior rim are seen. At 90 to 120 degrees (bicaval
view), superior vena cava (SVC) and IVC rims are visualized
(Fig. 194.2/Video 194.2, A through D).

The term “sufficient rim” denotes a minimum rimwidth capable
of securely anchoring the closure device. For the Amplatzer atrial
septal occluder, the rims should be at least 5 mm; for the Amplatzer
multifenestrated atrial septal occluder, the SVC and the aortic rim
should be at least 9 mm. Absence of the IVC rim is considered a
contraindication for device closure of a secundum ASD. Absence
of the aortic rim is a major risk factor for device erosion into sur-
rounding structure, especially when using the Amplatzer atrial sep-
tal occluder.10

3D TEE is especially well suited for accurate characterization of
ASD size, shape, and rim (Fig. 194.3). On 3D zoom en face views,
the full extent of ASD and its relations to surrounding cardiac struc-
tures are demonstrated from both the right atrial and left atrial per-
spectives. The so-called tilt up then left (TUPLE) maneuver can be
utilized to place ASD images in anatomically correct orientation,
which then facilitates characterization of ASD anatomy.11 On 3D
TEE imaging, one can easily determine the size of a secundum
ASD (circular, ovoid, or irregular), its location within the floor
of the fossa ovalis, and the presence of absence of associated anom-
alies such as an atrial septal aneurysm involving the remainder of
the fossa ovalis.12

During Atrial Septal Defect Closure
During the procedure, venous access is gained via the femoral vein.
Subsequently, the interventionalist may opt to advance a sizing bal-
loon across the ASD to confirm the ASD size using the stop-flow
technique described earlier (Fig. 194.4, A and B). Thereafter, a
delivery catheter is advanced into the right atrium and then through
the ASD into the left atrium under fluoroscopic and echocardio-
graphic guidance. A collapsed ASD closure device attached to
its delivery cable is advanced through the delivery catheter, and
the left atrial disc is opened first and positioned against the left
atrial side of ASD. In the next step, the right atrial disc is opened
to anchor the device within the ASD (see Fig. 194.4, C and D).

2D and 3D TEE imaging, or alternatively intracardiac echocar-
diography (ICE), is used to ascertain proper positioning of the clo-
sure device. On 3D TEE, the near-field left atrial disc is easier to
visualize than the far-field right atrial disc. Once the proper posi-
tioning of the ASD closure device is determined, the device is
unscrewed from its delivery cable and released.
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After Atrial Septal Defect Closure
Immediately after device release, 2D and 3D TEE is employed to
check for device position, residual shunt, and presence of any com-
plications such as a pericardial effusion.
When ASD closure is successful, color Doppler imaging dem-
onstrates complete absence of any flow around the device (no
peri-device leak between the edges of the closure device and
ASD rims; see Fig. 194.4, E). In contrast, small amounts of color
Doppler flow through the device are normal; they typically
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resolve over time as the device endothelializes (see Fig. 194.4, F).
On completion of percutaneous ASD closure, the patient is placed
on antiplatelet therapy for several weeks. Regular follow-up after
closure, typically with transthoracic echocardiography, is recom-
mended to ensure the absence of device migration, erosion, or
other complications.
VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT CLOSURE
Ventricular septal defects (VSDs) can be divided according to their
etiology as either congenital or acquired.13 Acquired VSDs are less
common than the congenital ones and are typically due to myocar-
dial infarction or trauma.14,15 VSDs can also be classified accord-
ing to their anatomic location in perimembranous (also known as
infracristal or subaortic), muscular (which can be subdivided into
inlet, trabecular and infundibular, or supracristal), and atrioventric-
ular or Gerbode defect, which entails a communication between the
left ventricle and the right atrium.16

Perimembranous VSDs represent the majority of cases in
post-neonates; they usually have a windsock appearance due to
evagination of the membranous septum.17 Muscular VSDs may
be either acquired or congenital,18 and they can be either solitary
or multiple (when they may be referred to as “Swiss cheese
VSDs”). When indicated, VSDs are typically closed surgically,
although percutaneous closure options are being developed.
According to current guidelines,19 primary indications to close
a VSD are:
• A pulmonary (Qp) to systemic (Qs) blood flow ratio (Qp/Qs) of
2.0 or greater AND clinical evidence of volume overload of the
left ventricle

• History of VSD-related infective endocarditis

Closure of a VSD may also be considered in the following
circumstances:

• Qp/Qs ratio is greater than 1.5 AND pulmonary artery pressure is
less than two thirds of systemic pressure AND pulmonary vascu-
lar resistance is less than two thirds of systemic vascular
resistance

• A net left-to-right shunting with a Qp/Qs ratio greater than 1.5 in
the presence of left ventricular systolic or diastolic failure

VSD closure is contraindicated in patients with severe irrevers-
ible pulmonary arterial hypertension.

Surgical Ventricular Septal Defect Closure
Surgery has been the classic approach to close VSDs. Steady
improvements in surgical techniques have led to remarkable
improvements in the prognosis and survival of patients with VSDs
in the past 50 years.20 However, a surgical VSD closure remains
a major procedure requiring cardiopulmonary bypass and carries
significant risk to the patient. Such risks are particularly high in
patients with post–myocardial infarction VSDs who are frequently
hemodynamically unstable and whose VSD borders are friable and
difficult to suture.21
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Percutaneous Ventricular Septal Defect Closure
In the recent years, the use of percutaneous catheter-based devices
has emerged as a nonsurgical option to treat VSDs in selected
patients.22 The first case of percutaneous VSD closure was reported
in 1988 using a double-umbrella device.23 Devices are currently
approved in the United States for percutaneous closures of congen-
ital VSDs that are not located in the proximity of heart valves in
patients with high risk for surgical VSD closure.

Thus, congenital muscular VSDs are the principal VSD type
amenable to percutaneous closure (Fig. 194.5). Postinfarction mus-
cular VSDs have been closed percutaneously in an off-label man-
ner.24 In addition, percutaneous closure devices have been used to
close residual ventricular defects after prior attempts at surgical
closure as well as for traumatic or iatrogenic defects occurring after
surgical aortic valve replacement.25,26 Notably, because of their
anatomic proximity to the heart valve, perimembranous VSDs
and VSD associated with aortic valve prolapse are generally not
amenable to transcatheter device closure unless surgical interven-
tion is contraindicated.27
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Different types of percutaneous devices have been tried for
VSD closure; some of them yielded disappointing results, including
the Rashkind double umbrella, the Bard Clamshell, the Button
device and the Gianturco coils.28 Currently, the Amplatzer Muscu-
lar VSD Occluder (St Jude Medical) is the only device specifically
approved for VSD closure in the United States. It features two discs
of equal diameter separated by a waist that is positioned across the
VSD. It comes in different sizes with a width diameter ranging from
14 to 18 mm. An Amplatzer device with eccentric disc conforma-
tion specifically designed for closure of perimembranous VSDs
(Fig. 194.6) has been used outside the United States.29

Role of Echocardiography in Percutaneous
Ventricular Septal Defect Closure
Echocardiography plays an important role before, during, and after
percutaneous VSD closure. Before closure, both transthoracic
and transesophageal echocardiography can establish the presence
of a VSD, define its type, size the defect, and determine its
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hemodynamic significance. 3D echocardiography may overcome
limitations of 2D echocardiography30 by providing accurate visu-
alization of the size and shape of the defect on unique en face views
of a VSD.31,32 Proper VSD sizing is essential in selecting the device
size to avoid complications from using an undersized or oversized
closure device (such as incomplete defect closure or complete
heart block).

Intraprocedural TEE, along with fluoroscopy, is essential for
percutaneous VSD closure. 2D and 3D TEE is crucial for visual-
ization of catheters, wires, and devices as they are being deployed
in the heart. In general, percutaneous VSD closure is a complex
procedure requiring both arterial and venous access. After arterial
puncture, a catheter is delivered to the left ventricle in a retrograde
fashion passing through the aortic valve, and its tip is placed
across the VSD. Subsequently, using techniques of guide-wire
snaring and exteriorizing to form an arteriovenous loop, an ante-
grade device delivery sheath is brought to the heart via the inferior
vena cava after a venous puncture. The closure device is then
advanced and carefully positioned across the VSD from the right
ventricular side. The distal disc of the closure device is opened
first and located on the left ventricular aspect of the VSD; this
is followed by the deployment of the proximal disc on the right
ventricular side.33

After percutaneous VSD closure, color Doppler imaging in con-
junction with 2D and 3D imaging is essential for evaluating
procedural success and possible complications. Successful VSD
closure is characterized by a complete absence of any peri-device
leak (a flow around the device between the VSD rims and the edge
of the device). In contrast, small amounts of color Doppler flow
through the device are normal and will resolve as the device
endothelializes over time.

Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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195 Transcatheter Cardiac Pseudoaneurysm Closure
Itzhak Kronzon, MD, Carlos Ruiz, MD, PhD, Gila Perk, MD
Left ventricular pseudoaneurysm is a rare but serious complication
of myocardial infarction, cardiac surgery, trauma, and infection.
Medical treatment alone is frequently not effective and is associ-
ated with as much as 50% mortality. Until recently, the recom-
mended treatment was surgical closure. These surgeries carried
high risk due to abnormal hemodynamics, necrotic substrates,
and the comorbidities of these patients.

Recently, transcatheter closure has been shown to be an accept-
able alternative to open surgical intervention. Multimodality imag-
ing, including three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography, identifies
the location, size, and shape of the defect and can assess, guide, and
follow up the closure procedure. This chapter discusses the use of
transcatheter procedures in the treatment of an important complica-
tion of acute myocardial infarction, namely, left ventricular
pseudoaneurysm.

Medical treatment of these patients carries very poor outcomes
with high mortality rates. Surgery can close the defect but still
involves high mortality rates. Transcatheter closure of these condi-
tions is feasible and may be an alternative therapy in those patients
with hemodynamic instability and other comorbidities. Real-time
3D echocardiography is an important imaging modality in the diag-
nosis and the assessment of this structural heart disease, and has a
significant role in guiding and monitoring the interventional
procedure.

LEFT VENTRICULAR PSEUDOANEURYSM
Left ventricular free wall rupture is the most common acute tear of
the left ventricle in patients with acute myocardial infarction.
Unfortunately, in most patients acute free wall tear leads to severe
intrapericardial bleeding, which rapidly results in cardiac tampo-
nade and death. Therefore, although free-wall tear accounts for
14% to 20% of all myocardial infarction–related deaths, it is seen
in only 7% of in-hospital myocardial infarction–related deaths.1 In
other words, most cases of death from acute free wall rupture occur
before arrival in the hospital.

On rare occasions, the rupture is contained by pericardial and
fibrous tissue, creating a left ventricular pseudoaneurysm. Charac-
teristically, the orifice of the pseudoaneurysm is narrow, with a
characteristic to-and-fro blood flow: from the left ventricle into
the pseudoaneurysm during systole, and from the pseudoaneurysm
into the left ventricle during diastole. The pseudoaneurysm wall is
made of adherent pericardial or fibrous tissue, without any myocar-
dial or endocardial layers. Thus, this wall is thin and may easily
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rupture and cause bleeding into the chest cavity and death. A meta-
analysis reviewed the charts and reports of 290 patients with left
ventricular pseudoaneurysm.2 It demonstrated that approximately
two thirds of all left ventricular pseudoaneurysms occur after myo-
cardial infarction. Pseudoaneurysms are more common in men
(75%) and in whites (75%), and the average age of these patients
is 60 years. The presenting symptoms in infarct-related pseudo-
aneurysm included congestive heart failure in 36%, chest pain in
30%, shortness of breath in 25%, and sudden death in 3%. Twelve
percent were asymptomatic at the time of presentation.

In this meta-analysis, the maximal diameter of the pseudoaneur-
ysm varied from 1.5 to 20 cm. The pseudoaneurysm involved the
posterior and lateral walls more commonly than the anterior wall.
It appears that the risk of rupture is high in the first 3 months after
the infarction. Later, pseudoaneurysms become chronic and stable
and may remain intact for years.3

Besides rupture, which may result in bleeding, exsanguination,
and cardiac tamponade, other complications include heart failure,
arrhythmia, clot formation and embolization, and compression of
coronary arteries, which may result in ischemia and compression
of extracardiac structures.4 Pseudoaneurysms can also occur after
mitral valve replacement, with a rupture near the posterior aspect
of the mitral ring. Other conditions that may lead to left ventricular
pseudoaneurysm formation include aortic valve replacement, endo-
carditis with abscess formation, and penetrating cardiac trauma.
Several recent case reports described apical left ventricular pseu-
doaneurysm after transapical aortic valve implantation.4
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC IMAGING
Echocardiography suggests or establishes the diagnosis in most
cases. It shows a loculated echo-free space, which communicates
with the left ventricle via a narrow neck, or tract. The ratio between
the neck diameter and the maximal pseudoaneurysm diameter is
less than 0.5.5 This ratio is used to differentiate a pseudoaneurysm
from a true aneurysm. In the later, the ratio between the communi-
cation diameter and the maximal cavity diameter is more than 0.5.
It should be noted, however, that exceptions to this numerical rule
do exist: The neck of a true aneurysm may be less than 50% of its
maximal diameter, whereas the neck of a pseudoaneurysm may be
more than 50% of its maximal cavity diameter. Thus, when in
doubt, the only accurate way to resolve the differential diagnosis
is the demonstration of all cardiac layers in a true aneurysm wall,
as oppose to pericardial and fibrous tissue in the wall of a pseudo-
aneurysm. This information can be obtained only during surgery or
at autopsy.4

Spectral and color Doppler echocardiography can demonstrates
the characteristic to and fro flow in the communicating tract
(from the left ventricle to the pseudoaneurysm during systole,
and from the pseudoaneurysm to the ventricle during diastole).
Occasionally, when there is an echo-free space near the left ventricle
but the communication is not clearly seen, color Doppler and contrast
echocardiography can be used to demonstrate the abnormal commu-
nication.6 Therefore, when making the diagnosis of “loculated peri-
cardial effusion,” the possibility of pseudoaneurysm should always
be raised and explored.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), especially real-time
3D TEE, can better demonstrate the anatomy of the pseudoaneur-
ysm and define the size and shape of the communication.
OTHER IMAGING MODALITIES
Other diagnostic imaging modalities include chest x-ray, which
demonstrates abnormal cardiac silhouette in 65%, cardiac com-
puted tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
radionuclide studies, and contrast left ventriculography.4,7 The
selection of each of these modalities depends on personal
experience and preference, availability, and the patient’s condition
and comorbidities (e.g., MRI is contraindicated in patients with a
pacemaker or automatic implanted defibrillator; CT requires con-
trast injection and ionizing radiation). It is not uncommon to use
more than one modality for accurate diagnosis and treatment
planning.
CLINICAL COURSE AND TREATMENT OPTIONS
Infarction-related pseudoaneurysm is an ominous complication.
Until recently, surgery was considered the treatment of choice;
however it is frequently unsuccessful. Suturing into the necrotic
myocardium may fall apart. The quoted surgical mortality is
15% to 23%. Medical therapy has higher mortality (30% to 45%).2

Transcatheter repair of pseudoaneurysm is now another treatment
option. It is best done under fluoroscopic as well as two-dimensional
and real-time 3D TEE and transthoracic echocardiographic surveil-
lance and guidance.4,8 The 3D image can be helpful in the selection
of the closure device. Other imaging modalities such as CT scan are
frequently used as well in preparation for a surgical or transcatheter
procedure.

Figure 195.1 shows a case of an anterior wall infarct with a large
pseudoaneurysm. After establishing the diagnosis, a decision was
made to close the pseudoaneurysm via an apical approach. CT
imaging shows the pseudoaneurysm which is connected to the left
ventricle by a narrow neck (arrow). Using 3D real-time TEE, a direct
percutaneous needle puncture of the pseudoaneurysm was per-
formed, and a wire and then a catheter were advanced from the punc-
ture site through the communicating tract into the LV cavity. A
closure device (Amplatzer) was then deployed to close the
communication. On withdrawal of all catheters, another Amplatzer
closure device was deployed at the pseudoaneurysm puncture site.
The patient recovered without complications.

The aneurysmal cavity can be approached from the left ventric-
ular cavity or by chest wall puncture, as in the case described. The
selection of the approach and the nature of the closure method
depend on the site, size, and shape of the aneurysm, and on operator
preference and experience. Smaller pseudoaneurysms can be
closed by a coil, or even by the combination of coil (to close the
pseudoaneurysm cavity) and a closure device to close the
communication.

Figure 195.2 shows a case of left ventricular outflow pseudo-
aneurysm as a result of endocarditis in a patient with a prosthetic
aortic valve. The endocarditis was successfully treated medically,
and there were no residual signs or markers of infection. Two-
dimensional and 3D echocardiography clearly demonstrated the
2.5�1.7 cm pseudoaneurysm cavity, which communicated with
the left ventricular outflow tract through a small perforation in
the intervalvular fibrosa. A characteristic to-and-fro flowwas docu-
mented by color and spectral Doppler. After left ventricular apical
puncture, a wire and then a catheter were advanced into the aneu-
rysm cavity via the communication. Coils were used to completely
eliminate the pseudoaneurysm cavity (Fig. 195.3). Pseudoaneur-
ysm can also be observed in the right ventricle, in the atria, and
in arteries and veins.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent advances in cardiac imaging allow for better evaluation of
cardiac anatomy and pathology. Real-time 3D echocardiography
and other imaging modalities can provide accurate online informa-
tion that may lead to better diagnosis and treatment of left ventric-
ular pseudoaneurysm. At present, there are no written guidelines
for pseudoaneurysm closure. The outcomes of transcutaneous ver-
sus surgical closure results have not yet been studied. It is hoped
that the less invasive approach will lead to better results and
improved survival of patients suffering from these complications.
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Figure 195.1. Postinfarction left ventricular
pseudoaneurysm. Color Doppler interrogation
of the left ventricular pseudoaneurysm: (A) sys-
tolic frame, with blood flow from the left ventri-
cle (LV) into the pseudoaneurysm (PA); (B)
three-dimensional computed tomography
demonstrates the characteristic pseudoaneur-
ysm with narrow neck and wider aneurysmatic
cavity; (C) a catheter (Cath) seen entering from
the chest wall into the pseudoaneurysm cavity
and across the communication tract into the
left ventricle. D, Closure device (CD) in place,
sealing the pseudoaneurysm communication.
Ao, Aorta; LV, left ventricle; PA, pseudoaneur-
ysm; PLE, left pleural effusion.
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Figure 195.2. Left ventricular outflow tract pseudoaneurysm. A, Dia-
stolic frame, transesophageal echocardiographic mid-esophageal
long-axis view. Color Doppler shows blood from the pseudoaneurysm
to the left ventricular outflow tract (see corresponding Video 195.2, A).
B, Continuous wave Doppler demonstrates the characteristic to-and-
fro flow. D, Diastolic blood flow; LA, left atrium; PA, pseudoaneurysm;
S, systolic blood flow.
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Figure 195.3. Closure of left ventricular outflow tract aneurysm.A,Real-time, three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography shows a catheter
(Cath) advanced from the left ventricular apex to the pseudoaneurysm (PA) track. B,Magnified image: the tip of the catheter can be seen in the pseu-
doaneurysm cavity (arrow). C, The pseudoaneurysm cavity is filled with coil and obliterated. D, The catheter with a closure device (arrow) is withdrawn
toward the apex. E, The device occludes the apical perforation (arrow). AML, Anterior mitral leaflet; Ao, aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle. (See
corresponding Video 195.3, A through C.)
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Please access ExpertConsult to view the corresponding videos
for this chapter.
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196 Patent Foramen Ovale
Anupa Patel, MBBCh, Ferande Peters, MD, Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD
A patent foramen ovale (PFO) is a tunnel-like interatrial defect
that occurs when the flap valve of the fossa ovalis fails to fuse.
Whereas the opening is necessary for fetal circulation, its pres-
ence in adulthood may have adverse consequences. The clinical
presentations vary, as do the responses to various treatment
options.
PREVALENCE
The true prevalence in the population has not been clearly eluci-
dated. In 1984, Hagen and colleagues published the results of a
landmark study in which a PFO was found in 27% of autopsy sub-
jects.1 These results were confirmed by two community-based
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studies with PFO prevalence of about 25%.2,3 Several smaller stud-
ies reported prevalence ranging from 15% to 40%, which is largely
influenced by the criteria and method employed for the diagnosis of
PFO.4,5
Figure 196.2. Small patent foramen ovale (PFO) with a large eustachian
valve. A similar oblique, four-chamber view with slight counterclockwise
rotation of the probe and decreased flexion revealing part of the eusta-
chian valve, mimicking a membrane at the top left of the images. The
PFO and left-to-right shunt is still visible.
ANATOMY AND EMBRYOLOGY
A clear understanding of the embryology and changes to the inter-
atrial septum that occur at birth is germane to understanding the
anatomy of a PFO, which has diagnostic and therapeutic implica-
tions. During embryogenesis, incomplete fusion of the septum pri-
mum on the left side and the septum secundum on the right results
in an overlap that forms a slit valve with a central hole. This central
defect develops such that it is positioned caudally in the septum
secundum and cranially in the septum primum and opens with an
elevation of pressure from the right atrium. During pregnancy,
blood from the umbilical vein passes through the inferior vena cava
(IVC) and passes from the right atrium through this central hole
into the left atrium, thus keeping the defect open until after birth.
After birth, the expansion of the lungs results in a fall in right-sided
pressures, whereas a concomitant relative increase in left atrial
pressure (LAP) keeps the valve shut. The factors that determine
why in some instances the foramen ovale remains patent are not
clearly understood.

The length of a PFO varies depending on the degree of fusion of
the two septae.When there is minimal fusion, the tunnel is wide and
simple. When fusion occurs along a track, a complex, serpiginous
tunnel may form. In some instances, the septum primum is held
away from the septum secundum by an infolding of tissue on the
left atrial (LA) side. This is called a PFO with a “fixed opening”
or a “held-open PFO.” Size ranges from 1 mm to greater than
1 cm, and the surface area ranges from 0.2 cm2 to 1.5 cm2. A PFO
is considered complex by long length (>8 mm), multiple openings
into the LA, hybrid defect, and thick secondary septum (>10 mm),
and presence of an associated atrial septal aneurysm (ASA), eusta-
chian valve, or Chiari network (Fig. 196.1 and 196.2, Videos
196.1 and 196.2).
Figure 196.1. Small patent foramen ovale (PFO). Transesophageal
echocardiography in the mid-esophageal, four-chamber view with a
slight clockwise rotation at 0 degrees in color-compare mode revealing
a possible small, simple PFO (left). Color Doppler shows a small jet of
blood arising from the interatrial septum shunting from left atrium to right
atrium, confirming PFO (right). The inferior aspect of the interatrial sep-
tum shows some lipomatous changes.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Shunting across a PFO is determined by anatomical factors relating
to the size and complexity of the PFO as well as functional factors
that may promote right-to-left shunting. Under normal circum-
stances, greater LAP and compliance of the right-sided structures
(right atrium, right ventricle, and pulmonary circulation) will allow
for left-to-right shunting through a PFO. Shunting from right to left
occurs with either a transient increase in right atrial pressure (RAP)
(e.g., with the Valsalva maneuver) or persistent increase in RAP.
Any chronic increase in RAP, as with cor pulmonale or pulmonary
stenosis, may result in right-to-left shunting. Flow across a PFO
also may occur in the absence of an increase in RAP where a eusta-
chian valve buttresses open the PFO, allowing preferential flow
from the IVC to be directed across the PFO or, uncommonly, with
a change in position. Standing upright could stretch the PFO, allow-
ing greater flow of venous blood from the IVC through the defect.
An anatomic distortion of the right atrium, as with right atrial (RA)
masses, loculated pericardial effusion, aortic aneurysm, or aortic
elongation, also may cause stretch of the PFO and increased
shunting.
CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS
A PFO is frequently encountered as an incidental finding during
routine systematic evaluation of patients during transthoracic echo-
cardiography (TTE) or, more often, transesophageal echocardiog-
raphy (TEE). However, more often a search for a PFO is undertaken
by echocardiographers because of clinical scenarios that mandate
the exclusion of a PFO (Table 196.1).3,6–9 When evaluating these
associations, it is imperative that the clinician understand the nature
and strength of these associations, the hemodynamic context within
which this occurs, and what therapeutic implications intervention
may have.

Several clinical scenarios are encountered when a PFO opens
and allows right-to-left shunting due to transient or persistently ele-
vated RAP. This may occur in congenital heart disease such as
Ebstein anomaly, in significant pulmonary stenosis, or in more
complex congenital heart disease where elevated RAP exists for
a variety of reasons that may include pulmonary hypertension, right
ventricular (RV) outflow tract obstruction, or RV inflow obstruc-
tion. The clinical consequences may be increasing dyspnea, fatigue,
cyanosis, and digital clubbing.



TABLE 196.1 Clinical Syndromes Associated with Patent Foramen Ovale Summary of Evidence

Syndrome Association Type of Evidence for Association Type of Intervention Evidence for Intervention

Cryptogenic stroke Equivocal
association

Case reports/series
Observational studies
Meta-analysis
Pooled analysis
Population-based studies

Medical management:
Antiplatelets
Anticoagulation
Percutaneous closure

(equivocal)

Benefit:
Observational studies
Benefit:
Case reports/series
Observational studies
Benefit:
Case reports/series
No benefit:
Randomized trials

Migraine Equivocal
association

Animal model
Case reports
Meta-analysis
Population-based study

Percutaneous closure
(equivocal)

Benefit:
Case reports/series
Observational studies
No benefit:
Randomized trial

Decompression sickness Association Case reports Percutaneous closure Benefit:
Case reports

Platypnea-orthodeoxia Association Case reports
Registry data

Percutaneous closure Benefit:
Case reports
Registry data

Refractory hypoxia due
to conditions causing
elevated RA pressure

Association Case reports Percutaneous closure Benefit:
Case reports

OSA Association Case reports
Observational study

Percutaneous closure Benefit:
Case report

HAPE Association Case reports Percutaneous closure Benefit:
Case reports

ASA, Atrial septal aneurysm; HAPE, high-altitude pulmonary edema; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; PICSS, PFO in Cryptogenic Stroke Study; PFO, patent
foramen ovale; RA, right atrial.

Data compiled fromMeissner I, Khandheria BK, Heit JA, et al. Patent foramen ovale: innocent or guilty? Evidence from a prospective population-based study.
J Am Coll Cardiol 2006;47:440-445; Tobis J, Shenoda M. Percutaneous treatment of patent foramen ovale and atrial septal defects. J Am Coll Cardiol
2012;60:1722-1732; Kutty S, Sengupta PP, Khandheria BK. Patent foramen ovale: the known and the to be known. J Am Coll Cardiol 2012;59:1665-
1671; Homma S, Sacco RL. Patent foramen ovale and stroke. Circulation 2005;112:1063-1072; Landzberg MJ, Khairy P. Patent foramen ovale: when is
intervention warranted? Can J Cardiol 2013;29:890-892.
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Uncommonly, an acute severe increment in pulmonary vascular
resistance, such as in massive pulmonary embolism or acute respi-
ratory distress syndrome, or a severe RV infarction will cause acute
RV dysfunction and, consequently, cause the development of high
RAP. This leads to right-to-left shunting across a PFO resulting in
refractory hypoxemia, which initiates a cycle of worsening pulmo-
nary vasoconstriction, further elevation of pulmonary vascular
resistance, RV dysfunction/failure, and greater RAP leading to
more shunting.Management of this adverse hemodynamic scenario
may require closure of the PFO in addition to other supportive mea-
sures for RV failure. High-altitude pulmonary edema is an uncom-
mon scenario found inmountaineers that has been documented to be
associated with a higher prevalence of PFO. This entity is accom-
panied by severe hypoxemia, which seems related to PFO size.

Any chronic condition causing severe pulmonary hypertension
may cause an elevated RAP secondary to RV dysfunction. The clin-
ical consequences may vary fromworsening dyspnea and fatigue to
severe hypoxemia and cyanosis depending on the combined effect
of the size of the PFO and RAP elevation. Identifying this scenario
may have therapeutic implications in some instances. One such
example is that of patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).
The prevalence of PFO and degree of desaturation was observed
to be greater in patients with OSA than in patients without, presum-
ably on the basis of increased RAP. Closure of the PFO resolved the
need for continuous positive airway pressure in one study.10

Thus, integrating echocardiographic assessment of right heart
hemodynamics within the clinical scenario of a PFO and overall
cardiac function is perhaps more important than the mere detection
of a PFO shunting right to left. Furthermore, TEE is an important
complementary tool in ensuring a safe and successful percutaneous
closure of a PFO.
CRYPTOGENIC STROKE
Cryptogenic stroke (CS) is defined as ischemic stroke of unknown
etiology and occurs in approximately 140,000 patients presenting
with strokes annually in the United States,6 or 25% to 40% of all
strokes.7 Patent foramen ovale is found in approximately 50% of
patients presenting with CS.11 The incidence of PFO in younger
individuals with an unexplained acute neurological event is higher
than that in older individuals.12 The proposed mechanisms for the
association of stroke and PFO are that the PFOmay serve as a nidus
for stagnant flow and in situ thrombus formation or a conduit for
paradoxical embolism of venous thrombi. The latter postulate
has best been documented in patients with concomitant pulmonary
embolism, especially in rare instances where thrombus traversing
the PFO has been documented.13 Causality for a neurological event
is more difficult to infer in the absence of the latter scenario and in
older patients where other scenarios such as atherosclerosis,
arrhythmias, and comorbid conditions are more likely to account
for stroke. The detection of echocardiographic abnormalities, such
as an associated ASA, large provokable right-to-left shunt, large
size of the PFO, greater flap mobility of the PFO, and presence
of a eustachian valve and Chiari network directed toward the
PFO, is a stronger pointer to the role of the PFO in the clinical pre-
sentation. A meta-analysis by Overell and colleagues revealed that
PFO in isolation increased the recurrence of stroke fivefold. This
risk was even greater with the presence of a concomitant ASA.14

The annual risk of recurrent stroke in patients with PFO and
ASA was estimated at 4.4% in one study.15 Once an ASA is iden-
tified with echocardiography, a search for a PFO must be under-
taken, because associated PFO occurs in approximately 60% of
patients.8



TABLE 196.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Ultrasound
Techniques for Diagnosis of Patent Foramen Ovale

Ultrasound
Modality Advantages Disadvantages

TRANSTHORACIC ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Sensitivity range:
39%-90%

Specificity range:
96%-100%

No sedation
required

Better Valsalva
technique

Limited acoustic windows
Image quality not as good as

TEE
Poorer sensitivity compared

to TEE and TCD

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Sensitivity range:
11%-100%

Specificity:
100%

Best spatial
resolution,
especially three
dimensional

Anatomy can be
assessed

Patients require sedation
Poorer Valsalva technique
Grading not as reliable
Requires technical expertise

TRANSCRANIAL DOPPLER

Sensitivity range:
68%-100%

Specificity range:
96%-100%

Best sensitivity,
grading better

No sedation
Body position can

be altered
More comfortable

compared to TEE
Less invasive

compared to TEE

Cannot differentiate between
PFO and other right-to-left
shunts

Dependent on good
technique

PFO, Patent foramen ovale; TCD, transcranial Doppler; TEE,
transesophageal echocardiography.

Box 196.1 Factors That May Improve the Diagnosis of Patent
Foramen Ovale with Transthoracic and Transesophageal
Echocardiography

• Mixing of agitated saline with patient’s blood to improve the quality
of the contrast

• As many as five or more repeated injections of contrast
• Use of coughing/Valsalva maneuvers to improve shunt detection
• Movement of the interatrial septum to the left as evidence of a
transient increment in RAP

• A 20 cm/sec decrease in transmitral early flow velocity (E) may be
an indirect indicator of an adequate Valsalva maneuver

• In sedated patients, RAP may be increased by elevating the arm
after contrast injection, provoking cough, raising the patient’s legs,
and applying abdominal compression

• Use of a long loop of 10-12 beats once contrast enters the right
atrium so as to adequately time the appearance of left-sided
microbubbles

PFO, Patent foramen ovale; RAP, right atrial pressure.
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Thus, an integration of clinical and echocardiography data is

required to individualize assessment of patients with unexplained
strokes in terms of inferring causality. Current recommendations
suggest PFO closure for recurrent strokes despite optimal medical
management in patients with CS.16

MIGRAINE
The associations of PFO with migraine, specifically migraine with
aura, and vascular headaches remain contentious. The potential
mechanism is unknown. Theories include that of genetic influence;
due to lung bypass, lack of gut-derived neurochemical inactivation,
which may trigger a migraine attack; and cerebral ischemia from
microemboli. Results of the NOMAS study17 have shown no sig-
nificant association between PFO and migraine. Although various
nonrandomized case-controlled studies have shown benefit with
PFO closure, the only prospective, blinded randomized trial
(MIST) did not.18

DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN DIVERS
There is a higher incidence of PFO in patients presenting with
decompression sickness and air embolism. This may be due to
an increase in the amount of left-sided systemic bubbles from
the right-to-left shunt that may precipitate or worsen symptoms.
A neuroimaging study has confirmed increased lesions in divers
with PFO,19 and studies of PFO closure seem to indicate a benefit
to divers with PFO.

PLATYPNEA-ORTHODEOXIA SYNDROME
Platypnea-orthodeoxia syndrome is a rare condition in which oxy-
gen saturation drops from a recumbent to an upright position. This
is thought to occur due to dynamic, positional changes that stretch
the interatrial septum and increase the opening of the PFO, thereby
increasing right-to-left shunt in an upright position. Other theories
include a eustachian valve directing venous blood from the IVC
toward the septum, and physiologic changes in the compliance
and filling of the right and left chambers, thus facilitating a
right-to-left shunt. There is evidence that closure of a PFO will
ameliorate symptoms and improve desaturation.20

Further data are required to elucidate the role of PFO as a risk
factor or causal influence in this syndrome. Although closure of
PFO has shown positive results in CS, platypnea-orthodeoxia syn-
drome, refractory hypoxemia, and decompression sickness, its role
in migraine and obstructive sleep apnea remains contentious.
Guidelines recommend closure only in recurrent ischemic stroke
refractory to medical management, or with contraindication to war-
farin in those with significant symptoms.16 Randomized control
studies are required.

DIAGNOSIS
The three commonly used ultrasound techniques that may be used
to diagnose PFO have advantages and limitations to their use
(Table 196.2). The diagnosis of a PFO can be done by visualizing
left-to-right, right-to-left, or bidirectional shunting using color
Doppler with TEE. The use of agitated saline contrast in combina-
tion with a maneuver that increases RAP, such as coughing or Val-
salva, allows for more accurate diagnosis of PFO compared to color
Doppler. A PFO is present if microbubbles are visualized within the
left heart within three cycles of maximal RA contrast opacification.
Microbubbles more than five cycles after opacification may be
more suggestive of a pulmonary shunt, such as a pulmonary arte-
riovenous fistula, and are less suggestive of shunting at an atrial
level. Some authors have suggested that a count of more than three
microbubbles in the left atrium should be part of the criteria for
diagnosis, but many laboratories consider a single microbubble
sufficient for diagnosis. Not only should the presence of a PFO
be noted, but the identification of accompanying high-risk features
that may influence clinical presentation must be evaluated. These
include the size of the PFO, mobility of the flap, and associated
findings such as an ASA, eustachian valve, and Chiari network.

Several factors need to be optimized to ensure that a PFO is
accurately diagnosed or excluded (Box 196.1). A reliable guide
relates to the opacification of the adjacent right side of the inter-
atrial septum by contrast, in combination with simultaneous
leftward bulging of the septum during maneuvers that increase
RAP. The three major factors that cause a false-negative detection
of PFO when using agitated saline are an inadequate elevation of
RAP, presence of elevated LAP (e.g., diastolic dysfunction), and
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presence of a eustachian valve, which may result in unopacified
blood from the IVC being directed across the PFO if contrast is
injected via the upper limb. The latter scenario may be overcome
by performing prolonged straining after the RA is completely opa-
cified with contrast or by injecting contrast via the femoral vein.
Prolonged Valsalva may impede IVC flow and increase the prob-
ability of detecting bubbles crossing the interatrial septum. A sec-
ond key factor relates to estimating the size of the PFO. Functional
grading of PFOs has been attempted, with variable reliability and
varying criteria. A simplified approach suggested by Rodrigues
and colleagues21 provides degrees of LA opacification: Grade I
(mild, 1 to 5 microbubbles), Grade II (moderate; 6 to 20 microbub-
bles), and Grade III (>20 microbubbles). However, classification
of size based on number of microbubbles may not be accurate,
because the shunt is dependent on the anatomic and functional
factors described earlier.

In recent years, as a result of advances in harmonic imaging,
some authors have questioned whether TTE could replace TEE
as the gold standard, as TTE with harmonic imaging and good Val-
salva technique is arguably comparable to TEE.22 However, TTE
may provide suboptimal acoustic windows; may not diagnose
small, transient shunts; and may not visualize microbubble passage
through a PFO as well as TEE in some instances. Transesophageal
echocardiography has high sensitivity and specificity for diagnosis
and enables superior visualization of the interatrial septum because
of its proximity to the esophagus and the higher frequency imaging
used. However, TEE requires sedation, which may decrease the
effectiveness of the Valsalva or cough maneuvers and thus limit
diagnosis. For a maximally effective contrast evaluation, both
examinations require an adequately performed Valsalva maneuver.
In a recent study comparing a strategy of TTE versus TEE, 19% of
PFOs were missed during TEE in patients unable to perform the
Valsalva maneuver, thus reinforcing the importance of an adequate
dynamic maneuver to increase RAP and unmask a PFO.21

The currently optimal strategy may be to use TTE and transcra-
nial Doppler for screening, whereas TEE should be used when TTE
imaging is suboptimal, with equivocal diagnoses on screening, or to
better delineate anatomy, particularly if percutaneous closure is
contemplated.

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT
Warfarin and aspirin have been used to prevent recurrent stroke in
patients with PFO for a single episode or recurrent strokes. However,
evidence shows that antithrombotic treatment is associated with sim-
ilar rates of recurrent stroke or death in patients with or without
PFOs.4,15 This may be due to the potential benefit of antithrombotic
therapy being offset by side effects of this therapy. Furthermore,
comparisons between warfarin and aspirin seem to suggest equiva-
lent preventive efficacy between these two drugs in CS patients.4

INTERVENTIONAL CLOSURE
Surgical closure of a PFO is rarely done because of the safety and
efficacy of percutaneous closure. Closure is more commonly done
as a secondary procedure during cardiac surgery for other indica-
tions. With regard to percutaneous closure, it is suggested that
divers with decompression sickness who wish to continue diving
and patients with platypnea-orthodeoxia syndrome should be offered
closure. Evidence for this is limited.23 Closure for migraine symp-
toms remains equivocal at this time. According to the American
Heart Association stroke guidelines,16 PFO closure is recommended
in patients with a PFO presenting with recurrent stroke despite med-
ical therapy. Closure for first strokes cannot be recommended
because of insufficient data. Size and anatomy should not be criteria
for closure. Case studies and series and meta-analyses have sug-
gested benefit with closure for various conditions, most notably
for recurrent CS. However, three randomized trials have shown no
significant benefit.24–26
All three studies had trends to better outcomes with closure but
did not reach statistical significance. Important limitations of all
three trials were low event rates, relatively short follow-up dura-
tions, and possible bias in that higher risk individuals were not ade-
quately represented. Another nonrandomized trial with longer
follow-up of 10 years showed mortality and stroke benefit of
PFO closure, though selection bias cannot be disproved.27

The complications of closure devices are not insignificant, with
major complications found in approximately 8% andminor compli-
cations in 1.5% of patients.28 These complications include death,
major hemorrhage, pulmonary embolism, cardiac tamponade,
device embolization, device erosion, device thrombosis, vascular
access complications, bleeding, residual shunts, hypersensitivity
reactions, and arrhythmias, especially atrial fibrillation. The newer
devices may have a better risk profile.28–30

Periprocedural imaging to guide percutaneous closure is recom-
mended and includes TTE, TEE, and intracardiac echocardiogra-
phy. The easiest and more accessible is TTE, though TEE and
intracardiac echocardiography have the benefit of improved spatial
resolution compared to TTE. Interventionalists may perform intra-
cardiac echocardiography, which obviates the need for sedation and
a second operator, though it requires technical experience. Trans-
esophageal echocardiography is considered by many to be the
imaging modality of choice. With different views and the use of
color Doppler and three dimensions, TEE reliably assesses PFO
anatomy; identifies coexisting anatomical abnormalities that may
make device implantation more difficult, such as a prominent
eustachian valve; and allows for the exclusion of other associated
interatrial defects. Transesophageal echocardiography allows mea-
surements relating to the size of the PFO opening, its tract, and the
total septal length, because the total septal length may occasionally
be less than 25 mm in small adults, which affects device choice.
Also, TEE allows for monitoring of the procedure and guidance
during septal crossing, wire positioning, and device deployment
and provides real-time assessment of complications such as peri-
cardial tamponade. Postprocedure assessment is usually performed
with TTE to identify device thrombosis or device embolism. An
important caveat is that early residual leaks, postprocedure, may
persist but will ultimately seal with reendothelialization. Contrast
TTE/TEE may be used at 6 months to assess if a residual leak
remains, because this is associated with a higher risk of recurrent
stroke.31 This assessment may identify other uncommon late com-
plications such as device erosion of the atrial roof/aortic root,
thrombus formation, or late device embolization.
CONCLUSION
The causal role of PFO in multiple clinical scenarios, specifically
CS, has been a matter of intense debate, and although PFO closure,
especially percutaneous closure, is tempting with seemingly bene-
ficial results under certain conditions, evidence is not convincing.
Echocardiography, particularly TEE, is indispensible as a diagnos-
tic and interventional tool that is to be used judiciously by the cli-
nician within the correct clinical scenarios.
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197 Fusion of Three-Dimensional Echocardiography
with Fluoroscopy for Interventional Guidance

John D. Carroll, MD, Ernesto E. Salcedo, MD
Echocardiography has entered a new and rapidly growing use in
guiding interventions. Three-dimensional (3D) and two-dimensional
(2D) echocardiography with imaging probes in a variety of anatom-
ical locations have further enabled less invasive approaches for treat-
ing cardiac valve, chamber, and other soft tissue targets because it
allows the treatment to be performed on the beating heart even in
the conscious patient.

The partnership of echocardiography and interventional cardiol-
ogy is also pushing into novel image-processing territory with the
development of multimodality image fusion, specifically using the
two modalities of ultrasound and fluoroscopy. The key questions
addressed in this chapter are: (1) what is fusion, (2) how is fusion
achieved, (3) what tools are needed to display and effectively use
these novel fused image datasets, and (4) what clinical value may
be gained from this image-processing technology?

Until very recently, ultrasound and x-ray images and their pro-
cessing were performed in two separate worlds or “coordinate
spaces.” Several translation steps are needed to mentally integrate
the ultrasound data with the x-ray data, and the human mind is not
accustomed to performing these complex transformations. In cur-
rent practice, each modality is used separately at different points
of various interventional procedures. With the growth of structural
heart disease interventions, the use of ultrasound guidance has
exploded, and the need for better integration of echocardiography
and x-ray imaging has become a major priority that will further
transform the design of the interventional suite, the people and
skills needed, and future incorporation of other advanced technol-
ogies including holography and robotic catheter control.1–3

Fusion of medical images involves taking patient-specific imag-
ing data from two modalities and aligning them in both space and
time. Registration is a term describing this alignment process. The
resultant fused image contains some or all of the data from both
images. Another way of describing this process is the creation of
an image overlay.

Some cardiac interventions can be performed with only one
imaging modality, but most new interventions focused on soft tis-
sue targets require more than one modality for image guidance,
each yielding different important information. These different
medical imaging modalities have been optimized over decades of
clinical use and technology refinement to visualize different ana-
tomical, physiologic or metabolic, and procedure-related elements.
Echocardiographic images optimize visualization of soft tissues
within the heart, and x-ray images optimize visualization of tissues
with calcium, chambers and vessels transiently filled with contrast
agents, and a broad array of medical devices and procedural equip-
ment that have been manufactured using materials with various
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Figure 197.1. The left panel shows a green digital three-dimensional (3D) model of the 3D transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) probe overlaid on
the live fluoroscopic image of the probe. The position and orientation of the probe are tracked by an image-processing algorithm, and the 3D model is
aligned to the fluoroscopic probe image. Initially two gantry positions are used for this registration process, which takes approximately 10 seconds.
The green digitally reconstructed image of the probe is a confirmation that registration is active. The right panel shows a fluoroscopic image containing a
3D TEE probe. With knowledge of the probe’s orientation, the location of the resultant boundary of the 3D echocardiographic dataset is shown in a
magenta color. The blue dot denotes the ultrasound-determined position of a paravalvular leak, which has been successfully crossed with a guide wire
in anticipation of device closure.
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degrees of radiopacity. Traditionally the images from each modal-
ity are processed, displayed, analyzed, and archived separately.
Any integration of the two image datasets occurred in the mind
of the interventionalist.

Fusion or combination of two kinds of images into one dataset is
a technically challenging process that can make use of several dif-
ference approaches in achieving the spatial and temporal alignment
needed.4 One approach is to take a structure clearly visualized in
both modalities and use this structure to align the two image data-
sets. This technique is commonly used in fusing CT and fluoros-
copy images where bony landmarks are shared in both image
datasets. Another approach is to use the knowledge of the 3D posi-
tion of the imaging system of image modality 1, the 3D TEE probe,
in the image modality 2 dataset, that is, in the fluoroscopy image.
The 3D TEE dataset has a known spatial relationship to the TEE
probe. Therefore, by using the position and orientation of the
TEE probe, the registration algorithm automatically detects the
probe’s orientation plus position and from this can orient the echo
volume dataset with the x-ray image (Fig. 197.1, right).

Image-based tracking is the process of aligning the projection of
TEE data into the 2D x-ray coordinate system based on an auto-
matic tracking of the TEE probe’s position and orientation in 3D
space.5 The TEE probe does not need to be altered for this purpose
if it has a unique fluoroscopic “fingerprint” that shows the probe’s
orientation. A digitally reconstructed 3Dmodel of the TEE probe is
automatically overlaid and matched against the real-time radio-
graphic appearance of the probe in two different radiographic views
separated by at least 45 degrees. Subsequently, the image-
processing system must provide feedback to the team performing
the intervention that the alignment, that is, the registration process,
is completed. The one commercially available system, EchoNavi-
gator by Philips Healthcare, uses a green model of the TEE probe
overlaid on the live fluoroscopic image of the TEE probe plus a
green check-mark as the signal of successful registration (see
Fig. 197.1, left).

There are several caveats to registration that need to be under-
stood. First, the experienced interventionalist can look at the resul-
tant fused image and quickly know if the registration was fairly
accurate. Second, structures seen in both x-ray and ultrasound
images should be superimposed in the fused image. Examples of
useful structures for this check on the accuracy of registration
include catheters, implanted devices, surgical valves, and pace-
maker leads. Thirdly, echocardiographic and fluoroscopic images
are well suited for fusion because they are both dynamic real-time
imaging modalities. Therefore the registration is valid throughout
the cardiac cycle, unlike the importation of a preoperatively
acquired CT scan at one time point overlaid with fluoroscopy.

During interventional procedures the table is moved, the gantry
is repositioned, the patient may shift, and the TEE probe is repeat-
edly relocated to optimize visualization for the specific task being
performed. Registration must therefore be constantly updated to
remain valid, accurate, and clinically useful.

An example of automatic updating of the registration process
occurs when the C-arm is moved. During live fluoroscopy, the dig-
itally reconstructed projection of the distal TEE probe is automat-
ically repositioned, tracking the TEE probe, and all the 3D TEE
images are updated and displayed with an orientation based on
the continuously changing gantry angle. This process effectively
merges x-ray and echocardiographic images for the entire proce-
dure despite the movement of the patient, x-ray table, or TEE probe.

Potentially, image fusion is a useful technology for the guidance
of interventional procedures, but it first must meet certain perfor-
mance criteria.6 It must be as automatic as possible and not place
additional work burdens and major training requirements on the
team. Second, it must be accurate, because malalignment or mis-
registration could lead to operator confusion and errors in pro-
cedure performance. Finally, there must be a minimal latency of
the joint visualization of the x-ray and ultrasound data in order
to facilitate eye-hand coordination.

Cardiac imaging for interventions must be in real time, that is,
live without perceptible time lags, because the heart and its subunits
constantly move in a variety of directions and velocities. Each
imaging modality must have a temporal resolution that is adequate
for the particular intervention. In the process of creating image
fusion of a dynamic structure, the two continuous image data
streams are merged. The x-ray image is a 2D cone beam projection
acquired by an angiographic C-arm, and the echo data are volumes
in 3D space in time, that is, 4D.
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After these performance criteria are met, the next step in multi-

modality image fusion is how to represent or display the resultant
dataset and what sort of tableside controls will allow this display to
be immediately updated and manipulated to meet the needs of the
specific task at hand. Currently monitor-based display is used,
although holographic display is feasible.7 Current monitor display
technology is inherently 2D, and the 3D depth of ultrasound images
is often represented using color coding. Fluoroscopy likewise does
not show depth because it is a projection image, and only by mov-
ing the gantry or having a biplane system can depth be understood
and visualized. Therefore the display of fused images must include
the ability to show the fused images simultaneously in multiple
perspectives.

Displaying the entire ultrasound dataset in a fused image is often
of little clinical use, and a portion of the ultrasound data must be
extracted. Displaying 2D rather than 3D ultrasound data fused with
fluoroscopy can meet some image guidance needs. If the 3D dataset
is needed, then cropping is frequently required to remove the por-
tion of the dataset that is extraneous and may otherwise obscure
visualization of the target. Cropping can be performed by the echo-
cardiographic team or by the interventionalist if there are tableside
controls (Fig. 197.2).

At times, one imaging dataset may be most useful if it has been
segmented to the degree that only one or more essential spatial
landmarks remain. For example, the optimal site for transseptal
puncture to perform MitraClip can be identified on the 3D TEE
dataset, a landmark or label that represents the “target” for puncture
can then be placed, and this target is the only aspect of the ultra-
sound data that is present in the fused image (Fig. 197.3). The live
fluoroscopic image becomes much more useful because it includes
a key anatomical landmark not usually seen with x-ray imaging.
Unique gantry angles can be determined that optimize performing
certain steps of an interventions by creating images that are en face,
tangential, or with a known degree of obliquity of the target.

Currently these landmarks are placed in the 3D echocardio-
graphic dataset at one point of the cardiac cycle and are not attached
to an anatomical structure. Thus the landmark will be intermittently
incorrectly registered, that is, malaligned, if the anatomical target
moves during the cardiac or respiratory cycles. If needed, addi-
tional markers could be placed at different portions of the cardiac
cycle. Speckle tracking technology potentially will allow the land-
marks to be “attached” to anatomical structures.
Figure 197.2. An example of a two-dimensional ultrasound image of the inte
The transseptal needle is best seen in x-ray with the corresponding tenting of
the safe and precise performance of transseptal puncture. The right panel sho
overlaid on fluoroscopy during navigation of the MitraClip delivery system. O
anatomy to optimize eye-hand coordination.
Rather than a discrete point, lines and other shapes can be drawn
in the 3D echocardiographic data and then can be visualized in the
fused image. The rims of an atrial septal defect (ASD) are an exam-
ple. In the resultant fluoroscopic view, with the rim of the ASD
denoted by an oval, it becomes easy to determine the spatial orien-
tation of the defect in the fluoroscopic image of the thorax. This
may be useful information in choosing delivery catheter shapes
and the potential challenges in deploying a septal occluder device
in the correct orientation to capture rim tissue. Another application
is in transcatheter aortic valve replacement where the x-ray gantry
system location must be found to orient the nadir of the three aortic
valve cusps for correct valve deployment and to avoid embolization
and paravalvular leaks from incorrect placement of the valve.

The procedure team can employ various tools to use the fused
images effectively. First, the perspective of the fused image can be
changed tableside, and multiple perspectives may be presented
simultaneously. Second, the ability to place landmarks and labels
is now a tableside feature. Finally, the relative opacity of one
modality can be instantly adjusted. Fading in and fading out of
overlaid echocardiographic data can be useful in understanding
complex 3D relationships.

The added clinical value from fusion of 3D echocardiographic
and fluoroscopic images is being defined in the broad and growing
spectrum of interventions.8 Early reports have focused on the fea-
sibility of the technology, implementation in the interventional
room, and early clinical experience based on physician opinion.9

Procedure-specific benefits must be defined by future studies of
patient safety and effectiveness outcomes, operator confidence,
procedure performance metrics, and cost effectiveness.

It is important to understand the mechanism of how image fusion
may provide added clinical value beyond that of 3DTEE alone. Opti-
mizing eye-hand coordination is a central goal of medical imaging to
safely and efficiently perform novel nonsurgical interventions on
cardiac valves as well as other structural heart targets. How does
image fusion potentially improve eye-hand coordination?

Eye-hand coordination is the coupling between visualizing and
manipulating: it is essential in performing medical interventions.
Because these interventions use medical imaging modalities rather
that the direct visualization, substantial learning curves are
involved. First, the perspective of the medical image often requires
the physician to manipulate and navigate delivery systems and
devices in a novel spatial coordinate system. Interventionalists
ratrial septum overlaid on the fluoroscopic image is seen in the left panel.
the septum seen in the ultrasound. One fused real-time image is ideal for
ws three-dimensional ultrasound images of themitral valve and left atrium
nce again the fused image provides visualization of both the device and



Marker 2
Marker 1

Figure 197.3. Two examples are shown of extracting only one point in the three-dimensional (3D) echocardiographic dataset for fusion with fluoros-
copy to facilitate interventions. This integrated landmark feature begins with the placement of a colored “marker” to highlight the target of intervention or
any structures of interest. The marker is placed using the echocardiographic image and denotes the 3D location of a “target.” If the two imagingmodal-
ities have been registered, that is, aligned spatially and temporally, then the marker will be visible in the fluoroscopic imagewith an accurate 3D location.
The left panel shows the yellowmarker of the optimal location for transseptal puncture. The right panel shows the location of the mitral paravalvular leak
to facilitate efficient crossing and closure of the leak. These are two examples of image fusion with only the marker location being used from the ultra-
sound dataset.
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are most familiar with the perspective of fluoroscopy. Fusing echo-
cardiographic data with fluoroscopy provides an immediate degree
of confidence to the interventionalist in understanding various per-
spectives of a fused image. The more intuitive perspective of fluo-
roscopic images is now combined with the additional information
of 3D soft tissue visualization.

The interventionalist can view only onemonitor at a time, and the
fused image removes or at least lessens the need to repetitively and
sequentially interrogate several monitors during each manipulation
of a catheter. Although large flatscreen monitors have provided
the ability to display multiple different images simultaneously, mul-
timodality fusion potentially has the advantage of reducing the visual
information overload that may occur.

Finally, image fusion should reduce the workload on the inter-
ventionalist by performing the major spatial transformations in
comparing two imaging modalities. In the past, two modalities
were always displayed in very different perspectives, and only
through the mental efforts and skills of the interventionalist could
they be integrated in a loose, nonquantitative fashion.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Fusion of 3D echocardiographic and fluoroscopic images is a new
and exciting approach to image guidance of structure heart disease
interventions. There is much to be learned and optimized. New
approaches to fusion from different manufacturers are likely to
emerge. Although ultimately we would like to have data showing
improved outcomes from a new technology, these studies are hard
to perform, because outcomes of these procedures have multiple
determinants. Furthermore, the regulatory approval pathway does
not require large pivotal trials in safety and effectiveness as with
implantable devices. Therefore, the face validity of these technol-
ogies is important, and individual user experience will dictate how
widespread they become.

Image fusion is one of many technologies transforming the
interventional suite. Enhancements in image guidance lead to
new opportunities in medical device design and the skill level
required to use them. The ASE and other professional societies
are key in helping define best practices and appropriate use of these
imaging technologies used by multidisciplinary teams.
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198 Appropriate Use Criteria
R. Parker Ward, MD
WHAT ARE APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA?
For the explanation of appropriate use criteria (AUC), please see
Chapter 65.

WHAT LED TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA?
AUC were developed in response to the marked increase in the per-
formance of and expenditures on cardiac procedures, particularly
cardiac imaging, over the past two decades. Medical diagnostic
imaging experienced a cumulative growth of 85% between 2000
and 2009, including a near doubling in the volume of transthoracic
echocardiography (TTE).1,2 This exceeded the growth of any other
physician service.1,2 Although an aging population with an increas-
ing burden of cardiovascular disease may justify some of this
growth, the magnitude of this increase in utilization and expendi-
tures raised questions from governmental and private payers about
potential misuse and overuse of cardiac imaging procedures.3,4

As a result of this increased scrutiny, more recent utilization of
cardiac imaging procedures, including echocardiography, has mod-
erated. Between 2009 and 2011, the most recent time frame for
which data are available, for the first time volume of all imaging
services to Medicare beneficiaries declined (3.5%).1 Utilization
of echocardiography procedures has been a similar path, declining
5.5% over the same time period (Fig. 198.1).1

Although the reasons for the reduction in utilization of echocar-
diography have not been definitively determined, contributors have
been identified. Reimbursement cuts that took effect in January
2010 and implementation of utilization management efforts such
as prior authorization processes have been examples of successful
governmental and private-payer attempts to decrease utilization
and contain costs.3,4 The development of AUC has also played
an important role, representing a physician directed effort to pro-
vide practitioners and reimbursement agencies “a rational approach
to the use of diagnostic imaging in the delivery of high quality
care.”5 To this end, the AUC have raised physician awareness
and provided a vehicle to guide the optimal use of echocardiogra-
phy in current clinical practice.

WHAT DO THE APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA FOR
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TELL US ABOUT CURRENT
CLINICAL PRACTICE?
Since publication of the AUC for echocardiography, a large of
number of clinical implementation studies have provided a descrip-
tion of the appropriateness of the current clinical practice of echo-
cardiography in a variety of populations and practice settings. The
following themes have emerged.

A large majority of echocardiography procedures performed are
appropriate. For TTE, depending on population and practice setting,
71% to 92% of studies have been found to be ordered for “appropri-
ate” indications.6–11 The most common appropriate indications for
which TTE are ordered in clinical practice are listed in Box 198.1.
For transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), an even greater per-
centage of studies are ordered for “appropriate” indications (95%),
likely because the invasive nature of TEE requires greater physician
involvement and screening.6,12 The AUC for stress echocardiogra-
phy (SE) are discussed in another chapter in this book.

A wide range of rates of “inappropriate” (now termed “rarely
appropriate”) TTE studies have been reported (2% to 22%),6–11

whereas “rarely appropriate” TEEs (3% to 4%) have been shown
to be extremely rare.6,12 The most common “rarely appropriate”
indications for which TTEs are ordered in clinical practice are listed
in Box 198.2. “Rarely appropriate” echocardiographic studies have
been the primary target of efforts to reduce utilization of echocardio-
graphic procedures. Educational interventions aimed at orienting
ordering clinicians to the AUC have been shown to be successful
in reducing the number of inappropriate TTEs performed.13
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM “INAPPROPRIATE”
(NOW TERMED “RARELY APPROPRIATE”)
STUDIES?
There has been great interest in identifying characteristics of
“rarely appropriate” studies that might be used to target efforts
to reduce inappropriate utilization of echocardiography, constrain
costs, and optimize clinical practice. Characteristics such as prac-
tice setting (community vs. academic) have not been shown to sig-
nificantly affect appropriateness.7,14 Physician ordering specialty
(cardiologist vs. other) has been studied extensively, with mixed
effects on the appropriateness of echo practice in different popula-
tions studied.6,7,10 The two characteristics that have consistently
been associated with more “rarely appropriate” TTEs are outpatient
status and repeat studies. Outpatient TTEs are less appropriate than
inpatient TTEs in large part because hospitalized patients are more
likely to have new symptoms or a “change in clinical status,” which
the key feature establishing many AUC indications as “appropri-
ate.”5,7,15 Similarly, repeat TTEs are less likely to be appropriate
than first-time TTEs because indications in the AUC specify time
intervals for reevaluation of heart disease in the absence of a clin-
ical change; below these intervals, the repeat TTE would not be
deemed appropriate (e.g., AUC indication 35: “Routine surveillance
(<3 years) of mild valvular heart disease without a change in clinical
status or cardiac exam”).5–11,14–16Routine repeatTTEs are among the
most common “rarely appropriate” indications for TTE in clinical
practice and represent a primary target to optimize utilization.
HOW WILL THE APPROPRIATE USE CRITERIA
BE IMPLEMENTED INTO CLINICAL PRACTICE?
AUC were developed with the expectation that they will be imple-
mented in the routine clinical practice of echocardiography. Over
the past decade, cardiac imaging tests have increasingly been sub-
jected to precertification or prior-authorization procedures before
849
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Figure 198.1. Growth in volume of
echocardiography procedures provided
toMedicare enrollees per 1000 beneficia-
ries, 2000-2011. Note: Some services
are billed as individual components of a
comprehensive study. (Data from Medi-
care Payment Advisory Commission
[MedPAC]. 2013 Report to Congress:
Medicare Payment Policy, March 2013,
and Andrus BW et al. Circ Cardiovasc
Qual Outcomes 5:31-36, 2012.)

Box 198.1 Most Common “Appropriate” Indications for Which Transthoracic Echocardiograms Are Performed in Clinical Practice
According to the 2011 Appropriate Use Criteria6–11

Indication 1: Symptoms or conditions potentially related to a cardiac
etiology, including but not limited to chest pain, shortness of breath,
palpitations, TIA, stroke, or peripheral embolic event (AUC score¼9)

Indication 2: Prior testing that is concerning for heart disease or
structural abnormality, including but not limited to chest X-ray,
baseline scout images for stress echocardiogram, ECG, or cardiac
biomarkers (AUC score¼9)

Indication 5: Sustained or nonsustained atrial fibrillation, SVT, or VT
(AUC score¼9)

Indication 9: Syncope when there are no other signs of cardiovascular
disease (AUC score¼7)

Indication 34: Initial evaluation when there is a reasonable suspicion of
valvular heart disease (AUC score¼9)

Indication 58: Suspected cardiovascular sours of embolus (AUC
score¼9)

Indication 71: Re-evaluation of known HF (systolic or diastolic) with a
change in clinical status or cardiac examwithout a clear precipitating
change in medication or diet (AUC score¼8)

Indication 73: Re-evaluation of known HF (systolic or diastolic) to guide
therapy (AUC score¼9)

AUC, Appropriate use criteria; ECG, electrocardiogram; HF, heart failure;
SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; TIA, transient ischemic attack; VT,
ventricular tachycardia.

Box 198.2 Most Common “Inappropriate” (Now Termed “Rarely Appropriate”) Indications for Which Transthoracic Echocardiograms
Are Performed in Clinical Practice According to the 2011 Appropriate Use Criteria6–11

Indication 8: Lightheadedness/presyncope when there are no other
symptoms or signs of cardiovascular disease (AUC score¼3)

Indication 11: Routine surveillance of ventricular function with known
CAD and no change in clinical status or cardiac examination (AUC
score¼3)

Indication 13: Routine preoperative evaluation of ventricular function
with no symptoms or signs of cardiovascular disease (AUC
score¼2)

Indication 38: Routine surveillance (<3 year) of mild valvular
stenosis without a change in clinical status or cardiac
examination (AUC score¼3)

Indication 48: Routine surveillance (<3 years after valve implantation) of
prosthetic valve if no known or suspected valve dysfunction (AUC
score¼3)

Indication 53: Suspected endocarditis in a patient with transient fever
without evidence of bacteremia or new murmur (AUC score¼2)

Indication 68: Routine evaluation of systemic hypertension without
symptoms or signs of heart disease (AUC score¼3)

Indication 74: Routine surveillance (<1 year) of heart failure (systolic
or diastolic) when there is no change in clinical status or cardiac
examination (AUC score¼2)

AUC, Appropriate use criteria; CAD, coronary artery disease.
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performance of individual imaging procedures.3,4 These precertifi-
cation procedures are generally performed by radiology benefit
managers (RBMs) on behalf of third-party payers.3,4 Although suc-
cessful in limiting utilization, these processes have been unwieldy
for physicians and patients as they may delay or deny necessary
imaging tests.3,4 The AUC have been put forth as an alternative
to prior authorization. Electronic applications and software to be
incorporated as part of order entry in electronic medical record sys-
tems have been developed and found to be feasible to employ in
clinical practice.17,18 Currently, the AUC for a variety of cardiac
imaging modalities are being piloted as a potential replacement
for, or to facilitate, prior authorization procedures in a number of
locations across the country.
AUC reporting is also now a requirement for imaging laboratory
accreditation for all cardiac imaging modalities, including echocar-
diography. The Intersocietal Commission for Accreditation of
Echocardiography Laboratories (ICAEL) currently requires that
the AUC be applied to 30 consecutive TTEs, TEEs, and SEs annu-
ally, with laboratory appropriateness rates included in annual qual-
ity improvement documentation.19 In addition, laboratories must
have a “mechanism for educating referring physicians to improve
appropriate use.”19
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199 Carotid Ultrasound to Evaluate Cardiovascular
Disease Risk: Carotid Intima-Media Thickness

and Plaque Detection

James H. Stein, MD, Claudia E. Korcarz, DVM, RDCS
Atherosclerosis typically causes cardiovascular disease (CVD)
when it progresses to a flow-limiting obstruction that causes ische-
mia, or when a severe obstruction suddenly develops as a result of
rupture or erosion of a preexisting plaque with subsequent throm-
bosis.1 Although not all individuals with atherosclerotic plaque will
experience a CVD event, a greater degree of subclinical atheroscle-
rosis is predictive of increased risk for future CVD events.2 To pre-
vent the complications of CVD such as death, myocardial
infarction, and stroke, there is great interest in identifying asymp-
tomatic patients who would be candidates for more intensive,
evidence-based medical interventions that reduce CVD risk.2–5

Imaging of arteries to identify and quantify the presence of subclin-
ical vascular disease has been suggested to further refine CVD risk
assessment.2–5 B-mode ultrasound measurement of carotid intima-
media thickness (IMT) in conjunction with screening for carotid
plaque presence is a noninvasive, sensitive, and reproducible
approach for identifying and quantifying atherosclerotic burden
and CVD risk. For CVD risk assessment, ultrasound is used to char-
acterize the carotid artery wall, rather than luminal narrowing, to
identify early stages of arterial injury and atherosclerosis. Ultra-
sound imaging of the far wall of the carotid artery produces two
echogenic lines, the lumen-intima and the media-adventitia inter-
face, which together constitute the IMT.6 The most recent guide-
lines from the American College of Cardiology Foundation
(ACCF) and the American Heart Association (AHA) for assess-
ment of CVD risk in asymptomatic adults designated ultrasound
carotid IMT with a Class IIa recommendation (level of evidence
B) for CVD risk assessment in patients at intermediate risk.5 The
ACCF/AHA guideline also recommended careful adherence to
published recommendations from the American Society of
Echocardiography (ASE) regarding ultrasound instrumentation,
technical approach to imaging, and operator training and experience
“to achieve high-quality results.”2 No imaging tests were designated
as a level I recommendation by the ACCF/AHA.5 A Current Proce-
dural Terminology code (0126 T) has been established by the United
States Centers for Medicare and Medicaid for “Common carotid
intima-media thickness (IMT) study for evaluation of atherosclerotic
burden or coronary heart disease risk factor assessment.”

Many individuals are classified as being low CVD risk despite
having increased lifetime risk of CVD.7 In a seminal report from
two large epidemiological studies, young and middle-aged adults
(�50 years of age) with low 10-year risk of coronary heart disease
but a high predicted lifetime risk had high carotid IMT.8 Scores of
studies have demonstrated a strong relationship between future
CVD risk and increased carotid IMT and carotid plaque presence,
as summarized in the ASE Consensus Statement and other recent
reviews.2,9–13 In general, individuals with higher levels of carotid
IMT have a 2- to 2.5-fold increased risk factor adjusted relative risk
for incident CVD; those with plaque in general have a 2.5- to 3-fold
increased risk. Representative studies that evaluated the associa-
tions of CVD risk with common carotid artery (CCA) IMT and
carotid plaque presence in asymptomatic individuals are summa-
rized in Tables 199.1 and 199.2. The recent USE-IMT meta-
analysis of 14 population-based cohorts and 45,828 individuals
demonstrated that over a median of 11 years, the relative risk per
0.1-mm increase in CCA IMT was 1.08 (95% confidence interval
[CI] 1.05 to 1.10) for myocardial infarction and 1.12 (95% CI 1.10
to 1.15) for stroke.11 Higher plaque burden also is predictive of
increased CVD risk; its quantification is a promising advance in
carotid ultrasound imaging for CVD risk prediction.14,15

http://www.intersocietal.org/echo


TABLE 199.1 Selected Prospective Studies of Common Carotid Artery Intima-Media Thickness and Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Large Prospective
Studies of More Than 1000 Asymptomatic Individuals

Study N Age Years
Cardiovascular Disease
Event Cutpoint

Adjusted Relative
Risk* (95% CI)

Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities 12,841 45-64 5 MI, CHD death Tertile Women: 2.53 (1.02-6.26)
Men: 2.02 (1.32-3.09)

14,214 45-64 7 Stroke Tertile Women: 2.32 (1.09-4.94)
Men: 2.24 (1.26-4.00)

Carotid Atherosclerosis Progression Study 5056 19-90 4 MI, stroke, death Quartile 1.85 (1.09-3.15)
Cardiovascular Health Study 4476 >65 6 MI Quintile 3.61 (2.13-6.11)

Stroke Quintile 2.57 (1.64-4.02)
Kuopio Ischemic Heart Disease 1257 42-60 3 MI >1.0 mm 2.1 (0.8-5.2)
Malm€o Diet and Cancer Study 5163 46-68 7 MI, CHD death Tertile 1.50 (0.81-2.59)
Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis 6698 45-84 4 CHD, CHD death Quartile 2.3 (1.4-3.8)
Rotterdam 6389 >55 7-10 MI Quartile 1.95 (1.19-3.19)
San Danielle 1348 18-99 12 Stroke, transient ischemic

attack, vascular death
>1.0 mm 5.6 (3.2-10.1)

Tromso 6226 25-84 5 MI Quartile Women: 2.86 (1.07-7.65)
Men: 1.73 (0.98-3.06)

Yao City 1289 60-74 5 Stroke Quartile 4.9 (1.9-12.0)

CHD, Coronary heart disease; CI, confidence intervals; MI, myocardial infarction.
*Adjusted for age, sex, and traditional risk factors; highest tertile or quartile compared to lowest tertile or quartile.
From Johnson HM, Stein JH. Measurement of carotid intima-media thickness and carotid plaque detection for cardiovascular risk assessment, J Nucl

Cardiol 18:153-162, 2011.

TABLE 199.2 Selected Prospective Studies of Carotid Artery Plaque Presence and Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Large Prospective Studies of More
Than 1000 Asymptomatic Individuals

Study N Age Years Cardiovascular Disease Event Adjusted Hazard Ratio* (95% CI)

Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities 12,375 45-64 7 MI, CHD death 2.96 (1.54-3.30)
Kuopio Ischemic Heart Disease 1288 42-60 �2 MI 4.15 (1.5-11.47)
Malm€o Diet and Cancer Study 5163 46-68 7 MI, CHD death 1.81 (1.14-2.87)
Northern Manhattan 1939 >40 6 Stroke 3.1 (1.1-8.5)
Rotterdam 6389 >55 7-10 MI 1.83 (1.27-2.62)
San Danielle 1348 18-99 12 Stroke, TIA, vascular death 10.4 (6.4-17.1)
Three-City 5895 65-85 5 CHD 1 site: 1.5 (1.0-2.2)

>1 site: 2.2 (1.6-3.1)
Yao City 1289 60-74 5 Stroke 3.2 (1.4-7.1)

CHD, Coronary heart disease; CI, confidence intervals; MI, myocardial infarction.
Data from Johnson HM, Stein JH. Measurement of carotid intima-media thickness and carotid plaque detection for cardiovascular risk assessment, J Nucl

Cardiol 18:153-162, 2011 and Plichart M, Celermajer DS, Zureik M et al. Carotid intima-media thickness in plaque-free site, carotid plaques and coronary
heart disease risk prediction in older adults. The Three-City Study, Atherosclerosis 219:917-924, 2011.
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Based on recommendations from the ASE,2 ACCF/AHA,5 and
appropriate use criteria from the Society for Atherosclerosis Imag-
ing and Prevention,16 carotid ultrasound with measurement of IMT
testing and evaluation for plaque presence is most useful in asymp-
tomatic individuals at “intermediate” CVD risk (i.e., patients with a
6% to 20% 10-year risk of coronary heart disease, who do not
already have CVD or a condition imparting similar risk). Other
asymptomatic patients in whom carotid ultrasound may be
useful include those with a family history of premature CVD in
a first-degree relative, individuals under 60 years old with severe
abnormalities in a single risk factor who otherwise would not be
candidates for therapeutic interventions, and young or middle-aged
women (<60 years old) with at least two CVD risk factors.2 A
carotid ultrasound for CVD risk assessment should not be per-
formed unless the results would be expected to alter therapy.
Although IMT testing and detection of carotid plaques reclassify
patients at intermediate risk,12,17 and predict major adverse CVD
events,2,9–13,17 there are no data demonstrating that a strategy of
carotid ultrasound and prevention interventions improves long-
term CVD outcomes compared with routine management alone.
Some studies have demonstrated that use of carotid ultrasound
influences physician’s prescription of CVD risk-reducing interven-
tions such as aspirin and statins and increases patient awareness of
CVD risk and intentions to make lifestyle changes; however, the
extent and durability of behavior changes associated with abnormal
imaging are not dramatic and even patients without abnormal
carotid ultrasound scans report intentions to change behavior.18–20

In a randomized clinical trial of smokers shown images of their
carotid plaques, carotid ultrasound screening did not impact smok-
ing cessation rates or changes in global CVD risk.21 Indeed, athero-
sclerosis screening using other imaging modalities also have not
lead to large or durable changes in patient behaviors or CVD risk,
in contrast to intensive case management.22

For CVD risk assessment, carotid ultrasound imaging and mea-
surement should follow the protocol from a large epidemiological
study that reported IMT values in percentiles by age, sex, and race/
ethnicity.2 Representative IMT nomograms are available in the
ASE Consensus Statement on carotid ultrasound for CVD risk
assessment. Ultrasound images of the distal 1 cm of the far wall
of each CCA should be obtained and compared to values from a
normative data set.2 The recommended carotid ultrasound scanning
protocol for most adults aged 40 to 70 years old is described in
Table 199.3. Carotid IMT should be measured in the wall of the
CCA after a thorough scan of the extracranial carotid arteries
for the presence of carotid plaque, because CCA IMT imaging
is insensitive for detection of atherosclerosis. Because of its super-
ficial location, ease of accessibility, and limited movement, the far
wall of the CCA is easy to image. Carotid plaque is defined as the



TABLE 199.3 Recommended Scanning Protocol for Evaluation of Common Carotid Artery Intima-Media Thickness and Detection of Carotid Plaques

Step* View Area(s) of Interest Technique Use

1 Transverse B-mode scan
(3-5 beat cine loop in
each segment)

From proximal CCA to
the mid-internal
carotid artery

• Notch of transducer oriented to the right of the patient.
• Slowly advance probe, keep vessel in center of screen,

show double lines of the near and far walls

Vessel orientation, wall
thickness, plaques, and
surrounding structures

2 Internal and external
carotid artery Doppler
(one frame of each)

Pulsed wave Doppler of
the proximal 1 cm of
each branch.

• Sample volume parallel to flow by beam steering and
angle correction of 60 degrees or less

• If narrowing, document severity

Anatomic orientation and
stenosis identification

3 Longitudinal plaque
screen scan

(3-5 beat cine loop from
at least three different
angles in each
segment)

Near and far walls of the
CCA, bulb, and
internal carotid artery
segments

• Rotate 90 degrees from the transverse plane with the
notch of the transducer oriented toward the head of
the patient

• Circumferential plaque screen scan of anterior, lateral,
and posterior imaging planes

• Document location and angle of largest plaque
encroachment into lumen

Identification and
description of plaques

4 IMT imaging
(3-5 beat cine loop and
optimized R-wave
gated still frames at
each angle)

Distal 1 cm of each CCA • Longitudinal images from three imaging planes: optimal
angle of incidence and two complementary angles

• Use cursor to mark location of bifurcation
• Display clear images of the distal CCA perfectly

horizontal with “double lines” on the near and far walls,
indicating a true perpendicular scanning plane (see
Fig. 199.2)

• Optimize transducer depth (usually 4 cm)
• On screen, display artery between 1.5 and 3.5 cm

depth to avoid slice thickness artifacts
• Place electronic focus at the level of the far wall

Segments for IMT
measurement

CCA, Common carotid artery; IMT, carotid intima-media thickness.
*By convention, the right carotid artery is imaged first.
From Stein JH, Korcarz CE, Hurst RT et al. Use of carotid ultrasound to identify subclinical vascular disease and evaluate cardiovascular disease risk,

J Am Soc Echocardiogr 21:93-111, 2008.

Anterior

Lateral

Posterior

Figure 199.1. Patient head position and ultrasound probe orientation
for carotid ultrasound scanning (right-side example). (From Stein JH,
Korcarz CE, Hurst RT et al. Use of carotid ultrasound to identify subclin-
ical vascular disease and evaluate cardiovascular disease risk, J Am Soc
Echocardiogr 21:93-111, 2008.)
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presence of focal wall thickening that is at least 50% greater than
that of the surrounding vessel wall or as a focal region with IMT
greater than 1.5 mm that protrudes into the lumen that is distinct
from the adjacent boundary.2 The presence of carotid plaque or
carotid IMT at least the 75th percentile for the patient’s age, sex,
and race/ethnicity is indicative of increased CVD risk. For clinical
purposes, serial studies of carotid IMT to evaluate for progression
or regression are not recommended. Although changes in carotid
IMT progression with statin therapy appear to be a good surrogate
endpoint for CVD risk, its predictive value and technical feasibility
in clinical labs are uncertain.23,24

A state-of-the-art ultrasound system with a linear-array trans-
ducer operating at a fundamental frequency of at least 7 MHz is
necessary for testing. Because nonfundamental frequencies can
increase wall thickness, their use requires validation. Although
most patients can be scanned at a standard depth of 4 cm, increased
depth may be necessary in some patients with larger necks or
deeper vessels; however, resolution will be sacrificed. Because
IMT measurements are extremely small, differences of one digital
pixel can inaccurately reclassify patients into different CVD risk
categories, so close attention to instrumentation and standardized
imaging and reading protocols is critical. The ASE consensus
recommendation is to use a small-parts ultrasound phantom to
ensure that the ultrasound system is calibrated accurately and to
help determine the axial and lateral resolutions of the transducer.
Digital images should be stored directly from the ultrasound system
in a DICOM format or one that maintains study organization
and internal image calibration, thus eliminating errors caused by
manual calibration. Use of reference values from clinic referral
populations is discouraged.

Plaque screening requires a circumferential scan ranging from
anterior to posterior angles and imaging the near or far walls of
the CCA, bulb, and internal carotid artery segments; the bulb
and internal carotid arterial segments should be interrogated care-
fully because plaque typically develops earliest in these segments
(Fig. 199.1). Use caution in areas where the arterial diameter
changes abruptly and/or the image is not perpendicular to the scan
lines, such as at the transition of the CCA into the bulb. Color
Doppler should be used to demonstrate a complete lumen filling
or irregular arterial interfaces. Because of the complex shape of pla-
que, accurate measurement of size may be challenging. Ideally, pla-
que presence should be corroborated from longitudinal and
transverse (cross-sectional) imaging planes.

Carotid IMT measurements require carefully tracing the blood-
intima and media-adventitia interfaces of the far wall, in triplicate,
from leading edge to leading edge, using a semiautomated border
detection program with validated accuracy (Fig. 199.2). Carotid
IMT images should demonstrate the blood-intima and media-
adventitia boundaries clearly. The reader should be able to see these
interfaces on both near and far walls of the carotid artery to ensure
that the sonographer has imaged the vessel through its true diameter



RCCA IMT

Figure 199.2. “Double line sign.” Simultaneous double lines in the near
and far walls of the common carotid artery.

Figure 199.3. Measurement of far wall common carotid artery intima-
media thickness using a semiautomated border detection program.
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(“double-line” sign, Fig. 199.3); otherwise, the wall thickness may
be over- or underestimated. When tracing the vessel boundaries,
edges that cannot be visualized should not be traced or “filled
in.” If plaques are detected in the segment being measured, they
should be traced as part of the carotid IMT because they were
included in the measurements in most of the epidemiological stud-
ies in Table 199.1. Semiautomated border detection programs can
improve reproducibility and shorten reading time, especially in
newer readers.25,26

Clinical reports should include mean carotid IMT values from
the far walls of the right and left CCAs (“mean-mean”). Additional
segments or maximum values may be reported if there is local
expertise and these measurements can be traced to normative
values with published associations to CVD risk. Study results
should be provided to the ordering provider in an understandable
and clinically applicable fashion. The report should clearly identify
the type of study being performed (e.g., “Carotid Ultrasound Study
for Cardiovascular Risk Assessment”), that it is not a replacement
for a clinically indicated carotid duplex ultrasound, and that the
results do not indicate the presence or absence of clinically signif-
icant obstruction, unless noted otherwise.2 Semiautomated border
detection programs tend to produce somewhat thicker carotid
IMT values than manual tracing, so their use should be considered
by the reader when making recommendations concerning the find-
ings of the study, especially if the reference dataset was obtained
using manual tracing. Current ultrasound instrumentation and dig-
ital imaging also provide better resolution, which maymake carotid
IMT values somewhat smaller. Therefore, study results should
be described in absolute values (mm) as well as using broad ranges
of percentiles. This avoids the appearance of greater precision than
is achievable when mapping carotid IMT measurements to a refer-
ence population. Carotid IMT values at or above the 75th percentile
for either the right or left CCA are considered “high” and indicative
of “increased CVD risk.”2 Values in the 25th to 75th percentile are
considered “average” and indicative of “unchanged CVD risk.”
Values at or below the 25th percentile are considered “lower
CVD risk,” but whether or not they justify less aggressive preven-
tive therapy than standard care is not clear.2 These broad levels of
risk should be reported. Incidental findings that may require further
evaluation should be described, such as the possibility of high-
grade carotid artery stenosis (e.g., visual appearance of obstructive
plaque, increased color or spectral Doppler flow velocities), carotid
body tumor, carotid dissection, a large thyroid mass, lymphadenop-
athy, or others. Carotid ultrasound for CVD risk assessment is not
meant to screen for these findings or to replace a medically indi-
cated diagnostic ultrasound study of these structures; the reader
and sonographer should be able to recognize significant pathology
if it is discovered incidentally during the course of the examination.
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Manufacturer Philips

Recording site LAD PD/LCX LAD
Transducer S5-1/X5-1 S5-1/X5-1 M5S/M4(3)S

COLOR

Frequency (MHz) 2.7/2.6
Scale (cm/sec) 15-25 15-25 20-24
Gain (% or dB) 80% 80% 0 dB
Persist 2 or 3 1 or 2 3.6
Filter (LVRej; GE) High or max High or max 8/2.8 cm
MAP Yellow/cyan/

mosaic
Tissue priority 0
Time smooth
Spatial smooth

PULSED WAVE

Frequency (MHz) 2.5/2.5
Sample volume (mm) 3 3-4 4
Gain (% or dB) 60% 45% �10 dB
Filter (LVRej) Low or min Low or min 4.5/2.9 cm/sec
Power MI 0.4 MI 1.0 MI 0.5
Reject 4 3 4.5/2.9 cm/sec
MAP Gray 2
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Coronary flow imaging by echocardiography has a long history, but
its clinical application has gained its popularity during the past
15 years. First, several pioneer researchers had tried to record cor-
onary flow velocity (CFV) in the distal part of the left anterior des-
cending (LAD) coronary artery, because the proximity from the
transducer made the use of the high-frequency transducer possible.
Because significant stenosis in the LAD is usually located in the
proximal part of the artery, CFV measurements in the distal part
at baseline and during intravenous infusion of adenosine, which
allows noninvasive calculation of coronary flow velocity reserve
(CFVR), reflect the functional significance of the stenosis. It has
been reported that CFVR greater than 2.0 can be used to predict sig-
nificant stenosis with a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 70%
in nonselected patients.1,2 Because this methodology was relatively
easy and straightforward, the technique rapidly expanded in
European nations and Asian and South American countries. Sub-
sequently, the application of this technique moved toward the pos-
terior descending (PD) and the left circumflex (LCX) coronary
arteries. However, the feasibility was not clinically acceptable
unless ultrasound contrast agent was used to enhance the Doppler
CFV envelope.3,4 Finally, current ultrasound technology allows us
to measure CFV in all three major coronary arteries with a high suc-
cess rate (more than 95% for the LAD and 70% to 80% in the PD
and LCX) using standard ultrasound transducers. This chapter dis-
cusses the current utility of coronary flow imaging in routine
echocardiography.
SYSTEM SETTINGS FOR CORONARY
FLOW IMAGING
It is important to ensure that the ultrasound machine has a special
setup for recording CFV. Because the range of CFV is within 20 to
40 cm/sec, conventional color Doppler flow velocity settings make
the detection of coronary flow difficult, unless high flow velocities
exist as a result of significant stenosis. Some differences in system
setting for detecting coronary flow velocity are noted among differ-
ent ultrasound manufacturers (Table 200.1).
rasound Vendors

GE Siemens Toshiba

PD/LCX LAD PD/LCX LAD PD/LCX
M5S/M4(3)S 4V1c 4V1c 6S3 5S1, 5S2

2.7/2.2 3.5 2.0-2.5 3.8 2.5-3.3
20-24 12-22 12-26 11-17 11-19
0 dB
3.6 2 2
8/2.8 cm 1 1 5 5

1 1 2 2

0 2 2
5 3
4 4

2.5/2.5 3.5 1.75 3.8 2.5-3.3
4 3 3-5 5 5
�10 dB
4.5/4.3 cm/sec 4 or 5 4 or 5 150 150
MI 0.5
4.5/4.3 cm/sec
Gray 2 3 or 4 3 or 4 3 3
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Figure 200.1. Coronary flow recordings. A, Coronary flow in the posterior descending coronary artery (A-1) and middle right coronary artery (A-2).
These are off-axis two-chamber views. B, Coronary flow in the proximal (B-1), middle (B-2), and distal part of the left anterior descending coronary
artery (B-3). C, Coronary flow in the left circumflex coronary artery (C-1, C-2). These are off-axis four-chamber views. LV, Left ventricle; RV, right ven-
tricle; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract.
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HOW TO RECORD CORONARY FLOW
Technical details for recording coronary flow velocity in the distal
part of the LAD, PD, and LCX have been described in the litera-
ture.5,6 The oblique short-axis view at the level of the aortic valve
is used for the acquisition of coronary flow velocity in the prox-
imal LAD. The lower parasternal long-axis view is best for
recording the middle part of the LAD (Fig. 200.1). These views
are usually off-axis and are seldom used during routine echocar-
diographic examinations, but they are quite important to allow the
recording the flow velocity in the proximal to middle parts of
the LAD.
LV
A B

LV
DETECTION OF TOTAL OCCLUSION
OF THE CORONARY ARTERIES
The retrograde blood flow velocity distal to the totally occluded
coronary vessel represents collateral flow from other coronary
arteries. Retrograde LAD flow by transthoracic Doppler echocardi-
ography had a sensitivity of 93% and a specificity of 100% for the
detection of total LAD occlusion7 (Fig. 200.2). Simultaneous visu-
alization of retrograde septal artery reconfirms the presence of
proximal LAD occlusion. The same approach was also applicable
in the right coronary artery for the identification of proximal right
coronary artery occlusion.8
C

Figure 200.2. Retrograde coronary flow in the left anterior descending
coronary artery (LAD). Coronary flow in the distal LAD (A) and septal
artery (B) shows flow with reverse direction. C, Pulse Doppler recording
of flow velocity shows retrograde flow (arrows), which suggests total
occlusion of the proximal LAD. LV, Left ventricle.
DETECTION OF PROXIMAL LAD STENOSIS
The detection of a “mosaic flow” in the proximal LAD provides a
clue for significant stenosis9 (Fig. 200.3). The persistence of the
“mosaic flow” after increase in flow velocity scale to around 50 to
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Figure 200.3. Mosaic flow in the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD). A and B, Modified short-axis views at the level of the aortic valve.
Proximal LAD flow shows mosaic flow (B) with high flow velocity profile (C). Coronary angiography revealed significant stenosis in the proximal
LAD (arrow, D) in this patient. LCX, Left circumflex coronary artery.
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60 cm/sec is highly suggestive of significant coronary stenosis.
The application of pulsed wave Doppler echocardiography provides
maximal coronary flow velocity. Coronary flow velocity greater than
1 m/sec is another clue for the presence of significant stenosis.
SUMMARY
Coronary flow imaging has a potential for noninvasive assessment
of significant stenosis during routine echocardiography.
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